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Announcements and News

• Security Advisories: Security and Integrity Maintenance
Broadcom offers Security and Integrity maintenance that addresses a security or integrity exposure. We categorize this
maintenance as a “SECINT” or “Security or Integrity” fix type using our mainframe software packaging system. This
maintenance lets you quickly identify security or integrity maintenance among all published maintenance.
– With each Security or Integrity fix, Broadcom also offers access to Security Advisory articles that include additional

details and context about a security or integrity exposure. Each article details the CVSS score, the CVSS Vector
String, the affected components, and the CVE numbers, if applicable. This central resource offers self-service
information and an email subscription service to be alerted about new security advisories.

– To apply Security and Integrity fixes and sign up for our vulnerability subscription service, see Maintain Security and
Integrity Fixes documentation. To review vulnerabilities, see Broadcom’s Security Advisories portal.

• Mainframe Technical Exchange Digital Experience
If you missed the Mainframe Technical Exchange Digital Experience, or perhaps you want to review a session that
you attended, you can access the recorded content by clicking on this link. To access the slides shared in sessions,
select More under the session description in the session page, and a pdf version of the slides is posted under
Documents. The recorded sessions are available until January 7, 2022.
The Mainframe Technical Exchange Digital Experience is designed to provide you technical education and updates on
your Broadcom Mainframe products and enable all participants to exchange best practices and insights.
We are already planning the 2022 Mainframe Technical Exchanges.Bookmark the event homepage for the latest
updates. If you have any questions or issues, contact us at mftech.exchange@broadcom.com.
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Release Notes
TLMS is an automated tape library management system that manages tape resources and protects tape data sets from
accidental destruction. In today's sophisticated data centers, decisions must be made every day to determine which
tape volumes are eligible for reuse and which contain critical data that should be moved to a secure, off-site storage
location. With TLMS, you can automate the management of your tape resources, improve the efficiency and productivity
of operations personnel, and reduce the human error inherent in manual intervention. Release 14.0 uses IBM Enterprise
COBOL 4.2, which is included in your operating system.

New Features

TLMS ROBSCR Support for the IBM VTS

Use the ROBSCR option in TLMSIPO of hlq.CTAPOPTN to indicate that the robotic (virtual) tape system should be
notified when a tape volume has gone scratch. Which robotic or virtual tape system to notify is based on the &ATLTYP
field in the VMF.

If the ROBSCR option is set to YES, and the &ATLTYP field in the VMF record for the scratched volume is not x'00', then
OAM is called when that specific volume is scratched. This feature removes the need for the scratch exit TLMSRACF.

For more information, see ROBSCR System Option - Robot Scratch Processing.

Some LPA-Resident Modules Moved Above the Line

Extended Link Pack Area (LPA) resident modules are moved above the 16-MB line to reduce critical below-the-line
storage requirements for TLMS. We reduced below-the-line Common Storage Area (CSA).

Volume Range Command

You can now specify a volume range with the batch program TLMSINQR for volumes that you want to update by using
vvvvvv-vvvvvv with the following commands: DVA, DVD, DVH, DVM, DVR, UPD, UPV, BRK, DV, and CLR.

WTG Intercepts Replaced by TEP Intercept

The Where To Go (WTG) intercepts are replaced by IBM supported Tape Exit Point (TEP) intercepts.

TEMPSCR System Option

Use the TEMPSCR system option to avoid temporary data sets being set to SCRATCH=YES status upon close.

If the TEMPSCR option is set to YES, any temporary data sets should be set to SCRATCH=YES upon close. The default
is TEMPSCR=YES.

MNTCNT System Option

Use the MNTCNT system option to set the number of times a tape can be rejected before abending. This prevents
endless mounts when a robot/ATL is out of sync with TLMS.

MNTCNT nnn specifies the number of times a tape is to be rejected before abending.
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IEC710I System Option                                                   

When reading a multivolume dataset as input and specifying only the first volume in the JCL, IBM message IEC710I
ANOTHER VOLUME EXPECTED is issued at the end of the first volume when an End-Of-Volume (EOV) is read instead
of an End-Of-File (EOF).                                                                                                                

TLMS now resolves this conflict by filling in the next volume to be mounted via the Label Anomaly Exit until the end of the
volume chain within the VMF is reached. When the exit is invoked, the IBM message IEC716I TAPE MULTIVOLUME LIST
CORRECTED will be issued and the job will continue reading until the next EOV condition arises. This will repeat until an
EOF condition is reached or the application stops reading the file.   

Dynamic Rebuild VMF Index (VMI)

A new utility allows TLMS LPARs to dynamic switch to a new VMI while tape processing continues. The user defines a
new VMI with the desired size and location and then runs the CATVMIDR utility.  The utility causes the TLMS LPARs to
switch to the new VMI. It then rebuilds the new VMI from the VMF while the TLMS LPARs are also updating the VMI.

The CATVMIDR utility checks for requirements before starting, and has automatic recovery if problems occur.

VMF Chain Correction

A new utility allows the correction of VMF orphaned chains, while the tape processing continues. Orphan chains are
created when a “force break-chain” is issued for a tape volume. These can be corrected by the batch VMF utility,
CATVMFU.  However, CATVMFU can be run only while tape processing is stopped. The new CATVMFC utility can be run
while tape processing is active.

This CATVMFC utility is important    for customers who use the Dynamic VMF Extend    process which do not correct the
orphan chains and sometimes stop when it finds orphan chains.

CATVMFC uses output from the VMF verification program TLMSVMFV. This ensures that the new correction program only
works with orphan chains. CATVMFC will recover the orphan records and will make them available for reuse.   

Enhancement to Existing Features

SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval

As part of our ongoing Mainframe strategy, Broadcom now offers an additional maintenance delivery service: SMP/E
Internet Service Retrieval. This additional delivery method uses the IBM SMP/E RECEIVE ORDER command to acquire
Broadcom Mainframe product maintenance over the internet by securely submitting an order for PTFs and HOLDDATA to
a remote Broadcom server.

SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval:

• Eliminates time-consuming fix searches and the need to select maintenance manually through Broadcom Support
Portal

• Automates delivery of Broadcom maintenance directly to your mainframe
• Fulfills orders based on the status of your SMP/E environments
• Enables scheduling of maintenance downloads
• Facilitates an easier installation of Broadcom Recommended and Preventive service

With the SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval, you can acquire maintenance on demand or can schedule an SMP/E job to run
regularly. The Broadcom Order server supports the IBM-documented order types, which include: ALL, APARS, CRITICAL,
HOLDDATA, PTFS, and RECOMMENDED.

If you are an existing CSM customer, you can also use this additional service to download maintenance and dramatically
reduce the time needed to download PTFs.

To get started, review the  SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval Documentation.
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Removed Features

Old Format Retention Master File (RMF) Utilities Removed

TLMS Release 14.0 removes support for the old Initialize and update RMF utilities (TLMSRMGM, TLMSRMUP,
TLMSRMUT, and PROC CATRMFU). The functionality is replaced by two new members that are found in your
CTAPPROC. CATRMFI and CATRMFE procedures will execute TLMSRMFE. CATRMFI initializes the RMF and
CATRMFE updates to the RMF. The new utility has been available since Release 11.0. If you have not already converted
your existing RMF and plan to use the existing RMF in 14.0, convert before doing any updates to the RMF. To convert
your existing RMF to the new format, run CATRMFE with the single statement “CONVERT” as input. For more information
about CATRMFE, see CATRMFE - Update Pattern Masked RMF.

Product Names and Abbreviations
TLMS Tape Library Management System references several other mainframe products.

TLMS documentation references the following products and abbreviations:

• CA 1
• ACF2
• ARCServe Backup
• ASM2
• ASTEX
• CARS
• Chorus Software Manager
• Common Components and Services
• Copycat
• CREWS
• Disk
• Dispatch
• Dynam
• Earl
• Easytrieve
• Encryption Key Manager
• Gate
• GMI
• IDMS/DB
• JCLCheck
• LMP
• OPS/MVS
• PDSMAN
• Service Desk Manager
• Tape Encryption
• TLMS
• Workload Automation Restart Option for z/OS Schedulers
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Best Practices
The following sections explains the best practices for configuring TLMS for optimal performance:

• Alternate Log (ALOG) File Placement
• Multi-System Environment Considerations
• Implement the Failsafe USERMOD
• TLMS VMF Backup
• ALOG File Backup
• ALOG File Size
• Schedule the CATALOGB Process
• Retain ALOG Versions
• Review Tape Inventory at Offsite Vaults
• Review the Use of TLMS User Exits
• Identify Virtual Volumes
• Use External Data Managers
• Use the Graphical Management Interface (GMI)
• Monitor the TLMS Health Checks
• Save VMF Auxiliary Space

Alternate Log (ALOG) File Placement
Allocate the ALOG on a different disk volume than the VMF.

 Business Value: 

Allocating ALOG on a different volume than the VMF allows you to recover the most recent tape activity in case the
volume containing the VMF is damaged or inaccessible.

 Additional Considerations: 

The TLMS ALOG file (also known as the ALTLOG or alternate log) is used to retain all updates to the TLMS Volume
Master File (VMF).  Like other database log or journal files, the ALOG is a critical resource that you should recover from
the loss of your VMF. The ALOG contains the transactions used to update the VMF volume and file records for a period of
time, as determined by the size of the ALOG file.  

TLMS provides JCL in member TLMJALGI of CAI.CTAPJCL to execute the procedure CATALOGI, which allocates an
ALOG file during installation.

 To allocate an ALOG on a different volume 

1. Configure and run TLMJALGI.
2. A new ALOG with a different name is allocated on a different volume.
3. Stop TLMS by shutting down the CTS address space.
4. Run the ALOG backup utility CATALOGB.
5. A new ALOG backup is created and the disk ALOG data set is reset to empty status. That means that all the

transactions have been saved in an ALOG backup data set.
6. Start TLMS after changing the CAIALOG DD to point to the new ALOG file in the CTS procedure.

Note: You must specify RECOVRY=ALTLOG in your TLMSIPO member of CAI.CTAPOPTN. This statement causes
TLMS to use the ALOG.

TLMS provides the following health checks related to ALOG processing:
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• The first health check warns if RECOVRY=ALTLOG or SMF is not set.
• The second health check raises an exception when it discovers the ALOG and VMF on the same volume.

 

NOTE

•  Symbolic Variable Worksheet 

Multi-System Environment Considerations
Convert TLMS RESERVEs to global ENQUEUEs in environments where a single resource manager (MIM or GRS)
controls the DASD.

 Business Value: 

By converting TLMS RESERVEs to global ENQUEUES, you are reducing the possibility of experiencing application
slowdowns or lockouts due to contention for other resources on the volume.

 Additional Considerations: 

Consider the following conditions when sharing the VMF and ALOG data sets among multiple systems:

• The sharing systems need not belong to the same SYSPLEX, and do not have to be at the same MVS level.
• The TLMS maintenance levels of the sharing systems need not be the same, but new features or enhancements might

be usable only when supported by all systems.
• The TLMS installation libraries might or might not be shared or cloned. The use of a single CAI.CTAPOPTN parmlib

simplifies maintenance and control of all system options and user modifications. When the Realtime Retention
Assignment feature is used, the same Retention Master File (RMF) should be used on all the systems to ensure
consistent results.

Convert TLMS RESERVEs to global ENQUEUES for the VMF and ALOG resources only. The following table lists the
resources:

 Resource  Major Name  Minor Name 
VMF TLMSVMFQ TLMSVMFQ
VMF (extend) TLMSVMFQ TLMSVMFX
ALOG UPDCTL TLMSALOG

If the RESERVEs are converted, this must be done on all sharing systems. If the RESERVEs are not converted, the
DASD volumes which VMF and ALOG reside on should not contain other data sets that are frequently used during
tape processing, like system catalogs or control data sets of DASD management or security products. You prevent
performance degradation or potential lockout situations this way. All TLMS resources other than the VMF and ALOG must
be controlled locally.

Implement the Failsafe USERMOD
Implement the Failsafe USERMOD into the operating system.

 Business Value: 

The Failsafe USERMOD ensures the protection of your tape data by warning you if any tape is read or written by an
application when TLMS is not actively tracking tapes.

 Additional Considerations: 

The Failsafe USERMOD-CTSUSAF is distributed as member CTSJUSAF in the CAI.CTAPJCL library. This USERMOD
should be installed into the operating system to prevent any tape processing from occurring before running the CAS9
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(Common Components and Services). With USERMOD CTSUSAF, WTORs are issued to indicate that the TLMS
intercepts are not active. TLMS issues messages CTS998E. The Failsafe USERMOD prevents you from running tape
applications without having activated TLMS, which would result in TLMS not being able to protect these tapes.

CTSUSAF replaces IBM tape management exit IFG019VM in module IFG019RB which resides in SYS1.LPALIB. An IPL
is required to implement this change. For more information, see Failsafe USERMOD.

 z/OS 2.2 Alternative: 

There is an alternative to the USERMOD in z/OS 2.2. z/OS 2.2 supports dynamic DFSMS OCE Tape exits. These exits
can be added at IPL time with a statement in in the PROG member of SYS1.PARMLIB. Place the following statement in
your PROG member:

EXIT ADD EXITNAME(OCE_VOLUMEMOUNT) MODNAME(CTS019VM)

TLMS VMF Backup
Back up the TLMS VMF regularly.

 Business Value: 

Regular backups of the VMF are required to allow you to recover critical tape data if there was a failure.

 Additional Considerations: 

The TLMS Volume Master File (VMF) is a critical system resource. Regularly back up the VMF and retain multiple
versions of these backups to enable point in time recovery. The CATVMFB procedure is provided to create a backup of
the VMF on tape that can be sent off site.

ALOG File Backup
Back up the ALOG file regularly.

Business Value:

Back up the ALOG file regularly to enable you recover critical tape data if there was a VMF failure.

Additional Considerations:

The ALOG file is a critical part of VMF recovery processing. Back up the ALOG file daily, or more frequently, if the volume
of tape processing is high. The ALOG file is used to record the individual transactions that are applied to the VMF and is
similar to a database journal or log file. The CATALOGB procedure is provided to back up the ALOG transactions to tape.

The ALOG file is reset each time that you run the CATALOGB procedure, only the transactions that are created because
the last time CATALOGB was run are written to the ALOG backup tape.

 

NOTE

• CATALOGB - Backup the Alternate Log File
• CATVMFB - Back Up the Volume Master File

ALOG File Size
Allocate sufficient space for the ALOG file.

Business Value:

Allocating sufficient space for the ALOG file helps you capture all the TLMS transactions. This helps you to recover all the
tape data if the VMF is lost, damaged, or deleted.
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Additional Considerations:

The ALOG is unblocked and the CATALOGB process creates a report (TLMS055) that shows the number of ALOG
records (blocks) used. A threshold limit is provided to inform you when the ALOG is nearly full. You can use this report to
know how full the ALOG is before any threshold is triggered.

Schedule the CATALOGB Process
Schedule the CATALOGB process to run daily, before the daily retention processing job (CATTRS).

Business Value:

Scheduling the CATALOGB process to run daily gives you the ability to recover from possible problems in retention
processing.

Additional Considerations:

This best practice recommends that by scheduling this daily utility before you schedule the daily retention job CATTRS,
you have the ability to recover the VMF to a state prior to it being updated by CATTRS, should there be any problems in
CATTRS processing.

Retain ALOG Versions
Retain enough versions of ALOG backups because the VMF was last backed up by CATVMFB.

Business Value:

Retaining ALOG backups helps you recover all the tape data in case the VMF is lost or damaged and provides you an
audit trail to determine what has happened to a volume over time.

Additional Considerations:

We recommend that you retain VMF and ALOG backups for six months. These backups allow you to go back in time
to research detailed activity for tape volumes. If you find that a tape has been scratched or modified and you need to
understand what has happened, the ALOG data will provide the answer. The ALOG records show all the updates to the
VMF from real-time Open/Close/EOV events, batch jobs, and CATLTP updates.

You can use IEBGENER to concatenate the daily ALOG backup tapes onto fewer tapes. Using this method, you can
create a weekly or a monthly tape instead of individual daily ALOG tapes. As is the case when using multiple ALOG files
as input, they should always be processed in the order OLDEST to NEWEST.

Review Tape Inventory at Offsite Vaults
Review the inventory report of your offsite tapes and identify those tapes that might no longer need to be offsite and can
be returned from offsite retention. We recommend that you use Earl to run a report (TLERPT06) to identify such tapes.

We also recommend that you run the TLMS014 report and review the number of slots available at your off-site locations.

 

Business Value:

Reviewing the inventory report of your offsite tape allows you to identify tapes in the vault that can be returned for scratch.
This reduces the number of tapes maintained at the vault, thereby reducing the associated expenses of vaulting tapes.

Additional Considerations:

You can lose tapes in the offsite location, if they are retained by cycle control (Type 4) and the data set is a GDG that is
no longer created. You could also have tapes that are sent offsite longer than necessary due to the fact that the retention
schedule holds them offsite longer than their expiration date. You should also check for errors in TLMSTRS processing,
because this can result in tapes being left at an offsite location longer than intended.
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Review the Use of TLMS User Exits
Review the new features introduced in TLMS.

Business Value:

You can eliminate some of the commonly used user exits and thereby the need to code and maintain these user exits.

Additional Considerations:

Use the RMF Pattern Masking feature introduced in TLMS r12 to eliminate the TLMSXTRS Tape Retention System user
exit used for controlling retention of FDR tapes. You have to set up the RMF retention rules using the new advanced
pattern masking characters. 

Note: User written TLMSXTRS exits may not have been updated to support the use of the Retention Types A, B, and C
introduced in Release 5.5.

Use the External Data Manager (EDM) feature introduced in TLMS 5.5 to eliminate the TLMSXUPD user exit used for
controlling the DFSMShsm tape expiration.

Any user exit that has device tables should be reviewed for new device support.

NOTE

• User Exits and Macros

Identify Virtual Volumes
While adding volume ranges to your VMF, identify the tape volumes that are virtual volumes.

Business Value:

This best practice allows you to easily identify and efficiently manage your virtual volumes.

Additional Considerations:

When executing the CATVMFRS procedure to add volumes, you should use the ATL(VIBM, nnn), ATL(VSTORTEK,nnn),
or ATL(VTAPE nnn) parameter to identify the virtual tape system that manages these volumes. For existing ranges or
volumes that should be converted to use as virtual volumes, use the UPV command to update the ATLTYP field to the
appropriate virtual tape system. Following are examples of using the UPV command to mark volumes as virtual tapes:

UPV volser[-volser] ATL(VIBM,1)

UPV volser[-volser] ATL(VSTORTEK,1)

UPV volser[-volser] ATL(VTAPE,1)

Use External Data Managers
Use the External Data Manager (EDM) feature to manage tapes for products that maintain their own catalog of tape files
and volumes.

Business Value:

The EDM feature gives an additional level of protection against tape volumes from being erroneously expired before the
controlling application is finished with the tape.

Additional Considerations:

The following list shows the most common products that are supported by the EDM feature:
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• IBM DFSMShsm
• Disk
• Dispatch
• ASM2

Within the TLMS VMF, the tapes from these products will look like they are single file, and single volume. In reality, they
will have multiple files on each tape. TLMS will not scratch an EDM tape. The EDM must notify TLMS when each tape
should be scratched by calling the appropriate scratch routine for each EDM. TLMS provides a version of the scratch
program for each EDM.

EDM rules are set up in the CAI.CTAPOPTN library in the member CTOEDMxx. The rules must contain the EDMid. The
DSN, DD, JOB, and PGM names are optional, but you must specify at least one name.

If you are specifying the PGM name in the rule, you may need to write multiple rules. If the program that creates the tape
is not the same as the program that releases it, you will need to have at least two rules. The EDMid must be the same for
all of the rules for that product.

Example for Dispatch:

Creating programs: CAISYS01, XTARMAIN, and CADSARUT

Releasing program: ARBATCH

Sample rules might be:

EDM=DISP,PGM=CAISYS01       

EDM=DISP,PGM=XTARMAIN

EDM=DISP,PGM=CADSARUT

EDM=DISP,PGM=ARBATCH

These rules will cause any data set written by the three programs to be marked as EDM controlled and ARBATCH will
need to notify TLMS that they should be expired and scratched.

When an EDM tape is created, TLMS updates the VMF with the DSN and sets the EDMid to the EDM name that you
selected. As the tape is released, TLMS checks that the program releasing the tape is the correct program (owner) and
then scratches the tape. Possible EDMs include but are not limited to:

EDM Creating PGM Releasing PGM
IBM ABARS ARCWCTL ARCCTL
TSM/ADSM ANRSERV ANRSERV
 DSMSERV  
Disk/DMS ADSMI002  
 ADSMI000  
 ADSMI302  
DISPATCH CAISYS01 ARBATCH
 XTARMAIN  
 CADSARUT  
DFSMShsm ARCCTL ARCCTL
FDRABR 5.4 FDRABR FDRARCH
ASM2 $MAINT  
 $DASDMNT  
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NOTE

• EDM System Option -- External Data Manager (EDM) Pointer

Use the Graphical Management Interface (GMI)
Use the Vantage Graphical Management Interface (GMI) to view and monitor TLMS activity.

For more information about using Vantage GMI with TLMS, see Using GMI.

Business Value:

GMI is the Broadcom graphical management interface product that allows you to view and manage TLMS activity from
a Windows PC. The GMI structure is object oriented and provides a common layout consisting of an object tree, and
consistent menu options and icons. This common layout makes it easy to remember how to navigate and use features.
It also supports having multiple windows open at the same time (not hierarchical like the 3270), which allows you to view
and compare information simultaneously.

This point-and-click interface provides a common and consistent method for viewing and managing multiple Broadcom
products, which can save considerable cost and time on training and learning.

Additional Considerations:

GMI consists of PC clients which interface with a z/OS server component to allow access to basic z/OS server functions.

The following are the available PC clients:

• Windows-based Client
This client provides full functionality. That is, you can manually perform view and analysis functions, filter and
sort desired entries, zoom (drill-down) to related objects, and take actions upon selected entries. You can create
customized colored reports in different formats, for example, tables and graphs. These reports can be printed and
exported to your PC directory, servers, intranet, and so on. You can create, manage, and view Summary objects. This
client also provides designer wizards to create scripts to monitor and respond to any condition, exceptional or routine,
in automatic ways. These automation services let you replace many if not all of the manual processes of managing
your system.

• Web-based Client
This client can be used from any PC with internet access to the GMI application server. The current version of the
Web-based Client provides the user-driven functionality of view and analysis, filtering and sorting, zooming, and the
ability to take actions on selected entries. You can create customized colored reports in different formats, for example,
tables and graphs, and you can also view Summary objects.

Monitor the TLMS Health Checks
Monitor health checks generated for TLMS.

Business Value:

Health Checks alert you of conditions that could prevent TLMS from running properly, if left uncorrected, and they guide
you in addressing the problem. These health checks provide best practices for running TLMS.

Additional Considerations:

The following health checks are provided for TLMS:

• TLMS_AUX_CUSHION_CRITICAL
Monitors the availability of AUX records in the TLMS VMF and triggers an exception when the number of AUX records
used exceeds a critical percentage.

• TLMS_AUX_CUSHION_WARNING
Raises an exception when the number of AUX records used exceeds a lower warning level.

• TLMS_OPTION_NOTLMS
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Examines the setting of the NOTLMS option, which controls what TLMS does when tape tracking is not available. An
exception is raised when NOTLMS=CONT is specified.

• TLMS_OPTION_PROTECT
Examines the setting of the PROTECT option and creates an exception when PROTECT=SELECT.

• TLMS_OPTION_RECOVRY
Examines the setting of the RECOVRY option and creates an exception if RECOVRY=NONE or RECOVRY=SMF is
specified.

• TLMS_OPTION_SECOPN
Examines the setting of the SECOPN option which controls the call to your external security system and creates an
exception if SECOPN=NO is specified.

• TLMS_OPTION_SECURE
Examines the setting of the additional security processing controlled by the SECURE option and creates an exception
if SECURE=NO is specified.

• TLMS_QUEUE_ACTIVE
Monitors the status of the TLMS transaction queue and creates an exception if queue processing is stopped.

• TLMS_VMF_ALOG_SEPARATION
Raises an exception if the VMF and ALOG reside on the same disk. volume.

• TLMS_VMF_UPDATE_NOT_POSSIBLE
Monitors TLMS updates to the VMF to see if any volume chaining or other errors have occurred. This check provides
an early warning if any VMF errors are detected.

NOTE
For more information, see TLMS Health Checks.

Save VMF Auxiliary Space
Add a FREE-SCRATCH-CHAIN-AFTER DAYS=nnn to your TRS job. TLMS will release the information that it retains
about scratch tape after nnn days. By default TLMS, retains information about scratch tapes until the volume is reused
for output. Automated tape libraries (robots) tend to select scratch volume sequential so all the tapes are used before any
are reused. This means TLMS is retaining records for scratch tape longer than is useful. Specifying the FREE-SCRATCH-
CHAIN-AFTER DAYS=nnn limits the amount of space use for scratch tapes.
Business value:
The practice allows you to control the amount of space used for scratch tapes.

Additional Considerations:
TLMS retains information about scratch tapes for recovery after an unintended scratch and for statistics. You can set the
number of days in this control statement to match your requirements.
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Installing
Includes steps to acquire, install, deploy, and configure your product.

How the Installation Process Works
CA Technologies has standardized product installations across all mainframe products. Installation uses the following
process:

• Acquisition -- Transports the software to your z/OS system.
• Installation using SMP/E -- Creates an SMP/E environment and runs the RECEIVE, APPLY, and ACCEPT steps. The

software is untailored.
• (For CA CSM Release 5.1 and earlier only) Deployment -- Copies the target libraries to another system or LPAR.

NOTE
This step is optional in later CA CSM versions.

• Configuration -- Creates customized load modules, bringing the software to an executable state.
• (For staging system configurations in CA CSM Version 6.0 only) Deployment -- Makes configured run-time libraries

available to a remote location where that software can be activated, bringing it to an executable state.

CA Chorus™ Software Manager (CA CSM) - formerly known as CA Mainframe Software Manager™ (CA MSM) - is an
intuitive web-based tool that can automate and simplify many CA Technologies product installation activities on z/OS
systems. This application also makes obtaining and applying corrective and recommended maintenance easier. A web-
based interface enables you to install and maintain your products faster and with less chance of error. As a best practice,
we recommend that you install mainframe products and maintenance using CA CSM. Using CA CSM, someone with
limited knowledge of JCL and SMP/E can install a product.

NOTE
If you do not have CA CSM, login to Broadcom Support Online and select DOWNLOAD MANAGEMENT. Follow
the installation instructions in the product documentation.

You can also complete the standardized installation process manually using pax files that are downloaded from https://
casupport.broadcom.com.

To install your product, do the following tasks:

1. Prepare for the installation by confirming that your site meets all installation requirements.
2. Verify that you acquired the product using one of the following methods:

– Download the software using CA CSM.
– Download the software from Broadcom Support Online using Pax-Enhanced Electronic Software Delivery (Pax

ESD).
3. Perform an SMP/E installation using one of the following methods:

– If you used CA CSM to acquire the product, start the installation process from the SMP/E Environments tab in CA
CSM.

– If you used Pax ESD to acquire the product, you can install the product in the following ways:
• Install the product manually.
• Complete the SMP/E installation using the Add Product option in CA CSM.

NOTE
If a CA Recommended Service (CA RS) package is published for your product, install it before proceeding.

4. (For CA CSM Release 5.1 and earlier only) Deploy the target libraries.
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NOTE
This step is optional for later CA CSM versions.

5. Configure your product using CA CSM or manually.
6. (For staging system configurations in CA CSM Version 6.0 only) Deploy configured run-time libraries, and activate your

product.

NOTE
Configuration is considered part of starting your product.

Preparing for Installation
To install your product, we recommend that you understand:

• JCL
• TSO/ISPF
• Your organization IT environment, enterprise structure, and region structure
• z/OS environment and installing software in this environment
• z/OS UNIX System Services

Consult with the following personnel, as required:

• Security Administrator for access
• Storage Administrator for DASD allocations
• Systems Programmer for z/OS and VTAM definitions

Hardware Requirements

Hardware Requirements

TLMS, CTS, and Gate are designed to operate under all IBM-supported levels of z/OS. All IBM-compatible tape devices
are supported.

• Consoles
An operator console is required to permit tape librarians to perform online inquiry and update if they will not be using
TSO. Any console that is supported by the IBM Multiple Console Support (MCS) can be used.
There may be restrictions concerning combinations of consoles and printers. To help you choose devices that are
appropriate for your data center, see the system generation manual for your system and the programming pages of the
IBM manual, Service For Consultants.

• Printer
A printing device is required if you want to print external gummed tape labels. You can use any printer that is supported
by MCS.

• Labels
If you wish to print external gummed labels, order them several weeks before you need them. It is recommended that
plain labels with an NCR (noncarbon required) backing be used. Two different types of labels are required for cartridge
tapes and reel tapes; the cartridge tapes (3480/3490/3590s) have a different physical structure from the 3400/2400
tapes.
The External Gummed Label task (LAB) allows you to modify the labels generated by TLMS. For more information
about LAB, see Online Label Interface.

Software Requirements
TLMS requires the IBM Supported release of z/OS r 1.9 or above.

If you plan to install into PDSEs, you must also install Common Components and Services r12.
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If you plan to install into PDSs, be aware that MSM defaults to PDSEs and you must change that default.

Common Components and Services Requirements
The following Common Components and Services are used with TLMS:

• CAICCI
• CAIRIM
• CAISSF
• Earl
• SRAM Service
• LMP
• CAISDI
• Health checker Common Service

TLMS installation requires CAIRIM to be installed first. For information about Common Components and Services, see the
Common Components and Services Administrating section.

LMP Key Requirements
The Broadcom License Management Program (LMP) tracks licensed software in a standardized and automated way. LMP
uses common real-time enforcement software to validate the user configuration. LMP reports on activities that are related
to the license, usage, and financials of Broadcom products.

Your product is licensed with an LMP key. You can acquire the LMP key with one of the following methods:

• Your product media
• Pax ESD

 

NOTE
For more information about LMP keys, see Common Components and Services.

Security Requirements
TLMS can interface with Top Secret, ACF2, and IBM RACF for “external” security. It also provides an internal security for
the TLTP functions through USERMOD.

Storage Requirements
Ensure that you have the following storage available:

• If installing with Pax ESD, 10 cylinders for the downloaded files.
• For installation and setup:

– Installation = 10 cylinders
– SMP/E temporary libraries = 50 cylinders]
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TLMS SMP/E Data Sets
The following distribution library (DLIB) and target data sets are installed for the base FMID for TLMS, CATLxx0. ‘xx’ is
replaced with the product release.

DLIB Target Description
AATLCLS0 CTAPCLS0 CLISTs
AATLEARL CTAPEARL Earl programs
AATLECPB CTAPECPB Earl macros or copybooks
AATLEVNT CTAPEVNT Event members for Service Desk
AATLEXEC CTAPEXEC REXX execs
AATLJCL CTAPJCL Sample JCL
AATLMAC CTAPMAC Macros
AATLMENU CTAPMENU ISPF messages
AATLMOD0 CTAPLINK Link listed load library
AATLOPTN CTAPOPTN Options and system parameters
AATLPENU CTAPPENU ISPF panels
AATLPROC CTAPPROC System procedures
AATLSAMP CTAPSAMP Sample user exit source
AATLSRC CTAPSRC User exit source
AATLTENU CTAPTENU ISPF tables
AATLXML CTAPXML XML

The following distribution library (DLIB) and target data sets are installed for the Common Tape System component
CBAFxx0 FMID. ‘xx’ is replaced with the product release. The target libraries are the same libraries as the TLMS base
FMID.

DLIB Target Description
ABAFCLS0 CTAPCLS0 CLISTs
ABAFEARL CTAPEARL Earl programs
ABAFEPCB CTAPEPCB Earl macros or copybooks
ABAFEZTM CTAPEZTM Easytrieve macros
ABAFJCL CTAPJCL Sample JCL
ABAFMAC CTAPMAC Macros
ABAFMENU CTAPMENU ISPF messages
ABAFMOD0 CTAPLINK Link listed load library
ABAFOPTN CTAPOPTN Options and system parameters
ABAFPENU CTAPPENU ISPF panels
ABAFSAMP CTAPSAMP Sample user exit source
ABAFSRC CTAPSRC User exit source
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The following distribution library (DLIB) and target data sets are installed for the Gate component CAG8xx0 FMID. ‘xx’ is
replaced with the product release. The target load library is the same as the TLMS base FMID.

DLIB Target Description
AAG8MOD0 CTAPLINK Link listed load library

Other Requirements
If the Distributed Tape System component is to be used, then iGateway and iSponsor Architecture is required.

Concurrent Releases
You can install this release of TLMS and continue to use an older release in another SMP/E CSI environment. If you plan
to continue to run a previous release, consider the following points:

• When installing into an existing SMP/E environment, this installation deletes previous releases in that environment.
• If you acquired your product from tape or with Pax ESD, select different target and distribution zones for your new

release from where your current release is installed. The new zones use different libraries than your current release.

NOTE
CSM installs a product into a new SMP/E environment by default. You can select an existing SMP/E
environment from your working set. For more information, see the online help that is included in CSM.

• Define DDDEF entries in your new zones to point SMP/E to the proper libraries for installation. Ensure that they point
to the new release libraries.

Install Your Product Using CSM
As a system programmer, your responsibilities include acquiring, installing, maintaining, deploying, and configuring
Broadcom mainframe products on your system.

CSM is an application that simplifies and unifies the management of your Broadcom mainframe products on z/OS
systems. As products adopt the CSM services, you can install your products in a common way according to industry best
practices.

If you do not have CSM installed, download it from the Download Center at http://ca.com/support. This web page also
contains links to the complete documentation for CSM.

You can use the following scenarios to guide you through the product installation process using CSM:

• Acquire a New Product
• Install Products Using CSM
• Maintain Products Using CSM
• Configure Your Product Using CSM

NOTE
For additional information about how to use CSM, use the CSM online help.

Acquire Products Using CSM
As a system programmer, your responsibilities include maintaining an up-to-date repository of acquired product packages
that are ready for installation in your mainframe environment. CSM provides a product list that lets you display the list
of licensed product installation and maintenance packages and to download these packages. Also, you can update the
product list to add external product packages that you acquired outside of CSM so that they are ready for installation using
CSM.

The following diagram shows the product acquisition process:
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Figure 1: Acquiring_Products_CIG

1. Configure CSM.
2. Download the product package from Broadcom Support or add an external product package:

– Download from Broadcom Support:
a. Update the product list.
b. Download product packages.

– Add external product package:
a. Add external product installation packages.
b. Add external product maintenance packages.

After you complete this process, the product packages are ready for installation with CSM.

NOTE
For more information about acquiring products, see the CSM online help.
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Configure CSM

Before you start acquiring product packages, configure a Broadcom Support Online account, a CSM account, and the
required download settings. If you have previously configured these settings, update the product list.

Follow these steps:

1. Start your Web browser, and enter the CSM access URL, which you can get from your system administrator.

NOTE
If the Notice and Consent Banner appears, read and confirm the provided information.

2. Enter your z/OS login user name and password, and log in.
The initial page appears. You are prompted to perform configuration.

3. Configure the following settings:
– Proxies that CSM uses to communicate with Broadcom Support Online.

If proxies are not used, the following port numbers are used: HTTPS Port Number 443 and FTP Port Number 21.

WARNING
If your site uses proxies, review your proxy credentials on the User Settings, Software Acquisition page.

– The USS path to the temporary directory for downloaded software packages
If you do not specify the directory, default settings are used that you can change later.

NOTE
These settings are also available on the System Settings, Software Acquisition page.

Select Next.
You are prompted to define your Broadcom Support account.

4. Select New.
You are prompted for the credentials to use on Broadcom Support.

5. Specify the credentials, select OK, and then Next.
You are prompted to review your user settings.

NOTE
These settings are available on the User Settings page.

6. Change the settings or keep the defaults, and then select Finish.
A dialog opens, which shows the progress of the configuration task.

7. Select the Settings tab, and review other settings, as needed.
You have configured CSM to acquire products.

Update the Product List

The product list displays a list of downloadable licensed product packages. To see the current list of available product
packages for download, update the Available Products tree.

Follow these steps:

1. Log in to CSM using your credentials.
2. Select the Products tab.
3. (Optional) Update the product list only with packages that belong to specific site IDs.

a. Select the Edit button in the Filter section and associate one or more site IDs to a filter in the Edit Filter window.
b. Select the filter in the Filter section.
c. Right-click the Products link at the top of the product tree and select Update Product List.

4. Select the Update Product List link in the Actions section on the left side.
Updating of the product list with all products for all site IDs starts.

NOTE
Skip this step if you updated the product list only for a selected filter.
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5. Confirm the update.
A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, select Show Results on the Progress
tab to close this dialog. The task output browser opens, and you can view the action details. Select Close to close the
task output browser.

NOTE
While a task is in progress, you can perform other work. Select Hide to exit the dialog and view the task
status later on the Tasks tab.

The product list is updated.

Download Product Packages

You can download product installation and maintenance packages from the updated product catalog so they are ready for
installation.

Follow these steps:

1. Log in to CSM using your credentials.
2. Select the Products tab.
3. Select the product name on the Available Products tree.

The product releases are listed in the Releases table on the right.
4. Download product packages by selecting one of the following options:

– To download product packages for all product releases, right-click the product name in the list, and select Update
Product.

– To download packages only for specific releases, select one or more releases in the Releases table on the right
and select the Update Product Releases link.

5. View the downloaded packages using either of the following options:
– To display the downloaded maintenance packages, select the product release icon

in the product list.
– To display the downloaded base installation package, select the product gen level icon

below the product release in the product list.

The product packages are downloaded and ready for installation.

Add External Product Installation Packages

Sometimes you have product installation packages that you downloaded outside of CSM. For example, you do not
have an HTTP or an FTP access in your mainframe environment, or the required packages are not available from the
Broadcom Support website. You can use CSM to install these external packages according to your organization policy. If
you are using this installation option, first add the external packages to the CSM software catalog.

Follow these steps:

1. Log in to CSM using your credentials.
2. Select the Products tab.
3. Select the Add Product link in the Actions section.
4. Specify the name, release, and gen level of the product, and select OK.

The product is added to the product list.
5. Select the gen level of the product that you want to download on the product tree.

The Base Install Packages section appears on the right.
6. Select the Add External Package button.
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7. Specify one of the following package types and package details, and select OK.
– UNIX File

Adds an installation package that is located in a USS directory in binary mode.
– FTP File

Adds a product package that is not published on Broadcom Support. For example, a beta version of a product.
Specify the FTP host, FTP port, FTP path, package name, and the user name and password to access the FTP
location.

8. Refresh the page to see the added product package.
The product installation package is now listed in the product list and is available for installation with CSM.

Add External Product Maintenance Packages

Sometimes you have maintenance packages, for example, unpublished maintenance or a program temporary fix (PTF),
that you downloaded outside of CSM. You can use CSM to install these external maintenance packages per your
organization policy. For this installation option, first add the packages to the CSM software catalog.

Usually, the maintenance is placed as a single package. However, some Broadcom products have older aggregated
maintenance packages that were released before December 31, 2013. An aggregated package is a file that comprises
several single maintenance packages (nested packages). When you add an aggregated package, CSM inserts all the
nested packages and the aggregated package itself. In the list of maintenance packages, the aggregated package is
marked with the CUMULATIVE type.

Follow these steps:

1. Log in to CSM using your credentials.
2. Select the Products tab.
3. Select the product release for which the maintenance applies.

The maintenance packages for the release are listed.
4. Select the Add External Maintenance button.

You are prompted to specify the package.
5. Specify one of the following package types and package details:

– Data Set
Adds a maintenance package that is located in a z/OS data set with a logical record length of 80 and with a record
format of fixed blocks.

– UNIX File
Adds a maintenance package that is located in a USS directory in binary mode.

– FTP File
Adds a maintenance package that is not published on Broadcom Support. This option is intended for downloading a
PTF to validate it. Specify the FTP host, FTP port, FTP path, maintenance package name, and the user name and
password to access the FTP location.

– Solution
Adds a published solution from Broadcom Support.

6. Refresh the page to see the added maintenance package.
The product maintenance package is now listed in the product catalog and is available for installation with CSM.

You completed the acquisition process. The product packages are ready for installation with CSM.

Install Products Using CSM
As a systems programmer, you can acquire, install, configure, and deploy your mainframe product software on z/OS
systems using CSM. CSM simplifies and unifies the management of your Broadcom mainframe products on z/OS
systems. You can use CSM to manage your product software in a common way according to industry best practices. You
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can also obtain and apply corrective and recommended maintenance easier. A web-based interface lets you install and
maintain your products faster and with less chance of error.

If you do not have CSM installed, download it from Broadcom Support.

WARNING
To install a product using CSM, you must modify the SYSPRINT size. The default allocation of 30 cylinders is
insufficient to complete the installation. Increase the allocation parameters of the SYSPRINT data set to at least
120 cylinders.

Use the following topics to guide you through the product installation process using CSM:

• Acquire Your Products Using CSM
• Install Your Products Using CSM

NOTE
Before you begin this process, review the installation best practices and verify that the installation requirements
in Prepare for Installation have been met.

When these steps are completed, you are ready to install preventive maintenance.

Maintain Products Using CSM
CSM provides a product list that lets you display the list of licensed product maintenance packages and to download these
packages. You can also manage external maintenance packages that were acquired outside of CSM so that they can be
applied using  CSM.

NOTE
During your initial product installation, apply all product maintenance. Otherwise, you may have to repeat the
deployment and configuration processes.

The following diagram shows the maintenance process using CSM:
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Use the following procedure to maintain products using CSM:

1. (Optional) Configure automatic HOLDDATA download.
2. (Optional) Configure CSM to reject unneeded maintenance.
3. Download product maintenance packages.

– (Optional) Configure CSM to perform automatic maintenance updates.
4. (Optional) Manage maintenance downloaded outside of CSM. As part of this management, you can also view the

aggregated package details.
5. Receive maintenance.
6. (Optional) Reject maintenance.
7. Apply maintenance.

a. Consider whether you require a product USERMOD.
b. Review and process any unresolved HOLDDATA.
c. Apply CARS maintenance.
d. (Optional) Apply FIXCAT maintenance.

8. (Optional) Restore maintenance.
9. Accept maintenance.

– (Optional) Accept maintenance in GROUPEXTEND mode.
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After you complete this process, the maintenance packages for your products are accepted.

You have deployed and configured a product across your enterprise. Now you are applying maintenance to this product.
Create a deployment and a configuration for this product to get this maintenance to your target systems.

Configure Automatic HOLDDATA Download

You can configure CSM to download automatically the available HOLDDATA that it uses for each maintenance installation.
You then have current information about what maintenance packages are marked as PE (PTF in Error).

1. Select the Settings tab, and select the Software Catalog link under System Settings in the Settings section on the
left side.

2. In the HOLDDATA Settings section, select the Enable Automatic Updates checkbox.
3. Set up values for the following fields, and select Apply:

– Owner of Update Task
Specifies the TSO user ID under which the update task is run.

– Recurrence
Specifies how often the task recurs.

– Update Software Catalog Every number of Days or Update Software Catalog On day of week Every number
of Weeks
Specifies the frequency of downloading HOLDDATA to your software catalog, in days or weeks, depending on the
value the Recurrence field.

Example: Imagine you set the recurrence for a specific number of days and you set the time that precedes the
current time. Then the first update occurs in the specified number of days at the specified time. For example, on
Monday at 10.30 am, you set the number of days to 3 and time to 07.00. The first update then occurs on the third
day, Thursday, at 7.00 am. When you set the time past the current time, the first update occurs on the same day
at the time set. For example, on Monday at 10.30 am, you set the number of days to 3 and time to 11.00. The first
update then occurs on that Monday at 11.00 am.

– System Time
Specifies the system time when an automatic update occurs. The system time reflects your CSM application server
time zone. The TZ parameter within Tomcat startup libraries defines the time zone. If the TZ parameter is not
defined, the CSM application server time zone defaults to GMT - Greenwich Mean Time.

Local time is calculated based on the system time that you set.

NOTE
To download available HOLDDATA to the software catalog immediately, select Update Immediately.

The automatic HOLDDATA download is configured.

Configure CSM to Reject Unneeded Maintenance from the SMP/E Environment

During the regular, FIXCAT, or CARS maintenance wizard execution, CSM may receive maintenance. Some maintenance
packages may not be directly associated with the maintenance that you want to apply.

You can configure CSM to reject the maintenance that was received but not applied during the wizard execution.

• If you exit the wizard before the maintenance installation started, CSM rejects the maintenance that has been received
during the wizard execution. The SMP/E environment is restored to the state that it had before you started the wizard.

• If you navigated through the wizard steps, started the maintenance installation task, and the task completed
successfully, CSM rejects the received but not applied maintenance that is not directly associated with the
maintenance that you have applied.
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This process ensures that your SMP/E environments do not contain unneeded received maintenance.

1. Select the Settings tab, and select the Software Installation link under System Settings on the left side.
2. In the Maintenance Installation section, select the Reject Received Maintenance checkbox.
3. Select Apply.

A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, select Show Results on the Progress
tab to close this dialog. The task output browser opens, and you can view the action details.

NOTE
While a task is in progress, you can perform other work. Select Hide to exit the dialog and view the task
status later on the Tasks tab.

CSM is configured to reject unneeded maintenance.

Download Product Maintenance Packages

You can download maintenance packages for installed products through the Products tab. You can download:

• All maintenance packages for a product
• Only maintenance packages that have been released from the time the product release was updated last

NOTE
The information for HIPERs and new maintenance on the Software Status tab is based on the current
information in your software catalog. Update the product list on a daily or weekly basis to keep it current.

WARNING

You can also download maintenance using the SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval. This option uses the IBM
SMP/E RECEIVE ORDER command to download Broadcom mainframe product maintenance over the Internet,
by securely submitting an order for PTFs and HOLDDATA to a remote Broadcom server. This service eliminates
the manual steps that are required to download maintenance from Broadcom Support. The orders are fulfilled
based on the status of your SMP/E environments. Based on your order criteria, all PTFs and their requisites are
downloaded automatically and received to your system.

To use this download option, complete the procedures to configure the SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval as
described in the Mainframe Common Maintenance Procedures documentation. After you set up this service, you
can use CSM to apply and accept your maintenance.

1. Verify that your CSM login user name is associated with a registered user of Broadcom Support on the Software
Acquisition Settings page.
CSM uses the credentials to access Broadcom Support.

2. Select the name of the product for which you want to download maintenance in the product list on the left side.
Maintenance information about the product appears in the Releases section on the right side.

3. For the product release for which you want to download maintenance, select the Actions drop-down list to the right of
the release. Complete one of the following steps:
– Select Update Product Release to download all maintenance packages for the product release.
– Select Get Latest Maintenance to download only maintenance packages that have been released from the time

the product release was updated last.
A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, select Show Results on the Progress
tab to close this dialog. The task output browser opens, and you can view the action details.

The maintenance packages are downloaded.
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Configure CSM to Perform Automatic Maintenance Updates

You can configure CSM to perform automatic maintenance updates (downloading and receiving maintenance) for
products that are installed in an SMP/E environment.

Manage Maintenance Downloaded Outside of CSM

Sometimes you acquire maintenance packages, such as unpublished maintenance, PTF, APARs, and USERMODs,
outside of CSM. For example, you are validating a test PTF released for a product. You can add information about these
maintenance packages to CSM from the Products tab.

Adding these maintenance packages to CSM provides you with a complete view of all the maintenance for a product
release. After a package is migrated, you can use CSM to apply the maintenance.

Usually, the maintenance is placed as a single package. However, some Broadcom mainframe products still have older
aggregated maintenance packages that were released before December 31, 2013. An aggregated package is a file that
comprises several single maintenance packages (nested packages). When you add an aggregated package, CSM inserts
all the nested packages and the aggregated package itself. In the list of maintenance packages, the aggregated package
is marked with the CUMULATIVE type.

When you insert an aggregated package, CSM assigns a fix number to it. The fix number is unique and contains eight
characters. The first two characters are AM (for Aggregated Maintenance) and a unique six-digit number follows. The
number value increases by 1 with each added aggregated package.

If the aggregated maintenance package has the same fix number as one of its nested packages, only the nested package
is added. The aggregated package itself is not available in the list of maintenance packages.

1. Select the Products tab, and select the product release for which the maintenance applies.
2. Select the Add External Maintenance button.
3. Specify one of the following package types and package details:

– Data Set
Adds a maintenance package that is located in a z/OS data set with an LRECL of 80 and RECFM of FB.

– UNIX File
Adds a maintenance package that is located in a USS directory in binary mode.

– FTP File
Adds a maintenance package that is not published on Broadcom Support. This option is intended for downloading a
PTF to validate it.
• FTP Host

Specifies the FTP server where the maintenance package is located. Select a server from the list, or provide
your FTP server host.

• FTP Port
Specifies the FTP port number for the FTP server.

• FTP Path
Defines the FTP path where the maintenance package is located. Start the path with a forward slash (/). Enter
only a forward slash to specify the root directory.
Example: /outgoing/

• Maintenance Name
Defines the maintenance package name.
Example: RO01111.bin

• User Name
Defines a valid user name to access the FTP location.

• Password
Defines a valid password to access the FTP location.

– Solution
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Adds a published solution on Broadcom Support.

NOTE
To add several data sets or UNIX file packages from the same location, use masking.

4. Select OK.
A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, select Show Results on the Progress
tab to close this dialog. The task output browser opens, and you can view the action details.

The maintenance package with the related information is saved in the CSM database. To see the added package, refresh
the page.

View Aggregated Package Details

You can view which nested packages are included in the aggregated package. The information includes the fix number,
package type, and package description.

NOTE
Aggregated maintenance packages were discontinued December 31, 2013. However, some Broadcom
mainframe products have aggregated maintenance packages that were released before this date.

1. Select the Products tab, and select the product release that has the aggregated package whose details you want to
view.

2. Select the Fix # link for the aggregated package.
The Maintenance Package Details dialog opens.

3. Select the Nested Packages tab.
A list of nested packages that the aggregated package contains appears.

Receive Maintenance

After maintenance has been downloaded for a product, you can receive the maintenance to the global zone of an SMP/E
environment where the related products are installed. Once received, maintenance packages can be applied.

While you work with an SMP/E environment, the environment is locked and other CSM users cannot perform any action
against it. When the task finishes, logging out from CSM, or a CSM session is inactive for more than 10 minutes, the lock
releases.

1. Select the SMP/E Environments tab, and select the SMP/E environment where you want to receive maintenance
packages.

2. Select Maintenance. If you do not see any maintenance packages, verify that you have maintenance view criteria
defined.

3. Select the maintenance packages that you want to receive, and select the Receive link.
The maintenance wizard opens to the Introduction step.

NOTE
If you select an SMP/E environment being used in CSM by another user, a notification message appears.
You are prevented from performing any actions on the SMP/E environment. Wait until the notification
message disappears and the SMP/E environment becomes available, or select Cancel to select another
SMP/E environment.

4. Review the information about the receiving, and select Next.
5. Review and adjust the receive list selections as required, and select Next.
6. Review the summary, and select Receive.

A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, select Show Results on the Progress
tab to close this dialog. The task output browser opens, and you can view the action details.

The maintenance packages are received to the SMP/E environment global zone.
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Reject Maintenance

You can reject a received maintenance package. Information about the maintenance package is removed from the SMP/E
environment global zone.

While you work with an SMP/E environment, the environment is locked and other CSM users cannot perform any action
against it. When the task finishes, logging out from CSM, or a CSM session is inactive for more than 10 minutes, the lock
releases.

1. Select the SMP/E Environments tab, and select the SMP/E environment from which you want to reject maintenance.
2. Select Maintenance. If you do not see any maintenance packages, verify that you have maintenance view criteria

defined.
3. Select the maintenance packages that you want to reject, and select the Reject link. You can filter out only received

packages.
The maintenance wizard opens to the Introduction step.

NOTE
If you select an SMP/E environment being used in CSM by another user, a notification message appears.
You are prevented from performing any actions on the SMP/E environment. Wait until the notification
message disappears and the SMP/E environment becomes available, or select Cancel to select another
SMP/E environment.

4. Review the information about the rejection, and select Next.
5. Review and adjust the rejected list selections as required, and select Next.
6. Review the summary, and select Reject.

A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, select Show Results on the Progress
tab to close this dialog. The task output browser opens, and you can view the action details.

The maintenance packages are rejected. Information about the maintenance packages is removed from the SMP/E
environment global zone.

Apply Maintenance

After maintenance has been downloaded for a product, you can apply the maintenance to products that are installed in an
SMP/E environment.

WARNING
Before you apply maintenance, ensure that required file systems are mounted and that you have specified the
correct path to the DDDEFs that are contained in the file systems. The path must be the mount point of the zFS
file system, plus the directory /CA. For example, if the zFS file system is mounted at /broadcom/abc, the DDDEF
path must be /broadcom/abc/CA.

As an option, CSM lets you verify that the maintenance packages can be applied to the selected target zones without
applying the packages.

While you work with an SMP/E environment, the SMP/E environment is locked and other CSM users cannot perform any
action against it. When the task finishes, logging out from CSM, or a CSM session is inactive for more than 10 minutes,
the lock releases.

1. Select the SMP/E Environments tab, and select the SMP/E environment whose products you want to apply
maintenance to.

2. Select Maintenance. If you do not see any maintenance packages, verify that you have maintenance view criteria
defined.

3. Select the maintenance packages that you want to apply, and select the Apply link.

NOTE
If you select an SMP/E environment being used in CSM by another user, a notification message appears.
You are prevented from performing any actions on the SMP/E environment. Wait until the notification
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message disappears and the SMP/E environment becomes available, or select Cancel to select another
SMP/E environment.

4. Follow the instructions on the wizard to navigate through the wizard steps.
5. From the Summary step, review the summary, and select Check and Apply.

A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, select Show Results on the Progress
tab to close this dialog. The task output browser opens, and you can view the action details.

CSM verifies and applies the maintenance packages to the selected target zones.

If the task fails, navigate to the Tasks tab and review SMPOUT in the task output to identify and correct problems. Rerun
the wizard.

You have completed acquiring and applying maintenance. You can accept the applied maintenance (except USERMODs)
from the SMP/E Environments, Maintenance tab.

USERMODs

A product USERMOD can be provided as a published maintenance package downloaded during the Update Product
process. When CSM downloads a package including a ++USERMOD statement, it is loaded under the product with a
USERMOD type. You can install these packages using CSM but cannot accept them because they are not intended to be
permanent.

You can create a USERMOD manually, or we can provide an unpublished maintenance package as a USERMOD. In this
case, the USERMOD file, which contains the ++USERMOD statement and the body of the USERMOD, must be managed
as an externally downloaded package.

Unresolved HOLDDATA Processing

When you apply maintenance, review and process any unresolved HOLDDATA for the applied maintenance and its
prerequisites. The maintenance wizard displays all unresolved HOLDDATA and lets you review the HOLDDATA and
details about the HELD maintenance. You can then bypass the HOLDDATA or exclude the HELD maintenance. CSM
determines unresolved HOLDDATA by running SMP/E APPLY GROUP/GROUPEXTEND CHECK.

In the maintenance wizard, you can perform the following actions:

• Select HOLDDATA (HOLDDATA TYPE, REASON, or maintenance) to bypass it.
• Leave HOLDDATA unselected to exclude it. If you do not select a HOLDDATA entry checkbox, CSM excludes the

HELD maintenance from the processing.

If you exclude at least one HELD maintenance package, CSM runs an appropriate SMP/E APPLY GROUP/
GROUPEXTEND CHECK command to verify the processing. CSM verifies whether other maintenance requires the
excluded maintenance. If so, CSM also excludes it from processing.

If the SMP/E APPLY GROUP/GROUPEXTEND CHECK command discovers further unresolved HOLDDATA, you are
notified about all unresolved HOLDDATA again. Select what HOLDDATA to bypass and what HELD maintenance to
exclude.

This iterative process repeats until all HOLDDATA is resolved or bypassed. You can then proceed to the next step.

A list of maintenance packages that are excluded during the processing of unresolved HOLDDATA is displayed in the
Summary step.

Apply CARS Maintenance

CSM lets you track and apply CARS maintenance for your products.
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CARS is a set of maintenance packages that have been tested in a mainframe-integrated system test environment. Install
CARS maintenance to keep your products current. Broadcom releases CARS maintenance regularly. The release date
determines the CARS maintenance level.

To learn about new CARS maintenance that is available, download the files that are listed for published CARS
maintenance. You can configure CSM to download these files automatically, or add CARS files manually. You can filter
this maintenance in the SMP/E Environments, Maintenance section based on information that is in the files. You can
also select the packages that are applicable within a CARS level.

You can apply particular CARS maintenance packages. You can update all products in an SMP/E environment.

A CARS file can list a maintenance package that the HOLDDATA marked as PE (PTF in Error). The CARS file can also
reflect a corrective maintenance package for this PE that is not listed in this CARS file. This situation can occur if a
maintenance package is found in error after the CARS file is published. The CARS processing continues as expected, and
the maintenance package that is marked as PE is not applied. However, the CARS level for the product is not updated to
the current level until you apply the corrective maintenance package to the SMP/E environment.

Configure Automatic CARS File Download

You can configure CSM to download available CARS files automatically. After download, the files are stored in a USS
directory under the software catalog.

1. Select the Settings tab, and select the Software Catalog link under System Settings in the Settings section on the
left side.

2. In the CARS Setting section, select the Enable Automatic Updates checkbox.
3. Set up field values and select Apply.

NOTE
To download available CARS files to the software catalog immediately, select Update Immediately.

The automatic CARS file download is configured.

Add a CARS File

If you cannot automatically download available CARS files, add them to the software catalog manually. Use the Add
CARS File link. The files that were added manually are stored in the same USS directory as other files.

1. Download the CARS file using FTP from the Broadcom file server directly to your USS directory.
a. Connect to the FTP site at the following location:

ftp://ftp.broadcom.com

b. Log in to ftp.broadcom.com as follows:
user name: anonymous
password: your-email-address
 

c. Change to the following directory:
/pub/ASSIGNS

d. Change your download mode to ASCII.
e. Download the CARS file. These files appear in the format:

CARyymm.TXT

2. In the CSM web-based interface, select the Products tab, and select the Add CARS File link in the Actions section on
the left side.

3. Specify the USS path to the CARS file you want to add, and select OK.
Information about the CARS file is saved in the CSM Software Catalog USS database.

Apply CARS Maintenance to an SMP/E Environment
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You can upgrade products that are installed in an SMP/E environment to a specific CARS level. During processing, CSM
verifies that maintenance packages that are associated with the selected CARS level can be applied to the products, and
then applies the packages.

As an option, CSM lets you verify that the maintenance packages can be applied to the selected target zones without
applying the packages.

While you work with an SMP/E environment, the environment is locked and other CSM users cannot perform any action
against it. When the task finishes, logging out from CSM, or a CSM session is inactive for more than 10 minutes, the lock
releases.

1. Select the SMP/E Environments tab.
2. From the list on the right, locate the SMP/E environment whose products you want to upgrade the CARS level for.

Select the Actions drop-down list to the right of the SMP/E environment, and select Upgrade CARS Level.

NOTE
If you select an SMP/E environment being used in CSM by another user, a notification message appears.
You are prevented from performing any actions on the SMP/E environment. Wait until the notification
message disappears and the SMP/E environment becomes available, or select Cancel to select another
SMP/E environment.

3. Follow the instructions on the wizard to navigate through the wizard steps.
4. From the Summary step, review the summary and select Check and Apply.

A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, select Show Results on the Progress
tab to close this dialog. The task output browser opens, and you can view the action details.

CSM verifies and applies the CARS maintenance packages to the selected target zones.

If the task fails, navigate to the Tasks tab and review SMPOUT in the task output to identify and correct problems. Rerun
the wizard.

You can accept the applied maintenance (except USERMODs) from the SMP/E Environments, Maintenance tab.

Apply FIXCAT Maintenance

CSM lets you select and apply maintenance for your products according to FIXCAT.

FIXCAT (fix category) associates a maintenance package to one or more categories of PTFs (for example, installation,
function, z/OS version, or communication).

FIXCAT data is provided in the same file as error HOLDDATA. Error HOLDDATA contains FIXCAT HOLDDATA statements
that assign a maintenance package to a category. Select a category, and CSM determines and applies associated
maintenance packages to the selected products installed in an SMP/E environment.

Masking Maintenance Categories

When you select maintenance categories in the wizard, you can use masking.

Use an asterisk (*), or a percent sign (%), or both to specify naming masks. An asterisk substitutes for any number of
symbols. A percent sign substitutes for one symbol.

For example:

• System.z/OS.*
Selects all the categories whose names start with System.z/OS.

• System.z/OS.%%
Selects all the categories under System.z/OS whose last segment consists of two symbols.

Apply Maintenance by FIXCAT Category

You can select and apply maintenance for your products based on FIXCAT using CSM.
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As an option, CSM lets you verify that the maintenance packages can be applied to the selected target zones without
applying the packages.

While you work with an SMP/E environment, the environment is locked and other CSM users cannot perform any action
against it. When the task finishes, logging out from CSM, or a CSM session is inactive for more than 10 minutes, the lock
releases.

1. Select the SMP/E Environments tab.
2. From the list on the right, locate the SMP/E environment whose products you want to apply FIXCAT

maintenance. Select the Actions drop-down list to the right of the SMP/E environment, and select Update Using Fix
Categories.

NOTE
If you select an SMP/E environment being used in CSM by another user, a notification message appears.
You are prevented from performing any actions on the SMP/E environment. Wait until the notification
message disappears and the SMP/E environment becomes available, or select Cancel to select another
SMP/E environment.

3. Follow the instructions on the wizard to navigate through the wizard steps.
4. From the Summary step, review the summary, and select Check and Apply.

A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, select Show Results on the Progress
tab to close this dialog. The task output browser opens, and you can view the action details.

CSM verifies and applies the FIXCAT maintenance packages to the selected target zones.

If the task fails, navigate to the Tasks tab and review SMPOUT in the task output to identify and correct problems. Rerun
the wizard.

You can accept the applied maintenance (except USERMODs) from the SMP/E Environments, Maintenance tab.

Restore Maintenance

You can restore (back out) an applied maintenance package (but not an accepted maintenance package).

While you work with an SMP/E environment, the environment is locked and other CSM users cannot perform any action
against it. When the task finishes, logging out from CSM, or a CSM session is inactive for more than 10 minutes, the lock
releases.

1. Select the SMP/E Environments tab, and select the SMP/E environment from which you want to restore
maintenance.

2. Select Maintenance. If you do not see any maintenance packages, verify that you have maintenance view criteria
defined.

3. Select the maintenance packages that you want to restore, and select the Restore link. You can filter out only applied
packages.

NOTE
If you select an SMP/E environment being used in CSM by another user, a notification message appears.
You are prevented from performing any actions on the SMP/E environment. Wait until the notification
message disappears and the SMP/E environment becomes available, or select Cancel to select another
SMP/E environment.

4. Review the information about the restoring, and select Next.
5. Review and adjust the list selections as required. Select Zones to review and adjust the zones where the maintenance

is restored from. You can only perform maintenance actions on zones you select here. Select OK to confirm the
selection and return to the wizard, and select Next.

6. Review the prerequisites if they exist, and select Next. CSM restores these prerequisites as part of the maintenance
restoring process.

7. Review the summary, and select Restore.
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A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, select Show Results on the Progress
tab to close this dialog. The task output browser opens, and you can view the action details.

The maintenance packages are restored.

Accept Maintenance

After maintenance has been applied, you can accept the maintenance for products that are installed in an SMP/E
environment. You cannot accept USERMODs.

Use this procedure to accept the maintenance in GROUP mode.

WARNING
Before you start, update the HOLDDATA in your software catalog. To do so, select Update HOLDDATA in the
Actions section on the Software Catalog page. You can also set up the automatic HOLDDATA download as
described previously in this article.

While you work with an SMP/E environment, the environment is locked and other CSM users cannot perform any action
against it. When the task finishes, logging out from CSM, or a CSM session is inactive for more than 10 minutes, the lock
releases.

1. Select the SMP/E Environments tab, and select the SMP/E environment whose products you want to accept
maintenance.

2. Select Maintenance. If you do not see any maintenance packages, verify that you have maintenance view criteria
defined.

3. Select the maintenance packages that you want to accept, and select the Accept link.

NOTE
If you select an SMP/E environment being used in CSM by another user, a notification message appears.
You are prevented from performing any actions on the SMP/E environment. Wait until the notification
message disappears and the SMP/E environment becomes available, or select Cancel to select another
SMP/E environment.

4. Review the information about the maintenance, and select Next.
5. Review and adjust the accept list selections as required. Select Zones to review and adjust the zones where the

maintenance is accepted. You can only perform maintenance actions on zones you select here. Select OK to confirm
the selection and return to the wizard, and select Next.

6. Select the installation mode for the selected maintenance, and select Next.
7. Perform one of the following actions to address prerequisites:

– If no prerequisites exist, select Next. A list of HOLDDATA appears.
– If prerequisites exist and are available, review them, and Select Next. A list of HOLDDATA appears. The

prerequisites are accepted as part of the process.
– If a prerequisite is not available, the wizard cannot continue. Select Cancel to exit the wizard. Acquire the

prerequisite and restart the process.
8. Review HOLDDATA entries, if they exist. Select Export Table to open all HOLDDATA information for all selected

maintenance in a separate browser window. Selecting Export Table is similar to running the LIST SYSMODS
HOLDDATA command within your SMP/E environment.

9. Select Next.
SMP/E work DDDEFs of SMPWRKx and SYSUTx, with their allocation parameters, are listed.

10. Review the work DDDEF allocation parameters, and edit them, if necessary, to verify that sufficient space is allocated
for them during the maintenance acceptance:

NOTE
Changes in the allocation parameters apply to the current maintenance processing only.

1. Select Override for a DDDEF to edit its allocation parameters.
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A pop-up window opens.
2. Make the necessary changes, and select OK to confirm.

The pop-up window closes, and the DDDEF entry is selected in the list indicating that the allocation parameters
have been overridden.

You can also:

• Update allocation parameters for the DDDEFs automatically by select Resolve Overrides.
CSM provides values for all DDDEFs based on the total size of the selected maintenance packages being
accepted. All DDDEF entries are selected in the list indicating that the allocation parameters have been overridden.

NOTE
To edit the allocation parameters for a DDDEF after automatically updating them with the Resolve
Overrides button, select Override. Make the necessary changes. Select OK to confirm and return to the
wizard.

• Cancel a parameter update for any DDDEF by clearing its checkbox.
11. (Optional) Select View SMP/E Work DDDEFs to review SMP/E work DDDEF and their allocation parameters for the

selected SMP/E environment zones. Select Close to return to the wizard.

NOTE
Sometimes, the allocation parameters differ from the allocation parameters that you obtained using the
Resolve Overrides button.

Select Next.
12. Review the summary, and select Accept.

A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, select Show Results on the Progress
tab to close this dialog. The task output browser opens and you can view the action details.

The maintenance packages are accepted.

Accept Maintenance in GROUPEXTEND Mode

CSM lets you invoke the SMP/E utility with the GROUPEXTEND option enabled for accepting maintenance.

When you accept maintenance in GROUPEXTEND mode, the following installation modes are available:

• Accept Check
Checks if the maintenance can be accepted to the selected SMP/E environment in GROUPEXTEND mode.

• Accept
Accepts the maintenance to the selected SMP/E environment in GROUPEXTEND mode.

• Accept Check and Accept
Checks if the maintenance can be accepted to the selected SMP/E environment in GROUPEXTEND mode. Then
accepts it if possible.

For the GROUPEXTEND option, CSM does not automatically receive and display maintenance or HOLDDATA
prerequisites that must be bypassed when accepting the maintenance. Accept check mode lets you check if any
prerequisites or HOLDDATA exist and report them in the task output.

How Maintenance in GROUPEXTEND Mode Works

Accept maintenance in GROUPEXTEND mode in the following sequence:

1. Apply all maintenance packages that you want to include by the GROUPEXTEND option.
2. Run the maintenance in Accept check mode.
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– If the task fails, review SMPOUT in the task output. Review if there are missing (not applied) maintenance
packages or HOLDDATA that must be resolved or bypassed.

– If the task succeeds, review SMPRPT in the task output. Review what maintenance packages were found and
accepted.

3. Run the maintenance in Accept mode. Specify the maintenance packages that you want to exclude and HOLDDATA
that you want to bypass, if any exist.
The followings options are available for bypassing HOLDDATA:
– HOLDSYSTEM
– HOLDCLASS
– HOLDERROR
– HOLDUSER

You can run the maintenance in Accept mode in the same CSM session after Accept check mode is completed. The
values that you entered for Accept check mode are then prepopulated on the wizard dialogs.

Accept Maintenance with the GROUPEXTEND Option Enabled

You can accept maintenance (except USERMODs) with the GROUPEXTEND option enabled.

While you work with an SMP/E environment, the environment is locked and other CSM users cannot perform any action
against it. When the task finishes, logging out from CSM, or a CSM session is inactive for more than 10 minutes, the lock
releases.

1. Select the SMP/E Environments tab, and select the SMP/E environment holding the maintenance packages that you
want to accept in GROUPEXTEND mode.

2. Select Maintenance.
Maintenance packages available for the products are listed. If you do not see any maintenance packages, verify that
you have maintenance view criteria defined.

3. Select the maintenance packages that you want to accept in GROUPEXTEND mode, and select the Accept
GROUPEXTEND link.

NOTE
If you select an SMP/E environment that is being used by another user, a notification message appears. You
are prevented from performing any actions on the SMP/E environment. Wait until the notification message
disappears and the SMP/E environment becomes available, or select Cancel to select another SMP/E
environment.

4. Review the information about the maintenance, and select Next.
The packages that you want to accept are listed.

NOTE
Select a link in the Status column for a maintenance package, if available, to review a list of zones. The
zones indicate where the maintenance package is received, applied, or accepted. Select Close to return to
the wizard.

5. Review the packages, and select Next.

WARNING
For the GROUPEXTEND option, CSM does not automatically receive and display maintenance or
HOLDDATA prerequisites that must be bypassed when accepting the maintenance. Accept check mode lets
you review if any prerequisites or HOLDDATA exist and report them in the task output. Run the maintenance
in Accept check mode first.

6. Read the information that is displayed on this tab, and select Next.
The installation options appear.

7. Specify installation options as follows, and select Next:
a. Select the installation mode for the selected maintenance.
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b. Review the GROUPEXTEND options and select the ones that you want to apply to the maintenance:
• NOAPARS

Excludes APARs that resolve error reason ID.
• NOUSERMODS

Exclude USERMODs that resolve error reason ID.
c. (Optional) Enter maintenance packages that you want to exclude in the Excluded SYSMODs field. You can enter

several packages, separate them by a comma.
The Bypass HOLDDATA step of the wizard appears.

8. (Optional) Enter the BYPASS options for the HOLDDATA that you want to bypass during the maintenance installation.
You can enter several BYPASS options, separate them by a comma.

9. Select Next.
10. Review the summary, and select Accept GROUPEXTEND.

A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, select Show Results on the Progress
tab to close this dialog. The task output browser opens, and you can view the action details.

NOTE

• If you run the maintenance installation in Accept check mode and the task succeeds, review SMPRPT in
the task output. Review what maintenance packages were found and accepted.

• If you run the maintenance installation in Accept check mode and the task fails, review SMPOUT in the
task output. Review if there are missing (not accepted) maintenance packages or HOLDDATA that must
be resolved or bypassed.

You completed maintaining products with CSM.

Configure Your Product Using CA CSM
CA Chorus™ Software Manager (CSM) can help automate acquiring, installing, maintaining, deploying, and configuring
mainframe software. As a system programmer, your responsibilities include configuring products using CSM. A
configuration is a CSM object that you create to tailor your installed software or CSM deployed software. Configuration
makes your software usable in your environment. A configuration contains the profiles, variables, and resources specific
to your environment.

This diagram explains the configuration process.
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Figure 2: Configuring_products

1. Determine the source of your configuration based on your site environment:
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– If you configure a product from an SMP/E environment, you can only configure it on a staging system.
– If you configure a product from a configurable CSM deployment, you can configure it on a staging system or a

nonstaging system.
2. Create a configuration.
3. Build the configuration.
4. (Optional) Validate the configuration.

NOTE
Although validation is optional, we recommend that you validate the configuration before implementation.

• If validation fails, edit the configuration and repeat the process from step 3.
• If validation succeeded, implement the configuration.

5. (Staging systems only) Activate the configuration.

The product configuration process completes.

NOTE
Perform any manual configuration steps outside of CA CSM now if needed.

For more information about configuring products, see the CSM online help.

Create a Configuration

You can create a configuration for a product that is installed in an SMP/E environment, or a product from an existing
configurable CSM deployment.

The configuration wizard consists of several steps that let you set up your configuration as you prepare to implement
it. When you go through the wizard, you define a set of properties for your configuration. For example, you define the
product that you want to configure and the system you are targeting for the configuration. Optionally, you can select to
import product configuration settings and variable values from a previous configuration for the selected product.

Each product configuration includes various settings, such as:

• The functions and options for the product
• Settings and preferences that are associated with the specified target system
• Resources for the product

NOTE
To avoid a conflict of resources between two or more configurations of a product, SCS manages the
resources that are associated with previously defined configurations. To resolve conflicting (not unique)
resources in your configuration, perform one of the following actions:

• Change the appropriate target setting to create a unique resource name.
• Delete the older configuration containing the existing resource name and release the conflicting resource.

If you import values from another configuration, you can optionally delete the configuration that you are importing the
values from to avoid conflicts.

Follow these steps:

1. From the Configurations tab, select Create Configuration from the Actions section.
The configuration wizard opens to step 1.

NOTE
You can also start the configuration wizard from the following locations:

• The SMP/E Environments tab - for a product in an SMP/E environment.
• The Deployments tab - for a product from an existing configurable CA CSM deployment. Starting the

configuration wizard from the Deployments tab opens it to step 2.
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2. Follow the instructions on the wizard to navigate through the wizard steps.
3. From the Review and Build step, review the configuration summary.

You are ready to build the configuration.

NOTE
If you do not want to build configuration now, save the configuration and close the wizard. You can build it
later.

Configuring to a Staging System

Configuring a product that targets a staging system implies the DASD resources that are created as part of a product
implementation will be local to the CSM driving system. The CSM driving system is the system where the CSM is running.

Configurations that you create for a staging system are implemented in the following phases:

1. CSM creates and customizes the product run-time data sets on the CSM driving system.
When a configuration targets a staging system, the configuration wizard provides a set of catalog preference variables
as part of the target settings. You can determine whether the customized run-time data sets that are created in the first
phase should be cataloged in the catalog that is associated with the CSM driving system. This setting is default.
If you decide not to catalog the data sets to the CSM driving system catalog, you can optionally specify the name of
a user catalog where the customized run-time data sets are to be cataloged. If you do not provide the user catalog
name, the data sets are uncataloged.

NOTE
The support for creating uncataloged run-time data sets assumes that the following statements are true:

• The volume that is specified for the run-time data sets is not SMS-managed.
• The rules that are established at your site allow the run-time data sets to be created as uncataloged data

sets.

When an optional user catalog name is specified, you can specify optional alternate, or indirect, system residence
volumes (SYSRES). By default, no SYSRES preference is specified.
– If no SYSRES preference is specified, the user catalog entries are created with the actual volume serial numbers of

the run-time data sets.
– If a SYSRES preference is specified, the user catalog entries are created with an indirect reference to a system

residence volume (or its logical extensions). Specifying a SYSRES preference lets you change the volume serial
numbers of the system residence volume (or its logical extensions) later without having to recatalog the run-time
data sets on those volumes.

NOTE
For more information about non-VSAM user catalog entries and indirect volume serial references, see the
description of the DEFINE NONVSAM command in IBM DFSMS  Access Method Services for Catalogs
(SC26-7394).

2. You make the data sets accessible and activate the configuration.
Systems that do not share DASD with the CSM driving system do not have access to the run-time data sets. For
those systems, move the run-time data sets to DASD that is accessible to the remote system. For moving the data
sets, use a method that is appropriate for your site and environment. CSM does not endorse a specific technique
or support transmitting the customized run-time data sets that are created when configuring a product to a staging
system.
After making the data sets accessible, activate the configuration.

Build the Configuration

You can build a previously saved configuration, or you can rebuild your configuration (for example, if there is a problem
with the build).

You can only build configurations with a status of Under Construction (8) (resume the configuration first), or Build failed.
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Follow these steps:

Perform one of the following actions:

• If you are on the Review and Build step of the wizard, select Build.
• If your configuration is saved in a step before the Review and Build step, resume the configuration from the

Configurations tab. Follow the instructions on the wizard to navigate through the wizard steps. From the Review and
Build step, select Build.

• If your configuration is in Build failed status, select the Actions drop-down list to the right of the configuration, and
select Build.
Optionally, you can edit the configuration before you build it again. Navigate to the Review and Build step of the
wizard, and select Build.

A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, select Show Results on the Progress tab
to close this dialog. The task output browser opens, and you can view the action details. 

NOTE
While a task is in progress, you can perform other work. Select Hide to exit the dialog and view the task status
later on the Tasks tab.

The configuration is built.

Built configurations are ready to be optionally validated or implemented. Before you start implementing a configuration,
you can still edit the configuration.

You can build your configuration again later (for example, if there is a problem with the build).

Validate the Configuration

Before you implement a configuration, you can validate it. Validation verifies access to resources that are going to be
utilized when you implement the configuration.

NOTE
Although validation is optional, we recommend that you validate the configuration before implementation.

You can only validate configurations with a status of Build completed, Validated, Validation error, Implementation stopped,
or Implementation error.

While validation of a configuration is in progress, do not use the configuration data sets that are outside of CSM. Doing so
helps avoid data set contention between the CSM validate processing and data sets being accessed outside of CSM.

Follow these steps:

1. Select the Configurations tab and locate the configuration that you want to validate.
2. Select the Actions drop-down list to the right of the configuration, and select Validate.

The validation dialog opens. This dialog contains status information and a table of numbered configuration steps.
The validation process is started and continues until it has successfully completed or fails. The steps in this dialog
automatically update as operation data changes.

3. Review the operation steps. You can perform the following actions:
– Select the link of a step name to display information about the actions that are associated with this step.
– Select the icon in the Text column to see details about the processing that is associated with this step. If this step

is manual, you can use this information to perform the step manually. Select Show Details to open a detailed
summary for all steps in the configuration.

– For the steps with prerequisites, hold the mouse over the icon in the Prereq column to review prerequisites details.
When the validation is completed, a message appears confirming that the validation succeeded or failed.
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NOTE
While a validation is in progress, you can perform other work. Select Hide to exit the dialog without stopping
the validation process. Select the configuration status link to bring back the validation dialog while the
validation is still in progress, or view the status of the validation task later from the Tasks tab.

 
After the validation finishes and before you start implementing, you can still edit the configuration.

After a validation has finished successfully for a configuration on a staging system, review the activation instructions,
if any. Select Activation Instructions from the validation dialog. Doing so opens the required steps that you will have to
complete after you implement the configuration to activate this configuration.

Edit the Configuration

You can edit configurations that you have previously created and built. You can edit a configuration if the build fails, or
when validation fails because of an errant value. You can only edit:

• Configurations in a status of Build complete, Build failed, Validated, or Validation error.
• A configuration that has not started implementing yet. After a configuration has started implementing, you cannot edit

it.
• One configuration at a time.

Follow these steps:

1. Select the Configurations tab and locate the configuration that you want to edit.

NOTE
Select the Status column to sort by status and identify all configurations that you can edit.

2. Select the Actions drop-down list to the right of the configuration, and select Edit.
3. Change data on this step as needed, and navigate and make edits to the remaining steps in the wizard.

Implement the Configuration

When you start the implementation, CSM evaluates the defined steps and determines what steps to execute. The
selected steps are presented as a list. Release them so that they can be eligible to execute after their prerequisite steps
have successfully completed.

NOTE
Validation and implementation of a configuration may require exclusive access to data sets that the configuration
specifies. Using data sets outside of CSM, such as ISPF edit and browse data sets, can introduce data set
contention. Data set contention can result in validation and implementation errors. Therefore, while validation or
implementation of a configuration is in progress, do not use the configuration data sets that are outside of CSM.

Implementation completes the configuration process for configurations on a nonstaging system. For configurations on
staging systems, you may be required to perform extra steps to activate your configuration.

Implementation executes on the target system, applying the variables, resources, and operations that are defined in the
configuration.

You can only implement configurations with a status of Build completed, Validated, Validation error, Implementation
stopped, or Implementation error.

Follow these steps:

1. Select the Configurations tab and locate the configuration that you want to implement.
2. Select the Actions drop-down list to the right of the configuration, and select Implement.

The Implementation dialog opens. This dialog contains status information, and a table of numbered operation steps.
3. Review the operation steps. You can perform the following actions:
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– Select the link of a step name to display information about the actions that are associated with this step.
– Select the icon in the Text column to see details about the processing that is associated with this step. If this step is

manual, you can use this information to perform the step manually.
– For the steps that have prerequisites, hold the mouse over the icon in the Prereq column to see details about the

prerequisites.
4. (Optional) Select one or more steps and perform the following actions using the action links:

– Set Automatic
Changes the mode of the selected manual steps so that CSM automatically performs them when they are released
and all prerequisites are satisfied.
You cannot change the mode of external steps. CSM cannot perform them automatically.

– Set Manual
Changes the mode of the selected automatic steps so that they become manual steps that you must perform
outside of CSM.

– Release
Releases the selected steps. The steps become eligible for execution when all prerequisite steps are complete.

– Bypass
Skips the selected steps. These steps are not released when you select Release All. If the bypassed steps are
prerequisites for other steps, the prerequisites are considered satisfied. The dependent steps are executed when
they are released.

5. For manual or external steps, select the Actions drop-down list to the right of a step, and select Confirm.
The step is confirmed as completed successfully. Any prerequisites that other steps within the implementation define
are satisfied.

6. Perform one of the following actions:
– Select Release All to release all steps at once and execute them. However, steps do not execute if they have

prerequisite steps that have not completed. Perform and confirm manual and external steps.
– Select Release Next to release and execute the next step in sequence. However, the step does not execute if

it has prerequisite steps that have not completed. Select Release Next for each subsequent step, and confirm
manual and external steps.

The implementation process is started and continues until it has successfully completed, is stopped manually, or fails.
The steps in this dialog automatically update as operation data changes.

NOTE
While an implementation is in progress, you can perform other work. Select Hide to exit the dialog without
stopping the implementation process. Select the configuration status link to bring back the implementation
dialog while the implementation is still in progress, or view the status of the implementation task later from
the Tasks tab.

You can select Stop to stop the implementation process. Non-executing steps are not started. You can start another
run of the implementation from the Configurations tab by selecting the configuration and selecting Implement.
When the implementation is completed, a message appears confirming that the implementation succeeded or failed.

7. (For successful configurations on staging systems) Select Activation Instructions to open the required steps that you
must complete next to activate this configuration.

NOTE
If the configuration fails, address implementation failures.

View Step and Action Details

The validation and implementation dialogs contain links that let you drill down for more information about steps and
actions that are associated with each step.
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Follow these steps:

1. On the Validate Configuration or Implement Configuration dialog, select the link for the step you want to view
details.
An Actions dialog opens. The dialog contains the actions that are associated with this step as links if more information
is available. This dialog contains the following columns:
– Name

Identifies the name of an action.
– Type

Identifies one of the following types for this action:
• Action

This type is an actual action.
• Backup

This action performs a backup operation if the action is recoverable.
• Commit

This action makes the changes from previous actions permanent.
• Rollback

This action reverts the changes from previous actions.
– Group

Identifies one of the following groups that are associated with this action:
• Operation action

Describes the set of actions that perform the function of the operation.
• Preop recovery

Describes the set of actions to be performed before all other actions in the operation.
• Postop recovery success

Describes the set of actions to be performed if all actions complete successfully.
• Postop recovery failure

Describes the set of actions to be performed if any action completes unsuccessfully.
• Cleanup

Describes the set of actions to be performed after all other actions in the operation.
– SRVC-CC

Identifies the CSM services completion code for this action.

NOTE
This code is an internal CSM completion code that is returned from the executed service in the SCS
address space.

– SRVC-RC
Identifies the CSM services return code for this action.

NOTE
This code is similar to the z/OS completion code.

– Status
Identifies the status for this action.

2. Select the link for the action you want to view details for.
Another dialog that contains details about this action opens.

Activate the Configuration

Activation of a configuration may be required when you configure a product on a staging system.

Configuring a product on a staging system can help:
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• Create a customized set of run-time data sets that youthen move to a target system for the final activation
• Create a fully implemented version of the product and test it locally

Activating the configuration makes your configuration fully functional on the target system.

You perform the following high-level process to activate the configuration:

1. (In CSM) Configure a product on a staging system.
2. (In CSM) Obtain the activation instructions that are available after the configuration is successfully built, validated,

or implemented on a staging system. The activation instructions include extra steps that you have to perform on the
configuration outside of CSM. For example, update data set members, or APF-authorize data sets.

3. (Outside of CSM) Perform one of the following actions:
– If you activate a configuration on a staging system, follow the activation instructions on the staging system. Doing

so activates the configuration and completes the configuration process.
– If you activate a configuration on a remote system, deploy the configuration to the remote location. To do so, select

and use a method that is appropriate for your site and environment. Follow the activation instructions on the remote
system to activate the configuration and complete the configuration process.

Follow these steps:

1. Select the Configurations tab and locate the configuration that you want to activate.
2. Select the Actions drop-down list to the right of the configuration, and select Activation Instructions.

A dialog that shows activation instructions opens. This dialog contains information about steps that you have to
perform to activate the configuration.

3. Review the steps.
4. (Optional) Select Export to print the activation instructions, or export them to a TXT file or a ZIP file.
5. Close the dialog.
6. Perform the steps that are described in the activation instructions.

Your configuration is activated and fully functional.

Address Implementation Failures

Follow these steps:

1. Determine the cause of the failure. Drill down into the step and action details, and analyze the details.
2. If the error is related to a problem in your environment, make the necessary changes to your environment to correct

the issue. Implement this configuration again.
3. If the error is related to the configuration settings in CSM, create a new configuration and import values from the failed

configuration:
a. When in step 3 (Import Values), select Import from Previous and Delete. Doing so imports the values from the

failed configuration, and deletes the failed configuration. This action prevents duplicate resource problems.
b. Modify the values in the new configuration as you need.
c. Complete the remaining wizard steps.

4. Build the configuration.
5. Validate the configuration to discover and clean up any data sets that may have been created as part of the failed

implementation attempt.
6. Implement the configuration.
7. (Optional: Staging systems only) Activate the configuration.

Install Your Product Using Pax ESD or DVD
As a System Programmer, your responsibilities include installing products on your mainframe system. With this option,
you acquire a product pax file from Broadcom Support or from a product DVD.
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The DVD contains a folder that includes the pax file for the product. Product updates may have occurred after you
acquired the product DVD. The files on the online site always have the most current product updates. To determine if you
have the latest updates, go to Broadcom Support and select Download Center.

You perform the following tasks to install a product with a pax file:

Figure 3: Install Your Product Using Pax ESD or DVD

1. Allocate and mount a file system.
2. Acquire the product pax files.
3. Create a product directory from the pax file.
4. Copy installation files to z/OS data sets.
5. Prepare the SMPE environment for a pax installation.
6. Run the installation jobs for a pax installation.
7. Clean up the USS directory.
8. Apply preventive maintenance.

UNIX System Services Environment

You need a UNIX System Services (USS) directory and a file system with adequate space to perform the following tasks:
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• Receive product pax files from Broadcom Support.
• Perform utility functions to unpack the pax file into MVS data sets that you can use to complete the product installation.

We recommend that you allocate and mount a file system that is dedicated to Pax ESD. The amount of space that you
need for the file system depends on the following variables:

• The size of the pax files that you intend to download.
• Whether you plan to keep the pax files after unpacking them. We do not recommend this practice.

We recommend that you use one directory for downloading and unpacking pax files. Reusing the same directory
minimizes USS setup. Complete the USS setup only one time. You reuse the same directory for subsequent downloads.
Alternatively, you can create a directory for each pax download.

WARNING
Downloading pax files for the SMP/E installation as part of the Pax ESD process requires write authority to the
UNIX System Services (USS) directories that are used for the Pax ESD process. In the file system that contains
the Pax ESD directories, you also need free space approximately 3.5 times the pax file size to download the pax
file and unpack its contents. For example, to download and unpack a 14 MB pax file, you need approximately
49 MB of free space in the file system hosting your Pax ESD directory.

Allocate and Mount a File System
The product installation process requires a UNIX System Services (USS) directory to receive the pax file and to perform
the unpack steps. We recommend that you allocate and mount a file system that is dedicated to the product acquisition.
We also recommend that you create a directory in this file system where the pax file will be located. This directory
(yourUSSpaxdirectory) is used later in the installation process when acquiring and unpacking the product pax file.

This procedure describes how to perform the following tasks:

• Allocate a zFS.
• Create a mount point in an existing maintenance directory of your choice in USS.
• Mount the file system on the newly created mount point.

NOTE
To issue the USS mount command for the file system, read access is required to the SAF resource name
SUPERUSER.FILESYS.USERMOUNT in the UNIXPRIV class.

• (Optional) Permit write access to anyone in the same group as the person who created the directory.
WARNING
USS commands are case-sensitive.

1. Allocate the zFS by customizing the following sample JCL to your site requirements. Ensure that the zFS data set
name that you use conforms to your data set naming conventions for USS file systems. If the allocation of the file
system data set fails, it is because of environmental settings not allowing for the allocation.

NOTE
Edit the JCL with NUMBER OFF (no sequence numbers in columns 73 through 80) and
CAPS OFF. However, where needed use uppercase and lowercase values. For example,
YOUR_ZFS_DATA_SET_NAME value must be uppercase.
NOTE
The SYSIN DD must be indented at least one space.

//DEFINE   EXEC PGM=IDCAMS

//SYSPRINT DD   SYSOUT=*

//SYSUDUMP DD   SYSOUT=*

//AMSDUMP  DD   SYSOUT=*

//SYSIN    DD *

  DEFINE CLUSTER ( +

  NAME(YOUR_ZFS_DATA_SET_NAME) +
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  STORAGECLASS(class) +

  LINEAR +

  CYL(primary secondary) +

  SHAREOPTIONS(3 3) +

  )

/*

//FORMAT   EXEC PGM=IOEAGFMT,REGION=0M,

// PARM=('-aggregate your_zFS_data_set_name -compat')

//SYSPRINT DD   SYSOUT=*

//SYSUDUMP DD   SYSOUT=*

//STDOUT   DD   SYSOUT=*

//STDERR   DD   SYSOUT=*

//CEEDUMP  DD   SYSOUT=*

//*

The zFS is allocated.
2. Create a mount point for the file system. This example shows how to create your USS pax directory named

yourdirectory/PAX in the existing /u/maint directory. From the TSO OMVS shell, enter the following commands:
cd /u/maint/

mkdir yourdirectory

cd yourdirectory

mkdir PAX

Further references to this mount point appear as yourUSSpaxdirectory. You can reuse the same directory for all
product acquisitions to minimize USS setup. Alternatively, you can create a directory for each pax download.

The mount point is created.
3. Mount the file system by customizing the following sample:

//MOUNT    EXEC PGM=IKJEFT01,REGION=0M          

//SYSTSPRT DD SYSOUT=*                        

//SYSTSOUT DD SYSOUT=*                        

//SYSTSIN  DD *

MOUNT FILESYSTEM('your_zFS_data_set_name') +

MOUNTPOINT('yourUSSpaxdirectory') +

TYPE(ZFS) MODE(RDWR) +

PARM('AGGRGROW')

/*

The file system is mounted.
4. (Optional) Set security permissions for the directory. You can use the chmod command to let other users access the

USS pax directory and its files. For example, to allow write access to the USS pax directory for other users in your
USS group, enter the following command from the TSO OMVS shell or the Telnet or SSH client of choice at your site:
chmod -R 770 /yourUSSpaxdirectory/

Write access is granted.
5. Verify that the file system is mounted. To do so, enter the following commands from the Telnet or SSH client:

cd {yourUSSpaxdirectory}

df - k .

The file system is mounted. The output shows the mount point and the mount data set. Resolve errors before
continuing.

Acquire the Product Pax Files
To begin the Broadcom product installation procedure, copy the product pax file into the USS directory that you set up. 
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WARNING
FTP procedures vary due to local firewall and other security settings. To determine the appropriate FTP
procedure to use at your site, consult your local network administrators.

This procedure explains how to transfer a product pax file from Broadcom Support Online to the mainframe.

Follow these steps:

1. Confirm the following UNIX System Services (USS) requirements:
– You have write authority to the USS directories that are used for the pax installation process.
– You have available USS file space.

NOTE

In the file system that contains the pax directories, you also need free space approximately 3.5 times the
pax file size to download the pax file and unpack its contents. For example, to download and unpack a 14
MB pax file, you need approximately 49 MB of free space in the file system hosting your pax directory.

If you do not have sufficient free space, error messages similar to the following appear:

EZA1490I Error writing to data set

EZA2606W File I/O error 133

2. Log in to Broadcom Support.
3. Select DOWNLOAD MANAGEMENT.
4. Locate your product in the download management tool.

Your product entry opens at the Product Downloads tab.
5. Locate the appropriate software package.

TIP

To change the release, select the package and use the release drop-down.

If applicable, agree to the end user license agreement (EULA).
6. Select a download method: 

TIP

Review the Broadcom Support Online download and FTP  Help topics.
7. • If you select Enhanced Download Manager, a dialog opens. Follow the prompts to download the installer. 

The installer then downloads your product files to the location on your PC, as specified in the installer. Go to Step
10.

• If you select FTP, you are redirected to Cart History. 
You receive an email notification when your files are ready. The email includes a link to your Cart History. Go
to Step 7.

• If you have previously set your download preference, the installer begins the download process. Go to Step 7 or 10
based on your download setting.
 

8. Select PREFERRED FTP (recommended) next to your package in Cart History.
Your FTP download details appear.

9. Copy the following sample JCL into a data set member and update it with your FTP details:

TIP

Use the guidance in the job to update each variable. Also, replace ACCOUNTNO with a valid JOB
statement. Replace yourTCPIP.PROFILE.dataset with the name of the TCP/IP profile data set for your
system. Consult your local network administrators, if necessary.
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//GETPAX   JOB (ACCOUNTNO),'FTP GET PAX ESD PACKAGE',

//          MSGCLASS=X,CLASS=A,NOTIFY=&SYSUID

//*********************************************************************

//* This sample job can be used to download a pax file directly from  *

//* CA Support Online to a USS directory on your z/OS system.         *

//*                                                                   *

//* When editing the JCL ensure that you do not have sequence numbers *

//* turned on.                                                        *

//*                                                                   *

//* This job must be customized as follows:                           *

//* 1. Supply a valid JOB statement.                                  *

//* 2. The SYSTCPD and SYSFTPD JCL DD statements in this JCL may be   *

//*    optional at your site. Remove the statements that are not      *

//*    required. For the required statements, update the data set     *

//*    names with the correct site-specific data set names.           *

//* 3. Replace "Host" based on the type of download method.           *

//* 4. Replace "YourEmailAddress" with your email address.            *

//* 5. Replace "yourUSSpaxdirectory" with the name of the USS         *

//*    directory used on your system for Pax ESD downloads.           *

//* 6. Replace "FTP Location" with the complete path                  *

//*    and name of the pax file obtained from the FTP location        *

//*    of the product download page.                                  *

//*********************************************************************

//GETPAX   EXEC PGM=FTP,PARM='(EXIT TIMEOUT 120',REGION=0M

//SYSTCPD  DD   DSN=yourTCPIP.PROFILE.dataset,DISP=SHR

//SYSFTPD  DD   DSN=yourFTP.DATA.dataset,DISP=SHR

//SYSPRINT DD   SYSOUT=*

//OUTPUT   DD   SYSOUT=*

//INPUT    DD   *

Host

anonymous 

YourEmailAddress

lcd yourUSSpaxdirectory

binary

get FTP_location

quit

/*

10. Submit the job.

WARNING
If your FTP commands are incorrect, this job can fail and still return a zero condition code. Read the
messages in the job DDNAME SYSPRINT to verify that the FTP succeeded.

After you run the JCL job, the pax file resides in the specified mainframe USS directory. Go to Create a Product
Directory from the Pax File.

11. Prepare the pax file using one of the following methods:
– Pax If you downloaded a zip file, unzip the file to use the product pax files.
– DVD Copy the entire product software package (or individual pax files) to your PC.
The pax file is ready for FTP.
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NOTE
Do not change the format of the pax.Z.

12. Open a Windows command prompt. 
The command prompt appears.

13. Customize and enter the following FTP commands:

FTP mainframe

userid

password

bin

lcd C:\PC\folder\for\thePAXfile

cd /yourUSSpaxdirectory/

put paxfile.pax.Z

quit

exit

– mainframe  
Specifies the z/OS system IP address or DNS name.

– userid  
Specifies your z/OS user ID.

– password  
Specifies your z/OS password.

– C:\PC\folder\for\thePAXfile  
Specifies the location of the pax file on your PC.

NOTE
If you specify a location that has blanks or special characters in the path name, enclose that value in
double quotation marks.

– yourUSSpaxdirectory  
Specifies the name of the USS directory that you use for pax downloads.

– paxfile.pax.Z 
Specifies the name of the pax file to upload.

The pax file is transferred to the mainframe. Go to Create a Product Directory from the Pax File.

 

Create a Product Directory from the Pax File
After you acquire and download the product package (pax file), you are ready to create a product directory in which to
extract the contents of the package. You can do so using the pax command or the ESDUNPAX sample JCL.

• Use the pax command
• Use the ESDUNPAX sample JCL

Use the pax Command

To use the pax command to create a product directory, enter:
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cd /yourUSSpaxdirectory/

pax -rvf pax-filename

These commands set the current working directory in your USS directory to the directory containing the pax file and
then performs the following actions:

• Extracts the files and directories that are packaged within the pax file.
• Creates a USS directory in the same directory structure where the pax file resides.
• Automatically generates a product and level-specific directory name.

The product directory is created. You are now ready to copy the sample installation JCL to a z/OS data set.

Use the ESDUNPAX Sample JCL

To use the ESDUNPAX sample JCL to create a product directory, review the following JCL sample and edit it as shown in
the procedure that follows:
//ESDUNPAX JOB (ACCOUNTNO),'UNPAX PAX FILE',

// MSGCLASS=X,CLASS=A,NOTIFY=&SYSUID

//*********************************************************************

//* This sample job can be used to invoke the pax command to create   *

//* the product-specific installation directory.                      *

//*                                                                   *

//* This job must be customized as follows:                           *

//* 1. Supply a valid JOB statement.                                  *

//* 2. Replace "yourUSSpaxdirectory" with the name of the USS         *

//*    directory used on your system for Pax ESD downloads.           *

//* 3. Replace "paxfile.pax.Z" with the name of the pax file.         *

//* NOTE: If you continue the PARM= statement on a second line,       *

//*       start entering characters in column 16 and make sure        *

//*       the 'X' continuation character is in column 72.     *

//*********************************************************************

//UNPAXDIR EXEC PGM=BPXBATCH,

// PARM='sh cd /yourUSSpaxdirectory/; pax -rvf paxfile.pax.Z'

//*UNPAXDIR EXEC PGM=BPXBATCH,

//* PARM='sh cd /yourUSSpaxdirectory/; pax                              X

//*             -rvf paxfile.pax.Z'

//STDOUT DD SYSOUT=*

//STDERR DD SYSOUT=*

Edit the sample JCL as described in the following steps:

1. Replace ACCOUNTNO with a valid JOB statement.
2. Replace yourUSSpaxdirectory with the name of the USS directory that you use for product downloads.

The job points to your specific directory.
3. Replace paxfile.pax.Z with the name of the pax file.

The job points to your specific pax file.
4. Submit the job.

The job creates the product directory.

NOTE
If the PARM= statement exceeds 71 characters, comment out the first UNPAXDIR. Then uncomment and
use the second form of UNPAXDIR instead. This sample job uses an X in column 72 to continue the PARM=
parameters to a second line.

The product directory is created. You are now ready to copy the sample installation JCL to a z/OS data set.
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Copy Installation Files to z/OS Data Sets
Use this procedure to invoke the SMP/E GIMUNZIP utility to create the SAMPJCL z/OS data set.

The file UNZIPJCL in the product directory contains a sample job to extract the installation package. You edit and submit
the UNZIPJCL job to copy the sample installation JCL to a z/OS data set.

1. Locate and read the product readme file or installation notes, if applicable, which resides in the product-specific
directory that the pax command created. This file contains the product-specific details that you require to complete the
installation procedure.
You have identified the product-specific installation details.

2. Use ISPF EDIT or TSO ISHELL to edit the UNZIPJCL sample job. You can perform this step in one of the following
ways:
– Use ISPF EDIT

Specify the full path name of the UNZIPJCL file.
– Use TSO ISHELL

Navigate to the UNZIPJCL file and use the E line command to edit the file.
The job is edited.

3. Change the SMPDIR DD PATH to the product-specific directory created by the pax command.
Your view is of the product-specific directory.

4. If ICSF is not active, perform the following steps:
a. Change the SMPJHOME DD PATH to your Java runtime directory. This directory varies from system to system.
b. Perform one of the following steps:

• Change the SMPCPATH DD PATH to your SMP/E Java application classes directory, typically /usr/lpp/smp/
classes/.

• Change HASH=YES to HASH=NO on the GIMUNZIP parameter.
One of the following outcomes occurs: ICSF is active or you are using Java.

5. Change yourHLQ to the high-level qualifier (HLQ) for z/OS SAMPJCL data set.  We suggest that you use a unique
HLQ for each expanded pax file to identify uniquely the package.

6. Submit the UNZIPJCL job.
The UNZIPJCL job completes with a zero return code. Messages GIM69158I and GIM48101I in the output and
IKJ56228I in the JES log are acceptable. The SAMPJCL data set is created with the HLQ that you specified in the
UNZIP job. You use this data set to perform the product installation.

Prepare the SMPE Environment for a Pax Installation
The following steps describe the process to install products using native SMP/E JCL:

1. Allocate product data sets and SMP/E data sets.
2. Create an SMP/E environment.
3. Receive base functions.
4. Download and RECEIVE PTFs from the Download Center.
5. Run an SMP/E APPLY CHECK operation.
6. Apply base functions using SELECT GROUPEXTEND.
7. Run an SMP/E ACCEPT CHECK operation.
8. Accept base functions using SELECT GROUPEXTEND.
9. Download external HOLDDATA.
10. Configure the product according to your site requirements.

The members that are used in this procedure prepare the data sets, initialize the zones, and create the DDDEFs for your
product.
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For information about the members, see the JCL comments.

Follow these steps:

1. Customize the macro TLMSEDIT with your site-specific information and then copy the macro to your SYSPROC
location. Replace the rightmost parameters for each ISREDIT CHANGE command. When you edit an installation
member, type TLMSEDIT on the command line,andpress Enter to replace the defaults with your specifications.
The macro is ready to customize the TLM.SAMPJCL members.

NOTE
Set the PRODHLQ to the same value specified for TLM within the JCL that is used to unzip the pax file.

NOTE
The following steps include instructions to execute the TLMSEDIT macro each time you open a new
SAMPJCL member. To edit all SAMPJCL members simultaneously, read and follow the instructions in the
TLMSAREAD member, and submit the TLMSEDALL member.

2. Open the SAMPJCL member TLM00ALL in an edit session and execute the TLMSEDIT macro from the command
line.
TLM00ALL is customized.

3. Submit TLM00ALL.
This job produces the following results:
– The target and distribution data sets for your product are created.
– Unique SMPLTS, SMPMTS, SMPSCDS, and SMPSTS data sets for this target zone are created.

4. Open the SAMPJCL member TLM10CSI in an edit session and execute the TLMSEDIT macro from the command line.
TLM10CSI is customized.

5. Submit TLM10CSI.
This job produces the following results:
– The CSI data set is defined.
– The SMPPTS and SMPLOG data sets are allocated.
– The global, target, and distribution zones are initialized.
– The DDDEF entries for your product are created.
– The DDDEFs for the required SMP/E data sets are created.

Run the Installation Jobs for a Pax Installation
Submit and run these SAMPJCL members in sequence. Do not proceed with any job until the previous job has completed
successfully.

NOTE
The following steps include instructions to execute the TLMSEDIT macro each time that you open a new
SAMPJCL member. To edit all SAMPJCL members simultaneously, read and follow the instructions in the
TLMAREAD member, and submit the TLMEDALL member.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the SAMPJCL member TLM20RCB in an edit session, and execute the TLMSEDIT macro from the command
line.
TLM20RCB is customized.

2. Submit TLM20RCB to receive SMP/E base functions.
Your product is received and now resides in the global zone.

3. Open the SAMPJCL member TLM30APB in an edit session, and execute the TLMSEDIT macro from the command
line.
TLM30APB is customized.

4. Submit TLM30APB to apply SMP/E base functions with the CHECK option. 
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a. Note any unresolved errors.
b. Verify that resolving PTFs are applied before implementing products in production. 
c. Update the JCL to BYPASS the unresolved hold error IDs.
d. After successful completion, rerun APPLY with the CHECK option removed.
Your product is applied and now resides in the target libraries.

5. Open the SAMPJCL member TLM40ACB in an edit session, and execute the TLMSEDIT macro from the command
line.
TLM40ACB is customized.

6. Submit TLM40ACB to accept SMP/E base functions with the CHECK option. After successful completion, rerun
ACCEPT with the CHECK option removed.
Your product is accepted and now resides in the distribution libraries.

Clean Up the USS Directory
This procedure is optional. If you decide to perform this procedure, do so after you complete the installation process and
when you do not need the installation files. When this procedure is done, you are ready to install preventive maintenance.

To free file system disk space for subsequent downloads after downloading and processing the pax files for your
Broadcom mainframe product, remove files from your USS directory and delete unnecessary z/OS data sets. You can
delete the following items:

• Pax file
• Product-specific directory that the pax command created and all the files in it
• SMP/E RELFILEs, SMPMCS, and HOLDDATA MVS data sets. These data sets have the HLQ that you assigned in the

UNZIPJCL job.

NOTE
Retain non-SMP/E installation data sets such as yourHLQ.INSTALL.NOTES for future reference.

1. Navigate to your Pax ESD USS directory.
Your view is of the applicable USS directory.

2. Delete the pax file by entering the following command:
rm paxfile

– paxfile
Specifies the name of the product pax file that you downloaded.

The pax file is deleted.
3. Delete the product-specific directory by entering the following command:

rm -r product-specific-directory

– product-specific-directory
Specifies the product-specific directory that you created previously using the pax command or sample JCL.

The product-specific directory is deleted.

NOTE
You can also use TSO ISHELL to navigate to the pax file and product-specific directory, and delete them using
the D line command.

When you are done with this step, you are ready to install maintenance.

Apply Preventive Maintenance
This section describes how you apply preventive management to your product.

The following content may also help you manage your site maintenance:
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• To review the Broadcom mainframe maintenance philosophy, see best practices for your product or visit the Mainframe
Installation and Maintenance site. 

• For a comprehensive collection of articles dedicated to all Broadcom mainframe maintenance concepts and
procedures, see Mainframe Common Maintenance Procedures.

Receive Maintenance and Error HOLDDATA
Maintenance and HOLDDATA is available at Broadcom Support. After the maintenance process completes, the product is
ready to deploy.

Use this procedure during product installation and for ongoing preventive maintenance in non-installation use cases
according to your maintenance strategy.

Follow these steps:

1. Select your download option:

WARNING

We recommend that you use the SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval option, which significantly simplifies the
download process.

– Download maintenance using the SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval
This option uses the IBM SMP/E RECEIVE ORDER command to download Broadcom Mainframe product
maintenance over the Internet, by securely submitting an order for PTFs and HOLDDATA to a remote CA
server. This service eliminates the manual steps that are required to download maintenance from Broadcom
Support Online. The orders are fulfilled based on the status of your SMP/E environments. Based on your order
criteria, all PTFs and their requisites are downloaded automatically and received to your system. 
To use this download option, complete the procedures in  SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval. 

– Download maintenance manually from Broadcom Support Online
With this option, you manually select PTFs and build a package for all applicable PTFs and requisites. You then
use the CAUNZIP utility to unpackage and receive the files. This utility processes ZIP packages directly on z/
OS without the need for an intermediate platform, such as a Microsoft Windows workstation. The utility resides
in yourCCSHLQ.CAW0JCL(CAUNZIP). To use this download option, you must be running Common Components
and Services Release 14.1 with PTF RO58216. Review the CAUNZIP requirements here and complete the
following procedures.

2. Log in to Broadcom Support.
3. Select DOWNLOAD MANAGEMENT.
4. Locate your product in the download management tool.

Your product entry opens at the Product Downloads tab.
5. Select the Solution Downloads tab.
6. Select the applicable product and software release.
7. Select the applicable solutions and download them using the Cart or Download Now option.

TIP

Review the Broadcom Support Online download and FTP  Help topics.
8. Run the CAUNZIP utility.

CAUNZIP unzips the package of published solutions and creates an SMPNTS file structure that the SMP/E RECEIVE
FROMNTS command can process. After execution completes, the ZIPRPT data set contains the summary report. The
summary report: 
– Summarizes the content of the product order ZIP file.
– Details the content of each data set and the z/OS UNIX files produced.
– Provides a sample job to receive the PTFs in your order.

9. Review the sample job that is provided in the CAUNZIP output ZIPRPT file.
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10. Cut and paste the JCL into a data set.
11. Specify your SMP/E CSI on the SMPCSI DD statement.
12. Submit the job to receive the PTFs in your order.
13. Verify that you have the values from the base installation in the TLMSEDIT macro, which you customized in the

installation steps.
14. Open the SAMPJCL member TLM1HOLD in an edit session and execute the TLMSEDIT macro from the command

line.

NOTE
Update TLM1HOLD SAMPJCL to download the HOLDDATA file.

TLM1HOLD is customized.
15. Submit TLM1HOLD.

The job downloads the external HOLDDATA file.
16. Open the SAMPJCL member TLM7RECH in an edit session and execute the TLMSEDIT macro from the command

line.
TLM7RECH is customized.

17. Submit TLM7RECH.
The job receives the external HOLDDATA file.

18. (Optional) Apply Broadcom Recommended Service (CS RS) maintenance.

Apply and Accept Maintenance
WARNING
We strongly recommend that you use CSM to maintain your Broadcom z/OS-based products. The procedure
that is discussed in this section is fully automated when you use CSM.

Use this procedure to apply and optionally accept Broadcom corrective maintenance.

NOTE
To review the Broadcom mainframe maintenance philosophy, see best practices for your product or visit the 
Product page.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the SAMPJCL member TLM8APYP in an edit session and execute the TLMSEDIT macro from the command
line.
TLM8APYP is customized.

2. Submit TLM8APYP.
The PTFs are applied.

3. (Optional) Open the SAMPJCL member TLM9ACCP in an edit session and execute the TLMSEDIT macro from the
command line.
TLM9ACCP is customized.

4. (Optional) Submit TLM9ACCP.
The PTFs are accepted.

NOTE
You do not have to submit the job at this time. You can accept the PTFs according to your site policy.

Apply Broadcom Recommended Service (CARS) Maintenance
WARNING
We strongly recommend that you use CSM to maintain your Broadcom z/OS-based products. The procedure
that is discussed in this section is fully automated when you use CSM.
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Use this procedure to apply CARS maintenance as a part of managing preventive maintenance.

Follow these steps:

1. Do the following:
a. Determine which ASSIGN statements to download.

• The yearly CARS ASSIGN statements are stored in the following file:

ftp.ca.com/pub/ASSIGN/YEARLY/YEAR

yyyy.TXT

• The monthly CARS ASSIGN statements are stored in the following file:

ftp.ca.com/pub/ASSIGN/CAR

yymm.TXT

b. Open the SAMPJCL member TLM7CARS in an edit session, update TLM7CARS SAMPJCL to download ASSIGN
statements from Broadcom Support, and execute the TLMSEDIT macro from the command line.
TLM7CARS is customized.

2. Submit TLM7CARS.
The job downloads the CARS ASSIGN statements.

3. Open the SAMPJCL member TLM7RECP in an edit session, manually add the data set that contains the ASSIGN
statements to the SMPPTFIN DD, and execute the TLMSEDIT macro from the command line.
TLM7RECP is customized.

4. Submit TLM7RECP.
The job receives the external HOLDDATA file and CARS ASSIGN statements.

5. Open the SAMPJCL member TLM8APYP in an edit session and execute the TLMSEDIT macro from the command
line.
TLM8APYP is customized.

6. Submit TLM8APYP.
The PTFs are applied.

7. (Optional) Open the SAMPJCL member TLM9ACCP in an edit session and execute the TLMSEDIT macro from the
command line.
TLM9ACCP is customized.

8. (Optional) Submit TLM9ACCP.
The PTFs are accepted.

NOTE
You do not have to submit the job at this time. You can accept the PTFs according to your site policy.

Maintenance and HOLDDATA
When you apply maintenance, you typically encounter SMP/E HOLDDATA. We use HOLDDATA to notify your SMP/E
system of SYSMODs that have errors or special conditions. We support system and external HOLDDATA.

System HOLDDATA

System HOLDDATA indicates data that is an in-stream part of the SYSMOD, informing you of special conditions. The
following reasons are used with SYSTEM HOLDDATA for your product:

ACTION
Indicates that you must perform special processing before or after you apply this SYSMOD.

AO

Affects automated operations. It changes either the message identifier or the displacement of a field inside the message.
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DB2BIND

Indicates that DBRMs have changed and packages need to be rebound.

DDDEF

Indicates that data sets and DDDEFs are being added or modified.

DELETE

Deletes the SYSMOD load module. You cannot reverse this type of SYSMOD with the SMP/E RESTORE command.

DEP

Indicates a dependency for this SYSMOD that you must externally verify.

DOC

Indicates a documentation change with this SYSMOD.

DYNACT

Describes the steps to dynamically activate this fix without performing an IPL.

EC

Indicates that this SYSMOD requires a hardware engineering change. An EC hold SYSMOD usually does not affect the
product unless the EC is present on the hardware device.

ENH

Introduces a small programming enhancement. The hold contains the instructions to implement the enhancement. If no
action is needed to implement the enhancement, give a summary of the enhancement.

EXIT

Indicates that changes delivered by this SYSMOD require reassembly of user exits.

EXRF

Indicates that the SYSMOD must be installed in both the Active and Alternate Extended Recovery Facility Systems.

IPL

Indicates that an IPL is required for this SYSMOD to take effect. This is used only when there is no alternative for dynamic
activation.

MSGSKEL

Indicates that the SYSMOD contains internationalized message versions that must be run through the message compiler
for each language.

MULTSYS

Apply this SYSMOD to multiple systems for either pre-conditioning, coexistence, or exploitation.

RESTART

Indicates that after applying this SYSMOD, the site must perform a special restart as opposed to a routine restart.

SQLBIND

Indicates that a bind is required for a database system other than DB2.

DOWNLD

Indicates that some or all of the elements that this SYSMOD delivers are to be downloaded to a workstation.
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Code a BYPASS operand on your APPLY command to install SYSMODs that have internal holds. Code the BYPASS
operand only after you have performed the required action, or if you are performing the action after the APPLY, if that is
appropriate.

External HOLDDATA

External HOLDDATA is not part of the PTF. The HOLDDATA resides in a separate file and contains both error and FIXCAT
HOLDDATA. The error HOLDDATA is used for SYSMODs that have been distributed and later are discovered to cause
problems. The FIXCAT HOLDDATA helps identify maintenance that is required to support a particular hardware device,
software, or function.

Download the external HOLDDATA from Broadcom Support to a DASD file, and allocate the file to the SMPHOLD
DD statement. To take care of the external HOLDDATA, receive it into your SMP/E environment. SMP/E receives the
HOLDDATA from Broadcom-supplied jobs.

You can find JCL to download the external HOLDDATA in your SAMPJCL member. Open TMS1HOLD in an edit session
and execute the TMSSEDIT macro on the command line. Then, submit the JCL.

Error HOLDDATA

If a SYSMOD has unresolved error HOLDDATA, SMP/E does not install it unless you add a bypass to your APPLY
command. You can bypass error HOLDDATA in situations that are not applicable to you. Error HOLDDATA that is not
applicable to you can include a problem that happens only with a hardware device that you do not have or in a product
feature that you do not use.

When Broadcom publishes a SYSMOD that resolves the error HOLDDATA, the resolving SYSMOD supersedes the error
HOLDDATA. This action lets you apply the original SYSMOD in conjunction with the fixing SYSMOD.

The only manual task is running a REPORT ERRSYSMODS. This report identifies the following:

• Any held SYSMODs already applied to your system
• Any resolving SYSMODs that are in RECEIVE status

SMP/E identifies the SYSMOD to apply to correct the situation.

FIXCAT HOLDDATA

Broadcom provides FIXCAT HOLDDATA to help identify maintenance that is required to support a particular hardware
device, software, or function. Fix categories are supplied as SMP/E FIXCAT HOLDDATA statements. Each FIXCAT
HOLDDATA statement associates an APAR and its related fixing PTF to one or more fix categories.

Preparing to Start Your Product
This section describes the tasks needed before TLMS can be started and used.

Parameters used by the Common Components and Services component CAIRIM to initialize TLMS are generated by this
TLRIMPRM member. For more information on how to change the TLRIMPRM member review "TLMSRIM - Initializing and
Reinitialing TLMS" section found in Configuring. 

To prepare to start TLMS

1. To initialize TLMS use the following parameter statement in the TLRIMPRM  member of CTAPOPTN:

PRODUCT(CA-TLMS/MVS) VERSION(TLE0) INIT(TLE0INIT) PARM(INIT) 

2. Ensure that your TLMS CAI.CTAPLINK data set is APF authorized and added to your LINKLIST.
3. Remove all libraries for prior versions of TLMS from LINKLIST and IPL before attempting to start TLMS Release 14.0

Second Edition if you have a previous version of TLMS installed.
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Deploy the Product to the Destination System with CSM
Deployment is a process of copying SMP/E target libraries to a destination system. The destination system could be the
local z/OS system, a remote z/OS system, or a sysplex. You identify the destination system, deployed data set names and
the transport mechanism as part of the deployment process. Deploying a product makes it available for configuration.

 
Important! Before you deploy a product, set up the destination systems and remote credentials in the system registry.

You perform the following high-level tasks to deploy your products using CSM:

1. On the Deployments tab, set up methodologies. You can also set up methodologies when creating a deployment, or
use existing methodologies if you have set up any previously. If you do so, you can skip this step.

2. Start the New Deployment wizard to create a deployment. Complete each of the steps in the wizard. The wizard
guides you through choosing deployment settings for your site. At any point, you can save your work and come back
to it later.

3. Deploy:
a. Take a snapshot of the deployment.
b. Transmit the deployment to a destination system.
c. Deploy (unpack) to the mainframe environment.
CSM deploys the product to the destination system.

After the deployment process completes, the product is ready for you to configure.

Configuring Your Product
This scenario describes the minimum configuration tasks needed before TLMS can be started, customized, and used in
your environment.

TLMS requires option members in CAI.CTAPOPTN, a CTS procedure, a Volume Master File, an Alternate Log, and a
Retention Master File.

Follow these steps:

1. Copy the CAI.CTAPOPTN members to your active options file, then edit the members for your configuration.
The minimum is to set your company name.

2. Copy the CTS PROC from CAI.CTAPPROC data set to your active PROCLIB and edit for your data set names. For
more information, see Symbolic Variable Worksheet.

3. Copy the CLIST members from CAI.CTAPCLS0, the REXX members from CAI.CTAPEXEC  and the ISPF data sets
 CAI.CTAPMENU, CAI.CTAPPENU and CAI.CTAPTENU to your active ISPF libraries. Then edit the REXX and CLIST
members to add your library names.

4. Allocate a Volume master file.
You can use the JCL in CAI.CTAPJCL(TLMJVMFI).

5. Allocate an Alternate Log file. 
You can use the JCL in CAI.CTAPJCL(TLMJALGI).

6. Allocate a Retention Master File. 
You can use the JCL in CAI.CTAPJCL(TLMJRMFI) and CAI.CTAPJCL(TLMJRMFU).

7. Allocate and format the CTS DUMP file. 
You can use the JCL in CAI.CTAPJCL(CTSJDMPA).

8. Add the USER parameter entries to CAI.CTAPOPTN(TLMSIPO). The USER system option is for security access to
the ISPF interfaces. 

You may have to change other TLMS PROCs as more functions are used to include proper data set names. For
information about allocating a volume master file, alternate log file, or a retention master file, see Configuring. See the
index member TLMJ@NDX in CAI.CTAPJCL for sample jobs to install User Exits and other USERMODs.
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Symbolic Variable Worksheet
TLMS procedures use common symbolic names. Use the following worksheet to assign values these symbolics. Then you
can use these values to customize the procedures in your active PROCLIB.

NOTE

The default DASD space allocations are very small. Change these for use with your actual TLMS files.

TLMS data sets name prefix:

Default: CAI

CAI=___________________

Permanent DASD volumes generic unit name:

Default: SYSALLDA

PERMDA=________________

Temporary work DASD volumes generic unit name:

Default: SYSALLDA

WORK=__________________

DASD volume for SMP/E libraries:

Default: (no default)

VOLSER=________________

Tape unit generic unit name:

Default: TAPE

TAPE=_________________

TLMS product options data set name:

Default: 'CAI.CTAPOPTN(TLMSIPO)'

OPTS=__________________

Broadcom product load library data set name:

Default: 'CAI.CTAPLINK'

LOAD=__________________

TLMS Alternate Log (ALOG) file data set name:

Default: 'CAI.TLMS.ALOG'

ALOG=__________________

TLMS Volume Master File (VMF) data set name:

Default: 'CAI.TLMS.VMF'

VMF=___________________

TLMS VMF index file data set name:

Default: 'CAI.TLMS.VMFINDEX'

VMFIDX=__________
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TLMS Retention Master File (RMF) data set name:

Default: 'CAI.TLMS.RMF'

RMF=_____________

TLMS ALOG backup file data set name:

Default: 'CAI.TLMS.BKUPALOG'

BKUPALOG=________

TLMS RMF backup file data set name:

Default: 'CAI.TLMS.BKUPRMF'

BKUPRMF=________

TLMS VMF backup file data set name:

Default: 'CAI.TLMS.BKUPVMF'

BKUPVMF=________

Common Components and Services Earl Service definitions for TLMS record layouts data set:

Default: 'CAI.CTAPEARL'

EARLLIB=_________

Common Components and Services Earl Service definitions for TLMS record layout data set: 

Default: 'CAI.CTAPECPB'

EARLMAC=_________

Library that contains the IBM modules TLMS requires for operating system intercepts:

Default: 'SYS1.LPALIB'

LPALIB=__________

VMF backup file data set name:

Default: 'CAI.TLMS.BKUPVMF'

BKUPVMF=_________

Preferred SYSOUT class for TLMS jobs:

Default: '*'

A=_______________

Preferred SYSOUT class for TLMS EARL reports:

Default: '*'

SOUT=_______________

Data set name of the library where the options are installed:

Default: CAI.CTAPOPTN(TLMSIPO)

OPTS=_________

VMF sorted space requirements: 

Default: (CYL,(5_,5_))
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SRTSPC=__________

Earl sort records space requirements:

Default: (CYL,(5_,5_))

SPCERL=__________

VMF utilities space requirements: 

Default: (CYL,(5,5))

 SPCVMF=__________

 Note: Base space estimate on one 500 byte record for each data set and each volume on multi-data set volumes. For
more information, see the CATVMFI worksheet.

 Tape database for Earl reports data set name:

Default: CAI.TLMS.VMF

 TAPEDB=__________

 Note: This should be the same as the VMF symbolic.

 Retention Master File volume serial number:

VOLRMF=__________

SMF to VMF conversion space requirements:

Default: (CYL,(10,10))

SPCSMF=________

Number of buffers used when the VMF is being processed sequentially: 

Default: 80

BUFNO=________

CTS Dump spool data set name:

Default: CAI.CTS.DMUP

 CTSDMP=________

 Note: This data set is used to hold program dumps from the CTS address space until they can be copied to SYSOUT
and released.

 CTS Options data set data set name:

Default: CAI.CTAPOPTN

CTSOPTS=________

TLMS Initialization system options data set name:

Default: CAI.CTAPOPTN(TLMSIPO)

OPTS=________

SORT/MERGE SORTLIB data set name:

Default: SYS1.SORTLIB

SORTLIB=________

VMF definitions storage data set name:
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Default: CAI.CTAPOPTN(TLMSIDCK)

IDCK=________

Migration Information
This section contains the information you use to migrate from TLMS 12.6 to 14.0.

External HOLDDATA

External HOLDDATA is not part of the PTF. The HOLDDATA resides in a separate file and contains both error and FIXCAT
HOLDDATA. The error HOLDDATA is used for SYSMODs that have been distributed and later are discovered to cause
problems. The FIXCAT HOLDDATA helps identify maintenance that is required to support a particular hardware device,
software, or function.

Download the external HOLDDATA from Broadcom Support to a DASD file, and allocate the file to the SMPHOLD
DD statement. To take care of the external HOLDDATA, receive it into your SMP/E environment. SMP/E receives the
HOLDDATA from Broadcom-supplied jobs.

You can find JCL to download the external HOLDDATA in your SAMPJCL member. Open TLM1HOLD in an edit session
and execute the TLMSEDIT macro on the command line. Then, submit the JCL.

Error HOLDDATA

If a SYSMOD has unresolved error HOLDDATA, SMP/E does not install it unless you add a bypass to your APPLY
command. You can bypass error HOLDDATA in situations that are not applicable to you. Error HOLDDATA that is not
applicable to you can include a problem that happens only with a hardware device that you do not have or in a product
feature that you do not use.

When Broadcom publishes a SYSMOD that resolves the error HOLDDATA, the resolving SYSMOD supersedes the error
HOLDDATA. This action lets you apply the original SYSMOD in conjunction with the fixing SYSMOD.

The only manual task is running a REPORT ERRSYSMODS. This report identifies the following:

• Any held SYSMODs already applied to your system
• Any resolving SYSMODs that are in RECEIVE status

SMP/E identifies the SYSMOD to apply to correct the situation.

FIXCAT HOLDDATA

Broadcom provides FIXCAT HOLDDATA to help identify maintenance that is required to support a particular hardware
device, software, or function. Fix categories are supplied as SMP/E FIXCAT HOLDDATA statements. Each FIXCAT
HOLDDATA statement associates an APAR and its related fixing PTF to one or more fix categories.

NOTE

Dynamically Upgrade from 12.6 to 14.0

Dynamically Upgrade from 12.6 to 14.0
This section documents how to upgrade from release 12.6 to 14.0 without an IPL.

NOTE

If you have installed any of the TLMS z/OS usermods from a previous release, you can continue to use them
until the next scheduled IPL, then we recommend that you put in the 14.0 usermods. These usermods include
the Failsafe usermod, IGXMSGEX, and the OAM exits (CBRXUENT, CBRUXEJC, CBRUXVNL) if they were
installed using the CTSJUCBX usermod. If the CTSJUCBR usermod is used on the z/OS CSI (which simply
renames the IBM default exits), then no change is needed for the OAM exits.
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Follow these steps:

1. Back up the VMF and Alog data sets using your currently installed versions of CATVMFB and CATALOGB procedures.
2. Stop CTS if active.
3. Back up the 12.6 CAI.CTAPLINK library.
4. Restore the 12.6 OSI intercept table. 

Product(TLMS) VERSION(TLC6) INIT(TLC6INIT) - 

PARM(REINIT,OSI=NO) -

LOADLIB(hlq.TLMS.r126.CTAPLINK)

NOTE
Backing up is needed when you have to remove 14.0 dynamically. A new load library is created during the
installation of 14.0.

5. This step works for a single LPAR environment that is not sharing the CTAPLINK. Empty the 12.6 library. Copy the
entire contents of the 14.0 library into the current 12.6 link-listed library and issue a "F LLA,REFRESH" command. If
you have a Dynamic LNKLST environment, a safer alternative method would be to simply add the new 14.0 library
ahead of the existing 12.6 library in the LNKLST concatenation and issue a "F LLA,REFRESH" command.

6. This step should be used when the TLMS CTAPLINK library is being shared amongst other LPARs.
a. APF authorize the TLMS 14.0 CTAPLINK.
b. Add CTAPLINK to the LINKLIST member.
c. Issue an LLA,REFRESH to bring in the new LINKLST.  

7. Load 14.0 dynamically by executing the CAS9 procedure with the following control statements for TLMS in
CARIMPRM:

PRODUCT(TLMS) VERSION(TLE0) INIT(TLE0INIT) -

PARM(REINIT,LPA=ALL) -

LOADLIB(hlq.TLMS.r14.CTAPLINK)

 

PRODUCT(CA TLMS) VERSION(TLE0) INIT(TLE0INIT) -

PARM(REINIT,OSI=YES) -

LOADLIB(hlq.TLMS.r14.CTAPLINK)

NOTE
For a future IPL, insert the 14.0 CAI.CTAPLINK library in place of the 12.6 library in the link-list
concatenation.

8. Start CTS if previously active using the r14.0 TLMS libraries.
9. If you are using the TLMS TLTP interface, log out from TSO completely and then log back on again.

 

 

Dynamically Back Out from 14.0 to 12.6
If you upgrade to 14.0 from 12.6 without an IPL (and have not performed an IPL with 14.0 installed), you can go back to
12.6 without an IPL. If you have performed an IPL after making 14.0 active, perform an IPL to go back to 12.6.  

To use the features of the Release 12.6, you can back out from 14.0 to 12.6.

Follow these steps:

1. Stop tape processing and backup the VMF and Alog data sets using your currently installed versions of CATVMFB and
CATALOGB procedures.

2. Stop CTS if active.
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3. Remove the currently installed version of the 14.0 OSI intercepts.

PRODUCT(TLMS) VERSION(TLE0) INIT(TLE0INIT) -

PARM(REINIT,OSI=NO) -

LOADLIB(hlq.TLMS.r14.CTAPLINK)

4. Empty the 14.0 members from the 12.6 link-listed library. If you used a Dynamic LNKLST to add the 14.0 library ahead
of the existing 12.6 library, simply remove the 14.0 library from the LNKLST and issue a "F LLA,REFRESH" command.

5. Copy the entire contents of the backed up 12.6 load library back into the 12.6 link-listed library and issue a "F
LLA,REFRESH" command.

6. Load 12.6 dynamically by executing the CAS9 procedure with the following control statements for TLMS in
CARIMPRM:

PRODUCT(TLMS) VERSION(TLC6) INIT(TLC6INIT) -

PARM(REINIT,LPA=ALL) -

LOADLIB(hlq.TLMS.r126.CTAPLINK)

 

PRODUCT(TLMS) VERSION(TLC6) INIT(TLC6INIT) -

PARM(REINIT,OSI=YES) -

LOADLIB(hlq.TLMS.r126.CTAPLINK)

7. Start CTS using the hlq.TLMS.r126 libraries.
8. If you are using the TLMS TLTP interface, log out from TSO completely and then log back on again.
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Configuring
 

Use this search to search the content in the Configuring section:

Configuring

System Components and Execution
This section presents the technical information and procedures needed to configure and maintain TLMS. It is designed
primarily for systems programmers to answer questions about configuration, maintenance, and troubleshooting. Detailed
information on product installation is in Installing.

Major Processing Modules (TLMSMAIN, TLMSOSMM, BATCH)
The online processing performed by TLMS is contained within a collection of major modules. Some of these modules are
briefly described in the following paragraphs.

For purposes of this discussion, the periodic process of interrogating the Volume and Retention Master files, determining
and reporting retention, movement and scratch activities, and updates to the VMF reflecting these activities, are lumped
together under the term BATCH. During BATCH processing, the VMF is read directly; however, updates are effected
through the same mechanism (SVCs) as the online updates.

TLMSMAIN 

TLMSMAIN is the root module of TLMS. When attached as a subtask by the CTS, TLMSMAIN performs housekeeping
functions, and then waits on the completion of one of the following three events:

• A transaction to process, as indicated by a cross-memory post from the TLMSQMGR module.
• A command to process, as indicated by a post from CTS.
• Completion of the time-out interval established to avoid an S522 abnormal termination.

The following programs are executed by TLMSMAIN:

TLMSMSGQ

This message queue processor is called by TLMSMAIN when a transaction has been queued for TLMS by the
TLMSQMGR SVC. The queue processor invokes the TLMSQMGR SVC to dequeue and retrieve the transaction, then
examines the transaction type to determine the appropriate processing path. If a gummed volume label is appropriate
to the transaction in process, the label printing routine is invoked here. If the file access process has not concluded
successfully, the operator is notified. Finally, if the initiator of the transaction is waiting for completion (for example, the
TLMSOPEN routine at OPEN for output time), this module notifies it by post.

TLMSUPDT

TLMSUPDT manages access to the Volume Master File at the logical level. Records are retrieved from the VMF, updated
with the data from transaction records passed from TLMSMSGQ, and written back to the file. If the optional ALOG file
is indicated, a log record is written (for eventual use if recovery is necessary). File utility functions, such as OPEN and
CLOSE, are managed by this module.
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TLMSVMRW

Physical access to the Volume Master File is accomplished by routines in program TLMSVMRW, which is called by
TLMSUPDT. TLMSVMRW performs the physical function (read, write and so forth) after ensuring serialization of the
resource (VMF) using an ENQUEUE/RESERVE technique. When this program is called, the target record is defined by
key, such as VSN; this program contains the detailed code necessary to locate the record through the use of control/index
arrays and so forth. For more information about the CTS address space and the subtasks it supports, see Common Tape
System.

TLMSOSMM

This module is invoked by TLMS operating system intercepts used for processing during OPEN/CLOSE/EOV. All
functions are consolidated into this module, which is automatically installed by CAIRIM (Resource Initialization Manager
component). The following programs are executed by the operating system intercepts from TLMSOSMM.

TLMSCLSE

TLMSCLSE is a module executed as an exit from CLOSE. Linked into the common SVC, it is activated by an SVC called
from the intercept. CLOSE modules differ depending on the operating system in use. 

TLMSCLSE examines the CLOSE in process and builds a TLMS transaction with a type code of 1 for output tape or 2 for
input tape. For output files, a type 1 transaction may cause a gummed label to be printed, and the DSN and run statistics
to be recorded in the VMF.

TLMSCLSE passes the transaction to TLMS by issuing an SVC to the TLMSQMGR module. TLMSCLSE does not wait for
the process to complete; an immediate return to CLOSE processing takes place.

TLMSOPEN

TLMSOPEN is a module executed as an exit from OPEN. Linked into the common SVC, it is activated by an SVC called
from the intercept. The OPEN modules differ depending on the Operating System in use.

TLMSOPEN examines the OPEN in process and builds a TLMS transaction with a type code of 6. For output files, a type
6 transaction is intended to obtain permission to write upon the mounted volume, and to flag the VMF that the volume is
in use. For input files, a type 6 transaction is used to verify the input DSN against the VMF DSN, if the IDSNVER system
option is set to YES.

TLMSOPEN passes the transaction to TLMS by issuing an SVC to the TLMSQMGR module. OPEN then waits for the
process completion post. When posted, a return vector is passed back to OPEN, reflecting the status of the transaction:
good, use tape; or bad, demount tape and try again.

TLMSQMGR

TLMSQMGR is linked into the common SVC. For TLMS, TLMSQMGR performs all cross-memory services when invoked
by either of the exit modules (SVCs): TLMSOPEN, TLMSCLSE. These exit modules build a TLMS transaction, then
invoke TLMSQMGR to queue the transaction (in a CSA queue), and notify TLMSMAIN that there is a transaction to be
processed.

At a later point in the cycle, TLMSQMGR is again invoked, by TLMSMSGQ. TLMSQMGR dequeues the transaction, and
presents it to TLMSMSGQ.

TLMSSECU

The module accessed through SVC which manages security calls to the operating system security component.
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BATCH

For purposes of this discussion, the periodic process of interrogating the Volume and Retention Master files, determining
and reporting retention, movement and scratch activities, and updates to the VMF reflecting these activities, are lumped
together under the term BATCH. During BATCH processing, the VMF is read directly; however, updates are effected
through the same mechanism (SVCs) as the online updates.

TLMS Process Flow
The following pages describe the major process flow paths within TLMS. Paths which correspond to transactions are
identified. The process flows are:

• Output Tape OPEN (transaction code 6O)
• Input Tape OPEN (transaction code 6I)
• Output Tape CLOSE (transaction code 1)
• Input Tape CLOSE (transaction code 2)
• TSO-Originated Inquiry and Update (transaction code 4)
• Console-Originated Inquiry and Update (transaction code 3)
• Tape Retention (Batch) System File Access and Update (transaction code 5)
• Batch Inquiry/Update (transaction code 4)
• Cross Memory get Request (transaction code 91)

The following notes apply to the process flows discussed in this section:

• Only steady state processes are described. Initialization processes are not described, but are assumed to have been
successfully concluded.

• Specific references to operating system intercept locations (that is, module names) have been avoided, since they vary
depending on which operating system version is employed.

• Specific details of implementation have been avoided except where necessary to clarify the process flow.

Output Tape OPEN Process Steps
 

1. An SVC call, implemented using an operating system intercept, is issued out of OPEN to perform scratch verification
and data set protection.

2. The TLMSOPEN module gains control, builds a TLMS type 6O transaction, and issues a TLMSQMGR SVC.
3. The TLMSQMGR module gains control, receives the transaction, and cross-memory posts TLMSMAIN.
4. TLMSMAIN is activated by the cross-memory post.
5. TLMSMAIN responds to the post by calling TLMSMSGQ.
6. TLMSMSGQ receives a copy of the transaction by calling the TLMSQMGR SVC and then calls TLMSUPDT for

processing.
7. TLMSUPDT accesses the Volume Master File specified in the CTS procedure through routines in its copy of

TLMSVMRW.
8. The VMF is accessed by volume serial number (VSN).
9. If the retrieved VMF record indicates that the volume is in scratch status, the record is updated to indicate that the

volume is in use, and is written back to the VMF.
10. (Optional) A copy of the transaction is written to the Alternate Log file if the RECOVRY system option is set to

ALTLOG.
11. TLMSMSGQ is notified that the transaction is successful (the use of this volume may proceed), or that it is

unsuccessful (another volume must be selected).
12. In either case, the initiating task is posted to report the status of the transaction. In this case, OPEN is waiting for this

post.
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13. OPEN is activated by the post from TLMSMSGQ.
14. Using the return vector to OPEN, OPEN either proceeds or demounts the volume and tries again.

Input Tape OPEN Process Steps
 

1. An SVC call, implemented using an operating system intercept, is issued out of OPEN to perform input data set name
verification.

2. The TLMSOPEN module gains control, builds a TLMS type 6I transaction, and issues the TLMSQMGR SVC.
3. The TLMSQMGR gains control, receives the transaction and cross-memory posts TLMSMAIN.
4. TLMSMAIN is activated by the cross-memory post.
5. TLMSMAIN responds to the post by calling TLMSMSGQ.
6. TLMSMSGQ receives a copy of the transaction through an SVC call to TLMSQMGR. It then calls TLMSUPDT for

processing.
7. TLMSUPDT accesses the Volume Master File specified in the CTS procedure through routines in its copy of

TLMSVMRW.
8. The VMF is accessed by volume serial number (VSN).
9. (Optional) The retrieved VMF record is examined to validate the DSN being opened if the IDSNVER system option is

set to YES.
10. TLMSMSGQ is notified that the transaction is successful (this is the same DSN), or that it is unsuccessful (this is not

the same DSN).
11. The initiating task is posted to report the status of the transaction. In this case, OPEN is posted.
12. OPEN is activated by the post from TLMSMSGQ.
13. Using the return vector to OPEN, OPEN either proceeds or dismounts the volume and tries again.

Output Tape CLOSE Process Steps

1. An SVC call, implemented using an operating system intercept, is issued out of CLOSE.
2. The TLMSCLSE module gains control, builds a TLMS type 1 transaction, and issues the TLMSQMGR SVC (without

wait).
3. The TLMSQMGR gains control, receives the transaction, and cross-memory posts TLMSMAIN.
4. TLMSMAIN is activated by the cross-memory post.
5. TLMSMAIN responds to the post by calling TLMSMSGQ.
6. TLMSMSGQ receives a copy of the transaction through an SVC call to TLMSQMGR. It then calls the label processing

routines in TLMSVMRW.
7. TLMSUPDT accesses the Volume Master File specified in the CTS procedure through routines in its copy of

TLMSVMRW.
8. The VMF is accessed by volume serial number (VSN).
9. The retrieved VMF record is updated with the new data set name and with run statistics.
10. (Optional) A copy of the transaction is written to the Alternate Log file if the RECOVRY system option is set to

ALTLOG.
11. TLMSMSGQ is notified that the update is complete.

Input Tape CLOSE Process Steps

1. An SVC call, implemented using an operating system intercept, is issued out of CLOSE.
2. The TLMSCLSE module gains control, builds a type 2 transaction, and issues the TLMSQMGR SVC (without wait).
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3. The TLMSQMGR gains control, receives the transaction, and cross-memory posts TLMSMAIN.
4. TLMSMAIN is activated by the cross-memory post.
5. TLMSMAIN responds to the post by calling TLMSMSGQ.
6. TLMSMSGQ receives a copy of the transaction through an SVC call to TLMSQMGR, then, it calls the label processing

routines in TLMSVMRW.
7. TLMSUPDT accesses the Volume Master File specified in the CTS procedure through routines in its copy of

TLMSVMRW.
8. The VMF is accessed by volume serial number (VSN).
9. The retrieved VMF record is updated with run statistics.
10. (Optional) A copy of the transaction is written to the Alternate Log file if the RECOVRY system option is set to

ALTLOG.
11. TLMSMSGQ is notified that the update is complete.

TSO Inquiry With Update Process Steps

1. A VMF inquiry/update is initiated by a TSO user.
2. TSO accesses the VMF in read-only mode using a private copy of the TLMSVMRW module.
3. TLMSVMRW retrieves a record from the VMF using the VSN (retrieval by DSN is also possible, using a VMF Index

file, not shown in this discussion).
4. To initiate an update, a TLMS transaction with a transaction code of 3 is built, and the TLMSQMGR SVC is issued (no

wait).
5. The TLMSQMGR module gains control, receives the transaction from the TSO module, and cross-memory posts

TLMSMAIN.
6. TLMSMAIN is activated by the cross-memory post.
7. TLMSMAIN responds to the post by calling TLMSMSGQ.
8. TLMSMSGQ receives a copy of the transaction by issuing the TLMSQMGR SVC, then calls TLMSUPDT.
9. TLMSUPDT accesses the Volume Master File specified in the CTS procedure through routines in its copy of

TLMSVMRW.
10. The VMF is accessed by VSN.
11. The retrieved VMF record is updated.
12. (Optional) A copy of the transaction is written to the Alternate Log file if the RECOVRY system option is set to

ALTLOG.
13. TLMSMSGQ is notified that the update is completed.

Console Inquiry With Update Process Steps

1. A VMF inquiry/update through reply to a WTOR from TLMSINQR places a transaction in the queue through
TLMSMSGQ. TLMSINQR can be started as a subtask of CTS, a z/OS started task, or as a batch job.

2. TLMSMSGQ receives the transaction and calls TLMSUPDT.
3. TLMSUPDT accesses the Volume Master File specified in the CTS procedure through routines in its copy of

TLMSVMRW.
4. The VMF is accessed by volume serial number (VSN).
5. The retrieved VMF record is updated.
6. (Optional) A copy of the transaction is written to the Alternate Log file if the RECOVRY system option is set to

ALTLOG.
7. TLMSMSGQ is notified that the update is completed.
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Batch Tape Retention System Process Steps

1. The Tape Retention System (TRS) runs in batch mode.
2. TRS accesses the VMF in read-only mode using its own private copy of TLMSVMRW.
3. The Retention Master File (RMF) is accessed to determine any special retention handling to be applied on a DSN

basis.
4. Various printed reports are prepared.
5. VMF updates (for example, scratches) are performed by building TLMS transaction, type 5, and writing it to a

transaction file. TLMSTRAN reads this file after a successful TRS run and issues the TLMSQMGR SVC.
6. TLMSQMGR is activated through the SVC.
7. The TLMSQMGR module gains control, receives each transaction, and cross-memory posts TLMSMAIN.
8. TLMSMAIN is activated by the cross-memory post.
9. TLMSMAIN responds to the post by calling TLMSMSGQ.
10. TLMSMSGQ receives a copy of the transaction by calling the TLMSQMGR SVC and then calls TLMSUPDT.
11. TLMSUPDT accesses the Volume Master File specified in the CTS procedure through routines in its copy of

TLMSVMRW.
12. The VMF is accessed by volume serial number (VSN).
13. The retrieved VMF record is updated.
14. (Optional) A copy of the transaction is written to the Alternate Log file if the RECOVRY system option is set to

ALTLOG.
15. TLMSMSGQ is notified that the update is completed.

Operating System Intercepts
TLMS Operating System Intercepts (OSIs) intercept processing between the appropriate IBM modules to enable various
data set protection functions for standard label (SL), ANSI label (AL), nonlabeled (NL), and bypass label (BLP) tapes.
As needed during the intercepts, the TLMS SVC (TLMSOSMM) is invoked so that data can be captured from IBM
control blocks and sent to TLMS through a transaction queue. TLMS intercepts SMS tape user exits and tape device de-
allocation. The processing during these intercepts depends on TLMS options.

These OSIs work for all z/OS operating systems. They are not dependent on instruction changes within IBM modules and
are not affected by IBM maintenance to OPEN/CLOSE/EOV modules. The OSIs are always dynamically applied and may
be dynamically removed.

When a tape is mounted for output, TLMS does a verification of each OSI and immediately reports the removal of any
OSIs by other products or processes.

NO SMP/E or selection process is required. The intercepts are automatically installed when TLMSRIM is run (normally
with CAS9 after an IPL) and verified each time TLMS is started. If needed, the OSIs can be dynamically removed by
running TLMSRIM with the REINIT parameter.

The following is an example of a CAS9 parameter to apply OSIs:

INIT

The following is an example of a CAS9 parameter to remove OSIs:

REINIT,OSI=NO

TLMS Major Features
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Auxiliary Messages
One of the designations required during Volume Master File initialization is MESSAGE=Y|N. If MESSAGE=Y is specified,
you can use auxiliary messages to display special handling instructions for data sets. Auxiliary messages can provide
routing and disposition instructions such as:

• Holding a tape data set in the data center for an upcoming job
• Delivering a tape data set to an outside company
• Calling a person when the job ends
• Immediately moving a tape data set to a certain area
• Returning a tape data set to the library only under a specific condition

These messages are automatically sent to the operator console when a data set is closed. They can optionally be routed
to a different console by specifying that console number using the ROUTAUX= system option.

There are two ways to define auxiliary messages for data sets:

• When a data set is created, use the EXPDT JCL parameter and specify LABEL=EXPDT=970mm, where mm is the
number of the message that is to be displayed at the close of the data set.

• Use the AUX= system option to associate specific data set names or qualifiers with specific message numbers. This
allows you to display the same message for all data sets that begin with the same qualifier.

Auxiliary messages can be updated and displayed either online or in batch mode, as detailed in the Using documenation.

Foreign Volume Processing
Foreign volumes are defined as any that reside outside the volume serial number range of the Volume Master File, and for
which no data set or volume serial number information was recorded (other than an event audit transaction). Volume serial
numbers outside the range of the VMF are automatically processed as foreign volumes.

You will occasionally need to manage foreign volumes having volume serial numbers which are within a range defined in
the Volume Master File for TLMS controlled tapes. You will need to direct TLMS to specifically ignore these volumes, that
is, not to update the duplicate volume serial number in the Volume Master File.

To force TLMS processing as a foreign tape volume, specify one of the following on the DD statement for the data set

• LABEL=EXPDT=98000
• SPACE=(1,(1,1))

When foreign volume processing is selected through the use of JCL keywords, any data set may be read for input after
passing system security requirements. The same process applies to output; however, a WTOR is issued to confirm or
deny the write, providing an additional level of file protection. The CMSG option can be used to suppress the message
and bypass operator intervention, if desired.

Two system options in member TLMSIPO of CAI.CTAPOPTN, FORSPEC and FORSEC, can be used to extend the
control for foreign volumes and bypass volume functions. FORSPEC determines whether a foreign volume can be
written on a specific volume request (requires VOL=SER= in JCL), or used for nonspecific (scratch) requests. FORSEC
determines whether security checking is activated for foreign volume processing in JCL (LABEL=EXPDT=98000) when
the security option SECURE is set to YES. When TLMS security is activated, access to foreign volumes can be controlled
by defining FORRES (volume within VMF range) and FORNORES (volume outside VMF range) to the operating system
security component.

The data set information will be printed on an external gummed label for an output data set, but it is not recorded in the
Volume Master File. TLMS logs the transaction to the ALOG or SMF. You can receive both a summary and a detailed
report of foreign tape activity by requesting report TLERPT19, System Activity Analysis. (See the Reports topic in the
Using section.)
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Extended System Failure Protection
TLMS automatically provides extended tape data set protection against catastrophic system failure for all tape data sets at
OPEN for output time:

• TLMS changes the scratch status to NONSCRATCH and the data set name to TLMSII-CRASH-PROTECTED in the
Volume Master File at OPEN for output time.

• The data set name is changed to the actual data set name when the data set is closed and normal TLMS updates
are made. By updating in this sequence, volumes mounted for output data sets are marked NONSCRATCH when
processing starts. If an operating system failure occurs during the processing of the jobs, the volumes currently in use
are protected against reuse when the operating system is restarted. The same job (job name) will be allowed to use
the volumes for output without changing the scratch status of the volume.

• The special identity that is inserted in the data set name aids in identifying volumes in use when a system failure
occurs. These volumes must be manually changed to SCRATCH status before they can be reused for output by
another job.

If you do not want extended protection for all tape data sets, specify the system option PROTECT=SELECT; this restricts
protection to selected data sets only. Then, select the data sets to be "crash-protected" by coding SPACE=(1,(1,2)) on
their DD statements.

Notes:

• Crash protection applies only to file 1 on a multi-data set volume or set of volumes.
• The special identifier remains in the data set name field if no 'CLOSE' event is intercepted. This might occur for

reasons other than a system crash.

Input Data Set Name Verification
The optional input data set name verification feature compares the fully qualified data set name and file sequence number
furnished in the JCL for all input files against the file numbers and data set names recorded in the Volume Master File.
Extending data set name validation from the system default of 17 characters to the entire 44-character data set name
enhances data set security.

• If a match is found, the tape is accepted and processing continues normally.
• If a match is not found, the tape is rejected, and the following message is sent to the console:

CAT9030I volser ON DRIVE dddd 
INPUT DSN DOES NOT MATCH

For SL tapes, the job is abended with an S613-04 completion code. If the tape label does not match the last 17 characters
of the DSN field of the JCL, the job will abend with an S813 abend. For NL, NSL, and BLP tapes, the job will continue to
mount and reject the same volume until canceled by the operator.

For BLP tapes, the file sequence number provided in the JCL is translated to the equivalent SL file number before the
file number and data set name comparisons are made. If they do not match, the tape is rejected. For non-specific SL
requests, the tape is rejected and a new mount requested. This prevents unauthorized persons from dumping header and
trailer labels.

This feature does not apply to foreign tape volumes.

The input data set name verification feature is installed by setting the IDSNVER system option to YES.

External Data Manager (EDM) Processing
TLMS provides EDM support by assigning volume ownership to the EDM and giving it full control of the contents. The
EDM is identified by matching information in CTOEDM00 (the owner table). There may be multiple EDMs, each having a
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separate EDM ID, and multiple sets of definitions for each EDM ID. TLMS applies volume ownership by placing the EDM
ID in the OWNER field of the volume base record.

This option relates DSN, job name and program name criteria to an EDM ID. TLMS assigns the EDM ID to each
transaction with matching criteria. The transaction is said to be "from an EDM."

TLMS processes EDM (or owned) tapes as follows:

• Each tape created from an EDM is recorded in the VMF as volume 1 of 1, with the DSN of the first data set on that
tape. This is done regardless of the number of tapes and/or data sets actually related to it.

• TLMS will ensure that only files from matching EDM IDs are written on a tape and that files from EDMs are not written
on non-EDM tapes.

• The EDM is responsible for the contents of its tapes. TLMS will allow the EDM to write or overwrite any tape it owns
and has specifically requested. This permits the EDM to reuse a tape without scratching it.

• Only the EDM can scratch a tape it owns. Therefore, each EDM is responsible for scratching tapes it no longer needs.
This may be done using DISP=(OLD,DELETE) or a manual transaction to scratch.

You may use the Tape Retention System (TRS) to control movement of EDM tapes. No special coding is required,
because EDM ownership is recorded in the VMF. EDM tapes may be processed separately or in a group with other tapes.
Since only the EDM can scratch its tapes, it is a good practice to use type 7 (manual retention) for the last location of EDM
tapes. TRS will not scratch the tapes no matter what RMF rules are coded, but it will issue error messages showing the
tape was retained for EDM.

Tape pools defined for EDMs using the CTOEDM00 member are pointed to by the EDM= option in TLMSIPO.

 

Dynamic VMF Extend
TLMS lets you switch to a new VMF while still processing tapes. The new VMF must be large enough to contain all the
active records that are in the old VMF. This new VMF can reside on the same volume or a different volume than the
original VMF.

CATVMFX controls the dynamic VMF extend process. During the extend process, all TLMSs add a new VMF and perform
synchronous updates to both VMFs while records from the old VMF are copied to the new VMF. After all active records
are copied, CATVMFX creates a VMF alias pointing to the new VMF and all batch and online tape activity references the
new VMF using this alias. After all jobs referencing the old VMF during the extend process are complete, all TLMSs will
drop the old VMF, marking the end of this process.

Note: The old and new VMFs are updated synchronously during the extend process. You do not need to stop batch and
online-tape activity. All jobs, referencing either the old or the new VMF, can run until finished.

Distributed Tape Support
TLMS lets you manage tapes created by selected backup products on distributed platforms. This support is provided
through integration with free downloadable components known as iGateways and iSponsors. iGateways and iSponsors
were developed by Broadcom to allow a wide variety of distributed systems products to provide data to the BrightStor
Portal product. TLMS uses the iSponsor/iGateway technology to extract media information from the product catalogs of
the following products:

• ARCserve Backup for Windows
• ARCserve Backup for UNIX
• Veritas NetBackup for Windows
• Tivoli Storage Manager for Windows
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Tapes created by these products can be tracked in the TLMS Volume Master File (VMF). The volume information in the
VMF is a copy of the tape volume information extracted from the backup product database. No update to the backup
product database is performed.

The Distributed Tape Support feature is managed by the DTS subtask of CTS. The DTS subtask is configured to
communicate a list of servers defined in the CTSDTS00 control statement file. Communication with the iSponsor for the
targeted backup product can be done using a START command or can be scheduled by defining schedules through the
SCHD subtask of CTS. For more information about this feature, see DTS and SCHD subtasks in Common Tape System.

 

NOTE

•  CTS Scheduler (SCHD)

 

 

Defining and Changing Installation Options
When TLMSRIM is run, CAI.CTAPOPTN contains the members that specify the installation options. Four members are
required.

• CTOSCRxx
• CTONSMxx
• CTOEDMxx
• TLMSIPO

Instructions for control statements on the CAI.CTAPOPTN members are documented in this section.

 

CTOSCRxx
CTOSCRxx specifies scratch pool definitions by naming the scratch tape pools and describing the ranges of the tapes
belonging to the tape pool. The physical characteristics of the tapes for a specific scratch pool are user-defined. The
contents of this member are defined through control statements processed by TLMSRIM(alias TLE0INIT).

NOTE
CTOSCRxx must be used if CTONSMxx is used.

NOTE
If you intend to specify scratch subpools only using the VOL=SER= parameter, you must still have at least one
entry in CTONSMxx.

If specified, the table created from CTOSCRxx is used at OPEN and EOV for tapes mounted by nonspecific requests to
verify that the mounted tape is from the requested scratch tape pool. The volume serial number of the tape must be in the
scratch tape pool assigned. If any tape is mounted from outside the scratch pool range, TLMS calls for another tape and
issues a console message. The tape is then demounted. Similarly, if a tape mount is satisfied by a pool-controlled volume
but is not valid for the requesting data set name or job name, the volume is demounted with a SCRATCH.

CTONSMxx
CTONSMxx specifies data to assign a scratch tape pool by the following:
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• SMS Management Class
• Data set name or job name
• Unit or EXPDT/RETPD

Control statements processed by TLMSRIM are defined in CTONSMxx. The table created from CTONSMxx is checked for
the scratch-tape pool. The tapes mounted with nonspecific requests at OPEN and EOV, must belong to the scratch tape
pool to be valid.

NOTE
Use CTONSMxx if using CTOSCRxx.

CTOEDMxx
CTOEDMxx contains the rules for identifying a tape as controlled by an External Data Manager (EDM). TLMSRIM(alias
TLE0INIT) loads the rules into an internal table and sorts the rules in ascending sequence (most to least specific) by
data set name, program name, job name and dd name. The sorted table is loaded into common storage. You can define
multiple rules with pattern-matching capabilities and exits that you can use to determine if a volume is EDM controlled.

System Options
This section provides detailed explanations of the system options library members and the options contained in each.

The TLMS installation options are maintained in various members of the Broadcom common options library,
CAI.CTAPOPTN. Most options are in the form of a switch indicating a YES or NO condition. Some are a variable series of
entries provided by you to indicate special processing requirements.

The installation option members that reside in CAI.CTAPOPTN are listed below with a brief description of the types of
options contained in each.

• TLMSIPO
This member supplies general information, formatting and limit options, processing options, points to EDM, NSM, and
SCR members, and real-time security options. It is also used to activate TLMS user exits.

• CTOEDM00
This member is used to specify the external data manager parameter under the Common Tape System (CTS).

• CTONSM00
This member is used to specify volume pools for Non-Specific Mounts (NSM).

• CTOSCR00
This member is used to specify volume pools for scratch pools.

If you are making any changes to your TLMSIPO options, you can execute CAS9 with a parm of REINIT specified in parm
for TLMS in CARIMPRM.

If an option is left unchanged (either during or after installation), the default parameter value shown for each option in the
appropriate member and described in this section indicates the setting that will be assumed for operations.

TLMS installation options are presented in this section in alphabetical order within each of the topics that are listed.

System Options (Member TLMSIPO)
Member TLMSIPO contains installation options that affect base TLMS operations. This member supplies default
parameter values for the system options it contains. The TLMS CAIRIM initialization program TLMSRIM establishes a
pointer to TLMSIPO in common storage so that all processing programs can gain access to the options.

The options contained in this member are listed in alphabetical order. A page reference is provided to assist you in quickly
locating the detailed discussion in this section.
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• ABEND
Scratch abended tapes

• ALTCTR
Alternate data center ID

• AUX
Data set name and message number for auxiliary messages

• BLPSEC
Bypass Label Processing (BLP) security

• BRKCHN
Break volume/data set chains

• CATDAYS
Creation date retention catalog check

• CDS
Controlling data set specifications

• CLSEXIT
CLOSE/EOV exit (TLMSXCLS)

• CMDEXIT
Command exit (TLMSXCMD)

• CMSG
Console messages processing

• COMPANY
Company name for printed reports

• DATACTR
Primary data center ID

• DATEFMT
Preferred date format

• DBLDRIV
Verify same device for double open for a data set

• DBLTIME
Allow/disallow double opens for the same data set

• DEF
Tape default retention by data set name

• DISP
Final disposition processing from JCL

• EDM
External Data Manager (EDM) specifications

• EDMEXIT
Control the Exit (CTSUXEDM)

• FORSEC
Security checking for foreign volume processing

• FORSPEC
Specific request for foreign volume processing

• IDSNVER
Input data set name verification

• INPUT
Input data set processing requirements

• IEC710I
IEC710I System Option - Out of Sequence

• INQACC
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Security checking for online access
• KDATE

Keep Date determination
• LBLDTRY

Dynamic label changes during realtime processing
• LOGID

Identification number for SMF or alternate log records
• MANUAL

Manual update of Retention Schedules
• MNTCNT

MNTCNT System Option - Reject Mount Count
• NITEXIT

Control the Exit (TLMSXNIT)
• NLSEC

No Label (NL) security processing
• NOTLMS

TLMS NOT ACTIVE processing
• NSLSEC

Nonstandard Label (NSL) security processing
• NSM

Nonspecific mount suffix
• OPNEXIT

OPEN exit (TLMSXOPN)
• PAGESIZ
• Number of lines per printer report page
• PROMPT

User logon ID prompt
• PROTECT

Restrict crash protection to selected data sets
• QSIZE

Transaction queue entry limit
• RECOVRY

Create backup records
• ROBSCR

ROBSCR System Option – Robot Scratch Processing
• ROUTAUX

Auxiliary message processing
• ROUTINQ

Inquiry console processing
• SCR

Scratch pool suffix
• SCREXIT

Control the Scratch Exit (TLMSRACF)
• SCRATCH

Volume scratch control
• SECCLS

Security checking for DISP=YES or DISP=OUTPUT
• SECEXIT

Security exit (TLMSXSEC)
• SECINQ
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Security checking for online inquiry
• SECOPN

Security checking for open tape processing
• SECURE

Global security option
• SERIND

Use of out-of-service indicated tapes
• SMS

SMS interface active
• SPLEXIT

Control the Command Exit (CTSUX1G)
• TEMPSCR

TEMPSCR System Option - Temporary DSN Scratch Processing
• TRSEXIT

Tape retention exit (TLMSXTRS)
• UNCATLG

Uncatalog action when scratch
• UPDEXIT

Volume Master File update exit (TLMSXUPD)
• USER

Internal User Security
• VMFINAM

Data set name of the Volume Master File Index
• VMFNAM

Data set name of the Volume Master File
• VSNPAD

Volume serial numbers of less than six digits
• VSNREQD

Volume serial number required at OPEN

Changing System Options
Should it be necessary to change any system option(s) after product installation, edit and apply changes to member
TLMSIPO in CAI.CTAPOPTN, and execute the CAS9 procedure, with the CAIRIM parameter for TLMS set to
PARM(REINIT). The following are valid PARMS for TLMS and CAS9:

• INIT
Completes initialization. This is immediately after an IPL.

• REINIT
Reinitialize the TLMS.

To display the current TLMSIPO options loaded, execute member CATOPTS from the CAI.CTAPPROC. Use the PRINT
PARM in the execute statement.

Comment statements may be included by coding * in position 1 or /* before and */ after the comment. All parameters and
comments must be completed before position 72. Position 72 must be blank.

These options may be validated for errors prior to the REINIT using program TLMSLDIP.

ABEND System Option -- Scratch Abended Tapes
Use the ABEND system option to determine whether an abended tape can be scratched when TRS is executed and, if so,
how many hours must elapse before it can be scratched.
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This system option has the following format:

ABEND=[24|hh|NO|99]

• hh
Specifies the number of hours that must elapse before an abended tape can be scratched.
Default: 24

• NO
Specifies that abended tapes will be scratched and will be processed by the Tape Retention System as a normal data
set. ABEND=99 is synonymous with ABEND=NO and the option displays ABEND=99 if either is specified.

ALTCTR System Option -- Alternate Data Center ID

ALTCTR=xx

• xx
Specifies the alternate name for the data center.
Valid values: Any alphanumeric character
Default: D1

Example: ALTCTR System Option

ALTCTR=D2

AUX System Option -- Data Set Name and Message Number for Auxiliary Messages
Use the AUX system option to generate specific auxiliary messages for data sets that require special handling
instructions. This option dynamically builds table TLMSMTAB. If this option is set, the ROUTAUX option must be set to
YES.

A maximum of 128 AUX= statements may be supplied.

AUX=dsname [,POS=nn] ,NMSG=nn

• dsname
Specifies the data set name or prefix for auxiliary messages.

• POS=nn
(Optional) Specifies the starting position in the data set name.
Default: 01

• NMSG=nn

Specifies the message number associated with this data set.

Examples: AUX System Option

AUX=MSG.AAA,POS=7,NMSG=1

AUX=MSG.BBB,POS=7,NMSG=2
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BLPSEC System Option -- Bypass Label Processing (BLP) Security
Use the BLPSEC system option to specify security checking for Bypass Label Processing (BLP) when the SECURE
option is set to YES.

This system option has the following format:

BLPSEC=[YES|NO]

• NO
(Default) Specifies that security checking is not activated for Bypass Label Processing.

• YES
Specifies that security checking is activated for Bypass Label Processing.

BRKCHN System Option -- Break Volume/Data Set Chains
Use the BRKCHN when you want to break the relationship between multivolume chains at OPEN, CLOSE, or when you
the scratch a tape. 

BRKCHN=[OPEN|CLOSE|SCRATCH] 

• OPEN
(Default) Specifies that a chain is broken when one of the volumes in the original chain is opened for output. Each
volume within the chain becomes a single volume and all fields (except tape history) in the associated VMF records
are reset.

• CLOSE
Specifies that chains are broken when the first data set is closed on a volume.

NOTE
This option is supplied for compatibility with earlier releases. We recommend that this option be used in
special circumstances only. The chains are broken at OPEN, regardless of this option being specified.

• SCRATCH
Specifies that all chains are broken and previous information (except tape history) is reset. If a tape is scratched in
error, the information and chaining sequence is erased; therefore, exercise caution when considering this selection.

CATDAYS System Option -- Creation Date Retention Catalog Check
Use the CATDAYS system option to specify the number of days after creation before the z/OS catalog is checked for
retention by TRS for catalog controlled volumes.

This system option has the following format:

CATDAYS=n

• n
Specifies the number of days after creation that the z/OS catalog is checked for retention by TRS for cataloged
controlled volumes.
Default: 1

WARNING
Specifying 0 (zero) may result in premature scratching of tapes during Tape Retention System execution if the
data set has been closed, but not yet cataloged.
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CDS System Option -- Control Data Set Specifications
Use the CDS system option to define the controlling data set (CDS) for a multi-data set volume or set of volumes. This
option dynamically builds user table TLMSCTAB.

CDS=dsname POS=nn

• dsname
Specifies the data set name or prefix for the controlling data set.

• nn
Specifies the starting position in the data set name.
Default: 01

Example: CDS System Option

CDS=CDS.TEST,POS=7

CDS=CDS.PROD

CLSEXIT System Option -- Control CLOSE/EOV Exit (TLMSXCLS)
Use the CLSEXIT option to determine whether the TLMS CLOSE/EOV exit (TLMSXCLS) is active or inactive.

This system option has the following format:

CLSEXIT=[NO|exitname|YES]

• NO
(Default) Specifies that the TLMS CLOSE/EOV exit is not activated.

• exitname
The customer specifies the name for the exit.

• YES
Specifies that the TLMS CLOSE/EOV exit is activated. The exit name is TLMSXCLS.

Example: CLSEXIT System Option

CLSEXIT=YES

NOTE

•  User Exits and Macros

CMDEXIT System Option -- Control the Command Exit (TLMSXCMD)
Use the CMDEXIT system option to determine whether the TLMS command exit (TLMSXCMD) is active or inactive.

This system option has the following format:

CMDEXIT=[NO|YES|exitname]

• NO
(Default) Specifies that the TLMS command exit is not activated.

• YES
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Specifies that the TLMS COMMAND exit is activated. The exit name is TLMSXCMD
• exitname

Specifies the customer name for the exit.

Example: CMDEXIT System Option

CMDEXIT=YES

CMSG System Option -- Console Messages Processing
Use the CMSG system option to selectively suppress, delete, or highlight (nondeleteable) TLMS messages.

The parameters provide the criteria for displaying console messages.

A maximum of 200 CMSG= statements may be supplied. The following messages cannot be modified:

• Open processing -- AT904**
• Close processing -- CAT97***
• Queue processing -- CADO9***
• Security processing -- CATS****

This system option has the following format:

CMSG=nnnnnn, MSG=[DEL|SUP|NDEL]

• CMSG=nnnnnn
Specifies the message or message prefix for action.

• MSG=[DEL|SUP|NDEL]
Specifies one of the following:
– NDEL

Non-deleteable message.
– SUP

Suppressed message.
– DEL

(Default) Deleteable message.

Example: CMSG System Option

CMSG=CAT4501P,MSG=SUP

COMPANY System Option -- Company Name for Printed Reports
Use the COMPANY system option to specify the company name as you want it to appear on your reports.

This system option has the following format:

COMPANY='company name'

• company name
Specifies the company name that is to appear on reports. Enclose in single quotes if name contains blanks or
commas.
Range: Up to 30 characters

Example: COMPANY System Option
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COMPANY='THE COMPANY'

DATACTR System Option -- Primary Data Center ID
Use this system option to provide the primary identification for your data center.

This system option has the following format:

DATACTR=xx

• xx
Specifies the data center. This must match the location ID of the data center specified in the RMF.
Valid values: Any two alphanumeric characters
Default: DC

Example: DATACTR System Option

DATACTR=OP

DATEFMT System Option -- Preferred Date Format
Use the DATEFMT system option to establish your preferred date format pattern.

The value provided by this option can be overridden during execution of certain TLMS utilities by including the optional
DATEFMT= parameter in the JCL for that utility, and specifying a different date format pattern as the DATEFMT value.
If DATEFMT= is not included in the JCL, or is specified as DATEFMT=(DEFAULT), the value contained in member
TLMSIPO is used.

This system option has the following format:

DATEFMT='fmt'

Specifies the date format for both input and output. The pattern specified must consist of all of the elements from any one
group (1-3) listed next, and may also contain any combination of delimiters. Groups 1, 2 and 3 contain the elements of a
complete date. They may be arranged in any order, but each element must be used once and only once.

Range: 10 characters

Delimiters: Slash (/), dash (-), comma (,) or blank. If a blank or comma is used, the parameter value must be enclosed in
single quotes or parentheses.

Default: MM/DD/YYYY

• YYYY
Year 1960 through 2155

• DDD
Day 001 through 366

• DD
Day 00 through 32

• MM
Month 01 through 12
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• MMM
Month in character (JAN FEB MAR APR MAY JUN JUL AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC)

Separators Examples Results
period(.) DDMMM.YYYY 01JUN.1995
slash(/) YYYY/DDD 1995/152
dash(-) MM-DD-YYYY 06-01-1995
comma(,) MMMDD,YYYY JUN01,1995
space( ) DD MM YYYY 01 06 1995

Example: DATEFMT System Option

DATEFMT='MMMDD-YYYY'

DBLDRIV System Option - Verify Same Device on Double Open for a Data Set
Use this system option to limit double opens of a data set to the same physical drive.

NOTE
Consider this option only if you allow double opens of a data set by the same job. Otherwise, it should be set to
NO. Before setting this option, see the option DBLTIME= Allow/Disallow Double Opens for the Same Data Set.

This system option has the following format:

DBLDRIV=[NO|YES]

• NO
(Default) Verify that a double open of a data set is not on the same physical drive.

• YES
Verify that a double open of a data set is on the same physical drive.

DBLTIME System Option -- Allow/Disallow Double Opens for the Same Data Set
TLMS automatically prevents "double opens" of an output data set to the same volume by the same job without first being
closed. To re-create a data set on the same volume on which it was originally created, set this option to a value greater
than zero.

Use the DBLTIME system option to determine the time interval (after creation) during which TLMS allows a double open of
the same tape data set by the same job.

If a data set requires a higher time than that set by this option, you must code SPACE=(1,(1,3)) on the DD statement for
the data set. This will override the time limit set by the DBLTIME option.

NOTE
To limit the double open of a data set to the same physical device on which it was previously opened, use the
DBLDRIV option.

 

This system option has the following format:

DBLTIME=hhmmss
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• hhmmss
Specifies the amount of time in hours, minutes, and seconds after creation that will pass, during which the same data
set can be reopened.
The value 240000 permits all double opens. If specified as 000000, a SPACE=(1,(1,3)) will not override it.
Default: 000000 (disallow any double opens)

Example: DBLTIME System Option

This example illustrates that the same data set cannot be opened again after 12 hours from creation.

DBLTIME=120000

DEF System Option -- Tape Default Retention by Data Set Name
Use the DEF system option to have a default keep date to be assigned based on the data set name. This option
dynamically builds user table TLMSDTAB. No masking characters should be used in data set name definitions in the DEF
option.

This system option has the following format:

DEF=[dsname|$DEFAULT$], [POS=nn], [DAYS=nnn]

• DAYS=nnn
(Optional) Specifies the number of days the data set is to be retained.
Default: 7

• DEF=dsnname
Specifies the data set name or prefix for retention. DSN=$DEFAULT$ generates a default KEEPDATE value for all
data sets that do not match entries in the table.

• POS=nn
(Optional) Specifies the starting position in a data set name.
Default: 1

A maximum of 128 DEF= statements may be supplied..

Examples: DEF System Option

DEF=DEF.AAA,DAYS=3

DEF=DEF.BBB

DEF=$DEFAULT$,DAYS=3 Base default assigned when no match is found)

This example uses the POS parameter with data set names.

PYR043.MONTHLY.DATA

PYR042.MONTHLY.DATA1

PYR055.MONTHLY.ROLL

The above data set names would be controlled by the following DEF definition:

DEF=MONTHLY,POS=8,DAYS=10
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DISP System Option -- Disposition Processing from JCL
Use the DISP system option to define the type of process for final disposition processing as specified in the JCL. This
applies only to the controlling data set.

This system option has the following format:

DISP=[YES|NO|OUTPUT]

• NO
Specifies that disposition is not processed and all volumes are KEEP.

• OUTPUT
(Default) Specifies that disposition is for output only.

• YES
Specifies that disposition processing from JCL is allowed.

EDM System Option -- External Data Manager (EDM) Pointer
Use the EDM system option to define the two character suffix used to identify the active EDM member. It specifies the
EDM rules used by TLMS to determine whether a volume is to be EDM controlled.

This system option has the following format:

EDM=[xx|00]

• xx
Specifies a user-defined two-character alphanumeric or national (@,#,$) value.

• 00
(Default) Refers to CTOEDM00.

Example: EDM System Option

EDM=00

EDMEXIT System Option -- Control the Exit (CTSUXEDM)
Use the EDMEXIT system option to determine whether the TLMS exit (TLMSXEDM) is active or inactive.

This system option has the following format:

EDMEXIT=[NO|YES|exitname]

• NO
(Default) Specifies that the TLMS exit is not activated.

• YES
Specifies that the TLMS exit is activated. The exit name is CTSUXEDM.

• exitname
Defines a name for the exit.

Example: EDMEXIT System Option

EDMEXIT=YES
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FORSEC System Option -- Security Checking for Foreign Volume Processing
Use the FORSEC system option to specifiy security checking on foreign volume processing when the SECURE option is
set to YES.

This system option has the following format:

FORSEC=[NO|YES]

• NO
(Default) Security checking is not activated for foreign volume processing.

• YES
Security checking is activated for foreign volume processing.

FORSPEC System Option -- Specific Request for Foreign Volume Processing
Use the FORSPEC system option to determine the restrictions for mounting a foreign volume for output.

This system option has the following format:

FORSPEC=[YES|NO]

• YES
(Default) Requires you to code VOL=SER= for foreign volume processing.

• NO
You can use a foreign volume for nonspecific requests.

IDSNVER System Option -- Input Data Set Name Verification
Use the IDSNVER system option to specify whether the 44-character data set name is verified during OPEN for input
processing.

This system option has the following format:

IDSNVER=[YES|NO]

• YES
(Default) Verifies the input data set name. This is required when the SECOPN option is set to YES..

• NO
Does not verify the input data set name.

WARNING
This option must be set to YES if the SECOPN option (security check for open tape processing) is set to YES.

IEC710I System Option - Out of Sequence
Set the IEC710I system option to YES when you have missing volumes during multi-volume tape processing. If you do
not specify all the VOLSERs when reading a multiple volume data set that is not cataloged, IBM issues an “IEC710I
….. ANOTHER VOLUME EXPECTED” message and invoke a TEP user exit. TLMS supplies support for this exit
and can provide VOLSERs from the VMF. If VOLSERs are supplied, IBM issues message “IEC716I ddname: TAPE
MULTIVOLUME LIST CORRECTED”. During this EOV process, the IBM Label Anomaly Exit(IFG019LA) is called until the
end of the volume chain within the VMF is reached. 

This system option has the following format:
IEC710I=[NO|YES]
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If option IEC710I=YES, TLMS provides VOLSERs from the VMF. IEC710I=YES does not read backward in the volume
chain for a multi-volume file.
Default: NO
Example:
If IEC710I=NO, TLMS does not provide VOLSERs, and only the volumes in the JCL are read. The default is IEC710I=NO.

INPUT System Option -- Input Data Set Processing Requirements
Use the INPUT system option to determine following:

• If tapes used for input are reset to the data center
• If data sets are re-chained upon input
• If the VMF is updated for BLP data sets
• If the VMF is updated for nonlabeled data sets
• If the VMF is updated for standard labeled data sets

This system option has the following format:

INPUT=[YES|NO]

   [,CHN=YES|NO]

   [,BLP=YES|NO]

   [,NL=YES|NO]

   [,SL=YES|NO]

• INPUT=YES|NO
Specifies if tapes used for input are reset to the data center.
Default: YES

• CHN=YES|NO
(Optional) Specifies whether to chain data set upon input.
Default: NO

NOTE
Applications that stack multiple data sets and then read the data sets back in can cause overhead due to re-
chaining upon input. We recommend that CHN= be set to NO

• BLP=YES|NO
Specifies whether to update BLP data sets if the data set name in JCL does not match VMF.
Default: YES

• NL=YES|NO
Specifies whether to update NL data sets if the data set name in JCL does not match VMF.
Default: YES

• SL=YES|NO
Specifies whether to update SL data sets if the data set name in JCL does not match VMF.
Default: YES

Example: INPUT System Option

INPUT=YES,CHN=NO,NL=NO

INQACC System Option -- Security Checking for Online Access
Determines whether security checking for online facilities is active or inactive. This is a global option which overrides
individual options SECINQ and PROMPT.
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This system option has the following format:

INQ=[NO|YES]

• NO
Internal security checking is not activated for online access.

• YES
Security checking is activated for online access.

KDATE System Option -- Keep Date Determination
Use the KDATE system option to specify how a keep date is determined by indicating whether JCL, if coded, overrides the
default retention. It also determines how calculated keep dates from the RMF will be handled.

This system option has the following format:

KDATE=[DEF|JCL|MAX]

• DEF
The default retention will override EXPDT/RETPD in the JCL. TRS will use the calculated keep date if a count field is
specified in the RMF entry.
See DEF= Tape Default Retention by Data Set Name for defining DTAB entries.

• JCL
EXPDT/RETPD in JCL, if coded, will override the default retention. TRS will use the calculated keep date if a count
field is specified in the RMF entry.

• MAX
(Default) The larger of EXPDT in JCL or the default retention will be used as the keep date.

NOTE

• Keep Date Determination

LBLDTRY System Option -- Dynamic Label Changes During Realtime Processing
Use the LBLDTRY system option to determine whether dynamic label changes during realtime processing are allowed or
disallowed.

This system option has the following format:

LBLDTRY=[NO|YES]

• NO
(Default) Dynamic destruction of tape labels is not allowed.

• YES
Dynamic destruction of tape labels is allowed.

LOGID System Option -- Identification Number for SMF or Alternate Log Records
Use the LOGID system option to supply the identification number (record type code) assigned to the SMF or alternate log
records (if RECOVRY=SMF or RECOVRY=ALTLOG; see RECOVRY= Create Backup Records).

This system option has the following format:
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LOGID=nnn

• nnn
Specifies the identification number assigned to the log records.
Range: 240 to 255
Default: 240

MANUAL System Option -- Manual Update of Retention Schedules
Use the MANUAL system option to determine whether manual overrides of tape retention schedules are allowed. When
manual overrides are allowed, the retention of the updated tapes may be changed from what was specified in the RMF.

This system option has the following format:

MANUAL=[NO|YES]

• NO
(Default) The retention schedule for a tape may not be updated manually.

• YES
The retention schedule for a tape may be updated manually.

MNTCNT System Option - Reject Mount Count
Use the MNTCNT system option to set the number of times a tape can be rejected before the job gets a U0222-0C abend.
This will prevent indefinite mount retries from a Robotic or Virtual device that does not have a mount reject option.  This is
often caused when the Tape Library Manager is out of sync with the Tape Management System (TLMS) scratch tapes.

This system option has the following format:

MNTCNT=nnn

• nnn
     Identifies the number of times a tape will be rejected before abending
     Default: 007

          Limit:      1 - 255

Example: If your Vtape system has option MountRejectThreshold set to 10 and TLMS option MNTCNT is set to 5 then
after 5 retries of not finding a scratch tape the job will get a U0222-0C instead of retrying 5 more times. When the
MNTCNT threshold is met the new CAT9735E message will be displayed.

CAT9735E EXCEEDED MAX REJECT COUNT FROM TLMSIPO, MNTCNT=xxx

 

NITEXIT System Option -- Control the Exit (TLMSXNIT)
Use the NITEXIT system option to determine whether the TLMS tape initialization exit (TLMSXNIT) is active or inactive

This system option has the following format:

NITEXIT=[NO|YES|exitname] 

• NO
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(Default) Specifies that the TLMS tape initialization exit is not activated.
• YES

Specifies that the TLMS tape initialization exit is activated. The exit name is TLMSXNIT
• exitname

Customer specified name for exit.

Example: NITEXIT System Option

NITEXIT=YES

NLSEC System Option -- No Label (NL) Security Processing
Use the NLSEC system option to specify security checking for No Label (NL) processing when the SECURE option is set
to YES.

This system option has the following format:

NLSEC=[NO|YES]

• NO
(Default) Security checking is not activated for No Label processing.

• YES
Security checking is activated for No Label processing.

NOTLMS System Option -- TLMS NOT ACTIVE Processing
Use the NOTLMS system option to determine the job processing action to be taken at OPEN if TLMS is not active.

This system option has the following format:

NOTLMS=[ABEND|CONT]

• ABEND
(Default) Unloads tape mounted if TLMS is not active.

• CONT
If TLMS is not active, generate a message and continue normal processing.

NSLSEC System Option -- Nonstandard Label (NSL) Security Processing
Use the NSLSEC system option to specify security checking for Nonstandard Label (NSL) processing when the SECURE
option is set to YES.

This system option has the following format:

NSLSEC=[NO|YES]

• NO
(Default) Security checking is not activated for Nonstandard Label processing.

• YES
Security checking is activated for Nonstandard Label processing.
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NSM System Option -- Non Specific Mount Suffix
Use the NSM system option to specify the two character suffix used to identify the active CTONSMxx member.

This system option has the following format:

NSM=[00|xx]

• 00
Specifies the default and refers to CTONSM00.

• xx
Is a 2 character user-defined suffix to CTONSMxx. user-defined two-character alphanumeric or national (@,#,$) value.
This parameter specifies the scratch pool assignments for TLMS

Example: NSM System Option

NSM=00

OPNEXIT System Option -- Control the OPEN Exit (TLMSXOPN)
Use the OPNEXIT system option to determine whether the TLMS OPEN exit (TLMSXOPN) is active or inactive.

This system option has the following format:

OPNEXIT=[NO|YES|exitname]

• NO
(Default) Specifies that the TLMS OPEN exit is not activated.

• YES
Specifies that the TLMS OPEN exit is activated. The exit name is TLMSXOPN

• exitname
Customer specified name for exit.

Example: OPNEXIT System Option

OPNEXIT=YES

NOTE

• User Exits and Macros

PAGESIZ System Option -- Number of Lines per Printed Report Page
Use the PAGESIZ system option to specify the maximum number of lines on a printed report page.

This system option has the following format:

PAGESIZ=nn

• nn
Identifies the number of lines per page for printed reports.
Default: 58
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Example: PAGESIZ System Option

PAGESIZ=45

PROMPT System Option -- User Logon ID Prompt
Use the PROMPT system option to determine whether the TSO interface will prompt the user for a TLMS logon ID. This
option is dynamically set to NO when the INQACC option is set to YES.

This system option has the following format:

PROMPT=[NO|YES]

• NO
A user will not be prompted for a TSO logon ID

• YES
(Default) A user will be prompted for a TSO logon ID.

PROTECT System Option -- Restrict Crash Protection to Selected Data Sets
Use the PROTECT system option to determine which output data sets will be protected by the crash protection feature of
TLMS.

This system option has the following format:

PROTECT=[ALL|SELECT]

• ALL
(Default) Crash protection will be applied to all data sets.

• SELECT
Crash protection will be applied to only those data sets which have SPACE=(1,(1,2)) coded in their DD statements.

QSIZE System Option -- Transaction Queue Entry Limit
Use the QSIZE system option to determine how many TLMS message queue entries will be formatted in common storage
(CSA). Specify a high number if tape activity is high.

This system option has the following format:

QSIZE=nnn

• nnn
Specifies the number of message queue entries to be formatted. If specified as 128, approximately 64K of CSA space
is utilized.
Range: 0 to 128
Default: 64

Example: QSIZE System Option

QSIZE=60
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RECOVRY System Option -- Create Backup Records
Use the RECOVRY system option to determine whether to create backup records and where to write them. We
recommend that you write them to the alternate log file to avoid the overhead required to process an entire SMF data set
when recovering the TLMS Volume Master File.

This system option has the following format:

RECOVRY=[ALTLOG|SMF|NONE]

• ALTLOG
(Default) Backup records will be written to the alternate log for recovery.

• NONE
No backup records will be written.

• SMF
Backup records will be written to the SMF SYS1.MANx files for recovery.

Example: RECOVRY System Option

RECOVRY=SMF

ROBSCR System Option - Robot Scratch Processing
Use the have TLMSUPDT to notify the robot to scratch a volume. ROBSCR must be set to YES and &ATLTYP must be
nonblank in the VMF.

This system option has the following format:

ROBSCR=[NO|YES]

ROBSCR=[NO|YES]

NO specifies that the robot should not be notified of a scratch. YES indicates that the robot should be notified of a scratch.

Default: NO

Example: ROBSCR System Option

ROBSCR=YES

ROUTAUX System Option -- Auxiliary Message Processing
Use the ROUTAUX system option to define the processing and display rules for auxiliary messages.

This system option has the following format:

ROUTAUX=[NO|YES]

   [,RT=nn] 

   [,VSN=NO|YES]

   [,MSG=DEL|NDEL]

• ROUTAUX=NO|YES
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If NO is specified (and AUX= is unspecified), auxiliary messages are not supported and other parameters cannot be
specified. YES indicates that auxiliary messages are supported.
If ROUTAUX=NO (or is not specified) and the AUX= option is specified, an options conflict will occur. If the ROUTAUX
and AUX options are in conflict, an error message is issued and TLMS cannot properly initialize. If you no longer want
to process auxiliary messages, the AUX= options should be removed from options member TLMSIPO.

• RT=nn
(Optional) Specifies the number which identifies the route code for the auxiliary messages console.
Range: 01 to 16
Default: 02

• VSN=NO|YES
(Optional) Determines if auxiliary messages contain the volume serial number.
Default: YES

• MSG=DEL|NDEL
(Optional) Determines if auxiliary messages are non-deleteable.
Default: DEL

Example: ROTAUX System Option

ROUTAUX=YES,RT=10,VSN=YES,MSG=NDEL

ROUTINQ System Option -- Inquiry Console Processing
Use the ROUTINQ system option to define the processing and display rules for the inquiry (librarian) console.

This system option has the following format:

ROUTINQ=[NO|YES]

   [,RT=nn]

   [,MSG=DEL|NDEL]

   [,UPD=YES|NO]

• ROUTINQ=[NO|YES]
NO specifies that console inquiry is not supported. YES indicates that console inquiry is supported.
Default: YES

• RT=nn
Is a number which identifies the route code for the inquiry console.
Range: 01 to 99
Default: 14

• MSG=DEL|NDEL
NDEL specifies inquiry messages are non-deleteable.
Default: DEL

• UPD=YES|NO
NO specifies the INQR task in inquiry mode. YES specifies INQR in update mode.
Default: YES

Example: ROUTNQ System Option

ROUTINQ=YES,RT=16,MSG=NDEL,UPD=YES
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SCR System Option -- Scratch Pool Suffix
Use the SCR system option to specify the two character suffix used to identify the active CTOSCRxx member.

This system option has the following format:

SCR=xx

• xx
Defines a 2 character user-defined suffix to CTOSCRxx. This parameter specifies the scratch pool names assigned
volume ranges for TLMS where xx is a user-defined two-character alphanumeric or national (@,#,$) value.
Default: 00 (Refers to CTOSCR00)

Example: SCR System Option

SCR=00

SCREXIT System Option -- Control the Scratch Exit (TLMSRACF)
Use the SCREXIT control option to determine whether the TLMS scratch exit (TLMSRACF) is active or inactive.

This system option has the following format:

SCREXIT=[NO|YES|exitname]

• NO
(Default) Specifies that the TLMS scratch exit is not activated.

• YES
Specifies that the TLMS scratch exit is activated. The exit name is TLMSRACF

• exitname
Customer specified name for the exit

Example: SCREXIT System Option

SCREXIT=YES

SCRATCH System Option -- Volume Scratch Control
Use the SCRATCH system option to determine whether volumes will be scratched by:

• TRS based on the controlling data set (CDS)
• The keep date expiration of all data sets along with all data sets that have been uncataloged from the OS/Catalog
• The keep date expiration of all data sets in the volume chain

This system option has the following format:

SCRATCH=[CDS|ALL]

• ALL
Places all tapes to a type 3 control when the keep date for all data sets has expired and all data sets have been
uncataloged.

• CDS
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(Default) Specifies that scratch volumes are based on expiration of the controlling data set.

WARNING
If the SCRATCH=ALL option is coded in TLMSIPO, tapes do not go scratch after their retention period has
been completed unless all data sets on all volumes have met their KEEPDATES and have been uncataloged.
SCRATCH=CDS causes the volume to be scratched and uncataloged when the retention period is complete.
Types A, B, or C will protect multi-file volumes.

WARNING
Broadcom does not recommend SCRATCH=ALL. Assign retention types A, B, or C as needed.

NOTE

•  Types of Retention

SECCLS System Option -- Security Checking for DISP=YES or DISP=OUTPUT
Use the SECCLS system option determine whether the installed security system will be used to force security checking
for DISP=YES or DISP=OUTPUT when the SECURE option is set to YES. (See the DISP option on DISP= Disposition
Processing from JCL.)

This system option has the following format:

SECCLS=[NO|YES]

• NO
(Default) Specifies that the installed security system will not be used to force security checking for DISP=YES or
DISP=OUTPUT.

• YES
Specifies that the installed security system will be used to force security checking on DISP=YES or DISP=OUTPUT.

SECEXIT System Option -- Control the Security Exit (TLMSXSEC)
Use the SECEXIT system option to determine whether the TLMS security exit (TLMSXSEC) is active or inactive. If
activating this exit, ensure that SECURE=YES. It is required that the exit TLMSXSEC is loaded before this option is set to
YES.

This system option has the following format:

SECEXIT=[NO|YES|exitname]

• NO
(Default) Specifies that the TLMS security exit is not activated.

• YES
Specifies that the TLMS security exit is activated. The exit name is TLMSXSEC

• exitname
Customer specified name for the exit.

Example: SECEXIT System Option

SECEXIT=YES
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SECINQ System Option -- Security Checking for Online Inquiry
Use the SECINQ system option to determine whether the installed security system will be used to force security checking
for online inquiries when the SECURE option is set to YES.

This system option has the following format:

SECINQ=[NO|YES]

• NO
(Default) Specifies that the installed security system will not be used to force security checking for online inquiries.

• YES
Specifies that the installed security system will be used to force security checking for online inquiries.

SECOPN System Option -- Security Checking for Open Tape Processing
Use the SECOPN system option to determine whether the installed security system will be used to force security checking
for open tape processing when the SECURE option is set to YES.

This system option has the following format:

SECOPN[NO|YES]

• NO
Specifies that the installed security system will not perform security checking for open tape processing.

• YES
Specifies that the installed security system will perform security checking for open tape processing

WARNING
If this option is set to YES, the IDSNVER option (input data set name verification) must be set to YES.

SECURE System Option -- Global Security Option
Use the SECURE system option to determine whether the installed security system will be invoked. This is a global option
that overrides any individual security option (INQACC, BLPSEC, NLSEC, FORSEC, NSLSEC, SECEXIT, SECOPN,
SECCLS).

This system option has the following format:

SECURE=[NO|YES]

• NO
(Default) Specifies that the installed security system will not be invoked. Individual security options will be ignored
regardless of how they are specified.

• YES
Specifies that the installed security system will be invoked, allowing the individual security system options to be in
effect, as required.
When the option is displayed and YES is specified, the actual security system is displayed:
– S -- RACF/SAF
– A -- ACF2
– T -- Top Secret
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SERIND System Option -- Use of Out-of-Service Tapes
Use the SERIND system option to prevent reuse of an out-of-service/scratch-indicated tape by indicating whether TLMS
will reset the out-of-service status to in-service when a tape is mounted for input. Out-of-service tapes cannot be used for
output regardless of the option setting.

This system option has the following format:

SERIND=[NO|YES]

• NO
Specifies that the service indicator is not reset to IN when the tape is opened for input.

• YES
(Default) Specifies that type 4 service indicated tapes cannot be used for output. The service indicator is reset.

SMS System Option -- SMS Interface
Use the SMS system option to determine whether the SMS interface is to be active. This parameter is used during pool
assignment and verification. It is also used during OPEN for output processing to obtain SMS management class name for
DSN being processed.

This system option has the following format:

SMS=[NO|YES]

• NO
(Default) Specifies that the SMS interface is not to be active.

• YES
Specifies that the SMS interface is to be active.

SPLEXIT System Option -- Scratch Pool User Exit (CTSUX1G)
Use the SPLEXIT system option to determine whether the CTS scratch subpool exit (CTSUX1G) is active or inactive.

This system option has the following format:

SPLEXIT=[NO|YES|exitname]

• NO
(Default) Specifies that the CTS scratch subpool exit is not activated.

• YES
Specifies that the CTS scratch subpool exit is activated. The exit name is CTSUX1G

• exitname
Customer specified name for the exit.

Example: SPLEXIT System Option

SPLEXIT=YES

TEMPSCR System Option - Temporary DSN Scratch Processing
Use the TEMPSCR system option to avoid temporary datasets being set to SCRATCH=YES upon close.
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This system option has the following format:

TEMPSCR=[NO|YES]

YES specifies that any temporary datasets should be set to SCRATCH=YES upon close.  The default of TEMPSCR=YES
is the way TLMS currently works.

Default: YES

Example: TEMPSCR System Option

TEMPSCR=NO

Allow temporary system data sets to be kept on tape volumes.

TRSEXIT System Option -- Control the Tape Retention Exit (TLMSXTRS)
Use the TRSEXIT system option to determine whether the TLMS tape retention exit (TLMSXTRS) is active or inactive.

This system option has the following format:

TRSEXIT=[NO|YES|exitname]

• NO
(Default) Specifies that the TLMS retention exit is not activated.

• YES
Specifies that the TLMS retention exit is activated. The exit name is TLMSXTRS

• exitname
Customer specified name for the exit.

Example: TRSEXIT System Option

TRSEXIT=YES

UNCATLG System Option -- Uncatalog Action When Scratch
Use the UNCATLG system option to specify how the data sets on a volume will be uncataloged when the volume reaches
SCRATCH status.

This system option has the following format:

UNCATLG=[NO|YES]

• NO
Specifies do not uncatalog the data sets when a volume reaches SCRATCH status.

• YES
(Default) Specifies to automatically uncatalog the data sets when a volume reaches SCRATCH status.

UPDEXIT System Option -- Control the Volume Master File Update Exit (TLMSXUPD)
Use the UPDEXIT system option to determine whether the TLMS Volume Master File update exit (TLMSXUPD) is active
or inactive.

This system option has the following format:
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UPDEXIT=[NO|YES|exitname]

• NO
(Default) Specifies that the TLMS file update exit is not activated.

• YES
Specifies that the TLMS file update exit is activated. The exit name is TLMSXUPD.

• exitname
Customer specified name for the exit.

Example: UPDEXIT System Option

UPDEXIT=YES

USER System Option -- Internal User Security
Use the USER system option to create the TLMSUTAB.

The TLMSUTAB table contains a list of userids and their access level. The userids are used by TLTPISPF when external
security is not active (SECURE=NO). When external security is active, TLMSUTAB allows the user to bypass the DSN
security calls. Users like librarians can access all datasets in the VMF without update access in the external security
system for all datasets.

WARNING
Any user that is not defined in this table is automatically assigned the access that is specified in the last entry as
a default. The access that is assigned in the last entry should always be ACCESS=I or ACCESS=N if security is
active (INQACC=YES).

This option has the following format:

USER=userid PWD=password ACCESS=[N|I|U]

• USER=userid
Specifies the userid.
Valid values: 1 to 8 alphanumeric characters

• PWD=password
Specifies the password for this userid.
Valid values: 1 to 8 alphanumeric characters or blank. (Password must contain one alpha character.)
Default: blank

• ACCESS=[N|I|U]
Specifies the access level for the userid.
– U=update. User can update VMF.
– I=inquiry. User can browse VMF.
– (Default) N=none. No authority given.

Supply a maximum of 100 USER= statements.

Examples: User System Option

USER=JACK,PWD=MYPWD,ACCESS=U

USER=JILL,ACCESS=I

USER=DEFAULT,ACCESS=N
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VMFINAM System Option -- VMF Index Data Set Name
Use the VMFINAM system option to specify the name of the VMF Index. This name is used to verify that batch programs
are processing the active VMF Index. This value is overridden by the data set name in the CTS JCL when TLMS
is started. This entry should be omitted unless needed. This parameter is only needed to run TLMS programs after
TLMSRIM has run but before TLMS is started under CTS.

This system option has the following format:

VMFINAM=dsn

• dsn
Specifies the fully qualified data set name of the VMF Index.

Example: VMFINAM System Option

VMFINAM=CAI.TLMS.VMFINDEX

VMFNAM System Option -- VMF Data Set Name
Use the VMFNAM system option to specify the name of the VMF. This name is used to verify that batch programs are
processing the active VMF. This value is overridden by the data set name in the CTS JCL when TLMS is started. This
entry should be omitted unless needed. This parameter is only needed to run TLMS programs after TLMSRIM has run but
before TLMS is started under CTS.

This system option has the following format:

VMFNAM=dsn

• dsn
Specifies the fully qualified data set name of the VMF

Example: VMFNAM System Option

VMFNAM=CAI.TLMS.VMF

VSNPAD System Option -- Volume Serial Numbers of Less Than Six Digits
Use the VSNPAD system option during VMF initialization to permit TLMS to process volume serial numbers of less than
six digits.

This system option has the following format:

VSNPAD=x

• x
Specifies the alphanumeric pad character (special characters are disallowed). The volume serial number is right
justified and padded on the left with the specified character.

Example: VSNPAD System Option
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VSNPAD=A

VSNREQD System Option -- Volume Serial Number Required at OPEN
Use the VSNREQD system option to determine whether you want to require that the operator supply a volume serial
before a volume is opened for output. This option applies when TLMS is unable to determine the volser of the output tape.
Normally, this indicates a NL tape was mounted.

This system option has the following format:

VSNREQD=[NO|YES]

• NO
Specifies that If NO is specified, TLMS still attempts to find a VSN in the JCL and verify that the volume is scratch.
However, if it cannot be found, it will allow the mounted volume to be used without prompting the operator for the VSN.

• YES
(Default) Specifies that If the VSN is supplied in the JCL or the data set is cataloged, TLMS will verify that the volume
is scratch. If no VSN can be found, TLMS prompts the operator to input the VSN for scratch verification.

Example: VSNREQD System Option

VSNREQD=NO

Configuring the Common Tape System
The Common Tape System (CTS) is a component distributed with TLMS for the purpose of creating a single image
and common interfaces for Broadcom z/OS tape management products (TLMS and CA 1). This allows other Broadcom
products, client programs, and other vendor products to have a single set of interfaces to Broadcom tape solutions. It
consists of utility programs, macros, and a subtasking address space.

This section deals with the subtasking address space. The CTS address space consists of a main task, a command task,
a dump task, and service programs. An optional external (gummed) label task is part of CTS but is described in another
section. TLMS is not part of CTS but has been made CTS compliant. CTS replaces the functions provided by OMS in prior
versions.

CTSMAIN is the main task of the CTS address space. It maintains the other task as subtasks and anchors the service
programs. The service programs provide for inter-task communications, logging messages, and snap dumps. Each
subtask has a 1 to 4 character TASKID that is unique within the address space. When CTSMAIN attaches a subtask,
it creates a control block (CTSB) which contains the TASKID, control data, and parameters to pass to the subtask. The
address of the CTSB is passed to the subtask. A CTS compliant task, communicates with other CTS tasks on a peer-to-
peer basis through their CTSBs. If a task abends, CTSMAIN will restart it as many times as was defined in its CTSB.

There are several tasks which are predefined to CTSMAIN. All other tasks must be defined through a SET TASK(....)
command before they can be started with a START command. CMD, DUMP, API, DBS, and LAB are the predefined task
IDs. CMD and DUMP are discussed below, and LAB in a later section. API and DBS are reserved for future services.

CTSCMD is the command processing task for the CTS address space. It is the only task that communicates with
CTSMAIN. Its TASKID is CMD. CMD is predefined to CTSMAIN and is automatically started by CTSMAIN. The function
of CMD is to receive commands from multiple sources, verify, and execute them. CTSCMD gets commands from five
sources. First a command can be entered in the PARM= field of the EXEC JCL statement; it is processed first. Next
CTSCMD reads the command from the CTSSYSIN DD JCL statement. Usually this points to the CAI.CTAPOPTN member
CTSSTART. After that, commands are processed from any of the remaining sources. Commands can be sent to CMD
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from any other CTS task. Commands may come from a z/OS modify for CTS (f CTS, DISPLAY ACTIVE). A command can
be entered in reply to the optional outstanding WTOR. CTSCMD treats commands from all sources equally.

CTSDMP is the other predefined and automatically started CTS task. Its TASKID is DUMP. Its function is to automatically
copy dumps to a SYSOUT so that they are available without having to stop the CTS address space. After CTSDMP is
started, it checks for the presence of a SYSUDUMP or SYSABEND allocated to DASD. If the DD is missing or is for a
SYSOUT, the DUMP task terminates with an RC=0 since it is not needed to unspool dumps. If there is a dump data set,
CTSDMP attempts to copy a dump from it and notify the console when it is complete. Because the dump data set is
defined as MOD, more dumps may be added while it is being copied by dump. CTSDMP will empty the data set when it
completes.

WARNING
Ensure that the dump data set has the proper attributes for a dump data set and that it has been written to
before CTSDMP is started, if not an abend will occur.

CTSMSG is a service program that allows messages from multiple tasks in the CTS address space to log messages to a
single log. It will copy that log to SYSOUT when the SPINOFF LOG command is issued. No response is given.

CTSSNP is a service program that allows snap dump from multiple tasks in the CTS address space to be sent to a single
file. It will copy that file to SYSOUT when the SPINOFF SNAP command is issued. No response is given.

All other CTS tasks must be defined to CTS by SET commands and then attached through the START command. The
CTS address space only provides a generic multi-tasking environment and the basic messages and dump service.

The purpose of the Common Tape System (CTS) is to provide a set of interfaces to all Broadcom Tape Management
products. CTS consists of a started task, utilities, and interface programs. CTS is started from SYS1.PROCLIB(CTS).
During startup it reads commands from the CTSSYSIN DD, which is CAI.CTAPOPTN (CTSSTART) by default. This
section contains a discussion of those commands.

CTSDMP is the other predefined and automatically started CTS task. Its TASKID is DUMP. Its function is to automatically
copy dumps to a SYSOUT so that they are available without having to stop the CTS address space. After CTSDMP is
started, it checks for the presence of a SYSUDUMP or SYSABEND allocated to DASD. If the DD is missing or is for a
SYSOUT, the DUMP task terminates with an RC=0 since it is not needed to unspool dumps. If there is a dump data set,
CTSDMP attempts to copy a dump from it and notify the console when it is complete. Because the dump data set is
defined as MOD, more dumps may be added while it is being copied by dump. CTSDMP will empty the data set when it
completes.

WARNING
Ensure that the dump data set has the proper attributes for a dump data set and that it has been written to
before CTSDMP is started, if not an abend will occur.

CTSMSG is a service program that allows messages from multiple tasks in the CTS address space to log messages to a
single log. It will copy that log to SYSOUT when the SPINOFF LOG command is issued. No response is given.

CTSSNP is a service program that allows snap dump from multiple tasks in the CTS address space to be sent to a single
file. It will copy that file to SYSOUT when the SPINOFF SNAP command is issued. No response is given.

All other CTS tasks must be defined to CTS by SET commands and then attached through the START command. The
CTS address space only provides a generic multi-tasking environment and the basic messages and dump service.

The purpose of the Common Tape System (CTS) is to provide a set of interfaces to all Broadcom Tape Management
products. CTS consists of a started task, utilities, and interface programs. CTS is started from SYS1.PROCLIB(CTS).
During startup it reads commands from the CTSSYSIN DD, which is CAI.CTAPOPTN (CTSSTART) by default. This
section contains a discussion of those commands.

Initialize the Common Tape System
The following example shows the commands used to start the CTS task:
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/* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * */

/* CA-COMMON TAPE SYSTEM STARTUP COMMANDS                      */

/* CA TLMS STARTUP PARAMETERS                                  */

/* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * */

/* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * */

/* SET OPTIONS                                                 */

/* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * */

SET WTOR /* REQUEST HOT (OUTSTANDING) WTOR                     */

SET NOSNAP /* REQUEST DYNOSTIC SNAP DUMPS                      */

SET LOG /* REQUEST COMMAND AND MESSAGE LOGGING                 */

/* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * */

/* DEFINE TASK NORMALLY USED                                   */

/* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * */

SET TASK(TLMS) PGM(TLMSMAIN) RETRY(*) PARM() /* TLMS           */

SET TASK(INQR) PGM(TLMSINQR) RETRY(*) PARM() /* INQR/UPDATE    */

SET TASK(DTS) PGM(CTSDTS)

SET TASK(SCHD) PGM(CTSSCHD)

/* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * */

/* AUTOMATICALLY START THESE TASK                              */

/* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * */

START TLMS /* TAPE MANAGEMENT                                  */

/*START INQR /* INQUIRY / UPDATE TASK                          */

/*START LAB /* EXTERNAL LABEL PRINT TASK                       */

/*START DTS /* DISTRIBUTED TAPE SUPPORT                        */

/*START SCHD /* CTS SCHEDULER                                  */

• SET LOG
Indicates that CTS retains a message log.

• SET NOSNAP
Indicates that the option for recording snap dumps is turned off.

• SET NOWTOR
Indicates that the optional outstanding CA$F000R WTOR is not issued. Commands are entered through the console
MODIFY command instead.

• START LAB
Indicates that the Tape management Online Label Interface (LAB) is to be attached.

• START TLMS
Indicates that the Tape Management system is to be attached.

Common Tape System (CTS) Commands
The CTS address space is created by starting the CTS task. The CTS task is a subtasking supervisor, which provides
support for CTS Services. It provides the means for starting, stopping, and controlling CTS subtasks. The CTS task also
provides display and diagnostic facilities.
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• The CTS task processes commands from console modify, CAI.CTAPOPTN member CTSSTART, EXEC PARM=, CTS
internal message facility, and reply to an outstanding WTOR.

• Commands from any source are free-form in MACRO style and/or TSO style syntax.
• The syntax is a command-word followed by parameters separated by either blanks or commas.
• TSO style comments (/*..........*/) may appear anywhere in the command line or alone on the command line.
• Parameters can be keyword, positional or value, and they can be specified in any order.
• Keyword parameters can be of either the KWD= or KWD( ) style.
• Values are constants like SETUP, and can be specified as the alternate form NOSETUP.
• Numbers specified for positional and keyword parameters can be from 1- to 15-digits with any number of leading

zeros.
• Parameters which contain blanks, commas or special characters must be enclosed in '.......' or (.......).

Command Descriptions Tables
The parameter for each command is as follows:

CANCEL Command

Request a CTS subtask to ABEND with a user 111 and dump.

Parameter Description
tid or ALL Task ID. One to four characters must be unique to CTS address

space. If ALL is specified a CANCEL command is sent to every
CTS subtask. Only those tasks which have had a START
command issued might be canceled.

DISPLAY Command

Request a display of CTS options, defined tasks, or active tasks.

Parameter Description
OPTS or O Display CTS options.
TASKS or T Display all tasks that are defined to CTS.
ACTIVE or A Display all currently active subtasks.

FORCE Command

Detach a CTS subtask causing its forcible termination.

Parameter Description
tid Task ID. One to four characters must be unique to CTS address

space. Required. Only those tasks which had a START command
can be forced.
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MSG Command

Send text to a CTS subtask.

Parameter Description
tid or ALL Task ID. One to four characters must be unique to CTS address

space. If ALL is specified the text command is sent to every CTS
subtask.

text  
Text to be sent to subtask. If this text contain blanks, commas or
special characters it must be enclosed in '......' or (.....).

SET Command for Options

Set one or more CTS options.

Parameter Description
WTOR or NOWTOR Option for outstanding WTOR. If option is WTOR, then CTS keeps

a WTOR issued to receive operator commands.
SNAP or NOSNAP Option for recording diagnostic snap dumps. If the option is

SNAP, the dumps are recorded. This can be printed by using the
SPINOFF SNAP command.

LOG or NOLOG Option for recording message log. If the option is LOG, a log of
messages is retained. This can be printed by using the SPINOFF
LOG command.

SET Command for Subtasks

 Set a CTS subtask definition.

Parameter Description
tid Task ID. Required. One to four characters must be unique to CTS

address space.
PGM(........) Program name. Required. This is the name of the program to be

attached.
PARM(...) Data to be sent to the subtask via internal message. Default is no

data.
RETRY(...) The number of times a subtask is to be restarted after completing

with a nonzero completion code. Default is 0.

SPINOFF Command

 Release SYSOUT for printing.

Parameter Description
tid Task ID. One to four characters must be unique to CTS address

space. Sends a SPINOFF command to a subtask.

Example

F CTS,SPINOFF,SNAP
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              LOG

              WTOR

START Command

Start a CTS subtask for the task-ID. If the task ID is defined to CTS the task ID is the only parameter required. If not
defined to CTS the PGM parameter must be used to identify the program to attach. The other parameters might be used
to specify or override defined values.

Parameter Description
Task ID Required. One to four characters must be unique to CTS address

space.
PGM(nnnnnnnn) Program name. Required if task not defined to CTS. This is the

name of the program to be attached.
PARM(nnn) Data to be sent to the subtask by internal message. Default is no

data.
RETRY(nnn) The number of times a subtask is to be restarted after completing

with a nonzero completion code. Default is 0.

STATUS Command

Request subtask to display status information.

Parameter Description
tid or ALL Task ID. One to four characters must be unique to CTS address

space. If ALL is specified a STATUS command is sent to every
CTS subtask. Each task which can report status, displays and/or
logs its status. The format and content of status varies by task.
Status from the CMD task is the same as issuing a “Display OPT”
and “Display Active”.

STOP Command

Request a subtask to complete normally.

Parameter Description
tid or ALL Task ID. One to four characters must be unique to CTS address

space. If ALL is specified a STOP command is sent to every CTS
subtask. Only those tasks which have had a START command
issued can be stopped.

CTS Command Sample
 

• CANCEL TMAP
The TMAP subtask abends with a user 111 and a dump. If the DUMP subtask is active, the abend dump will be spun
off to SYSOUT.

• START TLMS RETRY(4)
The TLMS subtask is attached and is restarted the next four times it ends with a nonzero return code. If TLMS ends
with a zero return code, it will not be restarted.

• MSG TLMS TRACE
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The text TRACE is sent to the TLMS subtask. TRACE tells TLMS to snap all transactions to the SNAP log on entry and
exit to TLMS.

• MSG INQR 'UPV VOL001 SCRATCH=YES'
The text is sent to the INQR subtask which will process it just as though it had been entered in response to INQRs
WTOR. In this case, VOL001 is scratched.

• SET LABDEBUG(1)
The DEBUG switch in LABs CTSB is set to 1. The meaning of the DEBUG setting varies with the task. Use only when
instructed by TLMS Support.

• SET LAB DEBUG()
The DEBUG switch in LABs CTSB is set to reset to blank.

• STOP ALL
STOP will be sent to all subtasks in the CTS address space. Each subtask terminates with a zero return code. The one
exception is CMD. CMD never terminates while another subtask is active, because it is needed to process the STOP
or CANCEL for the other task. If CMD receives a command to terminate when another task is active, waits 20 seconds
then tries again. If another task is still active, it issues a message and remains active.

The following example displays how to turn on a CTS trace and where the output is routed:

A) F CTS,SET SNAP

B) F CTS,MSG TLMS,TRACE   (run job)

C) F CTS,SPINOFF,SNAP     (after job completes)

D) F CTS,MSG TLMS,NOTRACE

CTS Started Task
The following member is CTS in CAI.CTAPPROC.

//* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

//*            CA COMMON TAPE SYSTEM                            *

//*                 FOR TLMS                                    *

//* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

//*

//*

//CTS      PROC PRM=,                      /*  EXEC TIME COMMAND */

//             ALOG='CAI.TLMS.ALOG'

//*            EARLLIB='CAI.CTAPEARL',     /* OPTIONAL */ 

//*            EARLMAC='CAI.CTAPECPB',     /* OPTIONAL */ 

//             CTSDMP='CAI.CTS.DUMP',

//             LAB1='A',

//             LAB2='A',

//             LAB3='A',

//*            LBL='TLMSLBLS'

//             LINKLIB='CAI.CTAPLINK',

//*            SPIN='A',

//             START='CAI.CTAPOPTN(CTSSTART)',

//             VMF='CAI.TLMS.VMF',

//*            VMFIDX='CAI.TLMS.VMFINDEX',

//*            WORK='SYSDA',

//             SOUT='A'

//*

//CTSGO    EXEC PGM=CTSMAIN,REGION=3M,IME=1439,
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//         PARM='&PRM'.

//*

//SPINOFF  OUTPUT CLASS=&SPN.              SYSOUT FOR SPINOFF

//OUTPUTP1 OUTPUT CLASS=&LAB1.             LABEL PRINTER #1

//OUTPUTP2 OUTPUT CLASS=&LAB2.             LABEL PRINTER #2

//OUTPUTP3 OUTPUT CLASS=&LAB3.             LABEL PRINTER #3

//*

//STEPLIB  DD DISP=SHR,DSN=&LINKLIB.

//SYSOUT   DD SYSOUT=&SOUT.

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=&SOUT.

//SYSUDUMP DD DISP=MOD,DSN=&CTSDMP.        DUMP SPOOL

//*ABNLIGNR DD DUMMY                       DISABLE ABENDAID

//CTSSYSIN DD DISP=SHR,DSN=&START.         STARTUP COMMANDS

//*

//*----------- TLMS                                  (REQUIRED)

//CAIVMF    DD DISP=SHR,DSN=&VMF.          TAPEDB (UPDATE)

//CAIVMFI   DD DISP=SHR,DSN=&VMF.          TAPEDB (INPUT)

//TAPEDB    DD DISP=SHR,DSN=&VMF.          TAPEDB (CTSDBIO)

//*

//*----------- TLMS                                  (OPTIONAL)

//*CAIALOG  DD DISP=SHR,DSN=ALOG           ALTERNATE TRAN LOG

//*CAIVMFXI DD DISP=SHR,DSN=&VMFIDX.       TAPEDB INDEX (INPUT)

//*CAIVMFXU DD DISP=SHR,DSN=&VMFIDX.       TAPEDB INDEX (UPDATE)

//*

//*----------- EXTERNAL TAPE LABELS                 (OPTIONAL)

//*EARLOBJ  DD UNIT=&WORK.,                 EARL COMPILE OUTPUT

//*           SPACE=(TRK,2),DISP=(NEW,DELETE)

//*EARLLIB DD DISP=SHR,DSN=&EARLLIB.        EARL SOURCE LIB

//*SORTIN   DD DUMMY

//*SORTOUT  DD DUMMY

//*SYSIN    DD DISP=SHR,DSN=&EARLLIB(.&LBL). LABEL FRMTTR SOURCE

//*

//*

Online Label Interface and Processing Steps
External gummed labels are generated through the Online Label Interface (LAB) subtask of CTS.

Gummed labels produced by TLMS use the Online Label Interface (LAB) to generate labels.

The Online Label Interface is made up of three components:

• The input processor (CTSLBLIN) which is used to obtain each input record and pass the information to the appropriate
EARL program.

• EARL which is used to process the input records, format the label image and call the output processor. Member
TLMSLBLS in CAI.CTAPEARL is the EARL example provided to generate the default gummed labels for TLMS. This
member can be copied and modified to customize labels for your site.

• The output processor (CTSLBLOT) which is used to write a formatted label image to one or more output locations.

Processing Steps

The CTS procedure provided with this version uses member TLMSLBLS in CAI.CTAPEARL to create labels. The following
example shows the code contained in the TLMSLBLS member with a discussion of the various sections. If modification of
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this is required to customize labels for your site, you can modify this code or make a copy for modification. Verify that the
LBL parameter in the CTS procedure points to the name of the member that you wish to use.

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

!  SAMPLE OUTPUT LABELS FOR REELS AND CARTRIDGES                 !

!                                                                !

!  THE FOLLOWING FORMATS ARE BEING PRODUCED IN THIS SAMPLE:      !

!                                                                !

!  REELS:                                                        !

!     ....+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+              !

!                                                                !

!  1  DSN.........................................               !

!  2  JOBNAME. STEPNAME HH&COLON.MM&COLON.SS YYDDD UUUU DEN.     !

!  3  CPU. LRECL BLKSI. RFM. BLKCNT.... ERG FSN...               !

!  4  VOLSER # VLSQ/VCNT T X       JOBACT.....                   !

!                                                                !

!  CARTS:                                                        !

!     ....+....1....+....2....+....                              !

!                                                                !

!  1  DSN......................                                  !

!  2   DSN2............... JOBNAME.                              !

!  3   VOLSER STEPNAME HH&COLON.MM&COLON.SS                      !

!  4   YYDDD UUUU DEN. X                                         !

!  5   LRECL BLKSI. RFM. VSEQ/VCNT                               !

!  6   BLKCNT.... FSN... # T ERG.                                !

!  7   JOBACCT.....   CPU.                                       !

!                                                                !

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

 COPY LABELDEF    2

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

!  OUTPUT LABEL IMAGE  10 ROWS BY 80 COLUMNS              !   3

!                                                         !

!  "ROWS" DEFINE THE NUMBER OF LINES IN EACH LABEL FROM   !

!  THE FIRST LINE OF ONE LABEL TO THE FIRST LINE IN THE   !

!  NEXT LABEL.                                            !

!                                                         !

!  "COLUMNS" DEFINE THE NUMBER OF CHARACTERS IN EACH ROW. !

!                                                         !

!  "LINE" DEFINES THE INDIVIDUAL ROW IN THE ARRAY.        !

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

 DEF OUTPUT_LABEL (X 802) = ' ' 'OUTPUT' 'LABEL'   4

 DEF ROWS           = OUTPUT_LABEL  001-001 B 'ROWS'

 DEF COLUMNS        = OUTPUT_LABEL  002-002 B 'COLUMNS'

 DEF LINE  ARRAY 10 = OUTPUT_LABEL  003-082 X      5
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!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

! THE FOLLOWING ARE ALTERED PRINT FIELDS.                             !

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

 DEF ACCT_P           = ACCT            001-012 X  6

 DEF LABEL_P          = LABEL_TYPE      001-001 X

 DEF DSN_P1           = DSN             001-025 X

 DEF DSN_P2           = DSN             026-044 X

 DEF F_CTIME (N 6.0)  = NONE

 DEF F_CTIME_HH       = F_CTIME         001-002 N

 DEF F_CTIME_MM       = F_CTIME         003-004 N

 DEF F_CTIME_SS       = F_CTIME         005-006 N

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

!  WORK LINES FOR LABEL REEL IMAGE - 80 COLUMNS WIDE !

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

 DEF WORK_LINE (X 80) = ' '

 DEF REEL01_DSN     = WORK_LINE     001-044 X      7

 DEF REEL02_CJOB    = WORK_LINE     001-008 X

 DEF REEL02_CSTEP   = WORK_LINE     010-017 X

 DEF REEL02_CTIMEHH = WORK_LINE     019-020 N

 DEF REEL02_CTIMED1 = WORK_LINE     021-021 X

 DEF REEL02_CTIMEMM = WORK_LINE     022-023 N

 DEF REEL02_CTIMED2 = WORK_LINE     024-024 X

 DEF REEL02_CTIMESS = WORK_LINE     025-026 N

 DEF REEL02_CDATE   = WORK_LINE     029-033 N

 DEF REEL02_CUNIT   = WORK_LINE     035-038 X

 DEF REEL02_DEN     = WORK_LINE     040-043 X

 DEF REEL03_CPUID   = WORK_LINE     001-004 X

 DEF REEL03_LRECL   = WORK_LINE     006-010 N

 DEF REEL03_BLKSIZE = WORK_LINE     012-017 N

 DEF REEL03_RECFM   = WORK_LINE     019-022 X

 DEF REEL03_BLKCNT  = WORK_LINE     024-033 N

 DEF REEL03_ERG     = WORK_LINE     035-037 N

 DEF REEL03_FILESEQ = WORK_LINE     039-043 N

 DEF REEL04_VOLSER  = WORK_LINE     001-006 X

 DEF REEL04_FORGN   = WORK_LINE     008-008 X

 DEF REEL04_VOLSEQ  = WORK_LINE     010-013 N

 DEF REEL04_VOLCNT  = WORK_LINE     015-017 N

 DEF REEL04_LABEL   = WORK_LINE     019-019 X

 DEF REEL04_TRTCH   = WORK_LINE     021-024 X

 DEF REEL04_ACCT    = WORK_LINE     029-040 X

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
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!  WORK LINES FOR LABEL CART IMAGE - 80 COLUMNS WIDE !

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

 DEF CART01_DSN     = WORK_LINE     001-025 X

 DEF CART02_DSN2    = WORK_LINE     002-020 X

 DEF CART02_CJOB    = WORK_LINE     022-029 X

 DEF CART03_VOLSER  = WORK_LINE     002-007 X

 DEF CART03_CSTEP   = WORK_LINE     009-016 X

 DEF CART03_CTIMEHH = WORK_LINE     019-020 N

 DEF CART03_CTIMED1 = WORK_LINE     021-021 X

 DEF CART03_CTIMEMM = WORK_LINE     022-023 N

 DEF CART03_CTIMED2 = WORK_LINE     024-024 X

 DEF CART03_CTIMESS = WORK_LINE     025-026 N

 DEF CART04_CDATE   = WORK_LINE     002-006 N

 DEF CART04_CUNIT   = WORK_LINE     008-011 X

 DEF CART04_DEN     = WORK_LINE     013-016 X

 DEF CART04_TRTCH   = WORK_LINE     018-021 X

 DEF CART05_LRECL   = WORK_LINE     002-006 N

 DEF CART05_BLKSIZE = WORK_LINE     008-013 N

 DEF CART05_RECFM   = WORK_LINE     015-018 X

 DEF CART05_VOLSEQ  = WORK_LINE     020-023 N

 DEF CART05_VOLCNT  = WORK_LINE     025-028 N

 DEF CART06_BLKCNT  = WORK_LINE     002-011 N

 DEF CART06_FILESEQ = WORK_LINE     013-017 N

 DEF CART06_FORGN   = WORK_LINE     020-020 X

 DEF CART06_LABEL   = WORK_LINE     022-022 X

 DEF CART06_ERG     = WORK_LINE     024-027 N

 DEF CART07_ACCT    = WORK_LINE     002-013 X

 DEF CART07_CPUID   = WORK_LINE     018-021 X

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

! THE FOLLOWING ROUTINE WILL GENERATE AND PRINT 10 CART SETUP LABELS  !

! USING THE DEFAULT OUTPUT IF THE VALUE IN 'SETUP_REQUESTED' = 'Y'.   !8

! IF REEL SETUP LABELS ARE PREFERRED, CHANGE THE VALUE IN THE         !

! 'SETUP_TYPE' FIELD TO 'REEL'.                                       !

! IF MORE THAN 10 SETUP LABELS ARE DESIRED, CHANGE THE VALUE IN THE   !

! 'SETUP_MAXIMUM' FIELD TO THE DESIRED VALUE.                         !

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

 DEF SETUP_REQUESTED      (X 1)   = 'Y'

!DEF SETUP_TYPE           (X 4)   = 'CART'

!DEF SETUP_TYPE           (X 4)   = 'REEL'

 DEF SETUP_TYPE           (X 4)   = 'BOTH'

 DEF SETUP_COUNT          (P 2.0) = 0

 DEF SETUP_MAXIMUM        (P 2.0) = 10
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!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

! PRINT SETUP LABELS                                                  !

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

 IF SETUP_REQUESTED  = 'Y'

     SET SETUP_REQUESTED = 'N'                       9

     IF SETUP_TYPE = 'REEL' OR SETUP_TYPE = 'BOTH'

        SET SETUP_COUNT = 0

        PERFORM SETUP_REEL

     ENDIF

     IF SETUP_TYPE = 'CART' OR SETUP_TYPE = 'BOTH'

        SET SETUP_COUNT = 0

        PERFORM SETUP_CART

     ENDIF

 ENDIF

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

! THE FOLLOWING STATEMENTS READ THE NEXT INPUT RECORD                 !

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

GETTAG:                                           10

 GET TAPEDB

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

! IF END-OF-FILE IS REACHED - CALL CTSLBLOT TO CLOSE ALL FILES        !

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

 IF TAPEDB = 'E'

    SET REQUEST = 'C'                             11

    CALL CTSLBLOT USING LABEL_RECORD COMM_AREA

    GOTO EOJ

 ENDIF

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

! IF A SPINOFF REQUEST WAS ENTERED - CALL CTSLBLOT WITH THE REQUEST   !

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

 IF REQUEST = 'S'                                 

    CALL CTSLBLOT USING LABEL_RECORD COMM_AREA    12

    GOTO GETTAG

 ENDIF

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

!>>>>>>   B Y P A S S   O R    C H A N G E   L A B E L          <<<<<<!

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

!  REQUEST = 'L'    CONTAINS PREFORMATTED DATA     

!  REQUEST = 'V'    CONTAINS DATABASE RECORD

!  REQUEST = 'D'    CONTAINS DATABASE RECORD    13

!                   IGNORE ALL OTHER TYPES

!====>  USER CODE GOES HERE

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

! IF A LABEL IMAGE IS READ - CALL CTSLBLOT TO PRINT THE LABEL IMAGE   !

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
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 IF REQUEST = 'L'

    PERFORM SELECT_IMAGE_OUTPUT

    CALL CTSLBLOT USING LABEL_RECORD COMM_AREA

    GOTO GETTAG

 ENDIF

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

! IF A VOLUME OR DATA RECORD IS READ AND IT CONTAINS A CARTRIDGE      !

! DENSITY, FORMAT A LABEL IMAGE FOR CARTRIDGES.                       !

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

 IF REQUEST = 'V' OR REQUEST = 'D'

    IF DEN = '38K' OR DEN = '38KC' OR DEN = 'CART' OR DEN = 'IDRC'

       OR '3590'

       PERFORM SELECT_CART_OUTPUT

       PERFORM CART_LABEL

    ELSE

       PERFORM SELECT_REEL_OUTPUT

       PERFORM REEL_LABEL

    ENDIF

    GOTO GETTAG

 ENDIF

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

!>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> END OF MAIN LINE CODE <<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<!

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

 GOTO GETTAG

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

!      FORMAT AND OUTPUT A CART TYPE LABEL                            !

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

 CART_LABEL: PROC

    SET OUTPUT_LABEL   = ' '                     14

    SET ROWS           = 10

    SET COLUMNS        = 80

    SET WORK_LINE      = ' '

    SET CART01_DSN     = DSN_P1

    SET LINE(/1/)      = WORK_LINE

    SET WORK_LINE      = ' '

    SET CART02_DSN2    = DSN_P2

    SET CART02_CJOB    = CJOB

    SET LINE(/2/)      = WORK_LINE

    SET WORK_LINE      = ' '

    SET CART03_VOLSER  = VOLSER

    SET CART03_CSTEP   = CSTEP

    SET F_CTIME        = CTIME

    SET CART03_CTIMEHH = F_CTIME_HH

    SET CART03_CTIMED1 = ':'

    SET CART03_CTIMEMM = F_CTIME_MM
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    SET CART03_CTIMED2 = ':'

    SET CART03_CTIMESS = F_CTIME_SS

    SET LINE(/3/)      = WORK_LINE

    SET WORK_LINE      = ' '

    SET CART04_CDATE   = CDATE

    SET CART04_CUNIT   = CUNIT

    SET CART04_DEN     = DEN

    SET CART04_TRTCH   = TRTCH

    SET LINE(/4/)      = WORK_LINE

    SET WORK_LINE      = ' '

    SET CART05_LRECL   = LRECL

    SET CART05_BLKSIZE = BLKSIZE

    SET CART05_RECFM   = RECFM

    SET CART05_VOLSEQ  = VOLSEQ

    SET CART05_VOLCNT  = VOLUME_COUNT

    SET LINE(/5/)      = WORK_LINE

    SET WORK_LINE      = ' '

    SET CART06_BLKCNT  = BLKCNT

    SET CART06_FILESEQ = FILESEQ

    SET CART06_FORGN   = SCRATCH_SOURCE

    SET CART06_LABEL   = LABEL_P

    SET CART06_ERG     = PERM_WRITE_CLEAN

    SET LINE(/6/)      = WORK_LINE

    SET WORK_LINE      = ' '

    SET CART07_ACCT    = ACCT_P

    SET CART07_CPUID   = CPUID

    SET LINE(/7/)      = WORK_LINE

    PERFORM LABEL_OUT

 ENDPROC

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

!      FORMAT AND OUTPUT A REEL TYPE LABEL                            !

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

 REEL_LABEL: PROC                         

    SET OUTPUT_LABEL   = ' '           15

    SET ROWS           = 10

    SET COLUMNS        = 80

    SET WORK_LINE      = ' '

    SET REEL01_DSN     = DSN

    SET LINE(/1/)      = WORK_LINE

    SET WORK_LINE      = ' '

    SET REEL02_CJOB    = CJOB

    SET REEL02_CSTEP   = CSTEP
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    SET F_CTIME        = CTIME

    SET REEL02_CTIMEHH = F_CTIME_HH

    SET REEL02_CTIMED1 = ':'

    SET REEL02_CTIMEMM = F_CTIME_MM

    SET REEL02_CTIMED2 = ':'

    SET REEL02_CTIMESS = F_CTIME_SS

    SET REEL02_CDATE   = CDATE

    SET REEL02_CUNIT   = CUNIT

    SET REEL02_DEN     = DEN

    SET LINE(/2/)      = WORK_LINE

    SET WORK_LINE      = ' '

    SET REEL03_CPUID   = CPUID

    SET REEL03_LRECL   = LRECL

    SET REEL03_BLKSIZE = BLKSIZE

    SET REEL03_RECFM   = RECFM

    SET REEL03_BLKCNT  = BLKCNT

    SET REEL03_ERG     = PERM_WRITE_CLEAN

    SET REEL03_FILESEQ = FILESEQ

    SET LINE(/3/)      = WORK_LINE

 

    SET WORK_LINE      = ' '

    SET REEL04_VOLSER  = VOLSER

    SET REEL04_FORGN   = SCRATCH_SOURCE

    SET REEL04_VOLSEQ  = VOLSEQ

    SET REEL04_VOLCNT  = VOLUME_COUNT

    SET REEL04_LABEL   = LABEL_P

    SET REEL04_TRTCH   = TRTCH

    SET REEL04_ACCT    = ACCT_P

    SET LINE(/4/)      = WORK_LINE

    PERFORM LABEL_OUT

ENDPROC

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

!      FORMAT AND OUTPUT CART TYPE SETUP LABELS                       !

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

 SETUP_CART: PROC                           16

    PERFORM SELECT_CART_OUTPUT

    SET OUTPUT_LABEL   = ' '

    SET ROWS           = 10

    SET COLUMNS        = 80

    SET WORK_LINE      = ' '

    SET CART01_DSN     = 'XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX'

    SET LINE(/1/)      = WORK_LINE
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    SET WORK_LINE      = ' '

    SET CART02_DSN2    = 'XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX'

    SET CART02_CJOB    = 'XXXXXXXX'

    SET LINE(/2/)      = WORK_LINE

    SET WORK_LINE      = ' '

    SET CART03_VOLSER  = 'XXXXXX'

    SET CART03_CSTEP   = 'XXXXXXXX'

    SET CART03_CTIMEHH = 99

    SET CART03_CTIMED1 = ':'

    SET CART03_CTIMEMM = 99

    SET CART03_CTIMED2 = ':'

    SET CART03_CTIMESS = 99

    SET LINE(/3/)      = WORK_LINE

 

    SET WORK_LINE      = ' '

    SET CART04_CDATE   = 99999

    SET CART04_CUNIT   = 'XXXX'

    SET CART04_DEN     = 'XXXX'

    SET CART04_TRTCH   = 'XXXX'

    SET LINE(/4/)      = WORK_LINE

    SET WORK_LINE      = ' '

    SET CART05_LRECL   = 99999

    SET CART05_BLKSIZE = 999999

    SET CART05_RECFM   = 'XXXX'

    SET CART05_VOLSEQ  = 9999

    SET CART05_VOLCNT  = 999

    SET LINE(/5/)      = WORK_LINE

    SET WORK_LINE      = ' '

    SET CART06_BLKCNT  = 9999999999

    SET CART06_FILESEQ = 99999

    SET CART06_FORGN   = 'X'

    SET CART06_LABEL   = 'X'

    SET CART06_ERG     = 999

    SET LINE(/6/)      = WORK_LINE

    SET WORK_LINE      = ' '

    SET CART07_ACCT    = 'XXXXXXXXXXXX'

    SET CART07_CPUID   = 'XXXX'

    SET LINE(/7/)      = WORK_LINE

 SETUP_CART_LOOP:                            17

    PERFORM LABEL_OUT

    SET SETUP_COUNT = SETUP_COUNT + 1

    IF SETUP_COUNT < SETUP_MAXIMUM

       GOTO SETUP_CART_LOOP

    ENDIF

ENDPROC
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!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

!      FORMAT AND OUTPUT REEL TYPE SETUP LABELS                       !

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

SETUP_REEL: PROC

    PERFORM SELECT_REEL_OUTPUT           18

    SET OUTPUT_LABEL   = ' '

    SET ROWS           = 10

    SET COLUMNS        = 80

    SET WORK_LINE      = ' '

    SET REEL01_DSN     = 'XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX'

    SET LINE(/1/)      = WORK_LINE

    SET WORK_LINE      = ' '

    SET REEL02_CJOB    = 'XXXXXXXX'

    SET REEL02_CSTEP   = 'XXXXXXXX'

    SET REEL02_CTIMEHH = 99

    SET REEL02_CTIMED1 = ':'

    SET REEL02_CTIMEMM = 99

    SET REEL02_CTIMED2 = ':'

    SET REEL02_CTIMESS = 99

    SET REEL02_CDATE   = 99999

    SET REEL02_CUNIT   = 'XXXX'

    SET REEL02_DEN     = 'XXXX'

    SET LINE(/2/)      = WORK_LINE

    SET WORK_LINE      = ' '

    SET REEL03_CPUID   = 'XXXX'

    SET REEL03_LRECL   = 99999

    SET REEL03_BLKSIZE = 999999

    SET REEL03_RECFM   = 'XXXX'

    SET REEL03_BLKCNT  = 9999999999

    SET REEL03_ERG     = 9999

    SET REEL03_FILESEQ = 99999

    SET LINE(/3/)      = WORK_LINE

    SET WORK_LINE      = ' '

    SET REEL04_VOLSER  = 'XXXXXX'

    SET REEL04_FORGN   = 'X'

    SET REEL04_VOLSEQ  = 9999

    SET REEL04_VOLCNT  = 999

    SET REEL04_LABEL   = 'X'

    SET REEL04_TRTCH   = 'XXXX'

    SET REEL04_ACCT    = 'XXXXXXXXXXXX'

    SET LINE(/4/)      = WORK_LINE

 

SETUP_REEL_LOOP:

    PERFORM LABEL_OUT         19
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    SET SETUP_COUNT = SETUP_COUNT + 1        

    IF SETUP_COUNT < SETUP_MAXIMUM

       GOTO SETUP_REEL_LOOP

    ENDIF

 ENDPROC

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

! CALL CTSLBLOT WITH A LABEL REQUEST TO PRINT THE LABEL IMAGE         !

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

LABEL_OUT: PROC                                 20

    SET REQUEST = 'L'

    CALL CTSLBLOT USING OUTPUT_LABEL COMM_AREA

ENDPROC

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

!  SET THE DESTINATIONS FOR CARTS, REELS, AND LABEL IMAGES BELOW.     !

!                                                                     !

!  FOR PRT1_REQ, PRT2_REQ AND PRT3_REQ                                !

!      Y = PRINT LABEL, N = DON'T PRINT                               !

!                                                                     !

!  FOR WTO1_REQ, WTO2_REQ AND WTO3_REQ                                !

!      000 = DON'T PRINT, 1 - 128 IS WTO ROUTCDE TO PRINT             !

!                                                                     !

!  FOR CCI_DEST                                                       !

!      BLANK = DON'T SEND, NON-BLANK IS CCI ID                        !

!                                                                     !

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

!    SELECT WHERE CART LABELS WILL GO                                 !

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

SELECT_CART_OUTPUT: PROC                          21

     SET PRT1_REQ = 'Y'             !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

     SET PRT2_REQ = 'N'             !! SEND LABEL IMAGES TO WTO     !!

     SET PRT3_REQ = 'N'             !! ROUTE CODES 13.              !!

     SET WTO1_REQ = 013             !!                              !!

     SET WTO2_REQ = 000             !! ALSO SEND COPY TO PRINTER1.  !!

     SET WTO3_REQ = 000             !!                              !!

     SET CCI_DEST = ' '             !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

ENDPROC

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

!    SELECT WHERE REEL LABELS WILL GO                                 !

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

SELECT_REEL_OUTPUT: PROC                         21
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     SET PRT1_REQ = 'Y'             !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

     SET PRT2_REQ = 'N'             !! SEND LABEL IMAGES TO WTO     !!

     SET PRT3_REQ = 'N'             !! ROUTE CODES 14.              !!

     SET WTO1_REQ = 014             !!                              !!

     SET WTO2_REQ = 000             !! ALSO SEND COPY TO PRINTER1.  !!

     SET WTO3_REQ = 000             !!                              !!

     SET CCI_DEST = ' '             !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

ENDPROC

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

!    SELECT WHERE PREFORMATED LABELS WILL GO                          !

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

SELECT_IMAGE_OUTPUT: PROC                        21

     SET PRT1_REQ = 'Y'             !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

     SET PRT2_REQ = 'N'             !! SEND LABEL IMAGES TO WTO     !!

     SET PRT3_REQ = 'N'             !! ROUTE CODES 13 AND 14.       !!

     SET WTO1_REQ = 013             !!                              !!

     SET WTO2_REQ = 014             !! ALSO SEND COPY TO PRINTER1.  !!

     SET WTO3_REQ = 000             !!                              !!

     SET CCI_DEST = ' '             !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

ENDPROC

END

 

• 1
The first part of the code is a comment section showing the output format of labels produced by default. See Label
formats for REELS and CARTS for additional information.

• 2
The COPY command brings in the EARL label and record definitions from members LABELDEF, CTEARLCM and
CTEARLCN from CAI.CTAPECPB.

• 3
This section of code defines the storage array for the labels. The definition may be larger than the actual storage
requirements.

• 4
The size for OUTPUT_LABEL is the maximum buffer size (10 rows X 80 columns +2).

• 5
The LINE array should be set to the number of rows used to calculate OUTPUT_LABEL.
– For example

    DEF OUTPUT_LABEL (X 1282) = '  ' 'OUTPUT' 'LABEL'   

      .

      .

     DEF LINE ARRAY 16 = OUTPUT_LABEL 003-082 X

This defines a storage area that can accommodate labels up to 16 rows by 80 columns.

• 6
These fields are used to format fields for printing.

• 7
Defines the work lines used to build the label array. For ease in understanding the variable names in this section are
defined as ttttnn-ffff where tttt indicates REEL or CART, nn is the two digit line number within the label and ffff describes
the value to be printed.
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The variables are defined as sub-strings of WORK_LINE at the positions indicated.
– For example

The fourth line of the cartridge label displays the creating unit in columns 8-11 and the create date in columns
12-26.

• 8
The program allows you to produce setup labels if they are desired. The delivered sample automatically produces 10
setup labels in a CART format. If the REEL format is preferred, the number of setup labels needs to be changed or the
setup labels are to be bypassed entirely, modify the default values in this section.

• 9
This section prints SETUP labels if requested. Checks are made to determine if SETUP labels are requested for
CART, REEL, or BOTH.

• 10
This section gets the next label request. TLMSLBLS waits here until another label request is available.

• 11
This is a test for a termination request.

• 12
This section handles a SPINOFF request for one or more printers.

• 13
User code should be inserted here. You may bypass printing a label with a GOTO GETTAG or change the data being
passed.

• 14
This section of the code formats labels for CARTS. Formatting is done one line at a time, and then moved to the label
output area. Then the label output module is called.

• 15
This section of the code formats labels for REELS. Formatting is done one line at a time, and then moved to the label
output area. Then the label output module is called.

• 16
This section of the code formats labels for CART SETUP labels. Formatting is done one line at a time, and then moved
to the label output area. Then the label output module is called.

• 17
This section of the code formats labels for REEL SETUP labels. Formatting is done one line at a time, and then moved
to the label output area. Then the label output module is called.

• 18
This section of the code causes the CART SETUP labels to be printed for the number of labels specified in
SETUP_MAXIMUM.

• 19
This section of the code causes the REEL SETUP labels to be printed for the number of labels specified in
SETUP_MAXIMUM.

• 20
This is the actual call to the LABEL output module.

• 21
These routines set the output destinations for the labels.

Accessing User Data

User data is 'free form' text that can be passed to your EARL label formatter. Realtime Auxiliary Disposition provides this
capability when the user data option is specified. Up to 51 characters of free form text may be passed for each volume.
The length of the user data is provided in the field LABEL_USERDATA_LEN, and the actual text is provided in the field
LABEL_USERDATA.
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Initialization Procedures

Input Requests

The input processor receives all input records and requests through the Common Components and Services, CAICCI -
Common Communicators Interface. These requests include the following:

• C (Close)
This request is used to ask the Output processor to close all files

• D (Data)
The common tape record is built based on the information available at the time of the request

• L (Label)
The current record contains a preformatted label image ready to print

• S (Spinoff)
This request closes and reopens any dynamically allocated printers

• V (Volume)
A volume lookup is performed against the current tape database

The installed tape management system programmatically generates each label request or data record and sends the
information to the label processor using the Common Components and Services CAICCI - Common Communicators
Interface.

Output Labels

The label output processor supports up to seven outputs for a single label image. Up to three WTO route codes may be
used and up to three label printers. Additionally, a CAICCI destination can be used to redirect the label image to another
label processor running on another CPU.

In this case, the CTS task and LAB subtask need to be started on the secondary CPU as well. Additionally, the Common
Components and Services CAICCI network must include both the primary and secondary CPU.

After this is in place, the client can direct the label image to the secondary CPU by defining the CAICCI destination as an
output assignment on the label request within the EARL component.

Common Components and Services CAICCI

Common Components and Services CAICCI/CAIENF are used throughout the label processing. The following CAICCI
node prefixes are used:

• CA$FO...
This identifies the input label processor that receives all label requests.

• CA$FS...
This identifies the originating sender of the label request.

• CA$FW...
This identifies the output label processor when used to re-route a label image.

For more information on Common Components and Services CAICCI, see the Common Components and Services
Reference section.

LAB Description and Startup Procedure

When LAB is started, it initiates the label processor and wait for either the label processor to complete or a command from
the operator to be entered.

The label processor completes under any of the following conditions:
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• The label input processor received a CLOSE request
• An error was detected in the EARL component
• An end-of-file condition was forced in the EARL component
• A fatal error occurred in either the input or output label processor
• A STOP or CANCEL command was passed to the LAB subtask

The CLOSE request shuts down the entire label process in a normal fashion. Common Components and Services CAICCI
used in the input processor is terminated. The EARL component receives the CLOSE request which in turn is passed
to the output label processor, requesting it to close all opened files and terminate any use of Common Components and
Services CAICCI.

The following command in the LAB subtask is used to send the CLOSE request to the label processor.

F CTS,STOP LAB

or

F CTS,MSG LAB,STOP

Additionally, if the EARL component detects an error, it forces an END-OF-FILE condition which in turn requests the label
processor to shutdown. The same is true for any fatal errors that may occur.

Startup Procedure

The CTS startup procedure contains all JCL required to initiate the LAB subtask including the label processor and the
EARL component.

LAB can be started manually or automatically when CTS is started. Common Components and Services CAIENF must
have started and CAICCI communications must be up and operational before LAB is started.

• Automatic Startup
To automatically start the LAB subtask when CTS is started, add the following command to the member CTSSTART in
CAI.CTAPOPTN:

START LAB

After the member CTSSTART is updated to contain the command listed above, CTS automatically starts the LAB
subtask when CTS is started.

• Manual Startup
After the CTS task has been started, you can communicate with CTS by using a MODIFY command or by WTOR.
The following is an example of how to manually start the LAB subtask under CTS by using the MODIFY command:

F CTS,START LAB

LAB Commands

Commands are sent to LAB using the CTS Message command (MSG). The following format should be used on all
commands issued to the LAB subtask:

MSG LAB,xxxxxxxxxx

Where xxxxxxxxxx is the LAB command and must contain one of the following values:

• STOP
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to terminate label processing in a normal fashion
• CANCEL

to cancel LAB including label processing with a User-111 Abend
• STATUS

to request a current label processing status
• VOLUME xxxxxx

to send a VOLUME request through the Common Components and Services CAICCI to the label processor.
• SPINOFF |xxxxxxxx

to send a SPINOFF request through Common Components and Services CAICCI to the label processor.

The STOP command issues a CLOSE request to the label processor which terminates the process in a normal fashion.
Once termination is complete, the LAB subtask ends.

The STATUS command issues a request that provides two messages indicating the time and date the label processor
started along with accumulated totals of VOLUME, DATA, LABEL and SPINOFF CAICCI requests that have been
received. Additionally, an error count associated with VOLUME requests is provided.

The VOLUME command directs a request for a specific volume serial number to be processed. This command requires a
parameter containing the volume serial number associated with the request. For this reason, the command and parameter
entered must be separated by a blank and enclosed within single quotes or parentheses, for example, 'VOLUME 980010'.

The SPINOFF command can be entered with or without a parameter.

If the SPINOFF command is entered without a parameter, the label processor closes, reallocates, and reopens all printer
files that were originally dynamically allocated as a SYSOUT file, thus freeing the current SYSOUT to be printed.

If the SPINOFF command is entered with a parameter, the parameter must be either PRINTER1, PRINTER2 or
PRINTER3 indicating the specific printer to which the request applies. Additionally, only the printer specified is closed,
reallocated and reopened, freeing the current SYSOUT to be printed. In this case, the command and parameter entered
must be separated by a blank and enclosed within single quotes or parentheses, for example, 'SPINOFF PRINTER1'.

LAB Commands 1

Commands are sent to LAB using the CTS Message command (MSG). The following format should be used on all
commands issued to the LAB subtask:

MSG LAB,xxxxxxxxxx

Where xxxxxxxxxx is the LAB command and must contain one of the following values:

• STOP
to terminate label processing in a normal fashion

• CANCEL
to cancel LAB including label processing with a User-111 Abend

• STATUS
to request a current label processing status

• VOLUME xxxxxx
to send a VOLUME request through the Common Components and Services CAICCI to the label processor.

• SPINOFF |xxxxxxxx
to send a SPINOFF request through Common Components and Services CAICCI to the label processor.

The STOP command issues a CLOSE request to the label processor which terminates the process in a normal fashion.
Once termination is complete, the LAB subtask ends.
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The STATUS command issues a request that provides two messages indicating the time and date the label processor
started along with accumulated totals of VOLUME, DATA, LABEL and SPINOFF CAICCI requests that have been
received. Additionally, an error count associated with VOLUME requests is provided.

The VOLUME command directs a request for a specific volume serial number to be processed. This command requires a
parameter containing the volume serial number associated with the request. For this reason, the command and parameter
entered must be separated by a blank and enclosed within single quotes or parentheses, for example, 'VOLUME 980010'.

The SPINOFF command can be entered with or without a parameter.

If the SPINOFF command is entered without a parameter, the label processor closes, reallocates, and reopens all printer
files that were originally dynamically allocated as a SYSOUT file, thus freeing the current SYSOUT to be printed.

If the SPINOFF command is entered with a parameter, the parameter must be either PRINTER1, PRINTER2 or
PRINTER3 indicating the specific printer to which the request applies. Additionally, only the printer specified is closed,
reallocated and reopened, freeing the current SYSOUT to be printed. In this case, the command and parameter entered
must be separated by a blank and enclosed within single quotes or parentheses, for example, 'SPINOFF PRINTER1'.

Output Assignments

Up to seven outputs can be requested on each label image. Three different printers can be requested (PRINTER1,
PRINTER2 and PRINTER3), along with up to three unique WTO Route Codes and additionally a CAICCI destination can
be requested.

Unless the CTS started task procedure in CAI.CTAPPROC is modified, the particular printer is dynamically allocated as a
SYSOUT using the OUTPUT statements OUTPUTP1, OUTPUTP2, OUTPUTP3 for printers PRINTER1, PRINTER2 and
PRINTER3 respectively.

If a subsequent SPINOFF request is processed, all printers that were initially dynamically allocated are closed (and freed),
reallocated and reopened. This frees the current SYSOUT to be printed.

Fields PRT1_REQ, PRT2_REQ and PRT3_REQ

Representing requests for the PRINTER1, PRINTER2 and PRINTER3 files respectively, these fields may contain a value
of Y (to request that the label be output to the respective printer) or N (to indicate that the respective printer is not to be
used)

Fields WTO1_REQ, WTO2_REQ and WTO3_REQ

These fields can be used to request up to three WTO route codes to be used to print the label image. Valid values for
these fields are 000 through 128. Zero in the option indicates that the specific WTO route code is not to be used for the
request.

It should be noted that using WTO route code 011 may conflict with warning and error messages issued by the input and
output processors and is discouraged for this reason.

Field CCI_DEST

If you wish to generate the labels on one CPU and route the label image to another CPU to print, you need to use the
CAICCI Destination assignment.

If this is the case, you need to have two LAB subtasks running under CTS; one on the sending CPU and one on the
receiving CPU. Additionally, the two CPUs need to be on the same CAIENF/CAICCI network in order to facilitate the
cross-CPU communications. See the Common Components and Services Reference Guide for more information on
establishing CAIENF/CAICCI networks.

A CAICCI destination code may be entered if you wish the output processor to route the label image to another common
tape labels started task on another CPU. The value entered in this field must contain CA$FO immediately followed by
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the four-character CPU identification where the receiving Common Tape labels started task is executing. The output
processor validates the CAICCI Identification entered is up and operational before sending the label request through
CAICCI Communications to the secondary label processor. No output assignments are propagated on label requests sent
using CAICCI services. Any existing assignments can be modified by using the SET statement.

The ORIG_ID field contains the originating CAICCI Identification of the current request. SOURCE_ID contains a one-
position value to identify the source of the current request. Possible values are B (Batch) or O (Online). These two fields
can be used by the EARL program to select labels for printing.

If none of these outputs are requested, PRINTER1 is used by the output processor to print all label images.

NOTE
The delivered sample (TLMSLBLS) does not establish any output options, so label images for both REEL and
CART densities (setup and actual labels) default to the same output (PRINTER1). If you use both REEL and
CART densities, you need to modify a copy of the sample to establish a different output for each type of label
being generated.

Sample Labels 1

NOTE
The following pages describe the sample labels that are delivered for your use. These samples illustrate a few
of the ways you can generate labels using the input and output processors through EARL along with the Online
Label Interface.

Included in the sample is a section that automatically produces setup labels for printer alignment. The sample prints 10
setup labels using either the CART or REEL format. This section can be bypassed altogether with a minor change to the
sample. Additionally, the section defaults to using the CART format and the default printer assignment. If this or other
modifications to the section are required, you may want to modify the sample prior to using it.

Since these samples probably do not conform to your shop standards, you should copy these for your own use and make
the necessary modifications to your own version.

Label Formats for REELS and CARTS

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 00000010

!  SAMPLE OUTPUT LABELS FOR REELS AND CARTRIDGES               ! 00000020

!                                                              ! 00000030

!  THE FOLLOWING FORMATS ARE BEING PRODUCED IN THIS SAMPLE:    ! 00000040

!                                                              ! 00000050

!  REELS:                                                      ! 00000060

!     ....+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+            ! 00000070

!                                                              ! 00000130

!  1  DSN.........................................             ! 00000140

!  2  JOBNAME. STEPNAME HH:MM:SS YYDDD UUUU DEN.               ! 00000150

!  3  CPU. LRECL BLKSI. RFM. BLKCNT.... ERG FSN...             ! 00000160

!  4  VOLSER # VLSQ/VCNT T X       JOBACT.....                 ! 00000170

!                                                              ! 00000180

!  CARTS:                                                      ! 00000190

!     ....+....1....+....2....+....                            ! 00000200

!                                                              ! 00000290

!  1  DSN......................                                ! 00000300

!  2   DSN2............... JOBNAME.                            ! 00000310

!  3   VOLSER STEPNAME HH:MM:SS                                ! 00000320

!  4   YYDDD UUUU DEN. X                                       ! 00000330

!  5   LRECL BLKSI. RFM. VSEQ/VCNT                             ! 00000340
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!  6   BLKCNT.... FSN... # T ERG.                              ! 00000350

!  7   JOBACCT.....   CPU.                                     ! 00000360

!                                                              ! 00000370

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 00000380

The above formats were extracted from the delivered sample for CART and REEL labels.

In the sample format, the field names occupy the location where the field values are placed. The CART format is used for
cartridge densities and all others default to the REEL format.

Additionally, the REEL format occupies 4 rows, each containing 44 columns while the CART format occupies 7 rows with
each containing 29 columns. In the delivered sample, one output label is generated for both formats with ROWS=10 and
COLUMNS=80. This provides 3 blank rows between each label for REEL labels and 2 blank rows between each label for
CART labels.

Sample REEL Setup Label Output 1

The following is a sample output of setup labels generated using the REEL label format.

XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX

XXXXXXXX XXXXXXXX 99:99:99  99999 XXXX XXXX

XXXX 99999 999999 XXXX 9999999999     99999

XXXXXX X 9999 999 X XXXX    XXXXXXXXXXXX

XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX

XXXXXXXX XXXXXXXX 99:99:99  99999 XXXX XXXX

XXXX 99999 999999 XXXX 9999999999     99999

XXXXXX X 9999 999 X XXXX    XXXXXXXXXXXX

Sample REEL Label Output 1

The following is a sample output of labels generated that contained a REEL density.

 PAY.CHECK.AUDIT.COPY

 PAY108   STP01    14:50:02  97006 4082  200

 XE90 00080 032000 FB   0000005500 000 00002

 ODD003   0001 001 S         1-22-333-444

PAY.CHECK.BACKUP

PAY108   STP01    14:50:03  97006 0E82  200

XE90 00080 032000 FB   0000005500 000 00003

DD003   0001 001 S         1-22-333-444

Sample CART Setup Label Output 1

       XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX

        XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXX

        XXXXXX XXXXXXXX  99:99:99

        99999 XXXX XXXX XXXX

        99999 999999 XXXX 9999 0999

        9999999999 99999  X X 0999
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        XXXXXXXXXXXX    XXXX

       XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX

       XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXX

        XXXXXX XXXXXXXX  99:99:99

        99999 XXXX XXXX XXXX

        99999 999999 XXXX 9999 0999

        9999999999 99999  X X 0999

           XXXXXXXXXXXX    XXXX

Sample CART Label Output 1

 PAY.CHECK.FICHE.TAPE

                      PAY108

  FICHE1 STP01     14:50:02

  97006 4E82 CART

  00080 032000 FB   0001 0000

  0000005500 00001    N 0000

  1-22-333-444    XE90

  PAY.CHECK.FICHE.TAPE

            PAY108  

  FICHE2 STP01     14:50:02

  97006 4E82 CART

  00080 032000 FB   0002 0002

  0000005500 00001    N 0000

  1-22-333-444    XE90

Main TLMS Processor (MAIN)
Before starting the TLMS subtask, be sure that TLMSRIM has been run. This is the Online Recorder task.

Startup Procedure

TLMS can be started manually or automatically when CTS is started. The recommended method is to have CTS
automatically start the TLMS subtask.

• Automatic Startup
To automatically start the TLMS subtask when CTS is started, add the following command to the member CTSSTART
in the CAI.CTAPOPTN procedure.

START TLMS

After the member CTSSTART is updated to contain the command listed above, CTS automatically starts the TLMS
subtask when CTS is started.

• Manual Startup
After the CTS task has been started, you can communicate with CTS by using a MODIFY command or by WTOR.
The following is an example of how to manually start the TLMS subtask under CTS by using the MODIFY command:

F CTS,START TLMS
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TLMS Commands

Commands are sent to TLMS using the CTS Message command (MSG).

The following format should be used on all commands issued to the TLMS subtask:

MSG TLMS,xxxxxxxxxx

• xxxxxxxxxx
Specifies the TLMS command and must contain one of the following values:
– STOP

To request TLMS to close all files and terminate normally.
– CANCEL

To request TLMS to cancel itself with a User-111 Abend.
– STATUS

To request TLMS to provide the current status.
– TRACE|NOTRACE

TLMS produces a snap of each transaction before and after it is processed by TLMS.
Note: This replaced the TRACK function of OMS. The CTS option SNAP must be specified. The TRACE data may be
printed by the command SPINOFF SNAP to CTS.

CTS Inquiry Update Task (INQR)
The INQR task allows online inquiry and update through an outstanding WTOR. Output goes to the console specified by
the ROUTINQ option and is also recorded to the CTS log. This is the same program (TLMSINQR) which can execute as
a batch job or as a started task. TLMS INQR automatically detects that it is a CTS subtask, and can receive commands
through the CTS message facilities.

Startup Procedure

INQR can be started manually or automatically when CTS is started. The recommended method is to have CTS
automatically start the INQR subtask.

• Automatic Startup
To automatically start the INQR subtask when CTS is started, add the following command to the member CTSSTART
in the CAI.CTAPOPTN procedure.

START INQR

After the member CTSSTART is updated to contain the command listed above, CTS automatically starts the INQR
subtask when CTS is started.

• Manual Startup
After the CTS task has been started, you can communicate with CTS by using a MODIFY command or by WTOR.
The following is an example of how to manually start the INQR subtask under CTS by using the MODIFY command:

F CTS,START INQR

Distributed Tape Support (DTS)
Distributed Tape Support (DTS) provides a mechanism for recording the tape inventories of distributed backup servers
in the VMF. This gives you a complete picture of all tapes in your entire enterprise, both mainframe and distributed.
Depending on the distributed backup product in use, varying degrees of information is collected. This information would
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include the volume serial number, creation date, and other data relative to tape media. The following distributed backup
products are currently supported:

• ARCserve Backup for Windows r11
• ARCserve Backup for UNIX r11
• Veritas NetBackup for Windows
• Tivoli Storage Manager for Windows

This service runs in the CTS address space by the program named CTSDTS under the service name of DTS.

Startup Procedure 7
DTS can be started up manually when CTS is started. The recommended method is to have CTS automatically start the
DTS subtask.

NOTE
Starting the DTS subtask does not automatically initiate communication with the backup servers defined.
Scheduling regular communication with the backup servers is accomplished using the CTSSCHD subtask.

• Automatic Startup
To automatically start the DTS subtask each time CTS is started, add the following commands to the CTSSTART
member in CAI.CTAPOPTN:

SET TASK(DTS) PGM(CTSDTS) PARM(xx)

START DTS

xx is the suffix for the CTODTSxx member to use. The default is 00 if not specified.
• Manual Startup

After the CTS task has been started, you can communicate with CTS by using a MODIFY command or by replying to
the outstanding CTS WTOR.
The following is an example of how to manually start the DTS subtask under CTS by using the modify command:

F CTS,SET TASK(DTS) PGM(CTSDTS) PARM(XX)

F CTS,START DTS 

XX is the suffix for the CTODTSxx member to use. The default is 00 if not specified.

iSponsor Technology
CTSDTS uses Broadcom iSponsor/iGateway technology to retrieve the data from the remote backup servers over TCP/
IP. iSponsors are hosted by the iGateway that resides on the target server. The iGateway is a layer of software that
communicates with the IP stack to receive and respond to requests for iSponsors.

The iSponsors are applets consist of multiple "methods" that will extract data from the server and will transmit this data
over the iGateway to the requestor. Each "method" belonging to a particular iSponsor provides a unique view of the
backup server's database.

For each supported distributed backup product, there is at least one iSponsor. For certain supported products, there are
multiple iSponsors, one for each supported release. To retrieve data from a remote backup server, two components must
be installed on each remote server to be accessed: the iGateway and the appropriate iSponsor. iSponsors and iGateway
components can be downloaded free of charge from http//ca.com/support. Refer to the Product Home Page for BrightStor
Portal for further information about iSponsor/iGateway technology.
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Method of Operation
The target distributed servers are defined to DTS using control statements. When a remote server's inventory is to be
queried, DTS dispatches a query task to establish a session with the target server. DTS identifies what iSponsors are
running on a remote server and selects the appropriate iSponsor and method. DTS uses the selected method to query
the backup server's database. The retrieved data is then used to construct a Distributed Tape Inventory File. The current
inventory is compared to the previous inventory.

DTS then updates the VMF to reflect any changes detected in that server's inventory. This validation is done in order to
reduce redundant updates. DTS logs query activity to a sysout file. The level of logging is controlled with the MSGLEVEL
parameter.

Execution of data retrieval sessions can be triggered periodically using the scheduling component of CTS, CTSSCHD.
Data retrieval sessions can also be triggered manually using a console command.

Distributed Tape Support Requirements
This page describes the Distributed Tape Support requirements. 

Volume Serial Number Ranges in the VMF

Volume serial ranges that are retrieved from the remote backup servers must be defined to TLMS and must be marked as
AGENT tapes. Use the following command to mark tapes:

UPV volser AGENT=Y

• volser

The volume serial number to be updated.

Use the ranges for distributed systems only and do not share with mainframe applications. Ensure that the same volume
serial number ranges are not used by different distributed backup systems.

Note: DTS tapes are also referred to as Agent tapes.

CTS Proc Changes

A SYSTCPD DD statement is required for TCP/IP services. Refer to your TCP/IP installation for the correct dataset name.

A CTSOPTNS DD statement is required to access the CAI.CTAPOPTN dataset. This dataset contains the parameters
for the DTS feature. The sample CTS procedure contains this DD as a comment. You can uncomment this DD, or supply
your own. The format is:

//CTSOPTNS DD DISP=SHR,DSN=CAI.CTAPOPTN

Security Requirements

The DTS feature dynamically creates MVS datasets for temporarily storing remote server data. The dataset name is
controlled by the PREFIX= operand on the GLOBAL statement appended with the SRVDEF name itself. You may need
to update your security system to provide the CTS started task appropriate authority to create these datasets. Verify with
your security administrator that the USERID assigned to the CTS started task has authority to create these MVS data
sets.

The DTS feature makes use of TCP/IP for communicating with the remote servers. The USERID associated with the CTS
started task must have a valid OMVS segment defined to allow use of TCP/IP facilities. The USERID assigned to your
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TCP/IP started task may be used as a model to construct a security profile for the CTS started task. Consult with your
mainframe security administrator for this requirement.

DTS Control Statements Contained in CTODTS00

• Control Member Name
DTS will read a member from the CAI.CTAPOPTN library on startup to define the remote servers and establish certain
global defaults. The default name of the member is CTODTS00. The last two characters may be changed, and the
PARM parameter on the START command can be changed to reflect the new member name.

• Control Statements
Selectable DTS defaults are established with the GLOBAL control statement. Remote server definitions are
established with the SRVDEF control statement. All control statement keywords and operands must be uppercase.

• GLOBAL Control Statement
The GLOBAL control statement is coded as follows:

GLOBAL    TCPNAME=tcpipname,

[MAXTASK=nn,]

[PREFIX=perfixname,]

[UNIT=unitname,]

[VOL=volser,]

[MSGLEVEL=nn,]

[STORCLAS=storageclassname,]

[DATACLAS=dataclassname,]

[MGMTCLAS=managementclassname,]

[TRACE/NOTRACE]

• TCPNAME=
A required parameter that specifies the name of the TCPIP address space on the mainframe where CTS is running.

• MAXTASK=
An optional parameter from 1 to 10 that specifies the maximum number of concurrent data retrieval operations that
can be active at any one time. This specification is used to throttle resource utilization when multiple servers require
data retrieval at the same time. All data retrieval sessions are queued up and serviced by the available data retrieval
subtasks.

• UNIT=
An optional parameter that specifies a valid unitname to be used to dynamically allocate the distributed tape inventory
file.

• VOL=
An optional parameter that specifies the volume serial number to use when allocating the distributed tape inventory file.

• MSGLEVEL=
An optional parameter that specifies the level of messaging that will occur. Valid values are 0 through 9. The default is
0 which will list only the most important messages. This can be changed with a console command during execution.
Setting this to 9 will provide supplementary information that can be used to diagnose abnormalities.

• STORCLAS=
An optional parameter that specifies a valid SMS storage class to be used when allocating the distributed tape
inventory file.

• DATACLAS=
An optional parameter that specifies a valid SMS data class to be used when allocating the distributed tape inventory
file.

• MGMTCLAS=
An optional parameter that specifies a valid SMS management class to be used when allocating the distributed tape
inventory file.

• TRACE/NOTRACE
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An optional parameter that will display all iSponsors found on a remote backup server when DTS connects to it.
• SRVDEF Control Statement

The SRVDEF control statement is coded as follows:

SRVDEF     NAME=srvdefname,

SERVER=servername,

[SCHD=schdname,]

[LOG/NOLOG]

[TRACE/NOTRACE]

• NAME=
Any 1 to 8 character name for this SRVDEF entry. The first character must be alphabetic. This name is used as the
lowest level qualifier in constructing the data set name of the Distributed Tape Inventory File for this server. DTS will
create these files as needed.

• SERVER=
The DNS name or IP address of the remote server running the backup product you wish to manage.

• SCHD=
The name of the CTSSCHD schedule event which is to trigger a query session for this server. For example, if
SCHD=HOURLY is specified, you must ensure the SCHD component of CTS is started and contains a definition for
HOURLY.

• LOG/NOLOG
An optional parameter specifying whether print logging of received data is desired. If set to LOG, a SYSOUT DD with
the name of this SRVDEF will be dynamically allocated. NOLOG is the default.

• TRACE/NOTRACE
An optional parameter that will display all iSponsors found on a remote backup server when DTS connects to it. If this
parameter is specified, it will override the specification in the GLOBAL specification.

Operator Commands

DTS can receive commands from the console using the modify command, or from the outstanding CTS WTOR. The
commands are as follows:

• Start Command

F CTS,START,DTS[,PARM(xx)]

This command will start the DTS task. If you have specified DTS to be started in the CTS startup options, this
command is not required. The optional parm parameter is used to specify a different suffix for the CTODTS member to
read.

Stop Command

F CTS,STOP,DTS

This command will stop the DTS task. Any SRVDEF definitions that are currently being processed will be allowed to
complete.

• MSGLEVEL Command

F CTS,MSG,DTS,'MSGLEVEL=n'

This command will change the level of messaging of the DTS task. Valid values of n are 0 through 9, where 0 indicates
that only critical error messages are to be displayed up to 9, which requests all detailed messages be displayed.

• Start Processing Command

F CTS,MSG,DTS,'START NAME=srvdefname'
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This command will start a data query session for the SRVDEF entry srvdefname.
• Start a Group of SRVDEFs

F CTS,MSG,DTS,'EVENT SCHD=schdname'

This command will start a data retrieval session for all SRVDEF definitions that have specified schname as an operand
of the SCHD parameter.

• Start or Stop Displaying All Discovered iSponsors

F CTS,MSG,DTS,TRACE or NOTRACE

This command will initiate or suspend the display of iSponsors found on all SRVDEF definitions when a data retrieval
session is started.

• List the DEfined SRVDEF Definitions

F CTS,MSG,DTS,LIST

This command will produce a list of all SRVDEF definitions defined. The list will be written to the DTSLIST dd
statement.

• Turn Logging On or Off for a SRVDEF Definition

F CTS,MSG,DTS,[LOG][NOLOG],NAME=srvdefname

This command will turn logging on for the SRVDEF definition srvdefname. If you wish to suspend logging for this
SRVDEF, specify NOLOG in place of LOG.

Sample SRVDEF Definitions

This is a sample defining one server. The server name is server1.yourdomain.com.

/*                                               /*

/*                                               /*

GLOBAL TCPNAME=TCPIP90,

       MAXTASK=2,

       UNIT=3390,

       PREFIX=CTS.ISPONSOR.DATA

SRVDEF NAME=SERVER1,

       SERVER=SERVER1.YOURDOMAIN.COM,

       SCHD=HOURLY

This is a sample defining one server using the ip address of the server. The server IP address is 138.42.10.105.

/*                                                /*

/*                                                /*

GLOBAL TCPNAME=TCPIP90,

       MAXTASK=2,

       UNIT=3390,

       PREFIX=CTS.ISPONSOR.DATA

SRVDEF NAME=SERVER1,

       SERVER=138.42.10.105,

       SCHD=HOURLY
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CTS Scheduler (SCHD)
CTSSCHD is the scheduling component of CTS. It will send commands to any other CTS tasks at a pre-defined time.
Schedules are defined using control statements. Each TOD element defined will begin with the "SCHD" verb and must
have an eight character name, and a time of day value. The day of the week may optionally be specified. The action to
be taken when an event has expired is described with the "WHEN" statement. Multiple TOD elements may be grouped
together and assigned a single name to minimize coding requirements. This is accomplished using the GROUP operand
in place of the TOD operand.

PROC Changes

A CTSOPTNS DD statement is required to access the CAI.CTAPOPTN dataset. This dataset contains the parameters for
the SCHD feature. The sample CTS procedure contains this DD as a comment. You can uncomment this DD, or supply
your own. The format is:

//CTSOPTNS DD DISP=SHR,DSN=CAI.CTAPOPTN

Startup

 

• Automatic Startup
To automatically start the SCHD subtask each time CTS is started, add the following commands to the CTSSTART
member in CAI.CTAPOPTN:

SET TASK(SCHD) PGM(CTSSCHD) PARM(XX)

START SCHD

Where XX is the suffix for the CTOSCH member to use. The default is 00 if not specified.
• Manual Startup

After the CTS task has been started, you can communicate with CTS by using a MODIFY command for by WTOR.
The following is an example of how to manually start the SCHD subtask under CTS by using the modify command:

F CTS,SET TASK(SCHD) PGM(CTSSCHD) PARM(XX)

F CTS,START SCHD

Where XX is the suffix for the CTOSCH member to use. The default is 00 if not specified.

SCHD Control Statements Contained in CTOSCH00

Control Member Name

SCHD will read a member from the CAI.CTAPOPTN library on startup to define schedules, groups, and actions. The
default name of the member is CTOSCH00. The last two characters may be changed, and the PARM parameter on the
START command can be changed to reflect the new member name.

Sample Schedules

A Simple Schedule with One TOD Event and One Action Statement

/*                                                           */

/* The following statements describe one event at 08:00      */

/* and an action statement that will notify the DTS subtask. */

/*                                                           */
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SCHD NAME(EIGHTAM),TOD(08.00)

/*                                                           */

WHEN(EIGHTAM) NOTIFY(DTS)

/*                                                           */

/* End of sample                                             */

/*                                                           */

A Simple Schedule with Two TOD Events and Two Action Statements

/*                                                           */

/* The following statements describe one event at 08:00      */

/* and an action statement that will notify the DTS subtask. */

/*                                                           */

SCHD NAME(EIGHTAM), TOD(08.00)

SCHD NAME(TENAM), TOD(10.00)

/*                                                           */

/*                                                           */

/* At 8 am, notify DTS.                                      */

/* At 10 am, notify the APEC task to start a scan.           */

/*                                                           */

WHEN(EIGHTAM) NOTIFY(DTS)

WHEN(TENAM) NOTIFY(APEC) MSG=SCAN

/*                                                           */

/* End of sample                                             */

/*                                                           */

A Schedule with Multiple TOD Events, a Grouping Entry, and One Action Statement

/*                                                           */

/* The following statements define TOD events for hours 09   */

/* through 15, a grouping statement, and an action statement.*/

SCHD NAME(NINEAM) ,TOD(09.00)

SCHD NAME(TENAM) ,TOD(10.00)

SCHD NAME(ELEVENAM) ,TOD(11.00)

SCHD NAME(NOON) ,TOD(12.00)

SCHD NAME(ONEPM) ,TOD(13.00)

SCHD NAME(TWOPM) ,TOD(14.00)

SCHD NAME(THREEPM) ,TOD(15.00)

SCHD NAME(FOURPM) ,TOD(16.00)

/*                                                            */

/*                                                            */

/* Group all of the above TOD definitions to a single name,   */

/* "DAY_SHIFT"                                                */

/*                                                            */

/*                                                            */

SCHD NAME(DAY_SHIFT),

     GROUP(NINEAM,TENAM,ELEVENAM,NOON,ONEPM,TWOPM,THREEPM,FOURPM)

/*                                                            */

/*                                                            */

/* The next statement will send the text "EVENT SCHD(DAY_SHIFT)" 

/* to cts task DTS.                                           */

/*                                                            */
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/*                                                            */

WHEN(DAY_SHIFT) NOTIFY(DTS)

/*                                                            */

/*                                                            */

/* End of sample                                              */

/*                                                            */

/*                                                            */

/*                                                            */

A Schedule that Defines Every Hour of the Day, Multiple Grouping Statements, and Several Action Statements

Note that only one action statement is enabled. TOD specifications and group operands may not be continued. The group
specifications are cumulative. You may repeat the group name when grouping multiple TOD events into a single group, as
shown below.

/*                                                        */

/* The following statements describe events on each hour. */

/* The name of each event corresponds with the hour       */

/*                                                        */

SCHD NAME(ONEAM) ,TOD(01.00)

SCHD NAME(TWOAM) ,TOD(02.00)

SCHD NAME(THREEAM) ,TOD(03.00)

SCHD NAME(FOURAM) ,TOD(04.00)

SCHD NAME(FIVEAM) ,TOD(05.00)

SCHD NAME(SIXAM) ,TOD(06.00)

SCHD NAME(SEVENAM) ,TOD(07.00)

SCHD NAME(EIGHTAM) ,TOD(08.00)

SCHD NAME(NINEAM) ,TOD(09.00)

SCHD NAME(TENAM) ,TOD(10.00)

SCHD NAME(ELEVENAM) ,TOD(11.00)

SCHD NAME(NOON) ,TOD(12.00)

SCHD NAME(ONEPM) ,TOD(13.00)

SCHD NAME(TWOPM) ,TOD(14.00)

SCHD NAME(THREEPM) ,TOD(15.00)

SCHD NAME(FOURPM) ,TOD(16.00)

SCHD NAME(FIVEPM) ,TOD(17.00)

SCHD NAME(SIXPM) ,TOD(18.00)

SCHD NAME(SEVENPM) ,TOD(19.00)

SCHD NAME(EIGHTPM) ,TOD(20.00)

SCHD NAME(NINEPM) ,TOD(21.00)

SCHD NAME(TENPM) ,TOD(22.00)

SCHD NAME(ELEVENPM) ,TOD(23.00)

SCHD NAME(MIDNIGHT) ,TOD(00.00)

/*                                                            */

/* The following statements group the events into groups.     */

/* The first group is the night_shift group, with entries t1  */

/* through 8.                                                 */

/*                                                            */

SCHD NAME(NIGHT_SHIFT)

 GROUP(ONEAM,TWOAM,THREEAM,FOURAM,FIVEAM,SIXAM,SEVENAM,EIGHTAM)

/*                                                            */

/* The next group, day_shift, describes the hours 9 t0 16.    */

/*                                                            */
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SCHD NAME(DAY_SHIFT)

   GROUP(NINEAM,TENAM,ELEVENAM,NOON,ONEPM,TWOPM,THREEPM,FOURPM)

/*                                                            */

/* Finally, the evening_shift group describes hours 17 through*/

/* 24. The "EVENING_SHIFT" name is repeated in order to       */

/* specify the additional entries.                            */

/*                                                            */

SCHD NAME(EVENING_SHIFT)

     GROUP(FIVEPM,SIXPM,SEVENPM,EIGHTPM)

SCHD NAME(EVENING_SHIFT)

     GROUP(NINEPM,TENPM,ELEVENPM,MIDNIGHT)

/*                                                            */

/* The next statements describe a group that has all hourly   */

/* entries in it. You can only specify 8 entries on the       */

/* group statement, so the entire hourly SCHD NAME(HOURLY)    */

/* statement is repeated, each having the next 8 hourly       */

/* entries in it.                                             */

/*                                                            */

SCHD NAME(HOURLY)

  GROUP(ONEAM,TWOAM,THREEAM,FOURAM,FIVEAM,SIXAM,SEVENAM,EIGHTAM)

/*                                                            */

/* Continue specifying the hourly group with the next 8 hours */

/* in it.                                                     */

/*                                                            */

SCHD NAME(HOURLY)

  GROUP(NINEAM,TENAM,ELEVENAM,NOON,ONEPM,TWOPM,THREEPM,FOURPM)

/*                                                            */

/* Continue specifying the hourly group with the next 8 hours */

/* in it.                                                     */

SCHD NAME(HOURLY)

     GROUP(FIVEPM,SIXPM,SEVENPM,EIGHTPM)

SCHD NAME(HOURLY)

     GROUP(NINEPM,TENPM,ELEVENPM,MIDNIGHT)

/*                                                            */

/* The next statement will send the message: EVENT SCHD(HRLY) */

/* to CTS task DTS. Since each TOD event is defined to HOURLY,*/

/* a message will be sent at the start of each hour.          */

/*                                                            */

/*                                                            */

WHEN(HOURLY) NOTIFY(DTS)

/*                                                            */

/*                                                            */

/* The format of a command to send a message for each event   */

/* in the day shift would be:                                 */

/*                                                            */

WHEN(DAY_SHIFT) NOTIFY(DTS)

/*                                                            */

/* The format of a command to send a message for each event   */

/* in the night shift would be:                               */

/*                                                            */

WHEN(NIGHT_SHIFT) NOTIFY(DTS)
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/*                                                            */

/* The format of a command to send a message for each event   */

/* in the evening shift would be:

/*                                                            */

WHEN(EVENING_SHIFT) NOTIFY(DTS)

/*                                                            */

/*                                                            */

/* End of sample                                              */

/*                                                            */

Event Definition Statements
TOD events, event groups, and associated actions are defined in the CTOSCH00 member of CAI.CTAPOPTN. All control
statements and keywords must be uppercase.

The control statements are as follows:

SCHD     NAME=event.name,

TOD=hh.mm,

[DOW=(MON,TUE,WED,THU,FRI,SAT,SUN)]

• NAME=
A required parameter that names this SCHD definition.  event.name  can be any unique alphanumeric character string
up to 24 characters in length. The first character must be alphabetic.

• TOD=
This parameter specifies the time of day this event is to occur. It is specified as hh.mm. Valid values are 00.00 through
23.59.

• DOW=
This optional parameter specifies the day of the week this event should occur. Valid operands are
MON,TUE,WED,THU,FRI,SAT,SUN. If multiple days are specified, they must be enclosed in parentheses. If omitted,
the TOD event will occur once each day.

Group Definition

TOD events defined with the SCHD command may be grouped together under a single name. This allows coding a single
action (WHEN) command that will be issued when any of the TOD events within the group occur. To group a set of TOD
events, the SCHD command is used with the GROUP operand:

SCHD     NAME=group.name,

GROUP=(event.name,event.name,...)

• NAME=
A required parameter that names this SCHD definition.  group.name  can be any unique alphanumeric character
string up to 24 characters in length. The first character must be alphabetic.

• GROUP=
This parameter is used to group multiple event definitions together and assign them a single name. The event names
must be enclosed in parentheses. There is a limit of eight event names that can be specified for the GROUP operand.
If more than eight event names are required to make up a group, use another SCHD statement with the same NAME
operand as this one and specify the additional event entries. This process may be repeated as many times as
necessary.
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Action Statement Definition

When a discrete event occurs, or an event that is a member of a group, an action for this occurrence is triggered. This
action will notify the target CTS task of the event. A default notification template will be used unless the MSG parameter is
coded. The syntax of the WHEN statement is as follows:

WHEN(name) NOTIFY(cts.taskname) [MSG=

'message to send']

• WHEN
The WHEN keyword specifies a previously defined TOD event or GROUP.

• NOTIFY
This parameter is required. cts.taskname specifies the name of the CTS task to notify that the event has occurred.
The task name is the same name defined in a SET TASK(...) initialization statement.

• MSG
This optional parameter specifies the text to be sent to the specific CTS task when this event occurs. If not specified,
the default message 'EVENT SCHD=name' will be sent to the CTS task where name is replaced with the name on the
WHEN statement.

TLMS Health Checker Service (HCK)
The CTSHCK subtask of the Common Tape System provides support for the TLMS health checks that run under the
IBM Health Checker for z/OS to identify potential TLMS and other problems in your z/OS environment and to make
recommendations on how to fix these potential problems. This subtask is always started when the CTS address space
starts. All available TLMS health checks will be automatically discovered and started.

Startup Procedure

The HCK subtask is always started when the CTS address space starts. No control statements are necessary to run this
subtask.

Operator Commands

• REFRESH Command

F CTS,MSG,HCK,REINIT

This command will request that HCK stop and restart all available TLMS health checks. After applying TLMS
maintenance that introduces new TLMS health checks this command can be used to cause the new health checks to
be started. You do not have to stop and start the entire CTS address space.

• START Command 

F CTS,START,HCK

This command starts the HCK subtask. The HCK subtask is always started when the CTS address space initializes, so
the only time this command should be needed is after a STOP command has been issued and you want health check
processing to resume.

• STOP Command 

F CTS,STOP,HCK

This command stops the HCK subtask. No further TLMS health check processing will be performed until either the
CTS task is restarted or the START command is issued.
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User Exits and Macros
TLMS provides several user exits and the TLMDATE macros that let you tailor the supplied code to meet your data center
requirements.

The various forms of the TLMDATE macro let you perform date conversion and calculation routines using TLMS
keywords, and internal and external dates in varying formats.

Note: For information on the TLMDATE macro, see TLMDATE Macro - Common Date Processing Routines.

Installing User Exits

All TLMS user exits are supplied as source members in CAI.CTAPSAMP. If you need to code your own exit, you can
write a simple SMP USERMOD using sample jobs provided for each exit. These jobs will apply the source update to the
supplied source and use SMP to automatically assemble and link the affected member. (See sample members in the
CAI.CTAPJCL library.) These USERMODs should only be RECEIVED and APPLIED, never ACCEPTED.

Using the TLMXBGN Macro for User Exits

TLMXBGN is a supplied macro for use in generating user exits for TLMS. Macro TLMXBGN ensures the current
environment and provides the following standard functions for the systems programmer responsible for coding TLMS user
exits:

• Generates entry and exit logic
• Establishes addressability and base registers
• Performs save area logic
• Equates registers
• Names CSECTs and provides "eye-catchers"
• GETMAINs save area and work area for the exit

Parameters which are supplied to the TLMXBGN macro are:

name TLMXBGN BASE=,EXIT=,LIST,RETURN=,SA=,WS=,SP=

• name
Begins in position 1 and is the exit name, such as TLMSXC.

• TLMXBGN
Begins in position 10 and identifies this macro.

• BASE
Identifies the program base registers (2-12). Up to four are supported.

• EXIT
Is the label for the R15 return code exit (user loads R15).

• LIST
If specified, macro options are listed inline.
LS.

• RETURN
Is the label for the zero return code exit.

• SA
Is the label for the save area and exit work area DSECT.

• SP
Is the subpool number of GETMAIN for WS.
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Default: zero
• WS

Is the size of GETMAIN for working storage. The default is 72 bytes for save area, and is always first. Register 13 is
the first base register for the work area.

TLMSXCLS - CLOSE/EOV Exit
The CLOSE function of the TLMS SVC allows you to access its 408-byte transaction record through a user-written exit
routine so that you may change or add data to the record. The data can be examined later by the online recorder user
exit, TLMSXUPD. TLMSXCLS is taken from the CLOSE/EOV function of the module TLMSCLSE.

The assembler DSECT for the transaction record is named TRANREC, which maps message types 1 and 2.

This exit is activated by specifying YES or exitname in the CLSEXIT system option.

Use

The user exit, as supplied, performs no function, and will require the insertion of your own code to view or alter CLOSE
tape transactions to TLMS. Care should be taken when determining which fields, if any, are to be altered. The transaction
user data cell is 59 bytes and contains the only fields that would normally be changed.

Link edit this user exit as TLMSXCLS in the TLMS target load library.

Register Usage

• R0
work register

• R1
address of TRANREC

• R2
address of 3-word list - TCB, SVRB, ASCB

• R3
free

• R4
free

• R5
free

• R6
free

• R7
address of CLOSE DCB

• R8
free

• R9
free

• R10
free

• R11
address of options table TLMSIPO

• R12
base register of exit

• R13
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exit save and work area
• R14

return address
• R15

work register

This user exit should be assembled and linked through SMP USERMOD. An example of the JCL is located in
CAI.CTAPJCL (TLMJU011).

This exit is activated by specifying YES for the CLSEXIT system option.

TLMSXCMD - Command Exit
TLMSXCMD allows you to access a 120-byte input command message area from various processing functions within
TLMS. You may change keywords and restrict command functions processed by TLMSCMND. The call to this exit occurs
before the call to TLMS security.

This exit receives control for all update and display commands from the batch inquiry/update function, TLMSINQR,
and the TSO line-by-line command processor, TLMSTSO. The full-screen interface, TLTPISPF, only passes update
commands to this exit.

The assembler DSECT for the input command area is named CMNDAREA; for the user message, it is named
CMNDMSG. The user exit must be an executable load module in the TLMS target load library and must be named
TLMSXCMD. If you are a TSO user, the TLMS load library must be accessible.

Parameter List

TLMSCMND passes buffer addresses to the exit routine using standard linkage conventions (register 1 points to a
parameter list). The two buffer addresses are

• the address of the 120-byte input message
• the address of the 70-byte user message

The exit must set the return code (register 15) to zeros to allow continuation or to nonzero to reject the input and display
the message returned by the exit. This user exit should be assembled and linked through SMP USERMOD. An example
of the JCL is located in CAI.CTAPJCL (TLMJU012).

This exit is activated by specifying YES for the CMDEXIT system option.

TLMSXNIT - Tape Initialization User Exit
This exit allows you to ACCEPT or REJECT tapes mounted for initialization. You may also ACCEPT the initialization and
MODIFY the TMVENDOR and TMUSER fields and the VMF record or the tape labels.

This exit is loaded once at the beginning of TLMSNITT and is called once for each tape that is valid for initialization.

This exit is invoked before the CATLTN01 message is issued.

This exit is activated by specifying YES or exitname in the NITEXIT system option.

Register Usage

Standard linkages are used. Register 13 points to a save area, Register 14 is the return address, Register 15 points to the
entry point and must be loaded with a RETURN CODE on exit from the user exit. Register 1 points to a parameter list.

• DC A(UXCMDSCT)
Up to an 8-character length description:
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– INTAPE
– OUTTAPE
– OLDTAPE
– NEWTAPE
Followed by a single character:
– Y - For parameter = test
– N - Test not specified in JCL parameter
Followed by a single character:
– Y - For LABELDD present
– N - For LABELDD missing
Followed by a four character UCB for the Tape Unit. For example, the data passed in the argument might look like the
following:

UXCMDSCT    DC  CL8'INTAPE',C'Y'

• DC A(DBRECORD)
DB record for the volume specified on the SER input parameter. If the OWNER input parameter was specified the
VENDOR field will be overlaid with the value specified with the OWNER parameter.

• DC A(TAPELABS)
80-character label records read by CTSTIO (for example, VOL1, HDR1, HDR2, UHL? labels, CL8'TAPEMARK' dummy
record), ASCII characters in ANSI labels will have already been converted to EBCDIC. Following the C'TAPEMARK'
dummy record is one of the following 3-character length label types:
– NL

No labels (Operator interrogated for ID of mounted tape).
– SL

Standard labels.
– SUL

Standard and user labels.
– AL

ANSI labels.
– AUL

ANSI and user labels.
– OPR

Reeled tape with command not equal to OUTTAPE (operator interrogated for ID).
– ???

Tape was written by an incompatible drive. However, the volume ID could be obtained from the sense data. The
actual label records could not be read and thus, the type of labels on the tape cannot be determined (NEW VALUE).

– (blank)
Blank tape (3480 or 3490 only).

For example, the data passed in the argument might look like the following:

LABELS  DC       CL80'VOL1...'

        DC       CL80'HDR1...'

        DC       CL80'HDR2...'

        DC       CL80'TAPEMARKSL'

• DC A(LBRECORD)
DB record for volume mounted (before initialization). This always contains a value in VOLSER. When there is no
record in the VMF for the volume, the remainder of the area is set to binary zeroes to indicate that this is a dummy
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record. In the event of a new blank tape, the VOLSER field will contain blanks. User exits should use this field to obtain
the identity of the mounted volumes, since a VOL1 record may not always be present in the LABEL's argument.

• DC A(X'8000000'+UXOWSCT)
Owner data to be written to the tape, value of OWNER parameter if specified, otherwise from the DBRECORD for the
SER specified in the input (2nd argument).

Return Code Meaning
0 Continue normal processing
4 Continue normal processing VMF has been modified
8 Reject the initialization of this tape

Parameter List

At entry, Register 1 points to a parameter list containing the following:

Offset Size Description
0 4 Address of the command verb.
4 4 Address of the DBRECORD.
8 4 Address of the current tape labels.
12 4 Address of the DBRECORD for the mount

volume.
16 4 Address of the OWNER data.

 

Specifications

NONREENTRANT

AMODE 24

RMODE 24

This user exit should be assembled and linked through SMP USERMOD. An example of the JCL is located in
CAI.CTAPJCL (TLMJU013).

 

TLMSXOPN - OPEN Exit
The OPEN function of the TLMS operating system management module TLMSOSMM allows you to access its 408-
byte transaction record through this user exit routine so that you can change or add data to the record. The data can be
examined later by the online recorder user exit, TLMSXUPD.

This exit is activated by specifying YES or exitname in the OPNEXIT system option.

Use

TLMSXOPN is taken from module TLMSOPEN, the data set PROTECT/OPEN function of TLMSOSMM. The user exit as
supplied performs no function, and requires the insertion of your own code.
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Register Usage

• R0
work register

• R1
address of TRANREC

• R2
address of 3-word list - TCB, SVRB and ASCB

• R3
free

• R4
free

• R5
free

• R6
free

• R7
address of OPEN DCB

• R8
address of UC8

• R9
address of IOSWA

• R10
free

• R11
address of options table TLMSIPO

• R12
base register of TLMSXOPN - must code using R12

• R13
exit save and work area

• R14
return address

• R15
work register

This user exit should be assembled and linked through SMP USERMOD. An example of the JCL is located in
CAI.CTAPJCL (TLMJU014).

This exit is activated by specifying YES for the OPNEXIT system option.

TLMSXSEC - Security Exit
When security is activated in TLMS, this exit is called just prior to the call made to the operating system security
component. The exit can be used to perform several functions; 1) it can request a bypass of the system security call or
allow the call to continue, 2) call parameters can be viewed or altered before system security is requested to perform its
check.

This exit is activated by specifying YES or exitname in the SECEXIT system option.

Register Usage

TLMSXSEC is called before any system security request is performed. Register 1 contains the address of the TLMS
system security parameter list. Register 2 contains the address of a 3-word list that points to the TCB, SVRB and ASCB.
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The code returned in register 15 indicates to the security module the action to take. A return code greater than zero
indicates to bypass the security call and issue this return code to the original caller. Valid user return codes are 0-8;
however, only 0, 4 or 8 should be used. Return codes greater than 8 will produce an error message and are reserved for
the system security manager, TLMSSECU, which calls this exit.

Parameter List

The security parameter list passed to this exit is mapped by macro TLMWSECP, and is addressed by SECUPARM in
the supplied sample exit. This parameter list is complete and is ready to be parsed and passed to the system security
component on return from this exit call. This exit can view all the values in this list, and some can be altered to provide
flexibility with different system security packages. For example, the SECOPN system option (check data set access at
OPEN) is set to YES, and the security call is at data set creation. The access type byte (SCPACC) will have a value of
X'20', indicating create access. This may, in fact, not work for the data set rules that have been coded for the installed
security system, and may have to be altered to X'08' (SCPAUPD) for update.

User Exit Parameter Fields

• SCPGLOBL
Global security flags can be viewed or altered by the exit.
– SCPGLOG

X'40' - suppress event logging
– SCPGMSG

X'20' - process security messages
– SCPGABN

X'10' - abend, security violation
• SCPFUNC

Security call function request
• SCPACC

Access requested (default access is always READ), function request 3 only.
• SCPRESLN

Resource length, function request 3 only.
• SCPUSRID

Address of requesting user ID.
• SCPPSWD

Address of user password
• SCPNPSWD

Address of new user password
• SCPTRMID

Address of terminal ID. This may or may not be available at user exit call time. Test for zeros before using contents as
an address.

• SCPACEE
ACEE/ACMCB. This may or may not be available at user exit call time. Test for zeros before using contents as an
address.

• SCPRESOR
Address of resource name if function call is 3.

• SCPCLASS
Address of resource class name if function call is 3.

• SCPPROGM
Address of program name if function call is 3.

• SCPVTRM
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Address of virtual terminal name if function call is 1. This may or may not be available at user exit call. Check for valid
address.

• SCPVPSWD
Address of re-verify password if function call is 7.

• SCPVOLSR
Address of volume serial number if function call is 3 and resource is DSN.

• SCPCALID
Calling routine ID as one of the following: OPEN, CLSE, TLTP, CMND, BTCH (batch).

The above fields or addresses may be viewed, if present, and will depend on the type of security call in progress.
Address pointers should be checked for zeros, in which case no value was supplied and there is no default. Although it
is recommended that none of these values be altered, changes to some may be desirable (for example, resource class
name). Contact TLMS Technical Support when considering these types of changes.

This user exit should be assembled and linked through SMP USERMOD. An example of the JCL is located in
CAI.CTAPJCL (TLMJU015).

This exit is activated by specifying YES for the SECEXIT system option.

TLMSXTRS - Tape Retention System Exit
TLMSTRS passes control to a user-written exit routine (TLMSXTRS) at two places; preprocess (before the retention
process), and scratch process (after TRS has determined the volumes should be scratched).

TLMSTRS calls this exit using standard operating system linkage. Register 1 points to a parameter list which contains

• Preprocess (one entry)
address of the VMFBASE or VMFMDS record

• Scratch process (two entries)
– address of the TLMSTRS work record
– address of the TLMSXTRS message CAT4550E (60-byte user message)

This exit is activated by specifying YES or exitname in the TRSEXIT system option.

Preprocess

TLMSTRS allows you to access the TLMS Volume Master File base volume records and multi-data set records before the
retention process. This allows you to modify fields in the records to cause TRS to process a record differently, or to ignore
it entirely. When EOF is reached on the Volume Master File, your exit receives control with the entry in the parameter list
pointing to a record containing X'FF's (high values). This allows you to close user files and do other cleanup operations
your exit may require.

To cause a record to be ignored by TLMSTRS, simply change the field BATYPE (or MDTYPE) to a blank character.

Scratch Process

TLMSTRS allows you to access the TLMS work record just after TRS has determined that the volumes should be
scratched. The volumes may then be allowed to continue in scratch status on return to TLMSTRS.

To cause the volumes to bypass TRS scratch processing, place a nonblank character in byte 12 of the 60-byte user
message. On return to TLMSTRS, the volumes will not be set to scratch status. The TLMS041 report prints the controlling
data set information of the bypassed volumes and the 60-byte user message. If byte 12 is a blank character, TRS scratch
processing continues and the volumes will be scratched.

Include the following statement in your TRS procedure (CATTRS):
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//CAIVMFI  DD DSN=CAI.TLMS.VMF,DISP=SHR

Your exit must always zero the return code in register 15 before returning to TLMSTRS.

The assembler DSECT for the Volume Master File base record is named TLMSVMFB, and is TYPE=BASE. The multi-
data set record is TYPE=MDS and the multivolume record, TYPE=MVL, maps to the same DSECT.

This user exit should be assembled and linked through SMP USERMOD. An example of the JCL is located in
CAI.CTAPJCL (TLMJU016).

This exit is activated by specifying YES for the TRSEXIT system option.

TLMSXUPD - Volume Master File Update Exit
TLMSXUPD lets you access the 408-byte TLMS transaction record to examine and change data before updating the
Volume Master File. It also lets you control the volume's output use (data set protection).

The user exit must be an executable load module in the TLMS target library and must be named TLMSXUPD.

Specify YES or exitname in the UPDEXIT system option to activate this exit.

Use

The user exit will gain control for automatic functions and manual updates. The exit is passed the address of the update
transaction record and the address of the Volume Master File base volume record. You will receive control in the following
cases:

1. At CLOSE/EOV of an output tape data set.
2. At CLOSE/EOV of an input tape data set.
3. At OPEN of an output data set during the volume mount and verification phase.
4. For manual updating (TSO, TLTPISPF, INQR, and TRS).
5. At OPEN of an input data set.

The DSECT for the update transaction record is named TLMSTRAN.

TLMSUPDT calls your exit using standard operating system linkage. Register 1 points to a parameter list which contains
the

• address of the 408-byte transaction record
• address of the volume master file base volume record

You must set the return code (in register 15) to zeros when returning from the exit. If set to a nonzero value, the
transaction is ignored, and no update takes place.

T6SUBTYP must be set to either 1 (reject tape) or 0 (accept tape). If T6SUBTYP is other than one of these two values,
the online recorder will abend with a user code of 997. T6NONVMF=# indicates that either EXPDT=98000 or SPACE=(1,
(1,1)) was used to indicate a foreign volume, or the volume is not in the VMF. T6RESVOL=Y indicates the volser is in the
VMF; T6RESVOL=N indicates that the volser is not in the VMF.

You can control the data set protection feature of TLMS by examining both the TRANREC record and the VMFBASE
record. If you decide to reject the volume (disallow OPEN for output), place the character 1 in the field T6SUBTYP and set
R15 to a nonzero value. TLMSUPDT will then return to the operating system OPEN module and force a dismount of the
volume. If you decide to allow the volume to be opened for output, but do not want TLMS's data set protection logic to be
executed, place the character 0 (zero) in the T6SUBTYP field and set R15 to a nonzero value. TLMSUPDT will then return
to the operating system OPEN module and allow the volume to be used.

Note: When a foreign volume condition exists for cases 1, 2 or and 3, X'FF' (high values) is placed in the Volume Master
File base volume record.
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This user exit should be assembled and linked through SMP USERMOD. An example of the JCL is located in
CAI.CTAPJCL (TLMJU017).

CTSUXEDM - Defining External Data Manager Tapes
If the TLMS External Data Manager (EDM) interface is implemented, this exit expands the ability of the interface to define
data sets which should be flagged by TLMS as externally managed. However, with the ability to assign multiple EDM IDs
through the selection criteria in the CTOEDMxx member of CAI.CTAPOPTN with full pattern masking support, the need for
this exit is minimized. Use of this exit may be justified if data set name, job name, program name and ddname masks are
not enough to satisfy EDM selection.

CTSUXEDM is called from the SVC after one of the specified EDM masks has been found to match a tape request.

This exit is activated by specifying YES or exitname in the EDMEXIT system option.

Register Usage

CTSUXEDM uses standard linkages. Register 13 points to a save area, Register 14 is the return address, and Register
15 is the entry point address of CTSUXEDM. On return to the SVC module, Register 15 should contain one of the return
codes below. Branching to one of the supplied labels will cause the appropriate return code to be set.

Label Return Code Meaning
RTNCDE00 00 EDM controlled, use the EDMID as

assigned.
RTNCDE04 04 Do not use the selected EDMID, but

continue the search of possible EDMIDs for
another match.

RTNCDE08 08 The EDMID has been modified by the user
exit. This modified EDMID should be used.

RTNCDE12 12 Not EDM controlled. Do not use the
selected EDMID, and do not continue the
search.

Parameter List

At entry, Register 1 points to a parameter list containing the following and is mapped by CTMEDMLK:

Fieldname Size Contents
EDDSN 4 Data set name
EDJOB 4 Jobname
EDDPGM 4 Program name
EDDD 4 DD name
EDSSNAME 4 "TMS" or "TLMS"
EDEDMID 8 New EDM ID
EDOPT 4 Options when no SSCT
 12 Reserved

Specifications

Note: If this exit is used, as with all realtime exits, it must be in CTAPLINK.

REENTRANT
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AMODE 31

RMODE ANY

Example

A sample of CTSUXEDM is included with TLMS. Registers are saved, a new save area is GETMAINed and addressability
is established.

CTSUX1G - Scratch Subpool Verification at Open
This exit is called during realtime processing (OPEN output) to verify the tape mounted in response to a nonspecific mount
request is from the correct TLMS scratch tape subpool. It is also called when Realtime Stacking is selecting a volume to
have files stacked on.

The TLMS WTO SSI may have assigned a scratch subpool name when the original mount message was issued. The
WTO SSI uses rules defined in CTOSCRxx and CTONSMxx loaded by TLMSRIM and pattern masking specifications to
assign a scratch subpool based on data set name, SMS management class, job name, and unit address. If the original
TLMS mount message is not modified by WTO user exits, MPF processing, or other means, this exit is not required. If the
original TLMS mount message is modified, then this exit can be used to verify that the tape mounted is from the correct
subpool.

Four exit points are provided in CTSUX1G:

• RETURN00
Continue scratch subpool verification, no changes made/volume is eligible for Realtime Stacking.

• RETURN04
Continue scratch subpool verification, user exit made changes.

• DISMOUNT
Demount tape with reject code supplied in field AXREJECT.

• REJECT
The tape is not eligible for Realtime Stacking.

This exit is activated by specifying YES or exitname in the SPLEXIT system option.

Parameter List

The parameter list passed in Register 1 is mapped by the CTMUXPRM macro. The addresses and areas applicable to
CTSUX1G for subpool verification are:

Fieldname Contents
AXMPOOL Scratch pool of mounted tape
AXAPOOL Scratch pool assigned via NSM Rules
AXREJECT Reject code to dismount volume

Note: AXAPOOL may be modified. On return from this exit, AXMPOOL (scratch pool of mounted tape) and AXAPOOL
(scratch pool derived from NSM rules) are compared. If they are not equal, an NS80 or NS84 reject is issued.

 

The addresses and areas applicable to CTSUX1G for Realtime Stacking validation are:

Fieldname Contents
AXAPOOL Scratch pool assigned via NSM rules
AXADBREC Address of common tape record of volume selected
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AXREJECT If non-zero, the volume will not be selected for Realtime Stacking

 

Note: If AXREJECT is non-zero on return, the specified volume will not be selected for Realtime Stacking and another
volume will be selected. Exit CTSUX1G will again be called once another eligible volume is found.

Specifications

REENTRANT

AMODE 31

RMODE ANY

This user exit should be assembled and linked through SMP USERMOD. An example of the JCL is located in
CAI.CTAPJCL (CTSJUX1G).

Scratch Pooling (Subpool)
TLMS Scratch Pooling includes several features which enhance the tape processing facilities of the operating system.
These include:

• The Scratch Pool Management feature allows you to restrict nonspecific output access to tape pools of TLMS
controlled volumes.

• The Specific Mount Message option provides for message prefixing of specific output requests to indicate tape volume
status in the VMF.

• TLMS may not allow the use of a tape volume for input or output for various reasons.
• NL and BLP processing requires additional processing including the request for the volume serial number.
• Nonresident tape volume processing may require additional information from the operator.
• Catalog Interface to keep the TLMS database updated with the current OS catalog status for each TLMS controlled

tape file.
• The Real-time Stacking feature allows you to define scratch pools that support the stacking of multiple files on each

volume in the pool without requiring application JCL changes.

TLMS console messages are detailed in Messages.

Using Scratch Pool Management
The TLMS Scratch Pool Management feature allows you to protect defined ranges of tapes in the VMF by restricting
nonspecific output access based on:

• Data set name
• SMS Management Class name
• Creating job name
• Creating unit name
• Expiration date
• Temporary file status
• Specifying the pool name in the JCL

Many applications require the use of tapes with specific physical characteristics, such as tape length, quality of tape, reel
size, and type of container. The requirements can be imposed by government agencies or internal business procedures or
for operating convenience. The multiple scratch pool management capabilities of TLMS provide the necessary support to
satisfy these requirements in a fully automated manner.
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Describing the Scratch Pool and Access Rules
Scratch pools are assigned by adding control statements to two CAI.CTAPOPTN members:

• CTOSCRxx defines the tape pool name and the range(s) of volumes assigned to the tape pool
• CTONSMxx defines the rules for access to a tape pool

These two members are read by TLMSRIM during TLMS initialization.

Request a scratch pool by specifying the scratch pool name in the JCL VOL=SER= parameter, as shown:

//ddname   DD DSN=tape.dsname,DISP=(NEW,CATLG),UNIT=cart,

//         VOL=SER=poolnm,LABEL=(1,SL)

The scratch pool name must be six characters or less. If you use scratch pooling, you must specify at least one scratch
pool assignment control statement in the CTONSMxx member. If the CTONSMxx member references at least one scratch
pool, you do not need assignment control statements for scratch pools that are specified in the JCL.

Once TLMS is installed, you can maintain these members using your in-house text editing facilities.

Scratch Pooling Restrictions
TLMS assigns tape pools based only on the first file (primary data set) of the volume. Secondary data sets receive the
same pool assignment as the primary data set for the same volume set. TLMS does not assign subpools for foreign tapes,
which includes (EXPDT=98000 or SPACE=(1,(1,1))).

In the case of multivolume, multi-file data sets, the assignment for a new scratch volume is identical to the previous
volume, which in turn can be traced back to the primary data set assignment on the first volume.

For multivolume files, when a new volume is opened during output, the pool assignment is the same as for the preceding
volume. If the assignment rules have been changed since the creation of the original volume, the assignment of the new
volume is based on the new assignment rules.

The following hierarchy of scratch pool assignment is observed:

1. &&TEMP and DSN are temporary
2. Specification of the scratch pool through the VOL=SER=pool JCL parameter
3. Assignment through an SMS Management Class
4. Assignment through External Data Manager rules
5. Assignment through the DSN, JOB, UNIT, RETPD and EXPDT parameters

Data sets which are not assigned to a tape pool by the assignment rules are automatically assigned to a generic tape pool
which contains all tapes not defined to a tape pool.

Scratch Pooling Mount Messages
After activated by TLMSRIM, the TLMS WTO subsystem passes control to TLMS for all tape mount messages. If the
mount request is nonspecific and requires a tape from a specific pool, the mount message is modified to include the tape
pool identification (up to 13 characters). If the mount request is specific, the mount message reflects the location of the
volume, and whether it is a TLMS controlled volume.

In all cases, a reissued operating system mount message is prefixed with a TLMS message identification to notify the
operator that the intercept is present and functioning. The original and reissued WTO appears on the SYSLOG and
JESLOG; only the new WTO is displayed on the console.

On a system console, a nonpool mount message is prefixed with CTS001, while a pool-controlled mount is prefixed with
CTS002.
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For example, a MINIREEL scratch pool is assigned the range, MI0001-MI9999, and data sets using a high-level alias
of MINI are authorized to write to the MINIREEL pool. When the mount request is issued, TLMS modifies the mount
message to read:

*CTS002 IEF233A M 05A0,MINIREEL,SL,6250,JOBNAME,STEP1,MINI.DATASET.NAME

For tape mounts not reflecting a data set name prefixed with MINI, the mount message reads:

*CTS001 IEF233A M 05A0,SCRTCH,SL,6250,JOBNAME,STEP1,NON.MINI.DATASET.NAME

JES3 messages use the prefix CTS004 for non-pool mount messages, and CTS005 for pool-controlled mounts.

Note: If using STK silos, you must have an entry coded above the STK silo entry in the subsystem name table. The entry
is TLMS.

Scratch Pool Enforcement

When Scratch Pool Management is enabled, TLMS provides enforcement for both pool and nonpool nonspecific output
requests. If a data set requires the use of a specific pool, but the volume mounted to satisfy the request is not part of the
assigned range(s), TLMS demounts the volume and issues a NOT SCRATCH message. The request is reissued.

If the request is not for a specific pool, but a volume is mounted that is assigned to a specific pool, TLMS demounts the
volume and issues the message. The request is reissued.

3480/3490 Cartridge Tape Drive Support

A sample exit allows the first eight characters of the tape pool name to be displayed on 3480/3490 cartridge tape drives.
The exit disables the automatic cartridge loader (ACL). This exit prevents the ejection of all tapes in the ACL when a NOT
SCRATCH condition occurs from Scratch Pool Management. For information about the installation of this exit, see the
Installing section.

Specific Mount Message Processing
If the mount message is for a volume that is TLMS controlled and the volume status in the VMF indicates that it has been
checked out of area, the following mount message is issued:

*CTS007  IEC501A M 0E82,X00007(L2;BA46),,JOBNAME,STEPNAME,DSNAME

The location and cabinet/slot are displayed within the message above.

If the mount message is for a volume that is nonresident (not defined in the VMF), the following mount message is issued:

*CTS008  IEC501A M 0E82,X00001,,JOBNAME,STEPNAME,DSNAME

If the requested volume is TLMS controlled, and the volume status in the VMF indicates that it is inhouse, the following
message is issued:

*CTS009  IEC501A M 0E82,X00011,,JOBNAME,STEPNAME,DSNAME
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Scratch Pool Management Definition
The Scratch Pool Management feature lets you define the ranges or a subrange in the VMF as a scratch tape pool

Restrict output access to the pool based on the SMS Management Class, data set name, job name, and/or unit name.

When TLMS intercepts a scratch-pool-controlled nonspecific mount request, it modifies the text of the mount message.
The name reflects the pool name instead of the SCRTCH or PRIVAT that the system generates when mounting a volume
from the correct pool.

If a scratch-pool-controlled request is generated and the mounted volume is not in the correct range, TLMS demounts
the invalid volume and reissues the mount request. If a nonpool controlled request is generated and the tape mounted is
assigned to a scratch pool, it is demounted and the request reissued.

The READONLYnnnnn subpool definition is also allowed. If the first eight characters of the subpool name are READONLY
(followed by any five characters), the tapes in that subpool can be opened for READ processing only. No output is
allowed.

Note: Never point a CTONSMxx rule to a READONLYnnnnn subpool.

Use this function when:

• You are testing a peer-to-peer (grid) configuration of a virtual tape system.
• You do not want to allow updates to any production tapes while in Disaster Recovery.

Note: Do not suppress the IBM mount messages that TLMS uses to process through the MPF exit. These message IDs
are IAT5210, IAT5624, IEC101A, IEC501A, IEC501E, IEF233A, IEF233D, IEC704A, IEC534D, and IEC507D. If they
are suppressed, TLMS honors the suppression bit and the messages are not handled. If the mount messages are being
suppressed, acratch subpooling does not function properly.

You can enable each scratch pool for Real-time Stacking. Because file stacking is done at the pool level, ensure that
all files directed to a stacking subpool have common characteristics, such as retention, vaulting, and security. You can
dynamically stack any file that is eligible for normal direction to a specific scratch pool onto a volume already containing
active files. with three restrictions:

1. The label type must be SL.
2. The file is not temporary.
3. The file sequence is 1 (default) and a specific volume was not coded in the VOL=SER= field.

A volume can be stacked if it has other files that are dynamically stacked with a higher file sequence number and with a
stacking enabled scratch subpool. The volume must meet the following restrictions:

• Not marked as nonstackable
• Not closed by abend
• Not out-of-area
• Not an EDM-controlled volume
• Not part of a multivolume chain

If the next available volume is in use, it is bypassed and the next available volume is selected. TLMS does not delay a job
waiting to be dynamically stacked.

Specification:

Control statements must be supplied in two members in CAI.CTAPOPTN.

• CTOSCRxx describes the pool names and the range of tapes assigned.
• CTONSMxx describes the SMS Management Class or combination of data set name, creating job name, and unit

name that can access a pool that is defined in CTOSCRxx.

These two members are read during the Common Components and Services TLMSRIM initialization of TLMS and their
contents are verified before implementing the option.
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Name Control Statement (CTOSCRxx)

The Name Control statement must be supplied in CTOSCRxx. The format is:

SCRPOOL=name,[STACK=YES/NO,]

[MAXFILES=nnnn,] [THRESHOLD=yyy,]

[SNEXT=SPECIFIC/SCRATCH,]

[NCAT=STACK/NEXT,]

RANGE=lowvol-highvol [,RANGE=lowvol-highvol]

• SCRPOOL
Identifies the control statement and must be the first keyword.

• name
The name that you assign to this scratch tape pool. The name can be up to 13 characters but must not contain a blank,
comma, equal (=) sign, or single quote.

• STACK=YES/NO
Indicates whether to activate file stacking for this pool.

• MAXFILES=nnnn
Used if stacking is active for this pool. Specifies the maximum file sequence number that can be dynamically assigned
at file open time. Values can be 1-9999. Default=200

• THRESHOLD=nnn
Used if stacking is active for this pool. Specifies the volume use that, if reached during close processing, makes the
volume no longer eligible for dynamic stacking. Values can be 1-100 and can reflect the percent of capacity that is
used for the media type as identified in the VMF. Default=80

• NCAT=STACK/NEXT
Used if stacking is active for this pool. Indicates what to do to files that do not have CATALOG specified as their normal
disposition in the JCL. STACK indicates that these files are eligible like cataloged files. NEXT indicates that they are
not eligible for file stacking (file sequence is 1). The SNEXT option is used.

• SNEXT=SPECIFIC/SCRATCH
Used if stacking is active for this pool. Indicates what to do in all of the following cases:
a. NCAT=NEXT and the file does not have CATALOG in second disposition.
b. No eligible active volumes were found in pool to stack files on.
If SNEXT=SPECIFIC is specified, a specific VOLSER calls the next scratch tape in the pool. The scratch subpool is
searched for the next volume in scratch status.
If SNEXT=SCRATCH is specified, a normal CTS002 message asks to mount a scratch tape from the specified pool.

• RANGE=lowvol-highvol
Indicates the external volume serial number in the pool.
– lovol

Lowest external volume serial number in the pool range
– hivol

Highest external volume serial number in the pool range

The RANGE keywords must be the last keywords for the pool.

If either MAXFILES or THRESHOLD is reached, the volume is marked as "no longer eligible for stacking".

To continue a scratch pool definition statement, end the statement with a complete parameter followed by a comma, and
continue on to the next statement beginning in position 1 or later. The number of continuations that are allowed has no
limit, but only 255 ranges per tape pool are permitted.

You can name Scratch pools with any combination of up to 13 EBCDIC characters. Do not use a blank, comma, equal
sign, or single quote. Because it appears in modified mount messages, make the name meaningful to the operator, as
illustrated by the following examples:
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SCRPOOL=100000-109999   Any  tape with a volume serial number in  the 

                 range of 100000 through 109999 

SCRPOOL=BLUE.STRAP  Tape     with a blue strap 

SCRPOOL=1200.FOOT   Any  1200 foot tape reel 

SCRPOOL=POOL.A      Any  tape from tape pool A 

SCRPOOL=CERTIFIED   Specially    certified tape 

SCRPOOL=BACKUP.TAPE Special  backup-only tape pool 

SCRPOOL=SVC.DUMP    Pool     for SVC dump tapes only 

The choice of names is unlimited and can reflect your operating environment.

The members of a single tape pool do not need to be contiguous volumes in the tape library. Each tape pool can contain
a number of ranges of volume serial numbers. However, a VOLSER cannot be specified in more than one subpool
definition. For each range required, specify:

RANGE=lowvol-highvol

The values for lowvol and highvol can specify the same volume serial number, resulting in a single-volume tape pool.

Note: If STACK=YES and MAXFILES=1, then every scratch request within the pool follows the SNEXT keyword. If you
use SNEXT=SPECIFIC, all scratch requests are turned into specific volser requests but no dynamic file stacking is
performed.

Name Control Examples:

Example 1

SCRPOOL=SCRPOOL.A,RANGE=W10000-W10099,RANGE=Y09900-Y09999,

    RANGE=000000-009999

Example 2

SCRPOOL=000000-009999,RANGE=000000-009999

Example 3

SCRPOOL=BLUE,RANGE=X99000-X99099,RANGE=X89000-X89049

Example 4

SCRPOOL=STACKM,

    STACK=YES,THRESHOLD=70,

    RANGE=201000-202000

Example 5

SCRPOOL=100000-100099,RANGE=750003-750187

Examples 1 through 4 are correct examples, reflecting both the external nature of the scratch pool and its contents.
Example 5 shows the type of error to avoid. The external description of the scratch pool implies a different set of volumes
than the RANGE parameter defines.

To direct an output request to a specific scratch subpool using JCL, the pool name must be six characters or less. See
Example 3. Code the pool name as if it were the VOLSER.
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• Note:
• The unit that is specified must be able to satisfy at least one of the tapes from the specified pool.
• You can specify only one pool name in the VOL=SER= field. You cannot add other VOLSERs except for the scratch

subpool name.
• You cannot have two or more DD statements in the same step pointing to the same scratch subpool through the

VOL=SER= specification. You can have two or more DD statements using VOL=SER=poolid, but they must be
different pool names.

//ddname   DD DSN=tape,dsname,DISP=(NEW,CATLG),UNIT=cart,

//         VOL=SER=BLUE,LABEL=(1,SL)

Assignment Control Statement (CTONSMxx)

To define scratch assignment rules, generate control statements specifying the poolname and either SMS Management
Class or a combination of data set name, creating job name, and unit name. The format for the assignment control
statement is:

DSN=dsname,JOB=jobname,POOL=poolname,UNIT=unitname

Or

MGMTCLAS=classname,POOL=poolname

• DSN
This assignment applies to only those data sets whose data set name is the specified dsname, unless further restricted
by the JOB or UNIT parameter. If DSN is coded, MGMTCLAS cannot be specified. Code DSN=&&TEMP to assign
temporary data sets or work tapes to scratch pools. The data set name can be fully qualified or you can use the TLMS
Pattern Masking facility to specify it. For more information, see Pattern Masking.

• JOB
This assignment applies only to data sets being created with the specified job name. If JOB is coded, MGMTCLAS
cannot be coded. The job name can be qualified or specified using the TLMS Pattern Masking facility.

• UNIT
This assignment specifies the unit physical name (ccuu). Esoteric names are not supported. If UNIT is coded,
MGMTCLAS cannot be coded. The unit name can be qualified or specified using the TLMS Pattern Masking facility.
Enter Three character units with a leading zero.

• MGMTCLAS
This assignment specifies the 1-8 character SMS Management Class name. The SMS Management Class name
cannot be coded using TLMS pattern masking specifications. If MGMTCLAS is coded, DSN, JOB, and UNIT cannot be
coded.

• POOL
Assignments that are made under this use tapes from the tape pool specified by poolname.

To continue a scratch pool assignment statement, end the statement with a comma before position 72 and continue on to
the next statement, beginning in position 1 or later. The number of continuations that are allowed has no limit.

WARNING
If you change the production CTONSMxx member and REINIT TLMS to make them active, add the new entries
to the very end of the current member for the real-time tape processing not to be affected.

Assignment Control Statement Examples:

To assign a data set to a tape pool every time the data set is created, enter:

DSN=dsname,POOL=poolname
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Make this assignment regardless of the creating job or unit.

If local naming conventions call for backup data sets to have names of NIGHTLY.BACKUP.volser.generation, the nightly
backups can be assigned to a specific pool by:

DSN=NIGHTLY.BACKUP.-,POOL=backup.pool

To use a special pool for IMS or CICS online log tapes:

DSN=ims.log.dsname,JOB=ims.jobname,POOL=ims.log.pool

DSN=cics.log.dsname,JOB=cics.jobname,POOL=cics.log.pool

If naming conventions require that all test jobs begin with a character, such as a T, you can restrict programmer test tapes
to a specific range by entering:

DSN=-,JOB=T-,POOL=test.poolname

Assignment is made by determining whether the combination of dsname and job name matches any of the entries read
during the initialization. For multiple matches, such as:

DSN=ABCD-,POOL=C,UNIT=0E8?

DSN=ABC-,POOL=D,UNIT=0E??

A data set named ABCDE is assigned to pool C, because ABCD- is a more qualified match than ABC-. For two equal
matches on a data set name, use the entry with the more exact job name or unit name or both.

External Data Manager Specifications
If an External Data Manager (EDM), such as DFHSM, is to control the TLMS tapes, you must supply the information about
the tapes.

An externally managed tape is as follows:

• Created through an authorized program (APF authorized), and the program is linked AC=1.
• Matches the selection criteria for one of the External Data Manager IDs (EDMID) specified in the CTOEDMxx member

of CAI.CTAPOPTN.

An EDMID is an eight-character field that is stored in the VMF Volume record to identify which EDM controls that tape.
Within this member, you can specify multiple EDMIDs. Duplicate EDMIDs are allowed. The same EDMID can identify
multiple sets of definitions.

Specifications

The following parameters are specified in the CAI.CTAPOPTN member, CTOEDMxx. If more than one option (except
EDM) is specified, an AND condition is assumed (all specifications must be met). A mask can be provided for PGM, DSN,
JOB, and DD.

• DD
The ddname (up to eight characters)

• DSN
The data set name (up to 44 characters)

• EDM
A name identifying the EDM (up to eight characters)

• JOB
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The job name (up to eight characters)
• PGM

The program name (up to eight characters). Must be APF authorized.

Multiple EDMs can be specified in this member. Full pattern masking is supported.

The following example illustrates how all DFHSM managed tapes would be placed under EDM control:

EDM=HSM1,DSN=*.MIGTAPE.-,PGM=ARCCTL

EDM=HSM1,DSN=*.DUMP.-,PGM=ARCCTL

EDM=HSM1,DSN=*.BACKTAPE.-,PGM=ARCCTL

The Scratch Pool Management feature allows a scratch pool to be assigned to an EDM. The scratch pool assignment
control statement that is defined in member CTONSMxx of CAI.CTAPOPTN supports the specification of an EDM ID with
the scratch pool name:

EDM=HSM1 ,POOL= HSM1VOLUMES

EDM=HSM1 is assigned the scratch pool HSM1VOLUMES. When a tape belongs to the EDM HSM1, output scratch
processing requests volumes from the HSM1VOLUMES scratch pool. This scratch pool must be defined to the
CTOSCRxx member. See Using Scratch Pool Management for further scratch pool management.

Default

Member CTOEDMxx is distributed with null values. If no EDM is used, no action is required. You can use the user exit
CTSUXEDM to define data sets managed externally.

Pattern Masking
TLMS Pattern Masking Feature
Once patterns are created, the TLMS utility CTSPMTST can be used to test the patterns by executing COMPARE,
MATCH and VALIDATE operations. CTSPMTST processing produces printed output, which aids in resolving pattern
errors.

The following terms are used in this discussion:

• Nodal
A pattern mask or object that contains node separators, such as data set name.

• Nodeless
A pattern mask or object that does not contain node separators, such as job name.

• Object
A data element that the pattern is to be matched against. This is typically a data set name or job name.

• Wild card
Any one (or more) of the special masking characters used in a pattern to represent the presence or absence of the
characters.

Pattern Characters

The following special characters can be used as wild cards in the definition of a pattern:

• Question mark (?) X'6F'
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This character is used to match any character, or the absence of a character in the object. It cannot match a node
character.

• Exclamation mark (!) X'5A'
This character is used to match any character, but not the absence of a character in the object. It cannot match a node
character.

• Pound or hash sign (#) X'7B'
This character is used to match a numeric value in the object. It cannot match the absence of a character.

• At sign (@) X'7C'
This character is used to match an alphabetic character in the object. It cannot match the absence of a character.

• Asterisk (*) X'5C'
This character is used to match any number of characters (including zero) within a node. It cannot match the node
character.

• Dash (-) X'60'
This character is used to represent any number of characters (including zero) before and after its position in the
pattern. It can match the node character.

• Back slash (\) X'E0'
This character is used to specify that the character immediately following it is to be taken literally; that is, \* would
indicate that the asterisk is to be matched as an asterisk, and not used as a wild card character. A back slash is not
valid at the end of a pattern unless it is preceded by a back slash (\\).

• Node character
This character is used to define a node separator. Typically, this character is a period, as used in a data set name.

Pattern Hierarchy

To make the most accurate match when multiple patterns are involved, patterns must be arranged in a hierarchy from the
most- to the least-specific. The following classifications are used to assign the accuracy of a pattern. These classifications
apply to objects that contain nodes only. (For information on the classification of nodeless objects, see the topic, Nodal
versus Nodeless Objects.

• Specific

This classification defines any pattern that does not contain a dash. Patterns so classified are sorted left to right.
Examples are:

ABC.MNO.XYZ

ABC.X*.LIST

ABC.??LIST??.*DATA

• Prefixed/Suffixed/Containing Combination

This classification defines any pattern containing two or more dashes within the pattern, but not at the beginning or end of
the pattern. An example is:

ABC-LMNO##-XYZ

• Prefixed/Suffixed Combination

This classification defines any pattern that contains a single dash (or * for nodeless) within the pattern, but not at the
beginning or end. Examples are:

ABC???.-XYZ

ABC-XYZ

• Prefixed
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This classification defines any pattern that ends with a dash. Examples are:

ABC-

ABC-.XYZ.-

*ABC.-

A!B??.-

Note: It is appropriate to note that some of these examples represent inefficient patterns (those that require more
scanning overhead), as is shown in the two examples above. Although patterns that contain embedded dashes or begin
with a wild card character are valid, it is recommended that you attempt to be as specific from left to right as possible to
avoid this overhead. This note also applies to the next two pattern classifications, Suffixed and Containing.

• Suffixed

This classification defines any pattern that begins with a dash. Examples are:

-.LIST*

-.*XYZ

-.???XYZ

• Containing

This classification defines any pattern that begins and ends with a dash. A pattern containing an additional embedded
dash also falls under this classification. Examples are:

-XYZ-

-.??ABC??.-

-.-.-

Once classified, patterns in the same class can be compared directly. The pattern is translated to force wildcard
characters to be higher than other characters in the pattern mask. Wildcard characters that match are processed in the
following collating sequence:

• Pound sign (#), most specific
• At sign (@)
• Exclamation mark (!)
• Question mark (?)
• Asterisk (*)
• Dash (-), least specific

The following list illustrates this order:

ABCDEF.XYZ

ABC###.XYZ

ABC@@@.XYZ

ABC!!!.XYZ

ABC???.XYZ

ABC*.XYZ

ABC-.XYZ
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Nodal versus Nodeless Objects

Nodal objects differ from nodeless objects primarily in the use of node separators and use of the asterisk. The asterisk
is equivalent to the dash in a nodeless object. Since there are no node boundaries, the only boundary respected by the
asterisk is the end of the object. In a nodal object, the asterisk terminates at the end of a node.

All other aspects of pattern masking are the same.

Object Classes
Predefined pattern classes have been established to define the characteristics of the objects to be matched. These
classes define whether the object is nodal or nodeless, what characters to recognize as node separators, and the size of
the object. The following classes are predefined for the TLMS pattern masking facility:

• MVSFILE
Indicates that the object is a z/OS file (data set) name. The object is defined as nodal, 44 characters in length, and
uses the period (.) as a node separator.

• MVSJOB
Represents any z/OS name that has the same characteristics as the job name. The object is defined as nodeless and
eight bytes in length. Other objects in this class include DDnames, step names, PROC names, program names, and so
forth.

Pattern Matching Routine
The pattern matching routine performs three basic functions:

• Pattern validation
• Pattern matching (pattern to object)
• Pattern hierarchy (pattern to pattern)

Pattern Validation

Pattern validation verifies the contents of a pattern. This function primarily checks for invalid combinations. The following
combinations are invalid because they are ambiguous:

?*   ?-   *?   **   *-   -?   -*   --

A back slash (\) cannot be used as a wildcard character at the end of a pattern. It is valid at the end only if preceded by a
back slash (\), which indicates that it is to be taken literally as a back slash.

Pattern Matching

The pattern supplied is matched against the object, the match being based on the wildcard characters found in the
pattern. This routine is called recursively to scan for the current segment from the pattern. A segment is one of the
following:

• ABC.
Portion up to node separator (nodal)

• ABC?
Portion up to (excluding) question mark

• ABC*
Portion up to (excluding) asterisk

• ABC-
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Portion up to (excluding) dash
• ABC

Portion up to end of pattern

The following examples illustrate segments:

SSDDEV.\@#@!?.A*C.*.-XYZ

SSDDEV.  \@#@!   ?.  A   *C.  *.  -XYZ

Recursion is necessary to ensure that an accurate match is made when using the wildcard characters ?, * or - to prefix a
pattern, such as:

???ABC

*ABC

-ABC

Consider the following pattern and object (nodal):

Pattern:    ABC-XYZ.DATA

Object:     ABC.LMNOXYZ.TUV.XYZ.DATA

The pattern matches an object beginning with ABC and ending with XYZ.DATA. When the pattern is matched, the first
segment to be matched is ABC. The matching routine looks for ABC at the current location. Since it matches, it moves to
the next segment, -XYZ. The dash indicates that the object is to be scanned for the string, XYZ. This is found in the object
within the second node, LMNOXYZ.

The next segment to be compared is DATA. Since the next node of the object is TUV., a mismatch occurs. The scan
routine must step back to the original segment that started the scan, -XYZ., and continue. This scan would stop at the
fourth node of the object, XYZ.. Since the next segment of the pattern and the object would both match, the pattern would
be considered to match the object.

If the last node of the object had been something other than DATA, the comparison would have failed.

Pattern Hierarchy

This function provides the capability to arrange patterns in a most specific order. It furnishes the mechanism for comparing
patterns, but does not actually sort them. The application is responsible for placing them in order based on the results of
the compare. Pattern Hierarchy is detailed earlier in this discussion.

 

Scanning Using the Question Mark (?), Asterisk (*) and Dash (-)

Scanning is performed for specific text (including the at sign (@), pound sign (#) and exclamation mark (!)) following a
question mark, an asterisk or a dash. The question mark represents the maximum number of characters that can be
mismatched before the scan is terminated.

The scan is terminated when the pattern is located, the end of the node is encountered, or the maximum number of
mismatches has occurred. The asterisk is used to scan for the text that follows it. The scan ends when the text is located
or the end of the node is encountered. The dash is similar to the asterisk, with the exception that the scan after a dash
continues until the test is found or the end of the object is encountered.

The following example illustrates a scan using the question mark:
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Object:    AAABC.XYZ

Pattern:   ????BC.XYZ

Object segment:    AAABC.

Pattern segment:   ????BC.

This pattern indicates that as many as four characters can be mismatched at the beginning of the pattern before a
mismatch is declared on the entire pattern.

Pattern Masking Examples

The following examples are supplied to assist in understanding how patterns are used.

TWJRK.CA?.LOAD matches TWJRK.CA.LOAD
TWJRK.CAS.LOAD

but not TWJRK.CA11.LOAD
TWJRK.??CA?.LOAD matches TWJRK.CA.LOAD

TWJRK.CAS.LOAD
TWJRK.TCAS.LOAD
TWJRK.T2CA.LOAD
TWJRK.T2CAS.LOAD

but not TWJRK.CA11.LOAD
TWJRK.T22CAS.LOAD

TWJRK.T?MS.LOAD matches TWJRK.TMS.LOAD
TWJRK.TLMS.LOAD

but not TWJRK.XTMS.LOAD
TWJRK.TMSX.LOAD

TWJRK.CA!.LOAD matches TWJRK.CYS.LOAD
but not TWJRK.CA.LOAD

TWJRK.CA11.LOAD
TWJRK.!!CA!.LOAD matches TWJRK.T2CAS.LOAD

but not TWJRK.CA.LOAD
TWJRK.CAS.LOAD
TWJRK.TCAS.LOAD
TWJRK.T2CA.LOAD
TWJRK.CA11.LOAD
TWJRK.T22CAS.LOAD

TWJRK.CA!?.LOAD matches TWJRK.CAS.LOAD
TWJRK.CA11.LOAD

but not TWJRK.CA.LOAD
TWJRK.?!CA?.LOAD matches TWJRK.TCAS.LOAD

TWJRK.T2CA.LOAD
TWJRK.T2CAS.LOAD

but not WJRK.CA.LOAD
TWJRK.CA11.LOAD
TWJRK.CAS.LOAD
TWJRK.T22CAS.LOAD

TWJRK.CA##.LOAD matches TWJRK.CA11.LOAD
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but not TWJRK.CAS.LOAD
TWJRK.CASA.LOAD
TWJRK.CA150.LOAD

TWJRK.@@@@.LOAD matches TWJRK.TLMS.LOAD
but not TWJRK.CAS.LOAD

TWJRK.TMS.LOAD
TWJRK.CA11.LOAD
TWJRK.CATMS.LOAD

TWJRK.\@\@.LOAD matches TWJRK.@@.LOAD
but not TWJRK.CA.LOAD

TWJRK.*.LOAD matches TWJRK.CA.LOAD
TWJRK.CAS.LOAD
TWJRK.CA11.LOAD
TWJRK.TLMS.LOAD
TWJRK.CA11R500.LOAD

but not TWJRK.CAS.R50.LOAD
TWJRK.LOAD

TWJRK.CA*.LOAD matches TWJRK.CAS.LOAD
TWJRK.CA11.LOAD
TWJRK.CA11R500.LOAD

but not TWJRK.CAS.R50.LOAD
TWJRK.*CA*.LOAD matches TWJRK.CA.LOAD

TWJRK.CAS.LOAD
TWJRK.TCAS.LOAD
TWJRK.T2CA.LOAD
TWJRK.T2CAS.LOAD
TWJRK.CA11R500.LOAD
TWJRK.TLMSIICA.LOAD

but not TWJRK.X.CA.LOAD
TWJRK.CA.X.LOAD

TWJRK.A*B*C.LOAD matches TWJRK.ABC.LOAD
TWJRK.ABXC.LOAD
TWJRK.AXBC.LOAD
TWJRK.AXBXC.LOAD
TWJRK.ABXXXXXC.LOAD
TWJRK.AXBXXXXC.LOAD
TWJRK.AXXBXXXC.LOAD
TWJRK.AXXXBXXC.LOAD
TWJRK.AXXXXBXC.LOAD
TWJRK.AXXXXXBC.LOAD

but not TWJRK.ABCX.LOAD
TWJRK.-.LOAD matches TWJRK.CAS.LOAD

TWJRK.CAS.R50.LOAD
but not TWJRK.LOAD

TWJRK-LOAD matches TWJRK.LOAD
TWJRK.TESTLOAD
TWJRK.CAS.LOAD
TWJRK.CAS.R50.LOAD
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ABC-XYZ matches ABCXYZ
ABC12XYZ
ABC12.TUVXYZ

but not ABC12.XYZZ
TWJRK.\@#A!?.A*C.*.-XYZ matches TWJRK.@1AZ.ABXXC.LMNOP.ABXYZ.ABCXYZ

TWJRK.@9A1Z.AXXXXXXC.LMNOP.ABC1XYZ
but not TWJRK.11AZ.ABC.LMNOP.XYZ

TWJRK.@1AZ.ABC.XYZ
TWJRK.@1AZ.ABC.XYZ.XYZA

Defining SMS Management Classes for Tape Data Sets
This section shows how you can use TLMS to complement System Managed Storage (SMS) in a z/OS environment.
You will see how to modify SMS Automatic Class Selection (ACS) routines to define a SMS management class for TAPE
files with or without a Storage Group of TAPE defined. By assigning an SMS Management Class to a tape file, TLMS can
determine scratch subpools, assign file retention, and enforce SMS Management Class retention limits.

Note: The only requirement is that SMS must be active and the TLMS option, SMS, is set to YES in TLMSIPO. This
implementation of SMS does not require that DFSMS 1.1 or higher be installed.

Requests to the SMS Subsystem Interface are sent by TLMS to obtain the definition of a Management Class and to
invoke the Data Class, Storage Class and Management Class routines. A Data Class and Storage Class must be
assigned to invoke the SMS Management Class ACS routine.

Once a Management Class is returned, it is stored in the VMF. The Management Class is saved in the field xxSMSMGT in
the Data Set record. The Data Class and Storage Class names are not saved. The Management Class can be manually
changed using UPD vvvvvv MGMTCLAS=.

SMS ACS Services are invoked:

• At OPEN OUTPUT time, with &ACSENVIR. set to CATAPEO
• At Mount Message time, with &ACSENVIR. set to CATAPEP
• At Scratch Pool Validation time, with &ACSENVIR. set to CATAPEP

The SMS data may be used by TRS User Exit to set retention.

How to Code ACS Rules to Affect Tape Processing

Assign a Storage Class

/***************************************************************/

/* ASSIGN A STORCLAS TO APPL01 TAPE DATA SETS                  */

/***************************************************************/

    WHEN (&HLQ='APPL01'.  &.& &ACSENVIR='CATAPEO')

       SET &STORCLAS. ='BASE'

    WHEN (&HLQ='APPL01'.  &.& &ACSENVIR='CATAPEP')

       SET &STORCLAS. ='BASE'

    WHEN (&HLQ='APPL01'.  &.& &ACSENVIR='CATAPE')

       SET &STORCLAS. ='BASE'

Assign a Management Class

/**************************************************************/
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/* ASSIGN PAYROLL GDG DATASETS ON TAPE TO CATALOG             */

/**************************************************************/

 WHEN (&HLQ. = 'PAYROLL' &.& &DSTYPE = 'GDG' 

  && &ACSENVIR = 'CATAPEO') SET &MGMTCLAS. = 'CATALOG'

/****************************************************************/

/* ASSIGN PRODUCTION TAPE DATASETS TO THE PRODUCTION POOL (PROD)*/

/****************************************************************/

  WHEN (&HLQ. ¬= 'TEST' &.& &ACSENVIR = 'CATAPEP')

    SET &MGMTCLAS. = 'PROD'

TLMSRIM - Initializing and Reinitializing TLMS
TLMSRIM uses the facilities from CAIRIM to initialize and reinitialize TLMS. It is responsible for installing the TLMS SVC,
building the TLMS subsystem, initializing the WTO subsystem interface, loading realtime modules to common storage if
not found in the link pack area, installing the TLMS OSI to track tape activity, locating and anchoring TLMS realtime user
exits, building an optional realtime retention table, and installing the SMF interface to capture tape read and write errors.

TLMSRIM is a required phase of the TLMS initialization process. At system startup time, the CAIRIM procedure invokes
the TLMSRIM module when the control statements are used as input to the PARMLIB DD of CAIRIM. CAIRIM invokes
TLMSRIM via an alias name for the release. The alias has the form of TLrrINIT, where the rr is a hex release and
modification.

WARNING
This program should be used only by systems programmers responsible for maintaining TLMS.

Notes:

• If you have other vendor products which modify the operating system's data management modules, and these
modified versions are MLPA, you must include the CAG8LIB2 DD in the CAIRIM procedure. Any MLPA data set must
be specified in the CAG8LIB2 DD which contains these modifications. If you have a data set name for the contents
of the LPA other than SYS1.LPALIB, you must put that data set name in the CAG8LIB1 DD and include the DD in the
CAIRIM procedure. Ensure that the CAIRIM procedure (CAS9) has security access (READ) to the libraries containing
the operating system's data management modules.

• If you want TLMSRIM to build the optional realtime retention table, you must include the CAIRMF DD in the CAIRIM
procedure. The CAIRMF DD points to the active "retention master file" (RMF).

TLMSRIM Job Control Statements
The following control statement is specified in the PARMLIB DD of the CAIRIM procedure when TLMSRIM services are
required:

PRODUCT (CA TLMS/-PRD)

   VERSION(TLE0)

   INIT(TLE0INIT)

   PARM(INIT [,OSI=NO] [,LPA=xxxxxxxx] [,SMF=YES])

   LOADLIB(authorized.library) 

This control statement directs TLE0INIT which is an alias of TLMSRIM to initialize TLMS. If the module is not found in the
link pack area, TLMSRIM will load it in extended common storage, using CAIRIM dynamic SVC services, and update the
SVC table. The INIT function can be performed only once. Subsequent invocations of TLMSRIM are required to specify
the REINIT parameter. (See the following syntax).
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The OSI=NO keyword specifies that the TLMS OSI, used to track realtime tape activity, is not to be loaded. If the TLMS
OSI is not loaded, no tape jobs should be run since tape activity will not be intercepted. This parameter should not be
used unless you are certain tape activity will not occur. For more information on the TLMS OSI, see Control Statements.

Once the initial TLMSRIM has run, the REINIT parameter can be used to reinitialize certain components of TLMS.

The following control statement is specified in the PARMLIB DD of the CAIRIM procedure:

PRODUCT (CA TLMS/-PRD)

   VERSION(TLE0)

   INIT(TLE0INIT)

   PARM(REINIT 

    [,LPA=xxxxxxxx]

    [,WTO=CLEAR|FORCE]

    [,OSI=YES|NO|REINIT]

    [,SMF=YES])

   LOADLIB(authorized.library) 

The REINIT parameter will reinitialize the components specified by the other keywords provided in the CAIRIM PARM
control statement.

TLMSRIM Control Statements
 

• INIT
Directs TLMSRIM to perform TLMS Initialization. Can be used only once.

• LOADLIB
Specifies that the LOADLIB can be loaded from a specific authorized load library instead of from the link list
concatenation.

• LPA=
The LPA= statement directs TLC6INIT to load the specified resident module or modules into common storage.

• OSI=
Specifies that the TLMS OSI is to be loaded, not loaded, or refreshed.
– NO

Specifies that the TLMS OSI should not be loaded.
– YES

Specifies that the TLMS OSI will be loaded.
– REINIT

Specifies that the TLMS OSI should be refreshed. All tape processing MUST be stopped while the OSI is being
reinitialized.

• REINIT
The REINIT keyword is used on subsequent TLMSRIM requests to reinitialize or refresh certain components of TLMS.
– ALL

Specifies that all TLMS commonly accessed, resident routines are to be reloaded, and TLMS pointers refreshed.
– modname

Specifies the name of the module to be added to common storage.
• SMF=YES

This specifies that TLMSRIM should attempt to load and install any SMF exit modules.
• WTO=

This control statement directs TLMSRIM to either temporarily or permanently shut down the TLMS WTO and DOM
subsystem interface (WTO SSI). The WTO SSI is used to capture and reissue tape mount messages if TLMS tape
scratch pools are implemented.
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– CLEAR
Temporarily disables the WTO SSI. A subsequent TLMSRIM REINIT request will re-enable the WTO SSI.

– FORCE
Shuts down the WTO SSI for the remainder of the life of the IPL. The WTO SSI will not be reactivated until the
system is IPLed again.

TLMSRIM Control Statement Examples
For the initial execution of TLMSRIM during system startup time, use the following control statements.

• To load a new version of the TLMS real-time user, exit CTSUXEDM:

PRODUCT(CA TLMS-PRD) VERSION(TLE0) INIT(TLE0INIT)-

PARM(REINIT,LPA=ALL,OSI=REINIT) -

LOADLIB(authorized.library)

Specify the LOADLIB parameter if the new version of TLMS is not found in the current link list concatenation. The
REINIT refreshes the stored address of the TLMS modules.

• To shut down temporarily the WTO SSI only:

PRODUCT(CA TLMS-PRD) VERSION(TLE0) INIT(TLE0INIT) -

PARM(REINIT WTO=CLEAR)

• To reactivate the WTO SSI:

PRODUCT(CA TLMS-PRD) VERSION(TLE0) INIT(TLE0INIT) -

PARM(REINIT)

The REINIT refreshes pointers in the TLMS resident table. Resident routines and user exits are relocated and the SMF
exits are reinitialized.

Automated Tape Libraries and Virtual Tape Support
Mainframe tape processing has evolved over the last five decades from the prevalence of labor-intensive manual
tape processing to Automated Tape Libraries (ATL) and Virtual Tape systems (VTS). Virtual tape systems have further
increased efficiency by eliminating the need to write to physical tapes at all, instead writing tape data to "virtual" volumes
in a disk cache. At a later time these virtual volumes are consolidated and stacked on physical tape volumes and exported
from the virtual tape system for disaster recovery or other purposes. TLMS has supported each new phase in tape
technology as it has been introduced and will continue to support the latest tape media types, robotics, and virtual tape
systems. TLMS provides realtime scratch notification to help keep the ATL and VTS systems in sync. This optional
notification is activated by specifying ROBSCR=YES in the TLMSIPO member. 

Automated Tape Libraries and Virtual Tape systems are now the standard in most installations. Customers have adopted
ATLs for the following benefits:

• Faster mount times
• Minimize tape handling to reduce the possibility of operator error
• Easier tracking of tape inventory

The introduction of virtual tape extended these benefits by also providing:

• Improved utilization of physical tape cartridges
• Instantaneous dismount and rewind processing

These benefits have driven the acceptance of robotics and virtual tape systems as the standard for efficient tape
processing today.
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This section is organized by tape library vendor for both virtual tape and basic ATLs. Note that the terms ATL, library, and
robot will be used interchangeably in this section. No difference between the terms is intended.

VMF Fields Used to Track Tapes in Automated Tape Libraries
TLMS provides two fields in the Volume Master File (VMF) to track the residency of tapes in ATLs and virtual tape
systems and a third field used by virtual tape solutions to record the physical volume serial number that a virtual tape is
written to when exported.

• ATLTYP-Automatic Tape Library type (also known as the robot type)
• ATLNUM-Automatic Tape Library number (also known as the robot number)
• ACTUAL_VOLSER-Actual volume serial number (also known as the container volume)
• ATLTYP

The Automatic Tape library type identifies the manufacturer (IBM, STK, and others) and identifies if the ATL is a virtual
tape system. Specific bit settings are defined for the leading robotics and virtual tape vendors. A partial list follows; the
complete list is defined in the Using section for TAPEDB field ROBOT_TYPE. This field is zero if the volume is not in
an ATL.
– X'01' IBM
– X'02' STK
– X'81' IBM Virtual Tape System
– X'82' STK Virtual Storage Manager
– X'88' Vtape

• ATLNUM
Automatic Tape Library device number - is used to distinguish between multiple robots of the same type in the
installation. This field is assigned by the customer. Typically, if an installation has three robots of the same type they
are assigned the identifiers 1, 2, and 3. They could however be assigned any number up to 254.

• ACTUAL_VOLSER
Actual volume serial number, also described as the container volume serial number - is used to record the physical
volser that one or more virtual volumes are written on. This field is not used for basic ATL support and is updated only
when the volumes are exported from the virtual tape system.

The ATLNUM and ATLTYP fields can be displayed using the DVA command and updated with the UPV command. The
ACTUAL_VOLSER field is updated internally within robotic interface processing only. The ACTUAL_VOLSER field cannot
be updated by the user. These fields are also displayed using Earl reports and the Vantage GMI interface, however
the key updaters of these fields are the user exits provided by Broadcom or the robotic system vendor. These exits
are invoked when volumes are entered into or removed from the library to provide up to the minute status on volume
residency. TLMS does not update these fields. They are updated only if the entry and eject exits are installed.

The TLMS Tape Retention System (TRS) alters its processing for both real and virtual tapes that are in ATLs. As TRS
processes the retention schedule for a tape, it does not prevent movement because the tape is in an ATL. Instead, TRS
creates a "Move Report" entry which shows the tape moving from its location with the "cabinet/slot" as follows:

• ATL-indicates a physical tape in an ATL
• VTS-indicates a virtual tape in an ATL
• VTX-indicates a virtual tape that has been exported from an ATL

For a physical tape the TO location has a cabinet/slot assigned for the tape. VTS and VTX tapes have no cabinet/slot
assigned and are shown as VTS or VTX. This continues through the retention schedule.

IBM 3494 Tape Library
The IBM TotalStorage 3494 Tape Library is IBM's main cartridge tape library for the mainframe. The IBM 3494 also
supports connectivity to open systems and is the framework for IBM's virtual tape system, the IBM TotalStorage 3494
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Virtual Tape Server (VTS). This section describes how to configure TLMS with the IBM 3494 Tape Library. For information
about configuring TLMS with the IBM 3494 VTS, see "IBM 3494 Virtual Tape Server (VTS)."

Integration between TLMS and the IBM 3494 Tape Library (ATL) or the IBM 3494 VTS is based on four exits that are used
to communicate with the robot:

• CBRUXENT-IBM OAM Volume Entry
• CBRUXEJC-IBM OAM Volume Eject
• CBRUXVNL-IBM OAM Volume Not In Library
• TLMSRACF-TLMS Scratch Exit

Object Access Method (OAM) is a part of IBM's DFSMSdfp component and is designed to provide management of data
objects rather than files. OAM is also used to manage IBM's tape libraries as part of an overall storage hierarchy, based
on DFSMS System Managed Storage concepts and facilities. OAM includes an address space that runs on z/OS which
provides object related services for applications and entry, eject, and related processing for tape libraries. The OAM
address space also maintains the Tape Configuration Database (TCDB) which defines the IBM tape volumes and libraries
managed. The TCDB is made up of one or more VOLCATs, a special type of ICF.CATALOG which is specifically marked
as a volume catalog.

OAM includes a component, Library Control Services (LCS) which is used to manage the movement and tracking of tapes
in IBM automated tape libraries. TLMS interfaces to OAM through requests made to LCS.

To configure your installation to access the IBM 3494 for basic type library support, you must customize the OAM exits
CBRUXENT and CBRUXEJC. The CBRUXVNL exit is optional. Broadcom recommends that the TLMS scratch exit
TLMSRACF be installed to synchronize scratch status between TLMS and TCDB, however this can also be achieved by
implementing batch synchronization procedures. A discussion of the processing in each exit follows. Note that extra calls
to these exits are performed when an IBM 3494 VTS is being managed.

The additional calls related to virtual tape processing are discussed in the section entitled "IBM 3494 Virtual Tape Server
(VTS)" below.

IBM 3494 CBRUXENT Volume Entry Exit

The OAM CBRUXENT exit is executed whenever a tape cartridge is inserted into the ATL. The CBRUXENT exit, which
is provided by CA 1, determines the status of the tape within the TMC, then allows or disallows the entry of the tape and
sets the status in the TCDB to scratch or private, based on the status in the TMC. When installed, the CBRUXENT exit
updates TMC fields ROBTY and ROBID to indicate the tape is in the ATL. By default, a foreign tape cannot be entered
into the ATL. If this is attempted, the tape will be left in insert status. This exit should be customized to specify the SMS
name of each robot in an internal table for both IBM ATL and IBM VTS implementations.

Sites that wish to have volumes taken out of OUT OF SERVICE status within the VMF can remove branch instruction
within CTSUXENT – B FINDEOL. With this modification and CTSUXENT reinstalled, volumes that are entered into the
library will automatically be taken out of OUT OF SERVICE status.

IBM 3494 CBRUXEJC Volume Eject Exit

For basic 3494 ATL processing the OAM CBRUXEJC exit is invoked when a tape is physically ejected from the ATL. The
sample CBRUXEJC exit provided by TLMS will clear the ATLTYP and ATLNUM fields to indicate that the volume does not
reside in any robot. For basic 3494 ATL support, no changes in the CBRUXEJC sample exit are required.

IBM 3494 CBRUXVNL Volume Not in Library

The OAM CBRUXVNL exit is invoked when a requested tape is not found in the ATL, providing you an opportunity to
insert the tape into the ATL and retry allocation without cancelling the job. Use of this exit is strictly optional. If you choose
to use this exit you should be aware that OAM also calls this exit for DASD that is offline and for all tapes (even round
reels) not in an SMS managed IBM robot.
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No updates to TLMS or OAM are performed based on this exit. The only time you would need to install and use this exit is
if you wanted to allow operations the chance to insert a cartridge back into the 3494 and re-drive the allocation instead of
simply allowing the job to have a JCL error or abend. If you have a 3494 ATL with similar devices both inside and outside
the robot (so any tape can be mounted either inside or outside the 3494), then there is no need to use this exit.

This exit must be customized for your environment. You must determine what processing is to be done if the tape you are
requesting is not in the library. For example, if you have 3490 drives outside the 3494 and have only 3590 drives inside
the 3494, you would want to un-comment out two lines that compare the TLMS returned density with the value "3590."
If you do not un-comment out these two line, then ALL allocations for the 3494 would be driven through the CBRUXVNL
exit.

TLMS TLMSRACF Scratch Exit

The TLMSRACF scratch exit for TLMS is linked to every time a volume is put into scratch status. This exit can also be
customized to keep the OAM TCDB synchronized with the VMF when volumes are scratched. Simple customization of
this exit is required to activate the call to LCS to synchronize scratch status. Member TLMJU003 of CAI.CTAPJCL is
provided for this purpose. It contains sample JCL to apply USERMOD TLMU003.

The OAM TCDB can also be synchronized by executing the CTSSYNC utility, described below. Use of the TLMSRACF
interface provides immediate synchronization of volumes as they are scratched and reduces or eliminates the need to run
the CTSSYNC utility for synchronization purposes (it will still need to be run for eject processing).

TLMS CTSSYNC Utility Support for the IBM 3494 ATL

The CTSSYNC utility is used to communicate with OAM through LCS services for both basic 3494 ATL and the 3494
VTS. It is the main interface module between TLMS and OAM. For basic 3494 ATL support, CTSSYNC is used to eject
tapes and can also be used to synchronize the TCDB with the VMF. Additional functionality to support the 3494 VTS is
described in the section entitled "IBM 3494 Virtual Tape Server (VTS)" below.

CTSSYNC may perform eject or synchronous functions on either a range of volsers or a list of volsers. TLMS provides
Earl report member TLERPT21 of CAI.CTAPEARL to read the VMF after TLMSTRS has run and format eject statements
for volumes selected for movement to an off-site location. These eject statements are then processed by CTSSYNC.

IBM 3494 ATL Recommendations and Procedures

Install the OAM user exits CBRUXENT, CBRUXEJC, and CTSUXVNL using sample job CTSJUCBX from CAI.CTAPJCL.
CTSJUCBX is a USERMOD to apply the exits to the IBM SMP/e zone.

Usermod TLMU003 can also be run to provide immediate scratch synchronization with the OAM TCDB. The SMP/E
statements to apply TLMU003 are provided in member TLMJU003 of CAI.CTAPJCL.

You must also add two new jobs (or job steps) to your normal daily TLMS utilities to create and process an eject list to
select volumes for off-site movement. Earl report, TLERPT21, is provided in CAI.CTAPEARL to create the list of volumes
to eject. Add a new job to execute TLERPT21 after TLMSTRS has been run. A second job should be added to execute
CTSSYNC to process the eject list created by TLERPT21. As cartridges are returned from off-site locations you can insert
them back into the 3494 ATL.

Note that if you run the IBM 3494 ATL in a Peer-to-Peer configuration (with a second IBM 3494 ATL offsite mirroring your
3494 on-site) you will not need to run the TLERPT21 or CTSSYNC EJECT jobs to create an eject list. In Peer-to-Peer
configurations if you have activated the TLMU003 usermod to provide immediate scratch synchronization, the elapsed run
time of TLMSTRS can be extended due to delays in communication with the off-site ATL. If the elapsed time for TLMSTRS
becomes too long, you can choose to remove the TLMU003 usermod and run CTSSYNC with a parameter of SYNC to
cause the status of recently scratched volsers to be synchronized with the VMF. This will result in the appropriate scratch
volumes being updated in the OAM TCDB to scratch status.
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IBM 3494 Virtual Tape Server (VTS)
This section documents how to configure TLMS to work with the IBM TotalStorage 3494 Virtual Tape Server (VTS).
For information about the basic IBM 3494 ATL and a general introduction to TLMS robotic support, see IBM 3494 Tape
Library.

As with the IBM 3494 ATL, integration between TLMS and the IBM 3494 VTS is based on four exits that are used to
communicate with the robot:

IBM VTS - CBRUXENT Volume Entry Exit

The OAM CBRUXENT exit is executed whenever a tape cartridge is inserted into the ATL or when a virtual volume is
imported from a physical tape. The CBRUXENT exit provided by TLMS will determine the status of the tape within the
VMF and then allow or disallow the entry of the tape, and set the status in the TCDB to scratch or private, based on the
status in the VMF. When installed, the CBRUXENT exit provided with TLMS will update VMF fields ATLTYP and ATLNUM
to indicate the tape is in the ATL. By default a foreign tape cannot be entered into the ATL. If this is attempted, the tape will
be left in "insert" status. This exit must be customized to specify the SMS name of each robot in an internal table for both
3494 ATL and 3494 VTS implementation.

IBM 3494 VTS - CBRUXEJC Volume Eject EXIT

The CBRUXEJC exit is invoked when a physical tape is ejected and when a virtual tape is exported. This exit will need
to be modified if you are using the 3494 VTS with the import and export functions. A pseudo DSN will need to be defined
so that TLMS can track the physical tapes used during the export, otherwise a default name will be generated. If you are
using a 3494 VTS without the import/export feature, or if you are using a 3494 ATL, then no modification is needed to the
TLMS supplied version.

During an export function, the following actions are taken on the virtual volumes being exported

• The ATLNUM field is set to zero
• The BOX/CCSS field is set to 'VTX'
• ACTUAL_VOLSER will be updated with the physical volser that the virtual volumes are being exported to
• The ASCTYP (Associated Type) field is set to 'V'

The following actions are taken on the physical volume (also known as the container volume)

• The ATLTYP field is set to VIBM
• The ATLNUM field is set to zero
• The ACTUAL_VOLSER and FSTVOL (First volume in chain) fields are set to the physical volser
• The ASCTYP (Associated Type) field is set to 'V'
• The DSN is set to the pseudo DSN defined in CBRUXEJC. If no DSN is defined in CBRUXEJC the following pseudo

DSN will be used-"CATAPE.HOLDS.EXPORTED.VIRTUAL.TAPES.Vxxxxxx" where xxxxxx is replaced with the
physical volser

• The KEEP DATE and EXPIRATION DATE is set to PERM
• The CREATING JOB is set to "OAM" and the CREATING PROGRAM is set to "TLMSQSTS"
• The VOLUME OWNER is set to 'VIBM'
• The LOCATION and RETURN LOCATION are set to the Data Center (DC)
• CREATION DATE and TIME are set to the current date and time

The pseudo DSN assigned to the physical volume should be added to the Retention Master File (RMF) to define your
desired retention schedule for container volumes that consist of exported virtual volumes.
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IBM 3494 VTS - CBRUXVNL Volume Not in Library

The OAM CBRUXVNL exit is invoked when a requested tape is not found in the ATL, providing you an opportunity to
insert the tape into the ATL and retry allocation without cancelling the job. Use of this exit is strictly optional. If you choose
to use this exit you should be aware that OAM also calls this exit for DASD that is offline and for all tapes (even round
reels) not in an SMS managed IBM robot.

No updates to TLMS or OAM are performed based on this exit. The only time you would need to install and use this exit
is if you wanted to allow operations the chance to insert a cartridge (or import a virtual volume) back into the 3494 and re-
drive the allocation instead of simply allowing the job to have a JCL error or abend. If you have a 3494 VTS without the
IMPORT/EXPORT feature there is no need to use this exit (since all virtual volumes will always be inside the robot).

This exit must be customized for your environment. You must determine what processing is to be done if the tape you are
requesting is not in the library. For example, if you have 3490 drives outside the 3494 and have only 3590 drives inside
the 3494, you would want to un-comment out two lines that compare the TLMS returned density with the value "3590." If
you did not un-comment out these two lines, then ALL allocations for the 3494 would be driven through the CBRUXVNL
exit.

TLMS TLMSRACF Scratch Exit Support for the IBM 3494 VTS

The TLMSIPO option, ROBSCR, can be used to replace the realtime scratch notification provide by the TLMSRACF user
exit. Specify ROBSCR=YES to have TLMS notify the 3494 ATL or 3494 VTS when a tape is scratched.

The TLMSRACF security exit provided by TLMS is appropriate for both 3494 ATL and 3494 VTS environments. It is not
required, however it may be installed to keep the OAM TCDB synchronized when a volume is put into scratch status by
TLMS. Simple customization of this exit is required to activate the call to LCS to synchronize scratch status. Member
TLMU003 of CAI.CTAPJCL is provided for this purpose.

The OAM TCDB may also be synchronized by executing the CTSSYNC utility, described below. Use of the TLMSRACF
interface provides immediate synchronization of volumes as they are scratched and reduces or eliminates the need to run
the CTSSYNC utility for synchronization purposes (it will still need to be run for eject processing).

IBM 3494 VTS with IMPORT/EXPORT - Recommendations and Procedures
Install the OAM user exits CBRUXENT and CBRUXEJC using the instructions provided in the IBM Tape Library Support
Manual. Source is provided in CAI.CTAPSAMP members CTSUXENT and CTSUXEJC that must be customized. Source
is also provided for the optional Volume Not in Library exit in member CTSUXVNL.

Usermod TLMU003 may also be run to provide immediate scratch synchronization with the OAM TCDB. The SMP/E
statements to apply TLMU003 are provided in member TLMJU003 of CAI.CTAPJCL.

As discussed above, TLMS logically allows retention and movement to be performed for virtual tapes but does not assign
cabinet/slots to them. They are scratched when their retention schedule is exhausted. As TRS processes the retention
schedule for a tape, it does NOT prevent movement because the tape is in an ATL or VTS. Instead, TRS creates a 'Move
Report' entry which shows the tape moving from its location. The 'cabinet/slot' field is updated as follows:

• ATL indicates a physical tape in an ATL
• VTS indicates a virtual tape in an ATL
• VTX indicates a virtual tape that has been exported from an ATL

For a physical (container) tape the TO location has a cabinet/slot assigned.

If you are vaulting data sets that are on virtual tapes and they go to different vaults, you will need to make some changes
to CBRUXEJC and TLERPT21. In CBRUXEJC you will need to add logic to compare the DSN (and optionally other fields)
and set different pseudo DSNs for the physical tapes to be created. TLERPT21 allows you to add the tape location to the
EXPORT statement:
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EXPORT,vvvvvv,L1

EXPORT,vvvvvv,L2

The vvvvvv is replaced with the VOLSER to be exported and L1 and L2 are examples of separate vaults you want
physical volumes exported to. These names can be the vault name or any other meaningful destination for your site.

When CTSSYNC is run with these control statements, all tapes with L1 will be exported together, and all tapes with L2
will be exported onto another tape. This gives you the separation so that you can have exported tapes going to different
vaults. If you are going to keep the physical tape offsite until it expires you do not need to add a vault pattern for the
pseudo DSNs. If you need to keep them a number of days, then you need to have a new vault pattern with the pseudo
DSN.

IBM 3494 VTS without IMPORT/EXPORT - Recommendations and Procedures
Managing an IBM 3494 VTS without the IMPORT/EXPORT feature is similar to managing a basic IBM 3494 ATL; however
since the volumes remain in the VTS, there is no need to define special rules for handling the physical container volumes.
The OAM user exits CBRUXENT and CBRUXEJC should be installed using the instructions provided in the IBM Tape
Library Support Manual. Source is provided in CAI.CTAPSAMP members CTSUXENT and CTSUXEJC that must be
customized. Source is also provided for the optional Volume Not in Library exit in member CTSUXVNL.

Usermod TLMU003 may also be run to provide immediate scratch synchronization with the OAM TCDB. The SMP/E
statements to apply TLMU003 are provided in member TLMJU003 of CAI.CTAPJCL.

Run your normal daily TLMS maintenance jobs. If you have implemented TLMU003 to provide immediate scratch
synchronization with the 3494 VTS, when TLMSTRS runs it will notify the 3494 VTS which tapes have been scratched. All
tapes (virtual volumes) remain within the 3494 VTS. If you do not implement TLMU003, you must add a job to your daily
maintenance cycle to run CTSSYNC with a parm of SYNC after TLMSTRS runs. This will keep the OAM TCDB and the
VMF scratch status synchronized.

Procedures for Virtual and Physical Volume Maintenance when Using the IMPORT/EXPORT
Feature

1. Run TLERPT23 to review the inventory of exported virtual tapes and the container volumes they reside on. TLERPT23
will also build "UPV volser SCRATCH=YES" control statements for TLMSINQR to expire physical tapes when all virtual
volumes stacked upon them have been imported or scratched.

2. Run TLMSINQR to process with the control statements created by TLERPT23 only for those physical volumes with all
virtual volumes in scratch status.

3. Run your daily TLMS TLMSTRS job to manage virtual volumes along with normal tapes.
4. Run TLERPT21 to identify the virtual volumes to be exported. These volumes have been identified by TLMSTRS

because they have been scheduled for movement and their location is not in an ATL. TLERPT21 will build the
CTSSYNC control statements to eject the physical tapes in an ATL and export the virtual tapes.

5. Run CTSSYNC to do the ejects and/or exports.
6. Run TLERPT22 to build the CTSSYNC control statements to do the IMPORT for the individual container volumes

returned from an off-site location.
7. Run CTSSYNC using the control statements from TLERPT22.

IBM 3584 Tape Library
The IBM TotalStorage 3584 Tape Library is fully supported by TLMS using the same OAM exits and procedures as the
3494 Tape Library. The 3584Tape Library supports both open systems and zSeries attachments with support for the IBM
Virtual Tape Server (VTS) and Peer to Peer configurations. The recommendations for sharing an IBM 3494 ATL or VTS
also apply to the 3584when configured for use as a normal tape library or VTS.
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For more information about configuring TLMS to work with the 3584 Tape Library, use the procedures and
recommendations outlined in the IBM 3494 Tape Library and IBM 3494 Virtual Tape Server (VTS) sections.

Sharing an IBM 3494 ATL or VTS
The IBM 3494 ATL and 3494 VTS can be attached to multiple systems in two main configurations. The first is to "partition"
the box (make it look like two separate boxes, each section attached to a different system) or you can share the 3494
ATL or 3494 VTS with different systems. In fact, you can partition the box and have one partition shared between some
systems and have the second partition shared between different systems.

Normally, when the 3494 ATL or 3494 VTS is going to be shared between different operating systems; the box is
partitioned. So one partition is used by z/OS (most likely shared by a couple of z/OS systems) and one partition is used
by the other operating system (z/VM for example). In a partition mode, the 3494 operates as if it were two separate boxes
and tape volumes cannot be shared. So tapes created in one partition cannot be used in the other partition.

For more information on sharing or partitioning a 3494 ATL or 3494 VTS, it is strongly recommended that you review the
DFSMS Object Access Method Planning, Installation, and Storage Administration Guide for Tape Libraries manual (or
"PISA" manual for short).

When sharing a 3494 ATL or 3494 VTS between z/OS systems there are four different ways to configure your TLMS and
OAM environment:

1. Common TLMS VMF and common OAM TCDB (Tape Configuration Database, also known as the VOLCAT)
2. Separate TLMS VMF's and separate OAM TCDBs
3. Common TLMS VMF and separate OAM TCDBs
4. Separate TLMS VMF's and a common OAM TCDB

Each of these presents slightly different requirements and may meet different needs. Below are some of the items within
the TLMS supplied exits that may need to be customized depending on your environment.

Common TLMS VMF and Common OAM TCDB
This is probably the most common way to share a 3494 ATL or 3494 VTS. All z/OS systems share a common VMF and
a common TCDB. In this environment, very few modifications to the TLMS supplied entry and eject exits would need to
be done. If you wanted to have the ability to enter foreign tapes into the robot (cartridges not defined to TLMS), you would
have to change the entry (CBRUXENT) exit. In the TLMS supplied exit (CTSUXENT in the CAI.CTAPSAMP library) there
is a small branch table after label "ASKCA;" where a branch to labels RC0, RC4, RC8, RC12, RC16, and RC20 is made.
If you want to read foreign tapes inserted into the 3494, the easiest modification is to change the branch table so that
in the case of a foreign tape the branch is made to RC8 instead of to RC16. So simply change "B RC16" to "B RC8" for
foreign tapes. If you will not be reading foreign tapes inside the 3494 (for example, if the 3494 VTS has no native-attached
physical devices) then there is no need to modify either the entry or eject exits supplied with TLMS other than to define
your ATL(s).

Separate TLMS VMFs and Separate OAM TCDBs

This is probably the second most common way to share a 3494 ATL or 3494 VTS when the 3494 is not actually
partitioned. It is almost the same as having the 3494 partitioned, but gives the user more flexibility in terms of adjusting
the size (number of volumes and/or number of devices) on each "side" without having to redefine the partitions. For basic
operation, the TLMS supplied entry and eject exits will not need to be modified at all. However, if foreign tapes are going
to be inserted into the 3494 and used on one of the systems; then a more complicated version of the entry exit will be
needed.

For an example, we will assume that CPUA and CPUB share a 3494 with separate VMFs and TCDBs, and we want to
allow foreign tapes to be used as input on CPUA. In this case, the entry and eject exits for CPUB would be unchanged.
Since CPUA cartridges would be foreign to CPUB, when CPUB is notified that a CPUA cartridge has been inserted it
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would simply ignore it. Then, when CPUA was notified it would assign the correct status (SCRATCH or PRIVATE) and
take ownership of the cartridge.

However, in the same example the entry exit on CPUA would have to be modified and it would be more complicated.
In the TLMS supplied entry exit (CTSUXENT in the CAI.CTAPSAMP library), there would have to be code added at
label RC16. If the volume being inserted is defined to CPUB (which means a table would need to be created or a set
of compares would need to be done to see if the volser matches those defined to CPUB), then the instruction "LA
R15,UXEIGNOR" would need to be performed (followed by the branch to EXIT). However, if the tape is not defined to
CPUB (again, based on the volser) then you would want to branch to label RC8 (which would put the foreign tape into
PRIVATE status and take ownership of it on CPUA). Depending on the volser standards on CPUB, this could be very
simple (look for a cartridge starting with "B0" or "B1") or very complicated.

Common TLMS VMF and Separate OAM TCDBs

This is not a recommended method to use, however it can be done. This gives the user the ability to logically partition
the 3494 (with separate TCDBs) but have a common TLMS VMF. The problem is that the entry exit (CTSUXENT in
CAI.CTAPSAMP) would need to be modified on both systems AND there would need to be additional modification to
the TLMU003 usermod (the SCRATCH exit TLMSRACF). The entry exit on CPUA would need to have all the CPUB
cartridges defined to it, and not take ownership of them (even though they are defined to the VMF). This additional code
would best be done PRIOR to the "ASKCA" label, since you know that all the cartridges are known to both systems (since
they share a common VMF). So, on CPUA before the ASKCA label you would have to compare the volser and see if it
is owned by CPUB. If so, then branch to label RC16 (leave it in insert status for CPUB to take ownership). Likewise on
CPUB, the exit would have to look for CPUA cartridges and branch to label RC16 for them (so that CPUA could take
ownership of its cartridges). If there is a desire to share a common exit on both systems, then the exit will need to be
modified to look at the SMFID or SYSTEM-NAME and make the determination if the volser should be owned or not based
on a combination of which system it is running on and which tape is being inserted.

In this environment it would be best to not use the TLMSRACF scratch exit and to instead use multiple CTSSYNC jobs;
one to process all scratch tapes owned by CPUA and the second to process all scratch tapes owned by CPUB. An Earl
report would have to be written to select scratch tapes based on creating system SMFID (CPUA and CPUB) writing the
output to separate transaction files. Then, on each system CTSSYNC would be run taking in the correct list of scratch
tapes (CTSSYNC can be run with PARM=SYNC and the SYSIN would simply be a list of cartridges).

Separate TLMS VMFs and Common OAM TCDB

This is not a recommended method to use and should be avoided. Since CPUA and CPUB have a common OAM TCDB,
then any tape could be mounted to satisfy a scratch request on either system. By having different categories defined on
each system (this is done by modifying SYS1.PARMLIB members as explained in the OAM PISA manual), the problem
of shared scratch pool could be removed. However, it would still be possible to request a specific volume from either
system for any volume. Since each TLMS would only know about its tapes and not about the other system's tapes, they
would appear as FOREIGN. So using EXPDT=98000 you could read (or update) active tapes from the other system. So
in this case, you would have to tightly restrict the use of EXPDT=98000 processing. If not, then anyone that has access to
EXPDT=98000 processing could request tapes from the other system and read and/or modify the existing data. Since full
44-character dataset name checking would NOT be available, external security rules would not be sufficient.

The entry and eject exits could be used as shipped with TLMS without modification. The TLMU003 usermod to implement
immediate scratch processing could be implemented on both systems.

Vtape
Vtape uses your existing tape and DASD hardware to implement virtual tape with mainframe-class reliability and
performance.
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The Vtape interface to TLMS is internal and does not require user exits to implement. A Vtape parameter that is defined
in the VTPARMS member of PARMLIB activates this internal interface. When the TapeManagementSystem parameter
is set to TLMS or AUTO and TLMS is discovered on the system, Vtape activates the internal interface to provide the
following benefits:

• The retention schedule for the virtual volumes comes from TLMS for use in backstore processing to group together
virtual volumes with similar expiration attributes.

• During the externalization processing the container field (ACTVOL) in the virtual volume is updated in the VMF to
reflect the physical volume it is written to.

In most cases, Vtape virtual volumes are handled as if they are real volumes. TLMS remains in control of scratch
processing, which must be coordinated with Vtape. Vtape provides a job in CAI.INSTALL(TLMS) to perform scratch
synchronization. Schedule this job to run after the daily TLMSTRS run.

The interface between Vtape and TLMS is documented in the Vtape Using documenation. Complete planning and
implementation steps are provided, but some of the main points include:

• Define an exclusive range of virtual volumes in the VMF for Vtape use.
• Vtape writes virtual volumes to the physical container volume during externalization processing as secondary files.

TLMS writes the Multi-Data Set records (MDS) to contain information about secondary files. Ensure that you have
extended the VMF to define enough MDS records to contain all the secondary file information that describes the virtual
volumes.

• The MDS records are freed when all virtual volumes on the physical tape are expired.
• You can run the Vtape RECYCLE utility to recover fragmented physical tape space by copying active virtual volumes to

new backstore tapes. This process also frees up MDS records.
• TLMS can report on the physical volumes that are externalized and the virtual volume to physical volume mapping.

You can execute TLMS CAI.CTAPEARL member TLERPT23 to create this report. This information is important in
disaster recovery planning.

StorageTek Tape Libraries
TLMS supports all major StorageTek (STK) tape libraries for mainframe environments. This includes but is not limited to
the following list:

• PowderHorn
• TimberWolf 9740
• SL8500

TLMS integrates to STK libraries through the STK Host Software Component (HSC) Exit 6 (SLSUX06). HSC Exit 6 is
documented in the StorageTek HSC System Programmer's Guide.

A sample SLSUX06 exit is provided in CAI.CTAPSAMP for customers who do not have an existing EXIT 6 routine and
only need support for updating the ROBTY and ROBID. This version of the exit provides the basic code to update the
ROBTY and ROBID when volumes are entered into the robot (define processing) and to clear ROBTY and ROBID when
the volumes are ejected (delete processing).

StorageTek Virtual Storage Manager (VSM)
The StorageTek Virtual Storage Manager is integrated to TLMS through exits provided by STK to synchronize the VSM
catalog with the VMF. This integration is documented in the STK documentation set.
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EMC DLM Tape Library
You can set up the EMC DLM as a manual or automatic tape library using Object Access Method (OAM). You can also set
up the EMC DLM without the use of OAM. If you set it up without OAM, follow the instructions from EMC and run their job
to keep the DLM in sync with the VMF. If you set up EMC DLM using OAM, follow these instructions. 

This section describes how to configure Broadcom Tape Library Management System with the EMC DLM manual
tape library. Integration between TLMS and the EMC DLM is based on the following exits or options that are used to
communicate with the robot: 

• CBRUXENT IBM OAM Volume Entry (Usermod CTSJUCBX)
• CBRUXEJC IBM OAM Volume Eject (Usermod CTSJUCBX)
• CBRUXVNL IBM OAM Volume Not In Library (Usermod CTSJUCBX)

Object Access Method is a part of IBM DFSMSdfp component and is designed to provide management of data objects
rather than files. OAM is also used to manage EMC DLM library as part of an overall storage hierarchy. 

The OAM address space also maintains the Tape Configuration Database (TCDB), which defines the tape volumes and
libraries that are managed. The TCDB is made up of one or more VOLCATs, a special type of ICF.CATALOG which is
marked as a volume catalog. 

Three basic functions support the EMC DLM: 

1. Ensure that the status of new cartridges entering the EMC DLM is correct. Before you enter a tape into the DLM,
ensure that the TRTCH and DEN fields are correct in the VMF. These fields are used to set the media type. 

2. Synchronize the TLMS VMF and the OAM database TCDB (CTSSYNC). 
3. Change the status of virtual tapes as they are scratched. 

Customize the OAM exit CBRUXENT. The OAM CBRUXENT exit is executed whenever a tape cartridge is inserted into
the device. The CBRUXENT exit determines the status of the tape within the VMF, then allows or disallows the entry
of the tape and sets the status in the TCDB to scratch or private based on the status in the VMF. When installed, the
CBRUXENT exit updates VMF fields to indicate that the tape is in the device. By default, you cannot enter a foreign tape
into the device. If you attempt to enter a foreign tape, the tape is left in insert status. Customize the exit to specify the SMS
name of each robot in an internal table. You also set the media type in the TCDB this way. Manually update the TRTCH
value according to the DLM so that the correct media type is put into the TCDB. The CBRUXENT exit calls the module
CTSQSTS to get the status of the VMF volume being entered into the EMC DLM. CTSQ returns the following codes: 

0   Tape is in scratch status. 

4   Tape is nonscratch and you can append it. 

8   Tape is full (part of a multivolume chain) or owned by an EDM. 

12 Tape is marked BAD by CA-9/R+ or tape is in delete status and thus out of service. 

16 Tape is not in the VMF (foreign tape). 

20  An error occurred when the system was trying to obtain the status of the tape. 

If you define the EMC DLM as a manual tape library, TLMS CTSSYNC Utility supports for the EMC DLM. Use the
CTSSYNC utility to communicate with OAM for the EMC DLM manual tape library. CTSSYNC can perform synchronize
functions on either a range of volumes or a list of volumes. The utility accepts input from both control statements and
parameter values. 

Maintaining the Volume Master File
TLMS uses a highly sophisticated chaining technique to link volume base records that are created when multivolume data
sets are created. Chains are broken and returned under normal operating conditions according to the value specified for
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the BRKCHN system option (see BRKCHN= Break Volume/Data Set Chains). The option can be specified as one of the
following:

• CLOSE
The chain is broken when a CLOSE is performed on one of the tapes. Specifying CLOSE should only be considered
for special processing. Note: This option is supplied for compatibility with earlier versions and must only be used in
special circumstances. Note that chains will still be broken at OPEN, regardless of this option being specified.

• OPEN
A chain is broken when one of the volumes in the original chain is opened for output. Each volume within the chain
becomes a single volume and all chaining fields (except for tape history) in the associated VMF records are reset. This
is the default.

• SCRATCH
All chains are broken when the tape is scratched, and previous information (except for tape history) is reset. If a tape is
scratched in error, the chain cannot be recreated by unscratching.

The volume chaining verification procedure (CATVMFV) checks the validity of the links between volume base records.
This procedure should be executed on a daily basis. (The CATVMFV procedure is detailed in this section under Verifying
Volume Master File Chains.)

Chaining Errors

The following conditions are probable causes of chaining errors.

• Missing operating system intercepts
Missing OPEN and CLOSE operating system intercepts can cause chaining errors that are compounded if the
condition is not corrected. A missing operating system intercept allows multiple chaining on the same volume.

• Non-TLMS controlled volume in a TLMS controlled chain
A chaining pointer could not be established because a non-TLMS controlled volume was used in a multivolume chain
output.

• System or TLMS catastrophic failure
A hard z/OS system failure or abend affecting TLMS would not allow proper closing of a data set chain.

• A tape volume is currently being used and has not gone through CLOSE processing
The tape is open for output and CLOSE information has not been posted. When examining the CATVMFV report,
ensure that the tape is not currently being used.

• TLMSII.DUMMY.DSN is a chained data set
TLMS re-chains when a multivolume or multi-data set is read as input. This is not a true chaining error. Note: For
information about the INPUT system option, see the section INPUT System Option -- Input Data Set Processing
Requirements.

• Application is not processing normal IBM OPEN and CLOSE logic
If certain application data sets are continually listed on the CATVMFV report, they might be bypassing standard IBM
OPEN and CLOSE logic. Contact Broadcom Support for assistance. See Troubleshooting for further instructions.

Verifying Volume Master File Chains

CATVMFV is a maintenance utility procedure that detects invalid internal chaining of a multivolume and multi-data set, or
errors that exist in the free chain of unused AUX records. This PROC should only be used by the systems programmer
responsible for maintaining TLMS.

CATVMFV should be executed on a regular basis; explanations and corrective actions should be taken for every error
message issued. Note that open-ended chains will occur if:

• This PROC is executed during tape processing
• The manual chaining commands are used incorrectly
• A catastrophic system failure occurs during tape processing
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The only input required for CATVMFV is the TLMS Volume Master File.

CATVMFV Procedure JCL

The following JCL is used to verify and report on Volume Master File chains:

//*********************************************************************

//* **** PROCNAME=CATVMFV **** *

//*********************************************************************

//** PROCEDURE TO VERIFY THE TLMS VOLUME MASTER FILE *

//*********************************************************************

//CATVMFV PROC A='*', 

// BUFNO='80', 

// LOAD='CAI.CTAPLINK', 

// OPTS='CAI.CTAPOPTN(TLMSIPO)', 

// PRM='', 

// SORTLIB='SYS1.SORTLIB', 

// SPCVMF='(CYL,(5,5))', 

// WORK='SYSALLDA', 

// VMF='CAI.TLMS.VMF' 

//* 

//*********************************************************************

//** VERIFY VOLUME MASTER FILE **

//*********************************************************************

//VERIFY EXEC PGM=TLMSVMFV,PRM='&PRM' 

//* 

//STEPLIB DD DSN=&LOAD,DISP=SHR 

//* 

//CAIVMFS DD DSN=&VMF,DISP=SHR, 

// DCB=(BUFNO=&BUFNO,OPTCD=C) 

//* 

//TLMSOPTS DD DSN=&OPTS,DISP=SHR 

//* 

//SORTLIB DD DSN=&SORTLIB,DISP=SHR 

//* 

//SORTWK01 DD UNIT=&WORK,SPACE=&SPCVMF 

//* 

//SYSPRINT DD DCB=BLKSIZE=133,SYSOUT=&A 

//* 

//SYSOUT DD SYSOUT=&A 

//* 

//SYSUDUMP DD SYSOUT=&A 

//* 

//*********************************************************************

Starter JCL

//VMFVER JOB 

//VERIFY EXEC CATVMFV,PRM=’DELAY=3,LEVEL=1’ 

//
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After errors have been indicated for specific volumes, closely review the volume and all associated data sets and
chained volumes. Corrective action is dependent on the error message produced. The error messages generated by
CATVMFV are detailed in the Messages section.

TLMS NN.n mmyyTLrrr mm/dd/yy hh.mm.ss

 

 CHAIN-ID CHNVOL TYPE VOLSER VSQ. FSQ. -------------------------------------------------------------- 

 070001 B 070001 4 1 CAT6420W - UNCHAINED VOLUME HAS FIELD(S) SHOWING CHAINING 

 00007101 000003 B 000001 1 1 CAT6437W - VSN OF CHAIN BASE MUST EQUAL CHNVOL 

 00007101 000003 B FRED01 2 CAT6418E - VOLSER MISSING FROM MULTI-VOLUME CHAIN 

 JANE02 3 CAT6418E - VOLSER MISSING FROM MULTI-VOLUME CHAIN 

 00001101 001527 B 001528 2 CAT6418E - VOLSER MISSING FROM MULTI-VOLUME CHAIN 

 001529 3 CAT6418E - VOLSER MISSING FROM MULTI-VOLUME CHAIN 

 001530 4 CAT6418E - VOLSER MISSING FROM MULTI-VOLUME CHAIN 

 001531 5 CAT6418E - VOLSER MISSING FROM MULTI-VOLUME CHAIN 

 00001C01 001598 B 001599 1 1 CAT6437W - VSN OF CHAIN BASE MUST EQUAL CHNVOL 

 00001C01 001598 B 001599 1 1 CAT6439W - CHAIN BASE HAS NO DATA SETS OR VOLUMES CHAINED 

 00001D01 090001 D 090001 1 6 CAT6445E - LAST MDS PTR IN BASE DOES NOT POINT TO THIS MDS 

 00001D01 090001 D 090001 1 8 CAT6443E - PREV MDS DOES NOT POINT TO THIS MDS 

 00000601 TDI028 D TDI028 1 40 CAT6445E - LAST MDS PTR IN BASE DOES NOT POINT TO THIS MDS 

 00000601 TDI028 D TDI028 1 42 CAT6443E - PREV MDS DOES NOT POINT TO THIS MDS

Correcting Chaining Errors

Chaining errors are corrected by breaking valid or invalid volume/data set chains, and rebuilding them. Update commands
are used to accomplish these functions. These commands can only be used through the online CTS inquiry/update facility,
the TSO CLIST CATLTSO or the CATINQR PROC batch report facility. They cannot be used with TLTPISPF online.

Breaking Valid Chains

This process breaks volume chains that have been previously established. The chain must be broken at the base record
of a scratch volume. When input tape data sets that were created outside TLMS are concatenated together, the volumes
are chained in the VMF (unless a system modification specifies not to chain on input). To break a volume/data set chain,
use the following command:

UPV vvvvvv,CHV=BRKCHN

Where:

vvvvvv

Represents the base volume serial number of the multivolume data set or multi-data set volume.

This command resets the volume sequence, volume count, file sequence and file count fields on the VMF. It also clears all
data set related fields for all volumes in the chain.

The following steps are used to reestablish chains after they are broken:

1. Establish the base volume and update the data set-related fields (this reinitializes the VOLSEQ, VOLCNT, FILESEQ,
and FILECNT fields).

2. Use the appropriate command to rebuild the volume/data set chain (see Rebuilding Volume/Data Set Chains).
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Breaking Invalid Chains

If the chain you are breaking is invalid, you must issue the UPV command for each volume of the chain in the following
format:

UPV vvvvvv,EXPDT=60001

Where:

• vvvvvv
Represents the volume serial number.

If an invalid chain is established, but the data set statistics are correct, then only the chaining information needs to be
corrected. This command resets all volume/data set chain pointers and initializes the volume sequence, volume count, file
sequence and file count to one, but leaves all data set information intact for the first data set (only) on the volume.

WARNING
Exercise extreme caution when using this command. If all volume/data set chains are not properly cleared and
reset, illogical chaining conditions may result which could cause unpredictable results. Consult with Broadcom
Support before using this command.

Example

If processing is bypassed for a volume that is part of a chain and that volume is used as input or concatenated with other
volumes, it becomes a volume in two chains. This is an example of an incorrectly established chain. To resolve this
chaining error, use the UPV vvvvvv,EXPDT=60001 command to break the chain; issue the command for each volume
belonging to the invalid chain.

The Active File Count as displayed in Vantage client(s) Volume object or user customized Earl report will still reflect the
total file count contained in the volume record.

Clearing Volume/Data Set Related Fields

This process clears all data set related and volume related fields in the Volume Master File. The associated volume must
be in scratch status, and cannot be chained.

The following command is used to clear all data set related and volume related fields:

UPV vvvvvv,CLEAR

Where:

• vvvvvv
Is the volume serial number of the base record.

Volume history and volume maintenance are not cleared by this command.

Rebuilding Volume/Data Set Chains

If Volume Master File updates are lost through either destruction of the transaction log or failure to properly back up the
TLMS VMF, you may need to rebuild chains for multivolume and/or multi-data sets. If this becomes necessary, you must
reconstruct as much information about the volumes and data sets as available before attempting to rebuild the chains.

Either CATLTSO or the CATINQR procedure can be used to rebuild volume/data set chains.

While data set chaining and volume chaining are very similar, each process is discussed separately on the following
pages. In both cases, however, the rules for adding a new member to a chain are the same:
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• You must always address the base volume of a multivolume data set or multivolume/multi-data set.
• You must always add the next logical volume or data set in the series. That is, if you want to add 3 more volumes to an

existing chain of 4 volumes, you must first add VOLSEQ=5, then VOLSEQ=6, then VOLSEQ=7. Any attempt to enter
VOLSEQ=7 out of sequence will be rejected.

If both data set and volume chains have to be rebuilt, process data set chaining first.

Data Set Chaining

To chain a data set to a given volume or set of volumes, the following command is used:

UPD vvvvvv,CHD=dsn,FILESEQ=nnnn

Where:

• vvvvvv
Represents the base volume serial number for the multi-data set.

• dsn
Specifies the data set name of the data set to be chained (up to 44 characters).

• nnnn
specifies the relative file number of the data set being chained (this number must be one greater than the last data set
currently in the chain).

WARNING
Do not use FILESEQ=001 for the first data set in the chain. This field must be used starting with the second data
set (FILESEQ=002).

Once the data set has been successfully chained, you may use the UPD command to update the other data set related
fields, if necessary.

Example

The following is an example of three data sets on a single volume that needs re-chaining. The volume serial number is
000001. The data set on file one is USERDSN.FILE1, the second is USERDSN.FILE2, and the third is USERDSN.FILE3.

UPD 000001,DSN=USERDSN.FILE1             -ADDRESSES BASE VOLUME

UPD 000001,CHD=USERDSN.FILE2,FILESEQ=002 -CHAINS FILE2 TO BASE DSN

UPD 000001,CHD=USERDSN.FILE3,FILESEQ=003 -CHAINS FILE3 TO BASE DSN

Volume Chaining

To chain a volume, the following command is used:

UPV vvvvvv,CHV=xxxxxx,VOLSEQ=nnn

Where:

• vvvvvv
Represents the base volume serial number of the multivolume data set.

• xxxxxx
Represents the volume serial number of the volume to be chained into the set.

• nnn
Represents the volume sequence number of the volume to be chained. This value must be 1 greater than the last
volume sequence number currently in the chain.
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Once all the required volumes have been chained, UPV command may be used to update other volume related fields, if
necessary.

Examples

The following is an example of multivolume/multi-data set chaining.

UPD XXX001,DSN=CHAIN1

UPD XXX001,CHD=CHAIN2,FILESEQ=002

UPD XXX001,CHD=CHAIN3,FILESEQ=003

UPD XXX001,CHD=CHAIN4,FILESEQ=004

UPV XXX001,CHV=XXX002,VOLSEQ=002

UPD XXX002,DSN=CHAIN4,FILESEQ=004

UPD XXX002,CHD=CHAIN5,FILESEQ=005

UPD XXX002,CHD=CHAIN6,FILESEQ=006

UPV XXX001,CHV=XXX003,VOLSEQ=003

UPD XXX003,DSN=CHAIN6,FILESEQ=006

UPD XXX003,CHD=CHAIN7,FILESEQ=007

The following is an example of a three-volume data set that requires re-chaining. The data set is USERDSN.BACKUP.
Volume serial numbers are 000001, 000002 and 000003.

UPD 000001,DSN=USERDSN.BACKUP    <- ADDRESSES BASE VOLUME

UPV 000001,CHV=000002,VOLSEQ=002 <- CHAINS VOLSER 000002 TO BASE VOLUME

UPD 000002,DSN=USERDSN.BACKUP    <- UPDATES VOLSER 000002 DATA SET NAME

UPV 000001,CHV=000003,VOLSEQ=003 <- CHAINS VOLSER 000003 TO BASE VOLUME

UPD 000003,DSN=USERDSN.BACKUP    <- UPDATES VOLSER 000003 DATA SET NAME

The following is an example of seven data sets on three volumes that need re-chaining. The volume serial numbers are
000001, 000002 and 000003.

Volser 000001 has the following data sets:

FILE ONE    - USERDSN.FILE1

FILE TWO    - USERDSN.FILE2

FILE THREE  - USERDSN.FILE3

FILE FOUR   - USERDSN.FILE4

Volser 000002 has the following data sets:

FILE FOUR   - USERDSN.FILE4   <-DATA SET SPANS FROM 000001 onto 000002

FILE FIVE   - USERDSN.FILE5

FILE SIX    - USERDSN.FILE6

Volser 000003 has the following data sets:

FILE SIX    - USERDSN.FILE6   <--DATA SET SPANS FROM 000002 onto 000003

FILE SEVEN  - USERDSN.FILE7

Example of multi-data set chaining:

UPD 000001,DSN=USERDSN.FILE1             <- ADDRESSES BASE DATA SET

UPD 000001,CHD=USERDSN.FILE2,FILESEQ=002 <- CHAINS FILE2 TO BASE DSN
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UPD 000001,CHD=USERDSN.FILE3,FILESEQ=003 <- CHAINS FILE3 TO BASE DSN

UPD 000001,CHD=USERDSN.FILE4,FILESEQ=004 <- CHAINS FILE4 TO BASE DSN

UPV 000001,CHV=000002,VOLSEQ=002         <- CHAINS VOLSER 000002 TO BASE

UPD 000002,DSN=USERDSN.FILE4,FILESEQ=004 <- CHAINS FILE4 TO 000002

UPD 000002,CHD=USERDSN.FILE5,FILESEQ=005 <- CHAINS FILE5 TO 000002

UPD 000002,CHD=USERDSN.FILE6,FILESEQ=006 <- CHAINS FILE6 TO 000002

UPV 000001,CHV=000003,VOLSEQ=003         <- CHAINS VOLSER 000003 TO BASE

UPD 000003,DSN=USERDSN.FILE6,FILESEQ=006 <- CHAINS FILE6 TO 000003

UPD 000002,CHD=USERDSN.FILE7,FILESEQ=007 <- CHAINS FILE7 TO 000003

Taking a Snapshot of VMF Records (CATSNAP)

The CATSNAP procedure is provided to aid in the diagnosis of TLMS internal processing problems. It issues the IBM
SNAP macro for each volume serial number supplied in the input stream. The output snapshot can then be used in
detailed analysis of logic flow within the system. Multi-data set records (if applicable) are automatically snapped for the
first volume in a chain of volumes.

This procedure is frequently used in conjunction with the CATVCVS or CATVMFV procedures.

Process

The input file to the CATSNAP procedure is an 80-byte statement, where the first six characters identify the volumes serial
number to be diagnosed. Any number of input statements can be supplied.

Procedure JCL

The following procedure is used to produce a snapshot of the VMF record.

//**************************************************************

//*             ****  PROCNAME=CATSNAP  ****                   *

//**************************************************************

//**             PROCEDURE TO SNAPSHOT THE TLMS VMF         *

//**************************************************************

//*

//CATSNAP  PROC A='*',                       SYSOUT CLASS

//             LOAD='CAI.CTAPLINK',            CA LOAD LIB

//             OPTS='CAI.CTAPOPTN(TLMSIPO)', TLMS OPTIONS

//             VMF='CAI.TLMS.VMF'            VOLUME MASTER FILE

//*

//TLMSSNAP EXEC PGM=TLMSSNAP

//*

//STEPLIB  DD  DSN=&LOAD,DISP=SHR

//*

//TLMSOPTS DD  DSN=&OPTS,DISP=SHR

//*

//SYSPRINT DD  SYSOUT=&A,DCB=BLKSIZE=133

//*

//SNAPSHOT DD  SYSOUT=&A

//*

//CAIVMFI  DD  DSN=&VMF,DISP=SHR

//*

//SYSUDUMP DD  SYSOUT=&A

//*
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//***************************************************************

Starter JCL

//TLMSNAP  JOB

//TLMSSNAP EXEC CATSNAP

//SYSIN    DD   *

  <VSNs in columns 1-6>

//

Output

YOUR TLMS NN.n COMPANY NAME              VOLUME MASTER FILE SNAP UTILITY

TLMS NN.n yymmTLrrr

SNAPID=001  000041

SNAPID=002  000010

SNAPID=     TAPE06   NOT ON VMF

JOB JOCRASNP         STEP TLMSSNAP        TIME 165428   DATE yyddd    ID = 001

PSW AT ENTRY TO SNAP   078D1000 00006EFE        ILC 2   INTC 0033

-STORAGE

000078E0          C240F0F0 F0F0F4F1 000C000C    00000000 00000000 00000000 00000

00007900 00000000 00000000 40404040 40400000    40404040 40400000 40404040 40400

00007920 40404040 40400000 40404040 40400000    09600000 000CC1C1 40404040 4040E

00007940 40404040 0000000C 00000001 00010001    00000000 00000000 00000000 000C0

00007960 000CF540 E2F24040 40404040 4040D4C5    40404040 40400000 C4C34040 40400

00007980 000C0000 000C0000 000C0000 000CF040    F0404000 00F04040 0000F040 40000

000079A0 40400000 F0404000 00F04040 00000000    00000000 00000000 00000000 00000

000079C0 00000000 00000000 00000000 00000000    00000000 00000000 00000000 00000

000079E0 00000000 00000000 00000000 F0F0F0F0    F4F10000 40404040 40404040 40404

00007A00 40404040 40404040 40404040 40404040    40404040 40404040 40404040 40404

00007A20 00404040 00000000 00000000 00000000    0000000C 0000000C 0000000C 00000

00007A40 40404040 40404040 40404040 40404040    40404040 40404040 40404040 40404

00007A60 40404040 40404040 40404040 40404040    40404040 40400000 000C4040 40404

00007A80 40404040 40404040 40404040 00000000    00000000 00000000 00000000 00000

00007AA0 00000000 00000000 00000000 00000000    00000000 00000000 00000000 00000

JOB JOCRASNP         STEP TLMSSNAP        TIME 165428   DATE yyddd    ID = 001

                   DUMP INDEX

                   ----------

 DATA AREAS                           PAGE NUMBER

-----------                           -----------

 STORAGE AREAS......................... 00000001

END OF DUMP

Correcting WORM Field Errors in VMF Records

When a Write Once Read Many (WORM) volume is opened for input or output, TLMS will verify that the "World Wide
ID" (WWID) and "Write Mount Count" (WMC) values captured from the IBM 3592 hardware match those values recorded
in the VMF. When a mismatch occurs, TLMS rejects the tape and issues a message containing the hardware WWID and
WMC.
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Resetting WORM values

Since WORM volumes are normally reserved for sensitive data, the proper authorities in your company should be
contacted before any corrective action is taken. If it is decided to reset the VMF to accept the existing WORM values, the
following procedure may be taken.

This command requires MAINTENANCE level security. It will clear the WWID and WMC fields in the VMF to binary zeros.
This will allow TLMS to accept the hardware values the next time the volume is accessed. Only the volser is verified.

UPV vvvvvv,CLRWRM

where:

• vvvvvv
Represents the volume serial number of the WORM volume to reset.

Security System Interface
TLMS provides protection for tape processing through the security system interface. This interface is designed to function
with ACF2, Top Secret, IBM's RACF or any other security system that is IBM SAF compatible. TLMS is not security
product-sensitive, but it is determined through the interface which system security product is to be called.

Tape processing protection is completely controlled by the user with the optional selection of the security desired, using
the TLMS system options in member TLMSIPO in CAI.CTAPOPTN. These options indicate when system security is to be
called and what functions are to be controlled through TLMS.

Selectable security functions include data set name access during tape OPEN and CLOSE, label protection for BLP, NL,
NSL and foreign volume processing (LABEL=EXPDT=98000), online access protection using online panel (TLTPISPF
only) and command control, and batch job protection by checking access to a data set and to the command groups.

Security Interface Options
TLMS provides security interface options that control external security processing. Each option can be activated/
deactivated individually using the associated parameters in member TLMSIPO of CAI.CTAPOPTN.

TLMS also furnishes several security interface options for each of the major operating system intercept points within
the system. These intercept points are OPEN/CLOSE/EOV, online access and control functions, such as tape label
processing, online panel access, and online and batch command authorization.

Global System Security Options
All security interface intercept points are activated and deactivated by the TLMS global security option, SECURE=. If this
option is set to NO, all other security option values are ignored. That is, all the security intercept points will be turned off
within TLMS, including the user exit TLMSXSEC. If set to YES, each of the other security option values are activated or
deactivated, depending on their respective values.

Online processing can be globally controlled with the option, INQACC=. If this option is set to NO, security processing will
be deactivated for online. This applies to the full screen online processor, TLTPISPF only. The other "online" processors,
such as TLMSTSO, are command processors and are controlled under the control functions intercept for commands.

OPEN/CLOSE/EOV Intercept Options

There are two TLMS security options available at this intercept point; SECOPN= and SECCLS=. Both of these options are
processed by the TLMS SVC at data set/volume OPEN and CLOSE.

• SECOPN=
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Tells TLMS at data set OPEN to verify that the tape user is authorized to read or write the data set to be accessed.
With this option set to YES, the IDSNVER= option is required to be set to YES, because both OPEN INPUT and OPEN
OUTPUT data set checking are performed. Top Secret users can use this option in place of the OPEN user exit code
that performed this same function in TLMSXOPN.
The information passed to the TLMSXSEC user exit and the system security component are:

CLASS=DATASET

ENTITY=data.set.name

VOLSER=volser

ACCESS=CREATE (NEW)

       UPDATE (MOD)

       UPDATE (OLD) OPENED FOR OUTPUT

       READ   (OLD,SHR) OPENED FOR INPUT

• SECCLS=
Tells TLMS to check data set DISP= at CLOSE (second DISP) and job abend (third DISP). The accessing data
set user is checked for the ability to delete a file, as would be the case in normal processing for this JCL DISP:
DISP=(OLD,DELETE). The user may have been authorized for read (first DISP), but not for scratch (second DISP).
The third DISP value, if coded, is checked in the same way if the job or task abends. TLMS will not allow the data set
to be deleted from the VMF when there are any conflicts in the user's authority and the data set being accessed.
The information passed to the TLMSXSEC user exit and the system security component are:

CLASS=DATASET

ENTITY=data.set.name

VOLSER=volser

ACCESS=SCRATCH (,DELETE) or (,DELETE,DELETE) JCL DISP

Online Intercept Options

TLMS provides three security options at this intercept point; INQACC= (which is the global online security option
previously explained), SECINQ= and PROMPT=. These options only control the full screen online processor, TLTPISPF.
The TLTPISPF security table, TLMSUTAB, remains in use, but performs a different function if online security has been
activated.

• SECINQ=
Tells TLMS that a data set security check is to be performed when attempting to display detailed data set information.
This means a requesting user must at least have "read" access to a data set before its information can be viewed. If
this option is set to NO, inquiries will be allowed without checking the user's ability to access the requested data set.
The information passed to the TLMSXSEC user exit and the system security component are:

CLASS=DATASET

ENTITY=data.set.name

VOLSER=volser

ACCESS=READ   (SHR) AS IF OPENED FOR INPUT

• PROMPT=
If set to NO, tells TLMS to bypass the security logon panel when logging on to TLTPISPF and obtain the logon user
ID from the operating system. This option is always forced to NO when security is activated for online. If security is
inactive for online processing, PROMPT= can be set to YES or NO. If set to YES, TLTPISPF will display the security
logon panel (SC01), where the user must enter both user ID and password.
In either case, if online security is deactivated, the TLTPISPF user ID and password table, TLMSUTAB, must contain
the logon user ID and the level of access, inquiry or update. If PROMPT=YES is specified, TLMSUTAB must also
contain the user's password.
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TLMSUTAB (TLTPISPF Table) Options

Use the TLTPISPF table TLMSUTAB to control online access to data set information. When security is deactivated for
TLTPISPF, this table defines who can logon to TLTPISPF and the functions they can to perform.

When security is activated for online (INQACC=YES), this table is used to define a user and the level of access allowed
without invoking a system security data set access check.

Example: TLMSUTAB Table

In this example, a tape librarian needs to update a data set panel (DS02) with SCRATCH=YES but does not have update
access to the data set being scratched. To avoid having to set up system security to allow for that type of access, the
TLMSUTAB entry is coded as follows:

USER="LIBUSEID",PWD=,ACCESS=U

• USER 
Specifies the librarians TSO user ID.

• PWD 
Is null, because this is verified at TSO logon time.

• ACCESS 
Set to UPDATE status.

NOTE
TLMSUTAB replaces TLTPOPTS which was in previous releases.

Control Functions

TLMS security intercepts for control functions include label access control, which occurs at data set/volume OPEN.
Protection is provided by security options BLPSEC=, NLSEC=, NSLSEC= and FORSEC=. Additional control functions
protect panel access for TLTPISPF and command control used by TLTPISPF, batch processing, and TLMSTSO.

Label Control Function

Label control consists of four security options; BLPSEC= for controlling the ability to process BLP tapes, NLSEC= and
NSLSEC= for controlling No Label (NL) and Nonstandard Label (NSL), respectively, and FORSEC= to control use of
foreign volumes.

Any of these four security options may be specified as YES or NO. This activates/deactivates the security intercepts in
TLMS to perform a security check to see if the caller has access to any of these label types. Calls made to the security
interface will indicate whether the label access is for a volume within or outside the range of the VMF. That is, the volume
serial is resident or not resident on the VMF.

The information passed to the TLMSXSEC user exit and the system security component are:

CLASS=CATAPE      (CLASS must be defined to system security.)

ENTITY=xxxRES     Volume is resident on the VMF.

       xxxNORES   Volume is not resident on the VMF.

                     xxx is BLP, NL, NSL or FOR

ACCESS=READ       Volume opened for input

       UPDATE     Volume opened for output

Panel Control for TLTPISPF

TLMS automatically turns on the security intercept for panel control in TLTPISPF when the online global security option,
INQACC= is specified as YES. Panel control allows TLTPISPF to restrict access to certain inquiry and update panels that
can be displayed online.
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User access to a display panel is either ON or OFF, meaning the user either has access to a panel or does not. Panel
access only controls the ability to view a panel. Once authorized to access a panel, the user still must have authority to
view or update the information on that panel. Inquiry and update authority from an authorized panel is handled through
command processing control.

The panel "entities" to which access is controlled through TLTPISPF and the system security component are:

AU01, AUXILIARY MESSAGES : TLPAU01

DL01, VOLUME SERIAL LIST : TLPDL01

DS01, DATA SET SELECTION : TLPDS01

DS02, DATA SET DETAIL    : TLPDS02

CT01, DATA SET CATALOG   : TLPCT01

MS01, MISC. SELECTION    : TLPMS01

OP01, OPTIONS SELECTION  : TLPOP01

VL01, VOLUME SELECTION   : TLPVL01

The information passed to the TLMSXSEC user exit and the system security component are:

CLASS=PANEL       (CLASS must be defined to system security)

ENTITY=TLP****    Panel name definition (**** is one or more of the panel

                  names listed above)

ACCESS=READ (YES) Panel access is granted

       NONE (NO)  Panel access is restricted

Command Processing Control

Several program elements inside and outside of TLMS use direct command processing to the TLMS address space
(CTS). These commands can range from displaying date format information to breaking data set and volume chains on
the VMF. When security is activated for TLMS, command control intercepts are automatically set to allow access checking
with the system security interface.

NOTE
For information on commands and their syntax, see the Using documenation.

It is important to understand that command authorization is performed on the user ID, not by program
name. For example, TLMSTRS can issue an UPDATE VOLUME SCRATCH DATA SET (UPV 123456,
SCRATCH=YES,DSN=(CAI.EXPIRED.TAPE) the same as a user entering commands in TLMSTSO command processor.
In both cases, the user running the batch job or entering online commands, once authorized, can issue or cause
commands to be issued from any TLMS facility.

When defining security rules for those users that will be allowed to issue commands directly and indirectly, ensure that
program interfaces supplied for use with TLMS are also authorized for any commands they may issue, including the TLMS
address space.

For security purposes, and to ease the security rule definition process, TLMS commands are broken down into the
four entity groups maintenance, librarian, update and read. Although each command can be defined as a single entity,
the following is a summary of the four command groups. The command entities to which access is controlled through
TLMSCMND and the system security component are:

• Maintenance Commands
TLMcmd, where cmd is one of the following:
– BRK

Update volser (CHV=BRKCHN)
– CLR

Update volser (CLEAR)
– CHN
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Update volser (CHD=dsname,CHV=volser)
– CLW

Update volser (CLRWRM)
• Librarian Commands

TLLcmd,where cmd is one of the following:
– AMA

Add message
– AMD

Delete message
– CLN

Clean
– CER

Certify
– SRV

Service in or out by volume
– SCR

Update volser (SCRATCH=YES/NO)
– CDS

Update volser (CDS=nnn)
– OWN

Update volser (OWNER=name)
– RTN

Update the retention schedule
Bypass DSN check: 
TLUVMFx, where xcmd is one of the following:
– U 

Bypass DSN check when user access is Update
– R 

Bypass DSN check when user access is Inquiry
• Update Commands

TLUcmd, where cmd is one of the following:
– UPV

Update volume
– UPD

Update data set
• Read (Display) Commands

TLRDV*, where * is one of the following:
– D

Display volume status, data set characteristics
– H

Display volume status and history
– M

Display volume status and maintenance
– R

Display volume status and retention
– L

Display volume list
– A

Display all volume information
TLRD*, where * is one of the following:
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– N
Display volume information by DSN

– C
Display data set information for cataloged data set

– M
Display the text of an auxiliary message.

The information passed to the TLMSXSEC user exit and the security system component are:

CLASS=CACMD      (CLASS must be defined to system security)

ENTITY=TLM***    Maintenance commands

       TLL***    Librarian commands

       TLVMFU    Bypass DSN security checks for update access 

       TLVMFR    Bypass DSN security checks for inquiry access

       TLU***    Update commands not covered by TLM or TLL

       TLR***    Read or inquiry commands (*** is specified as

                 listed above)

ACCESS=YES       User has access

       NO        User does not have access

ACF2 Setup
The TLMS external security system does not require the SAF option of ACF2. Only two setup steps are required:

1. Define the resource types.
2. Define the access rules.

Note: Prior to activating the TLMS external security system, ACF2 Version 5.2, Level 9010 or higher must be installed.
Additionally, PTF TW86655 must be verified as applied.

Defining Resource Types

Three new types are needed for TLMS external security:

• CAT (for CATAPE resources)
• CAC (for CACMD resources)
• PAN (for PANEL resources)

The following ACF2 commands add these types to the resident directory (if they are not already defined to the resident
directory):

SET CONTROL(GSO)

CHANGE INFODIR TYPES(D-RCAT,D-RCAC,D-RPAN)

You must then issue the refresh command for INFODIR:

F ACF2,REFRESH(INFODIR)

If Resource Type is altered, a rebuild of associated directory is required.

F ACF2,REBUILD(DIRECTORY TYPE CODE)
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Defining Access Rules

Once the Resident Directory has been refreshed, you may define the access rules. The following are samples of the
commands used:

$KEY(TLM***) TYPE(CAC)

UID(xxxxxxxx) ALLOW

Repeat the above commands as required, specifying $KEY for each of the following. If there are individual commands that
are to be controlled, replace asterisks (***) with the command name.

• (TLM***) 
Maintenance command access

• (TLL***) 
Librarian command access

• (TLU***) 
Update command access

• (TLR***) 
Read or Inquiry command access

• (TLVMFU) 
Bypass DSN check for Update access

• (TLVMFR) 
Bypass DSN check for Inquiry access

Below are sample commands for command processing. There are no service levels for command processing; access is
either ON or OFF.

$KEY(TLR***) TYPE(CAC)            (Allow all users access to

UID(*) ALLOW                       read/inquiry commands.)

$KEY(TLU***) TYPE(CAC)            (Allow all TSO users access to

UID(T-) ALLOW                     update commands.)

The following is a list of all resources for the CATAPE type:

$KEY(NLRES) Label=NL, defined to TLMS
$KEY(NLNORES) Label=NL, not defined to TLMS
$KEY(NSLRES) Label=NSL, defined to TLMS
$KEY(NSLNORES) Label=NSL, not defined to TLMS
$KEY(BLPRES) Label=BLP, defined to TLMS
$KEY(BLPNORES) Label=BLP, not defined to TLMS
$KEY(FORRES) EXPDT=98000, defined to TLMS
$KEY(FORNORES) EXPDT=98000, not defined to TLMS
$KEY(COPYCAT)  Allows the Copycat utility to bypass external security

Examples

This is an example of the rule to allow all users read access to NL tapes controlled by TLMS:

$KEY(NLRES) TYPE(CAT)

UID(*) SERVICE(READ) ALLOW
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This is an example of the rule to allow all users read access to BLP tapes that are not controlled by TLMS:

$KEY(BLPNORES) TYPE(CAT)

UID(*) SERVICE(READ) ALLOW

The following is a list of resources for PANEL type:

$KEY(TLP****)

UID(*) SERVICE(READ) ALLOW

Examples

This is an example of the rule to allow all users access to the data set detail panel DS02. Access to data select panel
(DS01) is required also.

$KEY(TLPDS**) TYPE(PAN)

UID(*) SERVICE(READ) ALLOW

Usage Notes

ACF2 philosophy prescribes that all resources are protected by default. Activation of TLMS external security requires
that proper authorization for resources being checked is established within ACF2 prior to activation of the TLMS external
security options. It is not possible to deactivate TLMS external security options without changing the TLMSIPO member
of CAI.CTAPOPTN, and then either performing a CAIRIM TLMS REFRESH or an IPL of the entire operating system.
Obviously, a REFRESH is much easier than a system IPL.

Top Secret Setup
Note: Prior to activating the TLMS external security system, Top Secret Version 4.2, Level 9011 or higher must be
installed.The following steps are required for implementation of the TLMS external security system in a Top Secret
environment:

1. Assign ownership of all entities to be protected. The following commands are used to perform this step.

TSS ADD(acid) CACMD(TLM)

TSS ADD(acid) CACMD(TLL)

TSS ADD(acid) CACMD(TLU)

TSS ADD(acid) CACMD(TLR)

TSS ADD(acid) CACMD(TLVMFU)

TSS ADD(acid) CACMD(TLVMFR)

TSS ADD(acid) CATAPE(NLRES)

TSS ADD(acid) CATAPE(NLNORES)

TSS ADD(acid) CATAPE(NSLRES)

TSS ADD(acid) CATAPE(NSLNORES)

TSS ADD(acid) CATAPE(BLPRES)

TSS ADD(acid) CATAPE(BLPNORES)

TSS ADD(acid) CATAPE(FORRES)

TSS ADD(acid) CATAPE(FORNORES)

TSS ADD(acid) CATAPE(COPYCAT)

TSS ADD(acid) PANEL(TLP****)

2. Permit users access as desired. Use the commands in one of the following syntax diagrams:

TSS PERMIT(user1) CATAPE(NLRES) 
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       ACCESS[NONE|READ,UPDATE|ALL]

or

TSS PERMIT(user1) CACMD(TLR)

or

TSS PERMIT(user1) PANEL(TLPD) READ

Usage Notes

The control option TAPE should be set to OFF in the Top Secret parameter file. This will prevent Top Secret from being
invoked by MVS.

TLMS security option SECOPN=YES should be used. This eliminates the need to use supplied Top Secret code for user
exit TLMSXOPN.

Activation of TLMS external security requires that proper authorization for resources being checked is established
within Top Secret prior to activation of the TLMS external security options. It is not possible to deactivate TLMS external
security options without changing the TLMSIPO member of CAI.CTAPOPTN, and then either performing a CAIRIM TLMS
REFRESH or an IPL of the entire operating system. Obviously, a REFRESH is much easier than a system IPL.

IBM RACF Security Setup
The following steps are required for implementation of the TLMS external security system in an IBM RACF environment.
(Each step is discussed in detail in the subsequent paragraphs.)

1. Assemble the Class Descriptor table.
2. Assemble the RACF Router table.
3. Define TLMS resources to RACF.
4. Assign authority for TLMS users.
5. Activate the TLMS classes.
6. Assemble the CAISSF module, CAS9SAFC. (See the Common Components and Services Installing section for

details.)

This page contains:

Class Descriptor Table

The Class Descriptor table is used to describe resource classes to be used by the RACF security system. There are three
classes used by TLMS: CA@MD, CA@APE and PA@EL.

*

*  RACF RESOURCE CLASS DESCRIPTOR TABLE FOR USE WITH TLMS

*

         ICHERCDE CLASS=CA@MD,           TLMS COMMAND      X

               id=128,                   CHECKING             X

               FIRST=ALPHA,                                   X

               POSIT=25,                                      X

               DFTUACC=NONE

*

         ICHERCDE CLASS=CA@APE,          TLMS RESOURCE     X

               id=129,                   CHECKING             X

               FIRST=ALPHA,                                   X
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               OTHER=ANY,                                     X

               POSIT=26,                                      X

               DFTUACC=NONE

*

         ICHERCDE CLASS=PA@EL,           TLMS TLTPISPF     X

               id=130,                   PANEL CHECKING       X

               FIRST=ALPHA,                                   X

               OTHER=ANY,                                     X

               POSIT=27,                                      X

               DFTUACC=NONE

*

Usage Notes

Modification to the Class Descriptor table should be done by the person responsible for installation and maintenance of
RACF. An IPL of the operating system is required for this module to become active.

The values of ID and POSIT may have to be changed, as required, at your installation. Consult your IBM RACF manual
for more information.

The class names may be changed based on the Class Descriptor table in the CAS9SAFC module supplied with TLMS.
See the Common Components and Services for z/OS Installation section for details on the CAS9SAFC module.

RACF Router Table

The RACF Router table associates z/OS Router invocations with RACF functions. Three entries are required for use by
TLMS:

*

*  RACF ROUTER TABLE FOR USE WITH TLMS

*

         ICHRFRTB CLASS=CA@MD,           TLMS COMMAND      X

               ACTION=RACF               PROCESSING

*

         ICHRFRTB CLASS=CA@APE,          TLMS RESOURCE     X

               ACTION=RACF               PROCESSING

*

         ICHRFRTB CLASS=PA@EL,           TLMS PANEL        X

               ACTION=RACF               PROCESSING

*

Usage Notes

Modification to the RACF Router table should be done by the person responsible for installation and maintenance of
RACF. An IPL is required for this module to become active.

The class names may be changed based on the Class Descriptor table in the CAS9SAFC module supplied with TLMS.
See the Common Components and Services for z/OS Installation section for details on the CAS9SAFC module.

Defining TLMS Resources to RACF

The RACF RDEFINE command may be used to define to RACF all resources belonging to the new classes specified in
the Class Descriptor table. The following TSO RACF commands may be entered by your RACF security administrator.

RDEFINE CA@MD   (TLM**)    UACC(NONE)
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RDEFINE CA@MD   (TLL**)    UACC(NONE)

RDEFINE CA@MD   (TLU**)    UACC(NONE)

RDEFINE CA@MD   (TLR**)    UACC(NONE)

RDEFINE CA@MD   (TLVMFU)   UACC(NONE)

RDEFINE CA@MD   (TLVMFR)   UACC(NONE)

RDEFINE CA@APE  (NLRES)    UACC(NONE)  See Notes

RDEFINE CA@APE  (NLNORES)  UACC(NONE)

RDEFINE CA@APE  (NSLRES)   UACC(NONE)  See Notes

RDEFINE CA@APE  (NSLNORES) UACC(NONE)

RDEFINE CA@APE  (BLPRES)   UACC(NONE)

RDEFINE CA@APE  (BLPNORES) UACC(NONE)

RDEFINE CA@APE  (FORRES)   UACC(NONE)

RDEFINE CA@APE  (FORNORES) UACC(NONE)  See Notes

RDEFINE CA@APE  (COPYCAT)  UACC(NONE)

RDEFINE PA@EL   (TLP**)    UACC(NONE)  See Notes

Usage Notes

UACC (READ) may be desired for any of the listed resources. Particular attention should be paid to those noted above.

The class names may be changed based on the Class Descriptor table in the CAS9SAFC. See the Common Components
and Services Installation section for details on the CAS9SAFC module.

Assigning Authority for TLMS Users

The RACF PERMIT command is used to define to RACF which users are allowed to use the various controlled functions.
This command may be entered either by the RACF security administrator or a person delegated by the administrator and
given the appropriate authority. Some examples of the PERMIT command are:

To allow users to read or create NL tapes that are controlled by TLMS:

PERMIT NLRES     CLASS(CA@APE)  ACCESS(UPDATE) ID(user1,user2,...)

To allow users to read BLP tapes that are not controlled by TLMS:

PERMIT BLPNORES  CLASS(CA@APE)  ACCESS(READ)   ID(user1,user2,...)

To allow users to use 98000 processing on input or output for tapes that are not controlled by TLMS

PERMIT FORNORES  CLASS(CA@APE)  ACCESS(UPDATE) ID(user1,user2,...)

To allow users to add auxiliary messages that do not have librarian command authority:

PERMIT TLLAMA CLASS(CA@MD) ACCESS(READ) ID(user1,user2,...)

To allow users to access the data set detail panel (DS02) under TSO:

PERMIT TLPDS02  CLASS(PA@EL)  ACCESS(READ) ID(user1,user2,...)

To allow users to access bypass external security when copying files with Copycat and without the PREFIX or PREFIX2
control statements specified:

PERMIT COPYCAT  CLASS(CA@APE)  ACCESS(READ) ID(user1,user2,...)
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Usage Notes

The ACCESS value of READ should be specified for all cases except for data set name protection.

The class names may be changed based on the Class Descriptor table in the CAS9SAFC. See the Common Components
and Services Installing section for details about the CAS9SAFC module.

Activation of TLMS external security requires that proper authorization for resources being checked is established
within RACF prior to activation of the TLMS external security options. It is not possible to deactivate TLMS external
security options without changing the TLMSIPO member of CAI.CTAPOPTN, and then either performing a CAIRIM TLMS
REFRESH or an IPL of the entire operating system. Obviously, a REFRESH is much easier than a system IPL.

Activating the TLMS Classes

The RACF SETROPTS command is used to activate TLMS security classes which were added to the Class Descriptor
table. This command must be entered by the RACF Security Administrator. The following is an example of the
SETROPTS command:

SETROPTS CLASSACT(CA@MD,CA@APE,PA@EL)

SETROPTS NOCLASSACT(TAPEVOL)

Usage Notes

Other options may be added to the SETROPTS command, such as those related to statistics gathering and auditing, if
desired.

For the following reasons, Broadcom recommends that TAPEVOL not be used:

• TLMS cannot validate a user's authorization to access a volume.
• The deletion of a discrete profile for volumes scratched by TLMSRACF is done in the inverse order that tapes are

created.

Because RACF Version 1.7 provides for tape data set name access authorization verification, use of the TLMS
security option SECOPN=YES would duplicate processing that RACF has already performed. (See the RACF Security
Administrator's Guide, TAPEDSN Option, for information on implementing this facility.) We recommend that both TLMS
and RACF TAPEDSN be used. RACF verification occurs after TLMS validation and updating of the VMF. If RACF
disallows the request (and SECOPN=YES was not used), the VMF is out of synchronization with the header label on the
tape, causing a NOT SCRATCH condition when the tape is subsequently used for output.

Assembling CAS9SAFC

Module CAS9SAFC must be assembled using the correct system macro libraries active in your system. This module
contains a translation table to translate class names. Without modification, CATAPE is translated to CA@APE, CACMD is
translated to CA@MD, and PANEL is translated to PA@EL. This translation allows the RACF Class Descriptor table and
RACF Router table to be assembled without errors.

Product Interfaces
WA Restart Option
The interface supplied by WA Restart Option performs the expiration of data sets residing on tape volumes under the
control of TLMS. This action occurs when a tape data set is to be re-created by a job under the control of the WA Restart
Option rerun handler.
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Installation

TLMS does not supply any modules in object or source for this interface. WA Restart Option documentation should always
be used as the final installation reference. The following is an overview of the installation process for planning purposes.

Reassembly of the user option table, U11OPT, is required with the following changes:

• TLMS=YES
Specifies whether the TLMS - WA Restart Option should be generated. The default is NO.

Include the ddname CAIVMFI to the U11RMS step JCL:

//CAIVMFI  DD DSN=CAI.TLMS.VMF,DISP=SHR

JCLCheck Interface
This interface lets JCLCheck access the TLMS Volume Master File (VMF) for retrieval of tape data set information. Part of
the JCLCheck reporting includes volume, volume sequence, and DCB for each tape data set.

Installation

TLMS does not supply any modules in object or source for this interface. JCLCheck WA documentation should be used as
the installation reference for implementation of this interface.

ASM2 Interface
This interface allows ASM2 to tell TLMS when a volume is to be scratched by ASM2. Module TLMSASM2 has been
designed to be called from ASM2, $NTEXIT and $FTEXIT.

Installation

This module uses the External Data Manager volume scratch program (TLMSSEDM) supplied as part of TLMS. This
ASM2 user exit must be executed from a job or program identified as an EDM to TLMS.

Installation is accomplished using the following steps:

1. The load module should reside in the TLMS load library CAI.CTAPLINK.
2. Ensure the TLMS load library is concatenated to the jobs that will be calling both ASM2 exit points.
3. Activate the ASM2 user exits $NTEXIT and $FTEXIT according to the instructions that are supplied with ASM2.

Disk Interface
This interface allows Disk to tell TLMS when a volume owned by Disk is to be scratched. This module uses the External
Data Manager (EDM) volume scratch program (TLMSSEDM) supplied as a part of TLMS.

Installation

Installation is accomplished using the following steps:

1. The load module should reside in the TLMS load library (CAI.CTAPLINK).
2. Ensure that the TLMS CAI.CTAPLINK library is concatenated to the STEPLIBs for the Disk maintenance job

STEPLIBs if CAI.CTAPLINK is not in the LNKLST.
3. Activate the Disk interface to TLMS through the Disk SYSPARMs. SYSPARM TMSCTLEX must be set to ADSTH017

and SYSPARM DYNEXPDT must be set to the default value of E99365. Refer to the TMSCTLEX exit documentation
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in the User Exit Descriptions section of the Disk Systems Guide for complete instructions on activating this interface
using the ADSTH017 SYSPARM.

DFHSM Interface
This interface allows DFHSM to tell TLMS when a volume is to be scratched by DFHSM. TLMS distributes its version of
module ARCTVEXT in CAI.CTAPLINK. ARCTVEXT is called as a user exit from DFHSM.

Installation

IBM no longer supplies the ARCTVEXT source and executable module. An object-code-only module is supplied by TLMS
in the CTAPLINK library as TLMSARCT. TLMSARCT has an alias of ARCTVEXT. You do not need to apply a USERMOD
to the IBM SMP/E zones or libraries. To implement the TLMS supplied ARCTVEXT, perform the following steps:

1. Verify that the TLMS CTAPLINK library containing ARCTVEXT is either in the LINKLIST or in a STEPLIB data set in
the DFHSM PROC.

2. Activate the scratch communication from DFHSM to TLMS using the following command:

F DFHSM,SETSYS EXITON(TV)

3. Update the HSM parms member with the SETSYS command, so it is enabled at each start of DFHSM.

The source for the TLMS supplied ARCTVEXT is contained in the CTAPSAMP library in member TLMSARCT.

RACF Interface
Note: This interface is being retained from pre-Version 5.5 of TLMS for those data centers that elect not to use the
Version 5.5 Security System interface, or wish to continue using the TAPEVOL class defined to RACF.

 The TLMS RACF interface synchronizes the TLMS Volume Master File (VMF) with the RACF resource database. When a
volume is scratched by TLMS, TLMSRACF automatically deletes the volume from the RACF data base, if it exists.

Installation

If user changes are needed to TLMSRACF, use TLMJU003 in CAI.CTAPJCL to apply USERMOD TLMU003. The resulting
load module should reside in the TLMS load library CAI.CTAPLINK.

3480 Message Display Interface
This optional step provides for the installation of the 3480 message display exit. This applies only to a DFP system at
Version 3.1 or higher. This exit is not supported in JES3 environments.

The 3480 message display exit is optional and, when installed into the operating system, provides the following two
functions:

1. Displays the first eight characters of the CA TLMS z/OS scratch pool name on the 3480 display.
2. Disables an automatic cartridge loader, if present, when a scratch pool mount is requested.

Module IGXMSGEX is a CA TLMS user exit to the IBM module IGX00030, which is responsible for handling requests
made through the MSGDISP macro. This exit must be linked with IGX00030 to be activated.

If the request is for a scratch pool defined in the CTOSCRxx member in CAI.CTAPOPTN, the automatic cartridge loader
request will be disabled and the first eight bytes of the scratch pool name will be placed in the first eight bytes of the
message area passed in the parameter list.
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It is assumed that CTSMSGEX has already processed the mount request and placed the scratch pool number in the
mount list element entry for the specified UCB. This number will be used to locate the correct scratch pool entry and
extract the scratch pool name.

If it is desired that the automatic cartridge loader (ACL) not be disabled for scratch pool requests, then the source for this
exit is provided (see source member CTSMSGEX in CAI.CTAPSAMP) and can be modified. To prevent disabling of the
ACL, comment out the following instruction after the label SCRATCH:

NI  MSGFCB,255-MSGQACL  A. DISABLE AUTO CART LOADER

Installation

Use member CTSJUMSG from the CA TLMS CAI.CTAPJCL library as sample to apply USERMOD CTSUMSG.

3495 Basic Tape Library Data Server Support
Basic Tape Library Support (BTLS) for the IBM 3495 Tape Library Data Server is provided by a single module (CTSBTLS)
which has been linked with the name of IDCLI04, the Set Category Installation Exit.

There are four basic functions available to support the 3495 BTLS:

1. Set cartridges entering the 3495 to the correct category.
2. Synchronize the CA TLMS VMF and the 3495 database.
3. Eject cartridges needed for off-site storage from the 3495.
4. Change the category of cartridges as they are scratched.

Two levels of support are available for the IBM 3495 Tape Library Data Server, depending on your operating system level.

Full IBM 3495 support is available if you are using at least the MVS/SP Version 4.3.0 and DFSMS/MVS 1.1.0. Basic Tape
Library Data Server (BTLS) is for levels below this.

Installation

Use member CTSJUBTL from the CA TLMS CAI.CTAPJCL to apply USERMOD CTSUBTL.

3494, 3494/VTS, 3495 Tape Library Data Server Full Support
Full support for the IBM 3494, 3494/VTS, 3495 Tape Library Data Server is provided by a CA TLMS security exit
modification, a CA TLMS supplied LCS exit module, and a utility synchronization program (CTSSYNC).

Two levels of support are available for the IBM 3495 Tape Library Data Server, depending on your operating system level.

Full IBM 3495 support is available if you are using at least the MVS/SP Version 4.3.0 and DFSMS/MVS 1.1.0. Basic Tape
Library Support (BTLS) is for levels below this.

Installation

Use the following procedure to install the support:

1. Member CTSJUCBX in CAI.CTAPJCL contains sample JCL to apply USERMOD CTSUCBX. This USERMOD allows
the customization and installation of OAM exit CBRUXENT, CBRUXEJC, and CBRUXVNL.

2. In TLMSIPO option member, specify ROBSCR=YES or verify that TLMSRACF has been modified to call the 3495
support for scratch notification. See CAI.CTAPJCL (TLMJU003).

Note: If there was a TLMSXUPD exit in the previous version, apply exit utilizing SMP/E and test the results.
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OPS/MVS System State Manager
TLMS detects OPS/MVS automatically and communicates both active status events and heart beat events. The enabling
technology for this is via a generic API call provided by OPS/MVS. Either TLMS or OPS/MVS can be started or stopped
without harm.

Installation

No action is necessary. TLMS detects OPS/MVS automatically and opens an interface.

Failsafe USERMOD
This optional USERMOD can be installed into the operating system to prevent any tape processing from occurring when
tape management intercepts are not applied. The Failsafe USERMOD will issue an error message and a WTOR each
time a tape is mounted. This prevents each tape from being processed until an operator replies. The operator can allow
the tape to process without tape management, cancel the job, or reject the tape.

Installation

Use member CTSJUSAF from TLMS CAI.CTAPJCL to apply USERMOD CTSUSAF.

An IPL is required to activate the Failsafe mode.

This will replace IBM's tape management exit IFG019VM in module IFG019RB which resides in SYS1.LPALIB. If you
decide to put this USERMOD into MLPA instead, you must add the CAG8LIB2 DD statement to your CAS9 procedure.

Note: To remove the Failsafe code, remove the USERMOD with SMP/E RESTORE and IPL.

Disabling the JES3 Write Ring and Expiration Date Check
Because of the tape protection provided by TLMS, it is recommended that you disable two checks provided by JES3.
During setup, JES3 checks the label expiration date of SL tapes mounted for scratch requests. All tapes originally created
with a TLMS keyword expiration date will be rejected. JES3 allows this check to be disabled only on a job basis using
the //*MAIN statement.

JES3 checks for the presence or absence of tape write rings. With TLMS, it is not necessary to remove the write rings.

The subsystem forces the label type and density of the tape being mounted to match the JCL by rejecting the tape if the
label type and density do not match for JES3 users. For JES3 versions having IATUX62 (JES3 Version 2.1.5 or higher),
this user exit allows SL functions to be overridden.

To disable both checks, modify the JES3 user exit IATUX29. See "Obtaining Job Accounting Information" in the IBM JES3
SPL: User Modifications and JES3 Macros. Turn on the following bits in the JDAB control blocks (DSECTed by the JES3
macro IATYJDA):

01 JDABFLG3,JDABNOXP BYPASS EXPDT CHECK

01 JDABFLG2,JDABRNGC RING CHECK=NO

If the following code is not present in IATUX29, you will also need to add it prior to the two 01 instructions above.

USING IATISDT,R13

L     R8,JDABADDR

USING JDABSTRT,R8
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You must also ensure that R15 is set with the correct value for the IATUX29 exit to be invoked. Please see the appropriate
IBM manual.

Additionally, a suggested change is to the JES3 module IATIIDY to disable expiration date checking during dynamic
allocation. Sequence numbers should be checked, as they may change. Consult your IBM PSR.

         TM  JSTDFLG1,JSTTA      Q. TAPE?              02580100

         BC  ALLOFF,SKIPNEXT     A. NO                 02580200

         OI  JSTHFLG4,JSTNOXP    BYPASS EXP CHK        02580300

SKIPNEXT OS  0H

Service Desk Manager Integration
A Common Components and Services component, CAISDI (Service Desk Integration), enables Broadcom mainframe
z/OS products to automatically open request tickets in Service Desk Manager for serious conditions that have been
detected. You can optionally have the request tickets assigned to individuals of your choosing. Thus, important problems
are brought to the attention of the selected individuals just seconds after they have been detected.

Along with TLMS, many other Broadcom products are using the Service Desk Integration for centralizing the management
of serious mainframe problems. A complete list of these products can be found in the Common Components and Services
Service Desk Integration section.

The additional installation steps required for this feature are described in Preparing for Installation. The TLMS event
definition members must be copied to the CAI.CTAPEVNT library and you must add a control statement to the CAISDI/els
control parameter member, ELSSTART.

Each event member defines a specific event for TLMS. The event members contain the text to be used for the summary
and description sections of the request ticket. Since these are ordinary source members, you can change the textual
content to meet your specific requirements. In fact, the interface supports multiple languages, so you may translate the
text into one of the supported languages if you wish. The details of customizing CAISDI for TLMS and other Broadcom
products are described in the Common Components and Services Service Desk Integration section.

The CAISDI API call is conditional, so it will do nothing until all of the elements are in place and CAIDSI is properly
configured to communicate with your Service Desk server. Also, if there is a particular event for which you never want a
request ticket opened, you may remove that event's definition member from the CAI.CTAPEVNT library with no adverse
effect.

The CAISDI component also provides a batch utility that can artificially trigger one of the TLMS events. While this utility
was designed for testing the CAISDI connections, you can also use it to trigger events of your own creation. Simply define
new events for your own purposes and store the event member in CAI.CTAPEVNT. You can then use the utility as a
conditional step in a JCL procedure to trigger the event you created.

CAISDI uses web services technology to access Service Desk. To activate the interface, you must have the following
components installed and configured:

• Service Desk Manager r11 server accessible to the mainframe using TCP/IP
• TCP/IP on your z/OS system
• Common Components and Services r11 CAISDI on your z/OS system
• Common Components and Services r11 CAICCI on your z/OS system

If you are interested in activating this interface, refer to the Common Components and Services Service Desk Integration
section.
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CAISDI Implementation for TLMS

When one of the following messages is issued, TLMS calls the CAISDI API to open a Service Desk (SD) request ticket:

CAT2401E TLMS -- AUXILIARY LIMIT REACHED *** EXPAND VMF IMMEDIATELY

CAT2402E TLMS - AUXILIARY THRESHOLD REACHED *** EXPAND VMF

CAT4501E INVALID TLMS RETENTION RUN DATE CARD

CAT4502E NO RECORDS ON TLMS VOLUME MASTER FILE

CAT4503E NO CONTROL RECORD ON TLMS VOLUME MASTER FILE

CAT4504E NO BASE RECORDS ON TLMS VOLUME MASTER FILE

CAT4505E NO RECORDS ON TLMS RETENTION MASTER FILE

CAT4506E NO LOCATION RECORDS TLMS RETENTION MASTER FILE

CAT4512E DEFAULT RECORD NOT IN RETENTION MASTER FILE

CAT4515E RETURN CODE FROM SORT NOT = TO ZEROS

CAT4516E ATTEMPTING TO FIND ALL VOLS. BASE VOL NOT FOUND

CAT4517E ATTEMPTING TO FIND ALL VOLS. ERROR READING CHAIN

CAT4521E LOCATION HAS NO MORE AVAILABLE STORAGE

CAT4522E INVALID REPORT CONTROL CARD

CAT4524E INVALID RETENTION TYPE PARAMETER IN CONTROL CARD

CAT4527E RETENTION RUN DATE > 3 DAYS ACCEPT KEYWORD REQUIRED

CAT4528E ENTRIES TO table EXCEED MAX OF nnnnn

CAT4533E INVALID OR REPETITIOUS INPUT CARD

CAT4534E INVALID LOCATION-id IN VMF (NOT DEFINED RMF LOC)

CAT4547E MULTI-VOL CHAIN ERROR BASE VOL=volser.

CAT4551E CAN NOT LOCATE THE TAPE STACKING POOL.

CAT9005E TLMS - VMF UPDATE FAILURE volser

CAT9010I TLMS INTERCEPTS NOT FULLY APPLIED. RESULTS MAY BE UNPREDICTABLE!!!

If the CAISDI component is installed and configured properly, a Service Desk request ticket is opened for the problem that
was detected. While the call to the CAISDI API is made for each of these errors, the event definitions for many of these
events include a MINTIME setting that can prevent additional request tickets from being created. For more information
about MINTIME, refer to the Common Components and Services Service Desk Integration section.

Unless you change the TLMS product control member, ATLCNTL, the request will be tied to a Service Desk software
asset named "TLMS" and will be assigned to a pseudo contact named "System_TLMS_User." You can optionally change
the ATLCNTL member to specify a real person as the assignee so the event will be directed immediately to someone on
your staff.

TLMS Health Checker
The IBM Health Checker for z/OS allows you to identify potential problems in your z/OS environment by checking system
or product parameters and system status against recommended settings. The IBM Health Checker for z/OS is structured
as a framework that includes a health check started task and various separate “check” routines provided by IBM or other
vendors. TLMS provides health checks for CAI.CTAPOPTN settings, definitions or realtime processing conditions that
could result in a problem. When these conditions are found the TLMS checks provide detailed recommendations on how
to correct the problem. The TLMS health checks also make “best practice” recommendations for using TLMS.

To take advantage of this feature you must have the following components configured and running on your system:

• IBM Health Checker for z/OS - distributed with every supported level of z/OS
• Health Checker Common Service - a free Common Components and Services component (no address space is

required for the Health Checker Common Service)
• Common Tape System (CTS) address space - when started a health check subtask will always be started
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TLMS provides the following health checks:

• TLMS_AUX_CUSHION_CRITICAL
• TLMS_AUX_CUSHION_WARNING
• TLMS_OPTION_NOTLMS
• TLMS_OPTION_PROTECT
• TLMS_OPTION_RECOVRY
• TLMS_OPTION_SECOPN
• TLMS_OPTION_SECURE
• TLMS_QUEUE_ACTIVE
• TLMS_VMF_ALOG_SEPERATION
• TLMS_VMF_UPDATE_NOT_POSSIBLE

For more information about the use of the TLMS health checks, including check parameters that can be configured to
change default thresholds or settings used in the checks, see TLMS Health Checks in this section.

Troubleshooting
Diagnostic Procedures
See the flowchart for a summary of the procedures to follow if you have a problem with a Broadcom software product.
Each of these procedures is described on the following pages.
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Collecting Diagnostic Data
In the following table, the left column categorizes the problems. Follow the instructions in the right column to generate
useful diagnostic data.

For problems in Be sure to check
Installation Your operating system type, maintenance level, and the options

you established during installation.
The SMP/E RECEIVE and APPLY output. Ensure that they
completed successfully, with no unexplained linkage editor
messages.
That there are not mixed versions of TLMS. Check STEPLIB and
LNKLST data sets.

Batch programs/utilities The options in effect at the time of the problem (run CATOPTS).
The SYSUDUMP/SYSABEND dump if the problem resulted in an
abend.
The TLMS reports, if any indicate the problem, and create a
snapshot of volumes involved.

Online screens Prints of screens involved, if possible. Otherwise, the sequence of
keystrokes and fields modified.
Snapshot of VMF records.
Dump, if one was generated. (SYSUDUMP must be located.)
CLIST used to invoke CATLISPF.

All areas The SYSPRINT output from an execution of CATOPTS.
Other vendor or IBM products that might affect the situation.
All special PTFs, user exits/modifications and operating system
intercepts that are installed and active.
The combined console log for the period during which the problem
occurred.
Activity in other address spaces that may have a bearing on the
problem (for example, tape mounts).
Whether there was a system or user abend. If a user abend,
please check user abend codes in the Messages.

Online modules, online recorder, VMF updates The options in effect at the time of the problem. Use TLMSSTAT.
The JCL to execute CATOPTS is
//OPTS EXEC CATOPTS.
The SYSUDUMP/SYSABEND dump if the problem resulted in an
abend, or the snap dump through the CTS command 'SPINOFF
SNAP' or 'SPINOFF DUMP'.
The execution JCL listing and cataloged procedures for the job
involved, and the console log for the time involved.
Allocation messages, job log, actual output of execution JCL.
The CTS log for the time period can be obtained using the CTS
command SPINOFF LOG.
Type of tape involved: SL, BLP, NL, NSL, multivolume/multi-data
set. Disposition of tape involved: NEW, MOD, PASS, OLD, and so
on.
Your operating system version number, and a snapshot of the
volumes involved (see the Using section), and DVs of the volumes
before and after the job.
The trace output for the period of the job and events causing the
failure (see Tracing).
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Tracing
The TLMS trace facility records every transaction before and after TLMS processing either manually or as a result of tape
activity in another address space. Often, problems can be diagnosed and solved with the tracing output alone.

Interpreting Diagnostic Data
When you have collected the specified diagnostic data, write down your answers to the following questions:

1. What was the sequence of events prior to the error condition?
2. What circumstances existed when the problem occurred and what action did you take?
3. Has this situation occurred before? What was different then?
4. Did the problem occur after a particular PTF was applied or after a new version of the software was installed?
5. Have you recently installed a new version of the operating system?
6. Has the hardware configuration (tape drives, disk drives, and so forth) changed?

From your response to these questions and the diagnostic data, try to identify the cause and resolve the problem.

Accessing the Online Client Support System
Broadcom Support products and services, include:

• Service and support
• Product information and sales
• Press releases
• Communities

Broadcom Support gives you real time, interactive access to Broadcom products support information through the Internet.
You can:

• Open new issues
• Browse or update your existing issues and enhancement requests
• Perform keyword searches
• Download solutions, PTFs, and important notices regarding Broadcom products, maintenance, and documentation

Requirements for Using Broadcom Support
The following are the requirements to use SupportConnect:

• You must be a Broadcom client with a current maintenance agreement.
• You must register through the Broadcom Support site.
• You must access the Internet with a browser that supports the HTML specification 2.0 or higher, such as Netscape

Navigator 4.0 or higher or Microsoft Internet Explorer 3.0 or higher.
Browsers that meet the HTML requirement support the following functions, which are required for SupportConnect:
– Transport Layer Security (TLS) to encrypt your transaction traffic
– Encrypted data records (known as COOKIES)
– HTML tables

SupportConnect Security
SupportConnect runs as a secured server (TLS). You may need to configure your browser to enable TLS. Guidelines for
doing this are provided on the Broadcom Support page.
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Broadcom Support Functions
With Broadcom Support you can perform the following:

• Open a new issue
Open an issue for, or request an enhancement to, one of your Broadcom products.

• Browse your issues and enhancement requests
Display all issues for your site. The issues are grouped into three categories: Open, Closed, and Enhancement
Requests (DARs).

• Browse and/or download solutions
Specify criteria for selecting solutions, which you can then view or download.

• Search the Broadcom knowledge base
Specify criteria for searching the Broadcom database for solutions, problems, and keywords that can provide you with
immediate answers to your product support questions and concerns.

• Update your SupportConnect profile
Make changes to your default email address, phone number, and password whenever necessary.

• Display your site's licenses
View a list of all the Broadcom products for which your company site is currently licensed.

• Display SupportConnect news items
View and download recently published solutions for Broadcom products, instructions for downloading from
SupportConnect, and helpful information for using Broadcom Support, or other Broadcom products.

Accessing the Technical Support Phone Services Directory
The Broadcom Support Phone Services Directory lists each Broadcom products and the telephone number to
call for primary support for that product. To access the Support Phone Services Directory, set your browser for
SupportConnect.ca.com and click on Contact Us.

Calling Broadcom Support
For online technical assistance and a complete list of locations and phone numbers, contact Technical Support at http://
ca.com/support. Technical Support is available 24 hours a day, 7 days a week. For telephone assistance, call:

• U.S. and Canada
1-800-225-5224

• International
(1) 631-881-6801

If you are unable to resolve the problem, please have the following information ready before contacting Broadcom
Support:

• All the diagnostic information described in Collecting Diagnostic Data
• Product name, version number, operating system, and genlevel.
• Product name and version number of any other software you suspect is involved.
• Version level and PUTLEVEL of the operating system.
• Your name, telephone number and extension (if any).
• Your company name.
• Your site ID.
• A severity code. This is a number (from 1 to 4) that you assign to the problem. Use the following to determine the

severity of the problem:
– 1
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a "system down" or inoperative condition
– 2

a suspected high-impact condition associated with the product
– 3

a question concerning product performance or an intermittent low-impact condition associated with the product
– 4

a question concerning general product utilization or implementation

Product Versions and Maintenance
Clients are requested to operate only under currently supported versions of the product.

Clients with current maintenance agreements also receive ongoing product maintenance. When a new version of the
system is available, a notice is sent to all current clients.

Generating a Problem Report
Once a Broadcom Support representative has determined that your problem requires further investigation, you can use
the following to generate a problem report.

TLMSSTAT Utility

The TLMSSTAT diagnostic facility produces a problem report for you to fill out and send in with all problem
documentation.

To invoke TLMSSTAT, execute the CATOPTS proc in your sample JCL library:

//TMSSTATS EXEC CATOPTS                            

Edit the JCL to your installation's standards, and submit the job.

The last page of the problem report provides a status of the Broadcom products that you have installed. In most instances,
this report includes the product version number, gen level, and installation options. This is a sample of a report for TLMS:

THURSDAY, MARCH 25, 2010.084                     TLMSSTAT    JOB=CRAJOSTS  STEP=TMSSTATS    TIME=10:05:03                 PAGE=00001

 CA TLMS OPTIONS LISTING

    CA TLMS           NN.n           GENLEVEL 1003TLC00

 GENERAL:

    ALTCTR=D1        COMPANY=YOUR COMPANY NAME

    DATACTR=DC       DATEFMT=MM/DD/YYYY                PAGESIZ=58

    VMFNAM =ASM.TLMSDV.VMF

    VMFINAM=ASM.TLMSDV.VMFINDEX

 TECHNICAL:

    FORSPEC=NO       LOGID=240        LBLDTRY=YES

    QSIZE=064        MSGPFX=CTS       SMS=NO

    NSM=BC           SCR=BC           EDM=BC

    ROUTAUX=NO

    ROUTINQ=YES    ( RT=14      UPD=YES    MSG=DEL                 )

 PROCESSING:

    ABEND=24         BRKCHN=OPEN      CATDAYS=1        DISP=OUTPUT

    DBLDRIV=NO       DBLTIME=000000   IDSNVER=YES

    INPUT=YES      ( CHN=NO     BLP=YES    NL=YES     SL=YES       )

    KDATE=MAX        MANUAL=NO        NOTLMS=ABEND     PROTECT=ALL
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    RECOVRY=ALTLOG   SCRATCH=CDS      SERIND=YES

    UNCATLG=YES      VSNPAD=          VSNREQD=YES

 TLMSHTAB:

    MSG  ID.         OPTION

    CAT9010P         SUP

    CAT9013P         SUP

THURSDAY, MARCH 25, 2010.084                     TLMSSTAT    JOB=CRAJOSTS  STEP=TMSSTATS    TIME=10:05:03                 PAGE=00002

                            CTS MESSAGE INTERCEPT TABLE ENTRIES CURRENTLY ACTIVE

             MESSAGE           PRODUCT IDENTIFICATION

             IAT5210           CA TLMS       TAPE MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

             IAT5410           CA TLMS       TAPE MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

             IAT5624           CA TLMS       TAPE MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

             IEC101A           CA TLMS       TAPE MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

             IEC400A           CA TLMS       TAPE MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

             IEC404E           CA TLMS       TAPE MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

             IEC501A           CA TLMS       TAPE MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

             IEC501E           CA TLMS       TAPE MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

             IEC502E           CA TLMS       TAPE MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

             IEC507D           CA TLMS       TAPE MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

             IEC534D           CA TLMS       TAPE MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

             IEC704A           CA TLMS       TAPE MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

             IEF233A           CA TLMS       TAPE MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

             IEF233D           CA TLMS       TAPE MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

             IEF234E           CA TLMS       TAPE MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

             JBB101A           CA TLMS       TAPE MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

             JBB501A           CA TLMS       TAPE MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

             JBB501E           CA TLMS       TAPE MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

             JBB502E           CA TLMS       TAPE MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

             JBB507D           CA TLMS       TAPE MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

             JBB534D           CA TLMS       TAPE MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

             JBB704A           CA TLMS       TAPE MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

             JDJ233A           CA TLMS       TAPE MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

             JDJ233D           CA TLMS       TAPE MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

             JDJ234E           CA TLMS       TAPE MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

THURSDAY, MARCH 25, 2010.084                     TLMSSTAT    JOB=CRAJOSTS  STEP=TMSSTATS    TIME=10:05:03                 PAGE=00003

                         SCRATCH POOL DEFINITION REPORT FOR CA TLMS       TAPE MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

          SCRATCH POOL(S) DEFINED IN PPOPTION MEMBER: CTOSCRBC

           SCRATCH POOL ID          VOLUME SERIAL RANGE(S)

 

            VTAPE                    001500-001540

            T3590                    TP0000-TP0099

            XCARTS                   CT0000-CT0099

            HIVOLS                   001541-001599

  END OF SCRATCH POOL DEFINITION REPORT

THURSDAY, MARCH 25, 2010.084                     TLMSSTAT    JOB=CRAJOSTS  STEP=TMSSTATS    TIME=10:05:03                 PAGE=00004

                         SCRATCH POOL ASSIGNMENT REPORT FOR CA TLMS       TAPE MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

          NON-SPECIFIC MOUNT RULES ASSIGNED IN PPOPTION MEMBER: CTONSMBC
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 MANAGEMENT CLASS / EDM NAME / DATASET NAME                         JOBNAME      LOW DATE   HIGH DATE  UNIT SCRATCH POOL

 

 OT23A.STK3590.-                                                    -            N/A        N/

A        -    T3590

 SYS2.ARC.-                                                         -            N/A        N/

A        -    T3590

 SYS3.BKUP.-                                                        -            N/A        N/

A        -    HIVOLS

 -                                                                  DISTR-       N/A        N/

A        -    XCARTS

 -                                                                  -            N/A        N/

A        -    VTAPE

  END OF SCRATCH POOL ASSIGNMENT REPORT

 THURSDAY, MARCH 25, 2010.084                     TLMSSTAT    JOB=CRAJOSTS  STEP=TMSSTATS    TIME=10:05:03                 PAGE=00005

                           EDM RULE ASSIGNMENT REPORT FOR CA TLMS       TAPE MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

          EXTERNAL DATA MANAGER RULES ASSIGNED IN PPOPTION MEMBER: CTOEDMBC

   EDMID    DATA SET NAME                                 PROGRAM NAME   JOBNAME NAME   DD NAME

 

   TECHS    TECH.LAB020.DATA                              -              -              -

   TECHS    TECH.LAB010.DATA                              -              -              -

   DISK     -                                             ADSMI-         -              -

   DISK     -                                             ADSMI002       -              -

   HSM      -                                             ARCCTL         -              -

  END OF EDM RULE ASSIGNMENT REPORT

TLMDATE Macro - Common Date Processing Routines
The TLMDATE macro is a general use macro which provides a common set of routines for manipulating TLMS keywords,
and internal and external dates in various formats. TLMDATE accepts dates specified in the range January 0, 1960
(1960/000) to December 32, 2155 (2155/366).

Date Conversion Routines
The TLMDATE macro furnishes several routines to facilitate the conversion of specific date formats to and from the TLMS
internal date format. Those formats supported are:

• JFCB
The format for this internal date is X'yydddd', where yy is the year in hexadecimal (X'63'=1999, X'64'=2000 and so on,
and dddd is the day of the year in hexadecimal.

• HDR1
This is the date as stored in the FL1EXPDT field of the HDR1 label. Its format is C'cyyddd', where c is the century
(blank=1900, 0=2000, 1=2100 and so on).

• TLMS External Format
This refers to one of the date formats supported by TLMS for display and input purposes.

Those TLMDATE macros that are used for date conversion operations require that the following parameters be defined:
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• FRDATE=
Points to the field to be converted.

• TODATE=
Points to the field that receives the resulting converted date.

Date Calculation Routines
Several forms of the TLMDATE macro are provided to perform ADD TO DATE and SUBTRACT FROM DATE operations,
and to calculate the days difference between two dates. This series of macros only works with TLMS internal dates. For
these date calculation routines, the following parameters must be defined:

• TODATE=
Defines the TLMS internal date to be added to, or is the HIGH DATE when calculating the difference between two
dates.

• FRDATE=
Defines the TLMS internal date to be subtracted from, or is the LOW DATE when calculating the difference between
two dates.

• LOAD
Specifies whether the DATE module is to be loaded or which LPA version is to be used.

• DAYS=
Indicates the number of days to be added to or subtracted from a date, or points to the field to receive the result when
calculating the difference between two dates.

• YEARS=
Indicates the number of years to be added to or subtracted from a date.

• RESULT=
Points to the field to receive the date resulting from an add or subtract operation. RESULT is always a TLMS date,
internal packed 4 bytes.

TLMS Internal Date Format
All internal date fields in TLMS are stored as 4 bytes, packed length. The format of the internal date is ccyyddds, where
ccyy is the century and year combined (0099=1999, 0100=2000 and so on, ddd is the Julian day of the year, and s is the
sign (always positive). TLMS does not attempt to maintain the sign as a particular value, but guarantees the value to be
positive.

Internal dates can be manipulated by the TLMDATE macro. The chart provided in this section lists each TLMS expiration
date keyword and the equivalent internal date stored by TLMS.

TLMDATE Macro Functions
The various forms of the TLMDATE macro are detailed on the following pages in alphabetical order by function type. They
are:

• ADD_DAYS
Add a number of days to a date

• ADD_WORK
Add a number of work days to a date (adjusted for weekends)

• ADD_YEARS
Add a number of years to a date

• ANCHOR
Define the Anchor Control Block

• CLOSE
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Close date routine processing
• EXPLODED_DATA

Generate storage area for date related information after a call to TLMDATE TO_EXPLODED
• FROM_EXTERNAL

Convert an external date to a TLMS internal date
• FROM_HDR1

Convert HDR1 date to a TLMS internal date
• FROM_JFCB

Convert JFCB date to a TLMS internal date
• NUM_DAYS

Calculate and store days difference between two dates
• OPEN

Initialize date processing routines
• PARM

Define parameter list for CTSDATE module
• RETURN_DATE

Return current date and time
• RETURN_TYPE

Determine type of TLMS internal date (calendar or TLMS keyword)
• SET_FORMAT

Set the preferred date format
• SET_KEYWORD

Define a keyword value
• SUB_DAYS

Subtract a number of days from a date
• SUB_YEARS

Subtract a number of years from a date
• TEST_FORMAT

Determine date format validity
• TO_EXPLODED

Convert a TLMS internal date to exploded format
• TO_EXTERNAL

Convert from a TLMS internal date to an external date with format
• TO_HDR1

Convert a TLMS internal date to HDR1 date format
• TO_JFCB

Convert a TLMS internal date to JFCB date format
• TO_PREFERRED

Convert a TLMS internal date to preferred date format

NOTE
The OPEN form of the TLMDATE macro initializes the date processing routines, and must be issued before any
other forms of the macro can be successfully executed.

Coding the TLMDATE Macros
A thorough knowledge of IBM Assembler Language and macro processing standards is assumed.

Use the following coding conventions when coding the TLMDATE macros:
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• The label name must start in column 1.
• The macro name must be followed by at least one space.
• The character X in column 72 indicates that a continuation follows.
• Continuation statements must start in column 16.

Where macro examples are supplied in this section, the macro name is assumed to begin in column 10.

The following pages present the TLMDATE macros in alphabetical order by function type.

TLMDATE ADD_DAYS Macro -- Add Days to a Date
Use the ADD_DAYS form of the TLMDATE macro to add a number of days to a date. This function adds DAYS to
TODATE and places the resulting date into RESULT.

This function uses registers 0, 1, 14 and 15. These registers cannot be used to pass information to the macro.

This macro has the following format:

label TLMDATE ADD_DAYS

   ,TODATE=internal1

   ,DAYS=days

   ,RESULT=internal2 

   

,ANCHOR=anchor

,PARM=plist

[,NORMAL=branch]

[,ERROR=branch]

[,FAIL=branch]

• TODATE
Specifies the TLMS internal date to be added to. This field cannot contain a TLMS keyword.
Type: RX-type label, (Rn), internal packed (4 bytes)

• DAYS
Specifies the number of days to be added to TODATE.
Type: RX-type label, (Rn), packed (4 bytes), or a constant (quotes)

• RESULT
Specifies the field to receive the resulting TLMS internal date.
Type: RX-type label, internal packed (4 bytes)

• ANCHOR=anchor
Points to the label specified by the ANCHOR form of the TLMDATE macro.
Type: RX-type label or (Rn)

• PARM=plist
Points to the label specified by the PARM form of the TLMDATE macro.
Type: RX-type label or (Rn)

• NORMAL=branch
(Optional). Specifies the instruction to receive control on return from the CTSDATE module when no errors occurred. If
not defined, the next instruction after the macro is executed.
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Type: RX-type label
• ERROR=branch

(Optional) Specifies the instruction to receive control on return from the CTSDATE module when a date or range error
occurred. If not defined, the next instruction after the macro is executed.
Type: RX-type label

• FAIL=branch
(Optional) Specifies the instruction to receive control on return from the CTSDATE module when a critical error has
occurred. If not defined, the next instruction after the macro is executed.
Type: RX-type label

Example: TLMDATE ADD_DAYS Macro

                                                                  Pos. 72

                                                                  |

TLMDATE  ADD_DAYS,TODATE=DATE1,RESULT=DATE3,DAYS=PACK1,           X

      ANCHOR=ANCHOR,PARM=DATEPARM                                                  

TLMDATE ADD_WORK Macro -- Add Work Days to a Date
Use the ADD_WORK form of the TLMDATE macro to add a number of work days to a date. This function adds DAYS to
TODATE and places the resulting date into RESULT. The DAYS value is adjusted to accommodate weekends.

This function uses registers 0, 1, 14 and 15. These registers cannot be used to pass information to the macro.

This macro has the following format:

label TLMDATE ADD_WORK

   ,TODATE=internal1

   ,DAYS=days

   ,RESULT=internal2

   

,ANCHOR=anchor

,PARM=plist

[,NORMAL=branch]

[,ERROR=branch]

[,FAIL=branch]

• TODATE
Specifies the TLMS internal date to be added to. This field cannot contain a TLMS keyword.
Type: RX-type label, (Rn), internal packed (4 bytes)

• DAYS
Specifies the number of days to be added to TODATE.
Type: RX-type label, (Rn), packed (4 bytes), or a constant (quotes)

• RESULT
Specifies the field to receive the resulting TLMS internal date.
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Type: RX-type label, internal packed (4 bytes)
• ANCHOR=anchor

Points to the label specified by the ANCHOR form of the TLMDATE macro.
Type: RX-type label or (Rn)

• PARM=plist
Points to the label specified by the PARM form of the TLMDATE macro.
Type: RX-type label or (Rn)

• NORMAL=branch
(Optional). Specifies the instruction to receive control on return from the CTSDATE module when no errors occurred. If
not defined, the next instruction after the macro is executed.
Type: RX-type label

• ERROR=branch
(Optional) Specifies the instruction to receive control on return from the CTSDATE module when a date or range error
occurred. If not defined, the next instruction after the macro is executed.
Type: RX-type label

• FAIL=branch
(Optional) Specifies the instruction to receive control on return from the CTSDATE module when a critical error has
occurred. If not defined, the next instruction after the macro is executed.
Type: RX-type label

Example: TLMDATE ADD_WORK Macro

                                                                  Pos. 72

                                                                  |

TLMDATE  ADD_WORK,ANCHOR=ANCHOR,PARM=DATEPARM,                    X

      TODATE=TCRTDT,DAYS=PRODATE,RESULT=TEXPDT

TLMDATE ADD_YEARS Macro -- Add Years to a Date
Use the ADD_YEARS form of the TLMDATE macro to add a number of years to a date. This function adds YEARS to
TODATE and places the resulting date into RESULT.

This function uses registers 0, 1, 14 and 15. These registers cannot be used to pass information to the macro.

This macro has the following format:

label TLMDATE ADD_YEARS

   ,TODATE=internal1

   ,YEARS=years

   ,RESULT=internal2

   

,ANCHOR=anchor

,PARM=plist

[,NORMAL=branch]

[,ERROR=branch]

[,FAIL=branch]
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• TODATE
Specifies the TLMS internal date to be added to. This field cannot contain a TLMS keyword.
Type: RX-type label, (Rn), internal packed (4 bytes)

• YEARS=years
Specifies the number of years to be added to TODATE.
Type: RX-type label, (Rn), packed (4 bytes)

• RESULT
Specifies the field to receive the resulting TLMS internal date.
Type: RX-type label, internal packed (4 bytes)

• ANCHOR=anchor
Points to the label specified by the ANCHOR form of the TLMDATE macro.
Type: RX-type label or (Rn)

• PARM=plist
Points to the label specified by the PARM form of the TLMDATE macro.
Type: RX-type label or (Rn)

• NORMAL=branch
(Optional). Specifies the instruction to receive control on return from the CTSDATE module when no errors occurred. If
not defined, the next instruction after the macro is executed.
Type: RX-type label

• ERROR=branch
(Optional) Specifies the instruction to receive control on return from the CTSDATE module when a date or range error
occurred. If not defined, the next instruction after the macro is executed.
Type: RX-type label

• FAIL=branch
(Optional) Specifies the instruction to receive control on return from the CTSDATE module when a critical error has
occurred. If not defined, the next instruction after the macro is executed.
Type: RX-type label

Example: TLMDATE ADD_YEARS Macro

                                                                  Pos. 72

                                                                  |

TLMDATE  ADD_YEARS,YEARS=NUMYEARS,TODATE=DATE,                    X

      RESULT=DATEPYR,ANCHOR=R1ANCR,PARM=R1PARMS,                  X

      NORMAL=ADDOKAY

TLMDATE ANCHOR Macro -- Define Anchor Control Block
Use the ANCHOR form of the TLMDATE macro to define the Anchor Control Block.

At least one TLMDATE ANCHOR function must be coded to allow PREFIX to default. Other forms of the TLMDATE macro
rely on the labels generated to obtain offsets.

This macro has the following format:

label TLMDATE ANCHOR [,PREFIX=xx]

• PREFIX=xx
(Optional) Specifies the prefix used for the work area.
Default: DA (Date Anchor)
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The following is the data area generated for TLMDATE ANCHOR:

         DS    0F

name     DS    0XL32              ANCHOR CONTROL BLOCK

DATOKEN  DC    A(0)               TOKEN (POINTER TO WORKAREA)

DAFUNC   DC    A(0)               FUNCTION TO BE PERFORMED

DAFNOPEN EQU   4                  OPEN

DAFNSEFM EQU   8                  SET_FORMAT

DAFNTEFM EQU   12                 TEST_FORMAT

DAFNCLOS EQU   16                 CLOSE

DAFNRTDT EQU   20                 RETURN_DATE

DAFNRTTY EQU   24                 RETURN_TYPE

DAFNNMDA EQU   28                 NUM_DAYS

DAFNSBDA EQU   32                 SUB_DAYS

DAFNADDA EQU   36                 ADD_DAYS

DAFNSBYR EQU   40                 SUB_YEARS

DAFNADYR EQU   44                 ADD_YEARS

DAFNADWK EQU   48                 ADD_WORK

DAFNFRJF EQU   52                 FROM_JFCB

DAFNTOJF EQU   56                 TO_JFCB

DAFNFRHD EQU   60                 FROM_HDR1

DAFNTOHD EQU   64                 TO_HDR1

DAFNFRXT EQU   68                 FROM_EXTERNAL

DAFNTOXT EQU   72                 TO_EXTERNAL

DAFNTOPR EQU   76                 TO_PREFERRED

DAFNTOXP EQU   80                 TO_EXPLODED

DAFNKYCN EQU   84                 KEYWORD_CONFLICTS

DAFNSEKY EQU   88                 SET_KEYWORD

DARETURN DC    A(0)               RETURN CODE

DARCNORM EQU   0

DARCWARN EQU   4

DARCERRO EQU   8

DARCFAIL EQU   12

DAREASON DC    A(0)              REASON CODE (RC=4,8,12 ONLY)

DARSDFLT EQU   0                 DEFAULT. NO ADDITIONAL INFO

DARSNTPK EQU   4           RC=8  DATE FIELD NOT PACKED

DARSBDKY EQU   4           RC=12 KEY= NOT 'YES' OR 'NO '

DARSBDSQ EQU   8           RC=12 WRONG SEQUENCE FOR FUNCTIONS

DARSDTRG EQU   8           RC=8  NOT IN ACCEPTABLE DATE RANGE

DARSUKWD EQU   12          RC=8  UNDEFINED KEYWORD

DARSBNRG EQU   16          RC=8  BINARY VALUE NOT IN VALID RANGE

DARSDTCM EQU   20          RC=8  COMPUTED DATE NOT IN RANGE

DARSKYDD EQU   24          RC=8  DDD FOR KEYWORD NOT IN RANGE

DARSDTDD EQU   28          RC=8  DDD FOR DATE NOT IN RANGE

DARSBDFM EQU   32          RC=8  INVALID FORMAT PARM

DARSUNFM EQU   36          RC=8  EXT DATE IN UNKNOWN FORMAT(WONT MAP)

DARSKWDU EQU   40          RC=8  KWD USE NOT APPROPRIATE FOR FUNC

DARSBDHD EQU   44          RC=8  NOT VALID HDR1 DATE

DARSBDDD EQU   48          RC=8  DD INVALID FOR MM

DARSBDMM EQU   52          RC=8  MM INVALID (NOT 1 -12)

DARSBDCM EQU   56          RC=8  MMM INVALID (NOT VALID ABBREV)

DAFDBK   DC    A(0)               FEED BACK (RC=0 ONLY)
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DAFBZERO EQU   0                    ZEROS

DAFBJDAT EQU   4                    JDATE       - INTERNAL DATE

DAFBOJDT EQU   8                    OJDATE      - OLD JULIAN FMT

DAFBFRGN EQU   12                   FOREIGN     - NON CA TLMS

DAFBLDAT EQU   16                   LDATE/DDD   - LAST USE  RETENTION

DAFBCTLG EQU   20                   CATLG       - CATALOG   RETENTION

DAFBCYCL EQU   24                   CYCLE/CCC   - CYCLE     RETENTION

DAFBPERM EQU   28                   PERM        - PERMANENT RETENTION

DAFBCTDD EQU   32                   CATLG/DDD   - CATLG/DDD RETENTION

DAFBUSER EQU   36                   USER/NNN    - USER RETENTION

DAFBSTAT EQU   40                   STATS/NNN   - HOLD STATUS CODE

DAFBMSG  EQU   44                   MSG/NNN     - AUXILLARY MESSAGE

DAFBAGE  EQU   48                   AGE/DDD

DALEVEL  DC    CL8'BASE'          MACRO LEVEL

DAMODULE DC    A(0)               ADDRESS OF DATE MODULE

TLMDATE CLOSE Macro -- Close Date Processing
Use the CLOSE form of the TLMDATE macro to close date routine processing.

This function uses registers 0, 1, 14 and 15. These registers cannot be used to pass information to the macro.

This macro has the following format:

label TLMDATE CLOSE 

   

,ANCHOR=anchor 

,PARM=plist

   [,NORMAL=branch]

   [,FAIL=branch]

• ANCHOR=anchor
Points to the label specified by the ANCHOR form of the TLMDATE macro.
Type: RX-type label or (Rn)

• PARM=plist
Points to the label specified by the PARM form of the TLMDATE macro.
Type: RX-type label or (Rn)

• NORMAL=branch
(Optional). Specifies the instruction to receive control on return from the CTSDATE module when no errors occurred. If
not defined, the next instruction after the macro is executed.
Type: RX-type label

• FAIL=branch
(Optional) Specifies the instruction to receive control on return from the CTSDATE module when a critical error has
occurred. If not defined, the next instruction after the macro is executed.
Type: RX-type label

Example: TLMDATE CLOSE Macro

TLMDATE  CLOSE,ANCHOR=ANCHOR,PARM=DLIST
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TLMDATE EXPLODED_DATA Macro -- Generate Data Area
Use the EXPLODED_DATA form of the TLMDATE macro to generate the data area in which all date related information is
stored after a call to TLMDATE TO_EXPLODED.

This macro has the following format:

label TLMDATE EXPLODED_DATA [,PREFIX=xx]

• PREFIX=xx
(Optional) Specifies the prefix used for the work area.
Default: DE (Date Exploded)

The following is the data area generated for TLMDATE EXPLODED_DATA:

         DS    0F

name     DS    0CL64              EXPLODED DATE CONTROL BLOCK

DETYPDAT DC    F'0'               TYPE OF DATE IN BINARY

DETYPNAM DC    CL10' '            NAME ASSOCIATED WITH DATE TYPE

DETYPALT DC    CL06' '            ALTERNATE SHORT KEYWORD NAME

DEDAYNAM DC    CL10' '            CHARACTER DAY-OF-WEEK

DEDAYABV DC    CL03' '            CHARACTER DAY-OF-WEEK (ABBREV.)

DEDOW    DC    CL01'0'            NUMERIC DAY-OF-WEEK (1=SUN-7=SAT)

DEDAYTYP DC    CL01' '            DAY TYPE (H)OLIDAY,(W)ORK,WEEK(E)ND

DELYR    DC    CL01'0'            LEAP YEAR INDICATOR (1=LEAP)

DEPAKDDD DC    PL04'0'            PACKED JULIAN DAY   (000-366)

DEMONNAM DC    CL10' '            CHARACTER MONTH NAME

DEMONABV DC    CL03' '            CHARACTER MONTH NAME (ABBREV.)

DEALLDAT DC    0CL11' '           ALL DATE (GREGORIAN AND JULIAN)

DEMM     DC    CL02' '            NUMERIC MONTH       (01-12)

DEDD     DC    CL02' '            NUMERIC DAY         (00-32)

DEYYYY   DC    CL04' '            NUMERIC YEAR        (1960-2155)

DEDDD    DC    CL03' '            NUMERIC JULIAN DAY  (000-366)

TLMDATE FROM_EXTERNAL Macro -- Convert to Internal Date
Use the FROM_EXTERNAL form of the TLMDATE macro to convert a TLMS external date to an internal date.

This function uses registers 0, 1, 14 and 15. These registers cannot be used to pass information to the macro.

This macro has the following format:

label TLMDATE FROM_EXTERNAL

   ,FRDATE=external

   ,TODATE=internal

   

,ANCHOR=anchor

,PARM=plist
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[,NORMAL=branch]

[,ERROR=branch]

[,FAIL=branch]

   [,ZEROS=branch]

   [,JDATE=branch]

   [,OJDATE=branch]

   [,KEYWORD=branch]

   [,USER=branch]

   [,CATLG=branch]

   [,CATLGDD=branch]

   [,CYCLE=branch]

   [,FOREIGN=branch]

   [,LDATE=branch]

   [,PERM=branch]

   [,STATS=branch]

   [,AGE=branch]

   [,MSG=branch]

• FRDATE=external
Specifies the external date to be converted.
Type: RX-type label, (Rn), external (10 bytes).

• TODATE=internal
Specifies the date to receive the translated internal date.
Type: RX-type label, (Rn), internal packed (4 bytes)

• ANCHOR=anchor
Points to the label specified by the ANCHOR form of the TLMDATE macro.
Type: RX-type label or (Rn)

• PARM=plist
Points to the label specified by the PARM form of the TLMDATE macro.
Type: RX-type label or (Rn)

• NORMAL=branch
(Optional). Specifies the instruction to receive control on return from the CTSDATE module when no errors occurred. If
not defined, the next instruction after the macro is executed.
Type: RX-type label

• ERROR=branch
(Optional) Specifies the instruction to receive control on return from the CTSDATE module when a date or range error
occurred. If not defined, the next instruction after the macro is executed.
Type: RX-type label

• FAIL=branch
(Optional) Specifies the instruction to receive control on return from the CTSDATE module when a critical error has
occurred. If not defined, the next instruction after the macro is executed.
Type: RX-type label

The following branches are performed only if the return from CTSDATE is NORMAL. If none are defined, the default is to
NORMAL.

• JDATE=branch
(Optional) Specifies the label to get control if the resulting date is a Julian date.
Type: RX-type label

• OJDATE=branch
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(Optional) Specifies the label to get control if the resulting date was converted from the YYDDD format. If not specified,
JDATE is used.
Type: RX-type label

• ZEROS=branch
(Optional) Specifies the label to get control if the resulting date is equal to zeros.
Type: RX-type label

The following branches are performed only if the return from CTSDATE is NORMAL. They represent dates that are TLMS
keywords. If the value KEYWORD= is coded, all branches default to this value. If KEYWORD= is not coded, the default is
to NORMAL.

• AGE=branch
(Optional) Specifies the label to get control if the resulting date is the TLMS keyword AGE/ddd.
Type: RX-type label

• CATLG=branch
(Optional) Points to the label to get control if the resulting date is the TLMS keyword CATLG or CATALOG.
Type: RX-type label

• CATLGDD=branch
(Optional) Specifies the label to get control if the resulting date is the TLMS keyword CATLG/ddd.
Type: RX-type label

• CYCLE=branch
(Optional) Specifies to the label to get control if the resulting date is the TLMS keyword CYCLE/ccc.
Type: RX-type label

• FOREIGN=branch
(Optional) Specifies the label to get control if the resulting date is the TLMS keyword FOREIGN.
Type: RX-type label

• KEYWORD=branch
(Optional) Specifies the label to get control if the resulting date is a TLMS keyword (associated branch for that keyword
was not coded).
Type: RX-type label

• LDATE=branch
(Optional) Specifies the label to get control if the resulting date is the TLMS keyword LDATE/ddd.
Type: RX-type label

• MSG=branch
(Optional) Specifies the label to get control if the resulting date is the TLMS keyword MSG/mmm.
Type: RX-type label

• PERM=branch
(Optional) Specifies the label to get control if the resulting date is the TLMS keyword PERM or PERMANENT.
Type: RX-type label

• STATS=branch
(Optional) Specifies the label to get control if the resulting date is the TLMS keyword STATS/nnn.
Type: RX-type label

• USER=branch
(Optional) Specifies the label to get control if the resulting date is the TLMS keyword USER/nnn.
Type: RX-type label

Example: TLMDATE FROM_EXTERNAL Macro

                                                                  Pos. 72

                                                                  |

TLMDATE  FROM_EXTERNAL,FRDATE=EXTERNAL,TODATE=DLOW,               X

      ANCHOR=ANCHOR,PARM=DLIST,ERROR=ERROR02
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TLMDATE FROM_HDR1 Macro -- Convert Date to Internal Format
Use the FROM_HDR1 form of the TLMDATE macro to convert a date in HDR1 format to a date in TLMS internal format.
This function translates FRDATE (HDR1 format) into TODATE (TLMS internal format).

This function uses registers 0, 1, 14 and 15. These registers cannot be used to pass information to the macro.

This macro has the following format:

label TLMDATE FROM_HDR1

   ,FRDATE=hdrldate

   ,TODATE=internal

   ,ANCHOR=anchor ,PARM=plist 

   

[,NORMAL=branch]

[,ERROR=branch]

[,FAIL=branch]

[,ZEROS=branch]

[,JDATE=branch]

[,PERM=branch]

• FRDATE=hdrldate
Specifies the date to be converted.
Type: RX-type label, HDR1 format (6 bytes)

• TODATE=internal
Specifies the date to receive the translated internal date.
Type: RX-type label, (Rn), internal packed (4 bytes)

• ANCHOR=anchor
Points to the label specified by the ANCHOR form of the TLMDATE macro.
Type: RX-type label or (Rn)

• PARM=plist
Points to the label specified by the PARM form of the TLMDATE macro.
Type: RX-type label or (Rn)

• NORMAL=branch
(Optional). Specifies the instruction to receive control on return from the CTSDATE module when no errors occurred. If
not defined, the next instruction after the macro is executed.
Type: RX-type label

• ERROR=branch
(Optional) Specifies the instruction to receive control on return from the CTSDATE module when a date or range error
occurred. If not defined, the next instruction after the macro is executed.
Type: RX-type label

• FAIL=branch
(Optional) Specifies the instruction to receive control on return from the CTSDATE module when a critical error has
occurred. If not defined, the next instruction after the macro is executed.
Type: RX-type label
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The following branches are performed only if the return from CTSDATE is NORMAL. If neither is specified, the default is to
NORMAL.

• JDATE=branch
(Optional) Specifies the label to get control if the resulting date is a Julian date.
Type: RX-type label

• ZEROS=branch
(Optional) Specifies the label to get control if the resulting date is equal to zeros.
Type: RX-type label

The following branch is performed only if the return from CTSDATE is NORMAL. It represents dates that are TLMS
keywords.

• PERM=branch
(Optional) Specifies the label to get control if the resulting date is the TLMS keyword PERM or PERMANENT.
Type: RX-type label

Example: TLMDATE FROM_HDR1 Macro

                                                                  Pos. 72

                                                                  |

TLMDATE  FROM_HDR1,FRDATE=FL1EXPDT,TODATE=XEXPDT,                 X

      ANCHOR=XWANCHOR,PARM=XWPARM

TLMDATE FROM_JFCB Macro -- Convert Date to Internal Format
Use the FROM_JFCB form of the TLMDATE macro to convert a date in JFCB format to a date in TLMS internal format.
This function translates FRDATE (JFCB format) into TODATE (TLMS internal format).

This function uses registers 0, 1, 14 and 15. These registers cannot be used to pass information to the macro.

This macro has the following format:

label TLMDATE FROM_JCFB 

   ,FRDATE=jfcbdate

   ,TODATE=internal

   ,KEY=[YES|NO|LABEL]

   

,ANCHOR=anchor

,PARM=plist

[,NORMAL=branch]

[,ERROR=branch]

[,FAIL=branch]

   [,ZEROS=branch]

   [,JDATE=branch]

   [,KEYWORD=branch]

   [,USER=branch]

   [,MSG=branch]
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   [,CATLG=branch]

   [,CATLGDD=branch]

   [,CYCLE=branch]

   [,FOREIGN=branch]

   [,LDATE=branch]

   [,PERM=branch]

   [,AGE=branch]

• FRDATE=jfcbdate
Specifies the date to be converted.
Type: RX-type label, JFCB format, hexadecimal (3 bytes)

• TODATE=internal
Specifies the date to receive the translated internal date.
Type: RX-type label, (Rn), internal packed (4 bytes)

• KEY=[YES|NO|LABEL]
Indicates whether the date being translated can contain keywords (97000-99366).
Valid values:YES, NO, or a field containing the value
Type: RX-type label, (Rn) or constant (quotes)

• ANCHOR=anchor
Points to the label specified by the ANCHOR form of the TLMDATE macro.
Type: RX-type label or (Rn)

• PARM=plist
Points to the label specified by the PARM form of the TLMDATE macro.
Type: RX-type label or (Rn)

• NORMAL=branch
(Optional). Specifies the instruction to receive control on return from the CTSDATE module when no errors occurred. If
not defined, the next instruction after the macro is executed.
Type: RX-type label

• ERROR=branch
(Optional) Specifies the instruction to receive control on return from the CTSDATE module when a date or range error
occurred. If not defined, the next instruction after the macro is executed.
Type: RX-type label

• FAIL=branch
(Optional) Specifies the instruction to receive control on return from the CTSDATE module when a critical error has
occurred. If not defined, the next instruction after the macro is executed.
Type: RX-type label

The following branches are performed only if the return from CTSDATE is NORMAL. If they are omitted, NORMAL is
assumed. If neither is specified, the default is to NORMAL.

• JDATE=branch
(Optional) Specifies the label to get control if the resulting date is a Julian date.
Type: RX-type label

• ZEROS=branch
(Optional) Specifies the label to get control if the resulting date is equal to zeros.
Type: RX-type label

The following branches are performed only if the return from CTSDATE is NORMAL. They represent dates that are TLMS
keywords. If the value KEYWORD= is coded, all branches default to this value. If KEYWORD= is not coded, the default is
to NORMAL.

• AGE=branch
(Optional) Specifies the label to get control if the resulting date is the TLMS keyword AGE/ddd.
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Type: RX-type label
• CATLG=branch

(Optional) Points to the label to get control if the resulting date is the TLMS keyword CATLG or CATALOG.
Type: RX-type label

• CATLGDD=branch
(Optional) Specifies the label to get control if the resulting date is the TLMS keyword CATLG/ddd.
Type: RX-type label

• CYCLE=branch
(Optional) Specifies to the label to get control if the resulting date is the TLMS keyword CYCLE/ccc.
Type: RX-type label

• FOREIGN=branch
(Optional) Specifies the label to get control if the resulting date is the TLMS keyword FOREIGN.
Type: RX-type label

• KEYWORD=branch
(Optional) Specifies the label to get control if the resulting date is a TLMS keyword (associated branch for that keyword
was not coded).
Type: RX-type label

• LDATE=branch
(Optional) Specifies the label to get control if the resulting date is the TLMS keyword LDATE/ddd.
Type: RX-type label

• MSG=branch
(Optional) Specifies the label to get control if the resulting date is the TLMS keyword MSG/mmm.
Type: RX-type label

• PERM=branch
(Optional) Specifies the label to get control if the resulting date is the TLMS keyword PERM or PERMANENT.
Type: RX-type label

• STATS=branch
(Optional) Specifies the label to get control if the resulting date is the TLMS keyword STATS/nnn.
Type: RX-type label

• USER=branch
(Optional) Specifies the label to get control if the resulting date is the TLMS keyword USER/nnn.
Type: RX-type label

Example: TLMDATE FROM_JFCB Macro

                                                                  Pos. 72

                                                                  |

TLMDATE  FROM_JFCB,FRDATE=JFCBCRDT,TODATE=TMCRTDT,                X

      KEY='NO',ANCHOR=XWANCHOR,PARM=XWPARM,                       X

      ERROR=ABEND10,FAIL=ABEND10

TLMDATE NUM_DAYS Macro -- Days Between Dates
Use the NUM_DAYS form of the TLMDATE macro to calculate and store the number of days between two dates. This
function subtracts TODATE from FRDATE and places the difference (number of days) into DAYS. The DAYS= result
excludes one day from the FRDATE-TODATE range.

This function uses registers 0, 1, 14 and 15. These registers cannot be used to pass information to the macro.

This macro has the following format:
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label TLMDATE NUM_DAYS

   ,FRDATE=internal1

   ,TODATE=internal2

   ,DAYS=days

   

,ANCHOR=anchor

,PARM=plist

[,NORMAL=branch]

[,ERROR=branch]

[,FAIL=branch]

• FRDATE=internal1
Specifies the internal low date used in the subtraction.
Type: RX-type label, (Rn), internal packed (4 bytes)

• TODATE=internal2
Specifies the internal high date used in the subtraction.
Type: RX-type label, (Rn), internal packed (4 bytes)

• DAYS=days
Specifies the field to receive the resulting difference.
Type: RX-type label, (Rn), packed (4 bytes) or a constant (quotes)

• ANCHOR=anchor
Points to the label specified by the ANCHOR form of the TLMDATE macro.
Type: RX-type label or (Rn)

• PARM=plist
Points to the label specified by the PARM form of the TLMDATE macro.
Type: RX-type label or (Rn)

• NORMAL=branch
(Optional). Specifies the instruction to receive control on return from the CTSDATE module when no errors occurred. If
not defined, the next instruction after the macro is executed.
Type: RX-type label

• ERROR=branch
(Optional) Specifies the instruction to receive control on return from the CTSDATE module when a date or range error
occurred. If not defined, the next instruction after the macro is executed.
Type: RX-type label

• FAIL=branch
(Optional) Specifies the instruction to receive control on return from the CTSDATE module when a critical error has
occurred. If not defined, the next instruction after the macro is executed.
Type: RX-type label

Example: TLMDATE NUM_DAYS Macro

                                                                  Pos. 72

                                                                  |

TLMDATE  NUM_DAYS,FRDATE=XCRTDT,TODATE=XEXPDT,                    X

      DAYS=XDAYS,ANCHOR=XWANCHOR,PARM=XWPARM,                     X
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      ERROR=ABEND10,FAIL=ABEND10

TLMDATE OPEN Macro -- Initialize Date Routines
Use the OPEN form of TLMDATE to initialize date routines for processing. This includes GETMAINing storage and
obtaining the Preferred date format. TLMDATE OPEN must be issued before any other forms of the macro will execute
successfully. OPEN establishes the ANCHOR used by all other calls.

This function uses registers 0, 1, 14 and 15. These registers cannot be used to pass information into the macro.

This macro has the following format:

label TLMDATE OPEN ,FMT=format

   

,ANCHOR=anchor

,PARM=plist

[,NORMAL=branch]

[,ERROR=branch]

[,FAIL=branch]

• FMT=format
Specifies a 10-byte field containing a date pattern.
Type: RX-type label, (Rn), or constant (quotes)

• ANCHOR=anchor
Points to the label specified by the ANCHOR form of the TLMDATE macro.
Type: RX-type label or (Rn)

• PARM=plist
Points to the label specified by the PARM form of the TLMDATE macro.
Type: RX-type label or (Rn)

• NORMAL=branch
(Optional). Specifies the instruction to receive control on return from the CTSDATE module when no errors occurred. If
not defined, the next instruction after the macro is executed.
Type: RX-type label

• ERROR=branch
(Optional) Specifies the instruction to receive control on return from the CTSDATE module when a date or range error
occurred. If not defined, the next instruction after the macro is executed.
Type: RX-type label

• FAIL=branch
(Optional) Specifies the instruction to receive control on return from the CTSDATE module when a critical error has
occurred. If not defined, the next instruction after the macro is executed.
Type: RX-type label

Example: TLMDATE OPEN Macro

                                                                  Pos. 72

                                                                  |

TLMDATE  OPEN,FMT=DATEFMT,ANCHOR=DAANCHOR,PARM=DATEPARM,          X
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      ERROR=ABEND10,FAIL=ABEND10

TLMDATE PARM Macro -- Define Parameter List
Use the PARM form of the TLMDATE macro to define a parameter list sufficient to hold the parameters passed to
CTSDATE.

This macro has the following format:

label TLMDATE PARM

TLMDATE RETURN_DATE Macro -- Return Date and Time
Use the RETURN_DATE form of the TLMDATE macro to return the current date and time.

This macro has the following format:

label TLMDATE RETURN_DATE

   ,DATE=internal

   ,TIME=internal

   ,ANCHOR=anchor,PARM=plist[,NORMAL=branch][,ERROR=branch][,FAIL=branch] 

• DATE=internal
Specifies the field to receive the current date.
Type: RX-type label or (Rn), internal packed (4 bytes)

• TIME=internal
Specifies the field to receive the current time.
Type: RX-type label or (Rn), internal packed (4 bytes)

• ANCHOR=anchor
Points to the label specified by the ANCHOR form of the TLMDATE macro.
Type: RX-type label or (Rn)

• PARM=plist
Points to the label specified by the PARM form of the TLMDATE macro.
Type: RX-type label or (Rn)

• NORMAL=branch
(Optional). Specifies the instruction to receive control on return from the CTSDATE module when no errors occurred. If
not defined, the next instruction after the macro is executed.
Type: RX-type label

• ERROR=branch
(Optional) Specifies the instruction to receive control on return from the CTSDATE module when a date or range error
occurred. If not defined, the next instruction after the macro is executed.
Type: RX-type label

• FAIL=branch
(Optional) Specifies the instruction to receive control on return from the CTSDATE module when a critical error has
occurred. If not defined, the next instruction after the macro is executed.
Type: RX-type label

Example: TLMDATE RETURN_DATE Macro
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                                                                  Pos. 72

                                                                  |

TLMDATE  RETURN_DATE,DATE=CURRDATE,TIME=CURRTIME,                 X

      ANCHOR=ANCHOR,PARM=DPARM

TLMDATE RETURN_TYPE Macro -- Return Internal Date Type
Use the RETURN_TYPE form of the TLMDATE macro to return the type of the internal date.

This function uses registers 0, 1, 14 and 15. These registers cannot be used to pass information to the macro.

This macro has the following format:

label TLMDATE RETURN_TYPE

   

,ANCHOR=anchor

,PARM=plist

[,NORMAL=branch]

[,ERROR=branch]

[,FAIL=branch]

   

[,KEYWORD=branch]

[,USER=branch]

[,CATLG=branch]

[,CATLGDD=branch]

[,CYCLE=branch]

[,FOREIGN=branch]

[,LDATE=branch]

[,PERM=branch]

[,STATS=branch]

[,AGE=branch]

[,MSG=branch]

• ANCHOR=anchor
Points to the label specified by the ANCHOR form of the TLMDATE macro.
Type: RX-type label or (Rn)

• PARM=plist
Points to the label specified by the PARM form of the TLMDATE macro.
Type: RX-type label or (Rn)

• NORMAL=branch
(Optional). Specifies the instruction to receive control on return from the CTSDATE module when no errors occurred. If
not defined, the next instruction after the macro is executed.
Type: RX-type label

• ERROR=branch
(Optional) Specifies the instruction to receive control on return from the CTSDATE module when a date or range error
occurred. If not defined, the next instruction after the macro is executed.
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Type: RX-type label
• FAIL=branch

(Optional) Specifies the instruction to receive control on return from the CTSDATE module when a critical error has
occurred. If not defined, the next instruction after the macro is executed.
Type: RX-type label

The following branches are performed only if the return from CTSDATE is NORMAL. If neither is specified, the default is to
NORMAL.

• JDATE=branch
(Optional) Specifies the label to get control if the resulting date is a Julian date.
Type: RX-type label

• ZEROS=branch
(Optional) Specifies the label to get control if the resulting date is equal to zeros.
Type: RX-type label

The following branches are performed only if the return from CTSDATE is NORMAL. They represent dates that are TLMS
keywords. If the value KEYWORD= is coded, all branches default to this value. If KEYWORD= is not coded, the default is
to NORMAL.

AGE=branch(Optional) Specifies the label to get control if the resulting date is the TLMS keyword AGE/ddd.Type: RX-
type labelCATLG=branch (Optional) Points to the label to get control if the resulting date is the TLMS keyword CATLG
or CATALOG.Type: RX-type labelCATLGDD=branch(Optional) Specifies the label to get control if the resulting date is
the TLMS keyword CATLG/ddd.Type: RX-type labelCYCLE=branch(Optional) Specifies to the label to get control if the
resulting date is the TLMS keyword CYCLE/ccc.Type: RX-type labelFOREIGN=branch(Optional) Specifies the label to get
control if the resulting date is the TLMS keyword FOREIGN.Type: RX-type labelKEYWORD=branch(Optional) Specifies
the label to get control if the resulting date is a TLMS keyword (associated branch for that keyword was not coded).Type:
RX-type labelLDATE=branch(Optional) Specifies the label to get control if the resulting date is the TLMS keyword LDATE/
ddd.Type: RX-type labelMSG=branch(Optional) Specifies the label to get control if the resulting date is the TLMS keyword
MSG/mmm.Type: RX-type labelPERM=branch(Optional) Specifies the label to get control if the resulting date is the TLMS
keyword PERM or PERMANENT.Type: RX-type labelSTATS=branch(Optional) Specifies the label to get control if the
resulting date is the TLMS keyword STATS/nnn.Type: RX-type labelUSER=branch(Optional) Specifies the label to get
control if the resulting date is the TLMS keyword USER/nnn.Type: RX-type label.

Example: TLMDATE RETURN_TYPE Macro

                                                                  Pos. 72

                                                                  |

TLMDATE  RETURN_TYPE,ANCHOR=ANCHOR,PARM=DATEPARM,                 X

      JDATE=NON98,KEYWORD=NON98,LDATE=EXTN98,                     X

      DATE=TMEXPDT

TLMDATE SET_FORMAT Macro -- Set Date Format
Use the SET_FORMAT form of the TLMDATE macro to establish the preferred date format.

This macro has the following format:

label TLMDATE SET_FORMAT

   ,FMT=format

   

,ANCHOR=anchor
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,PARM=plist

[,NORMAL=branch]

[,ERROR=branch]

[,FAIL=branch]

• FMT=format
Specifies a 10-byte field containing a date pattern.
Type: RX-type label, (Rn), or constant (quotes)

• ANCHOR=anchor
Points to the label specified by the ANCHOR form of the TLMDATE macro.
Type: RX-type label or (Rn)

• PARM=plist
Points to the label specified by the PARM form of the TLMDATE macro.
Type: RX-type label or (Rn)

• NORMAL=branch
(Optional). Specifies the instruction to receive control on return from the CTSDATE module when no errors occurred. If
not defined, the next instruction after the macro is executed.
Type: RX-type label

• ERROR=branch
(Optional) Specifies the instruction to receive control on return from the CTSDATE module when a date or range error
occurred. If not defined, the next instruction after the macro is executed.
Type: RX-type label

• FAIL=branch
(Optional) Specifies the instruction to receive control on return from the CTSDATE module when a critical error has
occurred. If not defined, the next instruction after the macro is executed.
Type: RX-type label

Example: TLMDATE SET_FORMAT Macro

                                                                  Pos. 72

                                                                  |

TLMDATE  SET_FORMAT,FMT=DATEFMT,ANCHOR=R1ANCR,                    X

      PARM=R1PARMS,NORMAL=PARMDAT5

TLMDATE SET_KEYWORD Macro -- Define Keyword Value
Use the SET_KEYWORD form of the TLMDATE macro to define a keyword value.

This macro has the following format:

label TLMDATE SET_KEYWORD

   ,TODATE=internal1

   ,KEYWORD=keyword

   

,ANCHOR=anchor
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,PARM=plist

[,NORMAL=branch]

[,ERROR=branch]

[,FAIL=branch]

   [,VALUE=value] 

• TODATE=internal1
Specifies an internal date to be set to the keyword specified by the KEYWORD= operand.

• KEYWORD=keyword
Represents the TLMS keyword to which TODATE will be set (CATALOG, LDATE and so on). When specified as a
constant, the value coded is the actual keyword (KEYWORD='LDATE'). When specified as an RX-type label or (Rn),
KEYWORD points to a fullword containing the feedback code associated with the keyword, such as A(DAFBLDAT) for
LDATE. (See TLMDATE_ANCHOR.)
Type: RX-type label, (Rn) or constant (in single quotes)

• ANCHOR=anchor
Points to the label specified by the ANCHOR form of the TLMDATE macro.
Type: RX-type label or (Rn)

• PARM=plist
Points to the label specified by the PARM form of the TLMDATE macro.
Type: RX-type label or (Rn)

• NORMAL=branch
(Optional). Specifies the instruction to receive control on return from the CTSDATE module when no errors occurred. If
not defined, the next instruction after the macro is executed.
Type: RX-type label

• ERROR=branch
(Optional) Specifies the instruction to receive control on return from the CTSDATE module when a date or range error
occurred. If not defined, the next instruction after the macro is executed.
Type: RX-type label

• FAIL=branch
(Optional) Specifies the instruction to receive control on return from the CTSDATE module when a critical error has
occurred. If not defined, the next instruction after the macro is executed.
Type: RX-type label

• VALUE
Specifies a number to be associated with the keywords ZEROS, LDATE, CYCLE, CATLG, USER, FOREIGN, PERM
and STATS. VALUE= cannot be coded if the KEYWORD= value is coded as a constant and the keyword specified is
not a value. For example, KEYWORD='PERM' and VALUE= are invalid. VALUE= is not validated if KEYWORD= is
specified as an RX-type label or (Rn) value.
Type: RX-type label, (Rn) or constant (in single quotes), packed (4 bytes)

Example: TLMDATE SET_KEYWORD Macro

                                                                  Pos. 72

                                                                  |

TLMDATE  SET_KEYWORD,KEYWORD='PERM',TODATE=TMEXPDT,               X

      ANCHOR=XWANCHOR,PARM=XWPARM
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TLMDATE SUB_DAYS Macro -- Subtract Days From Date
Use the SUB_DAYS form of the TLMDATE macro to subtract a number of days from a date. This function subtracts DAYS
from FRDATE and places the resulting date into RESULT.

This function uses registers 0, 1, 14 and 15. These registers cannot be used to pass information to the macro.

This macro has the following format:

label TLMDATE SUB_DAYS

   ,FRDATE=internal1

   ,DAYS=days

   ,RESULT=internal2

   

,ANCHOR=anchor

,PARM=plist

[,NORMAL=branch]

[,ERROR=branch]

[,FAIL=branch]

• FRDATE=internal1
Specifies the internal date to be subtracted from.
Type: RX-type label, (Rn), internal packed (4 bytes)

• DAYS=days
Specifies the number of days to be subtracted.
Type: RX-type label, (Rn), internal packed (4 bytes), or a constant (quotes)

• RESULT=internal2
Specifies the field to contain the resulting internal date.
Type: RX-type label, (Rn), internal packed (4 bytes)

• ANCHOR=anchor
Points to the label specified by the ANCHOR form of the TLMDATE macro.
Type: RX-type label or (Rn)

• PARM=plist
Points to the label specified by the PARM form of the TLMDATE macro.
Type: RX-type label or (Rn)

• NORMAL=branch
(Optional). Specifies the instruction to receive control on return from the CTSDATE module when no errors occurred. If
not defined, the next instruction after the macro is executed.
Type: RX-type label

• ERROR=branch
(Optional) Specifies the instruction to receive control on return from the CTSDATE module when a date or range error
occurred. If not defined, the next instruction after the macro is executed.
Type: RX-type label

• FAIL=branch
(Optional) Specifies the instruction to receive control on return from the CTSDATE module when a critical error has
occurred. If not defined, the next instruction after the macro is executed.
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Type: RX-type label

Example: TLMDATE SUB_DAYS Macro

                                                                  Pos. 72

                                                                  |

TLMDATE  SUB_DAYS,ANCHOR=ANCHOR,PARM=DATEPARM,                    X

      FRDATE=TODAY,DAYS=FWORD,RESULT=CLNDATE,                     X

      FAIL=ABEND004,ERROR=ABEND004

TLMDATE SUB_YEARS Macro -- Subtract Years From Date
Use the SUB_YEARS form of the TLMDATE macro to subtract a number of years from a date. This function subtracts
YEARS from FRDATE and places the resulting date into RESULT.

This function uses registers 0, 1, 14 and 15. These registers cannot be used to pass information to the macro.

This macro has the following format:

label TLMDATE SUB_YEARS

   ,FRDATE=internal1

   ,YEARS=years

   ,RESULT=internal2

   

,ANCHOR=anchor

,PARM=plist

[,NORMAL=branch]

[,ERROR=branch]

[,FAIL=branch]

• FRDATE=internal1
Specifies the internal date to be subtracted from.
Type: RX-type label, (Rn), internal packed (4 bytes)

• YEARS=years
Specifies the number of years to be subtracted from FRDATE.
Type: RX-type label, (Rn), packed (4 bytes) or a constant (quotes)

• RESULT=internal2
Specifies the field to contain the resulting internal date.
Type: RX-type label, (Rn), internal packed (4 bytes)

• ANCHOR=anchor
Points to the label specified by the ANCHOR form of the TLMDATE macro.
Type: RX-type label or (Rn)

• PARM=plist
Points to the label specified by the PARM form of the TLMDATE macro.
Type: RX-type label or (Rn)

• NORMAL=branch
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(Optional). Specifies the instruction to receive control on return from the CTSDATE module when no errors occurred. If
not defined, the next instruction after the macro is executed.
Type: RX-type label

• ERROR=branch
(Optional) Specifies the instruction to receive control on return from the CTSDATE module when a date or range error
occurred. If not defined, the next instruction after the macro is executed.
Type: RX-type label

• FAIL=branch
(Optional) Specifies the instruction to receive control on return from the CTSDATE module when a critical error has
occurred. If not defined, the next instruction after the macro is executed.
Type: RX-type label

Example: TLMDATE SUB_YEARS

                                                                  Pos. 72

                                                                  |

TLMDATE  SUB_YEARS,ANCHOR=ANCHOR,PARM=DATEPARM,                   X

      FRDATE=CURRENT,YEARS=FWORD,RESULT=NYEAR,                    X

      FAIL=ABEND004,ERROR=ABEND004

TLMDATE TEST_FORMAT Macro -- Test External Date Format
Use the TEST_FORMAT form of the TLMDATE macro to test an external date format for TLMS compatibility.

This macro has the following format:

label TLMDATE TEST_FORMAT

   ,FMT=datefmt

   

,ANCHOR=anchor

,PARM=plist

[,NORMAL=branch]

[,ERROR=branch]

[,FAIL=branch]

• FMT=datefmt
Specifies a 10-byte field containing a date pattern.
Type: RX-type label, (Rn), or constant (quotes)

• ANCHOR=anchor
Points to the label specified by the ANCHOR form of the TLMDATE macro.
Type: RX-type label or (Rn)

• PARM=plist
Points to the label specified by the PARM form of the TLMDATE macro.
Type: RX-type label or (Rn)

• NORMAL=branch
(Optional). Specifies the instruction to receive control on return from the CTSDATE module when no errors occurred. If
not defined, the next instruction after the macro is executed.
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Type: RX-type label
• ERROR=branch

(Optional) Specifies the instruction to receive control on return from the CTSDATE module when a date or range error
occurred. If not defined, the next instruction after the macro is executed.
Type: RX-type label

• FAIL=branch
(Optional) Specifies the instruction to receive control on return from the CTSDATE module when a critical error has
occurred. If not defined, the next instruction after the macro is executed.
Type: RX-type label

Example: TLMDATE TEST_FORMAT

                                                                  Pos. 72

                                                                  |

TLMDATE  TEST_FORMAT,ANCHOR=ANCHOR,FMT=PERFDATE,                  X

      PARM=DATEPARM,ERROR=ABEND004,FAIL=ABEND004

TLMDATE TO_EXTERNAL Macro -- Convert Internal Date
Use the TO_EXTERNAL form of the TLMDATE macro to convert from an internal date to a TLMS external date.

This function uses registers 0, 1, 14 and 15. These registers cannot be used to pass information to the macro.

This macro has the following format:

label TLMDATE TO_EXTERNAL

   ,TODATE=external

   ,FRDATE=internal

   ,FMT=format

   

,ANCHOR=anchor

,PARM=plist

[,NORMAL=branch]

[,ERROR=branch]

[,FAIL=branch]

   

[,ZEROS=branch]

[,JDATE=branch]

   

[,KEYWORD=branch]

[,USER=branch]

[,CATLG=branch]

[,CATLGDD=branch]

[,CYCLE=branch]
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[,FOREIGN=branch]

[,LDATE=branch]

[,PERM=branch]

[,STATS=branch]

[,AGE=branch]

[,MSG=branch]

• TODATE
Specifies the field to receive the translated date.
Type: RX-type label, external character date (10 bytes)

• FRDATE
Specifies the date to be converted.
Type: RX-type label, (Rn), internal packed (4 bytes)

• FMT
Specifies a 10-byte field containing a date pattern.
Type: RX-type label, (Rn), or constant (quotes)

• ANCHOR=anchor
Points to the label specified by the ANCHOR form of the TLMDATE macro.
Type: RX-type label or (Rn)

• PARM=plist
Points to the label specified by the PARM form of the TLMDATE macro.
Type: RX-type label or (Rn)

• NORMAL=branch
(Optional). Specifies the instruction to receive control on return from the CTSDATE module when no errors occurred. If
not defined, the next instruction after the macro is executed.
Type: RX-type label

• ERROR=branch
(Optional) Specifies the instruction to receive control on return from the CTSDATE module when a date or range error
occurred. If not defined, the next instruction after the macro is executed.
Type: RX-type label

• FAIL=branch
(Optional) Specifies the instruction to receive control on return from the CTSDATE module when a critical error has
occurred. If not defined, the next instruction after the macro is executed.
Type: RX-type label

The following branches are performed only if the return from CTSDATE is NORMAL. If neither is specified, the default is to
NORMAL.

• ZEROS=branch
(Optional) Specifies the label to get control if the resulting date is equal to zeros.
Type: RX-type label

• JDATE=branch
(Optional) Specifies the label to get control if the resulting date is a Julian date.
Type: RX-type label

The following branches are performed only if the return from CTSDATE is NORMAL. They represent dates that are TLMS
keywords. If the value KEYWORD= is coded, all branches default to this value. If KEYWORD= is not coded, the default is
to NORMAL.

• AGE=branch
(Optional) Specifies the label to get control if the resulting date is the TLMS keyword AGE/ddd.
Type: RX-type label

• CATLG=branch
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(Optional) Points to the label to get control if the resulting date is the TLMS keyword CATLG or CATALOG.
Type: RX-type label

• CATLGDD=branch
(Optional) Specifies the label to get control if the resulting date is the TLMS keyword CATLG/ddd.
Type: RX-type label

• CYCLE=branch
(Optional) Specifies to the label to get control if the resulting date is the TLMS keyword CYCLE/ccc.
Type: RX-type label

• FOREIGN=branch
(Optional) Specifies the label to get control if the resulting date is the TLMS keyword FOREIGN.
Type: RX-type label

• KEYWORD=branch
(Optional) Specifies the label to get control if the resulting date is a TLMS keyword (associated branch for that keyword
was not coded).
Type: RX-type label

• LDATE=branch
(Optional) Specifies the label to get control if the resulting date is the TLMS keyword LDATE/ddd.
Type: RX-type label

• MSG=branch
(Optional) Specifies the label to get control if the resulting date is the TLMS keyword MSG/mmm.
Type: RX-type label

• PERM=branch
(Optional) Specifies the label to get control if the resulting date is the TLMS keyword PERM or PERMANENT.
Type: RX-type label

• STATS=branch
(Optional) Specifies the label to get control if the resulting date is the TLMS keyword STATS/nnn.
Type: RX-type label

• USER=branch
(Optional) Specifies the label to get control if the resulting date is the TLMS keyword USER/nnn.
Type: RX-type label

Example: TLMDATE TO_EXTERNAL Macro

                                                                  Pos. 72

                                                                  |

TLMDATE  TO_EXTERNAL,TODATE=PERFDATE,FMT=WORKDATE,                X

      FRDATE=(R5),ANCHOR=DAANCHOR,PARM=DATEPARM

TLMDATE TO_EXPLODED Macro -- Convert Internal Date
Use the TO_EXPLODED form of the TLMDATE macro to convert a TLMS internal date to an exploded format.
The extracted date related data is stored in the area generated by the TLMDATE EXPLODED_DATA macro. See
EXPLODED_DATA for a list of information that can be extracted.

This macro has the following format:

label TLMDATE TO_EXPLODED

   ,TODATE=exploded

   ,FRDATE=internal1
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,ANCHOR=anchor

,PARM=plist

[,NORMAL=branch]

[,ERROR=branch]

[,FAIL=branch]

   

[,ZEROS=branch]

[,JDATE=branch]

   

[,KEYWORD=branch]

[,USER=branch]

[,CATLG=branch]

[,CATLGDD=branch]

[,CYCLE=branch]

[,FOREIGN=branch]

[,LDATE=branch]

[,PERM=branch]

[,STATS=branch]

[,AGE=branch]

[,MSG=branch]

• TODATE
Specifies a field defined using the EXPLODED_DATA form of the TLMDATE macro.
Type: RX-type label, (Rn)

• FRDATE
Specifies the internal date to be converted.
Type: RX-type label, (Rn), internal packed (4 bytes)

• ANCHOR=anchor
Points to the label specified by the ANCHOR form of the TLMDATE macro.
Type: RX-type label or (Rn)

• PARM=plist
Points to the label specified by the PARM form of the TLMDATE macro.
Type: RX-type label or (Rn)

• NORMAL=branch
(Optional). Specifies the instruction to receive control on return from the CTSDATE module when no errors occurred. If
not defined, the next instruction after the macro is executed.
Type: RX-type label

• ERROR=branch
(Optional) Specifies the instruction to receive control on return from the CTSDATE module when a date or range error
occurred. If not defined, the next instruction after the macro is executed.
Type: RX-type label

• FAIL=branch
(Optional) Specifies the instruction to receive control on return from the CTSDATE module when a critical error has
occurred. If not defined, the next instruction after the macro is executed.
Type: RX-type label
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The following branches are performed only if the return from CTSDATE is NORMAL. If neither is specified, the default is to
NORMAL.

• JDATE=branch
(Optional) Specifies the label to get control if the resulting date is a Julian date.
Type: RX-type label

• ZEROS=branch
(Optional) Specifies the label to get control if the resulting date is equal to zeros.
Type: RX-type label

The following branches are performed only if the return from CTSDATE is NORMAL. They represent dates that are TLMS
keywords. If the value KEYWORD= is coded, all branches default to this value. If KEYWORD= is not coded, the default is
to NORMAL.

• AGE=branch
(Optional) Specifies the label to get control if the resulting date is the TLMS keyword AGE/ddd.
Type: RX-type label

• CATLG=branch
(Optional) Points to the label to get control if the resulting date is the TLMS keyword CATLG or CATALOG.
Type: RX-type label

• CATLGDD=branch
(Optional) Specifies the label to get control if the resulting date is the TLMS keyword CATLG/ddd.
Type: RX-type label

• CYCLE=branch
(Optional) Specifies to the label to get control if the resulting date is the TLMS keyword CYCLE/ccc.
Type: RX-type label

• FOREIGN=branch
(Optional) Specifies the label to get control if the resulting date is the TLMS keyword FOREIGN.
Type: RX-type label

• KEYWORD=branch
(Optional) Specifies the label to get control if the resulting date is a TLMS keyword (associated branch for that keyword
was not coded).
Type: RX-type label

• LDATE=branch
(Optional) Specifies the label to get control if the resulting date is the TLMS keyword LDATE/ddd.
Type: RX-type label

• MSG=branch
(Optional) Specifies the label to get control if the resulting date is the TLMS keyword MSG/mmm.
Type: RX-type label

• PERM=branch
(Optional) Specifies the label to get control if the resulting date is the TLMS keyword PERM or PERMANENT.
Type: RX-type label

• STATS=branch
(Optional) Specifies the label to get control if the resulting date is the TLMS keyword STATS/nnn.
Type: RX-type label

• USER=branch
(Optional) Specifies the label to get control if the resulting date is the TLMS keyword USER/nnn.
Type: RX-type label

Example: TLMDATE TO_EXPLODED Macro

                                                                  Pos. 72

                                                                  |
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TLMDATE  TO_EXPLODED,ANCHOR=ANCHOR,PARM=DATEPARM,                 X

      TODATE=EXPLODED,FRDATE=TMEXPDT

TLMDATE TO_HDR1 Macro -- Convert From Internal Date
Use the TO_HDR1 form of the TLMDATE macro to convert a date in TLMS internal format to a date in HDR1 format. This
function translates FRDATE (TLMS internal format) to TODATE (HDR1 format).

This function uses registers 0, 1, 14 and 15. These registers cannot be used to pass information to the macro.

This macro has the following format:

label TLMDATE TO_HDR1

   ,TODATE=hdr1date

   ,FRDATE=internal

   

,ANCHOR=anchor

,PARM=plist

[,NORMAL=branch]

[,ERROR=branch]

[,FAIL=branch]

   

[,ZEROS=branch]

[,JDATE=branch]

   [,PERM=branch]

• TODATE=hdr1date
Specifies the field to receive the converted date.
Type: RX-type label, HDR1 format, 6 bytes

• FRDATE=internal
Specifies the date to be converted.
Type: RX-type label, (Rn), internal packed (4 bytes)

• ANCHOR=anchor
Points to the label specified by the ANCHOR form of the TLMDATE macro.
Type: RX-type label or (Rn)

• PARM=plist
Points to the label specified by the PARM form of the TLMDATE macro.
Type: RX-type label or (Rn)

• NORMAL=branch
(Optional). Specifies the instruction to receive control on return from the CTSDATE module when no errors occurred. If
not defined, the next instruction after the macro is executed.
Type: RX-type label

• ERROR=branch
(Optional) Specifies the instruction to receive control on return from the CTSDATE module when a date or range error
occurred. If not defined, the next instruction after the macro is executed.
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Type: RX-type label
• FAIL=branch

(Optional) Specifies the instruction to receive control on return from the CTSDATE module when a critical error has
occurred. If not defined, the next instruction after the macro is executed.
Type: RX-type label

The following branches are performed only if the return from CTSDATE is NORMAL. If neither is specified, the default is to
NORMAL.

• JDATE=branch
(Optional) Specifies the label to get control if the resulting date is a Julian date.
Type: RX-type label

• ZEROS=branch
(Optional) Specifies the label to get control if the resulting date is equal to zeros.
Type: RX-type label

The following branch is performed only if the return from CTSDATE is NORMAL. It represents dates that are TLMS
keywords.

• PERM=branch
(Optional) Specifies the label to get control if the resulting date is the TLMS keyword PERM or PERMANENT.
Type: RX-type label

Example: TLMDATE TO_HDR1 Macro

                                                                  Pos. 72

                                                                  |

TLMDATE  TO_HDR1,FRDATE=XEXPDT,TODATE=WORK1,                      X

      ANCHOR=ANCHOR,PARM=DATEPARM

TLMDATE TO_JFCB Macro -- Convert From Internal Date
Use the TO_JFCB form of the TLMDATE macro to convert a date in TLMS internal format to a date in JFCB format. This
function translates FRDATE (TLMS internal format) to TODATE (JFCB format).

This function uses registers 0, 1, 14 and 15. These registers cannot be used to pass information to the macro.

This macro has the following format:

label TLMDATE TO_JFCB

   ,TODATE=jfcbdate

   ,FRDATE=internal

   

,ANCHOR=anchor

,PARM=plist

[,NORMAL=branch]

[,ERROR=branch]

[,FAIL=branch]
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[,ZEROS=branch]

[,JDATE=branch]

   

[,KEYWORD=branch]

[,USER=branch]

[,CATLG=branch]

[,CATLGDD=branch]

[,CYCLE=branch]

[,FOREIGN=branch]

[,LDATE=branch]

[,PERM=branch]

[,STATS=branch]

[,AGE=branch]

[,MSG=branch]

• TODATE=jfcbdate
Specifies the field to receive the converted date.
Type: RX-type label, JFCB format, hexadecimal length 3

• FRDATE=internal
Specifies the date to be converted.
Type: RX-type label, (Rn), internal packed (4 bytes)

• ANCHOR=anchor
Points to the label specified by the ANCHOR form of the TLMDATE macro.
Type: RX-type label or (Rn)

• PARM=plist
Points to the label specified by the PARM form of the TLMDATE macro.
Type: RX-type label or (Rn)

• NORMAL=branch
(Optional). Specifies the instruction to receive control on return from the CTSDATE module when no errors occurred. If
not defined, the next instruction after the macro is executed.
Type: RX-type label

• ERROR=branch
(Optional) Specifies the instruction to receive control on return from the CTSDATE module when a date or range error
occurred. If not defined, the next instruction after the macro is executed.
Type: RX-type label

• FAIL=branch
(Optional) Specifies the instruction to receive control on return from the CTSDATE module when a critical error has
occurred. If not defined, the next instruction after the macro is executed.
Type: RX-type label

The following branches are performed only if the return from CTSDATE is NORMAL. If neither is specified, the default is to
NORMAL..

• JDATE=branch
(Optional) Specifies the label to get control if the resulting date is a Julian date.
Type: RX-type label

• ZEROS=branch
(Optional) Specifies the label to get control if the resulting date is equal to zeros.
Type: RX-type label
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The following branches are performed only if the return from CTSDATE is NORMAL. They represent dates that are TLMS
keywords. If the value KEYWORD= is coded, all branches default to this value. If KEYWORD= is not coded, the default is
to NORMAL.

• AGE=branch
(Optional) Specifies the label to get control if the resulting date is the TLMS keyword AGE/ddd.
Type: RX-type label

• CATLG=branch
(Optional) Points to the label to get control if the resulting date is the TLMS keyword CATLG or CATALOG.
Type: RX-type label

• CATLGDD=branch
(Optional) Specifies the label to get control if the resulting date is the TLMS keyword CATLG/ddd.
Type: RX-type label

• CYCLE=branch
(Optional) Specifies to the label to get control if the resulting date is the TLMS keyword CYCLE/ccc.
Type: RX-type label

• FOREIGN=branch
(Optional) Specifies the label to get control if the resulting date is the TLMS keyword FOREIGN.
Type: RX-type label

• KEYWORD=branch
(Optional) Specifies the label to get control if the resulting date is a TLMS keyword (associated branch for that keyword
was not coded).
Type: RX-type label

• LDATE=branch
(Optional) Specifies the label to get control if the resulting date is the TLMS keyword LDATE/ddd.
Type: RX-type label

• MSG=branch
(Optional) Specifies the label to get control if the resulting date is the TLMS keyword MSG/mmm.
Type: RX-type label

• PERM=branch
(Optional) Specifies the label to get control if the resulting date is the TLMS keyword PERM or PERMANENT.
Type: RX-type label

• STATS=branch
(Optional) Specifies the label to get control if the resulting date is the TLMS keyword STATS/nnn.
Type: RX-type label

• USER=branch
(Optional) Specifies the label to get control if the resulting date is the TLMS keyword USER/nnn.
Type: RX-type label

Example: TLMDATE TO_JFCB Macro

                                                                  Pos. 72

                                                                  |

TLMDATE  TO_JFCB,FRDATE=TMCRTDT,TODATE=JFCBDT,                    X

      ANCHOR=ANCHOR,PARM=DATEPARM

TLMDATE TO_PREFERRED Macro -- Convert From Internal Date
Use the TO_PREFERRED form of the TLMDATE macro to convert from an internal date to the TLMS Preferred date.

This macro has the following format:
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label TLMDATE TO_PREFERRED

   TODATE=external

   FRDATE=internal

   

,ANCHOR=anchor

,PARM=plist

[,NORMAL=branch]

[,ERROR=branch]

[,FAIL=branch]

   

[,KEYWORD=branch]

[,USER=branch]

[,CATLG=branch]

[,CATLGDD=branch]

[,CYCLE=branch]

[,FOREIGN=branch]

[,LDATE=branch]

[,PERM=branch]

[,STATS=branch]

[,AGE=branch]

[,MSG=branch]

• TODATE
Specifies the field to receive the translated date.
Type: RX-type label, external date (10 bytes)

• FRDATE
Specifies the internal date to be converted.
Type: RX-type label, (Rn), internal packed (4 bytes)

• ANCHOR=anchor
Points to the label specified by the ANCHOR form of the TLMDATE macro.
Type: RX-type label or (Rn)

• PARM=plist
Points to the label specified by the PARM form of the TLMDATE macro.
Type: RX-type label or (Rn)

• NORMAL=branch
(Optional). Specifies the instruction to receive control on return from the CTSDATE module when no errors occurred. If
not defined, the next instruction after the macro is executed.
Type: RX-type label

• ERROR=branch
(Optional) Specifies the instruction to receive control on return from the CTSDATE module when a date or range error
occurred. If not defined, the next instruction after the macro is executed.
Type: RX-type label

• FAIL=branch
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(Optional) Specifies the instruction to receive control on return from the CTSDATE module when a critical error has
occurred. If not defined, the next instruction after the macro is executed.
Type: RX-type label

The following branches are performed only if the return from CTSDATE is NORMAL. If they are omitted, NORMAL is
assumed.

• JDATE=branch
(Optional) Specifies the label to get control if the resulting date is a Julian date.
Type: RX-type label

• ZEROS=branch
(Optional) Specifies the label to get control if the resulting date is equal to zeros.
Type: RX-type label

The following branches are performed only if the return from CTSDATE is NORMAL. They represent dates that are TLMS
keywords. If the value KEYWORD= is coded, all branches default to this value. If KEYWORD= is not coded, the default is
to NORMAL.

• AGE=branch
(Optional) Specifies the label to get control if the resulting date is the TLMS keyword AGE/ddd.
Type: RX-type label

• CATLG=branch
(Optional) Points to the label to get control if the resulting date is the TLMS keyword CATLG or CATALOG.
Type: RX-type label

• CATLGDD=branch
(Optional) Specifies the label to get control if the resulting date is the TLMS keyword CATLG/ddd.
Type: RX-type label

• CYCLE=branch
(Optional) Specifies to the label to get control if the resulting date is the TLMS keyword CYCLE/ccc.
Type: RX-type label

• FOREIGN=branch
(Optional) Specifies the label to get control if the resulting date is the TLMS keyword FOREIGN.
Type: RX-type label

• KEYWORD=branch
(Optional) Specifies the label to get control if the resulting date is a TLMS keyword (associated branch for that keyword
was not coded).
Type: RX-type label

• LDATE=branch
(Optional) Specifies the label to get control if the resulting date is the TLMS keyword LDATE/ddd.
Type: RX-type label

• MSG=branch
(Optional) Specifies the label to get control if the resulting date is the TLMS keyword MSG/mmm.
Type: RX-type label

• PERM=branch
(Optional) Specifies the label to get control if the resulting date is the TLMS keyword PERM or PERMANENT.
Type: RX-type label

• STATS=branch
(Optional) Specifies the label to get control if the resulting date is the TLMS keyword STATS/nnn.
Type: RX-type label

• USER=branch
(Optional) Specifies the label to get control if the resulting date is the TLMS keyword USER/nnn.
Type: RX-type label

Example TLMDATE TO_PREFERRED Macro
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                                                                  Pos. 72

                                                                  |

TLMDATE  TO_PREFERRED,TODATE=C1IDATE,FRDATE=TMHDDATE,             X

      ANCHOR=ANCHOR,PARM=DATEPARM

Volume Master File Structure
The Volume Master File is a BDAM file which can be accessed through programs TLMSVMRW and TLMSVMIO. The file
contains multiple record types, with related records chained together. Volume records can be accessed by an internal
index structure.

The Volume Master File consists of a 500-byte record for each volume in the tape library. The name, number, status and
characteristics of each data set in the tape library are maintained in this file. The following records comprise the VMF:

• C/CONTROL
The control record (type C) is the first in the file. It contains such information as the company name, Auxiliary control
statement, Message control statement (YES/NO), Scratch control statement (YES/NO), information about the CPUs
which access it, and pointers to other areas of the VMF.

• S/SEGMENT
One or more segment records (type S) follow the control record. Each of these define multiple volume serial number
ranges of the VMF. Each definition contains the first VOLSER, the number of VOLSERs, and a relative block pointer
to the first volume base record (type B) for the range. Segment records are used to calculate the relative block of a
volume serial number. There is at least one segment record, and there can be as many as necessary to define all base
record segments.

• B/BASE
The volume base records (type B) follow the segment records. There is one base record for each volume defined in
the VMF. This record contains information about the VOLSER and the first data set residing on it. Each record also
contains a pointer to the next and last data set records (type D) which exist on this volume. If the volume is the first of a
chain, it contains information to point to the other volumes in the chain. A base record can hold information for the first
six volumes in a multivolume file. After this, a multivolume record is needed.

• A/AUXILIARY/REUSABLE
These records are chained together and pointed to by an entry in the control record. When TLMS needs to write a
multi-data set record (type D) or a multivolume record (type V), an auxiliary record is used. It is first removed from the
auxiliary chain or from the reuse chain, and then rewritten as a type D or V, and then re-chained to the appropriate
volume record. If a type D or type V record is to be deleted, it is rewritten as an auxiliary record and placed on the
reuse chain.

• M/AUXILIARY MESSAGES
Auxiliary message records are optional. If they are requested (MSG=YES|NO is specified when initializing VMF), they
exist as the last 50 records in the VMF.
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Database Record Definitions
TLMS provides macros in CAI.CTAPMAC which can be used to produce listings which describe the RMF, VMF and
Transaction database records. These macros are:

• TLMRMF
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Produces a listing of the Retention Master File record definitions
• TLMVMF

Produces a listing of the Volume Master File record definitions
• TLMTRN

Produces a listing of the Transaction record definitions

Parameter values are supplied which create unique data labels, generate a DSECT, equate pre-Release 5.4 data labels
to Release 14.0 Second Edition labels, print comments and determine what type of record is described. If you have code
using pre-Release 5.4 data labels, you should change it to use Release 14.0 Second Edition labels, because future
releases may not contain the old names.

The TLMRMF, TLMVMF and TLMTRN macros are similar. The following reproduction of the front of the TLMVMF macro is
used as an example of these record definition macros.

*********************************************************************

*                  VOLUME MASTER FILE RECORDS                       *

*********************************************************************

* THIS MACRO GENERATES ALL VMF RECORD DESCRIPTIONS. THE FIRST TWO *

* CHARACTERS OF THE LABEL ARE USED TO MAKE RECORD LABELS UNIQUE.    *

* THE PRE-TLMS 5.4 LABELS MAY ALSO BE EQUATED TO ONE DEFINITION OF  *

* OF THE RECORDS.                                                   *

*                                                                   *

*   PARMS:                                                          *

*         DEFINE = DEFINE VALUES FOR FIELDS. DEFAULT=YES            *

*                  YES - USE 'DC' TO DEFINE DEFAULT VALUE FOR FIELD.*

*                  NO  - USE 'DS' DO NOT DEFINE FIELD. THIS VALUE   *

*                        FORCED WHEN 'DSECT=YES'                    *

*         DSECT  = GENERATE A DSECT FOR THE RECORD. DEFAULT=NO      *

*                  YES - GENERATE '&P'.'&TYPE'.'SCT' DSECT          *

*                  NO  - DO NOT GENERATE DSECT                      *

*         DS1    = GENERATE FIELDS FOR DATASET CELL 1.              *

*                  YES    - GENERATE WITH SAME PREFIX               *

*                  'XX'   - GENERATE WITH 'XX' AS PREFIX            *

*                  NO     - DO NOT GENERATE DETAIL FIELDS           *

*         DS2    = GENERATE FIELDS FOR DATASET CELL 2. (MDS ONLY)   *

*                  YES    - GENERATE WITH SAME PREFIX               *

*                  'XX'   - GENERATE WITH 'XX' AS PREFIX            *

*                  NO     - DO NOT GENERATE DETAIL FIELDS           *

*         EQUOLD = EQUATE OLD LABELS TO NEW LABELS. DEFAULT=NO      *

*                  YES    - OLD FIELDS ARE DEFINED AND POSITIONED   *

*                  NOLIST - SAME AS YES BUT FIELDS NOT PRINTED.     *

*                  NO     - OLD FIELDS ARE NOT DEFINED OR LISTED.   *

*         LAB    = LABEL/PREFIX. 1-8 CHAR. REQUIRED.                *

*                  1ST 1-2 CHAR USED AS PREFIX FOR GENERATED LABELS.*

*                                                                   *

*         LIST   = PRINT RECORD COMMENTS. DEFAULT=NO                *

*                                                                   *

*         TYPE   = TYPE OF RECORD GENERATED.  DEFAULT=BASE          *

*                  BASE = VOLUME RECORD                             *

*                  BSE  = VOLUME RECORD                             *

*                  MDS  = MULTIPLE DATASET RECORD                   *

*                  CTL  = CONTROL RECORD FOR VMF                    *

*                  MVOL = MULTIPLE VOLUME RECORD                    *
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*                  MVL  = MULTIPLE VOLUME RECORD                    *

*                  SEG  = VOLSER SEGMENT DEFINITION RECORD          *

*                  MSG  = MESSAGE RECORD                            *

*                  AUX  = AUXILLARY RECORD                          *

*                  DSC  = DATASET CELL FOR A VMF RECORD             *

*                  DSN  = DATASET CELL FOR A VMF RECORD             *

*********************************************************************

Integration with OPS/MVS EMA
TLMS provides seamless integration with OPS/MVS by automatically communicating both active status events and heart
beat events to OPS/MVS. The enabling technology for this is through a generic event API call that OPS/MVS provides the
other mainframe products so that they can communicate events to OPS/MVS.

You do not need to do anything for TLMS to enable this event communication interface to OPS/MVS. If TLMS and OPS/
MVS are active in the same z/OS image, TLMS automatically communicates these automation events to OPS/MVS.

By generating active status events TLMS and other Broadcom products are able to communicate to OPS/MVS’s System
State Manager (SSM) component when they are starting, up, stopping or down.

SSM is a built-in feature that uses an internal relational data framework to proactively monitor and manage started tasks,
online applications, subsystems, JES initiators, and other z/OS resources including your Broadcom mainframe products.
SSM compares the current state of online systems, hardware devices, and the other resources with their desired state,
and then automatically makes the necessary corrections when a resource is not in its desired state. This provides
proactive and reactive state management of critical resources.

Before the OPS/MVS interface existed, OPS/MVS could automate active status events for your Broadcom products;
however this typically required monitoring unique messages for each Broadcom product. With this interface, OPS/MVS
can capture these events for any of your Broadcom products with a single automation event rule.

With the heart beat event, TLMS can communicate a normal, warning, or problem overall health status and reasoning
to OPS/MVS on a regular interval. Once TLMS begins generating heart beat events for OPS/MVS, OPS/MVS can also
react to the lack of a heart beat event from TLMS, treating this as an indication that there is either a potential problem with
TLMS, or there is a larger system-level problem that is taking place.

Ensure that OPS/MVS Event Management and Automation Is Enabled for Capturing These Events

To ensure that this OPS/MVS interface is active, ensure that the ༔༔ parameter APIACTIVE is set to its default of ON. This
setting lets  OPS/MVS acknowledge and process the events TLMS and other Broadcom products generate through this
interface.

TLMS Active State Events

TLMS provides a direct interface to the OPS/MVS System State Manager (SSM) application to notify OPS/MVS of the
current operating state of the given TLMS address space. The OPS/MVS SSM application can use this information to
automatically control the operation of the TLMS address space, as well as any other address space that is dependent
upon the TLMS address space being active. For more information on using OPS/MVS SSM see the  OPS/MVS Using
documentation.

The TLMS product active state is presented to OPS/MVS and can be processed by the following rule:

)API CASTATE

The available OPS/REXX variables for TLMS product state management are:

OPS/REXX Variable Value
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API.APPLICATION TLMS   

API.VERSION     Current release 

API.LEVEL       00000   

API.EVENTID     CASTATE 

API.MSGID       CASTATE 

API.TEXT        State of TLMS 

The API.TEXT variable has the following format:

State of appl_id is current_state'

• appl_id
Specifies the same value as the API.APPLICATION variable

• current_stat
– STARTING

Indicates that TLMS is initializing
– UP

Indicates that TLMS is active
– STOPPING

Indicates that TLMS is terminating
– DOWN

Indicates that TLMS is exiting the system

For more information on how to use the CASTATE API, see the member SSMCAAPI of opsmvsHLQ.STATEMAN.RULES.

TLMS Active State Events

TLMS provides a direct interface to the OPS/MVS System State Manager (SSM) application to notify OPS/MVS of the
current operating state of the given TLMS address space. The OPS/MVS SSM application can use this information to
automatically control the operation of the TLMS address space, as well as any other address space that is dependent
upon the TLMS address space being active. For more information on using OPS/MVS SSM see the  OPS/MVS Using
documentation.

The TLMS product active state is presented to OPS/MVS and can be processed by the following rule:

)API CASTATE

The available OPS/REXX variables for TLMS product state management are:

OPS/REXX Variable Value

API.APPLICATION TLMS   

API.VERSION     Current release 

API.LEVEL       00000   

API.EVENTID     CASTATE 

API.MSGID       CASTATE 

API.TEXT        State of TLMS 

The API.TEXT variable has the following format:

State of appl_id is current_state'

• appl_id
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Specifies the same value as the API.APPLICATION variable
• current_stat

– STARTING
Indicates that TLMS is initializing

– UP
Indicates that TLMS is active

– STOPPING
Indicates that TLMS is terminating

– DOWN
Indicates that TLMS is exiting the system

For more information on how to use the CASTATE API, see the member SSMCAAPI of opsmvsHLQ.STATEMAN.RULES.

TLMS Heartbeat Events

TLMS provides a continuous heartbeat event directly to OPS/MVS. OPS/MVS can use this information in several ways to
determine the operational health of the TLMS product.

TLMS issues a heartbeat update every nnnn seconds that notifies OPS/MVS of the current operational health of the TLMS
product.

If TLMS detects a health state change, it immediately generates a heartbeat update without waiting for the nnnn second
heartbeat interval to expire. In this way, TLMS provides OPS/MVS with a constant operational health state view of the
TLMS product.

OPS/MVS can also react to the lack of a heartbeat update from TLMS and an indication that there is either a potential
problem with TLMS, or there is a larger system level problem that is taking place.

The TLMS product heartbeat event is presented to OPS/MVS and can be processed by the following rule:

)API CAHEARTBT

The available OPS/REXX variables for TLMS state management are:

OPS/REXX Variable Value

API.APPLICATION TLMS   

API.VERSION     Current release 

API.LEVEL       00000   

API.EVENTID     CAHEARTBT   

API.MSGID       CAHEARTBT   

API.TEXT        State of TLMS 

The API.TEXT variable has the following format:

appl_id Status: heartbeat_state Reason: reason_text

• appl_id
Specifies the value of the API.APPLICATION variable.

• heartbeat_state
Heart_beat_state can be one of the following:
– NORMAL
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Indicates that TLMS is operating normally, without any detected problems.
– WARNING
– PROBLEM

• reason_text
reason_text explains the problem as reported by the event API call.

For information on how you use the CAHEARTBT API, see members APIHRTB1, APIHRTB2, and APIHRTB3 of
opsmvsHLQ.SAMPLE.RULES.

TLMS Health Checks
This section contains the TLMS Health Checks. 

Parameter Overrides for TLMS Health Checks

The IBM Health Checker for z/OS lets you override selected default parameters. To override parameters, you specify the
desired defaults on the POLICY statement in the HZSPRMxx member of parmlib. This is useful for changing values such
as INTERVAL to a value more appropriate for your installation. For a complete list of parameters that can be overridden
see “Managing Checks” in IBM Health Checker for z/OS Using documenation.

You can write individual checks to support parameter overrides using the PARM( ) parameter on the POLICY statement.
You can also use the MODIFY command to override the parameters and pass the desired parameters to the IBM Health
Checker for z/OS started task.

F hzsproc,UPDATE,CHECK(check_owner,check_name),PARM='chkparm'

An example of an override follows:

F HZS,UPDATE,CHECK(CA_TLMS,TLMS_AUX_CUSHION_WARNING),

        PARM=' CUSHIONTHRESH(60)'   

If a TLMS check supports the override of a parameter, it is documented in the Parameters Accepted section in each check
that follows. The default interval and the exception interval are provided in the Description section for each TLMS check.

TLMS_AUX_CUSHION_CRITICAL

• Description
This check monitors the availability of AUX records in the TLMS VMF and triggers an exception when the number
of AUX records used exceeds a critical percentage. This check is a secondary check that triggers if the AUX record
shortage warned about in check TLMS_AUX_CUSHION_WARNING has not been addressed. The default interval for
this check is every 24 hours and the exception interval is every 15 minutes.

• Best Practice
TLMS uses AUX (Auxiliary) records to track secondary files and multi-volume chains. If you run out of AUX records
you cannot track multi-volume or multi-file tape data sets. As a TLMS best practice, monitor the count “TOTAL
AUXILIARY RECORDS WRITTEN” in the output from the CATVMFB daily VMF backup utility. This represents
the number of AUX records available for chaining. When this number drops suddenly and significantly you should
determine why. It can indicate a problem to investigate.

• Parameters accepted
This check accepts one parameter, CUSHIONTHRESH(nn). This parameter specifies the percentage of AUX records
that was used. Calculated values above this percentage cause the check to raise an exception. This parameter must
be an integer in the range of 1-99. The default is CUSHIONTHRESH(75).

• Debug Support
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Yes
• Verbose Support

Yes
• Reference

For more information, see CATVMFB - Back Up the Volume Master File.
• Message

TLMSH0031E The TLMS VMF is running out of AUX records. 
More information is available in Messages.

TLMS_AUX_CUSHION_WARNING

• Description
This check monitors the availability of AUX records in the TLMS VMF and triggers an exception when the number of
AUX records used exceeds a warning level. The default interval for this check is every 24 hours and the exception
interval is every 15 minutes.

• Best Practice
TLMS uses AUX (Auxiliary) records to track secondary files and multi-volume chains. If you run out of AUX records
you cannot track multi-volume or multi-file tape data sets. As a best practice, monitor the TOTAL AUXILIARY
RECORDS WRITTEN count in the output from the CATVMFB daily VMF backup utility. This represents the number of
AUX records available for chaining. When this number drops suddenly and significantly you should determine why. It
can indicate a problem to investigate.

• Parameters accepted
This check accepts the parameter CUSHIONTHRESH(nn). This parameter specifies the percentage of AUX records
used that raise an exception for this check. This parameter must be an integer in the range of 1-99. The default is
CUSHIONTHRESH(50).

• Debug Support
Yes

• Verbose Support
Yes

• Reference
For more information, see CATVMFB - Back Up the Volume Master File.

• Message
TLMSH0041E The TLMS VMF is running low on AUX records. More information is available in the Messages.

TLMS_OPTION_NOTLMS

• Description
This check examines the setting of the NOTLMS option and creates an exception when NOTLMS=CONT. The
NOTLMS option determines the action of its tape open intercepts when the TLMS address space is not active. These
intercepts take control during tape open processing to control access to the tape file and capture information about the
tape file. If the TLMS address space is not active it cannot direct the tape intercepts in these functions.
You can set the NOTLMS option to NOTLMS=ABEND or NOTLMS=CONT. When NOTLMS=ABEND, the tape
intercepts abnormally terminate jobs opening a tape file for input and reject tapes being opened for output.
When NOTLMS=CONT, the tape intercepts allow the tape open to continue and no information is captured about the
file.
The default interval for this check is to run once when the CTS address space starts up and the exception interval is
your system default.

• Best Practice
For TLMS best practices, NOTLMS should be set to ABEND. This lets TLMS control and record tape activity. Use
NOTLMS=CONT only in special situations where it is necessary to process a limited number of tape files without
TLMS control.

• Parameters accepted
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None.
• Debug Support

Yes
• Verbose Support

Yes
• Reference

For more information, see System Options.
• Message

TLMSH0061E The TLMS option NOTLMS is set to CONT, which allows tape jobs to continue to run even though
TLMS is not available to update the VMF. More information is available in the Messages.

TLMS_OPTION_PROTECT

• Description
This check examines the setting of the PROTECT option and creates an exception when PROTECT=SELECT.
The default interval for this check is to run once when the CTS address space starts up and the exception interval is
your system default.

• Best Practice
For TLMS best practices, specify PROTECT=ALL. This ensures that the tape is removed from scratch status and the
volume is protected from being overwritten.

• Parameters accepted
None.

• Debug Support
Yes

• Verbose Support
Yes

• Reference
For more information, see System Options.

• Message
TLMSH0071E The TLMS option PROTECT is set to SELECT. If a system crash occurs, volumes that were actively
being written to are not protected from reuse by another application. More information is available in the Messages.

TLMS_OPTION_RECOVRY

• Description
This check examines the setting of the RECOVRY option and creates an exception if RECOVRY=NONE or
RECOVRY=SMF is specified.
The default interval for this check is to run once when the CTS address space starts up and the exception interval is
your system default.

• Best Practice
For TLMS best practices, specify RECOVRY=ALTLOG. This ensures that transactions are recorded in the ALOG data
set and provide the fastest and most reliable method of recovery

• Parameters accepted
None.

• Debug Support
Yes

• Verbose Support
Yes

• Reference
For more information, see System Options.

• Message
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TLMSH0081E
TLMSH0082E

TLMS_OPTION_SECOPN

• Description
This check examines the setting of the SECOPN option and creates an exception if SECOPN=NO is specified.
The default interval for this check is to run once when the CTS address space starts up and the exception interval is
your system default.

• Best Practice
For TLMS best practices, define rules for your tape data sets to Top Secret, ACF2, or IBM RACF. Also define rules
for Broadcom tape resources “CATAPE”,”CACMD” and “PANEL”. Then set the TLMS global security option to
SECURE=YES and set the open security option to SECOPN=YES. This allows TLMS to make the necessary security
calls during tape open.

• Parameters accepted
None.

• Debug Support
Yes

• Verbose Support
Yes

• Reference
For more information, see Security System Interface.

• Message
TLMSH0091E The TLMS option SECOPN is set to NO. Your tapes are not protected from unauthorized access. More
information is available in the Messages.

TLMS_OPTION_SECURE

• Description
This check examines the setting of the SECURE option and creates an exception if SECURE=NO is specified.
The default interval for this check is to run once when the CTS address space starts up and the exception interval is
your system default.

• Best Practice
For TLMS best practices, define rules for your tape data sets to Top Secret, ACF2, or IBM RACF. Also define rules
for Broadcom tape resources “CATAPE”,”CACMD” and “PANEL”. Then set the TLMS global security option to
SECURE=YES This allows TLMS to make the necessary security calls for the TLMS security options you enabled.

• Parameters accepted
None.

• Debug Support
Yes

• Verbose Support
Yes

• Reference
For more information, see Security System Interface.

• Message
TLMSH0101E The TLMS option SECURE is set to NO. TLMS does not issue any security calls to tape open, close, or
access to TLMS through ISPF. More information is available in the Messages.

TLMS_QUEUE_ACTIVE

• Description
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This check monitors the status of the TLMS transaction queue and creates an exception if queue processing is
stopped.
The default interval for this check is every 15 minutes and the exception interval is once per minute.

• Best Practice
For best practices, keep TLMS active at all times. If TLMS is not active, tape files could be over written and the content
of tape volumes are unknown since tape data set information is not captured.

• Parameters accepted
None.

• Debug Support
Yes

• Verbose Support
Yes

• Reference
For more information, see System Options.

• Message
TLMSH0011E The TLMS queue is inactive and TLMS cannot process requests. More information is available in the
Messages.

TLMS_VMF_ALOG_SEPERATION

• Description
This check determines whether the VMF and ALOG reside on the same disk volume and creates an exception if they
do. An exception is not created if the TLMS recovery option is set to RECOVRY=NONE or RECOVRY=SMF.
The default interval for this check is to run once when the CTS address space starts up and the exception interval is
your system default.

• Best Practice
For TLMS best practices, allocate the VMF and the ALOG on different non-SMS disk volumes. This ensures that the
VMF can be recovered in the event the disk volume fails. The recovery procedure for the VMF (CATVMFR) creates
a recovered VMF by reading the last full VMF backup and applying all the transaction that occurred after the backup.
The transactions are recorded in the ALOG and its backups.

• Parameters accepted
None.

• Debug Support
Yes

• Verbose Support
Yes

• Reference
For more information, see System Options.

• Message
TLMSH0021E The TLMS VMF and ALOG files should not be on the same disk volume. More information is available
in the Messages.

TLMS_VMF_UPDATE_NOT_POSSIBLE

• Description
This check monitors TLMS updates to the VMF to see if any volume chaining or other errors occurred. The default
interval for this check is to run every hour. If an exception occurs the check clears the count of update failures.

• Best Practice
TLMS uses a chaining technique to link volume base records that are created when multivolume data sets are created.
These chains are important for proper functioning of TLMS. The volume chaining verification procedure CATVCVS is
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provided and should be run regularly as a best practice. This check provides an early warning that a volume chaining
error was encountered in TLMS processing.

• Parameters accepted
None.

• Debug Support
Yes

• Verbose Support
Yes

• Reference
For more information, see Maintaining the Volume Master File.

• Message
TLMSH0051E There have been &nnn update failures to the VMF within the last hour. TLMS could not properly update
the VMF. For more information, see the Messages.
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Utilities and Procedures
TLMS provides standard utility programs and procedures to perform initialization, backup, restore, and recovery for the
Volume Master File, the VMF index file, the Retention Master File, the Alternate Log (ALOG) file, and the multiple access
message queue file. (The VMF, VMF index, and RMF must be initialized when TLMS is installed; the other files only have
to be initialized if you are using the optional features that require those files.)

Discussions in this section include a listing of the procedure JCL and the starter JCL, and a description of any output that
may be generated. The examples use the system defaults.

Copycat Utility
The Copycat Utility is designed to copy data from tape to tape while retaining the information in the CA 1 Tape
Management Catalog (TMC) or in the TLMS Volume Master File (VMF) regarding data set attributes and the creation
information of the original data set.

  

Tape Conversions

Copycat Utility enables you to convert from one tape medium or format to another. Automated data set copy methods
expedite the conversion process and significantly reduce the resource requirements demanded by manual conversions
using JCL.

Media Consolidation/Stacking

Copycat Utility permits you to consolidate active data sets from multiple tape volumes onto fewer volumes, resulting in a
larger scratch pool. By using Earl, the standard report writer, you can identify the control information that Copycat Utility
needs to effectively improve the utilization of the entire tape library.

Migration to Virtual Tape

Copycat Utility facilitates the migration to virtual tape systems by copying physical media to virtual media. If you want the
virtual tape system to handle the file stacking, you can unstack the previously stacked tapes into the virtual system. The
virtual system would then assign a unique volume to each file copied.

Media Replacement

Copycat Utility provides facilities to retrieve data from old or faulty media with the functionality to copy a tape volume, in its
entirety, to a new replacement volume. Volume labels can be included in the copy function, if desired.

Volume/Data Set Backup

Copycat Utility allows you to copy volumes or data sets onto other tapes without requiring the cataloging of the backup
volume. The backup volume, as any other CA 1 or TLMS controlled volume, is recorded in the TMC or VMF for tracking
and management purposes. If required, a new high-level data set name qualifier can be specified for all files on the
backup volume.

Electronic Vaulting

Copycat Utility reduces the overhead of vaulting tapes to off-site locations. By copying volumes or data sets to devices or
tape volume pools at specific off-site locations, the data center minimizes the tasks of pulling the vaulting list, packaging
the tapes and transporting them.
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Foreign Tape Copying

Copycat Utility can also be used to copy all files from a foreign tape onto a CA 1 or TLMS controlled volume. This can be
used to copy from an old physical tape that is not defined to your Tape Management System onto a new physical or virtual
volume defined to your Tape Management System.

Tape Analysis

Copycat Utility allows you to map a tape volume to help verify its contents. Detailed information is provided for each file
residing on the tape volume.

Functions

Copycat Utility furnishes tape copy and file copy functions that are compatible with CA 1 and TLMS operations. Major
functions allow you to perform the following:

• Copy an entire volume
• Copy selected data set(s)
• Copy all data sets on specified volume(s)
• Map an entire volume

Copycat Utility is driven by control statements that you supply as SYSIN with the execution JCL. The functions provided
with Copycat Utility are initiated by the specification of a function code and one or more function control statements. The
functions, described in subsequent sections, include the following:

• FILECOPY
Copies one or more files from one tape volume set to a different tape volume set

• TAPECOPY
Copies an entire tape volume onto a different tape volume

• TAPEMAP
Maps an entire tape volume

Interfaces and Integration Points
This section explains interfaces and integration points required to manage tapes using Copycat Utility.

Use Earl for Generation of Volume Selection Lists

Use the Earl report writer utility to create Copycat input statements from eligible TMC or VMF records. Earl is the standard
user-customizable reporting utility used by CA 1, TLMS, and many other Broadcom products.

By using Earl report writer utility to create Copycat input statements from eligible TMC or VMF records, you can:

• Have a powerful and flexible way to select data sets to be copied
• Test any TMC or VMF field

Sample programs are available in the Copycat Utility CTAPJCL library in the members CTSJEL1C and CTSJEL2C.

The layout of the Common Tape data base record can be found in member CTEARLCM of your CAISRC source library.

All fields of the Common Tape data base record can be used as selection criteria for Copycat applications. In particular,
the following fields may be useful to select or exclude volumes:

• VOLSER 
Volume serial number (range)

• VOLSEQ 
Volume sequence

• DSN 
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Data set name (qualifier)
• FILECNT 

File count
• CDATE 

Creation date
• CJOB 

Creation job
• CREATE_PROGRAM 

Creation program
• CLOSE_IND 

Close / abend indicator
• USER_DATA 

User accounting data
• OWNER 

Volume owner / External Data Manager
• VOL_PERCENTAGE 

Percent of volume in use
• BLKCNT 

File block count
• PERM_WRITE_INIT 

Permanent write errors
• LDATE 

Date last used
• USECNT 

Total use count
• EXPDT 

Expiration date
• ROBOT_TYPE 

Robot type
• OUTLOC 

Offsite location / vault

For example, an Earl program can select all volumes created by a certain job since last week, which are currently in the
data center and show a volume sequence of one.

As Copycat Utility retrieves all secondary files and volumes of a chain automatically, one input statement only should be
generated for each volume set to be processed (unless all files to be copied are listed explicitly with FILES=SPECIFIC).

Copy Files
This section covers the following subtopics:

Copy Files

Use the FILECOPY function control statements to copy one or more files from one tape volume set to another. The
following restrictions apply to the FILECOPY function:

• The maximum number of files that can be copied per program execution is 65,535.

When using the Copycat Utility to copy files, because standard OPEN processing is performed, the user submitting the
job must have ALTER/CREATE authority to the file name(s) being created or copied. However, users can bypass this
security validation if they have access to a security resource called COPYCAT defined in the CATAPE (CA@APE or CAT)
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class. This special COPYCAT resource allows the Copycat utility to bypass external security IF the PREFIX and PREFIX2
control statements were NOT included (see below) and this is a FILECOPY operation.

For CA 1 users, see CA 1 Profiles and Security for more information about defining the COPYCAT resource.

Due to the post processing of COPYCAT's FILECOPY operation, COPYCAT should not be executed when TMSXTEND is
running to add VOLUMES(s) and/or DSNB records. If COPYCAT detects a TMSXTEND is in progress, COPYCAT will wait
until TMSXTEND completes.

Alternatively, TMSXTEND will also wait for COPYCAT to complete before processing continues.

For TLMS users, see TLMS Security System Interface for more information about defining the COPYCAT resource.

WARNING
The FILECOPY function requires standard label (SL) tapes.

Code FILECOPY Control Statements

When coding FILECOPY control statements, the first statement identifies the function as FILECOPY. It is followed by
control statements which allow you to indicate the position number in the input file where the data set name and/or volume
serial number fields are located. Additionally, a file sequence number (binary or character) can be provided. Other optional
control statements allow you to propagate creation information from the original data set to the copy, recatalog the data
set to the new volume(s)/device type, and specify the retention of the output and input files. Comment statements may be
included, and are identified as comments by coding an asterisk (*) in position 1.

Copycat Utility control statements are constructed using keyword parameters. Statements may be coded as one keyword
per statement, or as multiple keywords which are separated by a comma. Keywords specified in a multiple keyword
statement are not positional, and continuation characters are not required.

NOTE
Copycat Utility opens input and output files based on the following dispositions: DISP=(SHR,KEEP,KEEP) for
input and DISP=(NEW,KEEP,KEEP) for output.

The formats for the FILECOPY control statements are shown in the following diagrams.

├── FILECOPY ─┬────────────────┬─┬────────────────┬───────────────────────────►

              └─ DSN=position ─┘ └─ VOL=position ─┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────┬─ INUNIT=unit ─ OUTUNIT=unit ───────────────────────►

   ├─ FILESEQB=position ─┤

   ├─ FILESEQC=position ─┤

   └─ FILESEQD=position ─┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────────┬─┬───────────────────┬─────────────────────────►

   └─ BUFFER= ─┬─ SINGLE ◄──┬─┘ └─ COMP= ─┬─ YES ─┬─┘

               └─ MULTIPLE ─┘             └─ NO ──┘

 ►─┬────────────────────┬─┬──────────────────┬─┬───────────────────┬──────────►

   └─ COMP2= ─┬─ YES ─┬─┘ └─ CTLFILE=dsname ─┘ └─ CTLFILE2=dsname ─┘

              └─ NO ──┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ COPYEDM= ─┬─ YES ─┬─┘ 

                └─ NO ──┘              

 ►─┬────────────────────────┬─┬────────────────────────┬──────────────────────►

   └─ DATACLAS= ─ dataclas ─┘ └─ DATACLA2= ─ dataclas ─┘
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 ►─┬──────────────────────┬─┬─────────────────────┬───────────────────────────►

   └─ DUPLEX= ─┬─ YES ──┬─┘ └─ ERASE= ─┬─ YES ──┬─┘

               └─ NO ◄ ─┘              └─ NO ◄ ─┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────────┬─┬────────────────────────────┬─────────────────►

   └─ FILES= ─┬─ SPECIFIC ─┬─┘ └─ INDISP= ─┬─ RETPD=nnnn ─┬─┘

              └─ ALL  ◄────┘               ├─ EXPDT=date ─┤

              └─ ACTIVE  ──┘               └─ SAME ◄ ─────┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────┬─┬───────────────────────┬─────────────────────────►

   └─ FOREIGN= ─┬─ YES ─┬─┘ └─ FORPFX= ── prefix ───┘

                └─ NO ◄─┘               

 ►─┬────────────────────┬─┬──────────────────────┬────────────────────────────►

   └─ MAXFILES= ─ nnnn ─┘ └─ MERGE= ─┬─ YES ◄ ─┬─┘

                                     ├─ NO ────┤

                                     └─ MOD ───┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────┬─┬────────────────────────┬──────────────────────►

   └─ MGMTCLAS= ─ mgmtclas ─┘ └─ MGMTCLA2= ─ mgmtclas ─┘

 ►─┬───────────────────────────┬─┬────────────────────────┬───────────────────►

   └─ MODHLQ= ─ dsn.qualifier ─┘ └─ MODVOL= ─┬─ volser ─┬─┘

                                             └─ SCRTCH ─┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────────┬─┬───────────┬──────────────────────────────────►

   └─ MODVOL2= ─┬─ volser ─┬─┘ └─ NOMERGE ─┘

                └─ SCRTCH ─┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────┬─┬──────────────────────────────┬───────────►

   └─ OUTDISP= ─┬─ RETPD=nnnn ─┬─┘ └─ OUTDISP2= ─┬─ RETPD=nnnn ─┬─┘

                ├─ EXPDT=date ─┤                 ├─ EXPDT=date ─┤

                └─ SAME ◄ ─────┘                 └─ SAME ◄ ─────┘

 ►─┬─────────────────┬─┬──────────────────┬─┬─────────────────┬───────────────►

   └─ OUTSER=volume ─┘ └─ OUTSER2=volume ─┘ └─ OUTUNIT2=unit ─┘

 ►─┬─────────────────┬─┬──────────────────┬─┬─────────────────────────┬───────►

   └─ PREFIX=prefix ─┘ └─ PREFIX2=prefix ─┘ └─ RECATLG= ─┬─ ALL ────┬─┘

                                                         ├─ PREV ───┤

                                                         └─ NONE ◄ ─┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────────┬─┬────────────────────────┬────────────────────►

   └─ RECATLG2= ─┬─ ALL ────┬─┘ └─ SAVEINFO= ─┬─ YES ──┬─┘

                 ├─ PREV ───┤                 └─ NO ◄ ─┘

                 └─ NONE ◄ ─┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────┬─┬───────────────────────┬──────────────────────────►

   └─ SORT= ─┬─ YES ◄ ─┬─┘ └─ STORCLAS ─ storclas ─┘

             └─ NO ────┘

 ►─┬───────────────────────┬─┬───────────┬─┬────────────────────────┬─────────►
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   └─ STORCLA2 ─ storclas ─┘ └─ UNSTACK ─┘ └─ USEREXIT= ─┬─ YES ──┬─┘

                                                         └─ NO ◄ ─┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────────┬─┬───────────────────────┬──────────────────────►

   └─ VOLCHAIN= ─┬─ YES ◄ ─┬─┘ └─ WAITTIME= ─┬─ 5 ◄ ─┬─┘

                 └─ NO ────┘                 └─ n ───┘

 ►─ INPUT= ─┬─ ddname ─┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────────┤

            └─ * ──────┘

Required Control Statement Definitions

FILECOPY

Identifies this as a file copy operation. This must be the first noncomment control statement, contain no other parameters,
and must begin in position 1.

INPUT

(Required.) Specified as one of the following:

• INPUT=ddname
Specifies the ddname of the input data set containing the data set or volume selection list.

• INPUT=*
Indicates that the data set or volume selection list immediately follows this INPUT control statement. If any other
control statements are coded, they must be placed before the INPUT=* control statement.

VOL

Specifies the starting position within the input data set where the 6-character volume serial number is found. (See rules
following FILESEQD parameter definition.) The default is Vol=1.

INUNIT

(Required.) Specifies the unit name for the input tape device. The JCL equivalent is UNIT= on the DD statement.

OUTUNIT

(Required.) Specifies the unit name for the output tape device. The JCL equivalent is UNIT= on the DD statement. As an
alternative, the STORCLAS keyword may be specified. Either OUTUNIT or STORCLAS is required.

Optional Control Statement Definitions

BUFFER

Specifies whether the channel programs should process single blocks or multiple blocks of tape data in one I/O execution.

• SINGLE
One data block at a time is copied from input to output tape. This is the default.

• MULTIPLE
Multiple-block buffering will be used for all data sets with a block up to 32760. The number of blocks being buffered
depends on the block size and ranges between 1 and 2048. Specifying BUFFER=MULTIPLE can significantly reduce
the EXCP count of FILECOPY jobs. The actual saving rate depends on data structure and DCB attributes. At least half
of the number of tape EXCPs will be reduced according to the buffering factor.
BUFFER=MULTIPLE cannot be used for tapes created in proprietary format. All data sets must have standard labels
with valid DCB information. In particular, the actual block length must not exceed the maximum block size documented
in the tape label. Otherwise, data may be truncated when copied with BUFFER=MULTIPLE specified.
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NOTE
The setting of the BUFFER option has an impact on the processing logic of duplex tapes. See option
DUPLEX for further information.

COMP

Specifies whether compaction is to be specifically turned on for the output tape device. The JCL equivalent is
DCB=(TRTCH=COMP) on the DD statement. If COMP is not specified, the compaction is set to be the same as detected
for the input tape.

• YES
Compaction is specifically turned on.

• NO
Compaction is specifically turned off.

COMP2

Specifies whether compaction is to be specifically turned on for the secondary output tape device. The JCL equivalent
is DCB=(TRTCH=COMP) on the DD statement. COMP2 is only valid if DUPLEX=YES is also specified. If COMP2 is not
specified, the compaction is set to be the same as detected for the input tape.

• YES
Compaction is specifically turned on.

• NO
Compaction is specifically turned off.

COPYEDM

Specifies whether EDM owned volumes can be copied or not. Please refer to the Copycat and External Data Manager
Tapes section of Copycat Utility Best Practices if setting this option to YES. This option is set to NO by default.

• YES
EDM volumes can be copied.

• NO
EDM volumes cannot be copied. This is the default.

CTLFILE

Specifies the 1- to 44-character data set name which identifies a dummy file that is created as the first file on the tape.
Files that match this data set name will not be copied if ALL is specified by the FILES parameter.

If DUPLEX=YES is specified, the duplex copy will also have a control file with this same name, unless CTLFILE2 is
specified.

NOTE
This data set name is not affected by PREFIX or PREFIX2. When you use the UNSTACK control statement, the
CTLFILE control statement is ignored.

CTLFILE2

Specifies the 1- to 44-character data set name which identifies a dummy file that is created as the first file on the duplex
tape. Files that match this data set name will not be copied if ALL is specified by the FILES parameter. To use CTLFILE2,
DUPLEX=YES and CTLFILE must also be specified.

NOTE
This data set name is not affected by PREFIX or PREFIX2. When you use the UNSTACK control statement, the
CTLFILE control statement is ignored.

DATACLAS
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Specifies a 1 to 8 character name of a valid SMS Data Class to be used for the dynamic allocation of all primary output
tape data sets.

DATACLA2

Specifies a 1 to 8 character name of a valid SMS Data Class to be used for the dynamic allocation of all duplex output
tape data sets. DATACLA2 is only valid if DUPLEX=YES is also specified.

DSN

Specifies the starting position within the input data set where the 44-character data set name is found. (See rules following
FILESEQD parameter definition.)

DUPLEX

Specifies whether a second output tape is to be created.

• YES
Create a secondary output tape. Allows specification of optional parameters CTLFILE2, COMP2, OUTDISP2,
OUTUNIT2, PREFIX2 and RECATLG2.

NOTE
The logic of multivolume output processing depends on the BUFFER option. With BUFFER=SINGLE, end-
of-volume is always forced simultaneously on both output tapes. For each volume sequence, the data on
the primary and the secondary volume is identical, even if the tapes are of different length or on different
device types. With BUFFER=MULTIPLE, end-of-volume is processed asynchronously on the output tapes,
according to their capacity. While the entire output data sets are the same, single tapes of the output chains
are usually not identical and cannot be exchanged.

• NO
Do not create a secondary output tape. This is the default.

ERASE

Specifies whether the remainder of a tape is to be erased after the copy has finished.

• YES
Erases any remaining data that may exist on an output tape upon completion of a copy operation.

• NO
No erase of remaining data is done. This is the default.

FILES

Determines which files are copied.

• SPECIFIC
The data set name parameter (DSN) must be supplied. Only those data sets specified are copied.

• ACTIVE
All active (nonexpired) data sets on the specified volume(s), and on any volume chained to it, are copied.

NOTE
FILES=ACTIVE is valid with CA 1 only.

• ALL
All data sets on the specified volume(s), and on any volumes chained to it, are copied. This is the default.

FILESEQB

Specifies the starting position within the input data set where the two-byte binary file sequence number is found.
FILESEQB, FILESEQC and FILESEQD are mutually exclusive. Supply only one of these. (See rules following the
FILESEQD parameter definition.)

FILESEQC
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Specifies the starting position within the input data set where the four-character numeric file sequence number is found.
FILESEQB, FILESEQC, and FILESEQD are mutually exclusive. Supply only one of these. (See rules following the
FILESEQD parameter definition.)

FILESEQD

NOTE
Specifies the starting position within the input data set where the one to five character, delimited, numeric file
sequence number is found. Up to six positions are scanned. Leading blanks are accepted. The last digit of the
file sequence number must be followed by a blank or a comma. FILESEQB, FILESEQC, and FILESEQD are
mutually exclusive. Supply only one of these.

The following rules apply when using the DSN, VOL, FILESEQB, FILESEQC, and FILESEQD parameters:

• position is a numeric value. If INPUT=ddname is used, it is in the range of 1-255. If INPUT=* is used, it is in the range
of 1-80.

• The position number specified is relative to 1 for example, if the volume serial number starts in position 2, VOL=2
would be specified.

• If DSN is specified without the VOL parameter, all data sets listed must be cataloged data sets.
• Coding the FILESEQB, FILESEQC, or FILESEQD parameter requires that the DSN and VOL parameters also be

supplied.
• If neither DSN, VOL, FILESEQB, FILESEQC, nor FILESEQD is specified, VOL=1 is assumed.

FOREIGN

Specifies whether you can use a non-CA 1 or non-TLMS managed tape. The default of No signifies that the input tape
must be a CA 1 or TLMS managed tape. If Yes, the input tape can be a non-CA 1 or non-TLMS managed tape.

FORPFX

For foreign output tapes only, specifies 1-25 characters that are used as the new high-level qualifier(s) for all files being
copied. If the current data set name in the HDR1 record (maximum 17-characters) begins with a numeric value a letter
"F" (for Foreign) is added in addition to the FORPFX. 

INDISP

Determines the retention for the input file.

• RETPD
Assign the retention specified.

• EXPDT
Assign the specified expiration date to the input file. Tape keyword expiration dates may be used. For example, if
permanent retention is required, INDISP=EXPDT=PERM can be coded. See CA 1 or TLMS documentation for a list of
valid JCL expiration date keywords. Specification of non-keyword dates should be in the same format as that specified
in the DATEFMT parameter if it is present in the JCL.

NOTE
Do not use the Julian numeric equivalents for keyword dates here. For example, use the keyword CATLG,
not 99000 and not 1999/000.

• SAME
The disposition on the input file will not be modified upon completion of the copy operation. This is the default.

MAXFILES

Specifies the maximum number of files that can be processed in a file set. This analysis is performed before any tapes are
mounted. The input volumes are analyzed and all secondary files are taken into consideration. The default is 9999. Values
from 1 to 65535 are accepted.

MERGE
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Specifies whether each input volume set is processed individually. "Set" refers to all volumes chained to the same first
volume when applied to a multi-file, multivolume data set.

In the examples shown below, assume that volumes 123456 and 123555 are chained together with four files between
them. Volumes 122323 and 112332 are chained together with a single large file.

• YES
Used for combining (merging) all of the input files into a single set. This is the default.
For example, performing a FILECOPY on volumes 123456 and 122323 would result in all five files being merged
together onto a single large multivolume set.

• NO
Produces the same result as executing multiple Copycat Utility jobs (with a single volume set processed in each job)
as a single task. All files from each volume set will be processed in the normal fashion. However, once EOF has been
reached for the last file on the first volume set, a scratch request is issued to start a new output volume set for the next
input volume set.
For example, performing a FILECOPY on volumes 123456 and 122323 would cause the four files starting on volume
123456 to be copied to one output volume set and the single large file starting on volume 122323 to be copied to a
different output volume set. This produces a basic copy of volume sets, without the merging of files, in a single job.

NOTE

If multiple files are being copied from the same physical volume with MERGE=NO specified, the input volume
is dismounted after each file is copied. Use the UNSTACK control statement instead of the MERGE control
statement if you want to copy multiple files from a physical volume and allow the volume to remain mounted
between each copy operation.

• MOD
Causes all input files to be merged into a single output set, like MERGE=YES. However, instead of starting a new
output chain on a scratch tape, Copycat Utility will try to resume stacking on an existing output volume which was
created in a previous execution. If no appropriate active volume is found, a scratch tape is requested. Option MODVOL
can be used to specify an active output volume explicitly. Option MODHLQ can be used to maintain a catalog entry
pointing to the last file created by a specific job. Any subsequent Filecopy job using the same jobname and the same
MODHLQ specification will then automatically be directed to the output volume that was used last by the preceding job.
If neither MODVOL nor MODHLQ is specified, MERGE=MOD operates exactly like MERGE=YES.
When MERGE=MOD is used to continue stacking on an existing Copycat Utility volume, the use of CTLFILE and
OUTDISP must match the previous specification. If CTLFILE is used, the specified value must match the DSN of the
first data set on the output volume set. If the default of OUTDISP=SAME is not used, the specified EXPDT or RETPD
value must match the EXPDTs of the existing files on the volume set. The new date must be equal to or higher than all
existing dates, and the date type must be the same. If the OUTDISP date is higher than the previous volume retention,
the EXPDT of the first file is increased accordingly.
If MERGE=MOD is used with DUPLEX=YES, the primary and duplex output chains must be kept in sync. When active
volumes are to be used for output, a pair of matching output volumes from a previous Filecopy execution must be
selected.

MGMTCLAS

Specifies a 1 to 8 character name of a valid SMS Management Class to be used for the dynamic allocation of all primary
output tape data sets.

MGMTCLA2

Specifies a 1 to 8 character name of a valid SMS ManagementClass to be used for the dynamic allocation of all duplex
output tape data sets. MGMTCLA2 is only valid if DUPLEX=YES is also specified.

MODHLQ

Specifies a 1- to 24-character DSN high level qualifier, used to establish a dummy catalog entry for MERGE=MOD
processing. MODHLQ is valid with MERGE=MOD only.
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If MODHLQ is specified, Copycat Utility builds the following data set names: "modhlq.COPYCAT.jobname" for primary
output and "modhlq.COPYCAT2.jobname for duplex output, where "modhlq" is the specified option value, and "jobname"
is the name of the executing Copycat Utility job.

If MODVOL is not specified (or if MODVOL2 is not specified for duplex processing), the above data set name is located
in the system catalog. If an entry is found, the cataloged volser and file sequence are validated on the tape system. If the
tape represents a valid Copycat Utility volume, it is used for output, and the Filecopy job starts stacking files behind the
existing files on the tape.

Copycat Utility maintains the pointer to the last volume and the last file sequence of the output chain by deleting the
catalog entry whenever a new output data set is opened and by recataloging it upon successful close. The catalog entry
is always maintained when the MODHLQ option is specified, but any previously existing catalog entry matching high level
qualifier and jobname is not necessarily used to determine the active output volume. Option MODVOL can be used to
override the volser retrieved from the catalog entry.

MODVOL

Specifies the primary output volume to be used for MERGE=MOD processing. MODVOL is valid with MERGE=MOD only.
MODVOL overrides any volser determined from a catalog entry via option MODHLQ.

• volser
Specifies the volser of a Filecopy output volume created in a previous Copycat Utility execution. Copycat Utility will
continue stacking files on this volume, behind the existing data sets.

• SCRTCH
Indicates that a scratch tape should be requested for the primary Filecopy output, though MERGE=MOD was
specified.

MODVOL2

Specifies the duplex output volume to be used for MERGE=MOD processing. MODVOL2 is valid only with MERGE=MOD
and DUPLEX=YES. MODVOL2 overrides any duplex volser determined from a catalog entry via option MODHLQ.

• volser
Specifies the volser of a Filecopy output volume created in a previous Copycat Utility execution. Copycat Utility will
continue stacking files on this volume, behind the existing data sets.

• SCRTCH
Indicates that a scratch tape should be requested for the duplex Filecopy output, though MERGE=MOD was specified.

NOMERGE

This option is identical to the MERGE=NO parameter, described above. It is provided for compatibility with Version 1.0 of
this product.

OUTDISP

Determines the retention for the output file.

• RETPD
Assign the retention specified.

• EXPDT
Assign the specified expiration date to the output file. Tape keyword expiration dates may be used. For example, if
permanent retention is required, OUTDISP=EXPDT=PERM can be coded. See CA 1 or TLMS documentation for a
list of valid JCL expiration date keywords. Specification of non-keyword dates should be in the same format as that
specified in the DATEFMT parameter if it is present in the JCL.

NOTE
Do not use the Julian numeric equivalents for keyword dates here. For example, use CATLG not 99000.

• SAME
Assign the same retention on the output file that was on the input file. This is the default.
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OUTDISP2

Determines the retention for the secondary output file. This parameter only applies if DUPLEX=YES is also specified.

• RETPD
Assign the retention specified.

• EXPDT
Assign the specified expiration date to the secondary output file. Tape keyword expiration dates may be used.
For example, if permanent retention is required, OUTDISP2=EXPDT=PERM can be coded. See CA 1 or TLMS
documentation for a list of valid JCL expiration date keywords. Specification of non-keyword dates should be in the
same format as that specified in the DATEFMT if it is present in the JCL.

• SAME
Assign the same retention on the secondary output file that was on the input file. This is the default.

NOTE
Do not use the Julian numeric equivalents for keyword dates here. For example, use CATLG not 99000.

OUTSER

Specifies a volser to be allocated specifically as primary output tape. If more volumes are required for the primary output,
all subsequent mounts will be non-specific and request PRIVAT tapes.

OUTSER2

Specifies a volser to be allocated specifically as secondary output tape (only valid with DUPLEX=YES). If more volumes
are required for the duplex output, all subsequent mounts will be non-specific and request PRIVAT tapes.

OUTUNIT2

Specifies the unit name for the secondary output tape device. The JCL equivalent is UNIT= on the DD statement.
OUTUNIT2 is only valid when DUPLEX=YES is also specified. Either OUTUNIT2 or STORCLA2 must be specified with
DUPLEX=YES.

(Required if DUPLEX=YES is specified.) Specifies the unit name for the secondary output tape device. The JCL
equivalent is UNIT= on the DD statement.

PREFIX

Specifies 1-8 characters that are used as the new high-level qualifier for all files being copied. If the current data set name
exceeds 35 characters, truncation may occur.

PREFIX2

The same as PREFIX except that it applies to the output volumes created on OUTUNIT2. If the current data set name
exceeds 35 characters, truncation may occur. The default is the same as PREFIX.

RECATLG

Determines the MVS catalog action to be performed for the output volumes created on OUTUNIT.

NOTE
If DUPLEX=YES, the cataloging of the secondary output data sets is controlled by RECATLG2.

RECATLG2

Determines the MVS catalog action to be performed on the output volumes created on OUTUNIT2. If RECATLG is also
being used, use the PREFIX2 to ensure unique names are created on the duplex tape.

• ALL
The newly created duplex files are cataloged to the new output volume(s) all of the time.

• PREV
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The newly created duplex files are cataloged to the new duplex volume(s) if the corresponding input files were
cataloged to MVS.

• NONE
The newly created duplex files are not cataloged to MVS. This is the default.

SAVEINFO

Specifies that tape creation data (date, time, job name, step name, DD name, program name) from the original file should
be copied to the new TMC or VMF record for the file(s) created by this operation. More or less fields may be copied by
using the Copycat Utility user exit (see USEREXIT).

• YES
TMC or VMF records for newly created files will have creation data copied from the original files.

• NO
TMC or VMF records for newly created files will not have creation data copied from the original files. This is the default.

SORT

Determines the order of the input files to be copied.

• YES
The input files are sorted in the order of recording technique (TRTCH), density, first volume, file sequence number, and
volume sequence number. This is the default.

• NO
The input files are processed in the same order as the control statements presented to INPUT=.

STORCLAS

Specifies a 1 to 8 character name of a valid SMS Storage Class to be used for the dynamic allocation of all primary output
tape volumes. STORCLAS is mutually exclusive with OUTUNIT; one of the two parameters is required.

STORCLA2

Specifies a 1 to 8 character name of a valid SMS Storage Class to be used for the dynamic allocation of all duplex
output tape data sets. STORCLA2 is only valid if DUPLEX=YES is also specified. STORCLA2 is mutually exclusive with
OUTUNIT2; one of the two parameters is required with DUPLEX=YES.

UNSTACK

A special control directive designed for use with virtual tape systems. The output files are each written to a separate
volume. This allows the virtual system to physically stack the files within the virtual tape system while giving the external
appearance of each file being on a separate volume. UNSTACK and MERGE processing of any kind are mutually
exclusive.

USEREXIT

Specifies whether the CTCOPYUX user exit is called before tape file allocations and database updates are to be
performed. See User Exit and Macros for information about coding this exit.

• YES
The user exit is called.

• NO
The user exit is not called. This is the default.

VOLCHAIN

Can be used to prevent creation of multivolume output chains on physical cartridges.

• YES
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Indicates that end of volume is processed normally. When the end of a tape is reached on output, the remainder of
the current data set is written to a new scratch tape, which is chained to the previous tape as secondary volume.
VOLCHAIN=YES is the default.

• NO
Indicates that multivolume chaining is to be suppressed when possible. At EOV, if the current data set has not used
more than half of tape space, the partial file is expired on the tape system and the entire input file is recopied from the
beginning to a new scratch tape as file sequence 1. The volumes are not chained. VOLCHAIN=NO may be used with
MERGE=YES, MERGE=NO and MERGE=MOD, but is not valid with UNSTACK.

NOTE
VOLCHAIN=NO has no effect on reel tapes and on virtual tapes.VOLCHAIN=NO does not take effect when
DUPLEX=YES and BUFFER=MULTIPLE are both specified.

WAITTIME

Specifies the number of minutes to wait before retrying when a tape resource is not available. This value controls
wait interval when you reply WAIT to the CTC7303R console message. Replying WAIT to the CTC7303R message
puts the allocation logic in a loop of waiting and then retrying until either the allocation completes or you reply to the
CTC7306R message which remains outstanding during the wait/retry cycle. Values from 1 to 10 are accepted. The default
is WAITTIME=5.

EXEC Parameters

The following parameters are used in the PARM= field for the EXEC JCL statement to specify an alternate date format, an
alternate language, and to activate special testing features.

• DATEFMT
Specifies the date format to be used when processing the INDISP or OUTDISP keyword. The date pattern is limited to
ten bytes and must be enclosed in parentheses. This parameter is optional and, if omitted, the CA 1 or TLMS preferred
date format is used. For detailed information on this parameter, see CA 1 or TLMS documentation.

• LANG
Designates which language table should be used when generating error messages and report titling. The default is
LANG=ENG. Valid values include ENG=English, FRN=French, GER=German, ITA=Italian, and SPN=Spanish. Support
for other languages will be provided based on client demand.

• TEST
Performs preliminary validation of all keyword parameters coded, and reports the options that are in effect, as well as
tapes that will qualify for this copy operation. The actual copy operation is not executed when the TEST parameter is
specified, and no TMC or VMF updates are made.

Sample Job Control Statements

Sample JCL and control statements for a FILECOPY operation are provided in CAI.CTAPJCL, member FILECOPY.

The following pages provide examples illustrating the JCL, control statements and optional parameters which can be
utilized for a FILECOPY operation.

Example 1

This example shows the statements that would be necessary to copy all active files from a set of two input tapes to a set
of one or more tapes (output). This example does not appear in CAI.CTAPJCL.

//FILECOPY JOB                  .

//STEP1   EXEC PGM=COPYCAT,PARM='DATEFMT=(YYYY/MM/DD),LANG=FRN'A

//STEPLIB  DD  DSN=CAI.CAILINK,DISP=SHR

//SYSPRINT DD  SYSOUT=*

//CCRPT    DD  SYSOUT=*  B
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//SYSUSNAP DD  SYSOUT=*

//SYSUDUMP DD  SYSOUT=*

//SYSIN    DD  *

*=======================================================================*

*    THE FOLLOWING STATEMENTS COPY ALL OF THE FILES ON TAPES 123457 AND *

*    123456 ONTO ANOTHER OUTPUT TAPE. THE DATA SETS ARE RECATALOGED     *

*    TO THE PRIMARY OUTPUT TAPE IF PREVIOUSLY CATALOGED, AND THE CA 1   *

*    OR CA TLMS EXPIRATION DATE AND CREATION INFORMATION ARE PROPAGATED *

*    FROM THE ORIGINAL TAPES TO THE NEW TAPES. DATA SETS WILL BE        *

*    COPIED BY TAPE VOLUME SETS IN THE ORDER SPECIFIED (SORT=NO).       *

*=======================================================================*

FILECOPY

FILES=ALL,SAVEINFO=YES  C

RECATLG=PREV   D

INDISP=SAME  E

OUTDISP=SAME

DUPLEX=YES    F

INUNIT=TAPE

OUTUNIT=TAPE

OUTUNIT2=TAPE

COMP=YES    G

COMP2=YES    H

SORT=NO  I

INPUT=*

123457

123456

/*

Example 1 - Parameter Definitions

A

The DATEFMT parameter is requesting expiration dates to be reported in a different format. The LANG paramter is
requesting all messages and reports be produced in French.

B

CCRPT produces a detailed report of all files copied.

C

FILES=ALL specifies all files are copied The creation data is propagated.

D

RECATLG=PREV specifies the new files are recataloged only if they were cataloged previously. Because RECATLG2 was
not also specified, the new files written to the duplex volume are not cataloged.

E

INDISP=SAME specifies the original files keep the same expiration dates.

F

DUPLEX=YES specifies a duplex copy of the output is created.

G

COMP=YES specifies that the output is compacted. This optional parameter applies to 3480x or 3490 units only.
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H

COMP2=YES specifies the compaction mode for the duplex output tape.

I

The data sets are copied from tape volume sets in the same order as the volumes specified in control statements.

Example 2

The following is an example of the job and Copycat Utility function control statements that would be necessary to copy all
specified files onto a single tape (or set of tapes). This example does not appear in the CAI.CTAPJCL. For information on
creating the selection list referenced by the DSNLIST DD statement used in Example 1, see .

//jobname  JOB                     A

//STEP1   EXEC PGM=COPYCAT,PARM='LANG=GER'

//STEPLIB  DD   DSN=CAI.CAILINK.DISP=SHR

//SYSPRINT DD   SYSOUT=*

//CCRPT    DD   SYSOUT=*

//SYSUSNAP DD   SYSOUT=*

//SYSUDUMP DD   SYSOUT=*

//DSNLIST  DD   DSN=list.of.tape.data.sets.to copy,DISP=OLD

//SYSIN    DD   *

FILECOPY

INPUT=DSNLIST,DSN=1,FILES=SPECIFIC  B

RECATLG=ALL,PREFIX=BACKUP    C

OUTDISP=RETPD=3650

INDISP=SAME  D

USEREXIT=YES  E

INUNIT=TAPE

OUTUNIT=TAPE

/*

Example 2 - Parameter Definitions

A

The language parameter is requesting all messages and reports be produced in German.

B

FILES=SPECIFIC stipulates only the specified files are copied. The creation data is not propagated.

C

RECATLG=ALL,PREFIX=BACKUP specifies the new files are cataloged, and have an additional prefix of BACKUP in the
data set name.

D

INDISP=SAME specifies the original files will not be expired.

E

USEREXIT=YES specifies the CTCOPYUX user exit is called during tape file allocations and TMC or VMF updates.

Sample FILECOPY Output Reports

Copycat Utility Filecopy Detail
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FILECOPY                                               CA Copycat Utility r12                                

             Page=00001

 Wednesday, November 11, 2009.315                C O P Y C A T   C O P Y   D E T A I L                       

                17:03:31

  Original Data Set Name

    Output Data Set Name                           File    Creation       Expiration   1st   Label Ctlg  

 Media        Data Set   Err

                                                   Seq# Date       Time      Date     Volume Type   RC    Type

        Block Count Ind

 * * CTLFILE * *

   SYST057.COPYCAT.CTLFILE                            1 2009/315   17.03  2010/150    V00009  SL       

 18TK38K               1

 SYST057.LMR.PD0458ST.INPUT                           1 2009/315   16.41  2009/317    V00036  SL   Y00 

 18TK38K             770

   SYST057.LMR.PD0458ST.INPUT                         2 2009/315   16.41  2010/130    V00009  SL   R00 

 18TK38K             770

 SYST057.LDX.DIAG.OUTPUT                              1 2009/315   15.49  2009/317    V00028  SL   Y00 

 18TK38K               7

   SYST057.LDX.DIAG.OUTPUT                            3 2009/315   15.49  2010/150    V00009  SL   R00 

 18TK38K               7

 SYST057.LDX.IPCS.PRINT                               2 2009/315   15.49  2009/317    V00028  SL   Y00 

 18TK38K              15

   SYST057.LDX.IPCS.PRINT                             4 2009/315   15.49  2010/073    V00009  SL   R00 

 18TK38K              15

 SYST057.LDX.EXTRACT                                  3 2009/315   15.49  2009/317    V00028  SL   Y00 

 18TK38K               4

   SYST057.LDX.EXTRACT                                5 2009/315   15.49  2010/095    V00009  SL   R00 

 18TK38K               4

 SYST057.LDX.USER.DATA                                4 2009/315   15.49  2009/317    V00028  SL   Y00 

 18TK38K             864

   SYST057.LDX.USER.DATA                              6 2009/315   15.49  2010/138    V00009  SL   R00 

 18TK38K             864

 SYST057.LDX.LOG.DATA                                 5 2009/315   15.49  2009/317    V00028  SL   Y00 

 18TK38K           2,001

   SYST057.LDX.LOG.DATA                               7 2009/315   15.49  2010/150    V00009  SL   R00 

 18TK38K           2,001
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          End of report FILECOPY    Job=SYSTCOPY  Step=COPYCAT   Genlevel=000AUWC0

Field Description
Original Data Set Name
Output Data Set Name
Duplex Data Set Name

Data set name for the corresponding tape file. ORIGINAL refers to
the input data set (dynamically allocated as ddname CI1nnnnn).
TAPEOUT refers to the primary output data set (dynamically
allocated as ddname CO1nnnnn). TAPEOUT2 refers to the duplex
output data set (dynamically allocated as ddname CO2nnnnn).
The TAPEOUT2 line is only present if DUPLEX=YES is specified
in the control statements.

File Seq# File sequence number.
Creation Date/Time Creation date and time for the data set.
Expiration Date Expiration date for the data set.
1st Volume First volume serial number of the volume set.
Label Type Data set label type.
Ctlg RC Catalog return code, in the format xnn. This report field

is only present if RECATLG=PREV, RECATLG2=ALL, or
RECATLG2=PREV was in effect. The possible values for xnn are
different for the input and the output files.
For xnn values listed for input files, the values of x can be:
Y for Yes (the catalog points to this file).
N for No (the catalog does not point to this file).
The nn is the LOCATE return code. A value of '00' means a
catalog entry exists under this name.
For xnn values listed for output files, the values of x can be:
C for Cataloged (no catalog entry existed before, but the catalog
now points to this file).
R for Recataloged (the catalog previously pointed to another file,
but it now points to the output file).
L for Located (the catalog entry was found, but errors prevented
cataloging or recataloging).
E for Error (logic conditions resulting in message CTC4009W
prevent catalog attempts).
The nn is the CATALOG or LOCATE return code.

Media Type Type of media used for this data set. This field is a concatenation
of recording technique and density, followed by 'IDRC' if the data
set ised.

Data Set Block Count Number of blocks in the data set.
Err Ind Error indicator. If this field contains an asterisk '*', an error

occurred with this data set. Look for messages CTC4004E,
CTC4005E, CTC4006W, CTC4009W, CTC4010E, or CTC4011E
with the Copycat Utility Messages output.

Copycat Utility Messages (1 of 5)

COPYCAT                                                CA Copycat Utility r12                                

             Page=00001

 Wednesday, November 11, 2009.315                  C O P Y C A T   M E S S A G E S                           

                17:03:19

 CTC6001I *** Start COPYCAT genlevel=000AUWC0 ***

 *=====================================================================*

 *    COPY ALL FILES ON TAPES V00036 AND V00028 IN THE ORDER SPECIFIED *
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 *    AND MERGE THEM ONTO ONE OUTPUT TAPE. USE MULTI-BLOCK BUFFERING   *

 *    FOR THE I/O WHEN APPROPRIATE. AS FIRST FILE ON THE OUTPUT TAPE,  *

 *    CREATE A CONTROL DATA SET 'SYST057.COPYCAT.CTLFILE'. RECATALOG   *

 *    ALL FILES TO THE OUTPUT TAPE IF THEY WERE PREVIOUSLY CATALOGED.  *

 *    PROPAGATE THE ORGINAL RETENTION AND CREATION INFORMATION TO THE  *

 *    OUTPUT DATA SETS. EXPIRE THE INPUT TAPES AFTER 2 DAYS.           *

 *=====================================================================*

 FILECOPY

 FILES=ALL

 INUNIT=3480

 OUTUNIT=3480

 BUFFER=MULTIPLE

 MERGE=YES

 SORT=NO

 SAVEINFO=YES

 RECATLG=PREV

 INDISP=RETPD=2

 OUTDISP=SAME

 CTLFILE=SYST057.COPYCAT.CTLFILE

 INPUT=*,VOL=1

 *====================================================================*

 * Options in effect:                                                 *

 *        FILECOPY                                                    *

 *        BUFFER=MULTIPLE                                             *

 *        COMP=                                                       *

 *        CTLFILE=SYST057.COPYCAT.CTLFILE                             *

 *        DATACLAS=                                                   *

 *        DATACLA2=                                                   *

 *        DSN=                                                        *

 *        DUPLEX=NO                                                   *

 *        ERASE=NO                                                    *

 *        FILES=ALL                                                   *

 *        INDISP=RETPD=0002                                           *

 *        INPUT=*                                                     *

 *        INUNIT=3480                                                 *

 *        MAXFILES=9999                                               *

 *        MERGE=YES                                                   *

 *        MGMTCLAS=                                                   *

 *        MGMTCLA2=                                                   *

 *        MODHLQ=                                                     *

 *        MODVOL=                                                     *

 *        MODVOL2=                                                    *

 *        OUTDISP=SAME                                                *

 *        OUTSER=                                                     *

 *        OUTUNIT=3480                                                *

 *        PREFIX=                                                     *

 *        RECATLG=PREV                                                *

 *        SAVEINFO=YES                                                *

 *        SORT=NO                                                     *

 *        STORCLAS=                                                   *

 *        STORCLA2=                                                   *

 *        USEREXIT=NO                                                 *

 *        VOL=001                                                     *
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 *        VOLCHAIN=YES                                                *

 *        WAITTIME=5                                                  *

 *====================================================================*

 CTC1017I Input statements for FILECOPY

 V00036

 V00028

 CTC1016I Total input statements read: 2

 CTC1018I FILECOPY entries:   6

 VOL=V00036 FVL=V00036 FS=1     RFS=1     VS=1   F=      DSN=SYST057.LMR.PD0458ST.INPUT                  

 TRTCH=18TK DEN=38K  0110130

 VOL=V00028 FVL=V00028 FS=1     RFS=1     VS=1   F=  F   DSN=SYST057.LDX.DIAG.OUTPUT                     

 TRTCH=18TK DEN=38K  0110150

 VOL=V00028 FVL=V00028 FS=2     RFS=2     VS=1   F=  F   DSN=SYST057.LDX.IPCS.PRINT                      

 TRTCH=18TK DEN=38K  0110073

 VOL=V00028 FVL=V00028 FS=3     RFS=3     VS=1   F=  F   DSN=SYST057.LDX.EXTRACT                         

 TRTCH=18TK DEN=38K  0110095

Copycat Utility Messages (2 of 5)

COPYCAT                                                CA Copycat Utility r12                                

             Page=00002

 Wednesday, November 11, 2009.315                  C O P Y C A T   M E S S A G E S                           

                17:03:19

 ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 CTC5131I SL processing mode

 CTC7004I Dynamic allocation start for CI100001 VOL=V00036 FS=1

 CTC5132I About to open CI100001

 CTC5110I CI100001 tape volser = V00036, device type = 3480

 CTC5111I Unit address = 0E51

 CTC5101I Input data set name = SYST057.LMR.PD0458ST.INPUT

 CTC5140I Initialization complete for 83 block buffering

 CTC7004I Dynamic allocation start for CO100001  FS=1

 CTC5132I About to open CO100001

 CTC7006I DEQ start for volume V00009

 CTC7004I Dynamic allocation start for CO100002 VOL=V00009 FS=2

 CTC5132I About to open CO100002

 CTC5110I CO100002 tape volser = V00009, device type = 3480

 CTC5111I Unit address = 0E50

 CTC5100I Output data set name = SYST057.LMR.PD0458ST.INPUT

 CTC5061I 770 blocks contained in data set

 CTC7006I DEQ start for volume V00009

 ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 CTC7004I Dynamic allocation start for CI100002 VOL=V00028 FS=1

 CTC5132I About to open CI100002

 CTC5110I CI100002 tape volser = V00028, device type = 3480

 CTC5111I Unit address = 0E51

 CTC5101I Input data set name = SYST057.LDX.DIAG.OUTPUT

 CTC5140I Initialization complete for 11 block buffering

 CTC7004I Dynamic allocation start for CO100003 VOL=V00009 FS=3
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 CTC5132I About to open CO100003

 CTC5110I CO100003 tape volser = V00009, device type = 3480

 CTC5111I Unit address = 0E50

 CTC5100I Output data set name = SYST057.LDX.DIAG.OUTPUT

 CTC5061I 7 blocks contained in data set

 CTC7006I DEQ start for volume V00009

 CTC7006I DEQ start for volume V00028

NOTE
The 'F=' in the FILECOPY input entries is a flag setting. The flag settings and their meanings are:

• D
duplicate entry

• E
expired file

• F
more files follow on this volume

• L
this is the last volume of a multivolume file

• N
not selected due to CTLFILE DSN

• V
this file spans multiple volumes (flag is on for all volumes of the file)

In a multifile/multivolume aggregate, 'V' and 'L' are only set for multivolume files, and 'F' is only set for multifile volumes.

Copycat Utility Messages (3 of 5)

COPYCAT                                                CA Copycat Utility r12                                

             Page=00003

 Wednesday, November 11, 2009.315                  C O P Y C A T   M E S S A G E S                           

                17:03:19

 ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 CTC7004I Dynamic allocation start for CI100003 VOL=V00028 FS=2

 CTC5132I About to open CI100003

 CTC5110I CI100003 tape volser = V00028, device type = 3480

 CTC5111I Unit address = 0E51

 CTC5101I Input data set name = SYST057.LDX.IPCS.PRINT

 CTC5140I Initialization complete for 11 block buffering

 CTC7004I Dynamic allocation start for CO100004 VOL=V00009 FS=4

 CTC5132I About to open CO100004

 CTC5110I CO100004 tape volser = V00009, device type = 3480

 CTC5111I Unit address = 0E50

 CTC5100I Output data set name = SYST057.LDX.IPCS.PRINT

 CTC5061I 15 blocks contained in data set

 CTC7006I DEQ start for volume V00009

 CTC7006I DEQ start for volume V00028

 ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 CTC7004I Dynamic allocation start for CI100004 VOL=V00028 FS=3
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 CTC5132I About to open CI100004

 CTC5110I CI100004 tape volser = V00028, device type = 3480

 CTC5111I Unit address = 0E51

 CTC5101I Input data set name = SYST057.LDX.EXTRACT

 CTC5140I Initialization complete for 40 block buffering

 CTC7004I Dynamic allocation start for CO100005 VOL=V00009 FS=5

 CTC5132I About to open CO100005

 CTC5110I CO100005 tape volser = V00009, device type = 3480

 CTC5111I Unit address = 0E50

 CTC5100I Output data set name = SYST057.LDX.EXTRACT

 CTC5061I 4 blocks contained in data set

 CTC7006I DEQ start for volume V00009

 CTC7006I DEQ start for volume V00028

 ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 CTC7004I Dynamic allocation start for CI100005 VOL=V00028 FS=4

 CTC5132I About to open CI100005

 CTC5110I CI100005 tape volser = V00028, device type = 3480

 CTC5111I Unit address = 0E51

 CTC5101I Input data set name = SYST057.LDX.USER.DATA

 CTC5140I Initialization complete for 515 block buffering

 CTC7004I Dynamic allocation start for CO100006 VOL=V00009 FS=6

 CTC5132I About to open CO100006

 CTC5110I CO100006 tape volser = V00009, device type = 3480

 CTC5111I Unit address = 0E50

 CTC5100I Output data set name = SYST057.LDX.USER.DATA

 CTC5061I 864 blocks contained in data set

 CTC7006I DEQ start for volume V00009

 CTC7006I DEQ start for volume V00028

Copycat Utility Messages (4 of 5)

COPYCAT                                                CA Copycat Utility r12                                

             Page=00004

 Wednesday, November 11, 2009.315                  C O P Y C A T   M E S S A G E S                           

                17:03:19

 ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 CTC7004I Dynamic allocation start for CI100006 VOL=V00028 FS=5

 CTC5132I About to open CI100006

 CTC5110I CI100006 tape volser = V00028, device type = 3480

 CTC5111I Unit address = 0E51

 CTC5101I Input data set name = SYST057.LDX.LOG.DATA

 CTC5140I Initialization complete for 603 block buffering

 CTC7004I Dynamic allocation start for CO100007 VOL=V00009 FS=7

 CTC5132I About to open CO100007

 CTC5110I CO100007 tape volser = V00009, device type = 3480

 CTC5111I Unit address = 0E50

 CTC5100I Output data set name = SYST057.LDX.LOG.DATA

 CTC5061I 2001 blocks contained in data set

 CTC7005I Dynamic unallocation start for CI100005
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 CTC7005I Dynamic unallocation start for CI100004

 CTC7005I Dynamic unallocation start for CO100005

 CTC7005I Dynamic unallocation start for CO100006

 CTC6025I Total input files----------6

 CTC6026I Total output files---------7

 CTC6027I Total input tapes----------2

 CTC6028I Total output tapes---------1

 CTC6002I *** End COPYCAT *** 

Copycat Utility Messages (5 of 5)

COPYCAT                                                CA Copycat Utility r12                                

             Page=00005

 Wednesday, November 11, 2009.315                  C O P Y C A T   M E S S A G E S                           

                17:03:19

 ******* MESSAGE SUMMARY *******

 Error Level Messages (RC=8-16)

 Msg ID      Count    On Page(s)

 - None -

 Warning Level Messages (RC=4)

 Msg ID      Count    On Page(s)

 - None -

 *** End of Message Summary ****

          End of report COPYCAT     Job=SYSTCOPY  Step=COPYCAT   Genlevel=000AUWC0

Generating a Volume Selection List

Either Earl or the CA 1 Generalized Report Writer, TMSGRW, can be used to generate a volume selection list of the tapes
to be copied.

Use Earl

WARNING
Earl Version 6.1 is the minimum release required for use with CA 1 Version 11.5 or TLMS Version 11.5.

The following example illustrates the JCL and control statements needed to create a list of volumes that meet the
following criteria:

• Expiration date is a non-keyword value, greater than 180 days in the future.
• The last use date of the volume was more than 90 days previous.
• The volume is not in an out-of-area location.
• Positions 6 and 7 of the data set name are either 01 or 02.
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//EARL     EXEC PGM=EARL,REGION=1024K

//EARLLIB  DD  DSN=YOUR.TAPE.CTAPSRC,DISP=SHR

//STEPLIB  DD  DSN=YOUR.TAPE.CAILINK,DISP=SHR

//TAPEDB   DD   DSN=your.tape.catalog,DISP=SHR

//SYSPRINT DD   SYSOUT=*

//EARLOBJ  DD   UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(CYL,(1,1))

//SORTIN   DD   UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(CYL,(5,5))

//SORTOUT  DD   UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(CYL,(5,5))

//SYSOUT   DD   SYSOUT=*

//OUTLIST  DD   DSN=&.&TEMP.,DISP=(,PASS),

//              UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(TRK,(5,5)),

//              DCB=(LRECL=80,BLKSIZE=3120,RECFM=FB)

//SORTWK01 DD   UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(CYL,(5,5))

//SORTWK02 DD   UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(CYL,(5,5))

//SORTWK03 DD   UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(CYL,(5,5))

//SORTWK04 DD   UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(CYL,(5,5))

//SORTWK05 DD   UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(CYL,(5,5))

//SORTWK06 DD   UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(CYL,(5,5))

//WORK1    DD   UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(CYL,(5,5))

//SYSUDUMP DD   SYSOUT=*

//SYSIN  DD  *

!

!     USE CA-EARL TO PRODUCE A LIST OF VOLUMES BASED ON

!                 EXPIRATION DATE

!                 LAST-USED DATE

!                 DATA SET NAME

!                 OUT-OF-AREA CODE

!

 COPY EARLDEFS                            ! CA 1 OR CA TLMS EARLDEFS 

 OUTLIST: FILE OUTPUT RECORD=80           ! DEFINE AN OUTPUT LIST

           DEF OUT_REC 1-80 X             !    THAT WILL BE USED AS

           DEF OUT_VOLUME 1-6 X           !    INPUT TO CA COPYCAT

 DEF P_LAST_DATE     (P 7.0) = NONE       ! MINIMUM LAST USED DATE

 DEF P_SCRATCH_DATEL (P 7.0) = NONE       ! LOW-VALUE EXPIRATION

 DEF DSN6_7                  = DSN 6-7 X  ! PARTIAL DATASET NAME

 SET TYPRUN = R_VOLUME             ! ONLY LOOK AT VOLUME RECORDS

 SET FUNCTION = 'ADD_DAYS'         ! ADD TO TODAY THIS

 SET DAYS = 180                    !     MANY DAYS

 CALL CTSEDATE USING FUNCTION,RUNDATE,DAYS,P_SCRATCH_DATEL

 SET FUNCTION = 'SUB_DAYS'         ! SUBTRACT FROM TODAY

 SET DAYS = 90                     !     THIS MANY DAYS

 CALL CTSEDATE USING FUNCTION,RUNDATE,DAYS,P_LAST_DATE

 GET TAPEDB                        !   GET RECORDS

 SET FUNCTION = 'TO_EXPLODED'      ! GET DATE FORMAT INFO FIELDS

 CALL CTSEDATE USING FUNCTION,P_EXP_DATA,EXPDT

 SET   OUT_VOLUME = VOLSER         !   FOR OUTLIST OUTPUT FILE
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  IF EXPDT >= P_SCRATCH_DATEL  AND ! WHEN EXPDT >= CDATE+180

        P_EXP_TYPDAT = T_JDATE AND ! AND EXPDT TYPE IS JULIAN

        LDATE <= P_LAST_DATE   AND ! AND LDATE <= CDATE-90

        OUTCODE = '    ',          ! AND OUTCODE IS BLANKS

                  'LIBR',          !             OR CA 1 KEYWORD LIBR

                  ' VMS',          !             OR CA 1 KEYWORD VMS

                  'DC  ',          !             OR CA TLMS DATACENTER ID

                  X'00000000'  AND !             OR HEX ZEROS

        DSN6_7 = '01','02'         ! AND POSITIONS 6 AND 7 OF THE

                                   ! DATASET NAME ARE EITHER 01 OR 02

   THEN                            !  THEN

 PUT  OUTLIST                      !    PUT THE RECORD TO OUTLIST

 ENDIF

 GOTO EOJ TAPEDB = 'E'

END

This example does not appear in CAI.CTAPJCL.

Use CA 1 TMSGRW

The following is an example of CA 1 TMSGRW control statements for 3420 to 3480 tape data set migration using Copycat
Utility. Criteria are any 9-track tapes that are SL, expire 1998/180 or later, and are not marked "OUT OF AREA" or owned
by the VMS keyword outcodes of ' LIB' and 'LIBR'. This example does not appear in CAI.CTAPJCL.

CONTROL-SECTION

TITLE '3420 TO 3480 DATA SET MIGRATION'

DEFINE TRKNO HX '80'

DEFINE LODATE DT '1998/180'

DEFINE SLLAB HX '02'

DEFINE OUT1 CH ' LIB'

DEFINE OUT2 CH 'LIBR'

DEFINE OUT3 HX '00'

PROCESS-SECTION

WHEN TRKNO NE TRTCH

REJECT

WHEN EXPDT LT LODATE

REJECT

WHEN OUTCODE EQ OUT1

OR OUTCODE EQ OUT2

OR OUTCODE GT OUT3

REJECT

WHEN LABEL EQ SLLAB

LIST

REPORT-SECTION

PRINT VOLSER 'VOLUME,SERIAL'

PRINT DSN 'DATA SET NAME'

PRINT EXPDT 'EXPIRE,DATE'

TRANSLATE LABEL 'LABEL,TYPE'

PRINT BLKCNT 'BLOCK,COUNT'
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Copy Tapes
The Copycat Utility TAPECOPY function control statements are used to copy an entire tape volume to another volume.
TAPECOPY is primarily intended to be used for media replacement. Multifile records are not created in the TMC or VMF
for secondary output data sets when copying volumes with more than one data set. If multifile information is desired, use
the FILECOPY function.

WARNING
The TAPECOPY function requires standard label (SL) tapes. BLP processing is used.

Upon successful completion of the TAPECOPY operation, the following TMC or VMF data fields are copied from the input
volume to the output volume for the first (or only) file on the tape: data set name, expiration date, creation date, creation
time, creation job, creation step, creation ddname, creation program, creation device, user accounting data, density,
recording technique, label type, record format, record length, block size, block count. The following database fields are
updated with information from the Copycat Utility job: last used job name, last used date, and last used unit. If the volume
serial number of the output tape is the same as the input volser (with OUTVOL=SAME specified), any existing multifile
and multivolume information of the database record remains unchanged.

The following topics are covered in this section:

Code TAPECOPY Control Statements

When coding TAPECOPY control statements, the first statement identifies the function as TAPECOPY. It is followed by
control statements that let you indicate the position number in the input file where the data set name and/or volume serial
number fields are located. Other optional statements allow you to copy the volume serial number and list all headers of
files being copied. Comment statements may be included, and are identified as comments by coding an asterisk (*) in
position 1.

Copycat Utility control statements are constructed using keyword parameters. Statements may be coded as one keyword
per statement, or as multiple keywords which are separated by a comma. Keywords specified in a multiple keyword
statement are not positional, and continuation characters are not required.

NOTE
Copycat Utility opens input and output files based on the following dispositions: DISP=(SHR,KEEP,KEEP) for
input and DISP=(NEW,KEEP,KEEP) for output.

The formats for the TAPECOPY control statements are:

►►─ TAPECOPY ─┬───────────────────┬─┬───────────────────┬─ INUNIT=unit ───────►

              └─ DSN= ─ position ─┘ └─ VOL= ─ position ─┘

 ►─ OUTUNIT=unit ─┬────────────────────────┬─┬─────────────────────┬──────────►

                  └─ DATACLAS= ─ dataclas ─┘ └─ ERASE= ─┬─ YES ──┬─┘

                                                        └─ NO ◄ ─┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────┬─┬────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────►

   └─ LIST= ─┬─ YES ◄ ─┬─┘ └─ MGMTCLAS= ─ mgmtclas ─┘

             └─ NO ────┘

 ►─┬─────────────────┬─┬───────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────►

   └─ OUTSER=volser ─┘ └─ OUTVOL= ─┬─ SAME ──────┬─┘

                                   └─ SCRATCH ◄ ─┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────┬─┬───────────────────────┬──────────────────────────►

   └─ SORT= ─┬─ YES ◄ ─┬─┘ └─ STORCLAS ─ storclas ─┘

             └─ NO ────┘
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 ►─┬────────────────────────┬─┬───────────────────────┬───────────────────────►

   └─ USEREXIT= ─┬─ YES ──┬─┘ └─ WAITTIME= ─┬─ n ───┬─┘

                 └─ NO ◄ ─┘                 └─ 5 ◄ ─┘

 ►─ INPUT= ─┬─ ddname ─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

            └─ * ──────┘

Control Statement Definitions

TAPECOPY

Identifies this as a tape copy function. This must be the first noncomment control statement, contain no other parameters,
and must begin in position 1. The input and output device types must be identical.

INPUT

(Required.) Specified as one of the following:

• INPUT=ddname
Specifies the ddname of the input data set containing the volume selection list and, optionally, related data set names.

• INPUT=*
Indicates that the volume selection list immediately follows this INPUT control statement. If this form is used, the
following rules apply:
– The optional parameters (OUTVOL and LIST) must be present before the INPUT control statement.
– Any DSN and VOL parameter associated with the INPUT control statement must be coded within one statement

(separated by commas as shown above), rather than as a single control statement.

DSN

Specifies the starting position within the input data set where the 44-character data set name is found. (See rules following
VOL parameter definition.)

VOL

Specifies the starting position within the input data set where the 6-character volume serial number is found.

The following rules apply when using the DSN and VOL parameters:

• position is a numeric value. If INPUT=ddname is used, it is in the range of 1-255. If INPUT=* is used, it is in the range
of 1-80.

• The position number specified is relative to 1. For example, if the volume serial number starts in position 2, VOL=2
would be specified.

• If DSN is specified without the VOL parameter, the data sets listed must be cataloged to MVS.
• If neither DSN nor VOL is specified, VOL=1 is assumed.

INUNIT

(Required.) Specifies the unit name for the input tape device. The JCL equivalent is UNIT= on the DD statement.

OUTUNIT

Specifies the unit name for the output tape device. The JCL equivalent is UNIT= on the DD statement. As an alternative,
the STORCLAS keyword can be specified. Either OUTUNIT or STORCLAS is required.

Optional Control Statement Definitions

DATACLAS
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Specifies a 1 to 8 character name of a valid SMS Data Class to be used for the dynamic allocation of all output tape data
sets.

ERASE

Specifies whether the remainder of a tape is to be erased after the copy has finished.

• YES
Erases any remaining data that may exist on an output tape upon completion of a copy operation.

• NO
No erase of remaining data is done. This is the default.

LIST

Specifies whether tape labels are to be reported.

• YES
All detected VOL1, HDR1, HDR2, EOF1, EOF2, EOV, and tapemark indicators are listed on the report. This is the
default.

• NO
No tape labels or tapemark indicators are reported.

MGMTCLAS

Specifies a 1 to 8 character name of a valid SMS Management Class to be used for the dynamic allocation of all output
tape data sets.

OUTSER

Specifies a volser to be allocated specifically as output tape. If the parameter is omitted, a non-specific mount request is
issued.

NOTE
Copycat Utility dynamically allocates the output volume using EXPDT=98000 for TAPECOPY processing. TLMS
users who have option FORSPEC set to YES need to specify the OUTSER parameter to satisfy TLMS mount
processing even when OUTVOL=SAME is also being specified.

OUTVOL

Specifies which volume serial number should be used for the output tape from a TAPECOPY operation.

• SAME
The volume serial number of the output tape is the same as the input tape volume serial number.

• SCRATCH
The volume serial number is left the same as the original output SCRATCH tape volume serial number. This is the
default.

SORT

Determines the order of the input volumes to be copied.

• YES
The input files are sorted in the order of recording technique (TRTCH), density, first volume, file sequence number, and
volume sequence number. This is the default.

• NO
The input volumes are processed in the same order as the control statements presented to INPUT=.

STORCLAS

Specifies a 1 to 8 character name of a valid SMS Storage Class to be used for the dynamic allocation of all output tape
volumes. STORCLAS is mutually exclusive with OUTUNIT; one of the two parameters is required.
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USEREXIT

Specifies whether the CTCOPYUX user exit is called before tape file allocations and database updates are to be
performed. See User Exit and Macros for information on coding this exit.

• YES
The user exit is called.

• NO
The user exit is not called. This is the default.

WAITTIME

Specifies the number of minutes to wait before retrying when a tape resource is not available. This value controls
wait interval when you reply WAIT to the CTC7303R console message. Replying WAIT to the CTC7303R message
puts the allocation logic in a loop of waiting and then retrying until either the allocation completes or you reply to the
CTC7306R message which remains outstanding during the wait/retry cycle. Values from 1 to 10 are accepted. The default
is WAITTIME=5.

Restrictions

The input and output device types must be identical.

No multi-data set chaining is maintained.

No multivolume chaining is maintained.

If OUTVOL=SCRATCH was specified, and the input tape has a retention period, the output tape will have the same
retention period.

TAPECOPY uses BLP and EXPDT=98000 for both input and output tape volumes during processing.

EXEC Parameters

The following parameters are used in the PARM= field for the EXEC JCL statement to specify an alternate date format, an
alternate language, and to activate special testing features.

• DATEFMT
Specifies the date format to be used. The date pattern is limited to ten bytes and must be enclosed in parentheses.
This parameter is optional and, if omitted, the CA 1 or TLMS preferred date format is used. For detailed information on
this parameter, see CA 1 or TLMS documentation.

• LANG
Designates which language table is to be used in generating error messages and report titling. The default is
LANG=ENG. Valid values include ENG=English, FRN=French, GER=German, ITA=Italian, and SPN=Spanish. Support
for other language will be provided based on client demand.

• TEST
Performs preliminary validation of all keyword parameters coded, and reports the options that are in effect, as well as
tapes that will qualify for this copy operation. The actual copy operation is not executed when the TEST parameter is
specified, and no TMC or VMF updates are made.

Sample Copying Job Control Statements

The following is an example of the control statements that would be necessary to copy the contents of one tape to
another.

//TAPECOPY JOB

//STEP1 EXEC PGM=COPYCAT,PARM='DATEFMT=(YYYY/MM/DD),LANG=SPN'

//STEPLIB DD DSN=CAI.CAILNK,DISP=SHR

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*
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//CCRPT DD SYSOUT=*

//SYSUSNAP DD SYSOUT=*

//SYSUDUMP DD SYSOUT=*

//SYSIN DD *

*=====================================================================*

*              THE FOLLOWING STATEMENTS COPY TAPE 760194              *

*     NOTE: DEVICE TYPES FOR INPUT AND OUTPUT MUST BE THE SAME        *

*=====================================================================*

TAPECOPY

INUNIT=TAPE

OUTUNIT=TAPE

OUTVOL=SCRATCH

OUTSER=760189

INPUT=*

760194

/*_

Sample TAPECOPY Detail Report
TAPECOPY                                               CA Copycat Utility r12                                

             Page=00001

 Wednesday, November 11, 2009.315                    T A P E C O P Y   D E T A I L                           

                17:25:33

                                              Input volume=V00000 - Output volume=V00031

  File    Data Set        Pass    Create      Expire                 Block   Blocks            Block ID      

 Bytes     Creator

  Seq#      Name          Word     Date        Date    Recfm  Lrecl   Size   Copied Media Den    at EOF     

 Copied Job Name/Stepname

     1  .C2009184.T113418 NONE  2009/184    2010/365    U         0  32760        1  3480 18TK        6      

  3210 SYSTMERG/COPY

                                               Total user data copied             1                          

  3210

          End of report TAPECOPY    Job=SYSTCOPY  Step=COPYCAT   Genlevel=000AUWC0

Field Description
File Seq# The file sequence number.
Data Set Name The 17-character data set name found in the HDR1 tape label.
Password Indicates the level of pass word protection. It may indicate READ,

WRITE or NONE.
Create Date The date this file was originally written.
Expire Date The expiration date of this file.
Recfm The record format of the data set.
Lrecl The logical record length of this file.
Block Size The maximum physical block length recorded on tape for this file.
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Blocks Copied The number of data blocks copied in this file. Label blocks are not
included in this count.

Media The type of media being copied.
Den The recording density used for the copy operation.
Block ID at EOF The block ID read from the output device immediately following

the data file's end-of-file marker. That is, the block ID of the EOF1
trailer label.

Bytes Copied The number of data bytes copied in this file. The number of bytes
copied of label blocks is not included in this count.

Creator Name/Stepname The job name and the step name where this file was created.

Sample TAPECOPY Output Report with LIST=NO
COPYCAT                                                CA Copycat Utility r12                                

             Page=00001

 Wednesday, November 11, 2009.315                  C O P Y C A T   M E S S A G E S                           

                17:25:33

 CTC6001I *** Start COPYCAT genlevel=000AUWC0 ***

 *=====================================================================*

 *           THE FOLLOWING STATEMENTS COPY TAPE V00000                 *

 *    NOTE: DEVICE TYPES FOR INPUT AND OUTPUT MUST BE THE SAME         *

 *=====================================================================*

 TAPECOPY

 INUNIT=3480

 OUTUNIT=3480

 OUTVOL=SCRATCH

 OUTSER=V00031

 LIST=NO

 INPUT=*

 *====================================================================*

 * Options in effect:                                                 *

 *        TAPECOPY                                                    *

 *        DATACLAS=                                                   *

 *        DSN=                                                        *

 *        ERASE=NO                                                    *

 *        INPUT=*                                                     *

 *        INUNIT=3480                                                 *

 *        LIST=NO                                                     *

 *        MGMTCLAS=                                                   *

 *        OUTSER=V00031                                               *

 *        OUTUNIT=3480                                                *

 *        OUTVOL=SCRATCH                                              *

 *        SORT=YES                                                    *

 *        STORCLAS=                                                   *

 *        USEREXIT=NO                                                 *

 *        VOL=001                                                     *

 *        WAITTIME=5                                                  *

 *====================================================================*

 CTC1017I Input statements for TAPECOPY

 V00000
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 CTC1016I Total input statements read: 1

 CTC1018I TAPECOPY entries:   1

 VOL=V00000 1STVOL=V00000 DSN=GERCAI.DISKOS.MERGCOPY.DMSN.C2009184.T113418

 ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 CTC5130I BLP processing mode

 CTC7004I Dynamic allocation start for CI100001 VOL=V00000 FS=0

 CTC5132I About to open CI100001

 CTC5110I CI100001 tape volser = V00000, device type = 3480

 CTC5111I Unit address = 0E51

 CTC5101I Input data set name = GERCAI.DISKOS.MERGCOPY.DMSN.C2009184.T113418

 CTC7004I Dynamic allocation start for CO100001 VOL=V00031 FS=0

 CTC5132I About to open CO100001

 CTC5110I CO100001 tape volser = V00031, device type = 3480

 CTC5111I Unit address = 0E50

 CTC5100I Output data set name = GERCAI.DISKOS.MERGCOPY.DMSN.C2009184.T113418

COPYCAT                                                CA Copycat Utility r12                                

             Page=00002

 Wednesday, November 11, 2009.315                  C O P Y C A T   M E S S A G E S                           

                17:25:33

 ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 CTC5063I Copying DSN=.C2009184.T113418, fileseq=1

 CTC5061I 1 blocks contained in data set

 CTC6025I Total input files----------1

 CTC6026I Total output files---------1

 CTC6027I Total input tapes----------1

 CTC6028I Total output tapes---------1

 CTC6002I *** End COPYCAT ***

COPYCAT                                                CA Copycat Utility r12                                

             Page=00003

 Wednesday, November 11, 2009.315                  C O P Y C A T   M E S S A G E S                           

                17:25:33

 ******* MESSAGE SUMMARY *******

 Error Level Messages (RC=8-16)

 Msg ID      Count    On Page(s)

 - None -

 Warning Level Messages (RC=4)

 Msg ID      Count    On Page(s)

 - None -
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 *** End of Message Summary ****

          End of report COPYCAT     Job=SYSTCOPY  Step=COPYCAT   Genlevel=000AUWC0

Sample TAPECOPY Output Report with LIST=YES

 COPYCAT                                                CA Copycat Utility r12                               

              Page=00001

 Wednesday, November 11, 2009.315                  C O P Y C A T   M E S S A G E S                           

                17:26:18

 CTC6001I *** Start COPYCAT genlevel=000AUWC0 ***

 *=====================================================================*

 *    THE FOLLOWING STATEMENTS COPY TAPE V00000 AND LIST THE CONTENTS. *

 *    NOTE: DEVICE TYPES FOR INPUT AND OUTPUT MUST BE THE SAME         *

 *=====================================================================*

 TAPECOPY

 INUNIT=3480

 OUTUNIT=3480

 OUTVOL=SCRATCH

 OUTSER=V00032

 LIST=YES

 INPUT=*

 *====================================================================*

 * Options in effect:                                                 *

 *        TAPECOPY                                                    *

 *        DATACLAS=                                                   *

 *        DSN=                                                        *

 *        ERASE=NO                                                    *

 *        INPUT=*                                                     *

 *        INUNIT=3480                                                 *

 *        LIST=YES                                                    *

 *        MGMTCLAS=                                                   *

 *        OUTSER=V00032                                               *

 *        OUTUNIT=3480                                                *

 *        OUTVOL=SCRATCH                                              *

 *        SORT=YES                                                    *

 *        STORCLAS=                                                   *

 *        USEREXIT=NO                                                 *

 *        VOL=001                                                     *

 *        WAITTIME=5                                                  *

 *====================================================================*

 CTC1017I Input statements for TAPECOPY

 V00000

 CTC1016I Total input statements read: 1

 CTC1018I TAPECOPY entries:   1

 VOL=V00000 1STVOL=V00000 DSN=GERCAI.DISKOS.MERGCOPY.DMSN.C2009184.T113418

 ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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 CTC5130I BLP processing mode

 CTC7004I Dynamic allocation start for CI100001 VOL=V00000 FS=0

 CTC5132I About to open CI100001

 CTC5110I CI100001 tape volser = V00000, device type = 3480

 CTC5111I Unit address = 0E50

 CTC5101I Input data set name = GERCAI.DISKOS.MERGCOPY.DMSN.C2009184.T113418

 CTC7004I Dynamic allocation start for CO100001 VOL=V00032 FS=0

 CTC5132I About to open CO100001

 CTC5110I CO100001 tape volser = V00032, device type = 3480

 CTC5111I Unit address = 0E51

 CTC5100I Output data set name = GERCAI.DISKOS.MERGCOPY.DMSN.C2009184.T113418

COPYCAT                                                CA Copycat Utility r12                                

             Page=00002

 Wednesday, November 11, 2009.315                  C O P Y C A T   M E S S A G E S                           

                17:26:18

 VOL1V00032

 ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 CTC5063I Copying DSN=.C2009184.T113418, fileseq=1

 HDR1.C2009184.T113418V0003200010001      0091840103650000000IBM OS/VS 370        001

 HDR2U327600000000SYSTMERG/COPY            47000

 **                               T A P E M A R K                              **

 **                                   D A T A                                  **

 **                               T A P E M A R K                              **

 CTC5061I 1 blocks contained in data set

 EOF1.C2009184.T113418V0003200010001      0091840103650000001IBM OS/VS 370

 EOF2U327600000000SYSTMERG/COPY            47000

 **                               T A P E M A R K                              **

 **                               T A P E M A R K                              **

 CTC6025I Total input files----------1

 CTC6026I Total output files---------1

 CTC6027I Total input tapes----------1

 CTC6028I Total output tapes---------1

 CTC6002I *** End COPYCAT ***

COPYCAT                                                CA Copycat Utility r12                                

             Page=00003

 Wednesday, November 11, 2009.315                  C O P Y C A T   M E S S A G E S                           

                17:26:18

 ******* MESSAGE SUMMARY *******

 Error Level Messages (RC=8-16)

 Msg ID      Count    On Page(s)

 - None -

 Warning Level Messages (RC=4)
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 Msg ID      Count    On Page(s)

 - None -

 *** End of Message Summary ****

          End of report COPYCAT     Job=SYSTCOPY  Step=COPYCAT   Genlevel=000AUWC0

Map Tapes
Use the TAPEMAP function to produce reports of file names, attributes and length. Most of the information is obtained
from the header and trailer labels.

WARNING
The TAPEMAP function requires standard label (SL) tapes. BLP processing is used.

The volumes provided in SYSIN will have their header and trailer labels listed, file sequence, and the approximate length
in feet the data set occupies on the tape for 3420 devices. High block ID is listed for cartridge tapes. No files are copied
during this operation.

The following topics are covered in this section:

  

Coding TAPEMAP Control Statements

Copycat Utility control statements are constructed using keyword parameters. Statements may be coded as one per
statement, or as multiple keywords which are separated by a comma. Keywords specified in a multiple statement are not
positional, and continuation characters are not required.

NOTE
Copycat Utility opens input tapes based on the disposition DISP=(SHR,KEEP,KEEP).

The formats for the TAPEMAP control statements are:

►►─ TAPEMAP ─┬────────────────┬─ INUNIT=unit ─┬──────────────────────┬────────►

             └─ VOL=position ─┘               └─ HEXMAP= ─┬─ YES ──┬─┘

                                                          └─ NO ◄ ─┘

 ►─┬────────────────────┬─┬─────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────►

   └─ LIST= ─┬─ YES ──┬─┘ └─ SORT= ─┬─ YES  ──┬─┘

             └─ NO ◄ ─┘             └─ NO ◄───┘

 ►─┬───────────────────────┬─ INPUT= ─┬─ ddname ─┬────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ WAITTIME= ─┬─ 5 ◄ ─┬─┘          └─ * ──────┘

                 └─ n ───┘

Control Statement Definitions

TAPEMAP 

Identifies this as a tape map function. This must be the first noncomment control statement, contain no other parameters,
and must begin in position 1.

INPUT 
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 (Required.) Specified as one of the following:

• INPUT=ddname
Specifies the ddname of the input data set containing the volume selection list.

• INPUT=*
Indicates that the volume selection list immediately follows this INPUT control statement. If this form is used, all other
parameters must be present before the INPUT control statement.

VOL 

Specifies the starting position within the input data set where the 6-character volume serial number is found.

The following rules apply when using the VOL parameter:

• position is a numeric value. If INPUT=ddname is used, it is in the range of 1-255. If INPUT=* is used, it is in the range
of 1-80.

• The position number specified is relative to 1. For example, if the volume serial number starts in position 2, VOL=2
would be specified.

• If VOL is not specified, VOL=1 is assumed.

INUNIT 

(Required.) Specifies the unit name for the input tape device. The JCL equivalent is UNIT= on the DD statement.

Optional Control Statement Definitions

HEXMAP 

Determines the format of the output report to be produced.

• YES
Specifies that the internal tape labels are to be reported on and shown in hexadecimal. All detected VOL1, HDR1,
HDR2, EOF1, EOF2, EOV, and tapemark indicators are listed on the report.
Refer to the IBM Tape Labels documentation for information on the fields contained within the tape labels.

• NO
Specifies that the standard report listing information for each tape file is produced. This is the default.

LIST 

Specifies whether tape labels are to be reported.

• YES
All detected VOL1, HDR1, HDR2, EOF1, EOF2, EOV, and tapemark indicators are listed on the report.

• NO
No tape labels or tapemark indicators are reported on. This is the default.

SORT 

Determines the order of the input volumes to be mapped.

• YES
The input volumes are sorted in the order of recording technique (TRTCH), density, and volume serial number.

• NO
The input volumes are processed in the same order as the control statements presented to INPUT=. This is the
default.

WAITTIME 

Specifies the number of minutes to wait before retrying when a tape resource is not available. This value controls
wait interval when you reply WAIT to the CTC7303R console message. Replying WAIT to the CTC7303R message
puts the allocation logic in a loop of waiting and then retrying until either the allocation completes or you reply to the
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CTC7306R message which remains outstanding during the wait/retry cycle. Values from 1 to 10 are accepted. The default
is WAITTIME=5.

EXEC Parameters

The following parameters are used in the PARM= field for the EXEC JCL statement to specify an alternate date format, an
alternate language, and to activate special testing features.

• DATEFMT
Specifies the date format to be used. The date pattern is limited to ten bytes and must be enclosed in parentheses.
This parameter is optional and, if omitted, the CA 1 or TLMS preferred date format is used. For detailed information on
this parameter, see CA 1 or TLMS documentation.

• LANG
Designates which language table should be used when generating error messages and report titling. The default is
LANG=ENG. Valid values include ENG=English, FRN=French, GER=German, ITA=Italian, and SPN=Spanish. Support
for other languages will be provided based on client demand.

• TEST
Performs preliminary validation of all keyword parameters coded, and reports the options that are in effect, as well
as tapes that will qualify for this tapemap operation. The actual tapemap operation is not executed when the TEST
parameter is specified.

Sample Mapping Job Control Statements

The following is an example of the control statements that would be necessary to map the contents of one cartridge. This
example does not appear in the CAI.CTAPJCL.

//TAPEMAP JOB

//STEP1  EXEC PGM=COPYCAT,PARM='LANG=ITA'

//STEPLIB  DD DSN=CAI.CAILNK,DISP=SHR

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*

//CCRPT    DD SYSOUT=*

//SYSUSNAP DD SYSOUT=*

//SYSUDUMP DD SYSOUT=*

//SYSIN DD *

*=====================================================================*

*       THE FOLLOWING STATEMENTS LIST ALL FILES ON TAPE 760130        *

*=====================================================================*

TAPEMAP

INUNIT=CART

LIST=NO

HEXMAP=NO

INPUT=*

760130

/*

Sample TAPEMAP Reports

Sample TAPEMAP Detail with HEXMAP=NO
TAPEMAP                                                CA Copycat Utility r12                                

             Page=00001

 Wednesday, November 11, 2009.315                     T A P E M A P   D E T A I L                            

                17:40:31
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 Requested Volume=TLM100  Internal Volume=TLM100  Owner=

  File    Data Set        Pass    Create      Expire                 Block   Blocks              Length Tot

 Length     Creator

  Seq#      Name          Word     Date        Date    Recfm  Lrecl   Size    Used  Media Den    Blk ID

 Percentage Job Name/Stepname

     1  .TLD5.DIAG.OUTPUT NONE  2009/315    2010/150    FB      121  23474         7 3480 18TK      13*      

  0   BK01837T/STEP0001

     2  I.TLD5.IPCS.PRINT NONE  2009/315    2010/073    VB       83  23476        15 3480 18TK      35*      

  1   BK01837T/STEP0002

                                                     Total block count is         22

 NOTE:  Length(s) are in feet computed on block size, block count, and density for 3420 devices.

        * High block ID and percent utilization are listed for cartridge devices.

          End of report TAPEMAP     Job=TAPEMAP   Step=COPYCAT   Genlevel=000AUWC0

Field Description 
Requested Volume Tape volume serial number requested by control statement.
Internal Volume Tape volume serial number read from the label of the actual tape

mounted.
Owner Owner information from the volume label.
File Seq# File sequence number.
Data Set Name Data set name.
Password The type of password protection assigned to the tape volume. This

may be NONE, READ, or WRITE.
Create Date Creation date.
Expire Date Expiration date.
Recfm Record format.
Lrecl Logical record length.
Block Size Maximum length in bytes in a block.
Blocks Used Number of blocks.
Media Type of media used.
Den Density as detected in the DCB.
Length Blk ID Length in feet computed on block size, block count, and density

for 3420 devices. The asterisk * indicates high block ID for
cartridge devices.

Total Length The cumulative length of the tape that is shown for 3420 devices,
or the cumulative percent utilization for cartridge devices.

Creator Job Name/Stepname Creation jobname and stepname.
Total Block Count Is Cumulative total of all the blocks used for the tape volume.
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Sample TAPEMAP Report with HEXMAP=NO
COPYCAT                                                CA Copycat Utility r12                                

             Page=00001

 Wednesday, November 11, 2009.315                  C O P Y C A T   M E S S A G E S                           

                17:40:31

 CTC6001I *** Start COPYCAT genlevel=000AUWC0 ***

 TAPEMAP

 INUNIT=3480

 HEXMAP=NO

 LIST=NO

 INPUT=*

 *====================================================================*

 * Options in effect:                                                 *

 *        TAPEMAP                                                     *

 *        HEXMAP=NO                                                   *

 *        INPUT=*                                                     *

 *        INUNIT=3480                                                 *

 *        LIST=NO                                                     *

 *        SORT=NO                                                     *

 *        VOL=001                                                     *

 *        WAITTIME=5                                                  *

 *====================================================================*

 CTC1017I Input statements for TAPEMAP

 TLM100

 CTC1016I Total input statements read: 1

 CTC1018I TAPEMAP  entries:   1

 VOL=TLM100 FVL=TLM100 FS=1     RFS=1     VS=1   F=      DSN=                                            

 TRTCH=     DEN=     0000000

 CTC5130I BLP processing mode

 ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 CTC7004I Dynamic allocation start for CI100001 VOL=TLM100 FS=1

 CTC5132I About to open CI100001

 CTC5110I CI100001 tape volser = TLM100, device type = 3480

 CTC5111I Unit address = 0E51

 CTC7005I Dynamic unallocation start for CI100001

 CTC6025I Total input files----------2

 CTC6026I Total output files---------0

 CTC6027I Total input tapes----------1

 CTC6028I Total output tapes---------0

 CTC6002I *** End COPYCAT ***

COPYCAT                                                CA Copycat Utility r12                                

             Page=00002

 Wednesday, November 11, 2009.315                  C O P Y C A T   M E S S A G E S                           

                17:40:31

 ******* MESSAGE SUMMARY *******
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 Error Level Messages (RC=8-16)

 Msg ID      Count    On Page(s)

 - None -

 Warning Level Messages (RC=4)

 Msg ID      Count    On Page(s)

 - None -

 *** End of Message Summary ****

          End of report COPYCAT     Job=TAPEMAP   Step=COPYCAT   Genlevel=000AUWC0

Sample TAPEMAP Detail with HEXMAP=YES

 Copycat Utility Header Listing (Hexadecimal Format) 

TAPEMAP                                                CA Copycat Utility r12                                

             Page=00001

 Wednesday, November 11, 2009.315                T A P E   H E A D E R   L I S T I N G                       

                17:42:48

 Requested Volume=TLM100  Internal Volume=TLM100  Owner=

                    VOL1TLM100

                    EDDFEDDFFF4444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444

                    56313341000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000

                   01...5...10...15...20...25...30...35...40...45...50...55...60...65...70...75...80

                    HDR1.TLD5.DIAG.OUTPUTTLM10000010001      0093150101500000000IBM OS/VS 370

                    CCDF4EDCF4CCCC4DEEDEEEDDFFFFFFFFFFF444444FFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFCCD4DE6EE4FFF4444444

                    8491B3345B4917B64374333410000010001000000009315010150000000092406215203700000000

                   01...5...10...15...20...25...30...35...40...45...50...55...60...65...70...75...80

                    HDR2F234740012100BK01837T/STEP0001  A B   47000

                    CCDFCFFFFFFFFFFFFCDFFFFFE6EECDFFFF44C4C444FFFFF444444444444444444444444444444444

                    84926234740012100220183731235700010010200047000000000000000000000000000000000000

                   01...5...10...15...20...25...30...35...40...45...50...55...60...65...70...75...80

                    EOF1.TLD5.DIAG.OUTPUTTLM10000010001      0093150101500000007IBM OS/VS 370

                    CDCF4EDCF4CCCC4DEEDEEEDDFFFFFFFFFFF444444FFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFCCD4DE6EE4FFF4444444

                    5661B3345B4917B64374333410000010001000000009315010150000000792406215203700000000

                   01...5...10...15...20...25...30...35...40...45...50...55...60...65...70...75...80

                    EOF2F234740012100BK01837T/STEP0001  A B   47000

                    CDCFCFFFFFFFFFFFFCDFFFFFE6EECDFFFF44C4C444FFFFF444444444444444444444444444444444

                    56626234740012100220183731235700010010200047000000000000000000000000000000000000
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                   01...5...10...15...20...25...30...35...40...45...50...55...60...65...70...75...80

                    HDR1I.TLD5.IPCS.PRINTTLM10000010002      0093150100730000000IBM OS/VS 370

                    CCDFC4EDCF4CDCE4DDCDEEDDFFFFFFFFFFF444444FFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFCCD4DE6EE4FFF4444444

                    84919B3345B9732B7995333410000010002000000009315010073000000092406215203700000000

                   01...5...10...15...20...25...30...35...40...45...50...55...60...65...70...75...80

                    HDR2V234760008300BK01837T/STEP0002  A B   47000

                    CCDFEFFFFFFFFFFFFCDFFFFFE6EECDFFFF44C4C444FFFFF444444444444444444444444444444444

                    84925234760008300220183731235700020010200047000000000000000000000000000000000000

                   01...5...10...15...20...25...30...35...40...45...50...55...60...65...70...75...80

                    EOF1I.TLD5.IPCS.PRINTTLM10000010002      0093150100730000015IBM OS/VS 370

                    CDCFC4EDCF4CDCE4DDCDEEDDFFFFFFFFFFF444444FFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFCCD4DE6EE4FFF4444444

                    56619B3345B9732B7995333410000010002000000009315010073000001592406215203700000000

                   01...5...10...15...20...25...30...35...40...45...50...55...60...65...70...75...80

                    EOF2V234760008300BK01837T/STEP0002  A B   47000

                    CDCFEFFFFFFFFFFFFCDFFFFFE6EECDFFFF44C4C444FFFFF444444444444444444444444444444444

                    56625234760008300220183731235700020010200047000000000000000000000000000000000000

                   01...5...10...15...20...25...30...35...40...45...50...55...60...65...70...75...80

          End of report TAPEMAP     Job=TAPEMAP   Step=COPYCAT   Genlevel=000AUWC0

Sample TAPEMAP Report with HEXMAP=YES
COPYCAT                                                CA Copycat Utility r12                                

             Page=00001

 Wednesday, November 11, 2009.315                  C O P Y C A T   M E S S A G E S                           

                17:42:48

 CTC6001I *** Start COPYCAT genlevel=000AUWC0 ***

 TAPEMAP

 INUNIT=3480

 HEXMAP=YES

 LIST=NO

 INPUT=*

 *====================================================================*

 * Options in effect:                                                 *

 *        TAPEMAP                                                     *

 *        HEXMAP=YES                                                  *

 *        INPUT=*                                                     *

 *        INUNIT=3480                                                 *

 *        LIST=NO                                                     *

 *        SORT=NO                                                     *

 *        VOL=001                                                     *

 *        WAITTIME=5                                                  *

 *====================================================================*

 CTC1017I Input statements for TAPEMAP

 TLM100

 CTC1016I Total input statements read: 1
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 CTC1018I TAPEMAP  entries:   1

 VOL=TLM100 FVL=TLM100 FS=1     RFS=1     VS=1   F=      DSN=                                            

 TRTCH=     DEN=     0000000

 CTC5130I BLP processing mode

 ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 CTC7004I Dynamic allocation start for CI100001 VOL=TLM100 FS=1

 CTC5132I About to open CI100001

 CTC5110I CI100001 tape volser = TLM100, device type = 3480

 CTC5111I Unit address = 0E50

 CTC7005I Dynamic unallocation start for CI100001

 CTC6025I Total input files----------2

 CTC6026I Total output files---------0

 CTC6027I Total input tapes----------1

 CTC6028I Total output tapes---------0

 CTC6002I *** End COPYCAT ***

COPYCAT                                                CA Copycat Utility r12                                

             Page=00002

 Wednesday, November 11, 2009.315                  C O P Y C A T   M E S S A G E S                           

                17:42:48

 ******* MESSAGE SUMMARY *******

 Error Level Messages (RC=8-16)

 Msg ID      Count    On Page(s)

 - None -

 Warning Level Messages (RC=4)

 Msg ID      Count    On Page(s)

 - None -

 *** End of Message Summary ****

          End of report COPYCAT     Job=TAPEMAP   Step=COPYCAT   Genlevel=000AUWC0

Copycat Utility Best Practices
This topic contains information regarding installing, configuring, and using TLMS for optimal performance.

Installation Best Practices

Use CSM to acquire, install, and maintain your product.

Business Value:
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CSM provides a web interface, which works with ESD and standardized installation, to provide a common way to manage
Broadcom mainframe products. You can use it to download and install Copycat Utility.

CSM lets you download product and maintenance releases over the Internet directly to your system from the Broadcom
Support website. After you use CSM to download your product or maintenance, you use the same interface to install the
downloaded software packages using SMP/E.

Additional Considerations:

After you install the product, use Installing to set it up. CSM can continue to help you maintain your product.

More Information:

For more information about CSM, see the CSM documentation. For more information about product setup, see Installing.

Configuration Best Practices

Performance Recommendations

Avoid duplicate specifications and redundant input statements.

Business Value:

By following this best practice, you can improve the performance of FILECOPY operations, resulting in less CPU
utilization and faster execution times.

Additional Considerations:

The performance of FILECOPY operations is affected by the duration of the setup phase and the speed of the actual tape
copy process.

In the setup phase, Copycat Utility accesses the TMC or VMF and extracts all relevant tape data. Redundant or
inappropriately arranged input statements will require extraneous I/Os on the TMC or VMF.

Multivolume Copying

If you include multivolume sets, specify only the base volume.

Business Value:

Specifying only the base volume eliminates duplicate file copies when copying multivolume sets.

Additional Considerations:

For example, parameter FILES=ALL specified along with a list of input volumes causes all files to be selected which are
associated with any of the listed volumes. For each specified VOLSER, Copycat extracts all TMC or VMF records which
are chained to the volume. If multivolume sets are included, you should specify the base volume only. Otherwise, all files
of the chain will be selected multiple times, causing unnecessary overhead. With MERGE=YES, duplicate records are
sorted out automatically, while MERGE=NO will actually copy the files multiple times and create unwanted output.

By default, Copycat Utility sorts all extracted input statements by media type, base volume and file sequence, to optimize
the mount and read process of the tapes. If SORT=NO is used to suppress the sort, the input statements should be set up
in appropriate sequence. For example, if FILES=SPECIFC is used to copy files from a large multifile tape, the files should
be specified in ascending file sequence order to avoid unnecessary repositioning between the reads.

Files With Small Block Sizes

Specify the BUFFER parameter when copying files with small block sizes (2,000 bytes or less).

Business Value:
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Specifying the BUFFER parameter will reduce the number of I/O commands executed to write your tape data, thereby
improving the tape copy performance.

Additional Considerations:

The default BUFFER=SINGLE causes one data block to be read or written in one I/O execution.

While block sizes of 2,000 bytes or less are commonly considered small, the BUFFER parameter can have a positive
impact for block sizes up to 20,000 bytes. The smaller the block size, the greater the importance to use the BUFFER
parameter.

BUFFER=MULTIPLE causes Copycat Utility to reduce the EXCP count by reading and writing multiple data blocks
per EXCP. Depending on the block size of each file, up to 2048 blocks may be transferred in one I/O execution.
BUFFER=MULTIPLE does not take effect for files with a block size greater than 32760.

Making Optimal Use of Copycat

This section covers some configuration options, tips, and hints to optimize the use of Copycat Utility.

Backup and Electronic Vaulting

Create identical copies of tapes for backup or vaulting purposes by sending the data electronically. Tape files can be
copied to a tape device attached at the offsite location.

Business Value:

By creating identical copies of tapes for backup or vaulting purposes by sending the data electronically, you can:

• Reduce the overhead of vaulting tapes to off-site locations.
• Minimize the tasks of pulling the vaulting list, packaging the tapes, and transporting them.
• Reduce the possibility of losing tapes in transit.

Additional Considerations:

The recommended parameters for backup purposes are:

• FILECOPY
Processes all files residing on the specified volume(s). Unlike the TAPECOPY function, which copies an entire volume,
FILECOPY allows you to selectively copy files from the input tapes.

• FILES=ALL
Selects all input files to create an identical copy. When creating a backup tape, use FILES=ALL. This will copy all files
on the volume, regardless of their expiration dates.

• MERGE=NO
Creates identical file and volume chains.

• RECATLG=NONE
Omits any system catalog updates. Because we are creating a backup copy of the tape files, the system catalog
should not be updated.

• OUTDISP=retention
Sets the desired retention for the output tapes. You can set a different retention for the volumes with the backup file
copies.

• SAVEINFO=YES
May be specified to propagate creation information like creation date (CDATE), creating job (CJOB), and creating
program (CPGM) from the input to the output tapes.

• DUPLEX=YES
Creates two identical copies. Separate parameters are available to request different allocation options, data set
names, catalog operations, expiration dates, and other CA 1 TMC or TLMS VMF updates for primary and duplex
output files
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The following sample JCL control statements creates an identical copy of volume 300017, without recataloging the files.
The copy is retained for two weeks in the tape catalog; the original tape is not modified:

//COPYCAT JOB ...

//STEP1 EXEC PGM=COPYCAT,PARM='DATEFMT=(YYYY/MM/DD)

//STEPLIB DD DSN=CAI.CAILINK,DISP=SHR

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*

//CCRPT DD SYSOUT=*

//SYSUSNAP DD SYSOUT=*

//SYSIN  DD *

FILECOPY

FILES=ALL

INUNIT=CART

OUTUNIT=CART

MERGE=NO

RECATLG=NONE

SAVEINFO=YES

INDISP=SAME

OUTDISP=RETPD=14

INPUT=*

300017

/* 

Media Conversion and Migration to Virtual Tape

Copy tape files from one device type to another including migrating files on physical media to virtual media.

Business Value:

By copying tape files from one device type to another including migrating files on physical media to virtual media, you can:

• Convert tape media with minimal JCL setup
• Retire old tape drives and media by converting to new media
• Provide a simple way to migrate to virtual tape systems such as Vtape or IBM VTS
• Unstack physical tapes with multiple data sets, placing each data set on its own virtual volume (using the UNSTACK

parameter) to allow a finer level of control over the files on virtual volumes
• Reduce physical hardware requirements
• Save money by improving utilization of existing tape cartridges and facilitating the migration to more efficient virtual

tape systems

Additional Considerations:

During media conversion, all files are allocated and copied dynamically under CA 1 or TLMS control. Parameters
OUTUNIT, STORCLAS, DATACLAS, and MGMTCLAS are provided to direct the allocation of the output files to the
desired media and device type or SMS class.

The MERGE parameter can be used to control stacking of the output files. Copycat Utility can recatalog the files after
successful copy.

Numerous parameters are available to tailor allocation options and tape catalog updates. The PREFIX parameter allows
you to add a prefix to the output data set name if DSN standards are changed. If other updates to the DSN are needed,
the user exit CTSCPYUX can be coded to alter the DSN at allocation time. The source for CTSCPYUX can be found in
CAI.CAISRC and the SMP/E USERMOD itself can be found in CTAPJCL member CUW1101. You could also use an exit
to modify TMC or VMF updates. For example, you can code it to propagate accounting data from the input to the output
volume.

The recommended parameters for conversion purposes are:
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• FILECOPY
Processes all files residing on the specified volume(s)

• FILES=ALL
Selects all input files for the copy

• MERGE=NO
Creates identical file and volume chains

• MERGE=YES
Stacks all output files together in one multifile chain

• UNSTACK
Creates single file output tapes - used for migration to virtual tape systems which perform their own file stacking

• VOLCHAIN=NO
Prevents multivolume chaining during stacking; creates multifile single volume tapes

• RECATLG=PREV
Recatalogs all files that were previously cataloged

• OUTDISP=SAME
Keeps the original input retention on the output files

• INDISP=retention
Indicates the new retention of the input files

• SAVEINFO=YES
Propagates creation information like CDATE, CJOB, and CPGM from the input to the output files

The following sample JCL control statements can be used to migrate physical volume range 004801-004810 into a
virtual tape library with storage class VTS01. Each input file is copied on a separate volume, to let the virtual tape system
perform the stacking according to its standards.

The output files retain all creation information from the input and are put under catalog control in CA 1 or TLMS. They are
all cataloged or recataloged, regardless of the previous catalog status. The input tapes expire two days after successful
copy.

//COPYCAT JOB ...

//STEP1 EXEC PGM=COPYCAT,PARM='DATEFMT=(YYYY/MM/DD)

//STEPLIB DD DSN=CAI.CAILINK,DISP=SHR

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*

//CCRPT DD SYSOUT=*

//SYSUSNAP DD SYSOUT=*

//SYSIN   DD *

FILECOPY

FILES=ALL

INUNIT=CART

STORCLAS=VTS01

UNSTACK

RECATLG=ALL

SAVEINFO=YES

INDISP=RETPD=2

OUTDISP=EXPDT=CATALOG

INPUT=*

004801

004802

004803

004804

004805

004806

004807
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004808

004809

004810

/* 

Media Consolidation

Consolidate active data sets from multiple tape volumes onto fewer volumes to allow volumes to be returned to scratch
pools.

Business Value:

Media consolidation improves tape utilization by copying files from multiple tapes together on fewer volumes. Better
utilization means fewer cartridges are required, which translates into cost savings.

Additional Considerations:

If the output of an application does not fit on one volume, Copycat Utility can either build a multifile/multivolume chain, or
create separate multifile volumes.

When files on one tape expire at different times, you can use Copycat Utility to perform a forward-merge by only selecting
files that are not expired in the tape catalog

If after one Copycat execution, the output tape is not yet full, the next execution can continue stacking files to the same
tape. FILECOPY procedures can be set up to automatically restart each copy operation on the last volume used for output
by the previous job.

When a certain sort order is desired for the output files, you can instruct the Copycat Utility to leave the sequence of the
specified input tapes or files unchanged. Otherwise, the input is sorted for performance reasons.

The recommended parameters for consolidation purposes are:

• FILECOPY
Processes all files residing on the specified volume(s)

• FILES=ALL
Selects all input files for the copy

• FILES=ACTIVE
Selects unexpired input files only

• MERGE=YES
Stacks all output files together in one multifile chain

• MERGE=MOD
Continues stacking on the last output volume previously used when available; otherwise operates like MERGE=YES

• VOLCHAIN=NO
Prevents multivolume chaining during stacking; creates multifile single volume tapes

• RECATLG=PREV
Recatalogs all files which were previously cataloged

• OUTDISP=SAME
Keeps the original input retention on the output files

• INDISP=retention
Specifies the new retention of the input files

• SAVEINFO=YES
Propagates creation information like CDATE, CJOB, and CPGM from the input to the output files

The following sample JCL control statements perform a forward-merge on volumes 110839 and 110824. Only the
active files on these volumes are selected and stacked onto the volume previously used for the application identified by
MODHLQ=CCMERGE5. If no such volume is found in the catalog, a scratch tape is requested.
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The original sort order of the input files are retained; first, the selected files from VOLSER 110839 are written in ascending
file sequence order, then the files from VOLSER 110824 in ascending file sequence order.

The output files are recataloged according to their previous catalog status. They keep the original expiration date in the
TMC or VMF. The input files expire two days after successful copy:

//COPYCAT JOB ...

//STEP1 EXEC PGM=COPYCAT,PARM='DATEFMT=(YYYY/MM/DD)

//STEPLIB DD DSN=CAI.CAILINK,DISP=SHR

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*

//CCRPT DD SYSOUT=*

//SYSUSNAP DD SYSOUT=*

//SYSIN   DD *

FILECOPY

FILES=ACTIVE

SORT=NO

INUNIT=TAPE

OUTUNIT=TAPE

MERGE=MOD

MODHLQ=CCMERGE5

RECATLG=PREV

OUTDISP=SAME

INDISP=RETPD=2

INPUT=*

110839

110824

/*

Media Analysis

Use the TAPEMAP function to display the contents of CA 1 or TLMS controlled or foreign tape volumes with standard
labels.

Business Value:

By using the TAPEMAP function to display the contents of CA 1 or TLMS controlled or foreign tape volumes with standard
labels, you can:

• Verify the contents of a tape volume
• Identify tape files encrypted by Tape Encryption
• See how full is a tape volume
• Assist auditors in compliance

Additional Considerations:

The HEXMAP parameter allows you to choose one of two alternative report formats: With HEXMAP=YES, all tape labels,
including UHLx and UTLx user labels, are dumped in character and hexadecimal format. HEXMAP=NO provides a
formatted report line which is comprised of label and control unit information for each file on the tape. This includes file
sequence, data set name, creation data, expiration date, media and device type, DCB attributes, block count and other
statistics. The tape usage information includes:
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• For 3420 reel tapes, the length of the current file and the total length of the current file plus all preceding files on the
tape, computed in feet (ft).

• For cartridge tapes, the high block ID of the current file and the percent utilization of the cartridge, up to and including
this file is presented.

• For 3592 WORM tapes, the Worldwide Identifier (WWID) and the Write Mount Count (WMC) are displayed along with
the volume information.

With parameter LIST=YES, the position of data and tape marks is indicated in the report, to provide an accurate image of
the tape layout.

Example 1

The following sample JCL control statements will map volume K00084. All labels aredumped, and tape marks are not
listed.

//COPYCAT JOB ...

//STEP1 EXEC PGM=COPYCAT,PARM='DATEFMT=(YYYY/MM/DD)

//STEPLIB DD DSN=CAI.CAILINK,DISP=SHR

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*

//CCRPT DD SYSOUT=*

//SYSUSNAP DD SYSOUT=*

//SYSIN   DD *

TAPEMAP

INUNIT=3490

HEXMAP=NO

LIST=NO

INPUT=*

K00084

/*

The following TAPEMAP report is created:

TAPEMAP                                                    CA Copycat Utility rNN

Thursday, MONTH DD,YYYY.YY                              T A P E M A P  D E T A I L 

Requested Volume=K00084     Internal Volume=K00084  Owner=

  File       Data Set       Pass    Create      Expire                  Block    Blocks                 

 Length  Tot Length      Creator

  Seq#         Name         Word     Date        Date    Recfm  Lrecl    Size      Used   Media  Den     Blk

 ID  Percentage  Job Name/Stepname

      1  SYST001.CTLFILE    NONE  MM/DD/YYYY  MM/DD/YYYY  F        80      80         1    3490  36TK       

 7*           0   SYST001C/COPYCAT

      2  MDU1SP.IPCS.PRINT  NONE  MM/DD/YYYY  MM/DD/YYYY  VB       83   23476        15    3490  36TK      

 29*           0   SYST001C/COPYCAT

      3  TION.MERGE.OUTPUT  NONE  MM/DD/YYYY  MM/DD/YYYY  FB      200     200        23    3490  36TK      

 59*           0   SYST001C/COPYCAT

      4  X.CONCERSION.DATA  NONE  MM/DD/YYYY  MM/DD/YYYY  FB      340   23460         8    3490  36TK      

 74*           0   SYST001C/COPYCAT

      5  PE.FILECOPY.TEST1  NONE  MM/DD/YYYY  MM/DD/YYYY  F        24      24         2    3490  36TK      

 83*           0   SYST001F/COPYCAT

      6  PE.FILECOPY.TEST2  NONE  MM/DD/YYYY  MM/DD/YYYY  F        24      24         2    3490  36TK      

 92*           0   SYST001F/COPYCAT

      7  PE.FILECOPY.TEST3  NONE  MM/DD/YYYY  MM/DD/YYYY  F        24      24         2    3490  36TK     

 101*           0   SYST001F/COPYCAT
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      8  Y.CONVERSION.DATA  NONE  MM/DD/YYYY  MM/DD/YYYY  FB      340   23460         8    3490  36TK     

 116*           0   SYST001F/COPYCAT

      9  MDU7TD.IPCS.PRINT  NONE  MM/DD/YYYY  MM/DD/YYYY  VB       83   23476        15    3490  36TK     

 138*           1   SYST001F/COPYCAT

     10  TOIN.MERGE.OUTPUT  NONE  MM/DD/YYYY  MM/DD/YYYY  FB      200     200        23    3490  36TK     

 168*           1   SYST001c/COPYCAT

     11  T.PATTERN.DATASET  NONE  MM/DD/YYYY  MM/DD/YYYY  FB       80    3120         6    3490  36TK     

 181*           1   SYST001C/COPYCAT

                                                      Total block count is             105

 NOTE: Length(s) are in feet computed on block size, block count, and density for 3420 devices.

       * High block ID and percent utilization are listed for cartridge devices.

       End of report TAPEMAP       Job= SYS1O01M  Step=COPYCAT   Genlevel=000AUWC0 

Example 2

This example shows how to list the user header labels for a tape volume encrypted by Tape Encryption in Business to
Business (B2B) format. The name of the digital certificate (CERTCRYB) used to protect the encrypted tape file can be
seen in the dump of User Header Label (UHL) 1.

Use the following control statements to dump header information for encrypted volume 103793. All labels will be dumped,
and tape marks will not be listed.

//COPYCAT JOB ...

//STEP1 EXEC PGM=COPYCAT,PARM='DATEFMT=(YYYY/MM/DD)

//STEPLIB DD DSN=CAI.CAILINK,DISP=SHR

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*

//CCRPT DD SYSOUT=*

//SYSUSNAP DD SYSOUT=*

//SYSIN   DD *

TAPEMAP

INUNIT=3490

HEXMAP=YES

LIST=NO

INPUT=*

103793

/*

The following TAPEMAP report is created:

TAPEMAP                                              CA Copycat Utility rNN

Wednesday, Month DD, YYYY.YYY                  T A P E  H E A D E R  L I S T I N G

Requested Volume=103793 Internal Volume=103793  Owner=

                    VOL1103793

                    EDDFFFFFFF4444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444

                    56311037930000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000

                   01...5...10...15...20...25...30...35...40...45...50...55...60...65...70...75...80

                    HDR1GRP51.P0075.FILE110379300010001      0100280100370000000BTE  12.0

                    CCDFCDDFF4DFFFF4CCDFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFF444444FFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFCEC49FF4FF0004444444

                    849179751B70075B693511037930001000100000001002801003700000002350912B0F0000000000

                   01...5...10...15...20...25...30...35...40...45...50...55...60...65...70...75...80

                    HDR2F140000008000CRYPT0V3/DGEN1TPEP   B   47000

                    CCDFCFFFFFFFFFFFFCDEDEDEF6CCCDFEDCD444C444FFFFF444444444444444444444444444444444

                    84926140000008000398736531475513757000200047000000000000000000000000000000000000

                   01...5...10...15...20...25...30...35...40...45...50...55...60...65...70...75...80

                    UHL1  BC00  12.6  1          ;   -+  _  R                   BA00  CERTCRYB
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                    ECDF0ECCFF9FF4F444F80000F0005C568649363AD81A9E09F1278B6CA154CCFF00CCDECDEC444444

                    4831002300912B6000102330F00080E6F0E75D4299437B21F942194DA04F21000835933398200000

                   01...5...10...15...20...25...30...35...40...45...50...55...60...65...70...75...80

                    UHL2                            V "  S        !$ /          _V)M  2  0    #    #

                    ECDF44444444444444444408B12C8005E07B0E98DA4A9955C6614A23DB8DF1F9F9FF20758BB850BB

                    48320000000000000000000074EA77D258FF4288B027D4ABA1998680B9D9D5D4CB27A60F8BB850BB

Copycat and External Data Manager Tapes

To copy tapes that are under External Data Manager (EDM) control in CA 1 or TLMS, use the tape copy utilities provided
by your EDM product such as Disk or IBM DFSMShsm. The tape copy utilities of the respective EDM product keep the
EDM database updated with the correct volume serial number and file sequence for all tape data sets.

Business Value:

Using the tape copy utilities of your EDM product ensures that CA 1 or TLMS and your EDM always have the correct
volume serial number and the file sequence number recorded in their product databases for files created by the EDM.

Additional Considerations:

External Data Managers typically have their own database to keep track of the tape files they create. If you copy an EDM
tape to a new volume using Copycat Utility, the TMC or VMF is updated to reflect the new volume that the tape file resides
upon, but the EDM database is not updated with the new volume serial number or file sequence number. In this situation,
the EDM will not be able to find tape data sets that it has created.

In some cases it may be possible to update the EDM database to record the new volume serial number and file sequence
used, however it is best to use the utilities provided with the EDM to insure that the database is always correct.

User Exit and Macros
Copycat Utility provides the CTSCPYUX user exit to tailor the supplied code to meet your data center requirements. The
CTSCPYUX user exit is discussed in this section.

User exit activation is performed by including in the input control statement USEREXIT=YES. If the INPUT=* control
statement is used, the USEREXIT=YES parameter must precede it.

NOTE

If you copy a tape on the same day it was created, then TLMS will not save the last used information even if the
exit indicates it should be kept.

Install User Exit Using SMP/E

The Copycat Utility user exit is supplied as a dummy source and load module. It may be customized after the SMP/E
installation is complete. To code your own exit, use member CTSJUXRC of library CAI.CTAPJCL. The source code for the
exit, which is modified by the USERMOD, resides in CAI.CTAPSRC as member CTSCPYUX.

 To install the user exit using SMP/E 

1. Copy CTAPJCL member CTSJUXRC to your own Sample JCL library and insert the appropriate source updates.
USERMOD CTCAUWC is created.

2. Customize and submit Sample JCL library member CTSJUXRC to perform an SMP/E RECEIVE and APPLY of the
USERMOD.
User exit CTSCPYUX is re-assembled and linked into load library CAI.CAILINK.

WARNING
The USERMOD should only be RECEIVED and APPLIED, never ACCEPTED.
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3. Copy CTAPJCL member CTSJUXRS to your Sample JCL library, and then customize and submit it, if corrections or
modifications to the user exit are required.
An SMP/E RESTORE of the USERMOD is performed and the supplied dummy version of the user exit is relinked.

4. Go back to the member named in step 1 to modify and re-install the USERMOD.

CTCOPYUX - User Exit
The CTCOPYUX user exit is supplied as an interface to CA Copycat Utility. In addition to housekeeping calls for
initialization and termination, this exit receives control just prior to certain critical processing events. These events include
the tape system update request for both input and output data sets and dynamic allocation requests for both input and
output data sets.

The following topics are covered in this section:

Description

CTCOPYUX provides the ability to view or update tape system fields through the common tape system records supplied
at exit call time. Both original and modified tape system common records are supplied. These common records are
mapped by macro CTMCDREC.

CTCOPYUX also provides the ability to view and change the dynamic allocation request. In particular, the file names may
be modified for the output data sets. This area is mapped by macro CTMCDYNA.

Six separate calls are provided for the FILECOPY function and three for TAPECOPY. The user exit is not called for
function TAPEMAP. FILECOPY calls CTCOPYUX just prior to input file allocation, output file allocation, and duplex output
allocation, at the End-Of-File (EOF) on the primary output tape (ddname CO1nnnnn), the duplex output tape (ddname
CO2nnnnn), and the input tape (ddname CI1nnnnn). TAPECOPY calls CTCOPYUX prior to input tape allocation and
output tape allocation, and at End-Of-Tape (EOT) on the output tape.

The following CA Copycat Utility macros generate mappings for program work areas which are provided for exit reference
during these function calls:

• CTMCOPTS
Maps OPTDSECT, a program work area which contains input option switches. An example of this macro is shown in
the DSECT Listings section, .

• CTMCDREC
Maps DBRECORD and DCRECORD, the common tape system format definition. This is the same as used by CA 1
and CA TLMS for the CA Earl interface. An example of this macro is shown in the DSECT Listings section, .

• CTMCDYNA
Maps ALOCAREA, the dynamic allocation work area. This area can be used to control input, output, and duplex output
file allocations. An example of this macro is shown in the DSECT Listings section, .

Register Usage

The registers on entry to CTCOPYUX are defined as follows. They may be redefined by the exit if desired.

• R0
Work register.

• R1
Input parameter list. Register points to a 5-word list.
– UXANCHOR

Points to a full word value which is initially cleared before user exit initialization, but will maintain any value through
the exit termination call.

– UXPARM1
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Pointer to function code. Reason for exit entry. See Function Codes, below.
– UXPARM2

Pointer to CA Copycat Utility Options area. Mapped by CTMCOPTS.
– UXPARM3

Pointer to the dynamic allocation work area for allocation calls. Pointer to original common tape system record area
for tape system update calls.

– UXPARM4
Pointer to modified common tape system record area for tape system update calls.

• R2 - R5
Not used.

• R6
Pointer to the dynamic allocation work area for allocation calls. Pointer to original common tape system record area for
tape system update calls.

• R7
Pointer to modified common tape system record area for tape system update calls.

• R8
Reserved.

• R9
Pointer to passed parm list.

• R10
Pointer to CA Copycat Utility Options area. Mapped by CTMCOPTS.

• R11
Not used.

• R12
Default program base register.

• R13
User exit save area or rent work area.

• R14
Return address or work register.

• R15
Return code or work register.

Function Codes

The CTCOPYUX call function codes are provided in the input parameter pointed to by UXPARM1. The function code
values are as follows:

• CODE = 0
Exit initialization call. This provides the exit with a call to obtain any additional program work areas (GETMAIN) and/or
open any user control or report files. DSECT mapping register 10 (CTMCOPTS) is the only valid work area during this
call.

• CODE = 4
FILECOPY: Update output data set copy volume. This exit call occurs when a data set is closed for the output
tape (ddname CO1nnnnn). DBRECORD is the original common tape system record area. It contains tape system
catalog information as it currently exists for the input tape (ddname CI1nnnnn). DCRECORD is the modified common
tape system record area. It contains tape system catalog information, with changes, for the output tape (ddname
CO1nnnnn). It is this record (DCRECORD) that the user exit may change to reflect values to be supplied to the tape
system for update processing. Information that is not normally transferred from the input (original) data set volume
record to the output data set volume can be updated on this call. For example, the user data cell (also known as the
job accounting data), field name DBUSRDTA, may be copied from the original to the modified area (DCUSRDTA).

• CODE = 8
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FILECOPY: Update duplex data set copy volume. This exit call occurs when a data set is closed for the duplex
output tape (ddname CO2nnnnn). DBRECORD is the original common tape system record area. It contains tape
system catalog information as it currently exists for the input tape (ddname CI1nnnnn). DCRECORD is the modified
common tape system record area. It contains tape system catalog information, with changes, for the duplex output
tape (ddname CO2nnnnn). It is this record (DCRECORD) that the user exit may change to reflect values to be supplied
to the tape system for update processing. Information that is not normally transferred from the input (original) data set
volume record to the output data set volume can be updated on this call. For example, the user data cell, field name
DBUSRDTA, may be copied from the original to the modified area (DCUSRDTA).

• CODE = 12
FILECOPY: Update input data set copy volume. This exit call occurs when the input dat set is closed for ddname
CI1nnnnn. DBRECORD is the original common tape system record area. It contains tape system catalog information
as it currently exists for the input tape (ddname CI1nnnnn). DCRECORD is the modified common tape system record
area. It contains tape system catalog information, with changes, for the input tape (ddname CI1nnnnn). It is this record
(DCRECORD) that the user exit may change to reflect values to be supplied to the tape system for update processing.
Information that is not normally transferred from the original input data set volume record to the modified input data set
volume can be updated on this call.

NOTE
This call is made only if the input control statement contains an input disposition change. (For example:
INDISP=, RETPD=, or EXPDT= was specified.)

• CODE = 16
TAPECOPY: Update output data set copy volume. This exit call occurs when the output volume (ddname CO1nnnnn)
is closed. DBRECORD is the original common tape system record area. It contains tape system catalog information
as it currently exists for the input tape (ddname CI1nnnnn). DCRECORD is the modified common tape system record
area. It contains tape system catalog information, with changes, for the output tape (ddname CO1nnnnn). It is this
record (DCRECORD) that the user exit may change to reflect values to be supplied to the tape system for update
processing. Information that is not normally transferred from the input (original) data set volume record to the output
data set volume can be updated on this call.

• CODE = 20
Exit termination call. This provides the exit with a call to free any additional program work areas (FREEMAIN) and
close any user control or report files that were obtained at user exit initialization.

• CODE = 24
FILECOPY and TAPECOPY: Input allocation. This exit call occurs when the input data set is about to be allocated for
ddname CI1nnnnn. ALOCAREA is the dynamic allocation work area. It contains allocation information as it currently
exists for the input tape (ddname CI1nnnnn). It is this area (ALOCAREA) that the user exit may change to alter the
allocation. The user may change the file name and volume serial number if desired.

• CODE = 28
FILECOPY and TAPECOPY: Primary output allocation. This exit call occurs when the output data set is about to be
allocated for ddname CO1nnnnn. ALOCAREA is the dynamic allocation work area. It contains allocation information as
it currently exists for the output tape (ddname CO1nnnnn). It is this area (ALOCAREA) that the user exit may change
to alter the allocation. The user may change the file name and volume serial number if desired.

• CODE = 32
FILECOPY: Duplex output allocation. This exit call occurs when the output data set is about to be allocated for ddname
CO2nnnnn. ALOCAREA is the dynamic allocation work area. It contains allocation information as it currently exists for
the output tape (ddname CO2nnnnn). It is this area (ALOCAREA) that the user exit may change to alter the allocation.
The user may change the file name and volume serial number if desired.

Program Work Areas

The CTCOPYUX user exit source example, supplied in the CAI.CTAPSRC data set, contains three program work area
DSECTs. Other than selected fields of the modified common tape data area and the dynamic allocation work area, no
other data fields should be altered. Any changes to these program work areas could cause a program failure and are
therefore to be used as a data reference only.
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• OPTDSECT
This is the CA Copycat Utility options data area. Pointed to by register 10 for all calls. This work area is used by all
CA Copycat Utility programs. It contains all the program option switches set when the SYSIN control statements were
processed and allows the user exit to see what CA Copycat Utility options are in effect. It is for reference only, and
must not be modified by the user exit.

• DxRECORD
This is the common tape data area. Pointed to by registers 6 and 7 for calls when the function code is 4, 8, 12, or 16.
The DBRECORD (original) and DCRECORD (modified) areas are identical in format.

• ALOCAREA
This is the dynamic allocation work area. Pointed to by register 6 for calls when the function code is 24, 28, or 32.

User Exit Return Codes

The user exit cannot decide whether an update is to take place for a data set or volume record. This is done by CA
Copycat Utility based on the input control statements and the data set volumes copied. However a provision was made to
allow the user exit to display (SNAP DUMP) the program work areas made available at exit call to assist in debugging.

To activate user exit work area display, supply the input control statement DEBUG=(UXA). All SNAP DUMPS are written
to DD SYSUSNAP which must be provided in the JCL.

Specifications

NOT AUTHORIZED

• EXECUTABLE
• AMODE 31
• RMODE ANY

This exit is activated by specifying YES for the USEREXIT parameter.

DSECT Listings
This section provides listings using the following macros:

OPTDSECT Listing, Using CTMCOPTS Macro

OPTDSECT DSECT, Using CTMCOPTS Macro - Maps Copycat Utility Options (1 of 4)

CTMCOPTS D S E C T  -  C T M C O P T S                                                                       

  Page    3

  Active Usings: None

  Loc  Object Code    Addr1 Addr2  Stmt   Source Statement                                  HLASM R4.0 

 2004/01/16 16.25

000000                00000 00000     2 CTMCOPTS CSECT ,

                                      3 *

                                      4          CTMCOPTS DSECT=YES

                                      5+*---------------------------------------------------------------------

*

                                      6+**                  C O P Y C A T   O P T I O N S                   

 **
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                                      7+*---------------------------------------------------------------------

*

000000                00000 000F4     9+         DSECT                                                       

   01-CTMCO

000000                               10+CCOPTST  DS    0X                 START OF OPTIONS                   

   01-CTMCO

                                     11+*

000000 00                            12+CC@NCTN  DC    XL1'00'            COPYCAT FUNCTION                   

   01-CTMCO

                      00080          13+CC@NCTAP EQU   X'80'              - TAPECOPY                         

   01-CTMCO

                      00040          14+CC@NCFIL EQU   X'40'              - FILECOPY                         

   01-CTMCO

                      00020          15+CC@NCMAP EQU   X'20'              - TAPEMAP                          

   01-CTMCO

                                     16+*                                 CTCTEXT FUNCTION:

                      00008          17+CC@NCCMP EQU   X'08'              - COMPARE                          

   01-CTMCO

                      00004          18+CC@NCLST EQU   X'04'              - PRINT                            

   01-CTMCO

                      00002          19+CC@NCINS EQU   X'02'              - INSTALL                          

   01-CTMCO

                                     20+*

000001 00                            21+CC@COMP  DC    XL1'00'            COMP=                              

   01-CTMCO

                      00080          22+CC@COYES EQU   X'80'              - YES                              

   01-CTMCO

                      00040          23+CC@CONO  EQU   X'40'              - NO                               

   01-CTMCO

                                     24+*

000002 00                            25+CC@COMP2 DC    XL1'00'            COMP2=                             

   01-CTMCO

                                     26+*C@COYES EQU   X'80'              - YES

                                     27+*C@CONO  EQU   X'40'              - NO

                                     28+*

000003 4040404040404040              29+CCNTLDSN DC    CL44' '            CTLFILE=                           

   01-CTMCO

                                     30+*

00002F 00                            31+CCOLDSN  DC    XL1'00'            DSN= (COLUMN NUMBER)               

   01-CTMCO

                                     32+*

000030 00                            33+CC@DUPLX DC    XL1'00'            DUPLEX=                            

   01-CTMCO

                      00080          34+CC@DUYES EQU   X'80'              - YES                              

   01-CTMCO

                      00040          35+CC@DUNO  EQU   X'40'              - NO                               

   01-CTMCO

                                     36+*

000031 00                            37+CC@ERASE DC    XL1'00'            ERASE=                             

   01-CTMCO

                      00080          38+CC@ERYES EQU   X'80'              - YES                              

   01-CTMCO
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                      00040          39+CC@ERNO  EQU   X'40'              - NO                               

   01-CTMCO

                                     40+*

000032 00                            41+CC@FILE  DC    XL1'00'            FILES=                             

   01-CTMCO

                      00080          42+CC@FISPC EQU   X'80'              - SPECIFIC                         

   01-CTMCO

                      00040          43+CC@FIALL EQU   X'40'              - ALL                              

   01-CTMCO

                      00020          44+CC@FIACT EQU   X'20'              - ACTIVE                           

   01-CTMCO

                                     45+*

000033 00                            46+CCFLSEQB DC    XL1'00'            FILESEQB= (BB)                     

   01-CTMCO

                                     47+*

000034 00                            48+CCFLSEQC DC    XL1'00'            FILESEQC= (CCCC)                   

   01-CTMCO

                                     49+*

000035 00                            50+CC@HMAP  DC    XL1'00'            HEXMAP=                            

   01-CTMCO

                      00080          51+CC@HMYES EQU   X'80'              - YES                              

   01-CTMCO

                      00040          52+CC@HMNO  EQU   X'40'              - NO                               

   01-CTMCO

                                     53+*

000036 00                            54+CC@INDSP DC    XL1'00'            INDISP=                            

   01-CTMCO

                      00080          55+CC@INEXP EQU   X'80'              - EXPDT=XXXXXXXXXX                 

   01-CTMCO

                      00040          56+CC@INRET EQU   X'40'              - RETPD=NNNN                       

   01-CTMCO

OPTDSECT DSECT, Using CTMCOPTS Macro - Maps Copycat Utility Options (2 of 4):

CTMCOPTS D S E C T  -  C T M C O P T S                                                                       

  Page    4

  Active Usings: None

D-Loc  Object Code    Addr1 Addr2  Stmt   Source Statement                                  HLASM R4.0 
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                      00020          57+CC@INSAM EQU   X'20'              - SAME                             

   01-CTMCO

                                     58+*

000037 4040404040404040              59+CC@INUNI DC    CL8' '             INUNIT= (XXXXXXXX)                 

   01-CTMCO

                                     60+*

00003F 00                            61+CC@LIST  DC    XL1'00'            LIST=                              

   01-CTMCO

                      00080          62+CC@LIYES EQU   X'80'              - YES                              

   01-CTMCO

                      00040          63+CC@LINO  EQU   X'40'              - NO                               

   01-CTMCO
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                                     64+*

000040 00                            65+CCMAXERR DC    XL1'00'            MAXERR=NN  (RESERVED)              

   01-CTMCO

                                     66+*

000041 00                            67+CC@MERGE DC    XL1'00'            MERGE=                             

   01-CTMCO

                      00080          68+CCNOMERG EQU   X'80'              - NOMERGE OR MERGE=NO SPECIFIED    

   01-CTMCO

                      00040          69+CCNEWSET EQU   X'40'              - THIS IS NEW VOLUME SET           

   01-CTMCO

                      00020          70+CCMERGOK EQU   X'20'              - PROCESSED SET SUCCESSFULLY       

   01-CTMCO

                      00010          71+CCMERGEY EQU   X'10'              - MERGE=YES OPTION SPECIFIED       

   01-CTMCO

                      00008          72+CCMERGEU EQU   X'08'              - UNSTACK operation          @UNSTCK

  01-CTMCO

                                     73+*

000042 00                            74+CC@NWDSN DC    XL1'00'            NEWDSN= (COLUMN NUMBER)  (RESERVED)

   01-CTMCO

                                     75+*

000043 00                            76+CC@N2DSN DC    XL1'00'            NEWDSN2= (COLUMN NUMBER) (RESERVED)

   01-CTMCO

                                     77+*

000044 00                            78+CC@OTDSP DC    XL1'00'            OUTDISP=                           

   01-CTMCO

                      00080          79+CC@OTEXP EQU   X'80'              - EXPDT=XXXXXXXXXX                 

   01-CTMCO

                      00040          80+CC@OTRET EQU   X'40'              - RETPD=NNNN                       

   01-CTMCO

                      00020          81+CC@OTSAM EQU   X'20'              - SAME                             

   01-CTMCO

                                     82+*

000045 00                            83+CC@O2DSP DC    XL1'00'            OUTDISP2=                          

   01-CTMCO

                      00080          84+CC@O2EXP EQU   X'80'              - EXPDT=XXXXXXXXXX                 

   01-CTMCO

                      00040          85+CC@O2RET EQU   X'40'              - RETPD=NNNN                       

   01-CTMCO

                      00020          86+CC@O2SAM EQU   X'20'              - SAME                             

   01-CTMCO

                                     87+*

000046 404040404040                  88+CC@OTSER DC    CL6' '             OUTSER=XXXXXX                      

   01-CTMCO

                                     89+*

00004C 404040404040                  90+CC@OTSE2 DC    CL6' '             OUTSER2=XXXXXX                     

   01-CTMCO

                                     91+*

000052 4040404040404040              92+CC@OTUNI DC    CL8' '             OUTUNIT=XXXXXXXX                   

   01-CTMCO

                                     93+*

00005A 4040404040404040              94+CC@OTUN2 DC    CL8' '             OUTUNIT2=XXXXXXXX                  

   01-CTMCO

                                     95+*
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000062 00                            96+CC@VOLOT DC    XL1'00'            OUTVOL=                            

   01-CTMCO

                      00080          97+CC@VOSCR EQU   X'80'              - SCRATCH                          

   01-CTMCO

                      00040          98+CC@VOSAM EQU   X'40'              - SAME                             

   01-CTMCO

                                     99+*

000063 4040404040404040             100+CCPREFIX DC    CL8' '             PREFIX=                            

   01-CTMCO

                                    101+*

00006B 4040404040404040             102+CCPR2FIX DC    CL8' '             PREFIX2=                           

   01-CTMCO

                                    103+*

000073 00                           104+CC@RECAT DC    XL1'00'            RECATALOG=                         

   01-CTMCO

                      00080         105+CC@RECAL EQU   X'80'              - ALL                              

   01-CTMCO

                      00040         106+CC@RENON EQU   X'40'              - NONE                             

   01-CTMCO

                      00020         107+CC@REPRV EQU   X'20'              - PREV                             

   01-CTMCO

                                    108+*

000074 00                           109+CC@SVINF DC    XL1'00'            SAVEINFO=                          

   01-CTMCO

                      00080         110+CC@SVYES EQU   X'80'              - YES                              

   01-CTMCO

                      00040         111+CC@SVNO  EQU   X'40'              - NO                               

   01-CTMCO

OPTDSECT DSECT, Using CTMCOPTS Macro - Maps Copycat Utility Options (3 of 4)
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                                    112+*

000075 00                           113+CC@SORT  DC    XL1'00'            SORT=                              

   01-CTMCO

                      00080         114+CC@SRYES EQU   X'80'              - YES                              

   01-CTMCO

                      00040         115+CC@SRNO  EQU   X'40'              - NO                               

   01-CTMCO

                                    116+*

000076 00                           117+CC@SYS   DC    XL1'00'            TAPE SYSTEM                        

   01-CTMCO

                      00080         118+CC@CA1   EQU   X'80'              - CA 1                             

   01-CTMCO

                      00040         119+CC@TLMS  EQU   X'40'              - TLMS                             

   01-CTMCO

                                    120+*
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000077 00                           121+CCTEST   DC    XL1'00'            "TEST" OPTION FROM EXEC PARM       

   01-CTMCO

                      00080         122+CC@TEST  EQU   X'80'              - TEST ACTIVE                      

   01-CTMCO

                                    123+*

000078 00                           124+CC@USREX DC    XL1'00'            USEREXIT=                          

   01-CTMCO

                      00080         125+CC@USYES EQU   X'80'              - YES                              

   01-CTMCO

                      00040         126+CC@USNO  EQU   X'40'              - NO                               

   01-CTMCO

                                    127+*

000079 00                           128+CCOLVSN  DC    XL1'00'            VOL= (COLUMN NUMBER)               

   01-CTMCO

                                    129+*

                                    130+**   DATE AREAS

                                    131+*

00007A 0000000C                     132+CCDATCUR DC    PL4'0'             TODAY'S DATE                       

   01-CTMCO

00007E 0000000C                     133+CCTIMCUR DC    PL4'0'             TODAY'S TIME                       

   01-CTMCO

                                    134+*

000082 4040404040404040             135+CCOTXPDT DC    CL10' '            OUTDISP EXPDT                      

   01-CTMCO

00008C 40404040                     136+CCOTRTPD DC    CL4' '             OUTDISP RETPD                      

   01-CTMCO

000090 0000000C                     137+CCOTDATE DC    PL4'0'             OUTDISP CONVERTED DATE             

   01-CTMCO

                                    138+*

000094 4040404040404040             139+CCO2XPDT DC    CL10' '            OUTDISP2 EXPDT                     

   01-CTMCO

00009E 40404040                     140+CCO2RTPD DC    CL4' '             OUTDISP2 RETPD                     

   01-CTMCO

0000A2 0000000C                     141+CCO2DATE DC    PL4'0'             OUTDISP2 CONVERTED DATE            

   01-CTMCO

                                    142+*

0000A6 4040404040404040             143+CCINXPDT DC    CL10' '            INDISP EXPDT                       

   01-CTMCO

0000B0 40404040                     144+CCINRTPD DC    CL4' '             INDISP RETPD                       

   01-CTMCO

0000B4 0000000C                     145+CCINDATE DC    PL4'0'             INDISP CONVERTED DATE              

   01-CTMCO

                                    146+*

                                    147+***      End of Date Areas

                                    148+*

                      000B8         149+CCOPTEND1 EQU  *                  END OF OPTIONS RELEASE 11          

   01-CTMCO

                                    150+*

0000B8 4040404040404040             151+CCWAITTM DC    CL8' '             WAITTIME=              1.1 SP3 @WAIT

  01-CTMCO

                                    152+*

0000C0 270F                         153+CCMAXFIL DC    H'9999'            MAXFILES=               1.1 SP3 @65K

  01-CTMCO
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                                    154+*

0000C2 00                           155+CC@RECAT2 DC   XL1'00'            RECATALOG2=          1.1 SP3 @DUPENH

  01-CTMCO

                                    156+*CC@RECAL EQU  X'80'              - ALL                1.1 SP3 @DUPENH

                                    157+*CC@RENON EQU  X'40'              - NONE               1.1 SP3 @DUPENH

                                    158+*CC@REPRV EQU  X'20'              - PREV               1.1 SP3 @DUPENH

                                    159+*

0000C3 00                           160+CC@FORN  DC    XL1'00'            FOREIGN=            1.1 SP3 @FOREIGN

  01-CTMCO

                      00080         161+CC@FNYES EQU   X'80'              - YES               1.1 SP3 @FOREIGN

  01-CTMCO

                      00040         162+CC@FNNO  EQU   X'40'              - NO                1.1 SP3 @FOREIGN

  01-CTMCO

                                    163+*

0000C4 4040404040404040             164+CCNTLDSN2 DC   CL44' '            CTLFILE2=            1.1 SP3 @DUPENH

  01-CTMCO

                                    165+*

0000F0 00                           166+CCFLSEQD DC    XL1'00'            FILESEQD=               1.1 SP3 @65K

  01-CTMCO

OPTDSECT DSECT, Using CTMCOPTS Macro - Maps Copycat Utility Options (4 of 4)
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                                    167+*

0000F1 404040                       168+CCLANG   DC    CL3' '             LANG=                  1.1 SP3 @LANG

  01-CTMCO

                                    169+*

                      000F4         170+CCOPTEND EQU   *                  END OF OPTIONS                     

   01-CTMCO

                      000F4         171+CCOPTLEN EQU   CCOPTEND-CCOPTST   LENGTH OF OPTIONS                  

   01-CTMCO

DBRECORD Listing, Using CTMCDREC Macro

DBRECORD DSECT, Using CTMCDREC Macro- Common Tape Data Area (1 of 4)

CTMCDREC D S E C T  -  D B R E C O R D                                                                       

  Page    3

  Active Usings: None

  Loc  Object Code    Addr1 Addr2  Stmt   Source Statement                                  HLASM R4.0 

 2004/01/16 16.25

000000                00000 00000     2 CTMCDREC CSECT ,

                                      3 *

                                      4          CTMCDREC PREFIX=DB,DSECT=YES
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                                      5+*H--------------------------------------------------------------------

*

                                      6+*                                                                    

 *

                                      7+*  Filename   : C T M C D R E C                                      

 *

                                      8+*                                                                    

 *

                                      9+*                                                                    

 *

                                     10+*  Description: Macro/Header file to define the Common Tape          

 *

                                     11+*               data base record.                                    

 *

                                     12+*                                                                    

 *

                                     13+*  Usage      : Assembler - CTMCDREC ...                             

 *

                                     14+*                                                                    

 *

                                     15+*H--------------------------------------------------------------------

*

                                     16+*

                                    

 17+***********************************************************************

                                     18+*                                                                    

 *

                                     19+*       CA 1 / TLMS  -  DATA     BASE RECORD DESCRIPTION             

     *

                                     20+*                                                                    

 *

                                    

 21+***********************************************************************

                                     22+*

000000                00000 00200    23+DBRECORD DSECT                                                       

   01-CTMCD

                                     24+*

                                     25+*    COMMON AREA

                                     26+*

000000 FF                            27+DBFORMAT DC    XL1'FF'            FORMAT INDICATOR                   

   01-CTMCD

000001 40                            28+DBRECTYP DC    CL1' '             RECORD TYPE                        

   01-CTMCD

000002 4040                          29+DBPROD   DC    CL2' '             PRODUCT CODE                 

 TC29173 01-CTMCD

000004 4040                          30+DBREL    DC    CL2' '             PRODUCT RELEASE              

 TC29173 01-CTMCD

000006 404040404040                  31+DBVOLSER DC    CL6' '             VOLUME SERIAL NUMBER               

   01-CTMCD

00000C 0000                          32+DBVOLSEQ DC    H'0'               VOLUME SEQUENCE                    

   01-CTMCD

00000E 404040404040                  33+DBBASVOL DC    CL6' '             FIRST VOLUME (BASE VOLUME)         

   01-CTMCD
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000014 0000                          34+DBFILSEQ DC    H'0'               FILE SEQUENCE NUMBER               

   01-CTMCD

000016 0000                          35+DBFILCNT DC    H'0'               FILE COUNT                         

   01-CTMCD

000018 0000000C                      36+DBEXPDT  DC    PL4'0'             EXPIRATION DATE                    

   01-CTMCD

00001C 4040404040404040              37+DBDSN    DC    CL44' '            DATA SET NAME                      

   01-CTMCD

000048 40404040                      38+DBRECFM  DC    CL4' '             RECORD FORMAT                      

   01-CTMCD

00004C 00000000                      39+DBLRECL  DC    F'0'               LOGICAL RECORD LENGTH              

   01-CTMCD

000050 00000000                      40+DBBLKSIZ DC    F'0'               BLOCK SIZE                         

   01-CTMCD

000054 00000000                      41+DBBLKCNT DC    F'0'               BLOCK COUNT                        

   01-CTMCD

000058 0000000C                      42+DBCDATE  DC    PL4'0'             CREATION DATE                      

   01-CTMCD

00005C 0000000C                      43+DBCTIME  DC    PL4'0'             CREATION TIME                      

   01-CTMCD

000060 4040404040404040              44+DBCJOB   DC    CL8' '             CREATION JOB                       

   01-CTMCD

000068 4040404040404040              45+DBCSTEP  DC    CL8' '             CREATION STEP                      

   01-CTMCD

000070 4040404040404040              46+DBCDDNME DC    CL8' '             CREATION DDNAME                    

   01-CTMCD

000078 40404040                      47+DBCUNIT  DC    CL4' '             CREATION UNIT                      

   01-CTMCD

00007C 40                            48+DBCLSIND DC    CL1' '             CLOSE INDICATOR                    

   01-CTMCD

00007D 0000000C                      49+DBLDATE  DC    PL4'0'             LAST USE DATE                      

   01-CTMCD

000081 0000000C                      50+DBLTIME  DC    PL4'0'             LAST USE TIME                      

   01-CTMCD

000085 4040404040404040              51+DBLJOB   DC    CL8' '             LAST USE JOBNAME                   

   01-CTMCD

00008D 40404040                      52+DBLUNIT  DC    CL4' '             LAST USE UNIT ADDRESS              

   01-CTMCD

000091 D5                            53+DBCPYCAT DC    CL1'N'             COPYCAT CREATED TAPE               

   01-CTMCD

000092 40404040                      54+DBDEN    DC    CL4' '             DENSITY                            

   01-CTMCD

000096 404040                        55+DBLABTYP DC    CL3' '             LABEL TYPE                         

   01-CTMCD

000099 D5                            56+DBSCRIND DC    CL1'N'             SCRATCH INDICATOR                  

   01-CTMCD

DBRECORD DSECT, Using CTMCDREC Macro- Common Tape Data Area (2 of 4)

CTMCDREC D S E C T  -  D B R E C O R D                                                                       
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00009A 40404040                      57+DBTRTCH  DC    CL4' '             RECORDING TECHNIQUE                

   01-CTMCD

00009E 0000                          58+DBUSECLN DC    H'0'               USES CLEANED                       

   01-CTMCD

0000A0 0000                          59+DBTMSCLN DC    H'0'               TIMES CLEANED                      

   01-CTMCD

0000A2 0000000C                      60+DBDTECLN DC    PL4'0'             DATE CLEANED                       

   01-CTMCD

0000A6 0000000C                      61+DBINTDTE DC    PL4'0'             INITIAL DATE                       

   01-CTMCD

0000AA 0000                          62+DBUSETOT DC    H'0'               TOTAL USES                         

   01-CTMCD

0000AC 0000000C                      63+DBDTEMOV DC    PL4'0'             DATE MOVED                         

   01-CTMCD

0000B0 40404040                      64+DBOUTLOC DC    CL4' '             OUT LOCATION CODE                  

   01-CTMCD

0000B4 D5                            65+DBINUSE  DC    CL1'N'             IS THE VOLUME IN-USE         

 TC29173 01-CTMCD

0000B5 D5                            66+DBNOSTAK DC    CL1'N'             IS THE VOLUME NOT STACKABLE  

 TC29173 01-CTMCD

0000B6 D5                            67+DBSTACK  DC    CL1'N'             FILES DYNAMICALLY STACKED    

 TC29173 01-CTMCD

0000B7 00                            68+DBVPERC  DC    XL1'00'            PERCENT OF VOLUME IN USE     

 TC29400 01-CTMCD

0000B8 00                            69+DBFPERC  DC    XL1'00'            PERCENT OF VOL USED BY FILE  

 TC29400 01-CTMCD

0000B9 00                            70+DBCOMPRS DC    XL1'00'            COMPRESSION RATE             

 TC29400 01-CTMCD

0000BA 0000                          71+DBTRDCLN DC    H'0'               TEMP READ CLEAN                    

   01-CTMCD

0000BC 0000                          72+DBTWTCLN DC    H'0'               TEMP WRITE CLEAN                   

   01-CTMCD

0000BE 0000                          73+DBPRDCLN DC    H'0'               PERM READ CLEAN                    

   01-CTMCD

0000C0 0000                          74+DBPWTCLN DC    H'0'               PERM WRITE CLEAN                   

   01-CTMCD

0000C2 0000                          75+DBTRDINT DC    H'0'               TEMP READ INIT                     

   01-CTMCD

0000C4 0000                          76+DBTWTINT DC    H'0'               TEMP WRITE INIT                    

   01-CTMCD

0000C6 0000                          77+DBPRDINT DC    H'0'               PERM READ INIT                     

   01-CTMCD

0000C8 0000                          78+DBPWTINT DC    H'0'               PERM WRITE INIT                    

   01-CTMCD

0000CA 4040404040404040              79+DBVENDOR DC    CL8' '             VENDOR                             

   01-CTMCD

0000D2 40404040                      80+DBSRVIND DC    CL4' '             OUT OF SERVICE INDICATOR     

 TC29400 01-CTMCD

                      000D2 00004    81+DBOUTSRV EQU   DBSRVIND,L'DBSRVIND      (OLD NAME)             

 TC29400 01-CTMCD
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0000D6 40404040                      82+DBCPUID  DC    CL4' '             CPUID                              

   01-CTMCD

0000DA 4040404040404040              83+DBVOLOWN DC    CL8' '             VOLUME OWNER (EDM ID)              

   01-CTMCD

0000E2 4040404040404040              84+DBUSRDTA DC    CL60' '            USER DATA                          

   01-CTMCD

00011E 0000                          85+DBVOLCNT DC    H'0'               VOLUME COUNT                       

   01-CTMCD

000120 4040404040404040              86+DBCPGM   DC    CL8' '             CREATING PROGRAM                   

   01-CTMCD

000128 4040404040404040              87+DBLPGM   DC    CL8' '             LAST USED PROGRAM                  

   01-CTMCD

000130 4040404040404040              88+DBROBTY  DC    CL8' '             ROBOT DEVICE TYPE                  

   01-CTMCD

000138 404040                        89+DBROBID  DC    CL3' '             ROBOT DEVICE NUMBER                

   01-CTMCD

00013B 404040404040                  90+DBACTVOL DC    CL6' '             ACTUAL VOLSER OF TAPE        

 CL052B0 01-CTMCD

000141 40                            91+DBACTUAL DC    CL1' '             ACTUAL VOLSER IN USE INDICATR

 CL052B0 01-CTMCD

000142 4040404040404040              92+DBSMSMC  DC    CL8' '             SMS MANAGEMENT CLASS         

 CL052B0 01-CTMCD

00014A 40                            93+DBAGENT  DC    CL1' '             TAPE AGENT                   

 TC29400 01-CTMCD

00014B D5                            94+DBVDEGAU DC    CL1'N'             VOLUME HAS BEEN DEGAUSSED    

 CL052B0 01-CTMCD

00014C D5                            95+DBFISCAT DC    CL1'N'             FILE IS ON OS CATALOG        

 CL052B0 01-CTMCD

00014D D5                            96+DBVSR    DC    CL1'N'             TAPE VAULTED DUE TO SPEC REQ 

 CL052B0 01-CTMCD

00014E D5                            97+DBNRS    DC    CL1'N'             TAPE IS NON-RESIDENT         

 CL052B0 01-CTMCD

00014F 40404040404040                98+DBOUTSLT DC    CL7' '             OUT SLOT                     

 TC29173 01-CTMCD

000156 4040404040404040              99+DBRESVA1 DC    CL14' '            RESERVED                     

 TC29173 01-CTMCD

                                    100+*

                                    101+*     TLMS SPECIFIC AREA

                                    102+*

000164 4040404040404040             103+DBRESVD2 DC    CL74' '            RESERVED                     TC29400

  01-CTMCD

0001AE                              104+DBOUTCOD DS    CL4' '             OUT-OF-SERVICE CODES         TC29400

  01-CTMCD

0001B2 0000000C                     105+DBOUTDAT DC    PL4'0'             OUT-OF-SERVICE DATE          TC29400

  01-CTMCD

0001B6 0000                         106+DBACTFIL DC    H'0'               ACTIVE FILES                       

   01-CTMCD

0001B8 0000                         107+DBTAPLEN DC    H'0'               TAPE LENGTH                        

   01-CTMCD

0001BA 4040                         108+DBTAPTYP DC    CL2' '             TAPE TYPE                          

   01-CTMCD

0001BC 0000                         109+DBUSECRT DC    H'0'               USES CERTIFY                       

   01-CTMCD
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0001BE 0000                         110+DBTIMCRT DC    H'0'               TIMES CERTIFY                      

   01-CTMCD

0001C0 0000000C                     111+DBDATCRT DC    PL4'0'             DATE CERTIFIED                     

   01-CTMCD

DBRECORD DSECT, Using CTMCDREC Macro- Common Tape Data Area (3 of 4)

CTMCDREC D S E C T  -  D B R E C O R D                                                                       

  Page    5

  Active Usings: None

D-Loc  Object Code    Addr1 Addr2  Stmt   Source Statement                                  HLASM R4.0 

 2004/01/16 16.25

0001C4 0000                         112+DBCDSSEQ DC    H'0'               CDS FILE SEQUENCE                  

   01-CTMCD

0001C6 0000000C                     113+DBDATSCR DC    PL4'0'             DATE SCRATCHED                     

   01-CTMCD

0001CA 4040404040404040             114+DBRTNDAT DC    CL32' '            RETENTION DATA                     

   01-CTMCD

0001EA 0000000C                     115+DBDKPDTE DC    PL4'0'             DATA SET KEEP DATE                 

   01-CTMCD

0001EE 4040404040404040             116+DBUSRID  DC    CL8' '             USER ID (TRANSACTONS)        

 TC29400 01-CTMCD

                      001EE 00008   117+DBUNUS1  EQU   DBUSRID,L'DBUSRID                               

 TC29400 01-CTMCD

0001F6 0000000C                     118+DBVKPDTE DC    PL4'0'             VOLUME KEEP DATE                   

   01-CTMCD

0001FA 0000000C                     119+DBVEXDTE DC    PL4'0'             VOLUME EXPIRATION DATE             

   01-CTMCD

0001FE 40                           120+DBSCRSOR DC    CL1' '             SCRATCH SOURCE                     

   01-CTMCD

0001FF 40                           121+DBFLG006 DC    CL1' '             SPARE TLMS FLAG                    

   01-CTMCD

                                    122+*

                                    123+*     CA 1 SPECIFIC AREA

                                    124+*

000200                00200 00164   125+         ORG   DBRESVD2                                              

   01-CTMCD

000164 4040404040404040             126+DBRESVD3 DC    CL24' '            RESERVED                           

   01-CTMCD

00017C 40                           127+DBSCRFLG DC    CL1' '             SCRATCH FLAG                       

   01-CTMCD

00017D 40                           128+DBTMPIND DC    CL1' '             TEMPORARY DATA SET INDICATOR       

   01-CTMCD

00017E 404040404040                 129+DBPREVOL DC    CL6' '             PREVIOUS VOLUME                    

   01-CTMCD

000184 404040404040                 130+DBNXTVOL DC    CL6' '             NEXT VOLUME                        

   01-CTMCD

00018A 404040404040                 131+DBFSTVOL DC    CL6' '             FIRST VOLUME                       

   01-CTMCD

000190 00000000                     132+DBFSTDSN DC    F'0'               FIRST DSNB                         

   01-CTMCD
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000194 00000000                     133+DBLSTDSN DC    F'0'               LAST DSNB                          

   01-CTMCD

000198 00000000                     134+DBCURDSN DC    F'0'               CURRENT DSNB                       

   01-CTMCD

00019C 00000000                     135+DBPRVDSN DC    F'0'               PREVIOUS DSNB                      

   01-CTMCD

0001A0 00000000                     136+DBNXTDSN DC    F'0'               NEXT DSNB                          

   01-CTMCD

0001A4 4040404040404040             137+DBHD1DSN DC    CL17' '            DSN17                              

   01-CTMCD

0001B5 4040                         138+DBUNUS2  DC    CL2' '             ========> UNUSED             

 TC29400 01-CTMCD

0001B7 00                           139+DBCATCNT DC    XL1'00'            CATALOG COUNT                

 TC29400 01-CTMCD

0001B8 40                           140+DBRDSOVR DC    CL1' '             RDS OVERRIDE INDICATOR             

   01-CTMCD

0001B9 40                           141+DBDELIND DC    CL1' '             DELETE INDICATOR                   

   01-CTMCD

0001BA 40                           142+DBCLNIND DC    CL1' '             CLEAN INDICATOR                    

   01-CTMCD

0001BB 40                           143+DBUSRIND DC    CL1' '             UPDATED USER INDICATOR             

   01-CTMCD

0001BC 40                           144+DBINTCIN DC    CL1' '             INTERNAL CHANGE INDICATOR          

   01-CTMCD

0001BD 40                           145+DBXBYJUL DC    CL1' '             EXPIRED BY JULIAN                  

   01-CTMCD

0001BE 40                           146+DBXBYLDT DC    CL1' '             EXPIRED BY LAST DATE               

   01-CTMCD

0001BF 40                           147+DBXBYCYC DC    CL1' '             EXPIRED BY CYCLE                   

   01-CTMCD

0001C0 40                           148+DBXBYCAT DC    CL1' '             EXPIRED BY CATALOG                 

   01-CTMCD

0001C1 40                           149+DBXBYSMS DC    CL1' '             EXPIRED BY SMS                     

   01-CTMCD

0001C2 40                           150+DBXBYTMS DC    CL1' '             EXPIRED BY TMS INTERFACE           

   01-CTMCD

0001C3 40                           151+DBRECIND DC    CL1' '             RECREATED INDICATOR                

   01-CTMCD

0001C4 40                           152+DBOOUTIN DC    CL1' '             OPENED FOR OUTPUT INDICATOR        

   01-CTMCD

0001C5 40                           153+DBRDCAT  DC    CL1' '             READ VIA CATALOG INDICATOR         

   01-CTMCD

0001C6 40                           154+DBDYNIND DC    CL1' '             DYNAM/T CONTROLLED INDICATOR       

   01-CTMCD

0001C7 40                           155+DBEDMIND DC    CL1' '             EDM CONTROLLED INDICATOR           

   01-CTMCD

0001C8 40                           156+DBBADIND DC    CL1' '             BAD TAPE INDICATOR                 

   01-CTMCD

0001C9 4040404040404040             157+DBLUPDAT DC    CL8' '             LAST UPDATE CAUSE                  

   01-CTMCD

0001D1 0000000C                     158+DBAUDDTE DC    PL4'0'             AUDIT DATE                         

   01-CTMCD
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0001D5 0000000C                     159+DBAUDTIM DC    PL4'0'             AUDIT TIME                         

   01-CTMCD

0001D9 4040404040404040             160+DBUSERID DC    CL8' '             USER ID                            

   01-CTMCD

0001E1 00                           161+DBAUCODE DC    X'00'              AUDIT CODE                         

   01-CTMCD

0001E2 404040                       162+DBRESVD4 DC    CL3' '             RESERVED                           

   01-CTMCD

0001E5 40                           163+DBDSNACT DC    CL1' '             ACTIVE DSNB INDICATOR              

   01-CTMCD

0001E6 404040                       164+DBAUBLK  DC    CL3' '             EXCEPTION CODES                    

   01-CTMCD

0001E9 00                           165+DBVFLAG1 DC    XL1'00'            VOLUME FLAG1                       

   01-CTMCD

0001EA 00                           166+DBVFLAG2 DC    XL1'00'            VOLUME FLAG2                       

   01-CTMCD

DBRECORD DSECT, Using CTMCDREC Macro- Common Tape Data Area (4 of 4)

CTMCDREC D S E C T  -  D B R E C O R D                                                                       

  Page    6

  Active Usings: None

D-Loc  Object Code    Addr1 Addr2  Stmt   Source Statement                                  HLASM R4.0 

 2004/01/16 16.25

0001EB 00                           167+DBVFLAG3 DC    XL1'00'            VOLUME FLAG3                       

   01-CTMCD

0001EC 00                           168+DBVFLAG4 DC    XL1'00'            VOLUME FLAG4                       

   01-CTMCD

0001ED 00                           169+DBVFLAG5 DC    XL1'00'            VOLUME FLAG5                       

   01-CTMCD

0001EE 00                           170+DBVFLAG6 DC    XL1'00'            VOLUME FLAG6                       

   01-CTMCD

0001EF 40                           171+DBRESVD5 DC    CL1' '             RESERVED                           

   01-CTMCD

0001F0 00                           172+DBDFLAG1 DC    XL1'00'            DSNB FLAG1                         

   01-CTMCD

0001F1 00                           173+DBDFLAG2 DC    XL1'00'            DSNB FLAG2                         

   01-CTMCD

0001F2 4040                         174+DBRESVD6 DC    CL2' '             RESERVED                           

   01-CTMCD

0001F4 40                           175+DBRELEVM DC    CL1' '             RELEASED BY EXTERNAL VAULT MGR     

   01-CTMCD

0001F5 40                           176+DBERASE  DC    CL1' '             DATA SET ERASE REQUIRED            

   01-CTMCD

0001F6 40                           177+DBDEFEXP DC    CL1' '             DEFAULT EXPDT USED AT OPEN         

   01-CTMCD

0001F7 40                           178+DBMULTIF DC    CL1' '             ADDITIONAL FILES EXIST ON TAPE     

   01-CTMCD

0001F8 4040404040404040             179+         DC    CL8' '             UNUSED                             

   01-CTMCD
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                      00200         180+DBENDCMN EQU   *                  END OF NORMAL AREA                 

   01-CTMCD

                                    181+*

                      00200         182+DBRECL   EQU   *-DBRECORD         RECORD LENGTH                      

   01-CTMCD

                                    183+*

                                    184 *

                                    185          END

ALOCAREA Listing, Using CTMCDYNA Macro

ALOCAREA DSECT, Using CTMCDYNA Macro - Maps Copycat Utility Allocation Area

ALOCAREA D S E C T  -  A L O C A R E A                                                                       

  Page    3

  Active Usings: None

  Loc  Object Code    Addr1 Addr2  Stmt   Source Statement                                  HLASM R4.0 

 2004/01/16 16.25

000000                00000 00000     2 AL0CAREA CSECT ,

                                      3 *

                                      4 ALOCAREA CTMCDYNA DSECT=YES,PREFIX=DY

000000                00000 00060     6+ALOCAREA DSECT                                                       

   01-CTMCD

000000 4040404040404040               7+DYDDDNM   DC    CL8' '             ddname                            

   01-CTMCD

000008 4040404040404040               8+DYDDSN    DC    CL44' '            data set name                     

   01-CTMCD

000034 4040404040404040               9+DYDUNIT   DC    CL8' '             unit name or address              

   01-CTMCD

00003C 00000000                      10+DYDVOLL   DC    A(0)               volser list ptr                   

   01-CTMCD

000040 00                            11+DYDRECF   DC    XL1'00'            recfm=                            

   01-CTMCD

                      00008          12+DYRS      EQU   X'08'              -     S (standard)                

   01-CTMCD

                      00010          13+DYRB      EQU   X'10'              -     B (blocked)                 

   01-CTMCD

                      00040          14+DYRV      EQU   X'40'              -     V (variable)                

   01-CTMCD

                      00080          15+DYRF      EQU   X'80'              -     F (fixed)                   

   01-CTMCD

                      000C0          16+DYRU      EQU   X'C0'              -     U (undefined)               

   01-CTMCD

000041 00                            17+DYDDISP   DC    XL1'00'            disp=                             

   01-CTMCD

                      00001          18+DYDOLD    EQU   X'01'              -    old                          

   01-CTMCD

                      00002          19+DYDMOD    EQU   X'02'              -    mod                          

   01-CTMCD
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                      00004          20+DYDNEW    EQU   X'04'              -    new                          

   01-CTMCD

                      00008          21+DYDSHR    EQU   X'08'              -    shr                          

   01-CTMCD

000042 0000                          22+DYLREC    DC    AL2(0)             record length                     

   01-CTMCD

000044 0000                          23+DYDBLKSZ  DC    AL2(0)             block size                        

   01-CTMCD

                                     24+*                                  If zero, use xxxLBLKSZ         @LBI

000046 0000                          25+DYDVLSQ   DC    AL2(0)             volume sequence                   

   01-CTMCD

000048 0000                          26+DYDFLSQ   DC    AL2(0)             file sequence                     

   01-CTMCD

00004A 00                            27+DYDVLCT   DC    AL1(0)             volume count                      

   01-CTMCD

00004B 00                            28+DYDLBLT   DC    XL1'00'            label type                        

   01-CTMCD

                      00001          29+DYLNL     EQU   X'01'              -    NL (no label)                

   01-CTMCD

                      00002          30+DYLSL     EQU   X'02'              -    SL (standard label)          

   01-CTMCD

                      00004          31+DYLNSL    EQU   X'04'              -    NSL (non-standard label)     

   01-CTMCD

                      0000A          32+DYLSUL    EQU   X'0A'              -    SUL (standard and user label)

   01-CTMCD

                      00010          33+DYLBLP    EQU   X'10'              -    BLP (bypass label processing)

   01-CTMCD

                      00040          34+DYLAL     EQU   X'40'              -    AL (ANSII label)             

   01-CTMCD

00004C 00                            35+DYDTRTCH  DC    XL1'00'            tape recording technique (trtch)  

   01-CTMCD

                      00004          36+DYTNCOMP  EQU   X'04'              -    non-compaction mode          

   01-CTMCD

                      00008          37+DYTCOMP   EQU   X'08'              -   ion mode                 01-

CTMCD

00004D 00                            38+DYDDEN    DC    XL1'00'            tape density                      

   01-CTMCD

00004E 00                            39+DYDUNTYP  DC    XL1'00'            unit type                         

   01-CTMCD

                      00080          40+DYDUGEN   EQU   X'80'              -    generic (named) device       

   01-CTMCD

                      00040          41+DYDUADR   EQU   X'40'              -    device unit address          

   01-CTMCD

00004F 00                            42+DYDDTYP   DC    XL1'00'            date type                         

   01-CTMCD

                      00080          43+DYDTEXP   EQU   X'80'              -    expdt=XXXXXXXXXX             

   01-CTMCD

                      00040          44+DYDTRET   EQU   X'40'              -    retpd=nnnn                   

   01-CTMCD

                      00020          45+DYDTSAM   EQU   X'20'              -    same                         

   01-CTMCD

000050 F0F0F0F0F0F0F0                46+DYDDATE   DC    CL7'0000000'       expiration date                   

   01-CTMCD
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000057 0000                          47+DYDRETP   DC    AL2(0)             retention period                  

   01-CTMCD

                                     48+*

000059 000000                          +

00005C 00000000                      49+DYLBLKSZ  DC    F'0'               Large block size               @LBI

  01-CTMCD

                      00060          50+DYBLEN   EQU   (((*-DYDDDNM+7)/8)*8)  length of dyna block           

   01-CTMCD

                                     51+*

                                     52 *

                                     53          END

CATALOGB - Backup the Alternate Log File
If the alternate log file is being used to log backup transactions, periodic backup of this file, using the CATALOGB
procedure should be scheduled. Since tape processing need not be quiesced to perform this procedure, it is
recommended that the alternate log file be backed up on a daily basis.

Process

Prepare the ++DUMP command as input to the CATALOGB procedure. Starting in position 1, the format of the command
is

++DUMP

Procedure JCL

The following procedure is used to back up the alternate log file.

//***************************************************************

//*             ****  PROCNAME=CATALOGB  ****                   *

//***************************************************************

//** PROCEDURE TO DUMP THE CA TLMS ALTERNATE LOG FILE TO BACKUP *

//***************************************************************

//*

//CATALOGB PROC A='*',

//             ALOG='CAI.TLMS.ALOG',

//             BKUPALOG='CAI.TLMS.BKUPALOG',

//             LOAD='CAI.CTAPLINK',

//             OPTS='CAI.CTAPOPTN(TLMSIPO)',

//             TAPE='TAPE'

//*

//BKUPALOG EXEC PGM=TLMSALOG

//*

//STEPLIB  DD  DSN=&LOAD.,DISP=SHR

//*

//TLMSOPTS DD  DSN=&OPTS.,DISP=SHR

//*

//CAIALOG  DD  DSN=&ALOG.,DISP=SHR

//*

//CAIBALOG DD  DSN=&BKUPALOG.,
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//             DISP=(NEW,CATLG,DELETE),

//             UNIT=&TAPE.

//*

//SYSPRINT DD  DCB=BLKSIZE=133,SYSOUT=&A.

//*

//SYSUDUMP DD  SYSOUT=&A.

//*

//SYSIN    DD  DUMMY

//*

//**************************************************************

Starter JCL

//ALOGBKUP  JOB

//ALOGBKUP  EXEC  CATALOGB

//SYSIN     DD    *

++DUMP

//

CATALOGB Output

This procedure produces the same report (TLMS055) for both the initialization and backup processes.

See System Activity Analysis (TLERPT19) for an example.

CATALOGI - Initialize the Alternate Log File
Use CATALOGI to initialize the Alternate Log file. Set the RECOVERY system option in CAI.CTAPOPTN, TLMSIPO to
ALTLOG (RECOVRY=ALTLOG). The BLOCKS field and the WARNING field are limited to six digits each.

Procedure JCL

//***********************************************************

//**        PROC TO INIT THE CA TLMS  ALTERNATE LOG FILE    *

//***********************************************************

//CATALOGI PROC A='*',

//             ALOG='CAI.TLMS.ALOG',

//             LOAD='CAI.CTAPLINK',

//             OPTS='CAI.CTAPOPTN(TLMSIPO)'

//*

//INITALOG EXEC PGM=TLMSALOG

//*

//STEPLIB  DD  DSN=&LOAD,DISP=SHR

//*

//SYSPRINT DD  DCB=BLKSIZE=133,SYSOUT=&A

//*

//TLMSOPTS DD  DSN=&OPTS,DISP=SHR

//*

//CAIALOG  DD  DSN=&ALOG,DISP=OLD

//*

//SYSUDUMP DD  SYSOUT=&A

//*
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//SYSIN    DD  DUMMY

//*

//************************************************************

Starter JCL

//ALOGINIT JOB

//ALOGINIT EXEC CATALOGI

//SYSIN DD *

++INIT         BLOCKS=2500,WARNING=2200

//

Output

CATALOGI produces the TLMS055 report showing the results of the Alternate Log file initialization.

YOUR TLMS NN.n COMPANY NAME                M A I N T E N A N C E  O F  A L T E R N A T E  L O G  F I L E     TLMS055  PAGE  1

CA TLMS NN.n yymmTLrrr                                                                             mm/dd/

yyyy  hh.mm.ss

 

                     CARD INPUT                                                                     ERROR MESSAGES

                     ----------                                                                     --------------

 

+

+INIT         BLOCKS=9500,WARNING=9000                                                             CARD ACCEPTED.

CATCSMF - Create Volume Master File from SMF Data
This procedure is used to create a VMF using SMF backup data as input. This procedure is used during first installs only.

Procedure JCL

//***********************************************************

//*            **** PROCNAME=CATCSMF ****                   *

//***********************************************************

//** PROCEDURE TO CREATE CURRENT CA TLMS VMF FROM SMF DATA  *

//***********************************************************

//** NOTE..THIS PROCEDURE IS FOR INSTALLATION PURPOSES ONLY.*

//***********************************************************

//CATCSMF PROC A='*',

// SPCSMF='(CYL,(10,10))',

// LOAD='CAI.CTAPLINK',

// OPTS='CAI.CTAPOPTN(TLMSIPO)',

// SMFIN='SYS1.MANX',

// SORTLIB='SYS1.SORTLIB',

// VMF='CAI.TLMS.VMF',

// WORK='SYSDA'

//*

//TLMSCSMF EXEC PGM=TLMSCSMF

//*

//STEPLIB DD DSN=&LOAD,DISP=SHR
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//*

//TLMSOPTS DD DSN=&OPTS,DISP=SHR

//*

//SORTLIB DD DSN=&SORTLIB,DISP=SHR

//*

//SYSPRINT DD DCB=BLKSIZE=133,SYSOUT=&A

//*

//SYSOUT DD SYSOUT=&A

//*

//CAIVMF DD DSN=&VMF,DISP=SHR

//*

//SMFINPUT DD DSN=&SMFIN,DISP=SHR

//*

//SORTWK01 DD UNIT=&WORK,SPACE=&SPCSMF

//*

//SYSUDUMP DD SYSOUT=&A

//*

Starter JCL

//CSMF     JOB

//SMF2VMF  EXEC CATCSMF

//

Output

CATCSMF produces a report (TLMSSMF) listing converted volumes not found in the VMF and their associated data set
names.

YOUR TLMS NN.n COMPANY NAME              TLMS    SMF CONVERSION UTILITY         TLMSSMF  PAGE 79 

CA TLMS NN.n  yymmTLrrr                         hh.mm.ss    

400002`UPDATE FAILED 92142/08.05.35 DSN=CAI.IE21.PIMLIB

409873 UPDATE FAILED 92142/08.05.39 DSN=ADMINHR.R30PROD.PAPR0502.G0522V00

409873 UPDATE FAILED 92142/08.14.47 DSN=ADMINHR.R30PROD.PAPR0502.G0522V00

447678 UPDATE FAILED 92142/08.15.10 DSN=SYSQA.AK048BKP.CAICICS

447678 UPDATE FAILED 92142/08.15.33 DSN=SYSQA.AK048BKP.CTAPLINK

447678 UPDATE FAILED 92142/08.15.36 DSN=SYSQA.AK048BKP.CAILPA

447678 UPDATE FAILED 92142/08.15.44 DSN=SYSQA.AK048BKP.CAIMAC

447678 UPDATE FAILED 92142/08.15.47 DSN=SYSQA.AK048BKP.CAIOPTN

447678 UPDATE FAILED 92142/08.15.50 DSN=SYSQA.AK048BKP.CTAPPROC

447678 UPDATE FAILED 92142/08.16.01 DSN=SYSQA.AK048BKP.CTAPSRC

447678 UPDATE FAILED 92142/08.16.43 DSN=SYSQA.AK048BKP.CK048LLD

447678 UPDATE FAILED 92142/08.17.13 DSN=SYSQA.AK048BKP.CK048MLD

447678 UPDATE FAILED 92142/08.17.27 DSN=SYSQA.AK048BKP.CK048PLD

429785 UPDATE FAILED 92142/08.17.43 DSN=SYS2.DB2PM.V120.EXAMPLES

409873 UPDATE FAILED 92142/08.17.43 DSN=ADMINHR.R30PROD.PAPR0502.G0522V00

447678 UPDATE FAILED 92142/08.17.48 DSN=SYSQA.AK048BKP.CK048SLD

447678 UPDATE FAILED 92142/08.17.51 DSN=SYSQA.AK048BKP.CPP10LLD

447678 UPDATE FAILED 92142/08.17.53 DSN=SYSQA.AK048BKP.SMPMTS

447678 UPDATE FAILED 92142/08.17.56 DSN=SYSQA.AK048BKP.SMPPTS
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447678 UPDATE FAILED 92142/08.18.00 DSN=SYSQA.AK048BKP.SMPSCDS

447678 UPDATE FAILED 92142/08.18.02 DSN=SYSQA.AK048BKP.SMPSTS

410153 UPDATE FAILED 92142/08.18.58 DSN=ADMINHR.R30PROD.PAPR0502.G0522V00

INX UPDATE FAILED 92142/08.21.39 DSN=INPUT.XTAPE

OUT1X UPDATE FAILED 92142/08.21.39 DSN=OUTPUT.XCART1

OUT2X UPDATE FAILED 92142/08.21.39 DSN=OUTPUT.XCART2

OUT3X UPDATE FAILED 92142/08.21.39 DSN=OUTPUT.XCART3

INX UPDATE FAILED 92142/08.25.19 DSN=INPUT.XTAPE

OUT1X UPDATE FAILED 92142/08.25.19 DSN=OUTPUT.XTAPE1

OUT2X UPDATE FAILED 92142/08.25.19 DSN=OUTPUT.XTAPE2

OUT3X UPDATE FAILED 92142/08.25.20 DSN=OUTPUT.XTAPE3

418983 UPDATE FAILED 92142/08.30.32 DSN=BNKDV.CICSBDVV.CAICSL.G0014V00

410785 UPDATE FAILED 92142/08.33.22 DSN=CAI.CHQA.DS519205.B920502A

418983 UPDATE FAILED 92142/08.47.42 DSN=BNKDV.CICSBDVV.CAICSL.G0014V00

CP8132 UPDATE FAILED 92142/08.50.23 DSN=T1P8132.SMPMCS

CP8132 UPDATE FAILED 92142/08.50.25 DSN=T1P8132.SMPMCS

************* S U M M A R Y *************

TOTAL SMF RECORDS READ 219,323

TOTAL TYPE 14 RECORDS 944

TOTAL TYPE 15 RECORDS 3,226

TOTAL TYPE 21 RECORDS 735

UPDATE FAILURES 4,196

//*********************************************************************

CATOPTS - Display TLMS Options
This procedure determines the currently active options.

Procedure JCL

//*************************************************************

//*             ****  PROCNAME=CATOPTS  ****                  *

//*************************************************************

//**    PROCEDURE TO DISPLAY THE CA TLMS USER OPTIONS        **

//*************************************************************

//CATOPTS  PROC A='*',                                  

//             CTSOPTS='CAI.CTAPOPTN',               

//             LOAD='CAI.CTAPLINK',               

//             OPTS='CAI.CTAPOPTN(TLMSIPO)',   

//             PRM=ALL                         

//*                                       

//TLMSSTAT EXEC PGM=TLMSSTAT,PARM='&PRM'      

//*                                        

//STEPLIB  DD  DSN=&LOAD,DISP=SHR         

//*                                        

//TLMSOPTS DD  DSN=&OPTS,DISP=SHR          

//*                                      

//CTSOPTNS DD  DSN=&CTSOPTS,DISP=SHR        

//*                                   

//CTSRPT   DD  SYSOUT=&A             

//*                                   
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//SYSABEND DD  SYSOUT=&A            

//*  

Starter JCL

//TLMSOPTS JOB

//PRTOPTS  EXEC CATOPTS

//

Output

MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 13, 2010.256                   TLMSSTAT    JOB=JOPTS

  (line continues) STEP=TLMSSTAT    TIME=10:32:58                 PAGE=00001

CA TLMS OPTIONS LISTING

    CA TLMS           NN.n           GENLEVEL 104TLC60

GENERAL:

    ALTCTR=D1        COMPANY=CA TLMS DEVELOPMENT

    DATACTR=DC       DATEFMT=MM/DD/YYYY                PAGESIZ=58

    VMFNAM =

    VMFINAM=

    VMFXTND=

    ALT LOG=

TECHNICAL:

    FORSPEC=NO       LOGID=240        LBLDTRY=YES

    QSIZE=064        MSGPFX=CTS       SMS=NO

    NSM=00           SCR=00           EDM=00

    ROUTAUX=NO

    ROUTINQ=YES    ( RT=14      UPD=YES    MSG=DEL                 )

PROCESSING: 

    ABEND=24         BRKCHN=OPEN      CATDAYS=1        DBLDRIV=YES 

    DBLTIME=240000   DISP=OUTPUT      IDSNVER=YES      INPUT=YES 

    KDATE=MAX      ( CHN=NO     BLP=YES    NL=YES     SL=YES       ) 

    MANUAL=YES       MNTCNT=005       NOTLMS=ABEND     OUTOFSEQ=YES 

    PROTECT=ALL      RECOVRY=ALTLOG   ROBSCR=NO        SCRATCH=CDS 

    SERIND=YES       TEMPSCR=NO       UNCATLG=YES      VSNPAD= 

    VSNREQD=NO

USER EXITS:

    CLSEXIT=NO       CMDEXIT=NO       EDMEXIT=NO

    NITEXIT=NO       OPNEXIT=NO       SCREXIT=NO

    SECEXIT=TLMSXSEC SPLEXIT=NO       TRSEXIT=NO

    UPDEXIT=NO

SECURITY:

    PROMPT=NO

    SECURE=NO 

TLMSHTAB:

    MSG  ID.         OPTION

    CAT9010P         SUP

    CAT9013P         SUP

TLMSUTAB:

    USER ID. PASSWORD ACCESS

    CRAJO01             U

    ABEWI01             U
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CATRMFB - Backup the Retention Master File
If the retention master file is being used, a periodic backup of this file, using the CATRMFB procedure should be
scheduled. Since tape processing need not be quiesced to perform this procedure. This procedure should also be run
before editing the retention master file (RMF).

Process

Prepare the PROC by specifying the RMF and backup data set names. In the TAPE keyword, you must specify the UNIT
value for your device. If you wish to backup to DASD, you can specify TAPE=’SYSALLDA,SPACE=(TRK,(30,5))’. Finally
you need to override the SYSIN DD statement and specify ‘REPRO INFILE(CAIRMF) OUTFILE(CAIBRMF)’.

Procedure JCL

The following procedure is used to back up the Retention Master File.

//***************************************************************

//*             ****  PROCNAME=CATRMFB  ****                    *

//***************************************************************

//***************************************************************

//**  THIS PROCEDURE USES IDCAMS "REPRO" TO COPY THE VSAM       *

//**  RETENTION MASTER FILE (RMF) TO A BACKUP DATA SET.         *

//**                                                            *

//**  THE SYSIN SHOULD BE: REPRO INFILE(CAIRMF) OUTFILE(CAIBRMF)*

//***************************************************************

//CATRMFB  PROC A='*',                                 

//             BKUPRMF='CAI.TLMS.BKUPRMF',           

//             RMF='CAI.TLMS.RMF',            

//             TAPE='TAPE'                  

//*

//BKUPRMF  EXEC  PGM=IDCAMS                            

//*                                                  

//SYSPRINT DD  SYSOUT=&A                

//*                                     

//CAIBRMF  DD  DSN=&BKUPRMF,

//         DSORG=PS,RECFM=FB,LRECL=200,BLKSIZE=0,   

//         DISP=(NEW,CATLG),UNIT=&TAPE  

//*                                     

//CAIRMF   DD  DSN=&RMF,                

//         DISP=OLD                     

//*                                     

//SYSIN    DD  DUMMY                    

//*

Starter JCL

//RMFBKUP  JOB

//RMFBKUP  EXEC  CATRMFB

//             BKUPRMF='CAI.TLMS.BKUPRMF',  

//             RMF='CAI.TLMS.RMF'
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Output

This procedure produces an IDCAMS listing.

CATRMFE - Update Pattern Masked RMF
This procedure is used to update an RMF which contains pattern masked retention rules. This procedure invokes
TLMSRMFE which allow adding and deleting retention locations and retention rules. It also will initialize a pattern masked
RMF or will convert a non-pattern masked RMF into a pattern masked RMF.

Process

Add a SYSIN DD statement to the job stream.

Procedure JCL

The following procedure is used to update the Retention Master File.

//**************************************************************

//*             ****  PROCNAME=CATRMFE  ****                   *

//**************************************************************

//*     PROCEDURE TO UPDATE CA TLMS TAPE RETENTION MASTER FILE *

//*               FOR PATTERN MASKING RMF ONLY                 *

//**************************************************************

//CATRMFE  PROC A='*',                             

//             LOAD='CAI.CTAPLINK',        

//             OPTS='CAI.CTAPOPTN(TLMSIPO)',     

//             PRM=' ',                          

//             RMF='CAI.TLMS.RMF'            

//*                                        

//*                                     

//UPDTRMF  EXEC PGM=TLMSRMFE,                  

//             PARM='&PRM'                   

//*                                           

//*********  PRM='1ST,2ND,3RD,4TH,5TH **************************

//* WHERE  1ST = NUMBER OF ENTRIES TO BE CONVERTED        2000 *

//*        2ND = NUMBER OF UPDATES                         500 *

//*        3RD = NUMBER OF CABINETS (MAX FOR ONE LOCATION) 160 *

//*        4TH = NUMBER OF BOXES                           104 *

//*        5TH = NUMBER OF LOCATION RECORDS               1024 *

//*        OMITTED PARM TAKE DEFAULTS   PRM=',825,,50'         *

//**************************************************************

//*                                                

//STEPLIB  DD  DSN=&LOAD,DISP=SHR                

//*                                               

//TLMSOPTS DD  DSN=&OPTS,DISP=SHR     OPTIONS WHEN TLMS IS DOWN

//*                                           

//CAIRMF   DD  DSN=&RMF,DISP=OLD           RETENTION MASTER FILE

//*                                                         

//SYSPRINT DD  DCB=BLKSIZE=133,SYSOUT=&A   REPORTS      

//*                                                         

//SYSUDUMP DD  SYSOUT=&A                   ABEND DUMPS  

//*                                                  
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//SYSIN    DD  DUMMY                       OVERRIDE FOR COMMANDS

//*                                          

//***************************************************************

Starter JCL

//RMFUPDT JOB

//*                                     

//RMFUPDT EXEC CATRMFE

//UPDTRMF.SYSIN DD *

/*********************************/

/* RMF add and delete statements */

/*********************************/

ADDLOC  .........

ADDRTN  .........

DELLOC  .........

DELRTN  .........

//

Output

CATRMFE produces the TLMS054 report showing the results of the update of the pattern masked RMF.

YOUR COMPANY NAME                           RETENTION MASTER FILE UPDATE REPORT                             

 TLMS054    PAGE      1

 CA TLMS        NN.n    nnnTLnnn                                                                            

 mm-dd-yyyy    hh.mm.ss

  STMT NO                                    SYSIN DATA                                                  PARSE ERRORS

   ------- --------------------------------------------------------------------------------  ----------------------------------------

             /* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * */

             /* THIS IS A COMMENT BOX. THEY MAY APPEAR ANYWHERE                   */

             /*                                                                   */

             /* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * */

      0001   ADDLOC ID(DC) DESC(DATA CENTER          (DC))                      +

             BOXLIST(BOXA10 BOXB10 BOXC10 BOXD10 BOXE10 BOXF10 BOXG10 BOXH10 BOXI10) +

             BOXLIST(BOXJ10 BOXK10 BOXL10 BOXM10 BOXN10 BOXO10 BOXP10 BOXQ10 BOXR10) +

             BOXLIST(BOXS10 BOXT10 BOXU10 BOXV10 BOXW10 BOXX10 BOXY10 BOXZ10)

      0002   ADDLOC ID(AR) DESC(ARCHIVE BACKUPS      (AR))                      +

                  CABLIST(A199 A299 KA39 A499 A599 A699 A799 A899 A999 )

      0003   ADDLOC ID(BL) DESC(BOB'S TEST LOCATION  (BL))                      +

                  CABLIST(AA99 AB49 AC49 AD49 AE49 AF99 AG99 AH49 AI49 AJ49) +

                  CABLIST(AK49 AL49 AM49 AN49 AO05 AP05 AQ05 AR05 AS05 AT05) +

                  CABLIST(BA99 BB49 BC49 BD49 BE49 BF99 BG99 BH49 BI49 BJ49) +

                  CABLIST(BK49 BL49 BM49 BN49 BO05 BP05 BQ05 BR05 BS05 BT05) +

                  CABLIST(CA99 CB49 CC49 CD49 CE49 CF99 CG99 CH49 CI49 CJ49) +

                  CABLIST(CK49 CL49 CM49 CN49 CO05 CP05 CQ05 CR05 CS05 CT05) +
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                  CABLIST(DA99 DB49 DC49 DD49 DE49 DF99 DG99 DH49 DI49 DJ49) +

                  CABLIST(DK49 DL49 DM49 DN49 DO05 DP05 DQ05 DR05 DS05 DT05)

      0004   ADDLOC ID(B1) DESC(BOX LOCATAION 1      (B1)) BOXLIST()

      0005   ADDLOC ID(B2) DESC(BOX LOCATAION 2      (B2)) BOXLIST()

      0006   ADDLOC ID(D1) DESC(ALTERNATE DATA CENTER(D1))

      0007   ADDLOC ID(KP) DESC(KEEP FOREVER         (KP)) +

                  CABLIST(KA99 KB99 KC99 KD99 KE99 KF99 KG99               )

      0008   ADDLOC ID(L1) DESC(OFFSITE STAGE 1      (L1)) +

                  CABLIST(AA99 AB49 AC49 AD49 AE49 AF99 AG99 AH49 AI49 AK49)

      0010   ADDLOC ID(TX) DESC(TRANSMISSIN DEPT     (TX))

      0011   ADDLOC ID(ZZ) DESC(TEST LOCATION        (ZZ))

      0012   ADDRTN DSN(DEFAULT)                            OWNER(AUTHORITY) +

                    RTN(2DC )

      0013   ADDRTN DSN(ASM2-)                              OWNER(AUTHORITY) +

                    RTN(6DC 7AR)

           CAT3318I RMF UPDATES STARTED

           CAT3319I RMF UPDATES COMPLETE

           CAT3308I END OF RMF UPDATE REPORT    RC = 00

CONVERT

The CONVERT statement is used to convert a non-pattern masking RMF to the new Pattern masking RMF. Control
Record 1 has updated fields. The following is an example of where the single CONVERT statement needs to be added in
SYSIN.

//RMFCONV EXEC CATRMFE

//RMFCONV.SYSIN DD *

/* * * * * * * * * * * * * * */

/* CONVERT OLD RMF TO PM RMF */

/* * * * * * * * * * * * * * */

 CONVERT

/*

//
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OUTPUT OF CONVERT STATEMENT

YOUR COMPANY NAME                                       RETENTION MASTER FILE

 UPDATE REPORT                   TLMS054    PAGE      1 TLMS        14.0    

 INC00                                                                               

  08/12/2016    10.28.28   STMT NO                                    SYSIN

 DATA                                                  PARSE ERRORS                

 ------- -------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 ----------------------------------------

                                                                                                                                   

       0001    CONVERT                        /* CONVERT RMF TO NEW FORMAT

 */                                                                   CAT3312I RMF CONVERSION

 STARTED                                                                                                    

 CAT3313I RMF CONVERSION

 COMPLETE                                                                                                   

 CAT3308I END OF RMF UPDATE REPORT    RC = 00

TLMS        14.0     INC00                                                                                

 08/12/2016    10.28.28

  STMT NO                                    SYSIN DATA                                                  PARSE

 ERRORS               

  ------- -------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 ----------------------------------------

                                                                                                                                  

  

     0001    CONVERT                        /* CONVERT RMF TO NEW FORMAT

 */                                                         

          CAT3312I RMF CONVERSION

 STARTED                                                                                           

          CAT3313I RMF CONVERSION

 COMPLETE                                                                                          

          CAT3308I END OF RMF UPDATE REPORT    RC = 00 

 

 

CATRMFI - Initialize the Retention Master File
Use the CATRMFI procedure to allocate and initialize the RMF. The first update of the RMF must be to add a default
location and a default retention rule. Copy the following JCL, update the IDCAMS parameters, and submit. The CATRMFI
PROC requires input for the IDCAMS DEFINE, an INIT statement, and ADD statements for the default location and
default retention rule.

Procedure JCL

//RMFINIT  JOB

//TLMSRMFI EXEC CATRMFE

//DEFINE.SYSIN    DD   *

  DELETE CAI.RMF

  DEFINE CLUSTER                      -

         (NAME (CAI.RMF)              -

          VOL(ASM011)                 -

          RECSZ(200 200)              -
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          SHR(3 3) INDEXED            -

          KEYS(52 1))                 -

          DATA                        -

          (NAME(CAI.RMF.DATA)         -

          FREESPACE(40 30)            -

          TRK(3 3))                   -

          INDEX                       -

          (NAME(CAI.RMF.INDEX) -

          TRK(1 1))

/*

//*

//RMFINIT.SYSIN DD *

  /* * * * * * * * * * * * * */

  /*   INITIALIZE THE RMF    */

  /* * * * * * * * * * * * * */

  INIT

/*

//RMFUPDT.SYSIN DD *

  /* * * * * * * * * * * * * * */

  /* INITIAL UPDATE OF RMF     */

  /* * * * * * * * * * * * * * */

  ADDLOC ID(DC)  DESC(DATA CENTER (DC) )

  ADDRTN DSN(DEFAULT)                OWNER(TAPE LIBRARIAN) +

         RTN(2DC )

/*

//

Output

CATRMFI produces report TLMS054, which lists the RMF initialization control statements were processed successfully.
There are two reports. The first is for the INIT command. The second is for the ADD statements for the default location
and the default retention.

YOUR COMPANY NAME                                       RETENTION MASTER FILE UPDATE REPORT                  

 TLMS054    PAGE      1

CA TLMS NN.n yymmTLrrr                                                                                       

 mm.dd.yyyy    hh.mm.ss

  STMT NO                                    SYSIN DATA                                                  PARSE

 ERRORS               

  ------- -------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 ----------------------------------------

                                                                                                                                 

   

     0001   

 INIT                                                                                                                

   

          CAT3310I RMF INITIALIZATION

 STARTED                                                                                       

          CAT3311I RMF INITIALIZATION

 COMPLETE                                                                                      

          CAT3308I END OF RMF UPDATE REPORT    RC =

 00                                                                             
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YOUR COMPANY NAME                                       RETENTION MASTER FILE UPDATE REPORT                  

 TLMS054    PAGE      1

CA TLMS NN.n yymmTLrrr                                                                                       

 mm.dd.yyyy    hh.mm.ss

  STMT NO                                    SYSIN DATA                                                  PARSE

 ERRORS               

  ------- -------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 ----------------------------------------

     0001   ADDLOC ID(DC)  DESC(DATA CENTER

 (DC) )                                                                                 

                                                                                                                               

   

     0002   ADDRTN DSN(DEFAULT)                OWNER(TAPE LIBRARIAN)

 +                                                             

                 

 RTN(2DC )                                                                                                    

   

                                                                                                                               

   

          CAT3318I RMF UPDATES

 STARTED                                                                                             

          CAT3319I RMF UPDATES

 COMPLETE                                                                                            

          CAT3308I END OF RMF UPDATE REPORT    RC =

 00                                                                            

 

CATRMFP - Reports for Pattern Masked RMF
This procedure is used to print one or more RMF reports. The TLMS014 report list the available cabinet/slots and boxes
within locations. The TLMS015 report list the locations definitions. The TLMS016 report list the retention rules.

Process

Override the SYSIN DD statement and add statements for the reports you wish printed.

Procedure JCL

The following procedure is used to produce reports from the Retention Master File.

//*************************************************************

//*             ****  PROCNAME=CATRMFP  ****                  *

//*************************************************************

//*          PROCEDURE TO PRINT CA TLMS RETENTION MASTER FILE *

//*************************************************************

//CATRMFP  PROC A='*',                                        

//             LOAD='CAI.CTAPLINK',                   

//             OPTS='CAI.CTAPOPTN(TLMSIPO)',           

//             PRM=' ',                                       

//             RMF='CAI.TLMS.RMF',                  

//             RMF='CAI.TLMS.VMF'                             
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//*                                                           

//*                                                   

//REPTRMF  EXEC PGM=TLMSRMFP,PARM='&PRM'                     

//*                                            

//STEPLIB  DD  DSN=&LOAD,DISP=SHR                

//*                                                 

//TLMSOPTS DD  DSN=&OPTS,DISP=SHR   OPTIONS WHEN TLMS IS DOWN

//*                                              

//CAIRMF   DD  DSN=&RMF,DISP=OLD    RETENTION MASTER FILE   

//*                                   

//CAIVMF   DD  DSN=&VMF,DISP=SHR    VOLUME MASTER FILE(TLMS014)

//*                                              

//SYSPRINT DD  DCB=BLKSIZE=133,SYSOUT=&A  REPORTS      

//*                                                

//SYSUDUMP DD  SYSOUT=&A                 ABEND DUMPS     

//*                                 

//SYSIN    DD  DUMMY                     OVERRIDE FOR COMMANDS

//*                                                    

//*********************************************************

Starter JCL

//RMFPRINT   JOB

//RMFPRINT   EXEC CATRMFP

//REPTRMF.SYSIN DD *     

TLMS014

TLMS015

TLMS016

//

Output

CATRMFP produces the TLMS014, TLMS015, and TLMS016 reports showing the results of the update of the pattern
masked RMF.

1XE90 TLMS DEVELOPMENT                                   REPORT REQUEST                                                   PAGE      1

 CA TLMS        NN.n    103TLC60                                                                             10-09-2008    08.14.34

-PAGESIZE=58

 DATE=MM-DD-YYYY

-TLMS016

1XE90 TLMS DEVELOPMENT                                   TAPE RETENTION SELECTION RECORDS                      TLMS016    PAGE      1

 CA TLMS        NN.n    1003TLC00                                                                             10-09-2008    08.14.34

-

    TYPE     DATASET PATTERN MASK                                                      JOB PATTERN MASK              ADD   DATE

     -       --------------------------------------------------------------------      ----------------              ----------

         DSN=**DEFAULT**                                                                                             10-09-2008

             RTN(2DC                                           )          OWNER(AUTHORITY                )

     5   DSN=ASM2-                                                                     JOB=*                         10-09-2008

             RTN(6DC     7AR                                   )          OWNER(AUTHORITY                )

     5   DSN=BOXIT-                                                                    JOB=*                         10-09-2008

             RTN(5DC0001 5B10005                               )          OWNER(AUTHORITY                )

     5   DSN=CATAPE.-                                                                  JOB=*                         10-09-2008
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             RTN(5DC0001 7KP                                   )          OWNER(AUTHORITY                )

     5   DSN=CRAJO01.-                                                                 JOB=*                         10-09-2008

             RTN(1DC     5B20005                               )          OWNER(AUTHORITY                )

     5   DSN=DASTER.-                                                                  JOB=*                         10-09-2008

             RTN(6DC     7KP                                   )          OWNER(AUTHORITY                )

     5   DSN=FRED.-                                                                    JOB=*                         10-09-2008

             RTN(1DC     7ZZ                                   )          OWNER(AUTHORITY                )

     5   DSN=HSM-                                                                      JOB=*                         10-09-2008

             RTN(6DC     7AR                                   )          OWNER(AUTHORITY                )

     0   DSN=MGMT0000                                                                  JOB=*                         10-09-2008

             RTN(6DC     7L1                                   )          OWNER(AUTHORITY                )

     5   DSN=PROD1-                                                                    JOB=*                         10-09-2008

             RTN(6DC     5L10007                               )          OWNER(AUTHORITY                )

     5   DSN=PROD2-                                                                    JOB=*                         10-09-2008

             RTN(6DC     5L20007                               )          OWNER(AUTHORITY                )

     5   DSN=PROD3-                                                                    JOB=*                         10-09-2008

             RTN(6DC     5AR0007                               )          OWNER(AUTHORITY                )

     5   DSN=S-                                                                        JOB=*                         10-09-2008

             RTN(6DC     5L10017 5L20001 5AR0030 7KP           )          OWNER(AUTHORITY                )

     5   DSN=TEST-                                                                     JOB=*                         10-09-2008

             RTN(1DC     2ZZ0018                               )          OWNER(AUTHORITY                )

     5   DSN=TST1-                                                                     JOB=*                         10-09-2008

             RTN(8DC0003 AL1                                   )          OWNER(AUTHORITY                )

     5   DSN=TST2-                                                                     JOB=*                         10-09-2008

             RTN(8DC0003 3L10020                               )          OWNER(AUTHORITY                )

     0   DSN=UNIX.MASTER.TAPE.DUP                                                      JOB=WILRO09                   10-09-2008

             RTN(2DC0007 4L20023                               )          OWNER(AUTHORITY                )

     0   DSN=UNIX.MASTER.TAPE.DUP                                                      JOB=*                         10-09-2008

             RTN(6DC     5L10021 7KP                           )          OWNER(AUTHORITY                )

1XE90 TLMS DEVELOPMENT                                   TAPE RETENTION SELECTION RECORDS                      TLMS016    PAGE      2

 CA TLMS        NN.n    yymmTLrrr                                                                             10-09-

<cdate>    08.14.34

                ****************************************************

                *                   L E G E N D                    *

                *                                                  *

                *     TYPE      DESCRIPTION                        *

                *       -       -----------------------------      *

                *       0       SPECIFIC                           *

                *       1       RESERVED FOR SPECIAL SEARCH        *

                *       2       ONE-FOR-ONE MASK (# @ !)           *

                *       3       PREFIXED/CONTAINING/SUFFIXED       *

                *       4       PREFIXED/SUFFIXED                  *

                *       5       PREFIXED ONLY                      *

                *       6       RESERVED FOR SPECIAL SEARCH        *

                *       7       SUFFIXED ONLY                      *

                *       8       CONTAINING ONLY                    *

                *       9       MAX ITERNAL CLASS VALUE            *

                *                                                  *

                ****************************************************
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Output

CATRMFP produces the TLMS014, TLMS015, and TLMS016 reports showing the results of the update of the pattern
masked RMF.

1XE90 TLMS DEVELOPMENT                                   REPORT REQUEST                                                   PAGE      1

 CA TLMS        NN.n    103TLC60                                                                             10-09-2008    08.14.34

-PAGESIZE=58

 DATE=MM-DD-YYYY

-TLMS016

1XE90 TLMS DEVELOPMENT                                   TAPE RETENTION SELECTION RECORDS                      TLMS016    PAGE      1

 CA TLMS        NN.n    1003TLC00                                                                             10-09-2008    08.14.34

-

    TYPE     DATASET PATTERN MASK                                                      JOB PATTERN MASK              ADD   DATE

     -       --------------------------------------------------------------------      ----------------              ----------

         DSN=**DEFAULT**                                                                                             10-09-2008

             RTN(2DC                                           )          OWNER(AUTHORITY                )

     5   DSN=ASM2-                                                                     JOB=*                         10-09-2008

             RTN(6DC     7AR                                   )          OWNER(AUTHORITY                )

     5   DSN=BOXIT-                                                                    JOB=*                         10-09-2008

             RTN(5DC0001 5B10005                               )          OWNER(AUTHORITY                )

     5   DSN=CATAPE.-                                                                  JOB=*                         10-09-2008

             RTN(5DC0001 7KP                                   )          OWNER(AUTHORITY                )

     5   DSN=CRAJO01.-                                                                 JOB=*                         10-09-2008

             RTN(1DC     5B20005                               )          OWNER(AUTHORITY                )

     5   DSN=DASTER.-                                                                  JOB=*                         10-09-2008

             RTN(6DC     7KP                                   )          OWNER(AUTHORITY                )

     5   DSN=FRED.-                                                                    JOB=*                         10-09-2008

             RTN(1DC     7ZZ                                   )          OWNER(AUTHORITY                )

     5   DSN=HSM-                                                                      JOB=*                         10-09-2008

             RTN(6DC     7AR                                   )          OWNER(AUTHORITY                )

     0   DSN=MGMT0000                                                                  JOB=*                         10-09-2008

             RTN(6DC     7L1                                   )          OWNER(AUTHORITY                )

     5   DSN=PROD1-                                                                    JOB=*                         10-09-2008

             RTN(6DC     5L10007                               )          OWNER(AUTHORITY                )

     5   DSN=PROD2-                                                                    JOB=*                         10-09-2008

             RTN(6DC     5L20007                               )          OWNER(AUTHORITY                )

     5   DSN=PROD3-                                                                    JOB=*                         10-09-2008

             RTN(6DC     5AR0007                               )          OWNER(AUTHORITY                )

     5   DSN=S-                                                                        JOB=*                         10-09-2008

             RTN(6DC     5L10017 5L20001 5AR0030 7KP           )          OWNER(AUTHORITY                )

     5   DSN=TEST-                                                                     JOB=*                         10-09-2008

             RTN(1DC     2ZZ0018                               )          OWNER(AUTHORITY                )

     5   DSN=TST1-                                                                     JOB=*                         10-09-2008

             RTN(8DC0003 AL1                                   )          OWNER(AUTHORITY                )

     5   DSN=TST2-                                                                     JOB=*                         10-09-2008

             RTN(8DC0003 3L10020                               )          OWNER(AUTHORITY                )

     0   DSN=UNIX.MASTER.TAPE.DUP                                                      JOB=WILRO09                   10-09-2008

             RTN(2DC0007 4L20023                               )          OWNER(AUTHORITY                )

     0   DSN=UNIX.MASTER.TAPE.DUP                                                      JOB=*                         10-09-2008

             RTN(6DC     5L10021 7KP                           )          OWNER(AUTHORITY                )

1XE90 TLMS DEVELOPMENT                                   TAPE RETENTION SELECTION RECORDS                      TLMS016    PAGE      2
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 CA TLMS        NN.n    yymmTLrrr                                                                             10-09-

<cdate>    08.14.34

                ****************************************************

                *                   L E G E N D                    *

                *                                                  *

                *     TYPE      DESCRIPTION                        *

                *       -       -----------------------------      *

                *       0       SPECIFIC                           *

                *       1       RESERVED FOR SPECIAL SEARCH        *

                *       2       ONE-FOR-ONE MASK (# @ !)           *

                *       3       PREFIXED/CONTAINING/SUFFIXED       *

                *       4       PREFIXED/SUFFIXED                  *

                *       5       PREFIXED ONLY                      *

                *       6       RESERVED FOR SPECIAL SEARCH        *

                *       7       SUFFIXED ONLY                      *

                *       8       CONTAINING ONLY                    *

                *       9       MAX ITERNAL CLASS VALUE            *

                *                                                  *

                ****************************************************

 

Output

CATVMFB - Back Up the Volume Master File
The TLMSVMFU program (CATVMFB procedure) is used to back up the Volume Master File. Periodic backup of the
VMF is necessary to aid in its recovery should the VMF be corrupted or lost. The backup procedure is also used to save
transactions which occurred since the last backup was performed.

The following should be considered when scheduling this function:

• Tape processing does not have to be quiesced to perform a VMF backup procedure.
• The level of tape activity in the data center may determine how often the VMF should be backed up. A high level of

activity indicates the necessity for frequent backups.

Procedure JCL

The following procedure is used to back up the Volume Master File. BUFNO is supplied to speed the reading of an
unblocked VMF. Choose a size which is a factor or multiple of the number of blocks per track, for example, 48 for a 3380
device.

//*******************************************************

//*             **** PROCNAME=CATVMFB ***               *

//*******************************************************

//** PROCEDURE TO BACK UP CA TLMS VOLUME MASTER FILE    *

//*******************************************************

//CATVMFB PROC A='*',

// BKUPVMF='CAI.TLMS.BKUPVMF',

// BLKVMFB='8000',

// BUFNO='80',

// LOAD='CAI.CTAPLINK',
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// OPTS='CAI.CTAPOPTN(TLMSIPO)',

// TAPE='TAPE',

// VMF='CAI.TLMS.VMF'

//*

//*******************************************************

//** EXECUTE VOLUME MASTER FILE UTILITY                 *

//*******************************************************

//BKUPVMF EXEC PGM=TLMSVMFU,PARM='++DUMP'

//*

//STEPLIB DD DSN=&LOAD,DISP=SHR

//*

//TLMSOPTS DD DSN=&OPTS,DISP=SHR

//*

//CAIVMF DD DSN=&VMF,DISP=SHR

//*

//CAIVMFS DD DSN=&VMF,DISP=SHR,

// DCB=(BUFNO=&BUFNO,OPTCD=C)

//*

//CAIBVMF DD DSN=&BKUPVMF,

// DISP=(NEW,CATLG,DELETE),

// DCB=(DSORG=PS,LRECL=500,BLKSIZE=&BLKVMFB,RECFM=FB),

// UNIT=&TAPE

//*

//SYSPRINT DD DCB=BLKSIZE=133,SYSOUT=&A

//*

//SYSOUT DD SYSOUT=&A

//*

//SYSUDUMP DD SYSOUT=&A

//*

//********************************************************

Starter JCL

//VMFBKUP JOB

//VMFBKUP EXEC CATVMFB

//

Output

The ++DUMP parameter produces the Dump Volume Master Report (TLMS048).

YOUR TLMS COMPANY NAME         VOLUME   MASTER FILE UTILITY FOR ++DUMP         TLMS048 PAGE    1   

CA TLMS NN.n yymmTLrrr                             mm/dd/yyyy   hh.mm.ss

                TOTAL    INPUT RECORDS READ...................615

                TOTAL    CONTROL RECORDS WRITTEN................1

                TOTAL    SEGMENT RECORDS WRITTEN................1

                TOTAL    BASE RECORDS WRITTEN.................461

                TOTAL    MVL RECORDS WRITTEN....................0

                TOTAL    MDS RECORDS WRITTEN...................12

                TOTAL    AUXILIARY RECORDS WRITTEN.............90

                TOTAL    MESSAGE RECORDS WRITTEN...............50

                TOTAL    RECORDS WRITTEN......................615
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                TOTAL    ORPHANED MVL RECORDS...................0

                TOTAL    ORPHANED MDS RECORDS...................0

                TOTAL    ORPHANED VSN RECORDS...................0

                TOTAL    WARNING MESSAGES.......................0

• TOTAL INPUT RECORDS READ
Total records contained in the VMF backup (control, segment, base, MVL, MDS, message and auxiliary).

• TOTAL CONTROL RECORDS WRITTEN
Number of control records written to the VMF.

• TOTAL SEGMENT RECORDS WRITTEN
Number of segment records written to the VMF.

• TOTAL BASE RECORDS WRITTEN
Number of volume records written to the VMF.

• TOTAL MVL RECORDS WRITTEN
Number of multivolume records written to the VMF.

• TOTAL MDS RECORDS WRITTEN
Number of auxiliary records used to chain multi-data set volumes.

• TOTAL AUXILIARY RECORDS WRITTEN
Number of unused auxiliary records left in VMF for chaining.

• TOTAL MESSAGE RECORDS WRITTEN
Number of message records written to the VMF.

• TOTAL RECORDS WRITTEN
Total of all records written to the VMF (control, segment, base, MVL, MDS, message and auxiliary).

• TOTAL ORPHANED MVL RECORDS
This total reflects the number of unchained multivolume records that were read and processed as auxiliary records.

• TOTAL ORPHANED MDS RECORDS
This total reflects the number of unchained multi-data set records that were read and processed as auxiliary records.

• TOTAL ORPHANED VSN RECORDS
This total reflects the VSN records which were not copied from a source VMF because they were not defined by the
IDCK.

• TOTAL WARNING MESSAGES
This is the total number of warning messages written.

The following describes the fields in all reports produced by TLMSVMFU.

• CHAINING RECORDS RESERVED
The total number of records reserved for MVL and MDS records.

• MESSAGE RECORDS RESERVED
The number of records reserved for auxiliary messages.

• CHAINING THRESHOLD COUNT
The number of remaining chaining records when WARNING message should be issued.

• VOLUME INITIALIZED AS
Reflects which volumes are initialized as SCRATCH OR NOSCRATCH.

• COMPANY
Company name in VMF.

CATVMFI (TLMSIDCK) - Initialize the Volume Master File
TLMS requires a BDAM Volume Master File which contains one 500-byte record for each tape volume in the tape library
under the control of TLMS (including standard labeled, nonlabeled, bypass label processing and nonstandard labeled tape
volumes). TLMS controls all tapes by volume serial number (VSN).
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Access to the VMF is by the relative record BDAM technique. The relative record is derived from the volume serial number
of the tape volume. This file may be blocked. Since tape VSNs are not restricted to a single consecutive numeric series,
direct-access storage is conserved by using a file segmentation technique. Records exist in the VMF for all consecutive
numbers within a file segment.

TLMS maintains an index of file segments in the Volume Master File in one or more segment records at the beginning
of the file. One segment record can hold up to 23 file segment indexes. The Volume Master File will contain as many
segment records as required to hold the file segment indexes.

A small number of skipped or missing VSNs does not require the definition of a new file segment. These numbers are
defined as skipped when the file is built and dummy records are written to the file to maintain the relative record logic.

The VMF also contains records that are used to maintain multivolume data sets and multi-data set volumes. These are
defined as auxiliary records. You can also reserve additional space for special disposition messages which are generated
when specific tape data sets are closed.

Process

The TLMSVMFU program is used to initialize the VMF. It creates

• A control record for internal usage
• Segment records to define the specific volume serial number ranges in the database
• Auxiliary records to handle data sets that span more than one volume and volumes that contain more than one data

set
• Optional message records which allow you to provide additional information when a tape volume is closed

Prepare the initialization commands for input into the Volume Master File initialization program and save in
CAI.CTAPOPTN member TLMSIDCK. The commands are free-form. These commands are described on the following
pages.

For information about preparing these commands, see Volume Master File Allocation Worksheet.

Initialization Commands

There are three types of statements in the TLMSIDCK member:

• CONTROL
Describe various controls for the VMF

• RANGE 
Defines the VOLSER ranges

• SKIP 
Defines unused spaces in ranges

The following keywords may appear on one or more CONTROL statements.

This parameter is required. The COMPANY name must be enclosed in single quotes.

• AUX= 
Reserve space for auxiliary records. Auxiliary records keep track of volumes that contain more than one data set and
data sets that span more than one volume. Auxiliary space is managed so that available records are reused without
compressing the VMF. This parameter is required. The minimum number of auxiliary records is 100.
The descriptions below help you with your estimates.
– Multi-data set volumes: If a volume contains more than one data set, the base record holds the first data set and

each auxiliary record holds a maximum of two additional data sets. If a volume contains more than three data sets,
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additional auxiliary records are chained together until all of the data sets are recorded. For example, five data sets
on the same volume would be recorded in one base record and two auxiliary records, like this:

VOLABC base record VOLABC auxiliary record 1 VOLABC auxiliary record 2
DSN1 DSN2 DSN4
 DSN3 DSN5

Multivolume data sets: If a data set spans more than one volume, the base record holds the base volume and up to five
additional volumes. Each auxiliary record holds up to 32 additional volumes. If a data set requires more than 38 volumes,
additional auxiliary records are chained together until all the volumes are recorded. For example, 70 volumes would be
listed in one base record and two auxiliary records, like this:

VOL001 base record VOL001 auxiliary record 1 VOL001 auxiliary record 2
VOL002 VOL007 VOL039
VOL003 VOL008 VOL040
VOL004 VOL009 VOL041
VOL005 - -
VOL006 - -
 - -
 VOL036 VOL068
 VOL037 VOL069
 VOL038 VOL070

COMPANY=

Provide a company name (1-30 characters) which will be printed on each TLMS report.

• CPU= 
Assign a TLMS internal system identification character to each SMF system identification symbol.
A maximum of 16 CPUs may be specified, 8 per CONTROL statement.

• MESSAGE=
Indicate whether you want to reserve 50 records for auxiliary disposition messages (Y or N). This parameter is
required.

• SCRATCH=
Indicate whether all volume records in the VMF will be initialized as scratch volumes: Y (scratch) or N (nonscratch).
This parameter is required.

• WARNING=
Define when to generate warning messages that indicate that the auxiliary records area is almost full. Specify
a number that is less than the number specified above for AUX. For example, if AUX is 5000, specify 4000 for
WARNING. You will receive a warning message when 80 percent of the auxiliary messages have been used. This field
must be specified on the same statement as AUX, separated by a comma.

The second type of statement in the TLMSIDCK member is the RANGE statement. At least one RANGE statement must
be included, and the number of ranges is limited only by VMF size and performance. The format is as follows:

RANGE VSN(bbbbbb eeeeee) LEN(llll) DATE(jjjjj) MFG(mmmmmmmm) +

      TYPE(tt) ATL(ttt nnn) DEN(dddd)

• RANGE 
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Specifies statement identifier and must appear first on the statement.
• VSN( )

Contains the beginning and ending VSN of the range. The ending VSN may be omitted for a range of one tape. The
beginning and ending VSN range must be alphanumeric.

• LEN 
(Optional) Specifies tape length.

• DATE 
(Optional) Specifies the Julian date recorded in the VMF purchase date.

• MFG 
(Optional) Specifies to supply the value of the vendor field in the VMF.

• TYPE 
(Optional) Specifies to supply the value of the tape type field of the VMF. This is a user determined value.

• ATL 
(Optional) Allows information about the ATL to be stored in the VMF for a range of tapes when it is defined. As with the
other range keywords, these values only apply to newly-defined tape volumes and do not change the value of records
during ++RESTORE or ++REORG. The ATL keyword is useful for defining virtual tape ranges, and new ranges of
tapes added to an ATL. There are two positional sub-parameters associated with ATL.
– ATL Type

Specifies a 1 to 8 character Broadcom defined name for type of the automatic tape library. If the library contains
virtual tapes, the first character of the name is always V. For example, IBM, VIBM, VTAPE, STORTEK, and VEMC.

– ATL Number
Used to distinguish between multiple ATLs of the same type. It can have a numeric value of 1 to 254.

• DEN 
(Optional) Specifies the default tape density. This value will be overridden when a tape file is opened.

The third type of statement in the TLMSIDCK member is the SKIP statement. This statement is optional and may be
included to define some numbers of VSNs within a range which are to be skipped. Thus you can avoid creating additional
ranges just to skip a few VSNs. Performance is degraded by large numbers of ranges.

SKIP VSN(bbbbbb eeeeee)

• SKIP 
Specifies the statement identifier and must appear first on the statement.

• VSN( ) 
Contains the beginning and ending VSNs to be skipped. The ending VSN may be omitted for a range of one tape.

/***************************************************/

/* SAMPLE VMF INIT-DECK FOR TLMS TEST SYSTEM        / 

/***************************************************/ 

CONTROL COMPANY=(YOUR TLMS RNN.n COMPANY NAME ) 

CONTROL AUX=00500 WARNING=000450 MESSAGE=Y SCRATCH=Y 

CONTROL CPU=(XE90/A SYS2/B SYS3/C DUMY/X ) 

/*PRINTCPU= */ 

RANGE VSN(000001 000002) LEN(2400) 

RANGE VSN(400001 400050)  DATE(96205) 

RANGE VSN(980001 980050)   MFG(MEMOREX) 

RANGE VSN(ARC001 ARC020) DATE(96315) LEN(9000) MFG(IBM) 

RANGE VSN(HSM001 HSM020) 

RANGE VSN(ODD020 ODD073) 

RANGE VSN(XMIT50 XMIT60) 

RANGE VSN(TST001 TST050) 
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RANGE VSN(TRN001 TRN010) 

SKIP  VSN(980027 980027) 

SKIP  VSN(980040 980043) 

SKIP  VSN(ODD021 ODD025) 

SKIP  VSN(ODD027 ODD069) 

SKIP  VSN(ODD070 ODD072)

Procedure JCL

The following procedure is used to initialize the Volume Master File.

//************************************************************

//* ****                PROCNAME=CATVMFI ****                *

//************************************************************

//************************************************************

//**  PROCEDURE TO INITIALIZE THE CA TLMS VOLUME MASTER FILE *

//************************************************************

//CATVMFI PROC A='*',

//         BUFNO='80', 

//         IDCK='CAI.CTAPOPTN(TLMSIDCK)',  

//         LOAD='CAI.CTAPLINK',    

//         OPTS='CAI.CTAPOPTN(TLMSIPO)',   

//         VMF='CAI.TLMS.VMF'  

//*

//**********************************************************

//**     EXECUTE VOLUME MASTER FILE UTILITY                *

//**********************************************************

//INITVMF   EXEC     PGM=TLMSVMFU,PARM='++INIT'

//*

//STEPLIB   DD   DSN=&LOAD,DISP=SHR

//*

//TLMSOPTS  DD   DSN=&OPTS,DISP=SHR

//*

//CAIVMFS   DD   DSN=&VMF,DISP=OLD,

//                DCB=(BUFNO=&BUFNO,OPTCD=C)

//*

//CAIIDCK   DD   DSN=&IDCK,DISP=SHR

//*

//SYSPRINT  DD   DCB=BLKSIZE=133,SYSOUT=&A

//*

//SYSUDUMP  DD   SYSOUT=&A

//**********************************************************

Starter JCL

//VMFINIT JOB

//VMFINIT EXEC CATVMFI
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Output

The VMF initialization program (TLMSVMFU) produces the Initialize Volume Master File report (TLMS045). This report
details the file segments that were created, their volume serial number ranges, initialized data fields (if any), and skipped
VSN ranges. It also summarizes the total record counts for the VMF.

YOUR TLMS COMPANY NAME         VOLUME   MASTER FILE UTILITY FOR ++INIT         TLMS045 PAGE    1   

CA TLMS NN.n yymmTLrrr                           mm/dd/yyyy  hh.mm.ss                        CONTROLDATA 

                    ----------------------------------------------  

                    CHAINING     RECORDS RESERVED................1,234

                    MESSAGE  RECORDS RESERVED....................50

                    CHAINING     THRESHOLD COUNT.................1,000

                    VOLUMES  INITIALIZED AS.................SCRATCH

                    COMPANY.........HANDY    VMF BUILDERS, INC

                    TOTAL    INPUT RECORDS READ.................4,637

                    TOTAL    CONTROL RECORDS WRITTEN................1

                    TOTAL    SEGMENT RECORDS WRITTEN................1

                    TOTAL    BASE RECORDS WRITTEN...............3,351

                    TOTAL    MVL RECORDS WRITTEN....................0

                    TOTAL    MDS RECORDS WRITTEN....................0

                    TOTAL    AUXILIARY RECORDS WRITTEN..........1,234

                    TOTAL    MESSAGE RECORDS WRITTEN...............50

                    TOTAL    RECORDS WRITTEN....................4,637

                    TOTAL    ORPHANED MVL RECORDS...................0

                    TOTAL    ORPHANED MDS RECORDS...................0

                    TOTAL    ORPHANED VSN RECORDS...................0

                    TOTAL    WARNING MESSAGES.......................0

NOTE

• CATVMFB - Back Up the Volume Master File
• Volume Master File Allocation Worksheet

Volume Master File Allocation Worksheet
Use this worksheet to estimate the amount of direct-access storage you will need for the VMF.

Note: Do not allocate the VMF and ALOG on the same volume. This is for recovery support purposes. The ALOG is
needed for recovery if the volume containing the VMF fails. Do not allocate the VMF, ALOG, or VMFINDEX files on a
volume that contains a USER CATALOG. This may cause performance issues. The VMF, VMFINDEX, and RMF may be
on the same volume.

• Number of tape volumes are in your current tape library:
VOLTOT = _____________________

• Expected tape library growth in the next 12 months as a percentage: (If negative, enter 0.)
PCTGROW = _____________________

• Percentage of data sets that span more than six volumes:
PCTMV = _____________________

• Percentage of tape volumes that contain more than one data set:
PCTMD =_____________________

• Average number of data sets on a multi-data set volume:
AVGMD = _____________________

• Do you plan to use auxiliary messages? (If yes, enter 1. If no, enter 0.)
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AUXMSG = ____________________
• Number of records per cylinder for the device TLMS VMF is stored on:

RPCYL = _____________________

Using the values you have supplied, perform the following calculations:

• Calculate additional records:
ADDRECS = VOLTOT * PCTGROW/100
ADDRECS = _____________________

• Calculate multivolume record count:
MVRECS = VOLTOT * PCTMV/100
MVRECS = _____________________

• Calculate multi-data set record count:
MDRECS = (VOLTOT * PCTMD/100)/2
MDRECS = _____________________

• Calculate number of records:
TOTRECS = VOLTOT + ADDRECS + MVRECS + (MDRECS * AVGMD) + (AUXMSG * 50)
TOTRECS = _____________________

• Calculate number of cylinders:
TOTCYLS = TOTRECS * 1.5 / RPCYL + 0.5
TOTCYLS = INTEGER _____________________

• Code your JCL SPACE parameter as:
SPACE = CYL,(TOTCYLS)
SPACE = _____________________

CATVMFID - Generate VMF Initialization Parameters
In the event that the initialization parameters used as input to the CATVMFI procedure are lost, you may execute the
CATVMFID procedure to rebuild them based on the current VMF.

This procedure invokes program TLMSVMFU and reads the VMF sequentially from the CAIVMF DD. It then generates
the initialization parameters and reproduces them. MFG, TYPE, LEN, and DATE fields on the RANGE statement are not
generated.

Procedure JCL

The following procedure is used to generate the parameters used to initialize the Volume Master File.

//************************************************************

//*         **** PROCNAME=CATVMFID ****                      *

//************************************************************

//** PROCEDURE TO GENERATE THE VMF INITIALIZATION PARAMETERS *

//************************************************************

//CATVMFID PROC A='*',

//    BUFNO='80',

//    LOAD='CAI.CTAPLINK',

//    OPTS='CAI.CTAPOPTN(TLMSIPO)',

//    VMF='CAI.TLMS.VMF'

//*

//************************************************************

//**    EXECUTE VOLUME MASTER FILE UTILITY                   *

//************************************************************
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//INITDECK EXEC PGM=TLMSVMFU,PARM='++INITDECK '

//*

//STEPLIB DD DSN=&LOAD,DISP=SHR

//*

//TLMSOPTS DD DSN=&OPTS,DISP=SHR

//*

//CAIVMFS DD DSN=&VMF,DISP=SHR,

//      DCB=(BUFNO=&BUFNO,OPTCD=C)

//*

//SYSPRINT DD DCB=BLKSIZE=133,SYSOUT=&A

//*

//SYSUDUMP DD SYSOUT=&A

//*

//************************************************************

Starter JCL

//VMFDECK JOB

//VMFDECK EXEC CATVMFID

//

Output

The ++INITDECK parameter produces a report (TLMS046) listing the control statements that were used to initialize the
VMF.

YOUR TLMS COMPANY NAME         TLMS     CONTROL CARDS USED TO INITIALIZE THE VMF               TLMS046   PAGE    1   

CA TLMS NN.n yymmTLrrr                                 mm/dd/yyyy  hh.mm.ss    

THE FOLLOWING PARAMETERS WERE USED TO INITIALIZE THE VMF:

CONTROL COMPANY=(TLMS TEST SYSTEM - TLC00 )

CONTROL AUX=000100 WARNING=000070 MESSAGE=Y SCRATCH=Y

CONTROL CPU=(XE90/A SYS2/B SYS3/C SYS4/E

/* PRINTCPU= */

RANGE       VSN(980001   980100)

RANGE       VSN(ASM201   ASM220)

RANGE       VSN(A6A001   A6A020)

RANGE       VSN(NL0050   NL0080)

RANGE       VSN(TDI001   TDI099)

RANGE       VSN(TST001   TST040)

RANGE       VSN(ZZ0100   ZZ0250)

SKIP        VSN(980027   980027)

SKIP        VSN(980040   980043)

            VMFFILE  VMF BASE SKIPPED

SEGMENTS RECORDS RECORDS

TOTALS: 7 461 5

The parameters generated on the report may be extracted and then used as input to the CATVMFI procedure to initialize
the Volume Master File.
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CATVMFMR - Merge Volume Master Files
This process will merge the backup files of two VMFs into a new VMF defined in the TLMSIDCK member in the
CAI.CTAPOPTN data sets. VOLSERs not defined in TLMSIDCK are not merged, and VOLSERs defined by TLMSIDCK
but not in either VMF backup are generated. If a VOLSER is contained in both backups and the volser(s) is in the
TLMSIDCK, the program stops with an error. MDS and MVL records for volumes not merged are ignored, and reported as
orphans.

Procedure JCL

The following procedure is used to merge the backups of two VMFs into a new VMF.

//******************************************************

//* ****          PROCNAME=CATVMFMR                *****

//******************************************************

//** PROCEDURE TO MERGE TWO VOLUME MASTER FILES        *

//******************************************************

//* Comments

//CATVMFMR PROC A='*',

// BKUPVMF='CAI.TLMS.BKUPVMF', (VMF - A)

// BUFNO='80',

// IDCK='CAI.CTAPOPTN(TLMSIDCK)',

// LOAD='CAI.CTAPLINK',

// OPTS='CAI.CTAPOPTN(TLMSIPO)',

// MERGE='CAI.TLMS.MRGE.VMF', (VMF - B)

// SORTLIB='SYS1.SORTLIB',

// SPCVMF='(CYL,(5,5))',

// WORK='SYSDA',

// VMF='CAI.TLMS.VMF' (New merged VMF file)

//*

//***************************************************

//**    EXECUTE VOLUME MASTER FILE UTILITY         **

//***************************************************

//MRGEVMF EXEC PGM=TLMSVMFU,PARM='++MERGE'

//*

//STEPLIB DD DSN=&LOAD,DISP=SHR

//*

//TLMSOPTS DD DSN=&OPTS,DISP=SHR

//*

//SORTLIB DD DSN=&SORTLIB,DISP=SHR

//*

//CAIVMF DD DSN=&VMF,DISP=OLD

//*

//CAIVMFS DD DSN=&VMF,DISP=SHR,

// DCB=(BUFNO=&BUFNO,OPTCD=C)

//*

//CAIBVMF DD DSN=&BKUPVMF,DISP=OLD

//*

//CAIMVMF DD DSN=&MERGE,DISP=OLD

//*

//CAIIDCK DD DSN=&IDCK,DISP=SHR

//*
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//SORTWK01 DD UNIT=&WORK,SPACE=&SPCVMF

//*

//SYSPRINT DD DCB=BLKSIZE=133,SYSOUT=&A

//*

//SYSOUT DD SYSOUT=&A

//*

//SYSUDUMP DD SYSOUT=&A

//*

//****************************************************

Starter JCL

//VMFMRGE JOB

//VMFMRGE EXEC CATVMFMR

Output

The ++MERGE parameter produces the Merge Volume Master report (TLMS052).

YOUR TLMS COMPANY NAME VOLUME MASTER FILE UTILITY FOR ++MERGE                            TLMS052  PAGE    1   

CA TLMS NN.n yymmTLrrr                               mm/dd/yyyy  hh.mm.ss    

                            CONTROLDATA 

                    ----------------------------------------------  

                    CHAINING     RECORDS RESERVED..................100

                    MESSAGE  RECORDS RESERVED....................50

                    CHAINING     THRESHOLD COUNT....................70

                    VOLUMES  INITIALIZED AS.................SCRATCH

                    COMPANY.........TLMS     TEST SYSTEM 

                    TOTAL    INPUT RECORDS READ...................834

                    TOTAL    CONTROL RECORDS WRITTEN................1

                    TOTAL    SEGMENT RECORDS WRITTEN................1

                    TOTAL    BASE RECORDS WRITTEN.................461

                    TOTAL    MVL RECORDS WRITTEN....................0

                    TOTAL    MDS RECORDS WRITTEN...................12

                    TOTAL    AUXILIARY RECORDS WRITTEN.............89

                    TOTAL    MESSAGE RECORDS WRITTEN...............50

                    TOTAL    RECORDS WRITTEN......................614

                    TOTAL    ORPHANED MVL RECORDS...................0

                    TOTAL    ORPHANED MDS RECORDS..................24

                    TOTAL    ORPHANED VSN RECORDS...................0

                    TOTAL    WARNING MESSAGES......................24

NOTE

•  CATVMFB - Back Up the Volume Master File

CATVMFRE - Reorganize the Volume Master File
In the event that the Volume Master File is corrupted or destroyed, it may be necessary to reorganize it from the most
recent backup copy. This process rebuilds all of the chains and attempts to repair invalidly chained multivolume data
sets. Run the CAI.CTAPPROC (CATVMFV) PROC to obtain the volumes with chaining errors and then make any
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necessary repairs before the reorganization. The technique used for ++REORG is different from ++RESTORE in not using
TLMSIDCK to define the VMF. No changes can be made from the backup versions.

The VMF Index file must be re-created immediately after the VMF has been reorganized. See CATVMFXI - Initialize or
Re-create the VMF Index File.

Procedure JCL

The following procedure is used to reorganize the Volume Master File.

//*************************************************************

//*   **** PROCNAME=CATVMFRE ****     *

//*************************************************************

//** PROCEDURE TO REORGANIZE THE CA TLMS VOLUME MASTER FILE   *

//*************************************************************

//CATVMFRE PROC A='*',

//    BUFNO='80',

//    BKUPVMF='CAI.TLMS.BKUPVMF',

//    LOAD='CAI.CTAPLINK',

//    OPTS='CAI.CTAPOPTN(TLMSIPO)',

//    SORTLIB='SYS1.SORTLIB',

//    VMF='CAI.TLMS.VMF',

//    SPCVMF='(CYL,(5,5))',

//    WORK='SYSDA'

//*

//*************************************************************

//**   EXECUTE VOLUME MASTER FILE UTILITY     *

//*************************************************************

//REORGVMF EXEC PGM=TLMSVMFU,PARM='++REORG'

//*

//STEPLIB DD DSN=&LOAD,DISP=SHR

//*

//TLMSOPTS DD DSN=&OPTS,DISP=SHR

//*

//SORTLIB DD DSN=&SORTLIB,DISP=SHR

//*

//CAIVMF DD DSN=&VMF,DISP=SHR

//*

//CAIVMFS DD DSN=&VMF,DISP=SHR,

//      DCB=(BUFNO=&BUFNO,OPTCD=C)

//*

//CAIBVMF DD DSN=&BKUPVMF,DISP=OLD

//*

//SORTWK01 DD UNIT=&WORK,SPACE=&SPCVMF

//*

//SYSPRINT DD DCB=BLKSIZE=133,SYSOUT=&A

//*

//SYSOUT DD SYSOUT=&A

//*

//SYSUDUMP DD SYSOUT=&A

//*

//*************************************************************
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Starter JCL

//VMFREORG JOB

//VMFREORG EXEC CATVMFRE

//

Output

The ++REORG parameter produces the REORG Volume Master File report (TLMS047).

YOUR TLMS NN.n COMPANY NAME        VOLUME   MASTER FILE UTILITY FOR ++REORG         TLMS047 PAGE    1   

CA TLMS NN.n yymmTLrrr                             mm/dd/yyyy  hh.mm.ss    

                    TOTAL    INPUT RECORDS READ...................616

                    TOTAL    CONTROL RECORDS WRITTEN................1

                    TOTAL    SEGMENT RECORDS WRITTEN................1

                    TOTAL    BASE RECORDS WRITTEN.................461

                    TOTAL    MVL RECORDS WRITTEN....................0

                    TOTAL    MDS RECORDS WRITTEN...................12

                    TOTAL    AUXILIARY RECORDS WRITTEN.............89

                    TOTAL    MESSAGE RECORDS WRITTEN...............50

                    TOTAL    RECORDS WRITTEN......................614

                    TOTAL    ORPHANED MVL RECORDS...................0

                    TOTAL    ORPHANED MDS RECORDS...................0

                    TOTAL    ORPHANED VSN RECORDS...................0

                    TOTAL    WARNING MESSAGES.......................0

NOTE

•  CATVMFB - Back Up the Volume Master File

CATVMFRL - Reload the Volume Master File
This process copies a VMF backup to the VMF. It does not reorganize the VMF data. It does not delete orphan records. It
does not correct or report chaining errors.

Reload should be used when you need an exact copy of the VMF from the time the backup was taken.

Procedure JCL

The following procedure is used to reload the Volume Master File.

//**********************************************************

//*          **** PROCNAME=CATVMFRL ****                   *

//**********************************************************

//**     PROCEDURE TO RELOAD CA TLMS VOLUME MASTER FILE    *

//**********************************************************

//*

//CATVMFRL PROC A='*',

//            BKUPVMF='CAI.TLMS.BKUPVMF',

//            BUFNO='80',

//            LOAD='CAI.CTAPLINK',

//            OPTS='CAI.CTAPOPTN(TLMSIPO)',
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//            VMF='CAI.TLMS.VMF'

//*

//**********************************************************

//**        EXECUTE VOLUME MASTER FILE UTILITY             *

//**********************************************************

//RELOAD    EXEC     PGM=TLMSVMFU,PARM='++RELOAD'

//*

//STEPLIB   DD   DSN=&LOAD,DISP=SHR

//*

//TLMSOPTS  DD   DSN=&OPTS,DISP=SHR

//*

//CAIVMFS   DD   DSN=&VMF,DISP=OLD,

//             DCB=(BUFNO=&BUFNO,OPTCD=C)

//*

//CAIBVMF   DD   DSN=&BKUPVMF,DISP=OLD

//*

//SYSPRINT  DD   DCB=BLKSIZE=133,SYSOUT=&A

//*

//SYSOUT    DD   SYSOUT=&A

//*

//SYSUDUMP  DD   SYSOUT=&A

//*

//*********************************************************

Starter JCL

VMFRELOD JOB

//VMFRELOD EXEC CATVMFRL

Output

The ++RELOAD parameter produces the Reload Volume Master File report (TLMS050).

YOUR TLMS NN.n COMPANY NAME        VOLUME   MASTER FILE UTILITY FOR ++RELOAD        TLMS050 PAGE    1   

CA TLMS NN.n yymmTLrrr                           mm/dd/yyyy  hh.mm.ss    

                    TOTAL    INPUT RECORDS READ...................615

                    TOTAL    CONTROL RECORDS WRITTEN................1

                    TOTAL    SEGMENT RECORDS WRITTEN................1

                    TOTAL    BASE RECORDS WRITTEN.................461

                    TOTAL    MVL RECORDS WRITTEN....................0

                    TOTAL    MDS RECORDS WRITTEN...................12

                    TOTAL    AUXILIARY RECORDS WRITTEN.............90

                    TOTAL    MESSAGE RECORDS WRITTEN...............50

                    TOTAL    RECORDS WRITTEN......................615

                    TOTAL    ORPHANED MVL RECORDS...................0

                    TOTAL    ORPHANED MDS RECORDS...................0

                    TOTAL    ORPHANED VSN RECORDS...................0

                    TOTAL    WARNING MESSAGES.......................0

NOTE

•  CATVMFB - Back Up the Volume Master File
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CATVMFRS - Restore the Volume Master File
If the Volume Master File is corrupted or destroyed, you must restore it from the most recent backup copy. The VMF can
be initialized at the same time it is restored.

If the most recent updates to the VMF are not contained in the VMF backup copy, you must use the CATVMFRV
procedure.

This process rebuilds all chains and attempts to repair invalidly chained multi-volume data sets.

The restore function releases auxiliary records no longer being used. The TLMS048 and TLMS049 reports may show
different totals.

The VMF Index file must be re-created immediately after the VMF has been restored. See CATVMFXI - Initialize or Re-
create the VMF Index File.

Procedure JCL

The following procedure is used to restore the Volume Master File.

//********************************************************

//*         **** PROCNAME=CATVMFRS ****                  *

//********************************************************

//* PROCEDURE TO RESTORE THE CA TLMS VOLUME MASTER FILE  *

//********************************************************

//CATVMFRS PROC A='*',

//            BKUPVMF='CAI.TLMS.BKUPVMF',

//            BUFNO='80',

//            IDCK='CAI.CTAPOPTN(TLMSIDCK)',

//            LOAD='CAI.CTAPLINK',

//            OPTS='CAI.CTAPOPTN(TLMSIPO)',

//            SORTLIB='SYS1.SORTLIB',

//            SPCVMF='(CYL,(5,5))',

//            WORK='SYSDA',

//            VMF='CAI.TLMS.VMF'

//*

//*********************************************************

//**                EXECUTE VOLUME MASTER FILE UTILITY    *

//*********************************************************

//RESTOVMF  EXEC     PGM=TLMSVMFU,PARM='++RESTORE'

//*

//STEPLIB   DD   DSN=&LOAD,DISP=SHR

//*

//TLMSOPTS  DD   DSN=&OPTS,DISP=SHR

//*

//SORTLIB   DD   DSN=&SORTLIB,DISP=SHR

//*

//CAIVMF    DD   DSN=&VMF,DISP=SHR

//*

//CAIVMFS   DD   DSN=&VMF,DISP=SHR,

//                DCB=(BUFNO=&BUFNO,OPTCD=C)

//*

//CAIBVMF   DD   DSN=&BKUPVMF,DISP=OLD

//*
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//CAIIDCK   DD   DSN=&IDCK,DISP=SHR

//*

//SORTWK01  DD   UNIT=&WORK,SPACE=&SPCVMF

//*

//SYSPRINT  DD   DCB=BLKSIZE=133,SYSOUT=&A

//*

//SYSOUT    DD   SYSOUT=&A

//*

//SYSUDUMP  DD   SYSOUT=&A

//*

//**************************************************

Starter JCL

//VMFREST JOB

//VMFREST EXEC CATVMFRS

//

Output

The ++RESTORE command produces the Restore Volume Master File report (TLMS049).

YOUR TLMS NN.n COMPANY NAME        R    E C O V E R V O L U M E M A S T E R *FROM* B A C K U P   TLMS030 PAGE    1   

CA TLMS NN.n yymmTLrrr                                 dd mmm yyyy hh.mm.ss

                MASTER   DUMP DATE AND TIME.....................mm/dd/yyyy 05.24.15

                BACKUP   TRANSACTIONS STARTING DATE AND TIME....mm/dd/yyyy 01.14.00

                BACKUP   TRANSACTIONS ENDING DATE AND TIME......mm/dd/yyyy 11.16.52

                        

                NUMBER   OF TRANSACTIONS APPLIED TO RECOVERY FILE.... 17,369

                            E    N D   O    F   J    O B

 

YOUR TLMS NN.n COMPANY NAME        VOLUME   MASTER FILE UTILITY FOR ++RESTORE       TLMS049 PAGE    1   

CA TLMS NN.n yymmTLrrr                           mm/dd/yyyy  hh.mm.ss    

                        CONTROLDATA 

                    ----------------------------------------------  

                    CHAINING     RECORDS RESERVED..................100

                    MESSAGE  RECORDS RESERVED....................50

                    CHAINING     THRESHOLD COUNT....................70

                    VOLUMES  INITIALIZED AS.................SCRATCH

                    COMPANY.........TLMS     TEST SYSTEM 

                    TOTAL    INPUT RECORDS READ...................614

                    TOTAL    CONTROL RECORDS WRITTEN................1

                    TOTAL    SEGMENT RECORDS WRITTEN................1

                    TOTAL    BASE RECORDS WRITTEN.................461

                    TOTAL    MVL RECORDS WRITTEN....................0

                    TOTAL    MDS RECORDS WRITTEN...................12

                    TOTAL    AUXILIARY RECORDS WRITTEN.............89

                    TOTAL    MESSAGE RECORDS WRITTEN...............50

                    TOTAL    RECORDS WRITTEN......................614

                    TOTAL    ORPHANED MVL RECORDS...................0

                    TOTAL    ORPHANED MDS RECORDS...................0
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                    TOTAL    ORPHANED VSN RECORDS...................0

                    TOTAL    WARNING MESSAGES.......................0

NOTE

• CATVMFB - Back Up the Volume Master File
• Expanding or Decreasing the Volume Master File

Expanding or Decreasing the Volume Master File
The VMF initialization program TLMSVMFU is also used to

• Add new ranges of volume serial numbers
• Delete existing ranges of volume serial numbers
• Expand/decrease the multivolume/multi-data set record area
• Add or delete the auxiliary message area

WARNING
Should an overflow warning message occur indicating that the VMF is near its capacity, you must delete entries
or expand the file size to prevent data loss.

To update, expand or decrease the VMF, use the following steps:

1. Quiesce all system tape activity.
2. Back up the current Volume Master File. For more information, see CATVMFB - Back Up the Volume Master File.
3. Locate the VMF initialization commands and modify them to reflect all additions and deletions. For more information,

see CATVMFI (TLMSIDCK) - Initialize the Volume Master File.
4. Use the backup tape created in Step 2 above to restore the VMF. For more information, see CATVMFRS - Restore the

Volume Master File.
5. Execute PROC CATVMFXI to rebuild VMF index.
6. Allow tape activity to resume.

To restore the VMF while TLMS is active, use a different data set name. You may also need to apply the tape transactions
that occurred since the backup was created.

 

NOTE

•  CATVMFRV - Recover the Volume Master File

CATVMFRV - Recover the Volume Master File
If the Volume Master File must be restored and there has been tape activity since the last VMF backup, you must
reprocess the VMF update transactions from a backup of the alternate log file (ALOG) or the SMF data sets, whichever is
applicable. (These programs cannot be executed against a live ALOG file or SMF data sets.)

Process

The recovery process uses the Volume Master File recovery program TLMSRECV. After restoring the VMF, execute the
TLMSRECV program, supplying as input all of the log data sets that were created since the last backup of the VMF. After
successful completion of the VMF recovery, it will be necessary to re-create the VMF index file. For more information
see CATVMFXI - Initialize or Re-create the VMF Index File.

Note: TLMSRECV will only recover the ALOG transactions that are newer than the date/time stamp from the VMF Backup
(DD CAIBVMF).
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Procedure JCL

The following procedure both restores and recovers the VMF to a newly initialized VMF file.

//*************************************************************

//*                    **** PROCNAME=CATVMFRV ****            *

//*************************************************************

//** RECOVER VOLUME MASTER FILE TO POINT OF FAILURE           *

//*************************************************************

//** CA TLMS VMF MUST BE REINITED (CATVMFI) BEFORE THIS STEP. *

//*************************************************************

//CATVMFRV PROC A='*',

//        BKUPVMF='CAI.TLMS.BKUPVMF',

//        BUFNO='80',

//        IDCK='CAI.CTAPOPTN(TLMSIDCK)',

//        LOAD='CAI.CTAPLINK',

//        OPTS='CAI.CTAPOPTN(TLMSIPO)',

//        SPCVMF='(CYL,(5,5))',

//        SORTLIB='SYS1.SORTLIB',

//        BKUPALOG='CAI.TLMS.BKUPALOG',

//        VMF='CAI.TLMS.VMF',

//        WORK='SYSDA'

//*

//*

//*******************************************************

//**            EXECUTE  VOLUME MASTER FILE UTILITY       *

//*******************************************************

//RESTOVMF  EXEC     PGM=TLMSVMFU,PARM='++RESTORE'

//*

//STEPLIB   DD   DSN=&LOAD,DISP=SHR

//*

//TLMSOPTS  DD   DSN=&OPTS,DISP=SHR

//*

//SORTLIB   DD   DSN=&SORTLIB,DISP=SHR

//*

//CAIVMF    DD   DSN=&VMF,DISP=SHR

//*

//CAIVMFS   DD   DSN=&VMF,DISP=SHR,

//             DCB=(BUFNO=&BUFNO,OPTCD=C)

//*

//CAIBVMF   DD   DSN=&BKUPVMF,DISP=OLD

//*

//CAIIDCK   DD   DSN=&IDCK,DISP=SHR

//*

//SORTWK01  DD   UNIT=&WORK,SPACE=&SPCVMF

//*

//SYSPRINT  DD   DCB=BLKSIZE=133,SYSOUT=&A

//*

//SYSOUT    DD   SYSOUT=&A

//*

//SYSUDUMP  DD   SYSOUT=&A

//*

//*
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//****************************************************

//** REBUILD VOLUME MASTER TO POINT OF FAILURE       *

//** (USES BKUPALOG OR SMF)                          *

//****************************************************

//RECOVVMF  EXEC     PGM=TLMSRECV,

//              COND=(4,LT)

//*

//STEPLIB   DD   DSN=&LOAD,DISP=SHR

//*

//SORTLIB   DD   DSN=&SORTLIB,DISP=SHR

//*

//TLMSOPTS  DD   DSN=&OPTS,DISP=SHR

//*

//CAIVMF    DD   DSN=&VMF,DISP=SHR

//*

//CAIVMFS   DD   DSN=&VMF,DISP=SHR

//*

//CAIBVMF   DD   DSN=&BKUPVMF,DISP=OLD

//*

//VMFTRANS DD DSN=&BKUPALOG,DISP=OLD  BKUP     ALOG OR SMF

//*

//SORTWK01 DD UNIT=&WORK,SPACE=&SPCVMF

//*

//SYSPRINT DD DCB=BLKSIZE=133,SYSOUT=&A

//*

//SYSOUT DD SYSOUT=&A

//*

//SYSUDUMP DD SYSOUT=&A

//*

//SYSIN DD DUMMY

//*

//**************************************************************

Starter JCL

//VMFRECV JOB

//VMFRECV EXEC CATVMFRV

//

Output

This process produces the restore report (TLMS049) and a recovery report (TLMS030).

YOUR TLMS NN.n COMPANY NAME        VOLUME   MASTER FILE UTILITY FOR ++RESTORE       TLMS049 PAGE    1   

CA TLMS NN.n                             mm/dd/yyyy  hh.mm.ss    

                        CONTROLDATA 

                    ----------------------------------------------  

                    CHAINING     RECORDS RESERVED..................100

                    MESSAGE  RECORDS RESERVED....................50

                    CHAINING     THRESHOLD COUNT....................70
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                    VOLUMES  INITIALIZED AS.................SCRATCH

                    COMPANY.........TLMS     TEST SYSTEM 

                    TOTAL    INPUT RECORDS READ...................614

                    TOTAL    CONTROL RECORDS WRITTEN................1

                    TOTAL    SEGMENT RECORDS WRITTEN................1

                    TOTAL    BASE RECORDS WRITTEN.................461

                    TOTAL    MVL RECORDS WRITTEN....................0

                    TOTAL    MDS RECORDS WRITTEN...................12

                    TOTAL    AUXILIARY RECORDS WRITTEN.............89

                    TOTAL    MESSAGE RECORDS WRITTEN...............50

                    TOTAL    RECORDS WRITTEN......................614

                    TOTAL    ORPHANED MVL RECORDS...................0

                    TOTAL    ORPHANED MDS RECORDS...................0

                    TOTAL    ORPHANED VSN RECORDS...................0

                    TOTAL    WARNING MESSAGES.......................0

YOUR COMPANY NAME         VMF.S R E C O V E R V O L U M E M A S T E R *FROM* B A C K U P          TLMS030  

  PAGE   1

TLMS NN.n                                                                                      mm/dd/yyyy

 09.07.31

                     MASTER DUMP DATE AND TIME.....................mm/dd/yyyy 09.53.59 

                     BACKUP TRANSACTIONS STARTING DATE AND TIME....mm/dd/yyyy 09.06.56 

                     BACKUP TRANSACTIONS ENDING DATE AND TIME......mm/dd/yyyy 09.06.58 

                     NUMBER OF TRANSACTIONS APPLIED TO RECOVERY FILE............ 3 

                                              E N D O F J O B

 

YOUR COMPANY NAME         VMF.S R E C O V E R V O L U M E M A S T E R *FROM* B A C K U P          TLMS030  

  PAGE   1

TLMS NN.n                                                                                      mm/dd/yyyy

 07.45.51

CAT2802E NO TRANSACTIONS SUBSEQUENT TO THE BACKUP WERE PROVIDED - RUN TERMINATED. 

  

                                              E N D O F J O B

NOTE

•  CATVMFB - Back Up the Volume Master File

CATVMFSC - Set Volume Master File Control Information
This process changes some of the values for control information in an active VMF. The Company Name, CPU ID, and
Warning Limit may be changed for the active VMF without having to reinitialize the VMF.

Procedure JCL

The following procedure is used to modify control data in the active VMF.

//*****************************************************

//*          **** PROCNAME=CATVMFSC ****              *

//*****************************************************

//**        PROCEDURE TO SET VALUES OF CONTROL FIELDS *

//*****************************************************
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//*

//CATVMFSC PROC A='*',

//            IDCK='CAI.CTAPOPTN(TLMSIDCK)',

//            LOAD='CAI.CTAPLINK',

//            OPTS='CAI.CTAPOPTN(TLMSIPO)',

//            VMF='CAI.TLMS.VMF'

//*

//*****************************************************

//**          EXECUTE VOLUME MASTER FILE UTILITY      *

//*****************************************************

//SETCTL    EXEC     PGM=TLMSVMFU,PARM='++SETCTL '

//*

//STEPLIB   DD   DSN=&LOAD,DISP=SHR

//*

//TLMSOPTS  DD   DSN=&OPTS,DISP=SHR

//*

//CAIVMF    DD   DSN=&VMF,DISP=OLD

//*

//CAIIDCK   DD   DSN=&IDCK,DISP=SHR

//*

//SYSPRINT  DD   DCB=BLKSIZE=133,SYSOUT=&A

//*

//SYSUDUMP  DD   SYSOUT=&A

//*

//****************************************************

Starter JCL

//VMFSC JOB

//VMGSC EXEC CATVMFSC

Output

The ++SETCTL parameter produces the Set Control Volume Master File report (TLMS051).

YOUR TLMS NN.n COMPANY NAME    VOLUME   MASTER FILE UTILITY FOR ++SETCTL        TLMS051 PAGE    1   

CA TLMS NN.n yymmTLrrr                       mm/dd/yyyy  hh.mm.ss    

                    CONTROLDATA 

                ----------------------------------------------  

                CHAINING     RECORDS RESERVED..................100

                MESSAGE  RECORDS RESERVED....................50

                CHAINING     THRESHOLD COUNT...................393

                VOLUMES  INITIALIZED AS.................SCRATCH

                COMPANY.........TLMS     TEST SYSTEM 

CATVMFV - Verify the Volume Master File
Use the CATVMFV procedure to verify a VMF or backup of a VMF and produce the TLMS064 report.

TLMSVMFV is executed to verify the VMF using the same technique used by TLMSVMFU for the VMF utilities. The
technique allows TLMSVMFV to verify VMF record chaining without "running the chains". This prevents I/O errors from
bad chains and allows TLMSVMFV to continue verification of a chain after an error is detected. TLMSVMFV also finds
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orphaned records. Orphaned records are records which cannot be found by TLMS batch processing that starts with the
beginning of a tape chain.

The scope of the verification and reporting is controlled by the following CATVMFV parameters:

• DELAY
This parameter instructs TLMSVMFV to delay the verification of tape chains for the specified number of days. This
prevents reporting of false errors for tapes which are being created while CATVMFV is running.

• LEVEL
This parameter specifies the level of detail TLMSVMFV is to report. The LEVEL parameter can greatly reduce the size
of the TLMS064 report. By default TLMSVMFV uses DELAY=3 and LEVEL=1. The report levels are:
– Level 1 is the default report level.
– Level 5 and above print orphans records. These are records which are not connected to valid TLMS chains. These

records are lost during a VMF RESTORE.
– Level 9 is the most detailed report. Level 9 overrides the DELAY PARM. Level 9 can only be run against a VMF that

has no activity.

Process 

Modify the CATVMFV parameter for SORT to values similar to those in CATVMFU. These vary with the size of the VMF,
for example:

SORTLIB='SYS1.SORTLIB'

SPCVMF='(CYL,(5,5))'  

WORK='SYSALLDA'

Specify the DELAY and LEVEL parameters via CATVMFV PRM=. For example:

CATVMFV PRM=’DELAY=6  LEVEL=5’ 

• DELAY
Specifies the number of days TLMSVMFV waits after the creation date before any given verification. 
Range: 0 to 9999999 days

• LEVEL
Specifies the level of detail for verification and reporting. The lower the value of LEVEL the less detail produced. 
Valid values: 1, 2, 5, and 9

PRM keywords can be specified in any order and are separated by commas or blanks.

TEST Process

You can run CATVMFV with a parm of test.

CATVMFV, PARM=TEST

Procedure JCL

Use the following procedure to verify the Volume Master File:

//*********************************************************************

//*             ****  PROCNAME=CATVMFV  ****                          *

//*********************************************************************
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//**      PROCEDURE TO VERIFY THE CA TLMS VOLUME MASTER FILE          *

//*********************************************************************

//CATVMFV  PROC A='*',                                                 

//             BUFNO='80',                                             

//             LOAD='CAI.CTAPLINK',                                    

//             OPTS='CAI.CTAPOPTN(TLMSIPO)',                           

//             PRM='',                                                

//             SORTLIB='SYS1.SORTLIB',                                 

//             SPCVMF='(CYL,(5,5))',                                   

//             WORK='SYSALLDA',                                        

//             VMF='CAI.TLMS.VMF'                                      

//*                                                                    

//*********************************************************************

//**           VERIFY VOLUME MASTER FILE                             **

//*********************************************************************

//VERIFY   EXEC PGM=TLMSVMFV,PRM='&PRM'                               

//*                                                                    

//STEPLIB  DD  DSN=&LOAD,DISP=SHR                                      

//*                                                                    

//CAIVMFS  DD  DSN=&VMF,DISP=SHR,                                      

//             DCB=(BUFNO=&BUFNO,OPTCD=C)                              

//*                                                                    

//TLMSOPTS DD  DSN=&OPTS,DISP=SHR                                      

//*                                                                    

//SORTLIB  DD  DSN=&SORTLIB,DISP=SHR                                   

//*                                                                    

//SORTWK01 DD  UNIT=&WORK,SPACE=&SPCVMF                                

//*                                                                    

//SYSPRINT DD  DCB=BLKSIZE=133,SYSOUT=&A                               

//*                                                                    

//SYSOUT   DD  SYSOUT=&A                                               

//*                                                                    

//SYSUDUMP DD  SYSOUT=&A                                                

//*                                                                     

//*********************************************************************

Starter JCL

//VMFVER JOB 

//VERIFY EXEC CATVMFV,PRM=’DELAY=3,LEVEL=1’ 

//

Output

The CATVMFV utility produces report TLMS064. This report has two sections:

• VOLUME MASTER FILE VERIFICATION LOG
This section is written only if problems are found with the VMF.

• SUMMARY OF VOLUME MASTER FILE VERIFICATION
This section provides a count of the various elements found in the VMF.

YOUR COMPANY NAME                       VOLUME MASTER FILE VERIFICATION LOG     SCAN LEVEL(1)          TLMS064        PAGE   1
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CA TLMS       NN.n  mmyyTLrrr                                                        mm/dd/yy    hh.mm.ss

                                                                                                                                    

 CHAIN-

ID  CHNVOL TYPE VOLSER    VSQ.    FSQ.     --------------------------------------------------------------                    

           070001   B  070001       4       1     CAT6420W -  UNCHAINED VOLUME HAS FIELD(S) SHOWING CHAINING                        

 00007101  000003   B  000001       1       1     CAT6437W -  VSN OF CHAIN BASE MUST EQUAL CHNVOL                                   

 00007101  000003   B  FRED01       2             CAT6418E -  VOLSER MISSING FROM MULTI-

VOLUME CHAIN                                

                       JANE02       3             CAT6418E -  VOLSER MISSING FROM MULTI-

VOLUME CHAIN                                

 00001101  001527   B  001528       2             CAT6418E -  VOLSER MISSING FROM MULTI-

VOLUME CHAIN                                

                       001529       3             CAT6418E -  VOLSER MISSING FROM MULTI-

VOLUME CHAIN                                

                       001530       4             CAT6418E -  VOLSER MISSING FROM MULTI-

VOLUME CHAIN                                

                       001531       5             CAT6418E -  VOLSER MISSING FROM MULTI-

VOLUME CHAIN                                

 00001C01  001598   B  001599       1       1     CAT6437W -  VSN OF CHAIN BASE MUST EQUAL CHNVOL                                   

 00001C01  001598   B  001599       1       1     CAT6439W -  CHAIN BASE HAS NO DATA SETS OR VOLUMES CHAINED                        

 00001D01  090001   D  090001       1       6     CAT6445E -  LAST MDS PTR IN BASE DOES NOT POINT TO THIS MDS                       

 00001D01  090001   D  090001       1       8     CAT6443E -  PREV MDS DOES NOT POINT TO THIS MDS                                   

 00000601  TDI028   D  TDI028       1      40     CAT6445E -  LAST MDS PTR IN BASE DOES NOT POINT TO THIS MDS                       

 00000601  TDI028   D  TDI028       1      42     CAT6443E -  PREV MDS DOES NOT POINT TO THIS MDS

 

YOUR COMPANY NAME                         SUMMARY OF VOLUME MASTER FILE VERIFICATION                   TLMS064        PAGE   2

CA TLMS       NN.n  mmyyTLrrr                                                                         09/30/2010     09.02.14

                                                                                                                                    

                                          TOTAL VMF RECORDS READ ..................2,602                                            

                                          TOTAL CONTROL RECORDS .......................1                                            

                                          TOTAL SEGMENT RECORDS .......................2                                            

                                          TOTAL BASE RECORDS ......................1,534                                            

                                          TOTAL MVL RECORDS ...........................1                                            

                                          TOTAL MDS RECORDS .........................488                                            

                                          TOTAL AUXILIARY RECORDS ...................526                                            

                                          TOTAL MESSAGE RECORDS ......................50                                            

                                          TOTAL PADDING RECORDS ......................15                                            

                                          TOTAL AUXILIARY RECORDS ON REUSE ............5                                            

                                          TOTAL SKIP VOLUMES ..........................1                                            

                                          TOTAL ORPHANED MVL RECORDS...................0                                            

                                          TOTAL ORPHANED MDS RECORDS...................0                                            

                                          TOTAL ORPHANED VSN RECORDS...................4                                            

                                          TOTAL WARNINGS...............................4                                            

                                          TOTAL ERRORS ...............................10 

CATVMFC - Correct Chaining Errors in the Volume Master File
Executing CATMVFV reports and identifies various volume and multi-dataset chaining errors if they exist in your VMF.
The following errors are resolved during the execution of CATVMFC procedure: CAT6402W, CAT6403W, CAT6414E,
CAT6408E, or CAT6409E. Tape processing activity is allowed while this report runs. It is required to have a VMF backup
within an hour of running CATVMFC report. The SCAN and DELAY attribute are specified in the execution parameters for
CATVMFV - Verify the Volume Master File.
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NOTE: We recommend the DELAY value of 10 be used. This indicates that the chaining errors are at least ten days or
older. Level 5 and above identify orphans records.

Currently, these are the only errors that are corrected by this report:

• CAT6402W - MVL ORPHANED RECORD RETURNED TO AUX CHAIN.    Note: All MVL records do not contain any
dates, thus the DELAY parameter that is specified for TLMSVMFV is not applicable.

• CAT6402W - NO ACTION TAKEN RECORD SKIPPED
• CAT6414E - ORPHANED VSN. VOLCNT VOLSEQ SET TO 1
• CAT6408E - CHNVOL SET TO VOLSER
• CAT6409E - CHAIN-ID RESET
• CAT6403W - MDS ORPHANED RECORD RETURNED TO AUX CHAIN
• CAT6403W - NO ACTION TAKEN RECORD SKIPPED

Process

The Volume Master File program TLMSVMFC called within the CATVMFC PROC creates two reports that are contained
in the TLMSRPT sysout. The TLMS065 report displays the errors that are identified by CATVMFV report and the action
taken. The TLMS066 displays the before and after images of the VMF Control record. Internal fields within the control
record are listed, the active VMF, VMFI, and ALOG datasets are listed and the Backup date and time. CPU entries are
listed under the CPU STATUS ENTRIES area of the report. A total of 16 CPUs can be listed in the report. The Scan and
Delay values that are used by the execution of TLMSVMFV are also listed in the title of TLMS065.

NOTE
NOTE: During the process of returning orphan records back to the REUSE chain via the CAT6403W messages.
The messages indicating 'NO ACTION TAKEN RECORD SKIPPED' can be produced in the report. This
indicates CAT6402/6403W messages are related to subsequent volumes or Muli-Data Set(MDS) record chains,
these are skipped because they were returned as part of the primary volume/MDS record being processed.

Parameter Definitions

EXEC statement contains only one parameter.

• TEST Will allow the use of an alternate test copy of a VMF that resides on DASD to be used for analysis
in the CATVMFC procedure. During the TEST mode process, it resolves orphan records that are found in
CAI.TLMS.VMF.ERRORS data set from CAIVMFE DD of the TLMSVMFV program. The EXECUTION MODE value
indicates TEST in the TLMS066 report. During the normal processing, ACTIVE is displayed in the Execution Mode.
The VMF BACKUP Date is not validated when in TEST mode:
– EXECUTION MODE: TEST

Procedure JCL

The following procedure first validates the VMF Backup date and time are within one hour of the CATVMFB backup job.

//*********************************************************************

//*             ****  PROCNAME=CATVMFC  ****                          *

//*********************************************************************

//**      PROCEDURE TO VERIFY THE TLMS VOLUME MASTER FILE          *

//*********************************************************************

//CATVMFC  PROC A='*',                                                

//             BUFNO='80',                                            

//             LOAD='CAI.CTAPLINK',                                   

//             OPTS='CAI.CTAPOPTN(TLMSIPO)',                          

//             PRM='DELAY=10,LEVEL=5', 
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//             PRMC='',                                                    

//             SORTLIB='SYS1.SORTLIB',                                

//             SPCVMF='(CYL,(5,5))',                                  

//             SPCVMFE='(CYL,(5,5))',                                 

//             WORK='SYSDA',                                          

//             VMF='CAI.TLMS.VMF'                                     

//*  

//*********************************************************************

//**           VERIFY VOLUME MASTER FILE                             **

//*********************************************************************

//VERIFY   EXEC PGM=TLMSVMFV,PARM='&PRM'                              

//*                                                                   

//STEPLIB  DD  DSN=&LOAD,DISP=SHR                                     

//*                                                                   

//CAIVMFS  DD  DSN=&VMF,DISP=SHR,                                     

//             DCB=(BUFNO=&BUFNO,OPTCD=C)                             

//*                                                                   

//CAIVMFE  DD  DSN=&VMF..ERRORS,DISP=(,CATLG,DELETE),UNIT=&WORK,                

//             DCB=(RECFM=FB,LRECL=530,BLKSIZE=5300),SPACE=&SPCVMFE   

//*                                                                   

//TLMSOPTS DD  DSN=&OPTS,DISP=SHR                                     

//*                                                                   

//SORTLIB  DD  DSN=&SORTLIB,DISP=SHR                                  

//*                                                                   

//SORTWK01 DD  UNIT=&WORK,SPACE=&SPCVMF                                      

//*        

//SYSPRINT DD  DCB=BLKSIZE=133,SYSOUT=&A 

//*                                                  

//SYSOUT   DD  SYSOUT=&A                             

//*                                                  

//SYSUDUMP DD  SYSOUT=&A                             

//*

//*********************************************************************

//**            VOLUME MASTER FILE CORRECTION PROGRAM                **

//

*********************************************************************                                                 

//CORRECT  EXEC PGM=TLMSVMFC,PARM='&PRMC'                          

//STEPLIB  DD  DSN=&LOAD,DISP=SHR                    

//*                                                  

//CAIVMF   DD  DSN=&VMF,DISP=SHR,                    

//             DCB=(BUFNO=&BUFNO,OPTCD=C)            

//*                                                  

//CAIVMFE  DD  DSN=&VMF..ERRORS,DISP=(OLD,KEEP,KEEP),

//             DCB=(RECFM=FB,LRECL=530,BLKSIZE=5300) 

//*                                                  

//TLMSOPTS DD  DSN=&OPTS,DISP=SHR                    

//*

//TLMSRPT  DD  DCB=BLKSIZE=133,SYSOUT=&A                              

//*                                                                   

//SYSUDUMP DD  SYSOUT=&A                                              

//*                                                                   

//*********************************************************************                                       
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 Starter JCL                     

 //VMFBKUP JOB

 //VMFBKUP  EXEC CATVMFB

 //VMFCHAIN EXEC CATVMFC

 //

 OUTPUT

YOUR COMPANY NAME                     VOLUME MASTER FILE CONTROL RECORD                 TLMS066        PAGE  

 1

TLMS       14.0   INC01                                                              mm/dd/yyyy     hh.mm.ss 

 

EXECUTION MODE: ACTIVE

               

CHAINING VALUES BEFORE PROCESSING:

 

VCAUX1ST    00005353    VCAUXNXT    0000A8A2    VCAUXLMT    0001031B    VCAUXMAX     000116A3

VCMSG1ST    00000000    VCREUSE     00000000    VCNUMREU    FFFFFFFF    VCDUPREU     00000000

 

IPO VALUES:   

 

VMF  DSN=CAI.TLMS.VMF                         VMF  VSN=vvvvvv

VMFI DSN=CAI.TLMS.VMFINDEX                    VMFI VSN=vvvvvv

ALOG DSN=CAI.TLMS.ALOG                        ALOG VSN=vvvvvv

 

VMF BACKUP          DATE=mm/dd/yyyy     hh.mm.ss 

       

CPU STATUS ENTRIES:                                                    

 

CPU =  SYSA     START DATE=mm/dd/yyyy   START TIME=hh.mm.ss    END DATE=mm/dd/yyyy

CPU =  SYSB     START DATE=mm/dd/yyyy   START TIME=hh.mm.ss    END DATE=mm/dd/yyyy

 

 

 

YOUR COMPANY NAME                     VOLUME MASTER FILE CORRECTION LOG     SCAN LEVEL(9) DELAY(0000005) 

 TLMS065        PAGE   1

TLMS       14.0   INC01                                                      

                                                                                

 CHAIN-ID  CHNVOL TYPE VOLSER    VSQ.    FSQ.    

 --------------------------------------------------------------

 00000000  206113   B  206113       1       1     CAT6430W -  NO ACTION TAKEN   

 00000000  A01067   B  A01067       1       1     CAT6430W -  NO ACTION TAKEN  

 00072501  760120   V  760120       7             CAT6402W -  MVL ORPHANED RECORD RETURNED TO AUX CHAIN.

 00072501  760120   V  760120      39             CAT6402W -  NO ACTION TAKEN RECORD SKIPPED

 00072502  760120   B  760121       1       1     CAT6414E -  ORPHANED VSN. VOLCNT VOLSEQ SET TO 1

 00072502  760120   B  760121       1       1     CAT6408E -  CHNVOL SET TO VOLSER

 00072502  760120   B  760121       1       1     CAT6409E -  CHAIN-ID RESET.  
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 YOUR COMPANY NAME                     VOLUME MASTER FILE CONTROL RECORD                 TLMS066        PAGE 

  1

 TLMS       14.0   INC01                                                              mm/dd/

yyyy     hh.mm.ss                                                     

 

EXECUTION MODE: ACTIVE

                                                                                

CHAINING VALUES AFTER PROCESSING:                                               

                                                                                

VCAUX1ST    00005353    VCAUXNXT    0000A8A2    VCAUXLMT    0001031B    VCAUXMAX    000116A3

VCMSG1ST    00000000    VCREUSE     0000A8A1    VCNUMREU    00000003    VCDUPREU    0000A8B7

                                                                                

IPO VALUES:                                                                

                                                                                

VMF  DSN=CAI.TLMS.VMF                              VMF  VSN=vvvvvv        

VMFI DSN=CAI.TLMS.VMFINDEX                         VMFI VSN=vvvvvv        

ALOG DSN=CAI.TLMS.ALOG                             ALOG VSN=vvvvvv  

                  

VMF BACKUP          DATE=mm/dd/yyyy  TIME=hh.mm.ss                            

                                                                                

CPU STATUS ENTRIES:                                                            

 

CPU =  SYSA     START DATE=mm/dd/yyyy   START TIME=hh.mm.ss      END DATE=      END TIME=00.00.00

CPU =  SYSB     START DATE=mm/dd/yyyy   START TIME=hh.mm.ss      END DATE=      END TIME=00.00.00

NOTE

CATVMFV - Verify the Volume Master File 

 

 

CATVMFX - Build a New VMF with EXTEND
Use the CATVMFX utility to build dynamically a new VMF while tape processing continues across the shared VMF
environment. The CATVMFX procedure controls the dynamic VMF EXTEND process. This process consists of a series of
commands that are issued to all TLMSs sharing the VMF.

Plan for Executing CATVMFX Extend

Planning is an important part of running the CATVMFX utility. The CATVMFX utility creates new volume base records
in the VMF. Every TLMS sharing the VMF must be at the correct maintenance level to perform an EXTEND. CATVMFX
checks the maintenance level of every TLMS it finds by reading the VMF PRINTCPU field in the control record. If any of
the TLMSs are not at the correct maintenance level, a STATE of "Old Code" is issued in the status message. The new
VMF and the alias must belong to the same z/OS user catalog, for example, their high level qualifiers must match.

The new VMF must be large enough to contain all active records currently in the old VMF. The new VMF can reside on the
same volume or a different volume than the original VMF. Catalog the new VMF to the same user catalog as the alias. You
can execute CATVMFX as a z/OS started task or a batch job.

During the extend process, all TLMS tasks perform synchronous updates to both VMFs while records from the old VMF
are copied to the new VMF. Once all active records are copied, a z/OS Catalog alias points to the new VMF. All batch
and online tape activity references the new VMF through this z/OS Catalog alias. After the EXTEND process completes,
all TLMS tasks drop the old VMF, ending the process.
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Since both the old and new VMFs are updated synchronously during the extend process, you do not need to stop batch
and online tape activity. All jobs referencing either the old or the new VMF can run to completion safely.

Modes

CATVMFX runs in three modes to perform different functions, EXTEND, TEST, and RESET. To verify the shared
VMF environment before you perform a switch, run CATVMFX in TEST mode. The utility is designed to test as many
environmental details as possible before proceeding with a VMF switch, reducing the likelihood of a problem.

Select a mode by specifying one of the following values for the ‘DO=’ parameter in the CATVMFX PROC.

• EXTEND
Instructs CATVMFX to initiate the dynamic VMF EXTEND process and terminate once all TLMSs have switched VMFs.
This process performs the actual EXTEND, and all TLMSs use the new VMF when completed.

• TEST
Instructs CATVMFX to initiate the dynamic VMF EXTEND process, but skips the switch and recatalog steps. This
process only tests the EXTEND process, and all TLMSs continue using the old VMF when completed.

• RESET
Instructs CATVMFX to clean up the VMF control record. This process clears all residual data that is left behind from an
aborted EXTEND/TEST. (CATVMFX uses the VMF control record to issue commands to all TLMSs). Due to the nature
and impact of this utility, contact Broadcom Support for any error conditions that occur.

Note: The CATVMFX EXTEND process does not perform any VMF reorganization functions. Perform the VMF
reorganizations to remove orphan chains, clear the reuse chain, reorganize AUX records, and reassign chain-ids.

We recommend that you run the batch version of VMF Extend copy (HLQ.CTAPJCL(TLMJVMW3)) before running an
EXTEND. This version validates that all records in the old VMF can be copied to the new VMF. CATVMFX stops after the
first record in error, but the batch version logs all the errors in CAIMSG.

Requirements

Before performing the dynamic extend, ensure that the following conditions are met:

• The new VMF is initialized with CATVMFI.
• The new VMF and the alias belong to the same user catalog, for example, their high level qualifiers must match.
• The last VMF backup was no longer than three hours before the dynamic extend.
• The new VMF is large enough to contain all active records in the old VMF.
• The new VMF has enough AUX records to contain those records that are used in the old VMF.
• The new VMF contains the VSNs of all the active volumes in the old VMF.
• The new VMF is cataloged to the same user catalog as the old VMF.
• XUPD user exits, that open the VMF for record processing, must process CLOSE calls from TLMSUPDT. CATVMFX

requires a successful deallocation of the old VMF to complete. See the sample in HLO.CTAPSAMP(TLMSXUPD). If
you use a custom TLMSXUPD exit, contact Broadcom Support to review your exit.

Restrictions

If you plan to remove volume ranges from the old VMF, observe the following restrictions:
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• The volser range must be in scratch status and all chaining records must be broken and cleared.
• TLMSXUPD user exits that open the VMF for record processing, process CLOSE calls from TLMSUPDT.

CATVMFX requires the successful deallocation of the old VMF to complete. If you use a custom TLMSXUPD exit,
contact Broadcom Support to review your exit.

• Do not run PROC CATTRS during the VMF extend.
• Do not run batch jobs because CATVMFX has to wait for the jobs to complete before dropping the old VMF.
• Ensure that no volume ranges are defined in a range statement in the CTOSCRnn member of CTAPOPTN, if you use

the scratch subpooling feature to remove volume ranges.

EXTEND Process

To perform an EXTEND or a TEST, run CATVMFX as a started task or batch job. Edit the parameters in the PARMS data
set. Run CATVMFX as a started task overriding the DO parameter with the mode. CATVMFX issues commands to all
instances of TLMS that are sharing the VMF and writes the commands in the VMF control record. Each instance of TLMS
responds that the command completed or failed. CATVMFX waits for all TLMs to complete processing the command
before issuing the next command. TLMSs post their completion status to the VMF control record. Once all steps are
complete, CATVMFX terminates.

CATVMFX performs the following steps during EXTEND:

1. Prompts you to verify the parameters for the EXTEND.
2. Issues an attention command to all TLMSs. This command instructs all TLMSs to start checking the VMF control

record every 30 seconds instead of every 3 minutes.
3. Issues a test access command to all TLMSs. This command instructs all TLMSs to verify update access to the new

VMF and ability to create a VMF alias.
4. Issues a drop allocation for DDs CAIVMFS and TAPEDB.
5. Issues an add VMF command to all TLMSs. This command instructs all TLMSs to add a secondary VMF and write

duplex records during tape processing.
6. Copies all active records from the old VMF to the new VMF. Changes to active records during this step (resulting from

tape activity) are dynamically updated through duplex writes. The primary and secondary VMFs remain in sync.
7. Issues a switch command to all TLMSs. This command instructs all TLMSs to use the new VMF as their primary VMF,

and write duplex records to the old VMF.
8. Issues a recatalog command to all TLMSs. This command instructs all TLMSs to point the VMF alias on their system

to the new VMF. New batch jobs and online sessions now reference the new VMF through the alias.
9. Issues a drop VMF command to all TLMSs. This command instructs all TLMSs to wait for all jobs using the old VMF to

terminate. Then it drops the secondary VMF (stops writing duplex records).
10. Poisons the old VMF to prevent new jobs from using it.
11. Issues a return-to-normal command to all TLMSs. This command instructs all TLMSs to resume checking the VMF

control record every 3 minutes.

TEST Process

CATVMFX performs the following steps during the TEST:

1. Performs steps 1 through 6 of the CATVMFX EXTEND process.
2. Skips steps 7 and 8 of the CATVMFX EXTEND process. The secondary VMF is still the new VMF (VMF2).
3. Issues a drop VMF command to all TLMSs. This command instructs all TLMSs to drop the secondary VMF, that is,

stop writing duplex records.
4. Does not poison the secondary VMF in the TEST mode letting you check the new VMF for accuracy.
5. Issues a return-to-normal command to all TLMSs. This command instructs all TLMSs to resume checking the VMF

control record every 3 minutes.
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Procedure JCL

//****************************************************************

//*             ****  PROCNAME=CATVMFX ****                      *

//****************************************************************

//**     PROCEDURE TO DYNAMICALLY EXTEND THE VMF                 *

//****************************************************************

//*                                                               

//CATVMFX  PROC A='*',                                            

//             LOAD='CAI.CTAPLINK',                               

//             PARMS='CAI.CTAPOPTN(CTOVMFX)',                     

//             DO='TEST'                                          

//*                                                               

//****************************************************************

//**           EXECUTE DYNAMIC VMF EXTEND                        *

//****************************************************************

//EXTEND   EXEC PGM=TLMSVMFX,PARM='&DO'                            

//*                                                                

//STEPLIB  DD  DSN=&LOAD,DISP=SHR                                  

//*                                                                

//CAIMSG   DD  SYSOUT=&A                                           

//*                                                                

//CAIPARM  DD  DSN=&PARMS,DISP=SHR                                 

//*                                                                

//SYSPRINT DD  DCB=BLKSIZE=133,SYSOUT=&A                           

//*                                                                

//SYSUDUMP DD  SYSOUT=&A                                           

//*  

Starter JCL

//VMFEXTND  JOB

//VMFEXTND  EXEC CATVMFX

Start Procedures

1. Start CATVMFX in EXTEND mode using the command:

S CATVMFX,DO=EXTEND

2. Start CATVMFX in TEST mode using the command:

S CATVMFX,DO=TEST

3. Start CATVMFX in RESET mode using the command:

S CATVMFX,DO=RESET

Output

The CATVMFX outputs are WTOs written to the z/OS console and events that are logged to the CAIMSG DD statement.

Verification Display
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CAT6550I Parameters Specified in CAIPARM                            

CAT6551I MODE         EXTEND                                        

CAT6551I VMF1         CAI.TLMS.VMF.A                              

CAT6551I VMF2         CAI.TLMS.VMF.B                              

CAT6551I ALIAS        CAI.TLMS.VMF                                

CAT6551I COPYWAIT     00000200                                      

CAT6551I COPYBLKS     00000010                                      

CAT6551I EXCLUDE      CPUH                                           

CAT6501I VMF Extend process initiated, 01 LPARs detected            

CAT6553I STEP: VMF Extend Start up                                  

CAT6554I LPAR  CODE  VMF  STATE      STATUS                         

CAT6555I CPU1   00                   Inactive                       

CAT6555I CPU7   00                   Inactive                       

CAT6555I CPU2   00                   Active                         

CAT6555I CPUO   40        Old Code   Inactive                       

CAT6555I CPUH   00                   Excluded                       

18 CAT6592P Verify parameters and enter Y to confirm the VMF extend

CAIMSG Log

TLMSVMFX OPEN CAIPARM 

TLMSVMFX CLOSE CAIPARM  

CAT6550I Parameters Specified in CAIPARM 

CAT6551I MODE         EXTEND 

CAT6551I VMF1         ASM.TLMSDV.VMF.A

CAT6551I VMF2         ASM.TLMSDV.VMF.Z 

CAT6551I ALIAS        ASM.TLMSDV.VMF.A 

CAT6551I COPYWAIT     00000200  

CAT6551I COPYBLKS     00000010  

CAT6551I EXCLUDE      BOBS  

TLMSVMFX ALLOCATE VMF1  

TLMSVMFX OUTPUT FROM IDCAMS  

 LISTCAT ENT(ASM.TLMSDV.VMF.A                            )  ALL 

NONVSAM ------- ASM.TLMSDV.VMF.A  

     IN-CAT --- ICF.VMVXE90    

     HISTORY     

       DATASET-OWNER-----(NULL)   CREATION--------2013.311  

       RELEASE----------------2   EXPIRATION------0000.000  

     VOLUMES   

       VOLSER------------MVXE90   DEVTYPE------X'3010200F'   FSEQN-------------0

     ASSOCIATIONS--------(NULL)  

     ATTRIBUTES       

         THE NUMBER OF ENTRIES PROCESSED WAS:   

         THE NUMBER OF PROTECTED ENTRIES SUPPRESSED WAS 0   

IDC0001I FUNCTION COMPLETED, HIGHEST CONDITION CODE WAS 

Control Statement

When performing an EXTEND or TEST, the data set that is specified by the CAIPARM DD statement must contain proper
values for the following control parameters:

• ALIAS=
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Specify the name of the VMF Alias you want to use. You can use the same name as your primary VMF or a different
name. The CATVMFX process creates the catalog entry for this alias when necessary.

• VMF1=
Specify the name of the old VMF that is the VMF copy source. At the end of the CATVMFX EXTEND process, all
TLMSs switch from this VMF to a new VMF, and this VMF is poisoned and dropped. At the end of the CATVMFX TEST
process, the old VMF remains unaffected.

• VMF2=
Specify the name of the new VMF that is the VMF copy destination. At the end of the CATVMFX EXTEND process, all
TLMSs switch to this VMF. The VMF alias points to this data set. At the end of the CATVMFX TEST process, this VMF
is dropped and poisoned.

• COPYWAIT=
(Optional) Specify the interval in one-hundredths of a second between each copy operation. In the copy step of the
EXTEND/TEST process, a specific number of blocks are copied from the primary VMF to the secondary VMF. The
default is 15.

• COPYBLKS=
(Optional) Specify the number of blocks from the primary VMF to copy during each copy operation. The default is
2400.

• EXCLUDE=()
(Optional) Specify a comma-separated list of TLMS CPUs to exclude from the EXTEND/TEST process. Use this
parameter carefully. EXCLUDE does not prevent the specified CPUs from writing to the VMF. It only causes CATVMFX
to exclude the CPUs when it issues commands and checks for responses. Use EXCLUDE for a CPU which shows
as active on the verification display but is no longer connected to this VMF. If you exclude a CPU, ensure that it is
excluded in the verification display.

Procedure to Follow after CATVMFX Initial Run

After you run CATVMFX, ensure that no chaining errors were created and that the new volumes are in the new VMF.

Follow these steps:

1. Execute CAI.CTAPPROC(CATVMFV) to ensure that no critical chaining errors exist in the VMF.
2. Verify that VOLSERS added in the EXTEND display through the TLMS ISPF Interface.
3. Back up the VMF using CAI.CTAPPROC(CATVMFB).

CATVMFX Recovery Procedures

Review any error messages that CATVMFX issues. Because of the nature and impact of this utility, contact Broadcom
Support for any error conditions that occur.

Retain job logs and CAIMSG data sets for CATVMFX and all CTS/TLMSs.

CATVMFXI - Initialize or Re-create the VMF Index File
The CATVMFXI procedure initializes and creates the VMF index file from the VMF. After the VMF has been created and
updated with data about your tape library and contains nonscratch tape records, you can allocate and initialize the VMF
index file. A onetime process, it is executed during installation, but you can use this program anytime to rebuild the VMF
index file.

The VMF index file must be recreated whenever the VMF is restored. Taking care of CI and CA splits can cause you to
delete and re-create the VMF index.
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Process

To recreate the VMF index, follow these steps:

1. Execute the CATVMFXI procedure with the appropriate JCL overrides and any required alterations to the IDCAMS
control statements.

2. Prepare the CONVERT command as input to the VMFINDEX.SYSIN DD statement. Starting in position 1, the format
of the command is 
CONVERT.

Procedure JCL

The following procedure initializes the VMF index file:

//******************************************************

//*****             PROCNAME=CATVMFXI ****             *

//******************************************************

//**        PROCEDURE TO CREATE A VMF INDEX FILE       *

//******************************************************

//CATVMFXI PROC A='*',

//            LOAD='CAI.CTAPLINK',

//            OPTS='CAI.CTAPOPTN(TLMSIPO)',

//            SORTLIB='SYS1.SORTLIB',

//            VMF='CAI.TLMS.VMF',

//            VMFIDX='CAI.TLMS.VMFINDEX',

//            WORK='SYSDA'

//*

//*******************************************************

//IDCAMS    EXEC     PGM=IDCAMS

//*

//SYSPRINT  DD   SYSOUT=&A

//*

//SYSIN DD   DUMMY VSAM DEFINITION

//*

//******************************************************

//**           BUILD THE INDEX RECORDS                 *

//******************************************************

//VMFINDEX  EXEC     PGM=TLMSVSUT,

//              PARM='&PRM',

//              COND=(0,NE)

//*

//STEPLIB   DD   DSN=&LOAD,DISP=SHR

//*

//TLMSOPTS  DD   DSN=&OPTS,DISP=SHR

//*

//CAIVMF    DD   DSN=&VMF,DISP=SHR

//*

//CAIVMFXI  DD   DSN=&VMFIDX,DISP=SHR

//*                                

//CAIVMFXU DD  DSN=&VMFIDX,DISP=SHR 

//*
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//SORTLIB   DD   DSN=&SORTLIB,DISP=SHR

//*

//SYSOUT    DD   SYSOUT=&A

//*

//SYSPRINT  DD   SYSOUT=&A

//*

//SORTWK01  DD   UNIT=&WORK,SPACE=(CYL,(10))

//*

//SYSUDUMP  DD   SYSOUT=&A

//*

//SYSIN DD   DUMMY

//*

//************************************************************

Starter JCL

//TLMSVSUT JOB 

//TLMSVSUT EXEC CATVMFXI

//*

//IDCAMS.SYSIN DD *

 DEFINE CLUSTER                    -

        (NAME(CAI.TLMS.VMFINDEX)   -

         CYL(50 50)                -

         VOL(XXXXXX)               -

         FREESPACE(20 20)          -

         INDEXED                   -

         KEYS(60 0)                -

         RECORDSIZE(100 100)       -

         SHAREOPTIONS(3 3))        -

     DATA                          -

        (NAME(CAI.TLMS.VMFI.DATA)  -

        CISZ(4096))                -

     INDEX                         -

        (NAME(CAI.TLMS.VMFI.INDEX) -

        CISZ(2048))                 

/*

//VMFINDEX.SYSIN DD *

CONVERT

/*

//

Output

YOUR TLMS NN.n COMPANY NAME       TLMS VSAM INDEX CONVERSION UTILITY            TLMS057    PAGE  1   

CA TLMS NN.n yymmTLrrr                                                          mm/dd/yyyy hh.mm.ss

CONVERT

INDEX RECORDS CREATED = 0000421

Output gets a RC=0100 if CAIVMFXU DD statement is missing from CTAPPROC(CATVMFXI) 

YOUR TLMS NN.n COMPANY NAME       TLMS VSAM INDEX CONVERSION UTILITY            TLMS057    PAGE  1    
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CA TLMS NN.n yymmTLrrr                                                          mm/dd/yyyy hh.mm.ss

CONVERT

INDEX RECORDS CREATED = 0000000

MISSING VMF INDEX DD STATEMENT                                         

 

CATVMFXO - Initialize or Re-create the VMF Index File
With TLMS r14.0, the VMF index file can be created or updated while TLMS is active using the CATVMFXI procedure.
However, if the VMF index file is created or updated using the CATVMFXI procedure while TLMS is inactive, both the
elapsed time and EXCP count increases dramatically compared to previous releases of TLMS.

If the VMF index file needs to be created or updated when TLMS is inactive, use this new CATVMFXO procedure instead
of CATVMFXI. The output from both procedures is the same; however, the new method using the CATVMFXI procedure in
TLMS r14.0 does not require TLMS to be shut down.                                                               

Process

To recreate the VMF index, follow these steps:

1. Execute the CATVMFXO procedure with the appropriate JCL overrides and required alterations to the IDCAMS control
statements.            

2. Prepare the CONVERT command as input to the VMFINDEO.SYSIN DD statement. Starting in position 1, the format
of the command is CONVERT.                                                          

Procedure JCL

The following CATVMFXO procedure initializes the VMF index file:

//******************************************************

//*****             PROCNAME=CATVMFXO  ****             *

//******************************************************

//**        PROCEDURE TO CREATE A VMF INDEX FILE       *

//******************************************************

//CATVMFXO PROC A='*',

//            LOAD='CAI.CTAPLINK',

//            OPTS='CAI.CTAPOPTN(TLMSIPO)',

//            SORTLIB='SYS1.SORTLIB',

//            VMF='CAI.TLMS.VMF',

//            VMFIDX='CAI.TLMS.VMFINDEX',

//            WORK='SYSDA'

//*

//*******************************************************

//IDCAMS    EXEC     PGM=IDCAMS

//*

//SYSPRINT  DD   SYSOUT=&A

//*

//SYSIN DD   DUMMY VSAM DEFINITION

//*

//******************************************************

//**           BUILD THE INDEX RECORDS                 *

//******************************************************
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//VMFINDEX  EXEC     PGM=TLMSVSUO,

//              PARM='&PRM',

//              COND=(0,NE)

//*

//STEPLIB   DD   DSN=&LOAD,DISP=SHR

//*

//TLMSOPTS  DD   DSN=&OPTS,DISP=SHR

//*

//CAIVMF    DD   DSN=&VMF,DISP=SHR

//*

//CAIVMFXI  DD   DSN=&VMFIDX,DISP=SHR

//*

//SORTLIB   DD   DSN=&SORTLIB,DISP=SHR

//*

//SYSOUT    DD   SYSOUT=&A

//*

//SYSPRINT  DD   SYSOUT=&A

//*

//SORTWK01  DD   UNIT=&WORK,SPACE=(CYL,(10))

//*

//SYSUDUMP  DD   SYSOUT=&A

//*

//SYSIN DD   DUMMY

//*

//************************************************************

Starter JCL

//TLMSVSUT JOB 

//TLMSVSUT EXEC CATVMFXO

//*

//IDCAMS.SYSIN DD *

 DEFINE CLUSTER                    -

        (NAME(CAI.TLMS.VMFINDEX)   -

         CYL(50 50)                -

         VOL(XXXXXX)               -

         FREESPACE(20 20)          -

         INDEXED                   -

         KEYS(60 0)                -

         RECORDSIZE(100 100)       -

         SHAREOPTIONS(3 3))        -

     DATA                          -

        (NAME(CAI.TLMS.VMFI.DATA)  -

        CISZ(4096))                -

     INDEX                         -

        (NAME(CAI.TLMS.VMFI.INDEX) -

        CISZ(2048))                 

/*

//VMFINDEX.SYSIN DD *

CONVERT

/*

//
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Output

YOUR TLMS NN.n COMPANY NAME       TLMS VSAM INDEX CONVERSION UTILITY            TLMS057    PAGE  1   

CA TLMS NN.n yymmTLrrr                                                          mm/dd/yyyy hh.mm.ss

CONVERT

INDEX RECORDS CREATED = 0000421

                                                      

CATVMILP- Generate VMI(VMF Index) Report
 

Use the  CATVMILP procedure to print report TLMS061. CATVMILP reads the VMI from the CAIVMFXU DD statement
and prints the VMF index entries.

If you need to run CATVMILP before CTS/TLMS has been started, you must add a CAIVMF DD to the PROC. The
CAIVMF DD is a needed to perform a TLMS reserve. If CTS/TLMS has be been started CATVMILP will dynamically
allocate the CAIVMF DD using information in the TLMSIPO.

Procedure JCL

//*********************************************************************

//*             ****  PROCNAME=CATVMILP ****                          *

//*********************************************************************

//**     PROCEDURE TO PRINT THE VMI                                   *

//*********************************************************************

//*                                                                    

//CATVMILP PROC A='*',                                                 

//             LOAD='CAI.CTAPLINK',                                    

//             VMFIDX=CAI.TLMS.VMFINDEX                                

//*                                                                    

//*********************************************************************

//**           EXECUTE PRINT OF THE VMI (VMF INDEX)                   *

//*********************************************************************

//TLMSVMIP EXEC PGM=TLMSVMIR,REGION=0M                                 

//*                                                                    

//STEPLIB  DD  DSN=&LOAD,DISP=SHR                                      

//*                                                                    

//CAIVMFXU DD  DSN=&VMFIDX,DISP=SHR

//*                                                                    

//CTSRPT   DD  SYSOUT=&A,BLKSIZE=0,LRECL=133,RECFM=FBA                 

//*                                                                    

//SYSPRINT DD  DCB=BLKSIZE=133,SYSOUT=&A                               

//*                                                                    

//SYSUDUMP DD  SYSOUT=&A                                               

//*                                                                    

//*********************************************************************
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Starter JCL

//CATVMILP JOB

//PRINT EXEC CATVMFB

//

Output

                                        TLMS VMF INDEX REPORT UTILITY                                       

 TLMS061        PAGE   1

 TLMS                                                                                                     

 10/24/2016     11.14.18

-I------------- DATA SET NAME --------------I  FILESEQ     VOLSER    CREATE DATE /

 TIME                                              

 --------------------------------------------  -------     ------    -----------  

 --------                                         

 ASM2.BACKUP.DSN1                               00001      000002    01/01/2000    13.29.51                  

                        

 HSM.MIGRATE.DSN1                               00001      002000    01/01/2000   

 15.25.24                                         

 HSM.MIGRATE.DSN1                               00001      000001    01/01/2000    13.29.51      

                                    

 MULTI.FILE01                                   00001      002608    08/30/2016   

 08.44.35                                         

 MULTI.FILE01                                   00001      002450    08/10/2016   

 08.43.47                                         

 MULTI.FILE02                                   00002      002608    08/30/2016   

 08.44.35                                         

 MULTI.FILE02                                   00002      002528    08/18/2016   

 14.01.47                                         

 MULTI.FILE02                                   00002      002527    08/18/2016   

 13.59.48                                         

 MULTI.FILE02                                   00002      002450    08/10/2016   

 08.43.51                                         

 MULTI.FILE03                                   00003      002608    08/30/2016   

 08.44.35                                         

 MULTI.FILE03                                   00003      002528    08/18/2016   

 14.01.48                                         

 MULTI.FILE03                                   00003      002527    08/18/2016   

 13.59.48                                         

 MULTI.FILE03                                   00003      002450    08/10/2016   

 08.43.57                                         

 MUTLIVOL.FILE                                  00001      002613    08/30/2016   

 08.45.07                                         

 MUTLIVOL.FILE                                  00001      002609    08/30/2016   

 08.44.42                                         

 MUTLIVOL.FILE                                  00001      002451    08/10/2016   

 08.43.57                                         

 PROD1.DSNAME                                   00001      002005    01/01/2000   

 15.25.24                                         

 PROD2.DSNAME                                   00001      002006    01/01/2000   

 15.25.24                                         
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 PROD3.DSNAME                                   00001      002007    01/01/2000   

 15.25.24                                         

 READ.BACKWARD.ENCRYPT.FILE03                   00003      002612    08/30/2016   

 08.45.24                                          

 READ.BACKWARD.ENCRYPT.FILE03                   00003      002454    08/10/2016   

 08.44.32                                         

 READ.BACKWARD.XNCRYPT.FILE02                   00002      002612    08/30/2016   

 08.45.13                                         

 READ.BACKWARD.XNCRYPT.FILE02                   00002      002454    08/10/2016   

 08.44.21                                         

 SAMP.VOL001.DSN003.FILE01                      00001      AT0008    01/01/2016   

 08.52.03                                         

 SAMP.VOL001.DSN003.FILE02                      00002      AT0008    01/01/2016   

 08.52.03                                         

 SAMP.VOL001.DSN003.FILE02                      00002      AT0008    01/01/2016   

 08.43.57                                         

 SAMP.VOL001.DSN007.FILE01                      00001      AT0040    01/01/2016   

 12.46.43                                          

 SAMP.VOL001.DSN007.FILE02                      00002      AT0040    01/01/2016   

 12.46.43                                         

 SAMP.VOL001.DSN007.FILE03                      00003      AT0040    01/01/2016   

 12.46.43                                          

 SAMP.VOL001.DSN007.FILE04                      00004      AT0040    01/01/2016   

 12.46.43                                         

 SAMP.VOL001.DSN007.FILE05                      00005      AT0040    01/01/2016    12.46.43         

                                 

 SAMP.VOL001.DSN007.FILE06                      00006      AT0040    01/01/2016   

 12.46.43                                         

 SAMP.VOL001.DSN007.FILE07                      00007      AT0040    01/01/2016   

 12.46.43                                         

 SAMP.VOL007.DSN001                             00001      AT0001    01/01/2016   

 08.29.52                                         

 SAMP.VOL038.DSN001                             00001      AT0009    01/01/2016   

 09.09.57                                         

 SYS#####.T1234567.R12345.NOTTEMP               00001      002635    08/23/2016   

 15.03.14                                          

 SYS#####.T1234567.R12345.NOTTEMP               00001      002630    08/23/2016   

 14.59.40                                         

 SYS#####.T1234567.R12345.NOTTEMP               00001      002625    08/23/2016    14.53.55                  

                        

 SYS#####.T1234567.R12345.NOTTEMP               00001      002620    08/23/2016   

 14.50.13                                         

 SYS#####.T1234567.R12345.NOTTEMP               00001      002664    08/22/2016    15.24.42      

                                    

 SYS#####.T075829.RA000.JTEMP11.TAPE.H01        00001      002456    08/11/2016   

 07.58.33                                         

 SYS#####.T140926.RA000.JTEMP11.TAPE.H01        00001      002474    08/11/2016   

 14.09.28                                         

 SYS#####.T141644.RA000.JTEMP11B.R0100040       00001      002475    08/11/2016   

 14.16.46                                         

 SYS#####.T142213.RA000.JTEMP11C.TAPE.H01       00001      002476    08/11/2016   

 14.22.14                                         
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 SYS#####.T142234.RA000.JTEMP11D.R0100042       00001      002477    08/11/2016   

 14.22.35                                         

 SYS#####.T143253.RA000.JTEMP11.TAPE.H01        00001      001500    08/19/2016   

 14.32.58                                         

 SYS#####.T152315.RA000.JTEMP11.TAPE.H01        00001      002660    08/22/2016   

 15.23.19                                         

 SYS#####.T152347.RA000.JTEMP11B.R0100424       00001      002661    08/22/2016   

 15.23.50                                         

 SYS#####.T152410.RA000.JTEMP11C.TAPE.H01       00001      002662    08/22/2016   

 15.24.13                                         

 SYS#####.T152423.RA000.JTEMP11D.R0100426       00001      002663    08/22/2016   

 15.24.25                                         

 SYS#####.T145001.RA000.JTEMP11D.R0100461       00001      002619    08/23/2016   

 14.50.03                                          

 SYS#####.T145325.RA000.JTEMP11.TAPE.H01        00001      002621    08/23/2016   

 14.53.27                                         

 SYS#####.T145333.RA000.JTEMP11B.R0100463       00001      002622    08/23/2016    14.53.36                  

                        

 SYS#####.T145340.RA000.JTEMP11C.TAPE.H01       00001      002623    08/23/2016   

 14.53.42                                         

                                         TLMS VMF INDEX REPORT UTILITY                           

             TLMS061        PAGE   2

 TLMS                                                                                                     

 10/24/2016     11.14.18

-I------------- DATA SET NAME --------------I  FILESEQ     VOLSER    CREATE DATE /

 TIME                                             

 --------------------------------------------  -------     ------    -----------  

 --------                                         

 SYS#####.T145345.RA000.JTEMP11D.R0100465       00001      002624    08/23/2016   

 14.53.48                                         

 SYS#####.T145911.RA000.JTEMP11.TAPE.H01        00001      002626    08/23/2016   

 14.59.13                                         

 SYS#####.T145918.RA000.JTEMP11B.R0100466       00001      002627    08/23/2016   

 14.59.21                                         

 SYS#####.T145924.RA000.JTEMP11C.TAPE.H01       00001      002628    08/23/2016   

 14.59.27                                         

 SYS#####.T145931.RA000.JTEMP11D.R0100468       00001      002629    08/23/2016   

 14.59.35                                         

 SYS#####.T150243.RA000.JTEMP11.TAPE.H01        00001      002631    08/23/2016   

 15.02.46                                         

 SYS#####.T150250.RA000.JTEMP11B.R0100470       00001      002632    08/23/2016   

 15.02.52                                         

 SYS#####.T150257.RA000.JTEMP11C.TAPE.H01       00001      002633    08/23/2016   

 15.02.59                                         

 SYS#####.T150303.RA000.JTEMP11D.R0100472       00001      002634    08/23/2016   

 15.03.05                                         

 TEST.DEMO.FILE01                               00001      AT0071    08/08/2016   

 10.44.28                                         

 TEST.DEMO.FILE02                               00001      AT0072    08/08/2016   

 10.44.28                                         

 TEST.DEMO.FILE03                               00001      AT0073    08/08/2016   

 10.44.28                                         
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 TEST.DEMO.FILE04                               00001      AT0074    08/08/2016   

 10.44.28                                         

 TEST.DEMO.FILE05                               00001      AT0075    08/08/2016   

 10.44.28                                          

 TEST.DEMO.FILE06                               00001      AT0076    08/08/2016   

 10.44.28                                         

 TEST.DFLT.LABTYPE.F01                          00001      002637    08/25/2016    14.32.11                   

                       

 TEST.DFLT.LABTYPE.F01                          00001      002636    08/25/2016   

 14.30.08                                         

 TEST.FILEA5                                    00001      002581    08/30/2016    12.32.13        

                                  

 TEST.FILEA5                                    00001      002617    08/30/2016   

 08.50.51                                         

 TEST.FILEA5                                    00001      002605    08/26/2016   

 10.59.23                                         

 TEST.FILE21                                    00001      002607    08/30/2016   

 08.44.31                                         

 TEST.FILE21                                    00001      002639    08/25/2016   

 15.33.34                                          

 TEST.FILE21                                    00001      002478    08/12/2016   

 14.48.09                                         

 TEST.FILE21                                    00001      002449    08/10/2016    08.43.34                  

                        

 TEST.FILX01                                    00001      002673    08/23/2016   

 07.21.06                                         

 TEST.FILX01                                    00001      002665    08/23/2016    07.18.03      

                                    

 TEST.FILX01                                    00001      002652    08/22/2016   

 12.56.53                                         

 TEST.FILX01                                    00001      002644    08/22/2016   

 12.54.44                                         

 TEST.FILX01                                    00001      002640    08/22/2016   

 12.54.37                                         

 TEST.OF.DIAG.TRANS                             00001      001540    08/30/2016   

 10.21.36                                         

 TEST.OF.DIAG.TRANS.LY                          00001      001558    05/03/2017   

 10.02.02                                         

 TEST.TAPE.FILE                                 00001      002611    08/30/2016   

 08.44.55                                         

 TEST.TAPE.FILE                                 00001      002452    08/10/2016   

 08.44.02                                         

 TST1.DSNAME                                    00001      002003    01/01/2000   

 15.25.24                                         

 TST1.FILE.VOL1DSN1                             00001      002008    01/01/2000   

 14.17.31                                         

 TST1.FILE.VOL1DSN1                             00001      002009    01/01/2000   

 13.15.10                                         

 TST1.FILE.VOL1DSN2                             00002      002010    01/01/2000   

 13.15.10                                         

 TST2.DSNAME                                    00001      002004    01/01/2000    15.25.24                  
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CATVMIDR - Dynamic Rebuild the VMF Index File
Use the CATVMIDR utility found in the CTAPPROC library to dynamically rebuild a new VMI while tape processing
continues across the shared VMF environment. The CATVMIDR procedure controls the dynamic VMI Rebuild process.
This process consists of a series of internal TLMS commands that are issued to all TLMSs sharing the VMI. If you do not
have a VMF Index File allocated use the CATVMFXI procedure to initializes and create the VMF index file from the VMF.

Plan for Executing CATVMIDR VMI Rebuild

Planning is an important part of running the CATVMIDR utility. The CATVMIDR utility re-allocates and builds a new VMI.
Every TLMS sharing the VMI must be at the correct maintenance level to perform a rebuild. CATVMIDR checks the
maintenance level of every TLMS it finds by reading the VMF PRINTCPU field in the control record. If any of the TLMSs
are not at 14.0 base level, a STATE of "Old Code" is issued in the status message. The new VMI must belong to the same
z/OS user catalog, for example, their high level qualifiers must match.

The new VMI must be large enough to contain all active records currently in the old VMI. The new VMI can reside on the
same volume or a different volume than the original VMI. You can execute CATVMIDR as a z/OS started task or a batch
job.

At times during the REBUILD process the VMI may be unavailable to programs. At other times, programs accessing
the VMI will only be able to read a portion of the index records, but will be able to add new records. After the REBUILD
process completes, all programs will be able to access the VMI and the old VMI will be named VMI.O.

Since the VMI is optional to TLMS, CATINQR, and CATLISPF, a brief absence of the VMI will not cause the programs to
fail.

Parameters (Modes) to run CATVMIDR procedure

CATVMIDR runs in three modes to perform different functions, REBUILD, TEST, and RESET. To verify the shared VMF
environment before you perform a switch, run CATVMIDR in TEST mode. The TEST parm is designed to test as many
environmental details as possible before proceeding with a VMI switch, reducing the likelihood of a problem.

Select a mode by specifying one of the following values for the ‘PARM='&DO’ parameter in the CATVMIDR PROC.

• REBUILD
Instructs CATVMIDR to initiate the dynamic VMI REBUILD process and terminate once all TLMSs have switched VMIs
and rebuilt the new VMI from the VMF. This process performs the actual REBUILD, and all TLMSs ARE using the new
VMI when completed.

• TEST
Instructs CATVMIDR to initiate the dynamic VMI REBUILD process, but skips the de-allocation and switch steps. This
process only tests the REBUILD process, and all TLMSs continue using the old VMI when completed.

• RESET
Instructs CATVMIDR to clean up the VMF control record. This process clears all residual data that is left behind from
an aborted REBUILD/TEST. (CATVMIDR uses the VMF control record to issue commands to all TLMSs). Due to the
nature and impact of this utility, contact Broadcom Support for any error conditions that occur.

Diagnostic Performance Test using TLMJVMIB job

We recommend that you run a diagnostic performance test using TLMJVMIB job found in CTAPJCL before running the
actual VMI REBUILD CATVMIDR procedure.

• The TLMJVMIB job will determine how long the rebuild will take and the impact on the TLMS address space.
• This job validates the index records for all records in the VMF can be added  to the new VMI. CATVMIDR stops after

the first record in error, but the batch version logs all the errors in CAIMSG.
•  For more details on the diagnostic performance test, see member comments.
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CAT6759I COPYBLKS....1,200 COPYWAIT.....0.15 RESERVE=Y 

TLMSVMIB Open VMF                                      

TLMSVMIB Open VMI                                      

TLMSVMIB - TOTAL READ .........................503     

TLMSVMIB - AUX RECORDS ..........................1     

TLMSVMIB - BSE RECORDS ........................500     

TLMSVMIB - CTL RECORDS ..........................1     

TLMSVMIB - MDS RECORDS ..........................0     

TLMSVMIB - MVL RECORDS ..........................0     

TLMSVMIB - SEG RECORDS ..........................1     

TLMSVMIB - ERRORS ...............................0     

TLMSVMIB - ADDED RECORDS .......................13     

TLMSVMIB - MATCHED VMI RECORDS ..................0     

TLMSVMIB Close VMF                                     

TLMSVMIB Close VMI                                     

CAT6760I VMI BUILD program complete                     

Requirements

Before performing the dynamic REBUILD, ensure that the following conditions are met:

• A new CAI.TLMS.VMFINDEX.N is allocate using the IDCAMS statements provided in TLMJVMIX member from
CTAPJCL library.

• The new VMI is on shared DASD that can be accessed by all TLMS LPARs.
• The new VMI is large enough to contain VMI index records for all active data sets in the VMF. 
• The new VMI VSAM components are named the same as the old VMI components except the last suffix is a ".N". This

is true for the Cluster, Data, and Index names. 
For example, 
  CAI.TLMS.VMFINDEX.N
  CAI.TLMS.VMFI.DATA.N
  CAI.TLMS.VMFI.INDEX.N

//TLMSVMIX EXEC CATVMFXI

//IDCAMS.SYSIN DD * 

DEFINE CLUSTER - 

 (NAME(CAI.TLMS.VMFINDEX.N) - 

 CYL(5 5) - 

 VOL(XXXXXX) - 

 FREESPACE(20 20) - 

 INDEXED - 

 KEYS(60 0) - 

 RECORDSIZE(100 100) - 

 SHAREOPTIONS(3 3)) - 

 DATA - 

 (NAME(CAI.TLMS.VMFI.DATA.N) - 

 CISZ(4096)) - 

 INDEX - 

 (NAME(CAI.TLMS.VMFI.INDEX.N) - 

 CISZ(2048))

/* 

//VMFINDEX.SYSIN DD * 

CONVERT 
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/* 

//

Restrictions Before Starting Process

Because the VMI REBUILD process will rename the old VMI components by adding a ".O" to the end of each component:

• No old VMI component name may be longer than 42 characters.
• The names of the old VMI components plus ".O" cannot be in the z/OS catalog or on the DASD where the old VMI

resides.

Rebuild Process

To perform a REBUILD or a TEST, run CATVMIDR as a started task or batch job. Edit the parameters in the
CTAPOPTN(TLOVMI) data set. CATVMIDR can be ran as a started task overriding the DO parameter with the mode.
CATVMIDR issues commands to all instances of TLMS that are sharing the VMF and writes the commands in the VMF
control record. Each instance of TLMS responds that the command completed or failed. CATVMIDR waits for all TLMS to
complete the processing for each command before issuing the next steps command. TLMSs post their completion status
to the VMF control record. Once all   steps are complete, VMI Rebuild process terminates and the processing is complete.

CATVMIDR procedure performs the following steps during BUILD:

1. "CAT6853I STEP: VMI Rebuild Start up" indicates that the rebuild is starting,
2. A CAT6892P message prompts you to verify the parameters for the VMI REBUILD. Reply "Y" or "YES" to the

outstanding reply to start the process. If the reply is anything other than a "Y" or "YES" then the rebuild job will end
with a RC=0008.

3. A "CAT6802I ATTENTION command issued to nn LPARs" is issued to all TLMSs. This command instructs all TLMSs
to start checking the VMF control record every 30 seconds instead of every 3 minutes.  

4. Issues a "CAT6802I Test access to VMI.N issued to xx LPARs" to test access to the new VMI.N.
5. There will be a CAT6750I message in the CTS address space and at the system console to check if the VMI is in use

by other programs.
6. Issues a CAT6802I Release allocation for DDs CAIVMFI, TAPEDB, and CAIVMFXI. This will stop the INQR task if it is

active.
7. Issues a CAT6802I Drop VMI command to all TLMSs. This command instructs all TLMSs to stop TLMSUPDT, de-

allocate the VMI, and then restart TLMSUPDT to processing without the VMI.
8. Issues a CAT6830I Renaming the VMI to VMI.O.
9. Issues a CAT6839I VMI.N to VMI.
10. Issues a CAT6802I Add VMI command to all TLMS. This command instructs all TLMSs to stop TLMSUPDT, re-allocate

the VMI, and then restart TLMSUPDT to processing with the VMI.
11. Issues a CAT6802I Re-add DDs CAIVMFI, TAPEDB, and CAIVMFXI back. This will restart the INQR task if it was

active before. A CAT9133I will appear on the console.
12. The Rebuild job issues "CAT6844I VMI 100% Built" to indicate the Build of the new VMI is 100 percent successful.
13. The Rebuild job issues a "CAT6803I Return to normal command completed by nn of nn LPARs" return-to-normal

command to all TLMSs. This command instructs all TLMSs to resume checking the VMF control record every 3
minutes.

TEST Process

CATVMIDR performs the following steps during the TEST:

1. Performs steps 1 through 5.
2. Skips steps 6 through 11. The secondary VMI is still the new VMI .
3. Builds the new VMI.  The new VMI still has the hlq.VMI.N name
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4. The old VMI has its original name and is still the active VMI.
5. Issues a return-to-normal command to all TLMSs. This command instructs all TLMSs to resume checking the VMF

control record every 3 minutes.

Procedure JCL

//*********************************************************************

//*             ****  PROCNAME=CATVMIDR ****                          *

//*********************************************************************

//**     PROCEDURE TO DYNAMICALLY REBUILD THE VMI (VMF INDEX)         *

//*********************************************************************

//*                                                                    

//CATVMIDR PROC A='*',                                                 

//             LOAD='CAI.CTAPLINK',                                    

//             PARMS='CAI.CTAPOPTN(TLOVMI)',                           

//             DO='TEST'                                               

//*                                                                    

//*********************************************************************

//**           EXECUTE DYNAMIC VMI REBUILD                            *

//*********************************************************************

//REBUILD  EXEC PGM=TLMSVMIC,PARM='&DO'                                

//*                                                                

//STEPLIB  DD  DSN=&LOAD,DISP=SHR                                  

//*                                                                

//CAIMSG   DD  SYSOUT=&A                                           

//*                                                                

//CAIPARM  DD  DSN=&PARMS,DISP=SHR                                 

//*                                                                

//SYSPRINT DD  DCB=BLKSIZE=133,SYSOUT=&A                           

//*                                                                

//SYSUDUMP DD  SYSOUT=&A                                           

//*  

Starter JCL

//VMIBUILD  JOB

//VMIBUILD  EXEC CATVMIDR

 

or

 

//VMIBUILD  JOB

//VMIBUILD  EXEC CATVMIDR,DO=REBUILD

 

or

 

//VMIBUILD  JOB

//VMIBUILD  EXEC CATVMIDR,DO=RESET

 

Start the Procedure examples

1. Start CATVMIDR in REBUILD mode using the command:
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S CATVMIDR,DO=REBUILD

2. Start CATVMIDR in TEST mode using the command:

S CATVMIDR,DO=TEST

3. Start CATVMIDR in RESET mode using the command:

S CATVMIDR,DO=RESET

Output

The CATVMIDR outputs are WTOs written to the z/OS console and events that are logged to the CAIMSG DD statement.

Verification Display

CAT6850I Parameters Specified in CAIPARM                            

CAT6851I MODE         REBUILD                                       

CAT6851I VMF          CAI.TLMS.VMF                               

CAT6851I VMI          CAI.TLMS.VMFINDEX                              

CAT6851I COPYWAIT     00000200                                      

CAT6851I COPYBLKS     00000010                                      

CAT6851I EXCLUDE      CPUH                                           

CAT6801I VMI rebuild process initiated, 01 LPARs detected            

CAT6853I STEP: VMI Rebuild Start up

CAT6854I LPAR  CODE  VMI  STATE      STATUS                         

CAT6855I CPU1   00                   Inactive                       

CAT6855I CPU7   00                   Inactive                       

CAT6855I CPU2   00                   Active                         

CAT6855I CPUO   40        Old Code   Inactive                       

CAT6855I CPUH   00                   Excluded                       

18 CAT6892P Verify parameters and enter Y to confirm the VMI Rebuild

CAIMSG Log

TLMSVMIC Open CAIPARM

 TLMSVMIC Close CAIPARM

 CAT6850I Parameters Specified in CAIPARM

 CAT6851I MODE         REBUILD

 CAT6851I VMF          CAI.TLMS.VMF

 CAT6851I VMI          CAI.TLMS.VMFINDEX

 CAT6851I COPYWAIT     00000100

 CAT6851I COPYBLKS     00000010

 CAT6851I EXCLUDE

 TLMSVMIC Allocate VMF

 TLMSVMIC OUTPUT FROM IDCAMS

  LISTCAT ENT(CAI.TLMS.VMF               )  ALL

 NONVSAM ------- CAI.TLMS.VMF

      IN-CAT --- ICF.xxxxxx.CAT

     HISTORY

        DATASET-OWNER-----(NULL)     CREATION--------2017.067

        RELEASE----------------2     EXPIRATION------0000.000

      VOLUMES
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        VOLSER------------VVVVVV     DEVTYPE------X'3010200F'     FSEQN------------------0

      ASSOCIATIONS--------(NULL)

      ATTRIBUTES

          THE NUMBER OF ENTRIES PROCESSED WAS:

          THE NUMBER OF PROTECTED ENTRIES SUPPRESSED WAS 0

 IDC0001I FUNCTION COMPLETED, HIGHEST CONDITION CODE WAS 0

....

 

CAT6760I VMI BUILD program complete

CAT6844I VMI 100% Built

CAT6802I Return to normal command issued to 02 LPARs

CAT6803I Return to normal command completed by 00 of 02 LPARs

CAT6803I Return to normal command completed by 02 of 02 LPARs

 

Control Statements in TLOVMI

When performing a REBUILD or TEST, the data set that is specified by the CAIPARM DD statement must contain proper
values for the following control parameters. The default parameters are located in TLOVMI member of the CTAPOPTN
data set:

• VMF=
Specify the name of the active VMF that is the source for the rebuild processs. At the end of the CATVMIDR REBUILD
process, the VMF remains unaffected.

• VMI=
Specify the name of the active VMI that will be replaced and will be the old VMI after the rebuild process. At the end of
the CATVMIDR rebuild process, this VMI will be renamed to VMI.O.  The new VMI will be the active VMI and have VMI
index records which match the VMF. The new VMI will be renamed from VMI.N to VMI.

• COPYWAIT=
(Optional) Specify the interval in one-hundredths of a second between each copy operation. In the copy step of the
REBUILD/TEST process, a specific number of blocks are copied from the primary VMF to the secondary VMF. The
default is 15.

• COPYBLKS=
(Optional) Specify the number of blocks from the primary VMF to copy during each copy operation. The default is
2400.

• EXCLUDE=()
(Optional) Specify a comma-separated list of TLMS CPUs to exclude from the REBUILD/TEST process. Use
this parameter carefully. EXCLUDE does not prevent the specified CPUs from writing to the VMF. It only causes
CATVMIDR to exclude the CPUs when it issues commands and checks for responses. Use EXCLUDE for a CPU
which shows as active on the verification display but is no longer connected to this VMF. If you exclude a CPU, ensure
that it is excluded in the verification display.

Print the VMI records using CATVMILP Procedure after CATVMIDR Initial Procedure is Run

After you run CATVMIDR, ensure that the new VMI contains records matching the VMF. The CATVMILP procedure in
CTAPPROC is used to print the VMI index records.

Follow these steps:

1. Execute CAI.CTAPPROC(CATVMILP) for the new VMI.
2. Execute CAI.CTAPPROC(CATVMILP) for the old VMI.
3. Compare the two listing (report TLMS061). There may be some differences due the activities by the TLMS LPARs.
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CATVMIDR Recovery Procedures

Review any error messages that CATVMIDR issues. Because of the nature and impact of this utility, contact Broadcom
Support for any error conditions that occur.

Retain job logs and CAIMSG data sets for CATVMIDR and all CTS/TLMSs.

Operator Commands

The following operator commands are useful during the Rebuild process.

STATUS or "?" to display the current status of the VMI Rebuild.

STOP to cause the VMI Rebuild to terminate gracefully. The STOP command will complete the current process it is
running and then roll back any changes done back to the original state before the Rebuild process started.

ABORT or QUIT  to terminate the VMI Rebuild immediately. This will leave the TLMS LPARs and the VMF CTL record
in an unknown state. A RESET command must be issued after an ABORT command to correct the unknown state in the
CTL record. 

 

CTSDEU Utility - Erase Data
Use the CTSDEU Data Erase batch utility to erase residual data from a tape's prior use following one or more valid files.

The CTSDEU utility writes pattern data to the end of the tape which prevents any previous data from being recovered and
ensures that no confidential data is accidentally transmitted. The new tape media types include servo tracks that are used
for error correction and integrity purposes and on some models may also include metadata about the files on the volume.
These new media types cannot be erased using the bulk degauss process therefore, the CTSDEU provides the ability to
erase only the data on the volume without destroying the servo tracks.

The CTSDEU utility is only invoked in batch. Use this utility to:

• Execute the batch JCL in a standalone job, referencing the volume to be erased or
• Include a step in a production job stream to routinely perform a data erase on a tape that is created in a preceding

step.

When a multivolume data set is being secured, normally only the last volume needs to be secured because the other
volumes in the set are full of data. The ALL parameter is provided to request that all volumes in the multivolume set be
mounted and a security erase performed. This is normally only necessary if the program that created the tape issues a
Force End of Volume command to stop writing on a volume and to cause a new volume to be mounted.

This utility identifies virtual tape volumes and rejects the request to perform an ERASE action on them. If you are trying to
perform a full volume ERASE on a 3590-H the ERASE function may take more than 40 minutes, a 3592-JA may take as
much as 1.5 hours. If the wait-time timeout value is less than this for the job, a S522 abend will occur.

Job Control Statements

This feature is delivered as a single program CTSDEU which is installed in the CA 1 load library CAI.CTAPLINK when
maintenance is applied using SMP/E. Sample JCL to execute the CTSDEU program follows:

//stepname  EXEC  PGM=CTSDEU[,PARM='parm']

//STEPLIB   DD   DSN=CAI.CTAPLINK,DISP=SHR

//SYSPRINT  DD SYSOUT=*

//SYSUT1    DD   UNIT=(TAPE,,DEFER),DISP=(OLD,KEEP),LABEL=(,SL),  *NOTES

//               VOL=SER=anyvol,                                 *NOTES

//               DSN=any.tape.file
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Consider the following items:

• LABEL=(,BLP) can be used when trying to erase a scratch. Use LABEL=(,SL) on all other processing of CTSDEU.
• The JCL parameter VOL=SER= is required if the requested DSN is not in the MVS catalog.
• If you are trying to perform a FULL VOLUME ERASE on a 3590-H type device, then the ERASE function can possibly

take more than 40 minutes. If the wait-time timeout value is less for this job, a S522 abend can occur.

Parameter Definition

• ERASE
Reads the tape header label and verifies that the tape is in the TMC, that it is not a virtual tape, and the data set
names match those recorded in the TMC. If the volume serial number was not supplied by VOLLAB1, the VOLSER
from the VOL1 record on SL or AL or TMSXTPPR user exit. The console operator is asked to supply the volume serial
number.

NOTE
When ERASE is used on a scratch tape, we assume that the intent is to erase the whole tape. The DSN field
in the tape catalog will be changed to (CTSDEU.ERASE.yyyy/ddd), where the first character is a hexzero and
the tape will be reinitialized.

• NOERASE
Reads the tape header label and verifies that the tape matches the TMC, no residual data is erased. The default is
ERASE.

NOTE
If the NOERASE parameter is used on a scratch tape, the specified scratch tape is taken out of scratch
status. Only the volume specified in the JCL will be mounted.

• ALL
Indicates that all volumes of the requested tape file should be secured. Normally when a set of tapes are produced,
they are filled completely, overlaying any old data. If force end of volume (FEOV) macro is used to produce short
tapes, data previously written may not be overlaid.

• LAST
Indicates that only the last volume of the requested tape file will be secured. The default is ALL.

• LIST
A detail list of the contents of the requested volumes is produced.

• NOLIST
A detail list is not produced. The default is NOLIST.

Return Codes

CTSDEU can issue one of the following return codes:

• 0
CTSDEU processed successfully

• 8
Errors reading the database

• 12
General problems with CTSDEU (for example, parameter error, print error, and so forth)

• 16
Problem with the tape (for example, no write ring, database discrepancy, and so forth)

CTSPMTST - Validating Pattern Definitions
The CTSPMTST utility is used to test the character strings or patterns that you have created for use in the various
CAI.CTAPOPTN members or utility programs that support pattern masking. A pattern consists of a combination of
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alphanumeric characters and special characters that perform unique masking operations during match and compare
functions for the purpose of identifying and selecting data sets. The rules for defining a pattern are discussed in this guide.

Once you have created your patterns, test them by executing the CTSPMTST utility. CTSPMTST checks each pattern for
conformity to the rules of structure and syntax required by the TLMS Pattern Masking Facility and produces printed output
to aid in resolving invalid pattern errors.

Report Description

CTSPMTST produces hardcopy output which is shown on 355.

Job Control Statement

 

//CTSPMTST  EXEC PGM=CTSPMTST,PARM='verb,class'

//STEPLIB   DD DSN=CAI.CTAPLINK,DISP=SHR

//SYSPRINT  DD SYSOUT=A

//SYSPATT   DD *

(control statements here)

/*

//SYSOBJ   DD *          *NOTE

(control statements here)

/*

Note: The SYSOBJ DD statement is not required if the verb specified is VALIDATE.

Parameter Definitions

• verb
Possible values for verb are:
– COMPARE

Compares two patterns and indicates whether the first pattern (SYSPATT DD) is the same, more specific, or less
specific than the second pattern (SYSOBJ DD).

– MATCH
Matches patterns from the SYSPATT DD against objects from the SYSOBJ DD and reports the results.

– VALIDATE
Tests structure and syntax and reports on the validity of the patterns pointed to by the SYSPATT DD. This
parameter does not use the SYSOBJ DD.

– CONVERT
Performs all the functions of the VALIDATE parameter but also returns the pattern in the internal form used by
CTSPM. This parameter does not use the SYSOBJ DD statement.

• class
Indicates the object class of the patterns and objects to be processed. These classes define the characteristics of the
objects to be matched. Possible values for class are:

• MVSFILE
z/OS 44-character data set name. This class is nodal and uses the period as a node separator.

• MVSJOB
Any standard 8-byte name that can be found in the JCL. This applies to step name, program name, unit name,
ddname, and job name. This class is nodeless.
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JCL Considerations

 

• SYSPATT DD
Points to one or more patterns used in processing the action requested with the verb parameter.

• SYSOBJ DD
When the COMPARE verb is specified, this DD defines one or more patterns which are compared to the patterns
defined in SYSPATT to determine which patterns are more specific. 
When the MATCH verb is specified, this DD specifies a list of objects to be matched to the patterns specified in the
SYSPATT DD. Each object specified in the SYSOBJ DD is compared to each pattern specified in the SYSPATT DD. 
This DD is not used when the VALIDATE verb is specified. It is ignored if provided.

Example 1

The EDM rules defined in CTOEDMxx permit the specification of job names, DD names, program names or data set
names to identify which EDM is to be assigned. If you plan to use job names to assign the EDM and would like to test
the match processing before implementing the rules, execute CTSPMTST with the MATCH,MVSJOB parameter as in the
following example.

Note: If program name or DD statement were to be tested that the MATCH,MVSJOB parameter would also be used.

//STEP1 EXEC PGM=CTSPMTST,PARM='MATCH,MVSJOB'

//STEPLIB DD DSN=CAI.CTAPLINK,DISP=SHR

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=A

//SYSPATT DD *

MFG!!###

/*

//SYSOBJ DD *

MFGAA000

MFGA000

MFGAA00

MFGZZ000

MFGZZ999

Each test job name specified in the SYSOBJ DD is compared to the pattern specified in the SYSPATT DD and the results
of the match are reported. The results of executing this job are displayed in Sample Output - Example 1.

Sample Output - Example 1

PARM: MATCH,MVSFILE

 PATTERN/OBJECT     RESULT FEED BACK MESSAGE

PATTERN: MFG!!###   NORMAL PM00-00: NORMAL COMPLETION

OBJECT: MFGAA000

PATTERN: MFG!!###   NOMATCH PM04-00: PATTERN AND OBJECT DO NOT MATCH

OBJECT: MFGA000

PATTERN: MFG!!###   NOMATCH PM04-00: PATTERN AND OBJECT DO NOT MATCH

OBJECT: MFGAA00

PATTERN: MFG!!###   NORMAL PM00-00: NORMAL COMPLETION

OBJECT: MFGZZ000

PATTERN: MFG!!###   NORMAL PM00-00: NORMAL COMPLETION

OBJECT: MFGZZ999

Example 2
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The CTSPMTST program may be used to test data set selection processing by specifying test vault patterns in the
SYSPATT DD and test data set names in the SYSOBJ DD as in the following example.

//STEP1 EXEC PGM=CTSPMTST,PARM='MATCH,MVSFILE'

//STEPLIB DD DSN=CAI.CTAPLINK,DISP=SHR

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=A

//SYSPATT DD *

ABC*.LEVEL2

ABC*.LEVEL#

/*

//SYSOBJ DD *

ABCDEF.LEVEL3

ABCDEF.LEVEL2

ABCDEF.LEVEL2.ABC

ABC.NOTHING

/*

//

The results of executing this job are displayed in the Sample Output - Example 2.

 

Sample Output - Example 2

DAY, MONTH DD, YYYY.210         Your Company Name         Page=00001

 

PARM= MATCH, MVSFILE

 

       PATTERN/OBJECT           RESULT FEED BACK MESSAGE

 

PATTERN: ABC*.LEVEL2            NOMATCH PM04-00: PATTERN AND OBJECT DO NOT MATCH

OBJECT: ABCDEF.LEVEL3

 

PATTERN: ABC*.LEVEL2            NORMAL  PM00-00 NORMAL COMPLETION

OBJECT: ABCDEF.LEVEL2

 

PATTERN: ABC*.LEVEL2            NOMATCH PM04-00: PATTERN AND OBJECT DO NOT MATCH

OBJECT: ABCDEF.LEVEL2.ABC

 

PATTERN: ABC*.LEVEL2            NOMATCH PM04-00: PATTERN AND OBJECT DO NOT MATCH

OBJECT: ABC.NOTHING

 

PATTERN: ABC*.LEVEL#            NORMAL  PM00-00 NORMAL COMPLETION

OBJECT: ABCDEF.LEVEL3

 

PATTERN: ABC*.LEVEL#            NORMAL  PM00-00 NORMAL COMPLETION

OBJECT: ABCDEF.LEVEL2

 

PATTERN: ABC*.LEVEL#            NOMATCH PM04-00: PATTERN AND OBJECT DO NOT MATCH

OBJECT: ABCDEF.LEVEL2.ABC

 

PATTERN: ABC*.LEVEL#            NOMATCH PM04-00: PATTERN AND OBJECT DO NOT MATCH

OBJECT: ABC.NOTHING
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Report Field Definitions

 

• PARM: xxxxxxxx
Parameters passed to program

• PATTERN/OBJECT
Pattern or object processed

• RESULT
Result of the process

• FEED BACK MESSAGE
Processing message

CTSSYNC Utility - Support 3495/3494 Devices
Use the CTSSYNC utility to support 3495/3494 devices.

The CTSSYNC command provides a high-level interface to the IBM 3495/3494 LCS (Library Control System) and
optionally lists the results of client requested functions. The CTSSYNC utility performs the following functions to support
3495/3494 devices:

• Synchronizes the tape management catalog (TMC)  system and the 3495/3494 database. The status of a volume is
obtained from the tape management database. The status is set in the 3495/3494 LCS database.

• Ejects cartridges that are needed for off-site storage from the 3495/3494. Tapes are ejected to the BULK or
Convenience locations.

• Changes the status of cartridges. The status is set in the 3495/3494 LCS database according to the specified
command without reference to the tape management database.

• Allows IMPORT/EXPORT of virtual tapes from the 3495/3494. Virtual tapes are extracted from or added to physical
container tapes that can be moved in or out of the 3495/3494 robot.

This utility accepts input through a PARM value or SYSIN control statements. The PARM value can be either from a
calling program or the EXEC JCL statement. Commands that are specified without VOLSERs are "global" commands.
These global commands are used for subsequent VOLSERs that are specified without commands. Global commands are
replaced by subsequent global commands but not a specific command that includes a VOLSER.

The default global command is SYNC. Each command is processed when the VOLSER or VOLSER range is specified
independent of any previous or subsequent commands.

Job Control Statements

//stepname      EXEC  PGM=CTSSYNC,PARM='parm'

//STEPLIB       DD    DISP=SHR,DSN=CAI.CTAPLINK

//SYSPRINT      DD    SYSOUT=*                                    *NOTES

//ERREPORT      DD    SYSOUT=*                                    *NOTES

//EXPORT        DD    DSN=EXPORT.TAPE.LIST,                       *NOTES

                      UNIT=VTAPE,TRTCH=NOCOMP,DISP=(,CATLG)

//IMPORT        DD    DSN=IMPORT.TAPE.LIST,                       *NOTES

                      UNIT=VTAPE,TRTCH=NOCOMP,DISP=(,CATLG)

//SYSIN         DD    *                                           *NOTES

(control statements here)

/* 

Consider the following items:
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• The SYSPRINT DD is optional. The CTSSYNC command writes the standard or full report to this file if coded. The
standard report produces a detailed list of the requested commands for each volume and the results of their requests.
When the command is for a range of volumes, a line is listed for each volume. For SYNC commands, the results of the
tape management query is also shown.

• The ERREPORT DD is optional. The optional ERREPORT DD Statement produces an Errors Only report in the same
format as the Standard report.

• The EXPORT command requires the EXPORT DD statement. CTSSYNC writes all the files that are required by the
3494/VTS for an EXPORT Operation to the virtual tape defined by this DD statement. If no EXPORT Commands are
specified, this DD is not used. 
Do not specify 'VOL=(,RETAIN)' on this DD statement. Specifying VOL=(,RETAIN) causes the EXPORT list volume
to remain on the tape drive. The robot does not consider the list volume available if it is mounted, so the EXPORT
invoked by CTSSYNC fails.

• The IMPORT DD statement is required by the IMPORT command. CTSSYNC writes all the files that are required by
the 3494/VTS for an IMPORT Operation to the virtual tape defined by this DD statement. If no import Commands are
specified, this DD is not used. 
Do not specify 'VOL=(,RETAIN)' on this DD statement. Specifying VOL=(,RETAIN) causes the IMPORT list volume to
remain on the tape drive. The robot does not consider the list volume available if it is mounted, so the IMPORT invoked
by CTSSYNC fails.

• The SYSIN DD is optional. You can enter commands by using the SYSIN control statements or by coding them as
parameters after the PARM= statement, or by passing a parameter list with the use of Register 1. Commands are
free form, but the entire command line must be on a single line between columns 1 and 71. Spaces and commas are
delimiters. Comments must have the form /* comment text */. They may appear anywhere within a command or on a
line by themselves.

• To run the CTSSYNC command, CA 1 must be active or batch active.
• The CTSSYNC utility cannot be used with 3495/3494 BTLS devices.
• The CTSSYNC utility can be used with the EMC DLM device that is being controlled through OAM.

Control Statements

The CTSSYNC utility processes the following commands:

• VERIFY
• NOVERIFY
• BULK
• NOBULK
• FORCE
• NOFORCE
• EJECT[,vvvvvv[-vvvvvv]]
• PROTECT[,vvvvvv[-vvvvvv]]
• SCRATCH[,vvvvvv[-vvvvvv]]
• PRIVATE[,vvvvvv[-vvvvvv]]
• SYNC[,vvvvvv[-vvvvvv]]
• EXPORT[,llllll[-llllll]] [,destination]
• IMPORT[,pppppp] [,llllll[-llllll]] [,ooooooo], vvvvvv is a volume serial number (real or virtual). llllll is a volume serial

number for a logical (virtual) tape. pppppp is a volume serial number for a physical (container) tape and ooooooo is the
IMPORT option of either SCRATCH or PRIVATE.

• SYNCTEST[,vvvvvv[-vvvvvv]]
• COPY,POOL=pp where pp is the physical volume pool that contains the logical volumes to export.
• VERIFY|NOVERIFY
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The VERIFY command instructs the system to verify whether the volume serial number is defined in the 3495/3494
LCS database before executing any further commands. If the NOVERIFY command is specified, the LCS commands
are issued even if the cartridge does not reside in the 3495/3494 LCS database. The VERIFY command is the default.

• BULK|NOBULK
The BULK command instructs any of the following EJECT commands to be sent to the bulk location. The NOBULK
command instructs all the following EJECT commands to be sent to the convenience location. If neither BULK nor
NOBULK commands are specified prior to an EJECT command, the utility defaults to the bulk location.

• FORCE|NOFORCE
The FORCE command instructs the program to execute any following SYNC commands unconditionally, regardless of
the current use attribute in the TCDB. The NOFORCE command causes SYNC commands to be processed only if the
use attribute in the TCDB does not match the volume status in the tape database, or if TCDB or Library Manager show
an error indicator. NOFORCE is the default.

• EJECT
The EJECT command instructs the 3495/3494 robotic devices to eject the specified VOLSERs. Depending on whether
a BULK or NOBULK command is specified prior to the EJECT command, the cartridge is ejected to either the bulk or
the convenience location.

• PROTECT|SCRATCH|PRIVATE
The PROTECT, SCRATCH, and PRIVATE commands change the status of the specified VOLSERs. The SCRATCH
command changes the status to scratch, while the PROTECT and PRIVATE commands change the status to private
within the 3495/3494 LCS database. This affects both cartridges that are selected to satisfy SCRATCH requests, and
cartridges that are added to auto cartridge loaders (ACLs) located inside the 3495/3494 robotic devices. There is no
difference between PROTECT and PRIVATE commands.

• SYNC
The SYNC command causes the specified VOLSERs to be synchronized between the tape management database
and the 3495/3494 LCS database. If the status is different, the tape management database is assumed to be correct.
This is the default if no specific command is specified.

• EXPORT
The EXPORT command causes the specified LOGICAL VOLSERs to be written to the export list volume, a logical
volume residing in the same library as the volumes to be exported. After all volumes have been written to the export list
volume, the OAM LCS schedules the list to be exported.

• DESTINATION
This subparameter can only be included on the EXPORT control statement and is optional. If included, all virtual
volumes with the same destination are stacked together on a single physical volume. If a list of 50 virtual volumes to
be exported is supplied, and 25 have one destination and the other 25 have a different destination, then the first 25
is stacked together on one set of physical volumes and the other 25 is stacked on a different set of physical volumes.
However, this value is not sent to the CBRUXEJC exit during eject processing nor is it tracked in the TCDB or the tape
management catalog.

• IMPORT
The IMPORT command causes the specified LOGICAL VOLSER to be written to the import list volume, a logical
volume residing in the same library as the volumes to be imported. After all volumes have been written to the import list
volume, the OAM LCS schedules the list to be imported.

NOTE
Only one EXPORT or IMPORT command can be scheduled at a time. Subsequent EXPORTs or IMPORTs
are shown as errors by the CTSSYNC utility.

• SCRATCH|PRIVATE
One of these two optional sub-parameters can be included on the IMPORT command control statement. If the specific
virtual volumes are specified, the default of PRIVATE indicates that the specified virtual volume should be copied
back into cache inside the 3494/VTS completely (the entire virtual volume is copied). If the SCRATCH command is
specified, then the specified virtual volume is assumed to be in scratch status and only the VOL1/HDR1/HDR2 records
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are copied back into cache. This process reduces time to complete the IMPORT process. The virtual volumes cannot
be made unscratched, because the data on them no longer resides inside the 3494/VTS.

• ABDLMT=
ABDLMT command is a keyword parameter that is used to set a return code limit at which CTSSYNC will ABEND.
After the CTSSYNC utility has completed all other processing and is about to terminate, the numeric value of
ABDLMT is compared with the highest return code from any command. If that return code is greater than or equal
to the ABDLMT, the CTSSYNC utility abends with U0006 and a reason code equal to the return code. The default is
ABDLMT=99. It can be in either the ABDLMT=nn or the ABDLMT(nn) form. It can be specified in the EXEC PARM field
or in a SYSIN statement. It can be specified on a statement alone or with other commands. It can be specified multiple
times, but only the last value is used.

• SYNCTEST
Performs like the SYNC command but does not call to update the OAM. Both the TCDB (VOLCAT) and the Library
Manager (LM) database are compared with the TMC too. If the status of the volume is not synchronized in all three
data bases or catalogs, an error is reported to both the SYSPRINT and ERREPORT DD statements.

• COPY
Performs like the EXPORT command except that the exported volumes are copied, not moved. List the VOLSERs to
be exported below the COPY command in the SYSIN DD.

NOTE

POOL – Specifies the physical volume pool that contains the logical volumes to export. This command is
used only with the COPY command. Specify the POOL parameter before you export the volumes. Do this
within the setup of the IBM VTS.

Examples of Specifying Commands to CTSSYNC

There are three methods of getting the commands or VOLSERs to the CTSSYNC utility: PARM= on the EXEC statement,
through SYSIN control statements, or passed in a parameter list through Register 1. The easiest way to perform a single
command is through use of the PARM statement on the EXEC command.

//STEP1 EXEC PGM=CTSSYNC,PARM='EJECT,123456'

This command causes cartridge 123456 to be ejected from the 3495/3494 robotic device. The same value could have
been used as input from the SYSIN control statements.

//SYSIN  DD *

EJECT,123456

The command can also be passed in a parameter list pointed by Register 1. This is used if another program, such as the
security exit wants to call the synchronization program passing it the command. The format of the parameter list pointed
by Register 1 is as follows:

R1  ==>  A(addr1)  ==>  CL8'EJECT'

         A(addr2)  ==>  CL8'123456'

It is possible to use the SYSIN control statement in addition to either of the two-parameter methods. For example:

//STEP1 EXEC PGM=CTSSYNC,PARM='BULK'

//SYSIN  DD *

SYNC

EJECT,123456

EJECT,100001
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EJECT,001234

In this example, the BULK command applies to all subsequent commands. Therefore, the EJECT of tapes 123456,
100001, and 001234 are directed to the bulk location. If a volume command is issued without a VOLSER, all subsequent
VOLSERs are then processed.

//STEP1  EXEC PGM=CTSSYNC

//SYSIN  DD *

100002

102030

100202

In this example, the three listed volumes (100002, 102030, and 100202) have their status synchronized between the tape
management and 3495/3494 LCS database. This could just as easily be a list of tapes to be ejected to the BULK location,
as a post process to the vaulting system for example.

//STEP1    EXEC PGM=CTSSYNC

//EXPORT   DD   DSN=EXPORT.TAPE.LIST,

//            UNIT=VTAPE,TRTCH=NOCOMP,DISP=(,CATLG) 

//SYSIN    DD *

EXPORT,LV1234,OFFSITE1           /* comments */

EXPORT,LV2345,OFFSITE1

In this example, the logical volumes LV1234 and LV2345 are to be removed. An export list volume is created and the
3495/3494 LCS schedules the list to be exported. When the export function completes, logical volumes LV1234 and
LV2345 are stacked on to a physical volume. The physical volume is put in export hold status, waiting to be removed from
the 3495/3494.

//STEP1    EXEC PGM=CTSSYNC

//IMPORT   DD   DSN=IMPORT.TAPE.LIST,

//              UNIT=VTAPE,TRTCH=NOCOMP,DISP=(,CATLG)

//SYSIN    DD *

IMPORT,PV0001,LV1234

IMPORT,PV0001,LV2345-LV2348       /* range of logical volumes */

In this example, logical volumes LV1234 and LV2345 through LV2348 are imported from physical volume PV0001. An
import list volume is created and the 3495/3494 LCS schedules the list to be imported.

//STEP1  EXEC PGM=CTSSYNC

//IMPORT DD   DSN=IMPORT.TAPE.LIST,

//            UNIT=VTAPE,TRTCH=NOCOMP,DISP=(,CATLG)

//SYSIN  DD *

IMPORT,PV0001

In this example, all logical volumes on physical volume PV0001 are imported. An import list volume is created and the
3495/3494 LCS schedules the list to be imported.

NOTE
The CTE3495 member in CTAPECPB can be used to generate a list of VOLSERs as input to CTSSYNC.
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//STEP1  EXEC PGM=CTSSYNC,PARM='SCRATCH,ABDLMT=12'

//IMPORT DD   DSN=IMPORT.TAPE.LIST,

//            UNIT=VTAPE,TRTCH=NOCOMP,DISP=(,CATLG)

//SYSIN  DD *

012345        /* SINGLE TAPE WITH COMMENT */

ABC017-ABC052  /* SCRATCH ALL TAPES IN THIS RANGE */

SYNC XYZ100-XYZ299

In this example, the EXEC PARM is used to set 'SCRATCH' as a global command and to ABEND CTSSYNC if the highest
return code is greater than or equal to 12. The VOLSER 012345 and the range of VOLSERs ABC017 through ABC052
are scratched using the global command. The tape management system gets synchronized with VOLSERs ranging from
XYZ100 to XYZ299.

The following examples show how to use the FORCE control statement:

Examples

//STEP1 EXEC PGM=CTSSYNC,PARM='FORCE'

//SYSIN DD  *

SYNC,123456

Or

//STEP1 EXEC PGM=CTSSYNC,PARM='SYNC'

//SYSIN DD  *

FORCE

123456

The FORCE command tells CTSSYNC to sync the volser 123456 regardless of the current use attributed in the TCDB.

Completion Codes:

CTSSYNC can complete with the following condition codes:

• RC=0
Successful completion: The requested commands were performed successfully or commands were not processed
because no VOLSER was provided.

• RC=4
Successful completion with redundant commands: In VERIFY mode, one or more ATL commands failed or could not
be performed because the VOLSER was not defined in the 3495/3494 LCS database or for the SYNC command,
synchronization of one or more volumes was bypassed, or a PRIVATE, PROTECT or SCRATCH command was issued
for a volume, which was already in the requested status for the LCS database.

• RC=8
Processing errors: One or more ATL commands failed or could not be performed because the VOLSER was not
defined in the 3495/3494 LCS database, and NOVERIFY was specified, or no valid input command was found, or the
tape management system was not active.

• RC=12
Incorrect job setup: A required DD statement is missing.

• RC=16
Invalid request: A schedule of both IMPORT and EXPORT operations was attempted.

User Abends:
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A U0006 abend is issued when CTSSYNC finishes processing all control statements and is going to terminate with
a condition code greater than or equal to the value specified in the abend limit PARM (ABDLMT=). For example:
ABDLMT=8 causes CTSSYNC to abend with a U0006-rc when the highest RC is greater than or equal to eight.

When the 3495/3494 LCS is unable to schedule an EXPORT or IMPORT, CTSSYNC abends with the following user
abend codes:

• U0100-00rs
EXPORT command could not be scheduled.

• U0200-00rs
IMPORT command could not be scheduled.

• rs
Reason code from the 3495/3494 LCS services. It indicates why the EXPORT/IMPORT command could not be
scheduled. The reason codes can be found in the LCS External Services Parameter List (LCSPL), mapped by IBM
macro CBRLCSPL. This is used to pass parameters to the LCS external services, to pass return and reason codes
and other information back to the caller. This macro can be found in SYS1.MACLIB. U0999 with a dump can be issued
if internal logical errors occur.

CTSSYNC ATL RESPONSE LOG Report Sample:

MMMDD,YYYY  9:54:12        CTSSYNC ATL RESPONSE LOG

PAGE   1

        FUNCTION ------ATL ACTION --------------STATUS IN TAPE DATABASED

        PROTECT TDI001 SYNC PROCESS COMPLETE    EDM/DYNAM CONTROLLED

        EJECT   TDI002 EJECT COMPLETE

        SCRATCH TDI003 SYNC PROCESS COMPLETE

        PROTECT TDI004 SYNC PROCESS COMPLETE

        PROTECT TDI005 SYNC PROCESS COMPLETE

        PROTECT TDI006 SYNC PROCESS COMPLETE    EDM/DYNAM CONTROLLED

        VERIFY         VERIFY MODE INITIATED

        NOVERIFY       VERIFY MODE TERMINATED

        BULK           BULK-EJECT DOOR ACTIVE

        NOBULK         CONVENIENCE DOOR ACTIVE

        PROTECT TDI016 SYNC PROCESS COMPLETE    EDM/DYNAM CONTROLLED

        PROTECT TDI017 SYNC PROCESS COMPLETE    EDM/DYNAM CONTROLLED

        PROTECT TDI018 SYNC PROCESS COMPLETE    EDM/DYNAM CONTROLLED

        PROTECT TDI019 SYNC PROCESS COMPLETE    VOL NOT IN SCRATCH STATUS

        SCRATCH TDI020 SYNC PROCESS COMPLETE    VOL IN LIBRARY & SCRATCH

        PROTECT TDI021 SYNC PROCESS COMPLETE    EDM/DYNAM CONTROLLED

        PROTECT TDI022 SYNC PROCESS COMPLETE    EDM/DYNAM CONTROLLED

        PROTECT TDI028 SYNC PROCESS COMPLETE    VOL NOT IN SCRATCH STATUS

        PROTECT TDI029 SYNC PROCESS COMPLETE    VOL NOT IN SCRATCH STATUS

        SCRATCH TDI030 SYNC PROCESS COMPLETE    VOL IN LIBRARY & SCRATCH

        SCRATCH TDI031 SYNC PROCESS COMPLETE    VOL IN LIBRARY & SCRATCH

        SCRATCH TDI032 SYNC PROCESS COMPLETE    VOL IN LIBRARY & SCRATCH

ERROR(S)SYNC    ABC001 ATL SYNCRONIZE BYPASSED  VOL NOT DEFINED TO THE

DATABASE

ERROR(S)SYNC    ABC002 ATL SYNCRONIZE BYPASSED  VOL NOT DEFINED TO THE

DATABASE

ERROR(S)SYNC    ABC003 ATL SYNCRONIZE BYPASSED  VOL NOT DEFINED TO THE

DATABASE

ERROR(S)SYNC    ABC004 ATL SYNCRONIZE BYPASSED  VOL NOT DEFINED TO THE

DATABASE
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ERROR(S)SYNC    ABC005 ATL SYNCRONIZE BYPASSED  VOL NOT DEFINED TO THE

DATABASE

        SCRATCH TDI001 SYNC PROCESS COMPLETE

        SCRATCH TDI001 VOLUME IS ALREADY IN THAT STATUS

        SCRATCH TDI001 VOLUME NOT FOUND BY ATL

ERROR(S)SCRATCH TDI001 REQUEST FAILED FROM LCS

        IMPORT  TDI003 FROM XMIT10  WRITTEN TO IMPORT LIST VSN MVXE90

        IMPORT  TDI004 FROM XMIT10  WRITTEN TO IMPORT LIST VSN MVXE90

        IMPORT  TDI005 FROM XMIT10  WRITTEN TO IMPORT LIST VSNMVXE90

ERROR(S)EXPORT  TDI006 BYPASSED MIXING IMPORT AND EXPORT

ERROR(S)EXPORT  TDI007 BYPASSED MIXING IMPORT ANDEXPORT

                QUERY   DC0011                  QUERY COMPLETE, VOLUME IN ROBOT

                SYNC    DC0011                  VOLUME WAS ALREADY IN THAT STATUS         VOLUME NOT IN SCRATCH STATUS

                QUERY   DC0012                  QUERY COMPLETE, VOLUME IN ROBOT                           

                SYNC    DC0012                  VOLUME WAS ALREADY IN THAT STATUS         VOLUME NOT IN SCRATCH STATUS

                QUERY   DC0013                  QUERY COMPLETE, VOLUME IN ROBOT 

ERROR(S)        QUERY   DC0013                  OUT OF SYNC: TVIUSEA = S & TVILCAT = UN         

                     ---- END OF REPORT ----  

CTSSYNC ATL RESPONSE LOG Report Sample Using a SYNCTEST:

The following report is an example report from CTSSYNC using a SYNCTEST as the command or parameter instead
of SYNC. The first half of the report was run using a SYNCTEST command, and the second half was run using a SYNC
command, as follows: 

//SYSIN DD * 
SYNCTEST 
001500-001504 
SYNC 
001500-001504

MMDDYYYY 14:04:09                                         CTSSYNC ATL RESPONSE LOG

0                    FUNCTION ---------------------- ATL ACTION ----------------------------- STATUS IN TAPE

 DATABASE ------

          TEST       QUERY    001500                 QUERY COMPLETE, VOLUME IN ROBOT

          TEST       SYNC     001500                 VOLUME WAS ALREADY IN THAT STATUS VOLUME IS IN SCRATCH

 STATUS

          TEST       QUERY    001501                 QUERY COMPLETE, VOLUME IN ROBOT

          TEST       SYNC     001501                 VOLUME WAS ALREADY IN THAT STATUS VOLUME IS IN SCRATCH

 STATUS

          TEST       QUERY    001502                 QUERY COMPLETE, VOLUME IN ROBOT

 ERROR(S) TEST       SYNC     001502                 OUT OF SYNC: ROBOT= ACT & TAPEMGMT= SCR

          TEST       QUERY    001503                 QUERY COMPLETE, VOLUME IN ROBOT

 ERROR(S) TEST       SYNC     001503                 OUT OF SYNC: ROBOT= SCR & TAPEMGMT= ACT

          TEST       QUERY    001504                 VOLUME NOT FOUND BY ATL

                     QUERY    001500                 QUERY COMPLETE, VOLUME IN ROBOT

                     SYNC     001500                 VOLUME WAS ALREADY IN THAT STATUS VOLUME IS IN SCRATCH

 STATUS

                     QUERY    001501                 QUERY COMPLETE, VOLUME IN ROBOT

                     SYNC     001501                 VOLUME WAS ALREADY IN THAT STATUS VOLUME IS IN SCRATCH

 STATUS

                     QUERY    001502                 QUERY COMPLETE, VOLUME IN ROBOT
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                     SCRATCH  001502                 REQUESTED PROCESS COMPLETE VOLUME IS IN SCRATCH STATUS

                     QUERY    001503                 QUERY COMPLETE, VOLUME IN ROBOT

                     PROTECT  001503                 REQUESTED PROCESS COMPLETE VOLUME NOT IN SCRATCH STATUS

                     QUERY    001504                 VOLUME NOT FOUND BY ATL

                                                        ---- END OF REPORT ----

In this example, 001502 was active/private in OAM and scratch within CA 1, and 001503 was scratch in OAM and active
in CA 1.

CTSSYNC Report Headings

FUNCTION
The function or command or parameter that was passed to CTSSYNC. A SYNC command is broken down first into
a QUERY type transaction, to find out whether the cartridge is in the robot and, if so, what is its status. Then, either a
PROTECT command, to change its status from scratch to private or a SCRATCH command, to change its status from
private to scratch or a SYNC command, meaning that it was already in the correct status is used.

• ATL ACTION
A description of what the ATL has been asked to do and what its response was.

• STATUS IN TAPE DATABASE
A description of the status of the cartridge is the tape management database. This report heading is only used for a
SYNC command.

ATL ACTION messages and their meanings:

• VERIFY MODE INITIATED
The VERIFY command had been issued and processed.

• VERIFY MODE TERMINATED
The NOVERIFY command had been issued and processed.

• CONVENIENCE DOOR ACTIVE
The NOBULK command was issued and the convenience door is used for any further EJECT commands.

• BULK-EJECT DOOR ACTIVE
The BULK command was issued and the bulk door will be used for any further EJECT commands.

• NO DD STATEMENT FOR IMPORT
An IMPORT command was issued, but the JCL did not contain an IMPORT DD statement.

• NO DD STATEMENT FOR EXPORT
An EXPORT command was issued, but the JCL did not contain an EXPORT DD statement.

• WRITTEN TO EXPORT LIST VSN vvvvvv
An EXPORT command was issued and the volume to be exported was written to the export list created on virtual-
volume vvvvvv.

• WRITTEN TO IMPORT LIST VSN vvvvvv
An IMPORT command was issued and the volume to be imported was written to the import list created on virtual-
volume vvvvvv.

• QUERY COMPLETE, VOLUME IN ROBOT
A SYNC command was issued and the volume to be synchronized resides inside the robot.

• VOLUME WAS ALREADY IN THAT STATUS
A SYNC command has been issued, and the volume was already in the correct status.

• REQUESTED PROCESS COMPLETE
Either a PROTECT, SCRATCH, or PRIVATE command had been issued and the volume had its status changed
successfully. The PROTECT or SCRATCH command can also have been issued because of a SYNC command when
the initial QUERY found the tape was not in the correct status.

• EXPORT FAILED, REASON CODE=nnn
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The EXPORT command failed. The reason codes can be found in the LCS External Services Parameter List (LCSPL),
mapped by IBM macro CBRLCSPL. This macro can be found in SYS1.MACLIB. For more information, see the IBM
document "Return and reason codes for CBRXLCS change use attribute"

• IMPORT FAILED, REASON CODE=nnn
The IMPORT command failed. The reason codes can be found in the LCS External Services Parameter List (LCSPL),
mapped by IBM macro CBRLCSPL. This macro can be found in SYS1.MACLIB. For more information, see the IBM
document "Return and reason codes for CBRXLCS change use attribute"

• REQUEST FAILED RC=rc,RS=rsn,FB=nnnnnn
The request (SCRATCH, PRIVATE, PROTECT, SYNC) failed with a return code of rc; and reason code of rsn. The
return code and reason code combinations are in the LCS External Services Parameter List (LCSPL), mapped by IBM
macro CBRLCSPL. This macro can be found in SYS1.MACLIB. For more information, see the IBM document "Return
and reason codes for CBRXLCS change use attribute"

• SYNTAX ERROR DURING PARSE
Specifies a syntax error on the specified control statement.

• PARSING ERROR IN THE VSN RANGE
A range of volumes had been specified, but there was a syntax error in the format.

• BYPASSED MIXING IMPORT AND EXPORT
You cannot perform both an IMPORT and an EXPORT command on the same execution.

• NO COMMAND(S) FOUND
No command was found on the PARM or in the SYSIN.

• INVALID REQUEST FOR THIS ATL
ATL software rejected a command as unsupported format.

• ATL INACTIVE OR NOT AVAILABLE
The 3494/ATL was either inactive or unavailable to communicate with CTSSYNC.

• ATL SYNCHRONIZE BYPASSED
The SYNC command was bypassed for the specified reason.

• VOLUME NOT FOUND BY ATL
The volume that is specified on the command is not defined in the ATL TCDB.

• OUT OF SYNC: TVIUSEA = x & TVILCAT = yy
SYNC operation failed. The ATL TCDB status x and LM status yy are different. Use IBM ISMF panels to resolve the
discrepancy.
You can also run CTSSYNC with two control statements (as shown in the following code example) if the TVIUSEA=S &
TVILCAT=ERR but ONLY if CA 1 says the volumes are in SCRATCH status now.

PRIVATE,vvvvvv

SCRATCH,vvvvvv

This forces OAM to change the status of the tape and notify the Library Manager of the change.

NOTE

See IBM document DFSMS Object Access Method Planning, Installation, and Storage Administrating for Tape
Libraries.

• OUT OF SYNC: ROBOT= xxx & TAPEMGMT= yyyThe tape robot and tape management system both have different
settings. Fix this by running CTSSYNC PARM=‘SYNC’.

STATUS IN TAPE DATABASE messages and their meanings:

• TAPE FULL OR EDM CONTROLLED
The requested volume was either full or part of a multivolume chain or controlled by an external data manager. In
either case, you cannot mod onto it.

• VOLUME NOT IN SCRATCH STATUS
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The requested volume is active (not in scratch status), but could have more data MODed onto it or have more files that
are stacked upon it.

• VOLUME IN LIBRARY AND SCRATCH
The requested volume is in scratch status.

• VOLUME NOT DEFINED TO THE DATABASE
The volume is not defined to the tape management system.

• TAPE MANAGEMENT IS NOT ACTIVE
The tape management system is not currently active.

• TAPE CREATED WITHIN THE LAST 5 MINUTES
A SYNC command was issued for a volume that was created within the last 5 minutes; this volume was bypassed.

• BAD TAPE OR OUT-OF-SERVICE
A SYNC command was issued for a tape that is either marked as BAD or as OUT-OF-SERVICE in the tape
management database.

CTSTAPER Utility - Test the Tape Management System
Use the CTSTAPER utility to test the Tape Management System when:

• The Tape Management System is first installed.
• The operating system release is upgraded.
• The Tape Management System system options are changed.

For CA 1 users, use the TMSBINQ or the CA 1 online facilities to ensure that activity on the volumes used by CTSTAPER
is captured properly for any type of tape data set I/O combination. TMSAUDIT can be used for a detailed analysis of the
data management interface.

For TLMS users, execute the CTAPPROC(CATERL19) PROC to ensure that activity on the volumes used by CTSTAPER
is properly captured for any type of tape data set I/O combination.

The program can also be used to verify the console message intercept for scratch subpools, label/density changes,
default expiration dates, Auxiliary Disposition, or other Tape Management System functions.

For tapes to be tracked, the Tape Management System must be active to run CTSTAPER.

Report Description

CTSTAPER produces the Test Tape OPENs report. A sample of this report appears on page Test Tape OPENs.

Job Control Statements
//TAPEOUT  EXEC PGM=CTSTAPER[,PARM='[JFCB][,ABEND]']

//STEPLIB  DD  DSN=CAI.CTAPLINK,DISP=SHR

//SYSPRINT DD  SYSOUT=A

//ttnnxxxx DD  DSN=test.dataset.name,UNIT=TAPE,

//             LABEL=EXPDT=99009,DISP=(NEW,CATLG)

//ttnnzzzz DD  ......

//....

Parameter Definition

• JFCB
Specifies to print the contents in hex of the operating system-constructed JFCB read by the Tape Management System
before OPEN and after OPEN processing. This cannot be specified with ABEND.

• ABEND
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Specifies to abend (with S0C3) after OPEN to test the Tape Management System abend processing. This cannot be
specified with JFCB.

JCL Considerations

• DD names
The ddname determines the type of tape processing to perform. A maximum of nine ddname statements can be
specified.

• ttnnxxxx
Indicates the type of open, the number of volumes to open, and exclusively identifies the DD statement, where:
– tt

Indicates the type of open to be performed:
OU - Open for OUtput
IN - Open for INput

– nn
Indicates the number of volumes to be processed.

– xxxx
Defines any user-designated characters to make it a unique DD.

Examples

The following JCL statements will test the Tape Management System intercepts, multivolume processing, and multi-data
set processing, and can be used for both SL and NL tapes. An SL tape test could be:

//TAPEOUT  EXEC PGM=CTSTAPER

//STEPLIB  DD  DSN=CAI.CTAPLINK,DISP=SHR

//SYSPRINT DD  SYSOUT=A

//OU02SL1  DD  DSN=TEST.FIRST.FILE,DISP=(NEW,CATLG),UNIT=TAPE,

//             VOL=(,RETAIN),LABEL=(1,SL)

//OU01SL2  DD  DSN=TEST.SECOND.FILE,DISP=(NEW,CATLG),UNIT=TAPE,

//             VOL=(,RETAIN,REF=*.OU02SL1),LABEL=(2,SL)

//OU02SL3  DD  DSN=TEST.THIRD.FILE,DISP=(NEW,CATLG),UNIT=TAPE,

//             VOL=(,RETAIN,REF=*.OU01SL2),LABEL=(3,SL)

//OU01SL4  DD  DSN=TEST.FOURTH.FILE,DISP=(NEW,CATLG),UNIT=TAPE,

//             VOL=REF=*.OU02SL3,LABEL=(4,SL)

//TAPEIN   EXEC PGM=CTSTAPER

//STEPLIB  DD  DSN=CAI.CTAPLINK,DISP=SHR

//SYSPRINT DD  SYSOUT=A

//IN02SL1  DD  DSN=TEST.FIRST.FILE,DISP=SHR

//IN01SL2  DD  DSN=TEST.SECOND.FILE,DISP=SHR,UNIT=AFF=IN02SL1

//IN02SL3  DD  DSN=TEST.THIRD.FILE,DISP=SHR,UNIT=AFF=IN02SL1

//IN01SL4  DD  DSN=TEST.FOURTH.FILE,DISP=SHR,UNIT=AFF=IN02SL1

For nonlabel tapes, specify LABEL=(x,NL) in the above JCL.

Control Statement Specification

There are no control statements for CTSTAPER.

Test Tape OPENs
THURSDAY, MMMM DD, YYYY.180                      Y O U R   C O M P A N Y   N A M E                           

       PAGE=00001

TEST TAPE OPEN'S
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OU01001  ABOUT TO BE OPENED

    JFCB BEFORE     CAI.CA1.TEST.FILE1                                                                   J

                   

 CCC4CCF4ECEE4CCDCF4444444444444444444444444444444444000000000000008000000000000050C50D0C000000000000

                   

 319B311B3523B6935100000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000020010000000000A0FA0100000000000000

                  

 00....5...10...15...20...25...30...35...40...45...50...55...60...65...70...75...80...85...90...95....

                                        .

                    000000000000000000F848004444444444444444444444440000000000000000000000000000

                    000000000000000001FEB0100000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000010

                  100....5...10...15...20...25...30...35...40...45...50...55...60...65...70...75

    JFCB AFTER      CAI.CA1.TEST.FILE1                                                                   J

                   

 CCC4CCF4ECEE4CCDCF4444444444444444444444444444444444400000000000008000000000000050C50D0C000000000040

                   

 319B311B3523B6935100000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000020010000000000A0FA0100020004000000

                  

 00....5...10...15...20...25...30...35...40...45...50...55...60...65...70...75...80...85...90...95....

                                      980004

                    800101000000000000FFFFFF4444444444444444444444440000000000080000000000000000

                    0008080000000000019800040000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000010

                  100....5...10...15...20...25...30...35...40...45...50...55...60...65...70...75

OU01001  ABOUT TO BE CLOSED

         END OF REPORT 21  -  TOTAL ITEMS LISTED=         2

CTSTAPER Report Field Definitions

JFCB BEFORE

JFCB image before OPEN processing.

JFCB AFTER

JFCB image after OPEN processing.

NOTE

• CTSTAPER Messages

CTSTMAP - Tape Map Utility
The Tape Map (TMAP) task provides a convenient way to list the contents of an ANSI Label (AL) or Standard Label (SL)
tape. It dynamically allocates one or more tapes drives, and mounts the requested volumes to produce a report of the files
on each AL or SL tape. The tape drive is released after the requested tapes are processed.
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JCL

//CTSJTMAP JOB (ACCT),'CA COMMON TAPE SYSTEM'               

//* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *//

//* CTSTMAP WILL DYNAMICALLY ALLOCATE A TAPE DRIVE AND SYSOUT.  *//

//*  //TAPE    DD UNIT=????,VOL=SER=??????                      *//

//*  //TAPEMAP DD SYSOUT=A                                      *//

//*                                                             *//

//* CTSTMAP WILL PROCESS FROM 1 TO 8 TAPE VSNS SEPERATED BY     *//

//*   COMMAS OR BLANKS                                          *//

//*                                                             *//

//* THE UNIT PARAMETER MAY SPECIFY A GROUP (ESOTERIC) NAME, A   *//

//* DEVICE TYPE (GENERIC) OR A SPECIFIC DEVICE ADDRESS.  TO     *//

//* CODE A 4-DIGIT SPECIFIC DEVICE ADDRESS, PRECEDE THE DEVICE  *//

//* ADDRESS WITH A SLASH (/).  A 3-DIGIT SPECIFIC DEVICE ADDRES *//

//* MAY ALSO BE PRECEDED WITH A SLASH.                          *//

//*                                                             *//

//* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *//

//TMAP     EXEC PGM=CTSTMAP,                                    

//  PARM='MAP TEST01,TEST02,TEST03,TEST04,TEST05,TEST06 UNIT=3490'

//* PARM='MAP TEST01 UNIT=CART'                                  

//* PARM='MAP TEST01 UNIT=/2E80'                                 

//*        STEPLIB REQUIRED IF CAI.CTAPLINK NOT IN LINKLST      */

//STEPLIB  DD DISP=SHR,DSN=CAI.CTAPLINK       /* CAI.CTAPLINK   */

//SYSUDUMP DD SYSOUT=*                        /* OPTIONAL       */

//                                          

Output

2010/350    10:54:43      TAPEMAP : TAPE CONTENTS IDENTIFICATION UTILITY      PTAINS     0 FILES *** AP COMPLEGE   1 

                    TAPE VOLUME : 001519                             OWNER DATA :                                    

FILE       FILE                REC  REC  BLOCK  VOL  BASE    EXPIRE     CREATE    CREATE   CREATE  PSWD        BLOCK 

 SEQ    IDENTIFIER     GEN/

VER FMT  SIZE  SIZE  SEQ VOLUME    DATE       DATE      JOB      STEP   TYPE   DEN  COUNT 

---- ----------------- ------- --- ----- ----- ---- ------ ---------- ---------- -------- -------- ----- ---- ------ 

   1 BNI01.TAPE4.FILE1         FR   2346 23460    1 001519 ZEROS      2010/344   NOBNI01B STEP1    NONE  CART      2 

CA

$F068I TAPE MAP COMPLETE : VOLUME CONTAINS     1 FILES ***                                                         

CA$F068I TAPE MATE : VOLUME CON

TLMSNITT - Initialize Tape Volumes
TLMSNITT initializes tape volumes as SL, NL, or AL. TLMSNITT checks the VMF and the tape label to verify your request
to initialize a tape volume.

WARNING
Nonlabeled tapes and tapes not written to can still be initialized.

TLMSNITT Introduction

Standard OPEN and CLOSE are issued to process the tapes. SMS, Top Secret, RACF, TLMS, and any other components
or products receiving control during OPEN and CLOSE processing may be invoked.
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For any tape cartridges where a VOL1 record is present (this includes AL and SL labeled tapes), the volser is obtained
from the tape. For round tapes, the VOLSER can be obtained only when the tape is known to contain data (OLDTAPE),
since any attempt to read a blank tape causes the drive to search the entire reel for data. In all cases (except where the
hardware indicates the tape contains no data), when a VOLSER cannot be obtained from the tape, you are prompted to
provide one. To determine if the mounted tape is valid for initialization, the status of the obtained VOLSER in the VMF, the
input command (INTAPE, NEWTAPE, OLDTAPE or OUTTAPE), and user exit (if any) will be checked.

TLMSNITT opens tapes with BLP input. Some security packages software protect the device if the user does not also
have BLP write authority to issue a CCW = x'7782??80'. This CCW causes the device to treat the tape as write protected
resulting in a write protect error message from TLMSNITT. In the case of when the user does not have BLP read authority,
the system (without any indication or warning) treats BLP as NL. This can manifest itself either by successive mount/
dismounts when the tape is blank or unreadable or in CAT9702P messages. TLMSNITT must be executed under a
USERID which has read/write BLP authority.

The method of volume verification for TLMSNITT differs depending on the request and type of device. The overriding rule
is that the operator is prompted any time the TLMSNITT cannot obtain sufficient information from the device to ensure that
a 'live' tape is not being over written. The procedure differs depending upon whether the tape is being opened for input or
output. Cartridges are always opened for input; reels are opened for output unless OLDTAPE is specified (opening up a
blank reel for input will scan off the end of tape for data).

When a tape is opened for output with BLP, TLMS intercepts the open and issues a CAT9702P WTOR. It prompts you
for the volser of the mounted tape to ensure that a live tape is not over written. Once a tape is opened for output, closing
it results in an end-of-file mark which destroys data. When OLDTAPE is specified for a reel, you indicate that the tape
contains data; thus, the tape can be opened for input and the software can attempt to read an 80 character VOL1 record
from the tape. If this read is successful, then the software determines the true volser of the tape and the VMF is checked
to ensure that this is not a live tape. If there is no VOL1 record (NL) on the tape, TLMS issues a CATLTN01 WTOR. When
a cartridge is processed, the device recovers from attempting to read a blank tape (new, not erased) and provides sense
data from the device to indicate that this is a blank tape not a live tape and issues no verification message. In most cases,
when attempting to read a valid tape which cannot be processed by this device (such as a 3480 with a 36 track tape),
the device returns the volser in the format 24 sense data and the VMF can be checked using this volser without your
intervention. In all other cases when an error occurs attempting to read the VOL1 record (such as may be the case with a
bulk erased tape) or no VOL1 record is present, TLMS issues a CATLTN01 WTOR.

TLMSNITT uses both BLP and 98000 processing. Therefore, the proper security access must be set up to run TLMSNITT.
When the process updates a VMF record, the data set name and other information appears as if a temporary data set was
written by program TLMSNITT. This always leaves the volume in scratch status and available for reuse.

TLMS must be active to run TLMSNITT.

User Exit

An optional user exit TLMSXNIT is provided for tailoring TLMSNITT processing. TLMSXNIT can continue processing,
reject the tape, or modify the VMF record or tape labels.

Report Description

TLMSNITT generates a Tape Initialization. For a sample this report, see TLMS - Tape Initialization.

Job Control Statements

//stepname EXEC PGM=TLMSNITT

// [,PARM='[DATEFMT=(fmt)][,TEST][,VERIFY=(opt)]']

//STEPLIB DD DSN=CAI.CTAPLINK,DISP=SHR

//TAPEDB DD DSN=VMF NAME

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=A
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//LABELDD DD UNIT=(tape,,DEFER)

//SYSIN DD *

(control statements here)

/*

Parameter Definitions

• DATEFMT=(fmt)
(Optional) Specifies the date format to be printed on TLMS Tape Initialization Report. The date pattern indicated by
(fmt) is limited to 10 bytes and must be enclosed in parentheses.

• TEST
The TEST parameter lets you simulate the execution of TLMSNITT without modifying the contents of the tapes or the
VMF. This can be done with or without operator intervention. Operator intervention is determined by the presence of
a DD card for LABELDD. (In round tapes, the operator intervention can occur only when the OLDTAPE command
is requested. This is because of problems opening a blank round tape for input.) When there is no LABELDD DD
statement present, no operator intervention is required and console messages are kept to a minimum. Control
statements are read, checked for syntax and valid operands. The SER operand is checked against the contents of the
VMF (except when OUTTAPE is specified), and the user exit is called. When the LABELDD DD statement is present in
the JCL, the requested tapes are actually mounted (except for round tapes which are not mounted unless OLDTAPE is
specified) and additional edits are performed using the label information contained on the tape. All console messages
including those requiring responses are issued.

• VERIFY=(opt)
The VERIFY parameter determines when, and if, label verification messages are issued for cartridges. It is valid for
all cartridges, ignored for reels unless the OLDTAPE command is used, and not applicable when the test option is
specified without a DD card for LABELDD. The verify command can have one of the following values:

• ABEND
Task will abend after issuing a CATLTN02 or CATLTN03 message without waiting for an operator response.

• ALWAYS
A CATLTN01 message is always issued. Reels will always display '******' for the VOL1 record's volser if OLDTAPE
is not specified. For example, no attempt is made to read the VOL1 record. New tapes will display '*NEW*' for the
VOL1 record's volser (cartridges only, OLDTAPE is not valid for new reels and will run the tape off the end of the reel if
specified for a never used tape).

• CHANGE
The CATLTN01 message is issued whenever a tape containing data is having its volser changed or for tapes not
containing a VOL1 record (NL), *NL*.

• ERROR
Current methodology - the CATLTN01 message is issued only for tapes not containing a VOL1 record (NL).

• ROBOT
No operator verify is asked for or required. Prompting is suppressed because ATLS can read the external volser.

JCL Considerations

• LABELDD
Defines the tape drive that will be used to initialize volumes.

• tape 
Specifies a generic tape device used to initialize tape volumes. The DEFER keyword is required.
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Completion Codes

Possible completion codes and their meanings are:

Code Explanation
0 Successful completion.
4 Successful completion with operator intervention. For example, a

'live' tape was mounted for initialization, it was rejected and a valid
tape was mounted and successfully initialized. Another example
would be a write-protected tape was mounted and rejected, or a
non-write-protected tape was mounted and successfully initialized.
You should check the console log for specifics.

8 All tapes were not successfully initialized. For example, a specific
SER was not in the VMF or had the wrong status. You should
check the TLMS Tape Initialization report (and possibly the
console log) for specifics.

12 Invalid input, such as a syntax error or invalid JCL parameter. You
should check the TLMS Tape Initialization report.

16 Fatal error, program cannot continue.

 

Note: The return code will be the highest code encountered, and does not preclude the existence of errors having lower
return codes, (RC=12 does not mean that there were no errors that would not have produced an RC=8). For example, if
you receive an RC=8 you should also check the console for RC=4.

Control Statement Specification

The control statement provides the following information:

• Indicates if the volume is under TLMS control
• Specifies the volume serial numbers for initialization
• Describes the status of the volume in the VMF

The control statements are free-form and can span to as many statements as required but cannot exceed position 71.
Comments in the form /*xxxxxxx*/ can appear in the control statements.

verb SER=vvvvvv [,OWNER='cccccccccc|ccccccccccccccc'

   [,NUMBTAPE=n]

   [,LABTYPE=cc]

    [,DISP=REWIND|UNLOAD]

   [,ACCESS=x]

Control Statement Definition

 

• verb
Specifies if the volume serial number is under TLMS control.

The values for verb are:

INTAPE

Specifies that the volume serial number to be initialized is under TLMS control and the VMF record for the volume is in
scratch status. This function will ask for verification when VOLSERs differ.
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• NEWTAPE
Specifies that the volume serial number is under TLMS control and the physical tape volume is to be replaced. The
VMF record for the volume must be in scratch status.

• OLDTAPE
Specifies that the volume serial number is under TLMS control and the tape volume needs to be reinitialized. The VMF
record for the volume must be in scratch status.

• NUMBTAPE 
If specified, must be one. OLDTAPE is the only verb which causes TLMSNITT to read the label of a reel type tape.

• OUTTAPE
Specifies that the volume serial number to be initialized is not a TLMS controlled tape volume. When the OUTTAPE
verb is used to initialize a tape volume, a log record is written to reflect the volume initialized.
Note: Only one tape is initialized for this verb regardless of NUMBTAPE (see description of NUMBTAPE).

SER=vvvvvv

Specifies the volume serial number of the first or only tape to be labeled. The value of vvvvvv can be incremented by
one for each additional tape to be initialized. When processing multiple tapes, TLMSNITT starts with the specified SER=
keyword and continues with the next volume that appears in the VMF for the NUMBTAPE volume. Volumes which are not
in the correct status are reported and skipped. If the volume serial number is less than six characters and numeric, it must
be enclosed in single quotes.

OWNER='cccccccccc[cccc]'

Specifies the owner's name or similar identification. The information is specified in character format. It can be up to 10
characters in length for EBCDIC and BCD volume labels, or up to 14 characters in length for volume labels written in
ASCII. If this name contains blanks or other special characters (except periods or hyphens), it must be enclosed in single
quotes. Imbedded quotes may be indicated by specifying two single quotes. If not specified, the VENDOR field from the
VMF will be used. If specified, the first eight characters will be saved in the VMF VENDOR field.

NUMBTAPE=n

The value of n may be from 1 to 255. If omitted, one tape will be initialized. Otherwise initialization will be attempted of
each tape in the VMF, starting with the one specified by SER= and continuing for n tapes. n will include tapes that are
invalid or fail.

Note: If OUTTAPE is specified, only one tape is initialized regardless of NUMBTAPE.

LABTYPE=xx

Specifies the type of LABEL= to be written to the tape. SL is IBM standard label, AL is ANSI standard label, and NL is no
label (tapemark written).

DISP=

Specifies whether to UNLOAD or REWIND the tape after initialization. UNLOAD is the default.

ACCESS=x

Single character for ANSI security access. Valid values are blank or A thru Z. This is valid only if LABTYPE= has been
specified as AL.

Control Statement Examples

The following control statement will initialize a non-VMF tape with volume serial number 012345:

OUTTAPE SER=012345

To initialize five new tapes with the first five available (deleted) VMF volume serial numbers, use the following:
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INTAPE NUMBTAPE=5,SER=012345

Note: In a z/OS or MSP environment, APF authorization is required for TLMSNITT and the modules it calls: CTSPARSE,
CTSSIO, and CTSTXIO.

TLMS - Tape Initialization

TLMS                     TLMSNITT     INITIALIZATION REPORT                  yyyy/ddd    

NEWTAPE SER=TST001,DISP=REWIND,OWNER='TAPE TESTERS'

VOLUME=TST001   LABEL-TYPE=SL   ACCESS=     OWNER=TAPE   TESTERS     TAPE     INITIALIZED

OLDTAPE SER=TST002,DISP=REWIND,OWNER='TAPE TESTERS',NUMBTAPE=4                         WAS  980046 +

VOLUME=TST002   LABEL-TYPE=SL   ACCESS=     OWNER=TAPE   TESTERS     TAPE     INITIALIZED

VOLUME=TST003   LABEL-TYPE=SL   ACCESS=     OWNER=TAPE   TESTERS     TAPE     INITIALIZED

VOLUME=TST004   LABEL-TYPE=SL   ACCESS=     OWNER=TAPE   TESTERS     TAPE     INITIALIZED

VOLUME=TST005   LABEL-TYPE=SL   ACCESS=     OWNER=TAPE   TESTERS     TAPE     INITIALIZED

OUTTAPE SER=X00001,DISP=REWIND

VOLUME=X00001   LABEL-TYPE=SL   ACCESS=                     TAPE     INITIALIZED         WAS  980046

INTAPE SER=TST006,DISP=REWIND,OWNER='TAPE TESTERS'

*** TST006 ---- INITIALIZATION BYPASSED ***                     TAPE     MUST BE IN SCRATCH STATUS

Report Field Definitions

• Control statement image
Input control statement

• VOLUME=xxxxxx
Volume serial number of tape to be reinitialized

• LABEL-TYPE=xx
Type of label to be written on tape

• ACCESS=x
ANSI security access code to be written on tape

• OWNER=xxxxxxxx
Owner information to be written on tape

• Message
Processing message for initialization requests
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Using
Learn how to use TLMS. For example, you can prepare the tape library, determine your tape storage requirements, and
use the Tape Retention System (TRS).

Preparing the Tape Library
TLMS is designed to provide management for tapes written in the following formats:

• Standard Labeled (SL)
• Nonlabeled (NL)
• Bypass Label Processing (BLP)
• Nonstandard Labeled (NSL)
• ANSI Labeled (AL)

TLMS gets the volume serial numbers for SL tapes from either

• The job control language (JCL) or
• The z/OS system catalog

Since NL tapes do not have internal labels and BLP tapes bypass standard labels, you must use one of the following
methods to supply the volume serial numbers of these tapes to TLMS:

• The job control language (JCL) or
• The console operator

For the console operator to supply the volume serial number, you must specify the system option VSNREQD=YES. This
will prompt the operator for the volume serial number before an NL or BLP volume is opened for output.

NSL tapes may be controlled either by user-written routines which invoke the TLMSOSMM (operating system
management module) or by manual updates to the TLMS Volume Master File.

Volume Serial Numbers
TLMS lets you use any combination of tape volume serial numbers, as long as each volume serial number is unique.
Volume serial numbers may be from one to six alphabetic or numeric characters. For example, 11223, A1A222.

All volume serial numbers in the VMF are six characters. If you have tapes with a VSN of five or less characters, use the
VSNPAD option to extend the VSN to six characters. The VSNPAD option specifies a character that left pads the tape
VSN to make it six characters in length.

For example, VSNPAD=V pads VSN 123 to VVV123. Your JCL specifies VOL=SER=123, the VMF tracks it as VVV123,
and displays and reports show VVV123.

TLMS manages VSNs in ranges. VSNs in a range have a matching prefix and an incremental numeric suffix. The prefix is
the left most part of a VSN which contains alphabetic characters. For example:

• The prefix for VSN A1A050 is A1A
• The prefix for VSN 123C81 is 123C
• The prefix for VSNs with all numbers like 001513 and 980012 is considered blank

You can:
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Assign Scratch Pool Volumes

Non specific mounts can be requested for predefined pools. The name of the pool appears in the mount message
instead of 'SCRTCH' or 'PRIVAT'. Pools can be requested directly through VOL=SER=poolid or can be assigned through
information on the DD statement.

Pools can be assigned by DSN, JOB, STEP, UNIT, EXPDT, or VOL=SER=.

Any number of tape ranges and rules can be assigned to a pool, and any number of rules can be assigned to a pool.

Assign External Data Manager (EDM) Volumes

Full pattern masking is used to assign ownership and an EDM ID to tapes. Once an owner ID has been assigned to a
tape, an EDM with the same ID has full control of the content of that tape. No other user or EDM can write on or scratch
that tape.

Tape pools can also be assigned to an EDM.

Volume Data Structure
TLMS supports the following tape data structures:

• Multi-data set volumes
These are volumes that contain two or more data sets. One data set is identified as the controlling data set (CDS)
so that you can define retention for the most critical data set on the volume. This defaults to the first data set on the
volume. To change this, see Changing the Controlling Data Set.
VOL1           DSN1 (CDS)                     DSN2

• Multivolume data sets
Data sets start on a base volume and are continued on one or more additional volumes. TLMS automatically chains
together all volumes associated with a data set so that the retention criteria you define for the data set controls all of its
volumes.
VOL1                             DSN1

 

VOL2                             DSN1

• Multivolume multi-data sets
Any volume in a multivolume data set can also have multiple data sets.
VOL1             DSN1                         DSN2

VOL2                             DSN2

VOL3             DSN2                         DSN3

Data Set Naming Standards
Data set naming standards will allow you to define groups of data sets, rather than defining each data set individually.
One recommended standard is the z/OS tree structure. This structure uses levels of qualifiers. Each level allows you to
divide data sets into smaller and smaller groups. You can use these levels to establish data set naming standards that
correspond to the organization of your company.

This figure illustrates how qualified data set names can relate directly to the organization chart:
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The naming standards could specify that every data set that relates to Product A Division begin with the high-level
qualifier PDA.

The second level of qualifiers could identify the department. For example, you could identify all data sets that relate to the
manufacturing department by starting their names with the qualifiers PDA.MAN.

The third level of qualifiers could identify the name of a group, a product, or a function. For example, you could identify all
data sets that relate to Product A's manufacturing inventory by starting their names with the qualifiers PDA.MAN.INV.

 

The fourth level of qualifiers could identify the type of activity the data set was used for. For example, you could identify all
data sets that are used for Product A's manufacturing inventory year-end reports by starting their names with the qualifiers
PDA.MAN.INV.YEAREND.

Defining Your Tape Library to TLMS
The primary database for TLMS is the Volume Master File. The VMF is used to record and maintain tape data set
information for all volumes under TLMS control. Not only are volume and retention information recorded, but historical
data such as certification, cleaning and temporary read/write errors.

During TLMS installation, the VMF can be constructed and supplied with the information on your current tape data sets in
several different ways:

• The VMF is initialized using program TLMSVMFU and loaded with any available information on the tape data sets
currently active in the environment.

• Volume information can be retrieved from other sources, such as SMF records or the system catalog, and converted to
the proper format.

• A user-supplied utility can also be used to add machine readable information.
• If you plan to use the Distributed Tape Support feature, you must also define the volume serial numbers in use on the

distributed systems you plan to manage. These volumes must be added to the VMF and defined as "AGENT" tapes.
The UPV command can be used to mark the volumes as "AGENT" tapes.

After installation, the VMF is dynamically updated as you use tapes while TLMS is active, maintaining current volume and
data set information. The VMF is also updated automatically on a daily basis when the Tape Retention System (TRS)
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is run, reflecting any changes in tape movement and scratch status. You can update the VMF manually using either the
online screens or the commands.

The information in the VMF can be printed on reports or displayed online.

Qualifying Data Set Names
This figure illustrates how qualified data set names can relate directly to the organization chart:

When you use levels of qualifiers to define data set names, you create three different methods to indicate to TLMS which
data sets are to be included in the action being requested:

1. You can give a fully qualified data set name. This action applies only to the data set that has that exact name.
2. You can give a partially qualified data set name. This is a generic data set name, terminated by a dash(-). This action

applies to all data sets that begin with the generic characters (not including the dash).
3. You can give an IBM-qualified data set name. This is a generic data set name, terminated by a period and dash(.-).

This action applies to all data sets that start with the generic characters, including the period.

When TLMS searches for data set names that match the data set definition, it matches as many characters as it can.
Therefore, a fully qualified DSN takes precedence over a partially qualified DSN. A partially qualified DSN with more
qualifiers takes precedence over a partially qualified DSN with fewer qualifiers.

 

The following chart illustrates examples of those data sets that would be included in each type of definition. (The order of
the examples corresponds to the numbered list in Qualifying Data Set Names.)

Definition Data Sets Included Data Sets Not Included
PDA.MAN.INV.YREND.Y1992 PDA.MAN.INV.YREND.Y1992 PDA.INV.YREND.Y1992A
PDA.MAN.INV- PDA.MAN.INV.YREND.Y1992

PDA.MAN.INV.BLD
PDA.MAN.INVENTORY

PDA.MAN.SCH.YREND.Y1992
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PDA.MAN.INV- PDA.MAN.INV.YREND.Y1992
PDA.MAN.INV.DMP
PDA.MAN.INV.BLD

PDA.MAN.INVENTORY
PDA.MAN.INV

At this point, it is only important to understand that you can use data set naming standards to group data sets that have
the same retention criteria. This can later reduce the number of definitions you have to code.

Determining Tape Storage Requirements
TLMS automatically tracks tape data sets through your data center, notifying you when to scratch them or move them to a
storage location. Therefore, before you can start using TLMS, you must establish:

• The data set retention period requirements
• What action is to be taken when the retention period expires
• The volume storage sequence (order)
• Where to store tape volumes
• How to store tape volumes

Establishing Retention Period Requirements
A data set retention period must be defined to TLMS in the Retention Master File (RMF) to preserve tape data sets as
long as required, and then reuse the tapes as quickly as possible when the data is no longer needed. You will need to
analyze your retention needs and determine retention standards that both protect data and make full use of your tape
resources. Generally, you will want to retain all permanent data sets for some minimum period of time. This could be a
fixed number of days, or any number of days since the data set was last used. Another standard could allow data sets to
remain on tape as long as they are in the z/OS catalog.

In addition to the retention standards you establish for all data sets, you will have critical data sets that need to be moved
off site in case of disaster. Various groups of critical data sets may need to be handled in different ways. For example,
if different versions of a data set are created by a job that executes regularly, you probably only want to retain the most
current version of that data set.

By carefully analyzing your retention requirements and using data set naming standards to group data sets that have
similar requirements, you can minimize the number of definitions you must supply to the Retention Master File.

When the Retention Period Expires
At the end of the retention period, tapes can be scratched or moved to another location. The purpose of moving critical
data sets to an off-site location is to protect them from possible data center disasters. You can systematically move the
next-to-the-latest versions of your critical data sets to a remote location. If a major catastrophe or natural disaster destroys
the volumes at the data center, you can rebuild your critical applications from the off-site backup tapes.

If you decide to move critical tapes to an off-site location, you must determine which tapes to move, where you want them
moved, how long you want them retained at that location, and what to do with them at the end of the new retention period.
At this point, you have the choice of scratching the tape and returning it to the data center, or moving it to another storage
location.

Tape Storage Sequence
TLMS imposes no restriction on the order in which you place the tapes in the library. You may store your tapes
sequentially by volume serial number or group them by application. You may even store some of the tapes sequentially
and group the rest of them by application. Those stored by application should normally be the cyclic, highly repetitive
volumes and these volumes should have volume serial numbers that segregate them from the rest of the volumes.

If you still process a few second-generation tapes with nonstandard labels, you might also want to segregate them.
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Your off-site storage facilities can help determine the best organization for your tape library. If many volumes are kept off
site and your library filing system is strictly by volume serial number, there will be empty slots in the library resulting in
wasted space. If the majority of the volumes stored off site belong to specific applications, these volumes could be stored
in the library by application. This would reduce large numbers of unused tape slots for volumes that are stored elsewhere
for long periods.

Where to Store Tape Volumes
Tapes can be stored in any of the following locations:

• Your data center
• Off-site storage locations (vaults)
• Other data centers
• Outside companies

Each location must be defined to TLMS using a two-character alphanumeric location ID and a 1- to 40-character location
description. You may find it convenient to assign more than one location ID to a single physical location in order to identify
and select a special storage facility for certain tapes. For example, an off-site storage location might have both open-shelf
and locked cabinets. The open-shelf cabinets could be called location A1 and the locked cabinets could be called location
A2. TLMS can then direct tapes to the right type of cabinet.

How to Store Tape Volumes
You must also decide the type of storage you will use for tapes, both at the data center and at off-site locations. Your
choices are

• Cabinets/filing slots
• Boxes
• Undefined storage

It is recommended that you use cabinets because TLMS will assign each tape to a unique cabinet slot, thus making it
easy to find the tape when you need it.

You may have more than one type of storage at a location. For example, you may have both cabinet storage and box
storage. But if you do, you cannot mix storage types under the same location ID. You must assign a different location ID
to each type of storage at the same physical location. This allows TLMS to treat one physical location as multiple logical
locations without any special handling on your part.

• Cabinets
If you decide to use cabinets, you must give each cabinet at an off-site storage location a unique two-character
alphanumeric cabinet identifier. You must also specify the number of filing slots in each cabinet. The maximum is 100
slots, so a cabinet that has more than 100 slots must be defined as two or more logical cabinets.
When a tape is to be moved, it will be identified on a report by both its cabinet ID and its slot number.

• Boxes
If you decide to use boxes, you must give each box a unique four-character alphanumeric box identifier. You must also
specify the maximum capacity of each box.
If boxes are assigned, only complete boxes (and not individual tapes) can be moved from one storage location to
another. Therefore, when a tape is to be moved, it will be identified on a report by its box ID.
Box storage also has restrictions:
– Boxes must be filled or partially filled at the data center before movement to an off-site storage location. TLMS fills

boxes by specific retention control statements. That is, all data sets matching a specific retention control statement
will be used to fill a box or set of boxes. Data sets matching other retention control statements will be used to fill
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other boxes. Therefore, you may want to define box storage only for groups of data sets, rather than for individual
data sets. Otherwise, you may end up moving boxes with one data set per box.

– Box control detail records are defined only at the data center.
– Box storage can be used only for the following retention methods: date control (type 2), elapsed days control (type

5), or manual control (type 7).
• Undefined Storage

Use this category for any type of storage that cannot be classified as cabinet storage or box storage.

Storage Definition Worksheet

The worksheet below may be copied or modified and used to gather the information you will need to define each storage
location to TLMS.

  Location ID (2 characters) __

  Location Description (1-40 characters) ________________________________

  Type of Storage (select one) ___ cabinet (off-site locations only)

                               ___ box

                               ___ undefined

  List all of the cabinets or boxes at this location.

  ~ If cabinets, give each cabinet a 2-character ID.

  ~ If boxes, give each box a 4-character ID.

  Then give the maximum number of volumes that can be stored.

  ID    Number         ID   Number         ID   Number         ID   Number

  ____  __             ____ __             ____ __             ____ __

  ____  __             ____ __             ____ __             ____ __

  ____  __             ____ __             ____ __             ____ __

  ____  __             ____ __             ____ __             ____ __

  ____  __             ____ __             ____ __             ____ __

  ____  __             ____ __             ____ __             ____ __

  ____  __             ____ __             ____ __             ____ __

  ____  __             ____ __             ____ __             ____ __

  ____  __             ____ __             ____ __             ____ __

  ____  __             ____ __             ____ __             ____ __
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Understanding Tape Retention
Every data center has its own tape retention philosophy, but the following conditions generally apply to most data centers:

• Most data sets can be retained by a data center standard.
• Specific data sets require unique handling.
• Critical data sets, such as backups of major applications, are moved offsite for safe storage. They are stored in

various facilities, including cabinets, and boxes. In case of a disaster, they are returned to the data center for recovery
purposes. Some data sets are moved from one offsite location to another. When the data set is no longer needed, the
tape is returned to the data center for reuse as a scratched tape. Different data sets have different retention criteria
and movement patterns.

TLMS furnishes the Retention Master File (RMF), which enables you to satisfy these and other data set retention and
movement requirements.

Retention Master File (RMF)
The Retention Master File (RMF) maintains the retention instructions for your tape data sets. These instructions are
supplied by you in the form of control statements which create records in the RMF.

• Retention control statements allow you to define different retention periods for data sets that require unique handling.
You can code the retention statements to include individual data sets or groups of data sets by using data set name
qualifiers.

• A default retention statement allows you to define your data center standard retention period to those data sets not
covered by specific retention requirements.

• Location control statements permit you to define movement of data sets from one storage location to another. These
statements describe the location, the kind of storage that will be used there (cabinet/slot, box or undefined), and the
maximum number of tapes that can be stored. When you define retention for your critical data sets, you can specify
that they be moved to an off-site storage location at the end of their data center retention period. When the retention
period ends at the off-site location, you can specify that they then be moved to other locations. When no other location
is specified, the tapes will be returned to the data center for reuse as scratch tapes.

After you have defined this movement, the Tape Retention System (TRS) automates its implementation, deciding when
and where to move the tapes, recording their location so they can be found when needed, telling you when to move the
tapes to another location and when to return them to the data center for reuse.

You may also use the TRS to control movement of External Data Manager (EDM) volumes. EDM tapes may be processed
separately or in a group with other tapes. Since TLMS will not scratch an EDM owned tape, each EDM is responsible for
scratching tapes it no longer needs.

You can define different retention instructions for the data center and each off-site storage location. Each set of retention
instructions may cover a specific data set, or a group of data sets with common data set name qualifiers.

TRS generates pseudo-data set names to allow flexible retention for tapes created with the Tape Stacking feature. Since
the names of the data sets stacked on a tape may not be known, TRS generates a pseudo-DSN for each tape which has
the stacking flag set. The DSNs will have the form:

CATAPE.STACKING.xxxx.poolname

where xxxx is PART or FULL, indicating whether the tape is partially or completely full. The last node is the eight character
stacking scratch pool for the tape. The pseudo-DSN may be used like a normal DSN when coding retention rules.
However, CATLG and CYCLE retentions should not be used.

TRS has no special processing for WORM (Write Once Read Many) tapes but Broadcom makes some "best practices"
recommendations. WORM tapes cannot be rewritten so the tapes cannot be physically reused as scratch tapes. TLMS
does not prevent WORM tapes from being scratched but will automatically set the tape to "out-of-service" with an
OUTCODE of "WORM." This will prevent TLMS from doing any further processing.
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As a best practice, Broadcom recommends that WORM tapes have a TRS schedule which does not scratch the tape.
That is, the last location will have manual control. Broadcom recommends a "Destroy WORM" location be added to the
RMF and this location have a type 7 manual control. This should be the last location after the other rules where the tape
is retained for as long as it is needed. When the other retentions are exhausted, the tape will be moved to the "destroy
WORM" location. It is not intended that the WORM tape be retained at this final location. It is a signal that the tape can
be destroyed without being scratched. After the tape is destroyed the VMF record can be cleared and a new WORM tape
initialized with the same VOLSER.

RMF Process
RMF records are created from:

• Location control statements which describe each location
• Retention control statements which contain the retention instructions

A specific control statement is also provided to delete RMF records.

These control statements are input to the RMF update procedure CATRMFE.

RMF records are processed daily when TRS is executed.

Realtime Retention Assignment

The RMF schedule may be assigned in realtime by creating a memory resident retention table. This table will be created
when TLMS is initialized or reinitialized and used by TLMSUPDT to assign a retention schedule when a tape is closed for
OUTPUT. Add a DD statement for the RMF to the CAIRIM PROC to cause the optional table to be built.

NOTE

• Retention Master File (RMF)
• System Options (Member TLMSIPO)

Retention Hierarchy
If retention is defined in more than one place, TLMS uses this hierarchy to determine which definition to use:

• Specific Retention Master File entries
• A unique TLMS keyword value coded on the JCL EXPDT parameter
• The Retention Master File default entry

For example, if a data set has an EXPDT keyword value, that value will override the RMF entry created by the default
retention control statement. However, the EXPDT keyword value will, in turn, be overridden by an RMF entry created by a
retention control statement that has been coded to cover this specific data set.

Note: This is true only if it is a specific keyword, and does not necessarily apply to an IBM EXPDT or RETPD coded in the
JCL. Examples of keywords are EXPDT=98ddd, 99000 and 99ccc.

Retention Methods
Retention methods determine how you will use TLMS to handle your retention requirements. Twelve retention types
correspond to the methods discussed below, which you will specify on the retention control statements.

User exit TLMSXTRS is provided to allow you to devise additional retention methods, if necessary.

The following retention methods vary in the degree of automation involved:
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• Manual-This method of retention does not use any automation. It places control of the data set in the hands of the
user, rather than in the hands of the tape retention system. It is as though the data set is permanently on hold; it will
never be automatically scratched or moved. Its status can only change if the VMF is manually updated.

• Catalog Based-The retention period lasts as long as the data set is cataloged. TRS automatically interrogates the z/OS
catalog to see if the data set is cataloged. The tape volume is considered available for scratch or movement when the
data set is:
– Not cataloged, or
– Cataloged to a different volume

• This is a good way to control programmers' test tapes. As soon as the programmer is through with the tape, the
data set is uncataloged. When TRS no longer finds the data set in the catalog, the tape is considered available
for scratch or movement.

This is also a good way to retain generation data groups (GDGs). When the oldest generation rolls off the catalog, the
tape is considered available for scratch or movement.

• Immediate Movement-The tape qualifies for scratch or movement as soon as TRS runs. This is a good way to ensure
that critical tape backups are automatically moved to the first off-site location as soon as possible after they are
created.

• Cycle Related-A cycle is one version of a specific data set. When a job creates data set ABC.XYZ, multiple executions
of that job create multiple cycles of the same data set. The most recently created data set is cycle 1. The rest of the
data sets are numbered sequentially in order by descending creation date and time. The oldest version becomes
available for scratch or movement when a specified number of cycles has been retained. (This concept is similar to
GDG processing.)
This is a good way to handle transaction-driven applications that create several log tapes. You can automatically retain
the most current versions, which are the only ones that need to be retained for recovery purposes. It is especially good
in situations where weekly or monthly data sets are created; you can automatically retain the current data set and the
versions from the previous two months.

The following retention methods are all automatic and all use dates:

• Elapsed Days-A data set is retained at the current location until a specified number of days has passed; at that time
the tape is available for scratch or movement. This method of retention can be used for data sets that are created daily
in a scheduled production job and must be retained for a specified number of days.

• Days Since Last Used-A data set is retained at the data center until a specified number of days has passed since the
last time the data set was used for input or output. The tape is then available for scratch or movement. This is a good
way to handle data sets that have no predetermined retention period, like programmers' test tapes. For example, if you
specify the number of days as 30, a data set that has not been referenced for 30 days will be scratched. Every use of
the data set restarts the 30-day retention period. This way the tape is automatically scratched when the programmer
stops testing with it.

• Keep Date-A data set is retained at the current location until its keep date has passed. The tape is then available for
scratch or movement. The keep date is determined by TLMS in a variety of ways, which are explained in the following
paragraphs. This is a good way to handle data sets that have retention periods that fluctuate depending on specific
situations. It is also another good way to handle programmers' test tapes.

Keep Date Determination
In this section, IBM expiration dates are compared to TLMS Keep Dates.

IBM Expiration Dates

If your data center does not have an automated tape library management system, you must rely on the limited data set
protection provided by standard IBM expiration date processing; that is, if the expiration date on the internal tape label
is equal to or less than today's date, the tape can be reused. Moreover, this protection is valid only for SL tapes. No
protection at all is afforded for NL, BLP or NSL tapes.
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The IBM expiration date on the SL tape is supplied through a standard z/OS JCL keyword, LABEL=EXPDT=yyyy/ddd, in
Julian date format. An alternative method is to supply a retention period using the RETPD=nnnn keyword, which is then
translated by IBM file processing into an EXPDT value.

The IBM expiration date facility has a few major drawbacks:

• All production JCL must specify an expiration date. This requires extensive manual effort to define it initially and then to
maintain it if retention requirements change.

• There is no way to extend the expiration date once a tape data set has been created.
• If tape data sets are created without an EXPDT, or if it is supplied incorrectly, data sets can be overwritten before the

intended data set expiration.

TLMS Keep Date

To protect tape data sets from being overwritten, TLMS automatically assigns a keep date to every tape data set when it
is created. This means you do not have to specify EXPDT or RETPD in the JCL of every job that creates a tape data set.
A keep date is automatically calculated. This keep date can later be modified, either manually or automatically, to ensure
that changing retention requirements are satisfied. The keep date provides the means to assign retention based on the
data set name.

The keep date is calculated as follows:

• It is a certain number of days after the creation date. TLMS provides the DEF system option (CAI.CTAPOPTN,
member TLMSIPO), which allows you to specify:
– The minimum number of days that specific data sets should be retained.
– The minimum number of days that groups of data sets should be retained. You can identify the data set groups

by giving any part of the data set name. Therefore, you can define the same retention period for all data sets of a
specific type or application.

– A default minimum number of days for any data set that does not match any of the specific or group entries. (A
default of 7 days is provided.) This ensures that every tape data set that is created has a keep date.

• It is the same as EXPDT in the JCL, if this date comes after the date calculated above.

This method of calculation ensures that every tape data set that is created has a keep date that is at least the minimum
number of days defined by the tape library administrator, but it allows the creator of the data set to extend the keep date
when circumstances require it. (If your data center does not allow users to modify keep dates, TLMS has a technique you
can use to force a specific number of days to be used for keep date generation.

Note: Although a keep date is calculated for every data set, the keep date is ignored if TRS uses another type of retention
for a specific data set.

The KDATE system option can be used to determine whether JCL, if coded, overrides the default retention.

Types of Retention
TLMS provides twelve tape data set retention types. Each of these types allows you to use different criteria to determine
how long to keep a tape at the data center or at one of the off-site storage locations. At the end of the retention period, the
tape will either be logically moved to the next location specified on the retention control statement or logically scratched if
no other location is specified.

• If the tape is to be moved, it will appear on a list of volumes that are to be moved when you run TRS.
• If the tape is to be scratched, it will appear on a list of volumes that are to be scratched.

The types of retention are summarized in this chart and explained in more detail in the paragraphs that follow.

Method Type Use At
Catalog Control 1 Any location
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Keep Date Control 2 Any location
Catalog/Date Control 3 Any location
Cycle Control 4 Any location
Elapsed Days Control 5 Any location
Move Immediate Control 6 Data center only
Manual Control 7 Last location only
Days Since Last Used Control 8 Data center only
Expiration Date Keyword Control 9 Data center only
Catalog Control A For all data sets
Keep Date Control B For all data sets
Catalog/Date Control C For all data sets

Note: Data sets whose creation jobs abended while creating the data set are not processed; they are automatically
scratched when the specified number of hours after creation is exhausted. This process is controlled by ABEND System
Option -- Scratch Abended Tapes.

External Data Manager (EDM) Volumes
Since only the EDM can scratch its volumes, it is a good practice to use type 7 (manual control) for the last location of
EDM volumes. TRS will not scratch the tapes no matter what Retention Master File rules are applied, but it will issue error
messages showing the tape was retained for the EDM.

Catalog Control - Type 1 and A
Data sets are retained at the current location as long as the data set name exists in the z/OS system catalog
(SYSCATLG), regardless of the keep date. The first time you execute TRS after the data set is uncataloged, the tapes
containing this data set will be either scratched or moved to the next location.

Data sets under catalog control will not be scratched or moved if they are less than 2 days old. To change this number,
specify the system option CATDAYS (CAI.CTAPOPTN, member TLMSIPO), with a value of 0 to 3 days.

Use type A to apply to all data sets on chain.

Keep Date Control - Type 2 and B
Data sets are retained at the current location until the TLMS keep date has passed. When the keep date has passed, the
data set is either scratched or moved.

The librarian can use the UPD command to extend the keep date, if instructed to do so by the data set owner (unless a
number is entered in the count field as explained below).

The KDATE system option can be used to determine whether JCL, if coded, overrides the default retention. If you do not
want to use the keep date in the JCL, and do not have it defined by the DEF system option, you can specify a number
of days in the count field. The number of days you specify is added to the creation date to determine the keep date each
time TRS is run. This is useful for data sets that must be kept for a certain number of days, for example, 90 days or 365
days. If you use this method to determine the keep date, you cannot extend the keep date manually as stated above,
because the recalculated date will be used by TRS.

Note: Specifying a number of days in the count field overrides RETPD or EXPDT in the JCL.
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A data set is not available for scratch until the day after its keep date. For example, if a data set is created on May 1 and
uses the default number of 3 days, the keep date will be May 4. This means that this data set will not be available for
scratch until May 5.

See the Configuration Guide for an explanation of the KDATE system option.

Use type B to apply to all data sets on chain.

Catalog/Date Control - Type 3 and C
This type combines the first two types. Data sets are retained at the current location until the keep date has passed and
the data set no longer resides in the SYSCATLG.

Use type C to apply to all data sets on chain.

Cycle Control - Type 4
Data sets are retained at the current location until the number of data sets at the location exceeds the quantity specified.
Then the oldest data set, based on creation date and time, is either moved or scratched. Use the count field to specify the
quantity. To use cycle control with Generation Data Groups (GDGs), data sets must be identified in the retention control
statement as partially qualified with the dash specified in place of the generation number. No matter how the DSN parm is
specified, the entire data set name (without GnnnnVnn) is used to determine how many cycles exist.

Elapsed Days Control - Type 5
Data sets are retained at the current location for the number of days specified. When the specified number of days has
elapsed, the tape is either scratched or moved. Use the count field to specify the number of days. If the tape is at the data
center, the number of days starts when the data set is created. If the tape is at an off-site location, the number of days
starts from the moved date.

A day is a 24-hour period, from midnight to midnight. Therefore, if a tape is created at 2:00 PM on May 1 and retention is
defined as one day (5DC0001), the tape will not be scratched or moved until after midnight on May 2, which is actually
May 3.

Move Immediate Control - Type 6
Tapes are either scratched or moved from the data center the first time you run TRS after the data set is created. This
type is valid only at the data center, the first location.

Manual Control - Type 7
Data sets are retained at the current location until they are either scratched or moved by specific manual instructions. The
tape will never be scratched automatically. This retention type is valid only at the last location specified; therefore, it may
be used at the data center only if there is no off-site movement specified.

Days Since Last Used Control - Type 8
Data sets are retained at the current location until a specified number of days has passed. When the data set has not
been used for input or output for a certain number of days, it will be scratched or moved. Use the count field to specify the
number of days. This type is valid only at the data center.
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Expiration Date Keyword Control - Type 9
Data set retention is controlled by special values coded on the JCL parameter LABEL=EXPDT=value.

In this parameter, value can be one of the following:

Value Retention is based on Which is the same as type
970mm Auxiliary message number (01-50)
98000 Foreign tape, bypass TLMS processing
98ddd The number of days (ddd) since last used 8
99000 Catalog control 1
990cc The number of cycles (cc) 4
991dd Catalog/date control, where dd is the

number of days since creation
3

992dd Days since creation
99365 Manual control (permanent) 7
99366 Manual control (permanent)

This type allows you to specify data center retention in the JCL but still move the tape through off-site storage locations. If
no keyword value is supplied, the TLMS keep date is used. This retention type is valid only at the data center.

Retention Examples
This page contains retention examples.

Example 1 - Test Tapes

The retention requirements for some data sets depend entirely on their owner's needs. An example of this is the
programmers' test tapes. You can use a number of different retention methods to define retention for this kind of data set.
These methods are described below.

NOTE
We recommend that you read all of the examples before selecting the ones you want to use. This will introduce
you to all of the different techniques available to you.

• Manual Control (type 7)
The tape will never be scratched automatically. It must be manually scratched by the tape librarian. This ensures
data set protection and also builds a pool of "permanent hold" tapes until someone determines which tapes can be
scratched. In the example below, the retention control statements define manual control for all data sets having a DSN
beginning with TESTTAPE:

ADDRTN DSN(TESTTAPE.-)         OWNER(TAPE LIBRARIAN)   +

       RTN(7DC)

• Catalog Control (types 1 and A)
The owner catalogs the data set at creation and manually uncatalogs it when it is no longer needed. Since
uncataloging a data set is not an automated process, and manual steps tend to be forgotten, you may end up retaining
unneeded tapes which correspond to unneeded entries in the system catalog. Code the retention control statements
as shown in this example:

ADDRTN DSN(TESTTAPE.-)     OWNER(TAPE LIBRARIAN)    +

       RTN(1DC)
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ADDRTN DSN(CATAPE.STACKING.FULL.-)                  +

       OWNER(TAPE LIBRARIAN)                        +

RTN(ADC)

• Keep Date Control (types 2 and B)
The owner supplies a RETPD value in the JCL used to create the data set or lets it default to the minimum number of
days, as defined in TLMSDTAB. This is a good idea if the original definition is accurate. If the testing takes longer than
expected, the tape librarian must update the keep date manually to extend the data set's retention. (Keep date can
only be changed if specified as below, with no number in the count field.) If the owner overestimates the length of time
required for testing, tapes will be unavailable for scratch for too long a time. Code the retention control statements as
shown in the following:

ADDRTN DSN(TESTTAPE.-)   OWNER(TAPE LIBRARIAN)      +

       RTN(2DC)

ADDRTN DSN(TESTTAPE.-)   OWNER(TAPE LIBRARIAN)      +

       RTN(BDC)

• Keep Date Control (types 2 and B) with Count Field
Whether the owner specifies a retention value in the JCL, the tape is to be kept for 15 days from the creation date.
Because a count value is specified in the RMF entry, any manual updates to the KEEPDT field will be ignored. Code
the retention control statements as shown in this example:

ADDRTN DSN(TESTTAPE.-)   OWNER(TAPE LIBRARIAN)     +

       RTN(2DC0015)

ADDRTN DSN(TESTTAPE.-)   OWNER(TAPE LIBRARIAN)     +

       RTN(BDC0001)

• Days Since Last Used Control (type 8)
This is the best way to protect tapes from scratch while protecting the data center from misuse of tapes. If the retention
period is defined as 30 days-since-last-used, this allows time for the owner to be away on vacation or temporarily
assigned to another project. Code the retention control statements as shown in the following:

ADDRTN DSN(TESTTAPE.-)   OWNER(TAPE LIBRARIAN)      +

       RTN(8DC0030)

• Days Since Last Used Control (type 8) and Elapsed Days Control (type 5)
An additional technique is to define a secondary holding site for tapes before they are scratched. For example, after
the 30 day retention period, the tapes are moved to the secondary holding site for a period of two weeks. The owner is
then notified of the impending scratch, which gives him time to reuse the tape if he wants to continue testing. As soon
as the tape is used, the 30-day/two-week process starts over again. (Instead of using the tape, the owner can instruct
the tape librarian to update the LDATE [days since last used] field in the VMF and change the LOC field to DC. This
has the same effect as actually reusing the tape.)
To define 30 days since last used (8DC0030) at the data center (DC) and two weeks elapsed time at a holding site
(HS), code these retention control statements:

ADDRTN DSN(TESTTAPE.-)    OWNER(TAPE LIBRARIAN)     +

       RTN(8DC0030,5HS0014)

• Date Control (types 2 and B) and Elapsed Days Control (type 5)
To combine keep date control at the data center with two weeks at the holding site, code the retention control
statements like this:

ADDRTN DSN(TESTTAPE.-)         OWNER(TAPE LIBRARIAN)       +

       RTN(2DC,5HS0014)

ADDRTN DSN(TESTTAPE.-)        OWNER(TAPE LIBRARIAN)        +
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       RTN(2DC,BHS0010)

• Date Control (types 2 and B) and Manual Control (type 7)
Another variation uses keep date at the data center, then moves the tape to the holding site until it is manually
scratched. This allows the tape librarian to more easily identify the "permanent hold" tapes and prompt the owner for
the tape's disposition. Code these retention control statements:

ADDRTN DSN(CATAPE.STACKING.PART.-)    OWNER(TAPE LIBRARIAN)  +

       RTN(2DC, 7HS)

Example 2 - Backup Tapes

Every data center has tape data sets that are so critical that they must be moved offsite in case of disaster. By using
TLMS to automate the retention and movement of these data sets, you reduce the risk of manual error or poor judgment.
This example shows you how to handle three different types of critical tape data sets that are used for payroll processing:

Backup of payroll master file (DSN=PAY.MASTER.BKUP)
Month-to-date time card file (DSN=PAY.TRANMTD)
Daily time card file (DSN=PAY.TRANDAY)

Assume that a special offsite storage location, PS, has been defined for payroll storage. You can use a number of different
retention methods to define retention for these data sets. These methods are as follows:

• Move Immediate Control (type 6) and Elapsed Days Control (type 5)
Assume that the payroll master file backup tapes must be kept for 10 years, according to the legal requirements of
our sample company. The tapes can be moved offsite immediately, since they are critical tape data sets which will not
be used unless required for recovery. Retention needs to be defined so that all data sets that start with the qualifiers
PAY.MASTER are moved offsite as soon as they are created and kept in the payroll storage area for 10 years (or 3650
days). The retention control statements are coded as shown:

ADDRTN  DSN(PAY.MASTER.-)   OWNER(TAPE LIBRARIAN)    +

        RTN(6DC, 5PS3650)

• Cycle Control (type 4) and Elapsed Days Control (type 5)
The month-to-date time card transactions are created on the first of the month, then copied and extended every day of
the month. Therefore, the latest version must be available at the data center when the next day's version is created. To
ensure the latest version is available, retention at the data center is defined as one cycle. This means that every day
the next-to-latest version is moved off-site to the payroll storage area, and is retained there for one month. Code the
retention control statements like this:

ADDRTN  DSN(PAY.TRANMTD)    OWNER(TAPE LIBRARIAN)   +

        RTN(4DC0001,5PS0031)

• Move Immediate Control (type 6) and Cycle Control (type 4)
The last production payroll run of the month is a job named PAYMONTH. It creates the final month-to-date time card
transaction file, which can be moved offsite immediately, where it must be kept for seven years. To distinguish this
version of the file from the other versions, the job name can be specified on the retention statement. (See Adding a
Version Number) We can also specify that this file be kept offsite for 84 cycles (12 months times 7 years). Code the
retention statement like this:

ADDRTN  DSN(PAY.TRANMTD)  JOB(PAYMONTH)    + 

        OWNER(TAPE LIBRARIAN)              +

        RTN(6DC, 4PS0084)

• Move Immediate Control (type 6) and Elapsed Days Control (type 5)
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The daily time card transaction files are to be kept for a week and then scratched. Since there is no way to recover
these files, they are sent offsite immediately. They would only be returned to the data center to recreate a version of
the PAY.TRANMTD file. Code the retention control statements as follows:

ADDRTN  DSN(PAY.TRANDAY)   OWNER(TAPE LIBRARIAN)  +

        RTN(6DC, 5PS0007)

• Move Immediate Control (type 6) and Date Control (types 2 and B)
You will notice that we have not used keep date in any of the previous examples. This is because the sample company
has explicit rules governing the retention of payroll data sets. Keep date control is designed for tapes such as test
tapes, where the data set's owner is the best judge of how long the data set needs to be retained.
It is, however, possible to use date control for data sets that must be retained for a standard amount of time if you
specify a number of days in the count field. Specifying a number of days in the count field forces TLMS to recalculate
the keep date every time TRS runs. (Each time, the number of days in the count field is added to the creation date
to arrive at the same keep date.) Should someone attempt to change the keep date manually, this change would be
overridden when TLMS recalculates the keep date.
Therefore, if you want to use date control for critical data sets, code their retention period in the count field as follows.
(This statement is the same as the first payroll statement except that date control is used instead of elapsed days
control.)

ADDRTN  DSN(PAY.MASTER.-)   OWNER(TAPE LIBRARIAN)     +

        RTN(6DC, 2PS3650)

Using the Tape Retention System (TRS)
The TLMS Tape Retention System (TRS) uses the information stored in the Retention Master File (RMF) to control
volume storage and retention. The records contained in the RMF are created as a result of control statements which you
code to define storage and retention requirements.

Control statements supply information such as the location of cabinet and box storage, and movement to another location.
Retention criteria is applied based on pattern masked data set and job names. The control statements are in a free
form with a command and keywords. They may be continued on as many records as needed but a keyword may not be
continued.

The procedure which executes the Tape Retention System is CATTRS. An optional report may be produced which shows
how individual volumes are being retained at their current location, and to which location they are moved when the current
retention criteria are met. After a volume has moved through the entire retention schedule, it is returned as a scratch tape
to the data center.

Location Control Statements
Location control statements are used to create records in the Retention Master File which define each location where
tapes can be stored. You must create one location record in the RMF for each location, regardless of the type of storage.

NOTE
If you use more than one type of storage (cabinet, box, or undefined) at a location, you must give each type of
storage a different location ID and define it in a separate set of location statements. (Defining different logical
locations at the same physical location allows you to define special storage for certain types of tapes.)

Adding a Location

To add a location to the Retention Master File, code this control statement:

ADDLOC ID(id)  DESC(d………………..d)
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Where,

id

d…d

Is two alphanumeric chars which are a short identifier

Is a 1 to 40 character description of the location

This is the only statement required to define a location with undefined (type U) storage. If storage for the location is
specified as cabinet (type C) or box (type B), you must code as many additional statements as required to identify those
cabinets and/or boxes.

Example

This statement defines storage at the data center that is neither cabinet storage nor box storage. Only the first statement
is required to describe undefined storage.

ADDLOC ID(DC)  DESC(UNDEFINED STORAGE AT DATA CENTER)

NOTE
If you intend to utilize the alternate data center ID in a RMF rule, you must also add the alternate data center ID.

ADDLOC ID(D1) DESC(UNDEFINED STORAGE AT ALTERNATE DATA CNETER)

 

Defining Cabinet Storage

If you are coding a location statement defining cabinet (type C) storage, you must code at least one CABLIST parameter.
You can code as many CABLIST parameters as you need but a CABLIST parm cannot be continued. Each CABLIST
parm can contain one or more cabinet definitions separated by commas or blanks. A cabinet definition is as follows:

ccss

Where

cc

ss

Is a character alphanumeric id for the cabinet

Is the number of slots that it contains 00-99.

For a maximum of 100 slots.

Example

This statement defines cabinet storage at an off-site storage location. The ID of the storage location is OA. The first
cabinet is identified as A1, the second cabinet is identified as A2, the third cabinet is identified as A3, and the fourth
cabinet is identified as A4. Each cabinet holds 100 tapes.

                                                                 COL

//TLMSRMFE  JOB                                                   80

//TLMSRMFE  EXEC CATRMFE                                           |

//SYSIN     DD *
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ADDLOC  ID(OA) DESC(CABINETS AT OFF-SITE 1)   +

                 CABLIST(A199,A299)           +

                 CABLIST(A399,A499)

//

Defining Box Storage

If you are coding a location statement defining box (type B) storage, you must code at least one BOXLIST parameter. You
can code as many BOXLIST parameters as you need but a BOXLIST parm can not be continued. Each BOXLIST parm
can contain one or more box definitions separated by commas or blanks. A box definition is as follows:

bbbbnn

Where

bbbb

nn

Is a 4 character alphanumeric id for the box

Is the number of tapes that it can hold 00-99.

For a maximum of 100 tapes.

Example

These two statements define box storage. Box ID and capacity can only be defined at the data center. The location ID of
the data center is DC. Three boxes are described. Each box can hold ten tapes.

//TLMSRMFE JOB 

//TLMSRMFE EXEC CATRMFE

//SYSIN    DD    *

ADDLOC  ID(DC) DESC(BOXES AT DATA CENTER)   +

        BOXLIST(BOX110,BOX210)              +    

        BOXLIST(BOX310)    

//

Deleting a Location

To delete a location from the Retention Master File, code this statement:

DELLOC ID(id)

Example

This control statement deletes the previously defined location OA with undefined storage.

DELLOC ID(OA)

Changing a Location

To change a location, you must first delete the old location, and then add the new location, as in:

DELLOC ID(OF)
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ADDLOC ID(OF)   DESC(OFFSITE STORAGE LOCATION)

Retention Control Statements
Retention methods details the criteria used by TLMS in determining how long to keep each type of data set on tape and
what to do with the volumes when they become eligible for movement and scratch.

This information is supplied to TLMS using retention control statements which create retention records in the Retention
Master File. One (and only one) retention control statement is coded which supplies the data center default retention to
be applied to those data sets not having specific retention requirements. The other retention control statements may be
coded for each data set (or data set group) to:

• Identify the data set or data set group, further qualify the data sets with job name and identify the individual or group
who created or last updated the control statement.

• Provide the retention criteria (type, location ID, number of days or cycles), and data set version number, if required.

The following paragraphs use examples to explain the retention control statements.

Specifying the Default Retention
The Retention Master File must contain one (and only one) record which indicates the type of retention to apply to all data
sets for which specific retention criteria cannot be supplied.

To create this record, you must select one of the twelve retention types as the default retention type at the data center.
This retention type will be applied to all data sets that are not assigned retention using specific retention statements (those
that identify data sets by either a fully qualified or partially qualified data set name).

Choose the retention type that will be used most commonly at your site. It is recommended that you select type 2 date
control. This means that all of your data sets will be retained according to the DEF system option or the EXPDT parameter
in their JCL. (If a date is present in both places, the later date will be used.) You can then use additional retention
statements to add specific entries to the RMF as you need them.

Example

ADDRTN DSN(DEFAULT)  OWNER(TAPE LIBRARIAN)     +

       RTN(2DC)

This example illustrates the two statements used to define date control as the default retention type at the data center.

When types 2, 3, B, or C are used as the default retention, the count field cannot be coded.

Unlike other retention definitions statements the DEFAULT retention can not specify JOB or VER parameters.

Identifying the Data Sets
You must code a retention statement which identifies each data set or data set group.

• To define retention for a specific data set, give the complete name of the data set, in the ADDRTN statement. For
example:

ADDRTN DSN(PDA.MAN.INV.YEAREND.YR2010) OWNER(TAPE LIBRARIAN)

This statement will apply only to a data set with this exact name.
• To define retention for a group of data sets, code all of the common characters followed by a dash to indicate that the

definition covers all data sets that start with those characters. For example:

ADDRTN DSN(PAD.MAN.INV-)      OWNER(TAPE LIBRARIAN)
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This statement covers all of these data sets:

PDA.MAN.INV.YEAREND.YR2010

PDA.MAN.INVENTORY

• To define retention for a group of data sets that use the IBM tree structure system of qualification, code the common
qualifiers including the dot to indicate that the definition covers data sets that start with all of the characters including
the dot:

ADDRTN DSN(PDA.MAN.INV.-)  OWNER(TAPE LIBRARIAN)

This statement would not cover a data set named PDA.MAN.INVENTORY, but it would cover the following data sets:

PDA.MAN.INV.YEAREND.YR2010

PDA.MAN.INV.DMP

PDA.MAN.INV.BLD

Remember that TLMS uses pattern masking for the values specified in the DSN and JOB parameters. See the
Configuring section for information about pattern masking. This section explains coding and order of precedence.
In general, TLMS selects the most specific rule and rules where the DSN values are equal and the JOB parameter
determines the precedence.

PDA.MAN.INVE??ORY

should take precedence over:

PDA.MAN.INV.-

and

PDA.MAN.INV.-

should take precedence over:

PDA.MAN.INV-

Adding Further Qualification

• You can use the JOB parm to identify the job that created the data set. This is optional. Coding the job name lets you
define different retentions for the same data set when it is created by different jobs. For example, a demand deposit
job at a bank might create a daily master file called DDA.MASTER.FILE which must be kept five days; the job that
creates this file is named DDDAILY. The same application has a monthly job that creates the same master file but the
three most current copies must be kept; the job that creates this file is named DDMNTHLY. By adding the job name to
one of the definitions, you can define the retention of these two data sets on separate statements. One definition could
keep the daily version of DDA.MASTER.FILE for five days; the other definition could keep the monthly version for three
cycles:

Data Set Name Job Name Length of Retention
DDA.MASTER.FILE (blank) 5 days
DDA.MASTER.FILE DDMNTHLY 3 cycles

• Use the OWNER parm to identify the individual or group who created or last updated this control statement. This is
required.

A complete statement will look like one of these:
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ADDRTN DSN(DDA.MASTER.FILE)   OWNER(JOHN DOE) +

       RTN(5DC0005)     

ADDRTN DSN(DDA.MASTER.FILE)   JOB(DDMNTHLY)  OWNER(JOHN DOE) +

       RTN(4DC0003) 

Providing the Retention Criteria
You must code a retention schedule for each data set that gives the retention method, location ID, and count field (if
necessary) for the data center, and up to five off-site storage locations. Describe each of the six locations in seven
characters, like this:

8DC0005

Specify the seven characters as follows:

• Use the first position to identify a retention type.
• Use the second and third positions to give the location ID as previously defined on the associated location statement.
• Use positions 4 through 7 for the count field. Use it only if you need to specify a number of days or cycles with

retention types 2, 3, 4, 5, 8, B, or C. Otherwise, code 0000 or leave the field blank. Types 1, 6, 7, and 9 should always
be coded with either 0000 or blank.

Adding a Version Number

Use positions 50 to 53 on this statement if you want to specify a version number. (The current version of the data set is
version 1, the one created before that is version 2 and so on, not including abend-flagged data sets.) When this number
is specified, this version of the data set is immediately moved to the first off-site location. If there is no off-site location
defined, the version is immediately scratched. All other versions of the data set remain at the data center under the
control of whichever retention method has been defined for the data center. When the data center's retention criteria has
been met for each of the other versions, they are scratched without movement. Only the version specified here is moved
through the off-site locations that have been defined.

Note: You cannot specify a version number with cycle control (type 4) or manual control (type 7).

The statement will look something like this without a version number:

RTN(8DC0005,5OA00003,5OB0005,2OC0030,5OD0000,7OE)

Or like this with a version number in positions 50-53:

RTN(8DC0005,5OA0003,5OB0005,2OC0030,5OD0000) VER(0003)

Summary of Retention Control Statement
This statement is used to specify default retention, and to identify a data set or group of data sets:

ADDRTN DSN(d……d)          JOB(j…….j)   OWNER(o……o)   +

     RTN(ridnnnn,ridnnnn,ridnnnn,ridnnnn,ridnnnn,ridnnnn) VER(vvvv)

Where
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d….d

j……j

o…..o

1 to 64 characters for data set name pattern mask

1 to 16 characters for job name pattern mask

1 to 25 characters to identify the creator or updater

Enter one to six retention rules in the RTN parameter. The format for each retention rule is as follows:

Positions Parameter What To Enter
1 r The retention type you want used at the

data center :
1 - Catalog control
2 - Keep date control
3 - Catalog/date control
4 - Cycle control
5 - Elapsed days control
6 - Move immediate control
7 - Manual control
8 - Days since last used control
9 - Expiration date keyword control
A - Catalog control (all data sets on chain)
B - Keep date control (all data sets on
chain)
C - Catalog/date control (all data sets on
chain)

2-3 id The location ID of the data center.
4-7 nnnn Count value or a number of days/cycles.

If specified, this will be used with retention
types 2, 3, 4, 5, 8, B, and C.

The first rule must be for retention at the “data center” and you may specify up to five retention rules for off site locations.
Specify these in the order you want the tapes to move. The tapes will be retained at each location according the rule.
When all rules at all location have been exhausted, the tape is returned to the data center as a scratch tape.

VER Parameter What To Enter
vvvv The relative version number of a data set at the data center. This

version will be moved immediately to the first off-site location or
scratched immediately if no off-site location is coded. Not valid
with DEFAULT.

To delete a retention record, code the following control statement:

DELRTN DSN(d…………….d) JOB(j……….j) OWNER(o………o)

WARNING
To change a retention record, you must first delete the old record, and then add a new record. To change the
DEFAULT record, you must delete it and then add it in the same run. When deleting an RMF rule, the command
must be exactly the same as when it was added.

The values for the DSN, JOB, and OWNER parameters should be specified exactly as they were for the ADDRTN when it
was created.
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Tape Retention Selection Records (Report TLMS016)

The "Tape Retention Selection Records" report lists all retention records in the Retention Master File. The first column of
the report indicates the type of pattern masking of the data set with the following values:

0 SPECIFIC

1 RESERVED FOR SPECIAL SEARCH

2 ONE-FOR-ONE MASK (# @ !)

3 PREFIXED/CONTAINING/SUFFIXED

4 PREFIXED/SUFFIXED

5 PREFIXED ONLY

6 RESERVED FOR SPECIAL SEARCH

7 SUFFIXED ONLY

8 CONTAINING ONLY

9 MAX INTERNAL CLASS VALUE

Qualified Data Set Type Verses Pattern Masking

The old retention rules specified data sets by how they where qualified. The following Is how they correspond with the
pattern masking type:

• F
Fully qualified data set name. This is the same as type “0”. The DSN of the retention rule must match the entire 44
character data set name.

• P
Partially qualified data set name. This is the same as type “5”. The first 1 to 43 characters of the data set name
must match the first character of the pattern. The pattern matching character is a “-“ instead of a “/”. Type “5” pattern
masking also allows you to specify a jobname which this does not.

• Q
IBM-qualified data set name. This is also the same as type “5” but a “.” Must proceed the “-“ pattern masking character

Adding Data Sets to Locations
Example 1

The following statement defines retention for a fully qualified data set named ABC.MAINT.FILE when it has been created
by a job called JOB060. The tape containing this data set is to be retained at the data center (DC) under days-since-last-
used control (type 8). The number of days is five. Then the tape is to be moved to the first off-site storage location (AB)
where it is to be retained under cycle control (type 4). The number of cycles is 3. Then it is to be moved to the second
off-site storage location (CD) where it is to be retained under elapsed-days control (type 5). The number of days is five.
Then it is to be moved to the last off-site location (EF) where it is to be retained under manual control (type 7). It must be
manually scratched and returned to the data center for reuse.

//TLMSRMUP  JOB

//TLMSRMUP  EXEC CATRMFE

//SYSIN     DD *

  ADDRTN DSN(ABC.MAINT.FILE)   JOB(JOB060)  OWNER(TAPE LIBRARIAN)    +

   RTN(8DC0005,4AB0003,5CD0005,7EF)

Example 2
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These two statements define retention for all partially qualified data sets that start with the characters PDA.MAN.INV.
All tapes that contain these data sets are to be retained at the data center (DC) under date control (type 2). Then they
are to be scratched. Since no number of days is specified, they will be retained until their keep date. The keep date for
these data sets either defaults to the keep date for all data sets or must be specified in the JCL or in the user date table
(TLMSDTAB).

ADDRTN DSN(PDA.MAN.INV-)  OWNER(TAPE LIBRARIAN) +

RTN(2DC)

Example 3

This statement defines retention for all data sets with names starting with LOW.COST.ITEMS.@ and followed by the price.
This demonstrates the use to the “#” for specifying a mask for numbers. It also shows the use of the “\” as an escape
character. In this case the “@” is the literal value and not the pattern masking character.

ADDRTN DSN(LOW.COST.ITEMS.\@#####)  OWNER(TAPE LIBRARIAN) +

RTN(2DC)

The following data sets would match this pattern:

LOW.COST.ITEMS.@00099

LOW.COST.ITEMS.@00001

LOW.COST.ITEMS.@12345

But not the following:

LOW.COST.ITEMS.@99  (# does not allow the absence of a number in this position)

LOW.COST.ITEMS.@0000A  (alpha character)

LOW.COST.ITEMS.@123456    (only 5 numeric characters allowed in pattern)

Retention Control Statement Worksheet
Copies of this worksheet may be used to gather the information you need to define the default retention statement and
any additional retention statements.

ADDRTN DSN(DEFAULT)   OWNER(Tape Librarian)     +

       RTN(ridnnnn,ridnnnn,ridnnnn,ridnnnn,ridnnnn,ridnnnn)

ADDRTN DSN(some.dataset.name)                  +

      JOB(jobname) VER(vvvvv) OWNER(someone)   +

      RTN(ridnnnn,ridnnnn,ridnnnn,ridnnnn,ridnnnn,ridnnnn)

where:

• r
Is the retention method you want to use:
– 1

Catalog control
– 2

Keep date control
– 3

Catalog/date control
– 4
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Cycle control
– 5

Elapsed days control
– 6

Move immediate control
– 7

Manual control
– 8

Days since last used control
– 9

Expiration date keyword control
– A

Catalog control (all data sets on chain)
– B

Keep date control (all data sets on chain)
– C

Catalog/date control (all data sets on chain)
• id

Is the location ID as defined on a location statement (the first location must be the data center)
• nnnn

Is the count field used with retention types 2, 3, 4, 5, 8, B, and C.
• ver

Is the version number.

Running the Tape Retention System
This page contains information about the Tape Retention System, the process, CATTRS Procedure JCL, Starter JCL for
Production Runs, and Starter JCL for Forecasts.

You will normally run the Tape Retention System as a daily production job. It will use the information in the Volume Master
File and Retention Master File to determine whether to:

• Release tape volumes to the scratch pool if their retention period has expired and no other locations have been
specified.

• Move them from the data center to another location.
• Move them from one location to another location.
• Move them back to the data center for scratching when all retention periods have expired and no other locations have

been specified.

It will then produce the following reports:

• A movement report showing which volumes must be moved from location to location.
• A scratch report showing which volumes are ready for release to the scratch pool.
• An optional Volumes By Retention Method report in data set name sequence showing how individual volumes are

being retained at their current location, and where they are destined to move when their current retention criteria are
satisfied.

• An error/exception report showing retention errors and exceptions, as well as conflicts between controlling data sets on
multi-data set volumes.
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WARNING
If the SCRATCH=ALL option is coded in TLMSIPO, tapes do not go scratch until all data sets expire by type
3 retention, regardless of the retention type in effect before the CDS. This option may prevent proper vault
movement or a shortage of available scratch tapes.

WARNING
SCRATCH=ALL is not recommended. Retention type A, B, or C should be assigned as needed.

Process

The procedure that runs the Tape Retention System, CATTRS, has two steps:

1. TLMSTRS processes the Tape Retention System and generates a transaction file for processing by the next step.
2. TLMSTRAN updates the Volume Master File.

There are two reasons for this:

• You can run TLMSTRS alone in forecast mode without updating the Volume Master File.
• In case of an error in the first step, you can rerun TLMSTRS without having to restore the Volume Master File.

If the first step executes without error, the second step will execute. If you are forecasting, the transaction file will be
null (empty), so the second step will not update the Volume Master File. If TLMSTRS terminates in error or abends,
TLMSTRAN will not execute. Correct the errors and rerun the entire job.

As an extra precaution, TRS compares the data set name and volser of CAIVMFS against the name of the active VMF,
and if they are different, TRS does not write any transactions.

CATTRS Procedure JCL

 

//***************************************************************

//*             ****  PROCNAME=CATTRS  ****                     *

//***************************************************************

//** PROCEDURE TO EXECUTE CA TLMS TAPE RETENTION SYSTEM-TLMSTRS *

//***************************************************************

//CATTRS   PROC A='*',

//             BLK1='2760',

//             BLK2='3600',

//             BLK3='3510',

//             BLK4='4080',

//             BUFNO='80',

//             LOAD='CAI.CTAPLINK',

//             OPTS='CAI.CTAPOPTN(TLMSIPO)',

//             RMF='CAI.TLMS.RMF',

//             SORTLIB='SYS1.SORTLIB',

//             SPC1='(CYL,(5,1))',

//             SPC2='(CYL,(10),,CONTIG)',

//             PRM='100,100,50',

//             VMF='CAI.TLMS.VMF',

//             WORK='SYSDA'

//*

//TLMSTRS  EXEC PGM=TLMSTRS,

//             PARM='&PRM. '   BLANK FOLLOWING &PRM. REQUIRED

//*
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//***************   PRM='XXXX,YYYY,ZZZZ '  **********************

//**** WHERE  XXXX = NUMBER OF ENTRIES IN FULLY QUALIFIED TABLE *

//****        YYYY = NUMBER OF ENTRIES IN GLOBAL TABLE          *

//****        ZZZZ = NUMBER OF ENTRIES IN LOCATION TABLE        *

//**** OMITTED PARM TAKE DEFAULTS   PRM='825,,25'               *

//***************************************************************

//STEPLIB  DD  DSN=&LOAD.,DISP=SHR

//*

//TLMSOPTS DD  DSN=&OPTS.,DISP=SHR

//*

//SORTLIB  DD  DSN=&SORTLIB.,DISP=SHR

//*

//CAIVMF   DD  DSN=&VMF.,DISP=SHR

//*

//CAIVMFS  DD  DSN=&VMF.,DISP=SHR,

//             DCB=(BUFNO=&BUFNO.,OPTCD=C)

//*

//CAIRMF   DD  DSN=&RMF.,DISP=OLD

//*

//VMFTRANS DD  DSN=&.&TRANS.,

//             DISP=(,PASS,DELETE),

//             UNIT=&WORK.,

//             SPACE=&SPC2.,

//             DCB=BLKSIZE=&BLK4.

//*

//SYSPRINT DD  DCB=BLKSIZE=133,SYSOUT=&A.

//*

//SYSOUT   DD  SYSOUT=&A.

//*

//SYSUDUMP DD  SYSOUT=&A.

//*

//TRETWORK DD  UNIT=&WORK.,

//             SPACE=&SPC1.,

//             DCB=BLKSIZE=&BLK1.

//*

//LOG1FILE DD  UNIT=&WORK.,

//             SPACE=&SPC1.,

//             DCB=BLKSIZE=&BLK1.

//*

//LOG2FILE DD  UNIT=&WORK.,

//             SPACE=&SPC1.,

//             DCB=BLKSIZE=&BLK1.

//*

//LOG3FILE DD  UNIT=&WORK.,

//             SPACE=&SPC1.,

//             DCB=BLKSIZE=&BLK1.

//*

//LOG4FILE DD  UNIT=&WORK.,

//             SPACE=&SPC1.,

//             DCB=BLKSIZE=&BLK1.

//*

//LOG5FILE DD  UNIT=&WORK.,

//             SPACE=&SPC1.,
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//             DCB=BLKSIZE=&BLK1.

//*

//LOG6FILE DD  UNIT=&WORK.,

//             SPACE=&SPC1.,

//             DCB=BLKSIZE=&BLK1.

//*

//MOVEFILE DD  UNIT=&WORK.,

//             SPACE=&SPC1.,

//             DCB=BLKSIZE=&BLK1.

//*

//ALLSTOR  DD  UNIT=&WORK.,

//             SPACE=&SPC1.,

//             DCB=BLKSIZE=&BLK2.

//*

//USEDSTOR DD  UNIT=&WORK.,

//             SPACE=&SPC1.,

//             DCB=BLKSIZE=&BLK3.

//*

//AVBLSTOR DD  UNIT=&WORK.,

//             SPACE=&SPC1.,

//             DCB=BLKSIZE=&BLK2.

//*

//TEMPRPTS DD  UNIT=&WORK.,

//             SPACE=&SPC1.,

//             DCB=BLKSIZE=&BLK1.

//*

//TYPERPT  DD  UNIT=&WORK.,

//             SPACE=&SPC1.,

//             DCB=BLKSIZE=&BLK1.

//*

//TRETSORT DD  UNIT=&WORK.,

//             SPACE=&SPC1.,

//             DCB=BLKSIZE=&BLK1.

//*

//SORTWK01 DD  UNIT=&WORK.,

//             SPACE=&SPC2.

//*

//SYSIN    DD  DUMMY

//*

//************************************************************

//* STEP TLMSTRAN APPLIES TRANSACTIONS TO VOLUME MASTER FILE *

//*  *** NOTE THAT THE ON-LINE RECORDER MUST BE ACTIVE  ***  *

//*  *** AND THAT TRANSACTIONS ARE APPLIED TO THE VMF   ***  *

//*  *** POINTED TO BY THE ONLINE RECORDER.             ***  *

//************************************************************

//TLMSTRAN EXEC PGM=TLMSTRAN,

//             COND=(4,LT)

//*

//STEPLIB  DD  DSN=&LOAD.,DISP=SHR

//*

//SYSPRINT DD  DCB=BLKSIZE=133,SYSOUT=&A.

//*

//TLMSOPTS DD  DSN=&OPTS.,DISP=SHR
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//*

//VMFTRANS DD  DSN=&.&TRANS.,DISP=(OLD,DELETE)

//*

//SYSUDUMP DD  SYSOUT=&A.

//*

//************************************************************

Starter JCL for Production Runs

//TLMSTRS  JOB

//TLMSTRS  EXEC CATTRS

//SYSIN    DD *

  <optional report statements>

//

Starter JCL for Forecasts

//TLMSTRS  JOB

//FORECAST EXEC CATTRS

//SYSIN    DD *

  FORECAST

  <optional report statements>

//

TRS Processing Considerations
If you are preparing to do a normal production TRS (Tape Retention System) run, execute the supplied procedure using
the starter JCL as shown. If any of the following conditions apply to you, modify the procedure or starter JCL.

Reduce Execution Time

To dramatically reduce execution time at large sites, increase the BLK and BUFNO parameters with a corresponding
increase in region size.

Increase or Decrease Definitions

The tape retention system requires all entries on the RMF beginning with the same first character to be in memory at the
same time. By default, TLMSTRS can only process 100 fully qualified data set definitions, 100 partially qualified data set
definitions (those ending with a slash or dot), and 50 location definitions at a time.

To increase or decrease these limits, change the execution parameter as follows:

//TLMSTRS EXEC CATTRS,PARM.TLMSTRS='xxxx,yyyy,zzzz'

• xxxx
Specifies the number of fully qualified definitions

• yyyy
Specifies the number of partially qualified definitions

• zzzz
Specifies the number of location definitions

Supply all parameters. An error in the parameter field results in a user 0990 abend without a dump.
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Scratch Only Run

If you want to produce scratch tapes without movement, execute CATTRS with SCRATCH=ONLY as the SYSIN control
statement. This control statement processes tapes in the data center that have no movement defined in the Retention
Master File.

SCRATCH=ONLY

Forecast

This SYSIN control statement prevents TRS from creating update transactions. Use it to determine the effect of running
TRS without actually making changes and instead of overriding the CATTRS PROC.

FORECAST

RUNDATE

Using the following SYSIN control statement, a date (other than the current date) can be specified to cause the results to
appear as though TRS has been executed on the date supplied:

RUNDATE=mm/dd/yyyy,ACCEPT

where mm/dd/yyyy is the date desired. Processing applies only to types 2, 3, 5, 8, B and C. The ACCEPT operand is
required only if the date is three or more days from the current date. This date is reflected on reports TLMS042, TLMS043,
and TLMS044. The RUNDATE statement must precede the TLMS044 statement.

NOTE
We recommend that you perform a forecast run after making changes to the RMF. It can be used to verify that
your changes have affected only the applicable data sets.

Print Rule

This SYSIN control statement causes TRS to print the RMF or TRS rule following each entry on the TLMS042, TLMS043
and TLMS044 reports. This is useful for diagnosing retention or movement problems. Be aware, however, that it will
double the size of the reports.

PRINT-RULE

XE90 TLMS DEVELOPMENT                   ALL VOLUMES BY CURRENT RETENTION METHOD TYPE = CYCLES (4)            

   TLMS044    PAGE    2

TLMS       NN.n  yymmTLrrr                                                                                 

 mm-dd-yyyy  13.04.37

                                                                                                             

                       

                                              FILE   VOLUME  VOL  CURRENT   NEXT I----- CREATE -----I 

 I------- LAST -------I       

------------- DATASET NAME ---------------I   SEQ    SERIAL  CNT  LOC  CCSS LOC     DATE       TIME      MOVED

        USED     VER  

-------------------------------------------   -----  ------  ---  --   ----  --  ----------  -------- 

 ----------  ---------- ----  
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OT23.RMFA4.FILE01                                 1  040000    1  DC         **  mm-dd-yyyy  10.55.18        

      mm-dd-yyyy     1 

  RMF** ENT=OT23.RMFA4-                                  JOB=*        VER=0000 POS=2 BY 1 ADC00004V40004     

                       

OT23.RMF4.N02MORE.AND.NODES                       1  TDI003    1  DC         **  mm-dd-yyyy  15.46.09        

      mm-dd-yyyy     1 

  RMF** ENT=OT23.RMF4.N02-                               JOB=*        VER=0000 POS=1 BY 1 4DC0002            

Double-Space

The Double-Space SYSIN control statement double spaces the TLMS042 and TLMS043 TRS scratch and movement
reports.

DOUBLE-SPACE

DUP-G0000V00-AS-UNIQUE

The DUP-G0000V00-AS-UNIQUE SYSIN control statement prevents TRS from generating a CAT4538E message if more
than one volume is found in the VMF with duplicate GDG names. Using this SYSIN control statement allows TRS to
process these volumes as unique GDG's. The creation date and time determines the data set processing order.

DUP-G0000V00-AS-UNIQUE

Producing an Optional Report

The optional TLMS044 "All Volumes By Current Retention Method" report can be produced through CATTRS execution.
This report reflects how volumes are currently being retained by their controlling data sets, where they are currently
located, and what the disposition will be when their current retention criteria are met. The TLMS044 control must be the
first control card in the SYSIN. The SYSIN control statement required to produce the report. Reports TLMS041, TLMS042,
TLMS043 and TLMS044 output will be sent to the SYSPRINT DD.

Changing the Retention Period

Although we do not advise overriding retention criteria once it has been defined, it is possible to shorten or extend
retention periods that have been defined using the following retention methods:

• Catalog Control-To shorten the retention period, uncatalog the data set. There is no way to extend the retention period.
• Keep Date Control-If no days are specified in the count field, you can either shorten or extend the retention period by

manually changing the keep date (KEEPDT) field in the VMF.
If a number of days has been specified in the count field of the retention statement, changing KEEPDT will not help
because the keep date is automatically recalculated each time TRS runs. The only way to shorten or extend the
retention period is to manually change the creation date (CDATE) field (see discussion below). Changing the date from
which the keep date is calculated will also change the keep date.

• Cycle Control-Code a new retention statement with a different number of cycles.

The following two methods may be used although we do not recommend changing the creation date. This can cause
serious problems for cycle-controlled data sets. It also destroys any chronological information which could be used for
tracing possible problems.

• Elapsed Days Control-Code a new retention statement or manually change either CDATE, or MOVEDT if the volume
has moved to an off-site location.

• Days Since Last Used Control-Code a new retention statement or manually change either CDATE or LDATE.
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Changing Retention for a Specific Version of a Data Set

To modify the retention of one version of a data set so that it is retained differently from other data sets with the same
name, specify UPV with the SCHED parameter. This will not alter any of the creation information and TRS will never
override this schedule.

Modifying TRS Processing

Code user exit TLMSXTRS so that it checks for specific values in one or more of the VMF fields and ignores volumes that
have those values. (Recommended fields to use for this purpose are fields such as USER, CJOB, LJOB, OUTSRV, or
MFG.) Then, manually update all volumes which you want ignored so that they contain these values in the fields you are
checking. This has the effect of a global TRS bypass, which can also be used for other purposes. The value in the SMS
field is also available to the user exit.

Scratching Tapes

Tapes are logically changed from nonscratch to scratch status in any of the following ways:

• Automatically during the TRS run.
• Manually by changing SCRATCH=NO to SCRATCH=YES on the Update screen.
• Manually by using the UPV command and specifying SCRATCH=YES. If there is more than one data set on the

volume, you must also specify CDS=nnnn, where nnnn is the file sequence number (FILESEQ) of the data set. (To see
the file sequence number, use the DV command.)

• By specifying DISP=(OLD,DELETE) in the JCL, if TLMSIPO option DISP=YES is specified.

Changing the Controlling Data Set

If a volume contains two or more data sets, one data set is identified as the controlling data set (CDS). This is the first
data set by default. If another data set is more critical, you can change control to another data set:

• Specify the SPACE=(1,(1,4)) parameter on the DD statement of the controlling data set. This allows you to define the
CDS at execution time through JCL.

• Add the CDS= system option into member TLMSIPO of CAI.CTAPOPTN to identify the controlling data set. This allows
you to redefine the CDS without making modifications to the JCL.

• Use the UPV command with the CDS keyword to manually change the controlling data set to another data set. For
example: UPV 123456,CDS=2.

If all data sets on the volume have the same retention criteria or if the first data set is the most critical, you can just let
control default to the first data set on the volume.

Use the reports and displays to identify controlling data sets. They are flagged with an asterisk (*). If more than one CDS
is identified, the second and subsequent CDSs are flagged with dollar signs ($) to indicate a conflict. Conflicting CDSs
are also reported in the Tape Retention System Error/Exception Report, where they appear until the volume is manually
scratched.

Automatic Tape Libraries and Virtual Tapes

TRS performs some special processing for tapes in an ATL and virtual tapes. These tapes require special manual
procedures when TRS schedules them for movement. Tapes in an ATL are displayed on TRS reports with location DC
and 'ATL ' in the cabinet/slot field. Virtual tapes have no physical tape for a VOLSER. They exist only in cache within
the ATL or as special data sets on a 'container' tape volume when EXPORTed. Virtual tapes in an ATL are displayed on
TRS reports with a location of DC and 'VTS ' in the cabinet/slot field. When TRS schedules movement for a virtual tape
it shows the new location for the tape and a cabinet/slot of 'VTS ' or 'VTX '. There is no physical volume or cabinet/slot
used, but it is necessary for TRS to logically move the tape through its entire retention schedule before scratching it. TRS
reports show 'VTS ' while the virtual tape is on cache within the ATL and 'VTX ' when it is on a container tape. These
values are independent of the TRS logical location.\
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Free Scratch Chains After a Set Number of Days

You can use a SYSIN control statement to use TRS to free unneeded records from the VMF.

When TLMS scratches a tape volume it normally retains the information on that tape until it is reused. This information can
be used for reference or to unscratch the tape volume. TLMS keeps information for each file and volume. For modern high
capacity tapes, TLMS may be retaining a large number of records containing information on scratch tapes. Some robotic
devices use tapes in a circular fashion where a tape is not reused until all of the tapes have been used.

To free records used for unneeded information on scratch tapes, specify the following control card:

FREE-SCRATCH-CHAIN-AFTER DAYS=nnnn 

• nnnn
Specifies the number of days after a volume is scratched.

Before the scratch chains are freed all of the following conditions must be met:

• The volume must have been scratched for more than nnnn days.
• TRS must have processed the volume and moved it to the Data Center.
• The volume must have a multi-volume or multi-data set chain in the VMF.
• The DSN must be non-blank.

NOTE

• To prevent excessive overhead, this feature frees only 200 chains per TRS run.
• This feature does not affect scratch tapes that do not have multi-volume or multi-file chains because no

records can be freed.

Changing the Controlling Data Set
If a volume contains two or more data sets, one data set is identified as the controlling data set (CDS).  The CDS is
the first data set by default. If the other data set is more critical, you can change control to other data set:

Follow these steps:

• Specify the SPACE=(1,(1,4)) parameter on the DD statement of the controlling data set. This allows you to define the
CDS at execution time through JCL.

• Add the CDS= system option into member TLMSIPO of CAI.CTAPOPTN to identify the controlling data set. This allows
you to redefine the CDS without making modifications to the JCL.

• Use the UPV command with the CDS keyword to manually change the controlling data set to another data set. For
example: UPV 123456,CDS=2.

If all data sets on the volume has the same retention criteria or if the first data set is the most critical, you can just let
control default to the first data set on the volume.
Use the reports and displays to identify controlling data sets. They are flagged with an asterisk (*). If more than one CDS
is identified, the second and subsequent CDSs are flagged with dollar signs ($) to indicate a conflict. Conflicting CDSs
are also reported in the Tape Retention System Error/Exception Report, where they appear until the volume is manually
scratched.

Determining the Current Retention for a Volume
One of the following methods may be used to determine the current retention for a volume:

1. Use CATLISPF to access panel DS02. At the bottom of the panel, look at field RTN-SCHD.
2. Use the DVR command and specify the volume serial number.
3. Use the PRINT RULE control statement for Report TLMS044.
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Updating the Retention Master File (CATRMFE)
The RMF is not updated automatically; it can only be updated manually. If you need to add or change locations or
retention criteria, use the location and retention control statements described in TRS Processing Considerations.

WARNING
It is necessary to first delete an entry that is to be updated, and then again add the entry in order to affect a
change. This can be accomplished in one job step.

Example

//SYSIN DD *

 DELRTN DSN(ABC.DSN) OWNER(JOHN DOE)

 ADDRTN DSN(ABC.DSN) OWNER(JOHN DOE) RTN(1DC) 

Data set entries can only be added after the location has been defined using the ADDLOC command.

Process

Code the retention control statements as described in TRS Processing Considerations. Then use the starter JCL
to execute procedure CATRMFE. Submit both location and retention statements in the same run, with the location
statements first.

CATRMFE Procedure JCL

//****************************************************************

//*             ****  PROCNAME=CATRMFE  ****                     *

//****************************************************************

//*  PROCEDURE TO UPDATE CA TLMS TAPE RETENTION MASTER FILE      *

//*            FOR PATTERN MASKING RMF ONLY                      *

//****************************************************************

//CATRMFE  PROC A='*',                            

//             LOAD='CAI.CTAPLINK',                 

//             OPTS='CAI.CTAPOPTN(TLMSIPO)',        

//             PRM=' ',                           

//             RMF='CAI.TLMS.RMF'                   

//*                                                   

//*                                                  

//UPDTRMF  EXEC PGM=TLMSRMFE,                     

//             PARM='&PRM'                         

//*                                              

//*********   PRM='1ST,2ND,3RD,4TH,5TH ***************************

//*  WHERE   1ST = NUMBER OF ENTRIES TO BE CONVERTED        2000 *

//*          2ND = NUMBER OF UPDATES                         500 *

//*          3RD = NUMBER OF CABINETS (MAX FOR ONE LOCATION  160 *

//*          4TH = NUMBER OF BOXES                           104 *

//*          5TH = NUMBER OF LOCATION RECORDS               1024 *

//*       OMITTED PARM TAKE DEFAULTS   PRM=',825,,50'            *

//****************************************************************

//*                                                       

//STEPLIB  DD  DSN=&LOAD,DISP=SHR                         

//*                                                        

//TLMSOPTS DD  DSN=&OPTS,DISP=SHR     OPTIONS WHEN TLMS IS DOWN 
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//*                                                  

//CAIRMF   DD  DSN=&RMF,DISP=OLD           RETENTION MASTER FILE

//*                                                     

//SYSPRINT DD  DCB=BLKSIZE=133,SYSOUT=&A   REPORTS       

//*                                                      

//SYSUDUMP DD  SYSOUT=&A                   ABEND DUMPS    

//*                                                     

//SYSIN    DD  DUMMY                       OVERRIDE FOR COMMANDS 

//*                                                      

//***************************************************************

Starter JCL

//TLMSRMF   JOB

//TLMSRMF   EXEC CATRMFE

//SYSIN     DD   *

<retention statements>

//

CATRMFE Output

When CATRMFE is executed, TLMS scans all statements for syntax errors and produces the TLMS040 Retention Master
Updates/Errors report. If there are any syntax errors, they will be listed on this report and no updates will be made. You
must correct the errors and resubmit the entire job.

When no errors are found, TLMS updates the file and lists the updates on the report.

Converting the Retention Master File
The RMF can be in one of the following two formats:

• Old Format
Uses partially qualified data set names for retention assignment and the new format uses full pattern masking. The
samples in this section show the full pattern masking format.

• New Format
Supports all the retention assignment rules of the old format and the full pattern masking described in Pattern Masking.
TRS and real-time retention work with either format, but always display the data as it is in the pattern masking format.
The new RMF print program in CATRMFP will also work with both RMF formats.

The utilities for the old format RMF are not available in TLMS 14.0 and higher. You must convert your RMF before you
edit RMF entries. The new RMF edit program in procedure CATRMFE performs the conversion and also initialize a newly
allocated RMF, replacing the function of TLMSRMUT.

The conversion process is simple and fast. The RMF is converted in place with no need to reallocate the RMF.

Follow these steps:

1. Back up your RMF. This can be accomplished using CATRMFB.
2. Edit the new PROCs CATRMFP and CATRMFE to point to your existing RMF.
3. Run CATRMFP requesting reports TLMS014, TLMS015, and TLMS016.
4. Run CATRMFE with the single command of CONVERT. This converts your RMF.
5. Run CATRMFP again requesting TLMS014, TLMS015, and TLMS016.
6. Use the two reports to verify if your RMF convert is successful.
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NOTE
After conversion, the old procedures will not work with the RMF. CATRMFU will fail.

Using the Online Interface
The TLMS online interface lets you display and update information stored in the Volume Master File (VMF). Choose the
functions you want to perform from the menu. You control the display or input by responding to prompts on the screens.

Some screens are online reports displaying requested information in a list. Other screens allow you to update values in
the VMF.

Although these screens replace batch commands, you can still enter commands in batch mode or online using MCS
(Multiple Console Support), TSO.

Accessing the Screens
To access the TLMS screen interface, enter CATLISPF under ISPF.

The names of the CLISTs/transactions can change during the installation. Contact your systems programmer for the
correct procedure to use at your site.

Screen Table

The following table summarizes the purpose of each TLMS online screen:

To perform this function: Use this screen:
Start the full-screen transaction Security (SC01)
Choose what to do next Primary Menu (SL01)
Add clean and certification information Miscellaneous Functions (MS01)
Add auxiliary messages Auxiliary Messages (AU01)
Change data set or volume information Update (DS02)
Delete auxiliary messages Auxiliary Messages (AU01)
Display auxiliary messages Auxiliary Messages (AU01)
Display data set information Update (DS02)
Display the date in a different format Miscellaneous Functions (MS01)
Display system options Options (OP01)
Display volume information based on dataset name Data Set Selection (DS01)
Display volume information for one specific volume Update (DS02)
Display volume information based on volume serial number Volume Selection (VL01)
List all volumes on which a dataset resides MVS/VSAM Catalog (CT01)
List each dataset in a group DSN Directory (DR01)
List information about all volumes VSN Directory (DR02)
List all data sets on a specific volume VSN List (DL01)

The flow chart

shows how the screens are organized. You move through the screens by branching from the Primary Menu (SL01). For
example, if you select Volume Selection from the Primary Menu, the Volume Selection screen (VL01) is displayed.
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If you know the screen you want to use, you can type the screen ID preceded by an equal sign. For example, to display
the Volume Selection screen, type =VL01 on the command line of any other screen. Each screen has only certain valid
IDs so you cannot get to all screens from any other screen. See the following chart for a list of the valid IDs from each
screen.

When running under ISPF, the TLMS online interface usurps the jump-to (=) function.

Screen Hierarchy

Figure 4: Screen Hiearchy
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Screen Examples

Auxiliary Messages (AU01)
Use AU01 to display, delete, or add auxiliary messages.

Example

 TLMS-AU01             ** AUXILIARY MESSAGES **                   CA TLMS

 ===>

 D NUM  TEXT

   001  RETURN TO SYSTEM PROGRAMMER TAPE RACK

   002  RETURN TO AUDITOR'S VAULT

   003  HOLD TAPE(S) FOR SYSTEM PROGRAMMER

   004  SEND TAPE THE CUSTOMER SERVICE WINDOW

   005  ------> MESSAGE 5 <----

   006

   *** REQUEST COMPLETED ***

         **** TO ADD A MESSAGE - ENTER DETAILS BELOW ****

   ___  ______________________________________________________________________

 

How to Display

If you are here: Do this before pressing Enter:
Primary Menu Move cursor to AUXILIARY MESSAGES.
Any other screen Type =AU01 on the command line.

What to Do

All current messages are automatically displayed.

To delete a message, type a D to the left of the message number.

To add a message, type the message number (under NUM) and the message text (under TEXT) at the bottom of the
screen. Then press Enter. The number must be one that is not currently assigned and must be 50 or less. The text cannot
be more than 70 characters long.

How to Leave

To: Do this:
Return to Primary Menu. Press PF3 or PF4.
Go directly to another screen. Type =screen-ID on the command line (see valid IDs below).
End the full-screen transaction. Press PF12.
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Valid IDs

SL01, DS01, MS01, OP01, VL01

 

Data Set Selection (DS01)
Use DS01 to access other screens that display information about one or more data sets.

Example

 TLMS-DS01                ** DATA SET SELECTION **                CA TLMS

 ===>

          DSN= DAILY.PAYROLL.JOURNAL

          VERSION=

          ORDER OF SEARCH

          VMF INDEX......... 1

          MVS/VSAM CATALOG.. 2

         

How to Display

If you are here: Do this before pressing Enter:
Primary Menu Move cursor to DATA SET SELECTION.
Any other screen Type =DS01 on the command line.

What to Do 

To display the DSN Directory, use the DSN prompt to enter a partially qualified data set name. (A partially qualified data
set name is one or more high-level qualifiers, followed by an asterisk. To code the partially qualified data set name, stop
at the node level but do not code the period at the end of the node.) To see data sets on the DSN Directory, the data sets
must be in the VMF index file.

To display information about one specific data set, use the DSN prompt to enter the complete name of the data set. If
there is more than one version of the data set, use the VERSION prompt to identify the version you want. (The most
current data set is version 1, the one created before that is version 2, and so on.)

The screen you see next will depend on where the data set is found. TLMS searches for the data set in the order indicated
by the numbers on the screen: First, it looks in the VMF index file, and then in the z/OS catalog.

If the data set is found in the: You will see this screen:
VMF index file Update (DS02)
z/OS catalog MVS/VSAM Catalog (CT01)

If a data set can be found in both the VMF index file and the z/OS catalog and you want to display the MVS/VSAM
Catalog screen instead of the Update screen, change the ORDER OF SEARCH like this:
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VMF INDEX......... 2

MVS/VSAM CATALOG.. 1

How to Leave

To: Do this:
Display DSN Directory. Enter partially qualified DSN and press Enter.
Display Update screen or MVS/VSAM Catalog, depending on
order of search.

Enter fully qualified DSN and press Enter.

Return to Primary Menu. Press PF3 or PF4.
Go directly to another screen. Type =screen-ID on the command line (see valid IDs below).
End the full-screen transaction. Press PF12.

Valid IDs

SL01, AU01, MS01, OP01, VL01.

DSN Directory (DR01)
Lists the name, VSN, and file sequence number of each data set in a group. (Data sets must be in the VMF index file to
be listed here.)

 TLMS-DR01                 ** DSN DIRECTORY **                 CA TLMS

 ===>

      VSN       FILESEQ    DATA SET NAME

      TST001    0001       PDA.ACC.PAY.UPDATE1

      TST001    0002       PDA.ACC.PAY.UPDATE2

      TST013    0001       PDA.MKT.TRN.CLASSES

      TST012    0001       PDB.MAN.SCH.YEAREND

      *** REQUEST COMPLETED ***

How to Display

On the Data Set Selection screen, type a partially qualified DSN.

What to Do

You will see the following information for each data set in the group:

• VSN
The volume serial number of the volume that contains each data set. (If the data set spans more than one volume, the
base VSN is displayed.)

• FILESEQ
The order in which the data set appears on the volume.

• DATA SET NAME
The name of the data set.
If the list overflows the screen, scroll forward through the list by pressing PF8. Press PF7 to scroll backward.
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How to Leave

To: Do this:
Display the Update screen for one specific data set. Move cursor to the name of that data set and press Enter.
Return to Data Set Selection. Press PF3.
Return to Primary Menu. Press PF4.
Go directly to another screen. Type =screen-ID on the command line (see valid IDs below).
End the full-screen transaction. Press PF12.

Valid IDs

SL01, DS01, AU01, MS01, OP01, VL01

 

Miscellaneous Functions (MS01)
Use MS01 to convert the format of a date and to update tape volume cleaning or certification information in the Volume
Master File. (You can only update information in the VMF if your user ID was defined with ACCESS=UPDATE.)

Example

 ===>

          DATEFMT= MM/DD/YYYY

          DATE = yyddd       -   yyyy/ddd    mm/dd/yyyy

         CLEAN =        -

         CERTIFY =      -

How to Display

If you are here: Do this before pressing Enter:
Primary Menu Move cursor to MISCELLANEOUS FUNCTIONS.
Any other screen Type =MS01 on the command line.

What to Do

To change the format of a date for the current session only, specify the DATEFMT prompt (mm/dd/yyyy). To convert a date
to century format, specify the DATE prompt.

To update cleaning information, use the CLEAN prompt. Enter either a single VSN or a range of VSNs and press Enter.
You will receive a message confirming your request and asking you to press Enter. To cancel your request, press any
other key. Updating cleaning information sets the volume cleaning date to the current date, increments the cleaning count
(adds one to the number of times a tape has been cleaned) and sets the number of write errors and use count fields back
to zero.

To update certification information, use the CERTIFY prompt. Enter either a single VSN or a range of VSNs and
press Enter. You will receive a message confirming your request and asking you to press Enter. To cancel your request,
press any other key. Updating certification information sets the volume cleaning date to the current date, increments the
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certification count (adds one to the number of times a tape has been certified) and sets the number of write errors and use
count fields back to zero.

How To Leave

To: Do this:
Return to Primary Menu. Press PF3 or PF4.
Go directly to another screen. Type =screen-ID on the command line (see valid IDs below).
End the full-screen transaction. Press PF12.

Valid IDs

SL01, DS01, AU01, OP01, VL01

 

MVS/VSAM Catalog (CT01)
Used to display all volumes on which a specific data set resides. The data set must be in the z/OS catalog.

Example

TLMS-CT01                  ** MVS/VSAM CATALOG **             CA TLMS

 ===>

      DATA SET NAME= CUSTOMER.LOG.FILE

      VSN

      LOG051 LOG053 LOG143 LOG058 LOG059 LOG060

      LOG103 LOG072 LOG108 LOG109 LOG110 LOG114

      LOG112 LOG144 LOG146 LOG148 LOG075 LOG231

      LOG117 ______ ______ ______ ______ ______

      ______ ______ ______ ______ ______ ______

      ______ ______ ______ ______ ______ ______

      ______ ______ ______ ______ ______ ______

      ______ ______ ______ ______ ______ ______

      ______ ______ ______ ______ ______ ______

      ______ ______ ______ ______ ______ ______

How to Display

On the Data Set Selection screen, type the data set name found in the z/OS catalog.

What to Do

You will see the name of the data set and the VSN of each volume containing this data set. If the list overflows the screen,
press PF8 to scroll forward through the list. Press PF7 to scroll backward.
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How to Leave

To: Do this:
Return to Data Set Selection. Press PF3.
Return to Primary Menu. Press PF4.
Go directly to another screen. Type =screen-ID on the command line (see valid IDs below).
End the full-screen transaction. Press PF12.

Valid IDs

SL01, DS01, AU01, MS01, OP01, VL01

 

System Options (OP01)
OP01 displays the TLMS system options that are currently in effect at your data center.

Example

TLMS-OP01                     ** OPTIONS **                      TLMS    

 ===>                                                                       

                                                                             

 TLMS OPTIONS FOR       YOUR COMPANY NAME                                 

 RELEASE NN.n     GENLEVEL  1104TLC60           BACKUP=01/09/2010   10:19:28

                                                                        

 GENERAL:                                                                   

   DATACENTER=DC  ALTCENTER=D1   DATEFMT=MM/DD/YYYY            PAGESIZ=58   

 TECHNICAL:                                                                 

   FORSPEC=N      LBLDTRY=Y      QSIZE=064      SMS=N          LOGID=240    

   ROUTINQ=Y14YD  ROUTAUX=N                                                 

 PROCESSING:                                                                

   ABEND=24       DLBLDRIV=N     KDATE=MAX      RECVRY=ALT     UNCATLG=Y    

   BRKCHAIN=O     DLBTIME=000000 MANUAL=N       SCRATCH=CDS                 

   CATDAYS=1      IDSNVER=Y      NOTLMS=A       SERIND=Y                    

   DISP=O         INPUT=YNYYY    PROTECT=A      VSNREQD=Y                   

 USER EXITS:                                                                

   CLSEXIT=N      CMDEXIT=N      EDMEXIT=N      NITEXIT=N      OPNEXIT=N

   SCREXIT=N      SECEXIT=Y      SPLEXIT=N      TRSEXIT=N      UPDEXIT=N

 SECURITY:                                                                 

  SECURE=N        BLPSEC=N       FORSEC=N       PROMPT=N

  INQACC=Y        NLSEC=N        NSLSEC=N 

How to Display

If you are here: Do this before pressing Enter:
Primary Menu Move cursor to OPTIONS.
Any other screen Type =OP01 on the command line.
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What to Do

The following system options are displayed. These options cannot be changed online. For a detailed description of the
system options and instructions on changing them, see the Configuring section.

Header

This value: Specifies:
BACKUP Last VMF backup date and time.
COMPANY Name printed on reports.
GENLEVEL Maintenance level of your version.
RELEASE Release of TLMS currently operating.

General

This value: Specifies:
ALTCENTER Two-character ID of alternate data center.
DATACENTER Two-character ID of data center.
DATEFMT Format of the preferred date (TLMSIPO).
PAGESIZ Maximum lines per page of printed report.

Technical

This value: Specifies:
FORSPEC Foreign volume specific volume request, Y or N.
LBLDTRY Dynamic destruction of standard labels, Y or N.
LOGID SMF user log record ID number.
ROUTAUX First character Y (yes) or N (no). Second two characters indicate

printer route code. Fourth character (VSN) is Y (yes) or N (no).
Fifth character (MSG) is N (nondeletable) or D (deletable).

ROUTINQ First character is Y (yes) or N (no). Next two characters indicate
printer route code. Fourth character (UPD) is Y (yes) or N (no).
Fifth character (MSG) is N (nondeletable) or D (deletable).

SMS Indicates whether the Storage Management Subsystem interface
is active, Y or N.

Processing

This value: Specifies:
ABEND scratch abended tapes: NO if option off, or the number of hours

before a tape can be scratched (1-99).
BRKCHAIN Break volume/data set chains at C (CLOSE), O (OPEN) or S

(scratch).
CATDAYS Creation date retention catalog check, number of days (1-9).
DISP Final disposition processing of JCL, Y (yes), N (no), or O (output).
DLBLDRIV Verify same device on double OPEN of a data set, Y or N.
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DLBTIME Allow/disallow double OPENs of same data set, 000000 (disallow).
Otherwise, hhmmss in time for next OPEN.

IDSNVER Input data set name verification, Y or N.
INPUT Five position display with each of the following indicated by Y

(yes) or N (no). First character is INPUT, second character is
CHN, third character is BLP, fourth character is NL, fifth character
is SL.

KDATE Keep date DEF, JCL, or MAX.
MANUAL Manual changes for batch and online, Y or N.
NOTLMS TLMS NOT ACTIVE processing, A (abend) or C (continue).
PROTECT Restrict crash protection to selected data sets, A (all) or S (select).
RECVRY Create backup records, SMF, NONE, or ALT(LOG).
SCRATCH Volume scratch control, ALL or CDS.
SERIND User of type 4 service indicated tapes, Y or N.
UNCATLG Uncatalog action, Y (yes), N (no), or D (DLTX).
VSNREQD Volume serial number required at OPEN for NL, Y or N.

User Exits

This value: Specifies:
CLSEXIT CLOSE/EOV exit, Y| N | exitname.
CMDEXIT Command exit, Y| N | exitname.
EDMEXIT EDM table lookup exit, Y| N | exitname.
NITEXIT Tape Label user exit, Y| N | exitname.
OPNEXIT OPEN exit, Y| N | exitname.
SCREXIT Update Scratch user exit,

Y| N | exitname.
SECEXIT Security user exit, Y| N | exitname.
SPLEXIT Scratch subpool user exit,

Y| N | exitname.
TRSEXIT Tape Retention System exit,

Y| N | exitname.
UPDEXIT VMF update exit, Y| N | exitname.

Security

This value: Specifies:
BLPSEC Bypass label security, Y or N.
FORSEC Foreign volume security, Y or N.
INQACC Online inquiry/update security, Y or N.
NLSEC No label security, Y or N.
NSLSEC Nonstandard label security, Y or N.
PROMPT TLTP user password prompt, Y or N.
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SECURE Global system security, N (off), S (RACF/SAF), A (ACF2) or T (Top
Secret).

How to Leave

To: Do this:
Return to Primary Menu. Press PF3 or PF4.
Go directly to another screen. Type =screen-ID on the command line (see valid IDs below).
End the full-screen transaction. Press PF12.

Valid IDs

SL01, DS01, AU01, MS01, VL01

Primary Menu (SL01)
Use SL01 to select one of the TLMS screen functions.

Example

 TLMS-SL01                ** PRIMARY MENU **        CA TLMS

 ===>

          VOLUME SELECTION........... VL01

          DATA SET SELECTION......... DS01

          AUXILIARY MESSAGES......... AU01

          OPTIONS.................... OP01

          MISCELLANEOUS FUNCTIONS.... MS01

          COPYRIGHT yyyy CA, INC. All rights reserved

  

How to Display

If you are here: Do this:
Security screen Type your user ID and password.
Any other screen Press PF4 or type = SL01 on the command line.

What to Do

To: Before pressing Enter, move cursor to:
Do inquiries and updates based on data set name. DATA SET SELECTION
Do inquiries and updates based on volume serial number. VOLUME SELECTION
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Display, add, or delete messages. AUXILIARY MESSAGES
Display system options. OPTIONS
Convert date format, update, cleaning and certification
information.

MISCELLANEOUS FUNCTIONS

How to Leave

To: Do this:
Go to the screen selected by the cursor. Press Enter.
Go to a first-level screen without moving the cursor. Type =screen-ID on the command line (see valid IDs below).
End the full-screen transaction. Press PF12.

Security (SC01)
Use SC01 to override USERID and password from ISPF.

Example

 TLMS-SC01                       ** SECURITY **                   CA TLMS

 ===>

      USERID    ===>

      PASSWORD  ===>

How to Display

Access the TLMS screen interface in one of the following ways:

• Enter CATLTSO or CATLISPF under TSO.
• Enter CATLTSO or CATLISPF under ISPF.

The actual names of these CLISTs/transactions may be changed at installation time. Contact your systems programmer
for the correct procedure to use at your site.

What to Do

Type your USERID and PASSWORD and press Enter. These must be defined to TLMS in the USERTABLE, which is
defined by the USER= parameter in CAI.CTAPOPTN(TLMSIPO). If, after three attempts, you have not entered the correct
user ID and password, you will be denied access to the system.

How to Leave

As soon as you enter your correct password, the TLMS Primary Menu is displayed.

Valid IDs

DS01, AU01, MS01, OP01, VL01
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Update (DS02)
Use DS02 to display a specific volume's retention, maintenance, history, and status information. Also displays information
about one of the data sets on the volume. This is the first data set unless you specify another data set when you request
this screen.

If your user ID was defined in TLMSUTAB with ACCESS=UPDATE, you can change any of the fields except ACTIVE,
BASE VOLUME, CDS, FILESEQ, FILECNT, VERSION, VOLSEQ, VOLCNT or VSN.

Example

TLMS-DS02                     ** UPDATE **                       CA TLMS

 ===>

 VSN      TDI024   SCRATCH  NO  CDS     0000

 SERVICE  IN       VOLSEQ   001 VOLCNT  002   FILESEQ  0001  FILECNT  0003

               **** DATASET INFORMATION ****

 ACTIVE                 DSN  TEST.PERCENT.USED11

 LRECL    00080     BLKSIZE  032000    RECFM     FB        MGMTCLAS

 BLKCNT   0005500   CPU      XE90      ABEND               TRTCH         N

 EXPDT              KEEPDT 10/17/2002                      PERCENT 001 60

 CJOB     PCTUSED   CSTEP    STP01     CDATE     mm/dd/yyyy

 CUNIT    4E80      CTIME    13:25:33  USER      JDVR TEST JOB

 LJOB               LDATE              LUNIT

               **** VOLUME INFORMATION ****

 CERTDT             CERT-CNT 0000      CLEANDT             CLN-CNT   0000

 ERG      0000      MAX-ERG  0000      READERR   0000      OWNER

 CLN-USE  0011      CER-USE  0011      LOC       DC        BOXCCSS

 LENGTH   0000 100  PURCHDT            TAPETYPE            MFG

 OUTSRV             OUTDATE            DEN       CART      LABEL     SL

 SCRDT              MOVEDT             EXPDT               KEEPDT  mm/dd/yyyy

 RTN-SCHED(1)  BY JCL 2DC

How to Display

If you are here: Do this before pressing Enter:
Data Set Selection screen Enter the DSN of a data set that is in either the VMF index file or

the Dynam catalog.
DSN Directory Move the cursor next to a DSN.
Volume Selection screen Type a VOLSER. Also specify FILESEQ if you want to see a data

set other than the first one.
VSN Directory Move the cursor next to a VSN.
VSN List Move the cursor next to a DSN or a VSN.

What to Do

Type your USERID and PASSWORD and press Enter. These must be defined to TLMS in the USERTABLE, which is
defined by the USER= parameter in CAI.CTAPOPTN(TLMSIPO). If, after three attempts, you have not entered the correct
user ID and password, you will be denied access to the system.
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How To Leave

To: Do this:
Return to previous screen. Press PF3.
Return to Primary Menu. Press PF4.
Go directly to another screen. Type =screen-ID on the command line (see valid IDs below).
End the full-screen transaction. Press PF12.

Valid IDs

SL01, DS01, AU01, MS01, OP01, VL01

Volume Selection (VL01)
Used to access other screens that display information about one or more volumes.

 TLMS-VL01                ** VOLUME SELECTION **                  CA TLMS

 ===>

          VOLSER=           FILESEQ=

          VSN DIRECTORY      NO  (YES)

          VSN LIST           NO  (YES)

How to Display

If you are here: Do this before pressing Enter:
Primary Menu Move cursor to VOLUME SELECTION.
Any other screen Type =VL01 on the command line.

What to Do

To display all of the information in the VMF about one volume, use the VOLSER prompt to enter the volume serial number.
You will also see information about the first data set on the volume. If you want to see information about another data set,
use the FILESEQ prompt to give its file sequence number.

To list the tape volumes under TLMS control, enter a VOLSER and type YES next to VSN DIRECTORY. (The VOLSER
must end with a number.) The list will start with the VOLSER you specify.

To list the names of all data sets on a volume, enter a VOLSER and type YES next to VSN LIST.

How to Leave

To: Do this:
Display the Update screen. Type VOLSER, and FILESEQ if you do not want the first data set,

and press Enter.
Display the directory of all VSNs. Type VOLSER, and also type YES over NO next to VSN

DIRECTORY, and press Enter.
Display the list of all VSNs on one volume. Type VOLSER,also type YES over NO next to VSN LIST, and

press Enter.
Return to Primary Menu. Press PF3 or PF4.
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Go directly to another screen. Type =screen-ID on the command line (see valid IDs below).
End the full-screen transaction. Press PF12.

Valid IDs

SL01, DS01, AU01, MS01, OP01

VSN Directory (DR02)
Used to display information about some or all volumes under TLMS control.

 TLMS-DR02                  ** VSN DIRECTORY **                   CA TLMS

 ===>

      VOLSER   KEEPDT       EXPDT        SCRDT        MOVEDT       LOC BOX/CCS

      000198                                                       DC

      000199                                                       DC

      000200   mm/dd/yyyy                mm/dd/yyyy                DC

      000201   mm/dd/yyyy                                          DC

      000202                             mm/dd/yyyy                DC

      000203   mm/dd/yyyy                mm/dd/yyyy                DC

      000204   mm/dd/yyyy                                          DC

      000205   mm/dd/yyyy                mm/dd/yyyy                DC

      000206   mm/dd/yyyy                                          DC

      000207   mm/dd/yyyy                                          DC

      000208                                                       DC

      000209                                                       DC

      000210                                                       DC

      000211   mm/dd/yyyy                                          DC

      000212   mm/dd/yyyy                                          DC

How to Display

On the Volume Selection screen, type a VOLSER and type YES next to VSN DIRECTORY. The list will start with the
VOLSER you specified.

What to Do

You will see the following information about each volume:

Heading Description
BOXCCSS Box number or cabinet and slot number where the volume is

stored.
EXPDT The EXPDT field in the JCL that created the data set. If this is a

multi-data set volume, this is the highest EXPDT on the volume.
KEEPDT An internal date, calculated by TLMS when a data set is created.

Can be used as one of the criteria by which the data set is
scratched or moved. If this is a multi-data set volume, this is the
highest KEEP DATE on the volume.

LOC The location ID where the volume is stored.
MOVEDT The date the volume was moved to another location.
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SCRDT The date the volume was scratched.
VOLSER Volume serial number of each volume under TLMS control,

starting with the volume you specified on the Volume Selection
screen.

If any field is blank, TLMS has not yet processed this volume, or one of the following conditions exists:

If this field is blank: The reason may be:
BOXCCSS The volume is not stored in a box or cabinet.
KEEPDT TLMS has not yet processed the volume.
MOVEDT The volume has not been moved from its first location.
SCRDT The volume has not been scratched or has been scratched and

reused.

How to Leave

To: Do this:
Display the Update screen for one volume. Move cursor to VSN and press Enter.
Return to Volume Selection screen. Press PF3.
Return to Primary Menu. Press PF4.
Go directly to another screen. Type =screen-ID on the command line (see valid IDs below).
End the full-screen transaction. Press PF12.

Valid IDs

SL01, DS01, AU01, MS01, OP01, VL01

VSN List (DL01 - ADD)
Used to list the data sets on one volume. If any of the data sets spans more than one volume, the VSNs of 16 related
volumes are listed at the bottom of the screen.

TLMS-DL01                  ** VSN LIST **                        CA TLMS

 ===>

      VSN=  000200

      STATUS   FILE  DATA SET NAME

      EXPIRED  0001  DAILY.PAYROLL.JOURNAL

      *** REQUEST COMPLETED ***

      VSN LIST

    000200    000205    000203

How to Display

On the Volume Selection Screen, type a VOLSER and type YES next to VSN LIST.
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What to Do

You will see the volume serial number and information about each data set on the volume. This includes the data set
name and file sequence number.

If you want to go directly to the Update screen, move the cursor to either a data set name or a VSN listed under VSN
LIST. If you select a data set name, the volume and data set information for that data set will be displayed. If you select a
VSN, the display will contain the volume and data set information for the first data set on that volume.

How to Leave

To: Do this:
Display the Update screen for this volume and its first data set. Press Enter after moving cursor to the first data set name.
Display the Update screen for this volume and a later data set. Press Enter after moving cursor to another data set name.
Display the Update screen for a related volume. Press Enter after moving cursor to a VSN under VSN LIST.
Return to Primary Menu. Press PF4.
Return to Volume Selection screen. Press PF3.
Go directly to another screen. Type =screen-ID on the command line (see valid IDs below).
End the full-screen transaction. Press PF12.

Valid IDs

SL01, DS01, AU01, MS01, OP01, VL01

 

ISPF Tape Inquiry (TI) Display
TLMS provides a quick way to check on the status of a Dynam/T Cataloged tape data set from the ISPF 3.4 Data Set List
(DSLIST) display. The Tape Inquiry (TI) panel shows basic information from the VMF for the cataloged data set in a format
that is consistent with other ISPF 3.4 displays. The TI panel allows you to quickly get information about a cataloged data
set without starting the full TLMS online system.

By entering "TI" on the line command field for a specific data set presented in the DSLIST panel, the following panel is
displayed.

----------------------------- TLMS TAPE INQUIRY ----------------------------

Command ===>                                                                    

 Data Set Name . . . : WITRU01.OCEOV1.TEST1                                     

                                                                                

 General Data                         Creation Information                      

  Volume Serial. . . : 252512          Date . . . . . . : 09/13/2002            

  Alternate Volume . : D05113          Time . . . . . . : 10:52:32              

  Media type   . . . : VIRTUAL         Jobname  . . . . : WITRU01B              

  Robot type / ID  . : VTAPE    / 000  Program  . . . . : CTSTAPER              

  Rec Format / Len . : F   / 00024    Last Used Information                     

  Block Size   . . . : 24              Date . . . . . . :                       

  Number of blocks . : 2               Jobname  . . . . :                       

  Byte Written . . . : 48     B        Unit . . . . . . .                       

  Byte Stored  . . . : 48     B       Retention  Information                    
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  Status   . . . . . : NON-SCRATCH     Location:  . . . : DC                    

                       IN-SERVICE      Cabinet Slot.  . : VTX                   

 File / Volume Set                     Movedate. . .  . :                       

  Base Volume. . . . : 252512          Retention Rule . : 1DC                   

  File Sequence .. . : 1               Keep Date........: 09/20/2002            

                                                                                

 Secondary volumes:                                                             

 User data: 40100000T      WITT                                                         

      

NOTE
The above display also provides total number of volumes and files for the data set requested and the volume
serial numbers for the first five secondary volumes. This panel is read-only.

If you would like to be able to use the I, S, or M command like you would for any non-tape datasets, you can do so by
changing the settings in the ISPF Configuration Utility.

To update the ISPF Configuration Utility, do the following:

1. Use ISPCCONF to use your ISPF Configuration Utility.
2. Select option 1 (create/modify settings…).
3. Select option 3 (PDF Exits…).
4. Scroll to the second page and put a “/” to “Enable RM/Tape Commands.”
5. Enter %TI as the RM/Tape Command and “TMS” as the Command APPLID.

After you have verified the Keyword Table Contents, build the configuration table load module. Once built, you can simply
steplib to the updated configuration table in your ISPF session or add it to the linklist.

Volume Master File Inquiry and Update
This section provides instructions on performing manual inquiries and updates to the Volume Master File. The following
functional areas are detailed:

• Issuing VMF batch commands
• Issuing VMF commands online

The VMF batch commands let you display information in the Volume Master File or manually update fields in the VMF
without access to a console. These commands perform the same functions as the screens but allow you to accomplish a
large number of updates quickly.

Operator commands can be issued at an operator console to communicate with the online recorder. (The online recorder
is the TLMS component that controls realtime tape processing and receives volume information during OPEN, CLOSE
and EOV.)

Inquiry and update commands may be issued online under TSO and z/OS console.

How TLMS Updates the VMF
The Volume Master File is automatically updated to reflect any changes in tape movement or scratch status:

• Dynamically by the online recorder each time a tape is processed
• Daily, when CATTRS is executed to run the tape retention system (TRS)

The following information is maintained:

• Volume status information
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– Multivolume and multi-data set information
– Service/scratch indicator
– Relative file sequence, number, and count
– Relative volume number and count

• Data set characteristics
– Data set name
– Creation information
– Last used information
– Abend status
– DCB information
– Tape drive address

• Volume maintenance information
– Temporary read errors
– Erase gaps
– Use counts

The online recorder also automatically updates the VMF Index file to reflect the volume serial number for the data set.

Performing Manual Updates
Although much information in the VMF is updated automatically, you may occasionally need to perform manual updates to
this file. TLMS provides both batch and online commands which can be used to manually update the data set and volume
information that is stored in the VMF.

You will use these commands to manually update only selective information in the VMF, for example, update cleaning
information, add auxiliary messages, or change the current date format. Again, information about retention, movement
and scratch status are updated automatically during realtime tape processing or when CATTRS is executed.

If you need to add or delete volume serial numbers from the VMF, you can use the same program (TLMSVMFU) that you
used to initialize the VMF when TLMS was installed. You will also use this program to expand or decrease either the multi-
data set/multivolume record area or the auxiliary message record area. Refer to CATVMFI - Initialize the Volume Master
File in the Configuring section.

Online updates can be performed using the CATLTSO CLIST. The commands are the same as used with the batch
program in the examples.

VMF Inquiry/Update Command Summary
The following table provides a summary of the Volume Master File inquiry/update commands and the format of each. The
section VMF Keywords contains information on VMF keywords and their values. Also note that the same commands can
be entered using the CATLTSO CLIST.

To display: Use this command:
Information on a specific volume (identified by VSN) - volume
status and data set characteristics

DVD volser[ nnn]

Information on a specific volume (identified by VSN) - volume
status and history information

DVH volser

Information on a specific volume (identified by VSN) - volume
status and maintenance information

DVM volser

Information on a specific volume (identified by VSN) - volume
status and retention information

DVR volser
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Information on a specific volume (identified by VSN) - a list of
VSNs and DSNs

DVL volser

Information on a specific volume (identified by VSN) - all of the
above information

DVA volser

Information on a specific volume (identified by DSN) DN DSN=dsn|VER=v
Information on a data set in the z/OS catalog DC dsn[(gen)]
The date in another format DDT date
The text of an auxiliary message DM mm
Information on data set values in the VMF UPD volser keyword=value[,keyword=value]
Information on volume values in the VMF UPV volser keyword=value[,keyword=value]
Information on cleaning CLN volser[-volser]
Information on certification CER volser[-volser]
Add auxiliary messages AMA mm text
Delete auxiliary messages AMD mm
Date format (set) SDT datefmt

Where:

• volser
Is the volume serial number.

• nnn
Is the relative file number.

• dsn
Is the fully qualified data set name.

• ALL
Specifies all versions of the requested data set.

• VER=n
Specifies only the requested version of the data set, where v is the relative version number.

• gen
Is the relative generation data set number (GDG) enclosed in parentheses.

• date
Is the actual date.

• mm
Is the message number.

• keyword
Is a TLMS keyword which is being updated to a new value.

• value
Is the new value for a TLMS keyword

• text
Is the text of the new message.

• datefmt
Is the date format for subsequent displays and reports.

Issuing VMF Batch Commands
In order to use batch commands, you must first code the command control statements, and then execute procedure
CATINQR.
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Process

Code the command control statements. Then use the starter JCL to execute procedure CATINQR. Command control
statements are in positions 1 through 71.

If you have a large volume of updates to perform, it is recommended that you back up the VMF shortly before executing
CATINQR.

NOTE
Refer to "Backing Up the Volume Master File" in Configuring.

Starter JCL

//TLMSINQR  JOB

//TLMSINQR  EXEC CATINQR

//CAIIPT    DD   *

<display, update and report command statements>

//

Output

The output of the CATINQR procedure is a hardcopy of the message log just as if you had run the INQR task under
CTS in the online mode. TLMSINQR can be run as a subtask of CTS or as a started task under MVS. Either way, it will
communicate through a hot or outstanding WTOR. If it is a subtask of CTS, it can be started at any time from a CTS
WTOR or modify. If it runs as a MVS-started task, it will terminate automatically if no activity is detected for the wait period
specified in the IPO. TLMSINQR can also be stopped with the reply of STOP or P to its WTOR.

As a CTS subtask, TLMSINQR accepts the standard commands from CTS such as STOP, CANCEL, and so forth.

TLMSINQR can be run as a batch program by specifying 'BATCH' in the EXEC PARM. When running in the batch mode,
output goes to the CAIMSG DD and input comes from the CAIIPT DD.

VMF Inquiry/Update Commands
 

AMA Command -- Add an Auxiliary Message
If your data center uses auxiliary messages to display special instructions, use the AMA command to add new messages.

This command has the following format:

AMA nn text

• nn
Specifies a unique number for the message.
Range: 1 to 50

• text
Specifies the text of the message. If the text contains an embedded space or comma, it must be enclosed in single
quotes.
Range: 1 to 70 characters

Example: JCL for the AMA Command
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//TLMSINQR  JOB

//TLMSINQR  EXEC CATINQR

//CAIIPT    DD   *

AMA 6,'CALL DATA CENTER MANAGER BEFORE SCRATCHING THIS TAPE'

//

AMD Command -- Delete an Existing Message
If your data center uses auxiliary messages to display special instructions, use the AMD command to delete an existing
message.

This command has the following format:

AMD nnn

• nnn
Specifies the number of the message to delete.

Example: JCL for the AMD Command

//TLMSINQR  JOB

//TLMSINQR  EXEC CATINQR

//CAIIPT    DD   *

AMD 6

//

CER Command -- Update Volume Certification Date
Use the CER command to update the volume certification date to today's date. This command also increments the
certification count (adds one to the number of times a tape has been certified) and sets the number of temporary write
errors and use count fields back to zero.

This command has the following format:

CER volser, volser... [-volser]

• volser
Specifies the volume serial numbers of one or more tapes that have been certified. Code a space or a comma between
VSNs. Code as many VSNs as you want, as long as you end before position 72.

• -volser
(Optional) Specifies ranges of VSNs that have been certified. Limit each range to 100 VSNs. The first number of the
range must be lower than the second number. Code as many ranges as you want, ending before position 72. You may
code both ranges and individual VSNs on the same command, separated by spaces or commas.

Example: JCL for the CER Command

//TLMSINQR  JOB

//TLMSINQR  EXEC CATINQR

//CAIIPT    DD   *

CER A00100-A00199,B00555
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//

CLN Command -- Clean Volume
Use the CLN command to update the volume cleaning date to today's date. This command also increments the cleaning
count (adds one to the number of times a tape has been cleaned) and sets the number of temporary write errors and use
count fields back to zero.

This command has the following format:

CLN volser, volser [-volser]

• volser
Specifies the volume serial numbers of one or more tapes that have been cleaned. Code a space or a comma between
VSNs. Code as many VSNs as you want, as long as you end before position 72.

• -volser
(Optional) Specify ranges of VSNs that have been cleaned. Limit each range to 100 VSNs. The first number of the
range must be lower than the second number. Code as many ranges as you want, ending before position 72. You may
code both ranges and individual VSNs on the same command, separated by spaces or commas.

Example: JCL for the CLN Command

//TLMSINQR  JOB

//TLMSINQR  EXEC CATINQR

//CAIIPT    DD   *

CLN B00100-B00999

//

DC Command -- Display Volume Serial Numbers Associated with a Data Set
Use the DC command to list all volume serial numbers associated with a specific data set in the z/OS catalog.

When the data set is not a part of GDG, this command has the following format:

DC dsn

When the data set is a part of GDG, this command has the following format:

DC dsn (g)

• dsn
Specifies the name of the data set.

• (g)
Specifies the generation number if the data set is part of a Generation Data Group (GDG). This is required if the data
set is part of a GDG.
Valid values: (0) is the current version; (-1) is older than (0); (-2) is older than (-1), and so on.

Example: JCL for the DC Command

//TLMSINQR  JOB
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//TLMSINQR  EXEC CATINQR

//CAIIPT    DD   *

DC CAI.CUSTOMER.ACCT.DAILY(-1)

//

DDT Command -- Convert Date
Use the DDT command to convert dates.

This command has the following format:

DDT date 

• date
Specifies the date in either 21st Century Julian (yyyy/ddd) or your preferred date format as defined in the DATEFMT
option of TLMSIPO. The exploded date information is returned.
Note: For more information, see the Configuring section.

Example: JCL with the DDT Command

//TLMSINQR  JOB

//TLMSINQR  EXEC CATINQR

//CAIIPT    DD   *

DDT 1991/123

//

The following display would be produced by the above JCL:

FRIDAY 03, MAY  mm/dd/yyyy 123 A WEEKDAY OF A NON-LEAP YEAR.

DM Command -- Display Auxilliary Message Text
Use the DM command to display the text of an auxiliary message.

This command has the following format:

DM nn

• nn
Specifies the number of the message.

Example: JCL for the DM Command

//TLMSINQR  JOB

//TLMSINQR  EXEC CATINQR

//CAIIPT    DD   *

DM 01

//
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DN Command -- Display Volume Status and Data Set Charactersitics
Use the DN command to display information about a volume by specifying the name of a data set. (The data set must be
in the TLMS VMF Index file.) This information includes:

• Volume status (scratch status, CDS number and so on)
• Data set characteristics (BLKSIZE and so on)

This is the same display you will see if you use the DV command, except you do not have to know the volume serial
number.

This command has the following format:

DN DSN=dsn [VER=n]

• DSN=dsn
Specifies the name of the data set. You will see the most current version of the data set, unless you specify VER=v.

• VER=n
(Optional) Specifies the relative version number if you want to see a specific version of the data set. The most current
version of the data set is version 1, the one created before that is version 2, and so on.

NOTE
When an optional parameter is specified, it must be separated from the data set name by a space; a comma is
not valid.

Example: JCL for the Current Version

//TLMSINQR  JOB

//TLMSINQR  EXEC CATINQR,MODE=BATCH

//CAIIPT    DD   *

DN DSN=SVTS.TGRP51.P0106.DAT22

//

This JCL produces this display. If the DSNAME is different then the one specified on the DN statement then it means the
VMF index is out of sync with the VMF.

DN - Display Name

     VSN=000055    VOLSEQ=001  VOLCNT=007               OWNER=

        SERVICE=IN  SCRATCH=NO  CDS=00000 FILECNT=00100

      *

      DSNAME=SVTS.TGRP51.P0106.DAT22                           VER=001

        USER=4444-ACCOUNT-56  PROD2

        BLKSIZE=060000       LRECL=00250    RECFM= FB     

        FILESEQ=00010        BLKCNT=001000000  CPU=XE95      ABEND=

        KEEPDT =MM/DD/YYYY   EXPDT=MM/DD/YYYY            BASEVOL=0000055

        CDATE  =MM/DD/YYYY   CUNIT=0381    CJOB=AA1J402 CSTEP= STEP01

        CTIME  =06.21.54                   CPGM=GREATEST___ CDDN=BIGFILE

        LDATE  =MM/DD/YYYY   LUNIT=0381    LJOB=AA1J402USAGE nnn% nnn%

Example: JCL for a Specific Version

//TLMSINQR  JOB

//TLMSINQR  EXEC CATINQR

//CAIIPT    DD   *
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DN DSN=SVTS.TGRP51.P0106.DAT22 VER=3

//

This JCL produces this display:

DN - Display Name

     VSN=001511    VOLSEQ=001  VOLCNT=001                OWNER=

        SERVICE=IN  SCRATCH=YES  CDS=00000 FILECNT=00100

      *

      DSNAME=SVTS.TGRP51.P0106.DAT22                           VER=003

        USER=    

        BLKSIZE =06400      LRECL=00320  RECFM=FB     MGMTCLAS=

        FILESEQ=00010       BLKCNT=046260000 CPU=A     ABEND

        KEEPDT =MM/DD/YYYY   EXPDT=MM/DD/YYYY          BASEVOL=

        CDATE  =MM/DD/YYYY   CUNIT=286     CJOB=CA1ACCTS CSTEP=CAS0010

        CTIME  =15.14.26                   CPGM=         CDDN =

        LDATE  =MM/DD/YYYY   LUNIT=        LJOB=         USAGE nnn% nnn%

DVA Command -- Display all Volume Information
Use the DVA command to display the following information about a volume:

• Volume status (scratch status, CDS number and so on)
• Data set characteristics (BLKSIZE and so on)
• Retention and location information (EXPDT and so on)
• History information (past damage and so on)
• Maintenance information (cleaning and certification data)

You can use the volume range command with this command. 

This command has the following format:

DVA volser[-volser]

• volser
Specifies the volume serial number.

Example: JCL for the DVA Command

//TLMSINQR  JOB

//TLMSINQR  EXEC CATINQR

//CAIIPT    DD   *

 DVA 001511

//

This JCL produces the following display:

DVA - Display Volume All

VSN=000048    VOLSEQ=001  VOLCNT=0002               OWNER=

  SERVICE=IN  SCRATCH=NO  CDS=00000 FILECNT=00300

*
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DSNAME=TEST.PERCENT.USED11                              VER=

  USER=JDVR TEST JOB  UTILIZATION

  BLKSIZE=032000      LRECL=00080  RECFM=FB      MGMTCLAS=

  BLKCNT =000550000     FILESEQ=00010 CPU=XE90      ABEND=

  KEEPDT =mm/dd/yyyy  EXPDT=                     BASEVOL=000048

  CDATE  =mm/dd/yyyy  CUNIT=4E80   CJOB=PCTUSED  CSTEP=STP01

  CTIME  =13.25.33                 CPGM=TEST     CDDN=DD010

  LDATE  =            LUNIT=       LJOB=         PRECENT 001 60

 

VOLUME

  PURCHDT=            TAPETYP=     MFG=          LENGTH=0000 100

  OUTDATE=            OUTSRV =     STACKING=     ATL=        /000

  CLEANDT=            CLN-CNT=0000 CLN-USE=0011  ERG/MAX=0000/0000

  CERTDT =            CER-CNT=0000 CER-USE=0011  READERR=0000

  KEEPDT =mm/dd/yyyy  EXPDT=           LOC=DC    BOXCCSS=

  MOVEDT =            SCRDT=           DEN=CART  LABEL=SL /N

  RTN-SCHED(1) BY JCL  2DC0000 

DVD - Display Volume Data
Use this command to display the following information about a volume:

• Volume status (scratch status, CDS number and so on)
• Dataset characteristics (BLKSIZE and so on)

You can use the volume range command with this command. 

This command has the following format:

DVD volser[-volser] [nnn]

• volser
Specifies the volume serial number.

• nnn
(Optional) Specifies the relative file number if the volume contains multiple data sets. If you do not give a relative file
number, you will see the first file on the volume.

Example: JCL for the DVD Command

//TLMSINQR  JOB

//TLMSINQR  EXEC CATINQR

//CAIIPT    DD   *

DVD 000048 2

//

This JCL produces this display:

DVD - Display Volume Data

VSN=000048    VOLSEQ=001  VOLCNT=0003               OWNER=

  SERVICE=IN  SCRATCH=NO  CDS=00000 FILECNT=00300

*

DSNAME=TEST.PERCENT.USED11                              VER=

  USER=JDVR TESTOB  UTILIZATION
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  BLKSIZE=032000      LRECL=00080  RECFM= FB     MGMTCLAS=

  BLKCNT =000550000     FILESEQ=00010 CPU=XE90      ABEND=

  KEEPDT =mm/dd/yyyy  EXPDT=                     BASEVOL=000048

  CDATE  =mm/dd/yyyy  CUNIT=4E80   CJOB=PCTUSED3 CSTEP=STP01

  CTIME  =13.25.33                 CPGM=TEST     CDDN=DD010

  LDATE  =            LUNIT=       LJOB=         PERCENT 001 60

 

DVH Command -- Display Volume Status and History Information
Use the DVH command to display the following information about a volume:

• Volume status (scratch status, CDS number and so on)
• History information (past damage and so on)

You can use the volume range command with this command. 

This command has the following format:

DVH volser[-volser]

• volser
Defines the volume serial number.

Example: JCL for the DVH Command

//TLMSINQR  JOB

//TLMSINQR  EXEC CATINQR

//CAIIPT    DD   *

DVH 000048

//

This JCL produces this display:

VSN=000048    VOLSEQ=001  VOLCNT=0002             OWNER=               

  SERVICE=IN  SCRATCH=YES CDS=00000 FILECNT=00300                     

*                                                                     

  PURCHDT=           TAPETYP=      MFG=          LENGTH=0000 001      

  OUTDATE=           OUTSRV =      STACKING=     ATL=        /000

DVL Command -- Display Volume Serial Numbers and Data Set Names
Use the DVL command to display a list of the volume serial numbers and data set names associated with a specific
volume serial number.

This command has the following format:

DVL volser

• volser
Specifies the volume serial number.
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Example: JCL for the DVL Command

//TLMSINQR  JOB

//TLMSINQR  EXEC CATINQR

//CAIIPT    DD   *

DVL 000048

//

This JCL produces the following display:

000048 0001         VNDEX.MLEL.DSN03

000048 000050

DVM Command -- Display Volume Status and Maintenance Information
Use the DVM command to display the following information about a volume:

• Volume status (scratch status, CDS number and so on)
• Maintenance information (cleaning and certification data)

You can use the volume range command with this command. 

This command has the following format:

DVM volser[-volser]

• volser
Specifies the volume serial number.

Example: JCL for the DVM Command

//TLMSINQR  JOB

//TLMSINQR  EXEC CATINQR

//CAIIPT    DD   *

DVM 000048

This JCL produces this display:

VSN=000048    VOLSEQ=001  VOLCNT=0002             OWNER=                 

  SERVICE=IN  SCRATCH=NO CDS=00000 FILECNT=00100                       

*                                                                       

  CLEANDT=MM/DD/YYYY CLN-CNT=0002  CLN-USE=0000  ERG/MAX=0000/0000      

  CERTDT =MM/DD/YYYY CER-CNT=0001  CER-USE=0000  READERR=0000           

DVR Command -- Display Volume Status and Retention Information
Use the DVR command to display the following information about a volume:

• Volume status (scratch status, CDS number and so on)
• Retention and location information (EXPDT and so on)

This command has the following format:
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DVR volser[-volser]

• volser
Specifies the volume serial number.

Example: JCL for the DVR Command

//TLMSINQR  JOB

//TLMSINQR  EXEC CATINQR

//CAIIPT    DD   *

DVR 000048

This JCL produces this display:

VSN=000048    VOLSEQ=001  VOLCNT=0002               OWNER=

  SERVICE=IN  SCRATCH=NO  CDS=00000 FILECNT=00100

*

DSNAME=VNDEX.MLEL.DSN03                                 VER=

  KEEPDT =mm/dd/yyyy  EXPDT=           LOC=CW    BOXCCSS=

  MOVEDT =            SCRDT=           DEN=CART  LABEL=SL /P

  RTN-SCHED(1) BY JCL  2CW0000

SDT Command -- Set the Date Format
Use the SDT command to set the date format to be used for subsequent displays.

This command has the following format:

DST datefmt 

• datefmt
Specifies the preferred date format.

Example: JCL for the SDT Command

// TLMSINQR  JOB

//TLMSINQR  EXEC CATINQR

//CAIIPT    DD   *

SDT mm/dd/yyyy

//

NOTE
  If the date format contains an embedded blank or comma, it must be enclosed in single quotes or parentheses.

UPD Command -- Update Volume Data Information
Use the UPD command to update volume data in the Volume Master File.

This command has the following format:
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UPD volser[-volser] keyword=value [,keyword=value]...

• volser
Specifies the volume serial number.

• keyword=value
Each value in the Volume Master File has a keyword associated with it. To change the value, code the keyword
followed by an equal sign and the new value.
Note: For information on keywords and their values, see the section VMF Keywords.

Usage Notes

You can code multiple keywords on the same command, ending before position 72. Separate keywords with a comma or
a space after the value.

To delete a value, code the keyword followed by a comma or a space; for example CJOB=, or CJOB= .

To change dates, specify the date in either Julian or preferred date format. For EXPDT, use TLMS keywords. If the
preferred date format contains blanks or commas, enclose it in single quotes or parentheses.

When you issue this command, you get a printout of the new dataset information, which you can verify.

If you are updating values for a data set that is contained on multiple volumes, you must specify the UPD command for
each volume that contains the dataset.

If there is more than one dataset on the volume, use the FILESEQ keyword to give the relative file number of the dataset.

Example: JCL for the UPD Command

//TLMSINQR  JOB

//TLMSINQR  EXEC CATINQR

//CAIIPT    DD   *

UPD 001511 BLKSIZE=4800

//

This example changes the block size for the dataset on volume 001511 to 4800.

This JCL produces this display:

VSN=001511    VOLSEQ=001  VOLCNT=001             OWNER=              

  SERVICE=IN  SCRATCH=YES CDS=00000 FILECNT=00001                    

*                                                                    

DSNAME=SVTS.TGRP51.P0106.DAT22                          VER=         

  USER=121400000      FERRO15                                        

  BLKSIZE=004800     LRECL=00080   RECFM=FB      MGMTCLAS=           

  BLKCNT =000000003  FILESEQ=00001 CPU=XE90      BESKEY=00000        

  KEEPDT =09/25/2008 EXPDT=09/18/2008            BASEVOL=001511      

  CDATE  =09/18/2008 CUNIT=078A    CJOB=GENDAT20 CSTEP=STEP02        

  CTIME  =15.45.26   ABEND=        CPGM=IEBDG    CDDN=OUTPUT         

  LDATE  =09/18/2008 LUNIT= 078B   LJOB=GENDAT20 PERCENT 001 00      

UPV Command -- Update Volume Information
Use the UPV command to update volume values in the Volume Master File. You can use the volume range command with
this command. 
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Command Format

This command has the following format:

UPV volser[-volser] keyword=value [,keyword=value]...

• volser
Specifies the volume serial number.

• keyword=value
Each value in the Volume Master File has a keyword associated with it. To change the value, code the keyword
followed by an equal sign and the new value.
Note: For information on keywords and their values, see the section VMF Keywords.

Usage Notes

You can code multiple keywords on the same command, ending before position 72. Separate keywords with a comma or
space after the value.

To delete a keyword value, code the keyword without a value. For example, code ATL= to remove the ALT Type value.

To change dates, specify the date in either Julian or preferred format. For EXPDT, you can use TLMS keywords. If the
preferred date format contains blanks or commas, enclose it in single quotes or parentheses.

When you issue this command, you will get a printout of the new volume information, which you can verify.

To manually change the scratch/nonscratch or in-service/out-of-service indicator, specify SCRATCH=YES|NO or
SERVICE=IN|OUT. You must also specify CDS=n if there is more than one dataset on the volume. No other keywords
are allowed with SCRATCH. These additional keywords are allowed with SERVICE: OUTSRV and OUTDATE. The CDS
number (n) must be the same as the file sequence number (FILESEQ) of the controlling dataset for the volume. To see
the controlling dataset file sequence number, use the DV command to display volume information.

When you specify SCRATCH=YES, TLMS will uncatalog the datasets in the z/OS catalog. EDM owned volumes must
have the owner ID blanked out if issuing a SCRATCH command.

Sample JCL for Clearing an OWNER Field

//TLMSINQR  JOB

//TLMSINQR  EXEC CATINQR 

//CAIIPT    DD   *

UPV CAI130,OWNER=’ ‘

//

 

Sample JCL for Scratching a Volume

//TLMSINQR  JOB

//TLMSINQR  EXEC CATINQR

//CAIIPT    DD   *

UPV CAI130,SCRATCH=YES,CDS=0004

//

This example will scratch volume CAI130 and any additional continuation volumes under the following conditions: if
CAI130 is the base volume (VOLSEQ=1) and if the CDS is the fourth data set on the volume (FILESEQ=4). Scratching
volumes sets the expiration date for all data sets on all scratched volumes to the current date.
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Sample JCL for Changing the Service Indicator

//TLMSINQR  JOB

//TLMSINQR  EXEC CATINQR

//CAIIPT    DD   *

UPV CAI130,SERVICE=IN,CDS=0004

This example will put volume CAI130 back into service if the CDS is the fourth data set on the volume (FILESEQ=4).

//TLMSINQR  JOB

//TLMSINQR  EXEC CATINQR

//CAIIPT    DD   *

/UPV CPX123,SERVICE=OUT,OUTDATE=03/13/1991

This example will change a volume to out-of-service and also update the destroy date field.

Sample JCL for Changing the Retention Schedule

Before a "SCHED" command can be issued, TLMSIPO option MANUAL=YES must be specified.

//TLMSINQR  JOB

//TLMSINQR  EXEC CATINQR

//CAIIPT    DD   *

UPV CPX123,SCHED(6DC,7L2)

 

This example will change a volume's retention schedule to move the volume from the data center as soon as TRS runs,
and retain the volume at location L2 under manual control.

//TLMSINQR  JOB

//TLMSINQR  EXEC CATINQR

//CAIIPT    DD   *

UPV CPX123,SCHED(,,7L3)

This example will change the value of the third retention entry in the schedule to manual control. Other entries in the
schedule remain unchanged.

The SCHED keyword allows you to update the RTN-SCHED of a tape without RMF changes, and restricts the changes
to a single chain. TRS will not override a retention schedule updated with the SCHED keyword. The value of SCHED
is 1 to 6 retentions of the same values as the RMF. These must be separated by blanks or commas. The tapes current
location must be somewhere in the schedule, and the retention will automatically be set to match the current location.
Retention methods are edited for required count fields. An omitted retention entry will be left unchanged. SCHED() clears
the retention schedule and allows TRS to assign a new one.

Sample JCL for Changing the ATL Codes

//TLMSINQR  JOB

//TLMSINQR  EXEC CATINQR

//CAIIPT    DD   *

UPV CPX123,ATL(MEMOREX,4)

This example will change the volume's automated tape library (ATL) information to indicate that the volume is in
MEMOREX ATL number 4.
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Sample JCL for Changing the SMS Management Class

//TLMSINQR  JOB

//TLMSINQR  EXEC CATINQR

//CAIIPT    DD   *

UPD CPX123 MGMTCLAS=LAPD

This example will change the volume's SMS management class field to LAPD. This has no real effect on SMS processing,
or SMS rules. This field is information only.

Sample JCL for Resetting the WORM Values

//TLMSINQR  JOB

//TLMSINQR  EXEC CATINQR

//CAIIPT    DD   *

UPV CPX123 CLRWRM

This example will change the volume's WORM fields to binary zeros. This will permit these values to be captured from the
hardware when the tape is next accessed.

 

Sample JCL for clearing an OWNER field

//TLMSINQR  JOB

//TLMSINQR  EXEC CATINQR 

//CAIIPT    DD   *

UPV CAI130,OWNER=’ ‘

//

Sample JCL for Scratching a Volume

//TLMSINQR  JOB

//TLMSINQR  EXEC CATINQR

//CAIIPT    DD   *

UPV CAI130,SCRATCH=YES,CDS=0004

//

This example will scratch volume CAI130 and any additional continuation volumes under the following conditions: if
CAI130 is the base volume (VOLSEQ=1) and if the CDS is the fourth data set on the volume (FILESEQ=4). Scratching
volumes sets the expiration date for all data sets on all scratched volumes to the current date.

Sample JCL for Changing the Service Indicator

//TLMSINQR  JOB

//TLMSINQR  EXEC CATINQR

//CAIIPT    DD   *

UPV CAI130,SERVICE=IN,CDS=0004
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This example will put volume CAI130 back into service if the CDS is the fourth data set on the volume (FILESEQ=4).

//TLMSINQR  JOB

//TLMSINQR  EXEC CATINQR

//CAIIPT    DD   *

/UPV CPX123,SERVICE=OUT,OUTDATE=03/13/1991

This example will change a volume to out-of-service and also update the destroy date field.

Sample JCL for Changing the Retention Schedule

Before a "SCHED" command can be issued, TLMSIPO option MANUAL=YES must be specified.

//TLMSINQR  JOB

//TLMSINQR  EXEC CATINQR

//CAIIPT    DD   *

UPV CPX123,SCHED(6DC,7L2)

This example will change a volume's retention schedule to move the volume from the data center as soon as TRS runs,
and retain the volume at location L2 under manual control.

//TLMSINQR  JOB

//TLMSINQR  EXEC CATINQR

//CAIIPT    DD   *

UPV CPX123,SCHED(,,7L3)

This example will change the value of the third retention entry in the schedule to manual control. Other entries in the
schedule remain unchanged.

The SCHED keyword allows you to update the RTN-SCHED of a tape without RMF changes, and restricts the changes
to a single chain. TRS will not override a retention schedule updated with the SCHED keyword. The value of SCHED
is 1 to 6 retentions of the same values as the RMF. These must be separated by blanks or commas. The tapes current
location must be somewhere in the schedule, and the retention will automatically be set to match the current location.
Retention methods are edited for required count fields. An omitted retention entry will be left unchanged. SCHED() clears
the retention schedule and allows TRS to assign a new one.

Sample JCL for Changing the ATL Codes

//TLMSINQR  JOB

//TLMSINQR  EXEC CATINQR

//CAIIPT    DD   *

UPV CPX123,ATL(MEMOREX,4)

This example will change the volume's automated tape library (ATL) information to indicate that the volume is in
MEMOREX ATL number 4.

Sample JCL for Changing the SMS Management Class

//TLMSINQR  JOB
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//TLMSINQR  EXEC CATINQR

//CAIIPT    DD   *

UPD CPX123 MGMTCLAS=LAPD

This example will change the volume's SMS management class field to LAPD. This has no real effect on SMS processing,
or SMS rules. This field is information only.

Sample JCL for Resetting the WORM Values

//TLMSINQR  JOB

//TLMSINQR  EXEC CATINQR

//CAIIPT    DD   *

UPV CPX123 CLRWRM

This example will change the volume's WORM fields to binary zeros. This will permit these values to be captured from the
hardware when the tape is next accessed.

Reports
TLMS Reports
TLMS reports provide the following information:

Volume Reports

Report Name Report Title
TLERPT02 Volumes Out of Service
TLERPT03 Scratched Volumes
TLERPT05 Clean Report
TLERPT06 Inventory Report for Location
TLERPT09 Volumes to Be Certified
TLERPT10 Volume Master
TLERPT13 Volume Status by Manufacturer
TLERPT17 Active Auxiliary Records
TLERPT18 User Generated Report
TLERPT21 Volumes to be Removed from ATL
TLERPT22 Tapes to be Imported
TLERPT23 Exported Virtual Tape Inventory
TLERPT20 Distributed Tape Volume Master

Data Set Reports

Report Name Report Title
TLERPT04 Active Data Sets by Data Set Name
TLERPT06 Inventory Report for Location
TLERPT07 Active Data Sets for Accounting Code
TLERPT08 Active Volumes by EXPDT Keyword
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TLERPT11 Data Sets Created on MM/DD/YYYY
TLERPT12 Data Sets Used as Input on MM/DD/YYYY
TLERPT18 User Generated Report

Miscellaneous Reports

Report Name Report Title
TLMS014 Available Cabinet/Slot for Location
TLMS015 Tape Retention Location Records
TLMS016 Tape Retention Selection Records
TLERPT19 System Activity Analysis
TLMS054 Retention Master Updates/Errors

Tape Retention System Reports

Report Name Report Title
TLMS041 Tape Retention Error/Exception
TLMS042 Volumes to Be Moved
TLMS043 Volumes Scratched by Tape Retention System
TLMS044 All Volumes by Current Retention Method

All standard TLMS reports are illustrated in this section in alphabetical order by report number.

All VMF and transaction (ALOG) data use z/OS EARL Service report writer for maximum customization. RMF data is
reported by TLMSRMFP. The retention system reports come from TLMSTRS.

Easytrieve Report Generator Reports
For clients who wish to write their own reports with Easytrieve, two copy members are provided. CTEZTVCM which
defines the common tape database record, and CTEZTVCN which defines common tape constants.

Generating Reports
The four tape retention reports (TLMS041, TLMS042, TLMS043, and TLMS044) are produced when you execute
CATTRS to run the Tape Retention System. TLMS054 is produced when you execute CATRMFE to update the Retention
Master File. Reports TLERPT02 through TLERPT13 and TLERPT18 through TLERPT23 are produced by running z/OS
EARL Service and execute the CATEARL procedure. To produce the TLMS014, TLMS015 and TLMS016 reports, execute
CATRMFP with TLMS0nn report command statements.

Specify each command statement in this format:

TLMS0nn ,parm ,parm...

• TLMS0nn
Specifies the number of the report.
Position: Columns 5 to 7

• ,parm,parm,...
Specifies any report parameters. Each report has its own set of parameters, which are detailed in this section.
Position: Columns 8 to 71
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Follow these rules when specifying TLMS0nn command statements:

• Specify as many commands as you want in any order, but specify only one report on each command.
• Start each command in position 1.
• Pad nnn to three positions by adding leading zeros. Omit leading zeros in parameters.
• Specify a comma before each parameter.
• Use an * in position 1 to identify a comment. All comments are printed in the TLMS001 report.
• Do not embed any spaces. A space terminates the command.
• Use the TLMS system options, PAGESIZ and DATEFMT, to change the size of the page and the format of the dates.

The status of these two options is printed on the TLMS001 Report Request report.
• Specify date parameters in the preferred or Julian format.
• Combine the report commands (except TLMS044) with the display and update commands. All update commands will

be processed before any reports.
• Use the SDT (fmt) command to set a new preferred date format for this report.

Volumes Out of Service (TLERPT02)
TLERPT02 lists all tapes volumes that are out of service (SERVICE=OUT) at the current time, regardless of whether they
are scratch tapes or nonscratch tapes. Volumes are listed in order by volume serial number.

To execute Common Components and Services EARL Service reports, use the following:

//    EXEC CATEARL,

//    PRM=''

//CATECOGO.SYSIN DD *

   COPY TLERPT02

Example

C O M P A N Y   N A M E            VOLUMES OUT OF SERVICE                   TLERPT02  PAGE      1

CA TLMS NN.n                                                            dd/mm/yy      hh.mm.ss

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

VOLSER  DATA SET NAME                                 FILE           CREATE     CREATE  CREATE          DATE  LOC SLOT     SRV

                                                       SEQ             DATE       TIME  JOBNAME        MOVED  ID           IND

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

100000  BNKDV.CL0CUR.CL10.QSPST1.DAY1                    1       mm/dd/

yyyy   12:21:27  CLCBKUP               DC           OUT

100001  MVSSYS.ARCHLOG1.B0000016                         1       mm/dd/

yyyy   01:08:48  DB2MSTR               DC           OUT

100002  BNKDV.PR4.PR50.ASBKUP.G0003V00                   1       mm/dd/

yyyy   13:29:14  A5D800                DC          LOST

100003  MVSSYS.ARCHLOG1.B0000094                         1       mm/dd/

yyyy   14:24:50  DB2MSTR               DC           OUT

100004  APDDM.VSMBKUP1                                   1       mm/dd/

yyyy   09:52:26  VSMBKUP               DC           OUT

100005  BNKDV.PR0.PR50.ASBKUP.G0002V00                   1       mm/dd/

yyyy   14:01:20  A5D800                DC           OUT

100006  BNKDV.PR4.PR50.ASBKUP.G0004V00                   1       mm/dd/

yyyy   14:05:08  A5D800                DC          LOST

100007  CSIINC.TESTGDG.TRKD001.BKUP.G0022V00             1       mm/dd/

yyyy   16:40:59  TRKDAB01              DC           OUT
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100008  BNKDV.PR0.PR50.ASBKUP.G0003V00                   1       mm/dd/

yyyy   15:05:06  A5D800                DC           BAD

100009  FAUMA01.NETBACK.IX                               1       mm/dd/

yyyy   14:04:02  FAUMA01B              DC           OUT

100010  DB2R13.DB213.ARCHLOG1.B0000110                   1       mm/dd/

yyyy   11:12:31  DB23MSTR              DC           OUT

100011  MVSSYS.ARCHLOG2.B0000336                         1       mm/dd/

yyyy   10:52:25  DB2MSTR               DC           OUT

100013  MDBDM.APD5BKUP.BASE230.G0010V00                  1       mm/dd/

yyyy   08:29:20  SCHGE03B              DC           OUT

100014  DB2R13.ARCHLOG2.B0000029                         1       mm/dd/

yyyy   11:57:55  DB23MSTR              DC           OUT

100015  MVSSYS.ARCHLOG2.B0000095                         1       mm/dd/

yyyy   15:07:55  DB2MSTR               DC           BAD

100016  PCSSP.CICSCSP4.CSSFILE.BACKUP.G0050V00           1       mm/dd/

yyyy   05:24:31  PCSSPDBC              DC           OUT

100017  PCSSP.CICSCSP4.CSSFILE.BACKUP.G0050V00           1       mm/dd/

yyyy   05:32:52  PCSSPDBC              DC           OUT

100018                                                                                                        DC           OUT

100019  BNKDV.PR0NEW.PR80.ASBKUP.G0005V00                1       mm/dd/

yyyy   21:54:02  A8D800                DC          LOST

100020  CLO.V53.DOS.M.SOURCE                             1       mm/dd/

yyyy   10:27:15  FIZ53OD               DC           OUT

100021  APDPS.LD300300.V1                                1       mm/dd/

yyyy   16:31:28  ABSBKUP               DC           OUT

100022  MVSSYS.ARCHLOG1.B0000187                         1       mm/dd/

yyyy   16:35:26  DB2MSTR               DC           OUT

100023  BNKDV.CLQCUR.CL10.QSPST1.DAY6                    1       mm/dd/

yyyy   10:38:29  CLCBKUP               DC           OUT

100024  FAUMA01.NETBACK.CH                               1       mm/dd/

yyyy   14:01:43  FAUMA01B              DC           OUT

100026  OFCS.V47.BACKUP.LIST                             1       mm/dd/

yyyy   18:09:02  FSWBKUPL              DC           OUT

100027  BNKDM.MI0CUR.MI30.CFBUCF.G0013V00                1       mm/dd/

yyyy   09:43:45  C3D800                DC           OUT

100028  CAI.INSTALL                                      1       mm/dd/

yyyy   12:32:46  MORTINST              DC           OUT

100029  FERWI01.MVSXAE4.VSEM002.BACKUP.G0002V00          1       mm/dd/

yyyy   09:27:55  SEMINIB2              DC           OUT

100030  BNKDV.PR0NEW.PR80.ASBKUP.G0004V00                1       mm/dd/

yyyy   19:17:40  A8D800                DC           OUT

100031  SPDQA.TL539012.SMP4.BACKUP                       1       mm/dd/

yyyy   16:06:03  BACKUP                DC           OUT

100032  DB2R13.DB213.ARCHLOG2.B0000052                   1       mm/dd/

yyyy   17:49:55  DB23MSTR              DC           OUT

100033  CSIINC.VBKUP.SEARS.OCSD001                       1       mm/dd/

yyyy   12:35:00  GDBVBK02              DC           OUT

100034  DB2V2206.ARCHLOG2.B0000001                       1       mm/dd/

yyyy   14:13:26  DB2MSTR               DC           OUT

100035  FCS.TEST.RDAM.GLF900.G0005V00                    1       mm/dd/

yyyy   18:44:50  FXGGDEF               DC           OUT

100036  FERWI01.MVSXAE4.VSEM001.BACKUP.G0002V00          1       mm/dd/

yyyy   09:32:08  SEMINIB1              DC           OUT
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100037  DB2R13.ARCHLOG2.B0000032                         1       mm/dd/

yyyy   12:38:58  DB23MSTR              DC           OUT

100038  WIDSE01.CA6.STATE.UTILS.IBM3390                  1       mm/dd/

yyyy   11:02:13  WIDSE01C              DC           OUT

100039  APDDM.BK1                                        1       mm/dd/

yyyy   16:50:23  ABSBKUP               DC           OUT

100040  PCSSP.CICSCSP4.CSSFILE.BACKUP.G0050V00           1       mm/dd/

yyyy   04:43:57  PCSSPDBC              DC           OUT

100041  DB2TEST.ARCHLOG1.B0000014                        1       mm/dd/

yyyy   13:30:16  DB2MSTR               DC           OUT

100042                                                                                                        DC           OUT

100043  DB2TEST.ARCHLOG2.B0000014                        1       mm/dd/

yyyy   14:44:10  DB2MSTR               DC           OUT

100044  BNKDV.CICSBDVN.CAICSL.G0012V00                   1       mm/dd/

yyyy   09:30:30  CSLBKUP               DC           OUT

100045                                                                                                        DC           OUT

100046  FERWI01.MVSXAE4.VSEM001.BACKUP.G0002V00          1       mm/dd/

yyyy   09:37:09  SEMINIB1              DC           OUT

100047  BNKDV.EF0.EF10.ESBKUP.G0007V00                   1       mm/dd/

yyyy   16:59:06  E1D800                DC           OUT

100048  BNKDV.EA6.EA60.NSBKUP.G0001V00                   1       mm/dd/

yyyy   09:58:55  N6D800                DC           OUT

100049  DB2R13.DB213.ARCHLOG2.B0000059                   1       mm/dd/

yyyy   11:31:34  DB23MSTR              DC           OUT

100051  BNKDV.ML0NEW.ML10.MTBKUP.DEC31                   1       mm/dd/

yyyy   14:56:24  MLD800T               DC           OUT

100052  PSV.CM73.DEMO.BKUP2.ASKCMI                       1       mm/dd/

yyyy   10:39:00  ASPAL01B              DC           OUT

100053  BNKDV.AN4NEW.MI40.MIBKUM.G0006V00                1       mm/dd/

yyyy   18:13:37  MID800                DC           OUT

100054  SSDECS.L29106.FICHE.SOURCE                       1       mm/dd/

yyyy   16:34:17  DUREDDFT              DC           OUT

100055  NIEDI01.SJ0005.FDR.TAPE1                         1       mm/dd/

yyyy   20:20:45  NIEDI01F              DC           OUT

Scratched Volumes (TLERPT03)
TLERPT03 lists all tape volumes in the Volume Master File that are in scratch status (SCRATCH=YES). Tapes that have
been reused since being scratched will not appear on this report. Optional parameters let you produce the report for a
specific date or for all scratch volumes. If no parameters are specified, the report is for the current system date.

SAMPLE 1 - VOLUMES SCRATCHED ON THE CURRENT DATE

//        EXEC CATEARL,

//             PRM=''

//CATECOGO.SYSIN DD *

   COPY TLERPT03

SAMPLE 2 - VOLUMES SCRATCHED ON 02/04/1996

//        EXEC CATEARL,

//             PRM='02/04/1996'
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//CATECOGO.SYSIN DD *

   COPY TLERPT03

SAMPLE 3 - ALL VOLUMES IN THE SCRATCH STATUS

//        EXEC CATEARL,

//             PRM='ALL'

//CATECOGO.SYSIN DD *

   COPY TLERPT03

Report Example

C O M P A N Y   N A M E             SCRATCHED VOLUMES                    TLERPT03  PAGE      1

CA TLMS NN.n                                                                   dd/mm/yy      hh.mm.ss

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

VOLSER  DATA SET NAME                              FILE         CREATE     CREATE  CREATE           LAST  LAST            DATE

                                                    SEQ           DATE       TIME  JOBNAME          DATE  JOB        SCRATCHED

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

000021  PHON.NTLY.BACKUP.TAPE.G1135V00                1     mm/dd/

yyyy   21:10:14  O010BKUP                         mm/dd/yyyy

000066  RNYP.NTLY.BACKUP.TAPE.G1122V00                1     mm/dd/

yyyy   02:28:08  O012BKUP                         mm/dd/yyyy

000096  SYS2.NTLY.BACKUP.G0502V00                     1     mm/dd/

yyyy   03:05:17  O218BKUP                         mm/dd/yyyy

000108  SYS2.SMF.DAILY.DUMP.G1705V00                  1     mm/dd/yyyy   00:01:26  SMFDAY     mm/dd/

yyyy  O041CICS  mm/dd/yyyy

000147  SYS2.NTLY.BACKUP.G0502V00                     1     mm/dd/

yyyy   02:25:16  O218BKUP                         mm/dd/yyyy

000166  CATBACK.CATALOG.RMS.DUPDMSX.EXPORT.G1236V00   1     mm/dd/

yyyy   20:39:03  O020EXPT                         mm/dd/yyyy

000186  RNYP.NTLY.BACKUP.TAPE.G1122V00                1     mm/dd/

yyyy   03:37:24  O012BKUP                         mm/dd/yyyy

000242  RNYP.NTLY.BACKUP.TAPE.G1122V00                1     mm/dd/

yyyy   02:43:57  O012BKUP                         mm/dd/yyyy

000249  PRODLIB.NTLY.PARTTWO.BACKUP.TAPE.G0790V00     1     mm/dd/

yyyy   03:45:44  O024BKUP                         mm/dd/yyyy

000270  RNYP.NTLY.BACKUP.TAPE.G1122V00                1     mm/dd/

yyyy   03:09:16  O012BKUP                         mm/dd/yyyy

000272  OFFLOAD.T0517.ONE                             1     mm/dd/yyyy   07:56:41  JES2       mm/dd/

yyyy  JES2      mm/dd/yyyy

000292  HIST.NTLY.BACKUP.TAPE.G1124V00                1     mm/dd/

yyyy   21:07:26  O006HBKP                         mm/dd/yyyy

000312  SYS2.NTLY.BACKUP.G0502V00                     1     mm/dd/

yyyy   02:16:52  O218BKUP                         mm/dd/yyyy

000317  RNYP.NTLY.BACKUP.TAPE.G1122V00                1     mm/dd/

yyyy   02:57:59  O012BKUP                         mm/dd/yyyy

000423                                                                                                              mm/

dd/yyyy

000437  RNYP.NTLY.BACKUP.TAPE.G1122V00                1     mm/dd/

yyyy   03:25:53  O012BKUP                         mm/dd/yyyy

000473  TEMP.R073.PREV.YTD.ORDER.INQ.R284             1     mm/dd/yyyy   00:58:05  R073REDI   mm/dd/

yyyy  R073REDI  mm/dd/yyyy
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000484  TEMP.D004.ANDTHIST.TEMP                       1     mm/dd/yyyy   02:51:44  D004ANDZ   mm/dd/

yyyy  D004ANDZ  mm/dd/yyyy

000527

000546  SYS2.NTLY.BACKUP.G0502V00                     1     mm/dd/

yyyy   02:54:11  O218BKUP                         mm/dd/yyyy

000553  SYS2.NTLY.BACKUP.G0502V00                     1     mm/dd/

yyyy   02:08:55  O218BKUP                         mm/dd/yyyy

000610  INFOPAC.ARCH.U022123.E950508                  1     mm/dd/

yyyy   16:49:02  O286IPAC                         mm/dd/yyyy

000612  DMRMS.DMMLYINQ.R284.G3119V00                  1     mm/dd/yyyy   01:06:17  D521DLOG   mm/dd/

yyyy  D521DLOG  mm/dd/yyyy

000658  HIST.NTLY.BACKUP.TAPE.G1124V00                1     mm/dd/

yyyy   22:55:43  O006HBKP                         mm/dd/yyyy

000660  HIST.NTLY.BACKUP.TAPE.G1124V00                1     mm/dd/

yyyy   22:48:00  O006HBKP                         mm/dd/yyyy

000663

000679  DMRMS.DMMLYINQ.R284.G3544V00                  1     mm/dd/

yyyy   01:55:26  D096DLOG                         mm/dd/yyyy

000687  TEST.IU359.RBLANK.SORTED.KREI                 1     mm/dd/yyyy   10:02:19  IU359KRE   mm/dd/

yyyy  IU359KRE  mm/dd/yyyy

000759  PRODLIB.MTLY.PARTTWO.BACKUP.TAPE.G0043V00     1     mm/dd/yyyy   06:43:35  O026MBAK   mm/dd/

yyyy  OP429RST  mm/dd/yyyy

000765  REDI.NTLY.BACKUP.TAPE.G1129V00                1     mm/dd/

yyyy   21:56:48  O014BKUP                         mm/dd/yyyy

000766  PRODLIB.MTLY.PARTTWO.BACKUP.TAPE.G0043V00     1     mm/dd/yyyy   06:39:23  O026MBAK   mm/dd/

yyyy  OP429RST  mm/dd/yyyy

000768  INFOPAC.ARCH.U090722.E950420                  1     mm/dd/

yyyy   16:42:00  O286IPAC                         mm/dd/yyyy

000775  SYS1.NTLY.BACKUP.G0228V00                     1     mm/dd/

yyyy   22:16:52  O307BKUP                         mm/dd/yyyy

000782  HIST.NTLY.BACKUP.TAPE.G1124V00                1     mm/dd/

yyyy   21:35:26  O006HBKP                         mm/dd/yyyy

000789  DMRMS.NTLY.BACKUP.TAPE.G1129V00               1     mm/dd/

yyyy   21:10:41  O004BKUP                         mm/dd/yyyy

000806  INFOPAC.ARCH.U022256.E950508                  1     mm/dd/

yyyy   16:48:32  O286IPAC                         mm/dd/yyyy

000813  DMRMS.NTLY.BACKUP.TAPE.G1129V00               1     mm/dd/

yyyy   21:36:35  O004BKUP                         mm/dd/yyyy

000821  RMSP.NTLY.BACKUP.TAPE.G1130V00                1     mm/dd/

yyyy   21:54:34  O011BKUP                         mm/dd/yyyy

000868  HIST.NTLY.BACKUP.TAPE.G1124V00                1     mm/dd/

yyyy   21:52:56  O006HBKP                         mm/dd/yyyy

000869  MAIL.NTLY.BACKUP.TAPE.G1120V00                1     mm/dd/

yyyy   03:56:30  O008BKUP                         mm/dd/yyyy

000887  DUPD.NTLY.BACKUP.TAPE.G1126V00                1     mm/dd/

yyyy   21:56:54  O003BKUP                         mm/dd/yyyy

000906  PAPR.NTLY.BACKUP.TAPE.G1128V00                1     mm/dd/

yyyy   21:45:29  O009BKUP                         mm/dd/yyyy

000921  SYS3.CAI.TLMS.BKUPVMF.G5258V00                1     mm/dd/

yyyy   07:31:22  O121TLMS                         mm/dd/yyyy

000971  INFO.BACKUP.TYPE.MTD.DK.R181.G1344V00         1     mm/dd/yyyy   02:32:43  Y722RUPD   mm/dd/

yyyy  Y772ESOP  mm/dd/yyyy
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000972  INFOPAC.ARCH.U034045.E950506                  1     mm/dd/

yyyy   16:32:36  O286IPAC                         mm/dd/yyyy

000980  PHONTP.YSAFET01.R005.G0125V00                 1     mm/dd/

yyyy   03:52:14  C243SAFE                         mm/dd/yyyy

000987  CORP.CSAFEP01.R153.G0159V00                   1     mm/dd/

yyyy   03:22:54  C243SAFE                         mm/dd/yyyy

000999  TEST.IA987.ACURA.DLRS.GEO                     1     mm/dd/yyyy   10:22:02  IA987ACU   mm/dd/

yyyy  IA987ACU  mm/dd/yyyy

001038  TEST.IU359.RBLANK.ERAI3                       1     mm/dd/yyyy   09:38:37  IU359ERA   mm/dd/

yyyy  IU359ERA  mm/dd/yyyy

001054  INFOPAC.ARCH.U023415.E950511                  1     mm/dd/

yyyy   16:46:25  O286IPAC                         mm/dd/yyyy

001072  PHONTP.YSAFEP01.R005.G0261V00                 1     mm/dd/

yyyy   03:23:32  C243SAFE                         mm/dd/yyyy

001085  TEST.IU359.YTD.ERAI3                          1     mm/dd/yyyy   09:35:38  IU359ERA   mm/dd/

yyyy  IU359ERA  mm/dd/yyyy

001111  RNYP.Y007.SFXX.DEALER.MASTER.BKP.G0147V00     1     mm/dd/

yyyy   03:10:06  Y007SFXX                         mm/dd/yyyy

Active Data Sets by Data Set Name (TLERPT04)
TLERPT04 lists all tape volumes in the Volume Master File that are not in scratch status (SCRATCH=NO). The list is
in order by data set name. It can be used as a data set/volume cross-reference, to see which data sets are on which
volumes.

If a data set spans more than one volume, all volumes are listed under the data set name.

SAMPLE 1 - ACTIVE VOLUMES

//        EXEC CATEARL,

//             PRM=''

//CATECOGO.SYSIN DD *

   COPY TLERPT04

Report Example

C O M P A N Y   N A M E               ACTIVE DATA SETS                   TLERPT04  PAGE      1

CA TLMS NN.n                                                                   dd/mm/yy      hh.mm.ss

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

DATA SET NAME                              FILE   VOLSER   SCR         CREATE       CREATE    CREATE           LAST    LAST

                                            SEQ            IND           DATE         TIME    JOBNAME          DATE    JOB

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

                                                 104604   N

#1267381.REST722.@CART                       2   207643   N                                  TIIDUMMY   mm/dd/

yyyy    BABSI012

ADMIN.GENESYS.CPS20502.G0077V00              1   103403   N       mm/dd/yyyy     19:30:34    VICGEN     mm/dd/

yyyy    VICGENT

ANDY.SMPELIBS.BKUP8601                       1   103070   N       mm/dd/yyyy     15:55:26    ANDYBKUP   mm/dd/

yyyy    ANDYREST

ANGIE01.BACKUP.SEM001.TAPE                   1   103593   N       mm/dd/yyyy     17:38:57    SEMINIX

APD.MHER71.LD                                1   101986   N       mm/dd/yyyy     15:06:28    MVSLIBKP   mm/dd/

yyyy    MVSLIBRS
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APD.MHER71.LD                                1   106459   N       mm/dd/yyyy     07:05:42    MVSLIBKP   mm/dd/

yyyy    MVSLIBRS

APD.STUWA01.BACKUP                           1   101854   N       mm/dd/yyyy     12:23:45    WJGDSSDM

APDAD.AP71.JCL                               3   104438   N       mm/dd/yyyy     16:17:34    APBKPBAS

APDAD.AP71.LD                                1   104438   N       mm/dd/yyyy     16:14:30    APBKPBAS

APDAD.AP71.OB                                4   104438   N       mm/dd/yyyy     16:18:48    APBKPBAS

APDAD.AP71.SRC                               2   104438   N       mm/dd/yyyy     16:17:22    APBKPBAS

APDAD.DEMOJCL                                1   101528   N       mm/dd/yyyy     10:32:53    APBDEMO

APDAD.MV71.JCL                               4   101399   N       mm/dd/yyyy     16:16:23    MVBKPBAS

APDAD.MV71.LD                                1   101399   N       mm/dd/yyyy     16:13:08    MVBKPBAS

APDAD.MV71.OB                                3   101399   N       mm/dd/yyyy     16:15:48    MVBKPBAS

APDAD.MV71.SRC                               2   101399   N       mm/dd/yyyy     16:15:36    MVBKPBAS   mm/dd/

yyyy    HUMRO01C

APDAD.POR71.LD                               1   106529   N       mm/dd/yyyy     07:18:28    POBTEST    mm/dd/

yyyy    POUPD1

APDAD.POR71.LD                               1   106941   N       mm/dd/yyyy     07:21:09    POBTEST    mm/dd/

yyyy    LIBREST

APDAD.POR71.LD                               1   107413   N       mm/dd/yyyy     10:16:40    POBTEST    mm/dd/

yyyy    POUPD1

APDAD.POR71.OB                               3   107413   N       mm/dd/yyyy     10:20:49    POBTEST

APDAD.POR71.OB                               3   106941   N       mm/dd/yyyy     07:22:16    POBTEST    mm/dd/

yyyy    POUPD1

APDAD.POR71.OB                               3   106529   N       mm/dd/yyyy     07:20:06    POBTEST    mm/dd/

yyyy    POUPD1

APDAD.POR71.SRC                              2   106529   N       mm/dd/yyyy     07:19:40    POBTEST    mm/dd/

yyyy    POUPD1

APDAD.POR71.SRC                              2   106941   N       mm/dd/yyyy     07:21:57    POBTEST    mm/dd/

yyyy    LIBREST

APDAD.POR71.SRC                              2   107413   N       mm/dd/yyyy     10:18:35    POBTEST    mm/dd/

yyyy    POUPD1

APDBASE.AP71.JCL                             3   104146   N       mm/dd/yyyy     16:00:06    APBKPBAS

APDBASE.AP71.LD                              1   104146   N       mm/dd/yyyy     15:47:24    APBKPBAS

APDBASE.AP71.OB                              4   104146   N       mm/dd/yyyy     16:04:23    APBKPBAS

APDBASE.AP71.SRC                             2   104146   N       mm/dd/yyyy     15:59:15    APBKPBAS

APDBASE.AP71TST.JCL                          3   102971   N       mm/dd/yyyy     08:39:30    APBKPTST   mm/dd/

yyyy    APRTEST

APDBASE.AP71TST.JCL                          3   102946   N       mm/dd/yyyy     10:14:16    APBKPTST

APDBASE.AP71TST.JCL                          3   102936   N       mm/dd/yyyy     09:42:22    APBKPTST

APDBASE.AP71TST.LD                           1   102936   N       mm/dd/yyyy     09:28:21    APBKPTST

APDBASE.AP71TST.LD                           1   102946   N       mm/dd/yyyy     10:07:17    APBKPTST

APDBASE.AP71TST.LD                           1   102971   N       mm/dd/yyyy     08:34:22    APBKPTST   mm/dd/

yyyy    APRTEST

APDBASE.AP71TST.OB                           4   102971   N       mm/dd/yyyy     08:42:15    APBKPTST   mm/dd/

yyyy    APRTEST

APDBASE.AP71TST.OB                           4   102946   N       mm/dd/yyyy     10:18:22    APBKPTST

APDBASE.AP71TST.OB                           4   102936   N       mm/dd/yyyy     09:49:45    APBKPTST

APDBASE.AP71TST.SRC                          2   102936   N       mm/dd/yyyy     09:37:57    APBKPTST

APDBASE.AP71TST.SRC                          2   102971   N       mm/dd/yyyy     08:36:29    APBKPTST   mm/dd/

yyyy    APRTEST

APDBASE.AP71TST.SRC                          2   102946   N       mm/dd/yyyy     10:10:17    APBKPTST

APDBASE.MV71.JCL                             4   104181   N       mm/dd/yyyy     16:08:57    MVBKPBAS

APDBASE.MV71.JCL                             4   106047   N       mm/dd/yyyy     15:42:33    MVBKPBAS

APDBASE.MV71.LD                              1   106047   N       mm/dd/yyyy     15:40:09    MVBKPBAS
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APDBASE.MV71.LD                              1   104181   N       mm/dd/yyyy     16:06:23    MVBKPBAS

APDBASE.MV71.LD                              1   103457   N       mm/dd/yyyy     07:44:01    MVBKPTST

APDBASE.MV71.LD                              1   103124   N       mm/dd/yyyy     08:26:18    MVBKPTST   mm/dd/

yyyy    MVRTEST

APDBASE.MV71.LD                              1   102977   N       mm/dd/yyyy     07:29:27    MVBKPTST

APDBASE.MV71.OB                              3   102977   N       mm/dd/yyyy     07:32:33    MVBKPTST

APDBASE.MV71.OB                              3   103124   N       mm/dd/yyyy     08:29:34    MVBKPTST   mm/dd/

yyyy    MVRTEST

APDBASE.MV71.OB                              3   104181   N       mm/dd/yyyy     16:08:50    MVBKPBAS

APDBASE.MV71.OB                              3   106047   N       mm/dd/yyyy     15:42:27    MVBKPBAS

Clean Report (TLERPT05)
TLERPT05 lists all volumes that qualify for cleaning for one or more of the following reasons:

• They have been used a specified number of times since they were last cleaned.
• They have a specified number of erase gaps.
• They have a specified number of temporary read errors.
• A specified number of days have gone by since they were last cleaned.

Volumes are listed in order by volume serial number.

SAMPLE 1 - CLEAN REPORT

//        EXEC CATEARL,

//             PRM='00009,00000,00001,00001',

//CATECOGO.SYSIN DD *

   COPY TLERPT05

ALL COUNTS MUST BE ENTERED AS FIVE DIGITS. ENTER 00000 TO SKIP A REPORT.

?????,00000,00000,00000   -USE COUNT SINCE LAST CLEANED

00000,?????,00000,00000   -TOTAL NUMBER OF ERASE GAPS

00000,00000,?????,00000   -TOTAL NUMBER OF TEMPORARY READ ERRORS

00000,00000,00000,?????   -NUMBER OF DAYS SINCE LAST CLEANED

Report Example

C O M P A N Y   N A M E                 CLEAN REPORT                     TLERPT05  PAGE      1

CA TLMS NN.n                                                                   dd/mm/yy      hh.mm.ss

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

VOLSER    DATA SET NAME                              SCR    SRV           DATE    CREATE     CREATE           LAST     LAST

                                                     IND    IND        CLEANED      TIME     JOBNAME          DATE     JOB

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

100000    BNKDV.CL0CUR.CL10.QSPST1.DAY1              N      OUT     mm/dd/yyyy  12:21:27     CLCBKUP    mm/dd/

yyyy     CLCRESD

100003    MVSSYS.ARCHLOG1.B0000094                   N      OUT     mm/dd/yyyy  14:24:50     DB2MSTR

100005    BNKDV.PR0.PR50.ASBKUP.G0002V00             N      OUT                 14:01:20     A5D800
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100006    BNKDV.PR4.PR50.ASBKUP.G0004V00             N      OUT                 14:05:08     A5D800     mm/dd/

yyyy     A5M820

100007    CSIINC.TESTGDG.TRKD001.BKUP.G0022V00       N      OUT                 16:40:59     TRKDAB01

100008    BNKDV.PR0.PR50.ASBKUP.G0003V00             N      OUT                 15:05:06     A5D800     mm/dd/

yyyy     A5D820

100009    FAUMA01.NETBACK.IX                         N      OUT                 14:04:02     FAUMA01B

100010    DB2R13.DB213.ARCHLOG1.B0000110             N      OUT                 11:12:31     DB23MSTR

100011    MVSSYS.ARCHLOG2.B0000336                   N      OUT                 10:52:25     DB2MSTR

100012                                               Y

100013    MDBDM.APD5BKUP.BASE230.G0010V00            N      OUT                 08:29:20     SCHGE03B   mm/dd/

yyyy     SCHGE03R

100014    DB2R13.ARCHLOG2.B0000029                   N      OUT                 11:57:55     DB23MSTR

100015    MVSSYS.ARCHLOG2.B0000095            NOUT                              15:07:55     DB2MSTR

100016    PCSSP.CICSCSP4.CSSFILE.BACKUP.G0050V00     N      OUT                 05:24:31     PCSSPDBC

100017    PCSSP.CICSCSP4.CSSFILE.BACKUP.G0050V00     N      OUT                 05:32:52     PCSSPDBC

100018                                               N      OUT

100019    BNKDV.PR0NEW.PR80.ASBKUP.G0005V00          N      OUT                 21:54:02     A8D800

100020    CLO.V53.DOS.M.SOURCE                       N      OUT                 10:27:15     FIZ53OD    mm/dd/

yyyy     FIZ53OD

100021    APDPS.LD300300.V1                          N      OUT                 16:31:28     ABSBKUP    mm/dd/

yyyy     ABSREST

100022    MVSSYS.ARCHLOG1.B0000187                   N      OUT                 16:35:26     DB2MSTR

100023    BNKDV.CLQCUR.CL10.QSPST1.DAY6              N      OUT                 10:38:29     CLCBKUP

100024    FAUMA01.NETBACK.CH                         N      OUT                 14:01:43     FAUMA01B

100025                                               Y

100026    OFCS.V47.BACKUP.LIST                       N      OUT                 18:09:02     FSWBKUPL

100027    BNKDM.MI0CUR.MI30.CFBUCF.G0013V00          N      OUT                 09:43:45     C3D800

100028    CAI.INSTALL                                N      OUT                 12:32:46     MORTINST

100029    FERWI01.MVSXAE4.VSEM002.BACKUP.G0002V00    N      OUT                 09:27:55     SEMINIB2   mm/dd/

yyyy     SEMINI2

100030    BNKDV.PR0NEW.PR80.ASBKUP.G0004V00          N      OUT                 19:17:40     A8D800     mm/dd/

yyyy     A8D820

100031    SPDQA.TL539012.SMP4.BACKUP                 N      OUT                 16:06:03     BACKUP     mm/dd/

yyyy     TAPECOPY

100032    DB2R13.DB213.ARCHLOG2.B0000052             N      OUT                 17:49:55     DB23MSTR

100033    CSIINC.VBKUP.SEARS.OCSD001                 N      OUT                 12:35:00     GDBVBK02

100034    DB2V2206.ARCHLOG2.B0000001                 N      OUT                 14:13:26     DB2MSTR

100035    FCS.TEST.RDAM.GLF900.G0005V00              N      OUT                 18:44:50     FXGGDEF

100036    FERWI01.MVSXAE4.VSEM001.BACKUP.G0002V00    N      OUT                 09:32:08     SEMINIB1   mm/dd/

yyyy     SEMINI1

100037    DB2R13.ARCHLOG2.B0000032                   N      OUT                 12:38:58     DB23MSTR

100038    WIDSE01.CA6.STATE.UTILS.IBM3390            N      OUT                 11:02:13     WIDSE01C

100054    SSDECS.L29106.FICHE.SOURCE                 N      OUT                 16:34:17     DUREDDFT

100055    NIEDI01.SJ0005.FDR.TAPE1                   N      OUT                 20:20:45     NIEDI01F      

Inventory Report for Location (TLERPT06)
TLERPT06 lists all tape volumes by location in DSN and VSN sequence. It includes all volumes, regardless of whether
they are scratch, nonscratch, in service or out of service. Each volume at the locations requested will be listed with the
first DSN of that volume. The volume will not be listed multiple times if it is a multi-file volume.

Optional parameters let you generate this report for a single location or multiple locations. Otherwise, all locations are
listed. Reports are created in DSN order and then in VSN order.
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SAMPLE 1 - INVENTORY REPORT FOR SELECTED LOCATIONS

//        EXEC CATEARL,

//             PRM='DC,L1,L2,L3,L4,OF,O3'

//CATECOGO.SYSIN DD *

   COPY TLERPT06

SAMPLE 2 - INVENTORY REPORT FOR ALL LOCATIONS

//        EXEC CATEARL,

//             PRM=''

//CATECOGO.SYSIN DD *

   COPY TLERPT06

Report Example

C O M P A N Y   N A M E      INVENTORY REPORT BY DSN FOR  DC                  TLERPT06  PAGE      1

CA TLMS NN.n                                                                        dd/mm/

yy hh.mm.ss -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

DATA SET NAME                                FILE     VOLSER     SCR SRV            DATE         CREATE    CREATE        DATE

                                              SEQ                IND IND           MOVED           DATE      TIME     CLEANED

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

                                                      000025     Y

                                                      TDI099     Y

                                                      TDI098     Y

AAAA.DSN1                                       1     000015     N                           mm/dd/

yyyy  08:02:39

ASM2.ZZZZZZ.DSN02                               1     TDI095     Y                           mm/dd/

yyyy  09:00:46

ASM2.ZZZZZZ.DSN02                               1     TDI094     Y                           mm/dd/

yyyy  08:56:40

CRAJO01.TESTGDG.G0001V00                        1     TDI083     Y                           mm/dd/

yyyy  08:55:32

CRAJO01.TESTGDG.G0001V00                        1     TDI082     Y                           mm/dd/

yyyy  08:53:02

CRAJO01.TESTGDG.G0002V00                        1     TDI084     N                           mm/dd/

yyyy  09:01:33

CRAJO01.TESTGDG.G0002V00                        1     TDI086     N                           mm/dd/

yyyy  09:03:32

C O M P A N Y   N A M E           INVENTORY REPORT BY VSN FOR DC            TLERPT06  PAGE       1

CA TLMS NN.n yymmTLrrr                                                      dd/mm/yy      hh.mm.ss

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

VOLSER    SCR SRV     DATA SET NAME                                FILE          DATE         CREATE    CREATE           DATE

          IND IND                                                   SEQ         MOVED           DATE      TIME        CLEANED

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

TDI001    N           TEST.XXXXX.DSN01                                1                   mm/dd/yyyy  10:19:07

TDI011    N           TEST.YYYYY.DSN01                                1                   mm/dd/yyyy  11:25:38

TDI012    N           TEST.YYYYYY.DSN02                               2                   mm/dd/yyyy  11:26:25

TDI013    N           TEST.YYYYYY.DSN02                               2                   mm/dd/yyyy  11:30:02

TDI020    Y           NOBGE01.TSITIOS.GLNPOOL1                        1                   mm/dd/yyyy  15:39:48

TDI021    N           NOBGE01.TSITIOS.GLNPOOL1                        1                   mm/dd/yyyy  15:51:53

TDI022    N           NOBGE01.TSITIOS.GLNPOOL1                        1                   mm/dd/yyyy  15:59:14
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TDI023    N           NOBGE01.TSITIOS.GLNPOOL1                        1                   mm/dd/yyyy  16:10:50

TDI024    Y           NOBGE01.TSITIOS.GLNPOOL1                        1                   mm/dd/yyyy  15:04:42

TDI030    Y           TLMSII-CRASH-PROTECTED-TEST.ZZZZZ.DSN01                             mm/dd/yyyy  10:12:03

TDI031    N           FRED.FILE01                                     1                   mm/dd/yyyy  13:24:15

TDI032    Y           TEST.FFFFF.DSN01                                1                   mm/dd/yyyy  15:19:08

TDI033    Y           TEST.HHHHH.DSN01                                1                   mm/dd/yyyy  15:38:44

TDI034    Y           TEST.DDDDD.DSN01                                1                   mm/dd/yyyy  14:59:57

TDI037    Y           TEST.EEEEE.DSN01                                1                   mm/dd/yyyy  15:08:07

TDI055    N           TEST.TAPER.DSN01                                1                   mm/dd/yyyy  13:09:45

TDI056    N           TEST.TAPER.DSN01                                1                   mm/dd/yyyy  13:37:40

TDI057    N           TEST.TAPE1.DSN01                                1                   mm/dd/yyyy  13:57:21

TDI058    N           TEST.TAPER.DSN01                                1                   mm/dd/yyyy  14:18:33

TDI059    N           TEST.TAPER.DSN01                                1                   mm/dd/yyyy  14:18:33

TDI060    N           TEST.TAPER.DSN01                                1                   mm/dd/yyyy  12:10:13

TDI061    N           TEST.TAPER.DSN01                                1                   mm/dd/yyyy  12:10:13

TDI062    N           TEST.TAPER.DSN01                                1                   mm/dd/yyyy  12:27:43

TDI063    N           TEST.TAPER.DSN01                                1                   mm/dd/yyyy  12:27:43

TDI064    N           TEST.TAPER.DSN01                                1                   mm/dd/yyyy  13:29:18

TDI065    N           TEST.TAPER.DSN01                                1                   mm/dd/yyyy  13:29:18

TDI066    N           TEST.IVP004.DSN04                               4                   mm/dd/yyyy  14:03:24

TDI067    N           TEST.IVP004.DSN04                               4                   mm/dd/yyyy  14:03:24

TDI068    N           TEST.TAPER.DSN01                                1                   mm/dd/yyyy  07:03:39

TDI070    N           TEST.TAPER.DSN01                                1                   mm/dd/yyyy  07:25:05

TDI071    N           TEST.TAPER.DSN01                                1                   mm/dd/yyyy  07:25:05

TDI074    N           TEST.TAPER.DSN01                                1                   mm/dd/yyyy  09:41:10

TDI080    N           NLTONL.FILE1                                    1                   mm/dd/yyyy  08:08:47

TDI081    N           FRED.FILE01                                     1                   mm/dd/yyyy  13:09:51

TDI082    Y           CRAJO01.TESTGDG.G0001V00                        1                   mm/dd/yyyy  08:53:02

TDI083    Y           CRAJO01.TESTGDG.G0001V00                        1                   mm/dd/yyyy  08:55:32

TDI084    N           CRAJO01.TESTGDG.G0002V00                        1                   mm/dd/yyyy  09:01:33

TDI086    N           CRAJO01.TESTGDG.G0002V00                        1                   mm/dd/yyyy  09:03:32

TDI087    N           CRAJO01.TESTGDG.G0003V00                        1                   mm/dd/yyyy  09:08:37

TDI088    N           CRAJO01.TESTGDG.G0003V00                        1                   mm/dd/yyyy  09:15:17

TDI089    Y           CRAJO01.TESTGDG.G0002V00                        1                   mm/dd/yyyy  14:49:37

TDI090    Y           SYS96194.T134929.RA000.CRAJOTPR.FILE            1                   mm/dd/yyyy  13:51:41

TDI091    Y           SYS96194.T085833.RA000.CRAJOTPR.FILE02          1                   mm/dd/yyyy  09:01:27

TDI092    Y           FREDS.OWN.FILE                                  1                   mm/dd/yyyy  09:29:36

TDI094    Y           ASM2.ZZZZZZ.DSN02                               1                   mm/dd/yyyy  08:56:40

TDI095    Y           ASM2.ZZZZZZ.DSN02                               1                   mm/dd/yyyy  09:00:46

TDI096    Y           TEST.FOREIGN                                    1                   mm/dd/yyyy  08:53:38

TDI097    N           TEST.NOTLMS.FILE01                              1                   mm/dd/yyyy  07:53:47

TDI098    Y

TDI099    Y

TST009    N           VOLS.NLNL.FILE                                  1                   mm/dd/yyyy  11:30:16

TST012    N           TEDS.SLNL.FILE                                  1                   mm/dd/yyyy  12:11:32

TST014    N           TEDS.SLNL.FILE                                  1                   mm/dd/yyyy  12:14:46

Active Data Sets for Accounting Code (TLERPT07)
TLERPT07 lists all nonscratch data sets by accounting code. Each code is on a separate page. Within each code, the
report is in order by data set name. Optional parameters let you report on a specific job accounting code or a series of
codes with a common prefix. Otherwise all accounting codes are listed.
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SAMPLE 1 - ACTIVE DATA SETS FOR SELECTED ACCOUNT CODE

//        EXEC CATEARL,

//             PRM='1-22-333-4444  '

//CATECOGO.SYSIN DD *

   COPY TLERPT07

SAMPLE 2 - ACTIVE DATA SETS FOR ALL ACCOUNT CODE

//        EXEC CATEARL,

//             PRM=''

//CATECOGO.SYSIN DD *

   COPY TLERPT07

Report Example

C O M P A N Y   N A M E   ACTIVE DATASETS FOR ACCOUNTING CODE = 1-22-333-4444    TLERPT07  PAGE  1

CA TLMS NN.n                                                       dd/mm/yy      hh.mm.ss

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

DATA SET NAME                                    FILE     VOLSER     SCR SRV        DATE         CREATE    CREATE        DATE

                                                  SEQ                IND IND       MOVED           DATE      TIME     CLEANED

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

APDPS.BK300100.V1                                   1     100857     N                       mm/dd/

yyyy  14:20:50

APDPS.BK300100.V2                                   2     100857     N                       mm/dd/

yyyy  14:21:32

APDPS.BK300100.V3                                   3     100857     N                       mm/dd/

yyyy  14:21:37

APDPS.BK300100.V4                                   4     100857     N                       mm/dd/

yyyy  14:21:43

APDPS.BK300100.V5                                   5     100857     N                       mm/dd/

yyyy  14:21:47

APDPS.BK300100.V6                                   6     100857     N                       mm/dd/

yyyy  14:21:52

BNKDM.ML0CUR.ML10.MTESCR.BKUP.G0001V00              1     100386     N                       mm/dd/

yyyy  16:29:33

BNKDM.ML0CUR.ML10.MTHIST.BKUP                       2     100386     N                       mm/dd/

yyyy  16:29:40

BNKDM.ML0CUR.ML10.MTINVS.BKUP                       3     100386     N                       mm/dd/

yyyy  16:29:46

BNKDM.ML0CUR.ML10.MTMAST.BKUP                       4     100386     N                       mm/dd/

yyyy  16:29:53

Active Volumes by EXPDT Keyword (TLERPT08)
TLERPT08 lists all data sets that have any of the TLMS keyword values coded on the IBM keyword,
LABEL=EXPDT=xxxxx. An optional parameter lets you limit the report to data sets that have only one of the special
EXPDT values.

SAMPLE 1 - ACTIVE DATA SETS FOR SELECTED KEYWORD EXPDT

//        EXEC CATEARL,
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//             PRM='LDATE'

//CATECOGO.SYSIN DD *

   COPY TLERPT08

 SAMPLE 2 - ACTIVE DATA SETS FOR ALL KEYWORD EXPDTS

//        EXEC CATEARL,

//             PRM=''

//CATECOGO.SYSIN DD *

   COPY TLERPT08

Specify To identify data sets with EXPDT set to
MSG Show the existence of auxiliary messages
LDATE Days-since-last-used control
CATLG Catalog control
CYCLE Cycle control
CATLG Catalog/date control
AGE TLMS keep date control
PERM Manual control (99365 or 99366)
STATS TLMS HOLD status
USER User HOLD status

This report is in order by data set name. If a volume has more than one data set, all data sets are listed.

NOTE
This report does not show how the tapes are retained. Its function is to show you the EXPDT values that are
being supplied by your users. But these values will be overridden if there are specific entries in the Retention
Master File.

Report Example

C O M P A N Y   N A M E                ACTIVE VOLUMES BY EXPDT              TLERPT08 PAGE      1

CA TLMS NN.n                                                                dd/mm/yy      hh.mm.ss

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

VOLSER      EXPIRATION     DATA SET NAME                                         CREATE    CREATE  CREATE   CREATE       LAST

                  DATE                                                             DATE      TIME  JOBNAME  UNIT         DATE

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

101071      CATALOG        SYSPRG06.SYSLOG06.MONTHLY.G0005V00                mm/dd/

yyyy  20:15:46  SYSLG06M 0782

101202      CATALOG        SYSPRG06.SYSLOG06.MONTHLY.G0007V00                mm/dd/

yyyy  20:13:02  SYSLG06M 0781

101585      CATALOG        JARS.WEEKLY.EXTRACT.TEST                          mm/dd/

yyyy  13:35:34  TSOJJAW  0D74    mm/dd/yyyy

102804      CATALOG        APDDM.BK300901.V1                                 mm/dd/

yyyy  16:24:11  ABSBKUP  0D72

103154      CATALOG        APDDM.DEMR25.V1                                   mm/dd/

yyyy  12:16:41  ABSBKUP  0781    mm/dd/yyyy

103155      CATALOG        APDDM.BK300101.V1                                 mm/dd/

yyyy  12:55:30  ABSBKUP  0783
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103187      CATALOG        SYSPRG06.SYSLOG06.MONTHLY.G0004V00                mm/dd/

yyyy  20:03:06  SYSLG06M 0782

103269      CATALOG        SYSPRG06.SYSLOG06.MONTHLY.G0001V00                mm/dd/

yyyy  11:57:40  SYSLG06M 0784

103425      CATALOG        SYSPRG06.SYSLOG06.MONTHLY.G0003V00                mm/dd/

yyyy  20:45:04  SYSLG06M 0783

103445      CATALOG        SYSPRG06.SYSLOG06.MONTHLY.G0010V00                mm/dd/

yyyy  19:57:11  SYSLG06M 0781

103548      CATALOG        APDDM.BK30HARS.V1                                 mm/dd/

yyyy  10:34:25  ABSBKUP  0D73

103586      CATALOG        APDDM.BK300601.V1                                 mm/dd/

yyyy  09:00:27  ABSBKUP  0782

104126      CATALOG        SYSPRG06.SYSLOG06.MONTHLY.G0009V00                mm/dd/

yyyy  20:09:03  SYSLG06M 0D73

105030      CATALOG        SYSPRG06.SYSLOG06.MONTHLY.G0002V00                mm/dd/

yyyy  09:08:29  SYSLG06M 0782

105380      CATALOG        SYSPRG06.SYSLOG06.MONTHLY.G0006V00                mm/dd/

yyyy  20:24:47  SYSLG06M 0D71

106315      CATALOG        SYSPRG06.SYSLOG06.MONTHLY.G0008V00                mm/dd/

yyyy  20:11:59  SYSLG06M 0782

108175      CATALOG        APDDM.BK30.V1                                     mm/dd/

yyyy  10:15:53  ABSBKUP  0D72    mm/dd/yyyy

END OF REPORT

Volumes to be Certified (TLERPT09)
TLERPT09 lists all scratch volumes that need certification for one of these reasons:

• Since the scratch volumes were last certified, they were used a specified number of times.
• Since the scratch volumes were last certified, they were cleaned a specified number of times.

SAMPLE 1 - VOLUMES TO BE CERTIFIED

//        EXEC CATEARL,

//             PRM='00009,00001'

//CATECOGO.SYSIN DD *

   COPY TLERPT09

ALL COUNTS MUST BE ENTERED AS FIVE DIGITS. ENTER 00000 TO SKIP A REPORT.

?????,00000               -NUMBER OF TIMES CLEANED

00000,?????               -NUMBER OF TIMES USED

Report Example

C O M P A N Y   N A M E            VOLUMES TO BE CERTIFIED                TLERPT09  PAGE      5

CA TLMS NN.n                                                              dd/mm/yy     hh.mm.ss

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

VOLSER    DATA SET NAME                                  USE       CLN          DATE       TIMES        DATE     PREAD   PWRITE
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                                                         CNT       CNT       CLEANED   CERTIFIED   CERTIFIED      INIT     INIT

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

108905    BNKDV.CLQCUR.CL10.QSPST1.DAY3                  138

108902    DB2R13.DB213.ARCHLOG1.B0000106                  34         2    mm/dd/yyyy

108899    BNKDV.CLQCUR.CL10.QSPST1.BUP.BDAY4              19

108897                                                   143         2    mm/dd/yyyy

108896    TLMSII-CRASH-PROTECTED-

PCSSP.CICSCSP4.CSSFIL    12                                                                26

108895    ISDDBA.PROD.MUF.RXX.G5349V00                    12

108894    APDV.PDEV.VNDBKP                                13         1    mm/dd/yyyy

108873    MVSSYS.ARCHLOG2.B0000130                        68

108844    DB2R13.DB213.ARCHLOG1.B0000075                  60

108811    MVSSYS.ARCHLOG1.B0000063                        68                                                                 1

108753    APDDM.MHE713.XSFILE.BKUP.G0113V00               15

108742    E313.BKUP1204                                   50                                                                 1

108737    CAI.DEMO.DSGEN26.BASE01.BKUP.G0010V00           67

108731    CAI.DEVL.DSGEN23.BASE001.BKUP.G0009V00          56

108706    PCSSP.CICSCSP4.CSSFILE.BACKUP.G0082V00          18         1    mm/dd/yyyy

108699    CICSSYS.NETCICS.CONFIG.BACKUP.G0472V00          16         1    mm/dd/yyyy

108529    WIDSE01.CA63390.LOAD.TAPE                       13         2    mm/dd/yyyy

108377    CAI.L230.LOADLIB.BACKUP                         83         1    mm/dd/yyyy

108334    CAI.HAUS.OPER.DSS.VAPD00B.BACKUP                13

108275    ISDDBA.PROD.MUF.RXX.G1506V00                    22         1    mm/dd/yyyy

108250                                                    15         1    mm/dd/yyyy

108244    T4.CA07.LOGTAPE.G0224V00                        22         2    mm/dd/

yyyy                                         1

108223    SSDECS.UCC7.LOG.HISTORY.G0041V00                25         1    mm/dd/

yyyy                                         2

108219    TAPE.CMO.SYSXREF                                18         1    mm/dd/yyyy

108149    CAI.DCMAD.AD28BK.ACTIV01.AD061291              166                                                                 1

108148    CAI.DCMAD.M28BK.SAMPJCL.DT061291               198         1    mm/dd/yyyy

108146    DOVST02.CAIW20.B101689A                         21         1    mm/dd/

yyyy                                         4

108145    PSV.MLSADS.T3.MMSESCR                           15

108130    ISDDBA.PROD.MUF.RXX.G1511V00                    23         1    mm/dd/yyyy

108129    BNKDM.IO0CUR.IO32.IOBKUP.G0002V00               27

108117    APDDM.MSTQBAT.BKUP.G0112V00                     15         1    mm/dd/yyyy

108107    FCS.DOS.IMP01                                   45         2    mm/dd/yyyy

108092    CMI.V72.CENTRAL.DOS.MAINT.FILE1                 21

108080    CAI.HAUS.OPER.DSS.VTSS002.BACKUP                13         1    mm/dd/yyyy

108048    CAI.HAUS.OPER.DSS.VM80CT2.BACKUP                23         1    mm/dd/yyyy

108035    APDDM.DEMR30.BKUP1.G0065V00                     21

107938    ISDDBA.BKPDTAPE.PROD.IDCPSPNL.G0030V00          18

107937                                                    13         1    mm/dd/

yyyy                                         1

107899    CAI.HAUS.OPER.DSS.VMV136A.BACKUP                17         1    mm/dd/

yyyy                                         2

107888    CAI.HAUS.OPER.DSS.VMXA552.BACKUP                14                                                                 1

107886    SYSPROG.SMFSAV55.M1042189.T1629A2               53

107725    CAI.HAUS.OPER.DSS.VMVSCAT.BACKUP                11         1    mm/dd/

yyyy                                         1

107582    CAI.CA7R30.LOADLIB.BACKUP                       13

107581    MDBDM.APD5BKUP.CXX.G0026V00                    129         1    mm/dd/yyyy
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107580    MDBDM.APD5BKUP.BASE100.G0007V00                115

107573    CAI.HAUS.OPER.DSS.VMC0A36.BACKUP                14         1    mm/dd/yyyy

107569    DEIHE01.VMVXE66.BACK1025                        14         1    mm/dd/yyyy

107499    CAI.HAUS.OPER.DSS.VTSS001.BACKUP                38         1    mm/dd/

yyyy                                         8

107344    PCSSP.CICSCSP4.CSSFILE.BACKUP.G0093V00          17         1    mm/dd/yyyy

107331    PCSSP.CICSCSP4.CSSFILE.BACKUP.G0087V00          24         1    mm/dd/

yyyy                                         3

107303    CICSSYS.NETCICS.CONFIG.BACKUP.G0474V00          12

107296    BNKDV.CH0NEW.CH21.DLYBKUP.CTPCFB.G0002V00       11

Volume Master (TLERPT10)
TLERPT10 lists all volumes in the Volume Master File regardless of whether they are scratch, nonscratch, in service or
out of service. An optional parameter lets you limit the report to a specific range of volume serial numbers. Otherwise, all
volumes are listed.

 SAMPLE 1 - RANGE OF VOLUMES

//        EXEC CATEARL,

//             PRM='CPX010,CPX050'

//CATECOGO.SYSIN DD *

   COPY TLERPT10

 SAMPLE 2 - RANGE OF VOLUMES STARTING WITH CPX010

//        EXEC CATEARL,

//             PRM='CPX010'

//CATECOGO.SYSIN DD *

   COPY TLERPT10

SAMPLE 3 - RANGE OF VOLUMES ENDING WITH CPX050

//        EXEC CATEARL,

//             PRM='      ,CPX050'

//CATECOGO.SYSIN DD *

   COPY TLERPT10

ALL VOLSER MUST BE ENTERED AS SIX DIGITS. ENTER 6 BLANKS TO SKIP FIRST VOLSER.

 SAMPLE 4 - ALL VOLUMES

//        EXEC CATEARL,

//             PRM=''

//CATECOGO.SYSIN DD *

   COPY TLERPT10

Report Example

C O M P A N Y   N A M E             VOLUME MASTER LIST                  TLERPT10  PAGE     13

CA TLMS NN.n                                                            dd/mm/yy      hh.mm.ss

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

VOLSER  SCR   SRV    DATA SET NAME                               FILE     CREATE       CREATE   CREATE     CREATE   LOC SLOT
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        IND   IND                                                 SEQ       TIME         DATE   JOBNAME    UNIT     ID

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

TDI071  N            TEST.TAPER.DSN01                               1   07:25:05   mm/dd/

yyyy   JOB108     0E82     DC

TDI072  Y

TDI073  Y

TDI074  N            TEST.TAPER.DSN01                               1   09:41:10   mm/dd/

yyyy   CRAJOTPR   0E81     DC

TDI075  Y

TDI076  Y

TDI077  Y

TDI078  Y

TDI079  Y

TDI080  N            NLTONL.FILE1                                   1   08:08:47   mm/dd/

yyyy   CRAJOTPR   4E86     DC

TDI081  N            FRED.FILE01                                    1   13:09:51   mm/dd/

yyyy   CRAJOTPR   4E82     DC

TDI082  Y            CRAJO01.TESTGDG.G0001V00                       1   08:53:02   mm/dd/

yyyy   CRAJOTPR   0E81     DC

                                                                        LAST USE   mm/dd/

yyyy   CRAJOCON   0E80

TDI083  Y            CRAJO01.TESTGDG.G0001V00                       1   08:55:32   mm/dd/

yyyy   CRAJOTPR   4E83     DC

                                                                        LAST USE   mm/dd/

yyyy   CRAJOCON   0E80

TDI084  N            CRAJO01.TESTGDG.G0002V00                       1   09:01:33   mm/dd/

yyyy   CRAJOTPX   0E81     DC

                                                                        LAST USE   mm/dd/

yyyy   CRAJOCON   0E80

TDI085  Y

TDI086  N            CRAJO01.TESTGDG.G0002V00                       1   09:03:32   mm/dd/

yyyy   CRAJOTPX   4E81     DC

                                                                        LAST USE   mm/dd/

yyyy   CRAJOCON   0E8f

TDI087  N            CRAJO01.TESTGDG.G0003V00                       1   09:08:37   mm/dd/

yyyy   CRAJOTPY   0E81     DC

                                                                        LAST USE   mm/dd/

yyyy   CRAJOCON   0E80

TDI088  N            CRAJO01.TESTGDG.G0003V00                       1   09:15:17   mm/dd/

yyyy   CRAJOTPY   0E81     DC
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                                                                        LAST USE   mm/dd/

yyyy   CRAJOCON   0E80

TDI089  Y            CRAJO01.TESTGDG.G0002V00                       1   14:49:37   mm/dd/

yyyy   CRAJOTPR   0E81     DC

                                                                        LAST USE   mm/dd/

yyyy   CRAJOCON   0E81

TDI090  Y            SYS96194.T134929.RA000.CRAJOTPR.FILE           1   13:51:41   mm/dd/

yyyy   CRAJOTPR   0E81     DC

TDI091  Y            SYS96194.T085833.RA000.CRAJOTPR.FILE02         1   09:01:27   mm/dd/

yyyy   CRAJOTPR   0E81     DC

TDI092  Y            FREDS.OWN.FILE                                 1   09:29:36   mm/dd/

yyyy   CRAJOTPR   0E81     DC

TDI093  Y

TDI094  Y            ASM2.ZZZZZZ.DSN02                              1   08:56:40   mm/dd/

yyyy   CRAJOTPR   0E80     DC

TDI095  Y            ASM2.ZZZZZZ.DSN02                              1   09:00:46   mm/dd/

yyyy   CRAJOTPR   0E80     DC

TDI096  Y            TEST.FOREIGN                                   1   08:53:38   mm/dd/

yyyy   CRAJOTPR   0E80     DC

Data Sets Created on MM/DD/YYYY (TLERPT11)
TLERPT11 lists all data sets created on a specific date. An optional parameter lets you specify a date. Otherwise, the
report lists data sets created on the current machine date.

SAMPLE 1 - LIST OF DATA SETS CREATED ON CURRENT DATE

//        EXEC CATEARL,

//             PRM=''

//CATECOGO.SYSIN DD *

   COPY TLERPT11

SAMPLE 2 - LIST OF DATA SETS CREATED ON 02/04/1996

//        EXEC CATEARL,

//             PRM='02/04/1996'

//CATECOGO.SYSIN DD *

   COPY TLERPT11

Report Example

C O M P A N Y   N A M E          DATASETS CREATED ON mm/dd/yyyy             TLERPT11  PAGE      1

CA TLMS NN.n                                                                dd/mm/yy      hh.mm.ss

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

DATA SET NAME                             FILE  VOLSER    VOL  VOLUME     DSN KEEP       CREATE      CREATE   CREATE     CREATE

                                           SEQ            SEQ   COUNT         DATE         DATE        TIME   JOBNAME    UNIT
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-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

BNKDV.EA6NEW.DP80.DSBKUP.G0001V00            1  100356      1       2   mm/dd/yyyy   mm/dd/

yyyy    08:30:28   DSD800     0D71

BNKDV.EA6NEW.DP80.DSBKUP.G0001V00            1  100355      2       2   mm/dd/yyyy   mm/dd/

yyyy    08:31:57   DSD800     0D71

BNKDV.EA0NEW.EA81.NSBKUP.G0007V00            1  100395      1       1   mm/dd/yyyy   mm/dd/

yyyy    17:26:37   NSD800     0D70

BARRA01.BKUP0326                             1  105807      1       1   mm/dd/yyyy   mm/dd/

yyyy    17:57:44   BARRA01B   0D70

BNKDV.CLQCUR.CL10.QSPST1.DAY4B               1  106169      1       1   mm/dd/yyyy   mm/dd/

yyyy    12:34:12   CLCBKUP    0583

BNKDV.CLQCUR.CL10.QSPST1.DAY5B               1  106177      1       1   mm/dd/yyyy   mm/dd/

yyyy    13:14:20   CLCBKUP    0582

NARRO01.DS50.D91086.T142307.F01              1  106182      1       1   mm/dd/yyyy   mm/dd/

yyyy    14:25:45   NARXXTAR   0582

END OF REPORT

Data Sets Used as Input on MM/DD/YYYY (TLERPT12)
TLERPT12 lists all data sets that were last read on a specific date. An optional parameter lets you specify a date.
Otherwise, the report lists data sets that were last read on the current machine date.

SAMPLE 1 - LIST OF DATA SETS USED ON CURRENT DATE

//        EXEC CATEARL,

//             PRM=''

//CATECOGO.SYSIN DD *

   COPY TLERPT12

SAMPLE 2 - LIST OF DATA SETS USED ON 02/04/1996

//        EXEC CATEARL,

//             PRM='02/04/1996'

//CATECOGO.SYSIN DD *

   COPY TLERPT12

Report Example

C O M P A N Y   N A M E             DATASETS USED ON mm/dd/yyyy            TLERPT12  PAGE      1

CA TLMS NN.n                                                               dd/mm/yy      hh.mm.ss

--------------------------------------------------------------------    -------------------------------------------------------

DATA SET NAME                              FILE  VOLSER    VOL  VOLU    ME     DSN KEEP     LAST        LAST        LAST

                                            SEQ            SEQ   COU    NT         DATE     DATE        JOBNAME     UNIT

--------------------------------------------------------------------    -------------------------------------------------------

BNKDV.EA6NEW.DP80.DSBKUP.G0001V00             1  100356      1           2   mm/dd/yyyy   mm/dd/

yyyy    DSD800      0D71

BNKDV.EA6NEW.DP80.DSBKUP.G0001V00             1  100355      2           2   mm/dd/yyyy   mm/dd/

yyyy    DSD800      0D71

BNKDV.EA0NEW.EA81.NSBKUP.G0007V00             1  100395      1           1   mm/dd/yyyy   mm/dd/

yyyy    NSD800      0D70
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BARRA01.BKUP0326                              1  105807      1           1   mm/dd/yyyy   mm/dd/

yyyy    BARRA01B    0D70

BNKDV.CLQCUR.CL10.QSPST1.DAY4B                1  106169      1           1   mm/dd/yyyy   mm/dd/

yyyy    CLCBKUP     0583

BNKDV.CLQCUR.CL10.QSPST1.DAY5B                1  106177      1           1   mm/dd/yyyy   mm/dd/

yyyy    CLCBKUP     0582

NARRO01.DS50.D91086.T142307.F01               1  106182      1           1   mm/dd/yyyy   mm/dd/

yyyy    NARXXTAR    0582

END OF REPORT

Volume Status by Manufacturer (TLERPT13)
TLERPT13 lists various statistical information about tape performance. Optional parameters let you report on a single
manufacturer (by its code) or multiple manufacturers. Otherwise, all manufacturers are listed.

SAMPLE 1 - LIST OF ALL VOLUMES BY VENDOR

//        EXEC CATEARL,

//             PRM=''

//CATECOGO.SYSIN DD *

   COPY TLERPT13

SAMPLE 2 - LIST OF VOLUMES BY SELECTED VENDORS

//        EXEC CATEARL,

//             PRM='MEMOREX ,IBM      ,BASF'

//CATECOGO.SYSIN DD *

   COPY TLERPT13

NOTE
All vendor names should be padded with blanks for length of eight. The padding is not required for the last entry.

When specifying multiple vendor names in the PARM, you should ensure that each one occupies eight positions with each
separated by a comma.

Report Example

C O M P A N Y   N A M E            VOLUME BY VENDOR  3M                    TLERPT13  PAGE     28

CA TLMS NN.n                                                               dd/mm/yy      hh.mm.ss

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

                  VOLSER        PURCHASE      LOC SLOT           TAPE      TAPE            DATE            DATE

                                    DATE      ID               LENGTH      TYPE       CERTIFIED         CLEANED

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

                  103431      mm/dd/yyyy      DC                 2400      01        mm/dd/yyyy      mm/dd/

yyyy

                  103432      mm/dd/yyyy      DC                 2400      01        mm/dd/yyyy      mm/dd/

yyyy

                  103433      mm/dd/yyyy      DC                 2400      01        mm/dd/yyyy      mm/dd/

yyyy

                  103434      mm/dd/yyyy      DC                 2400      01        mm/dd/yyyy      mm/dd/

yyyy
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                  103435      mm/dd/yyyy      DC                 2400      01        mm/dd/yyyy      mm/dd/

yyyy

                  103436      mm/dd/yyyy      DC                 2400      01        mm/dd/yyyy      mm/dd/

yyyy

                  103437      mm/dd/yyyy      DC                 2400      01        mm/dd/yyyy      mm/dd/

yyyy

                  103438      mm/dd/yyyy      DC                 2400      01        mm/dd/yyyy      mm/dd/

yyyy

                  103439      mm/dd/yyyy      DC                 2400      01        mm/dd/yyyy      mm/dd/

yyyy

                  103440      mm/dd/yyyy      DC                 2400      01        mm/dd/yyyy      mm/dd/

yyyy

                  103441      mm/dd/yyyy      DC                 2400      01        mm/dd/yyyy      mm/dd/

yyyy

                  103442      mm/dd/yyyy      DC                 2400      01        mm/dd/yyyy      mm/dd/

yyyy

                  103443      mm/dd/yyyy      DC                 2400      01        mm/dd/yyyy      mm/dd/

yyyy

                  103444      mm/dd/yyyy      DC                 2400      01        mm/dd/yyyy      mm/dd/

yyyy

                  103445      mm/dd/yyyy      DC                 2400      01        mm/dd/yyyy      mm/dd/

yyyy

                  103446      mm/dd/yyyy      DC                 2400      01        mm/dd/yyyy      mm/dd/

yyyy

                  103447      mm/dd/yyyy      DC                 2400      01        mm/dd/yyyy      mm/dd/

yyyy

                  103448      mm/dd/yyyy      DC                 2400      01        mm/dd/yyyy      mm/dd/

yyyy

                  103449      mm/dd/yyyy      DC                 2400      01        mm/dd/yyyy      mm/dd/

yyyy

                  103450      mm/dd/yyyy      DC                 2400      01        mm/dd/yyyy      mm/dd/

yyyy

                  103451      mm/dd/yyyy      DC                 2400      01        mm/dd/yyyy      mm/dd/

yyyy

                  103452      mm/dd/yyyy      DC                 2400      01        mm/dd/yyyy      mm/dd/

yyyy

                  103453      mm/dd/yyyy      DC                 2400      01        mm/dd/yyyy      mm/dd/

yyyy

                  103454      mm/dd/yyyy      DC                 2400      01        mm/dd/yyyy      mm/dd/

yyyy

                  103455      mm/dd/yyyy      DC                 2400      01        mm/dd/yyyy      mm/dd/

yyyy

                  103456      mm/dd/yyyy      DC                 2400      01        mm/dd/yyyy      mm/dd/

yyyy

                  103457      mm/dd/yyyy      DC                 2400      01        mm/dd/yyyy      mm/dd/

yyyy

                  103458      mm/dd/yyyy      DC                 2400      01        mm/dd/yyyy      mm/dd/

yyyy

                  103459      mm/dd/yyyy      DC                 2400      01        mm/dd/yyyy      mm/dd/

yyyy

                  103460      mm/dd/yyyy      DC                 2400      01        mm/dd/yyyy      mm/dd/

yyyy
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                  103461      mm/dd/yyyy      DC                 2400      01        mm/dd/yyyy      mm/dd/

yyyy

                  103462      mm/dd/yyyy      DC                 2400      01        mm/dd/yyyy      mm/dd/

yyyy

                  103463      mm/dd/yyyy      DC                 2400      01        mm/dd/yyyy      mm/dd/

yyyy

                  103464      mm/dd/yyyy      DC                 2400      01        mm/dd/yyyy      mm/dd/

yyyy

                  103465      mm/dd/yyyy      DC                 2400      01        mm/dd/yyyy      mm/dd/

yyyy

                  103466      mm/dd/yyyy      DC                 2400      01        mm/dd/yyyy      mm/dd/

yyyy

                  103467      mm/dd/yyyy      DC                 2400      01        mm/dd/yyyy      mm/dd/

yyyy

                  103468      mm/dd/yyyy      DC                 2400      01        mm/dd/yyyy      mm/dd/

yyyy

                  103469      mm/dd/yyyy      DC                 2400      01        mm/dd/yyyy      mm/dd/

yyyy

                  103470      mm/dd/yyyy      DC                 2400      01        mm/dd/yyyy      mm/dd/

yyyy

                  103471      mm/dd/yyyy      DC                 2400      01        mm/dd/yyyy      mm/dd/

yyyy

                  103472      mm/dd/yyyy      DC                 2400      01        mm/dd/yyyy      mm/dd/

yyyy

                  103473      mm/dd/yyyy      DC                 2400      01        mm/dd/yyyy      mm/dd/

yyyy

                  103474      mm/dd/yyyy      DC                 2400      01        mm/dd/yyyy      mm/dd/

yyyy

                  103475      mm/dd/yyyy      DC                 2400      01        mm/dd/yyyy      mm/dd/

yyyy

                  103476      mm/dd/yyyy      DC                 2400      01        mm/dd/yyyy      mm/dd/

yyyy

                  103477      mm/dd/yyyy      DC                 2400      01        mm/dd/yyyy      mm/dd/

yyyy

                  103478      mm/dd/yyyy      DC                 2400      01        mm/dd/yyyy      mm/dd/

yyyy

                  103479      mm/dd/yyyy      DC                 2400      01        mm/dd/yyyy      mm/dd/

yyyy

                  301695

Available Cabinet/Slot for Location (TLMS014)
TLMS014 lists all the cabinets/slots that are available for use at a specific location. This report includes all boxes available
at the data center. Optional parameters let you generate this report for a single location or multiple locations. Otherwise,
all locations are listed.

This command has the following format:

TLMS014 ,id, id...

• id
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Specifies one or more locations that you want to report on. Use the 1- to 2-character location ID defined on a location
command. List any number of locations, separated by commas, ending before position 72.

Example: List all Locations

This example lists all locations.

TLMS014

Example: List Location LH

This example lists location LH.

TLMS014,LH

Report Example

 COMPANY NAME            AVAILABLE CABINET/SLOT FOR LOCATION LH          TLMS014    PAGE    1

 CA TLMS NN.n                                                            dd/mm/yy      hh.mm.ss

         CABINET CL

                 00 01 02 03 04 05 06 07 08 09 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33

                 34 35 36 37 38 39 40 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 49 50 51 52 53 54 55 56 57 58 59 60 61 62 63 64 65 66 67

                 68 69 70 71 72 73 74 75 76 77 78 79 80 81 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 90 91 92 93 94 95 96 97 98 99

         CABINET CM

                 00 01 02 03 04 05 06 07 08 09 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33

                 34 35 36 37 38 39 40 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 49 50 51 52 53 54 55 56 57 58 59 60 61 62 63 64 65 66 67

                 68 69 70 71 72 73 74 75 76 77 78 79 80 81 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 90 91 92 93 94 95 96 97 98 99

         CABINET CN

                 00 01 02 03 04 05 06 07 08 09 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33

                 34 35 36 37 38 39 40 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 49 50 51 52 53 54 55 56 57 58 59 60 61 62 63 64 65 66 67

                 68 69 70 71 72 73 74 75 76 77 78 79 80 81 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 90 91 92 93 94 95 96 97 98 99

         CABINET CO

                 00 01 02 03 04 05 06 07 08 09 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33

                 34 35 36 37 38 39 40 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 49 50 51 52 53 54 55 56 57 58 59 60 61 62 63 64 65 66 67

                 68 69 70 71 72 73 74 75 76 77 78 79 80 81 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 90 91 92 93 94 95 96 97 98 99

         CABINET CP

                 00 01 02 03 04 05 06 07 08 09 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33

                 34 35 36 37 38 39 40 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 49 50 51 52 53 54 55 56 57 58 59 60 61 62 63 64 65 66 67

                 68 69 70 71 72 73 74 75 76 77 78 79 80 81 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 90 91 92 93 94 95 96 97 98 99

Tape Retention Location Records (TLMS015)
TLMS015 lists all the locations that have been added to the Retention Master File. You can use this report to see all of
your tape storage facilities, both at the data center and off site.

This command has the following format:

TLMS015

Report Example

COMPANY NAME                   TAPE RETENTION LOCATION RECORDS           TLMS015    PAGE    1

CA TLMS NN.n                                                             dd/mm/yy      hh.mm.ss
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                                                        STORAGE

         ID   I-------- LOCATION DESCRIPTION --------I   MEDIUM    ADD   DATE

         --   ----------------------------------------  -------    ----------

         AV   AUDITOR'S VAULT                                 C    mm/dd/yyyy

                 CABINET NUMBER  II

                 NUMBER OF SLOTS 29

         DC   DATA CENTER                                     U    mm/dd/yyyy

         DR   DISASTER RECOVERY VAULT                         C    mm/dd/yyyy

                 CABINET NUMBER  D1 D2 D3 D4 D5

                 NUMBER OF SLOTS 19 19 19 19 19

         D1   ALTERNATE DATA CENTER                           U    mm/dd/yyyy

         LH   LONG TERM HOLD                                  C    mm/dd/yyyy

                 CABINET NUMBER  CL CM CN CO CP

                 NUMBER OF SLOTS 99 99 99 99 99

         LV   LOCAL FIRE PROOF VAULT                          C    mm/dd/yyyy

                 CABINET NUMBER  CA CB CC CD CE CF CG CH CJ CK

                 NUMBER OF SLOTS 99 99 99 99 99 99 99 99 99 99

         SH   SHORT TERM HOLD                                 C    mm/dd/yyyy

                 CABINET NUMBER  CQ CR CS CT CU CV CW CX CY CZ

                 NUMBER OF SLOTS 99 99 99 99 99 99 99 99 99 99

         XC   TRANSMITTION CENTER                             U    mm/dd/yyyy

Tape Retention Selection Records (TLMS016)
TLMS016 lists all the retention commands in the Retention Master File. For each data set or group of data sets, you will
see the retention type, location ID, and count field value (if any) at the data center and at each off-site location.

This command has the following format:

TLMS016

Report Example

Company Name                        REPORT REQUEST                         PAGE      1

CA TLMS NN.n                                                               dd/mm/yy    hh.mm.ss

PAGESIZE=58

DATE=MM-DD-YYYY

TLMS016

Company Name                                             TAPE RETENTION SELECTION RECORDS                      TLMS016    PAGE      1

CA TLMS NN.n                                                                                                 

  mm-dd-yyyy    08.14.34

   TYPE     DATASET PATTERN MASK                                                      JOB PATTERN MASK              ADD   DATE

    -       --------------------------------------------------------------------      ----------------              ----------

        DSN=**DEFAULT**                                                                                             10-09-2008

            RTN(2DC                                           )          OWNER(AUTHORITY                )

    5   DSN=ASM2-                                                                     JOB=*                         10-09-2008

            RTN(6DC     7AR                                   )          OWNER(AUTHORITY                )

    5   DSN=BOXIT-                                                                    JOB=*                         10-09-2008

            RTN(5DC0001 5B10005                               )          OWNER(AUTHORITY                )
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    5   DSN=CATAPE.-                                                                  JOB=*                         10-09-2008

            RTN(5DC0001 7KP                                   )          OWNER(AUTHORITY                )

    5   DSN=CRAJO01.-                                                                 JOB=*                         10-09-2008

            RTN(1DC     5B20005                               )          OWNER(AUTHORITY                )

    5   DSN=DASTER.-                                                                  JOB=*                         10-09-2008

            RTN(6DC     7KP                                   )          OWNER(AUTHORITY                )

    5   DSN=FRED.-                                                                    JOB=*                         10-09-2008

            RTN(1DC     7ZZ                                   )          OWNER(AUTHORITY                )

    5   DSN=HSM-                                                                      JOB=*                         10-09-2008

            RTN(6DC     7AR                                   )          OWNER(AUTHORITY                )

    0   DSN=MGMT0000                                                                  JOB=*                         10-09-2008

            RTN(6DC     7L1                                   )          OWNER(AUTHORITY                )

    5   DSN=PROD1-                                                                    JOB=*                         10-09-2008

            RTN(6DC     5L10007                               )          OWNER(AUTHORITY                )

    5   DSN=PROD2-                                                                    JOB=*                         10-09-2008

            RTN(6DC     5L20007                               )          OWNER(AUTHORITY                )

    5   DSN=PROD3-                                                                    JOB=*                         10-09-2008

            RTN(6DC     5AR0007                               )          OWNER(AUTHORITY                )

    5   DSN=S-                                                                        JOB=*                         10-09-2008

            RTN(6DC     5L10017 5L20001 5AR0030 7KP           )          OWNER(AUTHORITY                )

    5   DSN=TEST-                                                                     JOB=*                         10-09-2008

            RTN(1DC     2ZZ0018                               )          OWNER(AUTHORITY                )

    5   DSN=TST1-                                                                     JOB=*                         10-09-2008

            RTN(8DC0003 AL1                                   )          OWNER(AUTHORITY                )

    5   DSN=TST2-                                                                     JOB=*                         10-09-2008

            RTN(8DC0003 3L10020                               )          OWNER(AUTHORITY                )

    0   DSN=UNIX.MASTER.TAPE.DUP                                                      JOB=WILRO09                   10-09-2008

            RTN(2DC0007 4L20023                               )          OWNER(AUTHORITY                )

    0   DSN=UNIX.MASTER.TAPE.DUP                                                      JOB=*                         10-09-2008

            RTN(6DC     5L10021 7KP                           )          OWNER(AUTHORITY                )

Company Name                                            TAPE RETENTION SELECTION RECORDS                      TLMS016    PAGE      2

CA TLMS NN.n                                                                                                 

 mm-dd-yyyy    08.14.34

               ****************************************************

               *                   L E G E N D                    *

               *                                                  *

               *     TYPE      DESCRIPTION                        *

               *       -       -----------------------------      *

               *       0       SPECIFIC                           *

               *       1       RESERVED FOR SPECIAL SEARCH        *

               *       2       ONE-FOR-ONE MASK (# @ !)           *

               *       3       PREFIXED/CONTAINING/SUFFIXED       *

               *       4       PREFIXED/SUFFIXED                  *

               *       5       PREFIXED ONLY                      *

               *       6       RESERVED FOR SPECIAL SEARCH        *

               *       7       SUFFIXED ONLY                      *

               *       8       CONTAINING ONLY                    *

               *       9       MAX ITERNAL CLASS VALUE            *

               *                                                  *

               ****************************************************
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User Defined Report (TLERPT18)
The TLERPT18 report is a functional replacement for the TLMS018 report that was provided in earlier releases of TLMS.
The JCL procedure CATERL18 and three z/OS EARL Service source members are provided. Users can request reports
in a format almost identical to the earlier TLMS018 report. While this new report is created with z/OS EARL Service,
knowledge of z/OS EARL Service is not required.

TLERPT18 lists user-specified fields in VSN or DSN order. The user specifies the fields to be reported on by listing the
field names in the order they are to appear. You can specify the field names on any number of statements but the total of
their lengths cannot exceed 130 characters.

You can use an optional parameter to specify the report order and a title. The default order is by dataset name. If the first
3 characters of the parm are not VSN, the report is one line for each dataset on the VMF in order by DSN then VSN. This
is true no matter which field is specified first.

When the first 3 characters of the parm are VSN, the report is in VSN order with one line for each volume. The DSN field
value is for the first DSN on each volume.

The field named DSN is 44 characters long. A shortened version of this field can be obtained by specifying a short DSN
field name. For example, DSN_15 is a field containing the first 15 characters of the DSN. Fields DSN_3 through DSN_43
are available. The report is sorted by the entire 44 characters of the DSN.

Positions 5 through 45 of the parm are for an optional report title. If these positions are not blank, they are used for the
title. If they are blank, the default title "USER DEFINED REPORT" is used.

For more information, see Tape Data Base field names.

SAMPLE 1 - USER REPORT BY DATA SET NAME

//      EXEC CATERL18,

//        PRM='DSN,USER REPORT BY DSN '

//CATECOGO.SYSIN18 DD *

  DSN_20 VOLSER FILESEQ VOLSEQ VOLUME_COUNT DSN_KEEP_DATE

SAMPLE 2- USER REPORT BY VSN

//      EXECCATERL18,

//        PRM='VSN,USER REPORT BY VSN'

//CATECOGO.SYSIN18 DD *

  VSN DSN_5 FILESEQ VOLSEQ VOLUME_COUNT VOLUME_KEEP_DATE

Report Example

C O M P A N Y   N A M E    USER REPORT BY DSN   TLERPT18  PAGE    4

CA TLMS NN.n                                    dd/mm/yy      hh.mm.ss

--------------------------------------------------------------------

DSN_20                  VOLSER     FILE    VOL   VOLUME    DSN KEEP

                                   SEQ     SEQ    COUNT      DATE

 -------------------------------------------------------------------

CRAJO01.FN0013.FILE0    001507       1      1      1     mm/dd/yyyy

EVAWI01.DEU.TAPE1       001506       1      1      1     mm/dd/yyyy

FRED.TEST.DSN01         001562       1      1      1     mm/dd/yyyy

PAT.EDMTEST.TEST1       001500       1      1      1     mm/dd/yyyy

PAT.EDMTEST2.TEST1      001500       2      1      1     mm/dd/yyyy

PAT.EDMTEST3.TEST1      001500       3      1      1     mm/dd/yyyy
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PAT.EDMTEST4.TEST1      001500       4      1      1     mm/dd/yyyy

PAT.OCEOV4.TEST1        001505       1      1      1     mm/dd/yyyy

PAT.OCEOV5.TEST1        001554       1      1      1     mm/dd/yyyy

PERCENT.FILE01          001593       5      1      2     mm/dd/yyyy

PERCENT.FILE02          001593       6      1      2     mm/dd/yyyy

PERCENT.FILE03          001593       7      1      2     mm/dd/yyyy

PERCENT.FILE04          001593       8      1      2     mm/dd/yyyy

PERCENT.FILE05          001593       9      1      2     mm/dd/yyyy

PERCENT.FILE06          001593      10      1      2     mm/dd/yyyy

PERCENT.FILE07          001501      11      2      2     mm/dd/yyyy

PERCENT.FILE07          001593      11      1      2     mm/dd/yyyy

TAPE.TRACE.NL.FILE1     001590       1      1      1     mm/dd/yyyy

TAPE.TRACE.NL.FILE2     001590       2      1      1     mm/dd/yyyy

TAPE.TRACE.NL.FILE3     001590       3      1      1     mm/dd/yyyy

TAPE.TRACE.NL.FILE4     001590       4      1      1     mm/dd/yyyy

TAPE.TRACE.SL.FILE1     TDI090       1      1      1     mm/dd/yyyy

TAPE.TRACE.SL.FILE2     TDI090       2      1      1     mm/dd/yyyy

TAPE.TRACE.SL.FILE3     TDI090       3      1      1     mm/dd/yyyy

TAPE.TRACE.SL.FILE4     TDI090       4      1      1     mm/dd/yyyy

TEP.RES.SL.DSN01        001508       1      1      2     mm/dd/yyyy

TEP.RES.SL.DSN01        001514       1      2      2     mm/dd/yyyy

TEP.RES.SL.DSN02        001514       2      2      2     mm/dd/yyyy

TEP.TEST.CLOSE.DSN01    001561       1      2      2     mm/dd/yyyy

TEP.TEST.CLOSE.DSN01    001563       1      1      2     mm/dd/yyyy

TEP.TEST.CLOSE.DSN01    001564       1      1      1     mm/dd/yyyy

TEP.TEST.CLOSE.DSN02    001561       2      2      2     mm/dd/yyyy

TEP.TEST.CLOSE.DSN02    001564       2      1      1     mm/dd/yyyy

TEP.TEST.CLOSE.DSN11    001565       1      2      2     mm/dd/yyyy

TEP.TEST.CLOSE.DSN11    001566       1      1      2     mm/dd/yyyy

TEP.TEST.CLOSE.DSN12    001565       2      2      2     mm/dd/yyyy

TEP.TEST.CLOSE.DSN41    001567       1      1      2     mm/dd/yyyy

TEP.TEST.CLOSE.DSN41    001568       1      2      2     mm/dd/yyyy

TEP.TEST.CLOSE.DSN42    001568       2      2      2     mm/dd/yyyy

TEP.V1F4.SL11           001591       1      1      1     mm/dd/yyyy

TEP.V1F4.SL12           001591       2      1      1     mm/dd/yyyy

TEP.V1F4.SL13           001591       3      1      1     mm/dd/yyyy

TEP.V1F4.SL14           001591       4      1      1     mm/dd/yyyy

TEP.V1F4.SL21           001592       1      1      1     mm/dd/yyyy

TEP.V1F4.SL22           001592       2      1      1     mm/dd/yyyy

TEP.V1F4.SL23           001592       3      1      1     mm/dd/yyyy

TEP.V1F4.SL24           001592       4      1      1     mm/dd/yyyy

TEP.V1F4.SL31           001593       1      1      2     mm/dd/yyyy

TEP.V1F4.SL32           001593       2      1      2     mm/dd/yyyy

TEP.V1F4.SL33           001593       3      1      2     mm/dd/yyyy

TEP.V1F4.SL34           001593       4      1      2     mm/dd/yyyy

TEPTEST.VTAPE.V1F1.F    001580       1      1      1     mm/dd/yyyy

TEPTEST.VTAPE.V1F1.F    001581       1      1      1     mm/dd/yyyy 

Report Example

C O M P A N Y   N A M E   USER REPORT BY VSN     TLERPT18  PAGE   2

CA TLMS NN.n                                 dd/mm/yy      hh.mm.ss

 -------------------------------------------------------------------
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   VOLSER   DSN_20                 FILE     VOL   VOLUME   VOL KEEP

                                   SEQ     SEQ    COUNT    DATE

 -------------------------------------------------------------------

   TDI047   TEST.VOL075.DSN01        1      47     75     mm/dd/yyyy

   TDI048   TEST.VOL075.DSN01        1      48     75     mm/dd/yyyy

   TDI049   TEST.VOL075.DSN01        1      49     75     mm/dd/yyyy

   TDI050   TEST.VOL075.DSN01        1      50     75     mm/dd/yyyy

   TDI051   TEST.VOL075.DSN01        1      51     75     mm/dd/yyyy

   TDI052   TEST.VOL075.DSN01        1      52     75     mm/dd/yyyy

   TDI053   TEST.VOL075.DSN01        1      53     75     mm/dd/yyyy

   TDI054   TEST.VOL075.DSN01        1      54     75     mm/dd/yyyy

   TDI055   TEST.VOL075.DSN01        1      55     75     mm/dd/yyyy

   TDI056   TEST.VOL075.DSN01        1      56     75     mm/dd/yyyy

   TDI057   TEST.VOL075.DSN01        1      57     75     mm/dd/yyyy

   TDI058   TEST.VOL075.DSN01        1      58     75     mm/dd/yyyy

   TDI059   TEST.VOL075.DSN01        1      59     75     mm/dd/yyyy

   TDI060   TEST.VOL075.DSN01        1      60     75     mm/dd/yyyy

   TDI061   TEST.VOL075.DSN01        1      61     75     mm/dd/yyyy

   TDI062   TEST.VOL075.DSN01        1      62     75     mm/dd/yyyy

   TDI063   TEST.VOL075.DSN01        1      63     75     mm/dd/yyyy

   TDI064   TEST.VOL075.DSN01        1      64     75     mm/dd/yyyy

   TDI065   TEST.VOL075.DSN01        1      65     75     mm/dd/yyyy

   TDI066   TEST.VOL075.DSN01        1      66     75     mm/dd/yyyy

   TDI067   TEST.VOL075.DSN01        1      67     75     mm/dd/yyyy

   TDI068   TEST.VOL075.DSN01        1      68     75     mm/dd/yyyy

   TDI069   TEST.VOL075.DSN01        1      69     75     mm/dd/yyyy

   TDI070   TEST.VOL075.DSN01        1      70     75     mm/dd/yyyy

   TDI071   TEST.VOL075.DSN01        1      71     75     mm/dd/yyyy

   TDI072   TEST.VOL075.DSN01        1      72     75     mm/dd/yyyy

   TDI073   TEST.VOL075.DSN01        1      73     75     mm/dd/yyyy

   TDI074   TEST.VOL075.DSN01        1      74     75     mm/dd/yyyy

   TDI075   TEST.VOL075.DSN01        1      75     75     mm/dd/yyyy

   TDI076   XXX.YYYY.VVE.V.K3456     1       1      1     mm/dd/yyyy

   TDI077   XXX.YYYY.VVE.V123456     1       1      1     mm/dd/yyyy

   TDI078   A1234567.B1234567.ZZ     1       1      1     mm/dd/yyyy

   TDI079   A1234567.B1234567.ZZ     1       1      1     mm/dd/yyyy

   TDI080   VTAPE.VVE.VTP0004.PR     1       1      1     mm/dd/yyyy

   TDI081   VTAPE.VVE.VTP0004.PR     1       1      1     mm/dd/yyyy

   TDI082   VTAPE.VVE.VTP000C.PR     1       1      1     mm/dd/yyyy

   TDI083   VTAPE.VVE.VTP00C0.DU     1       1      1     mm/dd/yyyy

   TDI084   VTAPE.VVE.VTP0004.PR     1       1      1     mm/dd/yyyy

   TDI085   VTAPE.VVE.VT.0V04.PR     1       1      1     mm/dd/yyyy

   TDI086   VTAPE.VVE.VTT.V04.PR     1       1      1     mm/dd/yyyy

   TDI087   VTAPE.VVE.V.T0V04.PR     1       1      1     mm/dd/yyyy

   TDI088   XXX.YYYY.VVE.V123456     1       1      1     mm/dd/yyyy

   TDI089   XXX.YYYY.VVE.V123456     1       1      1     mm/dd/yyyy

   TDI090   TAPE.TRACE.SL.FILE1      1       1      1     mm/dd/yyyy

   TDI091

   TDI092

   TDI093

   TDI094

   TDI095

   TDI096
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   TDI097 

SAMPLE 3 - USER REPORT BY VSN (TLMS018 field names)

//    EXEC  CATERL18,

//          PRM='VSN,USER REPORT BY VSN'

//CATECOGO.SYSIN18 DD *

   VSN DSN_20 FILESEQ VOLSEQ VOLCNT KEEPDT

For compatibility, TLERPT18 accepts most of the TLMS018 field names with the following exceptions:

• USER, LENGTH, and LABEL are Earl reserve words and cannot be used. Specify USER_DATA, TAPE_LENGTH, and
LABEL_TYPE instead.

• CLN-USE and CER-USE must be specified as CLN_USE and CER_USE because a dash is not valid in an Earl field
name.

• Short DSN fields are specified as DSN_30 instead of DSN(30).

The following fields were added to the TLERPT18 report to allow reporting on the data items:

Field Length Type Source
USER_DATA1 15 CHAR Positions 01-15 of USER_DATA
JOB_ACCT 15 CHAR Positions 01-15 of USER_DATA
USER_DATA2 15 CHAR Positions 16-31 of USER_DATA
PGMR_NAME 15 CHAR Positions 16-31 of USER_DATA
USER_DATA3 29 CHAR Positions 31-59 of USER_DATA
P_SCR_SOURCE 3 CHAR Scratch source (TRS, JCL,

MAN, EDM)
P_SCHD_PTR 1 NUM Current position in schedule
P_RTN_SOURCE 3 CHAR Retention source (JCL, RMF,

MAN, RTR)
P_RTN_DATA 53 CHAR Complete retention schedule
P_RTN_ENTRY1 8 CHAR 1st retention schedule entry
P_RTN_ENTRY2 8 CHAR 2nd retention schedule entry
P_RTN_ENTRY3 8 CHAR 3rd retention schedule entry
P_RTN_ENTRY4 8 CHAR 4th retention schedule entry
P_RTN_ENTRY5 8 CHAR 5th retention schedule entry
P_RTN_ENTRY6 8 CHAR 6th retention schedule entry
P_CUR_ENTRY 8 CHAR Current retention schedule entry
P_LST_ENTRY 8 CHAR Last retention schedule entry

Each P_RTN_ENTRYn is subdivided into the following fields for individual field-level reporting:

 

Field Length Type Source
P_RTN_TYPEn 1 CHAR nth retention entry type
P_RTN_LOCn 2 CHAR nth retention entry location
P_RTN_COUNTn 5 NUM nth retention entry count field
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The P_CUR_ENTRY field is subdivided as follows:

Field Length Type Source
P_CUR_TYPE 1 CHAR Current retention entry type
P_CUR_LOC 2 CHAR Current retention entry location
P_CUR_COUNT 5 NUM Current retention entry count

field

The P_LST_ENTRY field is subdivided as follows:

Field Length Type Source
P_LST_TYPE 1 CHAR Last retention entry type
P_LST_LOC 2 CHAR Last retention entry location
P_LST_COUNT 5 NUM Last retention entry count field

Two COPY members in the hlq.CTAPECPB library let the retention schedule data be used in user written TLMS
programs. To use these fields, place the following copy statement after the COPY EARLDEFS statement in your code:

COPY TLERETND

To populate the print data fields for the retention data, add the following statement to your program logic, after the
selection criteria logic:

COPY TLERETNE

System Activity Analysis (TLERPT19)
TLERPT19 provides an audit of TLMS activity and a summary of all TLMS transactions. The summary report is
automatically printed when you issue the TLERPT19 command. All six audit reports are produced.

The input for these reports is either the SMF MANX/MANY dump tape or the TLMS alternate log dump tape, depending
on the RECOVERY system option.

SAMPLE 1- SYSTEM ACTIVITY ANALYSIS

//     EXEC CATERL19,

//       TAPEDB=selected.alog.backup

C O M P A N Y   N A M E               TRANSACTION SUMMARY REPORT             TLERPT19  PAGE      1

CA TLMS NN.n                                                                 dd/mm/yy     hh.mm.ss

                                FROM  mm/dd/yyyy 01.19.16.31  TO  mm/dd/yyyy 11.48.42.95

                                     NEW DATA SETS CREATED.........   .....    4,962

                                        OLD DATA SETS READ.................      968

                                        NEW FOREIGN DATA SETS WRITTEN......      768

                                        OLD FOREIGN DATA SETS READ.........       96
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                                        TLMS COPYCAT INTERNAL TRANSACTIONS.        0

                                        BATCH UPDATES......................        1

                                        ON-LINE UPDATES....................      168

                                        TAPE RETENTION UPDATES.............    5,240

                                        TAPE DATA SET OPENS................    7,777

                                        TOTAL CA TLMS TRANSACTIONS...   19,980

 END OF REPORT

NOTE
Ensure the TAPEDB DD point to your ALOG or SMF when executing aTLERPT19 report. You must point to a
backup file and not a live file.

The TLERPT19 replaces the TLMS019 which is no longer supported.

New Data Set Transactions Report Example
The New Data Set Transactions Report details all the transactions recorded for new data sets in the Volume Master File
during the period of time covered by the input tape processed.

 C O M P A N Y   N A M E              NEW DATA SETS CREATED                 TLERPT19  PAGE      1

 CA TLMS NN.n                                                               dd/mm/yy      hh.mm.ss

 ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 DATA SET NAME                                  FILE     VOLSER              CREATE        CREATE     CREATE     CREATE       CPU

                                                 SEQ                           DATE          TIME     UNIT       JOBNAME      ID

 ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 CS21BKUP.SX20XAAA.LDYNPDVH.G0030V00              94     279394          mm/dd/

yyyy      01:19:18     3402       ISCS21W5     XAL1

 CS21BKUP.SX20XAAA.LDYNPDVG.G0030V00              92     279405          mm/dd/

yyyy      01:19:31     3415       ISCS21W5     XAL1

 CS21BKUP.SX20XAAA.LDYNPDVF.G0031V00              24     279418          mm/dd/

yyyy      01:19:32     3423       ISCS21W5     XAL1

 CS21BKUP.SX20XAAA.LDYNPDVF.G0031V00              24     279510          mm/dd/

yyyy      01:20:07     3423       ISCS21W5     XAL1

 OPS.WEEKLY.FDR.VBOOK02.BACKUP.G0224V00            5     625888          mm/dd/

yyyy      01:20:30     3301       WKBKU4       XA55

 OPS.LOCAL.FDR.VBOOK02.BACKUP.G0293V00             5     530553          mm/dd/

yyyy      01:20:32     3200       WKBKU4       XA55

 CS21BKUP.SX20XAAA.LDYNPDVF.G0031V00              24     279554          mm/dd/

yyyy      01:20:43     3423       ISCS21W5     XAL1

 CS21BKUP.SX20XAAA.LDYNPDVF.G0031V00              24     279559          mm/dd/

yyyy      01:21:03     3423       ISCS21W5     XAL1

 CAIMIS.DIV00.VRP020.ELEMOUT                       1     279577          mm/dd/

yyyy      01:21:26     341C       VRPDIV       XAL1

 CAIMIS.DIV00.VRP020.ERROUT                        1     279580          mm/dd/

yyyy      01:21:26     3409       VRPDIV       XAL1

 CS21BKUP.SX30X999.SPROXLPT.G0016V00               1     279629          mm/dd/

yyyy      01:21:35     340F       ISCS21W5     XAL1

 CS21BKUP.SX30X999.D345T.G0033V00                  1     279639          mm/dd/

yyyy      01:21:35     340E       ISCS21W5     XAL1
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 CS21BKUP.SX30X999.TTREEXFL.G0017V00               2     279629          mm/dd/

yyyy      01:21:35     340F       ISCS21W5     XAL1

 CS21BKUP.SX30X999.DF41S.G0017V00                  2     279639          mm/dd/

yyyy      01:21:35     340E       ISCS21W5     XAL1

 CS21BKUP.SX21X999.XSAP.G0016V00                   1     279808          mm/dd/

yyyy      01:21:36     3405       ISCS21W5     XAL1

 CS21BKUP.SX40XAAA.SPROXDAT.G0018V00               3     279629          mm/dd/

yyyy      01:21:36     340F       ISCS21W5     XAL1

 CS21BKUP.SX40XAAA.LSPRODVH.G0016V00               3     279639          mm/dd/

yyyy      01:21:36     340E       ISCS21W5     XAL1

 CS21BKUP.SX40XAAA.LINDTDVH.G0016V00               4     279629          mm/dd/

yyyy      01:21:36     340F       ISCS21W5     XAL1

 CS21BKUP.SX40XAAA.LSPRODVG.G0016V00               2     279808          mm/dd/

yyyy      01:21:37     3405       ISCS21W5     XAL1

 CS21BKUP.SX40XAAA.DDXTF.G0018V00                  5     279629          mm/dd/

yyyy      01:21:37     340F       ISCS21W5     XAL1

 CS21BKUP.SX40XAAA.LINDTDVG.G0016V00               4     279639          mm/dd/

yyyy      01:21:37     340E       ISCS21W5     XAL1

 CS21BKUP.SX30X999.TTREEI.G0016V00                 6     279629          mm/dd/

yyyy      01:21:38     340F       ISCS21W5     XAL1

 CS21BKUP.SX30X999.PERMISSI.G0017V00               5     279639          mm/dd/

yyyy      01:21:38     340E       ISCS21W5     XAL1

 CS21BKUP.SX30X999.LSPRODVF.G0016V00               7     279629          mm/dd/

yyyy      01:21:38     340F       ISCS21W5     XAL1

 CS21BKUP.SX40XAAA.D301T.G0018V00                  3     279808          mm/dd/

yyyy      01:21:39     3405       ISCS21W5     XAL1

 CS21BKUP.SX30X999.TCPUC.G0017V00                  6     279639          mm/dd/

yyyy      01:21:39     340E       ISCS21W5     XAL1

 CS21BKUP.A000X990.MEREPX1.G0013V00                1     279648          mm/dd/

yyyy      01:21:39     3419       ISCS21W2     XAL1

 CS21BKUP.SX30X999.DD04L.G0019V00                  8     279629          mm/dd/

yyyy      01:21:39     340F       ISCS21W5     XAL1

 CS21BKUP.A000X990.MEMGMTX.G0013V00                1     279866          mm/dd/

yyyy      01:21:40     3417       ISCS21W2     XAL1

 CS21BKUP.SX23X999.XSAP.G0020V00                   4     279808          mm/dd/

yyyy      01:21:40     3405       ISCS21W5     XAL1

 CS21BKUP.A000X99Z.MEREPX2.G0013V00                2     279648          mm/dd/

yyyy      01:21:40     3419       ISCS21W2     XAL1

 CS21BKUP.SX30X999.LD345DVF.G0032V00               7     279639          mm/dd/

yyyy      01:21:40     340E       ISCS21W5     XAL1

Old Data Sets Read Report Example
The Old Data Sets Read Report details all the transactions that read a data set as recorded in the Volume Master File
during the specified time interval.

 C O M P A N Y   N A M E               OLD DATA SETS READ                TLERPT19  PAGE      1

 CA TLMS NN.n                                                            dd/mm/yy      hh.mm.ss

 ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 DATA SET NAME                                  FILE     VOLSER                LAST          LAST     LAST      LAST          CPU

                                                 SEQ                           DATE          TIME     UNIT      JOB           ID

 ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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 CAIMIS.TOPSDB.USA.LXX.BKUP.G8587V00               1     270026          mm/dd/

yyyy      01:21:26     340A      VRPDIV        XAL1

 CAIMIS.DIV00.VRP020.ELEMOUT                       1     279577          mm/dd/

yyyy      01:21:43     340A      VRPDIV        XAL1

 CAIMIS.DIV00.VRP030.FIELDS                        1     279756          mm/dd/

yyyy      01:22:07     3412      VRPDIV        XAL1

 SVTS120.QASVT2.G1170                              1     103344          mm/dd/

yyyy      01:42:04     3518      QV2RX70       XE61

 SVTS120.QASVT2.G1173                              1     103341          mm/dd/

yyyy      01:42:07     3507      QV2RX73       XE61

 SVTS120.QASVT2.G1170                              1     103347          mm/dd/

yyyy      01:42:11     3504      QV2RX70       XE61

 SVTS120.QASVT2.G1174                              1     103342          mm/dd/

yyyy      01:42:12     350D      QV2RX74       XE61

 SVTS120.QASVT2.G1170.VTS                          4     103347          mm/dd/

yyyy      01:42:12     3504      QV2RX70       XE61

 SVTS120.QASVT2.G1173                              1     103341          mm/dd/

yyyy      01:42:16     3507      QV2RX73       XE61

 SVTS120.QASVT2.G1173                              1     103350          mm/dd/

yyyy      01:42:22     3513      QV2RX73       XE61

 SVTS120.QASVT2.G1173.VTS                          4     103350          mm/dd/

yyyy      01:42:23     3513      QV2RX73       XE61

 SVTS120.QASVT2.G1170                              1     103344          mm/dd/

yyyy      01:42:29     3501      QV2RX70       XE61

 SVTS120.QASVT2.G1173.DFDSS                        2     103350          mm/dd/

yyyy      01:42:30     3512      QV2RX73       XE61

 SVTS120.QASVT2.G1174                              1     103346          mm/dd/

yyyy      01:42:38     3506      QV2RX74       XE61

 SVTS120.QASVT2.G1174.VTS                          4     103346          mm/dd/

yyyy      01:42:40     3506      QV2RX74       XE61

 CAIMIS.STAR.NXACTION.EXTRACT.G0094V00             1     594434          mm/dd/

yyyy      21:37:14     340B      PRODXCNT      XAT1

 CAIMIS.STAR.SGINFO.EXTRDLY.G0098V00               1     567645          mm/dd/

yyyy      21:37:21     3416      PRODXCNT      XAT1

 CAIMIS.STAR.SGINFO.EXTRDLY.G0098V00               1     567645          mm/dd/

yyyy      21:37:21     3416      PRODXCNT      XAT1

 CAIMIS.STAR.SGINFO.EXTRACT.G0095V00               1     594461          mm/dd/

yyyy      21:37:26     3416      PRODXCNT      XAT1

 CAIMIS.STAR.DIINFO.EXTRDLY.G0098V00               1     567668          mm/dd/

yyyy      21:37:35     3427      PRODXCNT      XAT1

 CAIMIS.STAR.DIINFO.EXTRDLY.G0098V00               1     567668          mm/dd/

yyyy      21:37:35     3427      PRODXCNT      XAT1

 IDI.SYSTEST.T00988B.IC1                           1     569178          mm/dd/

yyyy      21:37:40     3423      T00988B       CA11

 CAIMIS.STAR.DIINFO.EXTRACT.G0095V00               1     594468          mm/dd/

yyyy      21:37:40     3427      PRODXCNT      XAT1

 IDT.T01747L.LOG1.SAMCSD03.G0003V00                1     569861          mm/dd/

yyyy      21:37:48     3400      T01747L       CA11

 CAIMIS.STAR.EARL.EXTR120.G2981V00                 1     569708          mm/dd/

yyyy      21:37:55     3427      PRODXCNT      XAT1

 IDT.T01747L.IC1.SAMCSD03.LOAN.G0004V00            1     569856          mm/dd/

yyyy      21:37:56     340B      T01747L       CA11
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 IDT.T01747L.IC1.SAMCSD03.LOAN.G0004V00            1     569856          mm/dd/

yyyy      21:37:57     340B      T01747L       CA11

 IDT.T01747L.LOG1.SAMCSD03.G0003V00                1     569861          mm/dd/

yyyy      21:38:08     3400      T01747L       CA11

 IDT.T01747L.IC1.SAMCSD03.LOANOVF.G0004V00         2     569856          mm/dd/

yyyy      21:38:14     3407      T01747L       CA11

 IDT.T01747L.IC1.SAMCSD03.LOANOVF.G0004V00         2     569856          mm/dd/

yyyy      21:38:15     3407      T01747L       CA11

 CAIMIS.STAR.EARL.EXTR120.G2981V00                 1     569708          mm/dd/

yyyy      21:38:19     3427      PRODXCNT      XAT1

New Foreign Data Sets Written Report Example
This foreign tape report audits the creation of any tapes not under TLMS control during the specified time interval.

 C O M P A N Y   N A M E           NEW FOREIGN DATA SETS WRITTEN            TLERPT19  PAGE      1

 CA TLMS NN.n                                                               dd/mm/yy     hh.mm.ss

 ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 DATA SET NAME                                  FILE     VOLSER              CREATE        CREATE     CREATE     CREATE       CPU

                                                 SEQ                           DATE          TIME     UNIT       JOBNAME      ID

 ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 ADMIN.DISPPROD.ARCH.D05206.T091226.F01         1131     522399          mm/dd/

yyyy      09:12:28     330E       DISPATCH     XAT1

 ADMIN.DISPPROD.ARCH.D05206.T091231.F01         1132     522399          mm/dd/

yyyy      09:12:33     330E       DISPATCH     XAT1

 OUTPUT.MMCART5                                    1     OUT5MM          mm/dd/

yyyy      16:15:28     0E7C       CARTCPY5     XE61

 OUTPUT.MMCART4                                    1     OUT4MM          mm/dd/

yyyy      16:15:28     0E7A       CARTCPY5     XE61

 OUTPUT.MMCART3                                    1     OUT3MM          mm/dd/

yyyy      16:15:29     0E79       CARTCPY5     XE61

 OUTPUT.MMCART2                                    1     OUT2MM          mm/dd/

yyyy      16:15:29     0E78       CARTCPY5     XE61

 OUTPUT.MMCART1                                    1     OUT1MM          mm/dd/

yyyy      16:15:29     0E7D       CARTCPY5     XE61

 OUTPUT.MMCART1                                    1     OUT1MM          mm/dd/

yyyy      16:32:21     0E78       CARTCPY5     XE61

 OUTPUT.MMCART2                                    1     OUT2MM          mm/dd/

yyyy      16:32:22     0E7C       CARTCPY5     XE61

 OUTPUT.MMCART3                                    1     OUT3MM          mm/dd/

yyyy      16:32:22     0E7A       CARTCPY5     XE61

 OUTPUT.MMCART4                                    1     OUT4MM          mm/dd/

yyyy      16:32:23     0E79       CARTCPY5     XE61

 OUTPUT.MMCART5                                    1     OUT5MM          mm/dd/

yyyy      16:32:23     0E7D       CARTCPY5     XE61

 OUTPUT.MMCART1                                    1     OUT1MM          mm/dd/

yyyy      16:40:11     0E7B       CARTCPY5     XE61

 OUTPUT.MMCART2                                    1     OUT2MM          mm/dd/

yyyy      16:40:11     0E79       CARTCPY5     XE61

 OUTPUT.MMCART3                                    1     OUT3MM          mm/dd/

yyyy      16:40:12     0E7C       CARTCPY5     XE61
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 OUTPUT.MMCART4                                    1     OUT4MM          mm/dd/

yyyy      16:40:12     0E7D       CARTCPY5     XE61

 OUTPUT.MMCART5                                    1     OUT5MM          mm/dd/

yyyy      16:40:13     0E7A       CARTCPY5     XE61

 OUTPUT.MMCART1                                    1     OUT1MM          mm/dd/

yyyy      16:43:11     0E79       CARTCPY5     XE61

 OUTPUT.MMCART2                                    1     OUT2MM          mm/dd/

yyyy      16:43:11     0E78       CARTCPY5     XE61

 OUTPUT.MMCART3                                    1     OUT3MM          mm/dd/

yyyy      16:43:12     0E7A       CARTCPY5     XE61

 OUTPUT.MMCART4                                    1     OUT4MM          mm/dd/

yyyy      16:43:12     0E7D       CARTCPY5     XE61

 OUTPUT.MMCART5                                    1     OUT5MM          mm/dd/

yyyy      16:43:13     0E7B       CARTCPY5     XE61

 ADMIN.DISPPROD.ARCH.D05207.T074556.F01         1307     522399          mm/dd/

yyyy      07:47:23     330C       DISPATCH     XAT1

 ADMIN.DISPPROD.ARCH.D05207.T074726.F01         1308     522399          mm/dd/

yyyy      07:47:28     330C       DISPATCH     XAT1

 ADMIN.DISPPROD.ARCH.D05207.T074730.F01         1309     522399          mm/dd/

yyyy      07:47:32     330C       DISPATCH     XAT1

 ADMIN.DISPPROD.ARCH.D05207.T074735.F01         1310     522399          mm/dd/

yyyy      07:47:37     330C       DISPATCH     XAT1

 ADMIN.DISPPROD.ARCH.D05207.T074739.F01         1311     522399          mm/dd/

yyyy      07:47:41     330C       DISPATCH     XAT1

 ADMIN.DISPPROD.ARCH.D05207.T074744.F01         1312     522399          mm/dd/

yyyy      07:47:46     330C       DISPATCH     XAT1

 ADMIN.DISPPROD.ARCH.D05207.T074748.F01         1313     522399          mm/dd/

yyyy      07:47:50     330C       DISPATCH     XAT1

 ADMIN.DISPPROD.ARCH.D05207.T074753.F01         1314     522399          mm/dd/

yyyy      07:47:55     330C       DISPATCH     XAT1

 ADMIN.DISPPROD.ARCH.D05207.T074757.F01         1315     522399          mm/dd/

yyyy      07:47:59     330C       DISPATCH     XAT1

Old Foreign Data Sets Read Report Example
This foreign tape report audits the input use of any tapes not under the control of TLMS during the specified time interval.

 C O M P A N Y   N A M E            OLD FOREIGN DATA SETS READ             TLERPT19  PAGE      1

 CA TLMS NN.n                                                              dd/mm/yy     hh.mm.ss

 ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 DATA SET NAME                                  FILE     VOLSER                LAST          LAST     LAST      LAST          CPU

                                                 SEQ                           DATE          TIME     UNIT      JOB           ID

 ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 TAPEMAP.TAPZ                                      1     DS0509          mm/dd/

yyyy      16:02:21     0E7F      DEFDDSB0      CA31

 INPUT.MMTAPE                                      1     INMM            mm/dd/

yyyy      16:15:30     0E7B      CARTCPY5      XE61

 TAPEQA.INPUT.TAPE                                 1     QAIN            mm/dd/

yyyy      16:21:23     0E7E      TAPEQA        XE61

 INPUT.MMTAPE                                      1     INMM            mm/dd/

yyyy      16:32:21     0E7B      CARTCPY5      XE61
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 TAPEMAP.TAPE                                      1     DS0509          mm/dd/

yyyy      16:34:45     0E70      DSB0REC       CA31

 CAI.SMPMCS                                       32     DS0509          mm/dd/

yyyy      16:34:59     0E70      DSB0REC       CA31

 CAI.CDSB000.F1                                   33     DS0509          mm/dd/

yyyy      16:35:01     0E70      DSB0REC       CA31

 CAI.CDSB000.F1                                   33     DS0509          mm/dd/

yyyy      16:35:03     0E70      DSB0REC       CA31

 CAI.CDSB000.F1                                   33     DS0509          mm/dd/

yyyy      16:35:27     0E70      DSB0REC       CA31

 CAI.CDSB000.F2                                   34     DS0509          mm/dd/

yyyy      16:35:28     0E70      DSB0REC       CA31

 CAI.CDSB000.F2                                   34     DS0509          mm/dd/

yyyy      16:35:31     0E70      DSB0REC       CA31

 CAI.CDSB000.F2                                   34     DS0509          mm/dd/

yyyy      16:35:35     0E70      DSB0REC       CA31

 CAI.CDSB001.F1                                   35     DS0509          mm/dd/

yyyy      16:35:36     0E70      DSB0REC       CA31

Batch Update Transactions Report Example
The Batch Update Transactions Report details all the update commands entered during the specified time interval. These
transactions are listed in the format in which they were entered.

 C O M P A N Y   N A M E             BATCH UPDATES                         TLERPT19  PAGE      1

 CA TLMS NN.n                                                              dd/mm/yy     hh.mm.ss

 ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

      SMF        SMF     SMF  JOBNAME    CMD VOLSER       TRANSACTION DATA

      TIME       DATE    ID   /USERID

 ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

  08.58.26.25 mm/dd/yyyy XAD1 DISPTLMS   UPD 522399 KEEPDT=2032/345

 END OF REPORT

Online Updates Report Example
The Online Updates Report details all the update commands entered through the online inquiry/update system during the
specified time interval. The commands are listed in the format in which they were entered.

 C O M P A N Y   N A M E        ONLINE UPDATES                           TLERPT19  PAGE      1

 CA TLMS NN.n                                                            dd/mm/yy     hh.mm.ss

 ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

      SMF        SMF     SMF  JOBNAME    CMD VOLSER       TRANSACTION DATA

      TIME       DATE    ID   /USERID

 ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

  21.37.51.34 mm/dd/yyyy XE61 SVTSAS     UPV 109863 BOXCCSS=VTX ATL(VTAPE,0)

  21.37.51.37 mm/dd/yyyy XE61 SVTSAS     UPD 322295

  21.37.58.99 mm/dd/yyyy XE61 SVTSAS     UPV 109870 BOXCCSS=VTX ATL(VTAPE,0)

  21.37.59.02 mm/dd/yyyy XE61 SVTSAS     UPD 322295
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  16.07.19.63 mm/dd/yyyy XE61 SVTSAS     UPV 101968 BOXCCSS=VTX ATL(VTAPE,0)

  16.07.19.66 mm/dd/yyyy XE61 SVTSAS     UPD 520424

  09.57.07.20 mm/dd/yyyy XE61 SVTSAS     UPV 101969 BOXCCSS=VTX ATL(VTAPE,0)

  09.57.07.22 mm/dd/yyyy XE61 SVTSAS     UPD 626981

  09.57.18.77 mm/dd/yyyy XE61 SVTSAS     UPV 101970 BOXCCSS=VTX ATL(VTAPE,0)

  09.57.18.80 mm/dd/yyyy XE61 SVTSAS     UPD 626981

  11.13.29.52 mm/dd/yyyy XE61 SVTSAS     UPV 108463 BOXCCSS=VTX ATL(VTAPE,0)

  11.13.29.54 mm/dd/yyyy XE61 SVTSAS     UPD 520416

  11.16.04.21 mm/dd/yyyy XE61 SVTSAS     UPV 108465 BOXCCSS=VTX ATL(VTAPE,0)

  11.16.04.23 mm/dd/yyyy XE61 SVTSAS     UPD 520416

  11.18.35.42 mm/dd/yyyy XE61 SVTSAS     UPV 101972 BOXCCSS=VTX ATL(VTAPE,0)

  11.18.35.46 mm/dd/yyyy XE61 SVTSAS     UPD 322306

  11.19.01.64 mm/dd/yyyy XE61 SVTSAS     UPV 101982 BOXCCSS=VTX ATL(VTAPE,0)

  11.19.01.68 mm/dd/yyyy XE61 SVTSAS     UPD 524444

  11.19.49.19 mm/dd/yyyy XE61 SVTSAS     UPV 101983 BOXCCSS=VTX ATL(VTAPE,0)

  11.19.49.33 mm/dd/yyyy XE61 SVTSAS     UPD 524444

  11.19.52.64 mm/dd/yyyy XE61 SVTSAS     UPV 101973 BOXCCSS=VTX ATL(VTAPE,0)

  11.19.52.66 mm/dd/yyyy XE61 SVTSAS     UPD 322306

  11.20.37.31 mm/dd/yyyy XE61 SVTSAS     UPV 101989 BOXCCSS=VTX ATL(VTAPE,0)

  11.20.37.35 mm/dd/yyyy XE61 SVTSAS     UPD 524444

Retention System Updates Report Example

 C O M P A N Y   N A M E           RETENTION SYSTEM UPDATES              TLERPT19  PAGE      1

 CA TLMS NN.n                                                            dd/mm/yy     hh.mm.ss

 ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

      SMF        SMF     SMF  JOBNAME    CMD VOLSER       TRANSACTION DATA

      TIME       DATE    ID   /USERID

 ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

  06.38.51.94 mm/dd/yyyy XAD1 TLMSTRS    UPV 556896 SCHED(2DC)

  06.38.51.99 mm/dd/yyyy XAD1 TLMSTRS    UPV 270468 SCRATCH=YES SERVICE=IN SCRDT=yyyy/ddd SCHED()

  06.38.52.09 mm/dd/yyyy XAD1 TLMSTRS    UPV 584136 SCHED(2DC)

  06.40.54.25 mm/dd/yyyy XAD1 TLMSTRS    UPV 567688 SCRATCH=YES SERVICE=IN SCRDT=yyyy/ddd SCHED()

  06.40.54.26 mm/dd/yyyy XAD1 TLMSTRS    UPV 269170 SCHED(2DC)

  06.40.54.29 mm/dd/yyyy XAD1 TLMSTRS    UPV 563085 SCHED(2DC)

  06.40.54.29 mm/dd/yyyy XAD1 TLMSTRS    UPV 520464 SCHED(2DC)

  06.40.54.45 mm/dd/yyyy XAD1 TLMSTRS    UPV 584802 SCRATCH=YES SERVICE=IN SCRDT=yyyy/ddd SCHED()

  06.40.54.57 mm/dd/yyyy XAD1 TLMSTRS    UPV 584803 SCRATCH=YES SERVICE=IN SCRDT=yyyy/ddd SCHED()

  06.40.54.58 mm/dd/yyyy XAD1 TLMSTRS    UPD 584237 FILESEQ=1 KEEPDT=2006/022

  06.40.54.59 mm/dd/yyyy XAD1 TLMSTRS    UPV 584237 SCHED(2DC18)

  06.41.38.43 mm/dd/yyyy XAD1 TLMSTRS    UPV 108364 SCHED(2DC)

  06.41.38.49 mm/dd/yyyy XAD1 TLMSTRS    UPV 109012 SCRATCH=YES SERVICE=IN SCRDT=yyyy/ddd SCHED()

  06.41.38.50 mm/dd/yyyy XAD1 TLMSTRS    UPV 108361 SCHED(2DC)

  06.41.38.57 mm/dd/yyyy XAD1 TLMSTRS    UPV 109009 SCRATCH=YES SERVICE=IN SCRDT=yyyy/ddd SCHED()

 END OF REPORT
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Distributed Tape Volume Master List (TLERPT20)
TLERPT20 lists all volumes in the Volume Master File flagged as Distributed system tapes (also known as Agent tapes)
regardless of whether they are scratch, nonscratch, in service or out of service. An optional parameter lets you limit the
report to a specific range of volume serial numbers. Otherwise, all volumes are listed.

SAMPLE 1 - RANGE OF VOLUMES

//        EXEC CATEARL,

//             PRM='CPX010,CPX050'

//CATECOGO.SYSIN DD *

   COPY TLERPT20

SAMPLE 2 - RANGE OF VOLUMES STARTING WITH CPX010

//        EXEC CATEARL,

//             PRM='CPX010'

//CATECOGO.SYSIN DD *

   COPY TLERPT20

SAMPLE 3 - RANGE OF VOLUMES ENDING WITH CPX050

//        EXEC CATEARL,

//             PRM='      ,CPX050'

//CATECOGO.SYSIN DD *

   COPY TLERPT20

ALL VOLSER MUST BE ENTERED AS SIX DIGITS. ENTER 6 BLANKS TO SKIP FIRST VOLSER.

SAMPLE 4 - ALL VOLUMES

//        EXEC CATEARL,

//             PRM=''

//CATECOGO.SYSIN DD *

   COPY TLERPT20

Report Example

C O M P A N Y   N A M E            AGENT VOLUME MASTER LIST               TLERPT20  PAGE   1

CA TLMS NN.n                                                              dd/mm/yy     hh.mm.ss

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

VOLSER  SCR   SRV    DATA SET NAME                               FILE      CREATE       CREATE   CREATE     CREATE   LOC SLOT

        IND   IND                                                 SEQ        TIME         DATE   JOBNAME    UNIT     ID

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

TDI001  Y     IN     SAVE1.SOME.DSN1                                1    06:37:33   mm/dd/

yyyy   JOB101     0E80     AR  A105

TDI005  N     IN     PROD1.SOME.DSN1                                1    06:37:32   mm/dd/

yyyy   JOB101     0E80     DC

TDI011  N     IN     PROD1.SOME.DSN1                                1    06:37:32   mm/dd/

yyyy   JOB101     0E80     DC
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TDI022  N     IN     CATAPE.HOLDS.EXPORTED.VIRTUAL.TAPES.VTDI022    1    09:56:37   mm/dd/

yyyy   OAM        0E80     DC

TDI030  N     IN     PROD1.SOME.DSN1                                1    06:37:32   mm/dd/

yyyy   JOB101     0E80     DC

TDI079  Y     IN     SAVE1.SOME.DSN1                                1    06:37:33   mm/dd/

yyyy   JOB101     0E80     AR  A106

TDI080  Y     IN     SAVE1.SOME.DSN1                                1    06:37:33   mm/dd/

yyyy   JOB101     0E80     AR  A107

TDI082  Y     IN     SAVE1.SOME.DSN1                                1    06:37:33   mm/dd/

yyyy   JOB101     0E80     AR  A108

END OF REPORT

Volumes to be Removed from Automatic Tape Library (TLERPT21)
This report lists the volumes in the ATL which are candidates for EXPORT or EJECT. The candidate volumes have been
scheduled for movement by TLMSTRS and the VMF shows their location is not in the ATL. The appropriate EXPORT or
EJECT commands are written to the OUTFILE DD. ADD a //OUTFILE DD statement to the CATEARL step.

These EXPORT and EJECT commands can be used as input to CTSSYNC, which will issue the EJECT and EXPORT
commands to the ATL.

CTSSYNC provides support for the IBM 3495/3494 only.

//         EXEC CATEARL,

//             OUTFILE='CAI.TLMS.SELECT.EJECT.LIST',

//             PARM=''

//CATECOGO.SYSIN DD *

  COPY TLERPT21

//

Report Example

C O M P A N Y   N A M E    VOLUMES TO BE REMOVED FROM AUTOMATIC TAPE LIBRARY    TLERPT21  PAGE    1

CA TLMS NN.n                                                                    dd/mm/yy  hh.mm.ss

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

                 FUNC        VOLSER      ROBOT    ROBOT      LOC       DATA SET NAME

                                         TYPE       NUM      ID

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

                 EXPORT      TDI061      VIBM                AR        HSM.BACKUP.DFDSS

                 EJECT       TDI062      IBM          4      AR        HSM.BACKUP.DFDSS

                 EJECT       TDI063      IBM          4      AR        HSM.BACKUP.DFDSS

                 EJECT       TDI067      IBM          4      AR        HSM.BACKUP.DFDSS

                 EXPORT      TRN013      VIBM         2      L1        PROD1.EOV.DSN

                 EXPORT      TRN014      VIBM         2      L2        PROD2.EOV.DSN

END OF REPORT
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NOTE
Reports TLERPT21, TLERPT22, and TLERPT23 are available from support on request.

Tapes to be Imported (TLERPT22)
This report lists the exported virtual tapes on the selected container volume. The container volume for import should be
specified via the 'PRM=' keyword of the CATEARL procedure. Import commands for each volume will be written to the
OUTFILE file. Add a //OUTFILE DD statement to the CATEARL step.

These IMPORT commands can be used as input to CTSSYNC, which will issue IMPORT commands to the ATL.

CTSSYNC provides support for the IBM 3495/3494 only.

SAMPLE 1 

//         EXEC CATEARL,

//             OUTFILE='CAI.TLMS.SELECT.IMPORT.LIST',

//             PARM=''

//CATECOGO.SYSIN DD *

  COPY TLERPT22

//

Report Example

C O M P A N Y   N A M E     TAPES TO BE IMPORTED FROM PHYSICAL TAPE TRN010       TLERPT22  PAGE  1

CA TLMS NN.n                                                                     dd/mm/yy  hh.mm.ss

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

     VOLSER      DATA SET NAME                                     SCR      LOC       EXPIRATION          CREATE      CREATE

                                                                   IND      ID              DATE            DATE      JOBNAME

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

     TRN030      PROD1.VTS.DSN11                                   Y        DC                        mm/dd/

yyyy      JOB001

     TRN031      PROD1.VTS.DSN11                                   Y        DC                        mm/dd/

yyyy      JOB001

     TRN032      PROD1.VTS.DSN11                                   Y        DC                        mm/dd/

yyyy      JOB001

     TRN036      PROD3.VTS.DSN11                                   Y        DC                        mm/dd/

yyyy      JOB001

     TRN037      PROD3.VTS.DSN12                                   Y        DC                        mm/dd/

yyyy      JOB001

     TRN038      PROD3.VTS.DSN13                                   Y        DC                        mm/dd/

yyyy      JOB001

     TRN039      PROD1.VTS.DSN11                                   Y        DC        PERMANENT       mm/dd/

yyyy      JOB003

END OF REPORT

Exported Virtual Tape Inventory (TLERPT23)
This report lists the exported virtual tapes and the container volumes they reside on. Tapes are listed by creation date
within container volume. The scratch status of each tape is shown. This report may be used to determine when the virtual
and container tapes should be re-imported into the ATL. Generally they should be imported when all the virtual volumes
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are scratched. The container volume is created as an EDM and will not be automatically scratched. The container volume
may be scratched using 'UPV' commands in a job which is defined as the EDM 'VIBM'.

This report can generate the 'UPV volser SCRATCH=YES' command for each container tape whose virtual tapes are
scratch or have been previously imported.

SAMPLE 1 

//         EXEC CATEARL,

//             OUTFILE='CAI.TLMS.UPDATE.CMDS',

//             PARM=''

//CATECOGO.SYSIN DD *

  COPY TLERPT23

//

Report Example

C O M P A N Y   N A M E         EXPORTED VIRTUAL TAPE INVENTORY           TLERPT23  PAGE      1

CA TLMS NN.n                                                              dd/mm/yy     hh.mm.ss

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

CONTAINER  VOLSER    DATA SET NAME                                    SCR     LOC SLOT   EXPIRATION        CREATE     CREATE

VOLUME                                                                IND     ID               DATE          DATE     JOBNAME

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

NONVMF     TST003    PROD1.EOV.DSN                                    N       DC  VTX                  mm/dd/

yyyy     BOBTEST

TDI022     TDI006    PROD3.FOR.FRED                                   Y       DC  VTX                  mm/dd/

yyyy     FREDJOB

           TDI022    CATAPE.HOLDS.EXPORTED.VIRTUAL.TAPES.VTDI022      N       DC                       mm/dd/

yyyy     OAM

TRN010     TRN030    PROD1.VTS.DSN11                                  Y       DC                       mm/dd/

yyyy     JOB001

           TRN031    PROD1.VTS.DSN11                                  Y       DC                       mm/dd/

yyyy     JOB001

           TRN032    PROD1.VTS.DSN11                                  Y       DC                       mm/dd/

yyyy     JOB001

           TRN036    PROD3.VTS.DSN11                                  Y       DC                       mm/dd/

yyyy     JOB001

           TRN037    PROD3.VTS.DSN12                                  Y       DC                       mm/dd/

yyyy     JOB001

           TRN038    PROD3.VTS.DSN13                                  Y       DC                       mm/dd/

yyyy     JOB001

           TRN039    PROD1.VTS.DSN11                                  Y       DC         PERMANENT     mm/dd/

yyyy     JOB003

           TRN010    CATAPE.HOLDS.EXPORTED.VIRTUAL.TAPES.VTRN010      N       KP  KA00                 mm/dd/

yyyy     OAM

TRN063     TDI061    HSM.BACKUP.DFDSS                                 N       AR  VTX                  mm/dd/

yyyy     JOBBKUP

XMIT51     TST001    PROD2.EOV.DSN                                    N       DC  VTX    mm/dd/yyyy    mm/dd/

yyyy     BOBTEST

           XMIT51    CATAPE.HOLDS.EXPORTED.VIRTUAL.TAPES.VXMIT51      N       DC                       08/13/1999     OAM

END OF REPORT
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Tape Retention Error/Exception (TLMS041)
TLMS041 is automatically produced when you execute CATTRS to run the tape retention system. It lists error and
exception messages that are generated during tape retention processing. It also lists any conflicting controlling data sets
so that you may correct the conflict. These messages follow the corresponding TLMS volume record data identifying the
item involved. See Messages for each message.

Report Example

CA, INC                  TAPE RETENTION ERROR/EXCEPTION                   TLMS041    PAGE    1

CA TLMS NN.n                                                              dd/mm/yy   hh.mm.ss

VOLUME       BOX                                               VOL VOL

SERIAL  LOC CCSS  I------------- DATA SET NAME --------------I SEQ CNT  I------------------

ERROR MESSAGES ------------------I

------   -- ----  -------------------------------------------- --- ---  -----------------------------------------------------

TLMS044,ALL

RUNDATE(mm/dd/yyyy),ACCEPT

CA, INC            TAPE RETENTION ERROR/EXCEPTION                         TLMS041    PAGE    2

CA TLMS NN.n                                                              dd/mm/yy     hh.mm.ss

VOLUME       BOX                                              VOL VOL

SERIAL  LOC CCSS  I------------- DATA SET NAME -------------

I SEQ CNT I------------------- ERROR MESSAGES --------------------I

------   -- ----  ------------------------------------------- --- --- ---------------------------------------------------------

TDI022   DC       CATAPE.HOLDS.EXPORTED.VIRTUAL.TAPES.VTDI022  1   1  CAT4509E - RETENTION RUN DATE IS LESS THAN CREATION DATE

TDI094   DC VTS   BACKUP.TEST                                  1   1  CAT4509E - RETENTION RUN DATE IS LESS THAN CREATION DATE

XMIT51   DC       CATAPE.HOLDS.EXPORTED.VIRTUAL.TAPES.VXMIT51  1   1  CAT4509E - RETENTION RUN DATE IS LESS THAN CREATION DATE

TDI005   DC       PROD1.SOME.DSN1                              1   4  CAT4537E - LOCATION-

ID ON VMF NOT ON RMF QUALIFIER RECORD

TRN014   L2 VTS   PROD2.EOV.DSN                                1   1  CAT4537E - LOCATION-

ID ON VMF NOT ON RMF QUALIFIER RECORD

TRN023   L2 VTS   PROD2.EOV.DSN                                1   2  CAT4537E - LOCATION-

ID ON VMF NOT ON RMF QUALIFIER RECORD

TDI057   L2 BA01  PROD2.EOV.DSN                                1   1  CAT4537E - LOCATION-

ID ON VMF NOT ON RMF QUALIFIER RECORD

TDI031   L2 BA00  PROD2.EOV.DSN                                1   1  CAT4537E - LOCATION-

ID ON VMF NOT ON RMF QUALIFIER RECORD

Volumes to be Moved (TLMS042)
TLMS042 is automatically produced when CATTRS determines that tape movement should occur. It lists all tape volumes
that are to be moved from one location to another. The order in which volumes are listed depends on the type of storage
defined:

• For cabinet storage, volumes are listed in order by cabinet and slot number. This makes it easy to move volumes out of
a cabinet.

• For box storage, all volumes in the box are listed under the box ID. This is because a box is moved as a single entity.
• If storage is undefined, volumes are listed in order by volume serial number.

Report Example
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CA, INC            VOLUMES TO BE MOVED                                  TLMS042    PAGE    1

CA TLMS NN.n                                                            dd/mm/yy     hh.mm.ss

                                        FROM  AR  ARCHIVE BACKUPS

                                        TO    DC  DATA CENTER

FROM  TO   VOLUME                                          VOL VOL  I-------- CREATION --------I  DATE  LAST

CCSS  N/A  SERIAL I-------------- DATASET NAME ----------I SEQ CNT  JOB-

NAME    DATE      TIME      MOVED     I-- REMARKS ---I

---- ----  ------ ---------------------------------------- --- ---  -------- ---------- --------  ----------  ----------------

A105       TDI001 SAVE1.SOME.DSN1                            1   4  JOB101   mm/dd/yyyy 06.37.33  mm/dd/

yyyy  SCRATCH        6

A106       TDI079 SAVE1.SOME.DSN1                            3   4  JOB101   mm/dd/yyyy 06.37.33  mm/dd/

yyyy  SCRATCH        6

A107       TDI080 SAVE1.SOME.DSN1                            2   4  JOB101   mm/dd/yyyy 06.37.33  mm/dd/

yyyy  SCRATCH        6

A108       TDI082 SAVE1.SOME.DSN1                            4   4  JOB101   mm/dd/yyyy 06.37.33  mm/dd/

yyyy  SCRATCH        6

 

CA, INC            VOLUMES TO BE MOVED                            TLMS042    PAGE    2

CA TLMS NN.n                                                      dd/mm/yy     hh.mm.ss

                                        FROM  DC  DATA CENTER

                                        TO    L1  OFFSITE STAGE 1

FROM  TO   VOLUME                                          VOL VOL   I-------- CREATION --------I  DATE  LAST

 N/A CCSS  SERIAL I-------------- DATASET NAME ----------I SEQ CNT   JOB-

NAME    DATE      TIME      MOVED     I-- REMARKS ---I

---- ----  ------ ---------------------------------------- --- ---   -------- ---------- --------  ----------  ----------------

VTX  VTX   TST003 PROD1.EOV.DSN                              1   1   BOBTEST  mm/dd/yyyy 10.52.24

Volumes Scratched by Tape Retention System (TLMS043)
TLMS043 is automatically produced when you execute CATTRS to run the tape retention system. It lists all data sets that
are ready to be scratched.

NOTE
Any time a tape data set is scratched, TLMS searches the z/OS catalog for the same data set name and volume
serial number as the one being scratched. If found, and the UNCATLG system option has been set to YES, the
entry is automatically uncataloged.

If this report produces a CC=16 or fails for any reason, check TLMS041 for error messages. Correct the errors and
resubmit the job.

Method Type Use At
Catalog Control 1 Any location
Keep Date Control 2 Any location
Catalog/Date Control 3 Any location
Cycle Control 4 Any location
Elapsed Days Control 5 Any location
Move Immediate Control 6 Data center only
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Manual Control 7 Last location only
Days Since Last Used Control 8 Data center only
Expiration Date Keyword Control 9 Data center only
Catalog Control A For all data sets
Keep Date Control B For all data sets
Catalog/Date Control C For all data sets

Report Example

CA, INC            VOLUMES SCRATCHED BY TAPE RETENTION SYSTEM             TLMS043    PAGE    1

CA TLMS NN.n                                                              dd/mm/yy     hh.mm.ss

VOLUME                                            VOL VOL      BOX   I-------- CREATION --------I     KEEP

SERIAL  I----------- DATASET NAME -------------I  SEQ CNT LOC CCSS   JOB-

NAME    DATE      TIME       DATE     I-- REMARKS ---I

------  ----------------------------------------  --- ---  -- ----   -------- ---------- --------  ----------  ----------------

TDI001  SAVE1.SOME.DSN1                             1   4  AR A105   JOB101   mm/dd/yyyy 06.37.33  mm/dd/

yyyy  RETURN TO   DC 6

TDI050  TEST.KR3.LOADLIB                            1   1  DC        BKUPTEST mm/dd/yyyy 06.37.33  mm/dd/

yyyy  BY EDM SCRATCH 6

TDI051  TEST.KR1.LOADLIB                            1   1  DC        BKUPTEST mm/dd/yyyy 06.37.34  mm/dd/

yyyy  BY EDM SCRATCH 6

TDI079  SAVE1.SOME.DSN1                             3   4  AR A106   JOB101   mm/dd/yyyy 06.37.33  mm/dd/

yyyy  RETURN TO   DC 6

TDI080  SAVE1.SOME.DSN1                             2   4  AR A107   JOB101   mm/dd/yyyy 06.37.33  mm/dd/

yyyy  RETURN TO   DC 6

TDI082  SAVE1.SOME.DSN1                             4   4  AR A108   JOB101   mm/dd/yyyy 06.37.33  mm/dd/

yyyy  RETURN TO   DC 6

                                                    6 VOLUMES SCRATCHED

CA, INC    ALL VOLUMES BY CURRENT RETENTION METHOD TYPE = ELAPSED DAYS (5)   TLMS044    PAGE    1

CA TLMS NN.n                                                              dd/mm/yy     hh.mm.ss

                                             FILE  VOLUME  VOL    CURRENT   NEXT I----- CREATE -----

I  I------- LAST -------I

I------------- DATASET NAME ---------------

I SEQ. SERIAL  CNT   LOC  CCSS  LOC     DATE       TIME      MOVED        USED

-------------------------------------------- ----  ------  ---    --  ----   --  ----------  --------  ----------  ----------

                      ****************************** DAYS =          3 ***************************************

PROD1.EOV.DSN                                   1  TRN013    1    L1  VTS    KP  mm/dd/yyyy  12.32.51  mm/dd/

yyyy  mm/dd/yyyy

PROD1.EOV.DSN                                   1  TST003    1    L1  VTX    KP  mm/dd/yyyy  10.52.24  mm/dd/

yyyy  mm/dd/yyyy

                      ****************************** DAYS =         30 ***************************************

SAVE.KKTDSN                                     1  TRN006    1    AR  A104   KP  mm/dd/yyyy  07.29.56  mm/dd/

yyyy  mm/dd/yyyy
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All Volumes by Current Retention Method (TLMS044)
TLMS044 is an optional report, available when you execute CATTRS to run the tape retention system. It reports how
volumes are currently being retained by their controlling data sets, where they are currently located, and what their
disposition will be when their current retention criteria are met. (The word "current" refers to the status resulting from the
TRS run that produced the report.) Additionally, it provides a list of all manually controlled volumes for auditing purposes.

You must specify whether you want to list all active volumes, or just those data sets whose status has changed. Optional
parameters let you limit the report to data sets defined by specific retention types.

TLMS044 lists the controlling data sets for each volume (or set) in sequence by data set name, and within creation date/
time, location, retention modifier (see chart below) and retention type.

If the retention type is: Data sets are listed in order according to:
Keep date control (type 2 or B) or catalog/date control (type 3 or
C)

TLMS keep date

Cycle control (type 4) Number of cycles
Elapsed days control (type 5) Number of days to elapse
Days since last used control (type 8) Number of days since last used

This report may be used to forecast tape retention status by executing CATTRS in forecast mode, providing the
FORECAST control statement in TLMSTRS. TLMS044 must be the first control statement in the SYSIN of CATTRS.

This command has the following format:

TLMS044 ,[ALL|CHG] [,n...] 

• ALL
List the entire library of active volumes. If omitted, CHG must be specified.

• CHG
List only data sets whose status has just changed during this TRS run. If omitted, ALL must be specified.

• n
Specifies the number of one or more retention types, except type 6 and 9. For example, specify 2 for type 2 date
control. This will limit the report to data sets that have been defined with that retention type.

Example 1

TLMS044,ALL

Lists all active controlling data sets for all retention types.

Example 2

TLMS044,ALL,2,3,7

Lists all active controlling data sets for retention types 2, 3, and 7.

Example 3

TLMS044,CHG

Lists only those active controlling data sets whose status has changed with the current TRS process (that is, they have
moved) for all retention types.
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Example 4

TLMS044,CHG,1,3,4

Lists only those active controlling data sets whose status has changed with the current TRS process (that is, they have
moved) for retention types 1, 3, and 4.

Report Example

CA, INC            ALL VOLUMES BY CURRENT RETENTION METHOD TYPE = ELAPSED DAYS (5)   TLMS044    PAGE    1

CA TLMS NN.n                                                                         mm/dd/yyyy  hh.mm.ss

                                             FILE  VOLUME  VOL    CURRENT   NEXT I----- CREATE -----

I  I------- LAST -------I

I------------- DATASET NAME ---------------

I SEQ. SERIAL  CNT   LOC  CCSS  LOC     DATE       TIME      MOVED        USED

-------------------------------------------- ----  ------  ---    --  ----   --  ----------  --------  ----------  ----------

                      ****************************** DAYS =          3 ***************************************

PROD1.EOV.DSN                                   1  TRN013    1    L1  VTS    KP  mm/dd/yyyy  12.32.51  mm/dd/

yyyy  mm/dd/yyyy

PROD1.EOV.DSN                                   1  TST003    1    L1  VTX    KP  mm/dd/yyyy  10.52.24  mm/dd/

yyyy  mm/dd/yyyy

                      ****************************** DAYS =         30 ***************************************

SAVE.KKTDSN                                     1  TRN006    1    AR  A104   KP  mm/dd/yyyy  07.29.56  mm/dd/

yyyy  mm/dd/yyyy

CA, INC            ALL VOLUMES BY CURRENT RETENTION METHOD TYPE = MANUAL (7)         TLMS044    PAGE    2

CA TLMS NN.n                                                                         mm/dd/yyyy  hh.mm.ss

                                             FILE  VOLUME  VOL    CURRENT   NEXT I----- CREATE -----

I  I------- LAST -------I

I------------- DATASET NAME ---------------

I SEQ. SERIAL  CNT   LOC  CCSS  LOC     DATE       TIME      MOVED        USED

-------------------------------------------- ----  ------  ---    --  ----   --  ----------  --------  ----------  ----------

CATAPE.HOLDS.EXPORTED.VIRTUAL.TAPES.VTRN010     1  TRN010    1    KP  KA00   **  mm/dd/yyyy  08.10.42  mm/dd/

yyyy  mm/dd/yyyy

HSM.BACKUP.DFDSS                                1  TDI067    4    AR  A103   **  mm/dd/yyyy  07.13.25  mm/dd/

yyyy  mm/dd/yyyy

PROD2.EOV.DSN                                   1  TST001    2    DC  VTX    **  mm/dd/yyyy  10.52.24  mm/dd/

yyyy  mm/dd/yyyy

PROD2.EOV.DSN                                   1  TST002    1    DC  VTS    **  mm/dd/yyyy  10.52.24  mm/dd/

yyyy  mm/dd/yyyy
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Producing Customized Reports Using Common Components and Services EARL
Service
Common Components and Services EARL Service, the Easy Access Report Language, provides you with the capability
to design and produce customized reports. Easy access to VMF volume and multi-data set record information provides
reporting flexibility and allows you to tailor reports to your desired format.

This section describes the types of access methods available for retrieving information from the VMF and identifies
required z/OS EARL Service components. The discussion of date manipulation functions for date fields retrieved from the
VMF includes coding examples of date function calls. Earl uses data record formats common to both CA 1 and TLMS, so
that access from either system is identical. The TAPEDB z/OS EARL Service record layout identifies those fields that are
unique to CA 1 and those that are unique to TLMS. Several Earl coding examples are supplied, and include the output
generated. Each record contains information for a tape data set and the volume it resides on. Data sets which reside on
multiple volumes are represented by multiple records, as are volumes with multiple data sets. One record is returned for
each unique volser and file sequence. Volumes which have no data sets return null values in the data set portion of the
record.

NOTE
To produce a simple report that does not take advantage of the Common Components and Services EARL
Service advanced features, see User Defined Report (TLERPT18).

Accessing Information in the VMF
Common Components and Services EARL Service provides five methods for accessing VMF and ALOG record
information. The desired access or run type (TYPRUN) is specified using a SET statement. The coding example on
Executing z/OS EARL Service illustrates the use of the SET statement. Each of the access types is listed below.

• CHAINED
TYPRUN = 'CHAINED' access of the VMF returns records in BASE VOL and file sequence order. The BASE VOLs (or
first volumes of a chain) are returned beginning with file sequence one followed by any additional files and/or volumes
which are chained to it. Then the next BASE VOL and its chain are returned.
 

• FILE
TYPRUN = 'FILE' access of a flat file. Data can be in the common format or any that TLMS2COM can convert, like
VMF base records, transaction records or log records.
The order is not known for REPORT and FILE. Record length can vary (minimum by record type) with extension
data passed after the record data, 768 bytes (record and extension) will be passed to the Common Components and
Services EARL Service code. Common Components and Services EARL Service code expects 768 bytes, 512 byte
DB record plus 256 byte extension padded with blanks.
When the source is transaction log, the SMF information is placed in the last 14 bytes (754-768) to allow extension
data to follow the DB record.
 

• REPORT
TYPRUN = 'REPORT' access of a flat file (sequential file) with the tape data in the common format with other data
which varies by the report appended to it.
 

• SEQUENTIAL
TYPRUN = 'SEQUENTIAL' access of the VMF returns records in sequential order by volser and file sequence within
volser. Volumes which have no files return the volume information with null values for the data set information.
For volumes with multiple files, one record is returned for each file sequence in the volume. This is the default for
TYPRUN.
 

• VOLUME
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TYPRUN = 'VOLUME' access of the VMF returns records in sequential order by volser. One record is returned for each
volume. It contains the volume information and the first data set for that volume, if one is present.

For all methods, a record is returned for each volume regardless of its service/scratch status. It is up to your Common
Components and Services EARL Service program to select or consolidate these records.

Earl Report CTETEVLT
Member CTETEVLT of the CA 1 or TLMS EARL data set hlq.CTAPEARL is provided for users who also run the Tape
Encryption product. Use CTETEVLT to identify if tapes being sent off-site are protected with encryption.

Tape Encryption creates a BES Key Index for each new symmetric key instance. The BES Key Index is saved in the CA
1, TLMS, or IBM DFSMSrmm tape catalog record for each encrypted file. EARL field BES_KEY, in the common record,
reports on the BES Key Index. If the BES_KEY field is not zero, the file is encrypted. This lets you quickly identify an
encrypted tape by comparing the BES_KEY field to zero.

Report CTETEVLT checks the BES_KEY for each file in the tape catalog that is selected for movement off-site "today". A
BES_KEY of zero, causes the report to end with an RC=8 to alert you that not all tapes are protected.

Report CTETEVLT uses capability to either include or exclude data sets matching specific name patterns. The pattern
matching techniques that are used in the CTETEVLT EARL report provide a good example for exploiting this feature in
user written EARL reports.

Common Components and Services EARL Service Component Descriptions
The successful reporting of VMF information by z/OS EARL Service requires the following four components:

• EARLDEFS Copy Member
A standardized z/OS EARL Service copy member, EARLDEFS, defines the fields in the TAPEDB record and others
which are frequently used. This member is stored in the CAI.CTAPECPB library. A COPY statement is required to copy
these field definitions into your z/OS EARL Service program.

• TLMSEARL Assembler User Module
The TLMSEARL assembler user module is called by z/OS EARL Service each time your z/OS EARL Service program
issues a GET (explicit or implied).
TLMSEARL interprets runtime parameters and internal switches and flags, and determines how to access the VMF.
TLMSEARL issues the appropriate read macro(s), formats an output record, and returns the output record to z/OS
EARL Service.

• CTSPDATE Print Exit
This is a Broadcom supplied print exit. It is given control by z/OS EARL Service for each line of print after it has been
formatted by z/OS EARL Service. CTSPDATE scans each printed line for dates and automatically converts them to the
PREFERRED format.
Any date defined to z/OS EARL Service as PIC 'ZZ99/999 ' will be converted. All dates in the common database record
are defined this way, so that they will be converted.

WARNING
If a date is the last field on a line, z/OS EARL Service may right align the field so that the trailing blanks are
lost. CTSPDATE does not recognize this date and does not convert it. A position parameter must be used to
assure z/OS EARL Service does not remove the trailing blanks.

• CTSEDATE Date Subroutine
The manipulation of TLMS internal dates is possible using the CTSEDATE date subroutine. This subroutine can
be called from your z/OS EARL Service program. CTSEDATE uses the CTSDATE module to provide the following
functions:

RETURN_DATE                  SUB_YEARS

ADD DAYS                     ADD WORK
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ADD_YEARS                    FROM_EXTERNAL

NUM_DAYS                     SET_FORMAT

TO_EXTERNAL                  TO_EXPLODED

SUB_DAYS

The date constants and variable fields are contained in the EARLDEFS copy member.

CTSEDATE passes the return code issued by CTSDATE to z/OS EARL Service for verification. z/OS EARL Service
places the return code in a field equal to the subroutine's name, CTSEDATE. In nonzero return code situations,
CTSEDATE always appends an error message to the CTSEDATE function code. This message contains the CTSDATE
return code and reason code, and text which explains the failure. The text is identical to the text defined for the "CTSDATE
Anchor" control block described in the Configuring section.

Return codes issued by the TLMDATE macro are described in the Configuring section. (The only exception is return code
32, which indicates that z/OS EARL Service issued a nonexistent function call.)

Date Processing
The CTSEDATE date subroutine can be called from your z/OS EARL Service program to provide date manipulation
functions for date fields retrieved from the TLMS VMF. The following fields are stored in the TLMS z/OS EARL Service
record and may be used in date manipulations:

Common Area:

Field Description
CDATE Date that volume was created
DATECLN Date that tape was last cleaned
EXPDT The expiration date for the volume
LDATE Date that volume was last used
MOVEDATE Date that tape was moved to the current location
PURDATE Date that tape was first purchased

TLMS Specific Area:

Field Description
DATE_CERTIFY Date that volume was certified
DATE_SCRATCHED Date that volume was scratched
DSN_KEEP_DATE Date that can be used as one of the criteria for scratching or

moving a volume
VOLUME_KEEP_DATE Highest keep date created on the volume
VOLUME_EXPDT Highest EXPDT created on the volume

The following paragraphs discuss current date functions and calling sequences, and provide z/OS EARL Service coding
examples.

CTSEDATE Error Report
In nonzero return code situations, CTSEDATE always includes an error message in your 80-byte CTSEDATE function
code. This message contains the TLMDATE return code and reason code, and text which explains the failure. This
example resides as member TLEDAT01 in the TLMS CTAPEARL dataset. 
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The following example shows one technique for handling nonzero return codes from CTSEDATE. The date format field
is deliberately filled with the character X to cause an error. Note the additional coding and the CTSEDATE Error Report.
You may want to use this code while debugging your Earl report. Once the process runs smoothly, you can delete the
additional code and report output.

!

! TLMS REPORT-TLEDAT01   TAPE DATASETS EXPIRING IN DECEMBER, 2020

!                        CTSEDATE ERROR REPORT

!

!

  SAMPLE CA-EARL CODE TO DETECT AND PRINT ERRORS FROM CTSEDATE

!

COPY EARLDEFS

DEF CTSEDATE_RC    (B 5.0) = 00000 'CTSEDATE' 'RETURN CODE'

DEF FIRST_SW         (X 1) = ' '

IF FIRST_SW = ' '

   THEN SET FIRST_SW = '*'

   SET FUNCTION = 'RETURN_DATE'

   CALL CTSEDATE USING FUNCTION,RUNDATE,RUNTIME

   SET FUNCTION = 'TO_EXPLODED'

   CALL CTSEDATE USING FUNCTION,P_EXP_DATA,RUNDATE

ENDIF

 SET FUNCTION = 'TO_EXTERNAL'

 SET DATE_FMT = 'XXXXXXXXXX'

 SET TYPRUN = R_VOLUME

!

! CHECK THE LAST RETURN CODE FROM CTSEDATE

!

IF CTSEDATE_RC NOT = 0 THEN

   GOTO EOJ

ENDIF

 GET TAPEDB

GOTO EOJ TAPEDB = 'E'

IF SCRATCH_IND NOT = 'N'

   GOTO START

ENDIF

CALL  CTSEDATE  USING FUNCTION,P_EXPDT,EXPDT,DATE_FMT

SET CTSEDATE_RC = CTSEDATE

 REPORT TITLE  @1 P_EXP_DAYNAM @11 ',' @13 P_EXP_MONNAM @24 P_EXP_DD

       @26 ',' @28 P_EXP_YYYY @32 '.' @33 P_EXP_DDD

       @38 TIMEOFREPORT

       @50 COMPANY_NAME @115 'PAGE' @125 PAGENUMBER

   TITLE  @1 ' '

   TITLE  @1 'TLMS REPORT-TLEDAT01'

       3 'TAPE DATASETS EXPIRING IN DECEMBER, 2020'

  SELECT EXPDT > 0120335 AND EXPDT < 0120365

  PRINT DSN VOLSER P_EXPDT
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 REPORT TITLE @1 'TLMS'

              @9 &RELNO &GENLEVEL 

              @112 DATEOFREPORT 3 TIMEOFREPORT

        TITLE  @1 'TLMS REPORT-TLEDAT01'

              3 'CTSEDATE ERROR REPORT'

 SELECT CTSEDATE_RC NOT = 0

 PRINT CTSEDATE_RC FUNCTION  EXPDT P_EXPDT DATE_FMT

END

THURSDAY, JULY 21, 2005.200                      Y O U R   C O M P A N Y   N A M E                        PAGE

      1

TLMS 14.0

TLMS REPORT-TLEDAT01   CTSEDATE ERROR REPORT

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

CTSEDATE  FUNCTION                                                                    EXPIRATION   EXPIRATION

   DATE_FMT

RETURN CODE                                                                                    DATE   DATE

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

32   TX_EXTERNAL    INVALID FUNCTION FOR TMSEARLX                              12/01/2020                

 DDMMMYYYY

END OF REPORT

CTSEDATE Date Function Calls
The following examples illustrate the CTSEDATE date function calls. Each date function is defined as 80 bytes, which lets
a message be appended to the date function if the CTSDATE macro issues a nonzero return code.

WARNING
You must define seven packed decimal digits (P 7.0) for a four-byte packed decimal field.

'RETURN_DATE'

The 'RETURN_DATE' function returns the current date and time. The date is a four-byte packed Julian date and the time
is four bytes.

DEF CUR_DAY      (P 7.0) = NONE 'TODAYS' 'DATE'

DEF CUR_TIME     (P 7.0) = NONE 'CURRENT' 'TIME'

DEF FUNCTION      (X 80) = NONE

SET FUNCTION = 'RETURN_DATE'

CALL CTSEDATE USING FUNCTION

                    CUR_DAY

                    CUR_TIME

'ADD_DAYS'

The 'ADD_DAYS' function adds a number of days to a given date, giving a resultant date. 'FROM_DATE' is four bytes,
packed, TLMS internal date. 'DAYS' is four bytes packed. 'RESULT_DATE' is four bytes, packed, TLMS internal date.
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DEF FROM_DATE      (P 7.0) = NONE 'FROM' 'DATE'

DEF DAYS           (P 7.0) = NONE 'DAYS' 'ADDED'

DEF RESULT_DATE    (P 7.0) = NONE 'RESULT' 'DATE'

DEF FUNCTION        (X 80) = NONE

SET FUNCTION  = 'ADD_DAYS'

SET FROM_DATE = EXPDT

SET DAYS      = 7

CALL CTSEDATE USING FUNCTION

                    FROM_DATE

                    DAYS

                    RESULT_DATE

'TO_EXTERNAL'

The 'TO_EXTERNAL' function converts a TLMS internal date to a 10-byte character external date, according to the date
format supplied.

With Version 5.5, most of the requirements for 'TO_EXTERNAL' were replaced by the PRINTEXIT CTSPDATE which
automatically finds and converts dates in the print line. All dates with a PIC 'ZZ99/999 ' which is the default for database
are converted. Adding this PIC to your data eliminates the need for this call.

DEF DATE_FMT     (X 10) = 'MMMDD YYYY'

DEF FUNCTION     (X 80) = NONE

DEF PRINT_DATE   (X 10) = NONE 'EXPDT' 'DATE'

SET FUNCTION = 'TO_EXTERNAL'

CALL CTSEDATE USING FUNCTION

                    PRINT_DATE

                    EXPDT

                    DATE_FMT

'SET_FORMAT'

When the TLMS interface to z/OS EARL Service is first invoked, the date format is initialized to that indicated in
member TLMSIPO during TLMS installation. Subsequent CTSEDATE date function calls may modify that format. The
'SET_FORMAT' function is used to specify the external date format for the printed z/OS EARL Service report if different
from the last indicated.

The 'SET_FORMAT' function can also be used to specify the output date format for internal dates that you choose to print
on z/OS EARL Service reports.

DEF FUNCTION     (X 80) = NONE

DEF DATE_FMT     (X 10) = NONE

SET FUNCTION = 'SET_FORMAT'

SET DATE_FMT = 'MMMDD YYYY'

CALL CTSEDATE USING FUNCTION

                    DATE_FMT
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'FROM_EXTERNAL'

The 'FROM_EXTERNAL' function converts an external date in your z/OS EARL Service program, that is, SET MYDATE
= '1996/07/23', to a TLMS compatible internal date. This date could then be used for comparisons, arithmetic and other
operations with other TLMS internal date fields.

NOTE
To use the 'FROM_EXTERNAL' function, you must first issue the 'SET_FORMAT' function to indicate the format
of your external date. Either Julian or the preferred date may be used. The default is Julian.

DEF MY_INT_DATE    (P 7.0) = NONE

DEF MY_EXT_DATE     (X 10) = NONE

DEF DATE_FMT        (X 10) = NONE

SET DATE_FMT = 'YYYY/MM/DD'

SET FUNCTION = 'SET_FORMAT'

CALL CTSEDATE USING FUNCTION

                    DATE_FMT

SET FUNCTION = 'FROM _EXTERNAL'

CALL CTSEDATE USING FUNCTION

                     MY_INT_DATE

                     MY_EXT_DATE

'ADD_YEARS'

The 'ADD_YEARS' function is used to add a number of years to a date, producing a resultant date. All fields are four bytes
packed. Dates are TLMS internal dates.

DEF FROM_DATE    (P 7.0) = NONE 'FROM' 'DATE'

DEF YEARS        (P 7.0) = NONE 'YEARS' 'ADDED'

DEF RESULT_DATE  (P 7.0) = NONE 'RESULT' 'DATE'

DEF FUNCTION      (X 80) = NONE

SET FROM_DATE = EXPDT

SET YEARS     = 3

SET FUNCTION  = 'ADD_YEARS'

CALL CTSEDATE USING FUNCTION

                    FROM_DATE

                    YEARS

                    RESULT_DATE

'ADD_WORK'

The 'ADD_WORK' function is used to add a number of work days to a date, giving the resultant date.

DEF FROM_DATE      (P 7.0) = NONE 'FROM' 'DATE'

DEF DAYS           (P 7.0) = NONE 'DAYS' 'ADDED'
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DEF RESULT_DATE    (P 7.0) = NONE 'RESULT' 'DATE'

DEF FUNCTION        (X 80) = NONE

SET FUNCTION  = 'ADD_WORK'

SET FROM_DATE = EXPDT

SET DAYS      = 7

CALL CTSEDATE USING FUNCTION

                    FROM_DATE

                    DAYS

                    RESULT_DATE

'NUM_DAYS'

The 'NUM_DAYS' function calculates the number of days between two dates. The function subtracts the "FROM_DATE"
from the "TO_DATE" and places the difference into 'DAYS'. All date fields are 4-bytes packed.

DEF FROM_DATE     (P 7.0) = NONE 'FROM' 'DATE'

DEF TO_DATE       (P 7.0) = NONE 'TO' 'DATE'

DEF DAYS          (P 7.0) = NONE 'DAYS' 'BETWEEN'

DEF FUNCTION       (X 80) = NONE

SET FROM_DATE = CDATE

SET FUNCTION  = 'NUM_DAYS'

CALL CTSEDATE USING FUNCTION

                    FROM_DATE

                    TO_DATE

                    DAYS

'SUB_DAYS'

The 'SUB_DAYS' function is used to subtract a number of days from a date, giving a resultant date.

DEF FROM_DATE     (P 7.0) = NONE

DEF DAYS          (P 7.0) = NONE

DEF RESULT        (P 7.0) = NONE

DEF FUNCTION       (X 80) = NONE

SET FROM_DATE = EXPDT

SET DAYS      = 7

SET FUNCTION  = 'SUB_DAYS'

CALL CTSEDATE USING FUNCTION

                    FROM_DATE

                    DAYS

                    RESULT
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'SUB_YEARS'

The 'SUB_YEARS' function is used to subtract a number of years from a date, giving a resultant date.

DEF FROM_DATE    (P 7.0) = NONE 'FROM' 'DATE'

DEF YEARS        (P 7.0) = NONE 'YEARS' 'SUBTRACTED'

DEF RESULT_DATE  (P 7.0) = NONE 'RESULT' 'DATE'

DEF FUNCTION      (X 80) = NONE

SET FROM_DATE = EXPDT

SET YEARS     = 3

SET FUNCTION  = 'SUB_YEARS'

CALL CTSEDATE USING FUNCTION

                    FROM_DATE

                    YEARS

                    RESULT_DATE

CATEARL Procedure JCL
Locate sample z/OS EARL Service execution in member CATEARL in the TLMS CAI.CTAPPROC.

//****************************************************************

//*             ****  PROCNAME=CATEARL  ****                     *

//****************************************************************

//**         PROCEDURE TO EXECUTE TLMS/EARL REPORTS              *

//****************************************************************

//CATEARL  PROC SOUT='*',

//             EARLLIB='CAI.CTAPEARL',

//             EARLMAC ='CAI.CAIEPCB'.

//             LOAD='CAI.CTAPLINK',

//             SORTLIB='SYS1.SORTLIB',

//             TAPEDB='CAI.TLMS.VMF',

//             SPCERL='(CYL,(5,5))',

//             WORK='SYSDA'

//*

//CATECOGO EXEC PGM=EARL,REGION=2M

//*

//STEPLIB  DD  DSN=&LOAD.,DISP=SHR

//*

//EARLLIB  DD  DSN=&EARLLIB.,DISP=SHR

//         DD  DSN=&EARLMAC.,DISP=SHR 

//*

//TAPEDB   DD  DSN=&TAPEDB.,DISP=SHR

//*

//SYSEARL  DD  SYSOUT=&SOUT.

//*

//SYSPRINT DD  SYSOUT=&SOUT.

//*

//EARLOBJ  DD  UNIT=&WORK.,SPACE=(TRK,(1,1))

//*
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//SORTLIB  DD  DSN=&SORTLIB.,DISP=SHR

//*

//SORTIN   DD  UNIT=&WORK.,SPACE=&SPCERL.

//*

//SORTOUT  DD  UNIT=&WORK.,SPACE=&SPCERL.

//*

//SYSOUT   DD  SYSOUT=&SOUT.

//*

//SYSUDUMP DD  SYSOUT=&SOUT.

//*

//SYSIN    DD  DUMMY

//****************************************************************

Executing Common Components and Services EARL Service
The following coding sequence example illustrates the two requirements for using z/OS EARL Service:

1. Use a COPY statement to copy the EARLDEFS member.
2. Set the type of run desired using the SET statement (SEQUENTIAL is the default).

In this example, z/OS EARL Service will list all data sets that expire after the current date.

!  DEFINE WORK FIELDS

DEF DATE_FMT         (X 10) = 'MMMDD YYYY'

DEF FUNCTION         (X 80) = NONE

DEF PRINT_EXPDT      (X 10) = NONE 'EXPIRATION' 'DATE'

DEF PRINT_CURR_DATE  (X 10) = NONE 'TODAYS' 'DATE'

!  COPY CA TLMS CAEARL RECORD DEFINITIONS

COPY EARLDEFS

!  SET TYPRUN TO RETRIEVE VMF VOLUME AND MDS RECORDS

SET TYPRUN = 'SEQUENTIAL'

!  ISSUE GET FOR VMF RECORD

GET VMF

!  USE CTSEDATE TO FORMAT EXPDT AND RUNDATE FOR PRINTING

SET FUNCTION = 'TO_EXTERNAL'

CALL  CTSEDATE  USING FUNCTION

                PRINT_EXPDT

                EXPDT

                DATE_FMT

CALL  CTSEDATE  USING FUNCTION

                PRINT_CURR_DATE

                RUNDATE

                DATE_FMT

!  QUIT WHEN WE REACH END-OF-FILE ON THE VMF

GOTO EOJ VMF = 'E'

!  SELECT DATA SETS EXPIRING AFTER CURRENT DATE
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REPORT 'DATA SETS EXPIRING BEYOND CURRENT DATE'

 SELECT EXPDT > RUNDATE

 CONTROL EXPDT DSN

 PRINT VOLSER DSN RUNDATE EXPDT

                PRINT_CURR_DATE PRINT_EXPDT

 END

EARLDEFS Record Field Definitions
The following defines the records passed to z/OS EARL Service. The TYPE notation indicates whether a field is a
character (X), binary (B) or packed decimal (P).

WARNING
You must issue a COPY statement (COPY EARLDEFS) to bring these definitions into your z/OS EARL Service
program from the CAI.CTAPECPB library.

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

!!                COPYRIGHT (C) 1984, 2010 BY CA, INC.              !!

!!                         ALL RIGHTS RESERVED                      !!

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

!OPTION PRINTER=132                    ! MANUAL FMT  DATES IN REPORT !

 OPTION PRTEXIT=CTSPDATE               ! AUTO FORMAT DATES IN REPORT !

 TAPEDB: FILE TLMSEARL RECORD=768

 DEF TYPRUN = TLMSEARL 5-14 X

 COPY CTEARLCM

 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - COPY CODE - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - -

 DEF TAPE_DB_RECORD     001-512 X 'TAPE DB' 'RECORD'

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

!  TAPE RECORD - COMMON AREA                            !

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

 DEF FORMAT_INDICATOR   001-001 B 'FORMAT' 'INDICATOR'

 DEF RECORD_TYPE        002-002 X 'RECORD' 'TYPE'

 DEF PRODUCT_CODE       003-004 X 'PRODUCT' 'CODE'

 DEF PRODUCT_RELEASE    005-006 X 'PRODUCT' 'RELEASE'

 DEF VOLSER             007-012 X 'VOLSER'

 DEF VOLSEQ             013-014 B 'VOL' 'SEQ'           PIC 'ZZZZZ'

 DEF BASEVOL            015-020 X 'BASE' 'VOLSER'

 DEF FILESEQ            021-022 B 'FILE' 'SEQ'          PIC 'ZZZZZ'

 DEF FILECNT            023-024 B 'FILE' 'CNT'          PIC 'ZZZZZ'

 DEF EXPDT              025-028 P 'EXPIRATION' 'DATE'   PIC 'ZZ99/999  '

 DEF DSN                029-072 X 'DATA SET NAME'

 DEF RECFM              073-076 X 'REC' 'FMT'

 DEF LRECL              077-080 B 'REC' 'LEN'

 DEF BLKSIZE            081-084 B 'BLOCK' 'SIZE'

 DEF BLKCNT             085-088 B 'BLOCK' 'COUNT'

 DEF CDATE              089-092 P 'CREATE' 'DATE'       PIC 'ZZ99/999  '

 DEF CTIME              093-096 P 'CREATE' 'TIME'   PIC BWZ 'Z99:99:99'

 DEF CJOB               097-104 X 'CREATE' 'JOBNAME'

 DEF CSTEP              105-112 X 'CREATE' 'STEP'
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 DEF CDDNAME            113-120 X 'CREATE' 'DDNAME'

 DEF CUNIT              121-124 X 'CREATE' 'UNIT'

 DEF CLOSE_IND          125-125 X 'CLS' 'IND'

 DEF LDATE              126-129 P 'LAST' 'DATE'         PIC 'ZZ99/999  '

 DEF LTIME              130-133 P 'LAST' 'TIME'     PIC BWZ 'Z99:99:99'

 DEF LJOB               134-141 X 'LAST' 'JOB'

 DEF LUNIT              142-145 X 'LAST' 'UNIT'

 DEF COPYCAT_IND        146-146 X 'COPYCAT' 'IND'

 DEF DEN                147-150 X 'DEN'

DEF LABEL_TYPE         151-153 X 'LBL' 'TYP'

DEF SCRATCH_IND        154-154 X 'SCR' 'IND'

DEF TRTCH              155-158 X 'TRTCH'

DEF USECLN             159-160 B 'USE' 'CLN'           PIC 'ZZZZZ'

DEF CLNCNT             161-162 B 'CLN' 'CNT'           PIC 'ZZZZZ'

DEF DATECLN            163-166 P 'DATE' 'CLEANED'      PIC 'ZZ99/999  '

DEF BTHDATE            167-170 P 'BIRTH' 'DATE'        PIC 'ZZ99/999  '

DEF PURDATE            167-170 P 'PURCHASE' 'DATE'     PIC 'ZZ99/999  '

DEF USECNT             171-172 B 'USE' 'CNT'           PIC 'ZZZZZ'

DEF COUNT              171-172 B 'USE' 'CNT'           PIC 'ZZZZZ'

DEF OUTDATE            173-176 P 'DATE' 'MOVED'        PIC 'ZZ99/999  '

DEF MOVEDATE           173-176 P 'DATE' 'MOVED'        PIC 'ZZ99/999  '

DEF OUTCODE            177-180 X 'LOC' 'ID'

DEF OUTLOC             177-180 X 'LOC' 'ID'

DEF COMMON_RSRVA       181-186 X

DEF TEMP_READ_CLEAN    187-188 B 'TREAD' 'CLEAN'       PIC 'ZZZZZ'

DEF TEMP_WRITE_CLEAN   189-190 B 'TWRITE' 'CLEAN'      PIC 'ZZZZZ'

DEF PERM_READ_CLEAN    191-192 B 'PREAD' 'CLEAN'       PIC 'ZZZZZ'

DEF PERM_WRITE_CLEAN   193-194 B 'PWRITE' 'CLEAN'      PIC 'ZZZZZ'

DEF TEMP_READ_INIT     195-196 B 'TREAD' 'INIT'        PIC 'ZZZZZ'

DEF TEMP_WRITE_INIT    197-198 B 'TWRITE' 'INIT'       PIC 'ZZZZZ'

DEF PERM_READ_INIT     199-200 B 'PREAD' 'INIT'        PIC 'ZZZZZ'

DEF PERM_WRITE_INIT    201-202 B 'PWRITE' 'INIT'       PIC 'ZZZZZ'

DEF VENDOR             203-210 X 'VENDOR'

DEF SERVICE_IND        211-214 X 'SRV' 'IND'

DEF CPUID              215-218 X 'CPU' 'ID'

DEF EDMID              219-226 X 'EDM' 'ID'

DEF OWNER              219-226 X 'VOLUME' 'OWNER'

DEF ACCT               227-286 X 'USER' 'DATA'

DEF USER_DATA          227-286 X 'USER' 'DATA'

DEF VOLUME_COUNT       287-288 B 'VOLUME' 'COUNT'      PIC 'ZZZZZ'

DEF CREATE_PROGRAM     289-296 X 'CREATE' 'PROGRAM'

DEF LAST_USE_PROGRAM   297-304 X ' LAST ' 'PROGRAM'

DEF ROBOT_TYPE         305-312 X 'ROBOT' 'TYPE'

DEF ROBOT_NUMBER       313-315 X 'ROBOT' 'NUM'

DEF ACTUAL_VOLSER      316-321 X 'ACTUAL' 'VOLSER'

DEF ACTUAL_VOL_IND     322-322 X 'ACV' 'IND'

DEF SMS_CLASS          323-330 X 'SMS' 'CLASS'

DEF COMMON_RSRV0       331-331 X

DEF VOL_DEGAUS         332-332 X 'VOL' 'DEG'

DEF FILE_IS_CAT        333-333 X 'OS ' 'CAT'

DEF VLT_SPEC_REQ       334-334 X 'VLT' 'REQ'

DEF NON_RES_IND        335-335 X 'NON' 'RES'

DEF SLOT               336-342 X 'SLOT'
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DEF COMMON_RSRV        343-356 X

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

!  TAPE RECORD - TLMS SPECIFIC AREA                     !

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

 DEF TLMS_RESERVED      357-438 X

 DEF ACTIVE_FILES       439-440 B 'ACTIVE' 'FILES'      PIC 'ZZZZZ'

 DEF TAPE_LENGTH        441-442 B 'TAPE' 'LENGTH'       PIC 'ZZZZZ'

 DEF TAPE_TYPE          443-444 X 'TAPE' 'TYPE'

 DEF USES_CERTIFY       445-446 B 'USES' 'CERTIFIED'    PIC 'ZZZZZ'

 DEF TIMES_CERTIFY      447-448 B 'TIMES' 'CERTIFIED'   PIC 'ZZZZZ'

 DEF DATE_CERTIFY       449-452 P 'DATE' 'CERTIFIED'    PIC 'ZZ99/999  '

 DEF CDS_FILE_SEQ       453-454 B 'CDS FILE' 'SEQUENCE' PIC 'ZZZZZ'

 DEF DATE_SCRATCHED     455-458 P 'DATE' 'SCRATCHED'    PIC 'ZZ99/999  '

 DEF RTN_DATA           459-490 X 'RETENTION' 'DATA'

 DEF DSN_KEEP_DATE      491-494 P 'DSN KEEP' 'DATE'     PIC 'ZZ99/999  '

 DEF UNUSED1            495-502 X

 DEF VOLUME_KEEP_DATE   503-506 P 'VOL KEEP' 'DATE'     PIC 'ZZ99/999  '

 DEF VOLUME_EXPDT       507-510 P 'VOL EXPDT'           PIC 'ZZ99/999  '

 DEF SCRATCH_SOURCE     511-511 X 'SCRATCH' 'SOURCE'

 DEF SPARE_FLAG         512-512 X 'SPARE' 'FLAG'

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

! TAPE RECORD - CA-1 SPECIFIC AREA                      !

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

 DEF CA1_RSRV           357-380 X

 DEF FLAG1_SCR          381-381 X 'SCR' 'FLG'

 DEF FLAG2_TEM          382-382 X 'TEM' 'IND'

 DEF PREVVOL            383-388 X 'PREV' 'VOLUME'

 DEF NEXTVOL            389-394 X 'NEXT' 'VOLUME'

 DEF F1STVSN            395-400 X 'FIRST' 'VOLUME'

 DEF FIRST_DSNB         401-404 B 'FIRST' 'DSNB'

 DEF LSTDSNB            405-408 B 'LAST' 'DSNB'

 DEF CURDSNB            409-412 B 'CURR' 'DSNB'

 DEF PREV               413-416 B 'PREV' 'DSNB'

 DEF NEXT               417-420 B 'NEXT' 'DSNB'

 DEF DSN17              421-437 X 'HDR1' 'DATA SET NAME'

 DEF UNUSED2            438-440 X

 DEF FLAG1_RDS          441-441 X 'RDS' 'IND'

 DEF FLAG1_DEL          442-442 X 'DEL' 'IND'

 DEF FLAG1_CLN          443-443 X 'CLN' 'IND'

 DEF FLAG1_UPD          444-444 X 'UPD' 'IND'

 DEF FLAG1_INT          445-445 X 'INT' 'IND'

 DEF FLAG2_ETM          446-446 X 'ETM' 'IND'

 DEF FLAG2_EDD          447-447 X 'EDD' 'IND'

 DEF FLAG2_ECC          448-448 X 'ECC' 'IND'

 DEF FLAG2_E99          449-449 X 'E99' 'IND'

 DEF FLAG4_SMS          450-450 X 'SMS' 'IND'

 DEF FLAG1_TMS          451-451 X 'TMS' 'IND'

 DEF FLAG2_REC          452-452 X 'REC' 'IND'

 DEF FLAG2_OUT          453-453 X 'OUT' 'IND'

 DEF FLAG2_CAT          454-454 X 'CAT' 'IND'

 DEF FLAG3_DYN          455-455 X 'DYN' 'IND'

 DEF FLAG3_EDM          456-456 X 'EDM' 'IND'

 DEF FLAG3_BAD          457-457 X 'BAD' 'IND'
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 DEF PROGRAM_ID         458-465 X 'PROGRAM' 'NAME'

 DEF AUDATE             466-469 P 'AUDIT' 'DATE'        PIC 'ZZ99/999  '

 DEF AUTIME             470-473 P 'AUDIT' 'TIME'    PIC BWZ 'Z99:99:99'

 DEF USERID             474-481 X 'USERID'

 DEF AUCODE             482-482 B 'AUDIT' 'CODE'

 DEF CA1_RSRV2          483-485 X

 DEF ACTIND             486-486 X 'ACT' 'IND'

 DEF EXCEPTION_CODES    487-489 X 'EXCEPTION' 'CODES'

 DEF VOLFLG1            490-490 B 'F1'                PIC H

 DEF VOLFLG2            491-491 B 'F2'                PIC H

 DEF VOLFLG3            492-492 B 'F3'                PIC H

 DEF VOLFLG4            493-493 B 'F4'                PIC H

 DEF VOLFLG5            494-494 B 'F5'                PIC H

 DEF VOLFLG6            495-495 B 'F6'                PIC H

 DEF CA1_RSRV3          496-496 X

 DEF DSNBFLG1           497-497 B 'F1'                PIC H

 DEF DSNBFLG2           498-498 B 'F2'                PIC H

 DEF CA1_RSRV4          499-500 X

 DEF EXTERNAL_VAULT     501-501 X 'EXTERNAL' 'VAULT'

 DEF DATASET_ERASE      502-502 X 'DATASET' 'ERASE'

 DEF DEFAULT_EXPDT      503-503 X 'DEFAULT' 'EXPDT'

 DEF MULTI_FILES        504-504 X 'MULTI' 'FILES'

 DEF CA1_RSRV5          505-512 X

 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - COPY ENDS - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - -

 DEF DB_EXT             513-768 X

 DEF TAPE_AREA_RECORD   001-768 X

 COPY CTEARLCN

 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - COPY CODE - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - -

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

!  TAPE DATABASE I/O (TYPRUN)                           !

!     FUNCTIONS    DATA SETS        IN ORDER BY         !

!     VOLUME     - FIRST ON VOL     VOLSER              !

!     SEQUENTIAL - ALL              VOLSER, FILESEQ     !

!     CHAINED    - ALL              BASE VOLUME, FILESEQ!

!     REPORT     - REPORT FILE      USAGE               !

!     VAULT      - VAULT FILE       USAGE               !

!     AUDIT      - AUDIT FILE       USAGE               !

!     RETENTION  - RETENTION FILE   USAGE               !

!     FILE       - CONVERTIBLE DATA USAGE               !

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

 DEF R_VOLUME           (X 10) = 'VOLUME    '

 DEF R_SEQUENTIAL       (X 10) = 'SEQUENTIAL'

 DEF R_CHAINED          (X 10) = 'CHAINED   '

 DEF R_REPORT           (X 10) = 'REPORT    '

 DEF R_VAULT            (X 10) = 'VAULT     '

 DEF R_AUDIT            (X 10) = 'AUDIT     '

 DEF R_RETENTION        (X 10) = 'RETENTION '

 DEF R_FILE             (X 10) = 'FILE      '

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

!  DATE FUNCTIONS                                       !

!  FUNCTION = RETURN_DATE                               !

!             ADD_DAYS                                  !
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!             ADD_YEARS                                 !

!             ADD_WORK                                  !

!             NUM_DAYS                                  !

!             TO_EXPLODED                               !

!             TO_EXTERNAL                               !

!             FROM_EXTERNAL                             !

!             SET_FORMAT                                !

!             SUB_DAYS                                  !

!             SUB_YEARS                                 !

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

 DEF DATE_FMT           (X 10) = 'DEFAULT   '

 DEF FUNCTION           (X 80) = NONE

 DEF DAYS              (P 7.0) = 0

 DEF YEARS             (P 7.0) = 0

 DEF RUNDATE           (P 7.0) = 0

 DEF RUNTIME           (P 7.0) = 0

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

!  DATE TYPES (TEST VALUES)                             !

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

 DEF T_ZEROS            (B 5.0) = 0

 DEF T_JDATE            (B 5.0) = 4

 DEF T_OLD_JULIAN       (B 5.0) = 8

 DEF T_FOREIGN          (B 5.0) = 12

 DEF T_LDATE            (B 5.0) = 16

 DEF T_CATLG            (B 5.0) = 20

 DEF T_CYCLE            (B 5.0) = 24

 DEF T_PERM             (B 5.0) = 28

 DEF T_CATLG_DAYS       (B 5.0) = 32

 DEF T_USER             (B 5.0) = 36

 DEF T_STATS            (B 5.0) = 40

 DEF T_MSG              (B 5.0) = 44

 DEF T_AGE              (B 5.0) = 48

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

!  EDITED FORM OF DATE VARIABLES                        !

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

 DEF P_EXPDT            (X 10) = NONE 'EXPIRATION' 'DATE'

 DEF P_CDATE            (X 10) = NONE 'CREATE' 'DATE'

 DEF P_CTIME           (P 6.0) = NONE 'CREATE' 'TIME' PIC '99:99:99'

 DEF P_LDATE            (X 10) = NONE 'LAST USE' 'DATE'

 DEF P_LTIME           (P 6.0) = NONE 'LAST USE' 'TIME' PIC '99:99:99'

 DEF P_DATECLN          (X 10) = NONE 'DATE' 'CLEANED'

 DEF P_PURDATE          (X 10) = NONE 'PURCHASE' 'DATE'

 DEF P_BTHDATE                 = P_PURDATE 1-10 X 'PURCHASE' 'DATE'

 DEF P_MOVEDATE         (X 10) = NONE 'DATE' 'MOVED'

 DEF P_OUTDATE                 = P_MOVEDATE 1-10 X 'DATE' 'MOVED'

 DEF P_RUNDATE          (X 10) = NONE 'RUN' 'DATE'

 DEF P_RUNTIME         (P 6.0) = NONE 'RUN' 'TIME'    PIC '99:99:99'

 DEF P_DATE_CERTIFY     (X 10) = NONE 'DATE' 'CERTIFIED'

 DEF P_DATE_SCRATCHED   (X 10) = NONE 'DATE' 'SCRATCHED'

 DEF P_DSN_KEEP_DATE    (X 10) = NONE 'DSN KEEP' 'DATE'

 DEF P_VOLUME_KEEP_DATE (X 10) = NONE 'VOL KEEP' 'DATE'

 DEF P_VOLUME_EXPDT     (X 10) = NONE 'VOL EXPDT'

 DEF P_AUDATE           (X 10) = NONE 'AUDIT' 'DATE'
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 DEF P_AUTIME          (P 6.0) = NONE 'AUDIT' 'TIME'  PIC '99:99:99'

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

!  DATA BLOCK FOR TO_EXPLODED DATE FUNCTION             !

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

 DEF P_EXP_DATA         (X 64) = NONE

 DEF P_EXP_TYPDAT              = P_EXP_DATA   01-04 B 'TYPE OF' 'DATE'

 DEF P_EXP_TYPNAM              = P_EXP_DATA   05-14 X 'TYPE OF' 'DATE'

 DEF P_EXP_TYPALT              = P_EXP_DATA   15-20 X 'ALT' 'KEYWORD'

 DEF P_EXP_DAYNAM              = P_EXP_DATA   21-30 X 'DAY OF' 'WEEK'

 DEF P_EXP_DAYABV              = P_EXP_DATA   31-33 X 'DAY OF' 'WEEK'

 DEF P_EXP_DOW                 = P_EXP_DATA   34-34 X 'DAY OF' 'WEEK'

 DEF P_EXP_DAYTYP              = P_EXP_DATA   35-35 X 'DAY' 'TYPE'

 DEF P_EXP_LYR                 = P_EXP_DATA   36-36 X 'LEAP' 'YEAR'

 DEF P_EXP_PAKDDD              = P_EXP_DATA   37-40 P 'JULIAN' 'DATE'

 DEF P_EXP_MONNAM              = P_EXP_DATA   41-50 X 'MONTH'

 DEF P_EXP_MONABV              = P_EXP_DATA   51-53 X 'MONTH'

 DEF P_EXP_ALLDAT              = P_EXP_DATA   54-64 X 'ALL' 'DATE'

 DEF P_EXP_MM                  = P_EXP_ALLDAT 01-02 X 'MONTH'

 DEF P_EXP_DD                  = P_EXP_ALLDAT 03-04 X 'DAY'

 DEF P_EXP_YYYY                = P_EXP_ALLDAT 05-08 X 'YEAR'

 DEF P_EXP_DDD                 = P_EXP_ALLDAT 09-11 X 'JULIAN' 'DAY'

 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - COPY ENDS - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - -

 COPY TLEYCOMP

 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - COPY CODE - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - -

!

!  REPLACE AND CENTER YOUR COMPANY NAME WITHIN THE SINGLE QUOTES BELOW.

!  THIS VALUE WILL BE USED ON THE REPORT TITLE FOR TLMS EARL REPORTS.

!

 DEF COMPANY_NAME     (X 30) =

     'C O M P A N Y   N A M E       '

 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - COPY ENDS - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - -

Common Components and Services EARL Service Coding Examples

Example 1

The following example produces a Scratched Volume (TLMS003) report in volume sequence order.

 COPY TLEARL03

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

!                    TLMS REPORT 03                             !

!                 SCRATCHED VOLUMES(TLMS003)                    !

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

 COPY EARLDEFS

 DEF SCR        (X 3) = NONE 'SCR'

 SET TYPRUN = R_VOLUME

GETTAG:
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 GET TAPEDB

 IF TAPEDB = 'E'

    GOTO EOJ

 ENDIF

 IF SCRATCH_IND = 'N'

    GOTO GETTAG

 ENDIF

 SET FUNCTION = 'TO_EXTERNAL'

 SET P_CTIME  = CTIME

 CALL CTSEDATE USING FUNCTION P_CDATE CDATE DATE_FMT

 CALL CTSEDATE USING FUNCTION P_LDATE LDATE DATE_FMT

 CALL CTSEDATE

       USING FUNCTION P_DATE_SCRATCHED DATE_SCRATCHED DATE_FMT

 GOTO EOJ TAPEDB = 'E'

 REPORT 'SCRATCHED VOLUMES(TLMS003)'

    SELECT ALL

    PRINT VOLSER DSN FILESEQ P_CDATE P_CTIME CJOB

        P_LDATE LJOB  P_DATE_SCRATCHED

  mm/dd/

yy                                       SCRATCH VOLUMES(TLM003)                                            PAGE     1

 ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 VOLSER  DATA SET NAME                            FILE   CREATE         CREATE   CREATE     LAST USE     LAST      DATE

                                                  SEQ   DATE             TIME   JOBNAME    DATE         JOB        SCRATCHED

 ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 000001                                            0                 00:00:00                                      mm/

dd/yyyy

 000083  MY.DISP.TEST                              1    mm/dd/yyyy   hh:mm:ss   JOB005     mm/dd/

yyyy   JOB005     mm/dd/yyyy

 000084  MY.DISP.MULTI                             1    mm/dd/yyyy   hh:mm:ss   JOB006     mm/dd/

yyyy   JOB006     mm/dd/yyyy

 000085  MY.DISP.MULTI                             1    mm/dd/yyyy   hh:mm:ss   JOB006     mm/dd/

yyyy   JOB006     mm/dd/yyyy

 000086  MY.DISP.MULTI                             1    mm/dd/yyyy   hh:mm:ss   JOB006     mm/dd/

yyyy   JOB006     mm/dd/yyyy

 000087  MY.DISP.JOBS                              1    mm/dd/yyyy   hh:mm:ss   JOB001     mm/dd/

yyyy   JOB003     mm/dd/yyyy

 END OF REPORT

Example 2

The following example produces a report on Active Data Sets by data set name.

 COPY TLEARL04

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
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!                    TLMS REPORT 04                             !

!   ACTIVE DATASETS BY DATA SET NAME                            !

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

 COPY EARLDEFS

 DEF SDSN       = DSN 1-30 X  'DATA SET NAME'

 SET TYPRUN = R_CHAINED

GETTAG:

 GET TAPEDB

 IF TAPEDB = 'E'

    GOTO EOJ

 ENDIF

 IF SCRATCH_IND = 'N'

    GOTO GETTAG

 ENDIF

 IF DSN = '      '

    GOTO GETTAG

 ENDIF

 SET FUNCTION = 'TO_EXTERNAL'

 SET P_CTIME  = CTIME

 CALL CTSEDATE USING FUNCTION P_CDATE CDATE DATE_FMT

 CALL CTSEDATE USING FUNCTION P_LDATE LDATE DATE_FMT

 REPORT 'ACTIVE DATA SETS BY DATA SET NAME(TLMS004)'

    SELECT ALL

    CONTROL SDSN

    PRINT SDSN VOLSER FILESEQ  P_CDATE P_CTIME CJOB

          P_LDATE LJOB  RECFM LRECL BLKSIZE LABEL_TYPE DEN

 mm/dd/

yy                                     ACTIVE DATA SETS BY DATA SET NAME(TLMS004)                            PAGE     1

 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 DATA SET NAME                  VOLSER  FILE  CREATE        CREATE  CREATE    LAST USE    LAST      REC  REC  BLOCK  LBL  DEN

                                         SEQ  DATE            TIME  JOBNAME   DATE        JOB       FMT  LEN   SIZE  TYP

 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 CDS.PROD.FILE3                 000082    3   mm/dd/

yyyy  10:54:35  TJOB0CDS                         FB?  80    800       CART

 CDS.PROD.FILE3                 000075    3   mm/dd/

yyyy  09:40:05  TJOB0CDS                         FB?  80    800       CART

 CDS.PROD.FILE3                 000074    3   mm/dd/

yyyy  09:21:09  TJOB0CDS                         FB?  80    800       CART

 CDS.PROD.FILE3                 000068    3   mm/dd/

yyyy  08:33:57  TJOB0MSG                         FB?  80    800       CART

 CDS.TEST.FILE2                 000068    2   mm/dd/

yyyy  08:33:56  TJOB0MSG                         FB?  80    800       CART

 CDS.TEST.FILE2                 000074    2   mm/dd/

yyyy  09:21:08  TJOB0CDS                         FB?  80    800       CART

 CDS.TEST.FILE2                 000075    2   mm/dd/

yyyy  09:40:05  TJOB0CDS                         FB?  80    800       CART
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 CDS.TEST.FILE2                 000082    2   mm/dd/

yyyy  10:54:33  TJOB0CDS                         FB?  80    800       CART

 DEF.AAA.FILE1                  000069    1   mm/dd/yyyy  09:05:41  TJOB0DEF  mm/dd/

yyyy  TJOB0DEF   FB?  80    800       CART

 DEF.BBB.FILE1                  000070    1   mm/dd/yyyy  09:05:43  TJOB0DEF  mm/dd/

yyyy  TJOB0DEF   FB?  80    800       CART

 DEF.CCC.FILE1                  000071    1   mm/dd/yyyy  09:05:43  TJOB0DEF  mm/dd/

yyyy  TJOB0DEF   FB?  80    800       CART

 DEF.DDD.FILE1                  000072    1   mm/dd/yyyy  09:05:44  TJOB0DEF  mm/dd/

yyyy  TJOB0DEF   FB?  80    800       CART

 EDM.SCRATCH.FILE1              000066    1   mm/dd/yyyy  07:59:38  CRAJOEDM  mm/dd/

yyyy  CRAJOEDM   FB?  80    800       CART

 EDM.SCRATCH.FILE1              000080    1   mm/dd/yyyy  09:49:49  TJOB0EDM  mm/dd/

yyyy  TJOB0EDM   FB?  80    800       CART

 EDM.SCRATCH.FILE4              000081    1   mm/dd/yyyy  09:49:52  TJOB0EDM  mm/dd/

yyyy  TJOB0EDM   FB?  80    800       CART

 EDM.SCRATCH.FILE4              000078    1   mm/dd/yyyy  09:48:25  TJOB0EDM  mm/dd/

yyyy  TJOB0EDM   FB?  80    800       CART

 EDMS.SCRATCH.FILE1             000076    1   mm/dd/yyyy  09:44:12  TJOB0EDM  mm/dd/

yyyy  TJOB0EDM   FB?  80    800       CART

 EDMS.SCRATCH.FILE2             000076    2   mm/dd/

yyyy  09:44:13  TJOB0EDM                         FB?  80    800       CART

 EDMS.SCRATCH.FILE3             000076    3   mm/dd/

yyyy  09:44:14  TJOB0EDM                         FB?  80    800       CART

 EDMS.SCRATCH.FILE4             000077    4   mm/dd/yyyy  09:44:15  TJOB0EDM  mm/dd/

yyyy  TJOB0EDM   FB?  80    800       CART

 EDMS.SCRATCH.FILE4             000076    4   mm/dd/

yyyy  09:44:14  TJOB0EDM                         FB?  80    800       CART

 JBC.BREAK.CHAIN                000025    1   mm/dd/yyyy  12:47:19  TJOB0BRK  mm/dd/

yyyy  TJOB0BRK   FB?  80    800   NSL  200

 JBC.MANUAL.FILE                000100    1               00:00:00  BOBS                               ?   0      0   SL  IDRC

 MSG.AAA.FILE1                  000068    1   mm/dd/yyyy  08:33:55  TJOB0MSG  mm/dd/

yyyy  TJOB0MSG   FB?  80    800       CART

 MY.DISP.YYYY                   000088    1   mm/dd/yyyy  11:07:42  JOB004    mm/dd/

yyyy  JOB004     FB?  50    500       CART

 MY.TAPE.FILE                   000073    1   mm/dd/yyyy  10:18:56  JOB003    mm/dd/

yyyy  JOB003     FB?  50    500       CART

 REG.FILE1                      000074    1   mm/dd/yyyy  09:21:07  TJOB0CDS  mm/dd/

yyyy  TJOB0CDS   FB?  80    800       CART

 REG.FILE1                      000075    1   mm/dd/yyyy  09:40:04  TJOB0CDS  mm/dd/

yyyy  TJOB0CDS   FB?  80    800       CART

 REGULAR.FILE1                  000082    1   mm/dd/yyyy  10:54:33  TJOB0CDS  mm/dd/

yyyy  TJOB0CDS   FB?  80    800       CART

 TLMSII.DUMMY.DSN               000074    2   mm/dd/

yyyy  00:00:00  TIIDUMMY                           ?   0      0       CART

 TLMSII.DUMMY.DSN               000061    8   mm/dd/

yyyy  00:00:00  TIIDUMMY                           ?   0      0   AL  CART

 TLMSII.DUMMY.DSN               000061    7   mm/dd/

yyyy  00:00:00  TIIDUMMY                           ?   0      0   AL  CART

 TLMSII.DUMMY.DSN               000061    6   mm/dd/

yyyy  00:00:00  TIIDUMMY                           ?   0      0   AL  CART

 TLMSII.DUMMY.DSN               000061    5   mm/dd/

yyyy  00:00:00  TIIDUMMY                           ?   0      0   AL  CART
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 TLMSII.DUMMY.DSN               000061    4   mm/dd/

yyyy  00:00:00  TIIDUMMY                           ?   0      0   AL  CART

 TLMSII.DUMMY.DSN               000061    3   mm/dd/

yyyy  00:00:00  TIIDUMMY                           ?   0      0   AL  CART

 TLMSII.DUMMY.DSN               000061    2   mm/dd/

yyyy  00:00:00  TIIDUMMY                           ?   0      0   AL  CART

 TLMSII.DUMMY.DSN               000061    1               00:00:00  TIIDUMMY                           ?   0      0   AL  CART

 TLMSII-CRASH-PROTECTED-EDM.SCR 000067    0   mm/dd/

yyyy  07:59:39  CRAJOEDM                           ?   0      0       DEN9

 VOL00.FILE1                    000053    1   mm/dd/yyyy  14:47:53  TJOB100   mm/dd/

yyyy  TJOB100    FB?  80    800       CART

 VOL00.FILE1                    000052    1   mm/dd/yyyy  14:47:52  TJOB100   mm/dd/

yyyy  TJOB100    FB?  80    800   SL  1600

 VOL00.FILE10                   000065   10   mm/dd/yyyy  07:54:20  TJOB102   mm/dd/

yyyy  TJOB102    FB?  80    800       CART

 VOL00.FILE2                    000053    2   mm/dd/

yyyy  15:32:06  TJOB100                          FB?  80    800       CART

 VOL00.FILE2                    000054    2   mm/dd/yyyy  15:32:07  TJOB100   mm/dd/

yyyy  TJOB100    FB?  80    800       CART

 VOL00.FILE3                    000056    3   mm/dd/yyyy  15:32:10  TJOB100   mm/dd/

yyyy  TJOB100    FB?  80    800       CART

 VOL00.FILE3                    000054    3   mm/dd/

yyyy  15:32:09  TJOB100                          FB?  80    800       CART

 VOL00.FILE4                    000056    4   mm/dd/

yyyy  15:32:13  TJOB100                          FB?  80    800       CART

 VOL00.FILE4                    000057    4   mm/dd/yyyy  15:32:14  TJOB100   mm/dd/

yyyy  TJOB100    FB?  80    800       CART

 VOL00.FILE5                    000058    5   mm/dd/yyyy  15:32:21  TJOB100   mm/dd/

yyyy  TJOB100    FB?  80    800       CART

 VOL00.FILE5                    000057    5   mm/dd/

yyyy  15:32:18  TJOB100                          FB?  80    800       CART

 VOL00.FILE6                    000058    6   mm/dd/

yyyy  15:32:24  TJOB100                          FB?  80    800       CART

 VOL00.FILE6                    000059    6   mm/dd/yyyy  15:32:27  TJOB100   mm/dd/

yyyy  TJOB100    FB?  80    800       CART

 VOL00.FILE7                    000060    7   mm/dd/yyyy  15:32:31  TJOB100   mm/dd/

yyyy  TJOB100    FB?  80    800       CART

 VOL00.FILE7                    000059    7   mm/dd/

yyyy  15:32:30  TJOB100                          FB?  80    800       CART

Example 3

The following example produces a VMF report with volume access.

 COPY TLEARL06

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

!                DEMO REPORT VMF ACCESS BY VOLUME              !

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

 COPY EARLDEFS

 SET TYPRUN = R_VOLUME
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GETTAG:

 GET TAPEDB

 IF TAPEDB = 'E'

    GOTO EOJ

 ENDIF

 SET FUNCTION = 'TO_EXTERNAL'

 SET P_CTIME  = CTIME

 CALL CTSEDATE USING FUNCTION P_CDATE CDATE DATE_FMT

 GOTO EOJ TAPEDB = 'E'

 REPORT 'DEMO REPORT VMF ACCESS BY VOLUME'

    SELECT ALL

    PRINT VOLSER BASEVOL VOLSEQ VOLUME_COUNT

          FILESEQ FILECNT DSN P_CDATE P_CTIME CJOB

  mm/dd/

yy                                          DEMO REPORT VMF ACCESS BY VOLUME                                 PAGE     1

 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 VOLSER  BASE        VOL   VOLUME     FILE     FILE   DATA SET NAME                           CREATE         CREATE   CREATE

         VOLSER      SEQ    COUNT      SEQ      CNT                                           DATE             TIME   JOBNAME

 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 000001  000001       0        0        0        0                                                         00:00:00

 000002  000001       2        2        1        1    VOL01.FILE1                             mm/dd/

yyyy   14:34:15   TJOB001

 000003  000003       1        3        1        1    VOL03.FILE1                             mm/dd/

yyyy   14:37:18   TJOB002

 000004  000003       2        3        1        1    VOL03.FILE1                             mm/dd/

yyyy   14:37:20   TJOB002

 000005  000003       3        3        1        1    VOL03.FILE1                             mm/dd/

yyyy   14:37:26   TJOB002

 000006  000006       1        1        1        1    VOL06.FILE1                             mm/dd/

yyyy   14:39:43   TJOB003

 000007  000006       2        2        1        1    VOL06.FILE1                             mm/dd/

yyyy   14:39:44   TJOB003

 000008  000008       1        4        1        1    VOL08.FILE1                             mm/dd/

yyyy   14:44:24   TJOB004

 000009  000008       2        4        1        1    VOL08.FILE1                             mm/dd/

yyyy   14:44:24   TJOB004

 000010  000008       3        4        1        1    VOL08.FILE1                             mm/dd/

yyyy   14:44:25   TJOB004

 000011  000008       4        4        1        1    VOL08.FILE1                             mm/dd/

yyyy   14:44:26   TJOB004

 000012  000012       0        0        0        0                                                         00:00:00

 000013  000013       0        0        0        0                                                         00:00:00

 000014  000014       0        0        0        0                                                         00:00:00

 000015  000015       0        0        0        0                                                         00:00:00

 000016  000016       0        0        0        0                                                         00:00:00

 000017  000017       0        0        0        0                                                         00:00:00

 000018  000018       0        0        0        0                                                         00:00:00

 000019  000019       0        0        0        0                                                         00:00:00

 000020  000020       0        0        0        0                                                         00:00:00
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 000021  000021       0        0        0        0                                                         00:00:00

 000022  000022       0        0        0        0                                                         00:00:00

 000023  000023       0        0        0        0                                                         00:00:00

 000024  000024       0        0        0        0                                                         00:00:00

 000025  000025       1        1        1        1    JBC.BREAK.CHAIN                         mm/dd/

yyyy   12:47:19   TJOB0BRK

 000026  000026       0        0        0        0                                                         00:00:00

 000027  000027       0        0        0        0                                                         00:00:00

 000028  000028       1        1        1        1                                                         00:00:00

 000029  000029       1        2        1        1    VOL29.FILE1                             mm/dd/

yyyy   15:34:15   TJOB021

 000030  000029       2        2        1        1    VOL29.FILE1                             mm/dd/

yyyy   15:34:16   TJOB021

 000031  000031       1        3        1        4    VOL31.FILE1                             mm/dd/

yyyy   15:39:03   TJOB022

 000032  000031       2        3        4        4    VOL31.FILE4                             mm/dd/

yyyy   15:39:06   TJOB022

 000033  000031       3        3        4        5    VOL31.FILE4                             mm/dd/

yyyy   15:39:07   TJOB022

 000034  000034       1       18        1        1    VOL34.FILE1                             mm/dd/

yyyy   15:51:44   TJOB023

 000035  000034       2       18        1        2    VOL34.FILE1                             mm/dd/

yyyy   15:51:45   TJOB023

 000036  000034       3       18        2        3    VOL35.FILE2                             mm/dd/

yyyy   15:51:47   TJOB023

 000037  000034       4       18        3        4    VOL36.FILE3                             mm/dd/

yyyy   15:51:49   TJOB023

 000038  000034       5       18        4        5    VOL37.FILE4                             mm/dd/

yyyy   15:51:53   TJOB023

 000039  000034       6       18        5        6    VOL38.FILE5                             mm/dd/

yyyy   15:51:56   TJOB023

 000040  000034       7       18        6        7    VOL39.FILE6                             mm/dd/

yyyy   15:51:58   TJOB023

 000041  000034       8       18        7        8    VOL40.FILE7                             mm/dd/

yyyy   15:52:01   TJOB023

 000042  000034       9       18        8        9    VOL41.FILE8                             mm/dd/

yyyy   15:52:05   TJOB023

 000043  000034      10       18        9       10    VOL42.FILE9                             mm/dd/

yyyy   15:52:08   TJOB023

 000044  000034      11       18       10       11    VOL43.FILE10                            mm/dd/

yyyy   15:52:13   TJOB023

 000045  000034      12       18       11       12    VOL44.FILE11                            mm/dd/

yyyy   15:52:16   TJOB023

 000046  000034      13       18       12       13    VOL45.FILE12                            mm/dd/

yyyy   15:52:19   TJOB023

 000047  000034      14       18       13       14    VOL46.FILE13                            mm/dd/

yyyy   15:52:22   TJOB023

 000048  000034      15       18       14       15    VOL47.FILE14                            mm/dd/

yyyy   15:52:27   TJOB023

 000049  000034      16       18       15       16    VOL48.FILE15                            mm/dd/

yyyy   12:11:34   TJOB024

 000050  000034      17       18       16       17    VOL49.FILE16                            mm/dd/

yyyy   12:55:09   TJOB025
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 000051  000034      18       18       17       17    VOL51.FILE17                            mm/dd/

yyyy   14:15:13   TJOB025

 000052  000052       1        1        1        1    VOL00.FILE1                             mm/dd/

yyyy   14:47:52   TJOB100

 000053  000052       2       11        1        2    VOL00.FILE1                             mm/dd/

yyyy   14:47:53   TJOB100

 000054  000052       3       11        2        3    VOL00.FILE2                             mm/dd/

yyyy   15:32:07   TJOB100

Example 4

The following example produces a VMF report with chained access:

 COPY TLEARL08

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

!                 VMF REPORT WITH CHAINED ACCESS                !

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

 COPY EARLDEFS

 DEF  P_VOL     (X 6) = NONE 'BASE' 'VOLUME'

 DEF  O_VOL     (X 6) = NONE

 SET TYPRUN = R_CHAINED

GETTAG:

 GET TAPEDB

 IF TAPEDB = 'E'

    GOTO EOJ

 ENDIF

 IF O_VOL  = BASEVOL THEN

    SET P_VOL = '      '

 ELSE

    SET P_VOL = BASEVOL

    SET O_VOL = BASEVOL

 ENDIF

 SET FUNCTION = 'TO_EXTERNAL'

 SET P_CTIME  = CTIME

 CALL CTSEDATE USING FUNCTION P_CDATE CDATE DATE_FMT

 GOTO EOJ TAPEDB = 'E'

 REPORT 'DEMO REPORT VMF ACCESS BY CHAINED'

    SELECT ALL

    PRINT VOLSER P_VOL   VOLSEQ VOLUME_COUNT

          FILESEQ FILECNT   DSN P_CDATE P_CTIME CJOB

 mm/dd/

yy                                         DEMO REPORT VMF ACCESS BY CHAINED                               PAGE     1

 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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 VOLSER  BASE        VOL   VOLUME     FILE     FILE   DATA SET NAME                          CREATE         CREATE   CREATE

         VOLUME      SEQ    COUNT      SEQ      CNT                                          DATE             TIME   JOBNAME

 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 000001  000001       0        0        0        0                                                        00:00:00

 000003  000003       1        3        1        1    VOL03.FILE1                            mm/dd/

yyyy   14:37:18   TJOB002

 000004               2        3        1        1    VOL03.FILE1                            mm/dd/

yyyy   14:37:20   TJOB002

 000005               3        3        1        1    VOL03.FILE1                            mm/dd/

yyyy   14:37:26   TJOB002

 000006  000006       1        1        1        1    VOL06.FILE1                            mm/dd/

yyyy   14:39:43   TJOB003

 000007               2        2        1        1    VOL06.FILE1                            mm/dd/

yyyy   14:39:44   TJOB003

 000008  000008       1        4        1        1    VOL08.FILE1                            mm/dd/

yyyy   14:44:24   TJOB004

 000009               2        4        1        1    VOL08.FILE1                            mm/dd/

yyyy   14:44:24   TJOB004

 000010               3        4        1        1    VOL08.FILE1                            mm/dd/

yyyy   14:44:25   TJOB004

 000011               4        4        1        1    VOL08.FILE1                            mm/dd/

yyyy   14:44:26   TJOB004

 000012  000012       0        0        0        0                                                        00:00:00

 000013  000013       0        0        0        0                                                        00:00:00

 000014  000014       0        0        0        0                                                        00:00:00

 000015  000015       0        0        0        0                                                        00:00:00

 000016  000016       0        0        0        0                                                        00:00:00

 000017  000017       0        0        0        0                                                        00:00:00

 000018  000018       0        0        0        0                                                        00:00:00

 000019  000019       0        0        0        0                                                        00:00:00

 000020  000020       0        0        0        0                                                        00:00:00

 000021  000021       0        0        0        0                                                        00:00:00

 000022  000022       0        0        0        0                                                        00:00:00

 000023  000023       0        0        0        0                                                        00:00:00

 000024  000024       0        0        0        0                                                        00:00:00

 000025  000025       1        1        1        1    JBC.BREAK.CHAIN                        mm/dd/

yyyy   12:47:19   TJOB0BRK

 000026  000026       0        0        0        0                                                        00:00:00

 000027  000027       0        0        0        0                                                        00:00:00

 000028  000028       1        1        1        1                                                        00:00:00

 000029  000029       1        2        1        1    VOL29.FILE1                            mm/dd/

yyyy   15:34:15   TJOB021

 000030               2        2        1        1    VOL29.FILE1                            mm/dd/

yyyy   15:34:16   TJOB021

 000031  000031       1        3        1        4    VOL31.FILE1                            mm/dd/

yyyy   15:39:03   TJOB022

 000031               1        3        2        4    VOL31.FILE2                            mm/dd/

yyyy   15:39:04   TJOB022

 000031               1        3        3        4    VOL31.FILE3                            mm/dd/

yyyy   15:39:04   TJOB022

 000031               1        3        4        4    VOL31.FILE4                            mm/dd/

yyyy   15:39:05   TJOB022
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 000032               2        3        4        4    VOL31.FILE4                            mm/dd/

yyyy   15:39:06   TJOB022

 000033               3        3        4        5    VOL31.FILE4                            mm/dd/

yyyy   15:39:07   TJOB022

 000033               3        3        5        5    VOL33.FILE1                            mm/dd/

yyyy   15:39:08   TJOB022

 000034  000034       1       18        1        1    VOL34.FILE1                            mm/dd/

yyyy   15:51:44   TJOB023

 000035               2       18        1        2    VOL34.FILE1                            mm/dd/

yyyy   15:51:45   TJOB023

 000035               2       18        2        2    VOL35.FILE2                            mm/dd/

yyyy   15:51:46   TJOB023

 000036               3       18        2        3    VOL35.FILE2                            mm/dd/

yyyy   15:51:47   TJOB023

 000036               3       18        3        3    VOL36.FILE3                            mm/dd/

yyyy   15:51:48   TJOB023

 000037               4       18        3        4    VOL36.FILE3                            mm/dd/

yyyy   15:51:49   TJOB023

 000037               4       18        4        4    VOL37.FILE4                            mm/dd/

yyyy   15:51:52   TJOB023

 000038               5       18        4        5    VOL37.FILE4                            mm/dd/

yyyy   15:51:53   TJOB023

 000038               5       18        5        5    VOL38.FILE5                            mm/dd/

yyyy   15:51:55   TJOB023

 000039               6       18        5        6    VOL38.FILE5                            mm/dd/

yyyy   15:51:56   TJOB023

 000039               6       18        6        6    VOL39.FILE6                            mm/dd/

yyyy   15:51:57   TJOB023

 000040               7       18        6        7    VOL39.FILE6                            mm/dd/

yyyy   15:51:58   TJOB023

 000040               7       18        7        7    VOL40.FILE7                            mm/dd/

yyyy   15:52:00   TJOB023

 000041               8       18        7        8    VOL40.FILE7                            mm/dd/

yyyy   15:52:01   TJOB023

 000041               8       18        8        8    VOL41.FILE8                            mm/dd/

yyyy   15:52:03   TJOB023

 000042               9       18        8        9    VOL41.FILE8                            mm/dd/

yyyy   15:52:05   TJOB023

 000042               9       18        9        9    VOL42.FILE9                            mm/dd/

yyyy   15:52:07   TJOB023

 000043              10       18        9       10    VOL42.FILE9                            mm/dd/

yyyy   15:52:08   TJOB023

CTSEPM Advanced Pattern Masking Subroutine
The CTSEPM subroutine provides advanced pattern masking support. You can call it from your Earl program. CTSEPM
uses the CTSPM module to provide the following functions:
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• MATCH
• COMPARE
• VALIDATE
• CONVERT
• CONVERTX

CTSPM issues a return code that CTSEPM passes to Earl for verification. Earl places the return code in a field equal to
the subroutine name, CTSEPM. In nonzero return code situations, CTSEPM can return an optional error message.

CTSEPM Function Calls

The following examples illustrate the CTSEPM function calls. All calls use an implicit object class of MVSFILE, so the
parameters are DSNs or DSN patterns. The parameters vary by function, but the length of the parameters is as follows:

• Optional error message parameter is 24 characters.
• FUNCTION parameter is eight characters.
• Data set parameter is 44 characters.
• Pattern mask parameter is 88 characters.

MATCH Function

Use the MATCH function to determine if a DSN matches a pattern mask. A return code of zero means that it matches. A
return code of four means that the DSN does not match the pattern. Higher return codes indicate an error. A 24 character
error message accompanies a nonzero return.

DEF PM_FUNC            (X 8) =  ' ' 'FUNCTION'

DEF PM_PAT1           (X 88) =  ' ' 'PATTERN MASK1'

DEF PM_MSG            (X 24) =  ' ' 'ERROR MESSAGE'

DEF PM_DSN            (X 44) =  ' ' 'DATA SET NAME'

SET PM_FUNC = 'MATCH'

SET PM_PAT1 = 'SYS#.DDA####.-'

SET PM_DSN = DSN

CALL CTSEPM USING PM_FUNC

                  PM_PAT1

                  PM_DSN

                  PM_MSG

COMPARE Function

• COMPARE
Use the COMPARE function to compare two pattern masks and determine which is more specific. You can use this
function to arrange a group of pattern masks in an order that allows your program to find the best-fit pattern mask.
Higher return codes indicate an error. A 24 character error message accompanies nonzero return codes. A message
that matches the PM_MORE, PM_LESS, or PM_SAME values accompanies a zero return code.

DEF PM_FUNC            (X 8) =  ' ' 'FUNCTION'

DEF PM_PAT1           (X 88) =  ' ' 'PATTERN MASK1

DEF PM_PAT2           (X 88) =  ' ' 'PATTERN MASK2'

DEF PM_MSG            (X 24) =  ' ' 'ERROR MESSAGE'
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DEF PM_MORE           (X 24) =  'MORE SPECIFIC           '

DEF PM_LESS           (X 24) =  'LESS SPECIFIC           '

DEF PM_SAME           (X 24) =  'SAME SPECIFIC           '

SET PM_FUNC = 'COMPARE'

SET PM_PAT1 = 'SYS#.DDA####.-'

SET PM_PAT2 = 'SYS#.-'

CALL CTSEPM USING PM_FUNC

                  PM_PAT1

                  PM_PAT2

                  PM_MSG

IF PM_MSG = PM_LESS

   SET FLG = 'Y'

ENDIF

VALIDATE Function

Use the VALIDATE function to determine if a pattern mask is valid. Higher return codes indicate an error. A 24-bit
character error message accompanies nonzero return codes.

DEF PM_FUNC            (X 8) =  ' ' 'FUNCTION'

DEF PM_PAT1           (X 88) =  ' ' 'PATTERN MASK1'

DEF PM_MSG            (X 24) =  ' ' 'ERROR MESSAGE'

SET PM_FUNC = 'VALIDATE'

SET PM_PAT1 = 'SYS#.DDA####.-'

CALL CTSEPM USING PM_FUNC

                  PM_PAT1

                  PM_MSG

CONVERT Function

Use the CONVERT function to convert a pattern mask into its internal format. You can also use the CONVERT function
to improve the performance of later MATCH function calls. Internal format pattern masks can be directly compared to
determine which is more specific. CONVERT can replace a COMPARE function call.

A return code of zero indicates that the function successfully converted the pattern. The 44-character internal format
replaces the original pattern mask when the return code is zero. A 24-character error message accompanies nonzero
return codes.

DEF PM_FUNC            (X 8) =  ' ' 'FUNCTION'

DEF PM_PAT1           (X 88) =  ' ' 'PATTERN MASK1'

DEF PM_MSG            (X 24) =  ' ' 'ERROR MESSAGE'

SET PM_FUNC = 'CONVERT'

SET PM_PAT1 = 'SYS#.DDA####.-'

CALL CTSEPM USING PM_FUNC

                  PM_PAT1

                  PM_MSG
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CONVERTX Function

Use the CONVERTX function to convert a pattern mask from its internal format to its external format for display purposes.
If the return code is zero, then an 88-character external pattern mask replaces the original 44-character internal format. A
24-character error message accompanies a nonzero return code.

DEF PM_FUNC            (X 8) =  ' ' 'FUNCTION'

DEF PM_PAT1           (X 88) =  ' ' 'PATTERN MASK1'

DEF PM_MSG            (X 24) =  ' ' 'ERROR MESSAGE'

DEF INTERNAL_PAT      (X 44) =  ' ' 'INTERNAL PATTERN'

SET PM_FUNC = 'CONVERTX'

SET PM_PAT1 = INTERNAL_PATTERN

CALL CTSEPM USING PM_FUNC

                  PM_PAT1

                  PM_MSG

VMF Index Report Utility Report (TLMS061)
TLMSVMIR generates TLMS061. TLMSVMIR reads the VMF from the CAIVMF DD. CAIVMF DD is a necessary DD
statement. Use CAIVMFXU DD if TLMS is not active.

 

                                         TLMS VMF INDEX REPORT UTILITY                                       

 TLMS061        PAGE   1

 TLMS                                                                                                      mm/

dd/yyyy     11.14.18

-I------------- DATA SET NAME --------------I  FILESEQ     VOLSER    CREATE DATE /

 TIME                                              

 --------------------------------------------  -------     ------    -----------  

 --------                                         

 ASM2.BACKUP.DSN1                               00001      000002    01/01/2000    13.29.51                  

                        

 HSM.MIGRATE.DSN1                               00001      002000    01/01/2000   

 15.25.24                                         

 HSM.MIGRATE.DSN1                               00001      000001    01/01/2000    13.29.51      

                                    

 MULTI.FILE01                                   00001      002608    08/30/2016   

 08.44.35                                         

 MULTI.FILE01                                   00001      002450    08/10/2016   

 08.43.47                                         

 MULTI.FILE02                                   00002      002608    08/30/2016   

 08.44.35                                         

 MULTI.FILE02                                   00002      002528    08/18/2016   

 14.01.47                                         

 MULTI.FILE02                                   00002      002527    08/18/2016   

 13.59.48                                         

 MULTI.FILE02                                   00002      002450    08/10/2016   

 08.43.51                                         

 MULTI.FILE03                                   00003      002608    08/30/2016   

 08.44.35                                         
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 MULTI.FILE03                                   00003      002528    08/18/2016   

 14.01.48                                         

 MULTI.FILE03                                   00003      002527    08/18/2016   

 13.59.48                                         

 MULTI.FILE03                                   00003      002450    08/10/2016   

 08.43.57                                         

 MUTLIVOL.FILE                                  00001      002613    08/30/2016   

 08.45.07                                         

 MUTLIVOL.FILE                                  00001      002609    08/30/2016   

 08.44.42                                         

 MUTLIVOL.FILE                                  00001      002451    08/10/2016   

 08.43.57                                         

 PROD1.DSNAME                                   00001      002005    01/01/2000   

 15.25.24                                         

 PROD2.DSNAME                                   00001      002006    01/01/2000   

 15.25.24                                         

 PROD3.DSNAME                                   00001      002007    01/01/2000   

 15.25.24                                         

 READ.BACKWARD.ENCRYPT.FILE03                   00003      002612    08/30/2016   

 08.45.24                                          

 READ.BACKWARD.ENCRYPT.FILE03                   00003      002454    08/10/2016   

 08.44.32                                         

 READ.BACKWARD.XNCRYPT.FILE02                   00002      002612    08/30/2016   

 08.45.13                                         

 READ.BACKWARD.XNCRYPT.FILE02                   00002      002454    08/10/2016   

 08.44.21                                         

 SAMP.VOL001.DSN003.FILE01                      00001      AT0008    01/01/2016   

 08.52.03                                         

 SAMP.VOL001.DSN003.FILE02                      00002      AT0008    01/01/2016   

 08.52.03                                         

 SAMP.VOL001.DSN003.FILE02                      00002      AT0008    01/01/2016   

 08.43.57                                         

 SAMP.VOL001.DSN007.FILE01                      00001      AT0040    01/01/2016   

 12.46.43                                          

 SAMP.VOL001.DSN007.FILE02                      00002      AT0040    01/01/2016   

 12.46.43                                         

 SAMP.VOL001.DSN007.FILE03                      00003      AT0040    01/01/2016   

 12.46.43                                          

 SAMP.VOL001.DSN007.FILE04                      00004      AT0040    01/01/2016   

 12.46.43                                         

 SAMP.VOL001.DSN007.FILE05                      00005      AT0040    01/01/2016    12.46.43         

                                 

 SAMP.VOL001.DSN007.FILE06                      00006      AT0040    01/01/2016   

 12.46.43                                         

 SAMP.VOL001.DSN007.FILE07                      00007      AT0040    01/01/2016   

 12.46.43                                         

 SAMP.VOL007.DSN001                             00001      AT0001    01/01/2016   

 08.29.52                                         

 SAMP.VOL038.DSN001                             00001      AT0009    01/01/2016   

 09.09.57                                         

 SYS#####.T1234567.R12345.NOTTEMP               00001      002635    08/23/2016   

 15.03.14                                          
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 SYS#####.T1234567.R12345.NOTTEMP               00001      002630    08/23/2016   

 14.59.40                                         

 SYS#####.T1234567.R12345.NOTTEMP               00001      002625    08/23/2016    14.53.55                  

                        

 SYS#####.T1234567.R12345.NOTTEMP               00001      002620    08/23/2016   

 14.50.13                                         

 SYS#####.T1234567.R12345.NOTTEMP               00001      002664    08/22/2016    15.24.42      

                                    

 SYS#####.T075829.RA000.JTEMP11.TAPE.H01        00001      002456    08/11/2016   

 07.58.33                                         

 SYS#####.T140926.RA000.JTEMP11.TAPE.H01        00001      002474    08/11/2016   

 14.09.28                                         

 SYS#####.T141644.RA000.JTEMP11B.R0100040       00001      002475    08/11/2016   

 14.16.46                                         

 SYS#####.T142213.RA000.JTEMP11C.TAPE.H01       00001      002476    08/11/2016   

 14.22.14                                         

 SYS#####.T142234.RA000.JTEMP11D.R0100042       00001      002477    08/11/2016   

 14.22.35                                         

 SYS#####.T143253.RA000.JTEMP11.TAPE.H01        00001      001500    08/19/2016   

 14.32.58                                         

 SYS#####.T152315.RA000.JTEMP11.TAPE.H01        00001      002660    08/22/2016   

 15.23.19                                         

 SYS#####.T152347.RA000.JTEMP11B.R0100424       00001      002661    08/22/2016   

 15.23.50                                         

 SYS#####.T152410.RA000.JTEMP11C.TAPE.H01       00001      002662    08/22/2016   

 15.24.13                                         

 SYS#####.T152423.RA000.JTEMP11D.R0100426       00001      002663    08/22/2016   

 15.24.25                                         

 SYS#####.T145001.RA000.JTEMP11D.R0100461       00001      002619    08/23/2016   

 14.50.03                                          

 SYS#####.T145325.RA000.JTEMP11.TAPE.H01        00001      002621    08/23/2016   

 14.53.27                                         

 SYS#####.T145333.RA000.JTEMP11B.R0100463       00001      002622    08/23/2016    14.53.36                  

                        

 SYS#####.T145340.RA000.JTEMP11C.TAPE.H01       00001      002623    08/23/2016   

 14.53.42                                         

                                         TLMS VMF INDEX REPORT UTILITY                           

             TLMS061        PAGE   2

 TLMS                                                                                                      mm/

dd/yyyy     11.14.18

-I------------- DATA SET NAME --------------I  FILESEQ     VOLSER    CREATE DATE /

 TIME                                             

 --------------------------------------------  -------     ------    -----------  

 --------                                         

 SYS#####.T145345.RA000.JTEMP11D.R0100465       00001      002624    08/23/2016   

 14.53.48                                         

 SYS#####.T145911.RA000.JTEMP11.TAPE.H01        00001      002626    08/23/2016   

 14.59.13                                         

 SYS#####.T145918.RA000.JTEMP11B.R0100466       00001      002627    08/23/2016   

 14.59.21                                         

 SYS#####.T145924.RA000.JTEMP11C.TAPE.H01       00001      002628    08/23/2016   

 14.59.27                                         
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 SYS#####.T145931.RA000.JTEMP11D.R0100468       00001      002629    08/23/2016   

 14.59.35                                         

 SYS#####.T150243.RA000.JTEMP11.TAPE.H01        00001      002631    08/23/2016   

 15.02.46                                         

 SYS#####.T150250.RA000.JTEMP11B.R0100470       00001      002632    08/23/2016   

 15.02.52                                         

 SYS#####.T150257.RA000.JTEMP11C.TAPE.H01       00001      002633    08/23/2016   

 15.02.59                                         

 SYS#####.T150303.RA000.JTEMP11D.R0100472       00001      002634    08/23/2016   

 15.03.05                                         

 TEST.DEMO.FILE01                               00001      AT0071    08/08/2016   

 10.44.28                                         

 TEST.DEMO.FILE02                               00001      AT0072    08/08/2016   

 10.44.28                                         

 TEST.DEMO.FILE03                               00001      AT0073    08/08/2016   

 10.44.28                                         

 TEST.DEMO.FILE04                               00001      AT0074    08/08/2016   

 10.44.28                                         

 TEST.DEMO.FILE05                               00001      AT0075    08/08/2016   

 10.44.28                                          

 TEST.DEMO.FILE06                               00001      AT0076    08/08/2016   

 10.44.28                                         

 TEST.DFLT.LABTYPE.F01                          00001      002637    08/25/2016    14.32.11                   

                       

 TEST.DFLT.LABTYPE.F01                          00001      002636    08/25/2016   

 14.30.08                                         

 TEST.FILEA5                                    00001      002581    08/30/2016    12.32.13        

                                  

 TEST.FILEA5                                    00001      002617    08/30/2016   

 08.50.51                                         

 TEST.FILEA5                                    00001      002605    08/26/2016   

 10.59.23                                         

 TEST.FILE21                                    00001      002607    08/30/2016   

 08.44.31                                         

 TEST.FILE21                                    00001      002639    08/25/2016   

 15.33.34                                          

 TEST.FILE21                                    00001      002478    08/12/2016   

 14.48.09                                         

 TEST.FILE21                                    00001      002449    08/10/2016    08.43.34                  

                        

 TEST.FILX01                                    00001      002673    08/23/2016   

 07.21.06                                         

 TEST.FILX01                                    00001      002665    08/23/2016    07.18.03      

                                    

 TEST.FILX01                                    00001      002652    08/22/2016   

 12.56.53                                         

 TEST.FILX01                                    00001      002644    08/22/2016   

 12.54.44                                         

 TEST.FILX01                                    00001      002640    08/22/2016   

 12.54.37                                         

 TEST.OF.DIAG.TRANS                             00001      001540    08/30/2016   

 10.21.36                                         
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 TEST.OF.DIAG.TRANS.LY                          00001      001558    05/03/2017   

 10.02.02                                         

 TEST.TAPE.FILE                                 00001      002611    08/30/2016   

 08.44.55                                         

 TEST.TAPE.FILE                                 00001      002452    08/10/2016   

 08.44.02                                         

 TST1.DSNAME                                    00001      002003    01/01/2000   

 15.25.24                                         

 TST1.FILE.VOL1DSN1                             00001      002008    01/01/2000   

 14.17.31                                         

 TST1.FILE.VOL1DSN1                             00001      002009    01/01/2000   

 13.15.10                                         

 TST1.FILE.VOL1DSN2                             00002      002010    01/01/2000   

 13.15.10                                         

 TST2.DSNAME                                    00001      002004    01/01/2000    15.25.24                  

   

Common Tape System
The purpose of the Common Tape System (CTS) is to provide a set of interfaces to all Broadcom Tape Management
products. CTS consists of a started task, utilities, and interface programs. CTS is started from SYS1.PROCLIB(CTS).
During startup it reads commands from the CTSSYSIN DD which is CAI.CTAPOPTN(CTSSTART) by default. This section
contains a discussion of those commands.

NOTE
This section includes CTS subtasks that are used by general users of TLMS. CTS supports additional subtasks
that are configured and maintained by the systems programming staff. These subtasks are documented in
Configuring.

Initialization
The following example shows the commands used to start the CTS task:

/* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * */

/*            SET OPTIONS                                          */

/* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * */

   SET NOWTOR       /* REQUEST HOT (OUTSTANDING) WTOR              */

   SET NOSNAP       /* REQUEST DYNOSTIC SNAP DUMPS                 */

   SET   LOG        /* REQUEST COMMAND AND MESSAGE LOGGING         */

/* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * */

/*      DEFINE TASK NORMALLY USED                                  */

/* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * */

  SET TASK(TLMS) PGM(TLMSMAIN) RETRY(0) PARM()  /* TLMS            */

  SET TASK(INQR) PGM(TLMSINQR) RETRY(0) PARM()  /* INQR/UPDATE     */

/* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * */

/*        AUTOMATICALLY START THESE TASK                           */

/* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * */

  START TLMS        /* TAPE MANAGEMENT                             */

/*START INQR        /* INQUIRY / UPDATE TASK                       */
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  START LAB         /* EXTERNAL LABEL PRINT TASK                   */

Command Description
SET LOG Indicates that CTS retains a message log.
SET NOSNAP Indicates that the option for recording snap dumps is turned off.
SET NOWTOR Indicates that the optional outstanding CA$F000R WTOR is not

issued. Commands are entered through the console MODIFY
command instead.

START TLMS Indicates that the Tape Management system is to be attached.
START LAB Indicates that the Tape management Online Label Interface (LAB)

is to be attached.

CTS Commands
The CTS address space is created by starting the CTS task. The CTS task is a multitasking supervisor, which provides
support for CTS Services. It provides the means for starting, stopping, and controlling CTS subtasks. The CTS task also
provides display and diagnostic facilities.

• The CTS task processes commands from console modify, CAI.CTAPOPTN member CTSSTART, EXEC PARM=, CTS
internal message facility, and reply to an outstanding WTOR.

• Commands from any source are free-form in MACRO type and/or TSO type syntax.
• The syntax is a command-word followed by parameters separated by either blanks or commas.
• TSO style comments (/*..........*/) may appear anywhere in the command line or alone on the command line.
• Parameters can be keyword, positional or value, and they can be specified in any order.
• Keyword parameters can be of either the KWD= or KWD( ) style.
• Values are constants like SETUP, and can be specified as the alternate NOSETUP.
• Numbers specified for positional and keyword parameters can be from 1- to 15-digits with any number of leading

zeros.
• Parameters which contain blanks, commas or special characters must be enclosed in '.......' or (.......).

Command Descriptions
The following commands are processed by CTSCMD which may send commands to subtasks for further processing. CTS
subtasks are required to handle CANCEL, STOP, and STATUS commands which are sent to them.

Command Description
CANCEL Request a CTS subtask to ABEND with a User-111 and dump.
DISPLAY or D Request a display of CTS options, defined tasks, or active tasks.
FORCE Detach a CTS subtask causing its forceable termination.
MSG or M Send text to a CTS subtask.
SET Set one or more CTS options or a CTS subtask definition.
SPINOFF Release SYSOUT for printing.
START or S Start a CTS subtask for the task ID. If the task ID is defined

to CTS, the task ID is the only parameter required. If it is not
defined to CTS, the PGM parameter must be used to identify the
program to attach. The other parameters may be used to specify
or override defined values.

STATUS Request subtask to display status information.
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STOP or P Request a subtask to complete normally.

The parameter and description for each command are as follows:

CANCEL Command

Parameter Description
tid or ALL Task ID. Can be one to four characters that are unique to the CTS

address space. If ALL is specified, a CANCEL command is sent
to every CTS subtask. Only those tasks which have had a START
command issued may be canceled.

DISPLAY Command

Parameter Description
ACTIVE or A Display all currently active subtasks.
OPTS or O Display CTS options.
TASKS or T Display all tasks defined to CTS.

FORCE Command

Parameter Description
Tid (Required.) Task ID. Must be one to four characters that are

unique to the CTS address space. Only those tasks which had a
START command may be forced.

MSG Command

Parameter Description
text Text to be sent to the subtask. If this text contains blanks,

commas, or special characters, it must be enclosed in '......' or
(.....).

tid or ALL Task ID. Can be one to four characters that must be unique to the
CTS address space. If ALL is specified, the text command is sent
to every CTS subtask.

SET Command for Options

Parameter Description
LOG or NOLOG Option for recording message log. If the option is LOG, a log of

messages is retained. This can be printed by using the SPINOFF
LOG command.

SNAP or NOSNAP Option for recording diagnostic snap dumps. If the option is
SNAP, the dumps are recorded. This can be printed by using the
SPINOFF SNAP command.
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WTOR or NOWTOR Option for outstanding WTOR. If option is WTOR, then CTS keeps
a WTOR issued to receive operator commands.

SET Command to Define Subtasks

Parameter Description
PARM(...) Data to be sent to the subtask by an internal message. The default

is no data.
PGM(........) (Required.) Program name. This is the name of the program to be

attached.
RETRY(...) The number of times a subtask is to be restarted after completing

with a nonzero completion code. The default is 0.
tid (Required.) Task ID. Can be one to four characters that must be

unique to the CTS address space.

SPINOFF Command

Parameter Description
tid Task ID. Must be one to four characters that are unique to the CTS

address space. Sends a SPINOFF command to a subtask.

START Command

Parameter Description
PARM(nnn) Data to be sent to the subtask by an internal message. The default

is no data.
PGM(nnnnnnnn) Program name. Required if task is not defined to CTS. This is the

name of the program to be attached.
RETRY(nnn) The number of times a subtask is to be restarted after completing

with a nonzero completion code. The default is 0.
Tid (Required.) Task ID. Must be one to four characters that are

unique to the CTS address space.

STATUS Command

Parameter Description
tid or ALL Task ID. Can be one to four characters that must be unique to the

CTS address space. If ALL is specified, a STATUS command is
sent to every CTS subtask. Each task which can report status,
displays and/or logs its status. The format and content of the
status varies by task. Status from the CMD task is the same as
issuing a “Display OPT” and “Display Active”.
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STOP Command

Parameter Description
tid or ALL Task ID. Can be one to four characters that must be unique to the

CTS address space. If ALL is specified, a STOP command is sent
to every CTS subtask. Only those tasks which have had a START
command issued can be stopped.

Command Samples

CANCEL TLMS

The TLMS subtask abends with a User-111 and a dump. If the DUMP subtask is active, the abend dump is spun off to
SYSOUT.

START TLMS RETRY(4)

The TLMS subtask is attached and is restarted the next four times it ends with a nonzero return code. If TLMS ends with a
zero return code, it is not restarted.

MSG TLMS TRACE

The text TRACE is sent to the TLMS subtask. TRACE tells TLMS to snap all transactions to the SNAP log on entry and
exit to TLMS.

MSG INQR 'UPV VOL001 SCRATCH=YES'

The text is sent to the INQR subtask which processes it just as though it was entered in response to INQRs WTOR. In this
case, VOL001 is scratched.

SET TLMS DEBUG(1)

The DEBUG switch in TLMSs CTSB is set to 1. The meaning of the DEBUG setting varies with the task.

SET TLMS DEBUG()

The DEBUG switch in TLMSs CTSB is set to reset to blank.

STOP ALL

STOP is sent to all subtasks in the CTS address space. Each subtask terminates with a zero return code. The one
exception is CMD. CMD never terminates while another subtask is active, because it would be needed to process the
STOP or CANCEL for the other task. If CMD receives a command to terminate when another task is active, it waits 20
seconds, then tries again. If another task is still active, it issues a message and remains active.

Online Label Interface
External gummed labels are generated through the Online Label Interface (LAB) subtask of CTS. Gummed labels
produced by TLMS use the Online Label Interface (LAB) to generate labels.
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The Online Label Interface is made up of three components:

• The input processor (CTSLBLIN) which is used to obtain each input record and pass the information to the appropriate
Common Components and Services EARL Service program.

• Common Components and Services EARL Service, which is used to process the input records, format the label image
and call the output processor. Member TLMSLBLS in CAI.CTAPEARL is the Common Components and Services
EARL Service example provided to generate the default gummed labels for TLMS. This member can be copied and
modified to customize labels for your site.

• The output processor (CTSLBLOT) which is used to write a formatted label image to one or more output locations.

Processing Steps
The CTS procedure provided with this version uses member TLMSLBLS in CAI.CTAPEARL to create labels. If
modification of this is required to customize labels for your site, you can modify this code or make a copy for modification.
Verify that the LBL parameter in the CTS procedure points to the name of the member that you wish to use.

LAB Description
When LAB is started, it initiates the label processor and waits for either the label processor to complete or a command
from the operator to be entered.

The label processor completes under any of the following conditions:

• The label input processor received a CLOSE request
• An error was detected in the Common Components and Services EARL Service component
• An end-of-file condition was forced in the Common Components and Services EARL Service component
• A fatal error occurred in either the input or output label processor
• A STOP or CANCEL command was passed to the LAB subtask

The CLOSE request shuts down the entire label process in a normal fashion. Common Components and Services CAICCI
used in the input processor is terminated. The Common Components and Services EARL Service component receives the
CLOSE request which in turn is passed to the output label processor, requesting it to close all opened files and terminate
any use of Common Components and Services CAICCI.

The following command to the LAB subtask is used to send the CLOSE request to the label processor.

F CTS,STOP LAB

or

F CTS,MSG LAB,STOP

Additionally, if the Common Components and Services EARL Service component detects an error, it forces an END-OF-
FILE condition which in turn requests the label processor to shutdown. The same is true for any fatal errors that may
occur.

Startup Procedure
The CTS startup procedure contains all JCL required to initiate the LAB subtask including the label processor and the
Common Components and Services EARL Service component.

LAB can be started manually or automatically when CTS is started. Common Components and Services CAIENF must
have started and CAICCI communications must be up and operational before LAB is started.
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Automatic Startup

To automatically start the LAB subtask when CTS is started, add the following command to the member CTSSTART in the
CAI.CTAPOPTN procedure:

START LAB

Once the member CTSSTART is updated to contain the command listed above, CTS automatically starts the LAB subtask
when CTS is started.

Manual Startup

Once the CTS task has been started, you can communicate with CTS by using a MODIFY command or by WTOR.

The following is an example of how to manually start the LAB subtask under CTS by using the MODIFY command:

F CTS,START LAB

LAB Commands
Commands are sent to LAB using the CTS Message command (MSG).

Commands issued to the LAB subtask have the following format:

MSG LAB ,command

• command
Specifies the LAB command and must contain one of the following values:
– CANCEL

Cancel LAB including label processing with a User-111 abend
– SPINOFF [xxxxxxxx]

Send a SPINOFF request through Common Components and Services CAICCI to the label processor.
– STATUS

Request a current label processing status
– STOP

Terminate label processing in a normal fashion
– VOLUME xxxxxx

Send a VOLUME request through the Common Components and Services CAICCI to the label processor.

The STOP command issues a CLOSE request to the label processor which terminates the process in a normal fashion.
Once termination is complete, the LAB subtask ends.

The STATUS command issues a request that provides two messages indicating the time and date the label processor
started along with accumulated totals of VOLUME, DATA, LABEL and SPINOFF CAICCI requests that have been
received. Additionally, an error count associated with VOLUME requests is provided.

The VOLUME command directs a request for a specific volume serial number to be processed. This command requires a
parameter containing the volume serial number associated with the request. For this reason, the command and parameter
entered must be separated by a blank and enclosed within single quotes or parentheses, for example, 'VOLUME 980010'.

The SPINOFF command can be entered with or without a parameter.

If the SPINOFF command is entered without a parameter, the label processor closes, reallocates, and reopens ALL printer
files that were originally dynamically allocated as a SYSOUT file, thus freeing the current SYSOUT to be printed.
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If the SPINOFF command is entered with a parameter, the parameter must be PRINTER1, PRINTER2 or PRINTER3
indicating the specific printer to which the request applies. Additionally, only the printer specified is closed, reallocated
and reopened, freeing the current SYSOUT to be printed. In this case, the command and parameter entered must be
separated by a blank and enclosed within single quotes or parentheses, for example, 'SPINOFF PRINTER1'.

Sample Labels
The following pages describe the sample labels that are delivered for your use. These samples illustrate a few of the
ways you can generate labels using the input and output processors through Common Components and Services EARL
Service along with the Online Label Interface.

Included in the sample is a section that automatically produces setup labels for printer alignment. The sample prints 10
setup labels using either the CART or REEL format. This section can be bypassed altogether with a minor change to the
sample. Additionally, the section defaults to using the CART format and the default printer assignment. If this or other
modifications to the section are required, you may want to modify the sample prior to using it.

Since these samples probably do not conform to your shop standards, you should copy these for your own use and make
the necessary modifications to your own version.

Sample REEL Setup Label Output

The following is a sample output of setup labels generated using the REEL label format.

       XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX

       XXXXXXXX XXXXXXXX 99:99:99  99999 XXXX XXXX

       XXXX 99999 999999 XXXX 9999999999     99999

       XXXXXX X 9999 999 X XXXX    XXXXXXXXXXXX

       XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX

       XXXXXXXX XXXXXXXX 99:99:99  99999 XXXX XXXX

       XXXX 99999 999999 XXXX 9999999999     99999

       XXXXXX X 9999 999 X XXXX    XXXXXXXXXXXX

Sample REEL Label Output

The following is a sample output of labels generated that contained a REEL density.

 PAY.CHECK.AUDIT.COPY

 PAY108   STP01    14:50:02  00006 4082  200

 XE90 00080 032000 FB   0000005500 000 00002

 ODD003   0001 001 S         1-22-333-444

 PAY.CHECK.BACKUP

 PAY108   STP01    14:50:03  00006 0E82  200

 XE90 00080 032000 FB   0000005500 000 00003

 ODD003   0001 001 S         1-22-333-444

Sample CART Setup Label Output

The following is a sample output of setup labels generated using the CART label format.

       XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
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        XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXX

        XXXXXX XXXXXXXX  99:99:99

        99999 XXXX XXXX XXXX

        99999 999999 XXXX 9999 0999

        9999999999 99999  X X 0999

        XXXXXXXXXXXX    XXXX

       XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX

        XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXX

        XXXXXX XXXXXXXX  99:99:99

        99999 XXXX XXXX XXXX

        99999 999999 XXXX 9999 0999

        9999999999 99999  X X 0999

        XXXXXXXXXXXX    XXXX

Sample CART Label Output

The following is a sample output of labels generated that contained a CART density.

 PAY.CHECK.FICHE.TAPE

                      PAY108

  FICHE1 STP01     14:50:02

  00006 4E82 CART

  00080 032000 FB   0001 0000

  0000005500 00001    N 0000

  1-22-333-444    XE90

 PAY.CHECK.FICHE.TAPE

                      PAY108

  FICHE2 STP01     14:50:02

  00006 4E82 CART

  00080 032000 FB   0002 0002

  0000005500 00001    N 0000

  1-22-333-444    XE90

TLMS (TLMS)
This is the Online Recorder task which ran under OMS in prior versions. This task processes all TLMS transactions and
makes any required updates to the VMF.

Startup Procedure

TLMS can be started manually or automatically when CTS is started. The recommended method is to have CTS
automatically start the TLMS subtask. Before starting the TLMS subtask, be sure that TLC6INIT has been run.

Automatic Startup

To automatically start the TLMS subtask when CTS is started, add the following command to the member CTSSTART in
the CAI.CTAPOPTN procedure.

START TLMS

Once the member CTSSTART is updated to contain the command listed above, CTS automatically starts the TLMS
subtask when CTS is started.
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Manual Startup

After the CTS task has been started, you can communicate with CTS by using a MODIFY command or by WTOR.

The following is an example of how to start the TLMS subtask manually under CTS by using the MODIFY command:

F CTS,START TLMS

TLMS Commands

Commands are sent to TLMS using the CTS Message command (MSG). Use the following format on all commands
issued to the TLMS subtask:

MSG TLMS,xxxxxxxxxx

Command Description
CANCEL To request TLMS to cancel itself with a User-111 abend.
STATUS To request TLMS to provide the current status.
STOP To request TLMS to close all files and terminate normally.
TRACE|NOTRACE TLMS produces a snap of each transaction before and after it is

processed by TLMS.
Note: This replaces the TRACK function of OMS. The CTS option
SNAP must be specified. The TRACE data may be printed by the
command SPINOFF SNAP to CTS.

Inquiry Update Task (INQR)
The INQR task allows online inquiry and update through a hot or outstanding WTOR. Output goes to the console specified
by the ROUTINQ option and is also recorded to the CTS log.

Startup Procedure

INQR can be started manually or automatically when CTS is started. The recommended method is to have CTS
automatically start the INQR subtask.

Automatic Startup

To start the INQR subtask automatically when CTS is started, add the following command to the member CTSSTART in
the CAI.CTAPOPTN procedure.

START INQR

After the member CTSSTART is updated to contain the command listed above, CTS automatically starts the INQR
subtask when CTS is started.

Manual Startup

After the CTS task has been started, you can communicate with CTS by using a MODIFY command or by WTOR.

The following is an example of how to start the INQR subtask manually under CTS by using the MODIFY command:
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F CTS,START INQR

INQR Commands

Commands are sent to INQR using the CTS Message command (MSG).

Commands issued to the INQR subtask have the following format:

MSG INQR,command

• command
Specifies the INQR command and must contain one of the following values:
– CANCEL

Requests INQR to cancel itself with a User-111 abend.
– STATUS

Requests INQR to provide the current status.
– STOP

Requests INQR to close all files and terminate normally.

Tape Map (TMAP)
The Tape Map (TMAP) task provides a convenient way to list the contents of an ANSI Label (AL) or Standard Label (SL)
tape. It dynamically allocates one or more tapes drives, and mounts the requested volumes to produce a report of the files
on each AL or SL tape. The tape drive is released after the requested tapes are processed. TMAP remains active and
available for more tape map requests until it is terminated by the STOP command.

Startup Procedure

MAP can be started manually or automatically when CTS is started. Starting the TMAP subtask manually is
recommended.

Automatic Startup

To automatically start the TMAP subtask each time CTS is started, add the following commands to the CTSSTART
member in CAI.CTAPOPTN.

SET TASK(TMAP) PGM(CTSTMAP)

START TMAP

Manual Startup

After the CTS task has been started, you can communicate with CTS by using a MODIFY command or by WTOR.

The following is an example of how to manually start the TMAP subtask under CTS by using the MODIFY command:

F CTS,SET TASK(TMAP) PGM(CTSTMAP)

F CTS,START TMAP

TMAP Commands

Commands are sent to TMAP using the CTS Message command (MSG).
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Commands issued to the TMAP subtask have the following format:

STOP TMAP

CANCEL TMAP

MSG TMAP, 'MAP volser... UNIT=uuuu'

• volser
Specifies the volume serial number of a tape to be mapped.
Range: 1 to 8

• uuuu
Specifies the generic unit for the tape drive required.
Default: TAPE

Command Description
STOP To request TMAP to close all files and terminate normally.
CANCEL To request TMAP to cancel itself with a User-111 Abend.
MAP To map the tape and report on the files it contains.

Command Sample

F CTS,MSG TMAP,'MAP 101001,102033,534006,UNIT=3590'

When the above command is entered, the TMAP subtask of the CTS address space will allocate a 3590 tape unit and
mount the three volumes requested. After producing a tape map for each volume, the tape unit will be de-allocated. This
example assumes that the TMAP subtask has already been started, either automatically or manually.

Output Sample

VMF Keywords
The UPD and UPV commands let you manually change values in the Volume Master File. The table lists the values you
can change and gives the keyword you must specify to change the value. Characters can be either alphabetic or numeric,
unless otherwise noted.

• To delete a value, code the keyword followed by a blank or comma, for example CTIME=, or CDATE= . You cannot
delete DEN or LABEL.

• If the value contains an embedded blank or comma, it must be enclosed in single quotes.
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Data Set Information

To change this value: Specify this keyword: In this format:
Abend indicator ABEND= |1 Where: blank is completed and 1 is

abended
Block count BLKCNT=n 1-9 numeric characters
Block size BLKSIZE=n 1-6 numeric characters
CPU ID CPU=cccc 4 characters
Creation date CDATE=yyyyddd or the preferred date

format
8-10 characters

Creation drive CUNIT=cccc 3-4 characters
Creation jobname CJOB=c 1-8 characters
Creation stepname CSTEP=c 1-8 characters
Creation time CTIME=hhmmss 6 numeric characters
Creation ddname CDDN=c 1-8 characters
Creation program name CPGM=c 1-8 characters
Data set name DSN=c 1-44 characters
File sequence number FILESEQ=n 1-5 numeric characters
IBM expiration date (LABEL= EXPDT) EXPDT= can be specified as a Julian date

yyyy/ddd or a date in the preferred date
format or a TLMS KEYWORD value (for
example, EXPDT=CATALOG).

8-10 characters

Job accounting code USER=c 1-59 characters
Keep date KEEPDT=yyyyddd or the preferred date

format
external date

Last used date LDATE=yyyyddd or the preferred date
format

8-10 characters

Last used drive LUNIT=ccc 3 characters
Last used jobname LJOB=c 1-8 characters
Logical record length LRECL=n 1-5 numeric characters
SMS Management Class MGMTCLAS=cccccccc 1-8 characters
Tape Stacking STACKING=s 1 character

Where:
S is stacking to volume
F is full STACK VOLUME
U blank is in use not a stacking volume

Record format RECFM=F|FB|V|VB|VBS|U|FBS Where:
F is fixed
FB is fixed blocked
Vis variable
VB is variable blocked
VBS is variable blocked spanned
U is undefined
FBS is fixed blocked spanned
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Volume Information

General Information

To change this value: Specify this keyword: In this format
Density code DEN=200|556|800|1600| 6250|CART|IDRC|

36TK|3590 3592|WRM1|WRM2
Label type code LABEL=SL|NL|ANS| USR|NSL|LTM| BLP|

AUL
Where:
SL is standard label
NL is nonlabeled
ANS is ANSI label
USR is user-defined label
NSL is nonstandard label
LTM is leading tape mark (VSE tapes)
BLP is bypass-label processing
AUL is ANSI user label processing

Track recording technique code TRTCH=C|E|T|X
P=COMPACTED
N=NON-COMPACTED

Where:
C is character
E is even
T is track
P is compaction
X is extended
N is noncompaction

Volume owner OWNER=c (1-8 characters)

Volume Retention Information

To change this value: Specify this keyword: In this format:
Box/cabinet ID BOXCCSS=cccc 4 characters
IBM expiration date EXPDT= nnnnn|yyyyddd|mm/dd/yyyy 8-10 character date in preferred date format
Keep date (highest on volume) KEEPDT= nnnnn|yyyyddd|mm/dd/yyyy 8-10 character date in preferred date format
Location ID LOC=cc 2 characters
Dates moved MOVEDT= nnnnn|yyyyddd|mm/dd/yyyy 8-10 character date in preferred date format
Dates scratched SCRDT= nnnnn|yyyyddd|mm/dd/yyyy 5-10 character date in preferred date format
Retention Schedule SCHED(tllcccc,...) There is up to six sets of retention rules.

Volume Maintenance Information

To change this value: Specify this keyword: In this format:
Certification count CER-CNT=n 1-4 numeric characters
Certification use count CER-USE=n 1-4 numeric characters
Certification date CERTDT= nnnnn|yyyyddd|mm/dd/yyyy 8-10 character date in preferred date format
Clean count CLN-CNT=n 1-4 numeric characters
Clean use count CLN-USE=n 1-4 numeric characters
Clean date CLEANDT= nnnnn|yyyyddd|mm/dd/yyyy 8-10 character date in preferred date format
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Temporary errors - write errors this pass ERG=n 1-4 numeric characters
Temporary errors - total read errors READERR=n 1-4 numeric characters
Temporary errors - total write errors MAX-ERG=n 1-4 numeric characters

Physical Volume History Information
NOTE
The OUTSERV parameter replaces the LOST, DAMAGED, and DESTROYED parameters in Version 5.4. These
parameters default to the first three characters of the OUTSRV value. The OUTDATE parameter replaces the
DESTROYED date field.

To change this value: Specify this keyword: In this format:
Out of service - code OUTSRV=cccc 4 character
Out of service - date OUTDATE= nnnnn|yyyyddd|mm/dd/yyyy 8-10 character date in preferred date format
Length LENGTH=n 1-4 numeric characters
Manufacturer's ID MFG=c 1-8 characters
Purchase date PURCHDT= nnnnn|yyyyddd|mm/dd/yyyy 8-10 character date in preferred date format
Tape type TAPETYP=c 1-2 characters
Auto Tape Library ATL(cccccccc,nnn) 1-8 characters and 1-3 numeric characters

Volume Status Information

To change this value: Specify this keyword: In this format:
Controlling data set CDS=n 1-4 numeric characters
Service indicator SERVICE=IN|OUT Where:

IN is in-service
OUT is out-of-service

Scratch indicator SCRATCH=YES|NO Where:
YES is scratch
NO is non-scratch

Chaining Record Information

To change this value: Specify this keyword: In this format:
Chain data set CHD=dsn 1-44 characters
Chain volume CHV=cccccc 6 characters

Expiration Date JCL Keywords
TLMS provides the following expiration and retention for tape data sets methods:

• Specific criteria or unique Julian date keywords that are specified in the JCL LABEL parameter
• Retention Master File control statements
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The following table describes the specifications that can be used in the JCL LABEL parameter for retention types that use
expiration date keywords.

The keyword, external, internal, JCL, and retention values are summarized below. For more information, see Reports.

Keyword External Internal JCL Retention
AGE AGE/ddd 9992ddd 992dd 5
CATLG CATLG 9990000 99000 or 90000 1
CATLG/ddd CATLG/ddd 9990ddd(*) 991dd 3
CYCLE CYCLE/cc 9999ccc 990cc 4
FOREIGN FOREIGN 9998000 98000  
JDATE yyyy/ddd ccyyddd yyyy/ddd 9
LDATE LDATE/ddd 9998ddd 98ddd 8
MSG MSG/mmm 9991mmm 970mm  
OJDATE yyddd ccyyddd yyddd  
PERM PERM 9999999 99365 or 99366 7
STATS STATS/sss 9989sss None 7
USER USER/uuu 9988uuu 88uuu 7
ZEROS ZEROS 0000000 None  

(*) Catalog Control is uniquely translated as century 99, year 90, day 000.

External Keywords

The following external expiration date keywords are available:

• AGE/ddd
Retain data set for ddd days after it was created.
JCL: 9992dd

• CATLG
Retain while data set is cataloged to the operating system.
JCL: 99000

• CATLG/ddd
Retain ddd days, then retain while data set is cataloged to the operating system.
JCL: 991dd

• CYCLE/ccc
Retain ccc cycles. 
Range: 001 to 364
JCL: 990cc

• FOREIGN
Tape is not a TLMS controlled tape, even if its volser is in the VMF. Transaction is created but the VMF is not updated.
JCL: 98000

• JDATE
Julian date format 
Range: 1960/001 to 2155/366
JCL: yyyy/ddd

• LDATE/ddd
Retain ddd days after date on which tape was last used.
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JCL: 98ddd
• MSG

Dismount tape message.
JCL: 970mm

• OJDATE
Old Julian date format
Range: 60001 to 59365
(60001 = 1960/001)
(59365 = 1959/365)
JCL: yyddd

• PERM PERMANENT
Retain data set permanently.
JCL: 99365,99366

• STATS/sss
Status of held tape where sss is the reason code indicating why the tape is being held. This keyword has no JCL
equivalent. This status is set by programs or is entered through the keyword format STAT/sss to apply permanent
retention other than 99365 to an unknown situation, such as a broken chain.

• USER/uuu
This keyword allows you to create your own keywords for processing.
TLMS treats this keyword as PERMANENT.
JCL: 88uuu

• ZEROS
A date with an internal value of zeros is always displayed as blanks. However, the date can be entered as any number
of 0s, blanks, nulls, or the word ZEROS.

Report Field Definitions
This section provides descriptions for the TLMS report fields. TLMS reports are Reports.

Field Description
AB Abend status of the data set:

1 Abended
blank Not abended
B Volume and data set chaining

error
D Data set chaining error
V Volume chaining error

ADD DATE Date the location was added to the Retention Master File.
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ATL-TYPES Automated Tape Library Types:

Display VMF Code
IBM x'01'
STORTEK x'02'
SUTMYN x'03'
BOSCH x'04'
GRAU ' x'05'
COMPAREX x'06''
HDS x'07'

AUTHORIZATION Individual or group responsible for the entry.
BLOCK COUNT Total number of blocks of information on the volume.
BLOCK SIZE Physical block size.
BOX Box number (bbbb) within the location where the volume is stored.
CABINET Cabinet code and available slots within this cabinet.
CCSS Cabinet number (cc) within the location and slot number (ss)

within the cabinet.
CERTIFICATION COUNT Total number of times the tape volume has been certified.
CERTIFICATION DATE Date the tape volume was last certified.
CERTIFICATION USES Number of times the tape volume has been used since it was last

certified.
CLEAN COUNT Total number of times the tape volume has been cleaned.
CLEAN DATE Date the tape volume was last cleaned.
CLEAN USES Number of times the tape volume has been used since it was last

cleaned.
COMMAND Input format of the update transaction.
COUNT Total number of applicable TLMS activities processed during the

reported time span.
CPU CPU that created the data set. This is the SMFID of the originating

CPU.
CRE DRV Tape drive on which the data set was created.
CREATE DDNAME DDname with which the data set was created.
CREATE PGM Program that created the data set.
CREATION DATE Date the data set was created.
CREATION DRV Tape drive on which the data set was created.
CREATION JOB-NAME Job that created the data set.
CREATION STEPNAME Step that created the data set.
CREATION TIME Time the created data set was closed.
CURRENT CCSS Cabinet number (cc) within the location and slot number (ss)

within the cabinet.
CURRENT LOC Location of the tape volume. Location ID values come from the

location records that have been added to the Retention Master
File using the location commands.
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DATA SET NAME or QUALIFIER Complete name of data set if retention definition was for one data
set; partial data set name if definition was for a group of data sets.

DATE LAST MOVED Move date, the date data set was moved to its current location.
DEN Density of the tape.
DEST-DATE Can give the date the tape volume was destroyed. A value will

appear here only if it was manually added to the VMF using the
DSTRYDT keyword on the UPV command. Your data center
determines the code values that can be used with the DESTROY
keyword.

DMG Can indicate that the tape volume has been damaged. A value
will appear here only if it was manually added to the VMF using
the DAMAGE keyword on the UPV command. Your data center
determines the code values that can be used with the DAMAGE
keyword.

DSTRYDT Can indicate that the tape volume was destroyed. A value will
appear here only if it was manually added to the VMF using the
DESTROY keyword on the UPV command. Your data center
determines the code values that can be used with the DESTROY
keyword.

ERASE GAPS (ERG) Number of erase gaps encountered when the tape volume was
last processed.

ERGS LAST PASS Number of erase gaps encountered when the tape was last
created.

ERROR MESSAGE Nature of the error encountered in the tape retention system
processing.

FILE NO Relative file sequence number of each data set.
FROM on TLERPT19 Beginning of the time span specified (DATE and TIME).
FROM on TLMS042 Location ID and cabinet/slot numbers or the box number where

the tape is presently stored. Tapes are not stored in cabinets or
boxes at the data center; therefore, this column will specify N/A
if the FROM location on this report is the data center. N/A also
identifies undefined storage.

IBM EXP IBM expiration date from the job control statement.
ID The location of the tape volume. Location ID values come from

the location records that have been added to the Retention Master
File using the location commands.

IN DRV Tape drive on which the tape was last read.
JOBNAME QUALIFIER The name of the job that created the data set, if a job name was

specified on the retention command.
KEEP DATE TLMS keep date.
LAB Type of label on the tape volume:

A ANSI
B BLP
N Nonlabeled
S Standard
U User
X NSL

LAST INPUT DATE Date the tape volume was last read.
LAST INPUT DRV Job that last read the tape volume.
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LAST INPUT JOB NAME Tape drive on which the tape was last read.
LOC Location of the tape volume. Location ID values come from the

location records that have been added to the Retention Master
File using the location commands.

LOCATION DESCRIPTION Description of the location. Descriptions come from the location
records that have been added to the Retention Master File using
the location commands.

LOST Can indicate that the tape volume was lost. A value will appear
here only if it was manually added to the VMF using the LOST
keyword on the UPV command. Your data center determines the
code values that can be used with the LOST keyword.

LRECL Logical record length.
MAX ERGS Maximum number of erase gaps encountered while processing

the tape volume.
MESSAGE NUMBER Number that you have assigned to the corresponding auxiliary

message text.
MESSAGE TEXT Auxiliary message text that TLMS displays when the

corresponding message number is specified.
MOVE DATE Date the tape volume was moved to its current off-site location.
NEXT LOC Next place where tape will be moved according to its retention

definition. Two asterisks in this column indicate that the tape will
be scratched and returned to the data center.

NUM Quantity associated with the type of retention (T).
PURCHASE DATE Date the tape was purchased.
Q-IND Level of data set qualification:

F Fully qualified
P Partially qualified
Q Partially qualified including the dot

READ ERROR Total number of temporary read errors encountered while
processing the tape volume.

RECFM Record format:
F Fixed
FB Fixed blocked
FBS Fixed blocked spanned
U Undefined
V Variable
VB Variable blocked
VBS Variable blocked spanned

REMARKS Comments that apply to the controlling data set.
SCR Scratch volume status of the tape volume:

NO Nonscratch
YES Scratch

SCR DATE Date the tape volume was scratched.
SCRATCH DATE Date the tape volume was scratched.
SCRATCH STATUS Scratch status of the tape volume: SCRATCH or NON-SCRATCH.
SRV Service status of the tape volume:

IN In-service
OUT Out-of-service
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STORAGE MEDIUM Type of storage used:
B Boxes
C Cabinet/slot
U Undefined

T Type of retention criteria for the data set at a specific location.
TAPE LENGTH Length of the tape in feet.
TAPE TYPE Can indicate the types of tape used at your data center. A

value will appear here only if it was defined when the VMF was
initialized or manually added to the VMF using the TAPETYPE
keyword on the UPV command.

TIME Time the update was logged to the backup transaction file.
TO on TLERPT19 End of the time span specified (DATE and TIME).
TO on TLMS042 Location ID and cabinet/slot number or box number where the

tape is to be moved. This column will specify N/A if the type of
storage is undefined storage.

TOTAL TAPES Total number of tapes used by a specific manufacturer.
TOTAL USES Total number of times the tape volume has been used.
TRT Recording technique for 7-track tapes:

C Character
E Even
T Track
X Even-track

TYPE Type of activity that took place during a given period of time.
USE COUNT Number of times the tape volume has been used since it was last

cleaned.
USER User data field. By default, it will contain the job accounting code

(up to 59 characters) recorded from the job statement that created
the data set.

VER Generation or version that you wish to release.
VOLSER Unique six-character volume serial number of each physical tape

volume.
VOLUME CNT Total number of volumes in a chain of volumes
VOLUME SEQ Volume sequence number.
VOLUME SERIAL Unique six-character volume serial number of each physical tape

volume.

TAPEDB Definitions
DBRECORD Field Description
ACCT User Field. Defaults to Job Accounting and Programmer. (Same

field as USER_DATA.)
ACTIVE_FILES Number of active files on tape.
ACTUAL_VOL_IND Indicates volser in tape label not the same as in TAPEDB. See

exported virtual volumes.
ACTUAL_VOLSER Volser in tape label when TAPEDB differs. See exported virtual

volumes.
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AGENT Indicates if this tape is dedicated for use by distributed systems;
that is, UNIX or Windows.
'Y' = Tape is dedicated to distributed system use
'N' = Normal tape not used by distributed systems

BASEVOL First volume of multivolume chain.
BLKCNT Number of blocks in file for this volume.
BLKSIZE Maximum size of blocks for data set.
BTHDATE Date tape bought or assigned to TLMS. (Same field as

PURDATE.)
CDATE Date the data set was created.
CDDNAME DDNAME of file when data set created.
CDS_FILE_SEQ File sequence number of control data set.
CJOB Name of job which created data set.
CLNCNT Number of times tape was cleaned.
CLOSE_IND Indicates if the data set is closed.

'F' =Close end-of-file
'E' =Close end-of-volume

COMPRESSION Percent of achieved for this data set.
COPYCAT_IND Indicates if tape created by TLMS Copycat.

'C' = Tape created by TLMS Copycat
COUNT Times used since tape was certified.
CPUID CPU ID when data set created.
CREATE_PROGRAM Program that created the data set.
CSTEP Job step that created the data set.
CTIME Time the data set was created.
CUNIT UCB ID when data set created.
DATE_CERTIFY Date when tape last certified.
DATE_SCRATCHED Date when tape scratched.
DATECLN Date when tape last cleaned.
DEN Recording density of tape.
DSN Name of data set.
DSN_KEEP_DATE Last date the tape is to be prevented from being scratched, if the

tape is retained by keep date.
EDMID ID of external data manager which controls this tape. (Same as

OWNER.)
EXPDT JCL expiration date value.
FILE_PERCENTAGE Percent of the tape used for this data set.
FILE_IS_CAT Indicates if file cataloged is not used by TLMS.
FILECNT Highest file sequence on this tape.
FILESEQ File sequence number of data set.
FORMAT_INDICATOR Indicates physical format of tape DB record. For use by Broadcom

I/O modules, client EARL programs should use field names only.
Physical size and location of fields may vary with versions.

LABEL_TYPE Tape label type. (SL, NL, AL, ETC.)
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LAST_USE_PROGRAM Program which last used data set.
LDATE Date data set was last used.
LJOB Job name which last used data set. Not used by TLMS.
LRECL Record size for data set.
LTIME Time data set last used. Not used by TLMS.
LUNIT UCB which last used data set.
MOVEDATE Date when tape last moved to new location.
NON_RES_IND Indicates tape not under TLMS control. DB record created from

transaction.
OUTCODE Location of tape.
OUTDATE Date tape was made out-of-service.
OUTLOC Location of tape.
OWNER Name of external data manager. Same field as EDMID.
PERM_READ_CLEAN Permanent read errors since cleaned. (Not used by TLMS.)
PERM_READ_INIT Permanent read errors since initialized. (Not used by TLMS.)
PERM_WRITE_CLEAN Permanent write errors since certified. (Not used by TLMS.)
PERM_WRITE_INIT Permanent write errors since certified.
PRODUCT_CODE 'TL' for TLMS 'L0' for CA 1.
PRODUCT_RELEASE Version of product which created this record.
PURDATE Date tape was bought or assigned to TLMS. (Same field as

BRTHDATE.)
RECFM Record format for data set.
RECORD_TYPE Record type created from.

'B' = VMF
'1' = Close output transaction
'2' = Close input transaction
'6' = Open transaction
'3' = Update transaction

ROBOT_NUMBER Automated tape library (ATL) number X'01' thru X'FF'.
ROBOT_TYPE Automated tape library (ATL) type. 'IBM', 'STORTEK',

'MEMOREX', 'BOSCH', 'GRAU', 'COMPAREX', 'HDS', 'VIBM',
'VSTORTEK', 'VSUTMYN', 'VSTERLNG'

RTN_DATA Retention Data
SCRATCH_IND Indicates if tape is scratched.

'Y' =Tape is scratch
'N' =Tape is not scratch

SCRATCH_SOURCE ID of source of scratch.
'1' =Scratched by TRS
'2' =Scratched by JCL DISP=
'3' =Scratched Manually
'4' =Scratched by an EDM

SERVICE_IND Indicates if tape is in service. (Can be used online)
'IN' =In-service
'OUT' =Out-of-service
Or user-supplied code for reason tape out-of-service.

SLOT Cabinet/slot or box where tape is located.
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SMS_CLASS IBM SMS management class name for tape.
SPARE_FLAG Spare Indicator.
STACKING_FULL Indicates if this stacking volume has been marked full.

Y - Tape is full - no additional files will be added by realtime
stacking.
N - Tape is not full - additional files can be stacked.

STACKING_INUSE Indicates if stacking is currently in use on this or another system
sharing the VMF.
Y - Tape is in use.
N - Tape is not currently in use.

STACKING_VOLUME Indicates if this tape contains one or more files created by realtime
stacking.
Y - tape includes stacked file(s).
N - tape is not a stack volume or if it is a scratch pool defined with
SCRATCH=YES, it has not been used yet

TAPE_LENGTH User supplied length of tape.
TAPE_TYPE User supplied type of tape.
TEMP_READ_CLEAN Number of temporary read errors since the tape was cleaned.
TEMP_READ_INIT Number of temporary read errors since the tape was certified.
TEMP_WRITE_CLEAN Number of temporary write errors since the tape was cleaned.
TEMP_WRITE_INIT Number of temporary write errors since the tape was certified.
RES_CERTIFY Number of times tape was certified.
TRTCH Tape recording technique.
USECLN Number of times used since cleaned.
USECNT Number of times used since certified.
USER_DATA User field. Defaults to job accounting and programmer. (Same

field as ACCT.)
USES_CERTIFY Number of times used since certified.
VENDOR Name of tape manufacturer. Brand.
VLT_SPEC_REQ Not used by TLMS.
VOL_DEGAUS Not used by TLMS.
VOL_PERCENTAGE Total percent of the tape that has been used.
VOLSEQ Sequence number on tape in a multiple volume set.
VOLSER Volume serial number in TAPEDB.
VOLUME_COUNT Number of volumes in multi-volume set.
VOLUME_EXPDT Maximum EXPDT of any data set on tape.
VOLUME_KEEP_DATE Maximum keep-date of any data set on tape.
WORM_ID World-wide-unique cartridge ID.
WORM_COUNT Number of times cartridge was mounted and a write operation

done.
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TAPEDB Field Name Cross-Reference
EARL Field Name Header VMF Source
FORMAT_INDICATOR 'FORMAT' '

'INDICATOR'
X'FF'

RECORD_TYPE 'RECORD'
'TYPE'

'B'=VMF
'1','2','6','3'=TRAN

PRODUCT_CODE 'PRODUCT'
'CODE'

'TL'

PRODUCT_RELEASE 'PRODUCT'
'RELEASE'

'C6'

VOLSER 'VOLSER' &VOLSER
VOLSEQ 'VOL''SEQ' &VOLSEQ
BASEVOL 'BASE'

'VOLSER'
&CHNVOL

FILESEQ 'FILE'
'SEQ'

&FILSEQ

FILECNT 'FILE'
'CNT'

&FILCNT

EXPDT 'EXPIRATION'
'DATE'

&EXPDAT

DSN 'DATA SET NAME' &DSN
RECFM 'REC'

'FMT'
&RFM

LRECL 'REC'
'LEN'

&RECSIZ

BLKSIZE 'BLOCK'
'SIZE'

&BLKSIZ

BLKCNT 'BLOCK'
'COUNT'

&BLKCNT

CDATE 'CREATE'
'DATE'

&CREDAT

CTIME 'CREATE'
'TIME'

&CRETIM

CJOB 'CREATE'
'JOBNAME'

&CREJOB

CSTEP 'CREATE'
'STEP'

&CRESTP

CDDNAME 'CREATE'
'DDNAME'

&CREDDN

CUNIT 'CREATE'
'UNIT'

&CREUNT

CLOSE_IND 'CLS'
'IND'

&VOLCNT AND
&ABDFLG

LDATE 'LAST'
'DATE'

&LASDAT
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LTIME 'LAST' 'TIME' &LASTIM
LJOB 'LAST'

'JOB'
&LASJOB

LUNIT 'LAST'
'UNIT'

&LASUNT

COPYCAT_IND 'COPYCAT'
'IND'

&CPYCAT

DEN 'DEN' &DEN
LABEL_TYPE 'LBL'

'TYP'
&LABTYP

SCRATCH_IND 'SCR'
'IND'

&SRVSCR

TRTCH 'TRTCH' &TAPMOD
USECLN 'USE'

'CLN'
&USECLN

CLNCNT 'CLN'
'CNT'

&CLNCNT

DATECLN 'DATE'
'CLEANED'

&CLNDAT

BTHDATE 'BIRTH'
'DATE'

SAME AS PURDATE

PURDATE 'PURCHASE'
'DATE'

&PURDAT

USECNT 'USE'
'CNT'

&USECRT

COUNT 'USE'
'CNT'

SAME AS USECNT

OUTDATE 'DATE'
'MOVED'

SAME AS MOVEDATE

MOVEDATE 'DATE'
'MOVED'

&MOVDAT

OUTCODE 'LOC'
'ID'

&LOC

OUTLOC 'LOC'
'ID'

&LOC

STACKING_FULL 'STK'
'FUL'

&TAPSTK

STACKING_INUSE 'STK'
'USE'

&TAPSTK

STACKING_VOLUME 'STK'
'VOL'

&TAPSTK

TEMP_READ_CLEAN 'TREAD'
'CLEAN'

&REDERR

TEMP_WRITE_CLEAN 'TWRITE'
'CLEAN'

0
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PERM_READ_CLEAN 'PREAD'
'CLEAN'

0

PERM_WRITE_CLEAN 'PWRITE'
'CLEAN'

0

TEMP_READ_INIT 'TREAD'
'INIT'

0

TEMP_WRITE_INIT 'TWRITE'
'INIT'

0

PERM_READ_INIT 'PREAD'
'INIT'

0

PERM_WRITE_INIT 'PWRITE'
'INIT'

&ERGCNT

VENDOR 'VENDOR' &VENDER
SERVICE_IND 'SRV'

'IND'
&SRVSCR and &OUTSRV

CPUID 'CPU'
'ID'

&CPUSMF

EDMID 'EDM'
'ID'

&VOLOWN

OWNER 'VOLUME'
'OWNER'

SAME AS EDMID

ACCT 'USER'
'DATA'

SAME AS USER_DATA

USER_DATA 'USER'
'DATA'

&USRDTA

VOLUME_COUNT 'VOLUME'
'COUNT'

&VOLCNT

CREATE_PROGRAM 'CREATE'
'PROGRAM'

&CREPGM

LAST_USE_PROGRAM 'LAST'
'PROGRAM'

&LASPGM

ROBOT_TYPE 'ROBOT'
'TYPE'

&ATLTYP

ROBOT_NUMBER 'ROBOT'
'NUM'

&ATLNUM

VOL_PERCENTAGE 'VOL'
' USE'

&PCTVOL

FILE_PERCENTAGE 'FILE'
'USE'

&PCTFIL

COMPRESSION 'COMP'
'RATE'

&PCTCMP

ACTUAL_VOLSER 'ACTUAL'
'VOLSER'

'&ASCBSE'

ACTUAL_VOL_IND 'ACV'
'IND'

'&ASCBSE'

SMS_CLASS 'SMS'
'CLASS'

&SMSMGT
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VOL_DEGAUS 'VOL'
'DEG'

'N'

FILE_IS_CAT 'OS '
'CAT'

'N'

VLT_SPEC_REQ 'VLT'
'REQ'

'N'

NON_RES_IND 'NON'
'RES'

&NONVMF (TRANS)

SLOT 'SLOT' &RTNDEV
ACTIVE_FILES 'ACTIVE'

'FILES'
&ACTIVE

TAPE_LENGTH 'TAPE'
'LENGTH'

&TAPLEN

TAPE_TYPE 'TAPE'
'TYPE'

&TAPTYP

USES_CERTIFY 'USES'
'CERTIFIED'

&USECRT

TIMES_CERTIFY 'TIMES'
'CERTIFIED'

&CRTCNT

DATE_CERTIFY 'DATE'
'CERTIFIED'

&CRTDAT

CDS_FILE_SEQ 'CDS FILE'
'SEQUENCE'

&CDSSEQ

DATE_SCRATCHED 'DATE'
'SCRATCHED'

&SCRDAT

RTN_DATA 'RETENTION'
'DATA'

&RTNDTA

DSN_KEEP_DATE 'DSN KEEP'
'DATE'

&KEPDAT

VOLUME_KEEP_DATE 'VOL KEEP'
'DATE'

&CDSKEP

VOLUME_EXPDT 'VOL EXPDT' &CDSEXP
SCRATCH_SOURCE 'SCRATCH'

'SOURCE'
&SCRUID

SPARE_FLAG 'SPARE'
'FLAG'

&FLG006

WORM_ID 'WORM'
'ID'

&WRMWID

WORM_COUNT 'WORM'
'CNT'

&WRMCNT

NOTE
& is replaced by two-character prefix. See macro TLMVMF.

Conversion Utilities
These utilities convert from other z/OS tape management systems to TLMS. Conversions are available for these products:
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• CA 1
• IBM's DFSMSrmm
• BMC's Control-M/Tape (previously known as Control/T)
• Allen Systems Group's Zara (previously known as Platinum AutoMedia)

The utilities convert the tape system data into a common tape record format, regardless of the source. It can then be
imported directly into TLMS.

Operational Overview

Each of the supported vendors' products has an "extract" function that can create a sequential file of extracted data.
For each of the supported vendors' products, TLMS offers a utility that will convert that information into "Common Tape
Records" or "Earl Format Records." TLMS also provides a generalized utility that will read the Common Tape Records and
create VMF records from them. The conversion process is the same for each product being converted.

Conversion Considerations
Several "dry runs" of the conversion are strongly recommended prior to allowing TLMS to take control of tape processing
activity.

The range(s) of volumes currently defined to the VMF must not be in the incoming tape management system.
Overlapping volser ranges will need to be excluded from the conversion. Note that the conversion of volume serial
numbers less than 6 characters is not supported at this time.

Running two tape management systems on the same system will cause conflict due to the Operating System Intercepts
(OSI) that are required by the currently installed tape management system. During the conversion process, TLMS should
be run with no OSIs active. Ensure that CAS9 starts with the "OSI=NO" parameter setting. This will allow updating the
VMF without interfering with the other tape management system's OSI settings.
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During the conversion process, the ALOG data set will require much more than the ordinary number of records required
in a TLMS production environment. Every time a VMF record is updated by conversion utility, an image of the updated
record is appended with a date and time stamp and written to the ALOG data set. Since there will be multiple updates to
the same records, especially during chain construction, it is recommended that you use an ALOG data set at least five
times larger than production capacity. Once the conversion is completed, you can reformat the ALOG to a normal size.

NOTE
No tape activity should occur during the conversion process. Broadcom also recommends that you backup
the catalog for the product you are converting from prior to starting the conversion. If you are converting into
a VMF that already contains data, the VMF should be backed up as well. In addition, the conversion process
may update the z/OS system catalog and any associated user catalogs, therefore, it is recommended that you
backup your z/OS system and user catalogs prior to the conversion.

CA 1 Conversion to TLMS
Contents

 

Step 1- Perform CA 1 Maintenance on the TMC

Prior to converting from CA 1 to TLMS, it is very important to ensure that your existing CA 1 Catalog (TMC) is free of
chaining errors. This can be done by using the TMSPTRS utility (documented in the CA 1 Utilities Guide) and correcting
the identified errors.

Any multi-volume or multi-data set errors in the TMC will be reported. Multi-volume errors are less critical, although certain
types of errors can cause a job using the data set to ABEND. Multi-data set errors can be more critical, especially those
related to the "free chain" of DSNBs that are unused. See the TMSPTRS documentation in the  CA 1 Utilities Guide for
information on the errors and how to correct them. Once the errors are corrected, you can execute the TMSEARL job in
the CA1.CTAPJCL library using TMEMVMD as input to obtain an inventory report of all multi-volume data sets and multi-
data set volumes.

Step 2- Extract Data from VMF into Common Earl Format

Job TLMJCA11 in the CAI.CTAPJCL library provides all the JCL necessary to convert the CA 1 input file to the common
Earl format. This job should be run on the system where CA1 is running (in a least batch active mode.) The output file
should then be copied to the receiving TLMS system. Ensure that there is no tape activity during the execution of this job.

Step 3- Modify Common Record (Optional)

After the TMC has been extracted into common Earl format, you may optionally modify the data within the common Earl
file. Job TLMJCA12 in CAI.CTAPJCL provides the JCL and Earl statements necessary to allow you to drop certain ranges
of volumes or select specific accounting codes for conversion and several other options. If you choose to modify the
common Earl file you must make changes to the Earl statements provided. The input for this program is the output file
created in Step 2. A new common Earl file will be written to the OUTFILE DD which will be used as input to the next step.

Step 4- Update the VMF

Job TLMJ2TRN will take the modified OUTFILE from Step 3 or the OUTFILE from Step 2 and update the VMF. Ensure
that there is no tape activity during this timeframe. If the ALOG becomes full during this update step, execute proc
CATALOGB to dump the ALOG records. The VMFTRANS DD statement will contain a list of all the transactions that could
not be processed.
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Step 5- Execute CATVMFV and Correct Reported Chaining Errors

Execute proc CATVMFV to report any multi-volume errors in the VMF. See the "Maintaining the Volume Master File"
documentation in the Configuration Guide on the errors and how to correct them.

After the VMF conversion and CATVMFV cleanup activities you should run the TLMS Tape Retention System (CATTRS)
utility TLMSTRS in FORECAST mode to identify any possible scratch activity. This will allow you to take any preventive
action to preserve volumes that you do not want to move to scratch status by defining Retention Master File (RMF) rules
to retain these volumes. See the Using documenation for more information on the TLMSTRS utility.

DFSMSrmm Conversion to TLMS

Step 1- Perform DFSMSrmm Maintenance

Execute DFSMSrmm utility EDGUTIL with the parameter of MEND to correct any errors within the DFSMSrmm database.
Prior to running this utility, all volumes that are on "loan" need to be returned back to the data center within DFSMSrmm
and scratched. DFSMSrmm allows the user to loan out volumes of a multi-volume set and scratches and reuses the
remaining volumes. This feature causes volume chain errors within TLMS. By having these "loan" volumes brought back
to the data center, these chain errors will not be created.

Step 2- Execute the DFSMSrmm Extract JCL

Execute member CTSJRMM1 in CAI.CTAPJCL to produce the DFSMSrmm extract file. The output file from DD REPTEXT
will be used in the next step as input.

Step 3- Execute CTSJRMM2

This step will read in the DFSMSrmm extract file from the previous step and convert it into a common Earl format. The
actual JCL can be found in the CAI.CTAPJCL library, member CTSJRMM2. This job will create two files, the DBRECS
DD statement will be the actual records that are being converted. If there were any extracted records that could not
be converted, they will be put to the CADIAG01 statement. This can then be used to diagnose any problems with the
DFSMSrmm extract file.

Step 4- Modify Common Record (Optional)

Once the DFSMSrmm database has been extracted into the common Earl format, you may optionally modify the data
within the common Earl file. Job CTSJRMM3 in CAI.CTAPJCL provides the JCL and Earl statements necessary to allow
you to drop certain ranges of volumes or select specific accounting codes for conversion and several other options. If
you choose to modify the common Earl file you must make changes to the Earl statements provided. The input for this
program is the output file created in Step 3. A new common Earl file will be written to the OUTFILE DD which will be used
as input to the next step.

Step 5- Update the VMF

Job TLMJ2TRN will take the modified OUTFILE from either Step 4 or the DBRECS output from Step 3 and update the
VMF. Ensure that there is no tape activity during this timeframe. If the ALOG becomes full during this update step, execute
proc CATALOGB to dump the ALOG records. The VMFTRANS DD statement will contain a list of all the transactions that
could not be processed.

Step 6- Execute CATVMFV and Correct Reported Chaining Errors

Execute proc CATVMFV to report any multi-volume errors in the VMF. See "Maintaining the Volume Master File"
documentation in the Configuration Guide on the errors and how to correct them.
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After the VMF conversion and CATVMFV cleanup activities you should run the TLMS Tape Retention System (CATTRS)
utility TLMSTRS in FORECAST mode to identify any possible scratch activity. This will allow you to take any preventive
action to preserve volumes that you do not want to move to scratch status by defining Retention Master File (RMF) rules
to retain these volumes. See the Using section for more information about the TLMSTRS utility.

ZARA Conversion to TLMS
Contents

 

Step 1- Perform ZARA Maintenance

Execute the ZARAUTL proc with a SYSIN of VERIFY $$. VERIFY checks the next volume and previous volume pointers
on each volume to determine if volume chains are intact. It also checks multiple-file volumes to ensure that the expected
files are present. Correct any chaining errors from the VERIFY report.

NOTE
Only ZARA Release v1r6 and later are supported.

Step 2- Execute the ZARA Extract JCL

Execute CTSJZAR1 in the CAI.CTAPJCL library produce the ZARA extract file. The output file from DD ZARAOUT will be
used in the next step as input.

Step 3- Execute JOB CTSJZAR2

This step will sort out the records needed to be converted in the common Earl format. The JCL and control statements to
sort the ZARA extract file can be found in the CAI.CTAPJCL library, member CTSZAR2.

Step 4- Execute JOB CTSJZAR3

This step will convert the sorted ZARA records from CTSJZAR2 and create a common EARL record. These records
can be modified in Step 5 if needed. The JCL to run this step can also be found in the CAI.CTAPJCL library, member
CTSJZAR3.

Step 5- Modify Common Record (Optional)

Once the ZARA database has been extracted into the common Earl format, you may optionally modify the data within the
common Earl file. Job CTSJZAR4 in CAI.CTAPJCL provides the JCL and Earl statements necessary to allow you to drop
certain ranges of volumes or select specific accounting codes for conversion and several other options. If you choose to
modify the common Earl file you must make changes to the Earl statements provided. The input for this program is the
output file created in Step 4. A new common Earl file will be written to the OUTFILE DD which will be used as input to the
next step.

Step 6- Update the VMF

TLMJ2TRN will take modified OUTFILE from either Step 4 or Step 5 and update the VMF. Ensure that there is no tape
activity during this timeframe. If the ALOG becomes full during this update step, execute proc CATALOGB to dump the
ALOG records. The VMFTRANS DD statement will contain a list of all the transactions that could not be processed.

Step 7- Execute CATVMFV and Correct Reported Chaining Errors

Execute proc CATVMFV to report any multi-volume errors in the VMF. See the "Maintaining the Volume Master File"
documentation in the Configuration Guide on the errors and how to correct them.
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After the VMF conversion and CATVMFV cleanup activities you should run the TLMS Tape Retention System (CATTRS)
utility TLMSTRS in FORECAST mode to identify any possible scratch activity. This will allow you to take any preventive
action to preserve volumes that you do not want to move to scratch status by defining Retention Master File (RMF) rules
to retain these volumes. See the Using documenation for more information on the TLMSTRS utility.

Control/T Conversion to TLMS
Contents

 

Step 1- Perform Control/T Maintenance

Execute proc CTTDBID and CTTDBII from the Control/T proclib. These jobs will check and correct errors with the Control/
T database and index file.

NOTE
Only CONTROL/M-Tape (Control/T for short) Releases 5.1.4 and 6.x are supported. If you are attempting to
convert from a release other than 5.1.4 or 6.x contact the TLMS support group for possible later maintenance to
these utilities to support converting from other releases.

Step 2- Extract Control/T Data

Execute the Control/T CTTDBUL utility proc using the following EXEC statement:

//CTTDBDUL  EXEC CTTDBDUL,DBFILE=MDBD,DBFILEO=SEQ

//DAOUT  DD dsn=prefix.CONTROLT.EXTRACT,DISP=(,CATLG)

Step 3- Execute JOB CTSJCTL1(5.1.4) or CTSJCTL4(6.x)

This step will sort out the volume records along with the data set records and merge them back into a format that will be
used in the next step. JCL to run this step can be found in the CAI.CTAPJCL library, member CTSJCTL1 or CTSJCTL4.

Step 4- Execute JOB CTSJCTL2(5.1.4) or CTSJCTL5(6.x)

The output file from Step 3 is converted into the common Earl format. The JCL to run this step can also be found in the
CAI.CTAPJCL library, member CTSJCTL2 or CTSJCTL5. The output from this step is in the common Earl format and is
modified in the next step.

Step 5- Modify Common Record (Optional)

Once the Control/T database has been extracted into the common Earl format, you may optionally modify the data within
the common Earl file. Job CTSJCTL3 in CAI.CTAPJCL provides the JCL and Earl statements necessary to allow you to
drop certain ranges of volumes or select specific accounting codes for conversion and several other options. If you choose
to modify the common Earl file you must make changes to the Earl statements provided. The input for the program is the
output file created in Step 4. A new common Earl file will be written to the OUTFILE DD which will be used as input to the
next step.

Step 6- Update the VMF

Job TLMJ2TRN will take the modified OUTFILE from Step 4 or the OUTFILE from Step 5 and update the VMF. Ensure
that there is no tape activity during this timeframe. If the ALOG becomes full during this update step, execute proc
CATALOGB to dump the ALOG records. The VMFTRANS DD statement will contain a list of all the transactions that could
not be processed.
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Step 7- Execute CATVMFV and Correct Reported Chaining Errors

Execute proc CATVMFV to report any multi-volume errors in the VMF. See the "Maintaining the Volume Master File"
documentation in the Configuration Guide on the errors and how to correct them.

After the VMF conversion and CATVMFV cleanup activities you should run the TLMS Tape Retention System (CATTRS)
utility TLMSTRS in FORECAST mode to identify any possible scratch activity. This will allow you to take any preventive
action to preserve volumes that you do not want to move to scratch status by defining Retention Master File (RMF) rules
to retain these volumes. See the Using documenation for more information on the TLMSTRS utility.
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Using GMI
Vantage GMI is the graphical management interface product that allows you to view and manage mainframe activity from
a PC. It consists of user-interface clients which interface with a z/OS server component to allow access to basic z/OS
server functions. Use Vantage GMI to report on and interact with TLMS.

Features

Vantage GMI user interfaces provide a rich set of standard features for working with your products and related object data.
These features include the following:

• Simultaneous connection to several z/OS hosts, with separate views for each host, or all hosts consolidated into a
single view

• Table views of all data, customizable with the ease of point-and-click
• Graphical views of any numeric data, easily customized, with a wide range of two-dimensional and three-dimensional

features
• Filtering and sorting on any field
• Summary Totals and Statistics (aggregate functions such as total, average, minimum, and maximum)
• Scaling (KB, MB, GB, and so on) and color coding features
• Drill down feature to zoom to related object data
• Wizards for simple or complex summaries (Summary Objects)

NOTE
Currently, you can create and manage Summary Objects using only the Windows Client. You can view
Summary Objects using both the Windows Client and the Web Client.

• Reporting features for customized and printed reports
• Multiple output formats, including:

– Web page (HTML)
– Email
– PDF
– Excel
– (Windows Client Only) Microsoft Access Database (MDB)
– (Windows Client Only) Comma Separated Values (CSV)

• Schedulers for producing and sending report output regularly
• (Windows Client Only) JCL management (edit, model, drag-and-drop, substitute, submit, and schedule)

Clients

The following user-interface clients are available:

• Windows ClientThis client provides full functionality. That is, you can manually perform view and analysis functions,
filter and sort desired entries, zoom (drill-down) to related objects, and take actions upon selected entries. You can
create customized colored reports in different formats, for example, tables and graphs in HTML, PDF, and XLS
formats. These reports can be printed and exported to your PC directory, servers, intranet, and so on.
The Windows Client has a Scheduler component that manages scheduled tasks. These tasks are defined in the
Windows Client (for example, tasks that are scheduled using the View and Output Definitions, and Object Logging
functions). You can create, manage, and view Summary Objects, Joined Objects, and Delta Objects.
This client also provides designer wizards to create scripts to monitor and respond to any condition, exceptional or
routine, in automatic ways. These automation services let you replace many manual processes of managing your
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system. It also has a JCL Management feature to manage JCL and includes the Host Config Client which you can use
to set Vantage system parameters.

• Web Client
As a browser interface, it can be used from any PC with internet access to the Web Client application server. The
current version of the Web Client provides the user-driven functionality of view and analysis, filtering and sorting,
zooming, and the ability to take actions on selected entries. You can create customized colored reports in different
formats, for example, tables and graphs in HTML, PDF, and XLS formats. These reports can be printed and exported
to your PC directory, servers, intranet, and so on.
The Web Client has a Scheduler component that manages scheduled tasks defined in the Web Client (for example,
you can schedule output reports). You can create, manage, and view Joined Objects. You can view Summary Objects
and Delta Objects.

• 3270-based interface (View 3270 Client) 
This client provides partial functionality. It is limited to the user-driven functionality of view and analysis, filtering and
sorting, zooming, and the ability to take actions on selected entries.
The View 3270 Client is considered a character-based user-interface, not a graphic-based user interface. 

NOTE
This section mostly displays examples from the Windows Client, which are similar in many respects to the Web
Client.

Vantage GMI is included free of charge with many Broadcom products. The Vantage GMI components only need to
be installed once. However, you must configure the z/OS server component for each Vantage GMI enabled Broadcom
product you want to use Vantage GMI for, on each host where you want to use it.

The following is the list of the Vantage GMI enabled Broadcom products:

• CA 1
• ASTEX
• CREWS
• Disk
• IDMS/DB
• Encryption Key Manager
• MasterCat
• PDSMAN
• SYSVIEW
• Tape Encryption
• TLMS Tape Management (TLMS)
• Vantage
• Vtape Virtual Tape System

The following software versions were used to create the screen samples and examples for Vantage GMI topics:

• Vantage Windows Client Release 12.6
• Vantage Web Client Release 12.6
• Vantage Release 12.6

Scheduler

In addition to object views and related view options, the Windows Client and Web Client provide many standard features.
You can find these additional features on the main window Menu Bar or Toolbar:

• Windows Client
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Windows Client extra features are explained in more detail in the Vantage documentation and the Windows Client
online help system.

• Web Client
The Web Client also provides a Scheduler feature. End users can create output report schedules using the Customize
Reports wizard. Schedules and scheduled items can be managed using the Schedule Status feature found in the Tools
menu. The Web Client Scheduler currently does not provide a JCL Management feature. The Web Client Scheduler
feature is explained in more detail in the Vantage documentation and the Web Client online help system.

The following sections give a short explanation to the Windows Client Scheduler and JCL Management features.

Both the Windows Client and the Web Client have Schedulers. The Schedulers provide a consistent set of scheduling
services for all output activities within the user interfaces. You can schedule events by month, week, day, hour, and
minute.

For example, suppose that you wanted to be kept up to date on the scratch status of volumes by displaying a daily report
on your web site. To do this, you can schedule a report based on the Volumes object to run every morning at 9:00 AM and
set the Destination of the report to Web Publishing in the Windows Client or Publish to Web in the Web Client. With this
setup, the user interface automatically runs a report on current volume activity every morning and publish the web report
on your web server.

Both the Windows Client and the Web Client have Start Scheduler and Stop Scheduler options found under the Tools
options. And the Windows Client has the Schedule List option and the Web Client has a Schedule Status option found
under the Tools options that you can use to manage the different user interface's scheduled items.

The Windows Client also has the Start Scheduler icon and the Schedule List icon in the Windows Client main menu
Toolbar.

Schedule List Dialog Toolbar Options

The Web Client Scheduler Status Window provides the following options:

• Run 
Runs the selected scheduled activities immediately.

• Edit 
Modifies a schedule.

• Enable/Disable 
Enables or disables the selected schedules.

• Export to Excel 
Exports the information displayed in the Activity List table.

• Refresh 
Refreshes the information displayed in the Activity List table with the latest data from the web application database.

JCL Management

You can submit jobs manually from the Windows Client, either immediately or at a scheduled time. When you create a
job (JCL stream) to submit, you determine the type of job being submitted, the number of steps, and so on. The job can
involve your Vantage GMI enabled Broadcom product, standard IBM utility programs, your own utility programs, or any
combination of these. You can also use IEFBR14 jobs for testing purposes.

NOTE
Currently, the Web Client does not have a JCL Management feature.

The Windows Client helps you specify substitution variables (symbolic parameters) in the sample JCL you provide,
allowing you to create generalized model JCL.

Vantage GMI provides two options for managing your JCLs:
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• The Member Editor (Submit) function
• The JCL Model List feature

The Member Editor (Submit) Function

The Windows Client Member Editor (Submit) function under the z/OS menu in the Main Window can be used to manage
your JCLs. You can use it to specify substitution variables (symbolic parameters) in your sample JCLs. It has a drag-and-
drop feature that allows you to drag rows from object displays and drop them onto a JCL template in the Edit dialog. When
you drag and drop the rows, the variables from the rows are substituted into the template. You can also use the Member
Editor (Submit) function to submit jobs manually, either immediately or at a scheduled time.

NOTE
Currently, the Web Client does not have a Member Editor (Submit) function.

The JCL Model List Feature

The Windows Client JCL Model List feature helps you manage JCL. The JCL Model List feature provides the same
functionality as the Member Editor (Submit) function however it presents your JCL working environment (the Object Table,
the Associated JCL Members, the Substitution Variable List, and the PDS Member Editor) in one window so that working
with your JCL is much easier.

Note: Currently, the Web Client does not have a JCL Model List feature.

You can use the Windows Client JCL Model List feature to select JCL models to be used by objects or a group of objects
using pattern matching. These models can be used to perform actions or mainframe management functions in batch jobs.
The models can contain object variables that are substituted upon request or at submit time.

You can start the JCL Model List feature two ways, from the Object Tree Pop-up Menu or from the object view Toolbar.

To start the JCL Model List feature from the Object Tree pop-up menu in the Windows Client

1. Right-click an object in the object tree.
The Object Tree pop-up menu appears.

2. Click the JCL Model List option.
The JCL Model List dialog appears.

To start and use the JCL Model List feature from the object view Toolbar

1. Click the object in the object tree.
The Object view appears.

2. Click the down arrow next to the Definitions icon in the object view Toolbar.
The Definitions drop-down list appears.

3. Click the JCL Model List option.
The JCL Model List dialog appears. The JCL Model List dialog displays the object data and the list of JCL members
associated with that object in separate panes.
The Object Table pane displays the object selected. You can use the object view menu options in the pane to change
the object view, such as sort, filter, and zoom.
The Associated JCL Members pane displays the JCL models you have created and linked to the object selected.
Use the Associated JCL Members Action options to modify the JCL Model information that is displayed in the pane,
add new JCL models, and to delete JCL Models.

NOTE
For more information about the Associated JCL Members pane, click the menu bar Help option and select
Help About Object.

4. Double-click a model line, and two additional panes appear in the JCL Model List dialog; the Substitution Variable List
for the object, and the PDS Member Editor with the model JCL.
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Using the PDS Member Editor pane you can edit the model JCL, create new JCL Models, insert variables, substitute
variables with object information, submit the JCL, and so on.

NOTE
For more information about PDS Member Editor options, click the Help option on the PDS Member Editor
pane Menu Bar.

5. Click your cursor in the JCL in the PDS Member Editor pane where you want a variable to be inserted, and then
double click the desired variable in the Substitution Variable List pane.
The variable appears in the PDS Member Editor pane where you indicated.

6. Repeat step 5 until you have included all your variables in the PDS Member Editor pane.
Now you are ready to substitute the variables in your JCL with object line information.

7. Click a line or multiple lines in the Object Table pane, then drag-and-drop them into the PDS Member Editor.
When you do this, a new PDS Member Editor dialog is opened with the resulting JCL; that is, the field values from
your selected object table lines are substituted into the variable locations in a copy of your JCL model in a new PDS
Member Editor dialog.

8. Click the Submit icon in the PDS Member Editor Toolbar when your JCL is complete and you are ready to submit it. 
A message dialog appears advising that your JCL has been submitted.

Online Help

You can access two types of online help systems from the GMI Windows Client:

• Help on Window
Provides information on how to use GMI Windows Client features.

• Help on Object
Provides object specific information, including information about the object data fields in each object.

To access the Help on Window online help system

1. Right-click on an object in the Object Tree dialog.
The Object pop-up menu appears.

2. Click Help on Window.
The GMI Windows Client online help system appears showing the help page related to the window from which the
Help on Window was selected.

To access the Help on Object online help system

1. Right-click on an object in the Object Tree dialog.
The Object pop-up menu appears.

2. Click Help on Object.
The Help on Object system appears showing the help page related to the object selected.

Example: Display help from an object view

You can also access the Help on Object (Help About Object) and the Help on Window (Help About Window) online help
systems from the Help menu item in the object view Menu Bar.

Windows Client Help

• Help on Window (Help About Window)
Provides information on how to use Windows Client features and if you click Help About Window from a window or
dialog Help menu option it provides help about the opened window or dialog. This online help system also has a
search facility.

NOTE
From the object tree this help is called Help on Window and when you have a window open and you click the
Help menu option this is called Help About Window.
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• Help on Object (Help About Object)
Provides object specific information. It includes a description of the object, actions available, and information about the
object data fields in the object.

NOTE
If the Help on Object for an object lists Actions but the Actions menu option does not display any Actions it is
because your Vantage GMI license does not authorize you to use them. From the object tree, this help is called
Help on Object, and when you have the object open in a window and click the Help menu option, this is called
Help About Object.

• To access the Windows Client Help on Window (Help About Window) online help system
Click the Help icon displayed in an open window or dialog.
The help topic that pertains to that window or dialog is displayed.
Most windows and dialogs also have a Help menu option where you can select Help About Window to display the help
topic that pertains to that window or dialog.
You can also open this online help system from the main Windows Client menu by clicking the Help menu option and
selecting SRM and Vantage Help Topics or by clicking the Help icon in the main Windows Client toolbar.

To access the Windows Client Help on Object (Help About Object) online help system

1. Right-click on an object in the Object Tree dialog.
The Object pop-up menu appears.

2. Click Help on Object. 
The Help on Object system appears showing the help page related to the object selected.

Example: Display help from an object view
You can also access the Help on Object (Help About Object) and the Help on Window (Help About Window) online help
systems from the Help menu item in the object view Menu Bar.

Web Client Help

• Navigation Online Help
Provides information on how to navigate the Web Client and use Web Client features. If you click Help, then Navigation
from a window, wizard, or dialog, the online Help topic that displays provides help about the opened window, wizard, or
dialog. This online help system also has an index and a search facility.

• Object - object_name - Help 
Provides object-specific information. It includes a description of the object, actions available, and information about the
object data fields in the object.

NOTE
If the Object - object_name - Help for an object lists Actions, but the Actions menu option does not display
any Actions, it is because your Vantage GMI license does not authorize you to use them.

• To access the Web Client Navigation online help system
Click Help and then Navigation in the object Menu Bar, or in the opened window, wizard, or dialog. The help topic
that pertains to that open window, wizard, or dialog displays. The help topic displays when you click Help and then
Navigation in the object Menu Bar onthe Welcome page.
You can also open this online help system by clicking Help in the top line of the main Web Client window.

• To access the Web Client Object - object_name - Help online help system
Click Help and then Object - object_name - Help on the object Menu Bar. The Object - object_name - Help appears
showing the help page related to the displayed object

Install and Configure Vantage GMI for TLMS
The following topics are covered in this section:
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Install Vantage GMI

To use Vantage GMI, you must install and configure both the z/OS component and at least one of the User-Interface (PC)
Client components (you can use the Windows Client, the Web Client, or both).

NOTE
If you have already installed GMI components for one of the other GMI enabled products, there is no need
to install the components again. However, you must perform step 4 in the following procedure for the GMI
qualified product. If you are installing the components for the first time, ensure that you have received the proper
installation materials for the z/OS and the User-Interface (PC) Client components. If you do not have all the
installation materials you need, contact Broadcom Support.

To install and configure both components of GMI

NOTE
System software and hardware requirements for both components of GMI can be found in Vantage
documentation.

1. Install the z/OS server as described in Vantage documentation.
The z/OS server is installed on your z/OS system.

2. Install the Windows Client as described in Vantage documentation.
The Windows Client is installed on at least one PC.

NOTE
When you install the Windows Client, you also install the Vantage Config Client, which you can use to set
Vantage system parameters. If you want to use the Web Client, we suggest you install it after you have
completed step 8. However, you can install the Web Client after you have completed step 3. To be able to
use it to work with GMI enabled product objects, you must complete step 4 for each GMI enabled product.
For more information about installing, navigating, and using the Web Client, see the Vantage documentation.

3. Configure the parts of the z/OS server that are common to all GMI enabled products as described in Vantage
documentation.
Common GMI parts of the z/OS server are configured on your z/OS system.

4. Configure the parts of the z/OS server that are specific to your GMI enabled product.
Your GMI enabled product objects are defined for retrieving your GMI enabled product object data by the GMI user-
interface.
Note: If you want to use the Web Client, you can install it now or after you complete step 8. For more information
about installation, starting, navigation, and using the Web Client, see the Vantage documentation.

5. Start the Windows Client.
The Windows Client is up and running on your PC.

6. Define z/OS host connections.
At least one z/OS host is defined in your Host List.

7. Connect the Windows Client to a z/O host and login.
The Windows Client is connected and logged in to a z/OS host. You can start using it to view and work with object
data.

8. Define the Windows Client data collection mode.
Object data displays automatically in the object view when you open an object.

Configure Vantage GMI for TLMS

A storage administrator usually performs most of the steps in the following procedure. To find the exceptions, tasks
typically done by a system programmer, look for items starting with (SYSPROG).

Some steps in the following procedure involve setting security access authority. See your security administrator to
confirm or establish the proper access authorities for those steps. For more information about security, see  Vantage
documentation.
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To configure Vantage GMI for TLMS

1. Run INSTALL Job J05TLMS.
This job copies system SCRIPT, JCLLIB, and PARMLIB members for TLMS to the SCRIPT, JCLLIB, and PARMLIB
data sets. This job is located in the CCTUSAMP library. Customize it to your needs as instructed in the comments at
the beginning of the member and run it now.
 

2. Configure Disk Interval Scripts for TLMS.
This product's Disk Interval service enhances system performance for vendor objects in which the vendor APIs are
considered too slow for retrieving a large number of records. Tape management (volume and file) objects are in this
group.
Disk Interval data sets are allocated dynamically and written with the aid of scripts. Sample scripts are distributed in
the Vantage CCTUSAMP library.
CTSXUTIL performs the following tasks:
– Create disk interval file containing VMF volume records
– Create disk interval file containing VMF MDF (data set) records
– A SYSPRINT audit report that details the number and type of records processed
– Create a z/OS name and token pair to pass the disk interval data set names to Vantage
When you request these objects from any of this product's clients, View Mode=DI is used automatically (it is the
default), and the data is read from the Disk Interval data set at a much higher speed. If you choose View Mode=RT, the
slower native API is used to get the data in Real-Time. You will have to wait considerably longer to get the data.
Proper configuration involves scheduling the Disk Interval scripts to run just frequently enough to allow normal analysis
Disk Interval data.

NOTE
The J05TLMS job copies the following scripts from the CCTUSAMP library to your system-script library, as
named by system parameter SYSTSCR. It is recommended that you enable these scripts. The header of
each sample contains information on how to activate the script.

3. Configure the first part of the Summary Reports for TLMS.
This product provides several tape summary reports for TLMS. To enable these reports, edit the PARMLIB member
SUMMARY to activate the reports. If this member does not exist, copy it from the CCTUSAMP library. The following is
an example of part of the SUMMARY member:

**********************************************************************

*

* TAPE MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS SUPPORTED:

*

**********************************************************************

*%%INCLUDE MEMBER=SUMRVIS   * SUMMARY DEFS FOR CA 1 - TMC SUMMARIES

*%%INCLUDE MEMBER=SUMRTLMS  * SUMMARY DEFS FOR CA TLMS SUMMARIES

*%%INCLUDE MEMBER=SUMRRMM   * SUMMARY DEFS FOR DFSMSRMM SUMMARIES

*%%INCLUDE MEMBER=SUMRZAR   * SUMMARY DEFS FOR ASG-ZARA SUMMARIES

To activate the summaries for TLMS, delete the asterisk in column 1 in the following line:

*%%INCLUDE MEMBER=SUMRTLMS  * SUMMARY DEFS FOR CA TLMS SUMMARIES

NOTE
Additional configuration is required to complete the configuration of Summary Reports for TLMS as
described in subsequent steps.

4. Configure the TLMS CTSXUTIL Extract utility job to extract TLMS Volumes and Files data by performing the following
steps:
a. The data sets to contain the TLMS Extract utility information is allocated as part of the job J05TLMS.
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The VMF file is identified by the TLMSVMF system parameter and the extract files are identified by the CTSTLMSF
(files/data sets) and CTSTLMSV (volumes) system parameters.
Before submitting the job, carefully review the second job-step in J05TLMS that pre-allocates the CTSDSN and
CTSVOL data sets. The comments in the job give you a method to calculate the size of the data sets.
 

b. Create member TLMSDSKU in your JCLLIB by copying it from the CCTUSAMP library. This job, which executes
the CTS utility, CTSXUTIL, and has two steps; one to run the create the extract data sets, and one to set the Disk
Interval token (that is, update Vantage with the date and time of when the job was run).

NOTE
The execution parameter value of VMF must be specified on the EXEC statement of the JCLLIB member.
For example:

//stepname EXEC PGM=CTSXUTIL,PARM=’VMF’ 

c. Ensure that the output data sets in TLMSDSKU match the names specified in the CTSTLMSF and CTSTLMSV
system parameters.

CTSTLMSF (%%DSNPFX%%.CTSDSN)

CTSTLMSV (%%DSNPFX%%.CTSVOL)                                                

Automate the TLMSDSKU job to extract the data by using the system script DSKTLMSU, distributed with the
system, to schedule and run the TLMSDSKU job when necessary.
If DSKTLMSU is not in your system-script library, copy it from the CCTUSAMP library.
To enable this script do the following:
a. Edit system-script DSKTLMSU and modify the following statement:

SUBSTITUTE_JCL=DSN=%%DSNPFX%%.JCLLIB,MEMBER=TLMSDSKU
Ensure that the CTSTDB parameter points to the data set that contains your VMF input dataset and the
CTSDSN and CTSVOL data set names specify the correct output dataset names.
To maximize efficiency the DCB parameters, BLKSIZE= and BUFNO= parameters for the CTSDSN and
CTSVOL disk interval files should specify using the following general guidelines:
- BLKSIZE should be set to a relatively high-value (in multiples of the VMF LRECL of 500 bytes) to minimize I/O
and pass more records to the object creator program.
- BUFNO should be set equal to the multiple of the BLKSIZE and is calculated by dividing the BLKSIZE by 500.
For example a BLKSIZE of 27500 would result in the specification of 55 buffers.
This DSKTLMSU script is configured to be fired immediately after the Vantage system is (re)started. This will
build the TLMS Disk Interval data sets.
This script will automatically FIRE every six hours to refresh the TLMS Disk Interval Datasets. To change the
frequency, alter the following script statement to meet your needs:
PERFORM_FVT_PROC=INTERVAL=mmmm
Or use the System Script Builder wizard in the Windows Client to set these values. To use this wizard, click z/
OS Menu, Object Scripting, System Scripts, and then select the DSKTLMSU script.
 

b. To refresh the script, issue the following command:
F SAMS,AUTO,REFRESH=SYSTEM,DSKTLMSU
 

c. To execute the script on demand, issue the following command:
F SAMS,AUTO,FIRE=SYSTEM,DSKTLMSU
Or use the Fire Script action from the object displays on one of the clients.
 

5. Configure Tape Summary Report Filters for TLMS.
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NOTE
All the FILTTLxx members must be created and customized for tape volume summaries to work properly. If
these members do not exist in your PARMLIB yet, copy them from the CCTUSAMP library.

The following PARMLIB members are for the TLMS Tape Volume Summaries:
– FILTTLMB

Used to qualify active tapes (those not in scratch status) into groups depending on the number of MB written to the
tape.

– FILTTLTD
Used to qualify active tapes (those not in scratch status) into groups based on the first data set name written to the
tape.

– FILTTLJO
Used to qualify active tapes (those not in scratch status) into groups based upon the last job name that used the
tape.

– FILTTLMC
Used to qualify tapes into groups depending on the SMS management class of the tape.
 

6. Perform the following steps to configure the FILTTLxx Members:
a. Observe that the sample member FILTTLTD member looks like the following:

*

SET_SUM_LABEL=GRP PSS.A300./

SET_SUM_FILTER=VBSCRTCH = N AND 'DATA SET NAME' INCL 'PSS.A300./'

*

SET_SUM_LABEL=GRP2 DMSOS./

SET_SUM_FILTER=VBSCRTCH = N AND 'DATA SET NAME' INCL 'DMS0S./'

*

SET_SUM_LABEL=G3 SYS4S.MVSS./

SET_SUM_FILTER=VBSCRTCH = N AND 'DATA SET NAME' INCL 'SYS4S.MVSS./'

b. Customize this member to suit your installation by creating groups consisting of the following keywords:

SET_SUM_LABEL=

SET_SUM_FILTER=

A maximum of 1000 such groups is allowed.
• SET_SUM_LABEL=

Gives the grouping its group name. In the example above, the group name for the first group is GRP
PSS.A300./. A maximum of 16 characters can be used to describe the group name.

• SET_SUM_FILTER=
Qualifies the tapes into the different groups you create. Use the VBSCRTCH = N filter to select only active tapes
in the group (not tapes with scratch status). For a list of other field variables that can be used in the filter, run the
GENMAP utility for object VISTLMSV. See member MAPPINGS in the CCTUSAMP library for this utility. All the
substitution variables (without the enclosing %% signs) can be used within the filter.
The SET_SUM_FILTER= statement has the following general syntax:

SET_SUM_FILTER=('field name' comparator value) AND|OR

  ('field name' comparator value)

    'DATA SET NAME' INCL (PSS.A300./,SYS4/,DB2/)

Observe the following SET_SUM_FILTER syntax rules:
- This statement must begin in column one. Comment statements are indicated by an asterisk in column one.
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- You can use as many field name comparator value criteria as necessary, connected through any combination of
logical AND and OR operators. Parentheses are needed only to clarify the desired logic when multiple AND and
OR operations are specified.
- Do not go beyond position 72 in a definition line. If the definition extends to a second line, split the text between
words (not in the middle of a word). Leaving a blank in position one of the new line is recommended.
- When a field name contains a blank, it must be contained within single quotes. If the field name does not contain
a blank, the quotes are not needed.
- For numeric fields, the comparator can be any of the common LE, LT, EQ, NE, GE, or GT comparison operators.
- For character fields, use the INCL or EXCL operators to indicate that the following list of test values are to
be either included or excluded respectively. Parentheses can be used around a list of test values, and are
recommended for clarity when more than one value is given. However the parentheses are not required. Items in a
list can be separated by commas or blanks. For example:
- Test values for character fields can be either exact character strings, or pattern strings. For patterns, use the
question mark (?) to represent any variable character, and the forward slash (/) to match any characters that follow.
For example, TSO?5/ accepts any character after TSO and any suffix after the digit 5.
Note: For more information on wildcard characters, using quotes, and filtering, see the section Global Concepts,
Functions, and Features in the  Vantage documentation.
 

c. Customize the other FILTTLxx members to suit your installation.
For information regarding syntax rules, see Vantage documentation.

7. (SYSPROG) Configure SAMS JCL Procedure for TLMS as follows:
The system invokes TLMS service programs, such as TLMSCMD, which require access to the TLMS parameter
library. Therefore, update the SAMS JCL procedure and add a //TLMSOPTS DD statement that points to your TLMS
CAI.CTAPOPTN data set. The DD name must be TLMSOPTS, for example:

//TLMSOPTS DD DISP=SHR,DSN=your.TLMS.ctapoptn.dataset

8. (SYSPROG) Grant Security Authority to Perform TLMS Actions as follows:
To allow Vantage users the ability to perform actions on objects residing in the Volume Master File (VMF), you must
give them authority within your security system to update the VMF data set.

NOTE
For more information, see Vantage documentation.

9. Stop and Restart Vantage.
Vantage GMI is up and running.
 

10. Return to Vantage documentation. and continue the rest of the setup. The instructions tell you how to start the
Windows Client and create host definitions so that you can work with TLMS objects.

TLMS Objects
Vantage GMI maintains several TLMS objects. These objects can be used to manage, monitor, and report on TLMS tape
information stored in your z/OS system.

NOTE

• Access TLMS Objects

Files Object
The information accessed through the Files object comes directly from the Volume Master File (VMF) record. Files with
the “File Sequence in Chain” set to zero are excluded from the views produced for this object.
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NOTE
For more information on these fields, see the Help About Object online help.

1. Select the Files object.

2. Click View, Mode, DI, and execute.
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3. Select a file into which to zoom.
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The following zooms are available from the Files object:

• TLMS Volumes
• STK ACS Volume -- Current Information
• HACC Volumes
• IDCAMS ListCat Info for Data Set
• Vtape Virtual Volumes
• Vtape Primary Volume
• Vtape Duplex Volume
• BES Key used for Encryption

The following actions are available on the Actions menu:

• View DSKTLMSV Scr -- opens a new table that shows the DC-mode script for the Files object
• Run DSKTLMSV Scr -- run the DC-mode script for the Files object
• Configure DSKTLMSV -- configure scripts associated with this object

NOTE
This action is only available in the Windows Client.

The following zooms are available from the Files object:
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• CATLMS Volumes
• STK ACS Volume -- Current Information
• HACC Volumes
• IDCAMS ListCat Info for Data Set
• Vtape Virtual Volumes
• Vtape Primary Volume
• Vtape Duplex Volume
• BES Key used for Encryption

Files Object Actions Tab
Select a row and click Actions to see the actions available.

The following actions are available on the Actions menu:

• View DSKTLMSF Scr -- opens a new table that shows the DI-mode script for the Files object
• Run DSKTLMSF Scr -- run the DI-mode script for the Files object
• Configure DSKTLMSF -- configure scripts associated with this object

 

NOTE
This action is only available in the Windows Client.

Summary by Box/Cabinet (Slot) Object
The Summary by Box/Cabinet (Slot) object displays a summary of all tapes grouped by Box/Slot/Cabinet ID. The CATLMS
catalog controls all of the tapes in the summary. The CATLMS Tape Volume records provide input to this summary.

For each Box/Slot ID, this object creates one summary record containing the following information:

• The group name
• The number of tapes in the Box/Slot
• The percent of the total the group represents
• The total allocated MB
• The average, minimum and maximum allocated space for the tapes in the group
• The total number of files on the tapes (with average, minimum, and maximum values)
• The total number of opens for all the tapes in the Box/Slot (with average, minimum, and maximum values)
• The total number of tape blocks on all of the tapes in the Box/Slot (with average, minimum, and maximum values)

NOTE
For more information on these fields, see the Help About Object online help.

Example: Summary by Box/Cabinet (Slot)

In this example a table view of the summary is displayed by selecting the By Box/Cabinet (Slot) object in the Summaries
folder under the CATLMS folder in the Object Tree and clicking the cogs:
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Summary by DSN Group Object
The Summary by DSN Group object displays a summary of all active tapes (that is, tapes not in scratch status) grouped
by data set name. The CATLMS catalog controls all of the tapes in the summary. The CATLMS Tape Volume records
provide input to this summary.

This summary is organized by filters defined in the Vantage parmlib data set, member FILTLTD. Update member FILTLTD
to use the groupings in effect at your site. The filter selects a tape for the group using the first data set name written on the
tape. Secondary files are not used in the assignment of tapes to data groups, but the space they take up is added to the
totals.

For each group or dataset name (as defined in FILTLTD), this object creates one summary record containing the following
information:

• The group name
• The number of tapes in the group
• The percent of the total the group represents
• The total allocated MB
• The average, minimum and maximum allocated space for the tapes in the group
• The total number of files on the tapes (with average, minimum, and maximum values)
• The total number of opens for all the tapes in the group (with average, minimum, and maximum values)
• The total number of tape blocks on all of the tapes in the group (with average, minimum, and maximum values)

NOTE
For more information on these fields, see the Help About Object online help.

Example: Summary by DSN Group

In this example a table view of the summary is displayed by selecting Select the By DSN Group object in the Summaries
folder under the CATLMS folder in the Object Tree and clicking the cogs and clicking the cogs:
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Summary by Expire Date Object
The Summary by Expire Date Object shows a summary of tapes organized by expiration date. The CATLMS catalog
controls all of the tapes in the summary. The CATLMS Tape Volume records provide input to this summary.

For each expiration date, the object displays one summary record containing the following information:

• The expiration date
• The number of tapes for this expiration date
• The percent of the total that the record represents
• The total allocated MB for that record
• The average, minimum and maximum allocated space for the tapes in that record

NOTE
For more information on these fields, see the Help About Object online help.

Example: Summary by Expire Date

In this example a table view of the summary is displayed by selecting the By Expire Date object in the Summaries folder
under the CATLMS folder in the Object Tree and clicking the cogs:
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Summary by Last Used Job Object
The Summary by Last Used Job object displays a summary of all active tapes (that is, tapes not in scratch status)
grouped by last used job. The CATLMS catalog controls all of the tapes in the summary. The CATLMS Tape Volume
records provide input to this summary.

This summary is organized by filters defined in the Vantage parmlib data set, member FILTTLJO. Update member
FILTTLJO to use the groupings in effect at your site. The filter selects a tape for the group using the last jobname that
used the tape.

For each group or last used jobname (as defined in FILTTLJO), this object creates one summary record containing the
following information:

• The group name
• The number of tapes in the group
• The percent of the total the group represents
• The total allocated MB
• The average, minimum and maximum allocated space for the tapes in the group
• The total number of files on the tapes (with average, minimum, and maximum values)
• The total number of opens for all the tapes in the group (with average, minimum, and maximum values)
• The total number of tape blocks on all of the tapes in the group (with average, minimum, and maximum values)

NOTE
For more information on these fields, see the Help About Object online help.

Example: Summary by Last Used Job

In this example a table view of the summary is displayed by selecting the By Last Used Job object in the Summaries
folder under the CATLMS folder in the Object Tree and clicking the cogs:
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Summary by Location Object
The Summary by Location object displays a summary of all tapes grouped by location. The CATLMS catalog controls all
of the tapes in the summary. The CATLMS Tape Volume records provide input to this summary.

For each location, this object creates one summary record containing the following information:

• The group name
• The number of tapes in the location
• The percent of the total the group represents
• The total allocated MB
• The average, minimum and maximum allocated space for the tapes in the group
• The total number of files on the tapes (with average, minimum, and maximum values)
• The total number of opens for all the tapes in the location (with average, minimum, and maximum values)
• The total number of tape blocks on all of the tapes in the location (with average, minimum, and maximum values).

NOTE
For more information on these fields, see the Help About Object online help.

Example: Summary by Location

In this example a table view of the summary is displayed by selecting the By Location object in the Summaries folder
under the CATLMS folder in the Object Tree and clicking the cogs:
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Summary by Retention Location Object
The Summary by Retention Location object displays a summary of all tapes grouped by retention location. The CATLMS
catalog controls all of the tapes in the summary. The CATLMS Tape Volume records provide input to this summary.

For each retention location, this object creates one summary record containing the following information:

• The group name
• The number of tapes in the location
• The percent of the total the group represents
• The total allocated MB
• The average, minimum and maximum allocated space for the tapes in the group
• The total number of files on the tapes (with average, minimum, and maximum values)
• The total number of opens for all the tapes in the location (with average, minimum, and maximum values)
• The total number of tape blocks on all of the tapes in the location (with average, minimum, and maximum values).

NOTE
For more information on these fields, see the Help About Object online help.

Example: Summary by Retention Location

In this example a table view of the summary is displayed by selecting the By Retention Location object in the Summaries
folder under the CATLMS folder in the Object Tree and clicking the cogs:
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Summary by SMS MC Object
The Summary by SMS MC object displays a summary of all active tapes (that is, tapes not in scratch status) grouped by
the SMS MC field in the CATLMS catalog. The CATLMS catalog controls all of the tapes in the summary. The CATLMS
Tape Volume records provide input to this summary.

This summary is organized by filters defined in the Vantage parmlib data set, member FILTTLMC. Update member
FILTTLMC to use the groupings in effect at your site. The filter selects a tape for the group using the SMS MC field.

For each group or last used jobname (as defined in FILTTLJO), this object creates one summary record containing the
following information:

• The group name
• The number of tapes in the group
• The percent of the total the group represents
• The total allocated MB
• The average, minimum and maximum allocated space for the tapes in the group
• The total number of files on the tapes (with average, minimum, and maximum values)
• The total number of opens for all the tapes in the group (with average, minimum, and maximum values)
• The total number of tape blocks on all of the tapes in the group (with average, minimum, and maximum values).

NOTE
For more information on these fields, see the Help About Object online help.

Example: Summary by SMS MC Object

In this example a table view of the summary is displayed by selecting the By SMS MC object in the Summaries folder
under the CATLMS folder in the Object Tree and clicking the cogs:
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Summary by Used MB Range Object
The Summary by Used MB Range Object shows a summary of tape MB ranges for all active tapes (that is, tapes not in
scratch status). The CATLMS catalog controls all of the tapes in the summary. The CATLMS Tape Volume records provide
input to this summary.

This summary is organized by filters defined in the Vantage parmlib data set, member FILTLMB. Update member
FILTLMB to use the groupings in effect at your site.

For each group or MB range (as defined in FILTLMB), this object creates one summary record that contains the following:

• The group name
• The number of tapes in the group
• The percent of the total the group represents
• The total allocated MB
• The average, minimum and maximum allocated space for the tape in that group

NOTE
For more information on these fields, see the Help About Object online help.

Example: Summary by Used MB Range

In this example a table view of the summary is displayed by selecting the By Used MB Range object in the Summaries
folder under the CATLMS folder in the Object Tree and clicking the cogs:
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Summary by User Defined/Updated Field Object
The Summary by User Defined/Updated Field object displays a summary of all tapes grouped by the value in the user
defined field. The CATLMS catalog controls all of the tapes in the summary. The CATLMS Tape Volume records provide
input to this summary.

For each user defined field, this object creates one summary record containing the following information:

• The group name
• The number of tapes in the location
• The percent of the total the group represents
• The total allocated MB
• The average, minimum and maximum allocated space for the tapes in the group
• The total number of files on the tapes (with average, minimum, and maximum values)
• The total number of opens for all the tapes in the group (with average, minimum, and maximum values)
• The total number of tape blocks on all of the tapes in the group (with average, minimum, and maximum values).

NOTE
For more information on these fields, see the Help About Object online help.

Example: Summary by User Defined/Updated Field

In this example a table view of the summary is displayed by selecting the By User Defined/Updated Field object in the
Summaries folder under the CATLMS folder in the Object Tree and clicking the cogs:
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Summary Folder
Click the plus sign next to Summaries Folder to display a list of summary objects.

Volumes Object Tab
The information accessed through the Volumes object comes directly from the Volume Master File (VMF) record. Files
with the “File Sequence in Chain” set to zero are excluded from the views produced for this object.

NOTE
For more information on these fields, see the Help About Object online help.

Select a row and click Actions to see the actions available.

The following actions can be available on the Actions menu for items in the Volumes object:
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• Scratch Status -- place a tape or group of tapes into scratch status
• UnScratch Status -- remove scratch status from a tape or group of tapes
• Checkout -- check out the selected tape to a vault
• Checkin -- -cccheck in a checked-out tape volume
• Expire -- expire the selected volume
• Extend -- extend the expiration date of a volume
• View DSKTLMSV Scr -- open a new table that shows the DI-mode script for this object
• Run DSKTLMSV Scr -- run the DI-mode script associated with this object
• Configure DSKTLMSV -- configure scripts associated with this object

NOTE
This action is only available from the Windows Client.

Example: Extend Action

This example shows the dialog that displays when you select the Extend action:
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Zoom into an Object
You can work with multiple objects at the same time using zooms. A zoom is a view of another z/OS object related to the
currently displayed object. The following shows how you can zoom from the CATLMS Volumes object to the CATLMS
Files object window that displays the data set associated with a selected volume.

To zoom to another object

1. Double-click a row in the Volumes table view and a list of available zooms appears in the Zoom List dialog.
The following is an example of the Zoom List of CATLMS Volume dialog:
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To zoom from a record. Click on the item to which you want to zoom.
 

2. From the Zoom list of TLMS Volumes, double-click CATLMS Files.
The Zoom to CATLMS Files object window opens, displaying the data set associated with the selected volume in the
Volumes table. The following is an example of the of the Zoom to CATLMS Files object window:

Access TLMS Objects
You use the Windows Client to access TLMS objects. All TLMS objects are included in the TLMS folder of the Object
Tree. This folder is a sub folder found under Tape Resource Management and then Tape Management Systems.

NOTE
Before you begin, make sure that the z/OS host that you want to connect to is up-and-running. For procedures
on defining a z/OS Host, see the Vantage GMI documentation.
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To access TLMS objects

1. Click Start, Programs, CA, CA Storage Resource Manager, and select Windows Client.
The Windows Client appears. The following graphic is a sample of the Windows Client main window Menu Bar and
Toolbar:

2. Click the Host List icon

( )
in the Windows Client main windows Toolbar.
The Host List dialog opens. The following graphic is a sample of the Host List dialog:

3. Select the z/OS host that you want to connect to and click the Connect icon

.
If your user ID and password were provided in the Host Definition dialog for the
selected host, the Windows Client attempts to connect to the host. If the connection
is successful, then the connection status icon changes from the Not Connected icon

to the Connected icon

and you can skip to Step 4.
If your user ID and password were not provided in the Host Definition dialog for the selected host, then the Host Login
dialog appears and you must proceed to Step 4.
 

4. Enter a valid user ID and password in the Host Login dialog, and then click OK.
The Host Login dialog disappears.
The Windows Client attempts to connect and log on to the z/OS host. If the connection is successful,
then the connection status icon in the Host List dialog changes from the Not Connected icon

to the Connected icon
.

Vantage GMI will collect information from the z/OS host to which you have chosen to connect.
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5. Click the Object Tree icon in the Windows Client main windows Toolbar.
The Object Tree dialog appears. The following graphic is a sample of an Object Tree:

6. Click the Plus sign next to the Tape Resource Management folder.
The Tape Resource Management folder expands and displays the tape management sub folders.
 

7. Click the Plus sign next to Tape Management Systems.
The Tape Management Systems folder expands and displays the tape management system sub folders.
 

8. Click the Plus sign next to the CATLMS folder.
The TLMS objects display in the Object Tree, as shown in the following sample:
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9. Click Volumes and select View, Mode, and DI.
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10. Click the Cogs to Execute to populate Volumes table View. See the following sample populated table:
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Vantage GMI Views
Graph Views and Options
The Graph View feature displays a selected set of object data in a graph.

NOTE
For Web Client users, the Customize View Wizard in the Web Client provides Charting options. These options
allow you to create charts (graphs) of object data.

The Windows Client offers multiple graph types to present your data in various formats:

• Line
• Point
• Area-curve
• Bar
• Pie
• Doughnut
• Pyramid
• Cube

You specify the graph type and its format to obtain the kind of display you prefer. You can preview the general look of a
graph while defining its various features.

NOTE
To view certain changes immediately, select the Refresh icon

( ).

Additional Graph View Options

In addition to the Windows Client Graph View menu and toolbar options, you can also perform some quick appearance
changes to the Graph View as follows:
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• Increase or Decrease Number of Items Displayed
• Quick Gallery Option (to change graph type)
• Quick Color Option (to change graph color)
• Quick Multiple Colors Option

The following options and more options for customizing a view are available in the Windows Client View and Output
Definition option. For more information, see Standard View.

• Increase or Decrease Number of Items Displayed
When you switch the object view from Table View to Graph View by selecting the Graph icon in the bottom left corner
of the view, the Graph View displays the same number of items that were displayed in the Table View.
For example, if the Table View displayed eight rows of X records found, then the Graph View displays only those eight
items. If you want the Graph View to display more items, then switch back to the Table View and expand the window to
display more rows. Then, when you switch back to the Graph View, it displays the same number of items.
For example, if the Table View displayed eight rows and you expand the Table View to display ten rows, then when you
switch to the Graph View, it displays ten items. 
You can also use the Sort Option and the Filter Option to specify the order of the items and reduce the number of items
you want to display in the graph before switching to the Graph View.
Note: When you print a Graph View, all records (not only the ones that display in Graph View on your screen) are
included in the printout unless you specify a range in the print option.

• Quick Gallery Option to Change Graph Type
When a Graph View displays, you can use the Quick Gallery option to change the graph type. (This option is the same
as the Gallery icon option found on the Graph View toolbar; this is another method for initializing the same option.)

To use the Quick Graph Type Change option:

• – Right-click in the graph of the Graph View.
The Graph Options Menu displays.

– Select the Gallery option and a list of graph types displays.
– Select the graph type you want to change to.

The Graph View is updated and the new graph type selected displays.
• Quick Color Option to Change Graph Colors

When you switch to the Graph View, all the bars have the same color. To apply different colors to the bars, you must
first use the Quick Multiple Colors Option. Then you can right-click a particular bar and specify a color for that bar. The
following procedure assumes you have the object displayed in the Graph View and all the bars have the same color.

To use the Quick Graph Color option to specify a color:

• – Right-click on a particular item (for example a bar) in the graph.
The Graph Options Menu displays.

– Select the Multiple Colors option.
The Graph View displays and the graph items are displayed by a different color.

– Right-click on the item (for example a bar) in the graph you want to specify a color for.
The Graph Options Menu displays.

– Select the Color option.
A color chart displays.

– Select the color you want the item changed to.
The item in the Graph View displays with the color selected.

• Quick Multiple Colors Option
When you switch to the Graph View, all the bars will have the same color. To apply different colors to the bars you
can use the Quick Multiple Colors Option. Then you can right-click a particular bar and specify a color for that bar as
described in the section Quick Color Option. The following procedure assumes you have the object displayed in the
Graph View and all the bars have the same color.

To use the Multiple Colors Option:
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• – Right-click on any item (for example a bar) in the graph.
The Graph Options Menu displays.

– Select the Multiple Colors option.
The Graph View is updated with each item displayed by a different color.

NOTE
To return the Graph View so that all items use the same color, right-click an item (for example a bar) in the
graph and select the Multiple Colors option.

Standard View
In both the Windows Client and the Web Client, each standard view of object data provides options that you can use to
manipulate object information so that it is presented the way you like. Some of the more common Windows Client options
are described in this topic:

Filter Options

The Filter feature narrows the amount of object information (the number of rows) displayed in the table. The Windows
Client lists the object fields in the Filter dialog in alphabetical order by field name. The Filter dialog guides you in the
process of defining the filter expression by enabling and disabling the appropriate fields and controls at every step.

For Web Client users; the Customize View Wizard in the Web Client provides a similar filtering feature.

How Filters Work

A filter can be built from the fields of the object by combining them into Boolean expressions. You can also use
expressions that contain patterns with wildcard characters.

You can refine your filter by using the AND/OR logical operators to combine several expressions. Use parentheses to
group sub-expressions.

You can enter a filter expression directly into the text box at the bottom of the Define Filter dialog or use the typing aids in
the dialog. It is possible to edit any expression in the text box.

Observe the following:

• For more information about how filters work, select the Help icon in the Filter dialog.
• To view the effect of your filter immediately, select the Apply and Refresh Data icon.

Sort Options and Actions

The Sort feature sorts the table by the values in the columns of the table. Every object attribute (or field for z/OS) in a
table can serve as a sort key. You can use the Windows Client Sort Dialog to sort object data in both the Table View and
the Graph View.

Change the Sort Order Using the Windows Client Sort Dialog

1. Double-click the Sort Order icon in the Sort Order pane of the Sort dialog.
The Ascending Sort Order icon appears.

2. Double-click the Sort Order icon again in the Sort Order pane of the Sort dialog.
The Descending Sort Order icon appears.

NOTE
To immediately view the effect of your sort, select the Apply and Refresh Data icon.

You can sort object data by columns directly in the Table View.
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Sort the Table View by Columns in the Windows Client

1. Select the column title that you want the object data to be sorted by.
The first time the column title is clicked, the table is updated and sorted in ascending order by object data in that
column.

2. Select the column title again to change the sort to descending order.
The table is updated and sorted in descending order by object data in that column.

After you have created a Table View column sort in this manner, you may want to remove it. To remove a Table View
column sort, select the Sort icon and use the Exclude a Field option or the Exclude all the Fields option.

Statistics Options

The Windows Client Statistics Full and Totals options in the View menu let you request the total of every numeric field or
combine the totals with the average, minimum, and maximum values.

The Statistics option in the View menu of the Web Client provides a statistics and totals view of the object.

Statistics Totals Option

The Statistics Totals option provides the sum of all numeric fields.

Statistics Full Option

The Statistics Full option provides totals plus the average, minimum, and maximum values for all numeric fields.

Scale Option

The Scale option list lets you select the scale base units for displaying numerical data. The difference between requesting
K, M, G, and so on, as opposed to KB, MB, GB, and so on is that those with the appended B mean multiples of 1024,
while those without the B mean multiples of 1000. For example:

• nnK = nn(1000), nnM = nn(1000)(1000), and so on.
• nnKB = nn(1024), nnMB = nn(1024)(1024), and so on.

The Customize View Wizard in the Web Client provides a similar field scaling feature.

Scale Numeric Data Column in Windows Client

1. Select the Definitions icon on the Windows Client toolbar of the object view.
The View and Output Definition dialog displays.

2. Select the Fields option in the left navigation pane of the View and Output Definition dialog.
The Fields dialog displays.

3. Select the cell in the Scale column of the Field row for which you want to establish the scale.
A scale options list displays.

4. Select the scale you want to use.
The selected scale displays in the cell in the Scale column of the Field.

5. Select OK.
The View and Output Definition dialog closes and the object view is updated with the scales selected. The column
heading displays the scale after the heading title. For example if you selected a scale of GB for Free Bytes the column
heading title will indicate the scale is GB.

Color Code Option

The Color Code option lets you set conditions for color coding values in object Table Views.

The Customize View Wizard in the Web Client provides a row and field coloring feature.
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Follow these steps:

1. Select the Definitions icon from the toolbar of the object Table View.
The View and Output Definition dialog displays.

2. Select the Fields option in the left navigation pane of the View and Output Definition dialog.
The Fields dialog displays.

3. Select in the Color cell for a field you want to assign a background color.
The Color Coding dialog displays. The following Color Coding dialog sample shows how you can select a condition,
enter a condition value, and then select a background color for the item that meets the condition

4. Complete the Color Code dialog.
The condition, value, and color code you selected display in the Color Code dialog.

5. Select OK in the Color Code dialog.
The Color Code dialog closes and the field Color icon appears in the Color cell in the Fields dialog.

6. Select OK.
The View and Output Definition dialog closes. The object Table View appears with background of values that meet
your conditions color coded.

Open Zoom Option (Drill-Down Feature)

The Windows Client Open Zoom feature provides a list of objects that have related information. You can select an object
from the Zoom list dialog to view the related information. The Web Client provides a Zoom feature on the Object toolbar.

Follow these steps:

1. Select a row in the object Table View.
The selected row is highlighted.

2. Select the Open Zoom icon.
The Zoom list dialog appears, listing related objects.

3. Select an object in the Zoom list.
Object information in the object selected for that item appears.

New Summary Objects Options

The Windows Client Summary Designer helps you create new summary objects from any source object. You select the
method for defining the summary groups and select the fields to include in the summary object. The summary object
includes summary groups from a source object table, and then provides statistics about all the object rows that fall into
each summary group. The statistics include counts, maximum values, minimum values, average values, and totals. These
statistics are provided for each group of records and for all the records.

You can start the Windows Client Summary Designer two ways, from the object pop-up menu or from the Object view
Menu Bar.

NOTE
Currently, you cannot create or manage Summary Objects using the Web Client. You can view Summary
Objects using the Web Client.

Start Summary Designer from the Context Menu

Follow these steps:

1. Right-click on the object in the Object Tree view.
The Object pop-up menu displays.

2. Select New Summary Object in the Object pop-up menu.
The Summary Designer displays.
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Start the Summary Designer from the Menu Bar

Follow these steps:

1. Select the object in the Object Tree view.
The object view displays.

2. Select View, then New Summary Object from the object view Menu Bar.
The Summary Designer displays.

For more information about how to use the Summary Designer to create a new Summary Object, select the Help icon in
the Summary Designer dialog.

Reports Options and Actions

Customized Reports

You can customize reports with the appearance and information you want by using the Windows Client Output Report
wizard and the View and Output Definition wizard.

NOTE
The Customize Reports Wizard in the Web Client provides an output report feature you can use to create and
manage user-view object data output reports and schedules for output reports.

• Windows Client Output Report wizard
This wizard allows you to define:
– The number of records (record range) of the report.
– The report format (print, web publishing, email, PDF, HTML, XML, TXT, Excel, FTP Server, and so on).
– The destination of the report (the printer, the directory, web server, email address, FTP server ID, and so on).

• Windows Client View and Output Definition wizard
This wizard allows you to define:
– The z/OS hosts from which data is to be retrieved.
– The fields (columns) to be included in the report.
– The order of the fields (columns) displayed in the report.
– The sort, color, and scale of the data in the report.
– The layout design, contents, and record range of the report. This includes the grouping of the fields (columns)

displayed in the report (using the Grouping facility in this feature).
– The report format (print, web publishing, email, PDF, HTML, XML, TXT, Excel, FTP Server, and so on).
– The destination of the report (the printer, the directory, web server, email address, FTP server ID, and so on).

Start the Output Report Wizard in Windows Client

Follow these steps:

1. Select the object in the Object Tree view to open the object view.
2. Select File, Output Report. Or, select one of the following icons from the object window toolbar:

– Print Report
– Mail Report
– Export data into Excel
The Output Report wizard opens.

Start the View and Output Definition Wizard in Windows Client

Follow these steps:

1. Select the object in the Object Tree view.
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The object view opens.
2. Select the Definitions icon from the toolbar of the object view.

The View and Output Definition wizard opens.

You can create a report based on the Storage Groups object that contains information on the SG Name, Type, % Allo, Vol
Cnt, Capacity Bytes, Allocated Bytes, and Free Bytes. You can then sort the report by descending % Allo.

NOTE
For more information about the View and Output Definition dialog, select the Help icon in the View and Output
Definition dialog.

Multiple Output Formats

You can use the Windows Client Output Reports wizard to define output formats, number of records, and destinations of
your object view as it is currently displayed. You also have the option of using the View and Output Definition wizard to
customize reports with the appearance and information you want.

NOTE

• The Customize Reports Wizard in the Web Client provides an output report feature where you can define
output formats, schedules, and destinations of object user-view data.

• When using the Output Reports wizard in the Windows Client, the output includes all the information from
your object view as it appears in your object view at the time you generate the report. Before you generate
the report, you can use other object view options (such as filter, sort, color code, and so on) to design how
the information appears in your object view and subsequently how the report appears. The number of
records in the report depends on the settings in the Record Range page of the wizard.

Start Output Report Wizard in Windows Client

Follow these steps:

1. Select the object in the Object Tree view to open the object.
2. Select File, then Output Report from the object View menu to open the Output Report wizard. If you only want to print

a report, mail a report as an attachment, or export the object data to Excel, then simply select the corresponding report
output icon in the object window toolbar.

Produce Formatted File Using Output Report Wizard

Follow these steps:

1. Select the box next to the File (PDF, HTML, XML, TXT) option in the Destinations page of the Output Report wizard.
A check mark displays in the box next to the File (PDF, HTML, XML, TXT) option and the Define file location link is
highlighted.

2. Select the Define file location link. 
The File (Formatted Report Destinations) Destinations page opens with PDF (Adobe Acrobat) format selected.

3. Select the box next to the formats of the report you want to create. For example, select the box next to the HTML
option if you do not want to create an HTML file.
The File: field is populated with a default location dependent on the formats selected.

4. Select the Browse button next to the File: field if you want to change where the report is to be filed.
The File: field is populated with the new file location.

5. Select Perform.
The File (Formatted Report Destinations) page closes, and the file is created and filed in the location indicated. For
more information about the Output Report wizard, select the Help icon in the Output Reports wizard.
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Print Report Option

You can quickly print an object view using the Windows Client Print Report icon from the toolbar of the object view.

The Customize Reports Wizard in the Web Client provides a output report feature with output report options. You can then
print the output report as you would any report. For more information, see your Vantage documentation.

TIP

When using the Windows Client Output Report wizard, the output includes all the information from your object
view as it appears in your object view at the time you generate the report. Before you generate the report, you
can use other object view options (such as filter, sort, color code, and so on) to design how the information
appears in your object view and subsequently how the report appears. The number of records in the report
depends on the settings in the Record Range page of the Output Report wizard. You also have the option of
using the View and Output Definition wizard to customize reports with the appearance and information you want.

Follow these steps:

1. Select the object in the Object Tree view.
The object view appears.

2. Select the Print Report icon from the toolbar of the object view.
The Record Range page of the Output Report wizard displays.

3. Indicate how many rows of information you want printed.
4. If you have defined a default printer in your Windows operating system and you want the print file sent to that printer,

select the Perform button.
The Record Range page closes and the print file is sent to your default printer. You do not need to perform any more
of the following steps.

5. To indicate the printer you want the report sent to, select the Next button.
The Destinations page displays.

6. Select the Define the printer link to open the Printer page.
7. Select the down arrow at the end of the Printer field and select the printer you want the report sent to. The Printer

drop-down list includes all printers you have defined in your Windows operating system printer setup.
You can also use the Printer page to specify number of copies, page orientation, and paper size.

8. Select Perform.
The Printer page closes and the print file is sent to the printer. For more information about the Output Report wizard,
select the Help icon in the wizard.

Mail Report Option

You can email an object view report in PDF, HTML or Excel format using the Windows Client Mail Report icon from the
toolbar of the object view. The Customize Reports Wizard in the Web Client provides an email output report option.

TIP

When using the Windows Client Output Report wizard to email a report, the output includes all the information
from your object view as it appears in your object view at the time you generate the report. Before you generate
the report, you can use other object view options (such as filter, sort, color code, and so on) to design how the
information appears in your object view and subsequently how the report appears. The number of records in the
report depends on the Record Range settings. You also have the option of using the View and Output Definition
feature to customize reports with the appearance and information you want.

Follow these steps:

1. Select the object in the Object Tree view.
The object view appears.

2. Select the Mail Report icon from the toolbar of the object view.
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The Record Range page of the Output Report wizard opens.
3. Indicate how many rows of information you want included in the attachment report.
4. Select Next to open the e-Mail page. It opens with the box next to e-Mail checked and the Define mail addressee link

highlighted.
5. Select Next to open the Destinations e-Mail page.

NOTE
If you have defined a Mail to Address in the (global) Windows Client Options feature, then that defined email
address displays in the e-Mail Destination page.

6. Provide the email address, subject, body text to be included in the email, and file format of the attachment object view
report, then select Perform.
The e-Mail Destination page closes. An email is created and sent with the object view report attached. For more
information about the Output Report dialogs, select the Help icon in the Output Reports wizard.

Table Views, Options, and Actions
This section provides information related to table views and various options and actions that you can take with your data
objects:

Table View

In both the Windows Client and the Web Client, the default view of objects is the Table View. The Table View displays
object information (data) in configurable tables. You can change display characteristics (such as the width and number of
table columns, and the number of rows displayed) and characteristics that apply to specific objects, such as sort and filter
criteria. The display and object-specific characteristics determine the appearance of the table. When you save your user-
defined views of objects, you automatically save the display and object characteristics with it.

In the Windows Client, you can change the view type. For example, you can change from the Table View to the Graph
View or List View by selecting Switch to in the bottom left corner of the object window. In the Web Client, if you have
created a chart (graphic) view of object data, then the chart displays above the table.

Table View Dialog Toolbar Options

The Web Client Customize Menu provides access to the Customize View Wizard and the Customize Report Wizard.
The Customize View Wizard provides object view customize options such as: filter, sort, charting (object graphs), hide or
display columns, rename columns, and so on. You can see the table view dialog toolbar options in the following example.

The Customize Report Wizard allows you to create and manage output reports and output report schedules.
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The Windows Client Table View dialog toolbar icons can vary depending on the object being displayed. The following lists
shows a couple of the additional icons that can appear, depending on the object that is displayed:

• View Info Area Icon
Displays an information area (Info Area) window that contains information unique to the object, or other information
related to the entire object. 

NOTE

To see an explanation of the information displayed in the information area window, open the Help About
Object online help system from the toolbar.

• Input List Icon
Allows you to specify the input that creates the object. The type of input can vary from object to object. In some cases,
such as when working with Disk archive and backup data, the Input List provides the names of one or more data sets
from which the object data is extracted (that is, the Disk FILES Data Sets). In the case of the BCS Data Set Entries
object (which lists catalog entries), the Input List is a data set name or data set name pattern to be found in the system
catalogs. For other objects, the Input List is an input command to the specific product that produces the object.
In most cases, each Input List can be configured to provide system defaults. The Input List dialog allows you to
override the default values. Select Help in the Input List dialog to find out how to use the dialog. 
When the Input List consists of data set names, and GDGs are appropriate, you can enter either relative or absolute
names. You can also specify system variables and system symbols within the input list, and their active values will be
substituted.

NOTE
Because an Input List is not executed in any specific object context, you cannot use Object Related variables
for substitution.

Additional Table View Options

In addition to the Web Client menu and toolbar options, you can use the down arrow next to a column heading and sort
the object table by that column in ascending or descending order. You can also use the down arrow next to a column
heading and specify which columns you want to display or hide.

NOTE
The Web Client Customize View Wizard also provides sort and column display or hide options.

In addition to the Windows Client Table View menu and toolbar options, you can also perform some quick appearance
changes to the Table View as follows:

• Quick Find in Column
• Quick Sort on Columns
• Quick Color Code a Column
• Move the Freeze Column Line
• Return a Table View to Factory Settings

NOTE
The following Windows Client options and more options for customizing a view are available in the View and
Output Definition feature. For more information, see Standard View.

Quick Find in Column

Instead of scrolling down to a row, you can quickly find a particular item by using the Quick Find in Column option.

Follow these steps:

1. Right-click the column heading that contains the item you want to find.
The Column Options Menu displays.

2. Select the Find option in the Column Options Menu.
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The Find dialog displays.
3. Enter the item that you want to find in the Find What field. You can enter part of the item. For example, if you want to

find ABC123, then you can enter ABC, ABC1, and so on.
4. Select Find Next.

The Table View of the object is updated and the first item containing your find criteria displays. If the criterion is not
found in the column, then you receive a message advising that it is not found.

Quick Sort on Columns

You can perform quick sorts in the Table View by selecting a column heading title cell. The table will sort by that column in
descending order. Select the column heading title cell again and the table sorts by that column in ascending order.

You can also right-click a column heading and the Column Options Menu displays, enabling you to select the Sort
Ascending or Sort Descending options.

NOTE
After you have created a Table View column sort in this manner you may want to remove it. To remove a Table
View column sort, select Sort and use the Exclude a Field option or the Exclude all Fields option. For more
information, see Sort Option .

Quick Color Code a Column

You can highlight certain values in columns by color coding them when specific criteria is met. You have two options for
color coding:

• Use the Quick Color Code a Column option.
• Use the View and Output Destination - Fields option (the View and Output Destination - Fields option is described

in Color Code Option).

Follow these steps:

1. Right-click the column heading of the column you want to color code.
The Column Options Menu displays.

2. Select the Column Color Coding option in the Column Options Menu.
The Column Color Code dialog displays.

3. Select the first empty Condition cell.
A down arrow appears on the right side of the cell.

4. Select the down arrow on the right side of the cell.
The Condition options displays.

5. Select the condition you want.
The condition selected displays in the cell.

6. Select the Value cell in the same row you selected the condition. Enter the value that you want the condition applied
to.
The value displays in the cell.

7. Select the Color cell of the same row you selected the condition and entered a value. 
The Color dialog displays.

8. In the Color dialog, select the color that you want to appear as the background for the items that meet your criteria.
Select OK.
The Column Color Code dialog displays showing the condition, value, and color that you specified.

9. Select OK.
The Table View of the object displays with your color code settings.

10. Select File in the Table View menu. Select Save.
Your settings are saved.
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If you save the Table View with the column color code setting, then every time you open the object, the color codes are
applied. To remove the column color coding, display the object, right-click the column, select No Colors, and then select
OK in the Column Color Code dialog.

Observe the following:

• You can apply the color coding to the cells in the column selected or you can apply the color coding to the whole row
by selecting the Apply to Row option.

• You can apply predefined color code values by selecting the Use predefined colors button.
• You can save the column color codes you have created so that you can use them later by selecting the Store these

colors as predefined button.
• You can have multiple conditions, values, and colors to the same column. However, the Windows Client checks the

conditions sequentially until the first match occurs and it uses ANSII character sort order for the comparison (for
example: 0-9, A-Z, and a-z). If one value meets two or more conditions then the first condition is applied.
For example: You color code two conditions in the dialog such that ‘= AAAA1 Blue’ is listed first and ‘> AAAA0 Red’
is listed second in the dialog. Then the Windows Client applies the ‘= AAAA1 Blue’ condition to all AAAA1 items, and
then it applies the second condition ‘> AAAA0 Red’ to any items that meet the second condition but where the first
condition has not been applied. If the conditions are reversed in the dialog so that ‘> AAAA0 Red’ is first and ‘= AAAA1
Blue’ is listed second in the dialog, then the second condition, ‘=AAAA1 Blue’ is ignored because items with values
AAAA1 have already met the first condition and the red color coding is already applied to them.

• There are no "and" or "or" condition statements available for color coding multiple conditions, values, and colors to the
same column. Only the following conditions are available for comparison to the values you specify:
  - less than
  - less than or equal to
  - equal to 
  - greater than
  - greater than or equal to 
  - less than or greater than 
  - Range (for numerical fields only) 

Move the Freeze Column Line

You can freeze columns so that when you scroll to the right in a Table View, certain columns stay in the view. The black
vertical line separating columns is the Freeze Column Line. The following illustration shows the factory default Freeze
Column Line for the Storage Group Volumes object:
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To include the Type and Volumes columns as Freeze Columns perform the following steps:

NOTE
You can similarly include as many columns as you want as Freeze columns in any Table View of an object.

1. Select the vertical line between the SG Name and the Type columns and drag-and-drop it to the vertical line between
the Volume and the CUA1 columns.

NOTE
You must select and drag the line anywhere below the column heading portion of the line. It will not work if
you select and drag the section of the line between the column headings.

The Freeze Column Line now displays between the Volume and the CUA1 columns. 
When you now scroll to the right in the Storage Group Volumes object the SG Name, the Type and Volume columns
always display in the left columns of the view.

2. In the object view menu, select File and then Save to save your settings. 
If you save your settings, then every time you open the object the Freeze Columns line are where you saved it.
Alternatively, you can close the Table View without saving your Freeze Column Line change and the next time you
open the Table View for the object the Freeze Column Line will be where it was with the factory setting.

Return a Table View to Factory Settings

Before you return an object view to factory settings, note the following:

• By following this procedure, you erase all your settings in the view of the object, such as the Sort settings, Column
Color Coding settings, Freeze Columns settings, Filter settings, and so on.

• If you want to remove a particular setting but not all your customized settings, then open the tool option for the setting
you want to remove and remove it. The following are a few examples of how to remove particular settings:
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– To remove column color code settings, open the Color Coding dialog for the column colors you want to remove and
select No Colors.

– To remove a filter, open the Filter dialog and select Clear and then Save. For more information, see Filter Option.
– To remove your Freeze Columns settings, move the Freeze Columns line to the dividing line between the first and

second column.
– To remove column sorts, select Sort and use the Exclude a Field option or the Exclude all Fields option. For more

information, see Sort Option.

To return an object view to factory settings, perform the following steps:

1. Right-click the object in the Object Tree. 
The Object Options Menu displays. 

2. Select Return to Default Settings.
A confirmation dialog displays.

3. Select Yes.
All the changes to the object that you have previously saved are now replaced with factory default settings. You will
see this change the next time you open the object.
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Messages
These topics contain all messages that are generated by TLMS and those messages that are generated by the common
components TLMS interfaces with. These components include Common Tape System (CTS) and Gate utilities. TLMS
abend code definitions are also provided. TLMS refers to the family of products that include TLMS, CTS, and Gate.

The messages are listed in ascending order by message prefix. An explanation and a response or recommended action
for recovery accompanies each message.

A one-character severity code at the end of each message prefix aids in determining the type of condition that generated
the message. This code can be one of the following:

 Prefix Code  Meaning 
A You must perform a specific action before continuing.
D You must make a decision before continuing. That is, you must

reply to this message.
E This is an error message, as opposed to a warning or

informational message.
I This message is for informational purposes only.
P  Processing terminated for the currently running task. An operator

command is required.
W This is a warning message. Processing continues.

 

User Abend Codes
TLMS and its components issue user abend codes when processing can no longer continue. The user abends are listed
in numerical order by the abend code. Each is accompanied by an explanation of the cause.

Locating Abend Codes

The system can produce a system user dump (SYSUDUMP) when a job abends. To find the abend code, inspect the TCB
completion code. This code is usually on the first page of the dump, on the first line of the TCB control block information,
in this format:

CMP=nnsssuuu

Where:

• sss
System completion code

• uuu
User abend code in hexadecimal

If you need assistance regarding the abend, retain a printout of the dump and contact Broadcom Support.

Abend Codes

S0CB

TLMSRMUP: Error from ISAM bridge
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S0C1

TLTPMAIN: Invalid screen load

S0C9

TLMSRPTS, TLMSUPDT:

U0001

CASUHLP0: Terminate after error message.

U0002

CTSTAPER: DD statement missing

U0003

TLMSVMW3: Copy from the Primary to Secondary VMF is unsuccessful. Secondary VMF is poisoned.

TLMSVMIB: Copy from the VMF to the VMI is unsuccessful. The VMI is not complete.

U0004

CTSSYNCH: Invalid EXEC parameter field in the JCL

U0006

CTSSYNCH: Error in input control statements or in records input to the program. The errors are noted on the report that
is produced by the job.

U0010

TLTPISP3: Bad return code from TPUT

U0011

TLTPISP3: Bad return code from TGET

U0012

TLTPISP1: Terminate after error message

U0016

TLTPISP1: Terminate after error message

U0041

TLMSALOG: Unsuccessful OPEN

U0111

TLMSMAIN, TLMSINQR: CTS requested cancel
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U0122

CTSTAPER: The reply to CAT8841P or CAT8842P was C to cancel

TLMSNITT: Simulated operator request cancels with dump

U0141

TLMSALOG: Unsuccessful OPEN

U0172

TLMSVMRW: Record or I/O function failed program's validation

U0222

TLMSNITT: Simulated operator request cancels without dump

TLMSMODV: Simulated operator cancels without dump

U0241

TLMSALOG: Unsuccessful OPEN

U0341

TLMSALOG: Unsuccessful BDAM OPEN for log

U0441

Unsuccessful OPEN

U0500

TLTPCTLG: CA Dynam Catalog not found

U0541

TLMSALOG: Unsuccessful OPEN

U0888

TLMSMAIN: Caller SUPERNOVA, abend request

TLMSOCAP: Logic Error. See the accompanying message

U09xx

TLMSSECU: Security errors (xx is the SVC number)

U0990

TLMSTRGM: Requested table size too large

U0991

TLMSEXIT: Initialization or exit load errors. TLMSEXIT (exits loader) can load specified exit if exit is in:
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• TLMSMAIN - TLMSXUPD or TLMSXLAB is missing.
• TLMSTRS - TLMSXTRS is missing.
• TLMSTRS, TLMSINQR, TLMSTSO or TLMSXCMD is missing.

Ensure all modules with X in the 5th character are in the active load library or LNKLST.

U0992

TLCMDSEC: INIT or TERM parameter list error

U0999

CTSTAPER: I/O control block not found

TLMSBKUP: Bad open for ALOG

TLMSNITT: Logic error

TLMSVMRW: Bad OPEN or CLOSE for VMF. Also certain Message and Control record functions failed validation.

U1001

Issued by the CTSDEU utility. Indicates some error in the job setup. Either the ddname SYSUT1 was not found in the
TIOT or SYSUT1 pointed to a non-tape device.

U1002

Issued by the CTSDEU utility. Indicates an error in reading the JFCB for SYSUTL. The error from the JVCB macro will be
in register 15.

U1401

TLMSSVCR: SVC route code out of range (0-40).

U1402

TLMSSVCR: SVC route code in range, inactive.

U1403

TLMSSVCR: SVC call not from a valid caller.

U1404

TLMSSVCR: TLMSIPO not loadable.

U2003

Issued by the CTSDEU utility. Indicates that the program did not understand the tape label that it read.

U2004

Issued by the CTSDEU utility. Indicates that the program read an EOV label, but the ALL parameter was not specified.

U2005

Issued by the CTSDEU utility. Indicates that the program read a tape mark without having read a header label.
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U2006

Issued by the CTSDEU utility. Indicates that the program read a tape mark without having read an EOF label.

U2007

Issued by the CTSDEU utility. Indicates that an error was detected during a channel program command.

U2008

Issued by the CTSDEU utility. Indicates that an error occurred during a write to the TLC.

U2009

Issued by the CTSDEU utility. Indicates that an error occurred during the initialization of the TLC/I/O routine.

U3000

TLMSEARL: Common Components and Services EARL Service. user abend issued when TLMSEARL abends. See
Common Components and Services EARL Service documentation for details.

U3001

TLMSCSMF: SMF record type not 14 or 15.

User Abends
There are situations where processing cannot continue because of a processing problem. When such a situation is
encountered, Copycat Utility terminates processing with a user ABEND. This section lists the user ABEND codes and their
causes.

U0016 - U0204

U0016

Reason:

A file has been encountered whose block size exceeds the allowable maximum. The maximum block size is 262144 bytes
(256 KB).

U0020

Reason:

The user has specified the ERASE=YES parameter for either a TAPECOPY or a FILECOPY operation. The operation was
attempted, but the tape device failed to complete the operation. The reason code associated with this ABEND is the error
return code posted to the ECB by the EXCP process.

U0204

Reason:

The user has OUTSER and/or OUTSER2, and one or both of these volume serial numbers is not in scratch status. The
operation could not be performed. This ABEND is accompanied by the CTC5310E error message.
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CAG8 - Gate Messages
CAG8000 - CAG8099

CAG8001E
CAN NOT OBTAIN WORK AREA. BYPASSING API.

Reason:

TLMS could not obtain an internal work area.

Action:

Increase the region size for the application that received this message.

CAG8009E
ERROR xxxx INVALID RETURN CODE FROM API R15=nnnnnnnn

Reason:

The OSI specified received an invalid return code from the called API.

Action:

The OSI environment may not have been completely initialized. For assistance, contact Technical Support at http://
ca.com/support.

CAG8011E
CAN NOT OBTAIN WORK AREA. BYPASSING API.

Reason:

The Tape Management System could not obtain an internal work area required for processing a tape request.

Action:

The OSI environment may not have been completely initialized. Verify that CAS9 completed correctly and that TMSINIT
was not started before CAS9 completed. For assistance, contact Technical Support at http://ca.com/support.

CAG8018E
CONTROL NOT RECEIVED FROM AN OSIB.

Reason:

The Tape Management System intercept received control from an unexpected source. Results are unpredictable.

Action:

Contact Broadcom Support at Broadcom Support for assistance.

CAG8019E
 

ERROR xxxx INVALID RETURN CODE FROM API R15 = nnnnnnn. dddddddd.
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Reason:

OSI xxxx received return code nnnnnnnn from the Tape Management System API. The intercept is for ddname dddddddd
and the results are unpredictable.

Action:

Contact Broadcom Support at Broadcom Support for assistance.

CAG8200 - CAG8299

CAG8201E
ffffffff IS NOT A VALID FUNCTION. ABORTING!

Reason:

Requested function was not STATUS, APPLY, APPLYCHK, RESTORE,ENABLE, or DISABLE.

Action:

For assistance, contact Technical Support at http://ca.com/support.

CAG8202E
tttttttt WAS NOT FOUND. ABORTING!

Reason:

Requested OSI Table was not found. Program cannot continue.

Action:

For assistance, contact Technical Support at http://ca.com/support.

CAG8203I
ffffffff tttttttt STARTING.

Reason:

Function ffffffff is starting for OSI table tttttttt.

Action:

None. This is an informational message.

CAG8206E
tttttttt IS CORRUPTED. ffffffff INCOMPLETE!

Reason:

OSI table tttttttt contains invalid data. OSI HEADER or TERMINATOR not found where one is required. The program
cannot continue with function ffffffff.

Action:

Correct and retry.
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CAG8207I
INTERCEPTS WERE ALREADY REMOVED.

Reason:

Request was made to remove an OSI Table which is not applied. The OSI table cannot be found.

Action:

None. This is an informational message.

CAG8208I
INTERCEPTS WERE ALREADY APPLIED.

Reason:

The OSI table requested for an APPLY was found on the system, and is considered as applied.

Action:

None. This is an informational message.

CAG8209E
CRITICAL ERROR!!! ABENDING WITH U209.

Reason:

A dump is being taken and the program terminated for the reason in previous message.

Action:

Retain this dump for problem determination. For assistance, contact Technical Support at http://ca.com/support.

CAG8210E
FUNCTION NOT AVAILABLE.

Reason:

Requested function is not currently available.

Action:

For assistance, contact Technical Support at http://ca.com/support.

CAG8213E
FLAGS PARM IS INVALID. (8 CHARS O-F)

Reason:

An internal error has occurred during the installation of the OSI for the Tape Management System.

Action:

For assistance, contact Technical Support at http://ca.com/support.
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CAG8214E
UNAPPLIED OSI TABLE FOUND IN MEMORY

Reason:

An internal error has occurred during the installation of the OSI for the Tape Management System.

Action:

For assistance, contact Technical Support at http://ca.com/support.

CAG8215I
A RESTORE FUNCTION IS RECOMMENDED

Reason:

An internal error has occurred during the installation of the OSI for the Tape Management System.

Action:

For assistance, contact Technical Support at http://ca.com/support.

CAG8227I
OSI EXEC(pppppppp) DYNAMICALLY ADDED FOR xxxx

Reason:

The address of OSI routine pppppppp was dynamically provided for intercept xxxx.

These OSI routines maybe “static link edited” to the OSI tables. When they are not G8UTY will locate or load the routine
and then add its address to all the intercepts which require it.

Action:

This is an informative message.

CAG8245E
SPECIFIED OSI OR OSI TABLE NOT FOUND.

For CA 1 Users:

Reason:

For a STATUS, ENABLE, or DISABLE function, the OSI table was not found in memory or no match was found for the OSI
pattern-mask. This is normal only when a previous RESTORE function has removed the OSI table and the subsequent
STATUS function receives this message. A RESTORE of the OSI is done for batch activation or deactivation of CA 1

Action:

Review other messages issued by L0E0INIT, CAIRIM, and TMSINIT. For assistance, contact Technical Support at
Broadcom Support.

For TLMS Users:

Reason:
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For a STATUS, ENABLE, or DISABLE function, the OSI table was not found in memory or no match was found for the OSI
pattern-mask. This is normal only when a previous RESTORE function has removed the OSI table and the subsequent
STATUS function receives this message. A RESTORE of the OSI is done to remove OSIs from the system.

Action:

Review other messages issued by TLMSRIM and CAIRIM. Contact Technical Support at Broadcom Support for
assistance.

CAG8258E
VERIFICATION ERROR FOR INTERCEPT oooo.

Reason:

During OSI verification an error was detected in this OSIB. See accompanying messages.

Action:

For assistance, contact Technical Support at http://ca.com/support.

CAG8259E
PREVIOUS/NEXT ERROR FOR INTERCEPT xxxx.

Reason:

The PREVIOUS or NEXT pointer in the OSIB is not correct, where xxxx is the ID of the OSIB. This error indicates a
missing or corrupt intercept.

Action:

Stop tape processing and contact CA Support. Run G8UTY for function STATUS and ensure that DD statements
CAG8MSG and CAG8SNP are in the JCL.

CAG8260I
STATUS FOR oooo OF TABLE ttttttt.

Reason:

The status for the OSIs, selected by oooo in OSI table ttttttt, is ready for display.

Action:

None. This is an informational message.

CAG8261I
SELECTED ww, ENABLED xx, DISABLED yy, INVALID zz.

Reason:

The status of the selected OSIs. Where ww is the number of OSIs which matched the STATUS request. Of that number xx
had their DISABLE bit off and yy had their DISABLE bit on. Errors where found in zz.

Action:

None. This is an informational message.
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CAG8263I
OSI(xxxx) IS PROBABLY MISSING OR INVALID!

Reason:

This message is issued with message CAG8259E to indicate the likely results of this status. xxxx is the ID of the OSIB.
This condition may result in data loss or failure of programs doing tape I/O.

Action:

See message CAG8259E.

CAG8299I
ffffffff tttttttt COMPLETED. RC = nn

Reason:

This message indicates that function ffffffff for OSI table tttttttt has completed with a return code of nn. Where nn has the
following values:

• 00 - completed normally
• 04 - completed with a warning
• 08 - error detected before function attempted
• 12 - error detected after function attempted
• 16 - severe error cannot continue

Action:

None. This is an informational message.

CAG8700 - CAG8799

CAG8701E
INVALID FUNCTION.

Reason:

A CTS I/O program was called with an invalid function code.

Action:

Correct the function code in the calling program.

CAG8702E
IMPROPER SEQUENCE FOR THIS FUNCTION.

Reason:

The I/O module was called with a function out of sequence (for example, a GET before an OPEN).

Action:

Correct the calling program.
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CAG8703E
SPECIFIED DDNAME NOT FOUND.

Reason:

The ddname specified in a subsequent message CAG8799I was missing and is required.

Action:

If the ddname is CAG8LIB1, this indicates you have a data set name for the contents of the UA other than SYS1.LPALIB.
You must code that data set name in the CAGLIB1 DD and include the DDD in the CAIRIM procedure (CAS9) and the
TMSINIT procedure. If the ddname is CAG8LIB2, this indicates the operating system data management modules are in an
MLPA library. This MLPA library must be specified in a CAG8LIB2 DD in both the CAS9 and TMSINIT procedures.

Add the DDname to the job.

CAG8704E
DSN=....+....1....+....2....+....3....+. IS NOT DSORG=??

Reason:

The file is not the proper DSORG for this function.

Action:

Ensure the file is the same DSORG as specified in the message.

CAG8705E
OPEN CCCCCC FAILED FOR FILE.

Reason:

An attempt to open a file failed, where CCCCCC is either INPUT or OUTPUT.

Action:

Check for other messages and ensure it is a good file.

CAG8706E
MEMBER xxxxxxxx NOT FOUND ON FILE

Reason:

During an APPLY of the OSI table, the specified member (which is an operating system data management module) was
not found in the PDS pointed to by the ddname listed in the CAG8799I message. This APPLY of the OSI table can be
initiated by L0E0INIT within the CAIRIM procedure or by TMSINIT.

Action:

If you are doing an MLPA of the operating system's data management modules, you must include the CAG8LIB2 DD in
the CAIRIM and the TMSINIT procedures. Any MLPA data set must be specified in the CAG8LIB2 DD. If you have a data
set name for the contents of LPA other than SYS1.LPALIB, you must put that data set name in the CAG8LIB1 DD and
include the DD in the CAIRIM procedure and the TMSINIT procedure.

If this is not the problem, contact Technical Support at Broadcom Support for assistance. Provide them with the following
information:
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• Name of the OSI table being APPLYed
• Your operating system level
• The module name from the CAG8706E message(s)

CAG8707E
FFFFFFFF IS UNKNOWN CTL FUNCTION

Reason:

The I/O program was called with an invalid control function.

Action:

Correct the calling program.

CAG8708W
GET ISSUED AFTER EOF.

Reason:

An attempt was made to GET a record after the end-of-file.

Action:

Correct the calling program.

 

CAG8709E
MEMBER MMMMMMMM DIRECTORY UPDATE FAIL RC=123.

Reason:

An attempt was made to update member MMMMMMMM, which is a PDS. The attempt failed with the specified return
code.

Action:

Check the accompanying IBM messages. Verify that the job has write authority for the PDS and that there is enough
space in the PDS.

CAG8799I
For CA 1 Users:

FN=xx RC=xx RS=xx FB=xx DD=dsname

Reason:

During an APPLY of the OSI table, the specified function failed for the ddname listed. This APPLY of the OSI table can be
initiated by L0E0INIT within the CAIRIM procedure or by TMSINIT.

Action:

For an explanation of the function code (FN), the return code (RC), the reason code (RS), and the feedback code (FB),
see I/O Module Codes The values of these codes are in hexadecimal format. This is an informative message and is
accompanied by other CAG8 messages to help identify the error.
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For TLMS Users:

FN=xx RC=xx RS=xx FB=xx DD=ddname

Reason:

During an APPLY of the OSI table, the specified function failed for the ddname listed. This APPLY of the OSI table can be
initiated by TLMSRIM within the CAIRIM procedure.

Action:

See I/O Module Codes for an explanation of the function code (FN), the return code (RC), the reason code (RS), and
the feedback code (FB). The values of these codes are in hexadecimal format. This is an informative message and is
accompanied by other CAG8 messages to help identify the error.

CAG8800 - CAG8899

CAG8801E
INVALID FUNCTION

Reason:

A CTS I/O program was called with an invalid function code.

Action:

Correct the function code in the calling program.

CAG8802E
IMPROPER SEQUENCE FOR THIS FUNCTION.

Reason:

The I/O module was called with a function out of sequence (for example, a GET before an OPEN).

Action:

Correct the calling program.

CAG8803E
SPECIFIED DDNAME NOT FOUND.

Reason:

The DDname for the file being opened was not found for this job. See CAG8899I for DDname.

Action:

Add the DDname to the job.

CAG8804E
DSN=....+....1....+....2....+....3....+. IS NOT DSORG=??.

Reason:
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The file is not the proper DSORG for this function.

Action:

Ensure the file is the same DSORG as specified in the message.

CAG8805E
OPEN CCCCCC FAILED FOR FILE

Reason:

An attempt to OPEN a file failed, where CCCCCC is either INPUT or OUTPUT.

Action:

Check for other messages and ensure it is a good file.

CAG8806W
GET ISSUED AFTER EOF.

Reason:

An attempt was made to GET a record after the end-of-file.

Action:

Correct the calling program.

CAG8807E
FFFFFFFF IS UNKNOWN CTL FUNCTION.

Reason:

The I/O program was called with an invalid control function.

Action:

Correct the calling program.

CAG8899I
FN=xx RC=xx RS=xx FB=xx DD=ddname

Reason:

During an APPLY of the OSI table, the specified function failed for the ddname listed. This APPLY of the OSI table can be
initiated by TLMSRIM within the CAIRIM procedure.

Action:

See I/O Module Codes for an explanation of the function code (FN), the return code (RC), the reason code (RS), and
the feedback code (FB). The values of these codes are in hexadecimal format. This is an informative message and is
accompanied by other CAG8 messages to help identify the error.

CAG8900 - CAG8999
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CAG8901E
INVALID FUNCTION

Reason:

A CTS I/O program was called with an invalid function code.

Action:

Correct the function code in the calling program.

CAG8902E
IMPROPER SEQUENCE FOR THIS FUNCTION.

Reason:

The I/O module was called with a function out of sequence (for example, a GET before an OPEN).

Action:

Correct the calling program.

CAG8903E
SPECIFIED DDNAME NOT FOUND.

Reason:

The DDname for the file being opened was not found for this job. See CAG8999I for DDname.

Action:

Add the DDname to the job.

CAG8904E
DSN=....+....1....+....2....+....3....+. IS NOT DSORG=??.

Reason:

The file is not the proper DSORG for this function.

Action:

Ensure the file is the same DSORG as specified in the message.

CAG8905E
OPEN CCCCCC FAILED FOR FILE

Reason:

An attempt to OPEN a file failed, where CCCCCC is either INPUT or OUTPUT.

Action:

Check for other messages and ensure it is a good file.
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CAG8906W
GET ISSUED AFTER EOF.

Reason:

An attempt was made to GET a record after the end-of-file.

Action:

Correct the calling program.

CAG8907E
FFFFFFFF IS UNKNOWN CTL FUNCTION.

Reason:

The I/O program was called with an invalid control function.

Action:

Correct the calling program.

CAG8999I
FN=xx RC=xx RS=xx FB=xx DD=ddname

Reason:

During an APPLY of the OSI table, the specified function failed for the ddname listed. This APPLY of the OSI table can be
initiated by TLMSRIM within the CAIRIM procedure.

Action:

See I/O Module Codes for an explanation of the function code (FN), the return code (RC), the reason code (RS), and
the feedback code (FB). The values of these codes are in hexadecimal format. This is an informative message and is
accompanied by other CAG8 messages to help identify the error.

I/O Module Codes

The following lists the function codes, return codes, reason codes, and feedback codes issued by the Common Tape
System (CTS) and Dynamic OSI I/O routines which interface to IBM data services.

FUNCTION CODES

        +00   00            NOT VALID FUNCTION

        +04   04            OPEN ACCESS TO DATA

        +08   08            CLOSE ACCESS TO DATA

        +12   0C            CONTROL PROCESSING

        +16   10            GET

        +20   14            PUT

        +24   18            POINT TO RECORD BY KEY (NO I/O)

        +28   1C            NOTE RECORD BY KEY (NO I/O)

        +32   20            ADD RECORD TO DATA

        +36   24            UPDATE EXISTING RECORD

        +40   28            DELETE A RECORD

        +44   2C            LOCK ACCESS TO DATA
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        +48   30            UNLOCK ACCESS TO DATA

        +52   34            RESERVED

        +56   38            RESERVED

        +60   3C            RESERVED

        +80   40            UNIQUE I/O FUNC START AT 80 X'50'

        +84   44            UNIQUE I/O FUNC - RESERVED

        +88   48            UNIQUE I/O FUNC - RESERVED

        +92   4C            UNIQUE I/O FUNC - RESERVED

RETURN CODES

        +00   00            COMPLETED NORMALLY

        +04   04            COMPLETED WITH WARNING

        +08   08            ERROR BEFORE ATTEMPT

        +12   0C            ERROR AFTER ATTEMPT

        +16   10            CANNOT CONTINUE

REASON CODES

        +00   00            NO REASON AVAILABLE

        +04   04            BAD VALUE FOR A PARM

        +08   08            INCORRECT SEQUENCE

        +12   0C            INCORRECT STATUS

        +16   10            SPECIAL FORMAT

FEEDBACK CODES

        +00   00            NO FEED BACK

        +04   04            RELATES TO FUNCTION

        +08   08            RELATES TO FILE

        +12   0C            RELATES TO KEY

        +16   10            RELATES TO PGM LOGIC

NOTE
This information is available in the online HELP files as message identifier IOCODES.

CAT - TLMS Messages
CAT1400 - CAT1499

CAT1401E
INTERNAL ERROR - INVALID SVC ROUTE CODE

Reason:

TLMSSVCR: The TLMS SVC router has been called with an invalid route code.

Action:

The SVC abends with U1401, trapping the calling task. Dumps should be saved. Contact Broadcom Support at http://
ca.com/support for assistance.

CAT1402E
INTERNAL ERROR - SVC ROUTE CODE NOT IN USE

Reason:

TLMSSVCR: The TLMS SVC router has been called with a valid but inactive or unassigned route code.
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Action:

The SVC abends with U1402, trapping the calling task. Dumps should be saved. Contact Broadcom Support at http://
ca.com/support for assistance.

CAT1403E
INTERNAL ERROR - OPEN OR CLOSE FUNCTION CALLED FROM INVALID SOURCE

Reason:

TLMSSVCR: The TLMS SVC router has been called for OPEN or CLOSE data set/volume processing from an invalid
source.

Action:

The SVC abends with U1403, trapping the calling task. Dumps should be saved. Contact Broadcom Support at http://
ca.com/support for assistance.

CAT1404E
INTERNAL ERROR - TLMS INSTALLATION OPTION TABLE NOT AVAILABLE

Reason:

TLMSSVCR: The TLMS SVC router tried to load installation options member TLMSIPO and was unable to find a copy in
storage.

Action:

Review TLMS installation procedures. If no problem is apparent, contact Broadcom Support at http://ca.com/support for
assistance.

CAT1405E
INTERNAL ERROR - TLMS INTERCEPTS NOT AVAILABLE

Reason:

TLMSSVCR: The TLMS SVC Router received control by the FAILSAFE intercept, and found TLMS was not fully
initialized.

Action:

Check TLMS installation. Start TLC6INIT.

CAT1500 - CAT1599

CAT1505E
AUXILIARY COUNT LESS THAN 100.

Reason:

Minimum number of auxiliary records is 100. The auxiliary count is forced to 100.

Action:

Correct the control statement and rerun or accept the default.
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CAT1506E
WARNING COUNT LESS THAN 10.

Reason:

Minimum warning count allowed is 10. Count is forced to 10.

Action:

Correct the control statement and rerun or accept the default.

CAT1507E
VSN KEYWORD MISSING.

Reason:

No VSN(...... .......) was specified on a RANGE or SKIP statement.

Action:

For each RANGE and SKIP statement, specify a VSN keyword giving the beginning and ending vsn.

CAT1509E
LENGTH OF VSN IS GREATER THAN 6 CHAR.

Reason:

The beginning or ending vsn specified in the VSN keyword for either a RANGE or SKIP statement was more than 6
characters long. Tape volsers cannot exceed 6 characters.

Action:

Specify a valid volser.

CAT1511E
SKIPS NOT IN A RANGE (123456 123456).

Reason:

TLMSVMFG: A SKIP statement's beginning and ending VSNs does not fall entirely within a VSN range defined by a
RANGE statement.

Action:

Correct the SKIP statement or the RANGE statement.

CAT1512E
VSNS HAVE DIFFERENT PREFIX.

Reason:

For each RANGE or SKIP statements the volsers specified in the VSN(....) keyword must have the same characters
except for the rightmost numbers.

Action:

Ensure the volsers have the same characters to the left of the numeric data.
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CAT1513E
START VSN MISSING.

Reason:

For a RANGE or SKIP statement the VSN keyword does not contain a beginning volser. For example, VSN(,eeeeee) or
VSN().

Action:

Specify a beginning volser. If only one volser is specified it must be the beginning.

CAT1514E
UNKNOWN DENSITY.

Reason:

For a RANGE statement the DEN keyword specifies an invalid value.

Action:

Correct the DEN keyword and rerun the job.

CAT1518E
NO VALID 'RANGE' STATEMENTS.

Reason:

TLMSVMFG: There are no valid RANGE statements in the TLMSIDCK input.

Action:

Correct the input and rerun.

CAT1530E
TAPE LEN NOT NUMERIC.

Reason:

For the RANGE statement, the LEN (....) keyword contains non-numeric chars.

Action:

Correct the RANGE statement and rerun.

CAT1531E
DATE NOT NUMERIC. JULIAN nnnnn.

Reason:

For the RANGE statement, the DATE(.....) keyword contains non-numeric characters.

Action:

Correct the RANGE statement and rerun.
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CAT1539E
AUXILIARY COUNT NOT NUMERIC.

Reason:

For the RANGE statement, the AUX(.....) keyword contains non-numeric characters.

Action:

Correct the RANGE statement and rerun.

CAT1540E
WARNING COUNT NOT NUMERIC.

Reason:

For the RANGE statement, the WARNING(.....) keyword contains non-numeric characters.

Action:

Correct the RANGE statement and rerun.

CAT1541E
WARNING COUNT MUST BE < AUXILIARY COUNT.

Reason:

For the RANGE statement, the WARNING(...) keyword contains a numeric value greater than the value of the AUX
keyword.

Action:

Correct the RANGE statement and rerun.

CAT1542E
UNKNOWN ATL TYPE.

Reason:

The name specified as the first sub-parameter for the ATL keyword does not match one of those known to TLMS.

Action:

Specify a valid name for your ATL type. Select from IBM, STORTEK, SUTMYN, BOSCH, GRAU, COMPAREX, HDS,
VIBM, VSTORTEK, VSUTMYN, VTAPE and VEMC.

CAT1543E
ATL NUMBER MUST BE 1 THRU 254.

Reason:

The value specified for the second positional parameter of the ATL keyword, was not numeric or was not in the 1 thru 254
range.

Action:

Correct the value and rerun.
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CAT1544E
PARSE ERROR. UNKNOWN OR TRUNCATED FIELD

Reason:

The control statements in the TLMSIDCK member are invalid.

Action:

Ensure that the indicated control statement is correct.

CAT1545E
FATAL PARSE ERROR.

Reason:

TLMSVMFG was processing the hlq.CTAPOPTN(TLMSIDCK) member and encountered a severe parsing error in one of
the "initdeck" statements.

Action:

Correct the syntax of the control statements and rerun. For more information, see CATVMFI (TLMSIDCK) - Initialize the
Volume Master File.

CAT1600 - CAT1699

CAT1601W
*** ONE OR MORE WARNING MESSAGES PRINTED ***

Reason:

TLMSVMFU: During TLMSVMFU processing, one or more warning messages were generated. If no error messages are
generated, TLMSVMFU completes with a return code of 4.

Action:

Examine the warnings listed on the report to determine if they require further action.

CAT1602W
ORPHANED MULTI-VOLUME RECORD FOR VOLSER XXXXXX

Reason:

TLMSVMFU: During ++REORG, ++RESTORE, or ++MERGE processing, a multi-volume chaining record was
encountered that did not correspond to the volume XXXXXX displayed in the message.

Action:

Display the volume listed on the restored VMF and verify it is correct. This is generally a result of the use of
EXPDT=60001 on the volume listed and requires no further action. This message is also produced if a range of volumes
is intentionally removed during a ++RESTORE. If this is the case, verify that the volume should be removed from the
resulting VMF.
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CAT1603W
ORPHANED MULTI-DATASET RECORD FOR VOLSER XXXXXX

Reason:

TLMSVMFU: During ++REORG, ++RESTORE, or ++MERGE processing, a multi-data set chaining record was
encountered that did not correspond to volume XXXXXX displayed in the message.

Action:

Display the volume listed on the restored VMF and verify it is correct. This is generally a result of the use of
EXPDT=60001 on the volume listed and requires no further action. This message is also produced if a range of volumes
is intentionally removed during a ++RESTORE. If this is the case, verify that the volume should be removed from the
resulting VMF.

CAT1604W
ORPHANED VSN FROM BACKUP. VOLSER XXXXXX

Reason:

TLMSVMFU: During ++RESTORE processing, volume XXXXXX was encountered on the backup input data, but the
INITDECK did not specify a range containing volume XXXXXX.

Action:

If the volume was intentionally removed from the VMF, no further action is required. If the volume was omitted due to an
error in the INITDECK member, update the INITDECK member in CTAPOPTN and rerun the ++RESTORE.

CAT1605W
ORPHANED VSN FROM MERGE. VOLSER XXXXXX

Reason:

TLMSVMFU: During ++MERGE processing, volume XXXXXX was encountered on the merge input data, but the
INITDECK did not specify a range containing volume XXXXXX.

Action:

If the volume was intentionally removed from the VMF, no further action is required. If the volume was omitted due to an
error in the INITDECK member, update the INITDECK member in CTAPOPTN and rerun the ++MERGE.

CAT1607W
VOLUME CHAINING ERROR. UNCHAINED VSN XXXXXX

Reason:

TLMSVMFU: During ++RESTORE processing, TLMSVMFU encountered an error processing volume XXXXXX and was
unable to chain it correctly.

Action:

This warning is generally issued if a range of volumes was intentionally removed by the ++RESTORE process. If this is
correct, volume XXXXXX is restored as a single volume set and no further action is required. If the volume was omitted
due to an error in the INITDECK member, update the INITDECK member in CTAPOPTN and rerun the ++RESTORE. This
error may also occur if there were chaining errors in the VMF backup that was used as input to the ++RESTORE process.
If this is the cause of the warning, the chains must be manually corrected.
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CAT1610E
*** ONE OR MORE ERROR MESSAGES PRINTED ***

Reason:

TLMSVMFU: During TLMSVMFU processing, one or more error messages were generated. TLMSVMFU completes with
a return code of 8.

Action:

Examine the error messages listed on the report and perform the appropriate action to correct the error.

CAT1611E
TLMSVMIO ERROR - RC=XX,FDBK=XX,FUNC=XXXX,REASON=XX

Reason:

TLMSVMFU: During TLMSVMFU processing, the TLMSVMIO I/O module encountered an error. The RC, FDBK, FUNC,
and REASON fields identify the error.

Action:

Contact Broadcom Support at http://ca.com/support for assistance.

CAT1612E
INVALID RETURN CODE FROM SORT = RC=XX

Reason:

TLMSVMFU: the SORT Utility Program issued a non-zero return code causing TLMSVMFU processing to fail.

Action:

Verify the installation of the Sort Utility program in use. If it is correct, contact Broadcom Support at http://ca.com/support
for assistance.

CAT1613E
MERGING VMFS HAVE OVERLAPPING VSN RANGE XXXXXX

Reason:

TLMSVMFU: The input to the ++MERGE function contains the same volume in both backup and merge input files.

Action:

Remove the overlapping ranges from one of the VMFs used as input to the ++MERGE, backup the VMF and rerun the +
+MERGE.

CAT1614E
VOLUME CHAINING ERROR. ORPHANED VSN XXXXXX

Reason:

TLMSVMFU: The ++REORG, ++RESTORE, or ++MERGE function encountered an error attempting to chain a volume.
The volume XXXXXX is removed from the output VMF.
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Action:

Execute TLMSVCVS against the original VMF and correct any chaining errors. If the original VMF is not available, it may
be recovered using the ++RELOAD. After the chaining errors have been corrected, backup and rerun the restore, reorg,
or merge process.

CAT1615E
UNKNOWN FUNCTION SPECIFIED. ABORTING!

Reason:

TLMSVMFU: The function specified in the JCL PARM=parameter is invalid.

Action:

Correct the invalid function and rerun the job.

CAT1616E
ERROR PARSING TLMSIDCK INPUT. SEE JOBLOG.

Reason:

TLMSVMFU is terminating due to a parsing error in a control statement. See the JOBLOG for additional error messages.

Action:

One or more previous error messages exist. See the actions for those messages.

CAT1617E
REQUIRED DDNAME XXXXXXXX MISSING. ABORTING!

Reason:

TLMSVMFU: the required DD Statement for DDNAME XXXXXXXX was not found in the PROC/JCL.

Action:

Verify that you are executing the PROC/JCL supplied.

CAT1618E
CHAINED VOLUME NOT FOUND. VSN XXXXXX

Reason:

TLMSVMFU: The ++REORG, ++RESTORE, or ++MERGE function encountered an error attempting to create a chain.
The volume XXXXXX contained in the current chain was not found in the restored VMF.

Action:

Execute TLMSVCVS against the original VMF and correct any chaining errors. If the original VMF is not available, it may
be recovered using the ++RELOAD. After the chaining errors have been corrected, backup and rerun the restore, reorg,
or merge process.

CAT1700 - CAT1799
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CAT1701W
WARNING! TLMSTRAN HAS EXCESSIVE WAIT TIME

Reason:
TLMSTRAN: TLMSTRAN execution time has exceeded the five-minute window.

Action:
TLMSTRAN has submitted transactions to the TLMS que and is waiting for a response from CTS. If the job is swapped
out, cancel the job with a DUMP and contact Broadcom Support. A common cause of this condition is due to when a full
pack backup is running on the same pack on which the TLMS VMF is located.

CAT2100 - CAT2199

CAT2101E
NO REPORT REQUESTED

Reason:

TLMSRMFP: The SYSIN contained no report names so the job fails.

Action:

Specify any or all of the valid report names, TLMS014, TLMS015, or TLMS016.

CAT2102E
INVALID REPORT REQUESTED

Reason:

TLMSRMFP: The report name was not TLMS014, TLMS015, or TLMS016.

Action:

Correct the report name and rerun.

CAT2103E
NO LOCATION RECORDS IN RETENTION MASTER FILE

Reason:

TLMSRMFP: The RMF does not contain any location records. Therefore it is not possible to produce TLMS014 or
TLMS015 reports.

Action:

Informational message.

CAT2104E
THIS REPORT HAS PREVIOUSLY BEEN ACCEPTED

Reason:

TLMSRMFP: The report name has specified more than once in the SYSIN.
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Action:

Informational message.

CAT2105I
NO APPLICABLE DATA FOUND FOR THIS REPORT

Reason:

TLMSRMFP: There is no data in the RMF for this report. So the job fails.

Action:

Informational message.

CAT2106E
INVALID LOCATION OR STORAGE ID ll ccss IN THE VMF, VSN = vvvvvv

Reason:

TLMSRMFP: For report TLMS014 a location or cabinet/slot or boxid was found in the VMF but not in the RMF. This means
report TLMS014 will not be able to correctly indentify the available storage. Where ll is the RMF location ID, ccss is a
cabinet/slot or box ID, and vvvvvv is a volume serial number.

Action:

Update the VMF record to a location and box/ccss that is defined in the RMF.

CAT2110E
XXXXX ERROR ON VSAM FILE R15 = RRR TYPE = FFF

Reason:

TLMSRMFP: While reading the RMF a VSAM error was detected.

Action:

Contact Broadcom Support.

CAT2112E
CAIRMF DDNAME MISSING

Reason:

TLMSRMFP: The program requires the CAIRMF data set so the job fails.

Action:

Add a CAIRMF DD statement for the RMF.

CAT2113E
SYSPRINT DDNAME MISSING

Reason:
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TLMSRMFP: The program requires a DD statement for the SYSPRINT data set.

Action:

Add a SYSPRINT DD statement for the print data set.

CAT2114E
SYSIN DDNAME MISSING

Reason:

TLMSRMFP: The program requires a DD statement for the SYSIN data set.

Action:

Add a SYSIN DD statement for the program input.

CAT2115E
SYSIN CAIVMF DDNAME MISSING

Reason:

TLMSRMFP: The program requires a DD statement for the Volume Master File.

Action:

Add a CAIVMF DD statement referencing the Volume Master File.

CAT2200 - CAT2299

CAT2201I
TLMS INQUIRY ACTIVE

Reason:

TLMSCMND is active and ready to process commands.

Action:

None. This message is informational.

CAT2202I
TLMS INQUIRY SHUT DOWN BY OPERATOR COMMAND

Reason:

TLMSCMND: The online inquiry/update module was shut down by the operator and is inactive.

Action:

None. This message is informational.

CAT2203E
VMF CONTROL RECORD NOT FOUND
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Reason:

TLMSCMND: Inquiry could not locate control record.

Action:

Ensure VMF was initialized.

CAT2204E
COMMAND FUNCTION PREFIX IS INVALID

Reason:

TLMSCMND: A command was not recognized by the inquiry/update module.

Action:

See VMF Inquiry/Update Commands for valid commands.

CAT2205E
DATA SET TO BE DISPLAYED EXCEEDS 44 CHARACTERS

Reason:

TLMSCMND: The data set name exceeds the maximum length of 44 characters.

Action:

Correct the data set name and reenter command.

CAT2206E
xxx COMMAND REQUIRES PARAMETER xxxxxxxx

Reason:

TLMSCMND: Command is missing a required parameter.

Action:

Correct the command and reenter.

CAT2207E
INVALID DELIMITER

Reason:

TLMSCMND: Only a space is valid as a delimiter.

Action:

Correct the command and reenter.

CAT2208E
VOLUME SERIAL NUMBER NOT PROVIDED FOR COMMAND

Reason:
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TLMSCMND: Spaces were recognized.

Action:

Supply VSN for command.

CAT2209E
FILE NUMBER NOT NUMERIC

Reason:

TLMSCMND: A nonnumeric file sequence is invalid.

Action:

Correct the file number and reenter command.

CAT2210E
VSN SPECIFIED NOT IN VOLUME MASTER OR IS INVALID volser

Reason:

TLMSCMND: The VSN indicated by volser was not in the VMF.

Action:

Supply a valid VSN.

CAT2211E
INVALID CDS SPECIFIED FOR UPDATE

Reason:

TLMSCMND: Conflicting CDS was recognized.

Action:

Display volume (DV) and locate correct CDS. Reenter command with valid CDS.

CAT2212E
MULTI-DSN CHAIN RECORD NOT FOUND

Reason:

TLMSCMND: Possible multi-data set chain error detected.

Action:

Execute TLMSVCVS to locate errors.

CAT2213E
MULTI-VSN CHAIN RECORD NOT FOUND

Reason:

TLMSCMND: Possible multivolume chain error detected.
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Action:

Execute TLMSVCVS to locate errors.

CAT2214E
EXPECTING FILE SEQUENCE NUMBER

Reason:

TLMSCMND: A comma was encountered in a DV/DVD command without an associated file sequence number.

Action:

Supply file sequence and reenter the command.

CAT2215E
NOT PROCESSING MULTIVOLUMES, NV COMMAND INVALID

Reason:

TLMSCMND: No multivolume records available to display.

Action:

Supply the correct command and reenter.

CAT2216E
INVALID GENERATION GROUP (+)

Reason:

TLMSCMND: Cannot display a data set which has not been created.

Action:

Correct GDG and reenter DC command.

CAT2217E
FILE NUMBER DOES NOT EXIST ON VOLUME SPECIFIED

Reason:

TLMSCMND: Specified file number not on volume.

Action:

Specify valid volume/file number.

CAT2218E
INVALID SYNTAX IN COMMAND OR PARAMETER

Reason:

TLMSCMND: Unrecognizable input found after VSN.

Action:
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Correct and reenter command.

CAT2219E
VSN SPECIFIED IS NOT A MULTI-VSN DATA SET

Reason:

TLMSCMND: The command issued is only applicable to multivolume data sets.

Action:

Issue the appropriate command.

CAT2220E
MUST SPECIFY BASE RECORD WHEN ACCESSING MULTIVOLUME

Reason:

TLMSCMND: When scratching a multivolume data set, user must scratch base volume (VOLSEQ 1) VSN.

CAT2221E
A PARM VALUE IS TOO LARGE TO FIT IN FIELD

Reason:

TLMSCMND: The parameter must be truncated to fix the field, and truncation would change the value of the parameter.

Action:

Correct the value and reenter command.

CAT2222E
SYSTEM ERROR * VOLUME SEQUENCE OUT OF ORDER

Reason:

TLMSCMND: TLMS internal error.

Action:

Contact Broadcom Support at http://ca.com/support for assistance.

CAT2223E
CHAINING OF DATA SETS FAILED FROM TLMSUPDT

Reason:

TLMSCMND: TLMS internal error.

Action:

Contact Broadcom Support at http://ca.com/support for assistance.
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CAT2224E
MULTI-DATA SET DISPLAY FAILED AFTER UPDATE OCCURRED

Reason:

TLMSCMND: TLMS internal error.

Action:

Contact Broadcom Support at http://ca.com/support for assistance.

CAT2225E
INVALID DATA FOR KEYWORD x

Reason:

TLMSCMND: The data indicated by x is in error.

Action:

Reenter command with valid data.

CAT2226E
INVALID KEYWORD FOR xxx y

Reason:

TLMSCMND: xxx = UPV/UPD; y = keyword function.

Action:

See VMF Inquiry/Update Commands for valid keyword functions.

CAT2227E
DATA EXCEEDS MAXIMUM ALLOWABLE LENGTH FOR UPDATE

Reason:

TLMSCMND: Data specified for keyword function exceeds TLMS upper limit.

Action:

See the Volume Master File Inquiry and Update for data upper limit.

CAT2228E
DATA DOES NOT MEET MINIMUM REQUIREMENT FOR UPDATE

Reason:

TLMSCMND: Data for keyword function did not meet TLMS lower limit.

Action:

See Volume Master File Inquiry and Update for data lower limit.
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CAT2229E
NUMERIC DATA REQUIRED FOR KEYWORD x

Reason:

TLMSCMND: The data represented by x must be numeric.

Action:

Reenter the correct data.

CAT2230E
AUXILIARY MESSAGE nnn DOES NOT EXIST

Reason:

TLMSCMND: Action to auxiliary message failed. nnn represents the message number.

Action:

Reenter the correct message number.

CAT2231E
TRANSACTION UPDATE DID NOT TAKE PLACE *CRITICAL ERROR*

Reason:

TLMSCMND: TLMS internal error. Only VOLSEQ is valid if CHV= is specified.

Action:

Contact Broadcom Support at http://ca.com/support for assistance.

CAT2232E
FILE NOT FOUND IN THE CHAIN

Reason:

TLMSCMND: FILESEQ or CDS is required for multi-data set updates.

Action:

Reenter update with a correct FILESEQ or CDS.

CAT2233E
AUXILIARY MESSAGE 999 NOT WITHIN VALID MESSAGE RANGE

Reason:

TLMSCMND: 999 is the message number.

Action:

Reenter the command with acceptable message number.
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CAT2234E
CVOL NOT MOUNTED UNABLE TO DISPLAY DATA SET

Reason:

TLMSCMND: DC command failed.

Action:

Mount control volume and reenter the DC command.

CAT2235E
DATA SET CANNOT BE FOUND on CATALOG

Reason:

TLMSCMND: DC command failed.

Action:

Catalog the data set and reenter DC command.

CAT2236E
9999 = RETURN CODE ISSUED FROM THE LOCATE MACRO

Reason:

TLMSCMND: DC command failed. 9999 is the return code.

Action:

See the IBM SPL: Data Management for return codes.

CAT2237E
AUX MESSAGE NUMBER IS NOT NUMERIC

Reason:

TLMSCMND: Probable user error.

Action:

Correct the error and reenter command.

CAT2238E
INVALID CHARACTER FOUND IN COMMAND LINE

Reason:

TLMSCMND: Probable user error.

Action:

Correct the error and reenter command.
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CAT2239E
AUXILIARY MESSAGE 999 ALREADY EXISTS

Reason:

TLMSCMND: Probable user error. 999 is the message number.

Action:

Correct the error and reenter command.

CAT2240E
INVALID NUMBER GIVEN FOR CTIME 999999

Reason:

TLMSCMND: Probable user error. 999999 is the CTIME.

Action:

Correct the error and reenter command.

CAT2241E
INVALID SYNTAX FOR CHD - FILESEQ COMMAND

Reason:

TLMSCMND: Probable user error.

Action:

Correct the error and reenter command.

CAT2242E
INVALID DATE date

Reason:

TLMSCMND: Probable user error. date indicates the incorrect date.

Action:

Correct the error and reenter command.

CAT2243E
INVALID DELIMITER APPEARS AFTER COMMAND SYNTAX

Reason:

TLMSCMND: Probable user error.

Action:

Correct the error and reenter command.
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CAT2244E
TRANSACTION WAS NOT UPDATED DUE TO ABOVE ERROR(S)

Reason:

TLMSCMND: Warning message.

Action:

Correct the error(s) and reenter update.

CAT2245E
CHAIN VOLUME UPDATE UNSUCCESSFUL

Reason:

TLMSCMND: TLMS internal error.

Action:

Contact Broadcom Support at http://ca.com/support for assistance.

CAT2247E
PREFIX OF VSN RANGE(S) NOT EQUAL START=volser END=volser

Reason:

TLMSCMND: A bad range of volumes for cleaning or certification was specified.

Action:

Correct the range and reenter command.

CAT2248E
INVALID SYNTAX FOR CHV - VOLSEQ COMMAND

Reason:

TLMSCMND: Probable user error.

Action:

Correct the error and reenter command.

CAT2249E
UNKNOWN OR UNEXPECTED PARAMETER FOUND

Reason:

TLMSCMND: TLPARSE found a parameter which is unknown or is not valid here.

Action:

Remove or change the invalid parameter.
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CAT2250E
MUST SPECIFY BASE VSN TO ESTABLISH/BREAK CHAIN(S)

Reason:

TLMSCMND: A multivolume chain already exists for volume.

Action:

Reenter the command with another volume.

CAT2251E
INVALID VOLUME SEQUENCE NUMBER REQUESTED

Reason:

TLMSCMND: Attempted chain volume failed because of incorrect volume sequence number. Probable user error.

Action:

Correct the error and reenter the command.

CAT2252E
INVALID FILE SEQUENCE NUMBER REQUESTED

Reason:

TLMSCMND: Attempted chain data set failed because of incorrect file sequence number. Probable user error.

Action:

Correct the error and reenter the command.

CAT2253E
SERVICE INDICATOR ALREADY CONTAINS THE VALUE OF xxx

Reason:

TLMSCMND: This is typically a user error.

Action:

Correct the indicator and reenter the command.

CAT2254E
SCRATCH INDICATOR ALREADY CONTAINS THE VALUE OF xxx

Reason:

TLMSCMND: This is typically a user error.

Action:

Correct the indicator and reenter the command.
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CAT2255E
ERROR IN xxx COMMAND AT OFFSET nnn

Reason:

TLMSCMND: An error was found in the command indicated by xxx.

Action:

Correct the error and rerun.

CAT2256E
CDS IS MISSING FOR SCRATCH UPDATE

Reason:

TLMSCMND: The controlling data set (CDS) is required to scratch multi-data sets.

Action:

Supply the controlling data set number and reenter command.

CAT2257E
NOT PROCESSING MULTI-DATA SET, ND COMMAND INVALID

Reason:

TLMSCMND: Probable user error.

Action:

Supply the correct command and reenter.

CAT2258E
NO INFORMATION PENDING, MORE COMMAND IS INVALID

Reason:

TLMSCMND: Probable user error.

Action:

Supply the correct command and reenter.

CAT2259E
TRTCH INVALID FOR DENSITY = 9999

Reason:

TLMSCMND: Density of 1600/6250 and TRTCH are mutually exclusive.

Action:

Supply the correct density to update TRTCH.
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CAT2260E
NO DATA SUPPLIED FOR UPDATE(S)

Reason:

TLMSCMND: Syntax error for update command.

Action:

Supply the data for update command and reenter.

CAT2261E
INVALID KEYWORD ASSOCIATED WITH SRVSCR UPDATE

Reason:

TLMSCMND: Extraneous keywords found on scratch update.

Action:

Delete the extra keywords and reenter scratch command.

CAT2262E
VOLUME MUST BE SCRATCH TO BREAK CHAIN(S)

Reason:

TLMSCMND: Volume must be scratch to break chain.

Action:

Ensure the volume is scratch and reenter command.

CAT2263E
VOLUME MUST BE CHAINED IN ORDER TO BREAK CHAINS

Reason:

TLMSCMND: A single volume/data set does not have chain(s).

Action:

Ensure the volume is chained and reenter command.

CAT2264E
REQUEST HAS FAILED SECURITY CHECKS xxx

Reason:

TLMSCMND: The user is not authorized to issue the command indicated by xxx, and the system rejects the command.

Action:

Contact your TLMS systems programmer to determine which commands the user is authorized to use.
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CAT2265E
VSN MUST BE NON-CHAINED/SCRATCH IN ORDER TO CLEAR FIELDS

Reason:

TLMSCMND: Syntax requirement for processing command.

Action:

Ensure both the conditions are met and reenter command.

CAT2266E
INVALID DATA APPEARS IN COLUMNS 73 - 80 DATA=xxxxxxxx

Reason:

TLMSCMND: Control statement contains data in positions 73 through 80.

Action:

Blank these fields in the control statement and resubmit.

CAT2267E
INVALID CDS # ASSOCIATED WITH SCRATCH CDS=xxx

Reason:

TLMSCMND: Specified wrong CDS for multi-data set scratch.

Action:

Display the volume to locate the CDS and resubmit scratch update.

CAT2268E
INVALID AUXILIARY MESSAGE NUMBER xxx

Reason:

TLMSCMND: Auxiliary number is greater than 999.

Action:

Supply the corrected auxiliary number and resubmit.

CAT2269E
VSN volser IS PART OF A SKIPPED SEGMENT

Reason:

TLMSCMND: An attempt was made to update the service/scratch indicator of a VSN that was specified as a skipped
segment record.

Action:

Redefine the volume as an active segment through TLMSVMFU.
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CAT2270E
RANGE PROHIBITED FOR ALPHA VSN START=volser END=volser

Reason:

TLMSCMND: Invalid request for range processing.

Action:

Redefine the range and resubmit clean or certify.

CAT2271E
RANGE START VSN > END VSN START=volser END=volser

Reason:

TLMSCMND: Invalid request for range processing.

Action:

Supply a start of range which is lower than end of range.

CAT2272E
PREFIX OF VSN RANGE(S) NOT EQUAL START=xx END=xx

Reason:

TLMSCMND: For range request, prefix of volsers must be equal.

Action:

Check the prefixes and resubmit.

CAT2273E
SPECIFIED FORMAT NOT VALID

Reason:

TLMSCMND: The specified date format is invalid.

Action:

Correct the format and rerun.

CAT2274E
CRITICAL ERROR DURING COMMAND PARSE

Reason:

TLMSCMND: TLPARSE cannot proceed to parse this command

Action:

Correct the error and rerun.
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CAT2275E
CLOSING QUOTE NOT FOUND FOR PARAMETER

Reason:

TLMSCMND: Quotes must be paired or enclosed in parentheses if a quote is part of the data.

Action:

Correct the error and rerun.

CAT2276E
CLOSING */ NOT FOUND FOR COMMENT

Reason:

TLMSCMND: The format of a comment is /* ... */.

Action:

Correct the error and rerun.

CAT2277E
CLOSING PARENTHESIS NOT FOUND

Reason:

TLMSCMND: Parenthesis must be paired.

Action:

Correct the error and rerun.

CAT2278E
NESTED KEYWORDS FOUND

Reason:

TLMSCMND: Nesting keywords is not permitted, as in KWD1=KWD2 or KWD1(KWD2).

Action:

Correct the error and rerun.

CAT2279E
CAT2279E INVALID VOLUME RANGE, VALID RANGE IS LOWxxx-HIGHxx

Reason:

You specified an invalid volume range. 

The correct range format is LOWxxx-HIGHxx.

Action:

Correct the range and resubmit the range command. 
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CAT2280E
NOT PROCESSING MULTI DATA SETS, NDV COMMAND INVALID

Reason:

TLMSCMND: Multiple versions of a data set name are not being processed; therefore, the NDV command is invalid.

Action:

Enter a valid command and continue.

CAT2281D
MORE VERSIONS TO DISPLAY, ENTER NDV OR COMMAND

Reason:

TLMSCMND: Multiple versions of this data set name do exist.

Action:

Enter NDV to see the next version, or enter any other valid command.

CAT2281E
ERROR IN SCHED(n) - Reason

Reason:

TLMSCMND: An error occurred during processing of the SCHED update. The n specifies the position of the parameter in
error. Reason indicates why the update failed.

• Reason
• 'PROHIBITED BY SYSTEM OPTION'

MANUAL=NO is specified in the CTAPOPTN member TLMSIPO. This prohibits manual updates of the retention
schedule.
'INVALID TYPE'
The retention schedule type must be one of the following values, 0-9,A,B, or C.
'COUNT NOT NUMERIC'
The schedule count must be a numeric value.
'COUNT IS ZERO'
If the schedule type is '4', '5', or '8' then the count should be greater than zero.
'COUNT NOT ZERO'
If the schedule type is 'A', '1', '6', '7', or '9', the schedule count should be zero.

Action:

In the first case, change the option to MANUAL=YES if manual updates are desired. In the second case, supply a
schedule which includes the current location.

SAMPLE:  UPV VVVVVV, SCHED ( )

CAT2282E
INQR UPDATE PROHIBITED BY IPO OPTION

Reason:
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TLMSCMND: A TLMS option is set to prohibit updates from the INQR task. Since this task can be run as a z/OS started
task or a subtask of CTS, security cannot determine the USERID. This function is controlled by the UPD= subparm of the
ROUTING parm in the CTAPOPTN member TLMSIPO.

Action:

If you want to allow VMF updates from an INQR task, set UPD=YES in the ROUTING parm. Otherwise, updates to the
VMF should be made by other means.

CAT2283E
UPDATE IS NOT ALLOWED. NOT READING ACTIVE VMF

Reason:

TLMSCMND: The CLIST or JCL for this update task contains a CAIVMFI DD statement which is not allocated to the active
VMF. All TLMS updates are made through transactions and are applied to the active VMF. This message is issued when a
task reads another VMF and tries to update the active VMF.

Action:

Cause the CLIST or JCL to allocate the active VMF. Print the TLMSIPO to determine the data set name of the active VMF.

CAT2284E
SCRATCH NOT ALLOWED WHEN OWNER IS NON-BLANK

Reason:

TLMSCMND: Volumes with non-blank OWNER fields are owned and controlled by programs other than TLMS. There are
usually EDMs and have special means of scratching the volumes.

Action:

If you want to manually scratch the volume, you must change the OWNER field to blank before performing a scratch. You
must have Librarian authority or above to change an OWNER field.

CAT2286E
VMF INDEX FILE IS EMPTY

Reason:

TLMSVSIO: The requested I/O cannot be completed because the VMF index is empty.

Action:

Perform the VMF INDEX BUILD procedure and rerun the job.

CAT2287W
ATTEMPTED TO UPDATE VMF INDEX CONTROL RECORD

Reason:

TLMSVSIO: The requested key would have caused an overwrite of the control record. The request is ignored.

Action:

Correct the request.
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CAT2288E
INVALID OPEN CODE PASSED TO TLMSVSIO

Reason:

TLMSVSIO: This module handles IO for the TLMS VMF DSN index and an invalid code was received. This indicates an
internal processing error.

Action:

Contact Broadcom Support at http://ca.com/support for assistance.

CAT2289E
wwwww ERROR ON VSAM FILE R15 = xxx yyyyy = zzz

Reason:

TLMSVSIO: An error was detected accessing the VMF index.

• wwwww
Describes the access. It can be OPEN, CLOSE, GET, PUT or ERASE.

• xxx
Defines the return code in register 15.

• yyyyy
Defines the ERROR for OPEN and CLOSE, and FDBAK for PUT, GET and ERASE.

• zzz
Defines the error code or the feedback code from VSAM.

Action:

See the z/OS DFSMS Macro Instructions for Data Sets Manual. The return and reason codes are listed in the section
'VSAM Macro Return and Reason Codes'.

CAT2289T
xxxxx ERROR ON VSAM FILE R15=xxx TYPE=xxx - REBUILD VMF INDEX

Reason:

TLMSVSIO: VMF Index VSAM error. Probable VSAM file damage.

Action:

See the IBM VSAM Systems Programmer Guide.

CAT2290I
VMF INDEX DDNAME IS MISSING

Reason:

TLMSVSIO: Inquiries using the DN command were rejected because the VMF INDEX was either not installed, or the DD
statement for the index was missing.

Action:

Install the index and/or provide the DD statement.
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CAT2291D
REPLY WITH VALID INQUIRY COMMAND

Reason:

TLMSCMND: The inquiry/update feature of TLMS was started.

Action:

Reply with a valid inquiry/update command.

CAT2292D
MULTIPLE DSN(S) EXIST - REPLY ND OR COMMAND

Reason:

TLMSCMND: A DV command was entered for a volume which contained multiple data sets.

Action:

Enter an ND command if you wish to display the next data set, or enter any other valid inquiry/update command.

CAT2293D
MULTIPLE VSN(S) EXIST - REPLY NV OR COMMAND

Reason:

TLMSCMND: A DV command was entered for a volume which is part of a multivolume data set.

Action:

Enter an NV command if you wish to display the next volume, or enter any other valid inquiry/update command.

CAT2294D
MULTIPLE DSN(S)/VSN(S) EXIST REPLY ND, NV, OR COMMAND

Reason:

TLMSCMND: A DV command was entered for a volume which contains multiple data sets on multiple volumes.

Action:

Enter an NV command if you wish to display the next volume, an ND command if you wish to display the next data set, or
enter any other valid inquiry/update command.

CAT2295D
MORE INFORMATION PENDING - REPLY MORE OR COMMAND

Reason:

TLMSCMND: A command was entered which generated more data than fits on the display console.

Action:

Reply with the keyword MORE to display the remaining information.
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CAT2296D
MORE VERSIONS TO DISPLAY, ENTER NDV OR COMMAND

Reason:

TLMSCMND: Multiple versions of this data set name do exist.

Action:

Enter the NDV to see the next version, or enter any other valid command.

CAT2296E
OPEN ERROR ON VMF CONVERSION TERMINATED

Reason:

TLMSVSUT: VMF file not allocated or initialized.

Action:

Initialize the VMF or allocate the correct VMF and resubmit the job.

CAT2297E
INVALID PARAMETER SPECIFIED

Reason:

TLMSVSUT: An invalid input statement was specified.

Action:

Correct the input statement and resubmit the job.

CAT2298E
OPEN ERROR ON VMF CONVERSION TERMINATED

Reason:

TLMSVSUT: VMF file not allocated or initialized.

Action:

Initialize the VMF or allocate the correct VMF and resubmit the job.

CAT2300 - CAT2399

CAT2301E
INTERNAL ERROR - OPEN INITIALIZATION ROUTINE HAS FAILED

Reason:

TLCMDSEC: Incorrect calling sequence or wrong parameters at initialization. This is an internal error.

Action:

Contact Broadcom Support at http://ca.com/support for assistance.
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CAT2302E
INTERNAL ERROR - INSTALLATION OPTIONS WERE NOT LOADED

Reason:

TLCMDSEC: TLMS installation options module not found.

Action:

Recheck TLMS installation or ensure that the correct libraries are available to the task issuing this error message.

CAT2303E
INTERNAL ERROR - CLOSE TERMINATION ROUTINE HAS FAILED

Reason:

TLCMDSEC: Incorrect calling sequence or wrong parameters at termination. This is an internal error.

Action:

Contact Broadcom Support at http://ca.com/support for assistance.

CAT2304W
COMMAND PROCESSING ERROR - COMMAND KEYWORD NOT FOUND

Reason:

TLCMDSEC: Incorrect command keyword has been passed to routine for security processing.

Action:

Contact Broadcom Support at http://ca.com/support for assistance.

CAT2400 - CAT2499

CAT2402E
TLMS - AUXILIARY THRESHOLD REACHED *** EXPAND VMF

Reason:

TLMSVMRW CMSVMRW: Update routine required an auxiliary record for chaining data sets or volumes. An available
record was found, and the chaining was completed. This message informs the operator that the auxiliary area is nearing
its capacity of available records and appears each time an auxiliary record is required until the shortage is relieved. If the
auxiliary area is not expanded soon, message CAT2401E may occur.

Action:

Schedule for the near future a dump of the Volume Master File, by editing member TLMSIDCK in your CAI.CTAPOPTN
data set with an expanded auxiliary area (AUX=nnnnnn,WARNING=nnnnn); then, restore the VMF from the dumped
version.

CAT2404E
TLMS -- MULTI-DATA SET CHAINING STOPPED FOR VSN volser
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Reason:

TLMSVMRW: Update routine encountered an invalid chain condition for VSN volser while trying to add another data set to
the existing chain.

Action:

Contact Broadcom Support at http://ca.com/support for assistance.

CAT2405E
TLMS -- MULTIVOLUME CHAINING STOPPED FOR VSN volser

Reason:

TLMSVMRW: Update routine encountered an invalid chain condition for VSN volser while trying to add another volume to
the existing chain.

Action:

Dump/restore the Volume Master File. Perform one of the following manual actions if the problem recurs.

• Break volume chains (UPV volser,CHV=BRKCHN). This breaks all volume chains associated with the problem volume,
resulting in an initialized volume. Volume sequence, volume count, file sequence and file count are zero. Other fields
are blank.

• Establish a single volume data set to break volume chains associated with the problem volume (UPV volser,
EXPDT=60001). Volume sequence and count, and file sequence and count are 1. Other fields remain the same.

• Reestablish volume and data set chains (UPV & CHD). All data related fields should be updated if needed.

The following is an example: A multivolume data set chain is invalid.

VSN=000001 VOLSEQ=1 VOLCNT=2 FILESEQ=1 FILECNT=1
VSN=000002 VOLSEQ=2 VOLCNT=3 FILESEQ=1 FILECNT=1
VSN=000003 VOLSEQ=3 VOLCNT=3 FILESEQ=1 FILECNT=1
VSN 000001 IS CHAINED TO 000010.(INVALID CHAIN)
VSN 000002 IS CHAINED TO 000002 (BASE VOLUME=000001)
VSN 000003 IS CHAINED TO 000003 (BASE VOLUME=000001)

20 The following is one solution to the problem:

   UPV 000001,CHV=BRKCHN (CLEAR AND BREAK CHAINS)

   UPV 000002,EXPDT=60001 (SINGLE VOLUME DATA SET)

   UPV 000003,EXPDT=60001 (SINGLE VOLUME DATA SET)

   UPD 000001,DSN=PAYROLL.MASTER.SYSTEM,CDATE=81100

   UPD 000001,CTIME=15.30.00,CJOB=PAY,CSTEP=PAY01

   UPV 000001,CHV=000002,VOLSEQ=2 (CHAIN THE VOLUMES)

   UPV 000010,CHV=000002,VOLSEQ=3 (CHAIN THE VOLUMES)

   UPV 0001E0,EXPDT=60001 (SINGLE VOLUME DATA SET)

The above restored the three (3) volume data sets and released one volume (000010) from volume chains.

CAT2406E
TLMS -- CHAINING STOPPED FOR VSN volser

Reason:

TLMSVMRW: Update routine encountered invalid chain condition.
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Action:

Dump/restore the Volume Master File. Perform one of the following manual actions if the problem recurs.

• Break volume chains (UPV volser,CHV=BRKCHN). This breaks all volume chains associated with the problem volume,
resulting in an initialized volume. Volume sequence, volume count, file sequence and file count are zero. Other fields
are blank.

• Establish a single volume data set to break volume chains associated with the problem volume (UPV volser,
EXPDT=60001). Volume sequence and count, and file sequence and count are 1. Other fields remain the same.

• Reestablish volume and data set chains (UPV & CHD). All data related fields should be updated if needed.

The following is an example:

A multivolume data set chain is invalid.

   VSN=000001  VOLSEQ=1 VOLCNT=2 FILESEQ=1 FILECNT=1

   VSN=000002  VOLSEQ=2 VOLCNT=3 FILESEQ=1 FILECNT=1

   VSN=000003  VOLSEQ=3 VOLCNT=3 FILESEQ=1 FILECNT=1

   VSN 000001 IS CHAINED TO 000010.(INVALID CHAIN)

   VSN 000002 IS CHAINED TO 000002 (BASE VOLUME=000001)

   VSN 000003 IS CHAINED TO 000003 (BASE VOLUME=000001)

The following is one solution to the problem:

   UPV 000001,CHV=BRKCHN (CLEAR AND BREAK CHAINS)

   UPV 000002,EXPDT=60001 (SINGLE VOLUME DATA SET)

   UPV 000003,EXPDT=60001 (SINGLE VOLUME DATA SET)

   UPD 000001,DSN=PAYROLL.MASTER.SYSTEM,CDATE=81100

   UPD 000001,CTIME=15.30.00,CJOB=PAY,CSTEP=PAY01

   UPV 000001,CHV=000002,VOLSEQ=2 (CHAIN THE VOLUMES)

   UPV 000010,CHV=000002,VOLSEQ=3 (CHAIN THE VOLUMES)

   UPV 0001E0,EXPDT=60001 (SINGLE VOLUME DATA SET)

The above restored the three (3) volume data sets and released one volume (000010) from volume chains.

CAT2407E
TLMS -- CRITICAL CHAIN ERROR FOUND, ALL CHAINING STOPPED

Reason:

TLMSVMRW CMSVMRW: Update routine encountered a VSN with a bad volume chain and a bad data set chain. This
error can also occur if the update routine tried to use a previously allocated AUX record for chaining.

Action:

Dump and restore the Volume Master File to correct the chaining errors.

CAT2408E
t-------------------------------------------------------------------------------t

Reason:

TLMSVMRW: The VMF I/O module got an error during a read or write operation. The t----------t is the text provided by IBM
IOS for the CHECK macro.
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Action:

Take the corrective action recommended by IBM for this text.

CAT2500 - CAT2599

CAT2501E
ERROR OCCURED CREATING VSAM FILE, VSAM RC IN REG 15

Reason:

VSAM encountered an error during an I/O operation.

Action:

Reference the VSAM return code and contact Broadcom Support at http://ca.com/support for assistance.

CAT2502E
ERROR OCCURRED DURING SORT, SORT RET CODE IN REG 15

Reason:

The client-installed sort product encountered an error while sorting the entries for the VMF Index File.

Action:

Reference the appropriate sort documents (the Sort product return code is in register 15) and contact Technical
SupportBroadcom Support at http://ca.com/support for assistance.

CAT2503E
THE PARM VALUE SPECIFIED FOR SORT FILE SIZE IS TOO LARGE

Reason:

The PARM field passed to TLMSVMIX exceeds the maximum length of 13 characters.

Action:

Correct the value and rerun.

CAT2600 - CAT2699

CAT2605E
DATA SET NAME MISSING OR INVALID

Reason:

TLMSCMND: The data set name entered is either misspelled or invalid.

Action:

Enter a properly spelled data set name.
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CAT2606E
VERSION NUMBER MISSING OR INVALID

Reason:

TLMSCMND: The VER= keyword was entered, but the version number was missing or invalid.

Action:

Enter a valid version number following VER= keyword.

CAT2607E
DATA SET OR VERSION OF DATA SET NOT FOUND

Reason:

TLMSCMND: The data set name entered is either misspelled or invalid, or a version of a data set name was entered that
does not exist. .

Action:

Enter a properly spelled data set name and correct version.

CAT2800 - CAT2899

CAT2801E
BACKUP VOLUME MASTER FILE NOT PROVIDED - RUN TERMINATED

Reason:

TLMSRECV: Cannot do a backup without a backup file.

Action:

Provide the backup file and resubmit the job.

CAT2802E
NO TRANSACTIONS SUBSEQUENT TO THE BACKUP WERE PROVIDED - RUN TERMINATED

Reason:

TLMSRECV: Current copy of Volume Master File has been restored.

Action:

None. This message is informational.

CAT2803E
SORT ERROR - RUN TERMINATED

Reason:

TLMSRECV: Internal sort error.

Action:
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Contact Broadcom Support at http://ca.com/support for assistance.

CAT2900 - CAT2999

CAT2901W
TLMS - ALTERNATE LOG FILE NEARING CAPACITY, nnnnn BLOCKS REMAINING.

Reason:

TLMSBKUP: The number of records in the TLMS Alternate Log file has exceeded the warning threshold. nnnnn is the
number of blocks remaining and indicates how many TLMS updates may still be recorded before data is lost.

Action:

Schedule a dump of the TLMS Alternate Log file as soon as possible.

CAT2902E
TLMS - ALTERNATE LOG FILE FULL, RECOVERY DATA LOST.

Reason:

TLMSBKUP: No available space left in the TLMS Alternate Log file to record TLMS updates.

Action:

Dump the TLMS Alternate Log file immediately.

CAT2903W
TLMS - ALTERNATE LOG FILE FULL, RUN BACKUP IMMEDIATELY

Reason:

TLMSBKUP: The last available record in the Alternate Log file has been used. Subsequent updates receive message
CAT2902E.

Action:

Dump the TLMS Alternate Log file immediately.

CAT2904E
TLMS - UNABLE TO OPEN TLMSALOG, TERMINATING

Reason:

TLMSBKUP: The open of the TLMSALOG DD statement failed.

Action:

Verify the DD exists, and is pointing to an initialized Alternate Log file. TLMSALOG is required when the
RECOVRY=ALTLOG system option is selected (member TLMSIPO of CAI.CTAPOPTN).

CAT2905E
TLMS - RECOVERY RECORD REJECTED BY SMF, R15=rc
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Reason:

TLMSBKUP: SMFWTM macro returned a nonzero return code when TLMS tried to write to the SMF data set.

Action:

Check the SMF manual for your operating system to determine the condition that caused the error. The return code (R15=
rc ) is supplied in the message.

CAT3300 - CAT3399

CAT3302E
EXEC PARM NOT NUMERIC

Reason:

TLMSRMFE: Values in the PARM on the EXEC statement must be numeric.

Action:

Correct and rerun.

CAT3303E
EXEC PARM VALUE TOO LARGE

Reason:

TLMSRMFE: The numeric values in the EXEC PARM cannot be more than six significant digits.

Action:

Use numeric PARMs of no more than six digits.

CAT3304E
NO DEFAULT RECORD IN RMF OR UPDATES

Reason:

TLMSRMFE: The update of the RMF must include a default retention rule definition.

Action:

Define a default retention rule and rerun.

CAT3305E
RMF IS IN OLD FORMAT, CAN NOT UPDATE WITH THIS PGM

Reason:

TLMSRMFE: The RMF has not been converted to the full pattern masking format. The RMF must be converted the new
pattern masking format before you can make updates with this program.

Action:

If you intend to use pattern masking retention rules, you need to backup the RMF, and then run this program with only the
CONVERT command.
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CAT3306E
UNKWNOWN COMMAND

Reason:

TLMSRMFE: SYSIN contains a value that is not a valid command. The commands are CONVERT, INIT, ADDRTN,
ADDLOC, DELRTN, and DELLOC. One of these must be the first value in a statement.

Action:

Correct and rerun

CAT3307I
NO UPDATES DUE TO ERRORS

Reason:

TLMSRMFE: This message is informing you that none of the updates in this run will be performed because some errors
were detected.

Action:

Look for prior error messages and make the needed correction.

CAT3308I
END OF RMF UPDATE REPORT RC = xx

Reason:

TLMSRMFE: This message indicates the end of report TLMS054. The XX is the return code for the RMF update. If the
return code is greater than four, the update failed and the RMF was not changed.

Action:

Informational message.

CAT3309E
ERROR UPDATING RMF

Reason:

TLMSRMFE: There was an error performing update commands which had been validated. This may indicate a problem
with the RMF and not the current updates. .

Action:

Have this information available if requested by Customer Support. Contact Customer Support at http://ca.com/support for
assistance.

CAT3310I
RMF INITIALIZATION STARTED

Reason:

TLMSRMFE: The INIT command has been accepted and the initialization process has started.
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Action:

Informational message.

CAT3311I
INITIALIZATION COMPLETE

Reason:

TLMSRMFE: The initialization process is complete and the RMF is ready for pattern masking updates. Remember the first
update run should include a definition for a default retention rule.

Action:

Informational message.

CAT3312I
RMF CONVERSION STARTED

Reason:

TLMSRMFE: The CONVERT command has been accepted and the conversion process has started.

Action:

Informational message.

CAT3313I
RMF CONVERSION COMPLETE

Reason:

TLMSRMFE: The RMF conversion process is complete. If no errors were reported, the RMF is now ready for updates via
CATRMFE.

Action:

Informational message.

CAT3314E
INIT MUST BE THE ONLY STATEMENT IN SYSIN

Reason:

TLMSRMFE: An INIT command was found in SYSIN after one or more update commands. The INIT should be the only
command in a run.

Action:

If you intended to initialize the RMF, that command must be run alone in the job. If you did not intend to initialize the RMF,
then remove this command.

CAT3315E
CONVERT MUST BE THE ONLY STATEMENT IN SYSIN
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Reason:

TLMSRMFE: A CONVERT command was found in SYSIN after one or more update commands. The CONVERT should
be the only command in a run.

Action:

If you intended to convert the RMF, that command must be run alone in the job. If you did not intend to convert the RMF,
then remove this command.

CAT3318I
RMF UPDATES STARTED

Reason:

TLMSRMFE: One or more updated commands have been accepted and verified. The actual process of updating the RMF
is starting.

Action:

Informational message.

CAT3319I
RMF UPDATES COMPLETE

Reason:

TLMSRMFE: The RMF update process is complete. If no errors messages are present, your updates are now on the
RMF. If you are using Real-Time Retention, you must run a REINIT for the new rules to apply.

Action:

Informational message.

CAT3320E
DSN(.) KEYWORD IS BLANK OR OMITTED

Reason:

TLMSRMFE: A non-blank DSN value is required for ADDRTN and DELRTN commands.

Action:

Specify a valid DSN keyword.

CAT3321E
OWNER(.) KEYWORD IS BLANK OR OMITTED

Reason:

TLMSRMFE: A non-blank OWNER value is required for ADDRTN and DELRTN commands.

Action:

Specify a valid OWNER keyword.
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CAT3322E
RTN(.) KEYWORD IS BLANK OR OMITTED

Reason:

TLMSRMFE: The RTN keyword is required for the ADDRTN command. It must contain form one to six retention rules
separated by blanks or commas.

Action:

Specify a valid RTN keyword and retention rules.

CAT3323E
VER(.) KEYWORD IS NOT NUMBERIC

Reason:

TLMSRMFE: The VER keyword requires a one to four digit version number.

Action:

Correct and rerun.

CAT3324E
DSN(.) NOT A VALID PATTERN MASK ]

Reason:

TLMSRMFE: The DSN value must be a “MVSFILE” object as defined in CTSPMTST - Validating Pattern Definitions.

Action:

Correct and rerun.

CAT3325E
JOB(.) NOT A VALID PATTERN MASK

Reason:

TLMSRMFE: The JOB value must be a “MVSJOB” object as defined in CTSPMTST - Validating Pattern Definitions.

Action:

Correct and rerun.

CAT3326E
PARSE ERROR IN RTN(.) KEYWORD

Reason:

TLMSRMFE: The value specified in the RTN keyword, does not meet the rules of the common tape parsing module. You
should have one to six retention rules separated by blanks or commas. A retention rule is in the form of tllcccc. See Tape
Retention Selection Records (TLMS016) for the values of the tllcccc.

Action:

Correct and rerun.
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CAT3327E
PARSE ERROR IN CABLIST(.) KEYWORD

Reason:

TLMSRMFE: The value specified in the CABLIST keyword, does not meet the rules of the common tape parsing module.
You should have one to fourteen cabinet definitions separated by blanks or commas. A cabinet definition is in the form of
ccnn.

More information about defining cabinet storage is available in Location Control Statements.

Action:

Correct and rerun.

CAT3328E
PARSE ERROR IN BOXLIST(.) KEYWORD

Reason:

TLMSRMFE: The value specified in the BOXLIST keyword, does not meet the rules of the common tape parsing module.
You should have one to ten box definitions separated by blanks or commas. A box definition is in the form of bbbbnn. See
CATRMFE - Update Pattern Masked RMF for the values of the bbbbnn.

Action:

Correct and rerun.

CAT3330E
ID(.) KEYWORD IS BLANK OR OMITTED

Reason:

TLMSRMFE: The ID value for ADDLOC or DELLOC commands must be a two character alphanumeric value.

Action:

Correct and rerun.

CAT3332E
CABLIST(.) KEYWORD IS BLANK

Reason:

TLMSRMFE: The CABLIST keyword must contain one or more cabinet definitions.

Action:

See CATRMFE - Update Pattern Masked RMF for the description of cabinet definitions.

CAT3333E
CABLIST AND BOXLIST ARE MUTALLY EXCLUSIVE

Reason:
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TLMSRMFE: A location can be either a cabinet location or a box location. The type is determined by specifying either a
BOXLIST of a CABLIST. You can not specify both CABLIST and BOXLIST because the location must be one or the other.

Action:

Determine whether the location should be a box or a cabinet location. If the physical location contains both, it must be
defined as two logical locations.

CAT3334E
ID(.) IS NOT ALPHAUNMERIC

Reason:

TLMSRMFE: The ID of the ADDLOC and DELLOC commands must be two alphanumeric characters.

Action:

Correct and rerun.

CAT3335E
DUPLICATE CABINET DEFINED FOR THIS LOCATION

Reason:

TLMSRMFE: The CABLIST contains two or more cabinet definitions with the same two characters ID. The cabinet IDs
must be unique within a location.

Action:

Look through the CABLIST keywords and remove one of the cabinet definitions or specify the correct cabinet ID.

CAT3336E
DUPLICATE BOX DEFINED FOR THIS LOCATION

Reason:

TLMSRMFE: The BOXLIST contains two or more box definitions with the same two characters ID. The box IDs must be
unique within a location.

Action:

Look through the BOXLIST keywords and remove one of the box definitions or specify the correct box ID.

CAT3338E
CABINET TABLE IS FULL

Reason:

TLMSRMFE: As each ADDLOC command is verified, the cabinets within CABLIST keywords are placed in a cabinet
table. This table will contain the cabinets defined by all the CABLIST keywords for the command. The current table size is
not large enough to hold all the cabinets defined in this command.

Action:

Override the size of the cabinet table by changing the third parameter in the EXEC PARM=(,,nnnnnn). This value should
be larger than the maximum number of cabinets defined in any one ADDLOC command.
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CAT3339E
BOX TABLE IS FULL

Reason:

TLMSRMFE: As each ADDLOC command is verified, the boxes within BOXLIST keywords are placed into a box table.
This table will contain the boxes defined by all the BOXLIST keywords for the command. The current table size is not
large enough to hold all the boxes defined in this command.

Action:

Override the size of the box table by changing the forth parameter in the EXEC PARM=(,,,nnnnnn). This value should be
larger than the maximum number of boxes defined in any one ADDLOC command.

CAT3340E
tllcccc - RTN TYPE NOT VALID FOR BOX CONTROL

Reason:

TLMSRMFE: In the retention rule tllcccc the type t is not one that allowed for retention of a box. Only retention types 2, 5,
7, and B are allowed for box locations.

Action:

Select one of the valid retention types for this location.

CAT3341E
tllcccc - FIRST RTN LOC MUST BE THE DATA CENTER

Reason:

TLMSRMFE: The first location in the retention rule tllcccc the location ll is not the ID for the data center location. All
retention schedules must start at the data center, since this is where the tape is created.

Action:

Change the RTN keyword so that the data center ID is the first location.

CAT3342E
tllcccc - TYPE NOT ALLOWED AT FIRST LOC WITH VER(.)

Reason:

TLMSRMFE: For retention rule tllcccc the type t is not valid with the keyword VER(.) specified. Retention types 4, 7, and 9
are not valid with versions.

Action:

Select another retention type or remove the VER(.) keyword.

CAT3343E
tllcccc - TYPE ONLY VALID IN DATA CENTER

Reason:
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TLMSRMFE: For retention rule tllcccc type t is only valid in the data center.

Action:

Select another retention type for location ll.

CAT3344E
tllcccc - TYPE MUST HAVE BLANK/ZERO COUNT

Reason:

TLMSRMFE: For type t of retention rule tllcccc, the count field cccc must always be blank or zero.

Action:

Correct and rerun.

CAT3345E
tllcccc - TYPE ONLY VALID FOR LAST RTN LOC

Reason:

TLMSRMFE: Type t of retention rule tllcccc is only valid in the last position of a retention schedule.

Action:

Select another retention type or make this the last retention rule.

CAT3346E
tllcccc - TYPE CANNOT HAVE ZERO COUNT

Reason:

TLMSRMFE: Type t of retention rule tllcccc must have a non-zero count. Retention types 4, 5, and 8 require count field to
be valid.

Action:

Add a count field or select another retention type.

CAT3363E
CONVERSION TABLE IS FULL

Reason:

TLMSRMFE: During the conversion of the RMF from the old record format to the new format the RMF is read sequentially
and the record keys are placed in a conversion table. The number of records in the RMF has exceeded the default
number of entries in the table.

Action:

Change the override value in the EXEC PARM to equal or exceed the number of retention records in the RMF. The
override for the conversion table is the first parameter in the PARM.
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CAT3364E
UPDATE TABLE IS FULL

Reason:

TLMSRMFE: After each update statement is verified is placed in an update table. After all the update statements are
verified, the RMF is updated from entries in the update table. The update became full before all of the update statements
were verified.

Action:

Override the number of entries in the update table to exceed the number of updates in this run. Change the second value
in the EXEC PARM to override the update table size.

CAT3368E
ACTIVE LOCATION TABLE IS FULL

Reason:

TLMSRMFE: While verifying the update statements TLMSRMFE creates and maintains a table of all the active locations
in the RMF. The number of locations allowed has been exceeded.

Action:

Override the number of entries allowed in the active location table. Change the fifth value in the EXEC PARM to override
the active locations table.

CAT3369E
DUPLICATE FUNCTION AND KEY IN THIS RUN

Reason:

TLMSRMFE: Two are more update statements in this run have the same function and key. For retention rules, the function
is either ADDRTN or DELRTN and the key is the DSN and JOB values. For locations, the function is either ADDLOC or
DELLOC and the key is the ID value. The rest of the values may differ between the statements.

Action:

Either remove one of the statements or change the key.

CAT3370E
tllcccc - RTN TYPE NOT VAILD

Reason:

TLMSRMFE: The type t of the retention rule tllcccc is not valid. It must be 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, A, B, or C.

Action:

Select one valid retention types.

CAT3371E
tllcccc - RTN COUNT IS NOT NUMERIC

Reason:
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TLMSRMFE: The cccc of retention rule tllcccc is not numeric.

Action:

Correct and rerun.

CAT3372E
tllccccc - RTN LOC NOT ALPHANUMERIC

Reason:

TLMSRMFE: The ll of retention rule tllcccc must be two alphanumeric characters.

Action:

Correct and rerun.

CAT3375E
tllcccc - RTN ENTRY TOO LONG

Reason:

TLMSRMFE: The retention rule starting with tllcccc is longer than seven characters.

Action:

Correct and rerun.

CAT3376E
tllcccc - RTN LOCATION NOT IN RMF

Reason:

TLMSRMFE: The ll of the retention entry tllcccc was not found in the RMF.

Action:

Change the ll to the ID of a location in the RMF or include an ADDLOC to define the ll during this run.

CAT3377E
tllcccc - TYPE SHOULD ONLY IN SCHEDULE ONCE

Reason:

TLMSRMFE: The type t in retention rule tllcccc is specified in more than one rule in the retention schedule. Types 1, 2, 3,
A, B, and C can only appear once in a retention schedule.

Action:

Change one of the retention types or remove one of the rules.

CAT3380E
ccnn - CABINET NOT ALPHANUMERIC

Reason:
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TLMSRMFE: The cc of the cabinet definition is not a two character alphanumeric value.

Action:

Correct and rerun.

CAT3381E
ccnn - CABINET SLOTS NOT NUMERIC

Reason:

TLMSRMFE: The nn of the cabinet definition is not a two character numeric value.

Action:

Correct and rerun.

CAT3382E
bbbbnn - BOX NOT ALPHANUMERIC

Reason:

TLMSRMFE: The bbbb of the box definition is not a four character alphanumeric value.

Action:

Correct and rerun.

CAT3383E
bbbbnn - BOX SLOTS NOT NUMERIC

Reason:

TLMSRMFE: The nn of the box definition is not a two digit numeric value for the number of slots within the box.

Action:

Correct and rerun.

CAT3385E
IF LOC NOT DATA CENTER THEN BOXLIST MUST BE EMPTY

Reason:

TLMSRMFE: Boxes can only be defined at the data center so all other box locations must specify an empty box list.

Action:

Specify BOXLIST().

CAT3386E
IF LOC IS DATA CENTER THEN BOXLIST CANNOT BE EMPTY

Reason:

TLMSRMFE: Boxes can only be defined at the data center so the BOXLIST(.) at the data center cannot be empty.
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Action:

If there are other box locations in the RMF, specify a BOXLIST that defines one or more boxes. Otherwise, remove the
BOXLIST keyword.

CAT3390E
RECORD FOR ADDRTN IS ALREADY IN THE RMF

Reason:

TLMSRMFE: A record with the same key as this ADDRTN is already in the RMF.

Action:

If the key information in the ADDRTN command is correct, the record is in the RMF and you don't need to add it. If you
wish to change the RMF record, you must delete it with a DELRTN command then add the changed version with an
ADDRTN.

CAT3391E
RECORD FOR DELRTN IS NOT IN THE RMF

Reason:

TLMSRMFE: No record with the same key as in the DELRTN exist in the RMF.

Action:

If the key information in the command is correct, you do not need the DELRTN. Otherwise correct the DSN and/or JOB
keywords and rerun.

CAT3392E
OWNER IN DELRTN DOES NOT MATCH OWNER IN RMF

Reason:

TLMSRMFE: To protect against accidental deletion of retention records, the OWN(..) value in a DELRTN must match the
value in the RMF.

Action:

Correct the OWN(...) keyword and reran. You can run a CATRMFP for the TLMS016 to determine the owner value.

CAT3393E
RECORD FOR ADDLOC IS ALREADY IN THE RMF

Reason:

TLMSRMFE: A record with the same ID is already in the RMF.

Action:

If the ID(..) value is correct, you do not need to add this location. If you wish to change the information is the location
record, you must delete it with a DELLOC command and the add it with an ADDLOC command.
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CAT3394E
RECORD FOR DELLOC IS NOT IN THE RMF

Action:

TLMSRMFE: No record with the same ID as the DELLOC command exist in the RMF.

Reason:

If the ID information is correct, you do not need the DELLOC. Otherwise, change the ID and rerun.

CAT3395E
nnnnn ERROR FOR THE RMF R15 = ccc sssss = bbb

Reason:

TLMSRMFE: An I/O error occurred attempting to access the RMF.

• nnnnn is the I/O function attempted
• ccc is the return code
• sssss is the field name
• bbb is the feedback code

Action:

For more information see message CAT3397I which follows this message. Have this information available if requested by
Customer Support. Contact Customer Support at http://ca.com/support for assistance.

CAT3396E
END-OF-FILE DURING STATEMENT CONTINUATION

Reason:

TLMSRMFE: The last command in the SYSIN had continuation turned on.

Action:

If the last command is complete, then remove the continuation. Otherwise, complete the last command and rerun.

CAT3397I
KEY(...................................................)

Reason:

TLMSRMFE: This message shows the information from the key of a failing command.

Action:

Informational message.

CAT3398E
PROGRAM ABORTED BECAUSE IT CAN NOT LOGICALLY CONTINUE

Reason:

TLMSRMFE: Previous errors make it impossible to continue processing.
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Action:

Review all previous errors and correct them.

CAT4100 - CAT4199

CAT4101E
NO INPUT CARDS

Reason:

TLMSALOG: No input statements were supplied by the user.

Action:

Supply the input statements and resubmit the job.

CAT4102E
BLOCKS = NOT FOUND IN COLUMN 16

Reason:

TLMSALOG: Position 16 must specify BLOCKS=value, where value is the number of records which determines the
capacity of the history file.

Action:

Supply a value for BLOCKS and resubmit the job.

CAT4103E
WARNING = NOT FOUND

Reason:

TLMSALOG: Immediately following BLOCKS=value1, and separated by a comma, must be WARNING=value2, where
value2 is the number of records at which overflow messages prints on the main console. The WARNING value must be
less than the BLOCKS value.

Action:

Supply a value for WARNING that is less than the value supplied for BLOCKS.

CAT4104E
INVALID CARD IN INPUT

Reason:

TLMSALOG: An invalid control statement was read and rejected, and the next statement was read.

Action:

Correct the invalid statement and resubmit the job.
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CAT4105E
WARNING COUNT VALUE ERROR

Reason:

TLMSALOG: The WARNING value is either nonnumeric or is greater than the BLOCKS value.

Action:

Correct the WARNING value and rerun the job.

CAT4106E
BLOCK COUNT VALUE ERROR

Reason:

TLMSALOG: The BLOCKS value is nonnumeric, causing the job to terminate.

Action:

Correct the BLOCKS value and rerun the job.

CAT4107E
NO RECORDS IN ALOG

Reason:

TLMSALOG: Probably due to processing errors or invalid input statements; no records were created in the ALOG
(CAIALOG).

Action:

Determine the cause of the invalid ALOG, correct and resubmit the job.

CAT4500 - CAT4599

CAT4501E
INVALID TLMS RETENTION RUN DATE CARD

Reason:

TLMSTRS: The TLMS retention run date statement is invalid. Retention processing terminates.

Action:

Correct the retention run date statement and rerun the job. See Retention Control Statements for the correct format.

CAT4502E
NO RECORDS ON TLMS VOLUME MASTER FILE

Reason:

TLMSTRS: No records can be located; the TLMS Volume Master File is in error. Retention processing terminates.

Action:
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Contact Broadcom Support at http://ca.com/support for assistance.

CAT4503E
NO CONTROL RECORD ON TLMS VOLUME MASTER FILE

Reason:

TLMSTRS: No control record can be located; the TLMS Volume Master File is in error. Retention processing terminates.

Action:

Contact Broadcom Support at http://ca.com/support for assistance.

CAT4504E
NO BASE RECORDS ON TLMS VOLUME MASTER FILE

Reason:

TLMSTRS: No base records can be located; the TLMS Volume Master File is in error. Retention processing terminates.

Action:

Contact Broadcom Support at http://ca.com/support for assistance.

CAT4505E
NO RECORDS ON TLMS RETENTION MASTER FILE

Reason:

TLMSTRS: No records can be located; the TLMS Retention Master File is in error. Retention processing terminates.

Action:

Contact Broadcom Support at http://ca.com/support for assistance.

CAT4506E
NO LOCATION RECORDS TLMS RETENTION MASTER FILE

Reason:

TLMSTRS: No location records can be located; the TLMS Retention Master File is in error. Retention processing
terminates.

Action:

Contact Broadcom Support at http://ca.com/support for assistance.

CAT4507E
NO VOLUME MASTER RECORDS SELECTED FOR RETENTION

Reason:

TLMSTRS: No records were selected for retention processing.

Action:
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None. This message is informational.

CAT4508I
NO VOLUMES QUALIFY FOR MOVEMENT OR SCRATCH

Reason:

TLMSTRS: None of the selected master volumes qualifies for movement or scratching.

Action:

None. This message is informational.

CAT4509E
RETENTION RUN DATE IS LESS THAN CREATION DATE

Reason:

TLMSTRS: The retention run date is less than the creation date of the specified VSN. Retention on this volume is
bypassed. Retention processing continues.

Action:

Correct the creation date, change the retention run date, or wait until the run date is equal to or greater than the creation
date.

CAT4510E
LOC OF MULTIVOLUME NOT = LOC OF BASE VOLUME

Reason:

TLMSTRS: The location ID of the multivolume specified is not equal to the location ID of the base volume. Retention
processing continues.

Action:

Correct the location ID for the specified volume in the Volume Master File.

CAT4511E
INVALID RETENTION TYPE OF N

Reason:

TLMSTRS: An invalid retention type (N) was specified in the retention record. Retention is bypassed for all data sets
under the qualifier given. Retention processing continues.

Action:

Correct the retention type in the TLMS Retention Master File and rerun the job, if desired.

CAT4512E
DEFAULT RECORD NOT ON RETENTION MASTER FILE

Reason:
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TLMSTRS: No default record can be located; the TLMS Retention Master File is in error. Retention processing terminates.

Action:

Contact Broadcom Support at http://ca.com/support for assistance.

CAT4513W
INVALID field DATE OF date

Reason:

TLMSTRS: An invalid Julian date was found in the field of the record. Retention processing continues.

Action:

Correct the invalid date.

CAT4514W
CVOL volser NOT MOUNTED

Reason:

TLMSTRS: CVOL volser is not mounted. Retention processing continues.

Action:

Mount CVOL and rerun the job.

CAT4515E
RETURN CODE FROM SORT NOT = TO ZEROS

Reason:

TLMSTRS: Retention processing terminates.

Action:

Reference the sort output listings for corrective action.

CAT4516E
ATTEMPTING TO FIND ALL VOLS. BASE VOL NOT FOUND

Reason:

TLMSTRS: The Tape Retention System (TRS) was attempting to find all of the volumes in the chain, but was unable to
locate the first volume in the chain.

Action:

Execute TLMSVCVS to diagnose possible chaining errors.

CAT4517E
ATTEMPTING TO FIND ALL VOLS. ERROR READING CHAIN

Reason:
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TLMSTRS: The Tape Retention System (TRS) was attempting to locate all the volumes in a chain, but was unable to
locate the first volume in the chain.

Action:

Execute TLMSVCVS to diagnose possible chaining errors.

CAT4520E
nnnn RECORD NOT FOUND

Reason:

TLMSTRS: The chained record identified in the base volume cannot be found. Retention processing continues.

Action:

Contact Broadcom Support at http://ca.com/support for assistance.

CAT4521E
LOCATION HAS NO MORE AVAILABLE STORAGE

Reason:

TLMSTRS: All available cabinets/slots or boxes at this location have been assigned. Retention processing continues.

Action:

Add more storage, if obtainable at this location, to the location record of the Retention Master File. Rerun the job.

CAT4522E
INVALID REPORT CONTROL CARD

Reason:

TLMSTRS: The report request statement is invalid. Retention processing terminates.

Action:

Correct the report request statement and rerun the job. See Reports for the correct format and parameters.

CAT4523W
INVALID ATTEMPT AT MULTI-DATA SET CONTROL

Reason:

TLMSTRS: More than one data set is specified as the controlling data set (CDS) for a multi-data set volume.

Action:

Verify the controlling data set.

CAT4524E
INVALID RETENTION TYPE PARAMETER IN CONTROL CARD

Reason:
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TLMSTRS: The Report TLMS044 control statement is requesting a retention type other than 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8 or 9.
Retention processing terminates.

Action:

Correct the report control statement parameter and rerun the job. See Understanding Tape Retention for correct format.

CAT4525W
NO VOLUMES QUALIFY FOR RETENTION TYPE REPORT

Reason:

TLMSTRS: There are no active volumes being retained by the type(s) requested on the Report TLMS044 control
statement. Retention processing continues.

Action:

None. This message is informational.

CAT4526W
CDS=001, CONTROLLING FILE FLAG NOT = *

Reason:

TLMSTRS: Retention processing continues.

Action:

None. This message is informational.

CAT4527E
RETENTION RUN DATE > 3 DAYS ACCEPT KEYWORD REQUIRED

Reason:

TLMSTRS: The date specified on the run date control statement is greater than three days past current date; therefore,
the word ACCEPT must follow the date on the statement. Retention processing terminates.

Action:

Correct the date to be less than three days past current date, or add ACCEPT to the control statement and rerun the job.
See Understanding Tape Retention for correct format.

CAT4528E
ENTRIES TO table EXCEED MAX OF nnnnn

Reason:

TLMSTRS: The number of attempted entries to the table indicated by table is greater than the maximum allowed.
Retention processing terminates.

Action:

Rerun using the PARM field option to expand the table entries.
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CAT4529W
INVALID RETURN CODE OF rc FROM CATALOG LOCATE

Reason:

TLMSTRS: The return code rc from catalog locate is not valid. Retention processing continues.

Action:

See IBM's SPL: Data Management for an explanation of the return code.

CAT4530E
INVALID IBM EXP DATE OF date FOR RET TYPE 9

Reason:

TLMSTRS: The IBM expiration date (indicated by date) on the TLMS Volume Master File record specified is not a
special coded date and cannot be used for retention type 9. Retention for this volume is bypassed. Retention processing
continues.

Action:

Correct the expiration date on the Volume Master File, or change the retention type on the qualifier record on the
Retention Master File. Rerun the job, if desired. See the Retention Master File (RMF) for valid coded expiration dates.

CAT4531E
INVALID field = date CANNOT PERFORM RETENTION

Reason:

TLMSTRS: An invalid Julian date in field of the VSN record was detected. Retention processing continues.

Action:

Correct the invalid date and rerun the job.

CAT4532E
CDATE AND LDATE = 00000 CANNOT PERFORM RETENTION

Reason:

TLMSTRS: Both the CRE-DATE and LAST-USED-DATE of the VSN record specified are equal to zeros and retention
cannot be performed for these volumes. Retention processing continues.

Action:

Update either the CDATE or LDATE for the volume specified. Rerun the job, if desired.

CAT4533E
INVALID OR REPETITIOUS INPUT CARD

Reason:

TLMSTRS: The specified input statement is either invalid or is repetitious of a previous input statement. Retention
processing terminates.
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Action:

Correct the input statement(s) and rerun the job. See Understanding Tape Retention for the correct format and number of
statements.

CAT4534E
INVALID LOCATION-id IN VMF (NOT DEFINED RMF LOC)

Reason:

TLMSTRS: The location ID in the volume specified is not defined as a valid location in the Retention Master File.
Retention processing continues.

Action:

Correct the location ID for the volume in the Volume Master File, or add a location record for that location to the Retention
Master File. Rerun the job, if desired.

CAT4535E
INVALID LOCATION-id IN RMF-QUALIFIER RECORD

Reason:

TLMSTRS: The location ID specified for the qualifier given is not a defined location in the Retention Master File. Retention
processing continues.

Action:

Correct the location ID given in the qualifier record of the Retention Master File, or add a location record to the Retention
Master File for that location ID. Rerun the job, if desired.

CAT4536E
INVALID LOCATION-id OR BOX-ccss IN VMF RECORD

Reason:

TLMSTRS: The location ID and/or box storage specified in the Volume Master File is not defined as a location or storage
space in the Retention Master File. Retention processing continues.

Action:

Correct either the location ID or box storage in the Volume Master File, or add the location/storage definition to the
Retention Master File. Rerun the job, if desired.

CAT4537E
LOCATION-ID ON VMF NOT ON RMF QUALIFIER RECORD

LOCATION-ID ON VMF NOT ON RMF DEFAULT RECORD

LOCATION-ID ON VMF NOT DATA-CENTER-ID

Reason:

TLMSTRS: The location ID specified on the Volume Master File is not defined as one of the locations on the volume's
qualifier record (or default record) on the Retention Master File, or it is not the data center ID which is required for
expiration date default. Retention processing continues.
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Action:

Correct either the location ID on the Volume Master File, or add the location to the qualifier record or correct the default
record on the Retention Master File. Rerun the job, if desired.

CAT4538E
DUPLICATE GDG, CYCLE COUNT NOT INCREMENTED

Reason:

TLMSTRS: Identical generations of a generation data group data set were encountered. The data set is being retained
under cycle control (type code 4). All duplicates are treated as the same cycle. Duplicate versions are candidates for
manual scratching. The data set was probably created more than once, but only the most current version is reflected on
the catalog.

Action:

None. This message is informational.

CAT4540W
WARNING***DUPLICATE GENERATION OF GDG

Reason:

TLMSTRS: An identical generation of a generation data set was encountered. If the data set is being retained under cycle
control, CAT4538E will also appear later during TRS processing.

Action:

None. This message is informational.

CAT4541I
WARNING***MISSING GENERATION (G0000V00)

Reason:

A gap was detected in the edit of GDG data sets. The GDG that is missing is the generation between the levels that are
reported. This message serves only as a warning that a data set is not being processed for retention/movement. It may
have been inadvertently scratched, or may be out-of-service.

Action:

None. This message is informational.

CAT4542E
INVALID DSN - UNABLE TO PERFORM RETENTION

Reason:

TLMSTRS: The first character(s) of the data set name is a blank.

Action:

Manually update the data set name, deleting the blank character(s).
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CAT4543E
RETURN FROM USER EXIT NOT EQUAL TO ZERO RC=rc

Reason:

TLMSTRS: The user has set a return code or left a value in register 15.

Action:

Check the user exit program.

CAT4544I
CRASH PROTECTED - UNABLE TO PERFORM RETENTION.

Reason:

TLMSTRS: This is a "crash protected" data set. The scratch status is nonscratch, and the data set name is changed at
open for output for protection against system failure.

Action:

The same job (JOBNAME) is allowed to use the volume(s) for output without changing the scratch status of the volume.
Manually change these volumes to SCRATCH status before reusing for output by another job.

CAT4545I
VOLUME COUNT ERROR - UNABLE TO PERFORM RETENTION

Reason:

TLMSTRS: A multivolume data set has a volume count of zero. An end-of-file condition was not given to TLMS, system
crash during job execution or user exit failure.

Action:

Manually scratch unneeded volumes, or restore multivolume chains by manually breaking volume chains, rebuilding all
the data set information and manually chaining the volumes back together.

CAT4547E
MULTI-VOL CHAIN ERROR BASE VOL=volser.

Reason:

TLMSTRS: Volume chain pointers are incorrect.

Action:

Correct volume chains to process multivolumes through TRS. Execute TLMSVCVS (volume chaining verification system)
to determine other possible volume chain errors.

CAT4548I
UNABLE TO LOCATE CDS

Reason:

TLMSTRS: User-defined message(s) from user exit TLMSXTRS.
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Action:

The action to be taken depends on the user-defined message.

CAT4549E
RMF RULE REQUESTED SCRATCH, REJECTED FOR EDM

Reason:

• TLMSTRS: The Retention Master File rule has directed TRS to scratch this volume, but TRS cannot scratch the
volume because it is owned by an External Data Manager (EDM). Volumes owned by an EDM may only be scratched
by that EDM.

• TLMSTRS: If the OWNER field has been manually updated to a non-blank value.

Action:

• TRS will retain the volume at its current location, but will issue this message each time it is run. Change the RMF rule
so that the final location for EDM volumes has type 7 retention.

• Change the OWNER field to blanks and TRS will process the volume normally on the next run.

CAT4550E
(Provided by User Exit)

Reason:

TLMSXTRS: Error messages available to the TRS User Exit.

Action:

Determined by User Exit TLMSXTRS.

CAT4551E
CAN NOT LOCATE THE TAPE STACKING POOL.

Reason:

TLMSTRS: The volume is flagged as a STACKING volume but TRS is unable to determine its stacking pool. TRS creates
PSEUDO DSNs for stacking volumes which include the POOL name. The STACKING pool definitions may have been
changed.

Action:

Change the STACKING POOL definition to include this volume or clear the STACKING flag.

CAT4553I
NOT PROCESSING THE ACTIVE VMF

Reason:

The Volume Master File(VMF) that TLMSTRS is processing is not the active VMF where TLMS is recording tape activity.
As a result TLMSTRS will not create any transactions to update the active VMF.

Action:

None. This is an informational message.
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CAT4555I
FREE-SCRATCH-CHAIN LIMIT REACHED. STOPPED FOR RUN

Reason:

TLMSTRS is processing the FREE-SCRATCH-CHAIN-AFTER option and has issued commands to free 200 scratch
chains which is the maximum for a single run. This limit is set for performance reasons. Some tape chains can be very
large and freeing that many of them has a potential to cause delays in tape processing.

Action:

None. This is an informational message.

CAT5100 - CAT5199

CAT5101E
TLMS - table TABLE NOT FOUND. TABLE INACTIVATED.

Reason:

The user-defined table is not on the Broadcom load library.

Action:

Assemble the table and link to the Broadcom LOADLIB. Sample tables are supplied on CA.DYNAM.TLMS.EXITSLIB.

CAT5102E
TLMS - table CONTAINS INVALID ENTRY. TABLE INACTIVATED.

Reason:

The user-defined table has been reassembled by the user, and at least one of the table entries has been defined
incorrectly.

Action:

Verify the format of all table entries, and that the length plus displacement of DSN comparand is less than 45. Assemble
the table and link to the CA LOADLIB. Sample tables are supplied on CA.DYNAM.TLMS.EXITSLIB.

CAT5200 - CAT5299

CAT5200E
INTERNAL ERROR - INVALID INITIAL PARM PASSED BY CALLING ROUTINE

Reason:

TLMSEXIT: The calling routine has passed invalid initialization parameters.

Action:

Contact Broadcom Support at http://ca.com/support for assistance.
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CAT5201E
userexit: EXIT NAME WAS NOT FOUND IN NAME TABLE

Reason:

TLMSEXIT: A load request was issued for the user exit indicated by userexit, but the exit could not be loaded or is
missing.

Action:

Review the system options (member TLMSIPO of CAI.CTAPOPTN) to ensure that this exit has been activated. If so,
ensure that the libraries available to the task contain the user exit module, and that the link edits for the module are
correct.

CAT5202E
userexit: BLDL HAS FAILED ON THE PRECEDING EXIT

Reason:

TLMSEXIT: The user exit indicated by userexit was requested and found, but could not be loaded.

Action:

See message CAT5201.

CAT5203W
WARNING - USER EXIT OPTIONS (TLMSIPO) WAS OBTAINED FROM PARMLIB

Reason:

TLMSEXIT: The executing task (typically batch) was unable to find an active copy of the TLMS system options in storage
and was required to load a copy from CAI.CTAPOPTN.

Action:

TLMS is probably not active. Ensure that the proper options are being used for execution.

CAT5204E
INTERNAL ERROR - TLMS INSTALLATION OPTION TABLE NOT AVAILABLE

Reason:

TLMSEXIT: The executing task was unable to find the TLMS system options in storage or in CAI.CTAPOPTN. These are
required for execution.

Action:

Ensure that the CAI.CTAPOPTN data set is available to the task and member TLMSIPO is specified correctly.

CAT6200 - CAT6299

CAT6201W
VSN=volser BASE CHAIN INVALIDLY CHAINED TO VSN=volser
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Reason:

TLMSVCVS: The base volume (volume sequence one) of a multivolume chain is chained to another volume.

Action:

Dump/restore the Volume Master File. Perform one of the following manual actions if the problem recurs.

• Break volume chains (UPV volser,CHV=BRKCHN). This breaks all volume chains associated with the problem volume,
resulting in an initialized volume. Volume sequence, volume count, file sequence and file count will be zero. Other
fields will be blank.

• Establish a single volume data set to break volume chains associated with the problem volume (UPV volser,
EXPDT=60001). Volume sequence and count, and file sequence and count will be 1. Other fields remain the same.

• Reestablish volume and data set chains (UPV & CHD). All data related fields should be updated if needed.

The following is an example:

A multivolume data set chain is invalid.

   VSN=000001  VOLSEQ=1 VOLCNT=2 FILESEQ=1 FILECNT=1

   VSN=000002  VOLSEQ=2 VOLCNT=3 FILESEQ=1 FILECNT=1

   VSN=000003  VOLSEQ=3 VOLCNT=3 FILESEQ=1 FILECNT=1

   VSN 000001 IS CHAINED TO 000010.(INVALID CHAIN)

   VSN 000002 IS CHAINED TO 000002 (BASE VOLUME=000001)

   VSN 000003 IS CHAINED TO 000003 (BASE VOLUME=000001)

The following is one solution to the problem:

   UPV 000001,CHV=BRKCHN (CLEAR AND BREAK CHAINS)

   UPV 000002,EXPDT=60001 (SINGLE VOLUME DATA SET)

   UPV 000003,EXPDT=60001 (SINGLE VOLUME DATA SET)

   UPD 000001,DSN=PAYROLL.MASTER.SYSTEM,CDATE=81100

   UPD 000001,CTIME=15.30.00,CJOB=PAY,CSTEP=PAY01

   UPV 000001,CHV=000002,VOLSEQ=2 (CHAIN THE VOLUMES)

   UPV 000010,CHV=000002,VOLSEQ=3 (CHAIN THE VOLUMES)

   UPV 0001E0,EXPDT=60001 (SINGLE VOLUME DATA SET)

The above restored the three (3) volume data sets and released one volume (000010) from volume chains.

CAT6202W
VSN=volser SINGLE VOLUME/DATA SET IS CHAINED TO VSN=volser

Reason:

TLMSVCVS: A single volume data set (volume sequence, volume count, file sequence file count equal one) is chained in
a multivolume chain.

Action:

See message CAT6201W.

CAT6203W
VSN=volser VOLSEQ=999 VOLCNT=999 VOLUME COUNT LESS THAN VOLUME SEQUENCE

Reason:
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TLMSVCVS: Volume did not have volume count updated at CLOSE/EOV. A system failure typically causes this error.

Action:

Ensure that the CLOSE/EOV operating system intercept is installed. Issue the manual command 'UPV
volser,EXPDT=60002' if the volume is determined to be a single volume data set. See message CAT6201W if chaining
problems exist.

CAT6204W
VSN=volser VOLSEQ=999 VOLCNT=999 SHOWS NOT CHAINED

Reason:

TLMSVCVS: A volume with a volume sequence greater than 1 or volume count greater than 1 is not chained.

Action:

See message CAT6203W.

CAT6205W
VSN=volser VOLCNT=999 VSN=volser VOLCNT=999 CHAINED VOLUMES VOLCNT SHOULD BE EQUAL

Reason:

TLMSVCVS: Two volumes in the same multivolume chain have unequal volume counts.

Action:

See message CAT6203W.

CAT6206W
VSN=volser SHOWS INVALIDLY CHAINED TO VSN=volser

Reason:

TLMSVCVS: A volume was found to be incorrectly chained.

Action:

See message CAT6201W.

CAT6207W
VSN=volser NOT LOCATED IN CHAIN FOR VSN=volser

Reason:

TLMSVCVS: A volume that has a base chain volume does not exist in the base chain volume chain record(s).

Action:

See message CAT6201W.

CAT6208W
VSN=volser VOLSEQ=999 VOLCNT=999 VOLUME SEQUENCE LESS THAN VOLUME COUNT

Reason:
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TLMSVCVS: An active volume with a volume sequence of zero exists.

Action:

See message CAT6203W.

CAT6209W
VSN=volser SINGLE VOLUME/DATA SET HAS MULTIVOLUME COUNT=999

Reason:

TLMSVCVS: The multivolume count in the base record should contain zero for a single volume data set.

Action:

Issue the command UPV volser,EXPDT=60001.

CAT6210W
VSN=VOLSER HAS INVALID MULTI-DATASET RECORD CHAIN NEXTREC=VOLSR2/X

Reason:

TLMSVCVS: The multi-dataset chain for volume VOLSER is incorrectly chained to another volume (VOLSR2/X) or the
auxiliary record reusable chain.

The X indicates the type of record that is incorrectly chained.

• D
Multi-dataset record

• V
Multi-volume record

• A
Auxiliary record reuse chain

Action:

Use the TLMSSNAP utility to obtain snap output of the two volumes listed in the error message. If the NEXTREC= value
is REUSE, the first volume is chained to the Auxiliary Record reuse chain, and no second volume is available to snap.

Issue the command UPV VOLSER,EXPDT=60001 against the first volume that is listed in the CAT6210W message. Do
not update the volume shown in the NEXTREC= field. If the first volume's data is still required, rebuild the chain manually.

Use CATINQR to issue a DVA and DVL of one or both of the volumes that are listed in the CAT6210W message.

Contact Broadcom Support with this documentation to determine the source of the problem.

CAT6298W
VSN=volser CRITICAL VMF READ PROBLEMS ON A BASE RECORD.

Reason:

Read errors were encountered in the I/O function.

Action:

Dump/restore the Volume Master File. If the VSN is DUMMYV, either TLMS was not active during a CLOSE/EOV of a
tape volume, or a foreign volume was used in a multivolume chain. In this case, determine the volume serial number and
update the records.
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CAT6299W
VSN=volser CRITICAL VMF READ PROBLEMS ON A CHAIN RECORD.

Reason:

Read errors were encountered in the I/O function.

Action:

Dump/restore the Volume Master File.

CAT6300 - CAT6499

CAT6400E
ERROR PARSING INPUT PARAMETERS

Reason:

TLMSVMFV detected invalid data in the parameters that the JCL PARM= keyword passed.

Action:

Correct the parameters in the JCL PARM= keyword and rerun the job.

CAT6401E
RELEASE 5.3 AND 5.4 VMFS ARE NOT SUPPORTED

Reason:

TLMSVMFV does not work with VMF with old release formats. It requires the current CHAIN-ID format in all chained
records.

Action:

Run CATVCVS.

CAT6402W
ORPHANED MVL. CURR VSN(vvvvvv) CHAIN-ID(iiiiiiii)

Reason:

This multi-volume(MVL) record cannot be accessed by normal TLMS chaining. It is therefore orphaned and will be deleted
by a CATVMFU RESTORE, REORG, or RECOVERY.

Where vvvvvv is the VSN of the current chain base and iiiiiiii is the CHAIN-ID of the current chain.

Action:

This error is normally the result of a manual BREAKCHAIN function. If this is not the case, verify the current chain is
complete.

CAT6403W
ORPHANED MDS. CURR VSN(vvvvvv) CHAIN-ID(iiiiiiii)

Reason:
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This multi-data set(MDS) record cannot be accessed by normal TLMS chaining. It is therefore orphaned and will be
deleted by a CATVMFU RESTORE, REORG, or RECOVERY.

Where vvvvvv is the VSN of the current volume in the chain and iiiiiiii is the CHAIN-ID of the current chain.

Action:

This error is normally the result of a manual BREAKCHAIN function. If this is not the case, verify the current chain is
complete.

CAT6404E
VOLSEQ IS NOT PACKED, ZERO USED FOR PROCESSING

Reason:

The VOLSEQ field is not in the correct numeric format. This can cause ABENDs during TLMS processing. The field will be
considered zero for other processing in TLMSVMFVR.

Action:

See message CAT6201W.

CAT6405E
VOLSEQ IS NOT PACKED, ZERO USED FOR PROCESSING

Reason:

The VOLCNT field is not in the correct numeric format. This can cause ABENDs during TLMS processing. The field will be
considered zero for other processing in TLMSVMFVR.

Action:

See message CAT6201W.

CAT6407E
VOLSER NOT LOCATED IN CURRENT MULTI-VOLUME CHAIN

Reason:

The CHAIN BASE and its associated MVL records contain a list of all the VSNs in its multi-volume chain. This volume is
linked to the CHAIN BASE but is not in the multi-volume list.

Action:

It is important to correct this problem immediately to prevent further VMF corruption.

See message CAT6201W.

CAT6408E
CHNVOL DOES NOT MATCH CURRENT CHNVOL(vvvvvv)

Reason:

All records on a VMF chain should have the same values for their CHNVOL fields and the same value for their CHAIN-ID
fields. The CHNVOL field should have the VSN of the first volume on the chain. The CHAIN-ID should have a unique hex
number that is generated when the first records are chained.
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This record has a different value for its CHNVOL field. Since TLMS uses the CHNVOL field to find the base of the chain,
chaining errors may occur.

Action:

It is important to correct this problem immediately to prevent further VMF corruption.

See message CAT6201W.

CAT6409E
CHAIN-ID DOES NOT MATCH CURRENT CHAIN-ID(iiiiiiii)

Reason:

All records on a VMF chain should have the same values for their CHNVOL fields and the same value for their CHAIN-ID
fields. The CHNVOL field should have the VSN of the first volume on the chain. The CHAIN-ID should have a unique hex
number that is generated when the first records are chained.

This record has a different value for its CHAIN-ID field. Since TLMS uses the CHNVOL field to find the base of the chain,
chaining errors may not occur.

Action:

It is important to correct this problem immediately to prevent further VMF corruption.

See message CAT6201W.

CAT6410E
 

DELAY MUST BE 1-7 DIGITS 
Reason:
The DELAY value is the number of days after a file is created that TLMSVMFV waits before examining a record for errors.
The maximum number of digits is 7.
Action:
Specify a DELAY value of 7 or less digits.

 

NOTE

 CATVMFV - Verify the Volume Master File

 

CAT6411E
LEVEL MUST BE 1, 5, OR 9

Reason:

The report level of TLMSVMFV is a number other than 1, 5, or 9. Level 1 is the least detailed report, 5 is moderately
detailed, and 9 is the most detailed. 

Action:

Correct the report level. 
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NOTE

CATVMFV - Verify the Volume Master File 

CAT6412E
INVALID RETURN CODE FROM SORT - RC=XX

Reason:

The invoked SORT did not complete with a return code of zero. This may mean processing was not completed correctly.

Action:

Look for previous CAT64xx messages and the information from the SYSOUT DD statement.

CAT6414E
RPHANED VSN. VOLUME CONTAINS fffff FILES

Reason:

This VSN record does not belong on the current chain. Its CHNVOL or CHAIN-ID maybe wrong. It may also be that it is
not in the "chained volumes list" for the current chain.

In that case, this message is followed by CAT6407E or CAT6408E to clarify that this volume will be orphaned. This is true
even if this volume has the correct CHNVOL and CHAIN-ID values. This is because TLMS uses the chain list to find the
next volume on the chain.

Action:

This error is normally the result of a manual BREAKCHAIN function. If this is not the case, verify the current chain is
complete.

It is important to correct this problem immediately to prevent further VMF corruption.

Establish a single volume data set to break volume chains associated with the problem volume (UPV volser,
EXPDT=60001). Volume sequence and count, and file sequence and count will be 1. Other fields remain the same.

CAT6416E
VOLUME FSQ IS BAD IT SHOULD BE hhhhh

Reason:

The file sequence number of this volume record does not match the calculated file sequence number. Where hhhhh is
what file sequence number should be.

Action:

See message CAT6201W.

CAT6417E
MDS FSQ IS fffff SHOULD BE hhhhh

Reason:

The file sequence number of this MDS record does not match the calculated file sequence number. Where fffff is the file
sequence number and hhhhh what file sequence number should be.
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Action:

See message CAT6201W

CAT6418E
VOLSER MISSING FROM MULTI-VOLUME CHAIN

Reason:

The CHAIN BASE and its associated MVL records contain a list of all the VSNs in its multi-volume chain. This volume is in
that list but was not found when all the volumes for the chain were processed.

Action:

See message CAT6201W.

CAT6420W
UNCHAINED VOLUME HAS FIELD(S) SHOWING CHAINING

Reason:

This volume is not chained to any other volume, but some of its fields have values that indicate it is chained. Its CHNVOL
is equal to its VSN, which make it unchained. One or more of the following fields indicate chaining:

VSQ > 1 - volume sequence greater than one.

VCT > 1 - volume count greater than one.

FSQ > 1 - file sequence greater than one.

FCT > 1 - file count greater than one.

Multi-volume count greater than zero.

MVL pointers > zero

MDS pointer > zero

Action:

See message CAT6201W.

CAT6421E
CHAINED VOLUME WITH FIELD(S) SHOWING NOT CHAINED

Reason:

This volume record is part of a VMF chain but contains one or more fields which indicate that it is not chained. These
include:

VSQ=1 Volume sequence of one

VCT=1 Volume count of one

Action:

See message CAT6201W.
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CAT6430W
VOLCNT(NNN) IS LESS THAN VOLSEQ(NNN)

Reason:

The volume count in the volume record is less than the volume sequence number. The volume count should be greater
than or equal to the volume sequence number except when volumes are being added to the tape chain. This may mean
the tape was not properly closed.

Action:

See message CAT6203W.

CAT6431E
CHAIN BASE MUST BE VOLUME SEQUENCE 1

Reason:

A chain base is the first volume in a multi-volume chain. It must also have a volume sequence of one.

Action:

See message CAT6201W.

CAT6432E
THE FIRST MVL POINTER IS ZERO BUT THE LAST IS NOT

Reason:

The chain base record contains pointers to the first and last multi-volume records(MVL). One or more MVL records may
be on a chain, each containing a list of volume on the current chain. This error will prevent TLMS from accessing some of
the volumes on the chain.

Action:

See message CAT6201W.

CAT6433E
THE LAST MVL POINTER IS ZERO BUT THE FIRST IS NOT

Reason:

The chain base record contains pointers to the first and last multi-volume records(MVL). One or more MVL records may
be on a chain, each containing a list of volume on the current chain. This error may not cause problems with normal TLMS
processing.

Action:

See message CAT6201W.

CAT6434E
THE FIRST MDS POINTER IS ZERO BUT THE LAST IS NOT

Reason:
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Each volume record contains pointers to the first and last multi-data set records(MDS). One or more MDS records may be
on a chain, each containing data for two data sets. This error will prevent TLMS from accessing multiple data sets on this
chain.

Action:

See message CAT6201W.

CAT6435E
THE LAST MDS POINTER IS ZERO BUT THE FIRST IS NOT

Reason:

Each volume record contains pointers to the first and last multi-data set records(MDS). One or more MDS records may be
on a chain, each containing data for two data sets. This error may prevent TLMS from accessing multiple data sets on this
chain.

Action:

See message CAT6201W.

CAT6436W
CHAIN BASE MUST BE FILE SEQUNCE 1

Reason:

The first volume on a chain is the CHAIN BASE. Its file sequence(FSQ) should also be one.

Action:

See message CAT6201W.

CAT6437W
VSN OF CHAIN BASE MUST EQUAL CHNVOL

Reason:

The first volume on a chain is the CHAIN BASE. Its CHNVOL field should always be the same as Its VSN.

Action:

See message CAT6201W.

CAT6438W
CHAIN BASE MUST HAVE NON-ZERO CHAIN-ID

Reason:

The first volume on a chain is the CHAIN BASE. The CHAIN-ID field of the CHAIN BASE should not be zero.

Action:

See message CAT6201W.
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CAT6439W
CHAIN BASE HAS NO DATA SETS OR VOLUMES CHAINED

Reason:

The CHAIN BASE is the first volume of a chain. It should have one or more records chained to it. This record has no MDS
pointers or MVL pointers or list of volumes chained to it, but it has a non-zero CHAIN-ID.

Action:

See message CAT6201W.

CAT6440W
VOLCNT(nnn) NOT EQUAL VOLUMES CHAINED(nnn)

Reason:

When volumes are chained, a list of all the VSNs is created.

The first five are stored in the CHAIN BASE and the rest in MVL records which are chained to the CHAIN BASE. The
VOLCNT field of every volume on the chain should equal the count number of VSNs in the list.

The VOLCNT of this volume does not equal the number in the list.

Action:

See message CAT6203W.

CAT6441E
1ST MDS PTR IN BASE DOES NOT POINT TO THIS MDS

Reason:

MDS records are chained to the volume where their data sets reside. Each MDS has a pointer to the previous MDS record
and a pointer to the next MDS record. The first MDS has a zero pointer for its previous MDS and the last MDS record has
a zero pointer for its next MDS record. The volume record for the chain has a pointer to the first MDS record and a pointer
to the last MDS pointer.

This MDS is the first on the chain, but the first pointer in the base does not point to it.

Action:

See message CAT6201W.

CAT6442E
THIS MDS DOES NOT POINT TO PREV MDS

Reason:

MDS records are chained to the volume where their data sets reside. Each MDS has a pointer to the previous MDS record
and a pointer to the next MDS record. The first MDS has a zero pointer for its previous MDS and the last MDS record has
a zero pointer for its next MDS record. The volume record for the chain has a pointer to the first MDS record and a pointer
to the last MDS pointer

This MDS record does not point the previous MDS record.

Action:
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See message CAT6201W.

CAT6443E
PREV MDS DOES NOT POINT TO THIS MDS

Reason:

MDS records are chained to the volume where their data sets reside. Each MDS has a pointer to the previous MDS record
and a pointer to the next MDS record. The first MDS has a zero pointer for its previous MDS and the last MDS record has
a zero pointer for its next MDS record. The volume record for the chain has a pointer to the first MDS record and a pointer
to the last MDS pointer.

The previous MDS record does not point to this MDS record.

Action:

See message CAT6201W.

CAT6444E
PREVIOUS RECORD IS NOT AN MDS RECORD

Reason:

MDS records are chained to the volume where their data sets reside. Each MDS has a pointer to the previous MDS record
and a pointer to the next MDS record. The first MDS has a zero pointer for its previous MDS and the last MDS record has
a zero pointer for its next MDS record. The volume record for the chain has a pointer to the first MDS record and a pointer
to the last MDS pointer

The previous record is not an MDS record or its base.

Action:

See message CAT6201W.

CAT6445E
LAST MDS PTR IN BASE DOES NOT POINT TO THIS MDS

Reason:

MDS records are chained to the volume where their data sets reside. Each MDS has a pointer to the previous MDS record
and a pointer to the next MDS record. The first MDS has a zero pointer for its previous MDS and the last MDS record has
a zero pointer for its next MDS record. The volume record for the chain has a pointer to the first MDS record and a pointer
to the last MDS pointer

This MDS is the last on the chain, but the last pointer in the base does not point to it.

Action:

See message CAT6201W.

CAT6446E
THIS MDS DOES NOT POINT TO NEXT MDS

Reason:
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MDS records are chained to the volume where their data sets reside. Each MDS has a pointer to the previous MDS record
and a pointer to the next MDS record. The first MDS has a zero pointer for its previous MDS and the last MDS record has
a zero pointer for its next MDS record. The volume record for the chain has a pointer to the first MDS record and a pointer
to the last MDS pointer

This MDS record does not point to the next MDS record.

Action:

See message CAT6201W.

CAT6447E
NEXT MDS DOES NOT POINT TO THIS MDS

Reason:

MDS records are chained to the volume where their data sets reside. Each MDS has a pointer to the previous MDS record
and a pointer to the next MDS record. The first MDS has a zero pointer for its previous MDS and the last MDS record has
a zero pointer for its next MDS record. The volume record for the chain has a pointer to the first MDS record and a pointer
to the last MDS pointer

This next MDS record does not point to this MDS record.

Action:

See message CAT6201W.

CAT6448E
NEXT RECORD IS NOT AN MDS RECORD

Reason:

MDS records are chained to the volume where their data sets reside. Each MDS has a pointer to the previous MDS record
and a pointer to the next MDS record. The first MDS has a zero pointer for its previous MDS and the last MDS record has
a zero pointer for its next MDS record. The volume record for the chain has a pointer to the first MDS record and a pointer
to the last MDS pointer.

The next record for this MDS is not an MDS record.

Action:

See message CAT6201W.

CAT6449W
VOLSEQ(NNN) LARGER THAN VOLUMES CHAINED(NNN)

Reason:

The value for VOLSEQ is greater than the number of volumes in the list for this chain.

Action:

See message CAT6201W.

CAT6451E
1ST MVL PTR IN BASE DOES NOT POINT TO THIS MVL
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Reason:

MVL records are chained to the CHAIN BASE where their volumes reside. Each MVL has a pointer to the previous MVL
record and a pointer to the next MVL record. The first MVL has a zero pointer for its previous MVL and the last MVL
record has a zero pointer for its next MVL record. The CHAIN BASE has a pointer to the first MVL record and a pointer to
the last MVL record. This is the first MVL record but the first point in the chain base but does not point to it.

Action:

See message CAT6201W.

CAT6452E
THIS MVL DOES NOT POINT TO PREV MVL

Reason:

MVL records are chained to the CHAIN BASE where their volumes reside. Each MVL has a pointer to the previous MVL
record and a pointer to the next MVL record. The first MVL has a zero pointer for its previous MVL and the last MVL
record has a zero pointer for its next MVL record. The CHAIN BASE has a pointer to the first MVL record and a pointer to
the last MVL record.

This MVL record does not point to the previous MVL in the chain.

Action:

See message CAT6201W.

CAT6453E
PREV MVL DOES NOT POINT TO THIS MVL

Reason:

MVL records are chained to the CHAIN BASE where their volumes reside. Each MVL has a pointer to the previous MVL
record and a pointer to the next MVL record. The first MVL has a zero pointer for its previous MVL and the last MVL
record has a zero pointer for its next MVL record. The CHAIN BASE has a pointer to the first MVL record and a pointer to
the last MVL record.

The previous MVL record in the chain does not point to this MVL.

Action:

See message CAT6201W.

CAT6454E
PREVIOUS RECORD IS NOT AN MVL RECORD

Reason:

While MVL records are chained to the CHAIN BASE where their volumes reside. Each MVL has a pointer to the previous
MVL record and a pointer to the next MVL record. The first MVL has a zero pointer for its previous MVL and the last MVL
record has a zero pointer for its next MVL record. The CHAIN BASE has a pointer to the first MVL record and a pointer to
the last MVL record.

The previous pointer in this MVL record does not point to an MVL record.

Action:

See message CAT6201W.
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CAT6455E
LAST MVL PTR IN BASE DOES NOT POINT TO THIS MVL

Reason:

MVL records are chained to the CHAIN BASE where their volumes reside. Each MVL has a pointer to the previous MVL
record and a pointer to the next MVL record. The first MVL has a zero pointer for its previous MVL and the last MVL
record has a zero pointer for its next MVL record. The CHAIN BASE has a pointer to the first MVL record and a pointer to
the last MVL record.

This is the last MVL record but the last pointer in the chain base but does not point to it.

Action:

See message CAT6201W.

CAT6456E
THIS MVL DOES NOT POINT TO NEXT MVL

Reason:

MVL records are chained to the CHAIN BASE where their volumes reside. Each MVL has a pointer to the previous MVL
record and a pointer to the next MVL record. The first MVL has a zero pointer for its previous MVL and the last MVL
record has a zero pointer for its next MVL record. The CHAIN BASE has a pointer to the first MVL record and a pointer to
the last MVL record.

This MVL record does not point to the next MVL in the chain.

Action:

See message CAT6201W.

CAT6457E
NEXT MVL DOES NOT POINT TO THIS MVL

Reason:

MVL records are chained to the CHAIN BASE where their volumes reside. Each MVL has a pointer to the previous MVL
record and a pointer to the next MVL record. The first MVL has a zero pointer for its previous MVL and the last MVL
record has a zero pointer for its next MVL record. The CHAIN BASE has a pointer to the first MVL record and a pointer to
the last MVL record.

The next MVL record in the chain does not point to this MVL.

Action:

See message CAT6201W.

CAT6458E
NEXT RECORD IS NOT AN MVL RECORD

Reason:

MVL records are chained to the CHAIN BASE where their volumes reside. Each MVL has a pointer to the previous MVL
record and a pointer to the next MVL record. The first MVL has a zero pointer for its previous MVL and the last MVL
record has a zero pointer for its next MVL record. The CHAIN BASE has a pointer to the first MVL record and a pointer to
the last MVL record.
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The next pointer for this MVL record does not point to an MVL record.

Action:

See message CAT6201W.

CAT6459W
VOLSEQ OF CHAINED VOLUME NOT GREATER THEN 1

Reason:

This chained volume is not the CHAIN BASE but its VOLSEQ field is not greater than one.

Action:

See message CAT6203W.

CAT6460E
FIRST MDS FOR VOLUME BUT HAS PREV MDS PTR

Reason:

The previous pointer of the first MDS record for a volume must be zero. The MDS record or the BASE record is in error.

Action:

Look for other messages for the base and MDS record. See message CAT6201W.

NOTE

CAT6201W

CAT6461E
LAST MDS FOR VOLUME BUT HAS NEXT MDS PTR  

Reason:

The next pointer of the last MDS record for a volume must be zero. The MDS record or the BASE record is in error.

Action:

Look for other messages for the base and MDS record. See message CAT6201W.

 

 

NOTE

 CAT6201W

 

 

CAT6462E
FIRST MVL FOR VOLUME BUT HAS PREV MVL PTR

Reason:
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The previous pointer of the first MVL record for a volume must be zero. The MVL record or the BASE record is in error.

Action:

Look for other messages for the base and MVL record. See message CAT6201W.

NOTE

CAT6201W

CAT6463E
LAST MVL FOR VOLUME BUT HAS NEXT MVL PTR

Reason:

The next pointer of the last MVL record for a volume must be zero. The MVL record or the BASE record is in error.

Action:

Look for other messages for the base and MVL record. See message CAT6201W.

NOTE

CAT6201W

CAT6490E
VMF BACKUP IS NOT LESS THAN 1 HOUR OLD

Reason:

The CATVMFC procedure executes TLMSVMFC to determine if a backup has been created for the VMF
(CAI.TLMS.VMF) within the last 60 minutes. Refer to the 'VMF BACKUP' section contained in the TLMS066 report to
confirm the back up date and time.

Action:

Run the CATVMFB procedure to back up the Volume Master File (VMF). The procedure can be found in CTAPPROC
library. After the back up is created rerun the TLMSVMFC utility again.

CAT6492E
UNKNOWN PARAMETER SPECIFIED

Reason:

The CATVMFC procedure found that an unknown parameter was specified for TLMSVMFC.

Action:

Ensure the PRMC value contains "TEST" or is blank prior to re-execution.

CAT6494E
TEST MODE - CAIVMF DD CANNOT USE ACTIVE VMF

Reason:

The CAIVMF DD contained in the RESOLVE step of the CATVMFC procedure is using the active VMF.

Action:
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The CAIVMF DD contained in the RESOLVE step of the CATVMFC procedure must not use the active VMF when using a
PARM of TEST. Refer to the "TEST VMF DSN" and the "VMF DSN" contained in the TLMS066 report for comparison.

CAT6496E
CAIVMF DD AND IPO VMF DSN NOT EQUAL AND NO PARM SPECIFIED

Reason:

The CAIVMF DD contained in the RESOLVE step of the CATVMFC procedure is not using the active VMF and no
execution parameter was specified for TLMSVMFC.

Action:

The CAIVMF DD contained in the RESOLVE step of the CATVMFC procedure cannot not use an alternate VMF data set
name with no execution parameter. A PARM of TEST must be used in this situation. Refer to the "TEST VMF DSN" and
the "VMF DSN" contained in the TLMS066 report for comparison.

CAT6499I
PROGRAM IS TERMINATING

Reason:

TLMSVMFV has detected errors which prevent it from continuing.

Action:

See previous messages for reason the program is terminating.

CAT6500 - CAT6599

CAT6500P
Enter command for VMF Extend

Reason:

TLMSVMFX prompts you for a command. Valid commands are ABORT, QUIT, STATUS, STOP, and ‘?’.

Action:

No action is required unless you want to change TLMSVMFX processing.

Reply ABORT or QUIT  to terminate the VMF Extend immediately. This will leave the TLMS LPARs and the VMF CTL
record in an unknown state. 

Reply STATUS or ? to display the current status of the VMF Extend

       Reply STOP to cause the VMF Extend to terminate gracefully. All of the TLMS LPARS will have all their data sets
allocated and have an active VMF. The all LPARs will have either be the old VMF or the new VMF and the VMF will be
current. 

CAT6501I
VMF Extend process initiated, nn LPARs detected

Reason:
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TLSMVFX detected nn active LPARs for the extend process.

Action:

None. This is an informative message

CAT6502I
x--------------------------------------x issued to nn LPARs

Attention command

Test access command

Drop CAIVMFI and TAPEDB DDs

Add secondary VMF command

Copy primary to secondary

Switch VMFs command

Recatalog VMF alias command

Drop secondary VMF command

Re-add CAIVMFI and TAPEDB DDs

Return to normal command

Switch VMFs recovery

Recatalog VMF alias recovery

Reason:

TLMSVMFX has issued the x------x to nn LPARs. x------x is the description of the step and nn is the number of LPARs the
command was directed to. An instance of TLMS running on each LPAR will attempt to execute the command and respond
to TLMSVMFX.

Action:

None. This is an informative message

CAT6503I
x--------------------------------------x completed by xx of yy LPARs

Attention

Test access

Drop CAIVMFI and TAPEDB DDs

Add secondary VMF

Copy primary to secondary

Switch VMFs

Recatalog VMF alias

Drop secondary VMF
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Re-add CAIVMFI and TAPEDB DDs

Return to normal

Switch VMFs recovery

Recatalog VMF alias recovery

Reason:

TLMSVMFX detected that the x-----------x command has completed on xx of yy LPARs. x---------x is the description of the
command, xx is the number of LPARs which completed the step, and yy is the number of active LPARs.

Action:

None. This message is informational.

CAT6504I
x--------------------------------------x failed on -- of -- LPARs

Attention command

Test access command

Drop CAIVMFI and TAPEDB DDs

Add secondary VMF command

Copy primary to secondary

Switch VMFs command

Recatalog VMF alias command

Drop secondary VMF command

Readd CAIVMFI and TAPEDB DDs

Return to normal command

Switch VMFs recovery

Recatalog VMF alias recovery

Reason:

TLMSVMFX has detected that the x-----------x command has failed on xx of yy LPARs. x---------x is the description of
the command, xx is the number of LPARs which have not complete the step, and yy is the number of active LPARs.
TLMSVMFX will process the failures and attempt an automatic recovery.

Action:

None. This is an informative message

CAT6506I
Run recovery on all LPARs

Reason:

TLMSVMFX runs the recovery step for all LPARs. This message provides information about how the failure was handled.

Action:

None. This message is informational.
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CAT6507I
Recovery action scheduled

Reason:

TLMSVMFX scheduled a recovery step.

Action:

None. This message is informational.

CAT6510I
Run recovery on FAILed LPARs

Reason:

TLMSVMFX runs the recovery step only on failed LPARs. This message provides information about how the failure was
handled.

Action:

None. This is an informative message

CAT6511I
Recovery action scheduled

Reason:

TLMSVMFX scheduled a recovery routine for a previously-detected error.

Action:

None. This message is informational.

CAT6512I
Run recovery on GOOD LPARs

Reason:

TLMSVMFX runs the recovery step only on completed LPARs. This message provides information about how the failure
was handled.

Action:

None. This is an informative message

CAT6513E
LPAR xxxx failed to make a duplex write to the secondary VMF

Reason:

TLMSVMW2 is a CSECT of TLMSMAIN and writes duplex records to the secondary VMF when VMF extend is active. It
was not able to write a record to the secondary VMF. TLMS issues an error message on LPAR xxxx, where xxxx is the
SMFID of the LPAR.
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Action:

TLMSVMFX recovers. See messages CAT6515E.

CAT6514W
VMF Extend will STOP

Reason:

TLMSVMFX indicates the VMF Extend is able to recover.

Action:

TLMSVMFX recovers but the extend was cancelled. See CAT6513E and correct that error before rerunning the VMF
extend.

CAT6515E
VMF Extend will ABORT

Reason:

This message indicates the VMF Extend cannot recover.

Action:

Contact Broadcom Support immediately. Although TLMSVMFX ABORTs, TLMS continues to record data in the primary
VMF. Stop or restrict tape activity on the LPAR reported in CAT6513E.

CAT6519E
x----------------------------------x failed on LPAR llll

Attention command

Test access command

Drop CAIVMFI and TAPEDB DDs

Add secondary VMF command

Copy primary to secondary

Switch VMFs command

Recatalog VMF alias command

Drop secondary VMF command

Read CAIVMFI and TAPEDB DDs

Return to normal command

Switch VMFs recovery

Recatalog VMF alias recovery

Reason:

TLMSVMFX has detected that the x-----------x command has failed on llll LPAR. x---------x is the description of the
command and llll is the SMFID of the LPAR. TLMSVMFX processes the failure and attempts an automatic recovery.

Action:
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None. This message is informational.

CAT6520I
Old VMF in use check issued to nn LPARs

Reason:

TLMSVMFX issued the check to see if the old VMF is currently in use to nn active LPARs.

Action:

None. This message is informational.

CAT6521I Messages
This page contains the CAT6521I Messages.

CAT6521I Old VMF in use check completed by xx of yy CPULPARs (zz in use)

Reason:

TLMSMFX has detected that xx out of yy LPARs completed the check to see if the old VMF is in use. Out of the xx LPARs,
zz are using the old VMF.

Action:

None. This message is informational.

CAT6521I Old VMF in use check completed by xx of yy LPARs (zz in use)

Reason:

TLMSVMFX detected that xx out of yy LPARs completed the check to see if the old VMF is in use. Out of the xx LPARs,
zz are using the old VMF.

Action:

None. This message is informational.

CAT6526E
Invalid command for TLMSVMFX

Reason:

The operator responded to the CAT6500P prompt with an invalid command.

Action:

Respond to the CAT6500P prompt with a valid command.

CAT6527I
STOP command will be processed at next opportunity

Reason:

TLMSVMFX has received a STOP command but must wait for some actions to complete before the STOP command can
be performed.
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Action:

None. This message is informational.

CAT6528I
STOP command processed

Reason:

TLMSVMFX performed the pending STOP command. This causes TLMSVMFX to terminate gracefully. It either returns to
the pre-extend state or completes the current extend.

Action:

None. This message is informational.

CAT6529I
Next step is x-------------------------------x

Reason:

TLMSVMFX performed the STOP command and is announcing the next step to be processed where x------------------x is
the step description.

Action:

None. This message is informational.

CAT6540E
Failed to attach TLMSVMW3 copy utility

Reason:

TLMSVMFX was not able to attach the VMF copy program.

Action:

TLMSVMFX performs an automatic recovery to return to the original state. Verify that TLMSVMW3 is available for
TLMSVMFX to attach.

CAT6541I
Primary to Secondary VMF copy failed

Reason:

TLMSVMFX detected that the primary to secondary VMF copy failed. Automatic recovery is scheduled.

Action:

None. This message is informational.

CAT6542I
Primary to Secondary VMF copy started

Reason:
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TLMSVMFX initiated the VMF copy task for the extend process.

Action:

None. This message is informational.

CAT6543I
Primary to Secondary VMF nn% copied

Reason:

TLMSVMFX issued a progress message showing the current percent of the VMF copy which is complete.

Action:

None. This message is informational.

CAT6544I
Primary to Secondary VMF 100% copied

Reason:

TLMSVMFX detected that the primary to secondary VMF copy is 100 percent complete.

Action:

None. This message is informational.

CAT6545I
Primary to Secondary VMF copy stopped

Reason:

TLMSVMFX detected that the copy program TLMSVMW3 completed because it received a STOP command from an
operator or from TLMSVMFX as part of a recovery routine.

Action:

None. This is an informative message

CAT6550I
Parameters Specified in CAIPARM

Reason:

This message is the TLMSVMFX parameter display header that shows at startup.

Action:

None. This message is informational.

CAT6551I
pppppppppppp vvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvv

Reason:
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This message displays the TLMSVMFX parameters.

• pppppp
Specifies the parameter ID

• vvvvvvvvvvvvvvv
Specifies the parameter value

Action:

None. This message is informational.

CAT6553I
STEP: x--------------------------------------x

Reason:

TLMSVMFX status display header. x------x is the description of the step.

Action:

None. This message is informational.

CAT6554I
LPAR CODE VMF STATE STATUS

Reason:

This message is the TLMSVMFX status display header.

Action:

None. This message is informational.

CAT6555I
iiii cc v ssssssss dddddddddddddd

Reason:

TLMSVMFX displays the status data.

iiii

Specifies the SMFID

• cc
Specifies the HEX code

• v
Specifies the primary VMF for the SMFID

• sssssss
Specifies the state

• dddddddddddd
Specifies the status

Action:

None. This message is informational.
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CAT6560E
Failure during re-catalog of VMF alias

Reason:

TLMSVMFX: One or more LPARs failed to recatalog the VMF alias.

Action:

As system programmer you must determine the reason each LPAR failed and manually recatalog the VMF alias.
TLMSVMFX continues to drive the step until all LPARs have recataloged the VMF alias.

CAT6561I
Manually recatalog the VMF alias on the failed LPARs

Reason:

TLMSVMFX detected that one or more LPARs failed to recatalog the VMF alias. TLMSVMFX retries the step. When the
problem is corrected, TLMSVMFX processes the next step.

Action:

Determine the reason the recatalog failed in the CTS CAIMSG log and the CTS job log. Then recatalog the VMF alias.
See the CTAPJCL(TLMJIDC1) data set.

CAT6562I
Re-catalog of VMF alias will be retried

Reason:

TLMSVMFX retries the recatalog of VMF alias step after a failure of one or more LPARs. The step is retried until you
correct the problem on all failing LPARs.

Action:

Correct problems on failing LPARs.

CAT6565E
Failure during primary re-catalog of VMF alias

Reason:

TLMSVMFX attempted to recatalog the VMF alias and failed. TLMSVMFX starts automatic recovery to return all LPARs to
their original state.

Action:

Examine the CAIMSG log from TLMSVMFX and make corrections. Then rerun CATVMFX.

CAT6566I
Recovery will switch the VMFs back to original state

Reason:

TLMSVMFX switches the VMF back to the original state as part of the automatic recovery.
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Action:

None. This message is informational.

CAT6567I
Recovery routine scheduled

Reason:

TLMSVMFX finished processing a failure routine and scheduled a recovery routine.

Action:

None. This message is informational.

CAT6570E
VMF switch failure routine

Reason:

One or more LPARs failed to switch the primary and secondary VMFs. TLMSVMFX started a failure routine. Automatic
recovery is scheduled.

Action:

None. This message is informational.

CAT6571E
Failure during VMF switch recovery

Reason:

One or more LPARs failed during VMF switch recovery. TLMSVMFX aborts. TLMS continues to write to both primary and
secondary VMFs on all LPARs until manual correction occurs.

Action:

Contact Broadcom Support. Retain the job log and CTS CAIMSG log for all LPARs. Retain the job log and CAIMSG log
for TLMSVMFX.

CAT6572I
TLMSVMFX terminates without recovery

Reason:

TLMSVMFX terminates without recovery. This termination can be caused by an ABORT command or an error in a
recovery routine. TLMSVMFX does not restore TLMS to its original state. The VMF control records can have fields
formatted for VMF extend.

Action:

None. This message is informational.
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CAT6573I
Recovery action scheduled

Reason:

TLMSVMFX scheduled a recovery routine in response to a failure.

Action:

None. This message is informational.

CAT6574W
LPAR xxxx failed to start because VMF extend is running

Reason:

TLMSVMFX determined that LPAR xxxx attempted to start but shut down because VMF extend was running. xxxx is the
SMFID of the LPAR where TLMS started. TLMS of LPAR xxxx cannot be restarted until VMF extend has stopped.

Action:

Restart TLMS on LPAR xxxx after the extend has completed.

CAT6578W
Old AUX records exceed warning for VMF2

Reason:

TLMSVMFX determined that the number of AUX records in VMF1 exceed the warning level for AUX records in VMF2.
This means that you will get warning messages from TLMS after the extend is complete.

Action:

Do not confirm the start of the VMF extend. Reformat VMF2 with more AUX records specified.

CAT6579I
Secondary VMF has been poisoned

Reason:

TLMSVMFX determined that all the secondary VMF is no longer being used and “poisoned” it. The CTL record has
changed to cause most TLMS programs to ABEND if they attempt to use it.

Action:

None. This message is informational.

CAT6580E
Not enough AUX records in VMF2

Reason:

TLMSVMFX determined that there are not enough AUX records defined in VMF2 to contain the AUX records used in
VMF1. The VMF extend is terminated.

Action:
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Reinitialize VMF2 with enough AUX records to contain those used in VMF1.

CAT6583E
VMF1 does not have a current backup

Reason:

The old VMF (VMF1) must be backed up within three hours of when the VMF extend is started. This current backup
reduces the data to recover if the VMF must be restored. The VMF extend is terminated.

Action:

Back up the old VMF and restart the VMF extend.

CAT6584E
Invalid MODE specified

Reason:

The MODE parameter in CAIPARM file is not valid. It can be RESET, TEST, or EXTEND. The VMF extend is terminated.

Action:

Correct the MODE parameter and restart the VMF extend.

CAT6585E
VMF Extend has aborted. TLMS LPARs may not have returned to their original state

Reason:

TLMSVMFX ABORTed due to previous errors or the ABORT command. The VMF extend terminated without ensuring that
the TLMS LPARs had returned to their original state.

Action:

Contact CA support before attempting any corrective action.

CAT6586E
LPAR XXXX does not support dynamic VMF extend

Reason:

TLMSVMFX determined that a TLMS LPAR that does not have the code to support a VMF extend has started accessing
the VMF while a VMF extend was in progress. If TLMSVMFX has not recataloged the VMF alias, a failure occurs and
TLMSVMFX recovery returns all TLMS LPARs to their original state.

Since all LPARs are writing to the old VMF (VMF1) there is no data lost.

Action:

If this is followed by CAT6587E or CAT6588W, the VMF alias is recataloged and you should see those messages.
Otherwise, the VMF extend terminates and you must upgrade LPAR xxxx before attempting another VMF extend.
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CAT6587E
LPAR xxxx became active on the secondary VMF while the dynamic VMF Extend was running. The code for this
LPAR does not support the VMF extend process. The VMF extend is aborted but the TLMS LPARs may still be
writing to both primary and secondary VMFs.

Contact CA support for assistance.

Reason:

TLMSVMFX detected that a TLMS LPAR that does not have the code to support a VMF extend started accessing the
secondary (old) VMF after the VMF alias was cataloged to point to the new VMF (VMF2). LPAR xxxx does not recognize
the commands from TLMSVMFX so it will not switch to the new VMF. It is also not writing the new VMF.

TLMSVMFX aborted to prevent data loss. Some TLMS LPARs will be writing to both the new and old VMFs. They have
some subtasks stopped and some DD statements not allocated.

Action:

Contact support immediately. Do not stop any TLMS LPARs or run TLMS utilities. If possible limit tape processing on
LPAR xxxx. Retain job logs and CAIMSG data from all TLMS LPARs and CATVMFX.

CAT6588W
LPAR xxxx with code that does not support the VMF extend process, started after the VMF extend switched to the
new VMF and re-cataloged the VMF alias. This LPAR is writing to the new VMF so it is safe to continue.

Do not stop the VMF extend job. Upgrade this LPAR before running another VMF extend.

Reason:

TLMSVMFX detected that a TLMS LPAR that does not have the code to support a VMF extend started accessing the
VMF while a VMF extend was in progress. xxxx is the SMFID of the LPAR which started. Since LPAR xxxx is writing to the
new VMF and the VMF alias has been recataloged to point to the new VMF, it is safe to continue processing. LPAR xxxx
used the VMF alias to allocate the new VMF.

Action:

Do not stop the VMF extend. Upgrade the code of LPAR xxxx before running another VMF extend.

CAT6589W
Warning alias same as VMF1 DSN

Reason:

TLMSVMFX detected that the ALIAS and VMF1 parameters in the CAIMSG file have the same data set name (DSN). If
you allow the VMF extend to complete, the old VMF (VMF1) will be uncataloged and the VMF alias will be cataloged with
that name.

This may be valuable for the first time you extend the VMF, because you will not need to change the VMF DSN in the JCL.
Otherwise, this is probably an error.

Action:

If you do not want to use the current VMF name for the VMF alias, reply n to the CAT6592P prompt or specify STOP to
the CAT6500P prompt.
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CAT6590E
VMF1 DSN cannot be the same as VMF2 DSN

Reason:

TLMSVMFX detected that the data set name specified by the VMF1 parameter and the data set name specified by the
VMF2 parameter are the same. VMF2 should specify the DSN of a new VMF for TLMS to use. You must initialize this
VMF and write no data to it.

Action:

Ensure that VMF1 and VMF2 do not specify the same data set name.

CAT6591E
Alias cannot be the same as VMF2 DSN

Reason:

TLMSVMFX detected that the data set name specified by the ALIAS parameter is the same as the VMF2 parameter. The
ALIAS parameter must specify either the DSN specified by VMF1 or the DSN of a z/OS catalog ALIAS that points to the
DSN specified by VMF1.

If the ALIAS DSN is the same as the VMF1 DSN, TLMSVMFX uncatalogs VMF1 and creates an alias with the same DSN.
That alias points to the dataset specified by VMF2. This is not done until all TLMSs have switched to VMF2. This method
may be used so that TLMS JCL will not need to be changed.

Action:

Change the ALIAS parameter.

CAT6592P
Verify parameters and enter Y to confirm the VMF extend

Reason:

TLMSVMFX displays the parameter and status of the VMF. This prompt gives you a chance to verify these before starting
the extend.

Action:

Reply y to continue with the VMF extend or anything else to stop the VMF extend.

CAT6593W
LPAR xxxx was stopped while VMF extend was running

Reason:

TLMSVMFX detected the LPAR xxxx stopped. Where xxxx is the SMFID of an LPAR which was actively running TLMS
when VMF extend started. This is not an error but the TLMS on that LPAR will not be able to restart until TLMSVMFX has
completed.

Action:

None. This is a warning message.
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CAT6594E
LPAR XXXX does not support dynamic VMF extend

Reason:

TLMSVMFX detected LPAR xxxx became active before the VMF alias was recataloged and LPAR xxxx does not support
the VMF extend process. xxxx is the SMFID for the LPAR.

Action:

None. This message is informational.

CAT6595I
LPAR xxxx became active while VMF extend was running

Reason:

TLMSVMFX detected that LPAR xxxx started. The action taken by TLMSVMFX will be noted in later messages. xxxx is
the SMFID of the LPAR.

Action:

None. This message is informational.

CAT6596E
Active LPAR count exceeds 15

Reason:

TLMSVMFX found more than 15 LPARs sharing the VMF. Because TLMSVMFX extend can only manage 15 LPARs at
once, TLMSVMFX terminates without attempting the VMF extend.

Action:

Check the TLMSVMFX list of LPARs. Remove old LPARs from the VMF control record and the VMF extend rerun.

CAT6597E
No active TLMS LPAR detected for this VMF

Reason:

TLMSVMFX found no active LPARs on this VMF. TLMSVMFX terminates without attempting to perform a VMF extend.
TLMSVMFX is for changing VMFs while TLMS is active.

Action:

Ensure that the VMF parameter specifies the original VMF which you need to extend. Also ensure that no TLMSs are
active on the VMF you want to change. Run the batch VMF utilities.

CAT6598E
New VMF not in initialized state

Reason:

The new VMF specified by the VMF2 parameter must be allocated, cataloged, and not initialized by CATVMFI. No other
processing should be done. TLMSVMFX terminates with no attempt to extend the VMF if it is not initialized.
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Action:

Run CATVMFI against the VMF specified by the VMF2 parameter. Ensure that you use the actual VMF name and not the
VMF alias name.

CAT6599E
Extend already active on this VMF

Reason:

A VMF extend job is already running on an LPAR or a VMF extend previously aborted, leaving data in the VMF control
record so that an extend appears to be in progress.

Action:

Determine if a VMF extend is running. If an extend is not running, then run CATVMFX,DO=RESET to clear the extend
information from the control record.

CAT6700 - CAT6799

CAT6708E
t-------------------------------------------------------------------------------t

Reason:

TLMSVMW3: The VMF I/O module experienced an error during a read or write operation. The t----------t is the text that
IBM IOS provides for the CHECK macro.

Action:

Take the corrective action that IBM recommends for this text.

CAT6709I
CAT6709I COPYBLKS....bb,bbb COPYWAIT...ttt.tt RESERVE=r

Reason:

TLMSVMW3: This message provides the program parameters.

• bb,bbb
Number of blocks to copy in a copy interval

• ttt.tt
Time in seconds to wait between copy intervals

• r
Y or N to indicate whether a reserve is issued for the copy interval

Action:

None. This message is informational.

CAT6710I
VMF COPY PROGRAM COMPLETE

Reason:
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TLMSVMW3: The VMF extend copy has ended.

Action:

None. This message is informational.

CAT6711E
COPYBLKS MUST BE NUMERIC 1 TO 99999

Reason:

TLMSVMW3: The EXEC PARM specified a value for COPYBLKS= that was not numeric.

Action:

Specify a numeric value for the COPYBLKS parameter. The default is COPYBLKS=1200.

CAT6712E
COPYWAIT MUST BE NUMERIC 1 TO 99999

Reason:

TLMSVMW3: The EXEC PARM specified a value for COPYWAIT= that was not numeric.

Action:

Specify a numeric value for the COPYWAIT parameter. The default is COPYWAIT=15.

CAT6713E
RESERVE MUST BE Y OR N

Reason:

TLMSVMW3: The EXEC PARM specified a value for RESERVE= which was not Y or N.

Action:

Specify either Y or N for the RESERVE parameter. The default is RESERVE=N.

CAT6719I
DEFAULT VALUE USED

Reason:

TLMSVMW3: The default value for the invalid PARM is used.

Action:

None. This message is informational.

CAT6720E
VMF copy program completed with error(s)

Reason:

TLMSVMW3: The VMF extend copy ended with one or more errors. See message CAT6721I for more information.
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Action:

None. This message is informational.

CAT6721I
See CAIMSG file for more details

Reason:

TLMSVMW3: The file specified in the CAIMSG DD statement contains diagnostics information and error messages.

Action:

Examine the content of the CAIMSG file for information about the error.

CAT6750I
List of Jobs Using XXXX

Reason:

TLMSDSAL: This message identifies the dataset being tested, where XXXX is the name of the dataset.

Action:

None. This message is informational.

CAT6751I
CAT6751I - JJJJJJJJ

Reason:

TLMSDSAL: This message identifies the job using the dataset (specified in message CAT6750I), where JJJJJJJJ
is either the name of the job followed by the disposition of the dataset (either '(DISP=OLD)’ or ‘(DISP=SHR)’), or
“(NONE)”indicating no jobs are using the dataset.

Action:

None. This message is informational.

 

CAT6760I
VMI BUILD program complete

Reason:

TLMSVMIB: The VMI Index Rebuild copy has ended.

Action:

None. This message is informational.

CAT6758E
t-------------------------------------------------------------------------------t
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Reason:

TLMSVMIB: The VMI I/O module experienced an error during a read or write operation. The t----------t is the text that IBM
IOS provides for the CHECK macro.

Action:

Take the corrective action that IBM recommends for this text.

CAT6759I
CAT6759I COPYBLKS....bb,bbb COPYWAIT...ttt.tt RESERVE=r

Reason:

TLMSVMIB: This message provides the program parameters.

• bb,bbb
Number of blocks to read from the VMF in a copy interval

• ttt.tt
Time in seconds to wait between copy intervals

• r
Y or N to indicate whether a reserve is issued for the copy interval

Action:

None. This message is informational.

CAT6761E
COPYBLKS must be numeric 1 to 99999

Reason:

TLMSVMIB: The EXEC PARM specified a value for COPYBLKS= that was not numeric.

Action:

Specify a numeric value for the COPYBLKS parameter. The default is COPYBLKS=1200.

CAT6762E
COPYWAIT must be numeric 1 to 99999

Reason:

TLMSVMIB: The EXEC PARM specified a value for COPYWAIT= that was not numeric.

Action:

Specify a numeric value for the COPYWAIT parameter. The default is COPYWAIT=15.

CAT6763E
RESERVE must be Y or N

Reason:

TLMSVMIB: The EXEC PARM specified a value for RESERVE= which was not Y or N.

Action:
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Specify either Y or N for the RESERVE parameter. The default is RESERVE=N.

CAT6769I
Default value used

Reason:

TLMSVMIB: The default value for the PARM is used because the value given is invalid.

Action:

None. This message is informational.

CAT6770E
VMI BUILD program completed with error(s)

Reason:

TLMSVMIB: The VMI build program ended with one or more errors.

Action:

 

See message CAT6771I for more information. 

CAT6771I
See CAIMSG file for more details

Reason:

TLMSVMIB: The file specified in the CAIMSG DD statement contains diagnostics information and error messages.

Action:

Examine the content of the CAIMSG file for information about the error.

 

CAT6800 - CAT6899

CAT6800P
Enter command for VMI Rebuild

Reason:

The CATVMIDR procedure that does a VMI Index rebuild prompts you for a command. Valid commands are ABORT,
QUIT, STATUS, STOP, and '?'.

 

Action:

No action is required unless you want to change CATVMIDR processing.

Reply ABORT or QUIT  to terminate the VMI Rebuild immediately. This will leave the TLMS LPARs and the VMF CTL
record in an unknown state. 
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Reply STATUS or ? to display the current status of the VMI Rebuild.

Reply STOP to cause the VMI Rebuild to terminate gracefully. All of the TLMS LPARs will have all their data sets allocated
and have an active VMI. The all LPARs will have either be the old VMI or the new VMI and the VMI will be current. 

Reply RESET

CAT6801I
VMI Rebuild process initiated, nn LPARs detected

Reason:

Program TLMSVMIC from CATVMIDR utility detected nn active LPARs for the VMI Index Rebuild process.

Action:

None. This is an informative message

 

CAT6802I
x--------------------------------------x issued to nn LPARs

The VMI Index Rebuild process has many steps to it. The CAT6802I issues different commands and the CAT6803I
message displays the completion of the command. The following are the types of commands that will be displayed in the
messages.

Attention command

Test access to VMI.N

Old VMI in use check

Release CAIVMFI/TAPEDB/CAIVMFXU DDs

Drop the VMI

Rename VMI to VMI.O

Rename VMI.N to VMI

Add the VMI back

Re-add CAIVMFI/TAPEDB/CAIVMFXU DDs

Build new VMI

Return to normal command

Recover VMI switch

 

Reason:

TLMSVMIC program has issued the command to nn LPARs. The command is the description of the step and nn is the
number of LPARs the command was directed to. An instance of TLMS running on each LPAR will attempt to execute the
command and respond to TLMSVMIC program.

Action:

None. This is an informational message.
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CAT6803I
x--------------------------------------x completed by xx of yy LPARs

The VMI Index Rebuild process has many steps to it. The CAT6803I is issued after a CAT6802I message to indicate if the
command completed. The following are the types of commands that will be displayed in the messages.

Attention command

Test access to VMI.N

Old VMI in use check

Release CAIVMFI/TAPEDB/CAIVMFXU DDs

Drop the VMI

Rename VMI to VMI.O

Rename VMI.N to VMI

Add the VMI back

Re-add CAIVMFI/TAPEDB/CAIVMFXU DDs

Build new VMI

Return to normal command

Recover VMI switch

 

Reason:

TLMSVMIC program has detected that the command has completed on xx of yy LPARs. The description of the command,
xx is the number of LPARs which completed the step, and yy is the number of active LPARs.

Action:

None. This message is informational.

CAT6804I
x--------------------------------------x failed on -- of -- LPARs

Attention command

Test access to VMI.N

Old VMI in use check

Release CAIVMFI/TAPEDB/CAIVMFXU DDs

Drop the VMI

Rename VMI to VMI.O

Rename VMI.N to VMI

Add the VMI back
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Re-add CAIVMFI/TAPEDB/CAIVMFXU DDs

Build new VMI

Return to normal command

Recover VMI switch

 

Reason:

TLMSVMIC has detected that the x-----------x command has failed on xx of yy LPARs. x---------x is the description of
the command, xx is the number of LPARs which have not complete the step, and yy is the number of active LPARs.
TLMSVMIC will process the failures and attempt an automatic recovery.

Action:

None. This is an informative message

CAT6805I
Run recovery on all LPARs

Reason:

TLMSVMIC runs the recovery step for all LPARs. This message provides information about how the failure was handled.

Action:

None. This message is informational.

CAT6807I
Recovery action scheduled

Reason:

The VMI Index Rebuild procedure executes TLMSVMIC program to schedule a recovery.

Action:

None. This message is informational.

 

CAT6810I
Run recovery on FAILed LPARs

Reason:

TLMSVMIC runs the recovery step only on failed LPARs. This message provides information about how the failure was
handled.

Action:

None. This is an informative message
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CAT6811I
Recovery action scheduled

Reason:

TLMSVMIC scheduled a recovery routine for a previously-detected error.

Action:

None. This message is informational.

CAT6812I
Run recovery on GOOD LPARs

Reason:

TLMSVMIC runs the recovery step only on completed LPARs. This message provides information about how the failure
was handled.

Action:

None. This is an informative message

CAT6819E
x----------------------------------x failed on LPAR llll

Attention command

Test access to VMI.N

Old VMI in use check

Release CAIVMFI/TAPEDB/CAIVMFXU DDs

Drop the VMI

Rename VMI to VMI.O

Rename VMI.N to VMI

Add the VMI back

Re-add CAIVMFI/TAPEDB/CAIVMFXU DDs

Build new VMI

Return to normal command

Recover VMI switch

 

Reason:

TLMSVMIC has detected that the x-----------x command has failed on llll LPAR. x---------x is the description of the
command and llll is the SMFID of the LPAR. TLMSVMIC processes the failure and attempts an automatic recovery
displaying the CAT6807I message.

Action:

None. This message is informational.
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CAT6820I
Old VMI in use check issued to nn LPARs

Reason:

The CATVMIDR procedure executes TLMSVMIC program, it issues the check to see if the old VMI is currently in use to
nn active LPARs.

Action:

None. This message is informational.

CAT6821I

Old VMI in use check completed by xx of yy LPARs (zz in use)

Reason:

TLMSMIC has detected that xx out of yy LPARs completed the check to see if the old VMI is in use. Out of the xx LPARs,
zz are using the old VMI.

Action:

None. This message is informational.

 

CAT6822E
COPYBLKS must be numeric 1 to 99999

Reason:

TLMSVMIC has read the COPYBLKS parameter from CAIPARMS and it has an invalid value.

Action:

Correct the COPYBLKS parameter value and resubmit the VMI REBUILD job.

CA$F823E
ALARM!! CTS JOURNAL IS FULL. RECORDS LOST.

Reason:

CTSJIO: The CTS journal file is full and records are being lost. The SMF parameter was not specified when the journal
was initialized.

Action:

Run the VDB backup job. This job resets the journal after a good backup is created.

CAT6826E
Invalid command for TLMSVMIC

Reason:

The operator responded to the CAT6800P prompt with an invalid command.
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Action:

Respond to the CAT6800P prompt with a valid command.

CAT6827I
STOP command will be processed at the next opportunity

Reason:

TLMSVMIC has received a STOP command but must wait for some actions to complete before the STOP command can
be performed.

Action:

None. This message is informational.

CAT6828I
STOP command processed

Reason:

TLMSVMIC performed the pending STOP command. This causes TLMSVMIC to terminate gracefully. It either returns to
the pre-REBUILD state or completes the current REBUILD.

Action:

None. This message is informational.

CAT6829I
Next step is x-------------------------------x

Reason:

TLMSVMIC performed the STOP command and is announcing the next step to be processed where x------------------x is
the step description.

Action:

None. This message is informational.

CAT6830I
Renaming VMI to VMI.O

Reason:

TLMSVMIC is changing the VMI data set name to end with a ".O". All of the VSAM components of the VMI will have a ".O"
appended to their names.

Action:

None. This message is informational.

CAT6831I
Renamed VMI to VMI.O
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Reason:

TLMSVMIC has changed the VMI data set name to end with a ".O". All of the VSAM components of the VMI have been
renamed with an ".O" appended to their names.

Action:

None. This message is informational.

CAT6832E
Rename of  VMI.DATA to VMI.DATA.O failed

Reason:

TLMSVMIC attempted to rename the DATA component of the VMI to DATA.O, but this rename failed. TLMSVMIC will
attempt a recovery. The recovery will return the TLMS LPARs to the state they were in before the Dynamic VMI REBUILD
was started.

Action:

Review the CAIMSG data set from the VMI REBUILD job and determine why the rename failed. Correct the problem and
resubmit the VMI REBUILD job.

CAT6833E
Rename of  VMI.INDEX to VMI.INDEX.O failed

Reason:

TLMSVMIC attempted to rename the INDEX component of the VMI to INDEX.O, but this rename failed. TLMSVMIC will
attempt a recovery. The recovery will return the TLMS LPARs to the state they were in before the Dynamic VMI REBUILD
was started.

Action:

Review the CAIMSG data set from the VMI REBUILD job and determine why the rename failed. Correct the problem and
resubmit the VMI REBUILD job.

CAT6834E
Rename of  VMI CLUSTER to VMI.O CLUSTER failed

Reason:

TLMSVMIC attempted to rename the CLUSTER component of the VMI to VMI.O, but this rename failed. TLMSVMIC will
attempt a recovery. The recovery will return the TLMS LPARs to the state they were in before the Dynamic VMI REBUILD
was started.

Action:

Review the CAIMSG data set from the VMI REBUILD job and determine why the rename failed. Correct the problem and
resubmit the VMI REBUILD job.

CAT6835I
Renaming of  VMI.N to VMI

Reason:
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TLMSVMIC is changing the VMI.N data set name to end without an ".N". All of the VSAM components of the VMI.N will
have a ".N" removed from their names.

Action:

None. This message is informational.

 

CAT6836E
Rename of  VMI.DATA.N to VMI.DATA failed

Reason:

TLMSVMIC attempted to rename the DATA.N component of the VMI to DATA, but this rename failed. TLMSVMIC will
attempt a recovery. The recovery will return the TLMS LPARs to the state they were in before the Dynamic VMI REBUILD
was started.

Action:

Review the CAIMSG data set from the VMI REBUILD job and determine why the rename failed. Correct the problem and
resubmit the VMI REBUILD job.

CAT6837E
Rename of  VMI.INDEX.N to VMI.INDEX failed

Reason:

TLMSVMIC attempted to rename the INDEX.N component of the VMI to INDEX, but this rename failed. TLMSVMIC will
attempt a recovery. The recovery will return the TLMS LPARs to the state they were in before the Dynamic VMI REBUILD
was started.

Action:

Review the CAIMSG data set from the VMI REBUILD job and determine why the rename failed. Correct the problem and
resubmit the VMI REBUILD job.

CAT6838E
Rename of  VMI.N CLUSTER to VMI CLUSTER failed

Reason:

TLMSVMIC attempted to rename the CLUSTER component of the VMI.N to VMI, but this rename failed. TLMSVMIC will
attempt a recovery. The recovery will return the TLMS LPARs to the state they were in before the Dynamic VMI REBUILD
was started.

Action:

Review the CAIMSG data set from the VMI REBUILD job and determine why the rename failed. Correct the problem and
resubmit the VMI REBUILD job.

 

CAT6840E
Failed to attach TLMSVMIB copy utility
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Reason:

TLMSVMIC was not able to attach the VMI build program.

Action:

TLMSVMIC performs an automatic recovery to return to the original state. Verify that TLMSVMIB is available for
TLMSVMIC to attach.

CAT6841I
VMI Build failed

Reason:

TLMSVMIC detected that the VMI build failed. Automatic recovery is scheduled.

Action:

None. This message is informational.

CAT6842I
VMI Build started

Reason:

The VMI Index Rebuild (CATVMIDR) procedure initiated the VMI copy task for the extend process.

Action:

None. This message is informational.

CAT6843I
VMI nn% Built

Reason:

The CATVMIDR procedure executes TLMSVMIC program, it issues a progress message showing the current percentage
of the VMI Rebuild which is complete.

Action:

None. This message is informational.

CAT6844I
VMI 100% Built

Reason:

TLMSVMIC detected that the VMF Build is 100 percent complete.

Action:

None. This message is informational.

CAT6845I
VMI Build stopped
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Reason:

TLMSVMIC detected that the copy program TLMSVMIB completed because it received a STOP command from an
operator or from TLMSVMIC as part of a recovery routine.

Action:

None. This is an informative message

CAT6850I
Parameters Specified in CAIPARM

Reason:

This informational message is the start of the verification of the VMI Rebuild parameters defined in your
CTAPOPTN(TLOVMI) member. The member used is pointed to in the CAIPARM DD statement. The executing program is
TLMSVMIC at VMI REBUILD startup.

Action:

None. Verify the CAT6851I messages display the correct VMF & VMI data sets that you plan to use in the VMI REBUILD.

CAT6851I
Reason:

This informational message displays the contents of member TLOVMI of the CTAPOPTN data set. The parameter is listed
first and the value is listed next.

       CAT6851I MODE              REBUILD                     

       CAT6851I VMF                 CAI.TLMS.VMF               

       CAT6851I VMI                  CAI.TLMS.VMFINDEX

       CAT6851I COPYWAIT     00000100                  

       CAT6851I COPYBLKS     00000010  

       CAT6851I EXCLUDE       < cpu,cpu > 

               

Action:

None. This message is informational.

CAT6853I
STEP: VMI Rebuild Start up

Reason:

Specific STEP from TLMSVMIC program. The following messages are the possible steps in a VMI Rebuild process.

STEP: VMI Rebuild Start up

STEP: Attention command

STEP: Test access to VMI.

STEP: VMI Rebuild terminated
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STEP: VMF CTL records reset

STEP: Build new VMI 

Action:

None. This message is informational.

CAT6854I
LPAR CODE VMI STATE STATUS

Reason:

This message displays an informational header for the CAT6855I message(s) that will display all LPAR names where
TLMS is running and that are sharing the active VMI.

Action:

None. This message is informational.

CAT6855I
LLLL CCCC VVV SSSSS SSSSSS

Reason:

A list of LPAR(s) and their status.

• LLLL 
Specifies the SMFID.

• CCCC
Specifies the HEX code. For internal Broadcom Support.

• VVV
The number one means the primary VMI.

• SSSS
Specifies the state it is either blank or "old Code".

• SSSSSS
Specifics the status of the VMI Active or Inactive or Excluded.

Action:

None. This message is informational and is called from program TLMSVMIC.

CAT6860E
Rename of  VMI.DATA back to VMI.DATA.N failed

Reason:

TLMSVMIC attempted to rename the DATA component of the VMI to DATA.N, but this rename failed. TLMSVMIC will
attempt a recovery. The recovery will return the TLMS LPARs to the state they were in before the Dynamic VMI REBUILD
was started.

Action:

Review the CAIMSG data set from the VMI REBUILD job and determine why the rename failed. Correct the problem and
resubmit the VMI REBUILD job.
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CAT6861E
Rename of  VMI.INDEX to VMI.INDEX.N failed

Reason:

TLMSVMIC attempted to rename the INDEX component of the VMI to INDEX.N, but this rename failed. TLMSVMIC will
attempt a recovery. The recovery will return the TLMS LPARs to the state they were in before the Dynamic VMI REBUILD
was started.

Action:

Review the CAIMSG data set from the VMI REBUILD job and determine why the rename failed. Correct the problem and
resubmit the VMI REBUILD job.

CAT6862E
Rename of  VMI CLUSTER to VMI.N CLUSTER failed

Reason:

TLMSVMIC attempted to rename the CLUSTER component of the VMI to VMI.N, but this rename failed. TLMSVMIC will
attempt a recovery. The recovery will return the TLMS LPARs to the state they were in before the Dynamic VMI REBUILD
was started.

Action:

Review the CAIMSG data set from the VMI REBUILD job and determine why the rename failed. Correct the problem and
resubmit the VMI REBUILD job.

CAT6862I
Re-catalog of VMF alias will be retried

Reason:

TLMSVMFX retries the recatalog of VMF alias step after a failure of one or more LPARs. The step is retried until you
correct the problem on all failing LPARs.

Action:

Correct problems on failing LPARs.

CAT6865E
Rename of  VMI.DATA.O back to VMI.DATA failed

Reason:

TLMSVMIC attempted to rename the DATA component  VMI.DATA.O to VMI.DATA, but this rename failed. TLMSVMIC will
attempt a recovery. The recovery will return the TLMS LPARs to the state they were in before the Dynamic VMI REBUILD
was started.

Action:

Review the CAIMSG data set from the VMI REBUILD job and determine why the rename failed. Correct the problem and
resubmit the VMI REBUILD job.
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CAT6866E
Rename of  VMI.INDEX.O back to VMI.INDEX failed

Reason:

TLMSVMIC attempted to rename the DATA component  VMI.INDEX.O to VMI.INDEX, but this rename failed. TLMSVMIC
will attempt a recovery. The recovery will return the TLMS LPARs to the state they were in before the Dynamic VMI
REBUILD was started.

Action:

Review the CAIMSG data set from the VMI REBUILD job and determine why the rename failed. Correct the problem and
resubmit the VMI REBUILD job.

CAT6867E
Rename of  VMI.O CLUSTER back to VMI CLUSTER failed

Reason:

TLMSVMIC attempted to rename the VMI.O  cluster to VMI, but this rename failed. TLMSVMIC will attempt a recovery.
The recovery will return the TLMS LPARs to the state they were in before the Dynamic VMI REBUILD was started.

Action:

Review the CAIMSG data set from the VMI REBUILD job and determine why the rename failed. Correct the problem and
resubmit the VMI REBUILD job.

CAT6870E
VMI rename failure routine

Reason:

TLMSVMIC failed while attempting to rename a VSAM component of a VMI. TLMSVMIC started a failure routine.
Automatic recovery is scheduled.

Action:

None. This message is informational.

CAT6871E
Failure during VMI rename recovery

Reason:

TLMSVMIC failed during a VMI rename recovery. TLMSVMIC aborts. TLMS continues to process without a VMI until a
manual correction occurs.

Action:

Contact Broadcom Support. Retain the job log and CTS CAIMSG log for all LPARs. Retain the job log and CAIMSG log
for TLMSVMIC.

CAT6872I
TLMSVMIC terminates without recovery
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Reason:

TLMSVMIC terminates without recovery. This termination can be caused by an ABORT command or an error in a
recovery routine. TLMSVMIC does not restore TLMS to its original state. The VMF control records can have fields
formatted for VMI REBUILD.

Action:

None. This message is informational.

CAT6873I
Recovery action scheduled

Reason:

TLMSVMIC scheduled a recovery routine in response to a failure.

Action:

None. This message is informational.

CAT6874W
LPAR xxxx failed to start because VMI Rebuild is running

Reason:

TLMSVMIC determined that LPAR xxxx attempted to start but shut down because VMF extend was running. xxxx is the
SMFID of the LPAR where TLMS started. TLMS of LPAR xxxx cannot be restarted until VMI REBUILD has stopped.

Action:

Restart TLMS on LPAR xxxx after the VMI REBULD has completed.

CAT6879I
Secondary VMF has been poisoned

Reason:

TLMSVMFX determined that all the secondary VMF is no longer being used and “poisoned” it. The CTL record has
changed to cause most TLMS programs to ABEND if they attempt to use it.

Action:

None. This message is informational.

CAT6883E
VMF1 does not have a current backup

Reason:

The old VMF (VMF1) must be backed up within three hours of when the VMF extend is started. This current backup
reduces the data to recover if the VMF must be restored. The VMF extend is terminated.

Action:

Back up the old VMF and restart the VMF extend.
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CAT6884E
Invalid MODE specified

Reason:

The MODE parameter in CAIPARM file is not valid. It can be RESET, TEST, or REBUILD. The VMI REBUILD is
terminated.

Action:

Correct the MODE parameter and restart the VMI REBUILD.

 

CAT6885E
VMI Rebuild has aborted. TLMS LPARs may not have returned to their original state

Reason:

TLMSVMIC  ABORTed due to previous errors or the ABORT command was issued. The VMI rebuild process possibly
terminated without ensuring that the TLMS LPARs had returned to their original state. Collect the System console log for
the LPAR you are running the rebuild on and its CTS job log along with all other LPARS included in the rebuild process.

This message will also display if a something other than a "Y" or "YES" is given to the outstanding" CAT6892P Verify
parameters and enter Y to confirm the VMI Rebuild" message. 

Another reason would be if a VMI Rebuild is running on a different LPAR.

Action:

Gather documentation and Contact CA support before attempting any corrective action.

 

CAT6886E
LPAR XXXX does not support dynamic VMI Rebuild

Reason:

TLMSVMIC determined that a TLMS LPAR that does not have the code to support a VMI REBUILD has started accessing
the VMF while a VMI REBUILD was in progress. If TLMSVMIC has not renamed the VMI, a failure occurs and TLMSVMIC
recovery returns all TLMS LPARs to their original state.

Since all LPARs are writing to the old VMI there is no data lost.

Action:

If this is followed by CAT6587E or CAT6588W, the old VMI is active and in sync. Otherwise, the VMI REBUILD terminates
and you must upgrade LPAR xxxx before attempting another VMI REBUILD.

 

CAT6887E
Some CTS DD statements have not been re-allocated

Reason:
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TLMSVMIC ABORTed due to previous errors or the ABORT command was issued. The VMI rebuild process has sent
commands to the active CTS LPARs to de-allocate some DD statements and did not send the re-allocate commands
before the VMI rebuild was aborted. The DD statements are optional. TLMS does not require them to perform tape
management and tape jobs will continue to run.

Action:

This message is proceeded by CAT6885E, it indicates that the CTS LPARs are running without some optional DD
statements. CAT6885E instructs you to gather some documentation and contact Broadcom Support. Notify Broadcom
Support that you have received the CAT6887E message.

 

CAT6888W
LPAR xxxx with code that does not support the VMI Rebuild

process, has started after the VMI Rebuild had switched to the new VMI.

This LPAR is writing to the new VMI so it is safe to continue.

Do not stop the VMI rebuld job.

Upgrade this LPAR before running another VMI Rebuild.

Reason:

TLMSVMIC detected that a TLMS LPAR that does not have the code to support a VMI Rebuild started accessing the VMI
while a VMI Rebuild was in progress. xxxx is the SMFID of the LPAR which started. Since LPAR xxxx is writing to the new
VMI, it is safe to continue processing. LPAR xxxx used the new VMI during allocation.

Action:

Do not stop the VMI Rebuild. Upgrade TLMS product to 14.0 on LPAR xxxx before running another VMI Rebuild.

CAT6890E
VMI Rebuild process failed to initialize

Reason:

TLMSVMIC failed to initialize because of a bad parameter or it could not obtain a required resource.

Action:

Review the job log and CAIMSG DD. Correct the problem and resubmit the VMI REBUILD job.

CAT6892P
Verify parameters and enter Y to confirm the VMI REBUILD

Reason:

Verify parameter values found in CAT6851I message are correct. See member TLOVMI in CTAPOPTN data set to update
parameter values. This prompt gives you a chance to verify these before starting the VMI REBUILD.

Action:

Reply Y to continue with the VMI REBUILD.

Reply N to stop the process.
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Providing any other value than the two above will also stop the rebuild process and produce a RC=0004.

CAT6893W
LPAR xxxx was stopped while VMI Rebuild  was running

Reason:

TLMSVMIC detected the LPAR xxxx stopped. Where xxxx is the SMFID of an LPAR which was actively running TLMS
when VMI rebuild started. This is not an error but the TLMS on that LPAR will not be able to restart until TLMSVMIC has
completed.

Action:

None. This is a warning message.

CAT6894E
LPAR XXXX does not support dynamic VMI Rebuild

Reason:

TLMSVMIC detected LPAR xxxx became active before TLMS was switched to the new VM, and LPAR xxxx does not
support the VMI Rebuild process. xxxx is the SMFID for the LPAR.

Action:

None. TLMSVMIC issues a STOP command internally. This will stop the dynamic VMI Rebuild and return to the original
state.

CAT6895I
LPAR xxxx became active while VMI extend was running

Reason:

TLMSVMIC detected that LPAR xxxx started. The action taken by TLMSVMIC will be noted in later messages. xxxx is the
SMFID of the LPAR.

Action:

None. This message is informational.

CAT6896E
Active LPAR count exceeds 15

Reason:

TLMSVMIC found more than 15 LPARs sharing the VMF. Because TLMSVMIC rebuild can only manage 15 LPARs at
once, TLMSVMIC terminates without attempting the VMI rebuild.

Action:

Check the TLMSVMIC list of LPARs. Remove or EXCLUDE old LPARs from the VMF control record and rerun the VMI
rebuild.
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CAT6897E
No active TLMS LPAR detected for this VMI

Reason:

The program TLMSVMIC found no active LPARs on this VMF. TLMSVMIC terminates without attempting to perform a VMI
REBUILD. The TLMSVMIC program is for changing VMIs while TLMS is active.

Action:

Ensure that the VMI parameter specifies the original VMI which you need to rebuld. Verify a TLMS is active and using the
VMI you want to rebuild. Then rerun the VMI Rebuild job again.

CAT6898E
VMI Rebuild already active

 

Reason:

A dynamic VMI Rebuild or a dynamic VMF extend is already active. If neither is active, a previous attempt may have
ABORTed.

Action:

Allow the current dynamic VMI Rebuild or dynamic VMF extend to complete. If neither is active, run CATVMIDR with a
"DO=RESET" to cleanup the VMF control record.

 

 

 

 

 

CAT6899E
CAIVMF DD Statement missing

Reason:

TLMSVMIR: There is no CAIVMF DD statement found in the CATVMILP procedure.  If TLMS is not active, a CAIVMF DD
statement is required so it knows the name of the VMF. 

Action:

Add a CAIVMF DD statement in the CATVMILP procedure and rerun the procedure or copy the following JCL and submit
the job.

You can use this starter JCL:

//TLMSVMIP EXEC PGM=TLMSVMIR,REGION=2M 

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=* 

//CTSRPT DD SYSOUT=*,BLKSIZE=0,LRECL=133,RECFM=FBA 

//CAIVMFXU DD DSN=CAI.TLMS.VMFINDEX,DISP=SHR 

//CAIVMF DD DSN=CAI.TLMS.VMF,DISP=SHR 
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//SYSUDUMP DD SYSOUT=* 

//

 

 

 

CAT8800 - CAT8899

CAT8811E
INVALID FUNCTION

Reason:

TLMSEARL: EARL program requested an unknown function.

Action:

Correct the EARL code.

CAT8813E
UNSUCCESSFUL OPEN - VOLUME MASTER

Reason:

TLMSEARL: Subprogram TLMSDBIO returned an error attempting to read the VMF.

Action:

Ensure job has access to a valid VMF.

CAT8814E
READ ERROR VOLUME volser FILE SEQ filseq

Reason:

TLMSEARL: Subprogram TLMSVMIO returned an error while attempting to read the VMF.

Action:

Execute TLMSVCVS to diagnose possible VMF errors.

CAT8815E
data RC-rc RS-rs FB-fb

Reason:

TLMSEARL: This message provides additional information about previous error CAT8814E.

Action:

None. This message is informational.
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CAT8816E
**** ABORTING DUE TO ABOVE ERROR ****

Reason:

TLMSEARL: This message is issued when the program is unable to continue.

Action:

None.

CAT8817E
IGNORED UNKNOWN RECORDS. COUNT = zzz,zzz

Reason:

TLMSEARL: This message is issued for functions REPORT and FILE, which read files that may contain records that
cannot be converted to a DB format.

Action:

None.

CAT8822E
command - UNKNOWN COMMAND

Reason:

TLMSPULL: The command is not recognized by TLMSPULL.

Action:

Correct the command and rerun the job.

CAT8823E Messages
This page contains the CAT8823E messages. 

CAT8823E UNSUCCESSFUL OPEN - VOLUME MASTER FILE

Reason:

TLMSPULL: The VMF could not be opened for input.

Action:

Ensure that the JCL points to a valid VMF.

CAT8823E UNSUCCESSFUL OPEN - CONTROL FILE(SYSIN)

Reason:

TLMSPULL: The program could not open the SYSIN data set.

Action:

Ensure the JCL points to a data set that is valid for TLMS common tape management records.
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CAT8823E UNSUCCESSFUL OPEN - EXTRACT FILE (CAIVMFO)

Reason:

TLMSPULL: The program could not open an output file to contain the extracted records.

Action:

Ensure the JCL points to a data set that is valid for TLMS common tape management records.

CAT8824E
VOLUME data

Reason:

TLMSPULL: This message provides additional information about previous error message(s) CAT8823E.

Action:

None. This message is informational.

CAT8825E
data RC-rc RS-rs FB-fb

Reason:

TLMSPULL: This message provides additional information about error message CAT8823E.

Action:

None. This message is informational.

CAT8826E
**** ABORTING DUE TO ABOVE ERROR ****

Reason:

TLMSPULL: The program is unable to continue.

Action:

None. This message is informational.

CAT8831E
NOT LINKED WITH PROGRAM TLMSSEDM

Reason:

TLMSARCX: TLMSARCX is not link edited with TLMSSEDM. TLMSSEDM is required to create TLMS scratch
transactions.

Action:

Add a DD statement for CTAPLINK in HSM STC.
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CAT8832E
CRITICAL ERROR - EXIT DISABLED

Reason:

TLMSARCX: Program is setting return codes which cause DFHSM to disable the exit.

Action:

Correct previous errors and then see DFHSM documentation to enable the exit.

CAT8839E
NOT LINKED WITH PROGRAM TLMSSEDM

Reason:

TLMSASM2: TLMSASM2 is not link edited with TLMSSEDM. TLMSSEDM is required to create TLMS scratch
transactions.

Action:

Relink TLMSASM2 with an INCLUDE for TLMSSEDM.

CAT8840I
--- data ---

Reason:

CTSTAPER: Text statements in the SYSIN data set are displayed as shown.

Action:

None. This message is informational.

CAT8841P
PAUSE. REPLY U TO CONTINUE OR C TO CANCEL

Reason:

CTSTAPER: A *PAUSE* statement has been detected in the SYSIN data set. The program will wait until the operator
responds.

Action:

Reply C to cancel the CTSTAPER step or reply U to continue execution.

CAT8842P
END-OF-TEXT. REPLY U TO CONTINUE OR C TO CANCEL

Reason:

CTSTAPER: End-of-file was reached on the SYSIN data set. The program waits until the operator responds.

Action:

Reply C to cancel the CTSTAPER step or reply U to continue execution.
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CAT9000 - CAT9099

CAT9001E
TLMS - UNABLE TO ESTABLISH STAE ENVIRONMENT, TERMINATING

Reason:

STAE (ESTAE for z/OS) failed. TLMS abends with user 995 abend code.

Action:

Ensuring that the dump and SYSLOG are available, contact Broadcom Support at http://ca.com/support for assistance.

CAT9002I
TLMS vvvvv ---- A CA, INC. PROPRIETARY PRODUCT

Reason:

TLMSMAIN: This message informs the operator that TLMS is being executed. The release number of the product
replaces vvvvv in the message.

Action:

None. This message is informational.

CAT9003E
UNABLE TO INITIALIZE REQUIRED TLMS FUNCTIONS. ABORTING!!!!!'

Reason:

TLMSMAIN: One or more required resources could not be initialized.

Action:

See other messages.

CAT9005E
TLMS - VMF UPDATE FAILURE volser

Reason:

TLMSMSGQ: TLMS encountered an error while attempting to update the VMF. This message can be caused by a
physical problem with the VMF, or occur if a chained volume is not under TLMS control.

Action:

Inquire on the VMF and identify the VSN (volser) on which the error occurred. Verify that all chained volumes in the set
are under TLMS control and that there are no chaining errors.

CAT9006I
TLMS - TLMS FOREIGN VSN UPDATE IGNORED VSN volser

Reason:

TLMSMSGQ: TLMS detected a foreign volume and did not update the VMF. volser is the foreign volume.
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Action:

Use either SPACE=(1,(1,1)) or LABEL=EXPDT=98000 when processing a foreign tape.

CAT9007I
TLMS INFORMATION WRITTEN TO SYSLOG

Reason:

TLMSMSGQ: Information about the exception reported by messages CAT9006I, CAT9005E, and CAT9008I is being
written to the console log.

Action:

None. This message is informational.

CAT9008I
xxxxxx --- data ---

Reason:

TLMSMSGQ: This message provides additional information on previous error message regarding a foreign volume
gummed label.

Action:

None. This message is informational.

CAT9010I
TLMS INTERCEPTS NOT FULLY APPLIED. RESULTS MAY BE UNPREDICTABLE!!!

Reason:

TLMSTAGE: TLMS operating system intercepts are not fully applied. The execution results of TLMS depend on which
OSIs are not applied. Tape operations are not fully controlled by TLMS. TLMS security and tape protection are not active.

Action:

Do not continue to run tape processing without contacting Broadcom Support at http://ca.com/support for assistance.

CAT9010P
REPLY U TO CONTINUE. CANCEL WITH ANY OTHER REPLY.

Reason:

TLMSTAGE: Follows message CAT9010I.

Action:

Do not reply U without calling Broadcom Support at http://ca.com/support for assistance. You should not run tape jobs
unless instructed to do so by Broadcom Support.

CAT9011E
CANNOT LOCATE TLMS IPO.
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Reason:

TLMSTAGE TLMS could not find TLMSIPO in memory.

Action:

Install TLMSIPO with CAS9 or your TLMSRIM proc.

CAT9012I
TLMS - DATE/TIME ON CPU cpuid MAY BE INVALID

Reason:

TLMSTAGE: This message occurs only on multiple CPU systems when TLMS is activated. This message is issued if the
current machine date/time is before the time TLMS last ended, or more than 24 hours after the last end time. The CPU ID
indicated by cpuid may have a different date/time than the current system.

Action:

None. This message is informational. However, all systems should have their TOD clocks synchronized so the time
stamps in the VMF will be meaningful.

CAT9013P
TLMS - VERIFY DATE.TIME = ccyy/ddd.hhmmss

Reason:

TLMSTAGE: If TLMS detects an excessive amount of time between last TLMS shutdown and current TOD clock, the
operator is requested to verify the date and time. This happens when:

• TLMS was not properly shut down during previous run
• the VMF has been reinitialized

Action:

The only valid response is U. Update the system TOD clock if TOD clock is invalid, cancel TLMS and rerun the job.

CAT9014I
TLMS - ALL CPU SLOTS FULL IN CONTROL RECORD

Reason:

TLMSTAGE: More than eight unique CPU IDs have been encountered. The maximum number of CPUs supported by
TLMS is eight. TLMS continues processing without verification of date/time.

Action:

None. This message is informational.

CAT9015I
OSI TABLE xxxxxxxx IS NOT APPLIED.

Reason:

TLMSTAGE: The Operating System Intercept table xxxxxxxx is not applied. This table is required for tape processing. All
other TLMS functions may be active.
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Action:

Apply the OSI table through TLMSRIM.

CAT9016I
ALL nn OSI(s) IN xxxxxxxx ARE ACTIVE.

Reason:

TLMSTAGE: All required OSIs in OSI table xxxxxxxx are properly applied.

Action:

None

CAT9017I
TLMS - xxxx START=xxxxx/xxxxxx END=xxxxx/xxxxxx (x)

Reason:

TLMSCMND: This message is issued in response to the TLMS status command. The variable fields in the order they are
displayed are:

1. The CPU ID from SMCA
2. The date/time TLMS was started on this CPU
3. The date/time TLMS ended on this CPU (will be zero for all active TLMS CPUs)

If the SMC option is in effect, a P indicates PRINT mode, and an M indicates MOVE mode; otherwise, the last field will not
be displayed.

Action:

None. This message is informational.

CAT9018I
ESTAE EXIT ENTERED FOR, TLMS

Reason:

TLMSSTAE: A program check has occurred in the indicated module and process.

Action:

Send the dump to Broadcom Support. Contact Broadcom Support at http://ca.com/support for assistance.

CAT9019E
TLMS - UNABLE TO ALLOCATE QUEUE, TERMINATING

Reason:

TLMSTAGE: Insufficient storage for queue; either too few entries were specified for QSIZE in TLMSIPO, or the CSA is too
small, or the operator did not reply U to message CAT9013P or CAT9021P.

Action:

Increase the QSIZE entry or reply U to message CAT9013P or CAT9021P.
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CAT9020E
TLMS - UPDATE LOST FOR VSN volser

Reason:

TLMSSTAE: TLMS was unable to update the VMF with a transaction for the VSN indicated by volser.

Action:

Manually update the VMF using information for the transaction captured in the Alternate Log file.

CAT9021I
TLMS HAS DETECTED AN ABEND WITH NO CACVT

Reason:

TLMSSTAE: Did not find the required control blocks to invoke common dump services.

Action:

None. This message is informational.

CAT9021P
TLMS - QUEUE ALREADY ACTIVE. REPLY 'U' TO CONT. OR 'N' TO STOP.

Reason:

TLMSTAGE: This error condition occurs during the initialization of TLMS when attempting to allocate the message queue.
This message is issued when a previous TLMS subtask is abended without clearing the address of the message queue in
the TLMS SSCT entry.

Action:

Respond 'U' to continue the initialization of TLMS and use the existing copy of the TLMS message queue. Respond 'N' to
terminate the initialization of TLMS and free the existing message queue. If the current TLMS initialization is terminated,
the TLMS should be started manually.

CAT9022I
TLMS - SYSTEM syst IN MSG mode MODE

Reason:

TLMSRTNS: This message reports which system is in MOVE or PRINT mode.

Action:

None. This message is informational.

CAT9023E
TLMS - INVALID RESPONSE - REPLY 'U' TO CONTINUE OR 'N' TO TERMINATE

Reason:

This message will be issued if either message CAT9013P or CAT9021P was previously issued and a reply to the
message was not a "U" to continue processing or a "N" to terminate processing. Once this message is displayed, the
original message will be redisplayed.
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Action:

When message CAT9013P or CAT9021P is displayed, enter a "U" to continue processing or a "N" to terminate
processing.

CAT9024I
OF nn OSI(s) IN xxxxxxxx dd ARE DISABLED & ii ARE INVALID

Reason:

TLMSTAGE: Not all of OSIs in the OSI table xxxxxx are applied. Where nn is the total number of OSIs in the table, dd is
the number of OSIs which are disabled, and ii are the number of OSIs which are invalid.

Action:

Check the TLMSRIM output for errors.

CAT9025E
TLMS - INCORRECT VERSION OF CAIPO xx

Reason:

TLMSTAGE: As displayed in the error message, an incorrect version of TLMSIPO is being processed. This may happen
following a release upgrade.

Action:

Review the installation steps relating to TLMS system options (member TLMSIPO of CAI.CTAPOPTN) and ensure that
the proper version of TLMSIPO has been created and is in the TLMS load library.

CAT9025I
TLMS - SHUT DOWN COMPLETE

Reason:

TLMSEND: TLMS has ended.

Action:

None. This message is informational.

CAT9026I
TLMS TRANSACTION QUEUE FREED

Reason:

TLMSEND: TLMS is being stopped. So the transaction queue was freed.

Action:

None. This message is informational.

CAT9028E
VMF NOT ALLOCATED
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Reason:

TLMSTAGE: The Volume Master File was not allocated.

Action:

Ensure the VMF is in the CTS proc.

CAT9029E
TLMS - VMF COMMAND SESSION WAS ACTIVE AT STARTUP, POST THIS CPU FAILED

Reason:

TLMSTAGE: A dynamic VMF extend or dyanmic VMI rebuild was in progress when TLMS started on this CPU. This action
is not permitted. The TLMSTAGE program signaled the VMF command session program of the failure via the VMF control
record. The TLMS subtask of CTS will terminate on this LPAR.

Action:

Stop tape processing on this LPAR until after the VMF command session is complete. After the VMF command session
finishes, restart tape processing.

CAT9030I
vvvvvv ON DRIVE uuuu

x------------------------------x

RETURN TO LIBRARY

Reason:

TLMSMSGQ: TLMS rejected a tape, where vvvvvv is the volser of the tape, uuuu is the ucb for the tape and
x------------------------------x is one of the following:

NOT SCRATCH

SECONDARY FILE NOT SCRATCH

NOT IN THE VMF

VMF PROCESSING ERROR

DSN MUST BE FROM POOL

NOT IN SERVICE

SPECIFIC VOLSER REQUIRED

INPUT DSN DOES NOT MATCH

MIXING RES NON-RES VOLS

WORM VOLUME RESTRICTIONS

MIXING WORM AND R/W VOLUMES

ATTEMPTED OUTPUT TO A READONLY RANGE

Action:

Return the tape to the library. This message issues according to TLMSLBLS.

CAT9031E
TLMS RECORD REJECTED BY SMF

Reason:
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TLMSMSGQ: VC83(SMFWTM) issued a nonzero return code.

Action:

Ensure SMF date can be logged.

CAT9033I
VVVVVV ON UNIT UUUU - x---------------------------x

Reason:

TLMSASRV: An agent tape was rejected by TLMS, where vvvvvv is the volser of the tape, uuuu is the unit-ID for the tape
and x---------------------------x is one of the following:

NOT SCRATCH

SECONDARY FILE NOT SCRATCH

NOT IN THE VMF

VMF PROCESSING ERROR

NOT IN SERVICE

DSN MUST BE FROM POOL

SPECIFIC VOL SER REQUIRED

INPUT DSN DOES NOT MATCH

MIXING RES AND NON-RES

ACCESS NOT AUTHORIZED

Action:

This tape cannot be used for the current process. Return it and select another.

CAT9034I
VVVVVV REQUEST CCCC - x---------------------------x

Reason:

TLMSASRV: The TLMS agent server has been called with an invalid transaction. Where vvvvvv is the volser, cccc is the
transaction command, x-------------------------x is one of the following:

VSN NOT SPECIFIED

UNKNOWN ATL TYPE

INVALID EXPDT DATE

INVALID DENSITY

INVALID RECFM

FSQ NOT NUMERIC

INVALID LABEL TYPE

INVALID TRTCH

INVALID UNIT

UNEXPECTED PARM

LOGIC ERROR

UNKNOWN COMMAND

MISSING KEYWORD kkkkkkkk

Action:

This is a probable logic error in the calling program. Contact the vendor for the application where message appears.
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CAT9040I
volser ON device REJECTED BY TLMS

Reason:

TLSMOPEN: TLMS is prohibiting access to this tape volume. volser is the volume serial number and device is the unit
number.

Action:

One of the following CAT904x messages may be produced indicting why the volume was rejected. Correct the JCL and
resubmit.

CAT9041I
VOLUME IS NOT A SCRATCH TAPE

Reason:

TLMSOPEN: An attempt is being made to overwrite unexpired file 1 of a TLMS protected tape volume.

Action:

Correct the JCL and resubmit.

CAT9042I
VOLUME IS NOT A SCRATCH TAPE (MDS)

Reason:

TLMSOPEN: An attempt is being made to overwrite unexpired file 2 through n of a TLMS protected tape volume.

Action:

Correct the JCL and resubmit.

CAT9043I
VOLUME IS NOT DEFINED IN TAPE CATALOG

Reason:

TLMSOPEN: An attempt is being made to write a volume which is not in the Volume Master File, and the installation-
specific requirements for FOREIGN volume processing were not met.

Action:

Correct the JCL and resubmit.

CAT9044I
VMF PROCESSING ERROR

Reason:

TLMSOPEN: This tape was rejected because TLMS was unable to process the VMF properly. Some or all of the required
VMS updates were not possible.

Action:
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Verify the job stream and JCL for errors. Verify the volume and data set information in the VMF. Make required corrections
and rerun job stream. Helpful documentation to aid in diagnostics are the complete JOBLOG, a CATSNAP of all the
volumes in the chain should a chain exist, and the CAISERV output.

CAT9045I
VOLUME IS OUT-OF-SERVICE

Reason:

TLMSOPEN: The Volume Master File indicates the volume is out-of-service and cannot be accessed.

Action:

Correct the JCL and resubmit.

CAT9046I
FORSPEC=YES AND FOREIGN TAPE. VSN REQUIRED

Reason:

When CTAPOPTN FORSPEC=YES and a foreign tape is mounted, the VOL=SER= must be coded. This option ensures
the user intended to write to a foreign tape.

Action:

Add VOL=SER to the JCL.

CAT9047I
VOLUME IS NOT IN DATA SET'S RESTRICTED POOL

Reason:

TLMSOPEN: An attempt is being made to write a data set which is restricted to a specific pool of tape volumes. This
volume is not a member of that pool.

Action:

Correct the JCL and resubmit the job.

CAT9048I
MIXING RESIDENT AND NON-RESIDENT VOLUMES

Reason:

TLMSOPEN: All tapes for a data set must be either resident or non-resident.

Action:

Ensure that all tapes mounted are specified in your JCL are either resident or non-resident.

CAT9049I
DATA SET NAME DOES NOT MATCH TAPE CATALOG

Reason:
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TLMSOPEN: An attempt is being made to read/write a data set and the data set does not match a data set name in the
Volume Master File for this file. The systems options require a match.

Action:

Correct the JCL and resubmit the job.

CAT9051E
CANNOT OBTAIN CROSS MEMORY BUFFER.

Reason:

TLMSDBXM: A cross memory transaction failed because memory could not be obtained. Results are unpredictable.

Action:

Contact Broadcom Support at http://ca.com/support for assistance.

CAT9053E
REQUESTOR NOT ACTIVE. FREEING BUFFER.

Reason:

TLMSDBXM: A cross memory transaction failed because the requesting task has already terminated.

Action:

None.

CAT9054E
INVALID FUNCTION CODE.

Reason:

TLMSDBXM: A cross memory transaction failed because an invalid function was requested.

Action:

Contact Broadcom Support at http://ca.com/support for assistance.

CAT9060E
WORM VOLUME RESTRICTIONS.

Reason:

TLMSOPEN: The WWID and/or the WMC values obtained from the hardware do not match the ones recorded in the VMF.
The tape is rejected.

WARNING
This error message may indicate a serious security or auditing problem.

Action:

Notify the proper authorities in your organization. Retain the WWID and WMC from message CAT9061 as well as the
VOLSER.
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CAT9061I
WWID=XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX WMC=cccc

Reason:

TLMSOPEN: This is an informational message. The values for WWID andWMC were obtained from the hardware. They
may be compared with the WWID and WMC values in the VMF for diagnostic purposes.

Action:

Save the WWID, WMC, volume serial number. If possible save the entire JOBLOG.

CAT9062E
MIXING WORM AND R/W VOLUMES.

Reason:

TLMSOPEN: The tape was rejected at END-OF-VOLUME to prevent WORMvolumes and R/W volumes from being
chained together. This is not permitted because R/W volumes can be scratched and rewritten while WORM volumes
cannot be scratched and rewritten.

Action:

Ensure that the volume being mounted is the same type as the previous volume.

CAT9063I
ATTEMPTED OUTPUT TO A READONLY RANGE

Reason:

TLMSOPEN: An attempt is being made to write a volume which was defined in a Read Only Subpool.

Action:

Correct the JCL and resubmit.

CAT9090D
TLMS - QUEUE FULL. REPLY 'U' TO WAIT OR 'N' TO CONTINUE.

Reason:

TLMSQMGR: The TLMS queue is full. This may be a temporary condition caused by many transactions coming in very
quickly or it may be permanent, caused by some error conditions.

Action:

Check for other messages which may indicate the reason the queue is full. Then reply U or N for the appropriate action.

CAT9091E
TLMS - INVALID TRANSACTION. TRACKING REQUIRED. HEADER=xxxxxxxx

Reason:

TLMSQMGR: An invalid transaction was put into the queue. The first eight bytes of the transactions are displayed. The
transaction is discarded.
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Action:

Contact Broadcom Support at http://ca.com/support for assistance.

CAT9092I
TLMS - CONCURRENT TCB ACTIVITY WAITING FOR MESSAGE QUEUE.

Reason:

TLMSQMGR: Two or more tasks are trying to use the queue at the same time. This may be a temporary condition.

Action:

If the message is produced repeatedly, contact Broadcom Support at http://ca.com/support for assistance.

CAT9096E
TLMS - QUEUE FULL, INFORMATION LOST FOR VOLUME xxxxxx

Reason:

The TLMS internal queue has filled and information is lost for the volume shown in the message.

Action:

Consider enlarging the TLMS queue size (see Defining and Changing Installation Options). Manually update the VMF with
information provided for volume xxxxxx.

CAT9097E
TLMS - SUBSYSTEM NOT ACTIVE (xxxx)

Reason:

The required subsystem shown in the message is not currently active (for example, not started, abended, etc.). Procedure
CAADSPHU may have been run while TLMS was active.

Action:

Correct the error and restart if possible.

CAT9098E
TLMS - SUBSYSTEM NOT FOUND (xxxx)

Reason:

The required subsystem shown in the message was not found.

Action:

Determine why the subsystem was not found. Check the installation and definition of entry xxxx in the SSCT entries in
member IEFSSNxx in SYS1.PARMLIB.

CAT9099E
TLMS - ON-LINE RECORDER NOT ACTIVE

Reason:
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The TLMS ON-LINE Recorder is not active and is required for normal TLMS operation.

Action:

Determine why the ON-LINE Recorder is not active. Correct and restart TLMS.

CAT9099I
TLMS - ON-LINE RECORDER NOT ACTIVE

Reason:

TLMS was not active. TLMS must be active for any update to the Volume Master File. The CAT9099I messages displays
each time a transaction is not recorded.

Action:

Start TLMS procedure, then reapply the updates.

CAT9100 - CAT9199

CAT9100E
TLMS - INSUFFICIENT CSA STORAGE

Reason:

Not enough Common Storage Area is available for the TLMS internal CSA queue.

Action:

Ensure that:

• The QSIZE parameter defined in TLMSIPO is not too large.
• The CSA size is large enough (IEASYSnn in SYS1.PARMLIB).
• No software is fragmenting or using up CSA storage.

CAT9102I
A VMF command session is requested

Reason:

During Dynamic VMF extend, TLMS received a VMF command to start a session with TLMSVMFX. TLMS checks for
commands in the CTL record every minute.

Action:

None. This message is informational.

CAT9104I
Test access to secondary VMF

Reason:
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During Dynamic VMF extend, TLMS received a VMF command to test access to the secondary VMF. TLMS attaches
TLMSVMW1 which attempts to do the following actions:

1. Allocate the VMF to CAIVMF2
2. Open the VMF for an update
3. Read and write the VMF
4. Create a VMF alias
5. Delete the VMF alias
6. Close the VMF
7. Deallocate the VMF

Action:

None. This message is informational.

CAT9106I
Add secondary VMF

Reason:

During Dynamic VMF extend, TLMS received a VMF command to allocate the secondary VMF to CAIVMF2 DD
statement.

Action:

None. This message is informational.

CAT9108I
Switch primary and secondary VMFs

Reason:

During Dynamic VMF extend, TLMS received a VMF command to switch the primary and secondary VMFs. After the
switch, the old VMF is allocated to the CAIVMF2 DD statement and is the secondary VMF. The new VMF is allocated to
the CAIVMF DD statement and is the primary VMF.

The primary VMF is for normal VMF processing. The secondary VMF is only used for duplex writes.

Action:

None. This message is informational.

CAT9110I
Recatalog VMF alias

Reason:

During Dynamic VMF extend, TLMS received a VMF command to recatalog the VMF alias to point to the primary VMF.

Action:

None. This message is informational.

CAT9112I
Test for jobs using old VMF
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Reason:

During Dynamic VMF extend, TLMS received a VMF command to test for jobs that use the old VMF.

Action:

None. This message is informational.

CAT9114I
Drop secondary VMF

Reason:

During Dynamic VMF extend, TLMS received a VMF command to deallocate the secondary VMF from CAIVMF2.

Action:

None. This message is informational.

CAT9116I
Normal processing is requested

Reason:

During a VMF command session, TLMS received a VMF command to return to normal processing. In normal processing,
TLMS only checks the VMF CTL record every 3 minutes.

Action:

None. This message is informational.

CAT9117I
Test for jobs using VMI

Reason:

During Dynamic VMI rebuild, TLMS received a VMF command to find jobs using the current VMI. TLMS will display a list
of jobs on this LPAR which are using the VMI. The dyanmic VMI rebuild will wait until all the jobs complete.

Action:

Decide whether to terminate the jobs in the list, stop the VMI rebuild, or wait for the jobs to complete.

CAT9118I
De-allocate CAIVMFXU from CTS

Reason:

During Dynamic VMI rebuild, TLMS received a VMF command to de-allocate the CAIVMFXU DD statement. 

Action:

None. This is an informational message.

CAT9119I
Command successful for this LPAR
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Reason:

During Dynamic VMF extend, TLMS posted a response to TLMSVMFX. The response is a x’40’ which means TLMS has
successfully completed the current command.

Action:

None. This message is informational.

CAT9120I
Command failed for this LPAR

Reason:

During Dynamic VMF extend, TLMS posted a response to TLMSVMFX. The response is a x’C0’ which means TLMS
could not complete the current command.

or

During Dynamic VMI Rebuild, TLMS posted a response to TLMSVMIC. The response is an x’C0’ which means TLMS
could not complete the VMI Rebuild command. The System that initiated the VMI Rebuild stops all processing.

Action:

None. This message is informational.

CAT9121I
Ensure CAIVMFI/CATVMFXI/TAPEDB are not allocated

Reason:

During Dynamic VMF extend/VMI Rebuild, TLMS received a VMF command to ensure that the DD statements are not
allocated CAIVMFI, CATVMFXI and TAPEDB. If the DD statements are allocated, TLMS deallocates them.

Action:

None. This message is informational.

CAT9122I
Reallocate CAIVMFI/CATVMFXI/TAPEDB if needed

Reason:

During Dynamic VMF extend/VMI Rebuild, TLMS received a VMF command to reallocate CAIVMFI, CATVMFXI and
TAPEDB DD statements. If the DD statements are allocated before the VMF extend/VMI Rebuild, TLMS reallocates them.

Action:

None. This message is informational.

CAT9123I
INQR sub-task is not active

Reason:

During Dynamic VMF extend/ VMI rebuild, TLMS received a VMF command to stop CTS subtask INQR but the subtask
was not active. TLMS returns a successful response.
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Action:

None. This message is informational.

CAT9124I
STOP INQR sub-task to free CAIVMFI/CATVMFXI/TAPEDB

Reason:

During Dynamic VMF extend/VMI Rebuild, TLMS received a VMF command to stop CTS subtask INQR.

Action:

None. This message is informational.

CAT9125I
TAPEDB does not exist

Reason:

During Dynamic VMF extend/VMI rebuild, TLMS received a VMF command to ensure that the TAPEDB DD statement is
not allocated. The DD statement does not exist so TLMS returns a successful response.

Action:

None. This message is informational.

CAT9126I
CAIVMFI does not exist

Reason:

During Dynamic VMF extend/VMI rebuild, TLMS received a VMF command to ensure that the CAIVMFI DD statement is
not allocated. The DD statement does not exist so TLMS returns a successful response.

Action:

None. This message is informational.

CAT9127I
TAPEDB de-allocated

Reason:

During Dynamic VMF extend/VMI rebuild, TLMS received a VMF command to ensure that the TAPEDB DD statement is
not allocated. TLMS deallocated the DD statement and returned a successful response.

Action:

None. This message is informational.

CAT9128I
CAIVMFI de-allocated

Reason:
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During Dynamic VMF extend/VMI rebuild, TLMS received a VMF command to ensure that the CAIVMFI DD statement is
not allocated. TLMS deallocated the DD statement and returned a successful response.

Action:

None. This message is informational.

CAT9129I
CAIVMFXI does not exist

Reason:

During Dynamic VMF extend/VMI rebuild, TLMS received a VMF command to reallocate the CATVMFXI DD statement but
the statement was not allocated before the rebuild. TLMS returns a successful response.

Action:

None. This message is informational.

CAT9130I
CAIVMFXI de-allocated

Reason:

During Dynamic VMF extend/VMI rebuild, TLMS received a VMF command to ensure that the CAIVMFXI DD statement is
not allocated. TLMS deallocated the DD statement and returned a successful response.

Action:

None. This message is informational.

CAT9131I
TAPEDB re-allocate failed

Reason:

During Dynamic VMF extend/VMI rebuild, TLMS received a VMF command to reallocate the TAPEDB DD statement but
the allocation failed. TLMS returns an unsuccessful response.

Action:

None. This message is informational.

CAT9132I
CAIVMFI re-allocate failed

Reason:

During Dynamic VMF extend/VMI rebuild, TLMS received a VMF command to reallocate the CAIVMFI DD statement but
the allocation failed. TLMS returns an unsuccessful response.

Action:

None. This message is informational.
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CAT9133I
Restart INQR sub-task

Reason:

During Dynamic VMF extend/VMI rebuild, TLMS received a VMF command to restart the CTS subtask INQR.

Action:

None. This message is informational.

CAT9134I
INQR sub-task was not active, not restarted

Reason:

During Dynamic VMF extend/VMI rebuild, TLMS received a VMF command to restart the CTS subtask INQR. The subtask
was not active before the extend so TLMS posted a successful response.

Action:

None. This message is informational.

CAT9135I
CAIVMFXI re-allocate failed

Reason:

During Dynamic VMF extend/VMI rebuild, TLMS received a VMF command to re-allocate the CAIVMFXI DD statement.
TLMS could not re-allocate the DD statement. TLMS returned a failed return code.

Action:

None. The VMI rebuild program will that the proper recover action.

CAT9136I
Test for update access to VMI.N from LPAR

Reason:

During Dynamic VMI rebuild, TLMS received a VMF command to test access to the VMI.N. TLMS attaches TLMSVMIA
which attempts to do the following actions:

1. Allocate the VMI.N to CAIVMFXT
2. Open the VMI for an update
3. Write a unique record to the VMI
4. Read the unique record from the VMI
5. Erase the unique record from the VMI
6. Close the VMI.N
7. De-allocate the VMI.N

Action:

None. This message is informational.
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CAT9137I
TAPEDB NOT de-allocated

Reason:

During Dynamic VMF extend, TLMS received a VMF command to ensure that the TAPEDB DD statement is not allocated.
TLMS was unable to deallocate the DD statement and returned a non successful response.

Action:

Determine why the file is still allocated. Contact TLMS Support for assistance if necessary.

CAT9138I
CAIVMFI NOT de-allocated

Reason:

During Dynamic VMF extend, TLMS received a VMF command to ensure that the CAIVMFI DD statement is not allocated.
TLMS was unable to deallocate the DD statement and returned a non successful response.

Action:

Determine why the file is still allocated. Contact TLMS Support for assistance if necessary.

CAT9139I
CAIVMFXI NOT de-allocated

Reason:

During Dynamic VMF extend, TLMS received a VMF command to ensure that the CAIVMFXI DD statement is not
allocated. TLMS was unable to deallocate the DD statement and returned a non successful response.

Action:

Determine why the file is still allocated. Contact TLMS Support for assistance if necessary.

CAT9700 - CAT9799
 

CAT9702P
ENTER VSN FOR NL ON DRIVE dddd, OR CANCEL

Reason:

TLMSOCAP: This message is applicable only if the TLMS system option VSNREQD (member TLMSIPO of
CAI.CTAPOPTN) is set to YES. An NL or BLP OPEN request is being processed. TLMS requires the volume serial
number to apply data set protection logic to the tape.

Action:

Supply the volume serial number for the tape on drive dddd, or reply CANCEL.

CAT9704P
VSN NOT FOUND ON VMF, ENTER VSN, 'U' OR 'M' FOR DRIVE ddd
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Reason:

TLMSOCAP: VSN received in response to CAT9702P is not on the Volume Master File.

Action:

Reply with another VSN, allow the VSN to be used, or request a demount of the VSN. Supplying another VSN which is not
on the VMF will cause TLMS to treat it as a foreign volume.

CAT9706P
** INVALID REPLY ** PLEASE RE-ENTER REPLY

Reason:

TLMSOCAP: An invalid reply was entered.

Action:

Reenter a valid reply.

CAT9710E
SWA xxxxx SERVICES HAS FAILED, REASON= rc, TLMSCLSE

Reason:

TLMSCLSE: TLMS SVC CSECT requested the indicated service (READ or WRITE) from SWA queue manager.

Action:

Contact Broadcom Support at http://ca.com/support for assistance.

CAT9720W
WARNING - EXPDT=992XX WILL NOT BE VALID WITH THE NEXT RELEASE

Reason:

TLMSCLSE: The use of the VMF retention keyword 992xx will not be supported with the next release of TLMS.

Action:

Choose another means of retention using any other valid keyword.

CAT9730E
uuuu,volser LABEL CHANGE NOT ALLOWED

Reason:

TLMSMODV: A request for label change from label type SL to NL, or NL to SL has been denied. The volume indicated by
volser may not be a scratch, or the user may not be authorized for label destruction. The volume is demounted.

Action:

Verify the status of the volume and user authorization. (Label destruction is controlled by the system options member,
TLMSIPO.)
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CAT9731E
VSN NOT THE SAME AS REQUEST IN JCL

Reason:

TLMSMODV: The VSN mounted or provided from an operator prompt is not the same as specified in the JCL. The tape is
rejected.

Action:

Mount the correct volume or respond with the correct VSN.

CAT9732I
uuuu,volser IS APPROVED FOR LABEL CHANGE

Reason:

TLMSMODV: A request for label change from label type SL to NL, or NL to SL has been approved. The label is rewritten.

Action:

None. This message is informational.

CAT9735E
CAT9735E EXCEEDED MAX REJECT COUNT FROM IPO

Reason:
TLMSMODV: More than X consecutive tapes were mounted for scratch and rejected. To prevent excessive use of scratch
tapes, TLMS terminated the job.

Action:
Refer to the previous Not Scratch messages to determine why the tapes were rejected. Contact the tape administrator to
resynchronize the tape robot with the VMF.

CAT9738P
DESTROY LABEL OF vvvvvv A NON-TLMS TAPE?

Reason:

TLMSMODV: This prompt is a request to destroy the label on a nonTLMS tape. TLMS does not protect this tape, so the
operator is prompted.

Action:

Reply Y to permit the label change. Reply N to reject the tape.

CAT9739P
ENTER VSN FOR NL ON DRIVE dddd, OR CANCEL

Reason:

TLMSMODV: This message is applicable only if the TLMS system option VSNREQD (member TLMSIPO of
CAI.CTAPOPTN) is set to YES. An NL or BLP OPEN request is being processed. TLMS requires the volume serial
number to apply dataset protection logic to the tape.
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Action:

Supply the volume serial number for the tape on drive ddd, or reply CANCEL if the job is to be canceled.

CAT9740E
VSN vvvvvv IS NOT A SCRATCH TAPE

Reason:

TLMSMODV: The program has checked with TLMS and the volume is not in scratch status in the VMF.

Action:

The system will mount another tape volume. Had it been a specific tape volume request the job would've failed.

 

CAT9750I
uuuu,volser LABEL CHANGE NOT ALLOWED

Reason:

TLMSMODV: A request for label change from label type SL to NL, or NL to SL has been denied. The volume indicated by
volser may not be a scratch, or the user may not be authorized for label destruction. The volume is demounted.

Action:

Verify the status of the volume and user authorization. (Label destruction is controlled by the system options member,
TLMSIPO.)

CAT9751I
VSN NOT THE SAME AS REQUEST IN JCL

Reason:

TLMSMODV: The VSN mounted or provided from an operator prompt is not the same as specified in the JCL. The tape is
rejected.

Action:

Mount the correct volume or respond with the correct VSN.

CAT9752I
uuuu,volser IS APPROVED FOR LABEL CHANGE

Reason:

TLMSMODV: A request for label change from label type SL to NL, or NL to SL is approved. The label is rewritten.

Action:

None. This message is informational.

CAT9758P
DESTROY LABEL OF vvvvvv A NONTLMS TAPE?
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Reason:

TLMSMODV: This prompt is a request to destroy the label on a nonTLMS tape. TLMS does not protect this tape, so the
operator is prompted.

Action:

Reply Y to permit the label change. Reply N to reject the tape.

 

CAT9759P
ENTER VSN FOR NL ON DRIVE dddd, OR CANCEL

Reason:

TLMSMODV: This message applies only if the TLMS system option VSNREQD (member TLMSIPO of CAI.CTAPOPTN)
is set to YES. An NL or BLP OPEN request is being processed. TLMS requires the volume serial number to apply dataset
protection logic to the tape.

Action:

Supply the volume serial number for the tape on drive ddd, or reply CANCEL if the job is to be canceled

CAT9777W
NO SIOT MATCH FOR FILE BEING CLOSED

Reason:

TLMSCLSE: TLMS attempts to do third disposition processing on an abended data set. The search for the SIOT which
matches the DDNAME for this data set was not successful. Processing continues but, the tape being processed may not
be properly kept (scratch/nonscratch) on the VMF.

Action:

Manually determine the proper status of the tape from the user JCL, and update the volume using online inquiry/update.
Contact Broadcom Support for assistance if this message persists.

CAT9800 - CAT9899

CAT9801P
TLMS2TRN PUT TO QUEUE FAILED. ENTER "C" TO CANCEL.

Reason:

TLMS2TRN: TLMS2TRN attempts to put a transaction to the TLMS queue. The TLMS address space has not been
initialized.

Action:

TLMS has not been started. Execute proc CTS to start TLMS.

CAT9900 - CAT9999
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CAT9995E
TLMS BLDL FAILED FOR TLMSxxxx

Reason:

TLMSMSGQ: TLMS required the module TLMSxxxx to be in the TLMS load library, but could not find it there.

Action:

Make sure the load module is available in the proper TLMS load library.

CAT9998E
TLMS INTERCEPT TABLE NOT FOUND. TAPE INTERCEPTS ARE NOT ACTIVE! TAPES ARE NOT BEING
PROTECTED AND TAPE ACTIVITY WILL NOT BE RECORDED.

Reason:

While processing a tape job, TLMS detected that its Intercept table was missing. This is a severe error and TLMS is not
able to record data about the tapes.

Action:

Stop all tape jobs. Run CAS9 for TLMS with “REINIT,OSI=YES”.

CAT9999E
TLMS HAS DETECTED THAT ONE OR MORE TAPE INTERCEPTS ARE NOT ACTIVE! TAPES MAY NOT BE
PROTECTED AND TAPE ACTIVITY MAY NOT BE RECORDED.

Reason:

While processing a tape job, TLMS detected that one or more intercepts were missing. This is a severe error and TLMS is
not able to record data about the tapes being processed.

Action:

Stop all tape jobs. Run CAS9 for TLMS with “REINIT,OSI=YES”.

CATL - Options Utility Messages
CATL000 - CATL099

CATL002E
INIT PARM REQUIRED FOR TLMS

Reason:

TLMSRIM: The first invocation of TLMSRIM after an IPL must be with a parm of INIT.

Action:

Run TLMSRIM with a parm of INIT and/or change the CAS9 parms for TLMS to INIT.
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CATL003E
INIT ALREADY PERFORMED, USE REINIT

Reason:

TLMSRIM: TLMSRIM was run with a parm of INIT after TLMS has already been initialized. TLMSRIM can only be run with
a parm of INIT once per IPL.

Action:

Change the to REINIT, and rerun.

CATL006E
INVALID CAIRIM PARAMETERS FOR TLMS

Reason:

TLMSRIM: The parms for TLMS is the CAS9 RIMPRM member are invalid.

Action:

Correct the error and rerun.

CATL009E
INVALID MODULE NAME FOR LPA=MODNAME

Reason:

TLMSRIM: An invalid name was provided with the LPA= parm.

Action:

Correct the error and rerun.

CATL011E
TLMSOSMM (TLMS SVC) NOT FOUND

Reason:

TLC6IINIT: TLMSOSMM is not available for loading by TLMSRIM and cannot be installed. TLMS requires this SVC.

Action:

Ensure that TLMSOSMM is available to TLMSRIM from an authorized library.

CATL012E
TLMS SUBSYSTEM NOT INITIALIZED

Reason:

TLMSRIM: The TLMS subsystem could not be installed. See other TLC6* messages for the reason. TLMS requires this
subsystem.

Action:

Correct the errors and rerun.
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CATL013E
XXXXXXXX SMF EXIT NOT LOADED

Reason:

TLMSRIM: The TLMS exit to SMF is not installed. TLMS will run but cannot record tape error statistics.

Action:

Ensure that TLMSSMFE is available for loading by TLMSRIM.

CATL014E
LOAD FOR MODULE (nnnnnnnn) FAILED

Reason:

TLMSRIM: The named module could not be loaded by TLMS.

Action:

Ensure that the module is available for loading by TLMSRIM.

CATL015I
MODULE (nnnnnnnn) ADDED - L=nnnnnn A=nnnnnnnn

Reason:

TLMSRIM: This is an informational message. It is recorded to aid in debugging if a problem arises. The message gives
the name, length, and address.

Action:

Have this information available if requested by Broadcom Support. Contact Broadcom Support at http://ca.com/support for
assistance.

CATL016I
MODULE (nnnnnnnn) LOCATED IN LPA

Reason:

TLMSRIM: The module specified in the LPA= parm is in LPA.

Action:

Informational message.

CATL017I
EXIT XXXXXXXX NOT ACTIVE FOR TLMS

Reason:

TLMSRIM: This is an informational message. It is recorded to aid in debugging if a problem arises.

Action:

Have this information available if requested by Broadcom Support. Contact Broadcom Support at http://ca.com/support for
assistance.
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CATL018I
EXIT XXXXXXXX ACTIVATED FOR TLMS

Reason:

TLMSRIM: This is an informational message. It is recorded to aid in debugging if a problem arises.

Action:

Have this information available if requested by Broadcom Support. Contact Broadcom Support at http://ca.com/support for
assistance.

CATL019I
SVC XXX INSTALLED FOR TLMS

Reason:

TLMSRIM: This is an informational message. It is recorded to aid in debugging if a problem arises.

Action:

Have this information available if requested by Broadcom Support. Contact Broadcom Support at http://ca.com/support for
assistance.

CATL021I
WTO SUBSYSTEM INITIALIZATION STARTED

Reason:

TLMSRIM: This is an informational message. It is recorded to aid in debugging if a problem arises.

Action:

Have this information available if requested by Broadcom Support. Contact Broadcom Support at http://ca.com/support for
assistance.

CATL022E
WTO SUBSYSTEM INITIALIZATION FAILED

Reason:

TLMSRIM: The WTO subsystem could not be initialized. Normal TLMS processing cannot be run.

Action:

Contact Broadcom Support at http://ca.com/support for assistance.

CATL023I
WTO SUBSYSTEM INITIALIZATION ENDED

Reason:

TLMSRIM: This is an informational message. It is recorded to aid in debugging if a problem arises.

Action:
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Have this information available if requested by Broadcom Support. Contact Broadcom Support at http://ca.com/support for
assistance.

CATL024E
WTO SUBSYSTEM SSVT GETMAIN FAILED

Reason:

TLMSRIM: Storage could not be obtained to save TLMS options and other control information. TLMS requires this data.

Action:

Contact Broadcom Support at http://ca.com/support for assistance.

CATL025I
WTO SUBSYSTEM RESET SUCCESSFULLY

Reason:

TLMSRIM: The WTO subsystem was successfully reset.

Action:

None. This is an informational message.

CATL026I
WTO SUBSYSTEM SHUTDOWN - FORCE OPTION

Reason:

TLMSRIM: The WTO subsystem was stopped because a FORCE was issued.

Action:

None. This is an informational message.

CATL027I
WTO SUBSYSTEM SHUTDOWN - CLEAR OPTION

Reason:

TLMSRIM: The WTO subsystem was stopped because a CLEAR was issued.

Action:

None. This is an informational message.

CATL030E
TLMSRIM: UNSUCCESSFUL INITIALIZATION

Reason:

TLMSRIM: There was a problem with the TLMS initialization.

Action:
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See previous messages from TLMSRIM and take corrective actions. If no corrective action is available, contact Broadcom
Support at http://ca.com/support for assistance.

CATL031I
TLMSRIM: SUCCESSFUL INITIALIZATION

Reason:

TLMSRIM: This is an informational message. It is recorded to aid in debugging if a problem arises.

Action:

Have this information available if requested by Broadcom Support. Contact Broadcom Support at http://ca.com/support for
assistance.

CATL032I
TLMSRIM: SUCCESSFUL REINITIALIZATION

Reason:

TLMSRIM: This is an informational message. It is recorded to aid in debugging if a problem arises.

Action:

Have this information available if requested by Broadcom Support. Contact Broadcom Support at http://ca.com/support for
assistance.

CATL033E
TLC6: UNSUCCESSFUL REINITIALIZATION

Reason:

There was a problem with the TLMS re-initialization.

Action:

See previous messages from TLMSRIM and take corrective actions. If no corrective action is available, contact Broadcom
Support at http://ca.com/support for assistance.

CATL034E
UNABLE TO INSTALL TLMS SVC ROUTINE

Reason:

The TLMS svc could not be installed.

Action:

Check error messages and ensure that the TLMS load library is available to the CAS9 proc.

CATL036E
OSI=NO ONLY ALLOWED FOR INIT PROCESSING

Reason:
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TLMSRIM: The REINIT function cannot be used to remove the Operating System Intercepts.

Action:

DO NOT remove the OSIs unless directed to do so by Broadcom Support. Contact Broadcom Support at http://ca.com/
support for assistance. If needed, Broadcom Support can provide instructions for the safe removal of the intercepts.

CATL037I
XXXXXXXX SMF EXIT LOADED

Reason:

TLMSRIM: The named SMF exit was loaded.

Action:

None. This is an informational message.

CATL038E
INVALID TLMS OSI TABLE SPECIFIED

Reason:

TLMSRIM: The Operating System Intercept module selected is incorrect for this application.

Action:

Contact Broadcom Support at http://ca.com/support for assistance.

CATL039E
----------------- NOT INSTALLED

Reason:

TLMSRIM: The named component was not installed. TLMS is not completely installed.

Action:

Do not run tape jobs unless directed to do so by Broadcom Support. Contact Broadcom Support at http://ca.com/support
for assistance. A REINIT should be done to install the missing component.

CATL040E
TLMS OPTIONS(IPO) INSTALL FAILED RC=nnnn

Reason:

TLMSRIM: The TLMS installation parms were not installed because of the error previously displayed. TLMS cannot be
run.

Action:

Correct the errors in CTAPOPTN member TLMSIPO and REINIT.

CATL041E
INVALID PARAMETER COMBINATION SPECIFIED
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Reason:

TLMSRIM: Some of the parms for TLMSRIM cannot be used together.

Action:

See TLMSRIM - Initializing and Reinitializing TLMS. Correct and rerun.

CATL042I
TLMS OPTIONS PROCESSED

Reason:

TLMSRIM: The Installation Processing Options (IPO) from member TLMSIPO have been processed.

Action:

Correct any errors and rerun.

CATL043I
oooooooooooooooo ssssssssss vv.rr.mm

Reason:

TLMSRIM: This message identifies the current system environment, where oooooooooooooooo is the operating system
ID, ssssssssss is the DFP or SMS type, vv is the version, rr is the release, and mm is the modification level.

Action:

None. The message is informational only.

CATL050I
#CAAT SERVICE CALL FAILED

Reason:

TLMSRIM called the #CAAT service to locate the TLMS product anchor and that service failed.

Action:

Call Broadcom Support.

CATL051I
TLMS PRODUCT ANCHOR CREATED

Reason:

TLMSRIM has created a product anchor block for TLMS.

Action:

None. This is an informational message.

CATL052I
TLMS PRODUCT ANCHOR LOCATED
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Reason:

TLMSRIM has located an existing product anchor block for TLMS.

Action:

None. This is an informational message.

CATL053I
TLMS PRODUCT ANCHOR UPDATED

Reason:

TLMSRIM has updated an existing product anchor block for TLMS.

Action:

None. This is an informational message.

CATL060E
CANNOT INTERCEPT THIS SMS VERSION.

Reason:

TLMSRIM could not find an OSITABLE which contains the correct intercepts for the current version of SMS.

Action:

Find message CATL043I. It contains the information about your operating system and SMS version. Contact TLMS
Support and provide the information from CATL043I. Do not attempt to run tape jobs.

CATL100 - CATL199

CATL100E
--- data ---

Reason:

TLMSLDIP: This message displays a TLMS option statement which is in error. It is always accompanied by other
messages which describe the error.

Action:

None. This message is informational.

CATL101E
TLMS IS NOT INITIALIZED

Reason:

TLMSLDIP: This request requires that the TLMS address space be active.

Action:

Activate the TLMS address space before running this function.
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CATL102E
ERROR IN PARAMETERS

Reason:

TLMSLDIP: This is a general notification of errors in parameters. Other messages provide more specific information.

Action:

Correct the error and rerun.

CATL103E
ERROR IN OPTION option KEYWORD keyword

Reason:

TLMSLDIP: An invalid keyword value has been specified for the option indicated.

Action:

Correct the error and rerun.

CATL104E
TLMS EXIT exit NOT FOUND

Reason:

TLMSLDIP: A user exit was specified but could not be found.

Action:

Ensure the user exit is in the STEPLIB and LINKLIB.

CATL105E
CONFLICTING OPTIONS/PARMS.

(xxxxxxxx VS xxxxxxxx)

Reason:

TLMSLDIP: The TLMSIPO PARMLIB options are in conflict for values specified, for example, IDSNVER=NO and
SECOPN=YES. Data set name security on input cannot be active if IDSNVER is set to NO.

Action:

Correct the error and rerun.

CATL106I
TLMS OPTIONS PROCESSED

Reason:

TLMSLDIP: Program is complete. TLMS system options have been loaded into TLMSIPO.

Action:

None. This message is informational.
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CATL107I
TLMS OPTIONS LOADED

Reason:

TLMSLDIP: TLMSIPO has been located or built and has been loaded into CSA.

Action:

None. This message is informational.

CATL108E
ERROR LOADING USER EXIT userexit

Reason:

TLMSLDIP: One or more user exit modules could not be found or loaded. Ensure the requested user exits are available
through LNKLST or the STEPLIB.

Action:

Correct the error and rerun.

CATL109E
UNKNOWN OR UNEXPECTED KEYWORD

Reason:

TLMSLDIP: A keyword has been found which is either unknown or is not valid for this option.

Action:

Correct the error and rerun.

CATL110E
STATEMENT FAILED SYNTAX SCAN

Reason:

TLMSLDIP: Statement contains invalid syntax.

Action:

Correct the error and rerun.

CATL111E
PARAMETER NOT NUMERIC

Reason:

TLMSLDIP: The parameter must be 1-15 numeric characters.

Action:

Correct the error and rerun.
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CATL112E
PARAMETER MUST BE YES OR NO

Reason:

TLMSLDIP: This parameter requires a value of YES or NO.

Action:

Correct the error and rerun.

CATL113I
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

Reason:

This is an informational message. It displays statements and diagnostics from CTS programs which create the SCR,
NSM, and EDM tables.

Action:

If any of the CTS table build programs end in error check, this message displays the statements and error.

CATL116E
OPEN FAILED FOR OPTIONS DATA SET

Reason:

TLMSLDIP: Cannot open the TLMSOPTS file.

Action:

Correct the JCL and rerun.

CATL117W
TABLE FULL ENTRY IGNORED

Reason:

TLMSLDIP: One of the Broadcom user tables is full. The maximum number of entries provided for each is:

• CTAB
50

• DTAB
50

• HTAB
50

• MTAB
100

Action:

Contact Broadcom Support for assistance.
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CATL118W
FORCED PROMPT=NO BECAUSE INQACC=YES

Reason:

TLMSLDIP: Both of the installation options PROMPT and INQACC have been specified YES.

Action:

Correct the options and rerun.

CATL119E
MISSING A REQUIRED PARM

Reason:

TLMSLDIP: The TLMSIPO member of CAI.CTAPOPTN is missing one or more required parameters.

Action:

See preceding messages and System Options (Member TLMSIPO). Add or correct the required parameters.

CATL121E
PROCESSING FOR CTSOPTNS MEMBER xxxxxxxx FAILED; RC=xxxxxxxx

Reason:

TLMSLDIP: Processing of a CTS option table ended with a nonzero return code.

Action:

Take corrective action for messages which indicate the actual errors. Tape jobs should not be run until these tables are
built without errors.

CATL200 - CATL299

CATL201I
RETENTION TABLE INITIALIZATION STARTED.

Reason:

TLMSRULI: This program has started. If the CAIRMF DD statement is present, it will read the RMF and attempt to build a
resident retention table.

Action:

None. This is an informative message only.

CATL205E
OPEN INPUT FAILED FOR CAIRMF.

Reason:

TLMSRULI: This program was unable to open the RMF.
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Action:

Verify that the CAIRMF DD points to a valid RMF and that TLMSRULI has access to it.

CATL206I
RETENTION TABLE INSTALLED.

Reason:

TLMSRULI: This program has completed with RC=0 and the resident retention table has been built.

Action:

None. The message is informational only.

CATL207I
RETENTION TABLE NOT INSTALLED

Reason:

TLMSRULI: This program has completed with RC=4 and the resident retention table has NOT been built.

Action:

None. The message is informational only.

CATL219E
XXXXX ERROR ON VSAM FILE R15 = RRR TYPE = FFF.

Reason:

TLMSRULI: A VSAM error was detected while accessing the RMF. Where XXXXX = the function being performed, RRR =
the decimal value of R15, and FFF = the VSAM error message number.

Action:

See the IBM documentation for the VSAM error message.

CA$F - Common Tape System Messages
CA$F000 - CA$F099

CA$F000R
CA COMMON TAPE SYSTEM COMMANDS?

Reason:

This message appears when the WTOR option is specified. Commands to CTS can be entered as a reply to this
message.

Action:

Enter desired CTS commands.
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CA$F001E
REQUIRED MODULE MISSING - xxxxxxxx

Reason:

The module listed in the message cannot be located.

Action:

Verify that the module listed in the message resides on a library in your STEPLIB or link list and restart CTS.

CA$F002E
REQUIRED DDNAME MISSING OR INVALID - xxxxx

Reason:

CTS was started as a batch job instead of a started task. As a batch job, CTS does not intercept label requests via ENF/
CCI.

Action:

If you desire to run CTS as a batch job, then add the input dd name and input control statements.

CA$F003E
OPEN UNSUCCESSFUL ON FILE - xxxxxxxx

Reason:

An OPEN was unsuccessful for the file listed in the message.

Action:

If this message is accompanied by message CA$F004E, see that message for additional information; otherwise, ensure
that the file's DD statement is coded properly in the JCL and restart CTS.

CA$F004E
TAPE DATABASE ERROR OCCURRED - FN=xxxx,RC=xxxx,RS=xxxx,FB=xxxx

Reason:

An error occurred processing the tape management system database.

Action:

Correct the problem that the return codes identify and rerun the program. If CTS task issues the message, stop and start
the CTS task after correcting the problem.

CA$F005E
DYNAMIC ALLOCATION ERROR ON xxxxxxxx RC=xxxx,EC=xxxx,IN=xxxx

Reason:

A dynamic allocation error occurred on the DDNAME listed in the message. The dynamic allocation return code (RC),
error code (EC) and information code (IN) are listed in the message.

Action:
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Check to ensure the DDNAME listed in the message does NOT exist in the CTS startup JCL and that the corresponding
OUTPUT statement for the printer being dynamically allocated DOES exist and is coded correctly. For information on
dynamically allocated label printers see Administrating. For more information on dynamic allocation codes see IBM MVS/
ESA System Programming Library: Application Development Guide.

CA$F006E
VOLUME NOT FOUND ON DATABASE - xxxxxx

Reason:

A VOLUME request for the volume serial number listed on the message was requested but the volume serial number
does NOT exist on the TMC.

Action:

Correct and resubmit the request.

CA$F007E
LABEL IMAGE ROWS xxxx OR COLUMNS xxxx INVALID

Reason:

The label image processed by the output label processor contains an invalid number of ROWS or COLUMNS as listed in
the message. ROWS must be from 1 to 66 and COLUMNS must be from 1 to 132.

Action:

Correct, restart the LAB subtask, and resubmit the request.

CA$F008E
LABEL REQUEST PRINTER VALUE(S) INVALID - x-x-x

Reason:

The three printer request fields for the label request are listed in the message above. These values relate to PRINTER1,
PRINTER2 and PRINTER3 respectively. The value for each of these must be Y (to select the specific printer for output) or
N (to bypass the printer).

Action:

Correct, restart the LAB subtask, and resubmit the request.

CA$F009E
LABEL REQUEST WTO ROUTE CODE(S) INVALID - xxxx-xxxx-xxxx

Reason:

The three WTO route codes for the label request are listed in the message above. The value for each of these must be
001 through 128 to select the specific route code or 000 to not assign a WTO route code.

Action:

Correct, restart the LAB subtask, and resubmit the request.
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CA$F010E
PROGRAM PARAMETER LIST IS MISSING OR INVALID

Reason:

The program parameter list for either the input or output label processor is invalid. The calling sequence must contain two
addresses. The first address must point to the Common Components and Services EARL Service label image record and
the second address must point to the Common Components and Services EARL Service communication area.

Action:

Correct, restart the LAB subtask, and resubmit the request.

CA$F011E
KEYWORD REQUESTED "xxxxxxxx" ALREADY PRESENT - RECORD xxxx

Reason:

Keyword is already specified.

Action:

None. This is an informative message.

CA$F012E
LABEL REQUEST MISSING FOR KEYWORD "xxxxxxxx" - RECORD xxxx

Reason:

The label request is missing for the specified keyword.

Action:

Supply missing label request.

CA$F013E
KEYWORD "xxxxxxxx" INVALID FOR THIS REQUEST - RECORD xxxx

Reason:

An invalid keyword was used for this request.

Action:

Supply a valid keyword.

CA$F014E
KEYWORD "xxxxxxxx" OR KEYWORD VALUE INVALID - RECORD xxxx

Reason:

An invalid keyword or keyword value was used for this record.

Action:

Supply a valid keyword or keyword value.
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CA$F017E
INPUT REQUEST TYPE "x" IS INVALID

Reason:

The input request type listed in the message above is invalid for the label output processor. Valid request types are L
(Label request), S (Spinoff request), and C (Close request).

Action:

Correct, restart the LAB subtask, and resubmit the request.

CA$F018I
SPINOFF REQUEST PROCESSED SUCCESSFULLY

Reason:

The label output processor received a SPINOFF request and it was processed successfully.

Action:

None. This is an informative message.

CA$F020E
CCI RC=xxxx,DRC=xxxxxxxx,ERC=xxxxxxxx-xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

Reason:

An error has occurred processing a CAICCI request. The CAICCI return code (RC), detailed return code (DRC), extended
return code (ERC) and error description are listed in the message. For additional information see Common Components
and Services documentation.

Action:

Ensure that CAICCI and CAIENF are active. Once the problem has been resolved, resubmit the request.

CA$F021E
CCI DESTINATION INVALID - "xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx"

Reason:

The CAICCI destination listed in the message is invalid as entered. For additional information see Administrating.

Action:

Correct, restart the LAB subtask, and resubmit the request.

CA$F022E
CCI DESTINATION NOT AVAILABLE - "xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx"

Reason:

The CAICCI destination listed in the message is currently not available on the ENF/CCI network. For additional
information see Common Components and Services documentation.

Action:
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Correct and resubmit the request.

CA$F026E
INVALID REQUEST/VALUE - xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

Reason:

The command that was issued to the LAB subtask or the parameter accompanying the command is invalid. If a command
and parameter were entered, make sure they are separated by a blank and enclosed within single quotes or parentheses.
(For example, 'SPINOFF PRINTER1')

Action:

Correct and resubmit the request.

CA$F027E
REQUEST NOT PROCESSED - xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

Reason:

The command that was issued to the LAB subtask was not processed due to a previous error.

Action:

Correct and resubmit the request.

CA$F028I
LABEL PROCESSING STATUS - STARTED AT hh:mm: ss ONxxxxxxxxxx

Reason:

This message is issued as a result of the STATUS command. It indicates the time and date the label processing was
initiated. This message is accompanied by message CA$F029I.

Action:

None. This is an informative message.

CA$F029I
VOLUME=nnnnn,DATA=nnnnn,LABEL=nnnnn,SPINOFF=nnnnn,ERRS=nnnnn

Reason:

This message is issued as a result of the STATUS command. It indicates the current count of VOLUME, DATA, LABEL
and SPINOFF requests that have been processed since the label processor was initiated. Additionally, an error count
associated with VOLUME requests is provided. This message is preceded by message CA$F028I.

Action:

None. This is an informative message.

CA$F030I
LABEL INITIALIZATION STARTED

Reason:
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This message is issued when the label processor is started.

Action:

None. This is an informative message.

CA$F031I
LABEL INITIALIZATION COMPLETED

Reason:

This message is issued when the label input processor has completed the initialization process and is ready to receive
and process input requests through Common Components and Services CAICCI.

Action:

None. This is an informative message.

CA$F032I
LABEL PROCESSING COMPLETED

Reason:

This message is issued when the label processor has closed all files and processing has terminated.

Action:

None. This is an informational message.

CA$F060I
NONSTANDARD LABELS FOUND ON TAPE ***

Reason:

The tape mounted for TAPE MAP (TMAP) processing contains labels that are not standard labels. Only ANSI Label (AL)
or Standard Label (SL) tapes can be mapped by the TMAP task.

Action:

None. This is an information message. The tape is dismounted.

CA$F061E
CANNOT OPEN PRINT FILE FOR TAPE MAP

Reason:

The SYSPRINT DD statement could not be opened.

Action:

Ensure there is a SYSPRINT DD statement in the CTS procedure before starting the TAPE MAPT task.

CA$F062E
SVC 99 ERROR - DDNAME ‘cccccccc‘ - ERROR CODE ‘nnnn‘ - REASON CODE ‘mmmm’

Reason:
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The requested volser could not be allocated on the requested unit type. Either the unit type specified was not valid, or the
virtual or robotic tape system rejected it for the requested volume.

Action:

Ensure that the requested volume to tape map can be allocated and read on the requested device. See the IBM manual.
For example, a REASON CODE 021C indicates that the UNIT specified is undefined.

CA$F068I
TAPE MAP COMPLETE: VOLUME CONTAINS nnnnnn FILES ***  

Reason: 

The TAPE MAP requested for the volume was complete and the volume contains nnnnnn files. The tape is dismounted

Action: 

None. This message is informational only.

CA$F070I 
ERROR PROCESSING LABEL

Reason: 

An ABEND occurred during open of the tape label.

Action: 

Subtask TMAP recovered from the error. Review the Joblog for further analysis and correct the error. 

CA$F100 - CA$F199

CA$F108E
INIE xxxxxxxx1xxxxxxxx2xxxxxxxx3xxxxxxxx4

Variables:

'First non-
blank field is not a keyword''Duplicate keyword or missing EDM keyword''Missing EDM keyword''Parameter too large or small for keyword''At least 1 keyword must be specified''Bad masking combination specified''Invalid Parameter passed' 

Reason:

CTSINITE: This message indicates the type of error encountered while building the External Data Manager table. The
variable portion of the message is replaced by one of the following:

Action:

Correct the problem and rerun.

CA$F109E
INIE ERROR BUILDING EXTERNAL DATA MANAGER TABLE

Reason:

CTSINIE: This message follows CA$F108E indicating an error has occurred while building the EDM table.
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Action:

Correct the problem indicated and rerun.

CA$F120I
INIE Beginning xxxxxxxx procedure

Reason:

This message is issued to indicate that processing of the External Data Manager (EDM) definitions in the CAI.CTAPOPTN
member has been initiated. The member being processed will appear in place of 'xxxxxxxx'.

Action:

No action is necessary. The message is issued to provide confirmation that the correct EDM member is being processed.

CA$F121I
INIE Processing for TMSPARM member xxxxxxxx complete

Reason:

This message is issued to indicate that processing of the External Data Manager (EDM) definitions in the CAI.CTAPOPTN
member has been completed. If errors were encountered separate error messages may precede this message. The
member being processed will appear in place of 'xxxxxxxx'.

Action:

No action is necessary. The message is issued to provide confirmation that processing of the EDM has completed. If
errors were encountered, see specific error message for detailed instructions.

CA$F122I
Processing for CTSOPTNS XXXXXXXX bypassed

Reason:

The specified option member was bypassed because the CTSOPTNS DD statement was missing.

Action:

If EDM processing is performed, supply the required DD statement.

CA$F130E
INIP INVALID PARAMETER

Reason:

SCR=xx and NSM=xx are the only valid parameters for TMSINITD.

Action:

Ensure the parameter is entered correctly. If you wish to analyze member other than the TMOSCRxx or TMONSMxx
member, use TMSINIT with the TEST parameter.

CA$F132I
INIP Beginning xxxxxxxx and yyyyyyyy procedure
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Reason:

This message is issued to indicate that processing of the scratch pool (TMOSCRxx) and scratch pool assignment
(TMONSMxx) members has been initiated. The members being processed will appear in place of 'xxxxxxxx' and
'yyyyyyyy'.

Action:

No action is necessary. The message is issued to provide confirmation that the correct SCR and NSM members are being
processed.

CA$F133I
INIP Processing for TMSPARM member xxxxxxxx complete

Reason:

This message is issued to indicate that processing of the scratch pool definitions member TMOSCRxx or scratch pool
assignment member TMONSMxx has been completed. If errors were encountered, separate error messages may
precede this message. The member being processed will appear in place of 'xxxxxxxx'.

Action:

No action is necessary. The message is issued to provide confirmation that processing of the EDM has completed. If
errors were encountered, see specific error message for detailed instructions.

CA$F134I
INIP processing TMOxxxnn bypassed

Reason:

The TMSINIT program could not find the member TMOxxxnn in the TMSPARM DD or the TMSPARM DD is missing.

Action:

Correct the TMSINIT JCL

CA$F135E
INIP INVALID STATEMENT SYNTAX

Reason:

Syntax in TMONSM00 or TMOSCR00 is invalid.

Action:

Correct the syntax of the statement.

CA$F136E
INIP Invalid keyword

Reason:

An invalid keyword has been specified.

Action:

Correct the invalid keyword that is identified in the report.
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CA$F137E
INIP Invalid keyword value length'

Reason:

The specified value for this keyword has too many or too few characters.

Action:

Correct and rerun.

CA$F138E
INIP SCRPOOL keyword appears more than once'

Reason:

The SCRPOOL keyword may only be specified once per statement.

Action:

Correct and rerun.

CA$F139E
INIP Scratch Subpool name previously defined.

Reason:

The scratch pool name is the same as defined in a previous statement.

Action:

Correct and rerun.

CA$F140E
INIP RANGE keyword not found'

Reason:

A RANGE keyword parameter was not specified for the definition of a SCRPOOL.

Action:

Specify a valid RANGE keyword for the SCRPOOL and then RE-INIT the CTS tables.

CA$F141E
INIP SCRPOOL not first keyword

Reason:

The SCRPOOL keyword must be first.

Action:

Ensure the SCRPOOL is the first keyword of the Name Control statement. This error may also be caused by a previous
error in the TMOSCRxx member.
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CA$F142E
INIP Invalid RANGE specification'

Reason:

VOLSERs in range not separated by '-'.

Action:

Correct and rerun.

CA$F143E
INIP Invalid RANGE volser(s)'

Reason:

VOLSERs in range statement must be 1 to 6 characters long.

Action:

Correct and rerun.

CA$F144E
INIP RANGE overlaps with RANGE previously defined

Reason:

Ranges in TMOSCRxx overlap.

Action:

Correct ranges.

CA$F145E
INIP Number of Scratch Pool RANGEs exceeds 255'

Reason:

No more than 255 VOLSER ranges may be specified for a scratch pool.

Action:

Correct and rerun.

CA$F146E
INIP DSN keyword appears more than once'

Reason:

The DSN keyword may only be specified once per statement.

Action:

Correct and rerun.
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CA$F147E
INIP JOB keyword appears more than once'

Reason:

The JOB keyword may only be specified once per statement.

Action:

Correct and rerun.

CA$F148E
INIP POOL keyword appears more than once'

Reason:

The POOL keyword may only be specified once per statement.

Action:

Correct and rerun.

CA$F149E
INIP DSN, JOB, UNIT, MGMTCLAS or EXPDT keyword not found.

Reason:

At least one of these keywords is required for a SCRPOOL statement.

Action:

Correct and rerun.

CA$F150E
INIP POOL keyword not found'

Reason:

POOL keyword required but not found.

Action:

Correct and rerun.

CA$F151E
INIP NSM rule NNNNN is a duplicate of rule MMMMM'

Reason:

These rules specify the same criteria.

Action:

Delete one of the rules.
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CA$F152E
INIP Pool Name not found in Scratch Subpool table'

Reason:

A POOL specified in an NSM statement is not defined in the SCR member.

Action:

Correct and rerun.

CA$F153E
INIP UNIT keyword appears more than once'

Reason:

The UNIT keyword may only be specified once per statement.

Action:

Correct and rerun.

CA$F154E
INIP UNIT keyword contains invalid character'

Reason:

The value for UNIT must be four hexadecimal digits.

Action:

Correct and rerun.

CA$F155E
INIP Pattern Masking Validation Error

Reason:

There was an error in the pattern masking supplied.

Action:

Fix the field that had the bad pattern masking.

CA$F156E
INIP Pattern Masking Validation Failed

Reason:

There was an error in the pattern masking supplied.

Action:

Fix the field that had the bad pattern masking.
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CA$F157E
INIP Pattern Masking Error on Compare

Reason:

There was an error in the pattern masking supplied.

Action:

Fix the field that had the bad pattern masking.

CA$F158E
INIP Pattern masking compare failed

Reason:

There was an error in the pattern masking supplied.

Action:

Fix the field that had the bad pattern masking.

CA$F159E
INIP MGMTCLAS keyword appears more than once'

Reason:

The MGMTCLAS keyword may only be specified once per statement.

Action:

Correct and rerun.

CA$F160E
INIP DSN, JOB, UNIT, EDM, EXPDT, RETPD invalid with MGMTCLAS keyword.

Reason:

These keywords cannot be specified with the MGMTCLAS keyword.

Action:

Correct and rerun.

CA$F161E
INIP DSN, JOB, UNIT, MGMTCLAS, EXPDT, RETPD invalid with EDM keyword'

Reason:

These keywords cannot be specified with the EDM keyword.

Action:

Correct and rerun.
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CA$F162E
INIP EDM keyword appears more than once

Reason:

The EDM keyword can only be specified once per statement.

Action:

Correct and rerun.

CA$F163E
INIP MGMTCLAS and EDM invalid with EXPDT keyword'

Reason:

These keywords cannot be specified with the EXPDT keyword.

Action:

Correct and rerun.

CA$F164E
INIP EXPDT keyword appears more than once'

Reason:

The EXPDT keyword can only be specified once per statement.

Action:

Correct and rerun.

CA$F165E
INIP EXPDT invalid -'

Reason:

The EXPDT keyword was specified with an invalid value.

Action:

Correct and rerun.

CA$F166E
INIP EXPDT and RETPD are mutually exclusive'

Reason:

EXPDT and RETPD cannot both be specified on the same statement.

Action:

Correct and rerun.
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CA$F167E
INIP RETPD keyword appears more than once'

Reason:

The RETPD keyword can only be specified once per statement.

Action:

Correct and rerun.

CA$F168E
INIP Invalid RETPD length specified'

Reason:

The value of RETPD must be 1 to 4 characters.

Action:

Correct and rerun.

CA$F169E
INIP Invalid RETPD range specified'

Reason:

An RETPD range was specified and the first value was not less than the second value.

Action:

Correct and rerun.

CA$F170E
INIP Invalid EXPDT length specified'

Reason:

The value for EXPDT must be 1 to 12 characters.

Action:

Correct and rerun.

CA$F171E
INIP Invalid EXPDT range specified'

Reason:

An EXPDT range was specified and the first value was not less than the second value.

Action:

Correct and rerun.
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CA$F172E
INIP STACK keyword must be "YES" or "NO"

Reason:

This message is issued when a TMOSCRxx stack keyword is set to something that is not YES or NO.

Action:

Correct and rerun.

CA$F173E
INIP MAXFILES and THRESHOLD keywords must be all numeric values

Reason:

This message is issued when a TMOSCRxx entry has the maxfiles and threshold keywords set to any value that is not
numeric.

Action:

Correct and rerun.

CA$F174E
INIP THRESHOLD keyword cannot be greater then a value of 100

Reason:

This message is issued when a TMOSCRxx threshold keywords holds a numeric value greater than 100.

Action:

Correct and rerun.

CA$F175E
INIP STACK keyword appears more than once

Reason:

This message is issued when a TMOSCRxx has the stack keyword listed more than once.

Action:

Correct and rerun.

CA$F176E
INIP MAXFILES keyword appears more than once

Reason:

This message is issued when a TMOSCRxx has the maxfiles keyword listed more than once.

Action:

Correct and rerun.
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CA$F177E
INIP THRESHOLD keyword appears more than once

Reason:

This message is issued when a TMOSCRxx has the threshold keyword listed more than once.

Action:

Correct and rerun.

CA$F178E
INIP RANGE keyword(s) must be used after STACK, or stacking keywords

Reason:

The order of keywords in the TMOSCRxx is incorrect.

Action:

The RANGE keyword(s) must be coded after STACK or the stacking keywords. Recode the TMOSCRxx keywords so that
the RANGE keyword(s) are the last keywords for the pool.

CA$F179E
INIP SNEXT keyword must be "SCRATCH" or "SPECIFIC”

Reason:

This message is issued when a TMOSCRxx has the SNEXT keyword set to anything that is not SCRATCH or SPECIFIC.

Action:

Correct and rerun.

CA$F180E
INIP SNEXT keyword appears more than once

Reason:

This message is issued when a TMOSCRxx has the SNEXT keyword listed more than once.

Action:

Correct and rerun.

CA$F181E
MSGP MESSAGE BYPASSED, RSN=xx

Reason:

CTSMSGPR: Debugging message showing action taken.

Action:

None. This message is informational.
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CA$F182E
MSGP UNABLE TO SERVICE MESSAGE REQUEST.

Reason:

CTSMSGVT:A WTO/WTOR was encountered with an invalid disposition field.

Action:

WTO/WTOR may not be related to tape processing. Report this message to CA Support if you are having problems.

CA$F183I
MSGP MESSAGE BYPASSED DUE TO SUPPRESSION BY MPF.

Reason:

CTSMSGVT: Processing of the WTO/WTOR was bypassed due to suppression by MPF.

Action:

None. This message is informational.

CA$F184I
MSGP MESSAGE BYPASSED DUE TO SUPPRESSION BY WTO USER EXIT.

Reason:

CTSMSGVT: Processing of the WTO/WTOR was bypassed due to suppression by WTO user exit.

Action:

None. This message is informational.

CA$F185I
MSGP MESSAGE BYPASSED DUE TO SUPPRESSION BY A SUBSYSTEM.

Reason:

CTSMSGVT: Processing of the WTO/WTOR was bypassed due to suppression by a subsystem.

Action:

None. This message is informational.

CA$F187I
MSGD DOM processed for uuuu - O=xxxx N=xxxx

Reason:

A WTO/WTOR has been DOM'ed (or removed) from the system.

Action:

None. This message is informational.
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CA$F188E
INIP NCAT keyword appears more than once

Reason:

This message is issued when a TMOSCRxx entry has the NCAT keyword listed more than once.

Action:

Correct and rerun.

CA$F189E
INIP READONLY SUBPOOL NOT ALLOWED IN NSM ENTRY

Reason:

This message is issued when a TMOSCRxx entry has been defined with a READ ONLY subpool.

Action:

This is not allowed. Subpooling READ ONLY tapes is not allowed. Correct the TMOSCRxx entry and rerun the
initialization job.

CA$F191E
INIP NCAT keyword must be "STACK" or "NEXT"

Reason:

This message is issued when a TMOSCRxx entry has a NCAT keyword that is set to anything other than STACK or NEXT.

Action:

Correct and rerun.

CA$F200 - CA$F299

CA$F202I
Failed To Obtain O/C/E Work Area...No Stacking

Reason:

Memory could not be obtained by the tape stacking function.Tape stacking is not performed for this data set.

Action:

If this message appears often contact Technical Support at Broadcom Support.

CA$F204I
TAPE EXPDT IS IN THE FUTURE.

Reason:

The volume has an EXPDT in the future. This message is informational.

Action:
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None.

CA$F300 - CA$F399

CA$F301W
FIRST VSQ>1 AND FSQ=1

Reason:

A logical chain of RMM volumes as defined by the next and previous volumes, starts with a VOLSEQ other than ONE and
the file SEQ is equal to ONE. This is probably an incomplete chain and the file may not be usable.

Action:

The volumes are resequenced starting with VOLSEQ ONE and file ONE is shown as abended. Other files on the chain
may be good.

CA$F302W
FIRST VSQ>1 AND FSQ<>1

Reason:

A logical chain of RMM volumes as defined by the next and previous volumes, starts with a VOLSEQ other than ONE and
the file SEQ is greater than ONE. This is probably an incomplete chain with part of another file on the front of the tape. All
other files may be good.

Action:

The volumes are resequenced starting with VOLSEQ ONE and a file ONE is created by copying the current file. This
allows Tape to create a valid chain and provides a default controlling data set for daily maintenance.

CA$F303E
CHAIN TABLE SEARCH FAILED

Reason:

A matching base volume was not found for this volume. The RMM previous volume shows this volume on a chain but no
other volume has this VOLSER as it's next volume.

Action:

No base volume is set and a chaining error will occur in Tape.

CA$F304E
CHAIN TABLE ADD FAILED

Reason:

There is no space for this volume in the chaining conversion table. The maxim number of concurrent chains has been
exceeded.

Action:

Other volumes on this chain will not be matched with this base and become chaining errors.
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CA$F500 - CA$F599

CA$F501I
CTSWTO Informational Message nnn

nnn xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

nnn xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

Reason:

The VPM subtask of CTS or the CTSMAIL utility issues the CA$F501I message. The user creates the content of the
message. The message can include variables from the VDB.

Action:

The tape management system does not require any action to this message. Since the content is entirely controlled
through the user customization, refer to any site-specific procedures.

CA$F503I
VPM TASK SUCCESSFULLY INITIALIZED

Reason:

The CTSVPM subtask of CTS issues this message at startup to signal it has been initialized.

Action:

None. The message is informational only.

CA$F504E
The Tape Management System IS NOT ACTIVE

Reason:

The CTSVPM subtask of CTS has detected that the Tape Management System has not been initialized. The CTSVPM
subtask issues this message.

Action:

Start the Tape Management System and issue an UPDATE command to redrive the timer.

CA$F509I
WTO MAXIMUM NUMBER OF LINES EXCEEDED

Reason:

The number of WTO lines that are written for the command has exceeded the maximum number of lines permitted. The
maximum number of lines that are permitted is specified in the OPT_VPM_DISPLAY_WTO_MAX variable in the VDB.

Action:

None. The message is informational only.
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CA$F510E
CTSVPM COMMAND IS INVALID: xxxxx

Reason:

The CTSVPM subtask of CTS received an invalid VPM command. The xxxxx parameter is this invalid command.

Action:

Verify that the input command is correct and reenter.

CA$F510I
CTSVPM DISPLAY COMMAND RECEIVED: D P=xxxxxx

Reason:

The CTSVPM subtask of CTS issues this message to echo the VPM command it has received. This command xxxxx, is
one of the following:

• UPDATECTSVPM received an UPDATE command to force the timer to stop and redrive.

• REBUILD
(Internal only) CTSVPM received a REBUILD command to force the timer to stop and reinitialize.

• REFRESH
CTSVPM received a REFRESH command to check the VPC record of the VDB for any changes to variables, pool
alerts, or pool ranges and apply them.

• DISPLAY POOLS/D P
CTSVPM received a DISPLAY command to echo pool counters.

Action:

None. The message is informational only.

CA$F511I
--------Volume Pool Name-------- Type=REG

Reason:

This message the first title line for the output of the DISPLAY POOL command of CTSVPM. The only possible values for
Type= are Type=LOW, Type=HIGH, and Type=REG.

Action:

None. The message is informational only.

CA$F512I
---Total-- --Active-- -Scratch-- Out-of-Srv Never-Used

Reason:

This message is the second title line for the output of the DISPLAY POOL command of CTSVPM.

Action:

None. The message is informational only.
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CA$F513I
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

Reason:

This message is the first data line for the output of the DISPLAY POOL command of CTSVPM. The xx... parameter
represents a volume pool name. The data for this volume pool appear in the message line CA$F514I.

Action:

None. This message is informational only.

CA$F514I
nn,nnn,nnn nn,nnn,nnn nn,nnn,nnn nn,nnn,nnn nn,nnn,nnn

Reason:

This message is the second data line for the output of the DISPLAY POOL command of CTSVPM. The following counters
for the volume pool appear:

Total Volumes

• Active Volumes
• Scratch Volumes
• Out-of-Service Volumes
• Never-Used Volumes

Action:

None. This message is informational only.

CA$F515I
xxxxx REFRESHED

Reason:

When you issue the REFRESH command, the CTSVPM subtask indicates which of its in-memory tables have been
refreshed (resynchronized with the VDB). The xxxxx parameter is one of the following:

VARIABLES

The variables in memory match the VDB.

• POOL ALERTS
The pool alerts in memory match the VDB.

• POOL RANGES
The pool ranges in memory match the VDB.

Action:

None. The message is informational only.

CA$F516E
OPT_VPM_xx VALUE IS INVALID IN THE VDB

Reason:
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CTSVPM option variable OPT_VPM_xx value that is read from the VDB is invalid. OPT_VPM_xx is one of the following:

OPT_VPM_DISPLAY_WTO_MAX

A numeric value from 1 to 9,999

• OPT_VPM_RETAIN_HISTORY_DAILY
A numeric value from 1 to 9,999

• OPT_VPM_RETAIN_HISTORY_WEEKLY
A numeric value from 1 to 9,999

• OPT_VPM_TIMER
A time value specified in hh:mm:ss format

Action:

Go to ISPF and enter a valid value for this variable. Issue an UPDATE command to redrive the timer, or issue a
REFRESH to reload the new values. Optionally, you can wait for the timer to restart after entering the correct value, at
which point the CTSVPM subtask reads it.

CA$F517I
CTSVPM Subtask Status Display

Reason:

This message is the beginning title line for the output of the STATUS command of CTSVPM.

Action:

None. The message is informational only.

CA$F518I
CTSVPM End of Status Display

Reason:

This message is the ending title line for the output of the STATUS command of CTSVPM.

Action:

None. The message is informational only.

CA$F520I
CTSVPM COMMAND REJECTED: xxxxx

Reason:

CTSVPM was unable to perform the command issued due to reason xxxxx, which is one of the following:

The Tape Management System IS NOT ACTIVE

Specifies that the Tape Management System is not active nor batch-active.

• CURRENTLY PROCESSING ALERTS
Specifies that CTSVPM is waiting on alert processing to finish.

• CURRENTLY PROCESSING POOLS
Specifies that CTSVPM is calculating pool counters.
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Action:

If the Tape Management System is inactive, start the Tape Management System and issue the command again. If
CTSVPM is processing pools or alerts when you issue the command, CTSVPM issues message CA$F521. This CA$F521
message informs you that you can issue the command again.

CA$F521I
CTSVPM FINISHED PROCESSING. NOW ACCEPTING COMMANDS

Reason:

CTSVPM has finished pool or alert processing and is ready to accept console commands.

Action:

None. The message is informational only.

CA$F522I
TAPE CATALOG SCAN BYPASSED; NO VOLUME POOLS DEFINED

Reason:

CTSVPM bypassed the scan of the TMC to update volume pools because no pools are defined in the VDB.

Action:

None. The message is informational only.

CA$F549I
STOP COMMAND ACCEPTED. PENDING SUBTASK COMPLETION

Reason:

CTSVPM received a stop command in the middle of pool or alert processing. When processing completes, the CTSVPM
subtask shuts down.

Action:

None. The message is informational only.

CA$F550E
No control statements found in the email/WTO source

Reason:

The source for an email or WTO did not contain any control parameters in its header.

Action:

Insure the source is for an email or WTO and that it contains the proper control headers.

CA$F551E
Neither email nor WTO was specified

Reason:
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The source for the email or WTO does not contain the required control or header information. No processing is possible.

Action:

Ensure that the source for the email or WTO is correct or specify the correct member name and PDS.

CA$F552E
The OPEN failed for member mmmmmmmm

Reason:

Open failed for the specified email or WTO member.

Action:

Verify if you specified the correct member. Verify if the OPT_EMAIL_DEFAULT_DSN variable is the VDB. Verify if the
specified PDS is available and that it contains the member that is specified in the message. Check for other related
messages.

CA$F553E
Error in the parmlist from a calling program

Reason:

One or more of the parameters that the calling program passes are in error.

Action:

Retain listing, job logs, and dumps. Then contact CA Support.

CA$F554W
No source available. No EXEC PARMS or CAMAILIN DD

Reason:

You specify email or WTO member names in the EXEC parm or in DD statement CAMAILIN. You can also specify the
actual source in DD statement CAMAILIN. Program CTSMAIL did not find source data in any of the places.

Action:

Check the JCL for source data. If the error message comes from the VPM subtask, check for an alert rule that does not
specify a member for the SEND option.

CA$F555W
Bad member name in EXEC PARM. (mmmmmmmm) was ignored.

Bad member name in CAMAILIN. (mmmmmmmm) was ignored.

Reason:

An invalid member name was specified in the specified source.

Action:

Correct the invalid member name.
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CA$F556W
Source data too long. Truncated

Reason:

The email or WTO source exceeds the memory available in CSTMAIL. The available memory is about 64,000 bytes. The
part of the email or WTO that fit in memory was sent.

Action:

Reduce the size of the email or WTO source.

CA$F557E
Dynamic allocation of the SEND PDS failed.

Dynamic de-allocation of the SEND PDS failed.

DSN=ddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddd

Reason:

The data set and member name for the SEND PDS could not be allocated or deallocated. Check
OPT_EMAIL_DEFAULT_DSN in the VDB. Determine if the DSN and member exist. The dddddddddd parameter is the
DSN of the send file.

Action:

Check OPT_EMAIL_DEFAULT_DSN in the VDB. Determine if the DSN or the member exist and are available to
CTSMAIL.

CA$F558E
No OPT_EMAIL_DEFAULT_DSN found

Reason:

The option variable OPT_EMAIL_DEFAULT_DSN was not found in the VDB.

Action:

List the VDB or determine if the variable is in the VDB using ISPF. Ensure the source is for an email or WTO and that it
contains the proper control headers.

CA$F559I
pppppp ended with RC=xx RS=yy FDBK=zz for Member=mmmmmmm

Reason:

The WTO or email processor that CTSMAIL invoked ended with a nonzero return code. Where pppppp is the program
name of the processor, and xx,yy,zz are the ReturnCode, ReasonCode, and Feedback. The mmmmmmm parameter is
the member name in the CAI.SEND file that is being processed. CTSMAIL continues to process other members if present.

Action:

See other messages and examine the member for syntax errors.
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CA$F560I
Email formatting error - nnnnnn is not a valid header

Reason:

An invalid header field was passed for an email. The header field is ignored and execution continues.

Action:

Correct the header field in the email data set.

CA$F561E
Dynamic allocation of email sysout failed

Reason:

The allocation of the dynamically created email failed. The SMTP or SYSOUT settings in CTS Variable Maintenance is
probably incorrect.

Action:

Verify your EMAIL_xxxx_SMTP and EMAIL_xxxx_SYSOUT entries in CTS Variable Maintenance. The xxxx parameter is
the mini-system that is creating the email. Try again. If the problem persists, contact CA Support.

CA$F562E
Dynamic de-allocation of email sysout failed

Reason:

The de-allocation of the dynamically created email failed. The SMTP or SYSOUT settings in CTS Variable Maintenance is
probably incorrect.

Action:

Verify your EMAIL_xxxx_SMTP and EMAIL_xxxx_SYSOUT entries in CTS Variable Maintenance. The xxxx parameter is
the mini-system that is creating the e-mail. Try again. If the problem persists, contact CA Support.

CA$F563E
Email processing failed

Reason:

While attempting to create an email, one or more errors occurred during processing. The errors prevented execution from
completing successfully.

Action:

Fix any errors that you found and resubmit the job.

CA$F564E
Email variable table not found.

Reason:

While attempting to create an email, the table of variables in CTS Variable Maintenance was not found.
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Action:

Contact CA Support.

CA$F565E
No email recipient found.

Reason:

The email text did not list any recipient and the default recipient in CTS Variable Maintenance was empty.

Action:

Verify that there is a valid email address in a valid email header or in the default variable in CTS Variable Maintenance.

CA$F800 - CA$F899

CA$F801E
INVALID FUNCTION.

Reason:

The specified function is not valid for this module.

Action:

Correct and rerun.

CA$F802E
IMPROPER SEQUENCE FOR THIS FUNCTION.

Reason:

This function was issued out of sequence. An example is a GET before an OPEN.

Action:

Correct and rerun.

CA$F803E
SPECIFIED DDNAME NOT FOUND.

Reason:

The ddname specified in the OPEN function was not found.

Action:

Correct and rerun.

CA$F804E
DSN=....+....1....+....2....+....3....+. IS NOT DSORG=PS.

Reason:
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This I/O program is for processing PS data sets.

Action:

Select another I/O program or change the data set organization to PS.

CA$F805E
OPEN cccccc FAILED FOR FILE.

Reason:

The OPEN function of type cccccc failed.

Action:

Correct and rerun.

CA$F806W
GET ISSUED AFTER EOF.

Reason:

CTSSIO: Calling program requested a GET after End-Of-File was reached on the data set.

Action:

None. This is an informative message.

CA$F807E
ffffffff IS UNKNOWN CTL FUNCTION.

Reason:

CTSSIO: The subfunction ffffffff for a control function is invalid.

Action:

Correct and rerun.

CA$F808E
CMD REJECT OR FILE PROTECTION.

Reason:

Tape had write protection turned on so tape could not be initialized. This may also be caused by security when the user
does not have BLP update authority.

Action:

Turn off write protection and rerun the job.

CA$F809E
MEMBER mmmmmmmm DIRECTORY UPDATE FAIL RC=nn.

Reason:
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The STOW failed for the specified member with a return code of nn.

Action:

Correct and rerun.

CA$F810A
M vvvvvv ON dddd.

Reason:

Tape vvvvvv is required by the tape I/O module for processing.

Action:

Mount volume vvvvvv on unit dddd.

CA$F811E
EXCP FUNCTION FAILED.

Reason:

The program could not execute the I/O it required.

Action:

Check other messages to determine if the cause of the problem was hardware or software. Correct and rerun.

CA$F812E
INVALID TAPE LABEL DATA.

Reason:

An invalid label has been detected during tape initialization processing.

Action:

Correct and rerun.

CA$F813A
K vvvvvv FROM dddd.

Reason:

Tape initialization processing for vvvvvv is complete on unit dddd.

Action:

Remove vvvvvv from unit dddd.

CA$F814E
MEMBER mmmmmmmm NOT FOUND ON FILE

Reason:

The specified member was not found in the data set.
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Action:

Correct and rerun.

CA$F815E
KEY(....+....1....+....2....+....3....+) IS NOT FOUND

Reason:

A get request was made for a record with the reported key, but the record was not found. Either the request is invalid or
the record is not included it the file.

Action:

Correct the request or add the requested record to the file.

CA$F817E
DSN=data.set.name IS NOT RECFM=F/FB

Reason:

The CTSEIO module requires the data sets it accesses to be either RECFM=F or RECFM=FB. The data set
data.set.name is the data set allocated. It is not RECFM=F or RECFM=FB.

Action:

The OPEN request is failed.

CA$F818E
DSN=data.set.name SERVICE=xxxxxxxx FAILED RC=nnnn

Reason:

The xxxxxxxx identifies the service that failed. It can be TRKCALC, OBTAIN, or CVTPCNVT. The nnnn is the return code
of the failing service.

Action:

The I/O operation is failed.

CA$F819I
XXXXX ERROR ON VSAM FILE R15 = RRR TYPE = FFF

Reason:

An error occurred while processing the VDB. The XXXXX parameter is the function which failed. RRR is the return code
and FFF is the type for the return code.

Action:

Check for other error messages.

CA$F820E
DSN=....+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4.... ALLOCATION FAILED
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Reason:

Dynamic allocation of the specified data set name failed. The data set name of the VDB is derived from the name of the
tape catalog. The tape management system is probably not initialized.

Action:

Check for other messages. Verify that the tape management system has been initialized.

CA$F821E
DSN=....+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4.... DE-ALLOCATION FAILED

Reason:

Dynamic deallocation of the specified data set name failed. The data set name of the VDB is derived from the name of the
tape catalog. The tape management system is probably not initialized.

Action:

Check for other messages. Verify that the tape management system has been initialized.

CA$F821W
WARNING! CTS JOURNAL THRESHOLD REACHED, 999999 RECORDS REMAINING.

Reason:

CTSJIO: Threshold of the CTS journal file has been reached. The threshold is approximately 90% of the file. This
message is issued until 'END-OF-FILE' is reached on the journal or until reset.

Action:

Run the VDB backup job. This job resets the journal after a good backup is created.

CA$F822W
ALARM!! CTS JOURNAL IS FULL. SMF 999 WRITTEN

Reason:

CTSJIO: The CTS journal file is full and records are being sent to SMF.'999' is the SMF type specified when the journal
was initialized.

Action:

Run the VDB backup job. This job resets the journal after a good backup is created.

CA$F823E
ALARM!! CTS JOURNAL IS FULL. RECORDS LOST.

Reason:

CTSJIO: The CTS journal file is full and records are being lost. The SMF parameter was not specified when the journal
was initialized.

Action:

Run the VDB backup job. This job resets the journal after a good backup is created.
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CA$F830E
DSN=data.set.name HAS NOT BEEN INITIALIZED

Reason:

The DS1LSTAR field is zero indicating this file has not been opened for output. It is considered to be uninitialized.

Action:

Run the appropriate utility to initialize this data set.

CA$F831E
I/O ERROR ON DSN=data.set.name IOBECBCC=XX

Reason:

An I/O error has occurred. The data set name is data.set.name. The one byte hexadecimal I/O return code is xx. This
message is followed by CA$F832E and CA$F833E.

Action:

This data set may not be properly formatted. Refer to message CA$F832E for more information.

CA$F833E
SEEK ADDR=cccchhhhrr STATUS=xxxx

Reason:

An I/O error has occurred. The CA$F831E message identified the data set where the error occurred. The seek address
used during the failed operation is provided with the CSW unit and channel status flags.

Action:

Informational only.

CA$F851E
pppppppp CALLED WITH INVALID PARAMETERS

Reason:

The Common Tape robotic interface program (pppppppp) was called with invalid parameters.

Action:

For assistance, contact Technical Support at http://ca.com/support.

CA$F852E
pppppppp LINK TO mmmmmmmm FAILED.

Reason:

The Common Tape interface program (pppppppp) could not LINK to the robot API (mmmmmmmm).

Action:

Ensure that the robot API is installed and in libraries which are available to the Common Tape interface program.
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CA$F853E
CA-VTAPE IS NOT ACTIVE.

Reason:

The Common Tape robotic interface program determined that Vtape was not active.

Action:

Start Vtape.

CA$F854E
CA$F854E VOLUME vvvvvv NOT UPDATED IN OAM - CALLER OF CTS3495 NOT AUTHORIZED

Reason:

During CA 1 SCRATCH processing, an attempt to update the volume status in the OAM Tape Catalog Data Base (TCDB)
fails if the CA 1 load library is not authorized.

Action:

Authorize the CA 1 load library and re-attempt scratch.

CA$F859I
ATL=pppppppp CMD=ffffffff VSN=vvvvvv RC=rc

Reason:

The common Tape interface program is running in debug mode. Where pppppppp is the name of the interface program,
ffffffff is the function, vvvvvv is the VOLSER and rc is the return code.

Action:

None. This is an informational message.

CA$F899I
FN=ffffffff RC=cccccccc RS=ssssssss FB=bbbbbbbb DD=dddddddd

Reason:

This message is issued to give more information about the previous error message. Where ffffffff is the requested function;
cccccccc is the return code (also is R15); ssssssss is the reason code; bbbbbbbb is the feed-back; and ddddddd is the
related ddname. See I/O Module Codes.

Action:

Correct and rerun.

CA$F900 - CA$F999

CA$F900I
DUMP SPINOFF IS COMPLETE

Reason:
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The dump data set has been spooled to SYSOUT for printing. This can be the result of a SPINOFF DUMP command or
automatically when a task abnormally terminates.

Action:

None. This is an informative message.

CA$F910I
DUMP SPINOFF SUSPENDED BY OPERATOR

Reason:

The spooling of the dump data set to SYSOUT is terminated, because the operator issued a CANCEL DUMP command.

Action:

None. This is an informative message.

CA$F920W
NO DUMP DATA PENDING

Reason:

A SPINOFF DUMP command was issued and the dump data set was empty.

Action:

None. This is an informative message.

CA$F969E
MISSING A REQUIRED PARAMETER.

Reason:

A parameter required for the command was not specified.

Action:

Correct and retry.

CA$F970E
UNKNOWN OR UNEXPECTED PARAMETER.

Reason:

An internal message to task tttt was sent while processing the command. CTSCOM was unable to complete the send.

Action:

Start the task if not active or issue the command to another task.

CA$F971E
PARAMETER IS TOO LARGE.

Reason:
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A parameter value was specified which is too large.

Action:

Correct and retry.

CA$F972E
INVALID CHARACTER IN COMMAND.

Reason:

Only alphanumeric and national characters are permitted on the command line. Special characters must be enclosed in
'....' or (....).

Action:

Correct and retry.

CA$F973E
NO DELIMITER FOUND.

Reason:

No delimiter was found on the command line.

Action:

Correct and retry.

CA$F974E
CLOSING QUOTE NOT FOUND.

Reason:

Single quotes must be used in pairs, before and after the data they enclose '.....'. If you need a single quote within the
data, use (....''...) instead.

Action:

Correct the quote.

CA$F975E
CLOSE OF COMMENT NOT FOUND

Reason:

Comments have the form /*........*/, the ending */ was not found.

Action:

Correct and retry.

CA$F976E
CLOSING '')'' NOT FOUND.

Reason:
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Parentheses must be paired. One or more right parentheses are missing.

Action:

Correct and retry.

CA$F977E
INVALID SYNTAX.

Reason:

The command line syntax does not conform to that known by CTS.

Action:

Correct and retry.

CA$F978E
RETRY MUST BE NUMERIC.

Reason:

RETRY(...) must be the number of times a task is restarted with a nonzero completion.

Action:

Correct and retry.

CA$F979E
LEN MUST BE NUMERIC, AND AT LEAST 64.

Reason:

LEN(....) is the number of bytes to reserve for a CTSB. The first 64 bytes are reserved for CTS.

Action:

Correct and retry.

CA$F980E
COMMAND NOT RECOGNIZED.

Reason:

The command is not known to CTS.

Action:

Correct and retry.

CA$F981E
INVALID SYNTAX FOR CTS COMMAND.

Reason:

The syntax used does not conform to that used for CTS command lines.
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Action:

Correct and retry.

CA$F983E
CTSCMD NOT LAST ACTIVE TASK. IGNORED.

Reason:

A STOP command was issued to CTSCMD but one or more tasks were still active. CTSCMD is required to control CTS, it
cannot stop while other tasks are active.

Action:

Verify that no other tasks are active, then retry.

CA$F984E
TASK ID MISSING.

Reason:

This command requires a unique four-character task ID be specified.

Action:

Correct and retry.

CA$F985E
UNKNOWN TASK ID AND PGM(...) NOT SPECIFIED

Reason:

A START command was issued for a task which is not defined to CTS. Therefore, CTS does not know what program to
attach.

Action:

Correct and retry.

CA$F986E
TASK IS ALREADY ACTIVE.

Reason:

An attempt was made to start a task which is already active.

Action:

None. This is an informative message.

CA$F987I
SEND TO tttt FAILED.

Reason:

An internal message to task tttt was sent while processing the command. CTSCOM was unable to complete the send.
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Action:

Start the task if not active or issue the command to another task.

CA$F989E
VALID TASK ID REQUIRED FOR THIS COMMAND

Reason:

This command requires a unique four-character task ID.

Action:

Correct and retry.

CA$F990E
TID TABLE IS FULL. COMMAND IGNORED.

Reason:

An attempt was made to define a task to CTS, and the table of task definitions is full.

Action:

Issue the DISPLAY TASKS command for a list of defined tasks. Redefine an inactive task or restart the CTS system to
remove extra entries from the task table.

CA$F996E
MAXIMUM NUMBER OF TASKS ACTIVE.

Reason:

An attempt was made to start a task and the maximum number of subtasks was already active.

Action:

Wait until a subtask completes or issue a STOP command to an active task.

CA$F997I
tttt STARTING.

Reason:

A START command was issued for a task and CTS has attached the program.

Action:

None. This is an informative message.

CA$F998I
task-id COMPLETE. RC = nnnnnnnn

Reason:

This message is a notification that a task has completed. If RC is not equal to zero, CTS attempts to create a dump. If the
RETRY count is not zero, CTS attempts to restart the task.
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• task-id
Identifies the task ID.

• nnnnnnn
Identifies the return code. The return code is also divided into system and user return codes, RC=xxsssuuu.
– xx

Can be ignored.
– sss

Specifies a return code that is set by the operating system.
– uuu

Specifies the user return code that is set by the program running as a CTS task.

RC=00013000 is a system return indicating a failure opening a data set and resulting in a S013 ABEND.

RC=00000001 is a user return code indicating that CA 1 is not initialized and resulting in a U0001 ABEND.

The Common Tape System (CTS) address space is a generic system for hosting multiple tasks. These tasks do not have
to be related to CTS. CTS does not document the return-codes or messages from these tasks. One exception is a user
111 ABEND. The task ABEND’ed because it received a CANCEL command from CTS.

Action:

Locate the program being run and see documentation for the task that ended.

Follow these steps:

1. Find the CTSSTART member in the CTS PROC.
2. Search the member for the SET TASK statement for the task-id in the message.

For example, if the task-id was APEC, the SET statement is as follows:

SET TASK(APEC) PGM(TMSAPEC) RETRY(0) PARM()

The program is TMSAPEC. See the documentation for TMSAPEC.

CA$F999I
CTS ALREADY ACTIVE

Reason:

An attempt was made to start the Common Tape System task, and one was already active on this CPU.

Action:

None. This is an informative message.

CATLTN - Tape Initialization Messages
CATLTN01
ffff - CHANGE INITIALIZATION OF vvvvvv TO cccccc ON uuuuu?

Reason:

You are asked for permission to change the tape label. ffff is the initialization function, vvvvvv is the VOLSER obtained
from the tape, cccccc is the VOLSER obtained from the control statement and uuuuu is the unit allocated to the LABELDD
ddname.
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The vvvvvv parameter can contain special values when the VOLSER cannot be read from the tape as follows:

• NL
No label tapes

• ******
No attempt was made to read label

• NEW
Blank uninitialized tapes

• ERR
When error occurred reading the label

A + can follow the vvvvvv to indicate that a duplicate VOLSER is being created. The CATLTN01 message is issued often
with any CATLTN02 or CATLTN03 message to ensure that you do not get the tapes out of sequence.

Action:

Enter the external label of the mounted tape for confirmation.

CATLTN02
(Various messages) FOR intape

(Various messages) FOR newtape

(Various messages) FOR oldtape

(Various messages) FOR outtape

ccccccc ON uuuu - ENTER RETRY, SKIP, OR ABEND

Reason:

The variable portion has a problem description.

Action:

Respond to the message with one of the following keywords:

• ABEND
Terminates processing of the job step immediately.

• RETRY
Attempts to reprocess the request (an example is attempting to write to a protected tape).

• SKIP
Terminates processing of the current input statement. The cccccc parameter is the VOLSER from the control
statement, and uuuu is the unit that is allocated for the LABELDD ddname.

NOTE
When you specify NUMBTAPE, this operation can result in a partial execution of the input statement requiring
manual modification for re-execution.

CATLTN03
(Messages) FOR VOLUME=vvvvvv         ON uuuu

- ENTER SKIP, OR ABEND

Reason:

The variable portion has the problem description.
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Action:

The operator can respond to the message with one of two key words; ABEND to immediately terminate processing of the
job step or SKIP to terminate processing of the current input statement.

CATLTN04
ENTER VSN AND LABTYPE FOR SER=vvvvvv

Reason:

Tape emulation was specified with the EXEC parameter.

Action:

Enter a VOLSER and LABTYPE for validation as though it has come from the tape HDR label.

CATLTN05
NO DD STATEMENT FOR TAPE DRIVE

Reason:

The job step contains no DD statement for LABELDD. The job step continues processing as if the TEST parameter was
specified in the JCL (for example, no tapes are initialized).

Action:

None. This message is informational.

CATLTN06
DESTINATION DEVICE NOT A TAPE DRIVE

Reason:

A tape drive is not allocated for the LABELDD DD statement. The job step continues processing as if the TEST parameter
was specified in the JCL (for example, no tapes are initialized).

Action:

None. This is an invormative message.

CATLTN07
INVALID JCL PARM

Reason:

The JCL parameter of the job step is invalid. The job step is terminated without further processing.

Action:

Correct the JCL PARM and resubmit.

CATLTN08
SKIPPING TO NEXT INPUT STATEMENT

Reason:

When SKIP is entered in response to message CATLTN03, processing skips to the next control statement in the input.
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Action:

None. This is informational only.

CATP - TLTP Messages
CATP001E
INVALID PASSWORD OR USERID SPECIFIED

Reason:

The security check has determined that either the user ID is invalid or the wrong password was specified for that user ID.

Action:

Ensure the user has an entry in the TLMSUTAB table and check the password for that user ID.

CATP002E
INVALID SCREEN ID ENTERED

Reason:

The screen ID that the user has entered is either invalid or is not accessible from this screen.

Action:

Enter a valid screen ID.

CATP003I
FORWARD OR BACKWARD NOT IN USE on THIS SCREEN

Reason:

The user has hit either the FORWARD or BACKWARD PF key on a screen that does not scroll.

Action:

None. This message is informational.

CATP004A
INVALID DATE FORMAT

Reason:

The date entered on the MS01 screen has failed validity checks for either Gregorian or Julian format.

Action:

Enter a valid Julian or Gregorian date.

CATP005A
CERTIFY AND CLEAN COMMANDS REQUIRE A START VOLSER

Reason:
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The user has not specified a start range for a CERTIFY or CLEAN command on screen MS01.

Action:

Enter a valid start volser.

CATP006A
TO CONFIRM CLEAN REQUEST HIT ENTER

Reason:

A range of tapes is to be cleaned. This allows the CLEAN operation to be aborted.

Action:

Press ENTER to clean the range. Press any other key to abort the request.

CATP007A
TO CONFIRM CERTIFY REQUEST HIT ENTER

Reason:

A range of tapes is to be certified. This allows the CERTIFY operation to be aborted.

Action:

Press ENTER to certify the range. Press any other key to abort the request.

CATP008E
ACCESS ALLOWED IS INQUIRY ONLY - REQUEST DENIED

Reason:

A user with inquiry access has attempted to update the VMF.

Action:

Check the entry in TLMSUTAB table and, if necessary, add update capabilities for the user.

CATP009E
VOLSER MUST BE SPECIFIED

Reason:

The user has not entered a volser on the VL01 screen.

Action:

Enter a valid volser.

CATP010E
FILE SEQUENCE NUMBER NOT NUMERIC

Reason:

The file sequence number entered is not numeric.

Action:
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Enter a numeric file sequence number.

CATP011E
FILE SEQUENCE NUMBER NOT on VOLUME

Reason:

The file sequence number entered is greater than the number of files on that volume.

Action:

Enter a valid file sequence number.

CATP012E
VOLUME SPECIFIED NOT IN VOLUME MASTER FILE

Reason:

The volume specified cannot be found on the Volume Master File.

Action:

Enter a valid volser.

CATP013E
INVALID SEARCH ORDER SPECIFIED

Reason:

The order of search on the DS01 screen is invalid.

Action:

Enter a valid search order.

CATP014I
DATASET OR VERSION NOT FOUND

Reason:

A data set or a specific version of a data set could not be found.

Action:

Check the data set name and the version, and retry.

CATP015E
DATASET NOT on VMF AS INDICATED BY THE INDEX - INDEX CORRUPT

Reason:

The VMF index indicated that a data set was on a specific volume in the VMF, but the VMF record contained a different
dataset name for this file sequence. This is generally a result of excessive use of UPV VOLSER,EXPDT=60001
command. This command does not remove existing VMF INDEX records when used to break chains. Always use chaining
errors that are present in the VMF.UPV VOLSER,CHV=BRKCHN to break volume chains unless serious

Action:
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Remove the orphaned records created by the use of EXPDT=60001 from the VMF and VMF INDEX. To remove the
records, execute the following procedure:

1. Stop all tape processing.
2. Backup the TLMS Volume Master File (VMF).
3. Reorg the VMF (using PROC CATVMFRE).
4. Execute PROC CATVMFX1 to create a new VMF INDEX

NOTE
This condition does not effect other datasets in the VMF INDEX and processing continues normally for all other
datasets.

CATP016E
VERSION NUMBER MUST BE NUMERIC

Reason:

The version specified was not numeric.

Action:

Correct the version number and retry.

CATP017E
FIELD(S) IN ERROR ARE MARKED WITH ASTERISKS

Reason:

Invalid update parameters were entered on the Inquiry/Update screen (DS02).

Action:

Correct the fields and retry.

CATP018I
BACKWARDS NOT IN EFFECT WHEN DOING TLMS/CATALOG INQUIRIES.

Reason:

The BACKWARD PF key has been used when viewing the TLMS/Catalog.

Action:

None. This message is informational.

CATP019I
SECURITY EXCEPTION-PANEL NOT AVAILABLE TO USER

Reason:

An attempt has been made to access a panel that is not available according to the security system. Panel access is
denied.

Action:

None. This message is informational.
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CATP020I
SECURITY EXCEPTION - DATASET NOT AVAILABLE TO USER

Reason:

An attempt has been made to access a dataset that is not available according to the security system. Dataset access is
denied.

Action:

None. This message is informational.

CATP021A
INVALID VALUE ENTERED FOR DATE FIELD, RE-ENTER

Reason:

Date value is non-numeric or out of range for day, month or year. (Example: day is greater than 31 or 366, depending on
date format.)

Action:

Re-enter with valid date.

CATS - Security Messages
CATS100 - CATS199

CATS100I
TLMS SECURITY SYSTEM INITIALIZED, ACTIVE SYSTEM= system

Reason:

TLMSSECU: The security system interface indicated is activated (SECURE=YES is specified in member TLMSIPO of
CAI.CTAPOPTN).

Action:

None. This message is informational.

CATS101W
TLMS SECURITY INTERFACE CALLED, BUT NO SYSTEM SECURITY IS ACTIVE

Reason:

TLMSSECU: TLMS security has been activated (SECURE=YES has been specified in member TLMSIPO of
CAI.CTAPOPTN); however, a call to the security interface indicates that there is no system security component active on
the system.

Action:

If a security system is being used, restart. If no security system, change the SECURE option to NO.
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CATS200 - CATS299

CATS201E
SECURITY FUNCTION CODE ZERO OR INVALID

Reason:

TLMSSECU: The security manager was called with an invalid request code or no request code was supplied. Security call
is terminated.

Action:

If this is not a user security call, it is an internal error. Contact Broadcom Support at http://ca.com/support for assistance.

CATS202E
INVALID RETURN CODE FROM USER EXIT, SECURITY CALL TERMINATED

Reason:

TLMSSECU: The security manager called the security exit and the call return code is invalid. The security call is
terminated.

Action:

Valid return codes from the security user exit are 0, 4, and 8. Properly set or clear return code from user security exit.

CATS300 - CATS399

CATS301E
ADDRESS POINTER TO USER ID MISSING

Reason:

TLMSSECU: The security manager was called and the user ID, which is required for this function, was missing. The
security call is terminated.

Action:

If this is not a user security call, it is an internal error. Contact Broadcom Support at http://ca.com/support for assistance.

CATS302E
ADDRESS POINTER TO PASSWORD MISSING

Reason:

TLMSSECU: The security manager was called and the password, which is required for this function, was missing. The
security call is terminated.

Action:

If this is not a user security call, it is an internal error. Contact Broadcom Support at http://ca.com/support for assistance.
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CATS303E
ADDRESS OF ACEE/ACMCB MISSING

Reason:

TLMSSECU: The security manager was called and the ACEE/ACMCB, which is required for this function, was missing.
The security call is terminated.

Action:

If this is not a user security call, it is an internal error. Contact Broadcom Support at http://ca.com/support for assistance.

CATS304E
ADDRESS POINTER TO RESOURCE MISSING

Reason:

TLMSSECU: The security manager was called and the resource, which is required for this function, was missing. The
security call is terminated.

Action:

If this is not a user security call, it is an internal error. Contact Broadcom Support at http://ca.com/support for assistance.

CATS305E
ADDRESS OR VALUE OF RESOURCE CLASS INVALID

Reason:

TLMSSECU: The security manager was called and the class, which is required for this function, was missing. The security
call is terminated.

Action:

If this is not a user security call, it is an internal error. Contact Broadcom Support at http://ca.com/support for assistance.

CATS306E
ADDRESS OF VOLSER REQUIRED WHEN CLASS=DATASET

Reason:

TLMSSECU: The security manager was called and a required field was missing. The volume serial number is required
when the class name is DATASET. The security call is terminated.

Action:

If this is not a user security call, it is an internal error. Contact Broadcom Support at http://ca.com/support for assistance.

CATS307E
LENGTH OF RESOURCE MISSING OR NOT COMPUTABLE

Reason:

TLMSSECU: The security manager was called and a required field was missing. The resource length must be present for
this function. The security call is terminated.
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Action:

If this is not a user security call, it is an internal error. Contact Broadcom Support at http://ca.com/support for assistance.

CATS308E
RESOURCE ACCESS LEVEL IS NOT VALID.

Reason:

TLMSSECU: The security manager was called and a required field was missing. The access level must be present for this
function. The security call is terminated.

Action:

If this is not a user security call, it is an internal error. Contact Broadcom Support at http://ca.com/support for assistance.

CTC - Copycat Messages
This section contains an alphanumeric listing of the messages produced by Copycat Utility. A one-character severity code
at the end of each message prefix aids in determining the type of condition that generated the message. This code is one
of the following:

• E
This is an error message.

• I
This message is for information only.

• W
This is a warning message.

• A
You must perform a specific action before continuing.

• R
You must reply to an outstanding WTOR on the console.

CTC0001E
INVALID FUNCTION function PASSED TO module

Reason:

A Copycat Utility module was passed a function code that it did not expect. This is an internal error. The program
terminates.

Action:

Contact Broadcom Support.

CTC0002E

module1 WAS UNABLE TO LOAD MODULE module2

Reason:

The module1 was attempting to load module2 but was unable to do so. The program terminates.

Action:

Verify module2 is in a library pointed to by STEPLIB or located in a library within the link list.
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CTC0003I

module ENTRY - FN = nnnn

Reason:

This is a problem determination trace entry. It would only appear if the proper DEBUG statement(s) were given, as
instructed by CA Technical Support.

Action:

Provide the information to CA Technical Support, as requested.

CTC0004I

module EXIT - RC = rc, RS = rs

Reason:

This is a problem determination trace entry. It would only appear if the proper DEBUG statement(s) were given, as
instructed by CA Technical Support.

Action:

Provide the information to CA Technical Support, as requested.

CTC0301E

TAPE SYSTEM NOT ACTIVE

Reason:

The product requires that the tape system be active.

Action:

Initialize the tape system and resubmit the job.

CTC1003E

INVALID HEX VALUE SPECIFIED FOR FILESEQB

Reason:

The file sequence provided in the input is not a valid two-character hexadecimal value (01-FF).

Action:

Verify that the position number coded is correct.

CTC1004E

INVALID CHARACTER VALUE SPECIFIED FOR FILESEQC

Reason:

The file sequence provided in the input is not a valid four-character numeric value (0001-9999).
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Action:

Verify that the position number coded is correct.

CTC1005E

TAPE SYSTEM DSN dsname1 DOES NOT MATCH INPUT DSN dsname2

Reason:

The data set name provided in the input does not match the data set name contained in the tape system catalog volume
record.

Action:

If the volume listed was created outside the control of the tape system, update the tape system catalog to reflect accurate
information for the volume. Otherwise, correct the input.

CTC1006E

VOLSER volser DOES NOT CONTAIN STANDARD LABELS

Reason:

The volume listed shows a label type other than standard.

Action:

If the volume listed was created outside the control of the tape system, update the tape system catalog to contain
accurate information for the volume; otherwise, correct the input.

CTC1007E

VOLSER volser FILE SEQUENCE fileseq NOT FOUND ON TAPE SYSTEM

Reason:

The file sequence specified in the input is not contained on the volume listed.

Action:

If the volume listed was created outside the control of the tape system, update the tape system catalog to contain
accurate information for the volume; otherwise, correct the input.

CTC1008E

INVALID DATA OF "xxxxxx" ENCOUNTERED FOR FILESEQD

Reason:

Copycat Utility was processing the input designated by the INPUTcontrol statement. The input data field deisgnated by
FILESEQD (the file sequence number) contains non-numeric data or is improperly delimited or it exceeds five digits.

Action:

Verify that FILESEQD designates the correct column number where the file sequence number may be found. Ensure the
numeric data is delimited with a trialing blank or comma.
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CTC1009E

RC=rc LOCATE FAILED FOR DSN=dsname

Reason:

A nonzero return code was received from the IBM LOCATE function.

Action:

Ensure that the MVS catalog contains an entry for the data set listed. (Refer to the IBM MVS Catalog documentation for
details on LOCATE return codes.)

CTC1010E

DATA SET NOT CATALOGED ON A TAPE DEVICE - dsname

Reason:

The information received from the IBM LOCATE indicates that the data set shown is not on a tape device.

Action:

Correct the input.

CTC1011E

NO RECORDS TO PROCESS FOR FUNCTION function

Reason:

No valid tapes or files were found to process.

Action:

Verify the input.

CTC1012E

FILES SELECTED FOR COPY=n, EXCEEDS MAXFILES=x

Reason:

Too many files have been selected. "n" disgnates the numberfile selected. "x" disgnates the current limit. The operation
terminates.

Action:

Verify the desired files are being selected. Reduce the number of files being selected by either splitting them into separate
runs, using the NOMERGE option (if applicable), or increase the MAXFILES value.

NOTE
Your MVS system may not allow more than 32,767 files per tape.

CTC1013E
VOLSER volser CONTAINS NO FILES ON THE TAPE SYSTEM
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Reason:

The requested copy volume is an active tape system catalog volume, but contains no files.

Action:

Verify the reason for selecting this volume for copy operation. The system catalog or tape system catalog may be in error
or out of synch. Correct any errors.

CTC1014E

TABLE ENTRIES GENERATED=n, EXCEEDS INTERNAL MAXIMUM OF x

Reason:

There is an internal table limit of "x" number of files that can be processed in a single group. The current input has
produced "n" entries.

Action:

Verify the desired files are being selected. Reduce the number of files being selected by either splitting them into separate
runs or by using the NOMERGE option (if applicable).

CTC1015E

RC=rc FROM CTCOPYM0

Reason:

A nonzero return code was received from module CTCOPYM0.

Action:

Review the message report for any errors detected.

CTC1016I

TOTAL INPUT STATEMENTS READ: nnnn

Reason:

This total reflects the number of records read from the input data set.

Action:

None; this is an informative message.

CTC1017I

INPUT STATEMENTS FOR function

Reason:

The actual input statements read for the TAPECOPY, FILECOPY, or TAPEMAP operation follow this message.

Action:

None; this is an informative message.
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CTC1018I

function ENTRIES: nnnn

Reason:

This total reflects the number of records which qualified for the TAPECOPY or FILECOPY operation.

Action:

None; this is an informative message.

CTC1019E

VOLSER volser IS A SCRATCH TAPE AND MAY NOT BE COPIED

Reason:

The volume indicated is a scratch tape and may not be copied using FILECOPY.

Action:

If the volume shown was created outside the control of the tape system, update the tape system catalog to contain
accurate information for the volume; otherwise, correct the input.

CTC1020E

VOLSER volser FILESEQ fileseq DOES NOT HAVE A VALID DSN ON THE TAPE SYSTEM

Reason:

The tape system catalog does not show a valid data set name for the indicated file sequence of the volume. The file may
not be copied using FILECOPY. The volume may not be copied using TAPECOPY if the first file does not have a valid
DSN.

Action:

Verify the reason for selecting this file/volume for copy operation. If necessary, update the tape system catalog to contain
accurate information for the volume.

CTC1021E

INVALID VALUE OF nn ENCOUNTERED FOR FILESEQD

Reason:

Copycat Utility was processing the input designated by the INPUT control statement. The input data field designated by
FILESEQD (the file sequence number) contains valid numeric data, but this value exceeds the highest possible value for
file sequence numbers. Processing terminates.

Action:

Verify that FILESEQD designates the correct column number where the file sequence number may be found. Ensure the
numeric data is delimited with a trailing blank or comma.
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CTC1022E

Files selected for copy=xxxxxx, plus existing files on output tape=yyyyyy, exceeds MAXFILES=mmmmmm

Reason:

Too many files have been selected. "xxxxxx" designates the number of files extracted from the input statements, "yyyyyy"
designates the number of files that already exist on the output tape selected for MERGE=MOD processing. The sum of
these two values exceeds the file count limit "mmmmmm" set by the MAXFILES option.

Action:

Either reduce the number of files being selected, or increase the MAXFILES value.

CTC2001W
MESSAGE xxxxxxxx MISSING FROM RESIDENT TEXT TABLE

Reason:

The candidate text table being compared contains the message whose ID is xxxxxxxx. The currently installed text table,
the resident table, does not contain this message. Processing continues.

Action:

Verify the message ID is correct. If this is a new message being added, ignore this message.

CTC2002W
MESSAGE xxxxxxxx MISSING FROM CANDIDATE TEXT TABLE

Reason:

The candidate text table being compared is missing the message whose ID is xxxxxxxx. The currently installed text table,
the resident table, does contain this message. Processing continues.

Action:

Normally, this means the message whose ID is xxxxxxxx must be added to the candidate text table before it can be
installed and used properly. The only exception to this is if you intentionally mean to delete this message from the product.

CTC2003W

RESIDENT MESSAGE xxxxxxxx TOTAL LENGTH OF n EXCEEDS THE MAXIMUM OF x

Reason:

The message in the currently installed, resident text table whose ID is xxxxxxxx is longer than the normal output print
line. "n" is the length on this message. "x" is the normal output length limit. If there are no imbedded symbolic parameters
the message will be truncated. If imbedded, variable length symbolic parameters are imbedded, then it will probably be
displayed in its entirety.

Action:

None.
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CTC2004W

CANDIDATE MESSAGE xxxxxxxx TOTAL LENGTH OF n EXCEEDS THE MAXIMUM OF x

Reason:

The message in the candidate table being compared whose ID is xxxxxxxx is longer than the normal output print line. "n"
is the length on this message. "x" is the normal output length limit. This may cause truncation of the message when it is
displayed.

Action:

If there are no imbedded symbolic parameters, shorten the text of this message, or it will be truncated. If imbedded,
variable length symbolic parameters are imbedded, then it becomes a judgement call. If the text is only a few characters
longer than the maximum and you are using multiple, variable length symbolic parameters, it will probably be displayed in
its entirety.

CTC2009E
MESSAGE xxxxxxxx VARIABLES HAVE DIFFERENT LENGTHS

Reason:

The message whose ID is xxxxxxxx contains embedded, symbolic parameters, but the number and length of these
embedded, symbolic parameters must exactly match.

Action:

Change the message in candidate text table so that the number of symbolic parameters used and their lengths exactly
match. Since the order of the symbolic parameters is determined internally by Copycat Utility, ensure the sequence of the
parameters remains the same as it is in the currently installed resident text table.

CTC2011W
LABEL xxxxxxxx MISSING FROM RESIDENT TEXT TABLE

Reason:

The candidate text table being compared contains the label whose ID is xxxxxxxx. The currently installed text table, the
resident table, does not contain this label. Processing continues.

Action:

Verify the label ID is correct. If this is a new label being added, ignore this message.

CTC2012W

LABEL xxxxxxxx MISSING FROM CANDIDATE TEXT TABLE

Reason:

The candidate text table being compared is missing the label whose ID is xxxxxxxx. The currently installed text table, the
resident table, contains this label. Processing continues.

Action:

Normally, this means the label whose ID is xxxxxxxx must be added to the candidate text table before it can be installed
and used properly. The only exception to this is if you intentionally mean to delete this label from the product.
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CTC2013W

RESIDENT LABEL xxxxxxxx TOTAL LENGTH OF n EXCEEDS THE MAXIMUM OF x

Reason:

The label in the currently installed, resident text table whose ID is xxxxxxxx is longer than the normal output print line. "n"
is the length on this label. "x" is the normal output length limit. If there are no imbedded symbolic parameters the label
will be truncated. If imbedded, variable length symbolic parameters are imbedded, then it will probably be displayed in its
entirety.

Action:

None.

CTC2014W

CANDIDATE LABEL xxxxxxxx TOTAL LENGTH OF n EXCEEDS THE MAXIMUM OF x

Reason:

The label in the candidate table being compared whose ID is xxxxxxxx is longer than the normal output print line. "n" is the
length of this label. "x" is the normal output length limit. This may cause truncation of the label when it is displayed.

Action:

If there are no imbedded symbolic parameters, shorten the text of this label, or it will be truncated. If imbedded, variable
length symbolic parameters are imbedded, then it becomes a judgement call. If the text is only a few characters longer
than the maximum and you are using multiple, variable length symbolic parameters, it will probably be displayed in its
entirety.

CTC2019E

LABEL xxxxxxxx VARIABLES HAVE DIFFERENT LENGTHS

Reason:

The label whose ID is xxxxxxxx contains embedded, symbolicparameters, but the number and length of these embedded,
symbolic parameters must exactly match.

Action:

Change the label in candidate text table so that the number of symbolic parameters used and their lengths exactly
match. Since the order of the symbolic parameters is determined internally by Copycat Utility, ensure the sequence of the
parameters remains the same as it is in the currently installed resident text table.

CTC3001E

CA 1 NOT ACTIVE

Reason:

Tape system CA 1 is not active.

Action:

Activate tape system CA 1 and rerun the job.
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CTC3002E

SECURITY VIOLATION

Reason:

User does not have READ access to the tape system catalog.

Action:

Correct security authorization.

CTC3003E

VOLSER volser NOT ON TMC

Reason:

The volume shown is not in the tape system catalog.

Action:

Correct control statements to refer to a volume within the tape system catalog and rerun the job.

CTC3004E
ERROR DURING TMMPUTVL - VOLSER volser

Reason:

The CA 1 TMC record listed received an error during the update process.

Action:

Review the message report for additional information.

CTC3005E

SECURITY VIOLATION - UNAUTHORIZED ACCESS NOT ALLOWED - CHECK ACCESS RULES

Reason:

Not authorized to perform the requested function through tape system SVC processing.

Action:

None unless security access is required. If so, contact the security administrator to get the proper security access needed.

CTC3006E
ERROR DURING TMMGETVL - VOLSER volser

Reason:

The CA 1 TMC record indicated received an error during the READ process

Action:

Review the message report for additional information.
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CTC3007E

ERROR DURING TMMGETDB - DSNB dsnbnum

Reason:

The indicated CA 1 data set name block (DSNB) received an error during the READ process.

Action:

Review the message report for additional information.

CTC3008E

ERROR DURING TMMPUTDB - DSNB dsnbnum

Reason:

The indicated CA 1 data set name block (DSNB) received an error during the UPDATE process.

Action:

Review the message report for additional information.

CTC3009E

TMSDBIO RC=XXX, REASON=XXX, FDBK=XXX

Reason:

The CA 1 input/output interface module (TMSDBIO) ended with an unexpected return code.

Action:

Contact Broadcom Support.

CTC3050R

CA 1 AUDIT IS FILLING - REPLY 'U' TO CONTINUE, 'W' TO WAIT AND RETRY, OR 'A' TO ABEND

Reason:

The CA 1 audit has reached its warning threshold and is in danger of filling up. The remaining audit space should be
reserved for real time processing. The update that caused this problem has completed and had been written to the audit
file.

Action:

The operator should run TMSCOPY to backup the TMC. This is issued by WTOR. Copycat Utility responds as follows to
the operator's reply:

• U
Continue with the next update. If the audit is still past its threshold when the next update is performed, this message
will be reissued.

• W
Tells Copycat Utility to wait 5 minutes and then try again. If the audit is still past the threshold, then Copycat Utility
automatically waits for another 5 minutes. This is a good reply to make if the TMSCOPY job has already been
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submitted to back up the TMC. Once the TMC has been backed up, the audit is cleared. Copycat Utility then resumes
normal TMC update activity.

• A
Tells Copycat Utility to abend with a U008.

CTC3051I

WAITING 5 MINUTES FOR CA 1 AUDIT THRESHOLD CONDITION TO CLEAR BEFORE CONTINUING

Reason:

The operator replied 'w' to the CTC3050R message. This message is issued every 5 minutes until the TMC backup
completes.

Action:

None; this is an informational message.

CTC3059E

REPLY TO CTC3050R IS NOT VALID

Reason:

The operator replied to the CTC3050R message, but the response is not one of the valid choices. The CTC3050R
message is reissued immediately after this message.

Action:

Reply to the CTC3050R message with one of the options listed in the message text.

CTC3101E

xxxxxxxx ERROR - RC=rc,FDBK=fb

Reason:

An unanticipated error was encountered by one of the tape system interface modules. "xxxxxxxx" is the name of the
module where the error was detected. "rc" in the return code. "fb" is the feedback code.

Action:

All anticipated error conditions are handled internally. Examine the reports and the console log for other messages. Verify
the current status of the tape management system.

CTC3102E

FUNC=function, REASON=reason

Reason:

This message immediately follows CTC3101E and provides additional information.

Action:

Verify if chaining errors exist in the tape database. Call CA Technical Support for assistance.
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CTC3103E

TLMSPUT ERROR - CALLKEY=callkey, VOLUME=volser, FILESEQ=fileseq

Reason:

An update request to the TLMS VMF has failed for the indicated volume and file sequence.

Action:

If user exit CTSCPYUX is active, ensure that the update record was not incorrectly altered. Call Broadcom Support for
assistance.

CTC3303E

UNABLE TO LOAD MODULE TLMSIPO

Reason:

The TLMS interface module was not able to load the installation options. Either of the following two causes could be the
reason:

• The TLMS subsystem control block was not found
• The TLMS subsystem control block was found, but the TLMSIPO module to which the control block points does not

appear to be valid.

Action:

Make sure TLMS is started before attempting a Copycat operation.

CTC4000W

CATALOG VOLUME COUNT DISAGREES WITH TAPE SYSTEM, DSN=dsname

Reason:

The number of tape volumes associated with the data set as shown in the operating system catalog differs from the
number in the tape system catalog. The number in the tape system catalog is higher than that in the operating system
catalog. This message only appears for RECATLG=PREV.

Action:

Perform an IDCAMS LISTCAT for the data set, after the Copycat Utility job has finished. Verify that the volumes are
cataloged correctly. Correct manually, if needed.

CTC4001W

RC=rc RECATALOG FAILED FOR DSN=dsname

Reason:

IBM catalog processing returned a nonzero return code in an attempt to recatalog the data set.

Action:

If necessary, manually recatalog the entry. Refer to the IBM MVS Catalog documentation for details on catalog function
return codes.
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CTC4002W

RC=rc CATALOG FAILED FOR DSN=dsname

Reason:

IBM catalog processing returned a nonzero return code in an attempt to catalog the data set.

Action:

If necessary, manually recatalog the entry. Refer to the IBM MVS Catalog documentation for details on catalog function
return codes.

CTC4004E

VOLUME volser MISMATCHED FILESEQ OF fileseq1 AND fileseq2

Reason:

For this TAPECOPY operation, the volume indicated had a discrepancy between file sequence numbers. This is an
internal error and should not occur.

Action:

Contact CA Technical Support.

CTC4005E

UNABLE TO LOCATE FILESEQ fileseq ON VOLUME volser

Reason:

The file sequence indicated could not be found on the tape system catalog.

Action:

Review the tape system catalog volume record and associated secondary records, and then run CA 1 procedure
TMSPTRS or TLMS procedure CATVCVS to verify multivolume and multifile chains in the tape system catalog.

CTC4006W

RECATALOG NOT DONE FOR dsname

Reason:

For dsname RECATLG=PREV, the operating system catalog showed a different volume for dsname than the tape system
catalog. This message is followed by messages CTC4007W and CTC4008W.

Action:

The data set is not recataloged. Manually recatalog the data set, if desired.

CTC4007W

CATALOG INDICATES FIRST VOLUME IS volser

Reason:
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This message shows the volser shown in the operating system catalog.

Action:

Manually recatalog the data set, if desired.

CTC4008W

TAPE SYSTEM INDICATES FIRST VOLUME IS volser

Reason:

This message shows the volser shown in the tape system catalog.

Action:

Manually recatalog the data set, if desired.

CTC4009W

RECATLG2 PROCESSING SKIPPED, CONFLICT WITH RECATLG DSN=data.set.name

Reason:

The duplex file name was the same as the primary copy's file name and both were to be cataloged. In this case the
primary copy of the data set will be cataloged, and the catalog operation for the duplex copy is skipped. The RECATLG2
parameter requests cataloging the files on the duplex copy, based on the catalog status of the original input files. To be
recataloged, the file names on duplex copy must be different than the file names from the primary copy, if both are to be
cataloged.

Action:

Ensure that the primary and duplex copies have unique file names. To change the file names of either the primary copy or
the duplex copy, use PREFIX or PREFIX2, or alternatively, make use of the user exit to change the file names as desired.

CTC4010E

VOLUME volser MISMATCHED DSNS OF dsn1 dsn2

Reason:

For this TAPECOPY operation, the volume indicated had a discrepancy between data set names. This is an internal error
and should not occur.

Action:

Contact CA Technical Support.

CTC4011E

FUNCTION=function, RC=rc FROM CTCOPYT8 FOR VOLUME volser

Reason:

An attempt was made to perform an operation with the tape system which returned an unexpected return code. This is an
internal error and should not occur.

Action:
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Contact CA Technical Support.

CTC4020I

VALIDATING INDISP FOR VOLUME volser FOR POSSIBLE CONFLICT WITH SECONDARY DATA SET RETENTION

Reason:

The current FILECOPY operation uses FILES=SPECIFIC and either INDISP=RETPD=n or INDISP=EXPDT=date. File
sequence 1 for volume volser is being processed and since its expiration date controls the entire volume's expiration,
FILECOPY must ensure that no secondary file will be prematurely expired if INDISP is applied. FILECOPY analyzes the
expiration dates of all secondary files, taking into consideration the secondary files for this volume that are also being
copied in the current set of files. At the conclusion of this analysis, if no secondary files are in jeopardy, CTC4021I is
issued. Otherwise, CTC4022I and CTC4023I are issued.

Action:

None; this is an informative message.

CTC4021I

INDISP WILL BE APPLIED TO VOLUME volser

Reason:

The current FILECOPY operation uses FILES=SPECIFIC and either INDISP=RETPD=n or INDISP=EXPDT=date. File
sequence 1 of volume volser is being processed. FILECOPY has determined that applying INDISP to this volume does
not prematurely expire any secondary files. The requested INDISP value is applied to this file which causes it to be
applied to the volume as a whole.

Action:

None; this is an informative message.

CTC4022I

APPLYING INDISP TO VOLUME volser WOULD CAUSE n FILES TO PREMATURELY EXPIRE

Reason:

The current FILECOPY operation uses FILES=SPECIFIC and either INDISP=RETPD=n or INDISP=EXPDT=date. File
sequence 1 of volume volser is being processed. The expiration date for file sequence 1 also determines the expiration
date of the volume as a whole. FILECOPY has determined that one or more files on this volume would expire prematurely
if INDISP were applied to file 1. The number of files that would have been prematurely expired is indicated by n. The
requested INDISP is not applied to this file.

Action:

None; this is an informative message.

CTC4023I

INDISP FOR VOLUME volser OVERRIDDEN TO date FROM FILESEQ n EXPIRE

Reason:
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FILECOPY has determined the highest expiration date that will still remain on the volume volser after the FILECOPY
operation is completed. The expiration date that will be used is designated by date That expiration date was found in file
sequence n of this volume. For multi-volume sets, volser is always the base volume. That is, file sequence n may actually
be on another volume, but volser is the first volume in the set.

Action:

None; this is an informative message.

CTC4024I

Increasing EXPDT of output/duplex volume vvvvvv from date1 to date2

Reason:

For MERGE=MOD processing, the volume retention resulting from the OUTDISP or OUTDISP2 value is higher than the
previous retention of the output or duplex volume. The EXPDT is updated with the new, higher value.

Action:

None; this is an informative message.

CTC5007E

VOLUME volser NOT FOUND

Reason:

An attempt was made to set the service indicator to non-scratch for the indicated volume, however it was not found on the
tape system catalog.

Action:

Processing continues. After completion of the job, verify that the service indicator is set to non-scratch for the indicated
volume.

CTC5031E

OPERATOR CANNOT LOCATE THIS TAPE volser

Reason:

This message follows WTOR CTC5307R. The console operator has replied N for NO; tape is not available for mount. The
program terminates.

Action:

Ensure that all tapes are available for the TAPECOPY operation and rerun the job.

CTC5032E
REINITIALIZED TAPE: CONTAINS NO ACCESSIBLE DATA

Reason:

The volume trailer record follows the volume header record, or the records are not present on the input tape; the volume
contains no data. Either condition may indicate that a new or reinitialized volume has been mounted.
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Action:

Verify that the correct volume has been selected for the TAPECOPY operation and rerun the job.

CTC5034E

INTERNAL ERROR - FILE TRANSACTION TABLE OVERRUN

Reason:

The data set copy table contains a file or volume sequence error. The program terminates.

Action:

The probable cause is an invalid volume chain on the tape system catalog Check the output report for the last data set
that was copied. The next data set to be selected is in error. Ensure tape system catalog volume and data set chains are
correct for this data set. Correct and rerun the job.

CTC5040E

SELECT A NEW OUTPUT TAPE AND RECOPY INPUT TAPE

Reason:

An output tape has failed in five retries to write output data. The output tape is probably damaged, or the tape unit may be
malfunctioning. The program terminates.

Action:

If a TAPECOPY operation, rerun the job with a new output tape. If a FILECOPY operation with the MERGE=NO
option, and a complete rerun would be too lengthy, rerun the job beginning with the volume or data sets that were not
successfully copied.

CTC5041E

OUTPUT LABEL NOT OS STANDARD

Reason:

For this TAPECOPY operation, the label processing mode is BLP, but the output tape is not a standard labeled tape.

Action:

Remove the invalid scratch volume and mount the next available scratch volume on the unit.

CTC5042E

BYPASS ERROR BLOCK UNLESS THIS IS THE THIRD HARD ERROR ON THE SAME INPUT TAPE - VOLUME
WON'T COPY.

Reason:

The tape data READ function keeps track of errors by volume. On the third hard read error, the input tape is considered
unreadable and will not be copied. If this is not the third unrecoverable error for this volume, the data block in error has
been skipped. The program terminates.

Action:
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Clean the tape and/or tape unit and rerun the job.

CTC5050E

SCRATCH NOT USABLE: PASSWORD PROTECTED (volser)

Reason:

For this TAPECOPY operation, the label processing mode is BLP, but the scratch volume mounted contains a password
protected data set.

Action:

Remove the invalid scratch volume and mount the next available scratch volume on the unit.

CTC5051E

SCRATCH NOT USABLE: EXPIRATION DATE PROTECTED (volser)

Reason:

For this TAPECOPY operation, the label processing mode is BLP, but the scratch volume mounted has an unexpired
internal label date, or if controlled by the tape system volume is not a scratch volume.

Action:

Remove the invalid scratch volume and mount the next available scratch volume on the unit.

CTC5058E

OUTSER/OUTSER2 IS NOT SCRATCH, TERMINATING

Reason:

You requested a specific output volume through the use of the OUTSER or OUTSER2 parameter. The tape management
system indicates this tape is not a scratch tape and therefore cannot be overwritten. The operation is terminated. The
message appears in the TAPECOPY processing log. The accompanying CTC5310E message is then written to the
system console.

Action:

If you really want to write on the tape volume, you must first mark it as a scratch tape in the tape management system.
Otherwise, select a volume the tape management system considers to be scratch tape. Alternately, you can omit the
OUTSER and/or the OUTSER2 parameter and allow the operator to mount a scratch tape from the tape pool.

CTC5059E

REFLECTOR SPOT SENSED ON OUTPUT TAPE volser

Reason:

The copy operation has detected EOT (end-of-tape) before either EOF or EOV was encountered. The copy operation for
this volume is terminated; the program continues. EOT indicated on OUTPUT when the operation is TAPECOPY is not
valid. This normally means the output volume was too short to contain all of the input data.

Action:
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Validate the copy operation results. If the output tape was too short, reexecute the operation with a longer scratch tape.

CTC5060I

REFLECTOR SPOT SENSED ON INPUT TAPE volser

Reason:

The copy operation has detected EOT (end-of-tape) before either EOF or EOV was encountered. The copy operation for
this volume is terminated; the program continues. EOT indicated on INPUT is valid when copying multivolume data sets.

Action:

Validate the copy results by verifying input and output block counts for the data set(s), and rerun the job if necessary.

CTC5061I

nnnnnnn BLOCKS CONTAINED IN DATA SET

Reason:

This message reports the number of data blocks read for the data set that was copied. This information can be used to
validate the copy results.

Action:

None; this is an informative message.

CTC5062E

EOD REACHED BEFORE EOF FOR THE ABOVE DATA SET, DATA SET COPY INCOMPLETE

Reason:

End of data hit on input copy data set, not end of file. FILECOPY switches data sets or terminates the copy operation
based on end of file. End of file has not been encountered on the input data set.

Action:

FILECOPY, MERGE=NO option will terminate the copy request and continue with the next data set copy operation.
FILECOPY without MERGE=NO (or with MERGE=YES) will terminate all remaining copy requests. The probable cause is
an incomplete volume chain on the tape system catalog.

CTC5063I

COPYING DSN=dsn, FILESEQ=n

Reason:

During a TAPECOPY operation, as each file header label is encountered, this message is issued to inform you of the
TAPECOPY process. dsn is the 17-character data set name from the file's tape label. n is the file sequence number for
this file. This message is issued even when LIST=NO is specified so you will have a listing of all the files processed.

Action:

None.
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CTC5064E

Filecopy incomplete, input chain of volume vvvvvv was expanded while being copied

Reason:

The input set of base volume vvvvvv was still open for output while being copied. Either additional files or new volumes
were added to the chain since Copycat Utility extracted information from the database. The newly added data was not
copied. The Filecopy operation terminates with RC=16.

Action:

Recopy the input set after the creation job has completed.

CTC5100I

OUTPUT DATA SET NAME = dsname

Reason:

This message informs of the output data set name being used.

Action:

None; this is an informative message.

CTC5101I

INPUT DATA SET NAME = dsname

Reason:

This message reports the name of the data set being read on the copy operation.

Action:

None; this is an informative message.

CTC5103E

SENSE COMMAND TO INPUT TAPE HAS FAILED

Reason:

An unknown read or positioning error has occurred on the input tape volume. A sense or "status" request to determine the
type of error has failed. The program terminates. This message typically indicates physical tape damage or a probable
hardware malfunction. Other error messages may be issued.

Action:

Check job output and/or system log for channel, controller or device errors. Also check the tape volume for visible
damage. Correct the condition(s) and rerun the job.
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CTC5104I

NUMBER OF FILES PROCESSED ON INPUT TAPE: nnnn

Reason:

This message follows message CTC5060I, and reports the number of files processed prior to the EOT indicator. The
program continues, but input processing is terminated for the current input volume. The file count can be used to verify
that all files have been processed on input.

Action:

None; this is an informative message.

CTC5105I

CURRENT DATA SET BEING PROCESSED: dsname

Reason:

This message precedes message CTC5106E, and reports the 17-byte tape HDR1 file name for the file that is currently
being processed.

Action:

None; this is an informative message.

CTC5106E

* * * I/O ERROR ON ddname, TAPE volser

Reason:

A permanent I/O error has occurred on the ddname/tape volume identified in this message. Additional error messages
follow. The program continues.

Action:

This is an informative message. See messages CTC5107I, CTC5108I, and CTC5109E for additional information.

CTC5107I

CURRENT BLOCK NO. ON INPUT TAPE: nnnn

Reason:

This message follows message CTC5106E. A READ is currently being attempted on the tape block number shown in this
message.

Action:

None; this is an informative message.
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CTC5109E

PERMANENT I/O ERRORS ON INPUT TAPE

Reason:

This message follows message CTC5108I. Device sense and status information messages CTC5203E and/or CTC5205E
will precede this message. An unrecoverable error has occurred on the input. Message CTC5200E follows this message.
This message typically indicates physical tape damage or a probable hardware malfunction.

Action:

Corrective action depends on the contents of the device sense and status messages. Correct the condition(s) and rerun
the job.

CTC5110I

ddname TAPE VOLSER=volser,DEVICE TYPE=type

Reason:

The output ddname was opened with the volume indicated by the message. This message is followed by CTC5111I.

Action:

None; this is an informative message.

CTC5111I

UNIT ADDRESS = addr -compaction status

Reason:

The output ddname mentioned in message CTC5110I is using the unit shown here. If shown, compaction status is one of
the following:

• Compaction is ON because input is compacted.
• Compaction is ON, COMP=YES (or COMP2=YES) coded.
• Compaction is OFF, COMP=NO (or COMP2=NO) coded.

Action:

None; this is an informative message.

CTC5130I

BLP PROCESSING MODE

Reason:

This message reports that, during a TAPECOPY operation, input and output tapes are being read and written using
bypass label processing. This is the default label processing mode for TAPECOPY.

Action:

None; this is an informative message.
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CTC5131I

SL PROCESSING MODE

Reason:

This message reports that, during a FILECOPY operation, input and output tapes are being read and written using
standard label processing. This is the default label processing mode for FILECOPY.

Action:

None; this is an informative message.

CTC5132I

ABOUT TO OPEN ddname

Reason:

This message reports that ddname is about to be opened for processing. The naming convention for ddname is as
follows: The ddname is CCxtnnnn, where x is 1 for primary or 2 for secondary, t is I for input or O for output, and nnnn is
an assigned sequence number.

Action:

None; this is an informative message.

CTC5133E

INSUFFICIENT MEMORY FOR I/O BUFFER - INCREASE REGION

Reason:

Memory was not available for use as an I/O buffer. The program terminates.

Action:

Increase the region size and rerun the job.

CTC5134I

ABOUT TO OPEN ddname1 AND ddname2

Reason:

DUPLEX=YES was specified. This message reports that the output tapes assigned to ddname1 and ddname2 are about
to be opened for processing. The naming convention for ddname is as follows: The ddname is CCxOnnnn, where x is 1
for primary or 2 for secondary, and nnnn is an assigned sequence number.

Action:

None; this is an informative message.
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CTC5140I

Initialization complete for nnnn / single block buffering

Reason:

Parameters have been set up to copy a data set with BUFFER=MULTIPLE. nnnn is the number of blocks that will be
processed in one I/O execution. Single block buffering is indicated when BUFFER=MULTIPLE was specified but the large
block size of the data set prevented multiple block buffering.

Action:

None; this is an informative message.

CTC5141I

Unable to determine RECFM / BLKSIZE of dddddddd

Reason:

DCB information of an input data set could not be processed.

Action:

Verify that the input tape has valid standard labels.

CTC5142E

Initialization for multiple block I/O failed

Reason:

A severe error prevented multiple block buffering.

Action:

Review preceding error messages. If necessary, contact Technical Support.

CTC5143E

Internal error during multiple block I/O processing, reason=x

Reason:

An internal processing error occurred.

Action:

Contact Technical Support.

CTC5144I

Due to option BUFFER=MULTIPLE, EOV will be processed asynchronously on primary and duplex output tapes

Reason:
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Primary and duplex multivolume output chains may not be in sync. The data on corresponding tapes of the primary and
duplex chains may notbe identical.

Action:

Use option BUFFER=SINGLE if multivolume output must be created and if identical primary and secondary volumes are
required.

CTC5145E

Data set dddddddd incomplete - nnnnnnn blocks copied

Reason:

The number nnnnnnn of blocks written to the output data set does not match the block count of the input data set.

Action:

Check the report for error messages; contact Technical Support.

CTC5150I

Requesting new scratch tape for output

Reason:

For MERGE=MOD processing, either MODVOL=SCRTCH was specified, or MODVOL was omitted and Copycat Utility
could not determine a specific output volume from the system catalog. The Filecopy operation will start a new output
scratch volume.

Action:

None, this is an informative message.

CTC5151I

Output/Duplex volume vvvvvv selected from option MODVOL(2)

Reason:

Option MODVOL or MODVOL2 was used to obtain the specific volser of the output or duplex tape to be used for
MERGE=MOD processing. The Filecopy operation will continue stacking output on that volume.

Action:

None, this is an informative message.

CTC5152I

Output/Duplex volume vvvvvv selected from catalog entry xxxx

Reason:

Option MODHLQ was used to build data set name xxxx, which also includes the jobname of the executing Copycat job.
The data set name was located in the system catalog and pointed to volser vvvvvv. This volume will be used as output or
duplex tape for MERGE=MOD processing. The Filecopy operation will continue stacking output on that volume.

Action:
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None, this is an informative message.

CTC5153W

The catalog entry of xxxx does not show a valid tape volser and file sequence

Reason:

Data set name xxxx, built from the MODHLQ option, was located in the system catalog, but the catalog entry did not point
to a valid tape volser and file sequence.

Action:

Use the MODVOL option to request either a scratch tape or a specific Copycat Utility volume. For duplex output, use
option MODVOL2. The invalid catalog entry is deleted automatically.

CTC5154W

Error reading database chain for volume vvvvvv

Reason:

Due to a chaining error on the tape database, the data sets chained to vvvvvv could not be retrieved.

Action:

Use the appropriate tools of your tape management product to determine and correct the chaining errors. If necessary,
choose a different output volume or a scratch tape.

CTC5155W

Volser vvvvvv is not a valid Copycat volume

Reason:

Volume vvvvvv was selected as output volume for MERGE=MOD processing, or it is chained to the selected volume. The
volume is not usable because it cannot be found in the tape database, or it is in scratch status or out of service, or it was
not created by Copycat Utility or not closed successfully.

Action:

Verify the selected volume. Either correct the error or choose a different output volume or a scratch tape.

CTC5156W
First file on output/duplex chain does not match option CTLFILE(2)=xxxxx

Reason:

Options MERGE=MOD and CTLFILE=xxxxx or CTLFILE2=xxxxx were specified, but the first file on the selected output
volume has a different data set name.

Action:

Verify if a control file should be created and correct the control statement accordingly.
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CTC5157W

Volser vvvvvv is not last volume of existing chain

Reason:

Volume vvvvvv was selected as output volume for MERGE=MOD processing, but it is a multi-volume tape and not the last
volume of the chain.

Action:

Verify the output volume and correct any chaining errors. If necessary, select a different output volume or a scratch tape.

CTC5158W

Volser vvvvvv file count xxxxx on the tape system does not match the cataloged file sequence yyyyy'

Reason:

The file sequence of catalog entry "modhlq.COPYCAT(2).jobname" does not point to the last data set chained to volume
vvvvvv on the tape database.

Action:

Check if the catalog entry is in error. Verify if data sets were added to the tape which were not created by Copycat Utility
or not closed successfully. If necessary, choose a different output volume or a scratch tape.

CTC5159W

Option OUTDISP(2)=xxxxxx does not match the retention of volume vvvvvv

Reason:

EXPDT= or RETPD= was specified for option OUTDISP or OUTDISP2, but the active output volume selected for
MERGE=MOD processing shows a higher EXPDT or a different retention type.

Action:

Modify the OUTDISP(2) option to match the selected volume, or choose a different output volume or a scratch tape.

CTC5160E

No valid output volume found for MERGE=MOD processing

Reason:

A specific output volume was determined from option MODVOL or MODHLQ, but the volume is not usable. The Filecopy
operation terminates with RC=16.

Action:

Review the preceding messages, correct the error accordingly and resubmit the job.
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CTC5161E

Primary and duplex output must either both use MOD processing or both start on new scratch tapes

Reason:

DUPLEX=YES and MERGE=MOD was specified,and either an active volume was requested for the primary output and a
scratch tape for the duplex output, or vice versa.

Action:

Correct the control statements to synchronize primary and duplex creation.

CTC5162E

Output volume vvvvvv file count xxxxx and duplex volume wwwwww file count yyyyy do not match

Reason:

DUPLEX=YES and MERGE=MOD was specified, and the active volumes selected for output do not show the same file
count.

Action:

Find a matching pair of output volumes or choose creation of new scratch tapes. Specify appropriate MODVOL and
MODVOL2 options and resubmit the job.

CTC5170I

Restarting data set copy on new scratch tape to prevent multivolume chaining

Reason:

VOLCHAIN=NO was specified for a Filecopy operation which creates a multifile chain on cartridge. The output has
reached end of tape, and Copycat Utility prevents multivolume chaining by recopying the current data set from the
beginning to a scratch tape as file sequence 1, starting a new multifile chain.

Action:

None, this is an informative message.

CTC5171I

Incomplete output data set on volume vvvvvv has been expired on the tape system

Reason:

According to option VOLCHAIN=NO, Copycat Utility has started a new output chain at end of volume instead of chaining a
secondary volume. The data set which was partially copied when EOV was encountered has been expired on the original
output volume. It will be recopied from the beginning to the new scratch tape as file sequence 1.

Action:

None, this is an informative message.
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CTC5201E

OPEN FAILURE, DDNAME=ddname, VOLSER=volser

Reason:

The input or output ddname for the volume identified in the message has failed during OPEN processing. The program
terminates.

Action:

Check the console log for possible messages.

CTC5205E

* * * I/O ERROR - jobname,stepname,addr,type,ddname,operation, error desc.,relative block no.,access method

Reason:

SYNADAF was entered to determine the type of error that was encountered during a READ or WRITE function. The
program terminates. The error information should identify the type of problem.

Action:

Correct the condition(s) and rerun the job.

CTC5206W

OPERATOR REQUESTED BYPASS FOR dsname

Reason:

BYPASS was entered in response to message CTC7303R.

Action:

If desired, rerun the job when the resource mentioned by the message preceding CTC7303R is available.

CTC5301A

REMOVE volser FROM addr: PASSWORD PROTECTED

Reason:

During this TAPECOPY operation, message CTC5050E has been issued to indicate that the scratch volume is not usable
because it is password protected. addr is the unit address. The program continues.

Action:

Remove the invalid scratch volume and mount the next available scratch on the unit identified in the message.

CTC5302A

REMOVE volser FROM addr: EXPIRATION DATE PROTECTED

Reason:
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During this TAPECOPY operation, message CTC5051E has been issued to indicate that the scratch volume is not usable
because it is protected by the expiration date, or if controlled by the tape system the volume is not a scratch volume. addr
is the unit address. The program continues.

Action:

Remove the invalid scratch volume and mount the next available scratch volume on the unit identified in the message.

CTC5303A

REMOUNT volser, UNABLE TO READ LABEL LAST TIME

Reason:

During this TAPECOPY operation, volume label or header label(s) has not been read before encountering data. Other
messages may precede this one. The program continues. (A rewind demount has been requested from the system.)

Action:

Remount the volume.

CTC5304A

WRONG TAPE MOUNTED ON UNIT, VOLSER WAS volser1

WHEN TAPE volser2 LOCATED, PLEASE REPLY 'Y'.

Reason:

For this TAPECOPY operation, an incorrect volume has been mounted on the unit shown. "unit" is the tape device
address where the incorrect volume is currently mounted. volser1 is the volser on the tape header label. volser2 is the
correct volume requested for mount. The program continues; WTOR CTC5307R follows.

Action:

Mount the requested volume and reply to the outstanding message.

CTC5305E

TAPE volser NOT PROCESSED, COULD NOT BE FOUND

Reason:

During a TAPECOPY operation, a WTO is issued when the reply to CTC5307R is N. volser is the requested volume to be
mounted for input. The program terminates.

Action:

Locate the requested volume, or change the tape volume serial number of the tape to be copied, and then rerun the job.

CTC5306E
JOB jobname, RETURN CODE 16 IN COPY FUNCTION STEP

Reason:

Other messages are issued to indicate the reason for the copy operation failure. jobname is the execution job name. The
function is either TAPECOPY or FILECOPY. The program terminates.
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Action:

Correct the problem(s) indicated prior to the WTO and rerun the job.

CTC5307R

IF TAPE volser CANNOT BE FOUND, REPLY 'N'

Reason:

During a TAPECOPY operation, this WTOR is preceded by CTC5304A. volser is the requested volume to be mounted.
The program terminates if the reply is N, or continues if the reply is Y.

Action:

None; this is an informative message.

CTC5308A

I/O ERROR READING OUTPUT LABEL, REMOUNT OR TRY ANOTHER TAPE

Reason:

During a TAPECOPY operation, an I/O error was detected while trying to read the internal tape label of an output volume.

Action:

The tape is rewound and unloaded. Mount the same tape again or try another output tape.

CTC5309I

REMAINDER OF TAPE VOLUME volser IS BEING ERASED

Reason:

All data on the tape from the end of the last file copied to the end of the tape is being erased because ERASE=YES was
specified.

Action:

None; this is an informative message.

CTC5310E

OUTSER/OUTSER2 IS NOT SCRATCH, TERMINATING

Reason:

The user requested a specific output volume through the use of the OUTSER or OUTSER2 parameter. The tape
management system indicates this tape is not a scratch tape and therefore cannot be overwritten. The operation is being
terminated. This message is written to the system console for the tape operator's information.

Action:

Refer to the associated CTC5058E error message in the TAPECOPY processing log.
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CTC6001I

*** START COPYCAT GENLEVEL=glvl ***

Reason:

This message is generated once Copycat Utility processing begins. "glvl"is the current genlevel for the product.

Action:

None; this is an informative message.

CTC6002I

*** END COPYCAT ***

Reason:

This message is generated once Copycat Utility processing ends.

Action:

None; this is an informative message.

CTC6003I

DATEFMT HAS BEEN SET TO "datefmt"

Reason:

This message is generated when an EXEC PARM overriding the DATEFMT has been successfully processed.

Action:

None; this is an informative message.

CTC6004E

INPUT KEYWORD MUST BE * OR VALID DDNAME

Reason:

The INPUT parameter value entered is invalid. INPUT must contain an asterisk (*) or a valid ddname.

Action:

Correct the control statement by supplying a valid INPUT parameter value.

CTC6005E

VALUE IS INVALID OR OUT OF RANGE FOR keyword

Reason:

The numeric value specified for the DSN, VOL, FILESEQB, FILESEQC, FILESEQD, or MAXFILES parameter is invalid.
For MAXFILES, the numeric value must be from 1 to 65535. For DSN, VOL, the FILESEQx parameters, the value must be
in the range of 1 to 255 if INPUT=ddname was specified, or in the range of 1 to 80 if INPUT=* was specified.
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Action:

Correct the control statement by supplying a valid value.

CTC6006E

KEYWORD HAS BEEN PREVIOUSLY ENTERED - keyword

Reason:

The keyword listed has been previously entered.

Action:

Remove the duplicate keyword from the control statement.

CTC6007E

FUNCTION MUST BE functlist

Reason:

The function code must be entered as the first, noncomment control statement. "functlist" is the list of valid functions that
may be entered.

Action:

Correct the first control statement by supplying a function code from the "functlist" list.

CTC6008E

CONTROL STATEMENT CONTAINS NO VALID KEYWORD

Reason:

The control statement listed contains no valid keywords.

Action:

Correct the control statement by supplying a valid keyword.

CTC6009E

NO KEYWORDS WERE FOUND IN INPUT

Reason:

No valid keywords were found in the input.

Action:

Correct the input by supplying valid keywords.
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CTC6012E

PARAMETER PREVIOUSLY ENTERED - parameter

Reason:

The parameter listed has been previously entered.

Action:

Correct the control statement by removing the duplicate parameter.

CTC6015E

INPUT KEYWORD REQUIRED AND IS MISSING

Reason:

INPUT is a required keyword and it has not been supplied.

Action:

Correct the control statement by supplying a valid INPUT keyword.

CTC6016E

FILESEQB, FILESEQC, FILESEQD ARE MUTUALLY EXCLUSIVE

Reason:

The INPUT statement parameters FILESEQB, FILESEQC, and FILESEQD are mutually exclusive.

Action:

Correct the control statement by supplying FILESEQB, FILESEQC, or FILESEQD parameters.

CTC6017E

DSN AND VOL ARE REQUIRED WITH FILESEQx

Reason:

In the INPUT statement, both the DSN and VOL parameters are required when either FILESEQB, FILESEQC, or
FILESEQD are specified.

Action:

Correct the INPUT control statement by supplying the DSN and VOL parameters.

CTC6018E

INPUT DSN REQUIRED WITH FILES=SPECIFIC

Reason:

The INPUT statement DSN parameter is required when FILES=SPECIFIC is requested.

Action:
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Correct the INPUT control statement by supplying the DSN parameter.

CTC6019E

ERROR IN EXPDT DATE FORMAT - RC=rc,FEEDBACK=fc

Reason:

An error has occurred while processing the expiration date using the default or supplied date format and the value entered
for the EXPDT parameter.

Action:

See the TMMDATE macro in the CA 1 documentation, or the TLMDATE macro in the TLMS documentation, for return
code and feedback definitions. Verify the date format being used or correct the EXPDT value in the control statement.

CTC6020E

ERROR OCCURRED OPENING INPUT DDNAME - ddname

Reason:

The input selection list file referenced by INPUT=ddname could not be opened.

Action:

Correct the INPUT control statement by supplying a valid ddname and ensure that a DD statement is present in the
execution JCL with the same ddname.

CTC6021E

FAILURE OCCURRED PROCESSING EXPDT - RC=rc

Reason:

A failure has occurred while processing the expiration date using the default or supplied date format and the value entered
for the EXPDT parameter.

Action:

See the TMMDATE macro in the CA 1 documentation, or the TLMDATE macro in the TLMS documentation, for return
code definitions. Verify the date format being used or correct the EXPDT value in the control statement.

CTC6022E

INVALID PARM ENTERED ON EXEC STATEMENT

Reason:

The PARM entered on the EXEC statement is invalid.

Action:

Correct the execution JCL parameter and rerun the job.
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CTC6024E

INVALID DATEFMT ENTERED ON EXEC PARM

Reason:

The DATEFMT entered on the EXEC PARM is blank or invalid. See the CA 1 or TLMS documentation for valid DATEFMT
specifications.

Action:

Correct the DATEFMT on the EXEC PARM and rerun the job.

CTC6025I

TOTAL INPUT FILES: nnnnn

Reason:

This total reflects the number of input files being processed in this run.

Action:

None; this is an informative message.

CTC6026I

TOTAL OUTPUT FILES: nnnnn

Reason:

This total reflects the number of output files being processed in this run.

Action:

None; this is an informative message.

CTC6027I

TOTAL INPUT TAPES: nnnnn

Reason:

This total reflects the number of input tapes being processed in this run.

Action:

None; this is an informative message.

CTC6028I

TOTAL OUTPUT TAPES: nnnnn

Reason:

This total reflects the number of output tapes being processed in this run.

Action:
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None; this is an informative message.

CTC6029E

UNABLE TO LOAD USEREXIT CTCOPYUX

Reason:

Control statement USEREXIT is coded as YES, and module CTSCPYUX could not be loaded.

Action:

Check STEPLIB or LINKLIST data set to ensure the user exit can be located.

CTC6030E

CONTROL STATEMENT ERRORS FOUND - RUN ABORTED

Reason:

One or more control statement errors were found in this run.

Action:

Correct the control statement(s) listed and rerun the job.

CTC6042E

REQUIRED KEYWORD IS MISSING - keyword

Reason:

The keyword shown is required but was not supplied with the control statements.

Action:

Provide the required keyword and rerun the job.

CTC6044E

INVALID CHARACTER IN ABOVE STATEMENT

Reason:

The control statement shown above contains an invalid character.

Action:

Examine the control statement in hexadecimal mode, and correct to have only valid letters and numbers.

CTC6045E

CTCOPYS3 RC=rc, REASON=rs, FDBK=fc

Reason:

The parsing module detected an error.
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Return Code Description

• 4
Expects continuation

• 8
Parm truncations

• 12
Critical error

Reason Code Description

• 4
Parms with no matching elements

• 8
Truncation with loss of value

• 12
Invalid character in source

• 16
Required parm missing

• 20
Invalid function (internal error)

• 24
Invalid element class (internal error)

• 28
End of source before end of parm (internal error)

• 32
Closing quote not found

• 36
Closing comment not found

• 40
Closing ')' not found

• 44
Nested keyword

• 48
Invalid source length (internal error)

• 52
Invalid parm syntax

Feedback Code Description

• 4
Comment only in source

• 8
Spaces only in source

Action:

Correct the control statement and rerun the job.

CTC6046E

ABOVE STATEMENT HAS INVALID KEYWORD AT COLUMN nn

Reason:
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The control statement contains an unrecognized keyword starting at column nn.

Action:

Correct the control statement and rerun the job.

CTC6047E

OUTUNIT2 REQUIRED IF DUPLEX=YES

Reason:

Control statement OUTUNIT2 must be supplied if DUPLEX=YES is used.

Action:

For DUPLEX=YES, add the missing control statement and rerun the job.

CTC6048W

KEYWORD ONLY VALID WITH FILECOPY OR TAPECOPY - keyword

Reason:

The keyword shown is not valid with the TAPEMAP function.

Action:

The keyword is ignored and processing continues.

CTC6049W

KEYWORD ONLY VALID WITH FILECOPY - keyword

Reason:

The keyword shown is not valid with the TAPEMAP or TAPECOPY function.

Action:

The keyword is ignored and processing continues.

CTC6050W

KEYWORD ONLY VALID WITH TAPECOPY - keyword

Reason:

The keyword shown is not valid with the TAPEMAP or FILECOPY function.

Action:

The keyword is ignored and processing continues.
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CTC6051W

KEYWORD ONLY VALID WITH TAPEMAP - keyword

Reason:

The keyword shown is not valid with the FILECOPY or TAPECOPY function.

Action:

The keyword is ignored and processing continues.

CTC6052W

KEYWORD ONLY VALID WITH DUPLEX=YES - keyword

Reason:

The keyword shown can only be used if a duplex output tape is to be created.

Action:

The keyword is ignored and processing continues.

CTC6053E

INVALID DATE SPECIFIED FOR KEYWORD - keyword

Reason:

An invalid date was detected following EXPDT=.

Action:

Correct the date and rerun the job.

CTC6054W

RECATLG=PREV IS NOT VALID WITH A PREFIX

Reason:

The RECATLG=PREV is not a valid option if PREFIX= was specified.

Action:

Correct the control statement.

CTC6055W

CTLFILE REQUIRED IF CTLFILE2 IS SPECIFIED

Reason:

The duplex copy must be a mirror image of the primary copy. If control files are to be written, they must be written to both
primary and duplex copies.

Action:
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Either use CTLFILE to add a control file on the primary copy, or remove the CTLFILE2 parameter so that neither the
primary nor the duplex will have control files.

CTC6056I

USAGE OF RECATLG AND RECATLG2 MAY RESULT IN FAILED CATALOG ATTEMPTS

Reason:

The RECATLG2 parameter requests cataloging the files on the duplexcopy, based on the catalog status of the original
input files. To be recataloged, the file names on the duplex copy must be different than the file names from the primary
copy. Since RECATLG was not coded with PREFIX, and RECATLG2 was not coded with PREFIX2, the names will not be
different. However, since USEREXIT=YES is coded, it is possible the names may be different at the time when cataloging
occurs.Processing continues.

Action:

If the user exit is employed to change the name of either the primary or duplex file names, there should not be a problem.
Otherwise, CTC4009W messages will result and the duplex files will not get cataloged. Ensure that the primary and
duplex copies have unique file names. To change the file names of either the primary copy or the duplex copy, use
PREFIX or PREFIX2, or alternately, make use of the user exit to change the file names as desired.

CTC6057E
USAGE OF RECATLG AND RECATLG2 WILL RESULT IN FAILED CATALOG ATTEMPTS

Reason:

The RECATLG2 parameter requests cataloging the files on the duplexcopy, based on the catalog status of the original
input files. To be recataloged, the file names on the duplex copy must be different than the file names from the primary
copy. Since RECATLG was not coded with PREFIX, and RECATLG2 was not coded with PREFIX2, the names will not be
different. Since USEREXIT=NO is in effect, there is no possibility the names will be different at the time when cataloging
occurs, so processing is terminated.

Action:

Ensure that the primary and duplex copies have unique file names. To change the file names of either the primary copy or
the duplex copy, use PREFIX or PREFIX2, or alternatively, make use of the user exit to change the file names as desired.

CTC6058E

KEYWORD keyword1 CANNOT BE USED WITH keyword2 ,keyword3,...

Reason:

The control parameter identified by "keyword1" is mutually exclusive with one or more other control parameters that were
also specified. The specific keywords that cannot be used with "keyword1" are listed.

Action:

Revise the control parameters being used by removing one of them.
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CTC6059E

OUTUNIT or STORCLAS is required for function ffffffff

Reason:

OUTUNIT and STORCLAS were both omitted from the FILECOPY or TAPECOPY control statements.

Action:

Add either an appropriate OUTUNIT or STORCLAS.

CTC6060E

OUTUNIT2 or STORCLA2 is required if DUPLEX=YES

Reason:

OUTUNIT2 and STORCLA2 were both omitted from the FILECOPY control statements, but DUPLEX=YES was specified.

Action:

Add either an appropriate OUTUNIT2 or STORCLA2.

CTC6061E

xxxxxxxx and yyyyyyyy are mutually exclusive

Reason:

The mutually exclusive keywords xxxxxxxx and yyyyyyyy were both included in the control statements.

Action:

Remove either of the two parameters.

CTC6301E

UNABLE TO OPEN MODULE CTCOPYT2

Reason:

The module listed could not be opened. The program terminates.

Action:

Verify that JCL statements DD SYSPRINT and DD CCRPT are present with correct spelling. Rerun the job.

CTC6302E

UNABLE TO LOAD MODULE CTCOPYT2

Reason:

The module listed could not be loaded. The program terminates.

Action:
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Check the STEPLIB or LINKLIST data set to ensure the module can be loaded.

CTC7001E

DYNAMIC ALLOCATION OF ddname REASON CODE rs

Reason:

A dynamic allocation was being attempted on ddname. A problem was detected as described by dynamic allocation
(SVC99) reason code rs.

Action:

Refer to the IBM SPL: Application Development documentation.

CTC7002E

ddname ALLOCATION DENIED BY INSTALLATION VALIDATION

Reason:

The dynamic allocation installation validation routine denied this request.

Action:

Consult with your system programmer to determine whether the dynamic allocation function can be made available.

CTC7003E

DYNAMIC UNALLOCATION OF ddname REASON CODE rs

Reason:

A dynamic unallocation (free) was being attempted on ddname. A problem was detected as described by dynamic
allocation (SVC99) reason code rs.

Action:

Refer to the IBM SPL: Application Development documentation.

CTC7004I

DYNAMIC ALLOCATION START FOR ddname [VOL=volser] FS=fileseq

Reason:

This is an information message saying that dynamic allocation is about to be attempted for ddname with a file sequence
number of fileseq. If the volser is known, it will also be shown.

Action:

None; This is an informative message.
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CTC7005I

DYNAMIC UNALLOCATION START FOR ddname

Reason:

This is an information message saying that dynamic unallocation is about to be attempted for ddname.

Action:

None; this is an informative message.

CTC7006I

DEQ START FOR VOLUME volser

Reason:

This is an information message saying that a dequeue of volume serial number volser is about to be attempted.

Action:

None; this is an informative message.

CTC7301A

DATA SET CURRENTLY IN USE - dsname

Reason:

A dynamic allocation was being attempted on dsname, which is currently being used by another job or task. Message
CTC7303R follows. The program continues.

Action:

See message CTC7303R.

CTC7302A

VOLUME CURRENTLY IN USE - volser

Reason:

A dynamic allocation was being attempted on volume volser, which is currently being used by another job or task.
Message CTC7303R follows. The program continues.

Action:

See message CTC7303R.

CTC7303R

REPLY 'RETRY', 'WAIT', 'ABEND', OR 'BYPASS'

Reason:
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A dynamic allocation was being attempted, however the resource identified by preceding message CTC7301A,
CTC7302A, CTC7305A, or CTC7307I is currently being used by another job or task.

Action:

Respond to the console message with either RETRY, WAIT, ABEND, or BYPASS. If you respond RETRY, the allocation
will be attempted again immediately. If you respond WAIT, Copycat Utility issues message CTC7306R, wait for the
number of minutes specified by the WAITTIME parameter, and then issue the dynamic allocation request again. It will
automatically continue to retry until either (a) the allocation request is successful or (b) you reply to the CTC7306R
message. If you respond ABEND, the job will be terminated immediately. If you respond BYPASS, the current resource
being requested (file or volume) will be bypassed and NOT COPIED and Copycat Utility will continue to process the next
file or volume.

CTC7304E

INVALID RESPONSE

Reason:

An incorrect response was given for message CTC7303R.

Action:

Respond to the console message with one of the choices given for message CTC7303R.

CTC7305A

UNIT CURRENTLY IN USE - unit

Reason:

A dynamic allocation was being attempted on unit unit, which is currently being used by another job or task. Message
CTC7303R follows. The program continues.

Action:

See message CTC7303R.

CTC7306R

REPLY 'U' TO CANCEL WAIT AND CHOOSE DIFFERENT ALTERNATIVE

Reason:

You replied WAIT to the CTC7303R message. Copycat Utility leaves this message outstanding until it successfully
allocates the resource for which it is waiting.

Action:

If you do not reply to this message, Copycat Utility will go into a cycle of waiting and then automatically retrying the
allocation. It will continue this wait/retry cycle until the dynamic allocation is successful. The length of the wait interval is
controlled by the WAITTIME parameter. If you reply to this message, Copycat Utility will immediately break out of the wait
cycle and reissue CTC7301A, CTC7302A, CTC7305A, or CTC7307I message, followed by the CTC7303R message, thus
giving you the opportunity to choose a different alternative from the CTC7303R response options.
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CTC7307I

SYSZTIOT IS CURRENTLY UNAVAILABLE, RETRY INTERVAL IS n SECONDS

Reason:

A dynamic allocation request has failed because another task holds an ENQ on SYSZTIOT. The dynamic allocation will
be attempted every n seconds until the allocation succeeds. During this time, the CTC7306R console message is left
outstanding. If the operator replies to the CTC7306R message, the CTC7303R message is presented which gives the
operator the opportunity to change the way this problem is handled.

Action:

No response is required.

CTC8301A

NONSTANDARD LABELS FOUND ON TAPE volser

Reason:

TAPEMAP detected that the volume requested did not have standard tape labels (SL).

Action:

Only run the TAPEMAP function with standard labeled volumes.

CTC8302E

RETURN CODE 16 IN TAPEMAP FUNCTION STEP.

Reason:

TAPEMAP did not complete normally.

Action:

Examine other messages to determine the cause of the problem.

CTC8303I

TAPE MAP COMPLETE : VOLUME volser CONTAINS nnnnn FILES ***

Reason:

This total reflects the number of files contained on the input volume.

Action:

None; this is an informative message.

CTC9301W

EXCP ERASE CCW WAS REJECTED

Reason:
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ERASE=YES was specified and a command reject was sensed while attempting to write a tapemark on the output tape
prior to erasing the rest of the volume. This message is followed by message CTC9305W.

Action:

See message CTC9305W.

CTC9302W

TAPE IS WRITE PROTECTED

Reason:

ERASE=YES was specified and it was determined that the output tape is write protected. This message is followed by
messages CTC9303W and CTC9304W.

Action:

See messages CTC9303W and CTC9304W.

CTC9303W

3420 - RING IS MISSING OR ...

Reason:

This message follows message CTC9302W. It gives a way of correcting the problem if a reel (3420) tape is being used.

Action:

If a reel (3420) tape is being used, insert a write protect ring.

CTC9304W

3480 - WRITE INHIBIT INDICATOR ON

Reason:

This message follows message CTC9302W. It gives a way of correcting the problem if a cartridge (3480) tape is being
used.

Action:

If a cartridge (3480) tape is being used, set the write inhibit indicator off.

CTC9305W

ERASE CANNOT BE PERFORMED

Reason:

This message follows message CTC9301W, or messages CTC9302W, CTC9303W, and CTC9304W. It gives a warning
that the requested erase (ERASE=YES) cannot be performed.

Action:

Operation continues without the erase taking place.
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CTC9306I

CTC9306I ENHANCED DATA STREAMING TECHNOLOGY DETECTED IN DEVICE unit-addr WILL BE UTILIZED

Reason:

The TAPECOPY function has detected enhanced data streaming capabilities in the output device whose device address
is unit-addr. Normally, the control unit will synchronize the control unit cache with the device at the end of each file. This
breaks the data stream. TAPECOPY generates channel programs that instruct the control unit not to synchronize the
control unit cache at the end of each file. The synchronization is deferred until the end of the volume is reached. This
capability is especially beneficial when performing a TAPECOPY operation on tapes with many files.

Action:

None; this is an informational message.

CTS - Common Tape System Messages
CTSDATE00 - CTSDATE099

CTSDATE01
CTSDATE RC=xx RSN=xx FUNC=xx FDBK=xx

Reason:

An error occurred during a call to CTSDATE.

Action:

See the following return and reason codes.

RC=8

• RSN=4
DATE FIELD NOT PACKED

• RSN=8
NOT IN ACCEPTABLE DATE RANGE

• RSN=12
UNDEFINED KEYWORD

• RSN=16
BINARY VALUE NOT IN VALID RANGE

• RSN=20
COMPUTED DATE NOT IN RANGE

• RSN=24
DDD FOR KEYWORD NOT IN RANGE

• RSN=28
DDD FOR DATE NOT IN RANGE

• RSN=32
INVALID FORMAT PARM

• RSN=36
EXT DATE IN UNKNOWN FORMAT (WON'T MAP)

• RSN=40
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KWD USE NOT APPROPRIATE FOR FUNC
• RSN=44

NOT VALID HDR1 DATE
• RSN=48

DD INVALID FOR MM
• RSN=52

MM INVALID (NOT 1-12)
• RSN=56

MMM INVALID (NOT VALID ABBREV)

RC=12

• RSN=4
KEY= NOT 'YES' OR 'NO'

• RSN=8
WRONG SEQUENCE FOR FUNCTIONS

CTSOCE01 - CTSOCE05

CTSOCE01
IECUCBCX Could Not Be Found

Reason:

The UCB Common Extension cannot be found with the pointer in the UCB.

Action:

This information message indicates that the Bytes-Used Percentage field may not be accurate for this file or volume.

CTSOCE02
Device is NOT READY

Reason:

This informational message lets you know that the tape device just dismounted is not currently ready.

Action:

Because the device is not READY, we cannot determine the Bytes-Used Percentage or the Compression Ratio. These
fields will be reported as zero.

CTSOCE03
Close for a non-tape device detected

Reason:

The device going through Tape-Close processing is not a Tape Device.

Action:

Contact CA 1 or TLMS Support for assistance in determining why a non-tape device is going through Tape-Close
processing.
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CTSOCE04
Read-Buffered-Log had an overflow

Reason: 

The Read-Buffered-Log had an overflow in one of the 3-byte fields (x'FFFFFF') used to determine the Bytes-Used
Percentage and Compression Ratio. 

Action:

This message is for information purposes. If the device going through CLOSE processing is an IBM TS7700 (VTS) device,
you are most likely missing microcode support to address this particular overflow condition (the reporting of X'FFFFFF').
Verify that the clusters in your TS7700 grid are at R4.2 PGA2 (8.42.2.12), the base 5.0 release or higher. If not, work with
your hardware support team to update your microcode. With this issue, after the read buffered log (RBL) counters reach
their maximum value, (X'FFFFFF') the counters stay at that value and do not overflow. This can affect statistical data that
is being kept about the volume such as a compression ratio and the actual host bytes read or written to the volume. After
applying the needed support, read buffered log overflows should occur as expected and this message should no longer be
issued.

CTSOCE05
4KDBW is non-zero, 4KCBW is zero

Reason:

The UCBCX_ATT3490_4KDBW field in the UCB Tape Extension is non-zero but the UCBCX_ATT3490_4KCBW field is
zero.

Action:

This message indicates that two fields that should always be either zero or non-zero at the same time are out of sync with
each other. Verify that IBM APAR OA52915 has been applied to all LPARs sharing the TS77xx VTS Library.

CTSPM000 - CTSPM099

CTSPM001
CTSPM RC=xx RSN=xx FUNC=xx error.msg

Reason:

CTSPM detected an error while processing a pattern masking request.

Action:

For a description of the error see error.msg text. Correct the control statement and resubmit the request.

CTSSMS00 - CTSSMS099

CTSSMS01
CTSSMS .. RC=xx RSN=xx FUNC=xx FDBK=xx
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Reason:

An error was detected during an attempt to obtain information from SMS.

Action:

See the IBM macro IEFSSSA (field SSSARSN) for RSN=xx codes returned by SMS.

CTSSMS02
CTSSMS .. WARNING - SMS IS NOT ACTIVE BUT OPTIONS INDICATE ITSHOULD BE CALLED

Reason:

An attempt was made to send a request to SMS, but the subsystem was not installed or active. The Tape Management
System made the request because the option SMS was set to YES.

Action:

If SMS services are desired, start the SMS subsystem. Otherwise, set the SMS option to NO and rerun TMSINIT.
Processing continues regardless of the status of SMS.

CTS000 - CTS099

CTS001
(mount message)

Reason:

The requested mount does not fall under the Tape Management System scratch pools election.

Action:

Mount the tape specified in the VOLSER portion of the system message.

CTS002
(modified mount message)

Reason:

The requested mount is under the Tape Management System scratch pool selection.

Action:

Mount the tape from the Tape Management System scratch tape pool as specified in the VOLSER portion of the system
message.

CTS004
(IBM JES3 mount message)

Reason:

The requested mount does not fall under the Tape Management System scratch pools election.

Action:

Mount the tape specified in the VOLSER portion of the IBM message.
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CTS005
(modified IBM JES3 mount message)

Reason:

The requested mount is under the Tape Management System scratch pool selection.

Action:

Mount the tape from the Tape Management System scratch tape pool as specified in the VOLSER portion of the IBM
message.

CTS007
(modified mount message)

For CA 1 Users:

Reason:

A specifically requested CA 1 controlled volume is marked out-of-area in the TMC. The out-of-area location and slot
number is noted in the text of the mount message.

Action:

The action taken depends on where the volume physically resides at the time of the request. Tapes under Vault
Management System (VMS) control should be checked in before using them for input (or they will not appear on the Vault
Management System (VMS) picking list). Tapes marked out-of-area to a non-vault location are automatically checked in
when read for input. It is possible that the volume could be nonresident; however, there is not a way to distinguish that at
this point in OPEN processing. Use JES '/*SETUP' statements to assist operations for nonresident volumes that happen
to correspond to CA 1 controlled volume serial numbers.

 

For TLMS Users:

Reason:

A specifically requested TLMS controlled volume is marked out-of-area in the VMF. The out-of-area location is noted in the
text of the mount message.

Action:

The action taken depends on where the volume physically resides at the time of the request. If you can obtain the tape,
mount the tape, otherwise cancel the job. Tapes marked out-of-area to a nonvault location are automatically checked
in when read for input. It is possible that the volume could be nonresident; however, there is not a way to distinguish
that at this point in OPEN processing. Use JES '/*SETUP' statements to assist operations for nonresident volumes that
correspond to TLMS controlled volume serial numbers.

CTS008
(mount message)

Reason:

For CA 1 users, a specifically requested volume is not defined to CA 1 control. (There is no volume record in the TMC for
the requested volume.)
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For TLMS users, a specifically requested volume is not defined to TLMS control. (There is no volume record in the VMF
for the requested volume.)

Action:

Mount the requested volume.

CTS009
(mount message)

Reason:

A specifically requested volume is assigned to Tape Management System control. (There is a record for the requested
VOLSER in the TMC or VMF.)

Action:

Mount the requested volume. It is possible that the volume could be nonresident; however, there is not a way to
distinguish that at this point in OPEN processing. Use JES '/*SETUP' statements to assist operations for nonresident
volumes that happen to correspond to the Tape Management System controlled volume serial numbers.

CTS010
(modified mount message)

Reason:

An AIVS volume was requested for input processing. This message will contain the internal VOLSER.

Action:

Mount the requested volume.

CTS011
(modified mount message)

Reason:

An AIVS volume was requested for input processing but is marked out-of-area in the TMC. The out-of-area code, slot
number, and internal VOLSER are all noted in the text of the mount message.

Action:

The action taken depends on where the volume physically resides at the time of the request. Tapes under Vault
Management System (VMS) control should be checked in before using them for input or they will not appear on the Vault
Management System (VMS) picking list. Tapes marked out-of-area to a non-vault location are automatically checked in
when read for input. It is possible that the volume could be nonresident; however, there is not a way to distinguish that at
this point in OPEN processing. Use JES '/*SETUP' statements to assist operations for nonresident volumes that happen
to correspond to Tape Management System-controlled volume serial numbers.

CTS014
(dismount message)

Reason:

A volume was dismounted.
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Action:

None. Message is for information only.

CTS016
(mount message)

Reason:

CTSMSGPR: A specifically requested volume is a virtual tape which has been exported from the automatic tape library.
This volume cannot be mounted. The actual volume which contains the virtual volume may also contain one or more
additional virtual volumes. The mount message has been modified to show the actual (physical) volume. The volser in the
message is replaced by the following:

'vvvvvv(ACTL=pppppp)'

Where vvvvvv is the virtual volume and pppppp is the ACTUAL (physical) volume.

Action:

This tape cannot be mounted directly. Stop the job. The virtual volume must be IMPORTed and the job rerun.

CTS017
(mount message)

Reason:

CTSMSGPR: A specifically requested volume is a virtual tape which was exported from the automatic tape library. This
volume cannot be mounted. The actual volume which contains the virtual volume may also contain one or more additional
virtual volumes. The actual volume is marked out-of-area and may reside in another location. The mount message was
modified to show the actual (physical) volume. The volser in the message is replaced by the following:

'vvvvvv(ACTL=pppppp)(aaaa;sssssss)'

Where

vvvvvv is the virtual volume

• pppppp is actual (physical) volume,
• aaaa is the location of the volume,
• sssssss is the cabin/slot the volume

Action:

This tape cannot be mounted directly. Stop the job. The virtual volume must be IMPORTed and the job rerun.

CTS100 - CTS199

CTS0101I
Virtual volume RECALL issued for vvvvvv

Reason:
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A volume mounted that is part of a multivolume set is being recalled to CACHE.

Action:

None. This is an informational message.

CTS0102P
CTS0102P CA TAPE ENCRYPTION LABEL DETECTED BUT BES TASK IS NOT ACTIVE  - REPLY 'C' TO CANCEL
OR 'R' TO RETRY  

Reason:

TLMS detected that Tape Encryption has encrypted the tape data set that is being opened; but the Tape Encryption task,
BES, is not active. The tape data cannot be decrypted.

Action:

Reply 'C' to cancel the job with a U0222 or start a BES subsystem and reply 'R' to retry.

                         

CTS900 - CTS999

CTS987E
CTS987E CTSQSTS IS NOT AT THE CORRECT SUPPORTED LEVEL

Reason:

The load module CTSQSTS (alias of TMSQSTS) is not in the linklist at the correct maintenance level

Action:

Ensure the correct version of TMSQSTS and its alias of CTSQSTS is in a linklist library and that no other versions exist
ahead of it in the linklist concatenation.

CTS988E
CTS988E UNKNOWN VOLUME XXXXXX IS NEEDED IN LIBRARY ZZZZZZZZ

Reason:

A volume not defined to CA 1 (volume xxxxxx) is needed in library zzzzzzzz.

Action:

Depending on the coding of your CBRUXVNL exit, the job either allocates the requested cartridge outside the library, or
the task fails allocation processing.

CTS989E
VIRTUAL VOLUME XXXXXX ON STACKED VOLUME YYYYYY IS NEEDED IN LIBRARY ZZZZZZZZ

Reason:

CBRUXVNL detected that a virtual volume requested is not available in the ZZZZZZZZ library.

Action:
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Enter the virtual volume XXXXXX from the stacked volume YYYYYY in to the ZZZZZZZZ library.

CTS990D
CTS990D VOLUME XXXXXX IS NOT IN THE CORRECT LIBRARY LOCATION; REPLY C, R, A, DISABLE, OR HELP

Reason:

CBRUXVNL detected that a volume requested is not available in the correct library, but has determined that the volume is
in a different library.

Action:

A reply of "C" will continue normal processing, a reply of "R" will retry the cartridge allocation process (if you have moved
the cartridge to the correct library), a reply of "A" will abort (abend) the job and a reply of "DISABLE" will disable the exit
completely.

CTS991E
CTS991E VOLUME XXXXXX IS OFFSITE AT LOCATION YYYY IN SLOT ZZZZZZZ

Reason:

CBRUXVNL detected that a volume requested is not available in the current library. CBRUXVNL has determined that the
volume is offsite at location yyyy and in slot zzzzzzz.

Action:

Depending on the coding of your CBRUXVNL exit, the job either allocates the requested cartridge outside the library, or
the task fails allocation processing.

CTS992E
CTS992E VOLUME XXXXXX IS NEEDED IN LIBRARY ZZZZZZZZ

Reason:

CBRUXVNL detected that a volume requested is not available in the current library, but has determined that the volume is
not out of area.

Action:

Enter volume XXXXXX into library ZZZZZZZZ to satisfy the request.

NOTE

This message only pertains to IBM robotic devices and volumes.   

NOTE

• Install an SMS Managed IBM Tape Library

CTS993E
CTS993E VOLUME XXXXXX IS CURRENTLY BEING EJECTED

Reason:

CBRUXVNL detected that a volume requested is not available in the current library because it is being ejected from the
library.
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Action:

Depending on the coding of your CBRUXVNL exit, the job either allocates the requested cartridge outside the library, or
the task fails allocation processing.

CTS994E
For CA1 Users:

CTS994E VOLUME XXXXXX IS IN LIBRARY YYYYYYYY AND IS NEEDED IN LIBRARY ZZZZZZZZ

Reason:

CBRUXVNL detected that a volume requested is not available in the current library because it is currently in a different
library.

Action:

Depending on the coding of your CBRUXVNL exit, the job either allocates the requested cartridge outside the library, or
the task fails allocation processing.

 

For TLMS Users:

CA TAPE MANAGEMENT WAS NOT ACTIVE WHEN CBRUXEJC (TAPE CARTRIDGE EJECT PROCESS) WAS
INVOKED AND TAPE ACTIVITY IS NOT RECORDED! CTS996D WILL BE ISSUED FOR EACH TAPE EJECT, REPLY
U, R, C, OR DISABLE.

U TO USE THE TAPE WITHOUT TAPE MANAGEMENT.

C TO CANCEL THE TAPE EJECT PROCESS.

R TO RETRY THE TAPE EJECT PROCESS.

DISABLE TO STOP ALL FURTHER CALLS TO EXIT.

Reason:

CBRUXEJC: The EJECT exit for an IBM 3495 has made a service call to Tape management routines and the tape
management system is not active. Tape activity is not being recorded.

Action:

Select an option and reply to the CTS996D prompt.

CTS995E
CA TAPE MANAGEMENT WAS NOT ACTIVE WHEN CBRUXxxx (TAPE CARTRIDGE ENTRY PROCESS) WAS
INVOKED AND TAPE ACTIVITY IS NOT RECORDED! CTS996D WILL BE ISSUED FOR EACH TAPE ENTRY, REPLY
U, R, C, OR DISABLE. U TO USE THE TAPE WITHOUT TAPE MANAGEMENT.C TO CANCEL THE TAPE ENTRY
PROCESS.R TO RETRY THE TAPE ENTRY PROCESS.DISABLE TO STOP ALL FURTHER CALLS TO EXIT.

Reason:

This indicates that you are trying to enter eject, import, or export a tape in an IBM robot and CA 1 is not active. CBRUXxxx
in the message can be CBRUXENT or CBRUXEJC.

Action:
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CTS996D
REPLY U, C, R, DISABLE OR HELP.

Reason:

This indicates that the Tape Management System is not active and you are trying to enter a tape into an IBM robot.

Action:

Determine why the Tape Management System is not active and then reply with:

• U
To use the tape without tape management

• C
To cancel or deny the request to enter the cartridge. The cartridge is ejected from the library.

• R
To retry the tape entry process after activating the Tape Management System

• DISABLE
To stop all further calls to the CBRUXENT exit.

CTS997E
CTS997E CA TAPE MGMT INTERCEPTS MAY NOT BE ACTIVE!!

   A FOREIGN TAPE IS REQUESTED, TAPE ACTIVITY MAY  

   NOT BE RECORDING! CTS999D WILL BE ISSUED FOR    

   EACH TAPE MOUNT, REPLY U, M, OR C.              

                                                    

   U TO USE THE TAPE WITHOUT TAPE MANAGEMENT.      

   C TO CANCEL THE JOB WITH A SYSTEM ABEND.        

   M TO REJECT THE TAPE.     

Reason:

A volume is being opened with EXPDT=98000 and the Tape Management System intercepts are not installed.

Action:

Reply to message appropriately.

CTS998E
CA TAPE MGMT INTERCEPTS ARE NOT ACTIVE!! TAPES ARE NOT PROTECTED AND TAPE ACTIVITY IS NOT
BEING RECORDED! CTS999D WILL BE ISSUED FOR EACH TAPE MOUNT, REPLY U, M, OR C.

U TO USE THE TAPE WITHOUT TAPE MANAGEMENT.

C TO CANCEL THE JOB WITH A USER 222.

M TO REJECT THE TAPE.

Reason:

The dynamic Tape intercepts are not applied and the FAILSAFE exit has received control at volume mount time. This
prevents tape jobs from running without tape management control.
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Action:

Start tape management if desired, and reply to CTS999D. After you start the tape management system, reply “M” if the
mount was for a scratch volume, and reply “U” if the mount was for an existing specific volume.

CTS999D
vvvvvv,dsname

Reason:

The dynamic Tape intercepts are not applied and the FAILSAFE exit received control at volume mount time. This prevents
tape jobs from running without tape management control.

Action:

Reply U to continue processing this tape; reply M to reject it, or C to cause the job to abend with a S413-xx abend. Tape
management should always be active under normal conditions, and should be started now unless deliberately stopped.

CTSD - Distributed Tape Support Messages
CTSD400 - CTSD499

CTSD401I
Startup of CTSDTS athh:mm:ss on dd-mon-yyyy, systemsysid, language selected is English

Reason:

CTSDTS is initializing. This message shows the current date and time along with the SMF system ID of the current
system. CTSDTS messages and text are stored in an independent language module. This message also indicates the
language table in use.

Action:

None. This is an informational message.

CTSD402E
No schedule was supplied for the EVENT command

Reason:

An EVENT command was received from the CONSOLE, but no SCHDoperand was supplied.

Action:

Supply a valid SCHD operand on the EVENT command.

CTSD403E
The value specified for LOGDD is > 8 characters

Reason:

The LOGDD operand is longer than 8 characters.

Action:
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Supply a LOGDD operand from 1 to 8 characters long.

CTSD404E
The value specified for MAXTASK is not valid

Reason:

The operand of MAXTASK must be a number in the range of 1 through10.

Action:

Specify a valid value for MAXTASK, or do not specify MAXTASK at all.

CTSD405I
Message ID messageID not found, variables:(variables)

Reason:

CTSDTS is attempting to issue a message but the text of that message is not in the current language table. messageID
is the ID of the missing message. The list of variables that were to be edited into the message are displayed as keywords
with values assigned in the string variables. This is an internal error.

Action:

Processing continues. Notify Broadcom Support with this error. Contact Broadcom Support at http://ca.com/support for
assistance

CTSD406I
Message ID messageID in error, variables:(variables)

Reason:

CTSDTS is attempting to issue a message but an unexpected error occurred during processing. messageID is the ID
of the message. The list of variables that were to be edited into the message are displayed as keywords with values
assigned in the string variables. This is an internal error.

Action:

Processing continues. Notify Broadcom Support with this error. Contact Broadcom Support at http://ca.com/support for
assistance

CTSD407I
PARM=(parms) detected

Reason:

Parameters have been supplied to the CTS start command for CTSDTS.

Action:

None. This is an informational message.

CTSD408E
Definition name was not specified on the start command
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Reason:

A start command has been received from the console, but no valid NAME operand was found.

Action:

Specify the name of a SRVDEF definition on the START command.

CTSD409E
MAXTASK must be a numeric value

Reason:

The value specified for the MAXTASK was not numeric.

Action:

Specify a numeric value for MAXTASK in the range of 1 through10.

CTSD410I
CTSDTS is shutting down

Reason:

CTSDTS is terminating.

Action:

None. This is an informational message.

CTSD411E
Server definition is in error

Reason:

This message will be preceded with other messages that identifythe error.

Action:

Correct the errors identified by the preceding error messages.

CTSD412E
CTSDTS is not starting due to control statement errors

Reason:

This message will be preceded by other error messages thatidentify the statements in error.

Action:

Correct the errors identified by the preceding error messages.

CTSD413I
Input from the CTAPOPTN library

Reason:
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The statements following this message are being read from the CTAPOPTN library.

Action:

None. This is an informational message.

CTSD415E
Logging requested but no LOGDDNM keyword was found - request ignored

Reason:

LOG=Y was specified on the SRVDEF statement, but no LOGDDNM wassupplied.

Action:

Supply a valid LOGDDNM on the SRVDEF statement, or remove LOG=Y from the SRVDEF statement.

CTSD416E
The preceding statement is a duplicate definition

Reason:

The NAME operand on the SRVDEF statement has already been specified on a preceding SRVDEF statement.

Action:

Specify a unique name for the SRVDEF statement.

CTSD417E
An error occurred defining the preceding statement

Reason:

The message will be preceded by other error messages that identify the error on the SRVDEF statement.

Action:

Correct the errors identified by the preceding error messages.

CTSD418E
The length of the name operand is greater than 8

Reason:

The length of the NAME operand may not be greater than 8characters.

Action:

Specify a NAME that is 8 characters or less.

CTSD419E
The length of the TCPNAME operand is > 8

Reason:

The length of the TCPNAME operand may not be greater than 8characters.
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Action:

Specify a TCPNAME that is 8 characters or less.

CTSD420E
The length of the ddname operand is > 8.

Reason:

The length of the ddname specified may not be greater than 8.

Action:

Specify a ddname that is 8 characters or less.

CTSD421E
The length of the prod operand is > 3

Reason:

The PROD operand may only be three characters.

Action:

Specify a valid PROD operand that is three characters or less.

CTSD422E
The length of the SERVER operand is > 64

Reason:

The SERVER operand is greater than 64 characters.

Action:

Specify a SERVER operand that is 64 characters or less.

CTSD423E
Schedule schedname was not added for SRVDEFservername because of an internal table error

Reason:

An internal error has occurred. Processing continues.

Action:

In the unlikely event that this message is displayed, notify Broadcom Support. Contact Broadcom Support at http://ca.com/
support for assistance

CTSD424W
hh:mm:ss ----- SRVDEF definition servernameis currently being processed - request to start ignored

Reason:

A START command was issued for a SRVDEF definition that is currently being serviced.
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Action:

This request is ignored. Processing continues.

CTSD425I
hh:mm:ss ----- SRVDEF definition servername is being inserted into the process queue

Reason:

A request to start processing a SRVDEF definition has been received and the definition is being placed into the process
queue.

Action:

None. This is an informational message.

CTSD426I
hh:mm:ss ----- SRVDEF definition servernameis being removed from the process queue and assigned to task
taskid

Reason:

A subtask has become available and the specified SRVDEF definition is being assigned to the subtask for processing.

Action:

The task whose task number is taskid will begin processing the server named servername.

CTSD427I
hh:mm:ss ----- SRVDEF definition servernameis being removed from the process queue - already being serviced
by task taskid

Reason:

A scan of the process queue has determined that the specified SRVDEF definition is currently being processed.

Action:

The duplicate request will be removed from the process queue to prevent redundant processing.

CTSD428E
hh:mm:ss ----- SRVDEF definition servernamewas not found in the DTSCB table

Reason:

A START command was received to process the specified SRVDEF definition, but it was never defined at DTS startup.

Action:

Correct the NAME operand on the START command.

CTSD429I
hh:mm:ss Task taskid has started and iswaiting for work

Reason:
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A processing subtask has been initialized and is waiting to process a SRVDEF.

Action:

None. This is an informational message.

CTSD430I
hh:mm:ss Task taskid is waiting for work

Reason:

A processing subtask has completed a previous request and nomore requests where found in its queue. This task has
become idle.

Action:

None. This is an informational message.

CTSD431I
hh:mm:ss Task taskid has been posted toprocess SRVDEF definition servername

Reason:

The control task has notified a processing subtask that it is to process the specified SRVDEF.

Action:

None. This is an informational message.

CTSD432I
hh:mm:ss ----- Task taskid has finishedprocessing SRVDEF servername - return code returncode

Reason:

A processing subtask has finished processing a SRVDEF definition.

Action:

If the return code is not 0, it might be an indication of a possible anomaly. If an anomaly exists, there will be preceding
error messages that specify the error.

CTSD433I
hh:mm:ss Task taskid is stopping

Reason:

A request to terminate DTS has been received, and the subtask is ending.

Action:

None. This is an informational message.

CTSD434I
Using a value of 3 for maximum concurrent tasks

Reason:
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Either an invalid value was specified for MAXTASK or no value was specified for MAXTASK, so the default value of 3 is
being used for the number of processing subtasks.

Action:

None. This is an informational message.

CTSD435E
The SYSTCPD DD statement is missing - CTSDTS cannot continue

Reason:

The SYSTCPD DD statement must be specified in the CTS procedure being used for distributed tape services.

Action:

Specify the SYSTCPD DD statement with the correct dataset name in the procedure being used for distributed tape
services.

CTSD436E
The iSponsor tables were not successfully loaded

Reason:

There has been an error loading the iSponsor cross reference tables.

Action:

Make sure the load library that contains the iSponsor cross reference tables is specified on STEPLIB, JOBLIB, or in the
link list. If any of these conditions are already met, notify Broadcom Support for assistance. Contact Broadcom Support at
http://ca.com/support for assistance

CTSD437E
hh:mm:ss ----- Task taskid has endedabnormally - abend code is abendcode

Reason:

A processing task has ended abnormally. The value of abendcode is the system completion code for the subtask.

Action:

Collect the SYSUDUMP that was produced and notify Broadcom Support. The task will be automatically restarted unless
CTSDTS detects a repeating abend scenario. Contact Broadcom Support at http://ca.com/support for assistance

CTSD438E
hh:mm:ss ----- Task taskid will not be restarted due to excessive abends

Reason:

A processing task has been restarted the maximum number of times without success. It will not restart until DTS is
brought down and then back up.

Action:

Collect the SYSUDUMP that was produced as a result of an abend and notify Broadcom Support. Contact Broadcom
Support at http://ca.com/support for assistance
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CTSD439W
The default value of number is being used for MAXTASKS

Reason:

MAXTASK was not specified or is invalid so the default number of subtasks is being used.

Action:

If this is a result of a previous specification error, there will be preceding error messages that describe the error. This
message will also be issued if no MAXTASK was specified.

CTSD440I
hh:mm:ss Task taskid is assigning iSponsor name and method methodname to SRVDEF servername

Reason:

A processing task is assigning a particular iSponsor and Method to be used in the data extraction from the server defined
on the SRVDEF definition.

Action:

None. This is an informational message.

CTSD441E
hh:mm:ss Task taskid was unable to establish TCP/IP communications with host hostname

Reason:

A processing subtask was not able to connect to the specified backup server.

Action:

Verify the name of the server being used. Verify that a TCP/IP connection is possible from the mainframe to the specified
server by issuing the PING command from a TSO command prompt directed to the server in question. Verify that the
iGateway is properly installed and configured on the server. Verify the iSponsor is installed on the server.

CTSD442E
hh:mm:ss Task taskid was unable to obtain the list of iSponsors from the host hostname

Reason:

A processing subtask was unable to obtain the list of iSponsors from the remote server.

Action:

Verify the name of the server being used. Verify that a TCP/IP connection is possible from the mainframe to the specified
server by issuing the PING command from a TSO command prompt directed to the server in question. Verify that the
iGateway is properly installed and configured on the server. Verify the iSponsor is installed on the server.

CTSD443I
hh:mm:ss Task taskid has finished processing SRVDEF definition servername

Reason:

A processing subtask has completed processing the remote server specified on the SRVDEF definition.
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Action:

None. This is an informational message.

CTSD444E
hh:mm:ss Task taskid reports there were no supported iSponsors on host hostname

Reason:

A list of iSponsors was retrieved from the remote server but there are no supported iSponsors on the server.

Action:

The list of iSponsors retrieved will be in the DTSPRNT SYSOUT. Either the backup product is not supported, or the
associated iSponsor has not been installed on the remote server. Verify the name of the server being used. Verify that the
iGateway is properly installed and configured on the server. Verify the iSponsor is installed on the server.

CTSD445I
hh:mm:ss Task taskid has connected with host hostname, IP address is n.n.n.n

Reason:

A processing subtask has successfully connected to a remote backup server named hostname. The IP address of the
server is also listed for verification purposes.

Action:

None. This is an informational message.

CTSD446E
hh:mm:ss Task taskid reports a problem obtaining data from host hostname

Reason:

This message will be issued when there is a problem obtaining the remote server's data.

Action:

There will be error messages preceding this one that describe the error condition.

CTSD447I
hh:mm:ss Task taskid found iSponsor iSponsorname on host hostname

Reason:

A processing subtask is listing the found iSponsors on the remote server. This is a result of TRACE being specified on the
SRVDEF or GLOBAL statement, or as a result of message CTSD44E being issued.

Action:

None. This is an informational message.

CTSD448W
hh:mm:ss Task taskid detected errors in formatting iSponsor data
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Reason:

A processing subtask has received a response to its query to an iSponsor, but the content of the data was not formatted
as expected.

Action:

Notify Broadcom Support of this error condition. Contact Broadcom Support at http://ca.com/support for assistance

CTSD449W
hh:mm:ss Task taskid found no data records were formatted

Reason:

A processing subtask has determined that no data records were formatted for the specified remote server.

Action:

Notify Broadcom Support of this error condition. Contact Broadcom Support at http://ca.com/support for assistance

CTSD450E
Parse error - return code is returncode, reason code is reasoncode

Reason:

This is an internal error.

Action:

Notify Broadcom Support of this error condition. Contact Broadcom Support at http://ca.com/support for assistance

CTSD451W
hh:mm:ss Task taskid detected errors building update transactions for tape system

Reason:

A batch of updates has just been processed for the MVS tape management system. One or more of the updates failed.

Action:

Review the previous messages for this same task to which specific updates failed.

CTSD452W
Required symbolic named symbolname was not found in the language table

Reason:

CTSDTS stores all of its textual elements for messages and reporting in a language table. The language table in use is
missing one of the required text elements.

Action:

This is an internal error. Notify Broadcom Support with this error. Contact Broadcom Support at http://ca.com/support for
assistance

CTSD600 - CTSD699
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CTSD600I
CA 1 audit is filling reply "u" to continue "w" to wait and retry, or "a" to abend

Reason:

The CA 1 audit file has reached a warning threshold, and action is required before processing can continue. Since
CTSDTS can potentially flood the tape management system with numerous updates, it defers to the system operator.

Action:

You have three choices:

• Run the CA 1 audit backup job. Once it completes, reply "u" to this message to continue processing.
• Reply "w" which puts the updates into a "slowdown mode" where CTSDTS waits n minutes before attempting to

update the TMC again. The updates will trickle in every n minutes until the threshold condition clears. Once the
condition clears, CTSDTD will resume normal update processing. The number of minutes for the wait interval are
displayed in message CTSD601I in response to replying "w."

• Reply "a" which abends the updating task and abandons the updates. After the TMC has been backed up and the
audit cleared, issue the following console command:
f cts,msgmdts,'start name=srvdefname'
where srvdefname is the name of the SRVDEF associated with this failure. This will re-drive the query and cause the
TMC updates to be generated again.

CTSD601I
Waiting number minutes for CA 1 audit threshold condition to clear before continuing

Reason:

The system operator replied "w" to message CTSD600I. Processing is suspended for number minutes to allow the
condition to clear.

Action:

Run the CA 1 audit backup job before the time has elapsed. When the time has elapsed, a processing retry will be
performed, and if the condition has cleared, processing will resume, otherwise the wait cycle will be repeated.

CTSD602I
Reply to CTSD600I is not valid

Reason:

An invalid reply was given to message CTSD600I.

Action:

Reply "w" to wait, "a" to abend, or "u" to retry processing.

CTSD603E
hh:mm:ss Task taskid volume volser was not found

Reason:

The network server returned a volume whose serial number is volser, but the MVS tape management database did not
contain that volume.

Action:
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Make sure this volume is defined in the MVS tape management system's database. Also, make sure the volume is
marked as an "agent" volume.

CTSD604E
hh:mm:ss Task taskid read failed forvolume volser, code (reasoncode)

Reason:

CTSDTS was attempting to read the MVS tape management database when an unexpected error occurred.

For CA 1, the value of reasoncode is the return code from the TMMGETVL macro.

For TLMS, the value of reasoncode is the return code from the call to TLMSVMIO.

Action:

Consult the product documentation for the appropriate MVS tape management system for a detailed explanation. Make
sure this volume is defined in the MVS tape management system's database. Also, make sure the volume is marked as
an "agent" volume.

CTSD605E
hh:mm:ss Task taskid update failed for volume volume code(reasoncode)

Reason:

CTSDTS was attempting to update the MVS tape management database when an unexpected error occurred.

For CA 1, the value of reasoncode is the return code from the TMMPUTVL macro.

For TLMS, the value of reasoncode is the return code from the call to the TLMSVC with the PUT option for a type 3
transaction.

Action:

Consult the product documentation for the appropriate MVS tape management system for a detailed explanation. Make
sure this volume is defined in the MVS tape management system's database. Also, make sure the volume is marked as
an "agent" volume.

CTSD606E
hh:mm:ss Task taskid update failed for volume volume, code(reasoncode)

Reason:

CTSDTS was attempting to update the MVS tape management database when an unexpected error occurred.

For CA 1, the value of reasoncode is the return code from the TMMPUTVL macro when the ERROR exit is taken.

For TLMS, this should not occur.

Action:

Consult the product documentation for the appropriate MVS tape management system for a detailed explanation. Make
sure this volume is defined in the MVS tape management system's database. Also, make sure the volume is marked as
an "agent" volume.

CTSD607E
hh:mm:ss Task taskid volume volser is not a distributed system tape volume
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Reason:

CTSDTS was attempting to update the MVS tape management database with information of tape volume volser. The
record exists in the MVS tape management system, but it is not flagged as an agent tape.

Action:

All distributed tape volumes must be marked as "agent" tapes in the MVS tape management database. This is a
safeguard to prevent inadvertent updating of mainframe tape information in cases where a distributed tape coincidentally
has the same volume serial number as mainframe tape.

For CA 1, turn on the agent flag in all volumes assigned to the remote server. Use the TMSUPDTE utility with the following
control statements:

VOL vol1-vol2,NODSN,NOINTAL,NOCHAIN REP FLAG5=40

where vol1 is the first volume of the range and vol2 is the last volume in the range.

For TLMS, turn on the agent flag in all volumes assigned to the remote server. Use the TLMSINQR utility with the
following control statement for each volume to be updated:

UPV vol AGENT=Y

where vol is a volume to be updated.

CTSD608E
hh:mm:ss Task taskid The tape management not accessible for volume volser

Reason:

The MVS tape management system is not up.

Action:

Start the MVS tape management system.

CTSD609E
hh:mm:ss Task taskid encountered a serious environmental problem in the tape management system, code
(reasoncode)

Reason:

A crucial element of the MVS tape management system is not currently operational. The exact problem is dependent on
the individual MVS tape management system. The value of reasoncode explains the problem more specifically.

For CA 1, the values of reasoncode are:

2-The TMMOPTMC macro failed to find the TMS vector table.

• 3-The load for the TMSKEYAB module failed.

For TLMS, the values of reasoncode are:

• 2-The load for the TLMSVMIO module failed.
• 3-The load for the TLMSDBAL module failed.

Action:

For module load failures, make sure the product specific tape management system CTAPLINKs are in the STEPLIB,
JOBLIB, or link list. Consult the product documentation for the MVS tape management systems for all other errors.
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CTSD610E
hh:mm:ss Task taskid The wrong VMF is allocated to DD CAIVMF, volume volser cannot be processed

Reason:

The CTSDTS module was attempting to update the TLMS Volume Master File (VMF). The VMF update routines have
discovered that the VMF allocated to CTS for reading is not the same as the VMF that will be the target of the VMF
updates.

Action:

The VMF updates will not be attempted. Make sure the CAIVMF DD statement allocated to the CTS address space is
identifying the correct VMF.

CTSD611E
hh:mm:ss Task taskid The VMF could not be allocated, volume volser cannot be processed

Reason:

The CTSDTS module was attempting to update the TLMS Volume Master File (VMF). The VMF update routines
attempted to allocate the VMF, but the allocation failed.

Action:

Review the messages in the job log for allocation problems. Consult the TLMS product documentation for more details on
allocating the VMF.

CTSD612E
hh:mm:ss Task taskid Incorrect version of DTIF record for tape system, volume volume could not be processed

Reason:

Distributed Tape Inventory Files (DTIF) are formatted with a specific MVS tape management system in mind. The records
are formatted as Common Tape Records, but they have fields that are specific to CA 1 and TLMS. Records targeted to
CA 1 are marked "L052" in the header while records targeted to TLMS are marked "TL55" in the header. This message is
produced because one of the MVS tape management systems received a DTIF record that was not marked for it.

Action:

Dump the DTIF file in question. Also verify the tape management system settings. In the rare case where you may be
running both systems, use the TAPESYS= parameter of the SRVDEF control statements. TAPESYS= identifies the
name of the subsystem control block associated with the tape management system. Specify TAPESYS=TMS for CA 1 or
TAPESYS=TLMS for TLMS.

CTSD613E
hh:mm:ss Task taskid Tape management system shows files chained, volume volser not processed

Reason:

Agent tapes do not have file chains. The MVS tape system shows the volume currently has a file chain tied to it. The
update for volume volser is discarded and the MVS database is not updated.

Action:

If the target volume is correctly assigned as an agent tape, remove the file chaining information manually and re-drive the
server query.
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CTSD614E
hh:mm:ss Task taskid Tape management system shows volume chained, volume volser not processed

Reason:

Agent tapes do not have volume chains. The MVS tape system shows the volume currently has another volume chained
to it. The update for volume volser is discarded and the MVS database is not updated.

Action:

If the target volume is correctly assigned as an agent tape, remove the volume chaining information manually and re-drive
the server query.

CTSD615I
The DTS definition member being read is name

Reason:

Member name is being read from the CTAPOPTN library for startup parameters.

Action:

None. This is an informational message.

CTSD620I
hh:mm:ss Task taskid Audit is filling,waiting for operator to respond to CTSD600I

Reason:

The audit file is nearing capacity, and action is required by the system operator to correct the situation. This message is
logged to show the point in the processing where the condition arose and to mark the time of that event.

Action:

None.

CTSD621I
hh:mm:ss Task taskid Operator replied"response"

Reason:

The operator replied "response" to message CTSD600I. This message marks the time when the operator responded to
the CTSD600I message.

Action:

None. This is an informational message.

CTSD622I
hh:mm:ss Task taskid Resuming updates totape management system

Reason:

A condition that caused processing to be suspended has been cleared, and processing can resume.

Action:
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None. This is an informational message.

CTSD623I
hh:mm:ss Task taskid Terminating with U008abend

Reason:

The operator replied "a" to the CTSD600I WTOR to abend this task.

Action:

The updates for this server task will be abandoned.

CTSD624I
hh:mm:ss Task taskid Waiting numberminutes before trying updates

Reason:

The system operator replied "w" to the CTSD600I WTOR, and processing will wait number of minutes before attempting to
resume processing.

Action:

None.

CTSD625I
hh:mm:ss Task taskid Unrecognized operatorresponse

Reason:

The system operator replied to the CTSD600I WTOR, but the reply was not one of the valid choices.

Action:

None.

CTSD650E
hh:mm:ss Task taskid The Tape managementsystem is not up

Reason:

No tape management system is currently active.

Action:

Initialize the tape management system and start the data retrieval session again.

CTSD700 - CTSD799

CTSD700I
hh:mm:ss Task taskid IDCAMS deleterequested for dataset datasetname

Reason:
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A distributed Tape Inventory File has exceeded capacity and will be deleted and allocated with more space.

Action:

None. This is an informational message.

CTSD701I
hh:mm:ss Task taskid IDCAMS return code isreturncode

Reason:

IDCAMS has been called to delete a Distributed Tape Inventory File, and the return code is returncode.

Action:

None. This is an informational message.

CTSD702W
hh:mm:ss Task taskidabendedabendcode - recovery is being attempted

Reason:

A processing subtask has detected an abend attempting to add data to the Distributed Tape Inventory File.

Action:

The file will be deleted and a new file allocated with appropriate space. This is a recoverable condition, and processing will
resume.

CTSD703I
hh:mm:ss ----- Command received:(command)

Reason:

A command was received from the console or scheduling component.

Action:

None. This is an informational message.

CTSD704E
MSGLEVEL value must be a numeric value 0 to 9

Reason:

The MSGLEVEL specification was not a 1 character numeric value.

Action:

Specify a 1 character numeric value. A value of 0, the default,suppresses less important messages. The larger the
number, the more messages you should expect. A value of 9 should be used only in debugging scenarios.

CTSD705W
hh:mm:ss ----- The previous command is not valid

Reason:
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A command was received from the console but is not recognized.

Action:

Verify the command. Refer to the documentation for validcommands that can be issued.

CTSD706I
hh:mm:ss ----- MSGLEVEL changed to numberfrom number

Reason:

A command to change the MSGLEVEL was received from the console.

Action:

None. This is an informational message.

CTSD707E
TAPESYS must be specified as TMS or TLMS

Reason:

The operand of the TAPESYS keyword was not TMS or TLMS.

Action:

Specify the correct tape system name.

CTSD708W
TAPESYS name specified but it is not active

Reason:

The tape management system that was specified is not active.

Action:

Start the tape management system.

CTSD709W
Tape management system must be started

Reason:

There is no tape management system active and no distributed tape processing can occur.

Action:

Start the tape management system.

CTSD710I
list_line

Reason:

A "list" command was entered from the console.
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Action:

None. The results of the list command are displayed with this message identifier.

CTSD711E
No valid SRVDEF statements were found

Reason:

No valid SRVDEF statements were found while processing the CTAPOPTN member.

Action:

Make sure all comment statements start with '/*' and end with '*/'.

CTSD712E
No NAME was given for the LOG command

Reason:

A LOG command was issued from the console to enable logging for a particular SRVDEF, but no NAME operand was
specified.

Action:

Specify a NAME keyword and operand for the LOG command.

CTSD713E
SRVDEF name was not found in the SRVDEF table

Reason:

The NAME specification on the LOG command was not previously defined on a SRVDEF definition.

Action:

Issue the LOG command with a valid SRVDEF name.

CTSD714I
Logging turned on for SRVDEF name

Reason:

Logging has been enabled for the SRVDEF definition specified on the LOG command.

Action:

None. This is an informational message.

CTSD715I
Logging turned off for SRVDEF name.

Reason:

Logging has been disabled for the SRVDEF definition specified onthe NOLOG command.
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Action:

None. This is an informational message.

CTSD716I
All processing subtasks are idle.

Reason:

Before entering a wait state, CTSDTS has determined that all processing subtasks are idle.

Action:

None. This is an informational message.

CTSDEU - Data Erase Utility Messages
CA$F205W
VOLUME IS A VIRTUAL TAPE

Reason:

CTSDEU cannot erase virtual tapes.

Action:

The virtual volume is demounted and CTSDEU ends.

CA$F206E
TAPE DATABASE AND TAPE HDR DSN ARE NOT EQUAL

Reason:

The tape label data set name is compared to the last 17 positions in the tape database data set name, are not equal. If the
tape contains multiple data sets, all tape label data set names are compared.

Action:

Verify that the correct volume was mounted. If so, update the tape database record.

CA$F208E
TAPE IS WRITE PROTECTED3420 - RING IS MISSING OR3480 - WRITE INHIBIT INDICATOR ON

Reason:

The write-ring or write indicator is missing.

Action:

Insert a write-ring or turn on write indicator.

CA$F209E
TAPE EXCP CCW WAS REJECTED.

Reason:
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Tape is missing the second tape mark or end of volume label.

Action:

Permanent I/O error on the tape.

CA$F211E
ERROR UPDATING TAPE DATABASE

Reason:

The Tape Management System tape database could not be updated.

Action:

Verify that Tape Management System is fully active.

CA$F212E
TAPE COULD NOT BE PROCESSED

Reason:

The tape read was not successful.

Action:

Determine the cause of failure by dumping or direct examination of the tape. Possible causes are incorrect density,
incorrect recording (7-track versus 9-track) or a damaged tape. Correct and resubmit the job.

CA$F220R
xxxxxxxx, ENTER VSN

Reason:

This message is issued with the ERASE option. The volume serial number is unknown. Supply the volume serial number
to CTSDEU.

Action:

Enter the required volume serial number.

CA$F221E
TAPE EXCP CCW WAS REJECTED

Reason:

The Channel Command Word 97 (CCW 97) issued to erase the tape was rejected. This problem is rare and only occurs
on tape devices emulating IBM drives that do not fully support all CCWs.

Action:

Check with the vendor of the tape unit as to why the erase CCW is not supported. If possible try to run the job on a
different tape unit.

CA$F222E
TAPE IS OUT OF RANGE
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Reason:

The volume serial number requested was not found to be part of the tape database valid volume range or is in Inactive
(DELETE) status.

Action:

The volume cannot be erased. Return the volume to another location where it is properly defined to the tape management
system.

CA$F223E
TAPE MOUNTED IS NOT FIRST OF SET

Reason:

The volume serial number that is mounted is not the first volume of a multivolume set. The volume is demounted.

Action:

Specify the first volume serial number in the set.

CTSPMTST Messages
This page contains the CTSPMTST messages. 

  

PM00-00: NORMAL COMPLETION 

 Reason: 

Either the pattern was valid, or the object and pattern were valid.

 Action: 

None. This message is informational.

 

PM04-00: PATTERN AND OBJECT DO NOT MATCH 

 Reason: 

The object does not match the pattern.

 Action: 

None. This message is informational.

 

PM08-04: OBJECT IS EMPTY 

 Reason: 

No object was specified in the SYSOBJ DD.

 Action: 

Correct the objects and resubmit the job.
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PM12-04: '\' NOT ALLOWED AT END OF PATTERN 

 Reason: 

The last character of a pattern cannot be a backslash (\).

 Action: 

Correct the patterns and resubmit the job.

 

PM12-08: INVALID PATTERN COMBINATION 

 Reason: 

An invalid combination of pattern characters was found in a pattern.

 Action: 

For a list of invalid pattern character combinations, see CTSPMTST Utility - Validate Pattern Definitions . Correct the
pattern and resubmit the job.

 

PM12-12: PATTERN IS EMPTY 

 Reason: 

No pattern was specified in the SYSPATT DD.

 Action: 

Correct the patterns and resubmit the job.

  

PM12-16: PATTERN IS TOO LONG 

 Reason: 

The pattern is longer than allowed.

 Action: 

Reduce the size of the pattern and resubmit the job.

 

PM20-16: UNKNOWN OBJECT CLASS 

 Reason: 

The object class that is specified in the parameter for the program was not MVSFILE or MVSJOB.

 Action: 

Correct the JCL and resubmit the job.

CTSS - SCHD Messages
CTSS400 - CTSS499
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CTSS401I
CTSSCHD is starting up at hh:mm:ss language selected is language

Reason:

The CTS scheduler task CTSSCHD is being started.

Action:

None. This is an informational message.

CTSS405I
Message ID text not found, variables:(variable)

Reason:

CTSSCHD is attempting to issue a message but the text of that message is not in the current language table. messageID
is the ID of the missing message. The list of variables that were to be edited into the message are displayed as keywords
with values assigned in the string variables. This is an internal error.

Action:

Processing continues. Notify Broadcom Support with this error. Contact Broadcom Support at http://ca.com/support for
assistance.

CTSS406I
Message ID text in error, variables:(variables)

Reason:

CTSSCHD is attempting to issue a message but an unexpected error occurred during processing. messageID is the
ID of the message. The list of variables that were to be edited into the message are displayed as keywords with values
assigned in the string variables. This is an internal error.

Action:

Processing continues. Notify Broadcom Support with this error. Contact Broadcom Support at http://ca.com/support for
assistance.

CTSS412E
CTSSCHD is not starting due to control statement errors

Reason:

Errors were found in the control statements that prevent the scheduler from starting.

Action:

This message is preceded by other messages that describe the problems found. Correct the control statement input and
restart.

CTSS413I
----- Input from the CTAPOPTN library -----

Reason:
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Control statements are being read from the CTAPOPTN library.

Action:

None. The control statements being read will follow this message.

CTSS418E
The length of the name operand is greater than 24

Reason:

The operand of the NAME keyword was greater than 24 characters.

Action:

Specify a NAME that does not exceed 24 characters.

CTSS421E
The length of the TOD operand is greater than 5

Reason:

The TOD operand was not specified correctly.

Action:

Specify a TOD value in the format of HH.MM.

CTSS422E
The length of the DOW operand is invalid.

Reason:

The DOW operand is specified incorrectly.

Action:

Refer to the documentation for the DOW specification.

CTSS448E
The preceding control statement has an invalid character(above the $)

Reason:

An invalid character has been encountered on the above statement.

Action:

The $ will identify the invalid character. Correct the invalid control statement.

CTSS449I
hh:mm:ss CTSSCHD is shutting down

Reason:

A request to shut the scheduler has been received.
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Action:

None. This is an informational message.

CTSS450E
Parse error - return code is returncode, reason code is reasoncode

Reason:

An internal error has occurred parsing the control statements.

Action:

Notify Broadcom Support with this error. Contact Broadcom Support at http://ca.com/support for assistance.

CTSS451E
Schedule definition name, is a duplicate - ignored

Reason:

The name of a schedule has already been used.

Action:

All schedule entries, with the exception of group names, must be unique. Change the duplicate entry to have a unique
name.

CTSS452E
Table manager error for table retcd=returncode, reason code=reasoncode, info code= infocode

Reason:

An internal error has occurred in table processing.

Action:

Notify Broadcom Support with this error. Contact Broadcom Support at http://ca.com/support for assistance.

CTSS453E
A group specification cannot be continued

Reason:

A continuation was encountered on a group specification.

Action:

The group specification may not be continued. However, multiple group definitions are allowed using the same name.

CTSS454E
A group specification may only contain 8 schedules

Reason:

A group specification was encountered that had more than 8schedules.
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Action:

Specify the group with 8 schedules or less. Another group statement may be defined with the same name and more
schedules to facilitate a group containing more than 8 schedules.

CTSS455I
Schedule name has already been specified for group name - ignored

Reason:

A schedule has already been specified as a member of the particular group.

Action:

Remove the redundant name.

CTSS456E
The object of the WHEN statement is greater than 24 characters

Reason:

The object of a WHEN statement contained more than 24 characters.

Action:

Specify a WHEN object that contains 24 or less characters.

CTSS457E
There was no TASK specified for the preceding input statement

Reason:

A WHEN statement was encountered, but there was no task specified to notify.

Action:

A WHEN statement must have a CTS task to notify. Specify a valid CTS task on the WHEN statement.

CTSS458E
The TASK specified was longer than 4 characters

Reason:

A TASK operand on a WHEN statement contained more than 4characters.

Action:

CTS task names may only be up to 4 characters in length. Specify a valid CTS task name 4 characters or less.

CTSS460E
MSG text is too long for the WHEN statement

Reason:

A WHEN statement was encountered that contained a MSG operand that was greater than 80 characters.
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Action:

Specify a MSG operand that contains 80 characters or less.

CTSS461E
There was no NAME specified for the SCHD statement

Reason:

A SCHD statement was encountered with no NAME operand.

Action:

Specify a NAME for the schedule statement.

CTSS462I
Entry name name already has an action for a task taskid - ignored

Reason:

A duplicate WHEN statement has been encountered by the table manager.

Action:

This is an internal error. Notify Broadcom Support with this error. Contact Broadcom Support at http://ca.com/support for
assistance.

CTSS463E
The group name groupname is a duplicate of schedule schedname

Reason:

The name of a group is already being used as the name of a schedule.

Action:

Specify a group name that is not the name of a schedule.

CTSS464E
The schedule name schedname specified on group groupname was not defined

Reason:

A schedule name on a group statement is not defined.

Action:

Define the missing schedule, or remove the schedule name from the group statement.

CTSS465E
When object schedname was not defined in a schedule or a group entry

Reason:

The object of a WHEN statement is not defined as a schedule or a group.
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Action:

Specify a group name or schedule name as the object of a WHEN statement.

CTSS466I
Schedule table: Name=schedname TOD=hh.mmDOW=dayofweek

Reason:

A list command was received, and the schedule table is listed.

Action:

None. This is an informational message.

CTSS467I
Group table: Group name=groupname Schedule=schedname

Reason:

A list command was received, and the group table is listed.

Action:

None. This is an informational message.

CTSS468I
WHEN table: WHEN name=name, TASK=taskid,CMD=command

Reason:

A list command was received, and the WHEN table is listed.

Action:

None. This is an informational message.

CTSS469E
TOD value text is not valid - it must be specified HH.MM and be a valid time of day value

Reason:

The TOD operand is not valid.

Action:

Specify a valid TOD operand in the format HH.MM.

CTSS470I
Timer table; TOD=hh.mm, Schedule name=schedname

Reason:

A list command was received, and the Timer table is listed.

Action:
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None. This is an informational message.

CTSS471E
hh:mm:ss CTSSCHD is ending due to control statement errors

Reason:

Errors in the control statements prevent the schedule from starting.

Action:

There will be messages that precede this message that identify the errors in the control statements. Correct the errors and
restart.

CTSS472I
hh:mm:ss Command (command) has been issued to CTS task taskid for event eventname

Reason:

A schedule has expired, and a command has been issued to a CTS task. The eventname may be a schedule name or a
group name.

Action:

None. This is an informational message.

CTSS473I
hh:mm:ss An event has been scheduled for hh.mm

Reason:

The system timer has been set to expire at hh.mm

Action:

None. This message indicates the next time a timer expiration will occur.

CTSS474I
hh:mm:ss Event expiration TOD value is value

Reason:

A list command has been received and the timer table is being listed.

Action:

None. This is an informational message.

CTSS475E
Unknown keyword in previous statement

Reason:

A control statement has been encountered that contains an unknown keyword.

Action:
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Correct the control statement and restart.

CTSS476I
hh:mm:ss A missed timer event schedname is being executed

Reason:

Due to an unknown system delay, a timer event has been missed and the associated schedules are being triggered.

Action:

This message indicates that there was an unknown system delay and that normal timer execution was suspended
for some period of time. The schedule attempts to catch up, triggering the missed entries. This condition should be
investigated using the console log to identify the cause of the delay.

CTSS477I
hh:mm:ss Expired timer is being processed for schedname

Reason:

The timer has expired and the associated when entry is being processed.

Action:

None. This is an informational message.

CTSS478I
hh:mm:ss Day rollover - processing remaining entries

Reason:

An unknown system delay has been detected and the clock has rolled past midnight. Any entries that were missed due to
this delay are now being processed.

Action:

This message indicates there was a problem that resulted in the scheduler not being dispatched properly. The schedule
will process the missed entries, but the console log should be inspected to identify the source of the delay.

CTSS479I
hh:mm:ss Setting an event for 00.00 to rebuild the schedule

Reason:

There are no more timer requests to queue up for the current day, and the schedule is scheduling a request for midnight
to rebuild the timer request queue for the following day.

Action:

None. This is an informational message.

CTSS480I
hh:mm:ss The timer schedule has been rebuilt for dayofweek

Reason:
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Midnight has occurred, and the timer request queue has been constructed for the next 24 hour period.

Action:

None. This is an informational message.

CTSS600 - CTSS699

CTSS615I
The SCHD definition member being read is name

Reason:

Member name is being read from the CTAPOPTN library to start the scheduler.

Action:

None. This is an informational message.

CTSS616W
hh:mm:ss Command (command) was not received by task taskid

Reason:

An event has expired and the associated msg was sent to the specified CTS task, but the CTS task did not receive the
message.

Action:

This indicates that the associated CTS task is not started. Ensure the target CTS task is started.

CTSS617E
No TOD value or GROUP specification in the preceding SCHD statement

Reason:

A SCHD statement was encountered that had no specified GROUP or TOD value.

<s>

A SCHD statement must specify either a TOD value, indicating a discrete schedule, or a GROUP operand, indicating a
group. Specify either a TOD value or a GROUP operand.

CTSS618E
Syntax error denoted by $ in above statement

Reason:

A syntax error occurred in the preceding statement, identified by $.

Action:

Correct the above statement and restart.
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CTSS619E
The first character in the NAME operand must not be numeric

Reason:

The first character of a NAME operand was numeric and this is not allowed.

Action:

Change the NAME operand to place a valid alphabetic character in the first position.

CTSS620E
The DOW specification is in error

Reason:

The DOW specification does not conform to the constraints.

Action:

See the documentation on the DOW specification. Correct the DOW specification and restart.

CTSS621I
hh:mm:ss Command received:(command)

Reason:

The scheduler received a console command.

Action:

None. This is an informational message.

CTSS622E
hh:mm:ss Command not recognized: (command)

Reason:

The scheduler received an unknown console command.

Action:

See the documentation for accepted console commands.

CTSTAPER Messages
This section contains the CTSPAPER messages.

xxxxxxxx ABOUT TO BE CLOSED

Reason:

The program is about to perform CLOSE processing for the ddname listed.

Action:

None. This message is informational.
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xxxxxxxx ABOUT TO BE OPENED

Reason:

The program is about to perform OPEN processing for the ddname listed.

Action:

None. This message is informational.

 

 

PARAMETER ON EXECUTE CARD WAS IN ERROR - PARM=JFCB WAS ASSUMED

Reason:

The parameter that is specified on the execute card was either JFCB or ABEND.

Action:

An assumption of JFCB was made and processing continued.

Health Check Messages
TLMSH0000 - TLMSH0099

TLMSH0011E
TLMSH0011E The TLMS queue is inactive and TLMS cannot process requests.

Reason:

The TLMS queue must be active to process any transactions under CTS.

Action:

This message is issued by the TLMS Health Check component which provides extensive detail on the problem
encountered and the suggested response. The following actions and responses are documented for this check:

• System Action
No updates will be made to the VMF. If the TLMS option NOTLMS=ABEND is specified in the TLMSIPO, then tape
mounts will be rejected with a CAT9040I message.

• Operator Response
If TLMS has been intentionally stopped, the operator should stop all tape jobs. If TLMS was not intentionally stopped
start the CTS task with the "S CTS" command.

• System Programmer Response
Determine why TLMS was stopped and correct the problem.

• Problem Determination
Issue a "F CTS,STATUS" to determine if TLMS is active. If it is not active, contact the System Programmer.

• Source
TLMS Tape Management System

• Reference Documentation
Configuring
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TLMSH0021E
The TLMS VMF and ALOG files share a single point of failure.

Reason:

The TLMS ALOG records tape transactions as they are processed by TLMS. If the VMF is lost or becomes damaged, it
is normally restored by restoring the most recent VMF backup and then using the data in the ALOG to recover the most
recent tape activity. Since the ALOG and the VMF are on the same volume, both the VMF and ALOG can be lost if the
volume fails. In this case the data in the VMF cannot be restored unless you are capturing the SMF type 14, 15 and 21
records.

Action:

This message is issued by the TLMS Health Check component which provides extensive detail on the problem
encountered and the suggested response. The following actions and responses are documented for this check:

• System Action
TLMS will continue processing.

• Operator Response
Notify the systems programmer of this exposure.

• System Programmer Response
Either the VMF or the ALOG data set should be moved to a different non-SMS controlled volume.

• Problem Determination
Verify that the data sets specified in your CTS procedure for the CAIALOG and CAIVMF DD statements are on
different volumes.

• Source
TLMS Tape Management System

• Reference Documentation
Utilities and Procedures

TLMSH0031E
The TLMS is running out of AUX records

Reason:

AUX record information from your Volume Master File (VMF)

DSN=ASM.TLMSDV.VMF

VOL=MVXE90

 

Total AUX Records:      2,051   

Used AUX Records:       1,588 (77%) 

Free AUX Records:         463 (23%) 

WARNING Threshold:      2,001   

Cushion Records:           50   

Critical Threshold:     2,039 (99%) 

The TLMS AUX records are used to store information about secondary files on tape. It is critical that AUX records be
available during tape processing.

The current utilization level meets or exceeds the critical threshold. If there are no AUX records left when a production job
creates a secondary tape file, the information for tracking that file will be lost. The information concerning the volume itself
will be retained, but important information on the secondary files such as their names and their expiration dates will be
lost. That information can be added in manually after new AUX records become available.
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    Threshold Values    

    ----------------    

WARNING Threshold - Set with the WARNING= value of CATVMFI utility when the VMF is defined.  The WARNING= value specifies the number of AUX records used that will trigger the normal CA TLMS warning message.

 

    Critical Threshold - Computed from the WARNING threshold as follows:    

    Cushion Records   = Total - WARNING 

    Cushion Threshold = Cushion Records * CUSHIONTHRESH / 100   

    Critical Threshold = WARNING + Cushion Threshold    

Action:

This message is issued by the TLMS Health Check component which provides extensive detail on the problem
encountered and the suggested response. The following actions and responses are documented for this check:

• System Action
TLMS continues to process and protect tapes.

• Operator Response
Notify the system programmer of this AUX record shortage. You may have to quiesce tape processing until this
condition is cleared up.

• System Programmer Response
The TLMS Volume Master File (VMF) needs to be extended. Until the number of free AUX records is increased, you
should carefully monitor the creation of new tapes that have secondary files. That is, new tapes can be created as long
as there is only one file per tape. That type of processing does not require any AUX records.
At your earliest possible opportunity, you must increase the size of the VMF. The normal sequence of events is:
a. Quiesce tape processing
b. Bring down TLMS (P CTS)
c. Back up the VMF
d. Allocate a new, larger VMF
e. Restore the VMF
f. Bring TLMS back up (S CTS)
Note: This health check runs in the CTS address space. When you shut down CTS in step 2 above, this health check
will shut down. To print off this health check message for later reference, use the HZSPRNT utility.

• Problem Determination
N/A

• Source
TLMS Tape Management System

• Reference Documentation
Pattern Masking

TLMSH0041E
The TLMS is running low on AUX records

Reason:

AUX record information from your Volume Master File (VMF)

DSN=ASM.TLMSDV.VMF

VOL=MVXE90

Total AUX Records:      2,051   

Used AUX Records:       1,588 (77%) 
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Free AUX Records:         463 (23%) 

WARNING Threshold:      2,001   

Cushion Records:           50   

Serious Threshold:      2,039 (99%) 

The TLMS AUX records are used to store information about secondary files on tape. It is critical that AUX records be
available during tape processing.

The current utilization level meets or exceeds the serious threshold. If there are no AUX records left when a production
job creates a secondary tape file, the information for tracking that file will be lost. The information concerning the volume
itself will be retained, but important information on the secondary files such as their names and their expiration dates will
be lost. That information can be added in manually after new AUX records become available.

    Threshold Values    

    ----------------    

WARNING Threshold - Set with the WARNING= value of CATVMFI utility when the VMF is defined.  The WARNING=

 value specifies the number of AUX records used that will trigger the normal TLMS warning message.

    Serious Threshold - Computed from the WARNING threshold as follows: 

    Cushion Records   = Total - WARNING 

    Cushion Threshold = Cushion Records * CUSHIONTHRESH / 100   

    Serious Threshold = WARNING + Cushion Threshold 

Action:

This message is issued by the TLMS Health Check component which provides extensive detail on the problem
encountered and the suggested response. The following actions and responses are documented for this check:

• System Action
TLMS continues to process and protect tapes.

• Operator Response
Notify the system programmer of this AUX record shortage. You may have to quiesce tape processing until this
condition is cleared up.

• System Programmer Response
The TLMS Volume Master File (VMF) needs to be extended. Until the number of free AUX records is increased, you
should carefully monitor the creation of new tapes that have secondary files. That is, new tapes can be created as long
as there is only one file per tape. That type of processing does not require any AUX records.
At your earliest possible opportunity, you must increase the size of the VMF. The normal sequence of events is:
a. Quiesce tape processing
b. Bring down TLMS (P CTS)
c. Back up the VMF
d. Allocate a new, larger VMF
e. Restore the VMF
f. Bring TLMS back up (S CTS)

NOTE
This health check runs in the CTS address space. When you shut down CTS in step 2 above, this health
check will shut down. To print off this health check message for later reference, use the HZSPRNT utility.

• Problem Determination
N/A

• Source
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TLMS Tape Management System
• Reference Documentation

TLMS Configuring section

TLMSH0051E
There have been nnn update failures to the VMF within the last hour. TLMS could not properly update the VMF.

Reason:

If TLMS cannot record all the required information for a tape transaction in the VMF, it will issue a CAT9005E message
with a return code of '4'. This error may be due to bad data in a transaction or problems the VMF. If it is a problem with the
VMF the system programmer may need to take some corrective action.

Action:

This message is issued by the TLMS Health Check component which provides extensive detail on the problem
encountered and the suggested response. The following actions and responses are documented for this check:

• System Action
TLMS continues to process tapes, however the data related to the errors may be unavailable. These errors will be
reported hourly, after which the counters in this check will be reset.

• Operator Response
Notify the systems programmer is tape jobs have failed during the same time period.

• System Programmer Response
Determine if there is an error with the VMF and correct if necessary.

• Problem Determination
N/A

• Source
TLMS Tape Management System

• Reference Documentation
Pattern Masking

TLMSH0061E
The TLMS option NOTLMS is set to CONT, which allows tape jobs to continue to run even though TLMS is
available to update the VMF.

Reason:

When TLMS is active it records information about tape data sets when they are opened and closed. TLMS uses this
information to protect the tapes from being over written and may also call an external security system to determine a
user's right to access the tape file.

When TLMS is not active and NOTLMS=ABEND is specified, input tape jobs will abend and output volumes will be
rejected. This prevents tapes from being accessed or created when TLMS cannot protect them.

When TLMS is not active and NOTLMS=CONT is specified, jobs that read or write to tape datasets will be allowed to
continue. TLMS will not record information about new tape data sets and can no longer protect them. Since TLMS is not
active it cannot stop the tape data sets from being read or over written.

Action:

This message is issued by the TLMS Health Check component which provides extensive detail on the problem
encountered and the suggested response. The following actions and responses are documented for this check:

• System Action
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Tape jobs continue to process but without the protection of TLMS. Tapes which should be protected may be over
written. Unauthorized user may be able to read tape file data.

• Operator Response
Notify the system programmer of potential loss of data.

• System Programmer Response
Change the NOTLMS option to ABEND unless special conditions warrant operating without a tape management
system. The TLMS option will need to be reloaded after change to the TLMS options. Execute CAS9 with a Parm of
REINIT specified for TLMS.

• Problem Determination
Run TLMSSTAT to determine the current settings for the options.

• Source
TLMS Tape Management System

• Reference Documentation
System Options

TLMSH0071E
The TLMS option PROTECT is set to SELECT. If a system crash occurs, volumes that were actively being written
to are not protected from being reused by another application.

Reason:

TLMS will not apply the TLMSII-CRASH-PROTECT dataset name to the tape during open processing. The scratch
indicator will remain set to scratch until the close of the volume.

Action:

This message is issued by the TLMS Health Check component which provides extensive detail on the problem
encountered and the suggested response. The following actions and responses are documented for this check:

• System Action
Tape jobs will continue to run but if TLMS ABENDs it will not protect the tape from being overwritten at a later time.

• Operator Response
Notify the system programmer of this alert.

• System Programmer Response
Change the option PROTECT from SELECT to ALL and reload the options by executing CAS9 with a PARM of REINIT
specified for TLMS.

• Problem Determination
Run TLMSSTAT to the current values of to the TLMS options.

• Source
TLMS Tape Management System

• Reference Documentation
System Options

TLMSH0081E
The TLMS option RECOVRY is set to NONE. If a VMF recovery is required, transactions recorded since the last
full VMF backup will be lost.

Reason:

In the event the VMF is lost or damaged, its data cannot be recovered by using the last VMF backup and TLMS recovery
records. The TLMS recovery records are transactions that are written to the alternate log (ALOG) or which may also be
written as SMF user records. The ALOG is the recommended method.
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Action:

This message is issued by the TLMS Health Check component which provides extensive detail on the problem
encountered and the suggested response. The following actions and responses are documented for this check:

• System Action
Tape jobs will continue to run but if the VMF is lost or damaged, there will be no way to recover the data recorded since
the last backup of the VMF.

• Operator Response
Notify the systems programmer of a potential problem recovering the VMF.

• System Programmer Response
Select either the ALOG or SMF as a recovery method. For the SMF method, specify a SMF record number in the
TLMS option LOGID. Then set RECOVRY=SMF. For the ALOG method, format an ALOG data set and uncomment the
CAIALOG DD statement in the CTS PROC. Then set RECOVRY=ALTLOG. You will need to reload the TLMS options
to activate the new options.

• Problem Determination
Run TLMSSTAT to determine the current values of the TLMS options.

• Source
TLMS Tape Management System

• Reference Documentation
System Options

TLMSH0082E
The TLMS option RECOVRY is set to SMF. If a VMF recovery is required, transactions recorded since the last full
VMF backup will be more difficult to recover than from the ALTLOG.

Reason:

In the event the VMF is lost or damaged, its data cannot be recovered by using the last VMF backup and TLMS recovery
records. The TLMS recovery records are transactions that are written to the alternate log (ALOG) or which may also be
written as SMF user records. The ALOG is the recommended method because it contains only TLMS transactions. For
RECOVRY=SMF, The TLMS transactions will be scattered among many, many SMF records and will probably be on more
than tapes than would be the case for ALTLOG.

Action:

This message is issued by the TLMS Health Check component which provides extensive detail on the problem
encountered and the suggested response. The following actions and responses are documented for this check:

• System Action
Tape jobs will continue to run but if the VMF is lost or damaged, recovery of the VMF must be done with SMF records
and the last backup of the VMF.

• Operator Response
Notify the systems programmer of a potential problem recovering the VMF.

• System Programmer Response
Select either the ALOG as the recovery method, format an ALOG data set and uncomment the CAIALOG DD
statement in the CTS PROC. Then set RECOVRY=ALTLOG. You will need to reload the TLMS options to activate the
new options.

• Problem Determination
Run TLMSSTAT to determine the current values of the TLMS options.

• Source
TLMS Tape Management System

• Reference Documentation
System Options
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TLMSH0091E
The TLMS option SECOPN is set to NO. Your tapes are not protected from unauthorized access.

Reason:

If the TLMS option SECOPN is set to NO, unauthorized users may be able to create or read tape files which the security
system would have prevented.

Action:

This message is issued by the TLMS Health Check component which provides extensive detail on the problem
encountered and the suggested response. The following actions and responses are documented for this check:

• System Action
Tape jobs continue to run but TLMS will not call the external security system at volume open. The security system will
not be able to control access to the data set.

• Operator Response
Notify the system programmer of the potential security problem.

• System Programmer Response
If Top Secret, ACF2, or IBM RACF are installed, verify that the proper security system rules are in place to protect
tape data sets. Then set SECOPN=YES and reload the TLMS option table by executing CAS9 with a PARM of REINIT
specified for TLMS.

• Problem Determination
Run TLMSSTAT to determine the setting for TLMSIPO options. Verify that the security system has rules to protect tape
data sets.

• Source
TLMS

• Reference Documentation
System Options

TLMSH0100 - TLMSH0199

TLMSH0101E
The TLMS option SECURE is set to NO. TLMS will not issue any security calls to tape open, close or access to
TLMS through ISPF.

Reason:

The TLMS option SECURE will globally override all calls to the installed external security system (Top Secret, ACF2, or
IBM RACF). Options, INQACC, BLPSEC, NLSEC, FORSEC, NSLSEC, SECEXIT, SECOPN, and SECCLS are ignored
regardless of their setting.

Action:

This message is issued by the TLMS Health Check component which provides extensive detail on the problem
encountered and the suggested response. The following actions and responses are documented for this check:

• System Action
Tape jobs continue to run but TLMS will not call the security systems for INQACC, BLPSEC, NLSEC, FORSEC,
NSLSEC, SECEXIT, SECOPN, and SECCLS options. Unauthorized users may be able to read or write tape file data
because only the last17 characters of the data set name is stored in the tape label.

• Operator Response
Notify systems programmer of potential security problems.

• System Programmer Response
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If Top Secret, ACF2, or IBM RACF is installed and have been updated to create security rules to protect your tape
files, set the TLMS option to SECURE=YES. This will enable security options INQACC, BLPSEC, NLSEC, FORSEC,
NSLSEC, SECEXIT, SECOPN, and SECCLS which you can set for your needs. You will need to reload the TLMS
options to activate these changes by executing CAS9 with a PARM of REINIT.

• Problem Determination
Run TLMSSTAT to determine the current settings for your security options.

• Source
TLMS

• Reference Documentation
System Options

TLMSH102E
#HCHECK FUNCTION=CHK-MSG failed RC=xxxx with R0=xxxx

Reason:

A TLMS health check received an error when calling the Health Checker Common Services function CHK-MSG.

Action:

Check the accompanying Health Checker Common Services messages to determine the problem.

TLMSH0900 - TLMSH0999

TLMSH0997E
Your TLMS system has not been properly initialized. This health check module cannot perform its health check.

Reason:

During the IPL process, the job TLC6INIT must be run to place required control information into common storage. This
health check requires these structures in common storage to perform its check.

Action:

This message is issued by the TLMS Health Check component which provides extensive detail on the problem
encountered and the suggested response. The following actions and responses are documented for this check:

• System Action
Your tape data is not being protected or monitored by TLMS.

• Operator Response
Notify the systems programmer of this exposure.

• System Programmer Response
Run the TLMS TLC6INIT started task.

• Problem Determination
You can use the TLMS ISPF panels to display the current values of all your TLMS options along with other information
about the TLMS Tape Management system.

• Source
TLMS Tape Management System

• Reference Documentation
Configuring
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TLMSH0998E
Your TLMS subtask is not running in the CTS address space. The health check module cannot perform its health
check.

Reason:

After the job TLC6INIT has been run and created TLMS control information, procedure CTS is run to create the common
tape address space. TLMS is started as a subtask in the CTS address space.

Action:

This message is issued by the TLMS Health Check component which provides extensive detail on the problem
encountered and the suggested response. The following actions and responses are documented for this check:

• System Action
Your tape data is not being protected or monitored by TLMS.

• Operator Response
Ensure that the CTS address space is active and that the TLMS subtask is running. Issue a 'F CTS,D A' to display the
active CTS subtask. If a TLMS subtask is not active, issue a 'F CTS,S TLMS' to activate TLMS. If CTS or TLMS will not
start or fails after starting, notify the system programmer.

• System Programmer Response
Determine why TLMS or CTS is failing and take corrective action.

• Problem Determination
ABENDs in CTS and its subtask will be written to the CTS SYSOUT class with the CTS job name. Additional
diagnostic can also the written to SYSOUT by issuing 'F CTS,SPINOFF LOG' and 'F CTS,SPINOFF SNAP'
commands.

• Source
TLMS Tape Management System

• Reference Documentation:
Configuring
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Product Accessibility Features
Broadcom is committed to making sure that all customers, regardless of ability, can successfully use its products and
supporting documentation to accomplish vital business tasks.

Depending on your emulator, you can use the following accessibility features with TLMS:

  

Display

To increase visibility on your computer display, you can adjust the following options:

•  Font style, color, and size of items 

Defines font color, size, and other visual combinations.

•  Cursor width and blink rate 

Defines the cursor width or blink rate, which makes the cursor easier to find or minimize its blinking.

•  High contrast schemes 

Defines color combinations. You can select colors that are easier to see.

Sound

Use sound as a visual alternative or to make computer sounds easier to hear or distinguish by adjusting the following
options:

•  Volume 

Sets the computer sound up or down.

•  Text-to-Speech 

Sets the computer's hear command options and text read aloud.

Keyboard

You can make the following keyboard adjustments:

•  Sticky Keys 

Defines the modifier key, such as Shift, Ctrl, Alt, or the Windows Logo key, for shortcut key combinations. Sticky keys
remain active until another key is pressed.
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Additional Resources
Use the following resources to discover more about TLMS, find support information, view demos, and sign up for courses
with Broadcom Education.

Support Information

•  Mainframe Storage for z/OS and OS/390 Release and Support Lifecycle Dates 
•  Incremental Release Program - Support Policy and Terms 
•  Standard Support Policy 

Communities and Social Media

•  Broadcom Mainframe Community 
•  Twitter 
•  YouTube 
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Documentation Legal Notice
This Documentation, which includes embedded help systems and electronically distributed materials, (hereinafter referred
to as the “Documentation”) is for your informational purposes only and is subject to change or withdrawal by Broadcom
at any time. This Documentation is proprietary information of Broadcom and may not be copied, transferred, reproduced,
disclosed, modified or duplicated, in whole or in part, without the prior written consent of Broadcom.

If you are a licensed user of the software product(s) addressed in the Documentation, you may print or otherwise make
available a reasonable number of copies of the Documentation for internal use by you and your employees in connection
with that software, provided that all Broadcom copyright notices and legends are affixed to each reproduced copy.

The right to print or otherwise make available copies of the Documentation is limited to the period during which the
applicable license for such software remains in full force and effect. Should the license terminate for any reason, it is your
responsibility to certify in writing to Broadcom that all copies and partial copies of the Documentation have been returned
to Broadcom or destroyed.

TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW, BROADCOM PROVIDES THIS DOCUMENTATION “AS
IS” WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION, ANY IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF
MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, OR NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT WILL
BROADCOM BE LIABLE TO YOU OR ANY THIRD PARTY FOR ANY LOSS OR DAMAGE, DIRECT OR INDIRECT,
FROM THE USE OF THIS DOCUMENTATION, INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION, LOST PROFITS, LOST
INVESTMENT, BUSINESS INTERRUPTION, GOODWILL, OR LOST DATA, EVEN IF BROADCOM IS EXPRESSLY
ADVISED IN ADVANCE OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH LOSS OR DAMAGE.

The use of any software product referenced in the Documentation is governed by the applicable license agreement and
such license agreement is not modified in any way by the terms of this notice.

The manufacturer of this Documentation is Broadcom Inc.

Provided with “Restricted Rights.” Use, duplication or disclosure by the United States Government is subject to the
restrictions set forth in FAR Sections 12.212, 52.227-14, and 52.227-19(c)(1) - (2) and DFARS Section 252.227-7014(b)
(3), as applicable, or their successors.

Copyright © Broadcom. All Rights Reserved. The term “Broadcom” refers to Broadcom Inc. and/or its subsidiaries. All
trademarks, trade names, service marks, and logos referenced herein belong to their respective companies.
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